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INTRODUCTION.

My life's work is finished, with the completion of this work. I am thankful that I have lived to complete it. But it is sad to contemplate that the only two persons who set me the task—my literary 'mentor', Babu Govinda-dasa of Benares, and Dr. G. Thibaut of Heidelberg, my colleague at the Muir College,—are not here to rejoice with me. The only thing I can do therefore is to dedicate this to their memory.

My thanks are due to the Baptist Mission Press, with which it is a pleasure to work, and then to my pupils at the Allahabad University, Pandit Kṣetṛēsha Chandra Chattopādhyāya and Dr. Umesha Mishra, for help of various kinds.

An elaborate Introduction—I am unable, and unfit, to write. I have therefore noted a few interesting bits of information that I have been able to glean from the Bhāṣya, relating to its Author.

Residence.

(a) On p. 74 (Text Vol. I)—under Su. 1. 3. 18.—Shabara speaks of the 'Southerners' as 'Dark-skinned, large-bodied and red-eyed'.

(b) Under su. 1. 3. 20.—he speaks of the 'Māthura' 'resident of, or born at, Mathurā'.

(c) Under su. 1. 3. 1.—the author appears to be familiar with details regarding the eating of parched rice; he says—'One should eat the parched Śaśṭikā Rice with milk; but if he eats parched Shālī Rice, he should pour curds over it' [रस्त्री-पूज्य of भिंडिया]

(d) Under su. 2. 3. 3.—the author says—'Such usage would not be contrary to the usage of the Āndhras'.—On this Kumārila comments that what the Bhāṣya refers to is the usage of the Dravidas; who have been spoken of as 'Āndhra', because both the peoples belong to the South.

(e) Under su. 9. 2. 51. and in one or two other places also, the author uses the expression 'From the Himālaya down to Kumārī' (in the sense of throughout the country).

(f) Under su. 10. 6. 43. the author says 'Dirghaih kēśaih shobhano dēvadattaḥ'.

From the above data, no definite conclusion can be deduced. But if Kumarila's remarks (under (d) above) are relied upon, Shabara would appear to be more conversant with the North than with the South;—and (f) also may be taken as indicating greater familiarity with the extreme North, where long hair was worn. Did he belong to Kashmir or to the further West—Taksashilā?
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Time.

Under 6.1.12. Shabara quotes the well-known verse of the Manusmṛti—

शमञ्ज दास्रुत जून्ष निन्जगः। सवु सन् वे।
यवे समभिस्मधुनि कभ्य ते समा तदु भरम्म।

introducing it with the words—रवं च भरति। This would make the author posterior—by a long way—to the great Law-giver.

We have not been able to find anything more definite than this in Shabara’s own work—relating to his time.

He is believed to have been a contemporary of the Great ‘Vikramaditya’; in fact, an old-standing tradition among Pandits would make him the king’s father—

शमञ्ज नामवद्राधिकिर्णो ज्ञितिविदामध्ये।
रााजा भनमिरिय विज्ञानीयट भवान्यायायसंभु।
वक्ष्या वरिष्ठेदैःज्ञानारीण महुः जाती.
मुद्रारीमर—महेन्द्रवरसामिधिसाङ्क्षाया।

Varāhamihira, I am told, has now been definitely assigned to the 4th century A.D.; the personality of ‘Vikramaditya’ is still shrouded in mystery:—it would not be far wrong to conclude therefore that Shabara lived before the 4th century A.D. This would fit in with his posteriority to “Bhagavān Upavarṣeḥ”, and priority to Prabhākara, Kumārila and Shankarāchārya.

Works.

No other work by Shabara is known, except this Bhāṣya on the Mīmāṃsā-Sūtras; but even so, in the body of this Bhāṣya itself, we find distinct mention of another work named ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa’. The expression—‘Saṅkarṣaṇa vaksya-vakṣyata’—this will be explained in the Saṅkarṣaṇa—is found in two places:—(1) under Su. 10. 4. 32. and (2) under Su. 12. 2. 11.

Now we have to see what this ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa’ is. In the year 1894, Mahāmahopādhyāya Rāma-miṣhra Shāstrī brought out an edition of the ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa-Kāṇḍam’, in the ‘Pandit’ of Benares, which purports to be a comparatively modern commentary (written perhaps in the 17th century) on Adhyāyas XIII, XIV, XV and XVI of Jaimini’s Sūtras, written by one Bhāskara-Bhaṭṭa, and known as ‘Bhāṭṭachandrīkā’. From this the name ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa’ would appear to stand for the ‘supplement’ to Jaimini’s Sūtras, which are popularly known to contain only twelve adhyāyas. At the time that the ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa-Kāṇḍam’ was published, there was a general suspicion that the work was a spurious one; though references to the name were found in Rāmānuja’s Shri-Bhāṣya (3. 3.). It was felt that the Sūtras, under the Kāṇḍa—if Jaimini wrote them—could not have been left uncommented upon by Shabara and other writers. After the lapse of these 40 years, that suspicion appears to have been dispelled; at least so far as the existence of a work of the name of ‘Saṅkarṣaṇa’ is concerned, which Shabara knew of, and commented upon.
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On looking into the published Sankarśa-Kāṇḍa, we find that what Shabara refers to in the first point of reference under 10. 4. 32. actually appears in the work under Su. 14. 4. 20. (page 65). Shabara has said under 10. 4. 32.—


in the Sankarśa-Kāṇḍa, in 14. 4. 20., we find the words . There does not appear to be much doubt as to the identity of the two references. The second point of Shabara's reference is under Sutra 12. 2. 11., where we read . In the Sankarśa-Kāṇḍa, the only relevant passage appears under Su. 13. 1. 11. But the identity of the two references is not equally clear.—There thus can be no doubt that there is a section (of Jaimini's Sutras, perhaps) under the name of 'Sankarśa', and that it has been commented upon by Shabara. Here is an interesting point of investigation for manuscript-hunters and researchers.

Interesting Points.

(a) Under Su. 5. 1. 20., we have some sort of an indication of the nature of the daily meals: (1) Morning—Apūpa, cakes; (2) midday—various kinds of food, 'mixed food'; (3) afternoon—Modaka, sweets. Apparently there was no evening meal.

(b) Under Su. 6. 1. 4., Shabara speaks of 'Dogs fasting on the fourteenth day of the month, and kites fasting on the eighth day'.

(c) Under Su. 9. 1. 41., Shabara speaks of the Mimāṃsaka's 'Siddhānta' as 'not liked by the Yājñikas'.—The difference of opinion between theory and practice seems to have already set in at that early age.

(d) Under Su. 10. 3. 44., Shabara speaks of . Where we have an echo of the Vaishēśika 'Padārthas'.

(e) Under Su. 10. 3. 45., three kinds of 'wages' are mentioned: (1) शापारस्; (2) वचनम्; (3) वचनतः. Does the last stand for 'thanks'? 

(f) Under Su. 7. 1. 4., we find the expression महायां माव, instead of the well-known महायः दीपः.

(g) Medicinal prescriptions—

(1) For eye-disease, eat शूद्र, Rice with Mudga pulse,—under Su. 7. 1. 8.

(2) For stomach-disease, milk, or ewe's milk, or milk of Bel-fruit (different readings)—under the same Sūtra.

During the last several centuries,—at least, from the time that the several 'Darshanasaṅgrahas' began to be compiled, people have written and talked of the 'Ṣaṭ darshana', the 'six systems of Philosophy'.—These six 'systems of Philosophy (Indian) have been declared to be—

(1) 'Sāṅkhyā', (2) 'Yoga', (3) 'Nyāya', (4) 'Vaishēśika', (5) 'Mimāṃsā',
and (6) ‘Vedānta’.—Such has been the long-established tradition. As a matter of fact, however, one would not be far wrong in saying that there are only three ‘systems’, and each ‘system’ is presented to us in the form of three ‘pairs’,—each member of the pair being ‘complementary’ of the other.

For instance, ‘Sāṅkhya’ and ‘Yoga’ form one pair,—the theoretical ‘philosophy’ being supplied by the former and the practical method of realising these ‘philosophical’ truths being taught by the latter; it is for this reason that in the older literature both these systems bore the common name of ‘Saṅkhya’; but later on, when people began—and wrongly began—to separate the two, the former came to be designated as ‘Nirishvara-Sāṅkhya’ ‘Saṅkhya without God’—on the ground that the ‘Sāṅkhya’ texts do not posit an ‘Īsvara’;—and the latter as ‘Īshvara-Sāṅkhya’ (Saṅkhya with God)—on the ground that the Yoga-sūtras do posit an Īsāvara, even though only for the purposes of worship and meditation.

The case of ‘Nyāya’ and ‘Vaisēṣika’ is somewhat different. The Sūtras of both ‘systems’ contain ‘philosophical’ matter; though even here much of the ‘philosophical’ factor has been borrowed from, or taken for granted as expounded by, the sister system; and the Nyāya-bhāṣya has declared that such of the Vaisēṣika doctrines as are not actually denied in Nyāya should be taken to be accepted by the latter, [vide—Bhāṣya on Nyāyasūtra 1. 1. 4]. The avowed aim also of the Sūtras of Nyāya appears to be the propounding of a scheme of investigation and discussion regarding the truths of philosophy; as in their opinion, any knowledge acquired by other methods remains shaky until it is confirmed by such investigation. Thus there is sufficient reason for regarding the Nyāya and Vaisēṣika also as complementary.

Lastly as regards ‘Mimāṁsa’ and ‘Vedānta’, there has never been any justification for regarding them as two distinct ‘Systems’. They have been always known as ‘Pūrva’ (Preliminary) Mimāṁsa and ‘Uttara’ (Final) Mimāṁsa. The Pūrva-Mimāṁsa has never claimed to be a ‘darshana’, a ‘system of philosophy’; in fact, so far as the Sūtra is concerned, it does not take note of any philosophical topic. If the later commentators have introduced such topics as the ‘soul’ and the ‘Apūrva’, it is only as corollary to its main and one topic of ‘Dharma’. If there is no ‘Apūrva’ and if there is no ‘soul’, there can be no point in understanding or performing Dharma, one’s Duty; hence these have been set forth; the ‘Soul’ has been specially emphasised; but simply asserted; and the earlier writers have deliberately referred the student to the sister-system for detailed information. Says Kumārila at the end of the Ātma-vāda section of the Ślokavārtika—

र्ष्यादि नातिनान्त्यकर्षितप्रबोधानानि मथकदन युक्तः ||
हत्तमेनाभिषेषः प्रवृद्धः प्रयासि वेदान्तनिषिद्धेन इः

That is—‘with a view to set aside Atheism (which in Indian Philosophy stands for the view that “There is no soul, there is no region other than the physical earth”), the author of the Bhāṣya has asserted the existence of the Soul on the basis of reasons; the knowledge of this (Soul) attains
confirmation by the study of the *Vedānta*. Here *Vedanta* evidently stands for the Upaniṣads and their study incorporated in the *Brahmasūtras*.

We are alive to the fact that later on differences between the two systems cropped up regarding small details; but there has never arisen any controversy on the main issues. The Vedānta finds its ultimate sanction in the Vedic texts, and as regards the authority of the Vedas, it accepts the conclusions of the sister-system. For all *practical* purposes, the Vedāntin accepts the tenets of the *Mīmāṃsā*;—hence the saying ‘Vyāvahārāḥ bhāṭṭānayāḥ’ current among writers on *Vedānta*.

The above facts also account for the designation of *Mīmāṃsā* proper as *Pūrva* and of that of the *Vedānta* as *Uttara*. For the enquiry into Brahman—*Brahmajñānā*, and this enquiry can be carried on only on the basis of Vedic texts,—it is necessary that the authority and reliability of the Veda should be established beyond doubt, and then, that certain methods of interpreting those texts should be elaborated, in order to prevent confusion in the course of the study of the vast mass of Vedic material. These two requirements have been met by *Mīmāṃsā* proper; and on the basis of this *Pūrva*, Preliminary, *Mīmāṃsā*, the Vedāntin has raised his edifice of *Vedānta* proper, called on that account the *Uttara*, Final, *Mīmāṃsā*. And it is interesting to note that on the subject of *Mokṣa*, the final aim of man, the views of the great *Mīmāṃsaka* do not differ much from the orthodox *Vedānta* view.

Of course, one cannot be blind to the fact that among the later controversies, this ‘brotherhood’ (or ‘sisterhood’) was lost sight of, and greater stress began to be laid upon differences regarding non-essentials than on agreements regarding essentials.

This is how the idea of the ‘Six Systems of Indian Philosophy’ came to be evolved. This also is the reason why there is practically no ‘philosophical’ topic discussed by Jaimini in his *Sūtras*.—Having propounded the subject of his enquiry, Dharma (*Sūtras*),—he provides a definition of this Dharma as ‘what the Veda enjoins as beneficial’ (*Sūtra* 2),—it explains why the ordinary means of Cognition, Perception, Inference and the rest, cannot be of much use in this connection (*Sū. 4*),—and how *word* (Verbal Authority) can be the only infallible guide in this matter (*Sū. 5*)—he then explains in the rest of the first Pāda, how and why the Veda is to be accepted as an infallible source of knowledge;—this is followed, in the rest of *Adhyāya I*, by a detailed examination of the question as to which portions of the *Veda* are to be regarded as actually laying down what should be done or what should not be done. Having thus cleared the ground in the first *Adhyāya*, he proceeds in the remaining eleven *Adhyayas* to set forth in detail the methods of interpreting Vedic texts.

Unfortunately for modern Hindus, the examples that Jaimini chose for illustrating his rules of interpretation were all from sacrificial Rituals. Naturally during his time, every Brāhmaṇa was familiar with these Rituals, and hence they were regarded as providing most suitable illustrative examples. Latterly, however, Sacrificial Ritual has gradually all but disappeared from the life of the Hindus; and this has led to the neglect of the study of the
Mimamsā-shāstra. Even so, it continues to be recognised that the rules that Jaimini evolved are still found useful in the interpretation of Law-texts; and they have been so widely used that there is no important Legal Digest which does not draw upon the 'Nyāyas' of Jaimini. One of these 'Nyāyas',—rather the misunderstanding of it—has altered the whole trend of the Law of Adoption in Bombay, even in our own day. [See Preface to the writer’s ‘Hindu Law in its Sources’, Vol. II].

It is hoped the translation now placed before the public will go some way towards the dispelling of certain misconceptions that have gained ground in the learned legal world of the present day. I know this hope is much too extravagant. But who knows?
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(9) When there is conflict among details of subsidiaries, those of the Principal subsidiary are superior in authority

(10) In connection with Paridhi, details of both Paridhi and Yūpa to be performed

(11) In connection with Paridhi, no performance of such details of the Yūpa as may be incompatible

(12) Between Savaniya Animal and Puroḍāsha, the former is Principal Factor

(13) When Archetype and Ectype have similar procedure, that of Ectype should be adopted

(14) At Āgrayana only Flowering Grass to be used

(15) At Āgrayana the Procedure of anyone of the three offerings, Aindrāyana etc., to be adopted
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ADHYĀYA IX.

PĀDA I.

ADHIKARĀṆA (1): At the Agnihotra and other sacrifices, the Details are prompted by,—laid down for the purpose of accomplishing—the 'Apūrvā', Transcendental Result.

SŪTRA (1).

THAT WHICH IS THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SACRIFICE IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR; AS THAT IS WHAT IS ENJOINED; HENCE THE EMBELLISHMENT OF THE SUBSTANCES MUST BE REGARDED AS PROMPTED BY THAT; SPECIALLY BECAUSE IT IS MEANT FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In the Eighth Discourse we have finished the consideration of particular cases of Transference of details; we are now going to deal with cases of 'Ūha', 'Modification', (of Details).—'Modification' is of three kinds—as bearing upon (1) the Mantra, (2) the Śāman, and (3) the Sāṁskāra (Embellishment).—It is this Modification that will be the main subject of consideration (in this, the Ninth Discourse), though other subjects also are going to be dealt with, some by way of Introduction and others as arising out of the main theme.

[We have seen that in several cases, the Details of one sacrifice are transferred to another sacrifice. In some cases, it so happens that the particular detail so transferred does not quite fit in with the other details of the sacrifice to which it has been transferred. In this case therefore, the detail transferred is 'modified' to suit the exigencies of the sacrifice to which it has been transferred. It is this 'modification' that is going to be dealt with in Discourse IX.]

(A) [First Explanation.]

As a necessary preliminary to the Discourse, what we have to consider first of all is the following matter, in regard to the Agnihotra, the Dārāha, Pārṇamāsa and the Jyotiṣfoma, in connection with which separate details have been prescribed.—In regard to these the question that has to be considered is—Are these Details prompted by (performed for the purpose of accomplishing) the Transcendental Result,—or by the Sacrificial Act?—If they are prompted by the Transcendental Result, then alone can Modification be possible; if, on the other hand, they are prompted by the
Sacrificial Act, then there would be a commixture of the Details.—"How so?"—All sacrifices are sacrificial acts;—hence when any Details are enjoined in reference to the genus 'sacrifice', which is what is denoted by the root 'to sacrifice',—they naturally appertain to all sacrifices [if the details are prompted by the Sacrificial Act]; [so that in this case there would be no justification for any 'modification'];—if, on the other hand, the Details are prompted by the Transcendental Result, then, as each sacrifice leads to a distinct Transcendental Result, the Details laid down in connection with a specific Transcendental Result, could become connected with another such Result only in a specific form; hence in this case, 'Modification' would be possible (and necessary).

[A preliminary objection is raised]—"All this has been already discussed and finally settled in Discourse VII (Adhikarana I of Pāda I)".

Answer—That same conclusion is again recalled here for the purpose of introducing the following discussions.—Or, the present discussion may be taken as meant for explaining things not already explained on the previous occasion.—

"What is that thing?"

It is this—that the Embellishment of the substances must be regarded as prompted by that, specially because it is all meant for that purpose.—For one who is going to expound 'Modification', the assertion of this fact is necessary because it is only thus that Modification is possible; this fact was not asserted on the previous occasion (in Discourse VII), as there was no need for it there; all that was considered there was the question whether the Details were restricted to each Context—or were they all to be employed in all cases?—The consideration of this question would be possible in both cases—i.e. if the details are prompted by the Transcendental Result, as also if they are prompted by the Sacrificial Act;—but it could not be so if the Embellishment of substances were for the purposes of the Transcendental Result;—and it is this latter fact that is established here;—on the previous occasion, the fact of the Details being prompted by the Transcendental Result,—even though not mentioned in the Sūtra,—had been taken up for the purpose of facilitating the business of discussion.—Thus then there is no needless repetition here (of what has already gone under Discourse VII).

(B) [Second Explanation.]

Or, what we are going to discuss later on is a totally different question:—Are the details contingent upon the sacrificial act, but prompted by the Transcendental Result?—Or are they both contingent upon, and prompted by, the Transcendental Result?—And for the present, we are only considering the question whether the Details are prompted by the Transcendental Result or by the Sacrificial Act?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is that—"the Details are prompted by the Sacrificial Act;—why so?—because it is with the term 'to sacrifice' that the entire Procedure is correlated,—the meaning of the
injunctions being—'In this manner should the sacrificial act be performed' or 'such and such a result should be brought about by the Sacrificial Act performed in such and such a manner'.'

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—'That which is the objective of the act denoted by the root 'to sacrifice' (i.e. the Sacrificial Act) is the principal factor; it is that which is enjoined as to be accomplished (by the Sacrifice); and the Procedure should appertain to that which is meant to be accomplished (by the Act).—It has been argued that—'the details are correlated with the root 'to sacrifice'.'—Our answer to this is as follows:—Whatever Embellishment is there—in the substances, as also in the Sacrificial Act,—must be regarded as prompted by that,—i.e. prompted by the Transcendental Result (to be accomplished by means of the Act of Sacrifice), because it—the Sacrificial Act—is meant for that purpose; the substances also are related to the Details only as related to the Transcendental Result,—not on their own account. Because there is no mutual need between the Details and what is denoted by the root ('to sacrifice'); it is by what is denoted by the affix (Injunctive) that the Procedure is needed,—the form of the requirement being—'in what manner is the Desired Result to be accomplished?,'—and not 'what is the form of the Sacrifice?'.—From this it follows that the Procedure should be connected with that which is meant to be accomplished; and it is the Transcendental Result that is meant to be accomplished;—hence the Details should be taken as prompted by the Transcendental Result.

(C) [Third Explanation.]

In regard to the same instances, we proceed to discuss the question—Are the Details contingent upon the Sacrificial Act, and prompted by the Transcendental Result? Or are they both contingent upon, and prompted by, the Transcendental Result?

On this question, the Pūrva-śākta view is as follows:—'The Details are contingent upon the Sacrificial Act, and prompted by the Transcendental Result?'—Why so?—Because nothing can be contingent upon, as well as prompted by, the same thing; the Prompter of the Details is that for the purpose whereof they are performed; and their Contingent Cause is that during whose existence they are performed;—and one and the same word cannot express the idea that 'the details are performed for the purpose of the Transcendental Result', as also the idea that 'they exist while the Transcendental Result exists'; in fact the words expressive of the Details being for the purpose of the Transcendental Result would be entirely different from those expressive of them as existing while the Transcendental Result exists.—On the other hand, if the Details are taken as contingent upon the Sacrificial Act, then there is the verbal expression 'The Result should be accomplished by means of the sacrifice in such and such a manner (by adopting these details)'; which means that when the sacrifice is there, then the Details help in the accomplishment of the Transcendental Result,—
but if the sacrifice is not there, then they do not render any such help.—From this it follows that the Details are contingent upon the Sacrificial Act, but prompted by the Transcendental Result."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—That which is the objective of the sacrifice is the principal factor,—i.e. that which is meant to be accomplished by means of the Sacrificial Act:—because that is what is enjoined as leading to the desired result;—hence all the embellishment that there is—in connection with the Sacrificial Act and the substances appertaining thereto,—should be regarded as prompted by the Transcendental Result; because all those embellishments are performed with the view that they are conducive to that Result; and they are not concerned with the accomplishment of the Sacrifice; in fact, in the entire body of texts laying down the act, the Embellishments are correlated with what is denoted by the (Injunctive) affix; as it is this latter, and not what is denoted by the verbal root, that stands in need of such correlation.—From this it follows that the Details are contingent upon, as well as prompted by, the Transcendental Result.

It has been argued that "it is not possible for the Transcendental Result to be the Prompter as well as the Contingent Cause, as the verbal expression in the two cases must be entirely different".—Our answer to this is as follows:—That the Transcendental Result is the prompter of the Details is what is declared in the scriptural texts themselves; as for the fact of its being also the contingent cause, that is not expressed directly by the words of the text; but it follows from the generally recognised fact that when one thing is prompted by another, the latter is also the contingent cause of the former; for instance, the Garden is the prompter as well as the contingent cause of the payment of the wages to the Gardener; because it is only when the Garden is there that wages are paid to the Gardener; and the man is related to the wages for the purpose of maintaining the Garden.

From all this it follows that it is the Transcendental Result that is the prompter as well as the contingent cause of the Details.
ADHIKARANA (2): 'Prokṣaṇa', 'Besprinkling', is prompted by the Transcendental Result.

SUTRA (2).

[PUŘVAPAKṢA]—"THINGS THAT ARE DONE IN CONNECTION WITH AN 'EMBELLISHMENT' ARE FOR THAT PURPOSE, AND HENCE THE DETAIL IN QUESTION SHOULD BE REGARDED AS PROMPTED BY THAT (EMBELLISHMENT)."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Puṛṇamāsa, we read—'One threshes the corn with pestle and mortar that have been besprinkled; one grinds it with the grinding slab and stone that have been besprinkled'.

In connection with this, there arises the question—Is the 'besprinkling' prompted by the threshing and the grinding?—Or by the Transcendental Result?

On this question, the Puṛvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The 'besprinkling' which is done in connection with an 'Embellishment'—in the form of the 'Threshing and Grinding'—should be regarded as prompted by that—i.e. by that Embellishment.—'Threshing and Grinding being embellishments, how can the Besprinkling be regarded as prompted by them?—Because they are for that purpose; as a matter of fact, one thing is said to be the 'prompter' of another when the latter serves to accomplish the former; so that, if it is the Transcendental Result that is accomplished by the Besprinkling, then this Besprinkling should be regarded as prompted by the Transcendental Result; but if it is the Threshing and Grinding that are accomplished by the Besprinkling, then the Besprinkling should be regarded as prompted by the Threshing and Grinding.—From the Context, it follows that it is the Transcendental Result that is accomplished by the Besprinkling,—while from Syntactical Connection, it is clear that the Threshing and Grinding are accomplished by the Besprinkling;—and Syntactical Connection is stronger in authority than Context.—[Hence it follows that the Besprinkling is prompted by Threshing and Grinding]."

The following objection is raised against the Puṛvapakṣa—The Besprinkling may be done at the Threshing and Grinding; and it may yet serve the purpose of accomplishing the Transcendental Result [so that though it may be contingent upon the Threshing and Grinding, it would be prompted by the Transcendental Result]. In this way the Syntactical Connection and the Context, both would be honoured'.

To this the Puṛvapakṣin makes the following answer—"It is not possible to honour both (Syntactical Connection and Context). The mere fact of a certain thing being mentioned in a certain context does not necessarily imply that that thing has been laid down for the sake of the subject-matter of the Context; all that the fact of a thing mentioned in a certain Context
means is that it is syntactically connected with the subject-matter of the Context; and it is from this Syntactical Connection that it follows that the thing is meant to serve the purposes of that subject-matter. [This is what happens in regard to the relation between the Besprinkling and the Transcendental Result]. On the other hand, the Syntactical Connection of the Besprinkling is with the Threshing and Grinding which are directly perceptible (mentioned in the text);—this direct Syntactical Connection (of the Besprinkling, with the Threshing and Grinding) sets aside its indirect (inferred) Syntactical Connection with the subject-matter of the Context (i.e. Transcendental Result). Nor is it possible for the Besprinkling to be syntactically connected with both (Transcendental Result and Threshing and Grinding) at one and the same time; because when it is syntactically connected with one, it has all its requirements fulfilled through that, and hence there is no reason for connecting it with anything else.—Thus, no Syntactical Connection of the Besprinkling being possible with the subject-matter of the Context, it cannot be held to serve the purpose of the Transcendental Result."

Objection to the Pūrva-pakṣa—"The Threshing and Grinding do certainly serve the purpose of accomplishing the Transcendental Result; and as the Besprinkling subserves the purposes of the Threshing and Grinding, it must be taken as helping the Transcendental Result'.

The Pūrva-pakṣin answers—"It is true that the Besprinkling helps the Transcendental Result indirectly (mediately); but that does not make it 'prompted by the Transcendental Result'. There are two kinds of subsidiaries that help a subsidiary—(1) that which is connected with a particular subsidiary on the ground that this subsidiary is peculiar to a certain Transcendental Result, and (2) that which is connected with the subsidiary inherently on its own account, irrespectively of any connection with a Transcendental Result:—Now of these two kinds, that set of Details alone is regarded as 'prompted by the Transcendental Result' which is connected with the particular subsidiary through its relationship to the Transcendental Result;—and such a set of Details has to be 'modified' in the Ecotype or in other cases where the subsidiary is used for the same purpose. In the other case, however, where the connection of the Detail rests upon the form of the subsidiary itself (independently of any Transcendental Result),—the Detail is regarded to be 'prompted by itself'. Even though, even in this latter case, the subsidiary equipped with the particular detail does bring about a Transcendental Result, yet the Transcendental Result, being thus accomplished, does not become the cause (the incentive, the prompter) of the employment of that Detail; that is, it is not by reason of the presence of the Transcendental Result by itself that the particular Detail is employed.—In this latter case, either in the Ecotype or in any other thing, the Transcendental Result not being there, there is no 'modification'.—Such being the case, the right course can be determined only on the basis of Syntactical Connection; that is, if the Syntactical Connection signifies that the Transcendental Result is the cause (of the Employment of the Detail), then that Detail has to be regarded as
'prompted by the Transcendental Result'; if it signifies that the subsidiary itself is the cause of the employment of the Detail, then that Detail has to be regarded as 'prompted by the subsidiary'.—It has been already pointed out that, in the case in question, the idea of the detail being prompted by the Transcendental Result is based upon Context, while that of its being prompted by the subsidiary itself is based on Syntactical Connection.—Hence it follows that the Besprinkling is prompted by Threshing and Grinding, and that whenever there are Threshing and Grinding, they have to be accompanied by Besprinkling.'"

SŪTRA (3).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE DETAIL IN QUESTION WITH THAT THING IS DUE TO ITS CONNECTION WITH THE 'SACRIFICE'; HENCE THE DETAIL SHOULD BE REGARDED AS PROMPTED BY THE 'SACRIFICE'; SPECIALY BECAUSE THE EMBELLISHMENT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the Pārvapakṣa.

It is not true that the Besprinkling is prompted by Threshing and Grinding. In fact, it is because there is connection between 'that thing'—i.e. Threshing or Grinding,—with the Transcendental Result,—that the former is related to the Besprinkling; that is, the connection between the Threshing-Grinding and the Embellishment of Besprinkling is brought about through the accomplishment of a particular Transcendental Result,—and not through the Threshing-Grinding itself.—Why?—Because the Threshing and Grinding by themselves serve no useful purpose; hence if the Besprinkling were prompted by them, that also would be useless. Hence the Besprinkling cannot be regarded as prompted by Threshing and Grinding.

Objection—"The Threshing and Grinding are helpful to the Transcendental Result; they are not useless."

Answer—[According to the Pārvapakṣa] there is no connection between the Besprinkling and the Transcendental Result; in fact (under this view), even if the Besprinkling were not done, the Threshing and Grinding would not fail in bringing about the Transcendental Result. So that, even though the Threshing and Grinding were helpful to the Transcendental Result, the Besprinkling connected with those two would serve no useful purpose.

Opponent—"That purpose for which the Threshing and Grinding are done can be accomplished by these two when they are connected with the Besprinkling, not otherwise. [In this way, the Besprinkling serves a most useful purpose.]

Answer—There is no scriptural text declaring that this is so.

Opponent—"This same text that we are considering declares this.—How?—It says that—'One threshes the corn with the pestle and mortar that have been besprinkled; one grinds the corn with the grinding slab and stone that have been washed';—this clearly means that 'what is done by the
Threshing and the Grinding is done by them as connected with Besprinkling; and thus the Besprinkling is really connected with what is brought about by the Threshing and Grinding,—not with these".

Answer—It is not so. If it is true that what is brought about by the Threshing and Grinding becomes connected with Besprinkling,—then there can be no connection of the Besprinkling with that thing at all. Because that thing is brought about by the Threshing and Grinding; what then is there that would be brought about by the Besprinkling?—If the connection were meant to be that "the Transcendental Result is brought about by the besprinkled (implements, Pestle, etc.)";—in that case it could not be said to be brought about by the Threshing or the Grinding.—If it be urged that —"the connection of these two also is asserted (to be what brings about the Transcendental Result)",—then the assertion of several connections would lead to syntactical split.—Thus then, we conclude that, inasmuch as by being connected with the Threshing and the Grinding, the Besprinkling would become useless, it must be taken to be connected with the Transcendental Result, on the basis of Context.

Opponent—"In that case, there would be no connection with the Threshing and Grinding."

There would certainly be connection with them, we reply.—"How?"—In the case in question, when the man proceeds to do the Threshing, there are two results accomplished—(1) the act of Threshing itself, and (2) the preparation of the Rice; and indirectly there comes about the accomplishment of a peculiar Transcendental Result; because the preparation of the Rice is a help rendered to the Transcendental Result,—and this help is meant to be rendered by the act of Threshing; and thus the Besprinkling comes to be connected with it (but indirectly).—Though it is true that, if the Besprinkling is connected with the act of Threshing itself, such connection would be one that is directly asserted; but in that case it would become useless (as explained above); hence we have recourse to the indirect connection; specially because such Indirect Indication is something perceptible and as such more reasonable than the assumption of something entirely imperceptible. In fact, the Threshing is not an indirect subsidiary bringing about the Transcendental Result; the help that it renders (by preparing the Rice) is a perceptible one, and, through some invisible capacity, it renders that help in the right manner. Even if the Besprinkling did bring about the Transcendental Result, in so far as it would be connected with mere Threshing, and not with any kind of benefit rendered by itself,—it would serve no useful purpose at all. Hence the Besprinkling should be taken as connected with a particular benefit through the act of Threshing. It is for this reason that even when an act other than Threshing serves the same purpose as the Threshing,—it takes the Besprinkling; for instance, in the case where the rice is prepared by tearing away the husks with nails,—where the Besprinkling is done to the nails.

From all this it follows that all details like Besprinkling are prompted by the Transcendental Result.
ADHIKARANA (3): (Represented by another interpretation of Sutras 2 and 3).

The varying degrees of tone or pitch—High and Low—are prompted by the Subsidiary Transcendental Result.

Bhasya.

The two Sutras 2 and 3 may be taken as embodying the following Adhikarana:

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice; in connection with that, it is laid down—'At the Dikṣaṇīyā sacrifice, one should recite with as much voice as one likes,—at the Prāyaṇīyā, with low voice,—at the Āṭūthāyā, with still lower voice,—at the Upasads, silently'.

In regard to this, there arises the following question:—Are all these details (regarding the Pitch of Voice) prompted by (to be adopted for the purpose of bringing about) the Final Main Transcendental Result (of the Jyotiṣṭoma)? Or by the subsidiary Transcendental Results of the Dikṣaṇīyā and other subsidiary sacrifices?

On this question, the Puraṇapakṣa view (embodied in Sutra 2) is as follows:—"The Detail in question is used in connection with the subsidiary Transcendental Result of the Dikṣaṇīyā and other subsidiary sacrifices,—but this Transcendental Result only serves as an 'Embellishment' of the Main Final Transcendental Result (of the Jyotiṣṭoma);—from this it follows that the said Detail subserves the purposes of this Final Transcendental Result;—and this shows that the Dikṣaṇīyā and the other subsidiary sacrifices also only subserve the purpose of that Final Result; specially because it is only the Final Result that brings the fruit of the Sacrifice,—and it is this Fruit which is understood to be what is to be accomplished by means of the Sacrifice; this cannot be said of the subsidiary Transcendental Result, which brings no fruit at all'.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta (embodied in Sutra 3)—It is because the Final Transcendental Result is related to 'that thing'—i.e. the set of subsidiary sacrifices, Dikṣaṇīyā and the rest,—that Details like those under consideration become connected with that Result. From this it follows that details like these are prompted by the subsidiary sacrifices. In this sense we would have the Direct Assertion of the Vedic Text; while in the other sense, recourse would be necessary to indirect figurative interpretation.—Nor is the Transcendental Result of the Dikṣaṇīyā and other subsidiary sacrifices entirely useless; it actually helps the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice. As a matter of fact, the subsidiary Transcendental Result of the Prāyaṇīyā and other subsidiary sacrifices would never be accomplished without some such Detail as that under consideration,—as in the
case of the act of Threshing and Grinding (in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa).
—It might be argued that—"this subsidiary Transcendental Result would come about without any such Detail".—But that is not possible.—Why?
Because that Transcendental Result also is cognised only by means of the Vedic Word; in fact, before the Vedic Text appears, the fact that 'there is such a thing as the Transcendental Result in question' is not known by any other means of cognition;—hence in matters like these, which are amenable to only one means of Cognition in the shape of the Vedic Word, we have to accept as true what that word says;—and in the case in question the Vedic Word clearly asserts that the Detail in question is helpful to the subsidiary Transcendental Result of the Prāyāṇīyā and other subsidiary sacrifices,—and not to the Main Final Transcendental Result.—On the strength of the same Vedic Word, it also follows that the subsidiary Transcendental Result continues to exist undiminished and intact until the accomplishment of the Final Main Transcendental Result; so that the Detail subsisting in it will not pass on to the Final Result; and yet even so, it serves a useful purpose.—From all this it follows that Details like those in question are prompted by the subsidiary Transcendental Results.

Question—"What is the purpose served by all this discussion? What happens if either the Pūrvapakṣa or the Siddhānta view is accepted?"

Answer—In connection with the Ashvamēda sacrifice, we read—'The Traidhātaviyā takes the place of the Dikṣaṇīyā';—now if the details relating to the Pitch were prompted by the Final Transcendental Result (as held by the Pūrvapakṣa),—then, as tied down to that Result, the detail laid down in connection with the Dikṣaṇīyā would have to be adopted at the Traidhātaviyā which takes the place of the Dikṣaṇīyā;—if, on the other hand, the detail in question were prompted by the subsidiary Transcendental Result of the Agni-Viṣṇu-offering,—then, inasmuch as the Final Transcendental Result would not be the Transcendental Result of the Agni-Viṣṇu-offering,—the Transcendental Result of the Traidhātaviyā would not become connected with the Detail in question.
ADHIKARANA (4): Details relating to the 'Fruit' and the 'Deity' are prompted by the Transcendental Result.

SUTRA (4).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"The Fruit and the Deity also [have the character of being the prompter of details]."

BHASHYA.

There are the Darsha-Purṇamāsa sacrifices laid down in the text—'Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Purṇamāsa sacrifices'. In connection with these we find a certain detail connected with the 'Fruit', as also one connected with the Deity; for instance, the Detail connected with the Fruit (Heaven) is the Mantra, 'Agamana svabh, etc.'; and the Detail connected with the Deity (Agni) is the Mantra, 'Agnērujjita—manuṣṭhānam, etc.'

In regard to these details, there arises the question—Is Heaven the prompter of the act (reciting of the Mantra) which is connected with Heaven? and Agni and other deities are the prompter of the act (reciting of the Mantra) which is connected with those deities?—Or in both cases, the act is prompted by the Transcendental Result?—If the first mantra is construed to mean that 'We have reached Heaven', and the second mantra to mean that 'We have passed over the glories of Agni, etc.',—then the act would be regarded as prompted by Heaven and by Agni, etc.;—on the other hand, if the first mantra is construed to mean that 'We have obtained the fruit of the Darsha-Purṇamāsa', and the second mantra to mean that 'We have passed over the glories of the deities of the Darsha-Purṇamāsa',—then the act would be regarded as prompted by the Transcendental Result.

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"The act in question should be regarded as prompted by Heaven and by Agni, etc.—Why?—Because of the force of the mantra-text; that is, it is understood that that should be declared (to be the prompter) which is spoken of by the Mantra;—and the Mantra directly speaks of Heaven and of Agni, etc., and it is only by indirect indication that it can speak of the Fruit and Deities of the Darsha-Purṇamāsa.—Hence it follows that the Detail in question must be taken as prompted by the Fruit and the Deities spoken of by the Mantras—i.e. Heaven and Agni, etc."
SHABARA-BHĀŞYA:

SŪTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—Not so; by reason of the Injunction, it is subservient to the Transcendental Result.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that the Detail in question is prompted by the Fruit and the Deities; as a matter of fact, by reason of the Injunction, it should be subservient to the Transcendental Result; that which is enjoined as bringing about the Fruit is what is connected with the Details of Procedure;—it is the Transcendental Result,—and not Heaven or Agni and other Deities,—that is enjoined as bringing about the Fruit; so that, if the reciting of the Mantras were for the sake of Heaven or the Deities, it would have to be taken as serving some invisible purpose, and that too, through indirect indication;—on the other hand, if the mention of the Fruit and the Deities be taken as subservient to the Transcendental Result, then a visible purpose becomes served, through the encouragement (that is afforded to the Performer). And when according to this latter view, a visible purpose is found to be served, it cannot be right to assume a Transcendental Result as proceeding from the assertion of the Heaven, or of Agni and other deities. The Fruit and the Deities being accepted by both parties to be expressed by the words of the Mantras, there is no indirect indication, so far as those are concerned.—From all this it follows that Details like those under consideration are prompted by the Transcendental Result.

Question—"What is the use of all this discussion?"

Answer—According to the Pūrva-paṇḍya view, at the Saurya-sacrifice, the Mantra should be used without any modification; while in accordance with the Siddhānta, the Mantra should be modified into the form 'Agnāma brahma-vachasam' (in place of 'agama svāh'), and 'Sūryasyojñititam, etc.' (in place of 'Agnīrūjñitīm, etc.').

As regards the Deity, we have the following Adhikaraṇa.
ADHIKARANÇA (5): Dëvatâdhikarana: Details are not prompted by the Deity.

SÛTRA (6).

[Pûrânapakṣa—continued]—"The Deity should be taken as prompting (the details of sacrifice), because the feeding is for the sake of the Deity,—as in the case of the Guest."

Bhâsya.

[The Pûrânapakṣa starts off with objecting to the Siddhânta of the preceding Adhikarana, so far as the Deities are concerned]—"It is not true that Agni and other deities are not prompters of details; as a matter of fact, all the deities should be taken as prompting all the details.—How?—Because the feeding is for the sake of the Deity; what is called a 'Sacrifice' is only the feeding of the Deity; what is done at it is that an eatable substance is offered to the Deity; apparently the sacrifice is found to be declared as an act of giving (offering), of which the Deity is the recipient; and such a recipient is more desired even than the objective which has been defined as 'the most desired'; hence the Deity cannot be regarded as a subordinate factor (as asserted in Sû. 5); on the contrary, the substance and the act (of offering) are subordinate to the Deity.—Then again, the sacrifice is a form of worship of the Deity; and in ordinary life, we find that the act of worship is always subordinate to the object worshipped.—The case in question should be treated like that of guests; that is to say, whatever service is rendered to the Guest is regarded as prompted by the Guest; similarly in the case in question, whatever is done in course of a sacrificial offering to the Deities should be taken as prompted by those deities]."

Says the Pûrânapakṣin's Opponent—'By arguing as you do, you admit that the Deity has a material body and also actually eats (the offerings)'.

The Pûrânapakṣin answers—'Certainly, the Deity has a material body and also eats (what is offered).—'How so?'—(a) Because of the Smṛti-text,—(b) because of Custom, and—(c) because of the Indicative Texts. —(a) The Smṛti-texts clearly declare that the Deity has a material body, and we regard Smṛti-texts to be authoritative;—(b) then again, it is customary with people to treat the deity as with a material body; for instance, they paint, and speak of, Yama with a mace in his hand, Varuṇa, with a noose in his hand, and of Indra, with a thunderbolt in his hand;—from this customary treatment of the Deities also we infer the validity of the Smṛti-texts (describing the material bodies of deities);—(c) lastly, we have the following indicative text—'Jagṛbhanā tē daksinām indra
hastam’ ['O Indra, I take hold of your right hand’]; as a matter of fact, it is only one having a body who has a right and a left hand;—then again, there is the following text—‘Imē chīt indra rodūṣi apārē yat saγr- bhmā maghavan kāshiritē’ ['O Indra, Maghaican, this illimitable Earth and Heaven you hold in your fist’]; the term ‘Kāshi’ means fist; and this also is possible only for one who has a human body;—then again, there is the text—‘Tvagirvoc vayodaraḥ subāhurandhahāsā madē indro vṛturāni jīγhnatē’; this speaks of ‘grīvā’, ‘neck’; ‘udara’, ‘stomach’; and ‘bāhu’, ‘arms’,—all of which is indicative of a human body.—From all this it follows that the Deity has a material body.

‘The Deity also eats (what is offered).’—’How do you know that?’—(a) Because of Śmrṭi-texts, (b) because of Custom, and (c) because of Indicative Texts.—(a) There are Śmrṭi-texts speaking of Deities as actually eating what is offered;—(b) people treat of Deities as if they actually ate what is offered,—as is clear from the fact that they offer to them various kinds of food;—(c) lastly, the following texts indicate the Deity as actually eating—(1) ‘Addhi indra pība cha prasthitasya’ ['O Indra, please eat and drink of what has been offered’];—(2) ‘Vishvāsanāni jatharāṣṭu dhattē’ ['He puts into his stomach all kinds of food’];—and (3) ‘Ekāyā prati ghā pība śīkṣam sarāṃsi trimshatam’.

Says the Pūrva-pākṣa’s Opponent—’The Deity cannot be regarded as eating what is offered. If it did eat it, then the quantity of the offering would diminish’.

The Pūrva-pākṣa answers—’What the Deity partakes of is only the essence of the food; like the Bee.’—’How do you know this?’—As a matter of fact, what has been offered to the Deity becomes insipid; and from this it follows that the Deity partakes of the essence of the food’.

SŪTRA (7).

[Pūrva-pākṣa—continued]—’Also because of the ownership of wealth.’

Bhāṣya.

[The Pūrva-pākṣa’s Opponent may argue as follows]—(a) ‘If the Deity were the owner of any wealth, and (b) if it were pleased on being worshipped,—then alone there would be some justification for the worship of the Deity to be performed for the purpose of pleasing that Deity. As a matter of fact, however, neither of these two facts is true [i.e. (a) the Deity is not the owner of any wealth, and (b) the Deity is not pleased at being worshipped].’

This is the Argument that is answered by the Pūrva-pākṣa in the present Sūtra—’As a matter of fact, the Deity is actually the owner of wealth.—’How do you know that?’—(a) From the Śmrṭi-text, (b) from Custom, and (c) from Indicative Texts.—(a) The Śmrṭi-texts declare that the Deity
owns wealth ;— (b) The Custom of having such names as ‘Dēvagrāma’ (‘the Deity’s village’), ‘Dēvakṣētra’ (‘The Deity’s field’), lends support to the said declaration of Smṛti-texts ;— (c) lastly, there are Indicative Texts also showing Deities as owners of wealth : (1) ‘Indro diva indra iṣāḥ prthiveyām, indra apāmindaḥ ut parecatānām, indro vydhām, indra imēdhirānām, indra kṣēmē yogē, havī indraḥ’ [‘Indra is the master of Heaven, of the Waters, and of the Hills ; the master of trees, of medhiraḥ (animate things ?), master of welfare, of activity, of offerings’] ;—again, (2) ‘Iśānamasya jagataḥ svēshamishānamindra tasthūse’ [‘Indra the master of the moveable and the immovable’].

“Similarly (a) from Smṛti-texts, and (b) from Custom, we also learn that Deities are actually pleased. (a) Smṛti-texts distinctly declare that ‘Deities are pleased’ ;— (b) it is customary to speak of ‘Pashupati being so pleased with such and such a man, that a son has been born to him’, of ‘Varuṇa being so pleased with him, that wealth has been obtained by him’.—(c) Similarly we have Indicative Texts also to the same effect—‘Āhuḥbhirvatah utadā devān prīṇāti’, ‘Tasmai prītā iṣamūrjam niyachchhanti’ [‘One who makes the offerings pleases the deities with those offerings’ ; ‘Being pleased with him, the Deities reward him with wealth and strength’].”

SŪTRA (8).

[Pūrvapāka—concluded]—“It is from that too that it accrues.”

Bhāṣya.

“It is from that—i.e. the Deity—that it—the fruit—accrues—to the worshipper ; when a man worships the Deity with sacrifice, then that Deity brings him into contact with the Fruit (the reward).—‘How do you know this?’—From the Smṛti-text and from Custom.” There are Smṛti-texts declaring that the Deity rewards the Sacrificer with the Fruit. —This Smṛti declaration is confirmed by such customary declarations as—‘Pashupati was worshipped by him, and therefrom he got a son’.—There are Indicative Texts also to the same effect—(1) ‘Sa it janēṇa sa vishā sa janmanā sa putrairvājambharatē ihanā vṛhhiḥ devānām yaḥ pita ramā vi vāsatē shraddhāsanā havīṣa brahmaṇapātām’ (?);—(2) ‘Trīta ēvaśi ṃindraḥ prajayā pashūbhīstarpayati’ [‘Being satisfied, Indra satisfies him with cattle and offspring’].—From all this it is clear that the Deity becomes pleased with the gift of offerings and with the singing of the praise of its good qualities,—and becoming pleased, it rewards the man with the desired fruit ;—which proves that the deity Agni is the dispenser of the fruit of that action by which it has been pleased, and with which it rewards the performer of that act—that any other deity, Sūrya for instance, is not able to give that fruit ;—all this,—as to who gives what,—is learnt from the Vedic text ; and the Vedic text, in this particular case, speaks of Agni, not of Sūrya.”
SHABARA-BHAŚYA:

SŪTRA (9).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SACRIFICE THAT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR; BECAUSE THE MATTER IS ONE THAT CAN BE DETERMINED ONLY BY THE VEDIC WORD; AND THE DEITY IS SPOKEN OF ONLY AS A SUBORDINATE FACTOR.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api vā’, ‘in reality’, signifies the rejection of the Pūrvapakṣa view.

What has been asserted above,—to the effect that the Deity is the prompter of details,—is not true; because, as a matter of fact, it is the objective of the sacrifice,—that is, the Apūrva, Transcendental Result, produced by the sacrifice,—that should be regarded as the principal factor.—

“Why so?”—Because the matter is one that can be determined only by the Vedic word; in reality, what gives the Fruit is the prompter of the act; and what it is that gives the fruit can be learnt only from the Vedic text, not by means of Sense-perception or any other means of cognition;—the Vedic word clearly states that the Fruit proceeds from that which is denoted by the root ‘to sacrifice’,—not from the Deity.—“How do you know that?”—We learn it from the fact that it is the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices that are spoken as the Instrument, in the text, ‘Darśha-pūrṇamāsābhyām svarga-kāmo yajēta’; so also in the text ‘Jyotisāmēṇa svarga-kāmo yajēta’; in all such texts we find the ‘sacrifice’, not the ‘deity’, spoken of in connection with the ‘desire for Heaven’.

Says the Opponent—“What the root ‘to sacrifice’ denotes is an act dealing with a substance and a deity [i.e. ‘Sacrifice’ is the act consisting of the offering of a substance to a Deity].”

True, that is so; but the Deity is spoken of only as a subordinate factor; the Substance and the Deity are both accomplished entities; while what is denoted by the root ‘to sacrifice’ is something that has to be accomplished; and whenever an accomplished entity and a thing to be accomplished are spoken of together, the former is mentioned only for the purposes of the latter.—From this it follows that the Deity cannot be regarded as the prompter of details.

It has been argued that—“the Deity is more ‘desired’ even than the Objective, which is the most desired”.—We do not deny the fact that the Deity is ‘desired’ (intended to be expressed); in fact, whenever a term denotative of a deity appears either with the (deific) nominal affix or with the Dative affix, it is at once recognised, on the basis of Syntactical Connection, that the Deity spoken of is ‘desired’; but on the basis of Syntactical Connection, it is also recognised that the Fruit is connected with what is denoted by the root ‘to sacrifice’; and from the Direct Assertion of the Vedic text, it is this latter—the Sacrifice, not the Deity,—that is recognised as Instrumental (in the bringing about of that Fruit). Even though it is true that the Sacrifice is for the sake of the Deity,—that
does not set aside the fact of the Sacrifice serving the purpose of bringing about the Fruit;—it is the Fruit that is the purpose of (desired by) the Man; all our activity is with a view to our own purpose,—and not to that of the Deity;—from this it follows that we would not have recourse to any activity on the prompting of the Deity; as for the Recipient (i.e. the Deity) of the offering of sacrifice being ‘desired’,—that also is possible in reference to the fruitful sacrifice, and only when this Sacrifice is instrumental (in the bringing about of that Fruit).

It has been argued that—“Sacrifice is the worship of the Deity, and in ordinary practice one who is worshipped is the principal factor.”—But the matter in question need not be as it occurs in ordinary practice; in the case in question it is the worshipping of the worshipped that forms the principal factor.

As a matter of fact, therefore, that should be regarded as the prompter of Details which brings about the result; and hence the objective of the Sacrifice (i.e. the Transcendental Result) is what should be regarded as the prompter of the Details.

Further, in accordance with the Pūrveapākaṇa view, it becomes necessary to admit that the Deity has a material body and eats what is offered,—because no ‘offering’ or ‘eating’ can be possible for one who has no body or does not actually eat.—In support of this view,—that the Deity has a material body and eats what is offered,—it has been argued that there are (a) Smṛti-texts, (b) Custom, and (c) Indicative texts.—This however is not right; because the Smṛti is based upon Mantra and Athavāda texts (of the Veda); it is a well-known fact that the knowledge that is derived from Smṛtis is on the basis of Mantra and Athavāda texts; and we are going to show later on that the Mantra and Athavāda texts do not lend support to any such notion (as that ‘Deities have material bodies and eat the offerings’).

Says the Opponent—“If the Mantra and Athavāda texts do not lend support to any such notion, then the Smṛti-texts in question cannot be based upon those Mantra and Athavāda texts”.

Answer—The Mantra and Athavāda texts afford a basis for the said declaration in Smṛtis only for those who look at the mere surface of those texts; those however who look into the texts carefully find out that the notion is actually set aside by the texts. And yet the notion (obtained from a superficial study of the Mantra and Athavāda texts, even though set aside by their careful study) comes to be regarded by some people as the basis for the Smṛti-declaration.

It is on this same Smṛti again that the Custom (adduced by the Pūreapākṣin) is based.

As regards the Indicative text (adduced by the Pūreapākṣin)—‘Jagypbhma tē daksīṇam indra hastam’ (speaking of the ‘right hand’ of Indra),—it does not mean what it has been taken to mean—that ‘Indra has got a right hand’; what it means is that ‘we have taken hold of what is Indra’s right hand’; hence this sentence does not afford the notion that Indra has hands.

—“If that is not so, then no such assertion is possible that ‘we have taken hold of the hand’; because this assertion clearly implies the existence of
the hand,—"the hand exists, which we have taken hold of ";—This is not
possible; even though Indra may have a hand, yet the assertion that 'we
have taken hold of the hand' does not pertain to a perceptible fact; to this
extent, the assertion is certainly an impossible one; under the circumstances,
the assertion can only be taken either as an absurd statement or as a merely
eulogistic declaration;—And this explanation is equally possible in our
view also.—It might be argued that "the assertion has been made by a
person who actually took hold of Indra's hand".—Our answer to that is
that no such idea can be entertained; as that would imply that the Veda
(as represented by the text in question) has had a beginning in time.—Nor
can the text be taken as asserting that 'Some one took hold of Indra's
hand'; as there can be no authority for such an assertion.—"From this
text itself we deduce by implication that there was a person who took hold
of the hand."—That cannot be right; because it is possible for untrue asser-
tions also to be made; as in the case of such ordinary assertions as 'Ten
pomegranates', 'Six cakes', and so forth.

For one who holds the view that 'Indra has a material body', the
addressing of that deity by the term 'Indra' can only be for the purpose of
invoking him,—and the invoking can be only for speaking to him; now
any such speaking would be reasonable only when it had been ascertained
that the Deity addressed is related to the speaker;—as a matter of fact,
however, it is not recognised by any means that the Deity addressed is so
related; and so long as this has not been recognised, the invoking must be
useless.—"We recognise, on the basis of the text itself, that the Deity is
invoked."—It has been already explained that there can be no justification
for the assuming of Hands and other limbs, if there is to be an assumption
of unseen (transcendental) factors.—In fact, it cannot be definitely ascertained
(from the words of the text) that the particular Deity is being invoked;
for the simple reason that there is no means available for ascertaining this.
From this it follows that the words of invocation are not for the purpose of
being addressed, but only for the purpose of indicating (the Deity);—and
under the other view also—that 'the Deity has no material body'—the
words would be regarded as serving the same purpose of indicating (the
Deity).—Under the circumstances, the Vocative Ending would be taken as
serving the purpose of eulogising; the sense of the eulogy being—'The
Deity is such an efficient instrument of accomplishing the desired result
that it accomplishes it, on being invoked, in the same manner as beings
endowed with intelligence (body and other things)'. Thus it is by being
treated as an intelligent being that the Deity (Indra) is invoked by means
of a word with the Vocative Ending; and having been indicated by means
of the invoking word, the Deity is told 'we have taken hold of your
hand',—which only means 'we are dependent upon you'; and this only
serves the purpose of reminding us that 'we should proceed to perform the
rites in honour of this particular Deity, Indra'.

[As for the text that has been quoted by the Pūrṇa-pākṣiṇ on p. 138
of the Text—'Imē chīt indra rodasi, etc.'],—what this means is 'O Maghavan,
so praiseworthy is your fist that you hold within it the remote and
illimitable Heaven and Earth’;—and here what is eulogistically spoken of as the ‘fist’ does not really exist; there is no proof for its existence. Then again, what the words of the Text also mean is, not that ‘such a large fist is actually there’, but that ‘if you had a fist it would be large’; that is, ‘You have a fist of a totally different kind and for a different purpose,—and even so that other fist of yours is large’.—‘But praise is possible only through the mention of qualities that really exist.’—Not necessarily; because even one who is not possessed of human limbs (and faculties) is eulogised as possessed of human limbs (and faculties); for instance, in such texts as the following:—(a) ‘Eśā vādanti shakyavat mahasrayat abhidrakandanti hariḥbhirasabhiḥ viśeṣavāgīnāḥ sukṛtah sukṛtyayā hotushchit purvē havi-radya-māṣhata’ [where speech is attributed to stones];—(b) ‘Sukham ratham yuyujā sindhravāśvinām’ [where the river Sindhu is spoken of as having yoked the chariot].—From all this it follows that the Vedic texts (quoted) do not necessarily lead to the presumption that Deities are like human beings.

Similarly the other text quoted—‘Tuwigriva indrah, etc.’—does not mean that ‘Indra has a neck’; what it means is that ‘if Indra has a neck, it must be large’; for the actual existence of the neck, there is no proof at all. Nor can the praise of the neck lead to the Presumption of its existence; because, even without resembling human beings (in the possessing of a neck), it would be possible for the Deity to be eulogised as such. Then again, in the same sentence there are the words—‘Indro vṛtrāni jighnati’;—now when the term ‘indrah’ (as occurring here) has become connected with the two words here (‘vṛtrāni’ and ‘jighnati’), it cannot be construed with the other words ‘tuwigriva’ and the rest; as that would render it necessary for the words ‘indrah’ to be taken twice—(1) ‘Indra should be regarded as tuwigriva, with large neck’, and again (2) ‘Indra kills the Vṛtras’; and such a construction would involve a syntactical split; and yet what we find in the Veda is a single complete sentence. This character of the sentence is preserved only if the character of ‘having a large neck’ and the rest is not taken as enjoined in reference to the Deity, and the said character is taken as mentioned only for the purposes of praise.

Similarly, the sentence—’Andhaso madā idrśho vṛtrāṇi hanti’—is only predicative of the Killing of Vṛtra.

The sentence ‘Bāhū tē indra romashau, aksī tē indra pīgalē’ also speaks only of Indra’s arms as ‘covered with hair’; and of Indra’s eyes being ‘tawny’,—it says nothing regarding the arms and the eyes being actually there in existence.

There is a text which speaks of the actual presence of the Eyes (of Indra)—’Chakṣuṣāmaṇe śhrvatē te bravini’ [‘I address you, who have eyes and who hear’];—but this also is not meant to connect the Eyes (with Indra), but to connect the addressing with him;—this is what is meant by the clause ‘I address you who have Eyes’; and here also it is for the purpose of eulogising the Deity that the eyes are spoken of as if they were actually present.—‘How do you know this?’—We deduce this from the presence of the Dative Ending; if we took the sentence as laying stress
upon what is expressed by the basic noun (and not by the Dative Ending), then there would be a syntactical split,—as there would be two predications—(1) 'You have eyes'; and (2) 'I address you who have eyes'.

From all this it is clear that there is no indicative text which points to the fact of Deities being like human beings.

Nor is there any 'feeding' or 'eating' in the case of sacrifices; in fact, the Deity never eats; hence the argument adduced (under Śū. 6) that "Feeding is for the sake of the Deity" is not true.

The 'Smṛti', 'Custom', and 'Indicative texts' that have been put forward in support of the view that Deities actually eat the offerings,—are all refuted by the fact of the Deities having no material body.

Further, if the offering were made to the Deity actually eating it, then the substance offered would diminish in quantity.—Nor is there any proof for the statement that "Deities partake only of the essence of the food, like bees"; in the case of bees, we actually see that they take up the mere essence (of flowers); we do not see any such thing in the case of Deities. Hence we conclude that Deities do not eat the offerings.

As for the statement that "what has been offered to Deities becomes insipid" (which has been cited as proof of the fact that the essence of the offering is eaten by them),—this does not affect our position; as it is by reason of being exposed to the air, and of becoming cold, that the substance becomes insipid.

Further, the Deity does not own any thing; and not owning anything, how could it give anything?—It has been argued that—"there are (a) Smṛti-texts, (b) Custom, and (c) Indicative texts, which show that Deities do actually possess things".—But that is not so; because (a) as for the Smṛti-text, it has its source in Mantra and Arthavāda texts, as already explained above.—(b) As regards the Custom of having such names as 'the village of the Deities', 'the field of the Deities',—all this is purely figurative; as a matter of fact, anything can be said to be possessed by one only when he has the power to make such use of the thing as he likes; and Deities certainly have not the power to make such use of the village or the field as they like.—From this it also follows that the Deity cannot give anything; all that happens is that when the worshippers of the Deity have made an offering to it, out of this act of offering there comes prosperity to those worshippers.

It has been argued that—"there are texts indicative of the fact that Deities own things,—'Indro dice indra ishē' (which speaks of the Heaven as being possessed by Indra), and so forth".—But when we actually see that Deities do not possess anything, we conclude that all such statements are purely figurative.—Says the Opponent—"It is on the authority of Vedic declarations that we hold that Deities possess things; and from the well-known fact of Temple-priests making use of various things we conclude that such use is according to the wish of the Deities".—This is not right; what is vouched for by direct Perception is that the things are used according to the wish of the Temple-priests themselves (and not of the Deities);—this fact cannot be got rid of.—In fact, even those who speak of the Deities
as possessing the things, do not deny the will of the Priests (as determining the actual using of the things); in fact, they themselves say that 'the Deity does as the attendant priests wish'; and that person who follows the will of another and who cannot make use of the things according to his own will cannot be the owner of those things. Lastly, the text in question cannot be taken as a Direct Assertion (of a fact); in fact, on account of its speaking of the Present time, and by reason of its stating what is contrary to perceived facts, it has to be taken as a purely eulogistic declaration; and so long as the text can be taken as purely eulogistic, it cannot justify the statement that "on the strength of Direct Assertion, Deities should be regarded as possessing things".

Lastly, it is not a fact that the Deity unites people with the fruit of their acts,—for the sake of which they would worship it.—As regards (a) the Smṛti, (b) Custom, and (c) Indicative texts that have been put forward in support of the view that Deities are pleased and reward (the performer),—we have already answered the 'Smṛti-text' and the 'Custom'. As regards the Indicative text—"Pleased with him, the Deities reward him with wealth and strength',—this also does not lend support to the Opponent's view; as this text occurs in connection with an entirely different injunction, which lays down that 'one should avoid passing by the right'.—Similarly, the text—"Being satisfied, Indra endows him with cattle and offspring',—all that this lays down is the offering to Indra.

From all this we conclude that the Deity is not the prompter of any sacrificial detail.

SŪTRA (10).

IN THE CASE OF THE GUEST, HE IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR, AS HIS SATISFACTION IS THE MAIN CONSIDERATION; IT IS NOT SO IN THE CASE OF THE SACRIFICIAL ACT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Śū. 6) that the case in question is like that of 'guests'. This remains to be refuted.

What is done for the Guest must be regarded as prompted by the Guest; because in the honouring of guests, what is enjoined is that the guests should be pleased; the injunction being that 'the Guest is to be treated in such a manner as to please him.—Gifts may be made to him, or he should be fed,—whatever else he wants should be done,—he should not be forced to do what he does not wish to do'.—In the case of the Sacrificial Act, however, there is no such injunction of pleasing (the Deity).—Hence there is no analogy between the case of Guests and that of the Sacrificial Act.
ADHIKARANĀ (6): 'Substance', 'Number', 'Reason', and 'Aggregate' are not prompters of details.

SŪTRA (11).

[Pūrva-pakṣa continued] "'Substance', 'Number', 'Reason', and 'Aggregate' also should be regarded as the prompter of details; because of the presence of Direct Assertion."

Bhāṣya.

(a) In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa we have the text—'
Sprinkles the Vṛīhi-corns';—(b) in connection with the same (sprinkling) there is the mantra; 'There are three Pariṇhis and three Fuel-pieces';—(c) in connection with the same sacrifices, we have the text 'One should approach the Paunṛṇmāśi with the Chaturkhoṭ-mantra, and the Amāvāṣyā, with the Paṅchahatot-mantra';—(d) in connection with the Varuṇapraghāśa, forming part of the Chāṭurmāsya sacrifices, there is the text—'Offers the oblation with the winnowing-basket, because food is prepared by its means'.

[In (a) the act of Sprinkling is mentioned along with the particular substance 'Vṛīhi-corn';—(b) the act is spoken of along with the particular number, 'three';—(c) the act is spoken of in connection with the two aggregates or sets of sacrifices that go to make up the 'Pūrṇamāśa' and 'Amāvāṣyā sacrifices;—(d) the act is mentioned along with a Reason, 'because food is prepared by its means'.]

In regard to all this, there arises the question—Are the acts of (a) Sprinkling, (b) Reciting of the particular mantra, (c) the Approaching of the Paunṛṇmāśi and the Amāvāṣyā, and (d) the Offering of the oblation with the winnowing-basket, to be taken as prompted (respectively) by (a) the Substance (Vṛīhi-corn), (b) the Number (Three), (c) the Aggregates (or two sets of sacrifices), and (d) the Reason ('because food is prepared by means of it')?—Or are they prompted by particular Transcendental Results?

On this question, the Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"The various acts are to be taken as prompted by the Substance and the rest.—(a) In the case of the text 'Sprinkles the Vṛīhi-corns', through Context, the act should be regarded as prompted by the Transcendental Result, while through Syntactical Connection, it should be regarded as prompted by the Substance (Vṛīhi-corn); in fact, the Sprinkling has been mentioned along with the substance; and even then there is the further indication that the Accusative Ending in the term denoting the substance ('vṛihin') clearly signifies that the act of sprinkling is prompted by the Substance.—(b) Similarly in the case of the text 'Three Pariṇhis, etc.', it is understood to mean that what is denoted by the term 'three' should be uttered, on the strength of the mantra-text;—and it is a particular number (three) that is denoted by the term 'three',—and this number is denoted by the term by Direct Denotation; on the other hand, if we referred it to the Transcendental
Result connected with it, it would involve recourse to Indirect Indication,—as in that case the sense would be that ‘as many the Paridhis so many should be spoken of’.—(c) Similarly, in the case of the text ‘offers the oblation with the winnowing-basket’, Syntactical Connection connects the act with the Reason.—How so?—Because what the text means is that ‘because food is prepared by its means therefore the thing should be connected with the offering of the oblation’, and thus it lays down, in connection with the offering of the oblation, an article which is used in the preparation of food. It is only through Context that the act could be taken as prompted by the Transcendental Result; the meaning of the text in this case would be—‘Because this oblation brings about the Transcendental Result, therefore it should be offered with the Winnowing-Basket’.—In all cases Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context; and hence in the present case, the Context should be set aside. The advantage in this case is that the text comes to mean that ‘the oblation should be offered with any articles—the Darsh, the Pithara and the rest—that are used in the preparing of food’; and in this manner the ‘preparing of food’ becomes specially effective.—Against this, the following objection may be raised—Under Discourse I (Padā ii, Sūtra 26 et seq.), it has been declared that the sentence in question (‘Because food is prepared by its means’) is not to be taken as laying down a reason, and that it is to be taken merely as a commendation of the Winnowing-Basket’.

—The answer to this is that it is true that it has been so declared; but it is only after the act in question has been proved to be prompted by the Transcendental Result that the text can be taken as purely commendatory, on the ground that the same sentence cannot contain the injunction of the Winnowing-Basket for the offering of the oblation, as well as the statement of a Reason. [And it is still to be proved that the act is prompted by the Transcendental Result].—(d) In the case of the text—‘One should approach the Paurānamāsi with the Chaturhoti and the Amāvāsīṣya, with the Paichahoti’,—inasmuch as the act is spoken of along with the Aggregates (of sacrifices), it should be regarded, through this Syntactical Connection, as prompted by those Aggregates; and this sets aside the notion of its being prompted by the Transcendental Result, which notion could be based upon the indirect indication of the Transcendental Result, through Context.—From all this it follows that the acts in question are to be taken as prompted by the Substance, the Number, the Reason and the Aggregate.’

SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrvapakṣa concluded]—“In the event of details being prompted by the purpose (Transcendental Result), there could be no restriction through substance.”

Bhāṣya.

“If Details like those in question were prompted by the Transcendental Result, then, there could be no restriction—of details—through substance.
For instance, we have the text—'One should satisfy Mitra-Varuna, with milk.—Mathin, with flour,—Hariyojana, with fried grains,—Shukra, with gold,—Pàtnivata, with Clarified Butter'; if this meant that Mitra-Varuna is to be satisfied with milk because that Deity is connected with the Transcendental Result of the main sacrifice,—then, on the same ground of all other Deities, Indra-Vayu and the rest, being connected with the Transcendental Result of the main sacrifice,—they would all have to be satisfied with milk; and in this way all the substances might be used in connected with all the Cups (dedicated to all the Deities); and under the circumstances, there could be no sense in the restriction (in the above-quoted text) of substances in reference to Mitra-Varuna and other Deities.—From this also it follows that the Sprinkling and other Details are prompted by the Substance (Number, Reason, and Aggregate)."
We say—No; because if this were so, then a Result would have to be assumed.

From all this it follows that the Details in question are prompted by the Transcendental Result.

Objection—"But even so, the exact form of this Transcendental Result will have to be assumed."

True, it has to be assumed; but this can be done by connecting it syntactically with the subject-matter of the Context. In your view, on the other hand, the Syntactical Connection would have to be with a declaration of Results, which does not occur in the Context at all.

"But, Context cannot set aside either Syntactical Connection or Direct Assertion."

True, it cannot set aside these. But the reason why your view has to be rejected is that there is no fruit of the action in that case; so that your interpretation being found to be impossible on the ground of uselessness, the Sprinkling and other Details would come to be enjoined, without any obstruction, by the passage laying down the entire procedure occurring in the same Context.

"Even though the Detail is connected with the Transcendental Result, it comes to be prompted by the same substance, Vrihi (and Number, Reason, and Aggregate); so that what is it that is being urged?"

What if that be so?

"If that is so, then the connection of the Substance, Number, Reason, and Aggregate does not become ignored, and yet no Result has got to be assumed."

Our answer to this is as follows:—What you propose is not possible; because in the sentence 'Sprinkles the Vrihi-corns', what is directly denoted is the genus 'Vrihi-corn',—and it is spoken of, either for the purpose of (indirectly) indicating the particular Vrihi-corn, or for indicating a particular means of accomplishing the Transcendental Result; its purpose would be served by the indication of either one of these two things; and hence, it cannot be taken as indicating both. If, however, it be taken as indicating the particular substance (Vrihi-corn), then, in the first place, there is this difficulty of having recourse to indirect indication, and (in the other case) there is the necessity of having to assume a distinct Result. In view of these two difficulties it becomes established that the genus ('Vrihi-corn') has been mentioned only for the purpose of pointing out a particular means of accomplishing the Transcendental Result. And what is that means as characterised by the genus 'Vrihi'? That means is that the substance out of which Rice is obtained should be sprinkled; so that what renders the thing the efficient means (of accomplishing the Result) is, not its being a substance, but, its being a thing out of which Rice is produced.

This same reasoning may be applied to the case of Number (Reason, and Aggregate) also.

From all this it follows that the Sprinkling and other Details are prompted by the Transcendental Result.
SŪTRA (14).

[Answer to Sū. 12]—There would be restriction on the basis of the Transcendental Result itself.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above (under Sū. 12) that—"in the event of Details being prompted by the Transcendental Result, there could be no restriction through substance". The answer to that is as follows:—The requisite restriction would be secured on the basis of the fact that (as explained above) the Genus (mentioned) serves the purpose of indicating a particular means (of accomplishing the particular Transcendental Result); so that, in connection with the Transcendental Result that is accomplished by the offering to Mitra-Varuṇa, the offering would be of Milk; and, yet this particular Transcendental Result would not be accomplished by the offering to Indra-Vāyu; hence the details of this latter offering to Indra-Vāyu could not be admitted on the basis of the Transcendental Result accomplished by the offering to Mitra-Varuṇa; because the offering to Indra-Vāyu is an entirely distinct act leading to an entirely different Transcendental Result.—Thus it is that the requisite restriction would be secured on the basis of the Transcendental Result.

SŪTRA (15).

If the Details were prompted by 'Substance' and the rest, then it would appertain to the things under all circumstances.

Bhāṣya.

For one who holds that the Sprinkling and other Details are prompted by Substance (Number, Reason, and Aggregate), a particular detail would have to be adopted under all circumstances; that is, for instance, the Sprinkling would have to be done even to those Vrihi-corns that are cooked for ordinary food; and yet this cannot be admitted even by you (the Pūrveapakṣin). Thus this is a serious objection against the Pūrveapakṣa view.

SŪTRA (16).

"It would appertain to only that which is related to the Context",—If this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent might argue thus—"You have urged that the Detail would come to appertain to the thing under all circumstances.—But in reality, it would appertain to that only which is related to the particular Context; so that the Context would be duly preserved and the contingency of the Detail pertaining to the thing under all circumstances would be avoided."
SŪTRA (17).

That cannot be; as such is not the declaration of the Vedic text.

Bhāṣya.

What has been suggested is not possible; because the declaration contained in the Vedic text is not to the effect that ‘The Vṛihi-corns related to the Context should be prepared and sprinkled’.

“But this is what is deduced in view of the preservation of the Context.”

We say—No. When the Context has been set aside by Syntactical Connection, it dare not restrict the admission of Details.—Even if the Context be not set aside, it does not possess the capacity to restrict the details. In fact, what is enjoined as to be done is something that should be done,—and not that which should be done only as related to some qualifying factor. Hence the Preparation or the Sprinkling that is enjoined is not only for such Vṛihi-corns as are connected with the particular sacrifice (in whose Context the injunctive text occurs).

SŪTRA (18).

“It would be due to occasion”, if this is urged [then the answer would be as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

“If you think that the Context cannot specify the Vṛihi-corns (to be sprinkled)—all right; it would be due to the occasion; i.e. the Adhvaryu priest would be able to judge from the occasion that this corn is meant to be cooked for food, and that is for the purposes of offering’, and would then proceed to sprinkle that alone which is meant for being offered.”

SŪTRA (19).

When they are all equal, ‘Occasion’ cannot serve the purpose (of specifying);—no relationship has been enjoined; in fact, the relationship (laid down) is between the purpose of the Sacrifice and the Vṛihi-corns standing quite apart. For these reasons, it is the ‘Objective of the sacrifice’ [that should be regarded as the prompter of the details].

Bhāṣya.

All Vṛihi-corns—those for food and those for offering—are equal; there are no such as are specifically meant for being offered.—“But those
that have been prepared are meant for being offered".—This would be true, and would remove the incongruity in so far as it related to the Sprinkling and other subsequent details; but it would still remain in force in regard to the Preparation itself. Because as regards the Preparation, there are no corns mentioned in the same Context; as a matter of fact, the relationship laid down is between the Vṛihi-corns standing quite apart (in a different context) and 'the purpose of the Sacrifice', in the shape of Preparation.—

"How so?"—This is clear from the following text—'Aparāṇa gārhapatyaṃ prāgīṣam ano'vasthitam bhavati, tasya daksīṇam chakram āruhyānasodhi nirvapati' ['Behind the Gārhapatya Fire, slightly to the east, there is the Cart, ascending the right wheel of this Cart, he prepares the corns'].

Thus the objection (urged in Śū. 15) still remains—that, according to the Pūrva-paśa view, the Detail would appertain to the thing under all circumstances. Hence for reasons already stated before (under Śūtras 13 and 14), we conclude that the Sprinkling and other Details are prompted by the Transcendental Result.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the Agniṣṭoma, the "silence" is prompted by the "Previous Factors".

SŪTRA (20).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The "silence", being related to the position, should appertain to those (subsidiary Transcendental Results),—because of the declaration of the Veda,—and because it subsists in that.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—"Tsaraḥ vā ēṣā yajñasya, tasmād yatkiṁcit prāchānamagniṣomiyāt tēna upāṁshu charanti" ["This is the Sly Tactics of the sacrifice, hence whatever is prior to the Agniṣomiyā, at that they act in silence"].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the "silence" prompted by (due to) all those (subsidiary) acts that are prior to the Agniṣomiyā offering? Or by the Final Transcendental Result (of the main Jyotiṣṭoma)?

On this question, the apparent Siddhānta is as follows:—This detail ("silence"), which is related to the position, is prompted by all those subsidiary Transcendental Results (of the subsidiary acts) preceding the Agniṣomiyā-offering, which help the Final Result directly,—and also by that (Transcendental Result) which brings about the embellishment of the principal substance offered.—"How is that?"—Because of the declaration of the Veda; i.e. the Vedic text connects, with the particular detail in question, only those factors which have been indicated as being within well-defined bounds of space [viz. : "prior to the Agniṣomiyā"],—the clear meaning of the text being that "they act in silence" in connection with those factors that happen to be in the said position (prior to the Agniṣomiyā).

Says the Opponent—"But the use of the particular detail in question is indicated by Syntactical Connection, not by the Direct Declaration of the text."

We do not say that it is not indicated by Syntactical Connection; what we mean is that it is syntactically connected with what is directly asserted, not with, either what is pointed out by the Context, or with what is indirectly indicated, or with what is assumed.

The Opponent argues—"We admit that the Detail in question is related to the subsidiary Transcendental Results; but we do not admit that it is related also to that Transcendental Result which brings about the embellishment of the principal substance.—Which is that?"—It is that which brings about the embellishment of the principal substance and exists at the previous place."

Our answer to this is as follows:—Because it subsists in that;—that is, because it—i.e. Transcendental Results like the subsidiary ones—subsists in that—i.e. in the prior position.—There is a hymn called the "Somapari-
vahanīya', from which it is clear that the Transcendental Result is related to the Position.

There is another text—"Prāṇiṭāḥ prāṇīṣyan vicham yachchhati tām saha haviṅkṛtā viṣjrati" ['When going to fetch the Prāṇiṭā vessels, he restrains his speech,—he unchains it in the company of the Preparer of the Sacrificial offering']—here also the 'speech-restraint' is a detail related to those factors that are in the particular position (prior to the Fetching of the Prāṇiṭā Vessels),—and not to the Final Transcendental Result.—Exactly the same is the case with the 'silence' that we are discussing.

SŪTRA (21).

[The Pūrva-pākyin objects to the Siddhānta]—"But it should appertain to the [Final Transcendental Result of the] Main Sacrifice; because it is connected with that."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('but') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

"It is not true that the 'silence' appertains to those factors that are related to that position. 'To what then does it appertain?'—It should appertain to the Final Transcendental Result. 'Why so?'—Because it is connected with that; there is connection with that,—i.e., with the Sacrifice—spoken of in the sentence—Tārā vā eśād yajñasya yat prāchīnam agni-gomīyāt; which is to be construed as 'Yajñasya yat prāchīnam' ('that which is prior to the sacrifice'); and not as 'Tārā yajñasya' ('It is the Tārā of the sacrifice').—'Why so?'—Because if the word 'Yajñasya' qualifies (and is taken along with) 'prāchīnam' ('what is prior'), then it becomes a part and parcel of the injunctive word; and thereby becomes conducive to a particular activity. In the other construction, it becomes part of a commendatory statement and as such, serves no useful purpose, because 'a mere statement serves no useful purpose' (as declared under Sūtra 1. 2. 19).—Then again, the term 'prāchīna' ('prior') directly denotes a particular portion of the sacrifice, and it is only indirectly that it indicates the sacrificial details; and when there is a conflict between Direct Denotation and Indirect Indication, it is the Direct Denotation that should be accepted. From this it follows that the detail in question appertains to the prior position; it is with this that it is connected through Direct Assertion,—not with the factors appearing at that prior position; as with these latter, its connection could be based only upon Indirect Indication.—In fact, even if the word 'Yajñasya' were part of a purely commendatory statement, even so it would be the Prior Position that would be connected with the detail in question; by Direct Assertion; and the factors occurring at the prior position would, even in that case, be connected only by Indirect Indication. Hence the only right view to take is that the detail in question is prompted by the main sacrifice (i.e. the Final Transcendental Result).—Lastly, the help
rendered (by the detail) to the Final Transcendental Result is directly perceptible: viz.: if the performer performs all that goes prior to the 
Agni-
ṣomiya, in silence—i.e. with slow effort,—he does not become fatigued and hence performs the various rites of the Sutā Day with comparative ease.—From all this it follows that the Detail in question is prompted by the Final Transcendental Result.”

SŪTRA (22).

[Pūrvapākṣin’s argument continued]—“It is thus too that the description becomes applicable.”

Bhāṣya.

“As a matter of fact, the description contained in the sentence—
‘Tsarā vā ēsā yajñasya yat prāchimagnāḥ-ṣomiyaḥ’—is applicable only to the one factor that occupies the entire space [i.e. the main sacrifice];—
‘tsarā’ means sly tactics; the meaning of the text therefore is—‘Just as, when the Bird-Catcher proceeds to catch a bird, he adopts the sly tactics, stepping slowly, fixing his eyes upon the bird, and making no noise,—all with the intention of taking the bird unaware,—in the same manner, in the case in question, with a view to take the sacrifice unaware, one should adopt silence’;—And as in the case of the Bird-Catcher, the place where he steps slowly is not for the sake of that Place, but for the sake of catching the Bird sitting at that place,—similarly in the case in question, the silence is adopted, not for the sake of the factors occupying the place in question, but for the sake of the (main) sacrifice that occupies the whole place.—If one takes the term ‘tsarā’ (sly tactics) as qualifying the sacrifice,—for him the commendatory statement—‘Tsarā esā yajñasya’,—all the more clearly indicates that the Detail is prompted by the Final Transcendental Result;—the meaning being—‘As the Sly Tactics is to the Bird, so is Silence to the Sacrifice’.”

SŪTRAS (23-24).

[Pūrvapākṣa argument concluded]—“If it be urged that—
‘What has been explained in regard to the text speaking of the Pranāṭi-Vessel supports the Siddhānta view’;—then the answer is that that is not so; because the Sacrifice is not mentioned there at all.”

Bhāṣya.

“It has been argued (under Śū. 20) that ‘What has been explained in regard to the text speaking of the Pranāṭi-Vessel, etc. etc.’;—and this has to be refuted,—(which is done in Śū. 24):—It is not right that ‘the Detail should appertain to the factors occupying that place, and not to the Final Transcendental Result’; because in the sentence quoted (speaking of speech being unchained when going to fetch the Pranāṭi-vessels), the connection of the ‘speech-restraint’ does not imply any connection between the said factors and any parts of the sacrifice;—for the simple reason that
The sacrifice is not mentioned there at all; i.e. the correlative term 'sacrifice' is not found in the sentence quoted. — 'But it has been just pointed out that it is while performing the sacrifice that the Adhearyu and the Sacrificer restrain their speech.' — Our answer to this is that the same would hold good also in the case of the detail pertaining to the sacrifice occupying the entire space. — 'How so?' — The two men restrain their speech for the purpose of spreading out the sacrifice; and while they are restraining their speech, and their minds are not distracted, they would perform the various items without committing mistakes; so that not a single item, or part of an item, becomes omitted; — on account of his speech being restrained, the Adhearyu will have his mind concentrated on the work and will, therefore, not commit any mistakes in regard to any item of the performance; the Sacrificer also, with his speech restrained, will have his mind not distracted by anything else, and will thus be able to apprise the priest if the latter happen to make any mistakes. As for the Sacrifice, it is spread out by means of its subsidiaries coming in uninterruptedly; and the Sacrifice is not spread out by 'speech-restraint' through its own parts and subsidiaries, if it is done at the time alone. In fact, the Sacrifice, by itself, is not connected with the 'spreading out'. Hence what has been urged is possible also if the Detail is prompted by the subsidiaries; the sense being that 'When the Adhearyu and the Sacrificer restrain their speech, they become like Prajāpati and then proceed with the Sacrifice (as Prajāpati proceeds with creation); so that they do it for this visible purpose—not for any invisible (transcendental) purpose'; this is what follows from the use of the Present Tense—'Just as we know that the Sacrifice is duly performed by means of the restraining of speech.'

Sūtra (25).

[Siddhāntin's answer to the Pūrvarakṣa arguments] — In reality, the Detail should appertain to the factors occupying the said position; because no aggregate has been enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra takes up the thread of the Siddhānta set forth above (under Sū. 20) and answers the arguments put forward by the Pūrvarakṣa in the intervening Sūtras.

The term 'vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view just set forth. It is not right to regard 'Silence' as prompted by the Final Transcendental Result; in fact, it is clear that it is prompted by all those factors that are 'prior to the Agniṣṭoma-offering'. — 'Why?' — 'Because no aggregate has been enjoined'; by 'aggregate' here we mean the whole set of the repeated sacrificial offerings with the 'Cups'; and there is no injunction to the effect that any part of that 'aggregate' is to be connected with 'Silence'; because the sentence is not to be construed as 'Yajñasya yat prāchīnam' ['that which is prior to the Sacrifice'], it is to be construed as 'tsarā eṣā yajñasya' ['This the sly tactics for the Sacrifice']. — 'Why
so?"—Because the term 'tasmāt' ('therefore') comes between (the terms 'yajñasya' and 'prāchīnām') [which two therefore cannot be construed together].

But even if the 'Sacrifice' were connected with 'prior',—then too the Silence could not be regarded as prompted by the Final Transcendental Result. Because the term 'yat' (in the text 'yatkiṁchit, etc.') does not stand for the Place (or Position); what it stands for are the factors occupying the Position; if it had stood for the Position itself, then the form of the expression should have been 'Yat prāchīnām agnisomiyāt' ('That which is prior to the Agnisomīya'), and not 'yatkiṁchit, etc.' ('whatever is prior to the Agnisomīya'); because the latter form is used when repetition is intended, and there is repetition only when there are several factors concerned, not when there is only one; and the Position is one only, while the Factors occupying the Position are several;—from which it follows that the 'Silence' is connected with these Factors, not with the Position.—"But how do you know that Repetition is meant?"—It is clearly indicated by the expression 'yatkiṁchit'.—"But the term 'Kim' (in 'Kiṁchit' meaning what) implies ignorance".—Certainly the particular details (of the several factors in the Sacrifice) are not known, and it is these that are indicated as meant to be known; and it is only when there are several factors that, there are general and particular details. From all this it is clear that it is the Factors occupying the said Position that are indicated by the Repetition (expressed by 'yatkiṁchit'),—and it is these factors that are connected with Silence.

The Opponent raises a fresh objection—"In connection with the Dikṣāṇiṇīya and other subsidiary sacrifices of the Jyotistoma, there has been enjoined a characteristic detail different from 'Silence', in the following text—'Yāvatā vāchā kāmāyāta tāvatā dikṣāṇiṇīyāmanubrāhyāt prāyanīyāyām mandrataramātiṁhtubyāmupānbhāpasu' [where we have several terms, high, slightly lower and so forth laid down]; under the circumstances, how could 'Silence' alone be adopted at these [as it should be, in accordance with the Siddhānta view]?"

Answer—That characteristic detail which is laid down in the text just quoted would apply to cases where the Dikṣāṇiṇīya and other sacrifices form the principal sacrifice; because these sacrifices are spoken of along with the term 'principal'; so that the 'silence' would come in those performances of these sacrifices where they do not form the principal sacrifice; because of the general injunction (that 'silence' is to be observed in all that comes prior to the Agnisomīya).

The purpose served by the present discussion is as follows:—At the Kūndapāgināmayana, performances laid down in such texts as 'They offer the Agnihotra for a month' come 'prior to the Agnisomīya'; and if the Pārvapāksa were accepted, then these would have to be connected with 'Silence'; while they would not be so connected, if the Siddhānta view were accepted.
ADHIKARÅṆA (8): In connection with the laying of the Fire-altar, the 'stirring' of the Fire should be done only once.

SŪTRA (26).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"BEING AN ACCESSORY OF THE 'FIRE', IT SHOULD BE REPEATED WITH EACH BRICK; BECAUSE IT IS A COLLECTION, LIKE THE 'PAURṆAMĀŚI'.'"

Bhāṣya.

There is the rite of 'Fire-laying' (setting up of the Fire-altar) laid down in the Text.—'Ya evamidevān agnim chinitē' ['Knowing this, one lays the Fire']; in connection with that same Rite, the following is laid down—'Hiranyashakasahasrēṇāgnim proksati, Dadhnā madhumishrēṇāgnim proksati, Vetasashākhavyā avakābhishcāgnim viprakarsati, Maṇḍūkenāgnim viprakarsati' [(a) 'Sprinkles the Fire with a thousand gold-pieces', (b) 'Sprinkles the Fire with Curds mixed with honey', (c) 'Stirs the Fire with a Vētasa-stick and with the Avakā-sticks', (d) 'Stirs the Fire with the frog'].

In regard to this, there arises the following question—[When the Fire-altar is being set up] are the stirring and the sprinkling to be done to each Brick (in the altar)? Or, are they to be done only once for all?

The point to be considered first is—Does the word 'Fire' (in the text quoted) stand for the collection of Bricks? Or for some other substance (whole in itself)? For, if it stands for the collection of Bricks, then, inasmuch as there would be no ground for singling out any one brick to which the stirring and the sprinkling could be done, they would have to be done to every one of the bricks; if, on the other hand, the term 'Fire' stands for something (an entire whole) different from the (individual) Bricks, then, they would be done only once.

On the main question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The Stirring and the Sprinkling should be done to every one of the Bricks. — 'Why?'—Because the term 'Fire' stands for the collection (of Bricks). — 'How is that deduced?'—It is deduced from the fact that there is no other substance; there is absolutely no other substance which could be taken to be denoted by the term 'Fire'; so that (if the acts were not done in connection with the Bricks) what would be there in which the Fire could be deposited? — 'But how do you know that there is no other (entire) substance?'—This follows from the fact that the thing spoken of is different in character from an entire substance; an object is regarded as one entire whole, when by the pulling of any one part of it, the whole object becomes pulled. — 'What is the meaning of this?'—If, in the act of pulling a substance by the hand, only that part of it becomes pulled out with which the hand is connected, then the object is not an entire whole by itself. 'Why should
such be the conclusion? —Because the likelihood is that another part of it also would be similarly pulled out. —If, even in such circumstances, it be held that the entire substance becomes pulled, —then it might be possible to pull out the component parts of that substance which, in itself, has no component parts. —Nor will it be right to hold that the acts that are laid down are in the nature of connection with what is in conjunction with something else (i.e. the Bricks in conjunction), irrespectively of the substance being an entire whole. It will not be right to say so, because until the faggot of wood has been tied up with a rope, the pulling of any one piece of wood does not lead to the other pieces being pulled up. It is only in a case where a thing is conceived of as ‘one’ by reason of the combination of a number of things, and there is no idea, either direct or inferred, of these being the component parts of that ‘one thing’ —there alone it is said that ‘another substance (one entire whole) has come into existence’. —Now, in the case in question (of the altar made of Bricks), it is found that that brick alone comes out which is actually pulled, and the other bricks do not come out; —the points of junction between the bricks are also clearly perceived; from this it follows that there is no cementing of the component particles (bricks) and hence it cannot be any one entire substance distinct from the Bricks. —When it is laid down that ‘The Fire-altar is to be set up with bricks’, it is only the setting up that should be done with the bricks; —but there is no visible purpose served by the mere setting up of the bricks; —hence what is understood to be particularly marked is the collection of those bricks that have been set up for the purpose of depositing the Fire; —such being the case, the Sprinkling and the Stirring should be done to all the bricks.

"Like the Paurnamāsi; —in the case of the injunction ‘One who knowing this, performs the Paurṇamāsi, one who knowing this, performs the Amāvīṣyā’ (which lays down the Paurṇamāsi and Amāvīṣyā Sacrifices), what are actually performed are the Āgniya and all those acts that go to make up the ‘Paurṇamāsi Sacrifice’; —and not any Sacrifice distinct from those,—so in the case in question also [what are to be dealt with by sprinkling and stirring are all the Bricks that go to make up the Fire-Altar, and not any substance distinct from them]."

SūTRA (27).

[Siddhānta] —In reality, it should be done to the Fire [-altar], because it is one substance; the others (bricks) only subserve the purposes of that substance.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) sets aside the view set forth above.

It is not right that the Sprinkling and the Stirring should be done to each of the Bricks; —they should be done once only. We proceed to explain this —As a matter of fact, what is erected with the Bricks is something different from the Bricks themselves; —it is in that thing that the Fire is to be
deposited;—and it is that thing which is denoted by the term 'Agni', 'Fire' (in the text under consideration).—"How so?"—When it is laid down that 'One sets up the Fire-altar with bricks', the bricks are clearly mentioned as subserving the purposes of something different from themselves; the Instrumental Ending in the word 'isṭakābhih' ('with bricks') clearly shows that the Bricks subserve the purposes of something different from themselves. If the mere setting up (of the Bricks, and not the bringing into existence of a new object) were meant by the Injunction, then that setting up could only be an embellishment for the Bricks,—and in that case the correct ending to be used would be the Accusative, and that would set aside the Instrumental Ending.—From all this it follows that a new object, something different from the individual Bricks, is made (when the Fire-altar is set up);—in this the Fire is to be deposited;—and it is for the purpose of this new object that the Bricks and the setting up are there.

Says the Opponent—"We have already explained that because this explanation is not possible that another view (the Pūrvapakṣa view) has been taken up."

Answer—It is not true that the explanation (suggested by us) is not possible; in fact, the fact of the object (Fire-altar) being a single unitary entity is clearly perceptible; and this would not be possible if the term stood for the several bricks (that go to make up the Altar). Nor are the points of joining between the bricks visible when they have been covered with plaster. Hence, inasmuch as, even when there is a mixture (in the Altar) of baked and unbaked bricks, the notion that it is one thing, that is present, it follows that it is an object different from the individual Bricks, meant as a receptacle for the Fire.

In fact, the idea that there is a cementing of the Bricks is also due to the idea that the altar is a single entity.

As for the argument that—"(in the case of a single object) the pulling of one part leads to the pulling of the whole thing",—it is true that in the case of several things cemented together, there is dismemberment; but things are of two kinds—some are immovable (inanimate), some movable (animate): it is in the case of the former that there is dismemberment (on pulling); for instance, when the tree is pulled by the leaf, the whole tree does not become pulled,—because it is an immovable thing; similar is the case with the thing in question,—the Fire-altar being an immovable thing.

From all this it follows that the Sprinkling and the Stirring are to be done once only.

SŪTRA (28).

It is because there is an aggregate of injunctions that the case of the 'Paurṇamāśī' is treated like that.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"In the case of the injunction 'One who knowing this, should perform the Paurṇamāśī, etc. etc.', there is nothing
distinct from the Āgnēya and other component sacrifices,—and that the
same should be the case here also".—The answer to this is that it is only
right that the case of the Paurṇamāsi has been treated like that; because
what is laid down there is only an act (the Paurṇamāsi sacrifice) which
is only an aggregate of the several enjoined acts (Āgnēya and the rest),—
and there is nothing else to be brought into existence by means of that
Act; in the present case, on the other hand, there is a distinct object
(laid down as to be set up, in the shape of the Fire-altar).—Hence there
is no analogy between the case of the Paurṇamāsi and the present case.
ADHIKARANA (9): That the ‘Patnisamnyāja’ should be the last item applies to those ‘Ahan’ (Diurnal Offerings) which precede the Final ‘Ahan-offering’.

SŪTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“That the Patnisamnyāja should be the last item applies to all, as there is no distinction.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the Dvādashāha, which consists of a set of ‘Diurnal Offerings’,—laid down in the text, ‘Dvādashāhā prajākāman yājaya’ [‘If one desires offspring, he should make him offer the Dvādashāha Sacrifice’];—in connection with that, we read— ‘The Diurnal Offerings are completed with the Patnisamnyāja-offering as the last item’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are all the Diurnal Offerings meant to end with the Patnisamnyāja? Or only those that precede the Final Diurnal Offering?—This question is raised in connection with all the Diurnal Offerings with the exception of the tenth one; as this latter has been declared by a clear text to end with the ‘Mānasa’-offering.

On this question, the Pūrvaṇakṣa view is as follows:—“All the Diurnal Offerings should be taken as ending with the Patnisamnyāja.—Why?—Because there is no distinction; when the text lays down that ‘the Diurnal offerings are to end with the Patnisamnyāja’, it lays it down without any distinction; nor is it possible to make any distinction; hence it must apply to all the Diurnal Offerings”.

SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, from the Indicative Text it is clear that it applies to the Offerings preceding the Final One.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

That they should end with the Patnisamnyāja should apply to those Diurnal Offerings that precede the Final One.—Why so?—Because of the Indicative Text; there is the following indicative text—‘Patnisamnyājāntāni ahāni santiṣṭhantē na barhiranupaharati asamsthihi hi tarhi yajñaḥ’ [‘The Diurnal Offerings should end with the Patnisamnyāja; one should not withdraw the fuel, as the Sacrifice is not yet completed’];—this clearly indicates that the Patnisamnyāja should be the last item in those Diurnal Offerings where the Sacrifice is still incomplete.—“How so?”—Because the incompleteness of the sacrifice has been put forward as a reason; the meaning of the text being—‘because these Diurnal Offerings are incomplete, therefore
the *Patniṣāṁyāja* should be the last item in them’;—and the *completeness* of the Sacrifice comes on the last day (with the Final Diurnal Offering).—Then again, we find ‘incompleteness’ spoken of in connection with those Diurnal Offerings of which the *Patniṣāṁyāja* forms the last item; from this it is clear that ‘incompleteness’ and ‘having *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item’ are meant to be co-substrate;—and ‘incompleteness’ has been found to be there before the Final Day;—from that we conclude that ‘having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item’ should also apply to the offerings preceding the Final One.

**Sūtra (31).**

*Objection*—“In fact, it is only a commendatory statement, just like the statement of the ‘initiation’ in connection with ‘nocturnal completion’.”

**Bhāṣya.**

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the *Siddhānta* view. “It is not right that the character of having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item should be applied to the Diurnal Offerings preceding the Final One; it should be taken as applying to all the Diurnal Offerings, as there is no distinction.—It has been argued that—‘Incompleteness’ is found mentioned in connection with those in whom the *Patniṣāṁyāja* forms the last item,—and as the sacrifice is incomplete before the Final Diurnal Offering, we conclude that the character of having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item should also be restricted to those preceding the Final Offering”.—But this cannot be right; as this view is not based upon any Injunction, nor upon any other proof; hence this view should be treated as a mere fantasy.—Then, it has been argued that ‘incompleteness has been put forward as a reason’.—That also has no force; as it has been already explained that such statements are ‘merely eulogistic’ (Sūtra 1. 2. 23).—Nor again is there any co-substrateness between incompleteness and the character of having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item; because the latter character, of having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item, has been directly declared by the Vedic text as applying to all Diurnal Offerings; while the applicability of incompleteness (of all Diurnal Offerings) to only those offerings that precede the Final One is only deduced from reasoning.—Lastly, the statement that ‘The Sacrifice is incomplete’ is purely commendatory, eulogising the character of having the *Patniṣāṁyāja* as the last item; the meaning being as follows—‘The Sacrifice is incomplete,—it is found that it takes a long time to complete it,—because it takes a long time to complete it, let it be curtailed, and let the Diurnal Offerings end with the *Patniṣāṁyāja*’;—as a matter of fact, each of the Diurnal Offerings is complete in itself; and yet they are spoken of as incomplete simply with a view to eulogise the character of ending with the *Patniṣāṁyāja*; as a matter of fact, every one of the offerings is complete in itself, as the *Avahārīha* (Final Bath) and the other rites in connection with them are all to be duly performed.—In fact, the statement in question
should be treated exactly like the statement of 'freedom from the fetters of Initiation', which is commendatory of 'finishing at night'. That statement is as follows—'The man who is initiated is put in the fetters of Varuṇa; the Day and Night are the fetters of Varuṇa; if one finishes the sacrifice during the day, he does not become free from the fetters of Varuṇa; it should be finished at night; thus is the man freed from the fetters of Varuṇa and also from all harm to himself;”—the phrase 'he is not freed from the fetters of Varuṇa' means that he is not free from the restrictions imposed by the Initiation; these restrictions are removed by the Final Bath. Or, the statement that 'he is freed from the fetters of Varuṇa' may be taken to mean that many of the restrictions are given up;—In the same manner in the case in question all that 'incompleteness' means is that 'it takes a long time to finish it'.'

**SŪTRA (32).**

[Answer]—As a matter of fact, it should be (as asserted in the Siddhānta); because the injunction is not in special reference to anything; if it were taken with the Final Offering, that would be contrary to the Indicative text.

_Bhāṣya._

The particle 'vā' ('as a matter of fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth (in Sū. 31).

That the _Patnisāhīyāja_ should be the last item should pertain to only those offerings that precede the Final One; because the said character has not been enjoined with special reference to the Final Offering; the injunction that the _Patnisāhīyāja_ should be the last item is in reference to the Diurnal Offerings in general;—if this were applied to the Final Offering, it would be contrary to the Indicative Text.

**Question**—"How is this proved by reasoning (as apart from the Indicative Text)?" 

_Answer_—What the statement—'The Diurnal Offerings are completed with the _Patnisāhīyāja_ as the last item'—means is that the rest of the rites is to be omitted. What is meant by 'completing', 'finishing', is that its performance is not continued,—that the action of the performer in relation to it ceases;—when all the Diurnal Offerings are being performed together, it is inevitable that one should stop at some part of one offering and take up those of the other;—there being no restriction as to when this stoppage should come, the text in question lays down the restriction that the stoppage should be at the _Patnisāhīyāja_.—Now the visible purpose served by this stoppage is to secure the simultaneous performance of the details of the various offerings. In a case therefore where this purpose is not found to be served, there can be no justification for assuming an imperceptible result; and hence in that case the offering is not to end with the _Patnisāhīyāja_.—This is exactly what is found to be the case with the
Final Offering,—in connection with which the aforesaid need (of securing simultaneity with the details of the succeeding offering) does not arise.—It is by this process of reasoning that we come to the conclusion that those offerings alone are to end with the Patnisamyāja which precede the Final One; and this conclusion is further strengthened by the indicative text 'The sacrifice is incomplete' (as shown above, under Sū. 30).
ADHIKARANA (10): In the case of such injunctions as 'Should recite the first verse thrice', the reference is to the 'position' of the verse.

SUTRA (33).

THE REPETITION OF THE SĀMIDHĒNIS SHOULD APPERTAIN TO POSITION, ON ACCOUNT OF PRIORITY.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifices; in connection with these, the following declaration is made in reference to the Sāmīdhēṇī verses—'Triḥ prathāmāṇanevaḥ, triruttamāṇanevaḥ' ['Recites the first thrice; recites the last thrice'].

In regard to this, there arises the following question—What is laid down here,—does it appertain to the order of the verses as they occur in the Rk-text (of the Samhitā)—the meaning being, that what is to be recited thrice is the verse 'Pra vo vājā, etc.' (which in the Samhitā-text appears before the other Sāmīdhēṇī verses)?—Or does it appertain to the Position of the Verse,—the meaning being that any Verse—not necessarily the one appearing first in the Samhitā-text—that occupies the first position at the actual recitation, is to be recited thrice?—“Why should there be any doubt in this matter?”—The doubt arises from the fact that both are possible: If the text quoted is interpreted to mean that among the Sāmīdhēṇī verses that which occurs first in the Samhitā-text should be recited three times’, then what is laid down must appertain to the Rk-text; on the other hand, if the text is interpreted to mean that that should be recited thrice which is endowed with priority’, then what is declared must appertain to the Position.

On the said question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"What is laid down should be taken as appertaining to the Rk-text.—'Why?'—Because priority (denoted by the word 'prathāmām', 'first', in the text) is related to the individual (verse), as it is the individual (verse) that is to be repeated.—'How do you know that this is so? '—We learn this from the use of the Feminine Gender (in 'prathāmām'); it is only an individual that can be called 'feminine'; hence the use of the Feminine Gender could be explicable only if the priority (expressed by the basic noun in the word 'prathāmām') were a qualification of an individual; and in that case that individual verse could be connected with the repetition.—On the other hand, if the meaning were taken to be that 'that is to be repeated thrice which comes first at the time that the verses are being actually recited'—then no particular individual would be meant to be repeated; [as there can be no certainty as to which particular verse would occupy the first position at any particular recitation; so that the exact denotation of the term 'prathāmām' would remain vague and uncertain, and hence—
no definite particular individual verse would be meant]; and in that case, the use of the Feminine Gender would be inexplicable. —Further, this latter interpretation would also involve a syntactical split, as the sentence would contain two statements — (1) "Anything that has been uttered first should be repeated thrice", and (2) "The verse that has been recited first should be repeated thrice". —In our view, on the other hand, what is laid down in the text appertains (directly) to that verse which is characterised by priority; so that there being a single predication, there is no syntactical split. —Lastly, it is the Feminine Entity (Ṛk, verse) that is connected with ‘priority’ through the Direct Denotation of the words, while the Repetition is connected with it only through Syntactical Connection. —From all this it follows that what should be repeated thrice is the particular verse ‘Pra vo vājā, etc.’, wherever it may occur at the actual Recitation."

Against the above Pūrva pakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta: —
What is laid down in the text is that there should be three recitations of ‘the first of the Śāmīḍhēni verses’, and this refers to, and is determined by, the first position, and not by the genus (the inherent characteristic) of any particular verse. —"Why so?" —As a matter of fact, there is no verse in the whole of the Ṛgveda which is named ‘Prathamā’ (‘First’) [and directly denoted by this term], which could be repeated thrice; so that in the case of the Pūrva pakṣa view, the term ‘prathamā’ (‘first’) of the text would have to be taken as indirectly indicating a particular verse; while in the case of the other view (i.e. the Siddhānta), the word ‘prathamā’ is taken in its directly denoted sense (of that which occupies the first position); and Direct Denotation is superior to Indirect Indication. Hence our view is the right one.

It has been argued (by the Pūrva pakṣa) that — "Direct Denotation supports the Pūrva pakṣa view, as is clear from the use of the Feminine Gender; secondly that the Pūrva pakṣa does not involve a Syntactical Split; and lastly, it is only in accordance with the Pūrva pakṣa view that the use of the Feminine Gender is explicable."

Our answer to this is as follows — As a matter of fact, the Gender and Number of all adjectival terms are determined on the basis of the things that they qualify; so that, even if no particular individual were actually denoted as to be qualified (by the adjective ‘prathamā’), any Gender that would appear there would serve as the receptacle of that quality; as for instance, ‘shukla’ is Masculine, ‘shuklā’ is Feminine, and ‘shuklam’ is Neuter; similarly ‘shukla’ is Singular, ‘shuklau’ is Dual, and ‘shuklāh’ is Plural. — Though in the case of such expressions as ‘Shuklām śaśāmānaya’ (‘Bring the white piece of cloth’), what is predicated (by the term shuklā) is, not the bringing of the cloth and other factors, but only the relationship of the quality of whiteness [because the bringing, etc. is already otherwise known], and any specification by the particular Gender is not intended [because the cloth has no real gender]. — Yet the Feminine Gender is mentioned merely by way of reference — ‘Shuklāmānaya’; and as this is only by way of reference, there is no syntactical split. Such being the case, even though in the case in question, the connection of priority (denoted by the term ’prathama’, ‘first’,
with the Feminine Gender) is directly expressed by the word ‘prathamām’,—yet what the Repetition is related to is mere Priority, not the Gender. If the connection of the Repetition with Gender were predicated by the word, then the mention of ‘priority’ would have to be regarded as a mere reference; for, if the connection with ‘Priority’ also were predicated, then there would be Syntactical Split.

Then again, it cannot be disputed that the term denoting the Feminine Gender qualifies the basic noun (with which it appears),—and that the Feminine affixes, ‘泰山’ and the rest, are added to such basic nouns as belong to the Feminine Gender; and there can be no connection between the qualification of one word with another word; e.g. in the expression ‘Rājapuruṣo gachchhati’, the qualifying term ‘rājan’, which qualifies ‘purusah’, has no connection with the term ‘gachchhati’.—When, however, the ‘priority’ is connected with the ‘Repetition’, the Feminine character which is already known (as qualifying the ‘verse’, ‘rk’) is merely referred to; it is a well-known fact that all the sentences known as ‘Sāmidhēni are rk (verses),—and the term ‘rk’ is of the Feminine Gender. So that the very basis of the first sentence that is uttered (as Sāmidhēni) is a Rk;—and it has been already pointed out that the Gender and Number of adjectival terms are determined on the basis of those of the receptacle (or basis) of the qualifying factors expressed by them;—so that, even when the Rk (verse) is not qualified (by the term ‘prathamā’), it will retain its Feminine gender [and hence there can be no need for predicing it through the term ‘prathamā’];—hence the sentence in question should be interpreted as—‘The first sentence that is uttered should be repeated thrice,—and that first sentence is the Rk known as Sāmidhēni’;—thus it is clear that in the sentence ‘Triḥ prathamāmanvāha’ [‘Recites the first three times’], we have a mere reference to the Gender which is already (otherwise) known.

The whole of the passage in question reads thus—‘Triḥ prathamāmanvāha, triruttamām, tāḥ paicchadaha sampadyantē’ [‘One should recite the first one three times; one should recite the last one three times; thus they become Fifteen’]—[The number of verses called ‘Sāmidhēni’ is eleven; in certain texts, it having been laid down that ‘one should recite fifteen Sāmidhēnis,’ the passage in question lays down the way in which this number ‘fifteen’ is to be made up; there are eleven original verses,—by repeating the first and the last thrice, there are four additional verses, and thus the number Fifteen is secured].—Thus the ‘three-fold repetition’ has been laid down for the securing of ‘Fifteen Sāmidhēnis’;—this repetition must be of a complete Rk (verse), not of only a part of it; because it is the complete Rk that serves the purpose of ‘Kindling the Fire’ (Samindhanavati, by virtue of which it is called ‘Sāmidhēni’).

From all this it follows that the text in question contains a mere reference to the (Feminine) Gender, and hence what is laid down appertains to Priority, not to the Rk (verse).
ADHIKARĀṆA (11) (A): *In connection with the 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa' Sacrifices, which have to be performed throughout one's life, the 'Ārambhaṇīyā-Īṣṭī' is to be performed only once.—Or (B)—The Ārambhaṇīyā-Īṣṭī is an 'Embellishment' of the Performer.*

SŪTRA (34).

[PUṆṆAṆKṢA]—"*WHEN THE MAIN SACRIFICE IS REPEATED, THE ĀRAMBHAṆĪYĀ MUST BE REPEATED, LIKE THE PRAYĀJAS.*"

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices laid down in the text—'Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifices': in connection with these sacrifices, the Ārambhaṇīyā-Īṣṭī [Preliminary Sacrifice] has been laid down in the text—'One who desires to be an eater of much food should offer the cake baked on eleven pans to Agni-Viṣṇu, Cooked rice to Sarasvatī, the Cake baked on twelve pans to Sarasvatī, and the Cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Bhaṅgin'. In this connection some people declare the Bhāgīna to be the constant factor (in all the offerings).—That the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifices have to be repeated has also been laid down in the text—'Throughout life, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa'.

Now, in connection with this repetition of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, there arises the question—Is the Ārambhaṇīyā also to be repeated (with each performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa)?—Or not?

On this question, the Puṇavaṣaka view is as follows:—"It should be repeated; i.e. it should be performed several times.—Why so?—Because thus alone does the injunction of the performance become obeyed.—*Like the Prayājas*,—the Prayāja-offerings, which are parts of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, are repeated with each performance of these latter,—similarly the Ārambhaṇīyā also, being a part of those sacrifices, should be repeated with each performance of those sacrifices".

SŪTRA (35).

[SIDDHĀṆTA]—*IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED ONCE ONLY BECAUSE IT IS CONNECTED WITH 'COMMENCEMENT', AND THE 'COMMENCEMENT' IS ONE ONLY, THE PERFORMANCE (OF THE MAIN SACRIFICES) EXTENDING THROUGHOUT THE MAN'S LIFE.*

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
It is not right that the Ārambhaniyā should be repeated; in fact, it should be performed only once.—"Why ?"—Because it is connected with ‘commencement (ārambha)’; the Ārambhaniyā is connected with the commencement of the performance of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa,—and the commencement is one only—for all the performances of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa, throughout the man’s life—"How so ?"—Having installed the Fires, one makes the declaration to the effect—‘At each Parvan (New Moon and Full Moon) I shall perform the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa’;—it is when he has thus made up his mind that he would perform the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices that he performs the Ārambhaniyā,—the said making up of the mind being the ‘ārambha’, ‘commencement’; and this is common to all the performances of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa; as the whole series of performances throughout the man’s life forms a single ‘performance’ (of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa; in accordance with the aforesaid determination of the man).—Even if the first step taken towards a performance be regarded as its ‘ārambha’, ‘commencement’,—then too, all the subsequent performances are done by the man who has taken that first step.—So that in any case, the Ārambhaniyā should be performed once only.

ADHIKARANA (11) (B): The Ārambhaniyā is an ‘Embellishment’ of the Performer.

Or, we may interpret the Sūtras (34) and (35) in the following manner.

Bhāṣya.

It is acknowledged on all hands that ‘ārambha’, ‘commencement’, is the first factor in the act.—Now, in connection with the Ārambhaniyā-Īṣṭi (which is performed before the performance of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa is commenced), the question is—Does the performance of the Ārambhaniyā accomplish the first factor of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa ?—Or, does it mean that, when a man is going to commence—i.e. perform, for the first time, the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa—the performance of the Ārambhaniyā renders him fit for the said commencement ?

On this question, the Pārvaśaka view (as set forth in Sū. 34) is as follows:—‘From the Context it is clear that the Ārambhaniyā is to be performed at the commencement of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices; if it were taken as bearing upon the performer, then a distinct result would have to be assumed;—hence, inasmuch as each performance of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa would be distinct, the Ārambhaniyā should have to be performed in connection with the performance of each Darsha-Pārṇamāsa; just as the Prayājas are repeated with each Darsha-Pārṇamāsa.—[Hence the conclusion on the question is that the performance of the Ārambhaniyā fulfills the first step in the performance of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa].’

As against the above, the Siddhānta view (as set forth under Sū. 35) is as follows:—The Ārambhaniyā should be performed once only.—"Why ?"
—Because of the connection between the man (performer) and the commencement; that is, the Ārāmbhaṇīyā is enjoined as to be performed when the Performer is going to commence the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.—“How so?”—The word ‘nīrvapēt’ (‘should offer’) clearly establishes a connection with the Agent (Performer); so that the denotation of the particular effort (activity, which is expressed by the Injunctive Ending) of the Agent is really what is meant to be expressed in its own form; in the other case, if what is denoted by the word (as a whole) were meant to be enjoined (and not the effort or activity of the Agent), then the denotation of that effort would have to be regarded as not meant to be expressed in its own form; it would, in fact, have to be taken as referring to what has been already enjoined in the sentence laying down the entire performance (of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa).

It has been argued that—“if it were taken as bearing upon the Performer, a distinct result would have to be assumed”.—Our answer to that is that no such distinct result would have to be assumed; as that performer would be taken as meant by the injunction of the entire performance (of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa) who has already performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā;—such being the case, the performer having become, at the very first performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’, remains so throughout all the lifelong performances of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa (i.e. throughout his life he remains ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’). When going to perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa for the first time, the man performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā and thereby became ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’; and when going to take up the second and subsequent performances of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, he still remains ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’ and hence fit for carrying on the performances.—It might be urged that—“if the Ārāmbhaṇīyā has been performed on the same day that the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is going to be commenced, then alone can the performer of the latter be regarded to be ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’;—and at the second and subsequent performances of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, as he would not have performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā on the same day as those performances, he could not be regarded as ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’.”—The answer to this is that by having performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā on the same day as the (first) performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the man has become ‘one who has performed the Ārāmbhaṇīyā’;—even in relation to the second and subsequent performances of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; and hence fit for proceeding with those performances.
ADHIKARAñA (12): *In the 'Nirvāpa-Mantra', there should be no 'modification' of the terms 'Savitṛ', 'Ashvin', and 'Pūsan'.*

SŪTRA (36).

[Pūryapakṣa]—"The subsidiary character of Mantras is based upon the fact of their expressing a certain meaning."

[Siddhānta]—But what is not enjoined is not admissible; as it is only what has been enjoined that is expressed (by the Mantra).

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūryamāsa sacrifices, where the following Nirvāpa-Mantra is used—'Dēvasya tvā savituh prasavē śvinoorbāhubhyām pūṣṇo hastōḥhyām agnayē jūstam nirvapāmi'. [Here we have the names of three Deities—(1) Savitṛ, (2) Ashvins, and (3) Pūṣan, in addition to the principal Deity, Agni.] [As an Ecotype, a modified form of this, we have the Saurya sacrifice where the principal Deity is Sūrya].

In regard to the use of the said Mantra at the Saurya sacrifice, there arises the question—When the said Mantra comes to be used at the Saurya, should the terms 'Savitṛ', 'Ashvin', and 'Pūsan' be modified into terms signifying the Sūrya? Or should they be not modified at all [the Mantra being used in the same form as at the archetypal sacrifice]?

In order to consider this question, it is necessary to consider the following—Do these words ('Savitṛ', 'Ashvin', and 'Pūsan') denote things that form part of the sacrifice? Or those that do not form part of them?—If the former, then they have to be modified (at the Saurya); if the latter, then, they have not to be modified, they have to be used in the original form unmodified.

We shall consider both these questions together.

The *prima facie* (Pūryapakṣa) view on this appears to us to be as follows:—"The terms in question do denote things forming part of the sacrifice.—'Why?"—In fact the only perceptible purpose served by the words of a Mantra is that they express things forming part of the sacrifice. Thus while no perceptible purpose is served by the expressing of things that do not form part of the sacrifice,—a clearly perceptible purpose is served by the expressing of those that do form part of it. Consequently the terms in question can serve a visible purpose only if they are denotative of things that form part of the sacrifice.—'In what way could the words of the mantra in question be denotative of things forming part of the sacrifice?—They could do so if the terms 'Savitṛ', 'Ashvin', and 'Pūsan' denoted Agni and other deities (of the Darsha-Pūryamāsa sacrifice),
or if the deities named ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest were deities of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifice. In order to avoid the necessity (otherwise inevitable) of the words of the Mantra being taken as serving only unseen (transcendental) purposes,—either of the two alternative views may be accepted—viz. (1) the Mantra may be regarded as laying down Savitṛ and other deities for the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa, or (2) the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest may be taken as denoting Agni and other deities already related to the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa. As both of these views serve useful purposes, either one of them may be accepted.—The Opponent might argue thus—‘From the Mantra it is clear that Savitṛ (Ashvin and Pūṣan) are only parts of what is spoken of in the concluding words Agnaye āṣṭam nirvapāmi (where the Deity Agni is mentioned); such being the case, even if the terms—Savitṛ and the rest—were to denote Agni and other deities (of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa), they would not add anything to the Deity already expressed by the terms Agni and the rest themselves. Nor is it necessary that the sacrifice can be helped by only those deities laid down in the Mantra which are denoted by the terms Savitṛ and the rest’.—The answer to this is as follows:—The various parts of the Mantra would be so many distinct sentences (each sentence speaking of one of the Deities, Savitṛ, etc.) ;—of these the clause ‘āṣṭam nirvapāmi’ would be common to, and construed with, all those sentences;—those sentences can be subsidiary to the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices only if offerings are made at them to these deities spoken of in the sentences; and it is on this basis that there is the Presumption that the deities spoken of in the Mantra are actually laid down for the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa.—Thus then, we conclude that either the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest should be taken as denoting Agni and the other Deities, or the said distinct sentences (constituting the Mantra in question) should be treated as optional alternatives to the sentence speaking of Agni.’

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The terms in question (‘Savitṛ’, ‘Ashvin’, and ‘Pūṣan’) should not be modified. There is no modification unless the factor in question is enjoined; as the Mantra speaks of only what has been enjoined. Hence we deal with the question in the following manner:—The terms ‘Savitṛ’ (‘Ashvin’ and ‘Pūṣan’) are not denotive of things forming part of the sacrifice (Darsha-Pārṇamāsa).—“Why so?”—Because no such act has been enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa of which the Deities are Savitṛ, Ashvin and Pūṣan; nor are the terms ‘Savitṛ’, ‘Ashvin’, and ‘Pūṣan’ known to be denotive of such things as Agni and the other Deities.

Says the Opponent—‘It has been already explained that one or the other of these two conclusions must be accepted on the ground of Presumption. That is to say, it is only if there is (at the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa) some act of which Savitṛ and the rest are deities,—or, if the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest are denotive of Agni and the other deities (of the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa)—that the use of the sentences speaking of Savitṛ and the rest can be explained;—because, as a rule, that Deity alone is to be expressed by the Mantra who is the Deity (recipient) of a certain offering;—it is also admitted that the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest appear
in the Nirvāpa-mantra only for the purpose of expressing things;—they are explicable therefore only if they express the deities of the offerings,—not otherwise;—it is also well known that the deities of the offerings (at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā) are Agni and the rest;—and hence it follows that the words ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest are denotative of Agni and other deities’.

Our answer to this is as follows:—If the terms in question were to become meaningless (useless) if one of the two facts (asserted by you) were not presumed, then it might be assumed that ‘the subsidiary character of Mantras is based upon the fact of their expressing things’.—As a matter of fact, even in the absence of the presumption of the said facts, the terms do not become meaningless (useless). Hence there can be no authority for presuming either of the two facts put forward.—Then again, (in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā) no such deities have been enjoined as bear the names in question (‘Savitṛ’, ‘Ashvin’, ‘Pūṣan’);—hence what is not enjoined is not admissible—as to be modified; specially because the Mantra speaks only of what has been enjoined.

It has been argued that:—‘‘In the text in question, Deities are what are expressed by the expressive terms, and no useful purpose is served by the expressing of such deities as have not been spoken of (enjoined)’’.—This has got to be refuted; it is this refutation that is set forth in the following Sūtra:—

SŪTRA (37).

IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT THERE IS NO EXPRESSING OF THOSE (DEITIES); IT IS FOR ANOTHER PURPOSE THAT THE WORD IS USED.

Bhāṣya.

It is for this reason,—on this account,—that there is no expressing—by the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest,—of those (deities) that have not been laid down (in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā).—‘For what purpose then is the term used?’—It is used for the purpose of the Nirvāpa (the act of offering); the words of the Mantra being explained as follows—(a) ‘Dēvasya savituh prasavē’,—i.e. ‘The dēva savitṛ’, the Sacrificer, having brought forth (the offering),—(b) ‘ashvinorbāhubhyām’,—i.e. by the arms of the sacrificing couple (the Sacrificer and his wife), with a view to the engaging of the services (of the Priests); the Sacrificer and his wife are called ‘Ashvins’, because at the Fire-installation Rite, they have given away an ashva (Horse),—or because they enjoy—’ashitavantau’—the fruits of the sacrifice; thus the term ‘bāhu’ stands for the man’s own arms;—(c) As for ‘Pūṣan’, the Sacrificer himself is regarded to be Pūṣan, on the ground of his supporting (‘puṣṇāti’) the Priests.—Thus every one of the terms in the Mantra is found to be eulogistic of the act of offering.

Says the Opponent—‘‘Why cannot the words ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest be taken out of their context and explained as denoting the deities Savitṛ, Ashvins, and Pūṣan, appearing in another Context? As they would be
taken out of their Context on the basis of Indicative Power, they could certainly set aside the limitations of the Context ".

Answer.—It is case-endings accompanying the terms 'Savitr' and the rest that make these terms adjectives qualifying something else; the denotation of the basic nouns however remains the same; and as this is expressed by the direct denotation of the term, it naturally sets aside what is merely indicated by Indicative Power. What Indicative Power does is to transfer the terms to another Context where Savitr and the rest do actually appear as deities,—this transferring being done on the understanding that the expressing of the meaning of the basic noun could only be for the purpose of mentioning the Deity,—on the ground that these deities do not figure in the sacrifice (Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa) that forms the subject-matter of the Context.—On the other hand, what the Direct Denotation of the case-ending does is to show that what is expressed by the basic noun is a qualification of something else; and this something else is (the Sacrificer) spoken of by a word in the Context itself (as explained above). Direct Denotation is always more authoritative than Indicative Power. Hence the terms in question cannot be taken out of their Context.

Says the Opponent—"If the terms 'Savitr' and the rest stand for the Sacrificer, then why should there be no modification of them at the Sattru (where there is no Sacrificer apart from the officiating Priests)?"

Answer.—The sentence is meant to serve the purpose of worshipping, not that of permitting (the Priests); the worshipping of the unworshipped is something that ought to be done; it serves a visible purpose. As for the permitting, that has already been done by the Sacrificer when he appointed the Priest; so that the doing of the same thing over again could only be taken as serving some unseen purpose.—Then again, in the expression 'jūṣṭam nirvāpāmi' the verb 'nirvāpāmi' denotes the doing of worshipping;—the phrase 'savituh prasāve' speaks of the permitting which has already been done, for the purpose of qualifying something else; in fact, even without the permitting, the Priest would certainly perform the offering, which is expressed directly by the word (of the text, 'nirvāpāmi'); but no sacrifice is anywhere spoken of as to be performed by a priest who has not been worshipped.—Thus then, inasmuch as the terms 'Savitr' and the rest are meant for the purposes of worshipping, they should not be 'modified'.
ADHIKARAṆA (13) (A): *In the Mantra ‘Agnayē juśṭam nirvapāmi’, the word ‘agnayē’ should be modified when used at the Ectypal Sacrifice.*

SŪTRA (38).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“BEING A TERM DENOTING QUALITY, THAT ALSO SHOULD BE TREATED SIMILARLY.”

_Bhāṣya._

In the same sentence that we have been considering (‘Dēvasya tvā, etc.’), the last words as used at the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa are—‘Agnayē juśṭam nirvapāmi’.

In regard to these words there arises the question—When this Mantra is used at the ectype (the Saurya sacrifice, for instance), should the term ‘agni’ also (like ‘savīr’, etc.) be not modified, as that also is not denotive of anything that forms part of the sacrifice? Or should it be modified, because it is denotive of something that forms part of the sacrifice?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“If the question is as stated, then, inasmuch as the term ‘agni’ also is a term denoting quality, it should be treated similarly (i.e. like the words ‘savīr’ and the rest), and be regarded as not denotive of anything forming part of the sacrifice. —‘Why so?’—In this same sentence, the terms ‘savīr’ and the rest are not denotive of anything forming part of the sacrifice (as has been explained in the Siddhānta of the preceding Adhikaraṇa); under the circumstances, if the term ‘agni’ also were not denotive of anything forming part of the sacrifice, there would be uniformity, and uniformity is always desirable. Whenever the determining factors are similar, it is on the basis of that reason alone that we should have uniformity;—in the case in question, the determining factors are similar;—e.g. in the case of the terms ‘savīr’ and the rest, ‘what is expressed by the words in question does not figure in the sacrifice’; and in the present case also, what is expressed by the words ‘agnayē juśṭam nirvapāmi’ does not figure in the sacrifice; because what is expressed by the words ‘agnayē juśṭam nirvapāmi’ is the offering of what has been ‘juśṭa’ (enjoyed or worshipped), and at the sacrifice, there is no such offering of what has been enjoyed (or worshipped); in fact, what should be offered is what has been not enjoyed, and it is by the offering that it becomes enjoyed (or worshipped).—Hence it follows that the term ‘agni’ also is not denotive of anything forming part of the sacrifice. And here also, the use of the term ‘agni’ would be for the purpose of what follows,—i.e. for the purpose of eulogising the offering.—From all this it is clear that at the ectype, the term ‘agni’ also should not be ‘modified’.”
SŪTRA (39).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—NOT SO; BECAUSE IT DOES FORM PART OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāsyā.

What has been said above is not right; because as a matter of fact, the words ‘agnayē justam nirvapāmī’ do denote something that forms part of the sacrifice.—"But it has been already explained by us that what these words express is the offering of what has been enjoyed, and there can be no offering of what has been already enjoyed".—Our answer to that is that the sentence in question does not express the offering of what has been enjoyed; what is expressed by it is the making of the thing ‘enjoyed’ by the act of offering it, the meaning being ‘I am making the thing enjoyed by Agni’. In this way the sentence serves a visible purpose.

Thus, the determining factors in this case not being similar to those in the case of the terms ‘Savitṛ’ and the rest, the right course is not to treat the two cases as uniform; and hence it follows that the term ‘agni’, as denoting something forming part of the sacrifice, should be ‘modified’.

Or, the two Sūtras 38 and 39 may be taken as embodying the following Adhikarāṇa—

(13) (B): In the Mantra used in putting the Rice upon the Stone-slab, the term ‘dhānya’ should be modified.

Bhāsyā.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, we have the text—‘Dhānyamāsi dhimahi dēvān—iti ṛṣādī āvapati’ [‘Thou art Paddy, satisfy the Deities’—saying this, he should put the grains on the stone-slab’].—In regard to the term ‘dhānya’, there arises the question—Does it denote something forming part of the sacrifice? Or not?

On this question, the Pūrṇapakṣa, as contained in Śū. 38, is as follows:—"The term ‘dhānya’ appears to be one denoting a quality, and as such, it could not be denotative of anything forming part of the sacrifice.—In fact, the term ‘dhānya’ denotes the Paddy;—and the Paddy is not put on the stone-slab for pounding;—the term ‘dhānya’, in fact, stands for the unhusked grain;—while what is put on the slab is the Rice (husked paddy-grains);—hence though what is put on the slab (and which forms part of the sacrifice) is the Rice, yet the word in the text expresses the Paddy; so that what is expressed by the term ‘dhānya’ is something which does not form part of the sacrifice;—and hence its use can only serve an unseen purpose; consequently there should be no modification of this term when the Mantra is used at the Ecotype.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta, as set forth in Śū. 39:—The above view is not right. In fact, what is denoted by the
term 'dhānya' does form part of the sacrifice;—the term denotes Rice, by indirect indication, on the basis of the fact that Rice is a product, a modified form, of Paddy (Dhānya);—just as in the expression—"Kāshikēṣu shālayo bhujyantē gāvah piyantē" ["In the Kāshi-country paddy is eaten and Cows are drunk"], it being found that if these words were taken in their literal sense (cows being drunk by the men), it would necessitate the assumption of an unseen result (the stated meaning being absurd).—the word ('gāvah', 'cows') is taken in its indirect figurative sense (as standing for cow's milk).—From this it follows that the term 'dhānya' is really denotative of something that forms part of the sacrifice, and hence it should be 'modified' when the Mantra is used at the Ectypal Sacrifice.

The purpose served by this discussion is as follows:—There is the sacrifice known as 'Shākyānamayanan satrimshatsavatsaram' ('a sacrifice performed by the Shākyas, lasting for thirty-six years');—in connection with this sacrifice, we read—'At the end of each day, the Master of the House goes out to hunt, out of the flesh of the animals that he kills are made the cakes used at the Sawaniya offerings'.—At this offering the Mantra 'Dhānyamasi dhunuhī dēvān' would have to be used in its unmodified form,—in accordance with the Pūrvapakṣa; whereas, in accordance with the Siddhānta, it would be modified into the form—'Māṁsamasī dhunuhī dēvān'.

ADHIKARANA (14): In the use of the ‘Idopahvāna-mantra’ there should be no modification of the term ‘Yajñapati’.

SŪTRA (40).

EVEN IN A CASE WHERE IT HAS BEEN ENJOINED, IF IT SUBSERVES THE PURPOSES OF SOMETHING ELSE, THERE SHOULD BE NO ‘MODIFICATION’;—AS IN THE CASE OF INJUNCTIONS.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, laid down in the text—‘One desiring Heaven, should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices’;—in connection therewith is the Iḍā-nīgada, beginning with the expression ‘Idopahūṭā’ (Taitti. Saṁ. 1. 7. 1. 2), where we read—‘Daivyā adhvaṛava upahūṭāh, upahūṭā manugyāḥ, ya imam yajñamavān yē cha yajñapatiṁ vardhān’ [‘The divine priests have been invited, invited have been the men, those who protect this sacrifice and those who help the Sacrificer to prosper ’] (Taitti. Saṁ. 2. 6. 7. 4).

In regard to this, there arises the question—When this Mantra is used at a Sacrifice (Satra) where there are several ‘Sacrificers’,—should the term ‘yajñapatiṁ’ (‘sacrificer’) be modified (into its plural form) ? Or should it be used in its unmodified form ?

In connection with this, the first question to consider is—Does the term ‘yajñapati’ (‘sacrificer’) denote something forming part of the sacrifice? Or does it denote something not forming part of the sacrifice?—“How would it be denotative of something forming part of the sacrifice ?”

—If the statement regarding the ‘prosperity of the sacrificer’ is helpful to the sacrificer, then the term ‘sacrificer’ denotes something forming part of the sacrifice; if on the other hand, the statement is merely eulogistic, then the term ‘sacrificer’ is not denotative of anything forming part of the sacrifice.

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“The term ‘Sacrificer’ denotes a thing that forms part of the sacrifice and hence it should be ‘modified’. ‘Why ?’—As a matter of fact, sacrificers are encouraged by the statement regarding the ‘prosperity of the sacrificer’;—thus ‘prosperity of the sacrificer’ is spoken of by means of words independently of the term ‘Iḍā’;—hence the notion of that ‘prosperity of the sacrificer’ is the direct cognition, while if it were taken as a mere praise of the Iḍā, it would be only indirect; so that, the sentence cannot be taken as a praise of the Iḍā, as that would be very remote from the real objective. From all this it follows that the term ‘yajñapati’ should be ‘modified’. Because [when there
are several sacrificers, if the term 'Sacrificer' were used in the singular number, the Mantra would speak of the 'prosperity' of only one of them; so that] that individual sacrificer whose 'prosperity' would not be spoken of, would not be embellished with the embellishment of encouragement (which is what is done by the Mantra);—hence it is necessary that all the sacrificers should be spoken of for the purpose of being embellished by the encouragement;—and when all of them have to be spoken of, the plural number must be used [that is, the term 'yajñapātim' in the original mantra must be modified into the plural form 'yajñapātin'].

In answer to the above Pūrṇapakṣa, we have the following Siddhānta:—

Even in a case where it has been enjoined, if it subserves the purposes of something else, there should be no modification, as in the case of Injunctions. (Śū.)—i.e. even when that which forms part of the sacrifice has been enjoined, if it is meant to be done for the sake of something else,—and not for its own embellishment,—it is always used in its unmodified form; and such a factor should not be 'modified'; because it subserves the purposes of something else. That is to say, in the case in question the yajñapati (sacrificer) is spoken of for the purpose of qualifying the 'prosperity', and the 'prosperity' is spoken of for the purpose of eulogising the Iḍā.—"How do you know this?"—It is deduced from the fact of the Mantra in question being syntactically connected with the Iḍopahāṇa text (Taittī. Saṁh. 1. 7. 1. 2), and also from the fact of the Iḍā being the subject-matter of the Context.

It has been argued that—"The assertion of the 'prosperity of the sacrificer' is understood as serving the purpose of encouragement, independently of the term 'Iḍā';—the meaning being that 'those men have been invited who would lead the sacrificer to prosperity'.—The answer to this is as follows:—Beginning with the words—'Sa yo hāvam-vidvān iḍayā charati', the text goes on to say—'atha pratipadyate ɪḍo-

pahūtopahūteṇopasmā iḍāheṣayām iḍoṣahatā'.—From this it is understood that the text of which this forms the beginning is the 'Mantra of the Iḍā';—and in the middle of this Mantra occur the words beginning with 'upahatā manuṣyāḥ' and ending with 'yajñapatiṃ vardhān'.—Thus from this text, it follows that the Mantra is to be pronounced for the purpose of 'inviting the Iḍā', and (from its words) it is capable also of 'inviting the Iḍā';—on the other hand, there is no text to the effect that 'the Mantra should be pronounced for the purpose of encouraging the Sacrificer'; the Mantra has the capacity to speak of it; but the mere presence of the capacity does not determine the use of Mantras, without the help of actual declarations. In doing what we have suggested, the Context, pertaining, as it does, to the Iḍā, becomes duly honoured, and Syntactical Connection with the Iḍā also becomes secured.—For these reasons, the interpretation of the sentence should be—'such men have been invited as are capable of leading the Sacrificer to prosperity'; to this end, all that is necessary is that 'prosperity' should be spoken of as qualified by the 'sacrificer';—so that even if a single sacrificer has been mentioned, the purpose of the said qualification becomes accomplished;—consequently, there should be no 'modification'.


As in the case of Injunctions; i.e. as in a case where the Sacrificer is enjoined as the subordinate factor, the Injunction becomes fulfilled by any sacrificer (one or many, without restriction); for example, in the case of the Injunction 'The Post of Udumbara-wood should be made as tall as the Sacrificer',—or 'The Sacrificer should start with Shukra'.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): In the 'Sūktavāka', which is used in making an oblation of the grass-bedding, the term 'Yajamāna' ('Sacrificer') should be modified.

SŪTRA (41).

IN A CASE WHERE HE IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR, THERE SHOULD BE 'MODIFICATION'.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, the use of the Sūktavāka has been laid down in the text—'Sūktavākēna prastaram praharati' ['With the Sūktavāka, one should offer the grass-bedding'] ; in this connection we read—'Ayan yajamāna āyurāśaṅgītā' ['This sacrificer seeks for longevity'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—In the case of an Ectypal Sacrifice where there are several 'Sacrificers', should the word 'yajamānāḥ' (Singular) be modified (into 'yajamānāḥ', in the Plural)?—Or not?

The Pārvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The term 'yajamānāḥ' should be used in its unmodified form; in so doing, the indication of the word becomes honoured. Then again, the term does not denote anything forming part of the sacrifice; because the assertion that 'the sacrificer seeks for longevity' subserves the purposes of something else; as no visible purpose of the sacrificer himself is served by this 'seeking for longevity';—it follows therefore that the 'seeking for longevity' is meant to serve some invisible purpose. Under the circumstances, the 'seeking for longevity' as qualified by the 'sacrificer' becomes accomplished by the mention of even a single Sacrificer as found in the Mantra-text; [so that there is no need for the change into the plural form];—just as it is in the case of the injunction 'The Post of Udumbara-wood should be made of the same size as the Sacrificer',—so in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that the term 'yajamānāḥ' should be used in its unmodified form.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—There should be change—modification,—in a case where the Sacrificer is the principal factor.—"In what way is the Sacrificer the predominant factor?"—There is the text—'With the Sūktavāka, one should offer the grass-bedding'; now the 'Bedding' becomes offered 'with the Sūktavāka', if the Sūktavāka expresses the means or the fruit of the 'offering of the Bedding';—the fruit of the 'offering' has been indicated in the declaration 'The Sacrificer is seeking for longevity'—by means of this act'; and thus it is that the Bedding comes to be offered by the Sacrificer. Such being the case, if there is any Sacrificer who is not mentioned as the principal factor, then the said offering of the Bedding will not have been made by him; consequently (in a case where there are several sacrificers) it becomes necessary to mention all the sacrificers collectively; and when all are mentioned, the Plural ending must be used; hence there must be modification of the term 'yajamānāḥ' (into 'yajamānāḥ').
ADHIKARANA (16): In the ‘nigada-mantra’ used in inviting the Subrahmanyā Priest, there is to be no ‘modification’ of the term ‘harivat’.

SŪTRA (42).

IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS QUALIFIED BY THAT (ONE MODIFICATION) ALONE; AS THERE IS NO CONNECTION WITH THOSE THINGS.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice; in connection with which the ‘Subrahmanyā-nigada’ has been laid down in the form—‘Indra āgachchha, hariva āgachchha, mēdhātithērmēṣah, etc.’—In connection with the Agniṣṭut, it is laid down that ‘The Subrahmanyā is addressed to Agni’. Hence in the latter case, when the aforesaid Subrahmanyā-nigada is recited, the term ‘indra’ is modified into ‘agni’.—Now the question arises in regard to ‘hariva āgachchha’ and other terms in the mantra—Are these to be modified or not?

The view that presents itself as the most reasonable one is as follows:—It should be regarded as qualified by that one modification;—‘qualified by that’—i.e. qualified by the single qualification that ‘there is modification of the term indra’,—and the rest of the mantra should be taken as to be used in its unmodified form.—“Why so?”—Because there is no connection with these things; i.e. these words have no connection with these things—i.e. with the character of being ‘harivat’ and so forth; that is to say, as a matter of fact, the qualities of being ‘harivat’ and the rest do not subsist in Indra; there is no proof for the idea that they subsist in Indra; even though non-existent in Him, they are spoken of as belonging to Him. It is only in this interpretation that the words retain their Direct Denotation; in any other interpretation, recourse would have to be had to Indirect Indication; that is, the term ‘harivat’ and the rest would, in that case, be taken, not as denoting the character of being ‘harivat’, but as indicating, through that character, some other quality which really subsists in Indra.—It might be argued that—“If, as first explained, the terms denote qualities that do not subsist in Indra, then they retain their direct denotation and they shall not indicate any quality really subsisting in Indra.”.—In that case it comes to our own view.—Hence the conclusion is that the quality (not subsisting in Indra) is spoken of (as subsisting) only for the sake of some invisible (transcendental) result; and hence the words must be used in their unmodified form. The best explanation therefore is as follows:—The statement ‘Indra āgachchha hariva āgachchha, etc.’ imposes upon Indra the qualities of being ‘harivat’ and the rest,—the sense being that ‘Indra, equipped with these qualities, tends to bring about prosperity’. It is
possible for Agni also to be connected with the said qualities in the same manner (i.e. by imposition).—Hence we conclude that the words expressing those qualities should be used in their unmodified forms.

The Opponent might argue thus—"On the basis of this text itself, which speaks of the qualities as actually subsisting in Indra, it should be understood that these qualities are present in that Deity".

Our answer to that is that, even though the qualities are not actually present in Indra, the said assertion can be explained as being a mere eulogy (in which even non-existent qualities are attributed);—just as in the assertion 'Devadatta is Indra, he is Brhaspati'.

SŪTRA (43).

[Objection]—"WHAT IS URGED MIGHT BE TRUE ONLY IF THE ACTS (DENOTED BY THE QUALITIES IN QUESTION) WERE NOT THERE".
—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

[Says the Opponent]—"If your view is that 'the terms "harivat" and the rest should be used in their unmodified form',—then what we would urge is that this might have been so, if the acts denoted by the qualities in question were not there; that is to say, if those qualities did not really subsist in Indra; as a matter of fact however, all these qualities do subsist in Indra, having been brought about by his actions. For instance,—(a) As regards the phrase 'hariva āgachchha', the Bright and the Dark Fortnights are the 'Haris' of Indra, in the sense that by means of those two he takes up all things;—(b) Indra has been called 'medhātūthērmēgha', on account of the fact that having become a ram (mēga), he took away Medhātūthi, the son of Kanva;—(c) Indra is spoken of as 'vṛṇyāsvasya mēnē' on account of the fact that he loved Mēnakā, the daughter of Vṛṇyāskeśa;—(d) 'Gauravaskandana', is based upon the fact that having become a white deer (gauramēgha), Indra drinks the Soma from the forest.—These words of the text therefore describe qualities that are actually present in Indra. Thus the terms 'harivat' and the rest denote qualities that actually subsist in Indra; and hence they should be taken as pronounced with a view to bring about the idea of Indra; so that there is no need for assuming any transcendental result.—Thus the meaning of the text would be as follows—'O Indra, please come—You, who are endowed with the qualities of being Harivat and so forth'. The Indirect Indication involved in this interpretation is certainly more acceptable than the assumption of a transcendental result (involved in the Siddhānta view).—From all this it follows that the terms 'harivat' and the rest should be modified."
SŪTRA (44).

[Answer]—Not so; because the words serve a different purpose.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as has been suggested. As a matter of fact, the terms ‘haricat’ and the rest serve a different purpose; that is, they serve the purpose of eulogising Indra; it is for the purpose of eulogising him that Indra is addressed as ‘Haricat’ and the rest; as we have already explained above. And for the purpose of eulogising, the same terms could be applied to Agni also.

It has been argued that “the qualities spoken of are actually present in Indra, as indicated by such assertions as that ‘the Pārāpakṣa and the Aparāpakṣa are the two Haris of Indra’, and so forth.”—But this is not right. Assertions like these do not predicate the actual presence of the two Haris in Indra; as the sentence is construed as ‘the Bright and the Dark Fortnights are the Haris of Indra’, because in support of the assertion, a reason is adduced ‘since by means of these, he takes up all things’;—but it is not known that Indra takes up all things by means of the two fortnights; and it is only a well-known fact—and not one that has itself got to be proved—that can serve as a reason. As for the well-known fact that the two fortnights take up,—i.e. destroy,—all things, in the sense that all things finish in time [and the two Fortnights only represent Time],—in this sense there is no difference between Indra and Agni; as in that sense, the words are applicable to Agni also.

If it be held that “the words actually predicate the fact of Indra being one who takes up all things (haritr)”,—then, in that case, there would be a syntactical split; as it would be necessary to predicate also the fact that ‘these two are Indra’s Haris’.—If this is not predicated, then the incongruity urged above remains there—that is, there is no difference between Indra and Agni.—If it be held that “what are predicated are the Dark and the Bright Fortnights as belonging to Indra,—and these two being Hari, Indra comes to be spoken of as Haricat”,—then the objection urged before remains—that the fact adduced as a reason is not well known at all.

—Then again, the text contains the term ‘vai’, which is never used in connection with what is predicated; as it has been found to convey the sense of what is said being well known; for instance, in such expressions as ‘na vai strēpaṇi sakhyāni santi’ [‘There is no friendship with women’].

Similarly, as regards the expressions ‘Mēḍhātithērmēṣah’ and the rest, all this has the appearance of a statement of historical facts; and if they were taken literally in that sense, then it would imply that the Veda (as represented by these expressions) has had a beginning in time; and this would be highly objectionable.—If it be said—“Be it so [the Veda may have had a beginning in time]”,—then, in that case, no authority would belong to it, and hence the statement regarding ‘the ram of Mēḍhātithi, the son of Kanva’ need not be accepted as true.—Then again,
throughout the passage what is enjoined (and predicated) is the Nigada-mantra; hence if anything else also were taken as predicated, there would be a syntactical split.

From all this it is clear that the qualities spoken of do not subsist in Indra, and hence the words, not denoting anything subsisting therein, should be used in their unmodified forms.

This conclusion however is not accepted by the Yājñikas (Persons learned in sacrificial lore); as they do modify the words in question—reading the mantra, in the case of the Agniṣṭut, as 'Agni ṣaṅchha rohi-tāsheva vṛddhābhāno dhūmakūto jātavēdo vichāravāṇa'. 
ADHIKARANA (17): [As embodied in the same Sūtras 42-44 interpreted differently].

There is to be no modification in the mantra ‘Tasyai shṛtam, etc.’

Bhāṣya.

We are citing another text (as to be dealt with by the same Sūtras as the above)—

There is the Sādvyāsa sacrifice; in connection with which it is said—‘Sāṅgastrivatsaḥ somakrayaṇah’ [‘The Soma is bought with a calf which is entire and three years old’]; at the primary sacrifice however the Soma is bought with a heifer one year old; in connection with this heifer it is declared—‘Iyam gauḥ, tasyā tē kriṇāmi, tasyayi śhrtaṁ, tasyayi sharāḥ, tasyayi dadiḥ, tasyayi māstu, tasyā āṭārčaṇaṁ, tasyayi navaṇiṭaṁ, tasyayi ghrtaṁ, tasyā āmikaṁ, tasyayi vājinam’ [‘This is the cow, with her I buy thee; hers the Boiled Milk, hers the Cream, hers the Curd, hers the sour Cream, hers the Curdled Milk, hers the Butter, hers the Clarified Butter, hers the Curdled Pieces, hers the Whey’];—this same mantra comes into the Sādvyāsa in accordance with General Law (that the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is ‘modification’ to be made only in place of the term ‘go’ (changing ‘iyam gauḥ’ into ‘ayam cātsaḥ’), and the rest of the words are to be remain as they are?—Or are they all to be ‘modified’?

On this question, the view that presents itself as the most reasonable one (set forth under Sū. 42) is as follows:—The ‘modification’ in the form of the Mantra should appertain only to what is denoted by the term ‘go’ (‘Cow’); the rest of the words beginning with ‘Tasyayi śhrtaṁ’ should be used in their unmodified form; because there is no connection between the things denoted by these latter—boiled milk and the rest—with the one-year-old heifer; for the simple reason that the heifer is only one year old, and the one-year-old heifer yields no milk; so that the words in question denote things that do not subsist in the heifer either; and hence in connection with the ‘entire calf’ also they should be used in the same unmodified form.

To this the following objection has been raised (in Sū. 43)—‘You seem to think that the words ‘Shṛtam’ (‘boiled milk’) and the rest denote things that do not subsist in the one-year-old heifer. That might have been so, if the qualities spoken of (as implied by the words in question) did not subsist in the one-year-old heifer at all; as a matter of fact, however, all that is spoken of is likely to appear in the heifer after some time; in the case of the entire-calf on the other hand, there is absolutely no possibility of its ever appearing at any time. Through referring to the qualities expected to appear at some future time, the words would be taken as serving the
purpose of commending (the heifer) by the assertion that 'she would yield the Boiled Milk and other things'.—Hence the words in question should not be used (at the Sādyaskā) in their unmodified forms.”

This objection is answered in Sū. 44, as follows:—What has been just urged cannot be right: The words in question must be used in their unmodified forms; all that is denoted by the words cannot subsist in the one-year-old heifer, simply because she is only one year old; it might be said that “they are going to appear in her after some time”,—that might be said of the ‘Entire Calf’ also; as a milch cow might be born through that calf and this cow could yield the Milk, etc.—From all this it follows that the words in question should be used in their unmodified forms.
ADHIKARAṆA (18): The 'Adhriigu-praśa-manaṭa'—
'Direction' to the Adhriigu Priest—is to be
omitted in the case of the Êwe dedicated
to Sarasvatī.

SŪTRA (45).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—From among the animals to which the same Injun-
cation is applicable, the 'Êwe dedicated to Sarasvatī'
should have no connection (with the mantra),—
because the Mantra mentions one particular
gender (Masculine) and the 'Êwe' is
Feminine.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, in connection with which certain
animals have been spoken of (as to be killed)—The animal dedicated
to Agni should be killed at the Agniṭṣoma,—the animal dedicated to Indra-
Agni, at the Uktiṣṭa,—the animal dedicated to Indra-Ṛṣṭi, at the Ṣoḍaśhiṇ,
—the Êwe dedicated to Sarasvatī, at the Atirāṭa'.—In connection with the
Agniṣṭōmiya (animal dedicated to Agni-Soma), there is the following mantra
known as the 'Adhriigu-praśa' (Direction addressed to the Adhriigu Priest,
who is also called the 'Śramaṇyaśīt', the Quarterer of the animal's body)—
'Upanayata mēdhīyādura āṣhāsānā mēdha-patiḥbhyām mēndha' (Taittī.
Brahmaṇa 3. 6. 6. 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the Adhriigu
praśa be pronounced in connection with the Êwe dedicated to Sarasvatī?
—Or not?

[An objection is raised against the question]—'The said Mantra has
been enjoined in connection with the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma [which
is the Archetype of all animal-sacrifices], and as such it is admissible in
connection with all the animals, in accordance with the General Law relating
to Archetypes and Ectypes; [so that the said question cannot arise at all]'.

Answer—It is a hypothetical discussion that we have here, on the
basis of the notion that the same injunction applies equally to all the
animals.

The answer to the question which appears to be most reasonable is as
follows:—From among the animals to which the same Injunction is applicable,
the 'Êwe dedicated to Sarasvatī' should have no connection with the Adhriigu-
praśa.—'Why?'—Because the Mantra mentions one particular gender;
the Adhriigu-praśa-manaṭa has indicated the animal as belonging to a
particular Gender (Masculine)—in the concluding words of the Mantra—
'Prāśmai agnim bharatā', where the Masculine term ('asmai') has been
used; while the ‘Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī’ is a female;—and the pronoun in the Masculine cannot stand for a female;—hence the conclusion is that the Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī has no connection with the Adhriyu-praiṣa-mantra.

SŪTRA (46).

[Opponent’s view]—“In fact, what is spoken of is ‘animal’ in general; as that is what is enjoined; and it is the class ‘animal’ in general to which the masculinity pertains.”

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth in the foregoing Sūtra.

“it is not true that ‘the Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī’ has no connection with the Adhriyu-praiṣa; because as a matter of fact, the Adhriyu-praiṣa is to be pronounced in connection with the said Ewe also.—‘Why?’—Because of the Context; all the animals have been mentioned in the same Context; in fact, it is on the basis of this understanding that the whole of this hypothetical discussion has been started; consequently the mantra becomes connected also with the Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī.—It has been argued that ‘this would not be right, as the mantra makes use of a particular Gender’. But this is not right; because what is spoken of is the animal in general; what is in close proximity to the Masculine pronoun (‘asmai’) is the class ‘animal’; and it is this which would be spoken of (referred to) in the words of the mantra—‘Prasmai agnim bharatā pashavē’;—and it is this what is enjoined. The masculinity too of the pronoun (‘asmai’) is what is denoted by the common term ‘animal’;—and this class-character of ‘animal’ is present in the Ewe also; so that when the pronoun would be used (in the mantra pronounced in connection with the Ewe) it would stand for the generic term ‘animal’ (which includes the Ewe also).—In this way, the indication of the Context would be duly honoured.—From all this it follows that the Adhriyu-praiṣa should be connected with the ‘Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī’.”

SŪTRA (47).

[Opponent’s objection answered]—As a matter of fact, it is a particular animal; as that is the thing signified by the word.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

It is not right to say that the ‘Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī’ should be connected with the Adhriyu-praiṣa; what is right is the other view—that it should not be connected.—‘Why?’—Because it is a particular animal, as that is the thing signified by the word; what the term (‘asmai’) is capable
of signifying is a male, while the thing in question—the Ewe—is female; and a word in the Masculine Gender cannot signify a female. So that the right view is what we explained at the very outset (under Sū. 45); all that remains to be done is to point out the incongruities in the view of the Opponent.

SŪTRA (48).

"But what is really signified is the class 'animal' ;—the word being one and the same."

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 46) that—"the word would be taken as referring to the class 'animal'; the word, signifying the class 'animal' and the individual animal, being one and the same; hence the Ewe could be connected with the words of the Mantra—'Prāśmai, etc.'".

This argument has got to be refuted [and this is going to be done in the following Sūtra]—

SŪTRA (49).

In reality, it should be as we have explained above; because of proximity.

Bhāṣya.

*It should be as we have explained above;—that is, the 'Ewe dedicated to Sarasvati' should have no connection with the Adhirigu-praṇīta.—"Why"?—Because of the reason already explained,—that is, the other view is incompatible with the gender of the word used in the mantra.*

It has been argued that—"[in the event of the Mantra being used in connection with the Ewe] the pronoun (‘asmai’) could be taken as correlated to the term 'animal' (which signifies animal in general)".—This however is not possible;—why?—because of proximity; i.e. the Pronoun always stands for what is in close proximity to it;—so that the Mantra should be connected with that thing which is verbally in close proximity to it; and it is only when there is no such thing there as is equipped with the same gender and other characteristics as the Pronoun itself—that it is taken as standing for what is in close proximity to it materially. By reason of this proximity, the pronoun can stand for an individual endowed with only one qualification (that of gender); hence on account of proximity, there is only one generic factor (that of Masculinity) that is accepted as signified, and not any other generic entity in the shape of the class 'animal' and the like. Hence when the term 'animal' is actually pronounced, the term would abstract the class 'animal' from the Individual, and we can have the construction 'asmai pashavē'; when, on the other hand, the word 'animal' is not pronounced, the pronoun 'asmai' comes to be expressive of the particular gender only.—Hence it follows that the Mantra in question has no connection with the 'Ewe dedicated to Sarasvati'.
This is a purely hypothetical discussion; hence it is not necessary to explain the purpose served by it. In fact, this is a discussion which supplies the instance where use is made of the consideration of the question as to whether the accessory details relating to animals appertain to the Agniṣomīya animal only, or they are common to all the animals. If the accessories belong to all in common (dealt with under 3. 6. 31)—then the ‘Ewe dedicated to Sarasvati’ is not connected with the Adhrigu-prāśa;—on the other hand, if the accessories appertain to the Agniṣomīya animal only, then the Adhrigu-prāśa becomes connected with the Ewe, but in the modified form (the Masculine Pronoun being changed into the Feminine one).—It is not necessary to explain the purpose of what is itself a purpose.
ADHIKARANA (19): In the ‘Yajñayajñiya Sāman’, the term ‘irā’ should be used in place of the term ‘girā’.

SŪTRA (50).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In a case where the Veda itself lays down a form different from what occurs in the Vedic text, there must be modification, by reason of that declaration.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiśoma sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotiśoma sacrifice’;—at this sacrifice, the Yajñayajñiya-sāman [i.e. the verse ‘Yajñayajñavo aṇayē girā ha dakṣasē’, (Vājasaneyasāma. 27. 42, Sāma-Veda-sanhitā 1. 35) set to music] is sung;—in connection with this Sāman, it is laid down—‘One should not pronounce the words girā-girā, if the Udgār priest pronounces the words girā girā, he swallows himself,—hence the Sāman should be sung by changing girā into irā’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is one to use the term ‘irā’ or the term ‘girā’ [the two forms being regarded as optional alternatives]?—Or should one use the term ‘irā’ only?

The view that presents itself as the most reasonable is as follows:—In a case where the Veda itself lays down a form different from what occurs in the Vedic text, there must be modification; that is to say, the Veda lays down the use of the term ‘irā’ which is different from the term ‘girā’, which latter is what occurs in the Vedic text, dealing with the Jyotiśoma; and inasmuch as the form ‘irā’ has been particularly specified, it should set aside the form ‘girā’ which occurs only in a general way.

SŪTRA (51).

[The Opponent’s objection to the Siddhānta view]—“In reality, both forms should be used, because the reason is the same; hence as serving the same purpose, the two forms should be treated as optional alternatives.”

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

“The use should not be restricted to the word ‘irā’,—both forms should be used; that is, both the forms may be used.—‘Which two forms’?
—The form ‘irā’ and the form ‘girā’;—because the reason is the same; the word ‘girā’ occurs in the Veda, and it is understood that the Jyotipoma sacrifice should be accomplished by means of the Sāman in which that word occurs;—and it is also understood that the sacrifice is to be accomplished by means of the word ‘irā’ (as used in the Sāman);—so that both these words serve the same purpose;—i.e. the one, as well as the other, is used for the purpose of eulogising;—hence the two words—‘irā’ and ‘girā’—should be treated as optional alternatives.”

SŪTRA (52).

[Objection—concluded]—“Also because the Sāman has been enjoined.”

“The Siddhāntin says—‘The two words do not stand on the same footing: the word ‘girā’ merely occurs in the Vedic text, while the word ‘irā’ is enjoined as to be used.’—This is not right;—why?—because the Sāman has been enjoined; the use of the Sāman has been enjoined in the text ‘They sing the Yajñayajñīya’, and the Yajñayajñīya-verse contains the word ‘girā’; so that when the verse has been enjoined, the word ‘girā’ also becomes enjoined.—From all this it follows that the two words should be treated as optional alternatives.”

SŪTRA (53).

[Siddhāntin’s answer to the Opponent’s objection]—In reality, there should be restriction; because of the specific Vedic text; the other would be treated like the ‘number seventeen’.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the use should be restricted to the word ‘irā’. “Why?”—Because of the specific Vedic text; the use of the word ‘irā’ has been laid down by the specific Vedic text—‘It should be sung by changing into irā’; while the term ‘girā’ is spoken of only in a general way; and as such how could it be related to the Sāman to be sung? In fact, the word ‘girā’ merely occurs in the text,—it is nowhere enjoined as to be used; that it is to be used can only be assumed on the basis of the Presumption that unless the word were uttered the Sāman could not be formed; in the case of the word ‘irā’ on the other hand, that it should be used is directly enjoined in the Veda itself; and when the Sāman required would be accomplished with this enjoined word ‘irā’, there would be no ground for the presumption of the use of the word ‘girā’.

Question—“In that case, where would there be room for the form ‘girā’ which occurs in the text as the ordinary form?”
Answer—The other would be treated like the 'number seventeen'.—It is true that the form 'girā' is laid down in the ordinary text; and it could be treated like the number 'seventeen'; that is, just as the number 'seventeen' (in connection with the Sāṃidhēnas) finds room in the Ectypal sacrifices (as explained under Sū. 3, 6, 9), so could the form 'girā' also find room in the Ectypal sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (20): The word ‘irā’ should be set to music.

SŪTRA (54).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"THE WORD BEING DIFFERENT, AS IT DOES NOT APPEAR IN A FORM SET TO MUSIC, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINED TO BE USED EXACTLY IN THE FORM IN WHICH IT IS MENTIONED."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Yajñayajñīya-Sāman sung at the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, we read—‘One should not pronounce the words girā girā,—if the Udgatr-priest were to pronounce the words girā girā, he would swallow himself,—hence one should sing the Sāman by changing girā into irā’;—and it has been settled that at the Jyotiṣṭoma, one should use the word ‘irā’ in place of the word ‘girā’.

The question that arises now is—When the word ‘irā’ is used, should it be used as set to music? Or without being set to music?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"When we find that the word mentioned in the Veda (i.e. ‘irā’) is different from the word ‘girā’ (which is what is found in the original Mantra-text),—we assert that the word ‘irā’ should be used without being set to music.—Why?—Because it does not appear in a form set to music; the form in which the word ‘irā’ has been enjoined is not one set to music; and every word should be used exactly in the form in which it has been enjoined.—It is not true that the word ‘irā’ has been enjoined in a form not set to music; in fact, it has been enjoined by means of a nominal affix (the word used being airam which is derived from Ĩrā with the aṅ affix), by which a particular accent becomes indicated’.—It may be that there is a particular accent; but no such musical syllables as ‘aṅ’ and the like have been laid down (which would mean that the word is meant to be set to music); in fact, the nominal affix (‘aṅ’) has been added to the term ‘irā’ in its simple (unmodified) form; whence it follows that the word should be used in that simple unmodified form (without being set to music).—It might be argued that—'the use of the simple form of the word as it stands is not what is meant to be enjoined'.—Our answer to this is that there is no reason in support of the idea that such use is not meant; while in support of the idea that such use is meant we have this fact itself that it is in that simple form that it is mentioned in the text.—From all this it follows that the word ‘irā’ should be used without being set to music."
SūTRA (55).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THAT SAME MUSIC SHOULD APPLY (TO ‘IRĀ’) WHICH IS FOUND IN THE WORD IN WhOSE PLACE THAT WORD IS USED; BECAUSE THE IMPORTANT POINT IS THAT THE WORD SHOULD BE DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

That word (‘girā’) in whose place the word ‘irā’ is used,—the music of that same word should be applied to the word ‘irā’.——“Why?”—Because the important point is that the word should be different. In the declaration that ‘the word irā is to be used in place of the word girā’, the important factor is that the word should be different,—not that that word should be used in a form not set to music. In fact, the form of verbal expression used in the enjoining of some peculiarity of the word ‘irā’ would be entirely different from that used in the enjoining of the word ‘irā’ itself. The form in which the injunction is actually found is—‘One should sing the Sāman after having adopted a modification in the form of the word irā’; so that what is enjoined is simply the word ‘irā’,—not the word as apart from music;—as all that is said is that ‘one should pronounce the modification in the form of the word irā’, not that of the word ‘girā’; and this idea has been expressed by means of the nominal affix (in the term ‘airam’); and the nominal affix does not provide the idea that ‘the modification in the form of the word ‘irā’ which is to be used should be one not set to music’;—it is only subsequently that the nominal affix would express the idea that ‘the modified form should be used’, and this is what comes to be reiterated; the sense being that ‘what is enjoined is what is denoted by the basic noun irā’. Thus what the injunction is meant to lay down is that a different word (from ‘girā’) should be used,—and not that that word should not be set to music; in fact, being set to music is only a ‘modification’ of the word, and it is ‘modification’ in general that is laid down by the Injunction.

SūTRA (56).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS ACTUALLY CONNECTED WITH SINGING.

Bhāṣya.

The connection of singing is there; the text ‘Udgēyamā irā chā dākṣāsā’ clearly shows that there is singing of ‘irā’.

SūTRA (57).

“IT MAY BE MERE ASSERTION”,—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer would be as given in the following Sūtra].

[Says the Opponent]—“If you think that the text quoted indicates singing,—then you are wrong; it is not so; in fact, the text ‘Udgēya mā irā, etc. may mean mere assertion.”
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (58).

That cannot be; because that is the principal factor.

Bhāsyā.

What has been urged is not possible; because in the text quoted, that is the principal factor.—"What is the principal factor?"—The word 'irā' is the principal factor; as that is what is laid down; music is not the principal factor; as that is not what is laid down,—as we have already explained. So also the commendation that is found is that of the word 'irā', not of the music—The text 'Irāmaham yajamānē dadāni, etc.' contains a commendation of the word 'irā', not of the music.—From all this it follows that the word 'irā' should be used as set to music.

Question—"What is the use of all this discussion? We do not perceive any difference (between the two views)".

Answer—This discussion is of use in the case of another text—'One should not say pra-pra, one should say pra-pri'; in the case of this text, if the Pārvapakṣa view is right, one might use either the phrase 'pra-pra' or 'pra-pri'; while, if the Siddhānta view is right, one must use the word 'pra-pri'.

End of Pāda i of Adhyāya IX.
ADHYÄYA IX.

PÄDA II.

Adhikarana (1): *It is the 'music' that is called 'Sāman'.*

Sûtra (1).

[Pûrvapaksa]—"Some people regard the mantra as 'Sāman',—on the ground of 'Smṛti' and 'Teaching'."

Bhāṣya.

There are the Sāmans—named (1) 'rathantara', (2) 'brhat'; (3) 'vairūpa', (4) 'vairāja', (5) 'śākvara', and (6) 'raivata',—in connection with the mantras 'Abhi tvā shūra nonuśab, etc.' (Ṛgveda, 7. 32. 22) and others.

In regard to this, there arises the following question—Does the name 'Sāman' apply to these mantras as sung?—Or to the music (to which the mantras are set)?

Objection against the question—"It has been already decided, under Sûtra 2. 1. 36, that 'the name Sāman is applied to the music'; [why then should the said question be raised again!]."

Answer—Under Discourse II, the subject being considered was the injunctive potency of the verb contained in a Mantra—and when the doubt arose as to the existence of mantras at all, it became necessary to prove their existence, and to that end the definition of 'mantra' was provided in the form that 'The name Mantra is applied to those texts that are expressive of the said assertion of things connected with prescribed acts' (Ṣû. 2. 1. 32);—then, in view of the text 'Āhē budhniya mantram mē gopāya yamṛṣyastraśrayividā viduḥ rcho yaśūṁgi sāmāni',—where the three kinds of mantra, Rk and the rest, have been mentioned,—it became necessary to make a distinction among Mantras,—and it was in that connection that the definition of 'Sāman' was provided under Sû. 2. 1. 36—'The name Sāman is applied to the music'. [This has been done there only by the way, and the said definition was not meant to be a definite statement to the effect that it is the music, and not the mantra as set to music, that is called 'Sāman'].—On that occasion no special consideration was given to the specific question as to whether the name 'Sāman' applies to the mantra set to music or to the music itself,—because whether it applies to one or the other, it remains distinct from the other two kinds of Mantra, the Rk and the Yajug; so that the threefold division remains intact; and
there was thus no need to investigate the further question regarding the
more precise connotation of the term ‘Sāman’. On the present occasion,
on the other hand, inasmuch as the operation in connection with the
mantra set to music would be distinct from that in connection with the music,
an attempt is made to find out the exact connotation of the term.

“But this also is well known that the term ‘Sāman’ connotes the
act of singing.”

The answer to this is that the same fact is again reiterated, for the
purpose of reminding people of it, with a view to introducing the further
question—It being well known that the name ‘Sāman’ applies to the
music, the further question arises—In the music, are the verses (mantras)
the predominant (primary), or the subordinate (secondary), factor? [This
is dealt with under Sū. 3 to 13.]

Says the Questioner—“For the purpose of reminding people of a well-
ascertained fact, it is not necessary to bring forward the contrary view;
for instance, there is no need for recalling the (Pūrvapakṣa) theory that
the name Sāman applies to the mantras [as has been done in the
present Sūtra]”.

The answer to this is as follows:—The contrary view (Pūrvapakṣa)
also has been set forth here only for the purpose of reminding people of the
Siddhānta view; so that what people are reminded of is the fact that (on
the former occasion) having put forward the Pūrvapakṣa view, that ‘it is
the mantra-text set to music that is called Sāman’, it has been finally settled
that ‘it is the music that is called Sāman’.—And this being already known,
it becomes necessary to consider the further question—In the music, are
the verses (Mantras) the predominant, or the subordinate, factor? [If
the mantra set to music is Sāman, then the Mantra is the predominant factor,
while, if it is the music that is Sāman, then the Mantra is the Subordinate
factor].

On this question then, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“Some
people think it is the mantra as sung (set to music) that is Sāman.—On
what grounds?—On the ground of ‘Śruti’ and ‘teaching’;—there are
Śruti-texts to the effect that ‘The mantra sung is Sāman’, and the revered
Vedic Teachers also impart the same teaching to their pupils.—[Objection]
—If what the Śruti-text says is the same as what is taught, then the
teaching cannot be regarded as a separate ground (reason).”—[Answer]—
True; then we shall explain the ‘teaching’ in a different manner: the
‘teaching’ (referred to in the Sūtra) is that contained in the text—‘Aḥe
buddhiṣya mantram mē gyopāya yamṛṣyastraṇyidā viduḥ rcho yajumśi sāmāni’,
where it is made clear that Sāman is a kind of Mantra; here thus we have
the ‘teaching’ to the effect that the name ‘Sāman’ applies to the mantra
(not to the music); and from this ‘Teaching’ we conclude that it is the
Mantras that are Sāman.”
SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THE INCONGRUITIES INVOLVED IN THIS VIEW HAVE BEEN ALREADY EXPLAINED.

Bhāṣya.

The incongruity involved in the above view has already been explained under Discourse VII (Pāda ii), that in connection with the text ‘Kavatīṣu rathantaram gāyati’ , as there can be no space in the verse, it would be necessary to have recourse to the indirect indication of either place or characteristic details [Bhāṣya on Śū. 7. 2. 21]—From all this it follows that the name ‘Śāman’ applies to the music, not to the mantra-texts set to music.

ADHIKARAṆA (2): The ‘Ūha-texts’ should be regarded as ‘human’ in their origin.

Bhāṣya.

Sūtras (1) and (2) may be explained in the following manner as representing the following Adhikaraṇa:—

There is the ‘Ūha-text—Kayaṇashchita ābhuvat, etc.’ (Sāmaveda, Saṁ. 1. 169 and 2. 32); in regard to this the question arises—Is this text scriptural and eternal? Or is it one that has been thought out and sung (by men)?

The Pūreṇapākṣa (set forth in Sūtra 1) is as follows:—‘Some people think that the—‘Ūha-sāman’ texts are mantras and as such scriptural and eternal.—On what grounds?—On the ground of ‘Smṛti’ and ‘Teaching’; there is the Smṛti—to the effect that the texts are mantras and hence scriptural and eternal and they impart the same teaching to their pupils.—

Objection: ‘The Smṛti and the Teaching are the same (and hence the two should not have been mentioned as two reasons)’.—True; hence we are quoting another ‘teaching’—in the shape of the Brāhmaṇa-declaration, ‘Ūhashchikārsitah’, the term ‘chikārsitah’ means what is desired,—the affix ‘San’ (which is present in the term ‘chikārsitah’) having been laid down as having the desiderative force; and the Īha-text could be ‘desired’ only if it were equal to the Veda, and not the conscious work of an author; on the other hand, if it were composed by an author, it could not be trustworthy, and hence not ‘desired’ as to be used at the sacrifice;—and yet we find the term ‘chikārsitah’ used in the Brāhmaṇa-text quoted (in reference to the Īha-text); hence the Īha-text should be regarded as eternal.”

The Siddhānta (as set forth in Śū. 2) is as follows:—What has been just set forth declares its own incongruity; in explaining the grounds for your view, you have yourself declared its weak point—viz.: the statement ‘Ūhashchikārsitah’; this means that ‘the Īha-text is meant to be made’; and this can be said only of what is not eternal.—It has been argued that
the term chikṣita means desired, the affix San having the desiderative force. —The answer to this is as follows—It is true that the term means desired,—but what it means is that, that which is made to bring about what is desired is itself desired to be made; and for this reason the Ēka-text must be non-eternal.—As for the argument that—"it should be regarded as eternal, on the ground of Smṛti",—such a Smṛti has no authority, having, as it has, a visible source. There is the declaration that 'One should sing the Rathantara on the Kavi-verse'; and it is from this declaration of 'transference' that we derive the first notion that on the basis of reasoning, the singing of the Śāman should be done in this manner; and it is on this first notion that the Smṛti (referred to by the Pūrṇapakṣin) is based; and as such, it cannot be regarded as authoritative; and hence the Ēka-text must be regarded as the work of man (non-eternal).

"What is the purpose served by this discussion?"

According to the Pūrṇapakṣa what is contrary to reason would also be authoritative; while according to the Siddhānta, what is contrary to reason cannot be authoritative.
ADHIKARANA (3): The 'Sāman' is an 'embellishment' of the Verse.

SŪTRA (3).

[PYRVAPEAK-SA—continued]—"Verily it should be regarded as a Primary Act; because there is the sign of the Injunction."

Bhāṣya.

The same Sāmans are the subject-matter of this discussion also.—In regard to these it has been settled that it is the music that is called 'Sāman'. The question that arises now is—In reference to the verses (set to music), is the Music the Primary or the Secondary factor?

Objection—"It has been already decided that what the term 'Sāman' denotes is an act of embellishment (which must be the secondary factor)—under Sū. 7. 2. 13."

Answer—True; but here we start with objecting to that conclusion,—and here also the final conclusion will be the same.

In answer to the question raised, the view that presents itself as the most reasonable is that,—in accordance with the Adhikarana referred to (i.e. Sū. 7. 2. 13), the Music must be regarded as an act of embellishment (and hence secondary).

Against that view, we have the following view [which is the PyrvaPakṣa of the present Adhikarana]—"What is called 'Sāman' should be regarded as a primary act.—What is the reason for this?"—Herein is present the sign of the Injunction of a primary act,—in the shape of the Accusative Ending in 'Rathantaram gāyati' [where 'rathantara' is the name of a particular Sāman];—hence it should be regarded as a Primary act.—Then again, the singing (music) is done at the time of the performance of a sacrifice;—if then the music be held to be an 'embellishment' of the offering-material,—then, inasmuch as that material has been already 'embellished' (before the commencement of the sacrifice), it could not be 'embellished' by yet another invisible 'embellishment' during the time of the performance; for example, what is already smooth cannot be smoothed again, or what is already ground cannot be ground again. For this reason, the act (if it is to be an 'embellishment') would have to be regarded as to be done at a time when the sacrifice is not being performed,—just as in the case of the Fires; [and this would be incompatible with the fact that the singing of the Sāman is done during the performance of the sacrifice].

—In accordance with our view, on the other hand, being itself a Primary act, the singing would bring about its own result; and hence there would be no incongruity in the singing being done at a time other than that of the performance of the sacrifice.—Then again, it has been enjoined that—

'Having taken up the observances on the Full Moon Day of the month of
Sūtra (4).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"It has the verse for its substance,—such being the direct declaration;—as in the case of the 'Pākayajña'."

Bhāṣya.

"Our Opponent argues as follows:—'You say that the singing is a Primary act; but in reality, it cannot be a Primary act; because it brings no fruit; if a fruit were assumed, it would mean the assumption of something unheard of; hence the singing should be regarded as subordinate to the sacrifice. If it is not so subordinate (and if it is a primary act by itself), then (we ask) what is that Substance, in reference to which the singing would be a primary act?'—Our answer to this is as follows:—'It has the verse for its substance; in regard to the singing, the Verse takes the place of the 'substance'; that is to say, just as the 'substance' helps in the accomplishment of an ordinary act, so does the verse help in the accomplishment of the singing; and hence in reference to the verse, the singing is a primary act; as an accomplished entity is always mentioned for the sake of that which is to be accomplished.'—But how do you know that the singing has the verse for its substance?"—We learn it from direct declaration; there are such declarations as 'Retiśaṃ gāyati' ('Sings the Sāman in the verse');—just as in the case of the Pākayajñās, such substances have been declared as 'Lājā' (Fried grains), 'Dhānā' (Parched grain), 'Tanjula' (Rice), 'Ājya' (Clarified Butter),—so, in the case of the singing, the substance is the 'Rk' (Verse)."

Sūtra (5).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—'Nor is there anything incongruous in its 'absence' in, and 'transference' to, another substance.'

Bhāṣya.

"Says the Opponent—'That particular verse which has been declared to be related to the Singing may be the substance of that singing; but when there is another substance, or when there is transference (of one Sāman) to another substance,—how can this other substance be regarded as the substance of that Sāman? [For instance, the verse 'Abhītvā shūra,
etc.' is the declared substance of the Rathantarā Sāman;—how then can that same Rathantarā, when sung in connection with the verse 'Kayā nash-chitra, etc.'—be said to have this latter verse for its substance ?'].—Our answer to this is as follows:—There is no incongruity in this; Sāman is mere music, the substance is only what is declared to be the means of accomplishing that music; and this substance has been laid down in the most general form ('sings the Sāman in a verse', no special verse being specified); so that when any particular substance (verse) is specified (as pertaining to the singing), this special substance naturally sets aside the idea of substance (verse) in general. As a matter of fact, it is the mere music, apart from the substance (verse), which is called 'rathantarā' or 'bṛhat'; so that there is no incongruity at all.—From all this it follows that the Sāman (Singing) is a primary act.'

SŪTRA (6).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—But IT CANNOT BE SO; BECAUSE IT SUBSERVES THE PURPOSE OF THE WORDS.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') serves to reject the view set forth above. It cannot be true that the Sāman (singing) is a primary act; it should be regarded as a secondary act.—"Why so!"—Because it suberves the purposes of the word; the Sāman (Singing) is clearly perceived to be something helpful to the words; inasmuch as when the Sāman is uttered, the syllables of the verse become distinctly uttered: And this perceptible result being there, it is not necessary to assume an imperceptible (transcendental) result [which would be necessary if the Sāman (Singing) were a primary act].

SŪTRA (7).

ALSO BECAUSE THE WORDS SERVE A DIFFERENT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

The words too (of the verses) serve a different purpose; i.e.—they serve the purpose of praising; from such texts as 'Ājyaiḥ stuvatē', 'Prsthaiḥ stuvatē' ['They praise with the Ājya (Sāman); they praise with the Prṣthā (Sāman)'], it is clearly understood that what is enjoined here is Praising by means of the syllables of the verse which are pronounced distinctly (in the Singing). Thus then, though the verse clearly serves the purpose of praising, it would have to be assumed—under the Pūrvepakṣa view—to subserve the purposes of the Sāman (Singing); while there is no authority for any such assumption.—For this reason also, the Sāman (Singing) should be regarded as a secondary factor.
SŪTRA (8).

FURTHER, THERE WOULD BE NO CONNECTION WITH THE ACT, AS (ACCORDING TO THE PŪRVAPAKṢA) THE TWO TERMS WOULD HAVE DIFFERENT CONNOTATIONS.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also, the Sāman (Singing) should be regarded as a secondary factor.—"For what reason?"—There would be no connection —of the Sāman, with the Praise (involved in the Hymn); because if (as held by the Pūrvapakṣins) the Sāman were the primary factor, then it would be the Praise that would have to be taken as laid down as appertaining to the Sāman, —and not the Sāman as appertaining to the Praise; —and this would militate against the declaration—'Brhat prṣṭham bhavati, Rathantaram prṣṭham bhavati' [where 'brhat' and 'rathantara' are the names of Sāman, and 'prṣṭha' is the name of the Praise or Hymn]; —what this declaration really lays down is that 'the Prṣṭha, Hymn, is one of which the Rathantara (Sāman) is the qualifying factor'; —and this could be possible only if the Sāman were taken as subserving the purposes of the verse; as in that case the Sāman confers a perceptible benefit upon the Prṣṭha (Hymn-Praise) in that it clearly brings out its words. Now this would be possible only if the terms 'rathantara' and 'prṣṭha' were co-substrate and if they connoted the same thing; if they had different connotations, then there would be no connection. [In the sentence 'Rathantaram prṣṭham bhavati', according to the Pūrvapakṣa, the term 'rathantara' connotes the Music (Sāman), and the term 'prṣṭha' connotes the Praise-Hymn; so that, both being primary factors, no co-substrateness or 'apposition' between these two would be possible. According to the Siddhānta, on the other hand, the term 'rathantara' indicates 'that of which the Rathantara-Sāman is a qualification', and thereby it is easy to secure its 'apposition' (co-substrateness) to the Prṣṭha, the Praise-Hymn].—From this it follows that the Sāman (Singing) is subordinate to (i.e. a qualification of) the verse.

SŪTRA (9).

[Objection]—"If it were an 'embellishment', it would be done apart from the sacrificial act,—like the Fire-installation; as it would have been already done."

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 3) that—"If the Singing were an embellishment of the verse it would have to be regarded,—like the rite of Fire-installation—as to be done at a time other than (i.e. before) that of the performance of the sacrifice,—because it would have been already done [and hence need not be done again during the sacrificial performance]."—

This has got to be refuted; [and this refutation follows in the following Sūtra].—
SŪTRA (10).

THE USE OF THE WORDS (DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SACRIFICE) WOULD HAVE BEEN REGARDED AS NOT TO BE DONE, ONLY IF IT WERE IMPOSSIBLE TO DO IT.

Bhāṣya.

(a) If the singing done before the sacrificial performance could continue till the time of that performance, and did not cease,—then it would have been regarded as not to be done again (at the performance) [as happens in the case of the Fire-installation; the Fire having been installed before the sacrificial performance, continues to exist at the time of the performance, and hence the installation is not done again];—or (b) if it were impossible to do the singing again at the time of the performance,—then too it would have been regarded as not to be done.—As a matter of fact, however, it is quite possible for the words that have been sung (before the sacrificial performance) to be used (sung) again. Consequently the words could very well be used (sung) again at the time of the performance, on the ground that, as used at another time, they do not help in the performance at all; and hence there would be nothing wrong in it.

SŪTRA (11).

ALSO BECAUSE IT RESTS UPON IT.

Bhāṣya.

Then again, there is a text which clearly indicates that the singing rests upon (is to be done at) the time of the sacrificial performance: There is the declaration—‘Having touched the Post made of Udumbara wood, the Udāt-priest, without leaning upon it, sings’,—which means that ‘the Priest does the singing after touching the Udumbara Post, which is at the centre of the Sadas’;—and this clearly shows that the singing is to be done in the Sadas (which can be done only during the sacrificial performance).—Thus there is no reason for assuming that the singing should be done, like Fire-installation, before the sacrificial performance.

SŪTRA (12).

“BUT IT IS ACTUALLY DONE”,—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sūtra 3) that—‘Vedic study is carried on during four months and a half, and it brings about its own fruit [so that the Sāma-singing done apart from the sacrificial performance would bring its own fruit]’.—This has got to be refuted (which we are going to do in the following Sūtra)
SŪTRA (13).

IT IS DONE FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING LEARNT.

Bhāṣya:

The singing (done apart from the sacrificial performance) cannot bring about its own fruit; as this supposition would involve the assumption of a transcendental result; while we actually perceive a distinct purpose (served by the Sāma-singing, or Vedic Study,done apart from sacrifices); it is this—the teacher recites the texts near the Pupil, with the view that the Pupil should learn them;—the Pupil continues to recite them with a view to retain them in his memory; and this learning and retaining in memory of the texts are for the purpose that these texts would be used at sacrificial performances. It is just like the case of (a) the man who draws the figures of the chariot on the ground, or (b) of the pupil who performs Sham-sacrifices. (a) The former draws the figures of the chariot on the ground and demonstrates the manner of using the chariot, with the view that he would be able to do it more efficiently in actual warfare;—(b) similarly the Pupil engages himself in Sham-sacrifices, in order to attain efficiency in practice, which will make him efficient in the actual performance.—Similar should be the case with Sāma-singing [i.e. it is done apart from sacrificial performances for the purpose of acquiring efficiency which will be of service at the actual performance].—Thus then, when it is possible to explain it on the basis of a perceptible result, there can be no justification for regarding Vedic Study (or Sāma-singing) as bringing about invisible (transcendental) results.

From all this it follows that the Sāma-singing is an act of embellishment (of the Verse that is sung).
ADHIKARĀṆA (4): In the triad of verses, the whole ‘Sāman’ should be sung with each verse.

SŪTRA (14).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"It should be spread over the three verses,—because such is the declaration of the Veda."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, it is said—‘Tasmādēkam sāma trichē kriyatē stotriyam’ ['One Sāma-singing is done with the Triad of verses, by way of Praise'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the singing (of the Sāman) to be spread over all the three verses? Or should the whole Sāman be sung with each verse?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The Sāma-singing should be spread over all the three verses.—‘Why?’—Because such is the declaration of the Veda;—the Veda declares that ‘One Sāman is sung with the Triad of verses’, where the number ‘three’ appears in connection with ‘verse’, as an accessory of the accomplishment of the Sāma-singing; such being the case, if people were to begin and finish the Sāman with one verse, then they would not make the number ‘three’ a factor in the means of accomplishing the Sāman; in fact, what would be accomplished would be what is qualified by the number ‘one’ only;—and this would be contrary to the said Vedic declaration.—For instance, when it is said ‘Hang this Jar on the three pegs’, the Jar is hung over all the three at one and the same time, and not on each of the pegs by turn. Similarly should it be done in the case in question.

"Says the Opponent—‘But there are such assertions also as Devadatta eats at three houses, where succession is meant, not simultaneity; because the assertion is made even in cases where the man eats at the three houses one after the other;—the same should be the case with the Sāma-singing also’.

"The answer to this is as follows:—In the sentence cited, the number ‘three’ has not been mentioned in connection with the act of eating,—if it had been so, then alone it could be as suggested;—as a matter of fact, however, the number ‘three’ is connected with ‘house’—i.e. ‘at three houses’, not at ‘two houses’ or at ‘one house’. In a case where the number is mentioned in connection with the accomplishment of the act of eating, the man has to be fed simultaneously. In the case in question, however, the number ‘three’ is connected with the verb ‘kriyatē’, ('sings'); so that the number comes to be predicated of the act (of singing);—in this way what the injunctive word enjoins is something which is spoken of by the same word [the Injunctive word ‘kriyatē’, ‘does’, as taken along with ‘three’, enjoins this ‘three’ in reference to the ‘singing’];
—otherwise, in any other construction, what the sentence would lay down would be the bringing about of the connection between the ‘verse’ and of the number (‘three’); and this would be a far-fetched construction. For these reasons we conclude that the number (‘three’) has been laid down in connection with the accomplishment of the Sāman.

"The Opponent rejoins—'In the case in question, the number three is related to the word verse; for if there were no such relation, there could be no compounding (between these two terms—as there is in the compound tṛcha)'.

"The answer to this is as follows:—We do not say that these two terms (‘three’ and ‘verses’) are not related; they are of course related, and there is (therefore) compounding also; but this compound word (‘tṛcha’) is employed in the accomplishment of the Sāman. Thus then, what is expressed by the term ‘three’ and what is expressed by the term ‘verses’ both come to be laid down for the ‘accomplishment’ (‘doing’), not for the ‘verse’; so that the meaning of the sentence is—'The Sāma-singing should be done, accomplished,—thus the verses become three, not less'. According to the other view, it would be the repetition (of the singing) that would be connected with the number ‘three’; and in that case the expression ‘Sāma kriyate’ (‘does the Sāma-singing’) would have to be taken in a figurative sense; that is, the ‘doing of Sāma-singing’ would have to be taken in the sense of ‘does the repeating’.

"From all this it follows that the singing of the Sāman is to be spread over all the three verses."

SŪTRA (15).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"Because what the word denotes is ‘modification’.

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also we conclude that the Sāman-singing should be spread over all the three verses.—'Why?'—What is denoted by the name ‘Sāman’ is a modification,—i.e. a quality of the verse. If then this ‘modification’ is spread over all the three verses, then many syllables remain unmodified (as only a few become subject to modification); and thus the injunction (of the use of the verse) becomes honoured (more than it would be if the Sāman were sung with every one of the verses).—Hence it follows that the singing should be spread over all the three verses."

SŪTRA (16).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"[A Vedic text] also indicates this same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"There is the following text—'Ṛt (Verse) said to Sāman (Music)—let us pair off; Sāman answered—Thou art not fit to be my wife; dost thou know my
greatness?—Rk became two and they said the same;—then Sāman answered—You two are not fit for being my wives; do you know my greatness?—Then Rk, became three and said—let us pair off;—Sāman replied—let us do it'.—This shows that when it is said that 'One Sāman is to be sung, as Praise, with the triad of verses',—neither one verse nor two verses serve for the Sāma-singing in praise, they do so only when they are three. This clearly indicates that the singing is to be spread over the three verses ".

SŪTRA (17).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, AS THE SENTENCES ARE DISTINCT, THERE SHOULD BE COMPLETION WITH EACH SENTENCE; BECAUSE THE 'EMBELLISHMENT' IS FOR EACH.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('in fact') serves to set aside the view set forth above.

What are spoken of as 'three verses' are three distinct sentences; every one of these three verses accomplishes the praising by means of the whole set of the words composing it; and it is not along with any other verse that it praises anything; and it is by becoming subordinated to the Verse that the Sāman helps it in doing the praising. Under the circumstances, if the singing of the Sāman were spread over all the three Verses, then the Sāman would be of no help to the Verse in doing the praising; because the Sāma-singing is not made up of parts;—nor is anything praised by a group of Verses,—where the said group could do the praising in connection with the Sāman. So that it comes to this, that the Verse does the praising, but it is not connected with the Sāman (according to the Pāramapāsya),—while the group of Verses is connected with the Sāman, but it does not do any praising. On the other hand, if the entire Sāma-singing is done with each of the three Verses, the praising comes to be done by words connected with the Sāman; and thus the embellishment done by the Sāma-singing serving the purpose of bringing about the praise, the whole of the singing should be done with each of the three verses.

SŪTRA (18).

THERE IS AN INDICATIVE TEXT ALSO POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text which, though directly meaning something else, indicates the same conclusion—'One introduces the singing with eight syllables in the first verse and with two syllables in the next two verses'; here the introducing of the singing in the various verses is spoken of as diverse (which can be possible only if the singing is separately complete in each verse by itself).—Then again, there is the text—' His last Hymn-verse
is one, he should take up that one and then sing',—which indicates a
difference in regard to the Udgātha; and from this also it follows that the
singing is to be done with each of the verses.

Even in cases where only half-verses are sung, the singing should be
done to the verse;—in the half-verse, the sentence remains incomplete,
while in the case of the whole verse, it becomes complete.—In cases where
the singing is done to the quarter-verse, the singing is to be done to the
quarters only; because in this case the sentence is complete in the quarter;
e.g. the quarter—'gothē vāshāthah'. The upshot of all this is that the
Sāma-singing should be completed with that much of the verse as contains
a complete sentence; in some cases the sentence is complete in the quarter-
verse, sometimes in the whole verse, and sometimes in the half-verse also;
so that the singing should be done according as the sentence is complete.

SŪTRA (19).

THE INJUNCTION OF SINGING 'IN ONE BREATH' ALSO POINTS TO THE
SAME CONCLUSION.

Bṛāṣya.

The injunction of singing 'in one breath' also is possible only under
our view; the injunction is that 'One should sing in one breath',—this
'singing in one breath' is possible only if the singing is completed with
each verse,—it could not be done if the singing were to be spread over
the three verses.

Further, at the time of Vedic study, the singing has to be completed
with each verse;—and the practice (of the singing) is to be done at the
time of the Vedic study, with the view that there should be efficiency at
the time of the performance. Under the circumstances, if, at the time of
the performance also, the singing were done to each verse,—then alone
would there be any justification for this being done in course of the Vedic
Study.—From this also it follows that the Sāman should be sung with each
verse.

SŪTRA (20).

THE OTHER DECLARATION (THAT THE PŪRVAPAKŚIN HAS QUOTED) WOULD
BE FULFILLED BY REPETITION.

Bṛāṣya.

In support of his view the Pūrvapakśin has cited the declaration—
'Therefore one Sāma-singing is done with the Triad of verses'.—But this
should be understood as fulfilled by repetition—i.e. by being done to each
verse by turn. Because this text does not speak of the verse as serving
the purpose of accomplishing the Sāman. Consequently it cannot be said
that 'the term three shall qualify the verse which is the means of accom-
plishing the Sāman'. In fact, the Sāman is spoken of clearly as sub-
ordinate to (qualification of) the Hymn-praise,—in such texts as—
'Rathantaram pratham bhavati, bhāt pratham bhavati'; and the most
reasonable course to be adopted under the circumstances appears to be that
the singing should be done to each verse. The number (three) is connected,
not with the 'accomplishment of the Sāman', but with the verses; and
as this could not be done in any other way, repetition becomes indicated,—
the idea indicated being that 'the Sāman should be repeated over the three
verses'. Just as, when it is said that 'Devadatta should be fed at three
houses', the number 'three' is connected with 'houses', and repetition
of the act becomes indicated,—so should it be in the case in question also.

From all this it follows that the whole singing should be done with each
of the verses.
ADHIKARAṆA (5): The ‘Sāman should be sung over verses belonging to the same metre.

SŪTRA (21).

THE REPETITION OF THE SĀMA-SINGING SHOULD BE DONE OVER VERSES OF THE SAME METRE.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiśṭoma sacrifice laid down in the text—‘Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotiśṭoma sacrifice’; in connection with that sacrifice, it is declared—‘Therefore one sings a Sāman over the triad of verses’.—In regard to this, it has been decided that the complete Sāman should be sung over each verse.

Now another question arising in this connection is—Should the singing be done over verses which may belong to the same metre or to different metres (at option)?—Or should it be done always over only those belonging to the same metre?

The Pārvapakṣa view presenting itself is that—‘There being no hard and fast rule on the subject, there should be no restriction’.

As against this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Sāman should be sung over verses of the same metre,—not over those of diverse metres.

—‘What would be the advantage of this?’—The advantage would be that there would be no ‘cutting off’ and ‘shortening’. That is to say, if we were to take up verses of metres shorter than the metre of the original verse (to which the Sāma-music has been set), then we would have to ‘cut off’ the music (as the number of syllables would be too small to take up all the music to which the longer-metered verse has been set);—on the other hand, if we were to take up verses of metres longer than that of the original verse, then the music would have to be ‘shortened’ (i.e. it would be too short for the large number of syllables in the verse). So that in either case, there would be going against authority.—If, however, we were to take up verses of the same metre as the original verse, then there would be no incongruity.

From this it follows that the singing should be done over verses of the same metre.—Then again, the application of the adjective ‘three’ would be right only if all verses belonged to the same metre; because it is only when some things of the same kind are spoken of that a numerical adjective is applied to them.

SŪTRA (22).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

We find a text also pointing to the same conclusion—‘Sthālyām saktu avadhīyatē, sambhavatī ityāhuk, yadāḥad gāyatriśu kriyātē pētānāntarujātī
iti na chāṣyām sambhavati’ [*Flour is put in the dish; they say it is all right* when the Brhat-Sāman is sung in connection with the Gāyatrī-metre, the verse suffers a clipping within it; and thus it is not all right*];—this text speaks deprecatingly of the *singing* done to verses of diverse metres; and thereby implies that it should be done to verses of the same metre.
ADHIKARANA (6): In the case of the injunction ‘Uttarayorgāyati’, the two verses taken should be such as occur in the ‘Uttarā’ section of the Veda.

SŪTRA (23).

THE CHARACTER OF ‘Uttarā’, WHICH IS BASED ON A CERTAIN CONDITION, SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD AS SUBSISTING IN THE VERSESoccuring In the ‘Uttarā’ SECTION; BECAUSE OF IMMEDIATE SEQUENCE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—‘Rathantaramutta—rayorgāyati, bhāduttarayorgāyati, kavatīṣu rathantaram gāyati, yad yonyām gāyati taduttarayorgāyati’ [*One sings the Rathantara over the two Uttarā verses; one sings the Brhat over the two Uttarā verses; one sings the Rathantara over the Kavati verses; what one sings over the original verse, that he sings over the Uttarā verses ‘.]—Now, it has been understood (in the foregoing Adhikarana) that a Śāman should be sung over verses belonging to the same metre as the ‘original’ verse.—The question arising next is—May the Śāman (Rathantara) which is laid down in this passage as to be sung over the ‘Uttarā’ (Latter) verses be sung (optionally) either over the two verses that follow (and as such are ‘Uttarā’, ‘Latter’, in relation to) the basic verse, or over those two verses that occur last (and as such are ‘Uttarā’, ‘Latter’) among the three verses occurring in the ‘Uttarā’ section of the Veda? Or should it be sung over the latter only (i.e. only over the two out of the three verses occurring in the Uttarā section of the Veda)?

[Of the verbal Vedic Text of the Śāma-singers, there are two sections called ‘Chhandas’ and ‘Uttarā’; the ‘Chhandas’ section contains only those verses that form the ‘origin’ or ‘base’ of the various Śāmans; while the ‘Uttarā’ section contains hymns consisting of three verses each; of these three verses, the first one is one of those ‘basic’ verses that are contained in the Chhandas section, and the other two verses are distinct from those ‘basic’ verses.—Now, the passage quoted lays down the singing of the Rathantara-Śāman over the ‘Uttarā verses’—The term ‘Uttarā’ means ‘Latter’. Under the ‘Chhandas’ section of the Veda, the ‘basic’ verse of the Rathantara-Śāman is ‘Abhi tevä śūra nonumah etc.’,—and this is followed by the ‘basic’ verses of the other Śāmans,—such verses, for instance, as ‘Teāvidhi havāmāh etc.’; so that the two basic verses that occur after the verse ‘Abhitevä śūra etc.’ might be regarded as ‘two Uttarā (Latter) verses’ in relation to the said verse ‘Abhi tevä etc.’.—Under the ‘Uttarā’ section of the Veda, however, the verse ‘Abhi tevä śūra etc.’ is followed by verses (‘Na tevä cā anyē etc.’) which are entirely different from those that follow it under the ‘Chhandas’ section; so that, in accordance with the ‘Uttarā’ section, these other verses (‘Na tevä etc.’) would be regarded as ‘Uttarā’ (‘latter’) in relation to the verse ‘Abhi tevä etc.’.—The question to be considered thus is that, when it is laid down that ‘The Rathantara is to be sung over the two Uttarā
verses', should it be sung over the verses 'Tvāmīddhi havāmahā etc.', according to the text of the 'Chandas' section? Or should it be sung over the verses 'Na tvā etc.' according to the text of the 'Uttarā' section?"

On this question, the Pūrcepakṣa view is that, "since there is no scriptural injunction laying down any restriction, there should be no restriction [i.e. the Śāman may be optionally sung over two verses of either of the two sections]."

Against this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The character of being 'Uttarā' is based upon a certain condition, and can belong to only those verses that are found in the 'Uttarā' section.—"Why?"—Because of the name ('Uttarā', which can apply to verses contained in the section of that name), and also because it is the verses contained in the 'Uttarā' section that form the subject-matter of the Context.

Says the Opponent:—"Syntactical Connection is always more authoritative than both Name and Context; for this reason it has to be concluded that there can be no restriction in the matter".

Answer.—Relative terms do not denote anything at all, except in reference to another term (to which they are relative);—this other term therefore is always needed;—and such a term can only be one that is in the same Context as, or one that is in close proximity to, the relative term;—otherwise the sentence would be incomplete and as such meaningless.—

On the other hand, when a term is the name of a certain thing, then it does not need another term,—its complete denotation being obtained from the term itself.—Consequently, in the case in question, the term 'Uttarā' should not be taken as a relative term (meaning 'the latter'),—it should be taken as a name by itself; and in the case of names, there is no need for the proximity of another term (as there is in the case of relative terms).

SŪTRA (24).

THERE IS REPETITION OF IT, AS IT DENOTES ONE SINGLE UNIT.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Śāma-singing should be repeated over those same verses that occur in the Uttarā section;—it is only thus that the term 'trcha' (verse-triad) comes to be denotative of one unit; people apply the term 'verse-triad' to a single unit consisting of a genus and individuals (i.e. they use it as a 'Common' noun); it is in this sense that it has been declared that 'a number always refers to a particular set of individuals';—if it were not so, then, all numbers would apply to all things, and there would be an end to all usage.

From all this it follows that the term 'trcha' (‘verse-triad’) applies to those three verses that have the same metre and the same 'deity'; so that in the case in question the verses taken up should be those that occur in the Uttarā section.
ADHIKARANA (7): (By another interpretation of Sūtras 21–24). The singing of the ‘Trishoka’ is to be accomplished by the repetition of the ‘Atijagatī’ verse.

SŪTRA (21).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The repetition of the Sāma-singing should be done over verses of the same metre."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Dwādashāha-sacrifice laid down in the text—‘One should offer the Dwādashāha for one who desires offspring’;—on the fourth day of this sacrifice there is singing of the Trishoka-Sāman, which has for its base a verse in the Atijagatī metre,—this verse being ‘Vishvāḥ pratanā abhi-bhītaram etc.’; this verse forms part of the ‘verse-triad’ of which the two following verses are in the Brhati metre—viz.: (1) ‘Nāminnāmanti chakṣusā etc.’ and (2) ‘Samīm rēbhāso avaramindram etc.’.

The question that arises is—When the Trishoka is to be sung over the Atijagatī-triad—should it be sung over the first of the said verses, which is in the Atijagatī metre (i.e. the verse ‘Vishvāḥ pratanā etc.’), and the two other verses, which also should be of the same metre, should be brought in from elsewhere (as those occurring along with the said verse are not in that same metre)?—Or should these same verses in the Brhatī metre be taken up, and the Sāman should be sung over these same, even though they are not in the same metre as the basic verse?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—"In order to avoid the contingencies of ‘cutting off’ and ‘shortening’, two other verses in the basic Atijagatī metre should be brought in and the Sāma-singing should be repeated over these same, which would be uniform with the first verse of the triad”.

SŪTRA (22).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"Also because we find indicative texts."

Bhāṣya.

"People quote the following text also as indicative of the same conclusion: ‘Atijagatīśu stuvanti’.—‘What is there in this that indicates the said conclusion?’—It is the Plural number in ‘atijagatīśu’ [which can be justified only if there are three verses in the Atijagatī metre, and this is possible only in accordance with the Pūrvapakṣa, by which two additional verses in this metre are brought in from elsewhere].—From this it follows that the two additional verses in the Atijagatī metre are to be brought in from elsewhere."
SūTRA (23).

[Siddhānta]—The character of 'Uttarā', which is based on a certain condition, should be understood as subsisting in the verses occurring in the 'Uttarā' section; because of immediate sequence.

Bhāṣya.

The verses to be taken should be those indicated by the actual text of the Uttarā-section [where the verse-triad is found to contain the first verse in the Atijagati-metre and the other two in the Brhatī-metre]; as it is these two verses that follow in immediate sequence to the Atijagati verse;—specially because Shruti (the Vedic Text) is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection;—hence it follows that the two verses in the Brhatī-metre are to be taken up for the singing of the Sāman,—and none others are to be brought in from elsewhere.

SūTRA (24).

There is to be repetition of it as it denotes one single unit.

Bhāṣya.

It is only when the above is done that the term 'Verse-triad.' becomes applicable to the Trishoka, which thus comes to have the same deity; for this reason also no other verses are to be brought in from elsewhere.

Says the Opponent:—"We have put forward the text 'Atijagatiṣu stuvanti' as indicative of the Pārampakṣa view; since the plural number in the term 'atijagatiṣu' indicates the presence of more than two Atijagati verses [while in the verses as they stand there is only one Atijagati verse].—This argument has got to be refuted."

The answer to this argument is as follows:—There should be repetition of it,—i.e. repetition of the Ṣoḍashin; in view of the text 'Ekaviṁśah Ṣoḍashi', the Ṣoḍashin has to be repeated twenty-one times'; which means repetition of the Trishoka; so that there being seven repetitions of the Atijagati, the plural number becomes quite explicable.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): The ‘Rathantara’ is to be sung over verses obtained by interlinking the ‘Brhati’ and the ‘Paṅkti’ verses.

SŪTRA (25).

IN REALITY, WHAT IS OBTAINED BY INTERLINKING [SHOULD BE USED FOR THE SINGING].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—‘Brhat prāṇham bhavati rathantaram prāṇham bhavati’ [where the singing of the Brhat-Sāman and the Rathantara-Sāman is laid down];—the basic verse of the Rathantara-Sāman is the verse ‘Abhī vā śhāra etc.’, which is in the Brhati metre;—and the verse which follows it (and is its ‘Uttarā’) is—‘Na tvā vānanyo divyo etc.’, which is in the Paṅkti metre.—As for the Brhat-Sāman, its basic verse is—‘Tvāmādhi havāmahē etc.’, which is in the Brhati metre;—and its ‘Uttarā’ verse is—‘Sa tevanashchitra etc.’, which is in the Paṅkti metre.—Now, in regard to these two Sāmans—Rathantara and Brhat,—it has been laid down that they are sung over Divergent metres,—as is clear from the declaration to the effect that—‘Verily neither the Brhat nor the Rathantara is confined to one metre,—in the case of each of these, the first verse is of the Brhati metre and the other two are of the Kakup metre’.

The question that arises here is—Should the singing be done after bringing in two verses of the Kakup metre from elsewhere [there being no such verses in the verses connected with the particular Sāman]?—Or should the first verse in the Brhati metre and the second verse of the Paṅkti metre be so interlinked as to yield the third verse in the Kakup metre, and the singing thus made to be one in which the Uttarā verse is in the Kakup metre?

On this question, the Purvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘Two original verses in the Kakup metre should be brought in from elsewhere. Why?—Because in this manner, the presence of those other Kakup-verses would serve some useful purpose, by being so used for purposes for which the Kakup metre is needed.—An objection may be raised to this view—‘Those other Kakup-verses might have their use in the Vāchastoma’.—The answer to this is that it is true that they would have their use there; but they are really meant to be used as Kakup; and this purpose should not be ignored.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—‘In reality, what is obtained by interlinking should be used for the singing.—The term ‘in reality’ serves to set aside the Purvapakṣa view set forth above. In reality, the Sāma-singing should be done over the verse obtained by interlinking; that is, the first verse, which is in the Brhati metre and the second verse which is in the Paṅkti metre, should be interlinked, specially because the Smṛti-rule is that ‘the Pragātha should be Kākubha’.”
Objection—"Thus Kakup (as Veda) being beginningless, the term 'Kākubha' is impossible."

Answer.—The term does not denote 'made of Kakup', but 'pertaining to Kakup' or 'born of Kakup'.

[The singing in question is to be done in the following manner:—(1) The Rathaṇṭara-Sāman should be sung over the verse 'Abhi tvā śhūra etc.', which is in the Bhṛti metre;—(2) the last quarter of this verse should be linked up with the first half of the verse in Paṅkti metre which follows—i.e. of the verse 'Na vā vān etc.';—this interlinking gives us a verse with 28 syllables divided into three 'feet' or 'quarters';—this becomes the first Kakup;—(3) the last foot or quarter of this Kakup is to be linked with the second half of the Paṅkti-verse;—this becomes the second Kakup.]

SŪTRA (26).

THUS IT IS OVER ITS OWN.

Bhāṣya.

In the manner above described, the singing is done over the verse in its own metre. By the Uttarā-text itself it is clearly indicated that in making up the Verse-triad, the Paṅkti-metre is to be used; so that in doing as above there is no abandoning of what is in the Context, nor an admission of what is not in the Context.—For these reasons also there should be interlinking of the two verses.

SŪTRA (27).

EVEN SO IS THE NAME 'PRAGĀTHA'.

Bhāṣya.

Thus too does the term 'pragātha' become applicable; the prefix 'pra' signifies excellence; so that the 'Pragātha' is that where there is excellent singing (pra-gātha).—"What is the excellence in it?"—The excellence lies in the fact that a portion of the verse is sung over again.—For this reason also there should be an interlinking of the two verses concerned.

SŪTRA (28).

ALSO BECAUSE AN INDICATIVE TEXT MAKES NO TRANSGRESSION POSSIBLE.

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text which shows that of what has been said above there can be no transgression.—"What is the meaning of no transgression being possible?"—The meaning is that the 'interlinking' is to be done only between the two verses concerned,—not apart from those verses.—"What is the indicative text?"—It is as follows:—'Eṣā va pratiṣṭhitā bhṛati yā punahpadaḥ, tad yat pādam punarārabhatē tasmād vatso mātaramabhi hiṅkaroti' ['This Bhṛati is firmly established, because its quarter is repeated over again, etc. etc.']—this 'repetition of the quarter' is possible only if there is 'interlinking' as described above, not otherwise.
From all this it follows that the singing should be done with *Kakup* as the *Uttarā* verse, by securing a ‘verse-triad’ by interlinking the first verse in the *Bṛhatī* metre and the second verse in the *Paṅkti* metre.

Or, the above four *Sūtras* may be taken as representing the following *Adhikaraṇa*.

**ADHIKARAṆA (9):** The singing of the ‘Raurava’ and ‘Yauḍhājaya’ *Sāmans* is to be done by interlinking the verses in ‘Bṛhatī’ and ‘Viṣṭāra-Paṅkti’ metres.

[By another interpretation of *Sūtras* 25–28.]

**SŪTRA (25).**

**IN REALITY, WHAT IS OBTAINED BY INTERLINKING [SHOULD BE USED FOR THE SINGING].**

*Bhāṣya.*

There is the *Jyotiṣṭoma* sacrifice laid down in the text—‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the *Jyotiṣṭoma* sacrifice’.—In connection with this sacrifice, we read—‘Trichchhandā āvāpo mādhyandinaḥ pavamāṇaḥ pañcha-sāmā gāyatrīmahiyāvē gāyatrī trīchē bhavataḥ—raurava—yauḍhājaye bārhate trīchē aushanasamantyam triṣṭupsu’.—Here two *Sāmans* are spoken of—the ‘Raurava’ and the ‘Yauḍhājaya’;—of these, the first verse is ‘Punāṇaḥ soma dārāyā etc.’, which is in the *Bṛhatī* metre; and the *Uttarā* verse is ‘Dūhāna udhardiyam madhu priyam etc.’, which is in the *Viṣṭāra-paṅkti* metre.

In connection with the singing of these two *Sāmans*, the question that arises is,—Is the singing to be done over the *Verse-triad*, all three verses of which should be in the *Bṛhatī* metre, one of them being the one just quoted (‘Punāṇaḥ etc.’) and the other two being brought in from elsewhere? Or should the singing over the *Verse-triad* in the *Bṛhatī* metre be accomplished by taking the one verse just quoted (‘Punāṇaḥ etc.’) and securing the other two by the interlinking of this verse in the *Bṛhatī* metre and the second verse in the *Viṣṭāra-Paṅkti* metre?

The *Pūrvapakṣa* view is that—‘The two additional verses in *Bṛhatī* metre should be brought in from elsewhere.—Why?—Because it is only thus that the presence of the verses would serve a useful purpose’.

Against this we have the following *Siddhānta*—*In reality, what is obtained by interlinking should be used for the singing.* The term ‘in reality’ sets aside the *Pūrvapakṣa* view.—The singing of the *Sāman* should be done through the interlinking of the verses; and no additional basic verses in the *Bṛhatī* metre should be brought in from elsewhere; the interlinking should
be done between the two verses occurring in the Context itself. The Smṛti rule over the point is ‘Bārhatah pragāthah’ (‘There is an interlinking of the Brhati’); if original Brhati verses were brought in, then there would be no ‘interlinking’; and to that extent, the Smṛti rule would be infringed. Hence the interlinking should be done between the two verses occurring in the Context itself.

SŪTRA (26).

THUS IT IS OVER ITS OWN.

Bhāsya.

In this manner, the singing would be done over the Sāman’s ‘own’ metre; and there would be no abandoning of the verse in the Context, and introducing of what is not in the Context. For this reason also additional Brhati verses are not to be brought in.

SŪTRA (27).

EVEN SO IS THE NAME ‘PRAGĀTHA’.

Bhāsya.

In this way too the term ‘pragātha’ becomes applicable; it is applied only in cases where there is excellence of singing; and in the case in question, this ‘excellence’ is secured by repeating the same quarter of the verse. For this reason also additional Brhati verses should not be brought in from elsewhere.

SŪTRA (28).

ALSO BECAUSE AN INDICATIVE TEXT MAKES NO TRANSGRESSION POSSIBLE.

Bhāsya.

An indicative text also shows that such is invariably the case. ‘What is that indicative text?’—‘It is this—Suoṣṭistrīśūbho mādhyanandinam savanam’—‘How does this text indicate the said conclusion?’—It is only when the singing of the Brhati is done by interlinking that the number of verses laid down as to be sung at all the Savanas becomes sixty; on the other hand, if two additional Brhati verses were brought in from elsewhere, that number would become exceeded.—This is what is pointed out in the ‘text—Gāyatramahāyaśe gāyatre trichē bhavatāḥ’; these two verse-triads are the six Gāyatri verses;—then there are two verse-triads Raurava and Yaudhājaya, which make the six Brhati verses;—the last Aushanasas verses in the Triśūp’ make the three Triśūp verses;—then, when the Hot priest comes to sing either the Brhati or the Rathantara Sāman with its seventeen Stomas,—then in these seventeen we have five Brhatis and twelve Kakups. ‘How so?’—The description is as follows:—‘Pañcabhayo hiṅkaroti, sa tiṣṭbih, sa ēkayā, sa ēkayā; pañcabhayo hiṅkaroti, sa ēkayā, sa tiṣṭbih, sa ēkayā; saṭṭabhayo hiṅkaroti, sa ēkayā, sa tiṣṭbih, sa tiṣṭbih’. The meaning of this is as follows:—(1) The three Brhati verses with one Kakup verse;—(2) again the same three Brhati with the one Kakup verse; (3)
one Brhati with three Kakups; (4) one Brhati with one Kakup; thus there are four Brhatis and six Kakups;—then again, (1) with one Brhati and three Kakups; (2) again with three Kakups;—thus there are five Brhatis and twelve Kakups. Thus with the former ones, there are eleven Brhatis. Then from among the six Gayatrīs, four, along with the twelve Kakups, make up twelve Brhatis. Thus there are twenty-three Brhatis.—Then in the Vāmadēvya Śāman, the seventeen Gayatrīs along with the two Pāvamānas accompanied by the two remaining Gayatrīs, make up the nineteen Gayatrīs. Then in the Nandhasa and the Kālēya, there are seventeen Brhatīs; and these along with the fifty-seven quarters of the (nineteen) Gayatrīs, make up fifty-seven Brhatīs and fifty-seven Tristūps; and these fifty-seven with the three Tristūps of the Pāvamāni make up the sixty Tristūps' (spoken of in the indicative text quoted above).

On the other hand, if two original Kakups are brought into the Brhat and Rathantara Śāmans, then those verses become sixty which occur in the Savana. If the two Kakups not occurring in the text are introduced, then the number sixty is made up by using them twelve times. The term 'Savana' in this case stands for those verses that have been laid down in connection with the particular Savana; and the term 'Savana' does not stand for any act. In this way, at the three Savanas taken together, there would be many Tristūps.—And there would not be only sixty Tristūps at the Madhyandina Savana (as mentioned in the indicative text quoted above).

From all this it follows that the singing should be done by interlinking the first verse in the Brhatī metre and the second verse in the Viṣṭāra-Paṅkti metre.

Or the four Sūtras 25-28 may be taken as embodying the following Adhikarana.

ADHIKARANA (10): The singing of the 'Shyāvashvāṇa-dīgava' should be done by interlinking the verses in the 'Anuśtūp' and 'Gāyatri' metres.

[By the third interpretation of Sūtras 25-28.]

SŪTRA (25).

WHAT IS OBTAINED BY INTERLINKING [SHOULD BE USED FOR THE SINGING].

Bhāṣya.

At the third Savana, there is the Pavamāna named 'Ārhhava'; and at this there are five Sūktas (hymns) and seven Śāmans. (1) The first Sūkta consists of the verse-triad 'Śvaṛiṣṭhayā maṇḍiṣṭhayā etc.'; where all the three verses are in the Gāyatri metre;—in this connection, there are two Śāmans,
'Gāyatrī' and 'Saṁkīita';(2) the second Sūkta consists of the verse-triad 'Purojīti vo andhasah etc.', where the first verse is in Anuṣṭup and the other two in Gāyatrī metre;—in this connection, there are two Śamans, 'Śyāvāśve' and 'Āndhigava';(3) the third Sūkta consists of the verse-triad 'Indramachchastā imē etc.', where all the three verses are in the Uṣnik metre; and in this connection there is one Śaman, the 'Sapta';(4) the fourth Sūkta consists of the Pragātha 'Pavasve madhumattamah etc.', where the three verses are in the Uṣnik metre; in this connection there is one Śaman, the 'Pauṣkaka';(5) the last Sūkta consists of the verses 'Abhiśriyāni pavatē etc.', where the three verses are in the Jagati metre; and in this connection there is one Śaman, the 'Kāva').

Now in connection with the two Śamans, 'Śyāvāśve' and 'Āndhigava' [see above, hymn No. 2], the first verse is in the Anuṣṭup metre—'Purojīti vo andhasah etc.', and the other two verses are in the Gāyatrī metre—(a) 'Yo dhārayā pāvakāya etc.', and (b) 'Tanduroṣamāni navah etc.'

In connection with this, there arises the question—Should two other Anuṣṭup verses be introduced from elsewhere and the singing done over all the three verses in the same (Anuṣṭup) metre? Or should the required verse-triad be secured by interlinking the first Anuṣṭup verse and the other two Gāyatrī verses, and thus the singing of the Śaman over the Anuṣṭup be secured?

The Pūrvaṇāga view is that—'Other Anuṣṭup verses should be introduced.—Why so?—Because thus alone would the existence of those verses serve a useful purpose'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—'What is obtained by interlinking should be used for the singing'; says the Smṛti—'Anuṣṭubhaḥ pragāṭaḥ', which speaks of the 'interlinking' (prayathana) of the Anuṣṭup metre; and this cannot be ignored.

SŪTRA (26).

THUS IT IS OVER ITS OWN.

Bhāṣya.

In this way the singing is done 'over its own';—and what occurs in the Context becomes admitted, and there is no need for bringing in what is not in the Context.

SŪTRA (27).

EVEN SO IS THE NAME 'PRAGĀTHA'.

Bhāṣya.

It is only when the quarter of the first verse is sung over again that the name 'Pragātha' becomes applicable.
Also because the indicative text makes no transgression possible.

Bhāṣya.

An indicative text shows that such is invariably the case—'Chaturvimshatījagatyastraśivasvanām ēkā kakup' ['The third Sāvana has 24 Jagatīs and one Kakup'].—It is thus explained—At the Pavamāna named 'Ārkhava' there are five metres and seven Sāmans;—there are two verse-triads in Gāyatri metre;—these six Gāyatrīs make three Jagatīs;—the Shyāvāshea and the Āndhigava pertain to the Anuṣṭup metre; in these, the first verse is Anuṣṭup and the second Gāyatri;—when interlinking is done between these two verses, these two Sāmans have six Anuṣṭups;—these make four Jagatīs;—these, along with the aforesaid three, make seven Jagatīs.—The Uṣnik metre makes the Shapha-Sāman, and the Kakup makes the Pauṣkala Sāman;—there being one verse in each of these two;—these two being in the Uṣnik and Kakup metres;—these make one Jagati;—this along with the aforesaid seven Jagatīs formed of the quarters of the Gāyatri, make eight Jagatīs.—In the Kāva Sāman, there are three Jagatīs;—with these, there are eleven Jagatīs.—The twenty-first Sāman is the Yajñayajñīya; in this, the first verse is Byhati and the second is Viṣṭāra-Pañcti; and two Kakups are made by interlinking.—When the twenty-first Stoma is made, there are seven Byhatīs, fourteen Kakups; the seven Byhatīs make five Jagatīs; these, along with the aforesaid ones, make sixteen Jagatīs;—one quarter of the Jagatīs, along with one quarter of the Gāyatri, contains twenty syllables.—Of the fourteen Kakups, fourteen Kakups make seven Jagatīs;—these, along with the former seventeen, make up 23 Jagatīs;—the two remaining Kakups form one Jagatī, as also a quarter of the Gāyatri. This, along with the former 23, makes up the 24 Jagatīs;—and the quarter of the Gāyatri, along with the aforesaid 20 syllables, makes a Kakup.—Thus if interlinking is done in this manner, there are 24 Jagatīs and one Kakup. If, on the other hand, the interlinking is not done, then in the Shyāvāshea and the Āndhigava Sāmans, two extraneous Anuṣṭups have to be brought in;—and in the Yajñayajñīya Sāman, original Kakups have to be brought in;—and in neither of these two cases is the requisite number (mentioned in the indicative text) made up.—Hence we conclude that the singing should be done by interlinking the verses.

Or, the Śūtras (25-28) may be taken as representing the following Adhikarāya.
ADHYĀYA IX, PĀDA II, ADHIKARAṆA (11).

ADHIKARAṆA (11): The ‘Brahmasāman’ is to be sung by interlinking the quarters.

[The fourth explanation of Sūtras 25-28.]

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Gavāmyana, with reference to the Brahmasāman, there is the text—‘Chatukṣuhaṃśākātā barhatāḥ pragāthāḥ, trayasthināṃśa satā barhatāstrikāḥ’ [‘There are 104 Pragāthas in the Bṛhatī metre, with Indra as the deity; there are 33 triads in the Bṛhatī metre’].

The question that arises is—Should the singing of the Sāman be done over the verse-triad made up of two verses and the third obtained by the interlinking of those two verses?—Or should it be done over three distinct verses (viz. two from one Pragātha, and the third from the next Pragātha)?

The Pūrvaṅga view is that—‘The singing should be done over three (independent) verses.—Why so?—Because in connection with the Primary Sacrifice we read—‘Therefore there is a single Sāman sung over a Verse-triad’; and this is applicable to the case in question under the General Law (relating to the Primary and its modifications); hence the singing should be done over three verses.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:

SŪTRAS (25-27).

IN REALITY, WHAT IS OBTAINED BY INTERLINKING [SHOULD BE USED FOR THE SINGING] (25);—THUS IT IS OVER ITS OWN, (26);—EVEN SO IS THE NAME ‘PRAGĀTHA’, (27).

Bhāṣya.

The singing should be done over the verses by twos; thus alone can the singing be said to be done on its own;—‘own—what?’—own Pragātha.—‘How would the Pragātha be its own?’—Because the Pragātha has been laid down in connection with the Bṛhma-Sāman sung at the Gavāmyana,—hence the Pragātha is the Bṛhma-Sāman’s ‘own’; and the term ‘pragātha’ always means the Pragātha of the particular Sāman itself.

SŪTRA (28).

ALSO BECAUSE THE INDICATIVE TEXT MAKES NO DEVIATION POSSIBLE.

Bhāṣya.

There is the following indicative text—‘Paṁchasu māṁsu bārhatāḥ pragāthāḥ āpayate’ [In five months are the Bṛhatī-Pragāthas obtained]; and this is possible only if there is interlinking (between two verses), not when the singing is done over three distinct verses.—‘How so?’—There
are 104 Pragāthas;—of these there are two Pragāthas between Brhat and Rathantara at the Jyotiṣṭoma;—between the Navilhasa and Kalēya also, there are two Pragāthas at the same sacrifice;—then, there is the Indrakratu Pragātha at the later Yakṣas;—the remaining 99 Pragāthas should have to be done over the Abhiplavas. In connection with the Prīthas, Sato-Bṛhatīs have been laid down;—and the Sato-Bṛhatīs come on the third day of the Abhiplavas;—thus of the Abhiplavas, 100 Days remain; on the last day of these come the Sato-Bṛhatīs, and on the other 99 days, come the 99 Pragāthas. Even so the term ‘āpyantē’ (‘are obtained’) occurring in the indicative text becomes applicable.—On the other hand, if the singing is done over three distinct verses, then, the 66 verse-triads would take three and seven months to be completed.—From this indicative text therefore it is clear that the singing should be done over the Pragātha.

Says the Opponent—"Why cannot the singing be done over the first verse-triad,—and then taking one verse out of these three, along with two other verses from elsewhere, the singing could be done over the verse-triad thus made up? In this way, the general law implying the singing of the verse-triad would become followed, and the indicative text—‘Paṅchasu māhu etc.’ would become explicable”.

Answer—The Indicative text shows that no deviation is possible; that is, there are other verses, but the Sāman is the same.

From all this it follows that the singing should be done over the Pragātha obtained by the interlinking of the verses by twos.
ADHIKARANA (12): There is Option in the use of the modifications of syllables and other musical modulations.

SUTRA (29).

INASMUCH AS THEY SERVE THE SAME PURPOSE, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION AMONG THEM.

Bhāṣya.

There are a thousand musical modulations in the Sāma-veda.

Question—"What are these 'musical modulations'?

Answer—Music (singing) is an act; it gives expression to particular sound-notes produced by the internal (volitional) effort of Man; it is spoken of under the name of 'Sāman'; it is sung over verses of fixed dimensions; hence for the purposes of securing the requisite music, it becomes necessary to have recourse to (a) Modification (vīkāra) of the syllables contained in the verses,—(b) Disjunction (Vishleṣa), (c) Withdrawal (Vikarṣaṇa), (d) Repetition (Abhyāsa), (e) Pause (Virāma), (f) Break (Stobha) and so forth; and all these have been laid down in the scriptures.

The question that arises in regard to these is—Are all these to be used together?—Or optionally?

The Pūreṇapāka view is that—"Inasmuch as all these have been laid down in the scriptures, and the injunction of an act takes in all the details of that act, all the said modulations should be used together."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—Inasmuch as they serve the same purpose, there should be option; all the musical modulations are used with a view to serve the one purpose of accomplishing the required music; so that when the required music is secured on the basic verse by means of any one of the modulations, there can be no need for the use of others.—Hence there should be Option among them.
ADHIKARANA (13): *Such injunctions as 'Rchā stuvatē—Sāmnā stuvatē'—mean that the 'Hymning' is to be done by means of Sāman.*

SUTRA (30).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"Inasmuch as both serve the same purpose, there should be option between 'Rk' and 'Sāman'; as both are meant to serve the purpose (of Hymning)."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with a particular sacrifice, we read—'Rchā stuvatē, Sāmnā stuvatē; yudrchā stuvatē tadasurā anvavāyan; yat sāmnā stuvatē tadasurā nānvavāyan; Sāmnā stuvāt' ['One should hymn with the Verse; one should hymn with the Sāman; when they hymn with the Verse, the Asuras take it up; when they hymn with the Sāman, the Asuras do not take it up; one should hymn with the Sāman'].

In connection with this, there arises the question—How should the Hymning be done? May it be done either with the Sāman or with the Verse, optionally?—Or with the Sāman only?

On this, the Pāṛerapakṣa view is as follows:—"There should be Option; it may be done either with the Verse or with the Sāman; the sentence that 'when they hymn with the verse, the Asuras take it up' is distinct by itself; we find it making the statement that 'whenever the Hymning is done with the verse, the Asuras take it up', which is complete in itself;—and this statement is made in answer to the question—How is one to know that the Hymning is to be done with the verse?—'But for what purpose is this done?'—It is done with a view to see that the Hymning might form part of that particular sacrifice in connection with which it is mentioned; and this is gathered, by the force of actual usage, from the declaration of the entire procedure.—Objection—'But the mention of Asuras is deprecatory of the act'.—Not so, we reply. We do not recognise the Asuras as being either deprecated or appreciated; all that we gather from the statement is that the act mentioned is one that should be done.—Similarly the sentence 'One should hymn with the Sāman' is distinct, by itself.—From all this it follows that there should be Option. The Verse and the Sāman both being meant for hymning, their purpose is one and the same,—viz. that the Hymning should be done; and as this can be done by either one of the two, there should be Option."
SŪTRA (31).

[Siddhānta]—On the strength of Direct Declaration, there should be use (of one only).

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be option; as a matter of fact, there should be use of the Sāman only.—Why?—Because there is a sentence declaring the use of Sāman—‘When they hymn with the verse, the Asuras take it up,—one knowing this should hymn with the Sāman’; here we find the hymning with Sāman eulogised by a direct eulogistic assertion; in the other case, the eulogy would have to be assumed,—to the effect that ‘because the Asuras take it up therefore the hymning should be done with the verse’. On the other hand (as we take it) if the Hymning with Sāman is eulogised, then the statement that ‘When the hymning is done with the verse, the Asuras take it up’, comes to be taken in its direct sense of deprecating what is here mentioned (i.e. Hymning with the verse) and thereby eulogising the other course (i.e. Hymning with the Sāman); and in this case there is nothing to be assumed.—‘But how do you know that the statement is deprecatory?’—We deduce it from the eulogy bestowed on the other course.—From all this it follows that the Hymning should be done with the Sāman.

Or, the Sūtras (30-31) may be interpreted as presenting the following Adhikaraṇa—

ADHIKARAṆA (14): The ‘Āhavaniya’ should be worshipped with the verse ‘Ayam sahasramānava, etc.’ as duly set to music.

[Obtained by a second interpretation of Sūtras 30-31.]

SŪTRA (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Inasmuch as both serve the same purpose, there should be option between the Verse and the Sāman; as both are meant to serve the purpose.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with a certain sacrifice, we read—‘Ayam sahasramānava ityātayā āhavaniyamupatiṣṭhatā’ [‘With the verse Ayam sahasramānava, etc. one worships the Āhavaniya Fire’].
In regard to this, there arises this question—Should the worshipping be done with the verse without setting it to music? Or should it be done with it as set to music?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The worshipping may be done with the verse, either sung or unsung.—Why?—Because there is no definite injunction one way or the other. Whether sung or unsung, the verse remains the same; in both cases, people regard it as the same verse; hence there should be no restriction in the matter; and when there is no restriction, then, inasmuch as both, the verse as well as the Sāman (sung), serve the purpose of hymning, there should be option."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—

SATRA (31).

ON THE STRENGTH OF DIRECT DECLARATION, THERE SHOULD BE USE OF ONE ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

It is the verse set to music (sung) that should be used, not that which is not set to music (unsung).—Why so?—Because of Direct Declaration; the words ‘Ayam sahasramāna ityātayā’ refer to what forms the subject-matter of the Context; and in the Sāmaṉḍa what forms the subject-matter is the verse as set to music; hence it is such verse that should be taken as referred to by the pronoun ‘ātayā’.—"But in the Sāmaṉḍa we also find verses that are not set to music".—True; but such verses are there only for the purpose of being connected with music; unless a verse is mentioned in its simple form, it is not possible to set it to music; hence it is for the purpose of being set to music that the unset verse occurs in the text of the Sāmaṉḍa; i.e. the reading of the verses (not set to music) is always understood as being for the purpose of being connected with a Sāman (music); for the simple reason that there can be no setting of the Sāman (music) without the words of a verse; while it is possible to have a verse without Sāman (music) so that the verse does not always require the music.—Hence it follows that, in the Sāmaṉḍa, whenever we find the worshipping or the hymning (as to be done with a verse), it is always understood as to be done with the verse set to music (and sung), and not with the verse not set to music (and unsung).

Says the Opponent—"If, on the basis of Context, the conclusion be that the verse used should be as set to music,—while on the basis of Direct Declaration it follows that it should be used as not set to music,—such direct declaration being found in recensional texts other than that of the Sāmaṉḍa,—then the latter alternative should be adopted, as Direct Declaration would always set aside the implications of the Context."

Our answer to this is as follows:—The Direct Declaration—'Ayam sahasramāna ityātayā, etc.' does not lay down the words of the verse; it only mentions the opening words; and hence when it is taken as standing for the verse as occurring in the Context, the term 'verse' is taken in its direct
primary sense; on the other hand, in accordance with the Purvapakṣa, the mention of the opening words of the verse would be taken in its indirect secondary sense;—and when there is a conflict between Direct Denotation and Indirect Indication, it is more reasonable to accept the former. Hence it follows that the worshipping should be done with the verse as set to music.

Or, the Sūtras (30-31) may be taken as representing the following Adhikaraṇa.

Adhikaraṇa (15): The ‘Yājya’ and ‘Anuvākyā’ Mantras like ‘Agnirmūrdhā divah, etc.’ should be recited in the ‘neutral’ tone.

[By the third interpretation of Sūtras 30-31.]

Sūtra (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Inasmuch as both serve the same purpose, there should be option, between ‘Verse’ and ‘Sāman’; as both are meant to serve the purpose.”

Bhāṣya.

In the case of the injunction of Vedic Mantras, some are found to be mentioned with three accents and some with four accents.—Question—“Those that are mentioned with four accents,—do they adopt an accent in addition to the three ordinary accents, the Udātta (High), Anudātta (Low), and Svarita (Mixed)?”—No; the accents in these also are those same that are found in those of the other class.—“Then what do they do with these?”—They read these mantras with a tone that passes beyond the limits of the three ordinary ones. [This fourth being what is called ‘Tāra’ or ‘Ekashruti’, i.e. the ‘Neutral Tone’.]

Now, there arises this question—Are all these accents to be used together, all at one time?—Or optionally?

“The view that appears to be reasonable is that ‘Inasmuch as the Injunction of the performance takes in all the details, all the tones should be used together’.—But our (Pūrvapakṣin’s) answer to this is that ‘inasmuch as the same purpose is served by all, there should be option. The purpose served by the use of all the tones is one and the same,—that of reciting the text of the Mantra; hence there should be option in their use.”
Sūtra (31).

[Siddhānta]—On the strength of Direct Declaration, there should be use of one only.

Bhāṣya.

There is the following Direct Declaration inferred on the basis of Smṛtis—At the sacrificial performance, the neutral tone should be adopted; hence mantras should be recited in the Neutral tone.—Question—"Then why should there be any use of the three and four accents?"—

Answer—Their use will serve the purpose of indicating the precise meanings (of the words of the Mantra).
ADHIKARANA (16): In the case of such injunctions as ‘One sings the Rathantara over the Uttarā verses’, the singing should be done in accordance with the syllables of the ‘Uttarā’ verses.

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—“The modification in a part of the Śāman should be done in accordance with the basic verse, as this is what is laid down by the scriptural injunction.”

Bhāṣya.

We have such texts as—‘Rathantaramuttarayogāyati, yadyonyāṁ taduttarayogāyati, Kavaṭiṣu rathantarām gāyati, Virāṭsu vāmadēvyaṁ’ [‘One sings the Rathantara over the Uttarā verses; one sings that in the Uttarā verses which is in the basic verse; one sings the Rathantara over the Kavaṭi verses; and the Vāmadēvya over the Virāṭ verses’].

The question that arises is—Should the singing be done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttarā verse? Or with those of the basic verse?

Question—“In what way is the singing done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttarā verses? And in what way is it done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse?

Answer—We shall explain this by means of an example: In accordance with the rule ‘Vṛddhantālacyamaṁ’ (?) [‘the ā-i comes after the augmented Palatal syllable’] ‘ā-i’ when the modulation is introduced in one part of the basic verse,—if the same modulation is introduced in the same part of the Uttarā verse also,—then, the singing is said to be done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse;—if, however, the Palatal syllable is found in the Uttarā verse in a different part, and the modulation ‘ā-i’ is introduced in that part, then the singing is said to be done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttarā verse.—The question thus is that which of these two courses should be adopted.

The Puṣvapakṣa view is as follows:—“It should be done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse.—Why? ’—Let us consider what is done in a case where in a certain part of the basic verse the syllable ‘ē’ is modified into the modulation ‘ā-i’. What is done is that the syllable ‘ē’ is not pronounced,—the syllables ‘ā’ and ‘i’ are brought in in its place. Such being the case, here,—in the case of the Uttarā verse also, there should be no pronouncing of the syllable occurring in the corresponding part, and in its place, the syllables ‘ā’ and ‘i’ should be brought in. In this way the singing over the Uttarā verses comes to be the same as that over the basic verse.—From this it follows that the singing should be done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse—Further,
if it is done in this way, then the music is not spoilt; while in any other case, it might be spoilt in certain points; in fact, it would be clearly spoilt in a case where a long music is sung over a small number of syllables,—if the singing were done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttara verses. For this reason also, the singing should be done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse.—Then again, in some cases the order of syllables is followed,—where the syllable modified into 'ā-i' does not occur in any particular order of sequence;—while in other cases the Vedic text is followed,—where there is no modification made. In any case the singing done at the time of the sacrificial performance should be in keeping with that done at the time of reading the Veda. For this reason also, the singing should be done in accordance with the syllables of the basic verse; so that the modification—into such modulations as 'ā-i' and the like—in a part of the Sāman should be in accordance with the basic verse; it has been laid down in the scripture that 'that which is done in the basic verse should be done in the Uttara verses'; from which it follows that in the Uttara verses the modulation 'ā-i' should be introduced at that same point at which it has been done in the basic verse.'

SŪTRA (33).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—BUT BĀDARI HOLDS THAT THE MODULATION IS TO BE DONE TO THE LETTER, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LETTER; BECAUSE THE LETTERS ARE DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya.

Bādari has held the opinion that the singing should be done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttara verses,—and not in accordance with the part of the basic verse. The modification into 'ā-i' that is done to the basic verse is not something new brought in, nor is the syllable 'ē' dropped there (in place of which something new could be brought in); because the syllable 'ē' actually contains the letter 'a' and the letter 'i'—the articulation of the former being 'contracted' and that of the latter 'expanded'; and both of these are elongated (into 'ā' and 'i'); and though these elongated forms are incorrect, yet their coalescence brings about the conjunct vowel 'ē' which is quite correct;—and what is done (when the modulation 'ā-i' is made) is that the constituent letters 'a' and 'i' are disjoined,—and not that any new letters are brought in; though a certain quality is produced in the letters which was not there before. In all these cases, Direct Perception is the only guide. In the case of the Uttara verses, if in a certain part there is a new letter (different from 'ā-i') and not a conjunct letter (like 'ē'),—as there is no conjunction (between the letters), there can be disjoining; on the other hand, in that part of the verse where there is a conjunct letter, the disjoining is done; and in this way what was done in the basic verse is also done in the Uttara verses; that is, what was done in the basic verse was the disjoining of the conjunct letters, and the same disjoining of the conjunct letters is done in
the *Uttarā* verses also. In any other case, a different process would have to be assumed.

It has been argued that "the music would be spoilt".—But, as a matter of fact, it would not be spoilt; as it would be possible to do the ‘*vīnāma*’ (?) and then do the singing without any letters. In any case, where there is no conjunction, there can be no disjoining, and it would not be necessary to follow the Vedic text and the order of sequence.
ADHIKARANA (17): *There is transference of ‘Stobha’ to the Uttara verses.*

SUTRA (34).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"There is no transference of ‘Stobha’ to another verse,—just as there is none of the verse itself; so say some."

BHASYA.

We have the declarations—‘One sings the Rathantara over the Kavati verses; one sings the Rathantara over the Uttara verses; what one sings over the basic verse one sings over the Uttara verses’.—We have understood that the singing is to be done in accordance with the syllables of the Uttara verses.

The question that arises now is—Are Stobhas transferred or not?

[Sutra 39 below provides a general definition of ‘Stobha’; Madhava cites the following as an example: In the basic verse of the Vamodara Samaṇ, between the two halves, we have the modulation ‘5-5-hō-hoi’; this modulation is called ‘Stobha’].

The Purvapaksa view is as follows:—‘Stobhas are not to be transferred. Why?—It is the music, not the Stobhas, that constitutes Samaṇ; and it is the music that is transferred; for the declaration contains the term ‘sings’—‘What one sings over the basic verse, one sings over the Uttara verses’.—Then again, the Stobha, having no connection with what is expressed by the words of the verse, would be useless; for this reason also it should not be transferred.—Further, somewhere there is the declaration—‘One sings the Avabhrtha Samaṇ over the Aindri verse’; and in this case any applicability would be impossible; from the supplementary sentences, Indra is understood to be one who produces a cooling effect; as such, the term ‘tapati’ (‘warms’) would be wholly inapplicable to him.—From all this it follows that the Stobha should be kept aloof from any verse other than the basic one;—just as there is no transference of the syllables of one verse to the other, because the syllables are not music, in the same manner and for the same reason, there should be no transference of the syllables of the Stobha also."

SUTRA (35).

[SIDDHANTA]—There should be transference of all, as they stand on the same footing; the modification would come in as in ordinary singing.

BHASYA.

It is not right that the Stobhas should be excluded; in fact, there should be transference of all; the term ‘Samaṇ’ stands for the whole of the music.
along with all its details of verse, stobha, accent, time, and repetition.—"How do you know that?"—We deduce it from the fact that it is used in this sense.—Such being the case, if the Stobhas were excluded, then the peculiarity of the music due to these Stobhas would not be included (in the second verse); and this would be contrary to the declaration (that "What is sung over the basic verse should be sung over the Uttarā verses");—hence we conclude that Stobhas should be transferred.

It has been argued that—"the Stobhas, not being connected with what is expressed by the words of the verse, would be useless".—Our answer to this is that as in ordinary singing, so here also, they would not be useless. For instance, in ordinary singing, musicians throw into the music many subsidiary factors,—and these serve the purpose of keeping the time of the music, and they are not uttered for being connected with the sense of the words (of the song),—and the very useful purpose is served by this, in that the time of the music is easily kept;—in the same manner, in the case in question also, the Stobha-syllables would be carried on into the Uttarā verses for the purpose of keeping time.

SŪTRA (36).

THERE IS A TEXT ALSO THAT INDICATES THE CONNECTION.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text that indicates that the Stobhas are connected with the other verses also: It is declared that 'the Stobhas and the Gēṣṇas follow on' where the words of the text cease to come in; 'Stobha' here stands for the Stobha-syllables, and 'Gēṣṇa' for the accent.—From this also it follows that the Stobhas are to be transferred.

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection]—"But, they should cease to come in, in cases where the sense is not applicable."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ("but") sets up an objection to the view just set forth. "Such Stobhas as 'agniṣṭapati' must cease to come in; because in the latter part of the sentence Indra is spoken of as producing a cooling effect; so that Stobhas like the one cited (which speaks of warming) would not be applicable.—This sets aside what has been said under Sūtras 35 and 36 to the effect that the Stobhas would be applicable and connectible as in ordinary singing."
SŪTRA (38).

[Answer]—In reality, there must be transference; the passage (quoted) being merely declamatory.

Bhāṣya.

Even Stobhas of the kind referred to should be transferred. As regards Indra, we do not see his form (and do not know if he is cool or hot); as for the supplementary declaration referred to by the Opponent, it is only declamatory.
ADHIKARANA (18) : *Definition of 'Stobha'*.  
SUTRA (39).

According to Jaimini ['Stobha' is] that which is additional and dissimilar; such being the use of the term 'Stobha'.

**Bhāṣya.**

**Question**—"What is 'Stobha'?—Its definition has to be provided."

The *answer* is as follows—That which is in addition to (in excess of) the syllables of the verse, and is dissimilar to them,—i.e. does not belong to the same 'class' of letters as those,—is what is called 'Stobha'. It is to such letters that ordinary people apply the name 'Stobha'; when, for instance, they say—'Dvadattēna sābhāyāṁ param pralapatā bahustobham kathitam',—they do so when they have found that much of what the man has spoken is more than what was necessary for conveying his meaning, and all this superfluity was totally dissimilar to what was necessary.

It is not necessary for us to explain the use of the present Adhikarana which provides the definition of a certain thing; in fact, the use of providing a definition lies in the mere fact that the thing in question becomes defined.

**Question**—"Why should the Sūtra have mentioned both the adjectives? Either one of them—'in addition to' or 'dissimilar'—would have sufficed for defining the Stobha."

**Answer**—Not so; because it may be that a letter is 'excessive', but not 'dissimilar'; for instance, when there is repetition,—such as 'Shchādri-schchādrih';—similarly a letter may be 'dissimilar' and not 'excessive'; as in the case of modifications,—such as 'ognāi'.—Thus it is necessary to have both qualifications in the Sūtra.
ADHIKARAŅA (19): ‘Besprinkling’, ‘Threshing’ and such details should be performed in the case of Nivāra and other things.

SŪTRA (40).

IN REGARD TO (a) SUBSTANCES, (b) SUBSIDIARY ACTS, (c) MODIFICATIONS, (d) CHANGES, AND (e) PROHIBITIONS,—THE INJUNCTIONS MUST BE FOLLOWED, BECAUSE THEY ARE APPLICABLE TO THEM AND BECAUSE WHAT IS LAID DOWN AS TO BE DONE SERVES A DISTINCT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

(a) In connection with the Vājapāya, we read—‘One offers the Nivāra cooked on seventeen pans to Brhaspati’; at the Primary Sacrifice (Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā), the grain used is Vrīhi, which is besprinkled with water.—The question is—Should this besprinkling be done to the Nivāra grain or not?—(b) Similarly, there is the text—‘Speech gives out the Udgīthā, when the Śadāha-Prātha is completed; one should not speak much, nor ask any one else, nor say anything to anybody else; when the Śadāha is omitted, one should eat Honey or Clarified Butter’.—The question here is—are the details of the Śadāha applicable to the Eating of Honey or the Eating of Clarified Butter?—(c) Again, in connection with the Rājasūya, we read—‘The cooked rice for Nīrtti is prepared of grains unhusked with nails’; at the Primary Original Sacrifice, there is Besprinkling of the Pestle and Mortar (used for the unhusking of the Rice by Threshing); so the question arises—Is the Besprinkling to be done to the nails or not?—(d) In connection with the Chātturmāsāya, we read—‘One should tie the animal to the Pariddhi’; and the question arises—are the details laid down in connection with the Post (to which the Animal is tied at the Primary Sacrifice) to be performed in connection with the Pariddhi or not?—(e) There is the text—‘One should not utter the term girā-girā; if the singer uttered these words, he would swallow himself; the singing should be done by pronouncing the term irā’;—the question arises—are the details laid down in connection with the term ‘girā’ to be performed in connection with the term ‘irā’, or not?

On all these questions, the Pūrvapāksa view is that—“The details laid down in connection with the Vrīhi-grain and other things (mentioned above) cannot be applicable to the Nivāra-grain and other things (that are laid down as to be used in place of the former), and hence they should not be performed in the case of these latter.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In connection with the Nivāra-grain and other things, the Injunctions must be followed; because the details laid down in connection with the respective Primary Sacrifices
are quite applicable to them. In connection with the Primary Sacrifice also, the particular details are laid down in reference to the transcendental result, not in reference to the Vrihi-grain and other things; because what is laid down is a particular means of bringing about the transcendental result; so that the details laid down are in reference to that result, and not to the Vrihi-grain and other things. This we have already seen above.—Then again, it is clearly understood that the Nivāra-grain and other things serve the purposes served by the Vrihi-grain and other things respectively.

(a) As for the Nivāra, the injunction regarding it is that 'the Rice-offering should be prepared of Nivāra-grain' ;—and the Nivāra-grain cannot accord any help to the Sacrificial performance except through being made into Rice; and it is clearly perceptible that the Nivāra serves the same purpose as the Vrihi.

(b) Similarly in the case of the injunction, 'One should offer the Sadaha'; it is understood that 'when the Sadaha is omitted'—i.e. when the offering is not done with the Sadaha,—then 'recourse should be had to Honey and Clarified Butter'; and as a rule, when it is found that one thing is dropped when another is present, it is understood that one is the substitute of the other; so that when the text says that there should be Eating of Honey when the Sadaha is not there, it follows that the Honey serves the same purpose as the Sadaha; and hence the observances and restrictions connected with the Sadaha become applicable to the Eating of Honey also. The Cups however do not come in in the case of the Honey-Eating, as there is no Sacrificial Offering; and so also there is no Hymning, as the Hymning has been laid down as to be done while holding the Cup or raising the Ladle [so that when there is no Cup or Ladle, there can be no Hymning]; and as there is no Hymning, there can be no Shaisana (Praying for gifts), which is laid down as to be done 'after Hymning'. Similarly, there being no Savana, the Savaniya offerings do not come in. Thus, for one reason or the other, certain details do not come in in the case of Honey-Eating; but the Observances and Restrictions do come in; as also such other details are not absolutely useless.

(c) As regards the unhusking of the rice with the nails,—the Rice-grains do not become so 'unhusked' unless the husks are all removed with the nails; hence it follows that the nails have been laid down as to be used for the purpose of removing the husks; and as such, they become connected with the details laid down in connection with the Pestle and Mortar.

(d) Similarly, the Paridhi is used for the purpose for which the Sacrificial Post is used,—as is distinctly laid down in the text 'They tie the animal to the Paridhi'; hence it follows that the details laid down in connection with the Post should appertain to the Paridhi.

(e) In the sentence 'One should not utter the words girā-girā,—one should sing, pronouncing the words irā,—we do not have the injunction of both—of the prohibition of 'girā' and of the use of 'irā'; as, if it were so, then there would be a syntactical split. Nor can the word 'irā' be taken as merely referred to, as it has not been enjoined before; to the Prohibition however, a reference is possible; because when the word 'irā' is used, it is clear that the word 'girā' cannot be used. The sentence is understood
as laying down only one form in which the word can be pronounced;—the sense being that 'inasmuch as there is this danger in the use of the word girā, one should use the word īrā.' If the sentence were taken as laying down several distinct forms of words to be used,—then there would be need of several assumptions of Transcendental Results.—The sentence cannot be taken as enjoining the dangerous thing that 'one should swallow himself'; because as for the man's own body, it is impossible for him to swallow it; if it refers to the Supreme Soul, then its 'swallowing' would not be anything undesirable;—and the defect of syntactical split would remain all the same, in this case also.—Hence the mention of the word 'girā' in the sentence in question should be taken as meant to show that the word 'īrā' serves the same purpose as 'girā',—this being the meaning of the assertion that 'one should not sing, uttering the words girā-girā'.—From this it follows that the details laid down in connection with the word 'girā' should appertain to the word 'īrā'.

Thus the same conclusion is arrived at in connection with all the five cases.

As regards the Paridhi, we are going to have a discussion in the following Adhikaraṇa.
ADHIKARANA (20): The details of the Sacrificial Post should be performed in connection with the Paridhi.

SUTRA (41).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"In view of the purpose for which the Paridhi is brought into existence, there should be exclusion from it (of the details of the Post)—because these details are based upon the functions of the Post."

Bhāsya.

In connection with the Chāturmāsya sacrifices, it is declared—'They tie the animal to the Paridhi at its middle point'.—It has been declared (in the preceding Adhikarana) that the details laid down in connection with the Post should be performed in connection with the Paridhi.—This view is now denied in the following Purvapaksa—"The details should not be performed,—in view of the purpose for which the Paridhi is brought into existence; that is to say, the Paridhi is brought into existence for the purpose of 'clothing' (paridhāna, i.e. surrounding), the Āhavaniya Fire; consequently the details connected with the Post should be excluded from it;—specially because these details are based upon the functions of the Post; i.e. through the tying of the animal, which brings about the particular transcendent result, the details in question connect themselves with that transcendent result. Now the thing that has been declared to be part and parcel of the act of tying the animal must be regarded as having been brought into existence for the purpose of that tying; so that, when a thing has been brought into existence for the 'clothing' (surrounding) of the Āhavaniya Fire,—if it is used as part and parcel of something else, the animal—tying may be done to it; but that cannot justify the application to it of the details of the Post; because what may be done to that thing would not be done to the Animal, nor to anything connected with the Animal.—Further, the details of the Post would be excluded from the Paridhi for the very reason that it is Paridhi and as such is covered with bark (which the Post is not), and is not vertical (as the Post is); and further, it would be necessary to modify also the formula 'Bring Clarified Butter for the Post', which would be entirely objectionable.—From all this we conclude that the details connected with the Post are not to be adopted in the case of the Paridhi'.
SŪTRA (42).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE DETAILS SHOULD COME IN, AS THEY WOULD BE USEFUL; AND THE EMBELLISHMENT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the details connected with the Post should find room in connection with the Paridhi; because those details have been laid down as helping in the work of tying the animal; and if any other thing brings about the tying, it does help in the work of the tying;—now the Embellishment in question (consisting in the detailed processes through which the Post is carried) brings about the tying; and it does not depend upon the fact of the thing concerned (Post or Paridhi) having, or not having, been brought into existence for that purpose;—hence the details connected with the Post must be performed in connection with the Paridhi.

It has been argued that the Paridhi has the bark on it and is not vertically placed [and as such does not resemble the Post].—The answer to that is that such of the details would be performed as are not incompatible with the character of the Paridhi,—and not those that are incompatible with it.

SŪTRA (43).

THE NAME ALSO WOULD APPLY TO THE SUBSTITUTE BY REASON OF THE COMING IN OF THE DETAILS, SPECIALLY AS THEY ARE SOMETHING NEW.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that the formula 'Bring Clarified Butter for the Post' would (according to the Siddhānta) have to be modified (in the case of the Paridhi).—The answer to that is that there need be no modification; because, by reason of the coming in of the details (connected with the Post) the name 'Post' also would be applicable to the Paridhi; because the name is due to those details; and hence it should be just as applicable to the Paridhi as to the Post. Hence there need be no modification of the term 'Post' in the said formula.
Adhikaraṇa (21): The details connected with the 'Prāṇītā water' should be performed in connection with substances like the 'Shṛṭa' (Boiled Milk) and 'Dadhī' (Curd).

Sūtra (44).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The two substances are for different purposes; nor is there any similarity of purpose (between the two things); and the Embellishment is for that purpose."

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of the present Adhikaraṇa are the phrases 'Shṛṭa-charum' (Rice Cooked in boiled milk) and 'Dadhānīshcharum' (Rice Cooked in Curd), as occurring in the following passage—'Vi vā ēnam praJayā pashu-bhirardhayati, vardhayasya bhraṭṛvyaṃ, yasya havīrṇiruptam purastā-chchandramā abhyudēti; sa tṛdāha tāṇḍulān vibhajit; ye madhyamāstānagnayē dātṛ puroḍāshēṇēṣṭakāpālannirvapē; ye śthavīṣṭāṇānindrōya pradātṛ dādhaṃścharum; ye kṣoḍiṣṭāśtan vīṇāvē śhīpivīśṭāya śhrē charum'.

In regard to these two phrases, there arises the following question—Should, or should not, the details connected with the 'Prāṇītā' [Water sanctified for the purpose of Cooking Rice] be performed in connection with the 'Shṛṭa' (Boiled Milk) and 'Dadhī' (Curd)?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The details in question should not be performed. The thing in question (Boiled Milk or Curd) is for the purpose of being offered, not for the purposes for which the Prāṇītā water is used; as a matter of fact, the Curd, along with a portion of the Rice, is to be offered to Indra-Pradātṛ; and similarly the Boiled Milk, along with another portion of the Rice, is to be offered to Vīṣṇu-Shīpivīśṭā; so that neither the Curd nor the Boiled Milk has been enjoined for the purpose of Cooking (the Rice). As for the presence of the Locative Ending (in 'Shṛṭa' and 'Dadhani'), that is a mere reference; for, as a matter of fact, neither the Curd nor the Milk has been enjoined for the purpose for which the Prāṇītā water is used. Consequently those two substances are not connected with the details connected with the Prāṇītā water.—Nor is there any similarity of purpose between the Prāṇītā water and the Curd;—and the Embellishment (due to the details in question) is for the accomplishment of that purpose, through the act of Cooking. From all this it follows that the details connected with the Prāṇītā-water are not to be adopted in connection with the Milk or the Curd."
SŪTRA (45).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THEY SHOULD BE PERFORMED; BECAUSE THE PURPOSE IS FULFILLED.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Details connected with the Pranītā-water should not be performed in connection with Curd and Milk; as a matter of fact, these details have been enjoined as helping in the Cooking (of Rice),—and not in connection with any substance brought in for the purpose of cooking; only in the latter case could the need for the details be regarded as having ceased to exist in the case of substances other than the water. In fact, the details are performed with a view to definite transcendental results; and the act of Cooking (which is done with water) is done with Curd and Milk also; hence these also should be connected with the said details.
ADHIKARAÑA (22): The characteristic details of the 'Brhat' and 'Rathantara' Sāmans are restricted in their application.

SŪTRA (46).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"INASMUCH AS THEY SERVE ONE AND THE SAME PURPOSE, THERE SHOULD BE NO DISTINCTION."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, it is declared—'Brhat prsthah bhavati rathantaram prsthah bhavati'. [and in connection with these Sāmans, certain details have been prescribed. The question is—Are these details restricted to each Sāman?—Or should all be performed in connection with both?]

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows—"It is clear that the two Sāmans are optional alternatives;—certain details have been laid down in connection with the accomplishment of the Brhat-Sāman with a view to the same purpose for which the Rathantara-Sāman is used;—hence it follows that the details connected with the Brhat and the details connected with the Rathantara should all be performed in connection with both. And the mention of the Brhat or the Rathantara would, in this case, be taken as meant for the purpose of indicating the particular Sāman to be used (in a particular case)".

SŪTRA (47).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THEY SHOULD BE RESTRICTED, BECAUSE OF THE SPECIFICATION.

Bhāṣya.

On account of the specification, the details connected with the Rathantara should be performed in connection with the Rathantara only; such details being specified as—'It should not be sung loudly, nor should it be sung with force; when the Rathantara is being sung, one should close his eyes, one should turn his eye towards Heaven', and so forth. The details connected with the Brhat are—'The Brhat should be sung loudly; when the Brhat is being sung, one should think in his mind of the ocean' and so forth.—This specification in this form can serve a useful purpose only when the two sets of details are respectively restricted. Otherwise, the mention of the 'Brhat' and the 'Rathantara' would have to be taken as merely illustrative; and in that case the words could be taken in a figurative sense; but so long as a word can be taken in its direct primary sense, it is not right to take it in an indirect figurative sense.
It has been argued that both the Rathantara and the Brhat serve the same purpose.—It is true that they serve the same purpose—of accomplishing the Sāman; and yet it is also true that the Sāman is accomplished by the Brhat in one way and it is accomplished by the Rathantara in an entirely different way. For instance, when a piece (of stick or bamboo) is to be divided, there are two ways of doing it—(1) that two men should pull it at the two ends, and (2) it should be cut by a sharp-edged weapon; now the process of sharpening the weapon to be used is connected with the second way of cutting the bamboo, and not with the way of pulling it at the two ends,—even though this latter way also serves the same purpose.—In the same manner, the question to be considered is—Are the details of the Brhat to be employed in connection with the Rathantara which serves the same purpose as the said Brhat? And on the strength of the aforesaid specification, we conclude as follows: The Brhat accomplishes the purpose in one way and the Rathantara accomplishes it in an entirely different way. And we directly perceive another point of difference also: The Rathantara accomplishes the Sāman by setting forth the ‘Shūrā’ and other hymns, while the Brhat accomplishes it by setting forth the ‘Chitrā’ and other hymns. Thus the details of the Rathantara are restricted to the Shūrā and other hymns, and as such should come in when the Rathantara is proceeded with,—and not when the Brhat is proceeded with; similarly the details connected with the Brhat also are restricted to the Chitrā and other hymns, and as such should come in only when the Brhat is proceeded with,—not when the Rathantara is proceeded with.—Thus there is restriction of the two sets of details.
Adhikaraṇa (23): In connection with the 'Kaṇva-rathantara', the details of both the 'Brhat' and the 'Rathantara' are to be performed.

Sūtra (48).

In connection with the Kaṇva-rathantara, they should be restricted only when there is incompatibility,—because it is a modification of both.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vaishyasoma sacrifice, laid down in the text—'The Vaishya should perform the Vaishyasoma sacrifice';—in connection with it, there is the following declaration—'The Kaṇva-rathantara Sāman is sung'.

In connection with this, there arises the question—In connection with the Kaṇva-rathantara, should the details of only one—either the Brhat or the Rathantara—be performed?—Or of both?

On this question, the Pārva-pakṣa view is as follows:—"The details of only one of the two should be performed.—Why?—Because of the specification contained in the following declaration—'To Rathantara belong the details of the Rathantara, and to the Brhat, the details of the Brhat'; and until any thing further is declared, only that much can be accepted which has been already declared. From this it follows that the details of only one of the two should be adopted."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In connection with the Kaṇva-rathantara,—because it is a modification of both,—i.e. because the Kaṇva-rathantara serves the functions of both, therefore,—it should take in the details of both. In connection with the modification (i.e. the Kaṇva-rathantara), there is no specification, as there is in connection with the original (Rathantara and Brhat); it is only through Presumption that the details come in; and in the case of the Kaṇva-rathantara, the Presumption applies equally to both; hence it should take in the details of both.—It is only those details that are incompatible,—such as 'it should be sung loudly, it should be sung with force' (which are not compatible with the Rathantara, which is to be sung 'not loudly, nor with force')—that should be restricted (excluded);—those that are not incompatible should all come in.

[According to Kumarila, this Siddhānta is wrong, the right view being that the Details of the two should be treated as optional alternatives].
ADHIKARANA (24): In a case where both Sāmans are sung, the details of each should be restricted to itself.

SŪTRA (49).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—In a case where both Sāmans are sung, it should be as in the foregoing case; because the purpose served is one and the same.

Bhāṣya.

There are certain sacrifices where two Sāmans are sung; for instance, 'Both should be sung at the Samaeva; both should be sung at the Gosavea.'—In connection with the Aprachiti also, there is the declaration—'At the Ekāha, both the Brhat and the Rathantara should be sung.'—At the original Primary Sacrifice, there are details connected with the Brhat, as also details connected with the Rathantara. All these details become applicable to the Gosavea and the rest, under the General Rule relating to the Primary and its modifications.

Now, there arises the question—At the sacrifice where two Sāmans are used, are the details of both to be brought in? Or here also they should be restricted?

On this the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"At the sacrifice with two Sāmans also it should be as in the foregoing case of the Kauṇa-rathantara. Because in this case both the Sāmans together make up the Prṣṭha (Hymn), not singly. Hence it would not be right for it to take in the details of any one of them singly;—here both appear conjointly;—hence both would take in the details; both appear conjointly; i.e. they combine together for accomplishing the one purpose of making up the Prṣṭha (Hymn)".

SŪTRA (50).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, inasmuch as the details of each are for its own purposes, there should be restriction, as in the case of the original Primary Sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in reality') indicates the rejection of the Pūrvapakṣa view. It is not right that when the Brhat and the Rathantara appear together, they should take in the details of both; in fact, the details of the Rathantara should apply to the Rathantara only, and those of the Brhat, to the Brhat only.——"Why so?"—Because details are for the purpose of that to which they belong; i.e. the details of the Rathantara are for the Rathantara and those of the Brhat are for the Brhat. Then again, the details belong to the two Sāmans, not to the Prṣṭha;—and when the Sāman is
sung, it is either the Rathantara only or the Brhat only (at any one time); so that when the Rathantara is sung, the details of the Rathantara are to be brought in; and when the Brhat is sung, the details of the Brhat should be brought in. The details are in fact brought in by virtue of the particular Sāman;—and the Sāman produces visible as well as invisible (transcendental) effects; hence the Sāman also has the capacity of determining the details:—From all this it follows that there should be restriction of the details, as in the case of the original Primary. Just as, when the Rathantara is sung at the original sacrifice, the details of the Rathantara are brought in,—and when the Brhat is sung, the details of the Brhat are brought in:—similarly so should it be in the case in question also.
ADHIKARAṆA (25): The ‘Pārvaṇa-Homa’ and such acts are not to be done at the ‘Sauvyā’ and other Sacrifices.

SŪTRA (51).

THE TWO PĀRVAṆA-HOMAS DO NOT COME IN, BECAUSE THE TERM PERTAINS TO THE GROUP AND IT IS THE GROUP (OF ACTS) THAT IS PERFORMED.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pāṟṇamāsa sacrifices, in connection with which there is the declaration—‘With the Sruva one offers the Pārvaṇa-Homas’—In regard to the Sauvyā and other modifications of the Darsha-Pāṟṇamāsa, there arises the question—Are the two Pārvaṇa-Homas to be offered at them, or not?

The first point to consider in this connection is this—Are the Pārvaṇa-Homas an offering to be made in connection with a certain point of time? Or one to be made as part of a group (of offerings)?—In the former case, they should come in at the Sauvyā and other modificatory sacrifices; while, if they form part of a group, then they do not come in.

"Why should this second question arise at all?"

It arises, because usage points both ways; among ordinary people in the whole country—from the Himālaya down to the Kumāri (Cape Comorin?), the term ‘pārva’ (from which ‘pārvaṇa’ is derived) is known as denoting a point of time as also a group.

The Pārvaṇapāṣa view is that—"The Pārvaṇa-Homas are an offering to be made in connection with a point of time; we accept this usage, pertaining to the point of time [and hence the Homas should come in at the Sauvyā and other sacrifices]."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—At the modificatory or Ectypal Sacrifices, the two Pārvaṇa-Homas do not come in.—Why?—Because the term pertains to the group; that is, the offering is spoken of as ‘Pārvaṇa’, on the basis of that usage of it which pertains to a group. The usage relating to the point of time we are going to refute below. Hence, inasmuch as the term ‘Pārvaṇ’ denotes a group, what has to be performed is a group of offerings; hence they cannot come into the modificatory sacrifices.

SŪTRA (52).

"But the term is connotative of the time",—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If you think that—"the term ‘parvan’ denotes a point of time, and hence the offering in question should be made in connection with that point of time",—then we are going to refute it (in the following Sūtra).
This Sūtra merely states the objection; it is going to be developed later on.

SŪTRA (53).

THAT CANNOT BE; AS SUCH IS NOT THE CONTEXT.

Bhāṣya.

There is no reference in the Context to any point of time: while there is a distinct reference to the group. Hence, on the basis of the particular Context, the term is taken as denoting the group, not the point of time.

Says the Opponent—"The Context cannot set aside the fact of the term 'parvan' denoting the point of time; because Context is weaker in its authority than the Indicative Power (of words)."

The answer to this is as follows—As a matter of fact, the term 'parvan' is not really connotative of both; it really denotes only one; if it denotes the point of time, then it is through the connection of this point of time that it can be understood as pointing to the group; while, if it denotes the group then it is through its connection with this group that it can be understood as pointing to the point of time; so that the correct thing is to take it as actually denoting either one of the two, not both. Such being the case, the reason in favour of its being taken as denoting the group is that it is in keeping with the Context.

Further, the term 'parvan' is derived from the root 'prā'; and this root is known to be connotative of giving, offering; and it is the groups that are offerings; hence the term must be taken as standing for the group of offerings; as this would be in keeping with the derivative meaning of the term.

From all this it follows that the Pārvāṇa-Homas cannot come in into the Saurya and other modificatory sacrifices.

SŪTRA (54).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE WORDS OF THE MANTRA.

Bhāṣya.

It is only in accordance with this view that the reference contained in certain Mantras would be applicable; the two mantras being—(a) 'Ṛṣabhah vājīnam vayam pūrṇamāsam yajāmahē', and (b) 'Amāvāsya subhaṇī sushēva'.—[The former, used at the Pārvāṇa-Homa distinctly refers to the group of offerings that constitute the Pūrṇānasā sacrifice, and the latter mantra, also used at the Homa, distinctly refers to the group that constitutes the Amāvāsyā or Darsha sacrifice].
SŪTRA (55).

"Even though the group is not there [at the Modificatory sacrifices], yet like 'Agni' [it would come in]",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Opponent—"It is not right that the Homas should not find room in the Modificatory Sacrifices. Because even though the group is not there,—i.e. even though the term 'pārvaṇa' denotes the group,—and the group is not there at the Modificatory Sacrifices,—yet the Pārvaṇa-Homas must come in at them.—How?—There may be some other deity indicated by the term ('Pārvaṇa'); or the group itself, though not actually present, may be offered, for the purpose of helping the Saurya and other Modificatory Sacrifices;—just as in the mantra 'Agnimagna āvaha', Agni is invited for the purposes of the Sacrifice,—irrespective of its being present or not present there,—so would it be in the case in question also."

SŪTRA (56).

Not so; the statement pertains to a particular topic.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged is not possible, because the statement pertains to a particular topic; i.e. it lays down a detail in connection with that action to which the Context belongs;—and then it is the Āgnēya and other offerings (constituting the Primary Sacrifices) to which the Context belongs; hence those (i.e. Agni, etc.) are the deities connected with the Homa in question; it is the Homa offered to them that can be regarded as being for the sake of the deities. From this it follows that in a case where these deities are not present, the Homa for them cannot be offered; so that the Pārvaṇa-Homas must be excluded from the Saurya and other Modificatory Sacrifices.
Adhikaraṇa (26): The two ‘Pārvaṇa-Homas’ are restricted to the ‘Darsha’ and ‘Pūrṇamāsa’ Sacrifices, each to each.

Sūtra (57).

[Pūrvaṇa]—“They should pertain to both, as there can be no distinction.”

Bhāṣya.

The question that is raised now is—Are both the Pārvaṇa-Homas to be offered at the Darsha as well as at the Pūrṇamāsa?—Or should the Pauroṇmāṣi-Homa be offered at the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice and the Darsha-Homa at the Darsha sacrifice?

The Pūrvaṇa view is that—“both should be offered at both the sacrifices;—why?—because both the Homas have been spoken of in the Context of both the sacrifices; and as such they should be offered at both”.

Sūtra (58).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, each of the two Homas should be offered at that Sacrifice with whose name it is connected.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (in reality) sets aside the Pūrvaṇa view. It is not right that both should be offered at both; each of them should be offered at that sacrifice with whose name it is connected; as it can be helpful at that only; and it would be useless at the other, and what is useless should not be done. It has been pointed out (in the last Adhikā) that the two Homas pertain primarily to the group of offerings;—hence it follows that each of them should appertain to that sacrifice only with whose name it is connected.
ADHIKARANA (27): Terms like ‘Samid’ and the rest, occurring in such texts as ‘Samidho yajati’ are names of Sacrifices.

SUTRA (59).

“IT MAY APPERTAIN TO THE PRAYAJA”,—IF THIS BE URGED
[then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, Prayañjas have been laid down in the following sentences—‘Samidho yajati, tanūnapātam yajati, iḍo yajati, barhiryajati, svāhākāram yajati’.

In regard to this, the following question is raised—Do these sentences—‘Samidho yajati’ and the rest—enjoin particular deities in the form of Samid and the rest,—the meaning being that sacrifices are to be offered to Samid and the other deities’?—Or they do not assert any connection with the Samid and the rest that occur in the Context,—i.e. they do not enjoin any deities with such names, in connection with the main sacrifice (Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa)?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“What is enjoined in the sentences is the sacrifice to ‘Samid’ and the rest; and from Syntactical Connection it is clear that ‘Samid’ and the rest are deities. If we connect the sentence with the Samid, etc. mentioned in the context, the connection of the Context remains intact; and the result of this would be that at the Prayañja also there would be those same deities that are spoken of in the Context;—and it is the Deity that is the principal factor, as in the Pārvatya-Homa”.

SUTRA (60).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—NOT SO; BECAUSE IT IS NOT ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as asserted above; as in the sentences Samid and the rest are not enjoined as deities.—Why?—Because of the presence of the Accusative Ending (in the words ‘samidhaḥ’, ‘tanūnapātam’, etc.). As a rule, whenever the deity is enjoined, it is either by means of the appropriate nominal affix or by means of the Dative Ending; and it is only in these two cases that the idea of being for the sake of is connected; and it is only when there is this idea of being for the sake of, that the word is understood to denote the Deity. As a matter of fact, the Deity is not any distinct species of Being; so that the same may be the ‘deity’ of one thing and not the deity of another; one thing is the ‘deity’ of another thing, when the latter is for the sake of the former.—As for the Accusative Ending, it is used
in the sense of the most desired, so that it does not express the idea of anything being for the sake of another. It is for this reason that a word with the Accusative Ending cannot denote the Deity.

Says the Opponent—"We shall assume the idea of being for the sake of; as is done in the case of such sentences as 'Viṣṇum yajati', 'Varuṇam yajati'."

But here neither 'Viṣṇu' nor 'Varuṇa' is a sacrifice; nor is either of them anything else which could be the most desired; and yet we have the Accusative Ending; hence what is done in this case is that the idea of being for the sake of is assumed;—or it is taken as being expressed by some other word.—In the case in question however, the said idea is not expressed by any other word; nor can it be assumed;—nor can the thing spoken of be regarded as something conducive to the accomplishment of the action of sacrifice. On the other hand, the very nature of the terms 'Samid' and the rest is such that they can be taken as signifying sacrifices; as for the Accusative Ending, it is also used in cases where an action is the most desired factor; as we find in such expressions as 'Pākam pachati'.—From all this it follows that what the sentence 'Samidho yajati' means is that 'the Samid sacrifice should be performed'.—Whenever an action tending to the performance of a sacrifice is enjoined, it is the sacrifice that is enjoined.—If the sentence were taken as enjoining a deity, such enjoining of the deity could be done only if the act of sacrifice itself had been enjoined; and such injunction of what is enjoined would involve a syntactical split. Hence the sentence cannot be taken as the injunction of a deity. And when this sentence cannot be taken as enjoining the deity, the injunction of the deity will have to be sought after in the words of the Mantras; and in that case those Deities would be regarded as enjoined, through the words of the Mantra, for the simple reason that they are wanted and are compatible. Hence in the case of the sacrifices in question (Samid, Tanūnapāt, etc.), the Deities should be taken to be those that are indicated by the words of the Mantras.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya IX.
ADHYÄYA IX.
PĀDA III.

Adhikaraṇa (1): Such terms as ‘Vrīhi’ occurring in Mantras should be changed when these Mantras come to be used at a modificatory sacrifice.

Sūtra (1).

It is true that at the Primary Original Sacrifice the words of the Mantra should be used in their original forms,— and so also at the Subsequent Sacrifice, because this latter has the former for its original;—but it cannot be so, when those words do not signify the thing required.

Bhāṣya.

Modificatory sacrifices form the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa,—such as (A) ‘Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer cooked rice to Śūrya’,—‘Desiring offspring, one should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans to Indra-Agni’,—‘Desiring cattle, one should perform the Chitrā sacrifice’,—‘Desiring a village, one should offer the Śāṅgaraṇi to Viṣṇu-Viśvās’.—At the sacrifice which is the original primary of all these the mantra used in the offering is ‘Agniya jyām niṣṭapāmi’ [‘I offer this to Agni’].—(B) Then, there is another modificatory sacrifice laid down as—‘One should offer the Nirūra cake baked on eleven pans, to Indra-Marutat’;—and at the sacrifice which is the ‘original primary’ of this sacrifice, the mantra used contains the mention of ‘Vṛīhi’—‘Trikṣatī śuddha samānān kṛṣṇāni gṛttasya dhāraya . . . . viṁśatīṃ mādha suvanāvyamānaḥ’.

In regard to both these sets of modificatory sacrifices (A and B), at which the use of the mantras quoted above would come in under the General Law (laying down that the Modificatory Sacrifice should be performed in the same manner as its original Primary)—there arises the question—Are the mantras to be used (at the modificatory sacrifice) in their unchanged original forms?—Or should there be a modification?

On this question, the Pārvapakṣa view is as follows:—“The Mantras should be used without any modification; it is only thus that the scriptural text would be preserved. The General Law is that what is done at the original Primary Sacrifice should be done also at the corresponding Modificatory Sacrifice;—and the terms ‘agmi’ and ‘vṛīhi’ have been used at the original Primary;—therefore those same terms should be used at the corresponding Modificatory Sacrifices also.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—It is true that at the original Primary Sacrifice the words of the Mantra should be used in
their original forms,—and that as it is used at the original Primary so should it be done at the subsequent sacrifice,—i.e. at the Modificatory Sacrifice, that same Mantra should be used; because this latter sacrifice has the former for its original. All this is quite true; and yet we assert as follows:—It cannot be as has been suggested, because those words do not signify the things required; that is, the terms 'agni' and 'vīhi' would not signify Sūrya and Nīvāra (which are the things required at the Modificatory Sacrifices).—The term 'cha' in the Sūtra has the sense of 'tu', ('but'); what should be done by Mantras is that they should speak of the things (connected with the sacrifice),—not that their mere form should be used; as in this latter case, a transcendent result would have to be assumed (as following from such use of the Mantras); while by signifying the things required, they serve a visible purpose.—From all this it follows that the two terms should be modified (at the Modificatory Sacrifices).

SŪTRA (2).

Also because we find an indicative text.

Bhāṣya.

In support of the above conclusion there is the following indicative text—‘Na mātā vardhatē, na pītā, na bhrātā, na sakhā’ ['The mother grows not, nor father, nor brother, nor friend '];—as a matter of fact, we actually see the brother and the friend growing; hence the sentence cannot be taken as denying the growth of the persons denoted by the words; it must mean the denial of the growth of the words themselves;—the meaning being that 'the term bhrātṛ does not grow, nor the term sakhi'.—‘What would be the 'growth' of these two words?’—'Growth' would consist in the appearance of other letters; e.g. when there is one person, the term is 'bhrātā', but when there are two persons, the same term assumes the form 'bhrātarau'. Thus then what is meant is that 'the term bhrātṛ and the term sakhi are not modified';—and from this it follows that words other than these do become modified: for when it is said 'You do not go to assemblies, you do not see the performance', what is implied is that other persons do go there;—in the same manner, in the case in question, when it is said that 'the term bhrātṛ and the term sakhi are not modified', it indicates that other terms do become modified.

This discussion is left incomplete here; another discussion will now proceed [and the thread of the main discussion will be taken up later, after the first explanation of Sūtra 3 below].
Adhikaraṇa (2): In a case where ‘Lotus-grass’ is used, there should be a corresponding ‘modification’ in the Mantra used in connection with the ‘strewing’ of the grass.

Sūtra (3).

There should be appropriate modification of the generic term as well as the contingent term.

Bhāṣya.

The scriptures declare that—‘Desiring prosperity; one should offer cooked Mudga-grains to Shri’.—In connection with this offering it is laid down that ‘the grass used is of the Lotus’ ['Pauḍḍarikāni barhiṣo bhavanti’]—At the sacrifice which is the original Primary of this offering, the mantra used for the ‘strewing of grass’ is the following—‘Sṛṇīta barhiṣa paridhata vēdim jayāmi mā himśiramupūshayānā darbhaiḥ sṛṇīta haritaiḥ supaṃṇaiḥ nīṣkā hyeṣā yajmāṇasya bradhaḥ’; and under the General Law, this same mantra has to be used at the aforesaid offering to Shri.—Now in this mantra, we have the word ‘darbhaiḥ’, which is a ‘generic’ term (denoting the Kusha-grass), and ‘haritaiḥ’ is a ‘contingent’ term, that is, a term denoting the quality (green)—[The two words thus meaning ‘green Kusha-grass’]—[At the offering to Shri, in place of this green Kusha-grass, we have to use the Lotus-grass, which is red].

The question that arises is—[when the mantra comes to be used in connection with the ‘strewing’ of the Lotus-grass] should the generic term (‘darbhaiḥ’, ‘Kusha-grass’) alone be modified (into ‘pauḍḍarikaiḥ’, ‘Lotus-grass’), and the contingent term (‘haritaiḥ’, ‘green’) be used without change?—Or should both the terms be modified in their appropriate place,—i.e. the generic term being used in connection with the strewing, and the contingent term, in connection with the substance used for the strewing?

The question to be considered in the first instance is—In the Mantra, is the term ‘harita’ (‘green’) used for denoting the quality of green—colour?—Or for denoting the quality of the substance used for strewing?—‘What difference would that make?’—If what has to be spoken of is the green colour of the Kusha-grass, then it is clearly for some transcendental purpose; and then in that case, in connection with the Lotus-grass also, the same green-colour should be spoken of, for some transcendental purpose; so that the word ‘haritaiḥ’ (‘green’) should have to be used in its unaltered form;—on the other hand, if the term ‘haritaiḥ’ (‘green’) is meant to be used for speaking of the quality of the particular substance used for strewing, then it becomes necessary to speak of the quality of the Lotus-grass; [and
in that case the word 'green' should have to be modified into 'red', which is the colour of the Lotus-grass].—The term 'green' may have both the meanings mentioned above; the question is—in which sense is it used in the Mantra in question?

The Pārvapakṣa view on these questions is as follows—"The term 'green' should be used in its unmodified form; hence we conclude also that the word is used in the mantra for the purpose of speaking of the green colour.—How so?—For the simple reason that the term 'harita' ('green') is actually present in the Mantra-text. Nor is it necessary that the Mantra should speak of each and every one of the qualities that may be present in substances; that quality alone should be taken as spoken of which is expressed by some word present in the Mantra—in the case in question, the word in the mantra denotes the quality of green colour;—hence it follows that this quality of green colour must be taken as spoken of [and hence the term denoting it must be used in its unmodified form].—Object—That same term (green) also expresses the quality of the substance used for strewing'.—Answer—We say—No; the green colour is spoken of by means of the term 'green', not because it happens to be the quality of a substance used for strewing,—but because it possesses greenness; so that the term 'green' ('harita') directly denotes this greenness, and only indirectly indicates the quality of a strewing substance; and Direct Denotation is more authoritative than Indirect Indication.—Thus then, inasmuch as the words 'haritaḥ' ('green') is used in the Mantra for the purpose of expressing the green colour, it should not be modified, even when the mantra is used at the Modificatory Sacrifice (of the offering to Shri)."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The 'generic term' and the 'contingent term', both should be modified. In view of this, we offer the explanation that the term 'green' is used with a view to speak of the quality of a substance used for 'strewing'. Though it is true that the term 'harita' ('green') directly denotes the green colour, yet, there would be no point in the mantra speaking of the green colour; so that it would be necessary to assume a transcendental purpose; but any such assumption would be unjustifiable so long as a visible purpose could be found. By indirect indication, the term 'harita' expresses the quality of a substance used for strewing; and this indication serves the visible purpose of describing the particular strewing-substance (Kusha); and under the circumstances, it should be necessary to indicate the quality of the other substance (Lotus-grass) that is used for strewing (at the offering to Shri); consequently it becomes necessary to modify the term 'harita' ('green') into 'rakta' ('red') [the Lotus-grass being red].

[The broken thread of Adhikaraṇa (1) is now taken up).

The Adhikaraṇa that we have just dealt with appears to be of the nature of something fallen within something else [i.e. an interloper]; hence we are explaining the Sūtras (2 and 3) somewhat differently—
Sūtra (2) also because we find an indicative text.—Sūtra (3) there should be appropriate modification of the generic as well as the contingent term.

For the following reason also we conclude that there should be modification at the Modificatory Sacrifice—"For what reason?"—We find an indicative text.—"What is that indicative text?"—There is the following declaration—'Vishvēṣṭāṇāṁ mūsūmāṇāṁ chādhām āpeṭānām meḍasonu-bṛūhi';—here we find used several modified generic terms; which is possible only if Mantras are meant to express certain things (and not used only for the sake of the utterance leading to a transcendental result).—If no modification had been made,—and the mantra were not meant to express certain things,—then there should have been only the two terms 'agni' and 'chāda'; and the presence of the other words, which do not signify any action, would be entirely meaningless. Nor could the presence of the words be explained as containing the injunction of these words themselves; because there is no injunctive term in the sentence—"They could be taken as enjoined by the declaration that lays down the entire procedure".—In that case, the objection remains that, they would be there only for a transcendental purpose.—From all this it follows that there must be modification at the Modificatory Sacrifices.

Sūtra (4).

[A Pūrva-pakṣa view—continued]—"Some people hold that there should be no modification; as it would be 'non-scriptural'."

Bhāṣya.

"Some teachers hold the view that there should be no modification."

In support of this view an indicative text is going to be cited (under the next Sūtra); and it is an introduction to that that the view has been stated here (in the present Sūtra).

The sense of this Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—

"If modifications were made in the Mantra, then the scriptural injunction [i.e. in General Law that the Modificatory Sacrifice should be performed in the same manner as the original Primary) would be disobeyed. Hence there should be no Modification."

Sūtra (5).

[Pūrva-pakṣa view—concluded]—"Also because we find indicative texts."

Bhāṣya.

"In support of this view (that there should be no modification) we find the following indicative.—In connection with the modificatory animal
at the Āgnēya, it is laid down—' Agnaye chhāgasya vāpāyā mēdasonubrūhi ' ; if there were to be modification in the usual way, then there would be no need for the injunction direct ;—as a matter of fact however, we do not find the injunction ;—hence it follows that there should be no modification.— Further, there is yet another indicative.—In connection with the Agniśomīya animal, it has been declared—' Yāhrēkam yūpamupasṛśēt ēṣa tē vāyō iti brāyāt ; yādi deau, ētau tē vāyū iti ; yādi bāhūn, tē tē vāyavah ' ; if modification were permitted, then all these varying injunctions would not be necessary ; as every one of them would be secured by modification ;—but there is the text actually enjoining the diverse forms ;—from this also it follows that there should be no modification."

SŪTRA (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa answered]—In reality, there must be modification, for reasons already stated.

Bhāṣya.

The term ' rā ' (‘ in reality ’) sets aside the view set forth above. It is not right that "there should be no modification,"—as has been just asserted ;—in fact, there must be modifications ;—in support of this view we have the reason already explained before, at the end of Sūtra (1).—What the General Law (relating to the Primary Sacrifice and its Modifications) follows is the sense, not the mere words, of the Mantras; because in the main, Mantras are meant to be expressive of sense; they are not meant to be used merely in their verbal form. Hence for reasons explained before, there must be modifications in Mantras.

We have only got to answer the arguments based upon the indicative texts cited. [This we proceed to do.]

SŪTRA (7).

The Indicative Text cited is for the purpose of imparting the character of ' Mantra '.

Bhāṣya.

The indicative text that has been cited—' Agnaye chhāgasya vāpāyā mēdaso ' nubrūhi',—enjoins the altered form, with a view to impart to it the character of ' Mantra '; otherwise, the mantra, in its modified form, would cease to be a real Mantra; it is for this reason that the text has reiterated it.
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (8).

IT SERVES THE PURPOSES OF RESTRICTION; AS (OTHERWISE) BOTH MIGHT BE APPLICABLE.

Bhāsyā.

As regards the second indicative text cited—'Yarhyēkam . . . ēṣa te-vāyo, etc. etc.'—the answer to that is as follows:—If the declaration had not been made—that 'if two posts should be touched,'—if several posts should be touched,'—then all the mantras ('ēṣa tē vāyo—ētau tē vāyu, —tē tē vāyawah') would come to be used in connection with the single Post; in order to avoid this contingency, the restriction has been made—'If two posts are touched, one should say ētau tē vāyu; if several posts are touched, one should say tē tē vāyawah.'—Thus this text also does not lend support to the view that there should be no modifications in Mantras.
Adhikaraṇa (3): In connection with the 'Agniṣomīya-
Animal-offering', the Expiatory Rite is to be per-
formed on account of the ordinary touching
of the Post.

Sūtra (9).

It should be performed in connection with the ordinary
touching, because that is what is connected with evil;
specially as it has been enjoined as contingent
upon something coming after the sacrifice has
been completed; hence it could not be per-
formed in connection with the sacrifice,
as it is not applicable to it.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, at which there is the Agniṣomīya-
Animal-offering; in connection with that, it is declared—'If one touches one
Post, he should say īśa te vāyo; if he touches two, he should say ētāu te vāyū;
if he touches several, he should say ētē te vāyavah'. [This lays down an
Expiation to be performed for touching the Post].

In regard to this, there arises the following question:—Is this Expiation
to be performed when one touches the Post during a sacrificial performance
as well as when one touches it in ordinary life?—Or only when he touches
it during a sacrificial performance? Or only if he touches it in ordinary
life?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows—"(A) It may be performed when
one touches it during a sacrifice, as well as in ordinary life; there is no
restriction.—How so?—Because no restrictive condition has been laid down;
there is no restriction as that the expiation should be performed only after
touching it during a sacrifice,—or only after touching it in ordinary life.
Hence there can be no restriction.—(B) Or the Expiation may be taken as
to be performed only when one touches the Post during a sacrificial per-
formance; as in that case the Mantra (laid down in the context dealing with
the sacrifice) would be connected with a purpose near at hand (in the shape
of the touching during the sacrifice),—while in the other case it would be
connected with something quite apart from the context, and such con-
nection could only be indirect.—Hence we conclude that the Expiation should
be performed only on touching the Post during a sacrificial performance."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Expiation
can be performed only when one touches the Post in ordinary life,—not
when one touches it during a sacrificial performance. "Why so?"—
Because the Expiation has been laid down in connection with an evil, in
the following text—'The Post absorbs the evil consequences of the sacrifice,
when one touches the Post, he absorbs the evil consequences of the sacrifice,—hence one should not touch the Post'—having made this declaration, the text goes on to say—'If one touches one Post, etc. etc.'—Hence it is clear that the Expiation is to be performed in cases where there is the evil referred to in the text. This evil can be present only in the ordinary touching,—not in the touching during a sacrificial performance. Because it has been laid down that in course of the sacrificial performance, the Post has to be 'raised' and 'anointed' (where touching is inevitable); and if the touching of the Post were something that ought not to be done (an evil), then it could not be what should be done. The prohibition of the touching has its scope in the ordinary touching; where there would be nothing incongruous (in its being regarded as an evil and hence to be expiated).

Further, the expiation has been enjoined as contingent upon something coming after the completion of the sacrifice. [Read 'nimittē', the 'na' having to be taken with what follows].—"How so?"—The text says—'The Post absorbs the evil consequences of the sacrifice, etc. etc.', which means that 'if anything wrong has occurred during the sacrifice,' it is absorbed by the Post, and what has been good is absorbed by the sacrificer; all this is purely valedictory, and is not connected with any other injunctive word. It is only the term 'iṣṭā' that can be connected with an injunctive word; and that same word, being connected with the valedictory words, is near at hand; and being near at hand, it becomes connected with other words. Just as in the sentence—'Daṇḍo manoharo ramaniyashcha prahara shigraham', though the word 'daṇḍah' is connected with the intervening words 'manoharah' and 'ramaniyah', yet being close at hand, it becomes connected with the words 'prahara shigraham'. In the same manner, in the case in question, the word 'iṣṭā' becomes connected with the other words,—the sense of the passage thus being,—if on the sacrifice being performed—iṣṭe—one touches the Post, he should say 'eṣa te vāyo, etc. etc.'; thus the word 'iṣṭe' comes to be expressive of the completion of the sacrifice. If then, the reciting of the mantra is contingent upon the touching that occurs after the completion of the sacrifice,—then clearly that touching cannot be one that is done during the sacrifice,—Hence the conclusion is that the expiation is to be performed when there is touching in ordinary life; as for the touching during a sacrifice, the expiation cannot be performed in connection with it, because it is not applicable to it; that is, it is not possible either for the prohibition (of touching) or the condition of 'completion' to apply to what occurs during the sacrificial performance.

[Kumārila does not agree with the Bhāṣya, and later writers present the Siddhānta in a simpler form.—The injunction of the Expiation follows upon the prohibition of touching;—this prohibition can apply to ordinary touching only—never to the touching during a sacrifice;—hence the Expiation should pertain to ordinary touching only.—Kumārila does not accept the Bhāṣya explanation of 'apavrktā' as 'completion'.]
ADHIKARANA (4): At the Sacrifice where there are two animals the Singular and Plural forms of the words of the 'Pāsha-Mantras' are to be modified into the Dual form.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"That which is incompatible (with the Primary) should be used in its unmodified form; because its obstruction is not visible; and because there is no difference between this and that."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Agniśomāya-Animal-sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Yo dikṣito yadagniśomīyam pashumālābhbēta’ ['When one, being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'].—In connection with this there is a Mantra-speaking of the singleness of the Pāsha (Noose)—‘Aditiḥ pāsham pramumokto ētām’ ('May Aditi loosen this noose'); also there is another Mantra speaking of the plurality of the Noose—‘Aditiḥ pāshān pramumokto ētān’.—It is going to be explained (in the next Adhikarana) that at the original Primary Sacrifice both these Mantras may be used.

[The text has the word ‘Samuchchayam’ which ordinarily means that both the Mantras are to be used together; but in the next Adhikarana, the Siddhānta is that both the Mantras may be used,—but as optional alternatives. The term ‘Samuchchayam’ of the text therefore has to be taken in this sense. ‘Vikalpam’ would be the right reading; but the MSS. also read ‘Samuchchayam’. The Shāstradīpikā speaks of ‘Ubbhayoh sannivesah’, ‘both come in’; this also has to be taken in the sense that ‘both come in—but as optional alternatives’.—The Bhāṭṭadīpikā speaks clearly of ‘vikalpam’, which is in keeping with the Siddhānta of the next Adhikarana].

Then again, there is a modificatory sacrifice (Ecotype) of the Agniśomāya, at which two animals are killed, laid down in the text—‘Maitram ēveśtanālābhbēta —vāruṇam krēṇam, etc.’ ['The white goat should be sacrificed to Mitra and the black goat to Varuna'].—In accordance with the General Law, both the above-quoted mantras come to be regarded as to be used at this sacrifice of two animals.

In regard to the use of these two mantras at this last sacrifice of the two goats, there arise the following questions:—(a) Is the word in the Plural form to be used in its unmodified form and that in the Singular form should be excluded?—Or (b) Should the Plural form be excluded and the Singular form used as modified (into the Dual form)?—Or (c) should both (the Plural as well as the Singular) be used, there being a diversity of expression (i.e. option) regarding the one to be actually used in any particular case?—Or (d) should the Singular form be used in its modified form, the Plural form also (in its modified form) not being excluded?
(A) The first *Pūrvapakṣa* is as follows:—"That which is incompatible should be used in its unmodified form; i.e. the Plural form, which is incompatible with the Primary Sacrifice (at which there is only one animal) should be used (at the sacrifice of two animals) in its unmodified form, and the Singular form should be excluded.—Why so?—Because we find no obstacle to its being used; so that just as it is used in the case of there being only (one animal and) one Noose so would it be used also in the case where there are (two animals and) two nooses; specially as the Plural form is expressive of neither one nor two.—In thus using the Plural form in its unmodified form, the scriptural injunction of the General Law becomes honoured; while in the other case, if the words were modified, then the *Mantra* would not be used in the form in which it is used at the Primary Sacrifice. Nor is there any difference between one noose and two nooses [so far as the applicability of the Plural form is concerned].—From all this it follows that, the Plural form should be used in its unmodified form and the Singular form should be excluded."

**SŪTRA (11).**

*[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"IN FACT, THERE SHOULD BE MODIFICATION; BECAUSE IT SERVES THAT PURPOSE."

*Bhāṣya.*

The term 'vā' ('in fact') rejects the view set forth above.

"In fact, there should be modification; that is, the Singular form should be used in its modified form and the Plural form should be excluded.—"Why so?"—Because it serves that purpose; that is, the two nooses that have to be spoken of in the *Mantra* used at the Modificatory Sacrifice (with two animals) have to be spoken of simultaneously, in accordance with the injunction of the Procedure; so that, in the term 'pāsha' (if the Singular form were used in its unmodified form) there would be nothing to differentiate which one of the two nooses is spoken of and which one is not spoken of; as there is nothing to discriminate between the two nooses. In fact, the connection of both the nooses with the performance can be spoken of only by means of the Dual Accusative form, and by no other means. Hence we conclude that the word should be modified into the Dual form, and the Plural as well as the Singular form should be excluded."

**SŪTRA (12).**

*[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"IN REALITY, AS IN THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE SO IN THE OTHERS (MODIFICATORY SACRIFICES) ALSO, THE ONE OR THE OTHER SHOULD BE USED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SENSE; BECAUSE OF THE CONNECTION OF THE 'INCOMPATIBLE' FORM."

*Bhāṣya.*

The term 'api vā' ('in reality') sets aside the view just set forth.

"The Plural form should not be excluded. Just as at the Primary Sacrifice, the Plural and the Singular forms are both used,—the Plural form
being used by reason of its 'incompatible connection',—so at the
Modificatory Sacrifice also, the Singular should be used in the modified
Dual form; and the Plural form would also come in by reason of its 'in-
compatible connection'. Because, if the Plural form is permissible at the
Primary Sacrifice—in cases where only one Noose is there,—on the ground
that the word (‘pāśāh’) is meant to express only what is denoted by the
basic noun (‘pāśha’) independently of the signification of the case-ending),
—then the same would be permissible, on the same ground, at the
Modificatory Sacrifice,—where only two nooses are there. If it be held
that at the Primary the Plural form expresses singularity, then at the
Modificatory Sacrifice also, the Plural would express duality.—Hence there
should be diversity of expression—(i.e. option) in regard to the use of the
exact form."

SŪTRA (13).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT HOWEVER, WHAT IS USED SHOULD
BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STATE OF THINGS; BECAUSE WHAT
IS INCOMPATIBLE CANNOT BE ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘as a matter of fact however’) rejects even the
view that has been just set forth.

It is not right that there should be an option in the use of the Mantras;
what should be used is that which is in accordance with the state of things;
that is, the word should be modified into the Dual form, and the Plural
as well as the Singular form should be excluded; because either the Plural
or the Singular ending, appearing in the wake of the term ‘pāśha’ as
denoting two nooses, can never signify any connection with the sacrifice in
question; and in the matter of the comprehension of the meanings of words,
ordinary usage is the sole means of ascertaining it; and in ordinary usage
we never find a term with the Plural or with the Singular ending applied to
two things.—From all this it follows that in the case of there being two
nooses, the Mantra should be used with the Singular or Plural forms—both
duly modified (into the Dual form).

Question:—"How is it that at the Primary Sacrifice, where there is
only one noose, the Mantra is used with the Plural form?"—[The answer is
given in the next Sūtra].

SŪTRA (14).

IN THE CASE OF THE VEDIC TEXT, WE MUST USE IT AS
WE FIND IT.

Bhāṣya.

In the case of the Vedic text, all that is actually found there should
be regarded as authoritative, and it should not be transgressed. If one
were to transgress it and assume something else, he would not be doing things
according to the Veda; nor would it be an ordinary worldly act,—nor an act in accordance with any propriety.

It has been argued that "the General Law lays down 'diversity of expression' [i.e. option between the Plural and Singular forms]").—But that is not so; what is incompatible or unreasonable can never be enjoined; as a matter of fact, the General Law does not countenance recourse to any such unreasonable process.—"Why?"—Because at the Primary Sacrifice there is only one Noose, while the mantra with the Plural form also appears in the same Context; so that in this case the 'diversity of expression' (i.e. the use of the Plural form in relation to one Noose) is what is directly indicated (by the Veda). [This cannot be the case with the Modificatory Sacrifice, which is apart from the Context].—What does the term 'diversity of expression' really mean?—It means that the verbal expression is not in strict accordance with what is meant to be expressed by it. In the case of the Primary Sacrifice the Plural form is used in relation to the one Noose, not for the purpose of bringing about a 'diversity of expression', but for the purpose of doing exactly what it is capable of doing.—"What is it capable of doing?"—The fact of the matter is that, having found the Plural form actually present in the Vedic text, when we proceed to seek for its meaning, we take it as used for the purpose of expressing that meaning which is actually found to be signified by it. For instance, what is signified by the Mantra is the connection between the substance Noose and the act of setting free ('loosening'); and the words of the mantra are quite capable of conveying this idea, irrespective of singularity or plurality.—In the case of the Modificatory Sacrifice, on the other hand, what has got to be expressed is the connection of the act of 'setting free' with each of the two Nooses simultaneously;—the Plural form would be incompatible with the two nooses;—nor is the Plural form used (in the Mantra) as expressing two nooses;—and what we are considering is the actual use of the word—which word should be used? So that the actual using of the word (at the modificatory sacrifice) being dependent upon ourselves, why should we use a word (i.e. the Plural form) that is not expressive of the things in question,—while a word (in the Dual form) expressive of them is actually available?—In the Vedic text also, the Plural form is not found to be applied to two nooses; hence if the Mantra with the Plural form were used in connection with the two Nooses, it would be a Corrupt form, not the Vedic form. Nowhere,—in ordinary usage or in the Veda—is the Plural form found to be used for expressing Duality; and when what is meant to be spoken of is Duality, the Plural form is never used to signify the two. For instance, when it is said that 'Devađatayaśājñadattabhāyam kartavyam', the Duality is expressed by the two terms 'Devađatta' and 'Yaśājñadatta' themselves, and it is not meant to be expressed by the particular ending,—and yet it is the Dual form that is used, not the Plural form.

From all this it follows that at the Modificatory Sacrifice the Singular and the Plural forms should be modified (into the Dual form).
ADHIKARAṆA (5): In connection with the ‘Agniṣomīya-Animal-sacrifice’, the Mantras speaking of ‘one’ and of ‘several’ Nooses should be treated as optional alternatives.

SŪTRA (15).

WHERE THERE IS AN ANOMALY, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; AS BOTH STAND ON THE SAME FOOTING; AND IT IS ONLY THE SECONDARY FACTOR THAT MAY BE REGARDED AS INCOMPATIBLE, AS IT IS ONLY ONE PART OF IT.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Agniṣomīya-Animal-sacrifice, declared in the text—‘On being initiated one sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’;—in connection with this, two mantras have been laid down—one speaking of one Noose, and another speaking of several Nooses [vide preceding Adhikaraṇa].

In regard to these mantras, there arises the question—Should that which speaks of one Noose come into the performance and that speaking of several be taken out of the Context (and used elsewhere)? Or should both come into the performance?

On this, the Pūrva-pakṣa view is as follows:—“The one speaking of several nooses should be taken out.—Why?—Because it is conducive to the loosening of several nooses, and there are not several nooses in the Context; hence not being able to be connected with anything in the Context, it has to be taken out to some other performance where there may be several nooses. Just as in the case of the texts—(a) ‘Yuvām hi sthāḥ svarpati iti dvayojajamānayoh pratipadam kuryāt’ ['You two are Masters of heaven—these words should be addressed to two Sacrificers'], and (b) ‘Etā asygramindavaḥ iti bahuḥyo yajamānēbhyaḥ pratipadam kuryāt’ ['Etā asygramindavaḥ—these words should be addressed to several Sacrificers'],—the latter is taken out of its Context and used elsewhere.—Similarly the words laid down as to be addressed to the offerings meant for Pūṣan, Savitr, Sarasvatī, Dyavā-Pṛthivī, and other deities are taken out of their Context and used elsewhere (where the offering to the particular deity is made).—Exactly in the same manner the mantra speaking of several nooses should be taken out of its Context and used elsewhere.”

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—‘When there is an anomaly.—“What anomaly?”—The anomaly that at the Primary Sacrifice there is only one Noose while the Mantra is one that speaks of several nooses.—Such being the anomaly, the question is—Should the mantra be taken out of the Context or not?—The answer is that it should not be taken out.—“But in connection with the Primary Sacrifice there is another
Mantra."—Yes, along with that other Mantra, the mantra in question may be taken as an optional alternative.—"Why?"—Because, since the Noose, which is the object denoted by the basic Noun ‘noose’ (‘pāsha’) is present at the Primary Sacrifice, it is not right to take out (i.e. exclude) any mantra (speaking of the Noose).—"But the Mantra in question speaks of several Nooses, while at the Primary Sacrifice, there is only one noose; hence the Mantra cannot be used at it".—The answer to this is that, even though the Mantra speaks of several nooses, yet it does express the object (noose) itself which is the substratum of the said plurality; if it did not express that object, then the Mantra could not provide the notion of the plurality as qualified by the particular object, Noose. And if it does express that object, that suffices for our purpose; as what is done with the mantra is the ‘setting free’ of that object (Noose), not of plurality or of the genus ‘Noose’. Hence all that is necessary is that that object should be expressed; and as this is done by the basic noun itself, there is no reason for excluding (the mantra containing the term with the plural ending).—"But there is the other Mantra which contains the required basic noun with the Singular ending, and this would do the signifying of the object".—The answer to this is that the basic noun contained in this other mantra is not different from that contained in the mantra in question. So that, if it be held that the basic noun with the Singular ending is not excluded from the Context, then it follows that the basic noun with the Plural ending also should not be excluded; as it is the same as the former.

Says the Opponent—"The Plural Ending can have its use in the case of a performance where there would be several nooses; and it is on this ground that it should be excluded (from the performance where there is only one noose); now when it is excluded, it carries with it also the basic noun, which is a part of the word [‘pāśhān’, ‘nooses’] [so that there is nothing left which could be treated as an optional alternative]."

Answer—It is only the secondary factor that may be regarded as incompatible—not the principal factor; and in a word the secondary factor is what is signified by the case-ending, and the principal factor is what is signified by the basic noun; as it is only a particular aspect of what is signified by the basic noun that is signified by the case-ending; so that it is only when what is signified by the basic noun is there, that there can come in what is signified by the case-ending. As a matter of fact, in connection with the modificatory sacrifice, the basic noun is not there at all [the mantra containing the word ‘pāśhān’ being used at it only by virtue of the General Law transferring to it the details of the Primary Sacrifice];—as for the Primary Sacrifice, even what is spoken of in an isolated passage comes into it, what to say, then, of what has been spoken of in connection with the Primary itself? Hence it follows that what is signified by the case-ending can come in only where what is signified by the basic noun is there.

Opponent—"The basic noun does come in into the Modificatory Sacrifice also by virtue of the General Law, so that what is signified by that noun would also be there."
True; but the General Law is a remote factor; hence that Law will not serve to exclude the Plural form. Hence it is the Basic noun which would drag away along with it the Plural Ending which is part of that noun. Nor is the Plural Ending absolutely meaningless in connection with the Primary Sacrifice; as it serves the purpose of connecting with the performance the genus 'Noose' through the act of being 'set free'.—It is for this reason that it is the secondary factor of the Plural Ending that is to be regarded as incompatible,—not the principal factor of what is signified by the basic noun.

"What is it that is incompatible?"

What is incompatible is this that Plurality, which is clearly comprehended, is regarded as not meant. This incompatibility may be assumed; but it should never be assumed that at the Primary Sacrifice it is 'incompatible' for the Basic Noun to signify what actually forms the denotation of that noun. In fact, in connection with the Modificatory Sacrifice, the secondary factor of the case-ending does not really signify Plurality at all,—because of want of proximity (which is an essential factor in every Verbal signification).

From all this it follows that the Plural form also finds place at the Primary Sacrifice.

SŪTRA (16).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE PECULIAR CONTEXT.

Bhāṣya.

From the peculiar Context it is ascertained that the Basic Noun carries with itself the Plural Ending, and not that the Basic Noun itself is carried away by the Plural Ending. What is signified by the basic noun is present at the Primary Sacrifice of the Aṁśomāṇya-animal; and what is signified by the Plural Ending is present at the Modificatory Sacrifice. For this reason also the Plural form of the noun finds place at the Primary Sacrifice.

It has been argued (under Sū. 15) that "there should be exclusion, as in the case of the Sacrifice with two Sacrificers".—This has got to be refuted [and this is done in the following Sūtra].

SŪTRA (17).

[IN THE CASE CITED] THE WORDS CANNOT BE USED, BECAUSE THE THING EXPRESSED IS NOT THERE AT ALL; IN THE OTHER CASE (THE ONE IN QUESTION) HOWEVER IT IS ONLY THE SECONDARY FACTOR (WHICH IS ABSENT).

Bhāṣya.

In the case cited by the Pāreṣapākṣin, it is only right that the formula is taken out of the Context; because in that case there is neither Duality nor Plurality of Sacrificer at the Primary Sacrifice; so that there would
be nothing to which the two formulae would apply. In the case in question, however, what is not there (at the Primary Sacrifice) is only the secondary factor of Plurality; while the Plural Ending serves another purpose of connecting with the act of ‘setting free’; and when one thing serves several purposes, there is nothing to prevent its being used for only one of those purposes. For instance, a burning stick serves the purpose of giving light and also of producing ashes,—and if, in any case, it is not used for giving light, that does not prevent its being used for obtaining ashes.—Thus there is no analogy between the case in question and that of the formulae cited by the Pūrvapakṣin.

SūTRA (18).

"There is similar exclusion of the words addressed to 'Dvā-Pṛthivi'",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (by the Pūrvapakṣin) that the words addressed to Dvā-Pṛthivi and other deities are taken out of their Context; and similarly there should be exclusion in the case in question.—This has got to be refuted [which we proceed to do in the next Sūtra].—

SūTRA (19).

Not so; because (in the case in question) the originative word is there.

Bhāṣya.

The case in question is not similar to that of the words addressed to the deities; because the originative word of Dvā-Pṛthivi and the other deities named is not present in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifices; while in the case in question, we have the originative word of the Noose.—Hence the case of the words addressed to the deities is not analogous to the case in question.
ADHIKARANA (6): In a case where the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa
Sacrifices are performed by a person with two wives,
there should be no modification in the mantra
'Pātānīṃ sannahya, etc.'

SUTRA (20).

AT A SACRIFICE WHICH HAS NO PRECEDENT, THERE SHOULD BE NO
MODIFICATION; AS IN THIS CASE NO 'TRANSERENCE' IS
POSSIBLE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa there is the following text—
'Prakṣaṇirāśudaya—Idham varhirupasādaya—Sruchah samradhi—Pātānīṃ
sannahya—Ayāyodhitī' ['Get together the Prakṣaṇi water—Bring up the
burning fuel—Clear up the Srulṣ—Dress up the wife—Come up with Clarified
Butter'].—The sentence 'Pātānīṃ sannahya' ('Dress up the wife') is what
is going to be considered. As a matter of fact, the Sacrificer may have
one or several wives; and the term 'pātānī' ('wife') has to be taken as used
here in reference to all cases of the performance (by a sacrificer with one
wife as also by a sacrificer with several wives),—as has been already decided
in the Pāśadhikaraṇa (preceding Adhikaraṇa).—The question however that
arises is—In a performance where the sacrificer has two or more wives, has
the word 'pātānī' to be modified, or not?

The Pārvaṇapakṣa view on this question is that 'inasmuch as mantras
are meant to serve the purpose of speaking of things as they exist, the word
should be modified (into the Dual or the Plural form)'.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—At a sacrifice which
has no precedent,—i.e. at a sacrifice which has no other sacrifice for its
original Archetype,—the word should be used in its unmodified form.—Why?
—The term 'pātānī' ending in the long 'ī' is denotative of the wife only;
hence at a performance where there are two or more wives, when the term
'wife' is uttered, the Dual or the Plural Ending comes in by mere implication,
for the purpose of connecting the persons with the 'dressing up'; on
the strength of the actual words of the scriptural declaration however, the
word is actually used with the Singular Ending. As a matter of fact, it is
not Duality or Plurality that is meant to be spoken of; because the term
'wife' is used only as an indicative (of the sacrificer's associate).—Nor is
there any 'transference' of the mantra from the Sacrifice with one wife
to the sacrifice with two wives; the fact of the matter is that the number
(singular) is used at the latter in the same manner it is used at the former.
—Hence the term 'wife' should be used without any modification.
Even if *singularity* were meant to be emphasised (in the sentence 'Dress up the wife'),—the Singular number would be used at the performance with two wives, as referring to *each* of the two wives, by reason of there being no understanding between them (as to which *one* should be 'dressed up');—and the same explanation would be applicable to the performance with *several* wives also. Hence we conclude that the word should be used without modification.
ADHIKARAŅA (7): At the performance of the Modificatory Sacrifice, with two wives, there should be no modification in the Mantra 'Patnim sannahya'.

SŪTRA (21).

SO ALSO AT THE MODIFICATORY SACRIFICE, BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

Now we proceed to consider the case of the term 'wife' as used at the Modificatory Sacrifice.—The question is—Should the term be modified at the performance with two wives—or not?

The Pārvapakṣa view is that—'When the term 'wife' is expressive of two or several wives, it must take the Dual or the Plural Ending; at the Primary Sacrifice however, these endings are precluded by the injunction of the Mantra (where we have the Singular Ending); in connection with the Modificatory Sacrifice however, there is no such injunction [and the mantra comes in only in view of the General Law]; and hence the term can take the Dual or the Plural Ending.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the Modificatory Sacrifice also—the word should be used in its unmodified form.—"Why?—Because of the declaration to that effect;—i.e. the declaration that 'what is done at the Primary Sacrifice should be done at the Modificatory Sacrifice'. So that, if at the Primary Sacrifice, the Singularity (of the wife) is not meant to be emphasised, then at the Modificatory Sacrifice also, the Singularity or Duality or Plurality may be not meant to be emphasised; hence there should be no modification of the word.—Or, even if the singularity be taken as meant to be emphasised at the Primary Sacrifice,—the same would not be incompatible at a performance with several wives also. So that thus also the conclusion is that there should be no modification of the word.
Adhikaraṇa (8): The performance of the 'Savaniya-
Animal-sacrifices' being similar to that of the
'Agniśomīya-Animal-sacrifice', there should
be no modification of the Mantra
'Prāsmai agnim, etc.'

Sūtra (22).

In connection with the 'Savaniya' animals the 'Adhriku-
mantra' should be treated like the foregoing,—when the
procedure adopted at them is similar (to that
of the Primary).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there is the Agniśomīya-Animal-
sacrifice, spoken of in the text—'On being initiated, one sacrifices the
animal dedicated to Agni-Soma';—at this a mantra is addressed to the
Adhriku (the man who kills the animal), which is called the 'Adhriku-
mantra'; this mantra contains the words 'Prāsmā agnim bharatāṣṭrīṇīta
barhiḥ, etc. etc.'

In some cases the procedure adopted at the 'Savaniya-Animal-sacrifices'
is similar to that adopted at the 'Agniśomīya-Animal-sacrifices'; in regard
to such cases, the following question is to be considered—In the Adhriku-
mantra, are the words 'Prāsmai, etc.' to be modified, or not?

In answer to this question a 'transference' is suggested—The Adhriku-
mantra should be treated like the foregoing; that is, the view that was the
Pārvapakṣa in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa dealing with the term 'patni'
should be the Pārvapakṣa in the present Adhikaraṇa; and the view that was
the Siddhāṇta there should be the Siddhāṇta here;—that is, the Pārvapakṣa
view is that the word should be modified; and the Siddhāṇta is that there
should be no modification. [The singular form 'asmai', which is com-
patible with the one animal of the Agniśomīya, should, according to the
Pārvapakṣa view, be modified into the plural form, in the case of the
Savaniya, where there are several animals;—and according to the Siddhāṇta,
there should be no modification.]

[According to the Nyāyamalavistara, there should be a modification of the
number and gender of the pronoun 'asmai', in accordance with the gender and
number of the animals concerned.]
ADHIKARANA (9): In a case where 'Nivāra' is used as a substitute for 'Vrihi', the term 'vrihi' occurring in the Mantra should not be modified.

SŪTRA (23).

IN THE CASE OF A SUBSTITUTE, THERE SHOULD BE NO MODIFICATION.

Bhāṣya.

In the event of the enjoined substance being spoilt, its substitute should be used (to complete the performance), as has been explained under Sūtra 6. 3. 15; and this substitute should be similar to the original substance, as explained under Sūtra 6. 3. 27.—Thus it is that, when the (prescribed) Vrihi-grains become spoilt, Nivāra-grains are used as their substitute. Now, in connection with the Vrihi, the following mantra has been laid down—‘Syonantē sadanam kṛnomi . . . . . vrihiṇām mēdha sumanasyamānah’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—In the case mentioned, when Nivāra is used as the substitute, should the term 'vrihi' occurring in the Mantra ('vrihiṇām mēdha, etc.') be modified (into 'nivāra', 'nivāraṇām mēdha, etc. ')?—Or should it be used without modification?

On this question, the Pārvapakṣa view is as follows:—"If the term 'vrihi' were used in its unmodified form, it could not indicate the Nivāra which is being used; hence for the purpose of indicating the Nivāra, it becomes necessary to use the term 'nivāra'. Hence it follows that a modification should be made."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—"In the case of a substitute, there should be no modification; the words 'pratinidhau cha' is to be construed along with the words 'ūho na kartavyah' ('no modification should be made').—"What would be the result of this?"—The result would be that there would be no modification and the scriptural text would be preserved.—From this we conclude that there should be no modification.

SŪTRA (24).

[Objection]—"There could be non-modification only if there were no mention (of 'vrihi'), and if the other substance were not there."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right that there should be no modification. There could be non-modification (of the mantra) only (a) if the term 'vrihi' were not
contained in the mantra, and (b) if the other substance were not there; i.e. if the substance used were not *nivāra.*—As a matter of fact, however, both these conditions are absent. Hence for the purpose of securing the indication of the thing actually used, the term *‘nivāra’* should be used in modification (of the term *‘vṛihi’*).

**Sūtra (25).**

*Answer*—In reality, by reason of the *nivāra* serving the same purpose as the *vṛihi,* it may be spoken of by the same name; specially as the embellishments are equally applicable to both.

*Bhāṣya.*

The term *‘vā’* (‘in reality’) sets aside the above view.

It is not right that there should be modification; in fact, the mantra should be used without any modification.—"Why ?"—By reason of the *nivāra* serving the same purpose as the *vṛihi*; as a matter of fact, the *nivāra*-grains are used for the same purpose as the *vṛihi*-grains. Further, the *Besprinkling* and other Embellishments that are done to the *vṛihi*-grains are done to these as marked by certain characteristics;—some of these characteristics are present in the *nivāra*-grains also; so that it is in connection with these characteristics that the Besprinkling and other Embellishments are performed (to the *nivāra*). And just as the term *‘vṛihi’,* apart from the embellishments, is applicable to the grains as qualified by *vṛihi,* so is it applicable also to the *nivāra*-grains in question.—From this it follows that the *Mantra* should be used without modification.

**Sūtra (26).**

Further, the truth of the matter has been already explained.

*Bhāṣya.*

*Question*—"How do you know that the characteristics of the *vṛihi* are present in the *nivāra ?’’*

*Answer*—The truth of the matter has been already explained; i.e. in *Adhyāya VI,* under Sū. 6. 3. 27, it has been explained how the character of *vṛihi* is present in *nivāra.*—From this also it follows that there should be no modification.
ADHIKARANA (10): At the Sacrifice where there are two animals, there should be no modification in the Mantras 'Sūryaṇchaksūryamayaṭāt, etc. etc.'

SŪTRA (27).

IN THE CASE OF RELATED THINGS, INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO FIXED LIMIT [THERE SHOULD BE NO MODIFICATION].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Adhriju-Mantra, there are certain 'related things', such as the 'Eye', the 'Life-breath' and so forth,—spoken of in the sentence—'Sūryaṇchaksūryamayaṭāt-vātam prāṇamavasṛjaṭāt' ['May the Eye go to the Sun; may the Life-breath become absorbed in the Air'].

The question is, should these words be modified in the case of sacrifices with two or more animals,—or not?

The Pārvapakṣa starts with a preliminary objection:—"The very fact that the words as they stand are incompatible (even at the one-animal sacrifice),—inasmuch as the two Eyes of the one animal are spoken of by means of a word in the singular form (‘Eye’)—shows that there should be no modification at sacrifices with two or more animals. [So that there can be no cause for raising the question that has been raised]."

"The answer to this preliminary objection (says the Pārvapakṣin) is as follows—The 'going to the Sun' which is spoken of in the Adhriju-Mantra is not that of the two physical Eye-balls; because as a matter of fact the two Eye-balls never go to the Sun; it is the Light (of the Eyes) that is spoken of as so going to the Sun; and this Light is only one; hence the mantra is not, in its very nature, 'incompatible'. On the other hand, in the case of the performance of the Modificatory Sacrifices with two or more animals—which have been enjoined in such texts as 'Maṅram svētamālabēta, vārum kṣēna, apaṅchausadhēnām sandhāvannakāmah'—as these are different animals, it means that the Light (which constitutes the visual organ, Eye) also is diverse,—from which it would seem that there should be modification in this latter case (of the singular form into the Plural).—'

In the case of the single animal also, as there are two distinct Eye-balls, the Light of the two Eyes is distinct.'—Not so, we reply; what is meant by the sentence 'May the Eye go to the Sun' is the animal's Light (which constitutes its Visual Organ as a whole), and not the distinct Eye-balls; while in the case of several animals, there is a diversity of this Light (constituting the visual organ of the several animals); and hence there should be modification in this latter case.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of related things, inasmuch as there is no fixed limit [there should be no modification]—that is, in the case of related things, even though there is
diversity of animals, yet the Light constituting this visual organ is only a conglomeration (or aggregate or mass) of all their light-rays; just as in the case of water or oil or clarified butter, there are endless diverse drops in diverse places, yet when they come together in one place, they form a single mass; even the same manner, the Light-rays also (though diverse in the visual organs of the different animals, come to form a single mass when they come together); so that the singular form (of the term 'eye') being quite expressive of (and applicable to) this mass, there should be no modification.

SūTRA (28).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text also, in support of the view that there is no modification in the case of 'related things'—'Na mātā vardhatē, na māijā, na nābhīḥ, prānoḥi saḥ' ['There is no augmentation of the Mother, the Marrow, and the Navel, as all this is the Life-breath']; here the non-modification of the Life-breath is taken as a well-established fact and cited as a reason (for the non-augmentation of the Mother, etc.).—From this it follows that there is no modification in the case of 'related things'.
ADHIKARANA (11): At the Sacrifice with two animals, in the 'Adhriigu-Mantra' the term 'eka' should be repeated.

SUTRA (29).

The term 'eka' should be pronounced repeatedly; because of the presence of 'one' ('eka')

Bhashya.

In connection with the Jyotisomana sacrifice, there is the Agnisoemiya-Animal-sacrifice, spoken of in the text 'Being initiated, one sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'; at this latter the Adhriigu-Mantra is recited, wherein we read—'eka 'eya trachamachchhyat' ['Cut out its skin once'].

When this mantra comes to be used at the Modificatory Sacrifice with two animals, there arises the question—Should it be repeated? Or should it be used as it stands, without any modification?

The only answer possible is that the term 'eka' ('in one way') should be repeated.—'Why?'—Because of the presence of 'eka' ('one').

What the words in question mean is that 'when one is cutting out the skin, he should adopt one style'; when, therefore, the skin of two or more animals is being cut out, it is not possible to adopt absolutely the same style in connection with all; the skin is cut out of the animals by turns, hence in cutting out the skin of one they would adopt one style; and hence if the words were used as they stand, they could not apply to all the animals. Hence it follows that it should be repeated [and to that extent the Mantra should be modified].

SUTRA (30).

[Purvapaksha view]—'In fact, there should be no modification; just as in the case of one operation performed over several things.'

Bhashya.

The term 'ek' ('in fact') indicates the setting up of a different view.

'It is not right that the word should be repeated; in fact, it should be used as it stands, without any modification.—Why?—Because what the word means is 'unification'; the meaning of the sentence being 'make the skins of these animals into one'—The question is—what does this 'making one' mean? Does it mean that the skins of all should be cut out at one and the same time? Or at one and the same place?—The answer
to this is that—it is just as in the case of one operation performed over several things; i.e. just as several animals perform their actions at one and the same time; for instance, when one makes several cows drink water at one and the same time;—in the same manner in the case in question what is meant to be said is to ‘bring about unification of the skin’; and there can be unification only when there are several skins concerned, not when there is a single skin. Hence it follows that when there are several skins, what the term ‘Ekadhā’ means is ‘unification’ [and hence being quite applicable, it need not be modified].”

SŪTRA (31).

[Pūrvapakṣa answered]—In reality, what ‘Ekadha’ signifies is ‘once’; as there is only one skin (at the Primary Sacrifice), the idea of ‘at one time’ could not be meant; inasmuch as the Modificatory Sacrifices have the said Sacrifice for their original, the term could apply only if it were augmented by repetition.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) sets aside the view set forth above.

It is not right that there should be no modification; in fact, the word (‘Ekadhā’) has to be repeated.—If the term stands for an act done at one time, then the words come to express the combination of skins; and this could not be really meant in connection with the Primary Sacrifice, at which there is only one skin [and hence a ‘combination of skins’ would be impossible].—Hence, inasmuch as the subsequent Modificatory Sacrifices with several animals have the said Primary Sacrifice for their original,—there being an increase in the number of animals, what is meant should be asserted by means of repetition.
ADHIKARAṆA (12): At the 'Two-animal-sacrifice' and other Modificatory Animal-sacrifices, the term 'Mēdhapati' should be modified according to the names of deities.

SŪTRA (32).

[PŪRVAPĀΚṢA (A)]—"Because the character of 'Mēdhapati' (Master of Sacrifice) subsists in the Master and the Deities,—because it is so used everywhere,—and because (for these reasons) the mantra is incompatible (at the Primary Sacrifice also),—there should be no modification in any case."

Bhāṣya.

At the Agniśomiya-animal-sacrifice performed in connection with the Jyatistoma, the Adhriigu-mantra is addressed to the 'Killers' ['Daiyāḥ shamiṭāra uta cha manuṣyāḥ ārabhadhavam upanayata mēdhyaūraḥ āśhāśānā mēdhapatibhyām mēdhāḥ'], which means—'O Killers, divine as well as human, start the work, bring up the weapons necessary for the sacrifice, hoping thereby to accomplish the sacrifice of the two Mēdhapatis'. In the text of this mantra, some recensional texts read the word 'mēdhapatayē' in the singular form, while others read it as 'mēdhapatibhyām' in the Dual form. [The explanation of the mantra is according to Mādhava; according to what the Bhāṣya says under Sū. 34 below, the meaning appears to be 'Bring up the chest out of the body of the sacrificial animal'.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—In the case of those animal-sacrifices where two or more animals are sacrificed,—(a) should the word, in one form or the other, be used as it stands, without any modification? or (b) Should it be modified in accordance with the number of the Master of the sacrifice? or (c) in accordance with the number of Deities concerned?

On this question, we have the following Pūrvapāka—"As a matter of fact, the character of 'mēdhapati' belongs to the Master as well as the Deity; because the animal has been offered—i.e. dedicated—to the two deities [so it belongs to the Deities]; and it belongs also to the Master, who also is 'mēdhapati',—in the sense that it is going to accomplish his purpose;—and it is also going to be given away (offered) to the two deities;—so that the 'mastery' over the Mēdhā (the animal) subsists in all these three (the Master of the sacrifice and the two deities, Agni and Soma).—The word 'pati' also is used in the sense of 'mastery' everywhere, from the Himalaya down to Cape Comorin.—Thus at the Primary Sacrifice, the singular
form (‘mēdhapatayē’) as well as the Dual form (‘mēdhapatibhyām’) are used in the sense of these three (and to this extent it is ‘incompatible’); hence, just as at the Primary Sacrifice, the word is not taken as denoting either singularity or duality, but is taken as merely denoting the relationship (between ‘mēda’ and ‘pati’),—similarly the same forms should be used at all the modificatory sacrifices (irrespective of the number of Deities). Hence there should be no modification of the word."

SŪTRA (33).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"Or, the Dual form may be taken as applying only in cases where an entity other than the Master is meant to be included; hence the word should be used in accordance with the number (of entities and masters concerned)."

Bhāṣya.

"Or, it is not as has been asserted above,—that the Singular form as well as the Dual form is used at the Primary Sacrifice; what really happens is that for persons whose Vedic text reads the word in the Singular form, it would apply to the Master alone, and for those whose Vedic text reads it in the Dual form, it would apply to the two deities. Consequently, at the Modificatory Sacrifices, where there are several deities, the Dual form shall be used in its modified form (i.e. in the Plural form), and in connection with the Masters, the Singular form would be used in its modified form; in this way the word would be used in accordance with the number of deities and masters; [so that, where there are several Deities and several Masters, we should have the plural forms, ‘mēdhapatibhyāh—mēdhapatibhyāh’, the former referring to the Deities and the latter to the Sacrificers]."

SŪTRA (34).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"Or, it should be taken as standing for the Master only; as there is a single term and if it stood for the Deity, there would be withdrawal;—as for the Dual form, that would be applicable to the wife (of the Master along with the Master himself).

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘or’ sets aside the view set forth above.

"It is not right that the word ‘mēdhapati’ should be taken as standing for both the Master and the Deity; because the word ‘mēdhapati’ is a single term; and simply because it is found in its dual form, and also in the singular form, it cannot become denotative of the Master as well as the Deities.—
Question—'It is true that there is one word mēdhapati, but another also is understood; how then is it said that it cannot denote both the Master and the Deity?'—Answer—When the word stands for the Master, then the words are to be construed as 'mēdhapatayē yo mēdhah tam mēdhya-
durah upanayata'. ['Bring up the chest out of the animal belonging to the Mēdhapati, i.e. the Master']; while when it stands for the deity, the construction would have to be—mēdhapatayē upanayata mēdhya
durah ['Bring up the chest of the sacrificial animal for the sake of the Mēdhapati, i.e. the Deity]; —the word, being uttered once only, cannot be connected with the two different words (in the two different constructions shown above); in fact, such a dual construction would involve a syntactical split. From all this we conclude that the term 'mēdhapati' stands for the Master only.—Question—'Why cannot it be assumed to stand for the Deity?'—Answer—If it were so assumed, then the mantra with the singular form would have to be transferred to the sacrifice at which there is a single deity; and this would go against the Context. On the other hand, if the word 'mēdhapati' is taken as standing for the Master, there would be no transferring of the mantra with the Dual form; as at that same sacrifice (where there is a single Master), it would apply to the Master and his wife. Thus for the sake of preserving the Context, the word should be taken as standing for the Master; and hence it should be modified in accordance with the number of the Master.'

SŪTRA (35).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THE WORD SHOULD BE TAKEN AS STANDING FOR THE DEITY; AS IT IS FOR THE DEITY THAT THE THING IS SOUGHT FOR; AS THE SUBSTANCE ALREADY BELONGS TO THE MASTER, ANY SEEKING FOR IT ON HIS BEHALF WOULD BE MEANINGLESS.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('in reality') sets aside the view set forth above. The term 'mēdhapati' does not denote the Master; it must be taken as standing for the Deity.—'Why?'—Because it is for the Deity that the thing is sought for; when the words—'āśāsanā mēdhapatayē mēdhah'—are pronounced, it means that the offering-material is sought for for the sake of the two deities, the meaning being—'seeking for the mēdha for the two Mēdhapatis, please bring it up for them'. Any such request with reference to the Master would be meaningless and should not be done; because the Mēdha already belongs to the Master; why then should it be sought for for him? Nor can there be any use in establishing a perpetual connection between the Master and the Mēdha; because, if the offering-material remained with the Master for all time, there would be no sacrifice at all.—From all this it follows that the term 'Mēdhapati' denotes the deities.
SŪTRA (36).

BY REASON OF ITS HAVING BEEN GIVEN AWAY, THE MASTER'S OWNERSHIP OVER THE SUBSTANCE COULD ONLY BE FIGURATIVE (SECONDARY).

Bhāsya.

The substance having been given away, with the formula 'this is no longer mine', if one keeps it any longer, he keeps it only as belonging to some one else, with the view that it would become connected with the Deity.—"What is the connection between the substance and the Deity?"—It is this that it is in favour of the deity that the ownership over it has been surrendered; and this surrendering has been done before the sacrifice (is completed). Thus then on account of the sacrifice having been performed, the substance remains with the Master as something belonging to another person, and not as his own, after he has given it away. That alone is one's 'own' in regard to which one's own self is the predominant factor, and not that in regard to which one occupies only a subordinate position; in regard to such a thing as this latter, one's ownership ('mastership') is only figurative (secondary). So that in the case in question direct ownership—over the 'mēdha'—hence the character of 'mēdhapati',—belongs to the two deities; the ownership of the Master being only figurative (and indirect).

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection]—"THE MANTRA WITH THE SINGULAR FORM WOULD, IN THAT CASE, HAVE TO BE EXCLUDED (TRANSFERRED); AS IT WOULD BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE TWO DEITIES."

Bhāsya.

This argument has been urged above (under Pūrvapakṣa (C), in Sūtra 34); and it has got to be refuted. [This is done in the following Sūtra].

SŪTRA (38).

BUT THE SINGULAR FORM IS APPLICABLE; BECAUSE IT CHARACTERISES IT.

Bhāsya.

The answer to the said argument is as follows:—The term 'mēdhapati' stands for the group consisting of the two deities Agni and Soma; and as such the singular form is quite applicable to the Deities thus grouped; the meaning of the words of the mantra used at the performance being—'Bring up the Mēdha for this one group'. Thus the singular form of the term 'mēdhapati', standing as it does for the Group, need not be transferred.
SŪTRA (39).

Because 'Deity' is a relative term, therefore it should form an option along with that.

Bhāṣya.

This is another answer to the said objection—The entity known as 'deity' is something relative; that is, when one is said to be a 'deity', it means that two entities (an offering and a recipient of the offering) are related;—in some cases there is a single entity; but in cases where a substance has been offered to two entities, both of these become the 'deity',—the two entities having become one; and thus the singular form also fits in into the Context, and may be treated as an optional alternative to the previous (dual) form.

SŪTRA (40).

Even if there is a single Deity, the quality does not cease.

Bhāṣya.

This is a bold assertion [Vide end of Bhāṣya or Sū. 43]. We grant that there is Singularity in the case of two deities; even so, the singular form would fit in with the Context. What is signified by the basic noun ('mēḍhapati') is actually present in the case; as for the singular number, that is meant only for connecting it with the 'bringing up'; or we may even regard the singularity as not meant to be significant. For these reasons the singular form need not be transferred from the Context.

It might be argued that—'What the case-ending in 'mēḍhapatayē' signifies is the connection of that which is qualified by singleness'.—But even so, our view would be all the more reasonable; because everything in the world is connected with singleness—'But what we mean is that the ending brings about the connection and also denotes singleness'.—Even this makes no difference; for, inasmuch as no significance attaches to this singleness, the word would not be incompatible with the Context.——'But even when no significance attaches to the singleness, the singular case-ending is used only in reference to what is connected with singleness, not to anything else'.—In that case the singleness that subsists in the term 'mēḍhapati' might be taken as actually belonging to it and, as such, referred to by the word in question.—So that this also does not affect our position.
Adhikaraṇa (13): At the Animal-sacrifice where there are several deities, the Singular form 'mēdhapatyē' should be treated as an optional alternative.

Sūtra (41).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"At the Sacrifice to several deities, there must be modification."

Bhāṣya.

There is an animal-sacrifice at which there are several deities, spoken of in the following text—'Sa ṇaṁ pashūnāḍītyēbhyaḥ kāmāya ālabhaṁ' ['One should sacrifice these animals to the Ādityas, for the fulfilment of his desire']; again, 'Vaishvādēvam dhūmramūlabhēta' ['One should sacrifice the dusky animal to the Viśvēdevas'].—The Primary Original of these sacrifices is the Āgnīṣomīya-animal-sacrifice; at this latter, in the Ādṛīgu-Mantra, the term 'mēdhapati' occurs in the singular and the plural forms; and under the General Law, this term is taken as to be used at the aforesaid modificatory sacrifices to the several deities.

In regard to this, there arises the following question—Should the Dual form of the word be modified, and the Singular form omitted?—Or should both of these be used as optional alternatives?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Inasmuch as the Dual form expresses what forms part of the sacrifice, it should be used, but in the modified form; as for the singular form, it is incapable of expressing any such thing, and for that reason it has to be omitted;—such is the rule.—Objection—Under this principle the Dual form would come to be used in its unmodified form, at the Primary Sacrifice; because the duality is not meant to be signified there'.—Answer—In this case the Duality does not specify anything; but that does not mean that it does not express what is contained in the sacrifice;—and what is expressed cannot be useless; so that the visible purpose that it serves is that it brings up the thing numbered (i.e. the animal) for the purpose of connecting it with another number; thus it is that there is modification into the Plural form."

Sūtra (42).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be option,—as in the case of the Original Primary.

Bhāṣya.

It has been said that the Dual form should be modified;—this we accept; but we do not accept the view that the Singular form should be omitted; as a matter of fact, as at the Primary original sacrifice, so here
also, the Singular form can be treated as an Optional Alternative to the Dual form.—It has been already explained that at the Primary Sacrifice, the singular form is used on the understanding that the deities (Agni and Soma), form one group,—or on the ground that deities are 'relative' entities; similarly in the case in question also, the singular form may come in as an Optional Alternative, either on the understanding that the several deities form one group, or on the ground that deities are 'relative' entities.
Adhikaṇa (14): At the ‘Ekādāshini’ Sacrifice, the singular form of the term ‘mēdhapati’ should be modified.

Śūtra (43).

In another case, there should be modification, because the Deities are distinct and self-contained.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ekādāshini (where eleven animals are sacrificed to several deities)—spoken of in the following text—‘Praśūṇaṇṛṇa vāpayati, mithunam sārasvatyā karoti, rētas saumyēṇa daśhōti, praśahyayāt paumēṇa, etc. etc.’—At the Primary Original of this sacrifice (i.e. the Agniṣomīya), there is the Adhriagu-mantra, wherein the term ‘mēdhapati’ occurs in the Singular and the Dual forms;—under the General Law, this same mantra comes to be used at the Ekādāshini.

In regard to this the following question is to be considered—Must the Dual form be modified, and as for the Singular form, should it be used in its unmodified form? Or should it be omitted?

The Pūrvarakṣa view is that—‘‘There should be option as at the Primary Original sacrifice” (as declared under Śū. 42, above).”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the Ekādāshini, there should be modification, not option; hence the singular form should be omitted.—“Why?”—Because the deities are distinct; i.e. in this case the deities are distinct,—one deity appertaining to one animal, and another to another animal; so that in this case the deities cannot be treated as one ‘group’;—and such being the case, they cannot be treated as ‘relative entities’ either. At the Primary Sacrifice, both these conditions are present (Agni and Soma conjointly forming the deity of a single animal); whereby the singular form finds room. In the case in question, both these conditions are absent, hence there can be no room for the Singular form.

As for the assertion that—‘‘Even if there is a single deity, the quality does not cease” (Śūtra 40),—this is only a bold assertion made after accepting (for the sake of argument) the view of the Opponent, and it is not the view of the Siddhāntin himself; hence that does not affect our position.

End of Pāda iii of Adhyāya IX.
ADHYĀYA IX.

PĀDA IV.

Adhikaraṇa (1): In such mantras as ‘Ṣaḍviṁśhatirosya vaṁkrayah’, the modification should be done by summation.

SŪTRA (1).

[Pūrvasa (A)—continued]—“At the animal-sacrifices, the term ‘Ṣaḍviṁśhatiḥ’ should be repeated; (a) because they have the ‘Agniśomiya-animal-sacrifice’ for their original; (b) and because the qualification has been separated. If there were no modification, the connection of the ribs would be only partial. The modification could not be in the form of summation, because there is no connection with all (the ribs).”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣoma, the Agniśomiya-animal-sacrifice is performed—as mentioned in the text—‘On being initiated, one sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’; in course of the Adhriya-Mantra recited at it, there occur the following words—‘Ṣaḍviṁśhatirosya vaṁkrayah’ [‘He has twenty-six ribs’].—By virtue of the General Law, these words come to be used at those animal-sacrifices also where two or more animals are sacrificed.

Such sacrifices being those laid down in such texts as—‘Maitram śveṭalabhatē, vārunam kṛṇamapāṇchauṣadhināncha sandhāvannakāmāḥ’; in regard to such sacrifices, there arises the following question—Should the term ‘Ṣaḍviṁśhatiḥ’ (‘twenty-six’) be repeated (as many times as there may be the number of the animals)? Or should it be used as it stands, without any modification—Or should there be modification of the case-ending denoting number? Should the word be repeated?—or the words used should be determined by summation?

On this question, the Pūrvasa view is as follows:—“The term ‘Ṣaḍviṁśhaḥ’ (‘twenty-six’) should be repeated in the case of those animal-
sacrifices where there are two or more animals. In connection with the Primary sacrifice, the ribs of one animal have been spoken of as 'twenty-six';—in the case in question, that qualification has been separated; i.e. each of the several animals has got twenty-six ribs; under the circumstances, if the term 'twenty-six' were used in its unmodified form, all the ribs present would not be spoken of. If, on the other hand, all the ribs present were summed up, and the corresponding numeral used (i.e. the term 'fifty-two' in the case of two animals), then, the original term (of the Mantra) would become omitted; and this would militate against the scriptural text.

Further, all the ribs present are not connected with the 'sacrificial animal'; as they are connected with the 'animal-pair', and no 'animal-pair' is the 'sacrificial animal'.—Objection—' As a matter of fact, what has got to be connected with the ribs is that which is employed in place of the sacrificial animal, for the purpose for which this latter is employed;—the expression used (in the original Mantra) in this connection has been in accordance with this;—at the two-animal-sacrifice if the expression used were such as connected the two animals with all the ribs, then alone the connection would be established between each single animal and twenty-six ribs'.—The answer to this is as follows:—It is not so; at the Primary sacrifice the connection of the 'twenty-six' with the animal is direct; while in the case in question, if a connection were made with any other number, such connection would be only with an imperceptible number of limbs, and hence it would be only inferential (indirect); nor would the connection denoted necessarily be between 'twenty-six' and each of the animals; it might be understood that (of the 'fifty-two ribs'), twenty-five belong to one animal and twenty-seven to the other. As a matter of fact, however, no such idea has been expressed in connection with the Primary sacrifice. From all this it follows that the term should be repeated.'

SūTRA (2).

[पूर्वपाक्षा (A)—continued]—"If it is urged that in the case of Repetition also, there would be the same contingency—
then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent to the Purvapakṣin—'If you think that the using of a term expressive of the total number of ribs (of the several animals concerned) would involve the introducing of a word not used at the Primary sacrifice,—then the same contingency would arise in the case of repetition also; as the term has not been repeated at the Primary sacrifice, its repetition at the sacrifice in question would mean the introducing of the repeated term which has not been used at the Primary sacrifice.'
Sūtra (3).

[Prāvapakṣa (A)—continued—answer to objection]—"Not so; because it is a secondary factor and because it is for a definite purpose."

Bhāṣya.

"What has been urged does not affect our position. Repetition is only a secondary factor (a mere qualification) of the word; so that in our view, it would be this secondary factor which would be the one not used at the Primary sacrifice; while in your view it is the word itself that would be so. And it is declared (under Sū. 12. 2. 25) that—'when there is an incompatibility between the qualification of the Primary and that of the subsidiary, it is the latter that should be rejected'.—Further, it is for a definite purpose that we introduce a term not used at the Primary sacrifice,—for the purpose of securing the signification of the separate qualifications; and if something not declared (in the text) is done for a purpose that has been so declared, we welcome such a process. Hence what has been urged does not affect our position."

Sūtra (4).

[Prāvapakṣa (A)—continued—Second objection to the Prāvapakṣa]—"If it be argued that 'the same might be said in connection with 'summation.' also [then the answer is as below]."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Prāvapakṣin's Opponent—"If your view is that by repeating the term, the General Law becomes honoured and yet all the ribs concerned become spoken of (without violating the original text),—then the same might be said in support of the view that we should use a term expressive of all the ribs collectively;—in this also the General Law would be honoured, as all the ribs would be spoken of. Further, in thus speaking of all the ribs collectively, they all become spoken of simultaneously and this is in keeping with the declaration of the entire procedure. Hence all the ribs should be summed up (and spoken of collectively.)"

Sūtra (5).

[Prāvapakṣa (A)—continued—Prāvapakṣin's answer to above objection]—"Not so; as it is not possible."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not so; in our case the General Law becomes honoured because we use only the term 'twenty-six' (which is in the original Mantra); while
in your case what is honoured by the collective expression is the declaration of procedure. As a matter of fact, so long as the General Law can be followed, no heed should be paid to the declaration of procedure. For the General Law is more authoritative, as it serves to originate as well as imply the requisite details; while all that the declaration of procedure does is to bring together what has been already enjoined and implied; and this latter is weaker by reason of its later functioning. Hence the term should be repeated."

SŪTRA (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa (A)—concluded]—"Also because at the Primary Sacrifice the animal is spoken of as along with its own ribs; and it should be the same in the case in question also.""

Bhāṣya.

"At the Primary Sacrifice, the animal has been spoken of as along with its own (twenty-six) ribs; and in the case in question, the same should be done;—this is possible only if there is repetition;—in the case of a collective expression, the total number spoken of would appertain to a number of ribs present in other animals; so that none of the several animals (individually) would be spoken of as along with its own ribs. Hence what has been argued is not right."

SŪTRA (7).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—But, inasmuch as the ribs are the principal factor, they should be spoken of collectively; that they are the principal factor follows from the fact that the Adhṛigu subserves the purposes of the ribs.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') sets aside the view set forth above.

It is not right that the term 'Ṣadhvināsahāśī' ('twenty-six') should be repeated; in fact all the ribs should be spoken of collectively, after summation.

—Why?—Because the ribs are the principal factor; they are the principal factor, as the statement meant to be made in the Mantra as used at the Primary Sacrifice is that 'these ribs are twenty-six'; which shows that the animal's ribs have been counted as twenty-six,—and not that the animal is characterised by ribs which have been so counted.—"Why so?"

—The counting of the ribs serves the visible purpose that the whole flank of the animal is taken out; while there is no such purpose served by defining the animal as characterised by the counted ribs. Thus it is not the relationship of the animal that is meant to be expressed; and pre-dominance attaches to the ribs.—Further, inasmuch as the Adhṛigu is
meant to subserve the purposes of the Ribs, there can be no point in connecting it either with the number (twenty-six) or with the animal.—For these reasons, the term should be used by summation.—Then again, what has been spoken of at the Primary Sacrifice is the precise number of Ribs present; and hence at the Modifier Sacrifice also, the exact number of Ribs present should be spoken of. For this reason also the term should be used by summation.

SŪTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE THE ENTIRETY OF RIBS IS SPOKEN OF.

Bhāṣya.

What is spoken of in the Mantra is the entirety of the Ribs,—not the entirety of the animals. When, for instance, it is said—‘Tā anuṣṭhaya uchchāvaryatā’ (‘Having counted the Ribs one should take them out’),—what is meant is that ‘all the twenty-six ribs should be carefully taken out’.—If such were not the sense, then the meaning (of the expression ‘Ṣaḍviṁśa-tīrvoiṅkrayah’) would be that ‘There are twenty-six Ribs in the animal and something should be carefully done to them’. For, when a thing is indicated, it is so indicated only for the purpose of connecting it with something to be done;—hence what is indicated by the expression ‘the animal has twenty-six Ribs’ must be taken as indicated for some purpose. Thus it is that predominance attaches to the Ribs.

SŪTRA (9).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—“IN FACT, THE STATEMENT MADE SHOULD BE EXACTLY IN THE WORDS FOUND IN THE TEXT, AS IN THE CASE OF THE ‘PATṆĪVAT’ SACRIFICE; BECAUSE IT IS NOT QUITE PROXIMATE.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘api tu’ (‘in fact’) indicates the rejection of the view set forth in the foregoing Sūtra.

‘It is not right that all the Ribs should be summed up and spoken of collectively; the term ‘twenty-six’ should be used in its unmodified form. —‘Why so?’—Because it is not quite proximate, i.e. the Adhriṇu-Mantra is not proximate; it is not indicated as the instrument of anything; if it had been indicated as an instrument, then what is expressed by it should have been regarded as to be done by its means, and not by means of meditation; and in that case the end of the Mantra would be proximate to the performance. In that case the requisite simultaneity could not be secured by means of the word in its unmodified form, and hence it might be either modified or repeated.—When, on the other hand, the Mantra is not an instrument, then the reciting of the Adhriṇu-Mantra at the time of the fetching of the animal becomes merely descriptive of (reference to) what is being done,—
and it comes to be recognised, under the General Law, as to be recited in connection with the several animals. But it is found that the word (twenty-six) in question is incompatible inasmuch as it is incapable of denoting the number of Ribs in all these animals. Hence it follows that it is not necessary to state the exact number of the Ribs of all these animals; all that should be done is to assert the connection of the number 'twenty-six'.

—Just as in the case of the performance where the sacrificer has two or more wives, the term 'wife' in the Singular number does not characterise the wives with the number 'one'; all that it does is that it connects them with the number 'one'—in the same manner, in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that the word should be used in its unmodified form; and when the word is used as it stands, the scriptural text becomes preserved."

SÚTRA (10).

[Refutation of Púrvapakṣa (B)]—IN FACT, THERE MUST BE MODIFICATION; BECAUSE THERE IS TRANSFERENCE; AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'SACRIFICER'.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

It is not right that there should be no modification; in fact the word should be modified. In cases where a particular number is used (in the Mantra) emphatically and directly in reference to a particular number of things,—on the strength of the direct injunction bearing upon the matter, if the number expressed by the term used is found to be incompatible with the actual state of things, the use is made on the basis of the understanding that a transcendental result follows from the use of such an inconsistent expression; as for instance, in connection with the term 'wife' used (in the Singular number) at the Primary Sacrifice (even where the number of wives is more than one, Vide Sū. 9. 3. 21).—In the case in question (i.e. at the Modificatory Sacrifice), however, the word 'twenty-six' (ribs), is not used (in the Mantra) emphatically in reference to several animals; all that is done is that the use of the Mantra laid down in connection with the Primary Sacrifice comes to be recognised (under the General Law) as to be used at the Modificatory Sacrifice; under the circumstances, the General Law can indicate the use of only that which is compatible (with the Modificatory Sacrifice),—and not emphatically and directly the term 'twenty-six' only.

—"What is it that is so compatible?"—That which was meant to be spoken of at the Primary Sacrifice; at the Primary Sacrifice what was meant to be spoken of was the exact number of Ribs present; so that at the Modificatory Sacrifice what is indicated as to be spoken of is the exact number of ribs present [and this, in the case of two or more animals, must be more than 'twenty-six'].

Says the Opponent—"It has been already explained (by us) that the Adhriṇgu-Mantra is not indicated as an instrument; and when it is not an
instrument, how can it be expressive of the exact number of ribs? All that it can be directly expressive of is merely the number twenty-six [not the twenty-six ribs]."

Answer—Even though it is not indicated by the Instrumental case-ending, yet, being included in the declaration of Procedure, it becomes a means of accomplishment; and what visible purpose would it accomplish, apart from the indicating of the act of offering?

Says the Opponent—"The word has no connection with offerings; it is the Declaration of the Procedure of the Primary Sacrifice that connects it with the Sacrifice; and at the Primary Sacrifice the purpose found to be served by it was the ordinary perceptible one of describing the offering-material; and the term 'twenty-six' also would only serve the purpose of eulogising that same material."

Our answer to this is that that cannot be so. All that the Context connects the word with is the Sacrifice only, and it is understood that the Mantra embodies a direction to the Priests (in general), and it is only on the basis of the indication of the words of the Mantra that we come to regard it as a direction to the Shamitr Priests (i.e. those whose duty it is to kill the animal); to this same effect are the words of the Mantra:—‘Daivyath shamiśārā upahūtā manuyā ārabhadheuam’ ['O divine Killers, the men have been incited, now begin your work'], and then ‘Ṣaiviṃśhatirayya vaṅ- krayah tā anuśhyā uchchāvayatāt’ ['Of this animal, there are 26 ribs, count them and then take them out'].—From this it is clear that what the word expresses is each num. of ribs, not merely the number 'twenty-six'.—

Just as in the case when the word 'Sacrificer' is used in the sense of one-Sacrificer, we take it that the word is expressive of the exact number of that Sacrificer alone, and hence in a performance where there are two Sacrificers, the word is modified into that form which is expressive of the exact number of Sacrificers.—Exactly the same should be done in the case in question also.

SŪTRA (11).

AS REGARDS THE TERM 'WIFE,' IT IS ON ACCOUNT OF ITS BEING SOMETHING NEW (THAT THERE IS NO MODIFICATION).

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 9) that the present case should be dealt with like the case of the term 'wife'.—But it was quite right in the case of the term 'wife'; in that case the term 'wife' was not one that had been laid down as to be used in connection with a performance by a sacrificer with one wife; and hence it was taken to be indicated as to be used at performances by sacrificers with two or more wives; because the term is expressive of the number pertaining to the one wife, just as much as to two or more wives. Hence there is no analogy between the present case and the case of the term 'wife'.
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SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"But, as a matter of fact, the (basic) term should be used just as it stands in the Mantra, without any modification;—because numbers take in all."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') introduces another view.

"There should be modification of the Number,—but not by 'summation'; the basic noun used should remain 'twenty-six' ('Ṣaḍvinśha') as in the Vedic text; by retaining the basic noun in its unmodified form we preserve the scriptural text;—for the purpose of expressing the separate qualifications (i.e. the twenty-six ribs as belonging to each of the two animals separately), we shall modify the ending denoting Number—using the words 'Ṣaḍvinśhata' 'stayarvankrayaḥ' [The ribs of these two animals are two twenty-sixes]

"Objection—'If the form used is 'Ṣaḍvinśhata' in the dual, then the noun 'ribs' (vaṇkrayaḥ') should not have the Nominative ending [the Genitive being the proper ending in that case].

"Answer—When the substance qualified by twenty-six is what is meant to be emphasised, then alone is this particular number uttered for the purpose of qualifying (and characterising) it; and in that case even the Nominative case-ending can serve to specify the number by indirect indication; as we find in the case of the expression 'Indrāgni dēvatā' [The two deities Indra and Agni']; in this latter expression, when what is meant to be emphasised is that quality which is denoted by the root 'dīv' (to lord over; from which the term 'dēvatā' is derived),—then in that case, the term 'indrāgni' qualifies the term in the singular form ('dēvatā'). It is on this ground that we have such expressions as—Paṇchapaṇcāshāhataḥ tṛptaḥ sameatsarāḥ, paṇchapaṇcāshāhataḥ paṇchadāśāh, paṇchapaṇcāshāhataḥ saptadāśāh; paṇchapaṇcāshāhataḥ ekavinśah; where the term expressive of number is qualified by the word 'tṛptaḥ' (Singular) through indirect indication. Just as we have in the sentence 'Dēvadatta-yajñadatta-viṣṇum-trāh parṣat' [where the singular word 'parṣat' qualifies the plural noun 'dēvadatta-yajñadatta-viṣṇum-trāh'];—in the same manner, we would have the form 'Ṣaḍvinśhata vaṇkrayaḥ' ['Two-twenty-six ribs'].—In this way we shall avoid modification and yet have the term 'Ṣaḍvinśha' ('twenty-six') applicable to the 'Ribs'."

SŪTRA (13).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—But in that case, the number would be the predominant factor; while in reality it is the ribs that constitute the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

It is true that the expression 'Ṣaḍvinśhata vaṇkrayaḥ' would be possible; but such an assertion would make the Number (twenty-six) the
predominant factor;—what would be meant to be emphasised in this case would be the quality 'twenty-six', and the 'Ribs' would be taken as spoken of only for defining that quality. As a matter of fact, however, it is the Ribs that occupy the predominant place at the Primary Sacrifice,—not the number (twenty-six); as has been made clear in Śūtras 7 and 8 above.—Thus then, the suggested form of the words, if adopted, would not be in keeping with that used at the Primary Sacrifice; and this would militate against the General Law itself.—Hence the right course should be to modify the term by summation.

SŪTRA (14).

Further, the suggested form also would not be exactly what occurs in the Vedic text; and yet (if the change were not made) all the Ribs concerned would not be spoken of.

Bhāṣya.

In the view just suggested (Pūrvapāka C) the whole expression would not be precisely as found in the Vedic text; as it would involve the use of the words 'Ṣadvinśhata' (in the case of two animals) and 'Ṣadvinśhatayah' (in the case of more than two animals).—If, on the other hand, the Dual or the Plural forms were not used, on the ground that they are not scriptural,—then all the Ribs would not be spoken of in their entirety.

SŪTRA (15).

[Pūrvapāka (D)]—"In fact, there should be repetition, without any modification."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') sets aside the view set forth in the foregoing Śūtras.

"The term should not be used in its collective form, by summation; there should be repetition of the term; this would involve no modification; so that both the scriptural text and the General Law would be duly honoured, and what would be done would be in strict accordance with the scriptures;—only the word would have to be repeated; and by this all the ribs concerned would come to be spoken of in their entirety."

SŪTRA (16).

[Final Siddhānta]—Verily in that case the Animal would become the predominant factor, as the repetition would be due to that.—From all this we conclude that there should be summation.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('Verily') introduces the final conclusion.

The view just set forth is not right; the term should be used after summation.
Under the view set forth (as Pūrṇapakṣa D), it would be the Animal that would come to be spoken of as the predominant factor;—the form proposed is 'Saḍvimsatih Saḍvimsatih vaṅkrayah';—as there is no animal which has not got 'twenty-six ribs', the use of the expression could only imply that what is meant to be emphasised is the number (Two) connected with the animals;—and yet at the Primary Sacrifice, it is not this connection of the Number with the Animal that is meant to be emphasised;—it has been already explained that what is meant to be emphasised at the Primary Sacrifice is the exact number of the Ribs;—and it is the same that is indicated by the General Law as to be done at the Modiﬁcatory Sacrifice in question.—For this reason it is clear that there should be no repetition of the term, which would be due only to Animals.—From all this it follows that the Ribs should be spoken of collectively after summation [i.e. the term used should be one expressing the total number of Ribs concerned; viz. 'fifty-two' in the case of two animals, 'seventy-eight' in the case of three and so forth].
Adhikarana (2):

[In the exact interpretation of Sutras 17-21, there is a difference of opinion between the Bhasya and Manofana-karikā on the one hand and the Vārtika and its followers on the other. Says the Shāstrasūpikā—The Bhāṣyakāra has explained the five Sutras beginning with Sū. 17 as one Adhikarana, while the Vārtikakāra has asserted that Sū. 17 should be separated as a distinct Adhikarana, serving the purpose of introducing the next Adhikarana'.—The Bhāṣyadīpika has a similar remark.—The editor of the Bhāṣya has followed the interpretation of the Nyāyamāda, and has thus upset the whole purport of the Bhāṣya itself. The translation adopts an interpretation of the Sutras on the basis of the Manofana-karikā, and it is at variance with the Vārtika and all the later commentators. There is not much difference in the net result, as will be clear later on, below.]

At the Ashvamētha, in connection with the ‘Savaniya Horse’, there should be option in regard to the form of the Mantra.

Sūtra (17).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"Of the Horse, there are thirty-four spoken of on the basis of this declaration, this peculiar form should therefore be adopted."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ashvamētha sacrifice; at this there is the ‘Savaniya’ animal, in the shape of the Horse, as also the Hornless Goat and the Ox-deer.—In connection with the Primary Aṃśomāya Animal-sacrifice, there is the Mantra-declaration ‘Ṣadviṃśhatirasya viṅkrayaḥ’ ['This has 26 Ribs'];—under the General Law this Mantra comes to be regarded as to be used at the aforesaid Savaniya (Horse, etc.);—but the Horse has 34 Ribs, while the Hornless Goat and the Ox-deer have 26 each.—Then there is the Rk verse—'Chatuṣṭramhād vājino dēvabandhoḥ . . . . . viśhasta' [where the Horse is spoken of as having 34 Ribs].

In regard to all this, there arises the question.—In what form is the Mantra to be used at the Savaniya of the Ashvamētha?—Should the peculiar trait (of having 34 Ribs) be separately emphasised in connection with the Horse, while of the Hornless Goat and the Ox-deer, the Ribs should be summed up and spoken of by the total number [i.e. twenty-six of the Hornless Goat plus the twenty-six of the Ox-deer']? Or should the Ribs of all the three animals be summed up and spoken of by the total number [i.e. 'eighty-six']?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"The Horse has 34 Ribs; therefore this peculiar trait should be separately mentioned in the Mantra. Why?—Because of the declaration; i.e. the statement made in the
SŪTRA (18).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa]—What is actually used at the Primary Sacrifice rejects the said peculiar trait; because it is expressed by the term 'thirty-four'.

Bhāṣya.

What is actually used at the Primary Sacrifice rejects the said peculiar trait;—i.e. the statement to be made should be exactly that which has been made at the Primary Sacrifice.—How so?—Because there is the injunction that—'One should not speak of thirty-four, one should speak of twenty-six itself' and this injunction clearly precludes the mention of the number 34, since it is expressed by the term 'thirty-four' the use of which is forbidden. Thus, inasmuch as it is forbidden, the separate mention of the peculiar trait (that it has 34 Ribs) cannot be made; and what can be mentioned is only the sum total of the ribs of all the three animals.

Says the Pūrvapakṣaṁ—"Even though the injunction that 'one should speak of twenty-six itself' precludes the separate mention of the peculiar trait, yet this separate mention should be made."

We say—No. This declaration does not actually enjoin the use of the term 'twenty-six'; what it does is only to reiterate what is already known (through the General Law, which transfers the details of the Primary to the Modifyatory Sacrifice).—"How do you know that?"—We gather it from the use of the term 'eva', 'itself'; this term 'eva' is used only in connection with what is already known.—And what is already known as to be done is not the use of the term 'twenty-six', but the mention of the number twenty-six; this is what has been done at the Primary Sacrifice; and this is what is indicated as to be done in the case in question;—and as this number was indicated at the Primary by means of the term 'twenty-six'; in the present case also, the same term is used for indicating that same number.—If the declaration quoted were taken as enjoining the mention of the number twenty-six, then two things would come to be enjoined by it—(1) the prohibition of the number 34 and (2) the mention of the number 26;—and this would involve a syntactical split; which would mean that the declaration would cease to be one syntactical whole.—"What is this syntactical whole?"—It consists of mutual reliance (between the two clauses)—'One should not mention thirty-four;—he should mention twenty-six'; this sentence is one syntactical whole expressing the idea that 'as 34 is forbidden, 26 should be mentioned'; and as this is already known (that of two possible numbers, one being forbidden, the other should be mentioned), all that the statement can be taken to mean is that it eulogises the Prohibition;—thus it is that it becomes one syntactical whole. This would not be
possible if it were taken as actually enjoining the number. And so long as a sentence can be taken as expressing one single idea, it cannot be right to take it as expressing several ideas. As this always involves the assumption of many transcendental factors. From all this it follows that the words should be used exactly as they are indicated (by the form used at the Primary Sacrifice).

SūTRA (19).

[Pūrva-pāṅgaṇī’s answer to Sūtra 18]—“There is the Rk-verse actually found in the Vedic text; and the only reasonable course is that there should be no wavering.”

Bhāṣya.

“The Rk-verse—‘Chatuṣtriṁśad vājino dēvabandhoḥ, etc.’—is actually found in the Vedic text (where, in connection with the Horse, the number 34 is clearly spoken of);—at the same time, the mention of 34 has been forbidden (in the text—‘Na chatuṣtriṁśaditi brīyāt’);—under the circumstances, the peculiar trait of the Horse must be separately mentioned. As it is only thus that a definite course would be adopted and there would be no wavering (between the two contending texts); and it is only right that there should be no wavering. If the two courses were treated as optional alternatives, then the two texts would become contradicted by one another: i.e. if the number is mentioned, then the Prohibition is not followed,—and if the number is not mentioned, the injunction of its mention is not followed.—From all this it follows that there should be a separate mention of the peculiar trait of the Horse.”

SūTRA (20).

[Pūrva-pāṅgaṇī’s answer concluded]—“On the basis of the text, there would be a modification of the word in the Rk-verse; as in the case of the word ‘aira’.”

Bhāṣya.

“It has been argued that the Rk-verse has been forbidden. But that is not so; all that is necessitated by the text is that there should be modification of the word in the verse. The text says—‘One should not mention 34, he should mention 26’; here the word ‘34’ is forbidden directly by the text, while it is only by indirect implication that the verse is forbidden;—and when there is conflict between Direct Assertion and Indirect Implication, the most reasonable course is to accept the former. Hence we conclude that there should be separate mention of the peculiar trait of the Horse [by means of the verse; only the word ‘thirty-four’ being changed into ‘twenty-six’].”
[Siddhânta]—In reality, there is prohibition of the whole verse; as there would be no connection with the word.

_Bhâṣya._

In fact, the prohibition is of the whole verse, not only of the word '34'.—"Why so?"—_As there would be no connection with the word._—i.e. the verse would have no connection with the word 'thirty-four'; and in the absence of this word, the rest of the verse could not express the number of Ribs.—If the rest of the verse were connected with the word 'twenty-six',—even so it would not express the number of Ribs of the Horse (which has 34, not 26, Ribs); so that the statement would not serve any visible purpose. The sentence, thus being wanting in a necessary word, could not serve any useful purpose; specially as the uttering of a defective sentence has been declared to lead to evil consequences—"If a Mantra is defective, either in accent or in syllable, it is wrongly uttered and expresses not the intended meaning; it becomes a verbal thunderbolt and strikes the sacrificer; as happened in the case of the word ‘indrasātrā’, through wrong accentuation."—Further in this case, the word 'thirty-four' would become absolutely useless.

From all this we conclude that—(a) the words used should be expressive of the sum total of the Ribs of all the three animals;—and (b) as the use of the _Rk-verse_ has been enjoined by another injunction, there should be a separate mention of the peculiar trait of the Horse [i.e. the two forms of words should be treated as optional alternatives]. [The two options being—(a) 'Thirty-four Ribs (of the Horse) and Fifty-two (of the other two animals),—(b) 'Eighty-six Ribs of all the three animals together'.]

[The explanation of _Sūtras_ 17–21, in accordance with the _Vārtīka_ and its followers has been clearly stated in the _Śāstraśīpikā_; it may be thus summed up;—_Sūtra_ 17 sets forth the _Siddhânta_ view that there should be option in the present case. That the text 'one should not mention 34, he should mention 26' prohibits the entire verse referring specifically to the Horse is going to be established in the following _Adhikaraṇa_ consisting of _Sūtras_ 18–21;—what is considered under the present _Adhikaraṇa_ (Sū. 17) is the question—should we always use the words exactly as they are used at the Primary Sacrifice—or should the specific verse speaking of the peculiar trait of the Horse be also treated as an optional alternative,—even though it has been prohibited?—The _Pūrvapakṣa_ view is that, "On the strength of the direct (prohibitive) declaration, the _Mantra_ used should be exactly as used at the Primary Sacrifice".—_The Siddhânta_ is that what is laid down in the sentence 'one should not mention 34' is the prohibition of the mention of 34; and this prohibition implies the possibility of using what is prohibited;—this possibility must be based upon scripture;—and on the basis of this assumed text indicating the possibility of the use of the words speaking of the peculiar trait of the Horse,—we take it that the use of these words also is
permissible, and hence should be regarded as an optional alternative. (This is the same as the final Siddhānta deduced by the Bhāṣya from all the five Śūtras 17-21.)—The next four Śūtras 18-21, according to the Shāstrādpikā, form a distinct Adhikaraṇa leading to the Siddhānta that there should be the following options—(a) 'Thirty-four Ribs (of the Horse) and 52 (of the other two), and (b) 'Eighty-six of all three' (34 of the Horse, 26 of each of the other two).]
ADHIKARAṆA (3): In connection with the ‘Agniśomiya-Animal-Sacrifice’, the term ‘urūka’ stands for the Fat.

SŪTRA (22).

BY REASON OF THE PROXIMITY OF THE VANIŚTU (RECTUM), IT IS THE FAT THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DENOTED BY THE TERM ‘Urūka’.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣoma, there is the Agniśomiya-Animal-Sacrifice; at which the following words are used in the Adhriṇu-Mantra—‘Vaniśtanasa mā rāviṣtra urūkam manyamānāḥ’ [‘Do not cut out its rectum, thinking it to be urūka’].

In regard to the term ‘urūka’ as used here, there arises the following question—Does the sentence mean ‘Do not cut out the rectum, thinking it to be ulūka, i.e. an owl’? Or ‘Do not cut out the rectum, thinking it to be Fat’?

On this question, the Pāṛvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘The meaning is ‘thinking the Rectum to be an owl’.—‘But how can the term urūka signify the ulūka (owl)?’—It does so because the letters ‘ra’ and ‘la’ are similar; as we have such optional forms as ‘paryanka—palyanka’, ‘romāni—lomāni’, ‘anguriḥ—anquliḥ’;—and also because the Rectum really resembles the owl. On the other hand, the term ‘urūka’ is never found to be expressive of Fat.”

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—It is the Fat that should be taken as expressed by the term ‘urūka’; the idea expressed is ‘Do not cut out the rectum, thinking it to be Fat’; this idea, as thus expressed, serves a distinctly useful purpose; as by reason of the proximity of the Rectum, it is quite possible for it to be mistaken for Fat and cut out;—and by preventing this possible contingency, the sentence serves a visible purpose. It does not mean that the Rectum is not to be cut out at all; what is meant is that at the time of the cutting out of the Fat, the Rectum should not be cut out under the misapprehension that it is Fat. Under the other view, the prohibition ‘Do not cut out of the Rectum’ would be meaningless, when as a matter of fact, the Rectum has got to be cut out; and the mention of the similarity to the owl would have to be taken as serving some transcendental purpose.—‘But, as a matter of fact, the term urūka is never used in the sense of Fat,—how could it denote the Fat?’—Answer—Etymologically, the term ‘urūka’ signifies large; as is found in such expressions as ‘uru rājāṅgaṇaṁ’ [‘The royal courtyard is large’], ‘Uru tailikāṅgaṇaṁ’ [‘The court of the Tailika is large’]: as also in such Vedic sentences as—‘Uru hi rāja varuṇashchakāra,
"Uru viṣṇo vikramasva" [in all of which cases 'uru' stands for 'large'].

-Similarly in the case in question it signifies 'large';—then again, the term 'Kasha' is known to be denotative of marrow; as we find in such expressions as 'Kashavāhino rathāḥ', which means that 'the chariots pass through marrow';—the term 'Ka' is a part of the word 'Kasha', and as such it brings about the notion of the whole of which it forms part; so that the term 'urūka' is found to be a compound word (urū-ka) standing for 'large marrow', and denoting the large lump of Fat full of marrow; the meaning of the sentence in question thus comes to be—'Do not cut out the Rectum which is near the Fat, thinking it to be a large lump of Fat'.

Thus it becomes established that the term 'urūka' signifies Fat.

Question—"What is the use of this Adhikarana?"

Answer—If what is meant is the Rectum itself which is spoken of as resembling the owl (urūka),—then, when the words come to be used at a sacrifice with two or more animals, there would be no modification in the word 'urūkam', which comes in only as a standard of comparison—if, on the other hand, the term 'urūka' stands for Fat-lump, then both the terms 'uru' and 'ka' should have to be modified into 'urū-kē' (in the case of two animals) and 'urūni-kāni' (in the case of more than two animals); or into 'urūkē' and 'urūkāni', if the term 'urūka' is taken as a compound.
ADHIKARANA (4): In the ‘Adhrigu-Mantra’, the term ‘prashasā’ occurring in the expression ‘prashasā bāhū’, stands for ‘prashamsā’ (Praise).

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“The word ‘prashasā’ denotes the sword.”

Bhāṣya.

In the same Adhrigu-Mantra that we have been dealing with, we find the expression ‘prashasā bāhū’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—In the sentence ‘prashasā bāhū kṛṇutāt’, is ‘prashasā’ a word with the Instrumental Ending, the meaning of the sentence being ‘The two arms should be taken out by means of the Prasāsā’?—Or ‘prashasā’ is a word with the Accusative Ending, the ending being turned into the form of ‘ā’,—and the meaning of the sentence is ‘The two excellent arms should be cut out’?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“The word ‘prashasā’ denotes the sword; the term ‘Shāsa’ is well known as denoting the sword; this is what has been referred to in the following Vedic-text—‘Dārśanā kṛṣṇā vā hā pālpimā vāhītī asaṃ vāhā naḥ shāmāmāḥ kāyaḥ’ (‘Having performed the ten Prayāja sacrifices, he says Bring the Shāsa; it is the sword that is called Shāsa’).—A mere praise of the arms (as ‘excellent’) would serve no useful purpose; as the only idea possible would be that ‘the excellent arms bring about some transcendental result’, and this would involve the assumption that the arms are deities indicated by the words of the Mantra;—and this would be highly improper; specially when another explanation is possible.—In support of this other explanation we have the following passage which occurs in the section dealing with the story of Shunahṣēpa—‘Aṣṭaevaṣam prasaṃbālī sam vṛttaḥ viṣṇuḥminks nā hṛṣtāvaḥ muktah’.—From all this it is clear that the ‘prashasā’ stands for ‘asinā’, ‘by the sword ’.”

SŪTRA (24).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it signifies the praise of the arms.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the word in question signifies the praise of the arms; the sentence ‘Prasāsā bāhū kṛṇutāt’ meaning ‘the two excellent arms should be cut out’; in this sense, the term ‘prashasā’ serves a distinctly useful purpose; the ‘excellence’ of the arms consists in their entirety; hence the sentence means that ‘one should take out the whole of the two arms’;
i.e. 'the two arms should be wholly taken out'.—Under the Pūrṇapakṣa view, the arms would be taken out by means of the Svadhistī (as they actually are), while the word uttered would be one signifying the sword; or the sentence would be laying down a deity indicated by the Mantra;—and lastly, the arms should have to be cut out with the sword;—all this would be highly improper, when the weapon actually enjoined for the purpose is the Svadhistī.—Nor can it be said that the arms (fore-legs) are not excellent or praiseworthy; as it is on those that the animal walks; and it is by bending and resting on them that it eats the Shami and the Karīra.—From all this it follows that the term 'prashasā' denotes the praise of the arms.

"What is the use of this Adhikaraṇa?"

At the Ashvamedha there are a hundred silver swords with green scabbards; according to the Pūrṇapakṣa, in this case the form 'prashasā' (Instrumental Singular) would have to be modified (into the Plural form, to be in keeping with the large number of swords);—while according to the Siddhānta, the modification (if any) would be in keeping with the number of arms concerned.
ADHIKARANĀ (5): In the expression 'Shyenamasya vakṣah', etc., the terms 'Shyēna' and the rest denote 'entirety'.

SŪTRA (25).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"By reason of the proximity of what is well known, the terms 'Shyēna', 'Shalā', 'Kashyapa', 'Kavaśa', and 'Srēkaparṇa' should be taken as denoting the shape."

Bhāṣya.

In the same 'Adhṛigu-Mantra' that we have been discussing, there occur the following words—'Shyenamasya vakṣah kṛṇutā, Shalā dospaṇī, Kashyapevaṁsanau, Kavasorū, Srēkaparṇapāṭhivantaḥ' ['One should make the chest of the animal a kite, etc. etc.'].

In regard to these words ('Shyēna', 'Shalā', etc.), there arises the question—Do they signify the shape [the meaning being that 'the chest should be turned into the shape of the kite' and so forth]?—Or do they signify entirety [the meaning being that 'the chest should be kept entire' and so forth]?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"By reason of the proximity of what is well known, the term should be taken as denoting the shape;—as a rule, in ordinary practice when something is asserted as to be made,—and this assertion is in proximity to what is well known, it is always understood as standing for the shape (of that well-known thing); e.g. in such expressions as—'Make lions of this lump of flour', 'Make girdles of the fibre of the Arjuna-plant';—it is understood that the term 'lion' stands for the shape of the Lion, and the term 'girdle' stands for the shape of the girdle. Similarly the sentences in question should mean—'The chest should be turned into the shape of the kite,—the arms should be turned into the shape of the porcupine,—the shoulders should be turned into the shape of the tortoise,—the thighs should be turned into the shape of a shield,—the knee-bones should be turned into the shape of the leaf of the Karavīra-plant'."

SŪTRA (26).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it is 'entirety' that is signified, as it is already like that.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
It is not true that the terms in question signify shape; what is meant to be expressed is the taking out of the entire limb; and as a matter of fact, when the limbs mentioned are taken out in their entirety, they actually have the shape of the things mentioned. So that when it is said 'Make these limbs such as to have the shape of the kite, etc.', what is understood to be meant is 'take out the limbs in their entirety'; such an injunction, even though got at by indirect indication, comes to serve a perceptible purpose; because the use to which the limbs are going to be put is such as can be fulfilled only when they are taken out in their entirety; that is to say, when each of these limbs is taken out as a whole, then alone is it possible to make an offering of that limb. Otherwise (according to the Pûrvapakṣa view) what would be offered would be the lump of flesh of that particular shape (not that particular limb).—From this it follows that the words should be taken as signifying entirety.

SŪTRA (27).

ALSO BECAUSE THE 'ADHIRIGU-MANTRA' IS MEANT FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

The Adhirigu-mantra also is for the purpose of the extracting of the limbs,—that is, it is meant to serve the purpose of accomplishing the extracting of the limbs in their entirety.—"How so?"—It contains the words—'Gātram gātramasyānūnām kṛṇūtāt' ['See that each of its limbs remains intact'].—From this also it is clear that the terms 'Shyēna' and the rest signify the extracting of the limbs in their entirety.

The purpose served by the discussion is as already explained; [i.e. according to the Pûrvapakṣa, the term 'Shyēnam' in the singular form would have to be modified into the Dual or Plural forms in the case of there being two or more animals; while according to the Siddhānta, no such modification should be necessary, as the term 'entirety' is a generic term and as such is equally applicable to one or more animals].
Adhikaraṇa (6): The expiatory sacrifice 'Jyotismati' is not to be performed on the extinguishing of the Fire taken out for the Darsha-sacrifice.

Sūtra (28).

There is to be no expiation in connection with what is accidental; because it is for another purpose,—it having been prescribed for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Agnihotra laid down in the text—'Knowing this, if one performs the Agnihotra, etc.'; in connection with this, it is declared—'If the Fire taken out should become extinguished before the Agnihotra-libation has been offered, one should offer the cake baked upon eight pans to Agni-Jyotismat'.

[Every day, Fire is taken out of the Gārhapatya-hearth and placed in the Āhavaniya hearth, for the purpose of offering the Agnihotra-libations. If the Fire thus taken out goes out before these libations have been offered, then the man should make the said offering to Agni-Jyotismat; this is an expiatory rite.]

In this connection the question that arises is—Should, or should not, this expiatory Jyotismati sacrifice be performed when the Fire that goes out before the offering of the Agnihotra-libations is the one that has been taken out for the offering of the Darsha, or the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice [and not the one that had been taken for the offering of the Agnihotra]? On this question, the Pūrva-pāṇḍya view is as follows:—"The expiatory sacrifice must be performed in the said case.—Why?—Because when the condition is there, that which is conditional upon that condition must come in. The only condition laid down for the performance of the Jyotismati sacrifice is that the Fire taken out should go out before the Agnihotra-libations have been offered; hence [when this condition is there, as it is in the case in question] the sacrifice must be performed. Nor is there any word to the effect that the sacrifice should be performed only on the going out of the Fire that has been taken out for the purpose of the Agnihotra'. For this reason also, the sacrifice should be performed in the case in question."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—In connection with what is accidental,—i.e. in connection with the going out of the Fire referred to above,—the expiation should not be performed;—because in that case the taking out of the Fire has been for another purpose,—i.e. for the purpose of the Darsha and Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices;—while the expiation has been laid down in connection with the going out of that Fire which has been taken out for the purpose of the Agnihotra-offering.—Hence it follows that the Expiation should not be performed in the case in question.

Says the Opponent—"We have already pointed out that there is no other word in the text to show that the expiation is to be performed on the
going out of only that Fire which has been taken out for the purpose of the Agnihotra-offering."

**Answer**—Though there is no such word in the text, yet it is understood that the expiation has been laid down only in connection with the going out of that Fire which has been taken out for the purposes of the Agnihotra.—"How so?"—It is so understood because the Expiation has been laid down under the context of the Agnihotra; from the fact of its having been laid down in the context of the Agnihotra, it follows that it is helpful at this latter.

"But the taking out of the Fire is not qualified by Agnihotra;—everything is done for its own sake, not for the sake of the qualification of something else."

**Answer**—The Expiation that is laid down is in relation to the *Fire*, not in relation to the *going out*.

**Question**—"What if it is so?"

**Answer**—If it were in relation to the *going out*, then, inasmuch as the *going out* is not a part of the sacrifice, the Expiation could not be held to be for the purpose of the *going out*; in fact, it is related to the Agnihotra as its purpose, which forms the subject-matter of the Context. When it is related to the *Fire*,—inasmuch as the Fire is a subsidiary detail of the sacrifice,—it is through that Fire that the Expiation becomes connected with its purpose. Such being the case, the Fire, thus taken out, is said to have 'gone out' ('extinguished') if it fails to accomplish that purpose. Thus the accomplishment of the Agnihotra is the purpose to be served by that Taking out of the Fire which is done for the sake of Agnihotra; and the accomplishment of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is the purpose to be served by the Taking out of the Fire which is done for the sake of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.—When the Fire that has been taken out goes out, it becomes incapable of accomplishing its purpose; and by means of the prescribed Expiation, it regains its capacity to accomplish that purpose. Thus it is that by making the Fire so capable, the Expiation helps the performance of the Agnihotra. On the other hand, when the Fire had been taken out for the sake of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa,—if the Expiation renders that fire capable, it does not in any way help the Agnihotra; it is only when the Fire had been taken out for the sake of the Agnihotra that by rendering that Fire capable, the Expiation helps the Agnihotra.—From all this it follows that the Expiation in question is to be performed only when the Fire had been taken out for the sake of the Agnihotra.

**Question**—"How do you know that the Expiation is related to the *Fire*, not to the *going out*? That it is related to the 'going out' as qualified by 'Fire' is directly asserted by the words of the text, while it is by Syntactical Connection that it is indicated that it is related to the 'Fire' as characterised by the 'going out';—and as Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection, it follows that the Expiation is related to the 'going out'."

**Answer**—The connection of 'going out' is unavoidable; hence it follows that no emphasis is intended to be laid upon the phrase 'for whom it
should go out'; and there can be no connection with what is not required; as such connection could be accepted only as leading to some transcendental result. On the other hand, if the Expiation is related to the 'Fire' as characterised by 'going out',—the connection comes to be with what is actually required; as it comes to be recognised as to be performed only when there is extinguishing of the Fire, and in this case a visible purpose is served. Hence it follows that the Expiation is related to the Fire as characterised by the 'going out'.—If the Fire that goes out is one that had been taken out for the sake of the *Darsha-Pûrṇamāsā*,—then the Fire that has become extinguished is one that is not related to the *Agniḥotra* itself; and as the *taking out* of the Fire was not for the *Agniḥotra* itself,—the Expiation in question could not be applicable to this case.

Further, there is an indicative text also, in support of this view.—

"What is that text?"—It is in the form of the reference in the words 'He whose Fire is taken out at the *Agniḥotra*. That this is a reference follows from the fact that if it were treated as an injunction, there would be a syntactical split.—If the *taking out* of the Fire is for the purpose of the *Agniḥotra*, then with a view to express the idea that 'the said purpose has not been accomplished', it is only right that there should be a reference in the form of the said words to the fact of 'the Agniḥotra-libations not having been offered'.—From this also it follows that the Expiation is to be performed only when the Fire going out has been one that had been taken out for the purpose of the *Agniḥotra*.

*Question*—"What then should be done in the other case (where the Fire taken out for the *Darsha-Pûrṇamāsā* has gone out) ?"

*Answer*—In the case of that *going out* of the Fire, there should be some other Expiation which has not been prescribed with special reference to any particular sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (7): The expiatory sacrifice \textit{Jyotismatī} is not to be performed on the going out of the \textit{Dhārya} Fire.

SŪTRA (29).

So also is the case of the \textit{maintaining} (of the Fire), because it is for another purpose.

Bhāṣya.

It has been declared that \textquoteleft The Āhavanīya should be maintained by \textit{Gataśrī} persons' [i.e. (a) \textquoteleft by persons who have attained prosperity', according to \textit{Tantra-ratna}.—'by (1) the learned Brāhmaṇa, (2) the village-chief, and (3) the Ksattriya', according to an old text].—There is the Expiation laid down in connection with the going out of the Fire in connection with the \textit{Agnihotra}—\textquoteleft If the Fire taken out should go out before the Agnihotra-libations have been offered, one should offer a cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Jyotismat'.

In regard to this there arises the following question—When this \textit{Dhārya-Agni} (Fire to be Maintained) goes out, should the said Expiation be performed or not?

On this question, the \textit{Pūrvepakṣa} view is as follows:—"The Expiation must be performed, as the condition precedent is present; the only condition precedent is that the Fire taken out for the \textit{Agnihotra} should go out; and this condition is wholly present in the case in question; hence the Expiation must be performed. \textit{Objection}—The Fire that has gone out in this case is one that had been taken out for the purpose of all (sacrificial) acts, not \textit{for the purpose of the Agnihotra only}.—\textit{Answer}—If it is for the purpose of all acts, then, as being for the purpose of the whole lot of acts, its being for the purpose of one of those acts (i.e., the \textit{Agnihotra}) cannot be denied; it is only when \textit{a} thing is for the purpose of every one individual of the lot, that it can be said to be for the sake of the whole lot of them; so that even though it might be used at all the acts, it would be used at the \textit{Agnihotra} also.—As a matter of fact, however, the Fire in question is not for the purpose of the whole lot of acts; for the simple reason that no such \textit{lot of acts} having been enjoined, there could be no need for the fulfilment of which such Fire and such other accessories would be required;—it is each individual act that needs the \textit{taking out of the Fire}. Thus, even though the Fire might be used at all acts, it would be one that is used at the \textit{Agnihotra} also;—from which it follows that the expiation due on the going out of the Fire should be performed. In fact, such rites as \textquoteleft paryuṣāṇa' (Besprinkling), \textquoteleft Pariṣamūhana' ('Encircling with water'), \textquoteleft Triṇāpachaya' ('Spreading out of the grass') are performed day by day, in connection with the \textit{Dhārya} Fire;—and in the same manner, the Expiation in question should also be performed."
In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of the ‘maintaining’ of the Fire; by the ‘Gatashri’ persons, the Expiation due to the going out of the Fire should not be performed.—‘Why?’—Because it is for another purpose; that is, at the time that the performer is ‘Gatashri’, the taking out of the Fire is not done for the purpose of Agnihotra; in fact, the Fire is taken out for some one purpose and it is ‘maintained’ for all acts; the ‘taking out’ of the Fire is always for the purpose of some one act; it is only the ‘maintaining’ that is done for the purpose of all acts; and there can be no Expiation on the going out of the Fire which is only ‘maintained’ for the purpose of the Agnihotra; it is to be performed only on the going out of the Fire that has been ‘taken out’ for the purpose of the Agnihotra itself;—in the case in question, the ‘taking out’ is related to some other act,—it being done for the purpose of that act; and it is only in the case of the Fire being actually taken out for the purpose of that act for the purpose whereof there is taking out,—that the Expiation can be performed.—From all this it follows that the Expiation should not be performed in the case in question.

SŪTRA (30).

IN THE CASE OF THE OTHER RITES, THERE WOULD BE PERFORMANCE OF THEM, BECAUSE THEY ARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE ACT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (by the Pārapeakṣin) that—“Just as the rites of Paryuṣyaṇa, Parisamūhana and the like are performed in connection with the ‘Dhārya’ Fire, so should the Expiation also be performed.”—Our answer to this is as follows:—It is only right that Parisamūhana and the other rites are performed; because they have been actually enjoined as ‘embellishments’ (of the Fire); and hence, they can be performed, and they have not yet fulfilled their purpose;—as for the Taking out of the Fire, on the other hand, it has already fulfilled its purpose and, as such, ceased (past); nor can it be performed, as the place and time of its performance are restricted.—Hence there is no analogy between the Rites cited and the Expiation in question.
ADHIKARANA (8): In connection with the 'Darsha' sacrifice, the 'Taking out' of the Fire is to be done without Mantras.

SUTRA (31).

IN A CASE WHERE THE ACT IS PERFORMED IN A FIRE PRODUCED (FOR ANOTHER PURPOSE), IT IS NOT USED; BECAUSE THE OCCASION FOR IT HAS NOT ARRIVED.

BHASHYA.

In connection with the 'taking out' of the Fire at the Agnihotra, the following Mantra is used—'Vāchā tvā hotrā—prannēna udgātrā, etc. etc.'

In regard to this there arises the question—When the 'taking out' of the Fire is done for the purposes of the Darsha sacrifice,—should this Mantra be used or not?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Even when the Fire is taken out for the Darsha-sacrifice, Agnihotra-libations are offered;—under the circumstances, if this 'taking out' were done without a Mantra the Agnihotra would be performed in a fire taken out without Mantra. Hence it follows that the 'taking out' at the Darsha also should be done with the prescribed Mantra.—If it be argued that—'As it would not be the occasion for the Agnihotra, the Taking out would be defective and hence cannot appertain to the Agnihotra',—the answer is that that cannot be right; as it is only the factor of occasion (or time) that will have ceased, and the 'Taking out', even though defective to that extent, would still be there and appertain to the Agnihotra. Such being the case, the 'Taking out' of the Fire at the Darsha should be done with the Mantra."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—When the Fire has been produced for another act,—if the Agnihotra is performed in that Fire,—in that case the Mantra should not be used. The term 'Chodāna' (in the Sūtra) stands for act. That is to say, in such a case, the 'Taking out' will not have been done for the Agnihotra,—and when the 'Taking out' is related to some other act, naturally there should be no using of the Mantra (which has been laid down in connection with that 'Taking out' which is done for the Agnihotra.)

Says the Opponent—"It has been already explained that even though defective, the Taking out would be one pertaining to the Agnihotra; certainly the absence of the secondary factor (of time) cannot mean the absence of the primary factor."

Answer—Time is not a 'secondary factor'; it is the condition or occasion,—as has been already explained;—and if an act is done when the occasion is not there, it means that something has been done which has
not been enjoined in the Veda. For this reason the 'Taking out' cannot be regarded as appertaining to the Agnihotra;—and if the 'Taking out' does not appertain to the Agnihotra, then, for that very reason, the Mantra in question should not be used; even if it were used, it would be meaningless.
ADHIKARANA (9): In connection with the ‘Prayaniya-charu’, the details laid down as appertaining to ‘what is offered’ should not be performed.

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPEKSHA—continued]—“When there is ‘cooking’, it is found to be actually offered; hence it should take in the details relating to it; because there is mixture, as in the case of ‘Honey and Water’; and because it is for eating.”

BHASYA.

In connection with the Jyotisoma, we read—‘Adityah prayaniyah paurasi charuh’ [‘The Prayaniya-charu cooked in milk dedicated to Aditya’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the details laid down as to be performed in connection with the Milk meant to be offered,—to be performed in connection with the Milk in which the rice is to be cooked (according to the above text)?—Or not?—The fact is that if this Milk is meant to be offered, then the said details must be performed; while if it is meant only for the cooking of the Rice, then the details should not be performed.—“Why should there be any doubt on this point?”—The presence of the Locative Ending (in ‘paurasi’) indicates that the milk is meant only for the cooking of the Rice; on the other hand, if the said ending is taken as asserting the fact of the Milk being the receptacle of the Rice which is related to a Deity,—[and it would be so if the Milk were meant only for the cooking],—then there would be fear of syntactical split [the sentence meaning (a) that ‘the Rice should be offered to the deity Aditya’, and (b) that ‘the Rice should be cooked in milk’]. That is why there is a doubt.

On the said question, the Purvapeksha view is as follows:—“The milk is meant to be offered.—Why?—Because, if the sentence is taken to mean—(a) that ‘the Rice is to be offered to Aditya’ and (b) that ‘it should be cooked in milk’,—it would enjoin two things and hence there would be a syntactical split. As a matter of fact, both these ideas are derived from the text; if either one of them is taken as enjoined, the other, even though not enjoined, is comprehended all the same; and in this case there is no syntactical split, and it is necessary for us to adopt that interpretation which does not involve a syntactical split.—Now if the fact of the Milk being the receptacle of the Rice is taken as enjoined, then the idea of the connection with the deity Aditya cannot be understood to be implied by it; as this latter idea has not been expressed anywhere else;—on the other hand, if the connection with the deity is taken as enjoined,—then the very fact of the mention of
'Rice' and 'Milk' implies that the two things are mixed up and it is this mixture that is connected with the deity; and this naturally leads to the conclusion that the Rice has the Milk for its receptacle.—Objection—'What the sentence really speaks of are the Rice and Milk, not the mixture of the two'.—Answer—When the two things are expressed, the very declaration of the action implies that they are to be used together, and this implies their being mixed; and as the sentence is one only, the two are taken together. From this it is clear that all that is meant to be enjoined is the mere mention of the two things; as for the relation of container and contained between the two things, even though it is implied, it cannot be taken as being enjoined. The statement has been made in this special form, with a view to indicate the Rice and Milk as mixed together.—Now when the Rice mixed with the Milk is offered, the Milk also must become offered. This is what is meant by the term 'pradhānadarshanam' ('found to be actually offered') (occurring in the Sūtra). The Locative Ending (in 'payasi') has been used with a view to secure the offering of the Rice as cooked in the Milk. Thus it follows that this Milk is 'for Eating'—i.e. for the purpose of being offered in sacrifice; the term 'bhōjana' ('Eating') here signifies the sacrifice, on account of similarity.—Thus the Milk, being meant for being offered, must take in the details that have been prescribed in connection with Milk (to be offered).—Says the Opponent—'Mere offering does not constitute sacrifice; it is only when the offering is made to a Deity that it becomes a sacrifice'. Answer—As a matter of fact, inasmuch as both the substances (Milk and Rice) have been mentioned (as to be offered to Āditya), both of them as mixed together are connected with the Deity,—just as in the case of 'Honey and Water'; that is, the present case is exactly like the case of the 'offering to Prajāpati' which has been laid down as consisting of 'Curds, Honey, Clarified Butter, Fried grains and Water'; even though in the case in question, the Locative Ending has been used to express the idea; that this is so follows from the fact that the sense of the Locative (i.e. Location) is not what is meant to be predicated, the mere mention (of the Milk) is what is intended. Just as in the case of the assertion 'odanē dadhi datē abhyavahartavyam' ['One should put curd into the Rice and then eat it']—where we have the Locative ending in 'odanē'], all that is intended is the mention of the Rice, and not the fact of its being the receptacle or container,—so should it be taken to be in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that the Milk is for being offered, and hence in connection with it one should perform all those details that have been prescribed for such Milk as is meant to be offered.''

SUTRA (33).

[Pūrva-pakṣa—continued]—"THE PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN EMBELLISHMENTS ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION."

Bhāṣya.

"It is only in accordance with the above view that we can explain the prohibition (in regard to the offering in question) of some of those embellish-
ments that have been prescribed in connection with the Milk to be offered; for instance, there are such prohibitions as—(a) 'He removes the calves without using the Yajus-Mantra', (b) 'He milks the cow in a vessel without the Pavitra-grass';—such prohibition would have some sense only if the embellishments were understood as to be carried out.'

SŪTRA (34).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—concluded]—"Also because, when there is prohibition of milk, it is avoided even in that (mixed) form."

Bhāṣya.

"Wherever there is prohibition of milk, it is avoided, by people, even in that form; i.e., they avoid what has been wetted with milk, as also what has been cooked in milk;—this is not a property of the substance used for cooking;—for instance, water is used for cooking,—and when it is prohibited and oil is drunk, as there is the prohibition that 'water should not be drunk',—one does not drink Rice-gruel or Barley-gruel (because these contain water).—Then again, simply because the milk is avoided even in that mixed form, the mixture is not regarded as 'Milk' itself; because the mixture is for the purpose of eating;—and as milk is treated in ordinary life so should it be treated in the case in question; it is this argument from similarity that has been indicated here."

SŪTRA (35).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—It cannot take in the details; because there is no 'offering' of it; as it has been enjoined for the purposes of the Praṇītā vessel, and there can be no 'mixture' of the two things, on account of their not being homogeneous.

Bhāṣya.

The Milk in question cannot take in the details; that is to say, the details prescribed in connection with the Milk to be offered are not to be performed in connection with the Milk in question.—"Why?"—Because there is no offering of it; i.e., as a matter of fact, the Milk is not offered.—"But when the Rice cooked in Milk is offered, the Milk would certainly be offered; it is for this reason that it has been laid down that the Rice is to be cooked in Milk."—Not so, we reply; the Milk is mentioned only for the purpose of the cooking of the Rice; as what is required (for the offering) is Cooked Rice; as without the Cooking, it is not 'Charu' (which is what is to be offered);—and it is not the Milk that is required for being offered; in fact nowhere is the Milk spoken of as to be offered.—"How so?"—Because, as a matter of fact, it has been enjoined for the purposes of the Praṇītā vessel.—"But this interpretation involves a syntactical split, on which ground, it has been already rejected above, and it has also been
pointed out that in the case in question, the substance that is offered is the mixed one (Milk and Rice)."—Our answer to this is that there can be no mixture of the two things, on account of their not being homogeneous; Milk and Rice are not homogeneous; and Milk is clearly spoken of as the receptacle of the Rice;—it is the Cooked Rice that is spoken of as the substance to be offered;—even though the fact of the Milk being something to be offered is implied (by the fact of its being the substance in which the Rice has been cooked), yet this implication is set aside by the direct assertion (through the Locative Ending) of the Milk being only the receptacle of the Rice.—As regards the syntactical split, there is no such split involved; because the sentence would not be construed as 'payasi charuh' ('the rice in Milk'),—but as 'payasi ādityah' ('the offering to Āditya is in Milk'); so that both ('Rice' and 'Milk') would be connected with Āditya; the whole sentence being construed as—'Ādityah payasi-ādityah charuh'; so that both the words 'charu' and 'payah' would be related to one and the same word 'Ādityah',—and thus there would be a single sentence, and there would be no chance of a syntactical split; the meaning of the whole being that 'the substance offered to Āditya has the Milk for its receptacle'.—From all this it follows that the details related to the Milk to be offered are not to be performed in connection with the Milk in question.

SŪTRA (36).

THE OTHER TEXT WOULD BE A MERE STATEMENT OF FACT.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the indicative text that has been cited (under Sū. 33) in support of the Pūrva-pakṣa view—'Ayajusā vatsānapākarotā apavitravatī gāndoḥayati',—this does not support the Pūrva-pakṣa view; in fact it is only a statement of fact; it only describes the well-known fact that 'because the Milk is not going to be offered, the calves are not set aside with the Yajus-Mantra, nor is the cow milked in a vessel covered with the Paviṭra-grass'.—"But the mere statement of a fact serves no useful purpose".—The answer to this is that we are not considering whether or not it serves a useful purpose; all that we are discussing is the exact signification of the sentence; and what the sentence signifies is that 'the calves are set aside without the use of the Yajus-Mantra and the cow is not milked in a vessel covered with the Paviṭra-grass'; and both these—the Yajus-Mantra and the Paviṭra,—are precluded from the Milk in question simply on the ground of its not being meant to be offered.

SŪTRA (37).

OR, IT MAY BE THE PROHIBITION OF WHAT HAS BEEN ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

Or, the sentence cited may be taken as containing the prohibition of what has been enjoined; in connection with some cases, it has been enjoined
that the calves are to be set aside with the Yajus-Mantra; the cow is to be milked in a vessel covered with the Pavitra-grass; and the prohibition of these in connection with the case in question serves a distinctly useful purpose.

SUTRA (38).

BY REASON OF THE SAID PROHIBITION, IN ASMUCH AS IT FORMS THE SUBORDINATE FACTOR IN THE AVOIDANCE,—THE DRINKING OF MILK BY ITSELF IS DUE TO A SPECIAL CAUSE.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "When milk is prohibited, things sprinkled with milk or mixed with milk are also avoided";—our answer to this is that in ordinary life such avoidance of things mixed with milk is only right; as it is the milk that has been prohibited; as a matter of fact, whenever milk is eaten, it comes in only as a subordinate factor in the food; and the prohibition of what comes in serves a distinctly useful purpose; what does not come in,—the prohibition of that can serve no useful purpose,—"But milk is often eaten by itself".—The answer to this is that when milk is eaten by itself, it is due to a special cause; i.e. milk is eaten by itself only by one who has taken a vow to do it, or by way of medicine; generally it is not so eaten. Hence, since milk is a subordinate factor, the sense of the prohibition of Milk can only be that one should not eat things mixed with milk.

SUTRA (39).

IT MAY ALSO BE TREATED AS AN OBSERVANCE,—AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'SMEARING'.

Bhāṣya.

Why is not the following explanation given of the Prohibition?—It should be treated as an observance; just as, when it is said that the Religious Student should not eat meat, they avoid even the smearings of meat in the Ladle,—so, in the case in question also, when it is said that Milk should not be drunk, they would avoid also those things that are sprinkled or mixed with milk.

SUTRA (40).

BUT (IN THE CASE CITED) WHAT IS PROHIBITED IS THE TASTE; AS IT IS A PROPERTY APPERTAINING TO THE MAN.

Bhāṣya.

But the above explanation is not the right one.—The term 'vā' ('but') implies the rejection of the explanation suggested above.

"Why (should not the explanation be accepted as right) ?"
Because the observance is a property appertaining to the Man; that is, 'the avoidance of meat' by the Religious Student is meant to accomplish a transcendental result; hence if one eats ever so little of it as just gives the taste of meat, it constitutes a transgression; and its undesirable character does not depend upon the manifestation of any such visible effects as the catching of cold and the like.—It is not so in the case of Milk; hence the previous explanation given by us is the right one.
ADHIKARANA (10): At the ‘Abhyudayesti’ the details connected with ‘what is to be offered’ should be performed in connection with the ‘curd’ and the ‘boiled milk’.

SUTRA (41).

AT THE RISE OF THE MOON, THE ‘DISSOCIATION OF THE MILKING’ SHOULD TAKE IN ITS OWN DETAILS, BECAUSE IT IS ALREADY IN OPERATION.

Bhasya.

There is the following text—‘Vi va ēnam . . . . dadhamshcharum . . . shriṣṭa charum’ [wherein the performance of an Iṣṭi is laid down]; what form the subject-matter of the present Adhikarana are the two phrases occurring herein—‘dadhamshcharum’ (‘Rice cooked in curds’) and ‘shriṣṭa charum’ (‘Rice cooked in boiled milk’).

In regard to this, there arises the following question—in connection with the ‘curd’ and the ‘boiled milk’, are there to be performed all those details relating to the Milk offered at sacrifices—or not?

The Purvapaksha view is as follows:—“They should not be performed;—why?—because there is no offering of these,—as they have been enjoined for the purposes of the Pranita vessel,—and as they are not homogeneous, there can be no mixture of these with the Rice (Sutra 35, embodying the Siddhanta of the preceding Adhikarana).”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhanta:—The ‘milking’ that has been ‘dissociated’ from the particular deity,—by reason of the occasion of the ‘rise’ (of the Moon),—should take in all its details; i.e. all the details related to the milk to be offered at sacrifices should be performed.—“Why?”—Because the Milk as well as the Curd has come in only for the purpose of being offered;—and because it is for being offered, therefore naturally the details related to the sacrificial offering also come in. There are reasons why these details should come in; while there are none why they should be excluded.—“But the Curd and the Milk in question have been enjoined for the purpose of the Pranita vessel”.—Not so, we reply; for if it were so then there would be a syntactical split,—one part declaring the fact of the ‘Cooked Rice’ being for the sake of the Deity, and the other that of the Curd and Milk being for the purpose of the ‘Cooked Rice’.—“In fact the Cooked Rice is related to the Deity, and so also are the Curd and Milk; and hence there is no syntactical split.”—This is not possible; the previous sentence ‘Triddhā taṇḍulān vibhajīr’ has already gone before declaring that ‘a division (of the Rice) should be made’; and then there comes the following sentence laying down the details of that ‘division’—‘Yā sthaviṣṭhāḥ, etc.’ ['The coarser rice being cooked in curds for Indra-
Pradātr, and the finer rice cooked in boiled milk for Viṣṇu-shipivista'] ; so that the division of Curd and Milk also should be taken as asserted. Thus, if the Curd and the Milk which have to be divided were asserted to be for the purposes of the Pranītā vessel also, then there would be syntactical split;—hence these two (Curd and Milk) cannot be taken as enjoined for the purposes of the Pranītā vessel. And when what is expressed by the Locative ending is not enjoined (predicated), what becomes connected with the Deity is what is expressed by the basic noun, on the strength of syntactical connection. Thus both the Curd and the Milk, along with the Cooked Rice, become connected with the Deity;—one portion of the Cooked Rice, that cooked in Curd, being meant for Indra-Pradātr. When several kinds of things are divided, it is said—'Gems should be collected in the golden dish,—this will be one portion, the share of Devadatta; gold has been put into the silver dish,—this is another portion, the share of Viṣṇumitra,'—it is understood that the two dishes together form two shares, on the ground that the sentence lays down a division, and the two dishes are distinct; in this case what is signified by the Locative ending is regarded to be a mere reference. In the same manner, in the case in question, on the ground of the sentence laying down a division,—and because the Curd and the Milk are mentioned as distinct from one another,—it is understood that there is one share (for Indra-Pradātr) (consisting of the Rice cooked in Curd); and inasmuch as what is signified by the Locative ending is already got at by implication, it can be regarded as a mere reference (or reiteration).—From all this it follows that the Curd and the Milk are meant to be offered; and hence in connection with the Curd and Milk all those details should be performed which are connected with offering.

SŪTRA (42).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE INJUNCTION OF THE 'BOILED MILK'.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Details connected with offering should be performed in connection with the Curd and the Milk, both of which are meant to be offered.—"For what reason?"—There is injunction of the 'Boiled Milk' as an established entity, in the words 'rice cooked in curd, rice cooked in boiled milk';—this would be possible only in the event of the details having been performed; otherwise the 'boiling' would not be done and the 'Boiled Milk' could not be enjoined as an established entity.—For this reason also we conclude that the Details related to offerings should be performed in connection with the Curd and the Milk in question.
ADHIKARAṆA (11): At the ‘Pashukāma-Iṣṭi’, the ‘details related to offerings’ should not be performed.

SŪTRA (43).

IN FACT, THERE SHOULD BE DISSOCIATION; BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ENJOINED FOR ANOTHER PURPOSE,—LIKE THE COOKED RICE AND MILK.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Pashukāma-Iṣṭi laid down in the following text—‘Yah pashukāmah syāt so‘māvāsyāmīṣe vatsānapākuryāt; ... yē kṣodīthā-stānagnayē sanimatē 'stākapālanīrcaṇāt, yē madhyamāstān viṇāvē shiṇīviṣṭāya sṛṭē charum, yē utaviśthāstānindrāya pradāt�e dadhamśhcharum’ [‘One who desires offspring should set aside the calves after having offered the Darsha sacrifice; ... of the finer grains he should make a cake baked upon eight pans and offer it to Agni-sanimat; the middle-sized rice-grains he should cook in boiled milk and offer it to Viṣṇu-shiṇi viṣṭa; the coarser grains of rice he shall cook in curd and offer it to Indra-Pradāt’]. The expressions ‘daddhāni charum’ (‘rice cooked in curd’) and ‘sṛṭē charum’ (‘rice cooked in boiled milk’) form the subject-matter of the present enquiry.

In regard to these, there arises the question—In connection with the Curd and the Milk,—should, or should not, one perform those details relating to Milk which have been prescribed in regard to Milk to be offered?

The Pārvaṇapāṣa view is that—“in accordance with the conclusion of the foregoing Adhikaraṇa, the details in question should be performed; as the Vedic text is similar in both cases; and here also the ‘boiled milk’ has been mentioned as a well-established entity; all this can be explained only if there are details related to the offering’.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In fact, there should be dissociation of the details; because in the case in question, the Milk has been enjoined for another purpose, not for the purpose of being offered; as is clear from the use of the Locative Ending;—as in the case of the ‘Cooked Rice and Milk’; just as in the case of the Prāyāṇīya-charu (dealt with under Adhikaraṇa 9), the details relating to Milk to be offered are not performed in connection with the Milk,—on the ground of the presence of the Locative Ending,—similarly should it be in the case in question also.

SŪTRA (44).

THE MENTION OF ‘BOILED MILK’ IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF INDICATION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that “the Boiled Milk has been mentioned as a well-established entity”.—That does not affect our position; the ‘boiling’
spoken of will indicate the substance; in fact the 'boiling' is already implied in the term 'Cooked Rice' itself; hence the 'boiling' serves only to indicate the substance related to the boiling;—the sense being 'the rice is cooked in a substance which is boiling'.—From all this it follows that in the case in question, the details relating to the Milk to be offered should not be performed.
ADHIKARANA (12): In connection with the 'mixings' at the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice, the details relating to 'things to be offered' should not be performed.

SUTRA (45).

[PŪRVAPAKSA]—"INASMUCH AS IT IS SOMETHING NEW, THE 'MIXINGS' SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINED FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING OFFERED."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—'Payasā maitrāvaruṇam shriṅāti, saktubhirmanthinam, dhānābhīrāyojanam, hiranyēna shukram, ājyēna pāṭniṅavat' ('He mixes with Milk the cup dedicated to Mitravaruṇa,—with flour, that dedicated to Manthin,—with fried grains, that dedicated to Hariyojana,—with gold, that dedicated to Shukra,—with clarified butter, that dedicated to Pāṭniṅa').

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the details relating things to be offered to be performed in connection with these 'mixings'—or not?

Question—"Why should there be any doubt in this matter?"

Answer—If these 'mixings' are meant to be offered, then the details should be performed; if they are not meant to be offered, then they should not be performed.

On this question, the Pūrvapaksa view is as follows:—"The mixings are meant to be offered, and hence the details relating to things to be offered should be performed. As a matter of fact, the mixing brings about two results—(1) the Soma-juice becomes mixed with the milk (and other things), and (2) when the mixture is offered as a libation, the milk also becomes connected with the libation offered;—when the Soma-juice becomes mixed with milk, we do not perceive any benefit conferred on the Soma-juice by being mixed with the milk; while if the milk becomes connected with the offering, there is a benefit brought to the offering, in the form of its being accomplished. If the mixing is done with the view that the substance mixed should become connected with the offering,—then the Mixing is found to be of use through the visible benefit;—it being declared that 'when an offering is made with milk, it becomes highly efficacious'. On the other hand, in the other case (if the mixing were taken as meant only for mixing the Soma with the other substance), it would be necessary to assume a benefit conferred on the Soma by the mixing [and such a benefit could only be something imperceptible, transcendental]. Hence the conclusion is that when the Soma-juice is mixed with milk, it is done only with the view that the mixture may be connected with the injunction of the actual act of offering. At the original sacrifice itself, there is no mixing (of Soma) with
any other substance; therefore the milk in question cannot be taken as enjoined in place of that other substance,—because the *Soma* is something new.—From all this it follows that the Milk should be regarded as enjoined for the purpose of being offered; and hence the details connected with the Milk to be offered should be performed."

**SŪTRA (46).**

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it should be taken as a secondary factor, serving the purpose of 'mixing'.

*Bhāṣya.*

The term 'सा' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

In fact, the Milk should be taken as a secondary factor, subordinate to the *Soma*;—not as a substance to be offered; because it has not been mentioned as something to be offered; in fact, it has been spoken of merely as something subserving the purposes of the *Soma*.

**SŪTRA (47).**

*Also because it is not mentioned.*

*Bhāṣya.*

As a matter of fact, the Milk is not connected with either the Libation or the Injunction of the Performance.—That it is *not mentioned* (as to be so connected) is clear from the fact, that it serves a different purpose altogether. Even though the Milk may be actually seen to be thrown into the fire (along with *Soma*-juice), yet, it is not by the *Milk* that the sacrificial offering is accomplished; it is only when the substance is directly connected with a Deity that the *giving* becomes an 'offering';—and in the case in question there is no direct connection between the Milk and the Deity;—the declaration is that 'one takes up the *cup* dedicated to *Mitra*-Varuṇa';—not 'the *Milk* dedicated to *Mitra*-Varuṇa'.—Thus there being no visible purpose served by the Milk, some imperceptible embellishment of the *Soma* is assumed as brought about by the *mixing* (of the Milk); consequently the Details related to what is to be offered are not to be performed in the case in question.

**SŪTRA (48).**

*Also because the Vedic text also makes the Soma the predominant factor.*

*Bhāṣya.*

For the following reason also the Milk should be regarded as subserving the purposes of the *Soma*;—"For what reason?"—The Vedic text makes
the Soma the predominant factor; because of the use of the Accusative Ending (in the word that stands for Soma); which clearly shows that it is the Soma that is the most desired as to be accomplished by means of the 'mixing'.

SŪTRA (49).

There is also a declaratory assertion to the same effect.

Bhāṣya.

There is a declaratory assertion also to the effect that the 'Mixing' is for the sake of the Soma—'Sa mitro'bravīt payasaiva mē somam shriṇān' ['Mitra said mix up the Soma for me with milk']; and he did not say 'they should offer milk to me'; all that he said means 'they should embellish the Soma with milk'.—From this also it follows that the 'mixing' is for the sake of the Soma.

SŪTRA (50).

Also because it is found along with Embellishments. For these reasons the Soma should be regarded as the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

The text speaking of the 'mixings' occurs along with Embellishments; that is, the assertions 'Mixes with milk the cup dedicated to Mitra-Varuṇa' and the rest occur where there are texts speaking of Embellishments; and inasmuch as this 'mixing' is found spoken of in a context dealing mostly with Embellishments, it follows that it also is an Embellishment. Such a notion frequently follows the fact of a certain context dealing preponderantly with one sort of thing; for instance, when a certain writing is found along with a large number of fine writings, it also comes to be regarded as fine.

From all this it follows that the Mixing is not to be connected with the details relating to what is to be offered.
ADHIKARAṆA (13): At the Ashvamēdha Sacrifice, the text ‘Ishānāya parāsvatāḥ, etc.’ lays down a distinct ‘sacrifice’.

SŪTRA (51).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—“The intention must be that those that have been ‘sanctified’ should be let loose; as in the case of ‘depositing’.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Ashvamēdha it is declared—‘Ishānāya parāsvatā ālambhaḥ’ [‘One should do the ālambha of wild animals for Ishāna’]; and in reference to the same, it is added—‘Paryāṇikṛtāṇāṁyān uṣṭjants’ [‘They give up the wild animals after they have been sanctified’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the ālambha of the wild animals to be done only for the purpose of giving them away [‘ālambha’ in this case meaning ‘touching’] ?—Or does ‘giving away’ stand only for the omission of the rest of the Rites,—the meaning being that those that have been embellished with the rites ending with ‘sanctification’ should be given (offered) (without the subsequent rites being performed) [in this case ‘ālamba’ standing for actual ‘sacrificing’]?

On this question, the Puṇṇapakṣa view is as follows—“What is enjoined here is the giving up of the thing, and the ālambha, i.e. ‘touching’, also is only for the purpose of giving up.—How so ?—By this interpretation, the (second) sentence lays down the giving up which has not been enjoined elsewhere and thus speaks of it by Direct Assertion; otherwise (under the other interpretation) it would only be reiterating the giving away, which has been already enjoined (in the first sentence); and it would be only the affix which could speak of the ‘prohibition’ (omission of the remaining rites) as indicated by Syntactical Connection;—and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Under the circumstances, the connection of the animals with the Deity would rest only in their being ‘touched’; the sense of the two sentences being—‘The wild animals should be touched with reference to Ishāna, and after the rite of sanctification has been performed, they should be given up (let go)’.—As in the case of ‘depositing’; i.e. there is the text—‘Eṣataḥ katu nākṣāḍannam ya ēṇa charuḥ—ya ēṇam charumupadadhāti’ [‘Cooked Rice is verily food itself;—he who deposits this cooked rice, etc.’ ]; where the Cooked Rice is secured only for being ‘deposited’;—similarly in the case in question also, the ‘Touching of the wild animals should be only for being given up.’”
SŪTRA (52).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS THE PROHIBITION OF THE REST; AS (OTHERWISE) THERE WOULD BE NO SENSE;—JUST AS IN THE CASE OF THE EXPRESSION ‘IDĀNTA’.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, what is asserted in this sentence is the prohibition of the rest of the rites.—"How so?"—As, otherwise, there would be no sense; i.e. the sentence ‘Iṣṭāṇīya parasvata ālabhēta’ would have no sense at all, if the ‘ālambha’ (here spoken of) were only for the purpose of ‘giving up’.

—"Why?"—Because in that case, at the time of the ‘ālambha’ itself, the Adhvaryu priest would know that the animals are not going to be offered to Iśāna;—and knowing this, he would have no such determination as that ‘these should be got hold of for being offered to Iśāna’;—hence what the sentence expresses being impossible to do, it becomes useless; because the determination can only be in the form that ‘these animals are to be offered to Iśāna’;—hence it follows that what is enjoined by the term ‘ālambha’ is the act of offering itself;—and when the act of offering is what is enjoined, the second sentence—‘Paryagniktān utsṛjantī’—can be taken only as laying down a particular detail in reference to the ‘giving up’,—the idea conveyed being that ‘they give up (i.e. offer) the animals in this manner (i.e. after the performance of the ‘Paryagni’ sanctification, without waiting for the performance of the other rites)’.

Question—‘What is the particular detail that is laid down? Is it the time for the Paryagni-sanctification—the idea being that they give away the animal at such and such a time?"

Not so, we reply. There is no word in the text signifying time. And if time were enjoined, then it would mean the preclusion of another time, not of other details.

"Then, does the sentence enjoin that the thing should be given away after the Paryagni-sanctification has been done?"

Even this is not so; it is not the bringing about of the Paryagni-sanctification that is asserted here; if that were so, then, that would preclude all other details, those preceding as well as those following the Paryagni-sanctification.

"What then is it that is asserted?"

It is that ‘it should be given away as soon as the Paryagni-sanctification has been done’.

"Does it mean that it should be given away in that condition?"

No, we reply; the idea is obtained from the General Law itself that the animal should be given away in that condition. The word too is not expressive of the preclusion of other conditions (of the animals). In fact, if the animal is given away at the time indicated by the General Law, then it is one which has passed through the Paryagni-sanctification. If it meant
a preclusion of other conditions, then what would be precluded would be 
those details that come after the Paryagni and before the giving away,—
not those that come after the giving away.

"What then is the meaning of the sentence?"

That the animal should be given up exactly as it becomes, on the per-
formance of the Paryagni-sanctification.

"But the animal as having the said sanctification performed over it
is already indicated by the General Law itself."

The answer to this is that the fact of the said sanctification appertaining
to the animal has been reiterated in this sentence, for the purpose of pre-
cluding, the other details; the meaning being that the animal should be
given up after only those details have been performed over it which end
with the Paryagni-sanctification: so that the (other) details that would come
in under the General Law become excluded—and no other details are
performed.

"But how can the words of the sentence preclude these other details?"

They can do so, we reply.

"How?"

When all the needs of the Principal Act have been met by the
details directly laid down by the sentence (i.e. those ending with Paryagni),
its connection with the other details indicated by the General Law, which
can only be indirect, remains no longer possible.

From all this it follows that the sentence in question precludes the
subsequent rites.

SŪTRA (53).

INASMUCH AS THERE IS A WORD WITH AN ANTECEDENT, THE TERM
'Saṃsthāpayati' ('completes') WOULD BE INEXPICABLE
IF THE SACRIFICE HAD NOT COMMENCED.

Bhāṣya.

There is a word with an antecedent, i.e. preceded by the commencement
of the sacrifice,—in the form of the text 'Ā́jyeṇa śeṣam saṃsthāpayati'
('Completes the rest with clarified butter'); it is only if the sacrifice has
been commenced that the term 'completes'—which connotes finishing—
can have any sense; this sacrifice becoming similar to the other sacrifice,
through its completion. If there had been no sacrifice commenced already,
—and there were only the giving up of the animals,—then this would not
be similar to any other sacrifice, through completion, and in that case, the
term 'completes' would have no sense.—From this also it follows that
there is preclusion of the rest of the rites.
SŪTRA (54).

As they are prompted by the sacrifice, if there were no sacrifice, there would be no performance of the Rites of Embellishment; as these are performed only for the sake of sacrifices; — just as when there are no Prayājas, there is no taking up of the Clarified Butter.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra explains the purpose (of the present discussion). If the mere giving up of the thing were taken as enjoined (and no sacrifice), then there would be no performance of the rites of embellishment.— "Why?"—Because the prompting of the embellishments is due to the sacrifice; so that if there were no sacrifice, why should the rites of embellishment be performed? Because they are always prompted by sacrifices. Just as when there are no Prayājas, the Clarified Butter to be used at them is not taken up,—i.e. there is no taking up of the Clarified Butter. That is to say, in those cases in regard to which it has been declared that 'they are without Prayājas and without Anuyājas',—as the Prayājas are not there, the Clarified Butter to be used at them is not taken up;—similarly in the case in question, the Rites of embellishment would not be performed.

SŪTRA (55).

There must be performance (of the Rites)—when there is preclusion; otherwise non-performance would be subversive of the whole.

Bhāṣya.

Question—"Even if we accept the view that the sentence in question precludes the rest of the Rites,—even then, would the Rites of Embellishment be not performed?"

Not so; under the view of the preclusion of the rest, there would certainly be the performance of the Rites of Embellishment; because in that case, there is a sacrifice, and hence all the details of the sacrifice should be performed;—if there were no sacrifice, then alone would there be non-performance of the embellishments, and this would be subversive of the whole;—as a matter of fact, however, under the said view, the sacrifice is there;—hence all the embellishments have to be performed under the view that the sentence in question asserts the preclusion of the rest of the rites.
Adhikarana (14): The sentence ‘Ayyēna shēsam sansthāpayati’ lays down a distinct sacrificial act.

Sūtra (56).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"The performance with Clarified Butter should be regarded as a substitute, because there is giving away of the thing.'

Bhāṣya.

There is the text ‘Paryagnikṛtam pātnīvataṃ utṣṛjati’ [= ‘Gives away the Pātnīvata which has had the Paryagni-sanctification performed’]; and in connection with this, there is the further declaration—’Ayyēna shēsam sansthāpayati’ [= ‘Completes the rest with Clarified Butter’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Clarified Butter to be regarded as a substitute at the Rite that has gone before?—Or does the second sentence lay down a totally distinct Rite with Clarified Butter as the substance?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘It should be regarded as a substitute.—Why?—The term ‘pātnīvata’ signifies a certain thing;—the term ‘utṣṛjati’ (= ‘gives away’) lays down the giving away of that thing;—the term ‘shēsam’ (= ‘the rest’) denotes what remains after certain things have been used; so that when it is declared that ‘One completes the rest with Clarified Butter’, what is done is that Clarified Butter becomes declared as to be used in place of the animal (which has been given away).—But it has been said that the preceding Rite has been finished’.—The answer to that is that, there being the clear assertion of the giving away of the thing, and the term ‘rest’ being still unexplained,—it is suspected that the preceding Rite has not been finished; and it is for this reason that the Clarified Butter has been laid down as a substitute;—such is our idea; specially as the term ‘sansthāpayati’ (= ‘completes’) cannot be applicable to an absolutely fresh Rite.'

Sūtra (57).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"Because the text speaks of ‘Completion’.'

Bhāṣya.

"The above idea of ours is supported by the following consideration also:—The term ‘sansthāpayati’ speaks of completion; from which we conclude that ‘the Rite that was originally commenced with the animal, is completed by means of Clarified Butter, after the animal has been given away’.—If the latter were a fresh rite, then it would be necessary to find
a previous declaration regarding its commencement; as a matter of fact, however, without making any mention of the commencement, the text goes on to speak of the completion; from this we conclude that the ‘completion’ spoken of is that of a previous rite, and it is not a fresh rite that is mentioned."

SUTRA (58).

[SIDDHANT]—IN REALITY, IT MUST BE REGARDED AS THE INJUNCTION OF A FRESH RITE; BECAUSE THE PRECEDING RITE HAS BEEN FINISHED; SPECIALLY AS IT IS NOT DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it should be taken as the injunction of a distinct Rite.—Why?—Because the preceding rite has been finished.—"But it has been explained (under Sū. 56) that there being the clear assertion of giving away, and the term ‘rest’ being still unexplained, it is suspected that the preceding rite has not been finished."—The answer to that is as follows:—Both these (grounds of suspicion) are thus removed.—(A) The verb ‘sainsthapayati’ (‘completes’) is connected with the original term ‘pāṇivaṇa’; the sense thus is that ‘he completes the Pāṇivanta offering’; so that it is a sacrificial-offering that is enjoined here. The word ‘sainsthapayati’ is derived from the causal root ‘sthāpa’ with the prefix ‘sam’;—when it is necessary to use some such root with the prefix ‘sam’ as may be expressive of the ‘bhāvanā’ (activity),—and when this bhāvanā comes to be expressive, the particular root used is ‘sainsthapayati’ which is not incompatible with the context; just in the same way as the root ‘ālabhati’ has been used in the previous sentence.—(B) As for the term ‘shēṣa’ (‘rest’), it has been used through similarity (between the two acts expressed by the two roots ‘ālabhati’ and ‘sainsthapayati’).—Lastly, as for the ‘giving away of the thing’, there is nothing in it that is incompatible with the sacrificial-offering that is spoken of. From all this we conclude that just as other verbs—like ‘Nirvāpati’ (‘offers’) and the like—are used for the enjoining of distinct rites, so also is the verb ‘sainsthapayati’ in the present instance; specially as it is not different from the others.

SUTRA (59).

IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT THE TEXT INDICATES THE WELL-KNOWN ‘NON-SACRIFICIAL CHARACTER’ OF THE VANASPATHI-OFFERING.

Bhāṣya.

It is for this reason that there is a text speaking of the ‘well-known non-sacrificial character’ of the Vanaspati-offering.—"How?"—The text is as follows—"Yat tvāṣṭāraṇcha vanaspatimāvahayasyathā vainau ya—keṣāyastvāṣṭīr navamī prayājēyā vānaspatyaśa dashamanyatraivaitāvīṣṭau vidyāt’;
where it said that the Vanaspati-offering is helped in its completion by another subsidiary detail; and this indicates the absence of the Vanaspati-offering;—when the rest of it is finished, then alone we have the words ‘offers the Vanaspati-libation’. If the previous offering had been finished, then it would have disappeared; and then alone would it be justifiable to indicate its absence. Hence the conclusion must be that the previous offering has been finished, and the second offering is an entirely distinct act.

SŪTRA (60).

IT HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF AS ‘SAṆŚTHĀPAYATI’ BECAUSE OF THE DEITY BEING THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (by the Pūrṇapākṣin) that—‘The use of the verb ‘ṣaṁsthāpayati’ would not be justifiable if it were a distinct act’;—this has got to be refuted. Our answer is as follows:—The name ‘ṣaṁsthā’ (‘completion’) has been applied here to what is not really a ‘ṣaṁsthā’ (completion); and the rite has the semblance of being a completion (continuation) of the preceding rite of the Pāṭnivata, on the ground of the deity being the same in both cases. Thus it is on the basis of this similarity that the term ‘ṣaṁsthā’ has been used.

End of Pāda iv of Adhyāya IX.
ADHYÄYA X.

PÄDA I.

Adhikaraṇa (1): Those details of the Archetypal Sacrifice whose need is no longer there should not be performed at the Ectypal Sacrifice.

Sūtra (1).

[Ṛṇvapakṣa]—"Inasmuch as the entire procedure is transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed."

Bhāṣya.

The subject of 'Modification' (Ūhā) has been dealt with in the preceding discourse; we are now going to deal with 'Exclusion' ('Bāḍha') and 'Inclusion' ('Abhyūchchaya'). When one idea that has been conceived as 'this is so' is, on other grounds, said to be 'wrong', it is a case of 'Bāḍha' (Exclusion, Annullment); and when the idea that 'this is here' is accompanied by the idea 'this other thing also is here', it is a case of 'Abhyūchchaya' (Inclusion, Combination, Aggregation).

The question that is considered first of all is—When the details of the Archetype are 'transferred' to the Ectype by virtue of the General Law that 'the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype', are all the details of the Archetype to be performed at the Ectype? Or is there something that is to be excluded?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Inasmuch as the entire procedure, of the Archetype—is transferred to the other context—i.e. to the Ectype, without any distinction—it follows that any and every detail that appertains to the Archetype is to be performed at the Ectype, even those for whom the need may have disappeared. Why so?—Because the direct assertion makes all the details applicable to the Ectype; and no burden is too heavy for Direct Assertion. How do you know that there is such a Direct Assertion?—The entire body of details pertaining to the Archetype is required, by way of a supplementary declaration, by all the injunctions bearing upon the Ectype; so that all this becomes connected with the injunction bearing upon the Ectype in the same manner as it does with that of the Archetype; and there is no distinction between the two cases. Hence in the case of the Kṛṣṇatās (gold pieces, that are used as the offering substance at an Ectype, in the place of cakes), just as cooking is done (as is going to be established under Sū. 10. 2. 1-2), even though it cannot serve the same purpose at the Ectype that it serves at the Archetype, so also should the threshing and other details be done, even though all this also cannot serve the purpose at the Ectype that it serves at the Archetype."
SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS ONLY WHEN THE NEED IS THERE THAT THE 'MANTRA', THE 'EMBELLISHMENT' AND THE 'SUBSTANCE' ARE TO BE EMPLOYED; AS ALL THESE ARE FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'api vā' ('in reality') signifies the rejection of the above view.

It is not right that all the details of the Archetype should be performed at the Ectype; in fact, in some cases, 'the Mantra or the Embellishment or the Substance' become excluded, when its need has ceased.—"Why so?"—As a matter of fact, the Mantra or the Embellishment or the Substance is used only when there is need for it, not when there is no need; because everyone of those is enjoined as to be used for the purpose of something else, never for itself.

"It has been already explained that even when the need for an act has ceased, the act is done, on the strength of Vedic texts; for instance, the cooking is done to gold-pieces (though there is no need for cooking in their case)."

There is no Vedic text laying down the use of what is not needed. As a matter of fact, the Ectype is not syntactically connected with those subsidiary details that appertain to the Archetype; the idea derived is not that 'the desired result should be obtained by the performance of the Ectypal sacrifice—how?—by means of the subsidiary details of the Archetype'; the idea really is that 'the result is to be obtained by the performance of the Ectype, just as it was obtained by that of the Archetype'.

"How so?"

What is needed for the Result is a particular functioning of the sacrifice, not merely Functioning in general. In reference to the Archetype, this 'functioning of the sacrifice' is found to be set forth and recapitulated in the declaration of the entire procedure; and it can therefore be sought after, and is capable of being sought after, to supply a real need. If the subsidiary details also were sought after, in connection with the Ectype, any particular functioning of the sacrifice could not be sought after. Otherwise there would be indirect indication. For instance, when it is said 'he fights with the stick', the words do not express the form of the man with the stick; if there were need for the indication of the man, then the words would be able to do that indicating. In the same manner, in the case in question, in the event of the subsidiary details being sought after (in relation to the Ectype), the words do not express that special character of the sacrifice which consists in its having those details,—though it is got at by indirect indication; and if there were such an indication, then the direct signification of the words would have to be rejected. If then, with a view to save the words from being rejected, the special functioning of the sacrifice were not sought after,—then the subsidiary
details themselves would be sought after. In that case, when there would be a seeking for the method of procedure of the Ectype,—the injunctive word would remain there with its needs unfulfilled;—the subsidiary details also would stand in need of another procedure:—the implied procedure of the Archetype would have to be abandoned,—and it would be necessary to admit the impossible syntactical connection between the Ectypal sacrifice and those details of the Archetype which serve some useful purpose at the performance of the Ectype. And all this is most unreasonable. For these reasons, the sentence is interpreted to mean that ‘the result should be accomplished by means of the Ectype in the same way in which it is accomplished by means of the Archetype’.

‘What if it is so ?’

If it is so, then the effect of it is as follows:—Those details which are performed at the Archetype for the fulfilling of a certain need do not become enjoined in reference to the Ectype, if there is no need for them at this latter. Hence the conclusion is that the General Law does not lay down the performance at the Ectype of those details of the Archetype of which the need has ceased.

SŪTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DIRECTLY ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—‘Just as in connection with the gold-pieces, though the original need for it has ceased, yet the cooking is done to them, on the strength of a Vedic text,—so would other similar details also be performed’.—That cannot be; because the cooking done to the gold-pieces is not by virtue of the General Law (relating to the Archetype and Ectype); it is directly laid down by a Vedic text—‘Gaṛṭā śrpaṇayati’ (‘Cooks the gold-pieces in Clarified Butter’). This text does not speak of the cooking as serving the purpose that it serves at the Archetype; in fact, on the strength of the text, the cooking is taken as serving some transcendental purpose. If the direct text were not there, then ‘on the ground of their being not directly enjoined’, the cooking also would not have been done (to the gold-pieces).—Thus the citing of the analogy of the ‘Cooking’ is not right.

‘What is the purpose served by this discussion? Which too is the Ectype that serves as the example?’

(a) Somewhere we read in the Veda (in connection with the Ectype)—‘Svayanditam varhitrhavatī’ [‘The grass used is that which has fallen down by itself’]; by virtue of this the substance used at the Archetype (viz. Kusha-grass specially lopped for the purpose) becomes excluded (there being no need for it).—(b) Similarly, there is the text ‘Svayamkr̥ta vēdurḥavatī’ [‘The altar is self-made’, i.e. in its natural state]; by virtue of which all the details of cleaning, digging and marking become excluded (as there is no need for them).—(c) Lastly, there is the text ‘Svayamshirṇā śāk̄hā bhavatī’ [‘The branch to be used is that which has become torn off by itself’], by virtue of which the sword (for the cutting of the Branch)
becomes excluded [there being no need for it].—The Mantras too that are connected with these details become excluded from the Ectype.

Or, the Sūtras (1–3) may be taken as representing the following Adhikaranya.

**ADHIKARANA (2)** (the second interpretation of Sūtras 1–3):

Threshing is not to be done in connection with the gold-pieces.

**SŪTRA (1).**

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Inasmuch as the entire procedure is transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the ‘Charu-offering’ to Prajāpati laid down in the text—‘Prājāpatyam charum nirvapet shatakrṣṇalam āyuṣkāmaḥ’ ['One desiring longevity should offer Charu in the shape of a Hundred-gold-pieces to Prajāpati'].

Taking this as a special case falling under the preceding Adhikaranya, we proceed to consider the question—Should ‘Threshing’ be done to the gold pieces—or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—“Inasmuch as the entire procedure is transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed; hence ‘Threshing’ should be done to the gold-pieces, just as ‘Cooking’ is done to them”.

**SŪTRA (2).**

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it is only when the need is there that the Mantra, the embellishment and the substance are to be employed; as all these are for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

The Siddhānta view is that the ‘threshing’ should not be done to the gold-pieces.
SŪTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DIRECTLY ENJOINED.

Bhāsya.

This refutes the argument that has been urged (by the other party).

Or, the Sūtras 1–3 may be taken as representing the following Adhikarana:

ADHIKARĀNA (3): [The third interpretation of Sūtras 1–3]—At the ‘Charu-offering’ to Vishvēdēvas, the ‘invocation’ to Viṣṇu is to be excluded.

SŪTRA (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“INASMUCH AS THE ENTIRE PROCEDURE IS TRANSFERRED TO THE OTHER CONTEXT, ALL THE DETAILS SHOULD BE PERFORMED.”

Bhāsya.

There is the text—‘Vaishvedēvasa cha charum nirvapet bhṛātreyavān; tam varhiṣadām kṛtvā shamyaya sphyena vyūhēt idamahamamuṇchā
muṇchā vyūhāmiī tam devyāt tam dhyaṇēt, yadadho’vamṛdyēta yāccha
sphyā āśhīṣyēt tad viṣṇavcca urukramāyāvyādyēt’ [‘A man who has enemies should offer Cooked Rice to the Vishvēdēvas; having deposited it on the Kusha-grass, he should collect it with the Shamyā or the Sphyā, saying the words idam ahamamuṇchā vyūhāmi; and he should think of the person whom he wishes to injure; what falls on the ground, or remains attached to the Sphyā, that he should offer to Viṣṇu-urukrama’]. [At the said offering to the Vishvēdēvas, a Mantra is recited invoking the Deity; the subsequent offering to Viṣṇu-urukrama has for its Archetype the said offering to Vishvēdēvas.]

In regard to this the question that arises is—Is the deity Viṣṇu-urukrama to be invoked—or not [in the manner in which the Vishvēdēvas are invoked at the original sacrifice]?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—“Inasmuch as the entire procedure is transferred to the other Context, all the details should be performed;—hence the Deity should be invoked”.

Objection—‘It is just possible that no cooked rice may remain attached to the Sphyā, or none of it may fall on the ground; and in that case, as there would be nothing to offer to Viṣṇu-urukrama, the invocation of that deity, if done, would be entirely purposeless.—Nor would it be right on the strength of the text quoted, to smear the rice to the Sphyā or to
let it fall on the ground, intentionally; because either the smeared or the fallen Rice has not been enjoined as to be obtained or secured. Nor again is the offering to Visnu-urukrama an act meant to serve a useful purpose; it is only a method of disposing of what may be smeared in the Sphuya or dropped on the ground; there is also a visible purpose served by this, in the shape of the cleaning of the Sphuya by the removal of the Rice smeared in it. In the other view, it would be necessary to assume a transcendental result following from the offering.—It may be urged that a transcendental result following from the offering will have to be assumed in any case.—True, it will have to be assumed as following from the sacrifice,—but only through the disposal of the substance in the said manner.'

"Our answer to the above is as follows:—Even when there is no need for it, the detail must be performed; just as Cooking is done to the gold-pieces.—Then again, it is quite possible that some rice may be smeared in the Sphuya, or fall on the ground; and in that case, if there has been no invocation of the Deity, the offering would be defective. Hence people who are careful should always invoke the Deity; because (in case the invocation has not been done) if the rice should become smeared in the Sphuya or drop on the ground,—it would not do to perform the invocation at that time, when its subsidiary condition (time) would be absent; as a matter of fact, it is only when the Deity is remembered at the right time that it takes its proper place,—not if it is remembered at a time subsequent to its right time; as at such a time the remembrance, if done, could be only for some special purpose, and would be without the proper Mantra.—If the Sphuya does not become smeared with the rice,—or if no rice drops on the ground,—there would be nothing lost if the invocation has been done.—It would not be right to entertain the idea that—'Just as the King or the Minister or the Brāhmaṇa, having been invited for being honoured and served, if the honour or service is not rendered, he regards himself to have been ill-treated and it is feared that he would injure the inviter,—the same may be feared of the Deity also (if it is invoked and no offering is made to it).''—Because as a matter of fact, at the sacrifice, the Deity is not actually invited (called),—nor on being invited, will it take the offering to itself, or be satisfied with it, and on being satisfied, become pleased, and on being pleased will bestow the reward on the performer;—that all this is not so has been established under Adhyāya IX (9. 1. 6 et seq.).—Hence there would be no harm at all if the Deity were invoked and no offering made to it."

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS ONLY WHEN THE NEED IS THERE THAT THE MANTRA, THE EMBELLISHMENT AND THE SUBSTANCE ARE TO BE EMPLOYED; AS ALL THESE ARE FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ' api vā (' in reality ') signifies the rejection of the above view.
The Embellishment involved in the Invocation should be excluded.—Why?—Because the 'Embellishment by Invocation', as also the Substance, is employed only when there is need for it; this has been explained already.

It has been argued that—"it is possible for the rice to become smeared or to drop on the ground, and it would not be desirable to do the Invocation in the middle of the performance".—This, however, does not affect the position; such interrupted invocation would be as good as uninterrupted; because at the time prescribed for the Invocation, the circumstances necessary for the offering to Viṣṇu-ūrukrama had not arrived; and as soon as those circumstances have arrived, its performance would come in.—What has not become smeared,—or what has not fallen on the ground,—need not be disposed of; and what is done after the performance has commenced does not help that performance.—From all this it follows that Viṣṇu-ūrukrama should not be invoked.

SŪTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DIRECTLY ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

This is the refutation of an argument against the Siddhānta; and has been already explained.
Adhikaraṇa (4): At sacrifices like the 'Dikṣaṇīya', the 'Ārambhaṇīya' sacrifice is excluded.

Sūtra (4).

The 'Iṣṭi connected with Ārambha' (commencement) is excluded from the Subsidiary Sacrifice; as the 'commencement' is related to the Primary Sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice laid down in the text 'Jyotiṣṭomēna svargākāmo yajēta' ['Desiring heaven, one should perform the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice']—then there are the Dikṣaṇīya and other rites which have the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa for their Archetype, which are laid down in the texts—'Agnāvaiṣṇavamākābhasahākapālam nirvapet' and so forth ['One should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Viṣṇu']—at the (commencement of the) Archetypal sacrifice of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, comes the Ārambhaṇīya Iṣṭi, laid down in the text—'Agnāvaiṣṇavamākābhasahākapālam nirvapet darshapūrṇamāsāvārābhāmānāḥ sarasvatayai charum sarasvāte dvādashahākapālam, agnāyē bhagīnē aṣṭākapālam nirvapet yah kāmayēta bhagānādah śyām' ['Proceeding to commence the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, one should offer the cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Viṣṇu, cooked rice to Sarasvati, a cake baked on twelve pans, to Sarasvati; a cake baked on twelve pans, to Agni-Bhagin, if one is desirous to be prosperous and eater of food']; in some texts the last offering to Bhagin is laid down as essential (and not contingent upon the man desiring prosperity, etc.).

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Dikṣaṇīya and other sacrifices, should the Ārambhaṇīya Iṣṭi be performed, or not?

On this question, the Pūrvarṣapākṣa view is that "all the details related to the Archetype should be performed at the Ectype, because the entire procedure being transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed (Sū. 10. 1. 1). [Hence the Ārambhaṇīya must be performed at the Dikṣaṇīya and other sacrifices]."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Ārambhaṇīya Iṣṭi becomes excluded from all that set of rites named 'Dikṣaṇīya' and the rest which have the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa for their Archetype, and which are subsidiary to the Jyotiṣṭoma.—"Why so?"—Because in this case, the 'ārambha', Commencement, is of the Jyotiṣṭoma, not of the Dikṣaṇīya, etc.—"How?"—The 'Commencement' of an act would always be either the first item in the procedure, or the first activity of the man;—if it means the first item in the procedure, then it would consist of such items as the securing of the services of the Priests or the selection of the sacrificial ground;—all this will have been done as part of the Jyotiṣṭoma for the purposes
of that sacrifice, and the same would serve the purposes of the Dikṣaṇiṇī, etc., also; and it should not have to be done over again for the sake of these latter rites;—so that, so far as these are concerned, the item of 'Commencement' will have disappeared;—and when the item of 'Commencement' itself has disappeared, the Rites of the Ārāṃbhaṇīyā also, which are meant to accomplish that Commencement, would also disappear.—On the other hand, if 'Commencement' stands for the first activity of the man concerned, then,—since the 'activity' of man consists in being aroused from apathy,—the man who is going to perform the Jyotiṣṭoma along with all its subsidiaries would have been aroused from his apathy by the performance of the first item in the performance of the Jyotiṣṭoma; and from that point onwards, till the completion of the Jyotiṣṭoma along with its subsidiaries, he would be actively engaged, and there would be no apathy in him from which he could be aroused (at the 'Commencement' of the Dikṣaṇiṇī);—thus it is by virtue of the 'Commencement' of the Jyotiṣṭoma itself, that he becomes engaged in the Dikṣaṇiṇī and the other rites (which are only subsidiaries of that sacrifice);—so that there is no 'Commencement' for these;—and when there is no 'Commencement', the item of 'Ārāṃbhaṇīyā Ḥāti', which is for the purpose of accomplishing that 'Commencement', also disappears.

Says the Opponent—"Surely there would be the 'Commencement' of the subsidiaries, Dikṣaṇiṇī, etc., themselves."

Reply—No; the 'Commencement' consists either of such acts as securing the services of the Priests, selecting the sacrificial ground and so forth, or of the first activity of the man;—in either case, the man has done this already for the sake of the Jyotiṣṭoma. If it be said that "in connection with the Dikṣaṇiṇī, etc., there has come in another first item",—even so, that would not bring in the Ārāṃbhaṇīyā connected with the Archetypal (Darśa-Pūrṇaṃsā);—thus the Ārāṃbhaṇīyā would be excluded from all those items that are subsidiary to another act.—Further, as a matter of fact, at the Jyotiṣṭoma, the purpose of the 'Commencement' is served by the Dikṣaṇiṇī, etc., themselves;—as is clearly indicated by the following declaration: 'Agnāvaiṣvavamēkādāshakapālam nirvapēt dikṣiṣyamānah, etc. etc.'
Adhikaraṇa (5): At the 'Anumati' and other sacrifices, the 'Ārambhāniyā Iṣṭi' becomes excluded.

Sūtra (5).

It should be excluded from that Principal Act which is related to another, because it is the commencement of all, and because it is not a subsidiary.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Rājasūya sacrifice, laid down in the text—'Rājasūya svārājyakāmo yajēta' ['Desiring self-sovereignty, one should perform the Rājasūya sacrifice'] ; in connection with this there have been laid down the Iṣṭi, the Pashu, the Soma, and the Darvihoma,—all of which are 'principal acts' ;—under 'Iṣṭi' are included the Anumati and other sacrifices.

In regard to these, Anumati, etc., there arises the question—Should the Ārambhāniyā Iṣṭi be performed at these? Or not?

The Pūrva-paṇḍita view is that—"It should be performed; because inasmuch as the entire procedure is transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed (Sū. 10. 1. 1)".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Ārambhāniyā should be excluded from the Principal Act which is related to another Principal Act.—"Why?"—Because in regard to these acts, the Jyotiṣṭoma has been declared to serve the purposes of the 'Commencement', in the text—'Agniṣṭoma prathamam āharati' ('First of all one performs the Agniṣṭoma'); the single declaration of the Jyotiṣṭoma must be taken as applicable to each one of the principal acts pertaining to the Archetype; because the Context appertains in common to each one of the principal acts.—Consequently, the purposes of 'Commencement' of the Anumati and other principal acts having been accomplished (by means of the performance of the Jyotiṣṭoma), the Ārambhāniyā Iṣṭi should not be performed.
Adhikaraṇa (6): At the 'Ārambhaṇīyā' itself, the 'Ārambhaṇīyā' becomes excluded.

Sūtra (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"It must surely be performed at that, like the Prayājas."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi, laid down in the text—'Agnāvaiṣṭava-mākoḍaḍhakāpālām nirvāpet darshapūrṇamāsvārābhamāṇaḥ, etc.' ['Proceeding to perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, one should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Viṣṇu, etc. etc.'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi itself, should another Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi be performed or not?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—"It must surely be performed at that.—The particle 'tu' ('surely') is meant to set aside all doubts on the point; the meaning being that there can be no doubt at all; another Ārambhaṇīyā must be performed at the Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi.—Why?—Because, inasmuch as the entire procedure has been transferred to the other Context, all the details should be performed (Sū. 10. 1. 1). That is, just as the Prayājas are performed so should the Ārambhaṇīyā also be performed.——Says the Opponent—'If another Ārambhaṇīyā were to be performed at the Ārambhaṇīyā, then, at the former also a third Ārambhaṇīyā would have to be performed,—and yet another at this latter; and so on and on there would be no end to the performance of the Ārambhaṇīyā; and there must be some end to what is laid down in the scriptures'.—The answer to this is that in the cases of all infinite regress, there would be a limit imposed by the capacity (of the performer)."

Sūtra (7).

[Siddhānta]—Certainly not; because it is a subsidiary.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'certainly not' sets aside the view set forth above; it means that another Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi should not be performed at the Ārambhaṇīyā.—"Why?"—Because it is subsidiary to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; and the 'commencement' of the Subsidiary is accomplished by the commencement of the Primary itself,—as has been explained above.

Says the Opponent—"When one undertakes the performance of the Ārambhaṇīyā, he has to perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; and hence like the Archetype, another Ārambhaṇīyā also should be performed by one who has
undertaken the performance of the Ārambhanīyā; consequently, another Ārambhanīyā must be performed at the Ārambhanīyā."

It is not so; even though he has not performed another Ārambhanīyā, if he performs the Ārambhanīyā, it is understood that he performs it as engaged in the Ārambhanīyā. Hence there should be no performance of the other Ārambhanīyā at the Ārambhanīyā.

Further, like water-bubbles, there would be no end to the series of Ārambhanīyās;—and this infinite regress indicated by the sentence would be set aside by the capacity of the performer! Under our view, on the other hand, there would not be either an infinite regress nor its rejection.

From all this it follows that there should be no performance of the second Ārambhanīyā at the Ārambhanīyā itself.

SŪTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS A SINGLE SENTENCE.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that it should be as explained above.—"For what reason?"—There is a single sentence laying down the Ārambhanīyā; if it enjoins it in connection with the Ārambhanīyā, then it does not become enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; so that it could lay it down in connection with these latter only as if it were not enjoined; and it could be transferred to the Ārambhanīyā as if it were enjoined;—it cannot, however, do all this, when it is uttered only once.—For this reason also another Ārambhanīyā should not be performed at the Ārambhanīyā.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the 'Khalēbāli', the 'Yūpāhuti' becomes excluded.

SŪTRA (9).

THE ACT IN QUESTION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF BRINGING ABOUT AN OBJECT; IT SHOULD BE EXCLUDED, AS THERE WOULD BE NO NEED FOR IT; THAT IT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE IS CLEAR FROM THE VEDIC TEXT ITSELF.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the said Jyotisoma, there is the Agnisoma-animal-sacrifice laid down in the text—'One who, being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'; in connection with this latter, it has been declared—'Yūpamachchheyyatā hotavyam, na hi dikṣitasyāgmanu jūhoti, ājyaāchārānānicchādāya yūpasāṁtikēyṇim mathitvā yūpāhutiṁ, jūhoti' [wherein the offering of the 'Yūpāhuti', 'Oblation at the Sacrificial Post', has been laid down]; in connection with the Sādyaskra sacrifice it has been declared that 'The Khalēbāli (Stake in the Threshing Yard) is the Sacrificial Post' [i.e. the stake in the yard is to be used as the Sacrificial Post].

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Sādyaskra sacrifice should, or should not, the Yūpāhuti be offered at the Stake in the Threshing Yard?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that "it should be offered; because, inasmuch as the entire procedure has been transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed (Sū. 10. 1. 1)."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The act in question is for the purpose of bringing about an object; that is, it is done with the view that through such-like embellishments, the Post becomes the 'Sacrificial Post'; this act has been laid down for the man who desires to secure a 'Sacrificial Post'; hence on the basis of the Vedic text, the embellishment (brought about by the Yūpāhuti) is for the purposes of the Sacrificial Post; the term 'achchha' in the text has the sense of 'securing'; —now at the Sādyaskra, there is no need for the 'Sacrificial Post', as the animal is tied to the Stake in the Threshing Yard, which is not the 'Sacrificial Post'; —consequently all those embellishments which, like the Yūpāhuti, are for the purpose of bringing about the 'Sacrificial Post', become excluded, for the simple reason that there is no need for the Post.—From all this it follows that the Yūpāhuti at the Stake in the Threshing Yard is to be excluded.
ADHIKARANĀ (8): At the ‘Sāḍyaskra’, the ‘Sthāṇvāḥuti’ is excluded.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“INASMUCH AS THE ‘TREE-STUMP’ IS MENTIONED ONLY AS INDICATING THE SPOT, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN TO BE NOT EXCLUDED.”

Bhāṣya.*

In connection with aforesaid Agniṣomiya animal-sacrifice, we read—‘Sthāṇau sthāṇvāḥutim juhoti’ [‘Offers the Sthāṇvāḥuti on the Sthāṇu (Tree-stump)’] [after the wood-piece has been cut off for making the Sacrificial Post, the stump of the tree that remains is called ‘Sthāṇu’].

Hence in connection with the Sāḍyaskra, there arises the following question—At the Sāḍyaskra, should the Sthāṇvāḥuti be offered—or not?—In this connection, what has got to be considered is this—Is the Sthāṇvāḥuti an act that helps the main sacrifice directly? Or is it only an embellishment for the Sacrificial Post? If it is an act that helps the main sacrifice directly, then it must be done (at the Sāḍyaskra);—while if it is only an embellishment of the Sacrificial Post, then it should be excluded.—“In what way would it be an act helping the main sacrifice directly? How, too, would it be an embellishment of the Sacrificial Post?”—If the sentence be construed to mean that ‘one who desires to secure the Sacrificial Post should offer the Sthāṇvāḥuti’, then this Āhuti becomes an embellishment of the Sacrificial Post;—on the other hand, if the phrase ‘Yūpamochchāyata’ (‘by one desiring to secure the Sacrificial Post’) is not construed with the Context, then the Āhuti becomes an act helping the main sacrifice directly.

On this question, the Pūrrapakṣa view is as follows:—“The offering in question is an act helping the main sacrifice directly; it is a generally recognised principle regarding the use of actions that ‘what is accomplished subserves the purpose what is to be accomplished’.—Further, if the offering in question were connected with the Sthāṇu (Tree-stump), the need for which has ceased,—in what way could it benefit the Sacrificial Post? When something is done to a thing related to another, then alone does it benefit the relative; in the case in question however, the stump has been detached from the Sacrificial Post [hence there can be no such benefit].—Then again, the Yūpāḥuti would be applicable, in common with others, to the Ekādaśini,—if it were an act helping the main sacrifice directly; and in that case, it would not be necessary to assume an unheard of repetition of the offering.

—Lastly, it is an unqualified sentence that lays down the offering of the Sthāṇvāḥuti on the Tree-stump, and the Context would indicate the fact of the said Āhuti being offered on that particular Tree-stump from which
the wood-piece for the Sacrificial Post has been cut off.—From all this it follows that the \textit{Sthānavāhuti} is an act helping the main sacrifice directly, and as such it should be offered at the \textit{Sādyaskra}, with a view to honour the General Law.''

Such is the \textit{Pūrvaapakṣa} view.—In answer to this, we have the following \textit{Siddhānta}—

\textbf{Sūtra (11).}

\textit{In reality, it should be regarded as an embellishment of it, because it is subsidiary.}

\textit{Bhāsyā.}

The phrase ' \textit{api vā} ' ('in reality') signifies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The offering in question should be regarded as an embellishment of the Sacrificial Post.—"Why?"—Because of the peculiarity of the Context. It is recognised that the \textit{Sthānavāhuti} has been laid down for one who is desirous of securing the Sacrificial Post. If anyone holds the view that "what the unqualified sentence lays down is only the \textit{Stump} as the place for the offering",—he will have to assume a result of this.—If one holds the view that "in view of the Context, the offering should be regarded as helping the main sacrifice directly",—for him the general (wider) Context would be rejected by the particular (narrower) Context.—As a matter of fact, the Sacrificial Post should be regarded as subsidiary to the Act (of Sacrifice), on the ground of its serving a useful purpose; if then the offering were connected with it,—it would serve only an unseen (transcendental) purpose, and then, if it were to help the main sacrifice directly,—it would necessitate the assumption of a purpose or use for it; and in that case a well-known fact would be set aside by reasoning; just as in the case of the term ' \textit{ashvakarṇa} '.—Then again, after the need for the \textit{Stump} has ceased, and it has become dissociated from the Sacrificial Post, the idea remains that it is related to the Sacrificial Post,—and on the basis of this idea, if the \textit{Yāpāhuti} is offered, this \textit{Āhuti} becomes related to the Sacrificial Post; and hence it comes to be performed at the time of the cutting (of the wood-piece for the Sacrificial Post);—just as, when a garland has been worn on the head by \textit{Deva-datta}, and it is taken down, it is still regarded as related to \textit{Deva-datta}, and on the basis of that idea, it becomes desirable to endow it with such 'embellishment' as being kept in a clean place and so forth;—so should it be in the case of the \textit{Sthānavāhuti} also.—As regards the \textit{Ekādāshini}, as no emphasis is meant to be laid upon the place in close proximity, the \textit{Yāpāhuti} would be applicable to it in common with others. —From all this it follows that the more reasonable view is that the offering in question is an embellishment of the Sacrificial Post [and as such it should not be performed at the \textit{Sādyaskra}].
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (12).

THE NAME ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāsyā.

The name 'Sthāṇevāhuti' also applies to that ēhuti (offering) in which the Sthāṇu (Tree-stump) is the predominant factor.—How?—Because the term is to be treated as a Genitive Tatpurusa ['Sthāṇoḥ ēhutiḥ', 'the offering of the stump'],—the Genitive having the force of the Accusative; and what the Accusative denotes is that which is the most desired. As for the Locative Tatpurusa ['Sthāṇau ēhutiḥ', the offering on the stump], this would involve an indirect indication and hence cannot be accepted.

SŪTRA (13).

THE WORDS OF THE MANTRA ALSO POINT TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāsyā.

For the following reason we conclude that the offering in question is an embellishment (of the Sacrificial Post): The reason is that the words of the Mantra also point to the same conclusion; the Mantra is—'Atastevandēva vanaspatē viroha'; this means—'Inasmuch as you have been lopped off by me, may you grow in manifold ways'; these Mantra-words appear to be honouring the Sacrificial Post.—From this also it follows that the offering is an act of embellishment (of the Sacrificial Post), and as such should not be performed in connection with the Stake in the Threshing Yard (at the Sādyaskra sacrifice).
ADHIKARANA (9): The 'Last Prayāja' is an act of embellishment.

SÜTRA (14).

SO ALSO IN THE CASE OF THE PRAYĀJA; AS THE SAME PRINCIPLE IS APPLICABLE TO IT.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrvamāsa it is said—'Uttamaḥ prayājah svāhākāram yajati'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this 'Uttama Prayāja' (The Last Prayāja)—an act helping the main sacrifice directly? Or is it an act of embellishment?—Hence what we are going to consider is—At this Prayāja, are the deities the same to whom the 'Ājyāhāga' and other offerings are to be made? Or are they other than those deities?

"In what way would they be other deities and in what way the same as those in the Context?"" If the words 'Swāhākāram yajati' are taken as containing the injunction of the deity, then the deity at the Prayāja would be different from those in the Context; if, on the other hand, the deity of the Prayāja is taken to be those that are indicated by the words of the Mantra 'Yē yajāmahē svāhāgnim, etc.' [and not by the words 'Swāhākāram yajati'], then the deities at the Prayāja would be the same as those in the Context.

On the above question, the Pūrvapaksa view is as follows:—"The Prayāja in question is an act directly helping the main sacrifice. To explain—it is an entirely different deity that is enjoined by the words 'Swāhākāram yajati'; in this way the deity of the offering would be got at directly from the Vedic text; while under the other view it would have to be assumed on the basis of indication of the words of a Mantra.

Objection—'This other deity (held to be enjoined by the words 'Swāhākāram yajati') cannot be spoken of by means of any such terms as 'agni' and the like; hence if that other deity were accepted, this would militate also against the use of the Mantra 'Yē yajāmahē svāhāgnim'.

"Answer—There would be no militating against the use of this Mantra; a single term can denote more than one thing; for example, the term 'Mātā' denotes the Mother as also the measurer (the person who does the measuring); when this term is used in such expressions as 'Mātā cha paramam daivatam samā cha purṣu' ['The Mātā is the highest divinity, equally inclined towards sons'], it is taken as denoting the Mother; while when appearing in such expressions as 'Mātā samaḥ kṣiprashcha' ['The Mātā is equable and quick'], it is taken as denoting the measurer of grains. —Similarly, when terms like 'agni' are used in Mantras that are used at the sacrifice offered to the deity named 'Swāhākāra', they would be understood to be denotative of that deity. In this way a well-known act
connected with the sacrifice would come to be accomplished, in the shape of what helps it directly.—From all this it follows that the *Uttama Prayāja* is an act that helps the main sacrifice directly."

In answer to the above we have the following *Siddhānta*:—*So also in the case of the Prayāja, as the same principle is applicable to it*. It has been said above that ‘the *Śhānīvāhuti* in an act of embellishment’; this same idea is applied to the present case by means of the particle ‘cha’ (‘also’) in the *Sūtra*; the sense being that ‘the *Uttama-Prayāja* is an act of embellishment’; it is for this reason that they declare that the deities of this *Prayāja* are the same as those to whom the ‘Ājyabhāga’ and other sacrificial offerings are made.—"Why so?"—Because the deific character does not belong to *Śvāhākāra*; the deific character is signified either by the Nominal affix or by the Dative ending;—in this case (in the sentence ‘Śvāhākāram vaijati’) there is neither the Nominal affix nor the Dative ending;—hence this cannot be taken as an injunction of the deity. In fact, the Accusative ending (in ‘Śvāhākāram’) clearly signifies that the ‘Śvāhākāra’ is in apposition to ‘sacrifice’; hence it follows that the term ‘Śvāhākāra’ denotes a sacrifice, just like ‘Samīd’ and other terms.

Says the Opponent—"If, on the strength of the Accusative ending you take the term ‘Śvāhākāra’ to be denotative of the sacrifice, then that sacrifice (which is denoted by the term ‘Śvāhākāra’) must be an act that helps the main sacrifice directly; because the Accusative ending signifies what is the most desired”.

The answer to this is as follows:—In view of this objection, the *Sūtra* has added the term ‘because the same principle is applicable to it’; that is, that same principle is applicable to this case which has been applied to the case of the ‘Śhānīvāhuti’,—i.e. ‘it should be regarded as an embellishment of it, because it is subsidiary’ (Sū. 10. 1. 11). At the Ājyabhāga and other offerings, *Agni* and the other deities are subsidiaries,—and the sacrifice becomes useful only when it is offered to them. Under the other view, the sacrifice would be useless, and hence the mention of the Deity in connection with that sacrifice would also be useless. When there is a likelihood of the sacrifice being an ‘embellishment’ of the Deity, we cannot assume any other use for that sacrifice; and so long as it is possible for ‘*Agni*’ and other terms to be taken in their own natural denotations, there can be no justification for assuming the entirely unknown fact that they denote a different Deity in the shape of *Śvāhākāra*.

From all this it follows that the *Uttama-Prayāja* serves the purpose of ‘embellishing’ the Deity; and through the embellishment due to the remembrance of the Deity, that same sacrifice brings about a transcendental result also.

SŪTRA (15).

**ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT.**

*Bhāṣya*.

In support of the said conclusion we have an indicative text also.—"What text?"—In connection with the *Chāturmāsya* sacrifice, we find
the following Mantra speaking of certain common deities: 'Śvāhāgniṁ—
svāhā somam—svāhā savitāram—svāhā sarasvatīṁ—svāhā pūṣāṇam'; and the
use of this Mantra is explicable only on the basis of the sacrifice being an
'embellishment' of the Deity; under the other view, it would have to be
regarded only as serving a transcendental purpose.—For this reason also,
the Uttama-Prayāja should be regarded as an act of embellishment of the
Deity.

The use of this Adhikaraṇa lies in the following.—In the case of the
Saurya and other sacrifices where there are diverse deities, the names of
deities connected with the Archetype are not to be excluded,—according
to the Pūrvapakṣa; while according to the Siddhānta, they become excluded.
ADHIKARANA (10): The 'Agni'-sacrifice is an act directly helping the main sacrifice.

SUTRA (16).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“The same should be the case with the ‘Ājyabhāga’ offering to Agni”,—If this is urged as the Purvapakṣa [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Purṇamāsa sacrifices laid down in the text—Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Purṇamāsa sacrifices’;—in connection with these it is declared—‘Ājyabhāga yajati’ ['offers the Ājyabhāga oblations '];—and the following is yet another declaration in the same connection—‘Tat hochatuḥ kimāvayostataḥ syāditi, yasyai kasyaichid-dēcatāyai havinirevapamāstanām purastādājyasya yajanniti tasmaḥ yasyai kasyaichid dēcatāyai havinirevapanti tā purastādājya-bhāgavagniṣomābhhyām yajanti tau na saumye’dhavrā na pashīv’; [where two ‘Ājyabhāga oblations’ are spoken of as to be offered to Agni and Soma].

In regard to this there arises the question—In the case of the two ‘Ājyabhāga oblations’ offered to Agni and Soma, is the oblation offered to Agni—the Agni-sacrifice—for the purpose of embellishing the Deity? Or for directly helping the main sacrifice?

On this question, if the Purvapakṣa view is that “the same should be the case with the Ājyabhāga-offering to Agni;—i.e. like the Uttama-Prayāja, it should be regarded as an embellishment, because it is subsidiary (Sū. 11)”—[then the Siddhānta in answer to that view is as follows]—

SUTRA (17).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—Because of the actual mention, it must be a distinct deity.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right to hold that the Ājyabhāga-oblations are the embellishment of the Deity; in fact, they are acts directly helping the main sacrifice.—“Why?”—Because of the actual mention; it is understood that the Deity (Agni) to whom the oblation in question is offered is distinct from the Agni of the main sacrifice.—“What is that mention?”—It is the Mantra—‘Agni-maga āvaha, somamāvaha, agnimāvaha’; which contains an invocation of the deities;—with a view to secure the offering of oblations to all these deities; and to avoid all mistakes, this invocation enumerates the deities;—in this enumeration, Agni is mentioned twice; this is explicable only if the two deities spoken of by the term ‘agni’ are distinct; otherwise one
would be bewildered by the increase in the number. As for the enumeration, that is equally there for both views (the Pūrvapakṣa as well as the Śiddhānta); in fact, under your view (that there is only one Deity of the name ‘Agni’), the intervention of ‘Soma’ between the two ‘Agnis’ would disturb the order of the enumeration. Further, when a word is used more than once, and is intervened by another word, it mentions the Deity as distinct. For instance, in the sentence—‘Brāhmaṇa ṣgataḥ, vṛṣala ṣgataḥ, brāhmaṇa ṣgataḥ’,—we have the enumeration of two distinct Brāhmaṇas; similarly in the case in question, there is mention of two Agnis.

Says the Opponent—“This mention is a mere indicative; you should state some reason.”

This reason is stated in the following Sūtra—

SŪTRA (18).

ALSO BECAUSE OF EQUALITY.

Bhāṣya.

The following is the reason (in support of the Śiddhānta)—In this case the Sacrifice is ‘equal’ to the Deity; that is, the Deity has been mentioned in connection with the main Sacrifice, and the Sacrifice also has been mentioned in another sentence ‘Ājyabhāgau yajati’; hence between these two—Sacrifice and Deity—both of which serve useful purposes,—the most reasonable course is to take the Deity as subserving the purposes of the Sacrifice; because it is well known that the Sacrifice is a subsidiary that helps directly.—Without a Deity, there can be no Sacrifice;—hence the Sacrifice always needs a Deity;—certainly the Deity of the main Sacrifice does not need another Sacrifice;—and when one thing is needed by another, the former is regarded as subserving the purposes of the latter;—hence it follows that the Deity subserves the purposes of the Sacrifice.

Further, there is ‘equality’ also between the Sacrifice in question and other such subsidiaries as help the main Sacrifice directly.—“How?”—It is described in the following text—‘The two Āghāra-offerings are the two fingers of the Sacrifice,—the two Ājyabhāga-offerings are its eyes,—the Prayāja-sacrifices are its armour,—also the Sacrificer’s armour, tending to the suppression of his enemy’ [where the Sacrifice is likened to such directly helpful things as fingers and eyes and armour].
ADHIKARAṆA (11): The ‘Pashu-purodāsha’ Sacrifice is an ‘embellishment’ of the Deity.

SŪTRA (19).

[Pūrva Petersburga]—“So also in the case of the Animal-sacrifice”;
if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, there is the Agnīśomīya-animal-sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Āsomam vahantyaśginā pratiśṭhanti ...... yo diśito yadagnīśomīyam pashumālabbhataḥ varuṇāpāshābhīyām sa muchyatē’;—and in connection with this animal-sacrifice, there is the following declaration—‘Agnīśomīyaṁ vahayā pracharyāṣa agnīśomīyaṁ pashu-purodāsha-manumirvapanti’ [where the offering of the Meat-cake, Pashu-purodāsha, is laid down].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this offering of the Meat-cake an act directly helping the main sacrifice? Or does it serve the purpose of ‘embellishing’ the Deity?

On this question, the Pūrva Petersburg view is as follows;—and here the argument that had been put forward under the Adhikaraṇa on Prayāja,—even though refuted,—is yet again revived on the ground of some peculiarity—“So also in the case of the Animal-sacrifice; if you think that there is a doubt as to this being an act directly helping the main sacrifice or an embellishment of the Deity,—then our view is that in the case of the Animal-sacrifice also, the offering is an act that directly helps the main sacrifice; because this is the well-known function of actions.—Then again, the term ‘agnīśomīya’ is formed with a Nominal affix and the Deity enters into it as the subordinate factor;—in connection with the Animal-sacrifice also the same term with the Nominal affix is mentioned with great force, in the supplementary sentence, as signifying Fire; but this does not necessarily mean that it must signify the same in connection with the Meat-cake.—From all this it follows that, on the ground of usage, the sacrifice in question must be taken to be an act that directly helps the main sacrifice.”

SŪTRA (20).

[Siddhānta]—Not so; because of the declaration of identity.

Bhāṣya.

‘Na’ is the term that denies what has been said above.

The sentence ‘Āsomam vahantī agnīnā pratiśṭhanti’ is a declaratory declaration; so that, if it is on the basis of such a declamation that the
Deity of the Animal-sacrifice is to be regarded as distinct from the Deity of the Meat-cake-offering,—then, on the basis of a similar declamation, the Deity in both cases should be regarded to be the same; for we have the declaration to the effect that—'The Meat-cake has the same Deity as the Animal-sacrifice'.—Hence the support of a declaratory declaration being equal in both cases, the conclusion is that the Meat-cake-offering is an act of embellishment for the Deity.

SŪTRA (21).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we hold that the Meat-cake offering is an act of embellishment of the Deity.—"For what reason?"—The reason is that there is an indicative text also which supports this view: In connection with the series of Meat-cake-offerings, we find it laid down that 'a bull should be sacrificed to Indra-Vājrin'; and in this connection there is a couple of Yājñyānuvākyā speaking of the common Deity—'Indram snuhī vajrīṇam stomaṇḍhīṣam snuhī shūram vajrīṇam suprātim'; this declaration is explicable only if the offering in question is an act of embellishment, not otherwise.

From all this it follows that the Meat-cake-offering serves the purpose of embellishing the Deity of the Animal-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (22).

[Restatement of Pūrvapakṣa]—"IN FACT (THE DEITY) SHOULD BE REGARDED AS A SUBSIDIARY DETAIL, LIKE THE PANS; ALSO BECAUSE IT IS A MODIFICATION OF WHAT IS A SUBSIDIARY DETAIL."

Bhāṣya.

The same argument is re-stated, with a view to add something new.—The term 'vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above. "The Deity should be regarded as a subsidiary detail; as this would be in keeping with its well-known character of directly helping the main sacrifice. That it will be subsidiary to more than one act would be like the case of the Pan; the Pan is subsidiary to the cooking as also to the removing of the chaff; similarly the same Agni-Soma would be subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice as well as to the Meat-cake-offering. Such being the case, the action, that has been laid down as subsidiary to the Agni-Soma connected with the Dārāsa-Pūrṇamāsā and as being the means of accomplishing the sacrifice, would, without any inconsistency, apply to the same deities as subsidiary to the offering in question; otherwise, it could not apply to the two deities when they form the predominant factor and serve an entirely different function. As a matter of fact however, we find the
Svēstakṛt-offering which is left undefined.—From this also it follows that the offering in question directly helps the main sacrifice.—Then again, at the Sautrāmanī sacrifice, the cakes dedicated to Indra, Varuṇa and Sāvitr are not brought, from the context of the Animal-sacrifice, to those animal-sacrifices which have Ashvin, Sarasvatī and Sudāman for their deities;—while they would be so brought in if the offering were an act of embellishment; and it has been already explained that the mention of its serving the purpose of covering up the ‘holes’ is a purely commendatory declamation.—From this also it follows that the offering in question is an act directly helping the main sacrifice.”

SŪTRA (23).

[Pūrvapakṣa’s argument answered]—In reality, it should be regarded as an act of embellishment of the Deity; because it is a subsidiary,—like the ‘Śvāhākāra’; specially because subsidiary details are connected with a purpose.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘api vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The offering in question is not an act that directly helps the main sacrifice; it should be regarded as an embellishment of it,—i.e. of the Deity.—“Why?”—Because it is a subsidiary; i.e. because the Deity serves a useful purpose;—hence, just as the ‘Śvāhākāra’-sacrifice is regarded as an act of embellishment of the Deity, on the ground that, otherwise, it would serve no useful purpose,—similarly should it be in the case in question also.—Specially because subsidiary details are connected with a purpose; i.e. in the sentence in question we find that there is connection with a purpose.—Hence it follows that the offering in question cannot be an act directly helping the main sacrifice. Because such details as enter into the very constitution of the sacrifice are far superior to those that help it directly.

It has been argued (under Śū. 19) that—“There is mention of the Deity by the word with the Nominal affix, where the Deity forms the subordinate factor”; but such mention is made also in those cases where the connection of the Deity is enjoined by means of a word of which the Deity forms the predominant factor.—Further, a perceptible purpose is always superior to the imperceptible (transcendental) one.—From all this it follows that the offering in question is an act of embellishment of the Deity.

SŪTRA (24).

The mention of ‘defect’ also as due to the diversity (points to the same conclusion); as it is for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also, the offering in question is an act of embellishment.—In connection with the Sautrāmanī sacrifice, it is said that
there is a 'defect' due to the 'diversity' of deities; and this is explicable only if the offering is an embellishment of the Deity; the text being as follows:—'That which is a defect in the Sauatrāmaṇi is a good point in this—viz. that the deities of the Meat-cakes are distinct from those of the Animals'.

SŪTRA (25).

"IT IS SO EVEN IN THE CASE OF THE SUBORDINATE FACTOR,"—IF THIS BE URGED [then the answer will be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"You think that the mention of 'defect' can be explicable only if the offering in question is an act of embellishment. But that is not right; because the mention of 'defect' cannot be explained even under the view that the offering is an act of embellishment; because in reality there is no 'defect' there; as the sacrifice becomes more perfect by reason of the Cakes having diverse deities. The text says—'It is the good point in this that the Cakes have deities different from those of the Animals'.—Thus the objection being applicable to both views should not be urged against one only. In fact, just as the mention of 'defect' would be a declamatory assertion under the view that the offering is an act of embellishment,—so, under the other view also, it would be a declamatory assertion."

SŪTRA (26).

NOT SO; BECAUSE THERE IS NO HARM; JUST AS IN THE CASE OF THE PĀNS.

Bhāṣya.

It is not so; because under your view there has been no harm (wrong);—just as in the case of the Pāns, if the chaff is all removed by means of a single Pan, there is no harm done to the other Pāns,—so in the case in question, if the Meat-cake-sacrifice is offered to another Deity, there is no harm done to the Deity of the Animal-sacrifice; and under the circumstances, there would be the mention of 'defect' when, in reality, there has been no defect at all.—Under our view, on the other hand, there is harm done to the subsidiary in the shape of the indication of the Deity.—As for the assertion—that 'the defect also becomes a perfection',—it is something entirely different. In fact, when the word 'defect' is used where there has been no harm or wrong done, it is clear that the signification of words has not been grasped.
SHABARA-BHĀṢYA:

SŪTRA (27).

THE DEITIES ARE COMMON WITH THOSE OF THE 'CUPS'; AND THE ASSERTION IS BASED UPON THAT; BECAUSE IT IS FOR THE SAKE OF THAT.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the offering should be taken as an act of embellishment:—The assertion—i.e. the assertion of the Cakes,—is based upon the fact that at the Sautrāmaṇi, the deities are common with those of the Cups;—this assertion being to the effect that 'There are no Cakes of these animals; these animals have the Cups for their Cakes.' It is not that the Cakes are not there; the assertion that 'the Cups are their Cakes', or 'they have the Cups for their Cakes', is based upon the observation that there is no embellishment by means of offerings to diverse deities.—'What is the similarity between the Cups and the Cakes?'—The similarity is that they serve the purpose of embellishment; and this would be possible only if the Cakes also served the purpose of embellishing the deities. From all this it follows that the more reasonable view is that the offering is an act of embellishment.

SŪTRA (28).

IT IS IN THE ABSENCE OF THE CUPS THAT THERE IS THE ASSERTION.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Naitasya pashorgraham ṣṛhyanti, purodāśhavānēṣa pashuḥ' ['They do not take up the Cup of this Animal, it has only the Cake'].—Here 'the absence of the Cup' has been spoken of as being due to the presence of the Meat-cake,—which shows that the 'Cup' and the 'Cake' are meant to serve the same purpose.—Now it has been already found that the 'Cup' is for the purpose of embellishing the deity; and hence the said assertion would be explicable only if the Cake also were taken as serving the same purpose (of embellishing the Deity).

SŪTRA (29).

FURTHER, IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT THE DEITY IS THE OCCASIONER; HENCE IT INDICATES (THE SIDDHĀNTA VIEW).

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that the offering is an act of embellishment: There is the text—'Agniḥbhyaḥ kāmēbhyaḥ pashava ālabhyante, kāmā vā agnayaḥ, āgnēyāḥ purodāśā bhavanti, āgnēyā hi pasha-vah',—where the Cakes are spoken of as 'occasioned' (due to) the deities; and this shows that the Meat-cakes are meant to serve the purpose of embellishing the Deity.
SUTRA (30).


Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Śū. 22) that ‘The detail pertaining to the subsidiaries could not appertain to the Principals’.—The answer to that is as follows: The connection of the details with the Agniṣomiyā-offerings would not be incompatible, even though these latter are principal offerings. —“Why?”—Because the conditions are present; i.e. even though these offerings are ‘principals’, yet, inasmuch as they bring about the accomplishment of the main sacrifice, they are ‘means’ to that accomplishment (and to that extent ‘subsidiary’); and as such they could very well be connected with the details in question;—just as in the case of the term ‘Srīta’; i.e. in the case of the expression ‘Rice cooked in boiled milk—rice cooked in curds’, even though the Boiled Milk and the Curds are meant for being offered (and in that sense principals), yet they serve the purposes of the Prajñātū vessel, and as such become connected with the related details; and there is no incompatibility in that.

SUTRA (31).

IT WOULD SERVE TWO PURPOSES; SUCH BEING THE DECLARATION OF THE VEDA; ITS MODIFICATORY CHARACTER HAS BEEN ASSERTED ON THE GROUND THAT IT SERVES THAT PURPOSE IN THE CASE OF DIVERSITY OF DEITIES.—IT HAS BEEN ASSERTED THAT “IT IS ONLY ADECLAMATORY STATEMENT” [and the answer to that is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued by the Opponent that—“the Cakes dedicated to Indra, Varuṇa and Savitṛ would become dissociated from the context of the Sautrāmaṇi”—.—The answer to this is as follows:—It would serve two purposes; i.e. the sacrifice would serve the purposes of ‘embellishing the Deity’ as well as that of ‘covering the holes’; as both of these have been declared in the Veda. Consequently, by the mere fact of its serving the purpose of ‘covering the holes’ in the case of diverse deities, it would not become dissociated from the Context; in fact it would remain in the same Context, as a modificatory sacrifice.

It has been asserted that “even this is a merely declamatory statement”; —the answer to that is as follows—
SŪTRA (32).

There being a diversity of deities, there is a modification of names.

Bhāṣya.

In that case (i.e. if it is purely declamatory) 'dissociation from the Context' would be avoided in the following manner: As for the 'embellishment of the Deity', it cannot be set aside by being dissociated from the Context;—at the Sautrāmaṣi, the Cakes that come in by virtue of the General Law are those with common deities; so that in that case the terms 'indra' and the rest can be expressive only of those deities that are connected with the Animal-sacrifice.——"How so?"—It is understood that the names that have been mentioned are really those of these latter deities, but they appear only in their partial forms and accompanied by other letters; it is quite possible for component parts to signify the composite whole and thereby signify what is denoted by that whole; as is found in the case of 'gāri', and such other corrupt words [where the cow comes to be expressed by the letter 'ga', which forms part of the term 'go' which is what really denotes the cow];—also in the following Mantra related to the deity Sarasvatī—'Nivarhaya praśāṁ viśvaśya bṛayaśya māyināh', the term 'bṛaya' signifies what is really denoted by the term 'bṛhat'.——"But why is all this assumption made?"—Because in connection with the sacrifices that are meant to serve the purpose of embellishing the deities, if other (foreign) deities were to be mentioned, they would be entirely useless. Hence we conclude that the names of deities connected with Cakes are only modified forms of the names of those connected with the Animal-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (33).

Or, there may be repetition; as in the case of the Prayājas, one portion of it would have another Deity.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'oḥ' ('or') here does not imply the rejection of the above view; it only introduces another argument in support of the view that the offering in question is an act of embellishment.

In fact, the names need not be taken as modified forms of other names; the names could be so taken, if there were no other means of establishing the view that the offering in question is an act of embellishment; as a matter of fact however, this view can be established even without taking the names as 'modifications'.——"How?"—There would be repetition of the Cake-offering; at this the Deity of the Animal-sacrifice as well as the Cake come in by virtue of the General Law; for the Deity of the Animal-sacrifice, there is another substance laid down in the form of the 'Cup', and a different Deity for the 'Cake'; the element of 'offering' ('sacrifice')
remains the same (unmodified) in both cases; and this sacrifice should have
to be performed as connected with the deities of the Animal-sacrifice, as
also with the Cup;—both these cannot be possible without the sacrifice
being repeated;—so that naturally the sacrifice comes to be repeated;—
and of this sacrifice one portion would have another Deity,—as in the case
of the Prayāja; for instance, at the Animal-sacrifice, though all the five
Prayājas are admissible by virtue of the General Law, it is the number of
only 'one portion' that has been actually enjoined; and as this cannot be
possible without repetition, the Prayājas come to be repeated; and when
they are repeated, one portion of them has different deities in the shape of
Dura-Uṣāsā-Naktā and so forth.—In the same manner, in the case in
question also, there would be repetition of the Cake-offering;—so that
there would be no dissociation from the Context, even under the view that
the offering in question is an act of embellishment.
ADHIKARANA (12): *In the sentence ‘Sauryaṁcharum nirvapēt’, the term ‘charu’ stands for ‘odana’, ‘Cooked Rice’.*

SŪTRA (34).

THE ‘CHARU’ SHOULD BE TAKEN AS A FORM OF THE OFFERING-MATERIAL, BECAUSE IT IS CONNECTED WITH THE ACT OF ‘SACRIFICE’.

Bhāṣya.

The Charu is spoken of in the sentence—‘Sauryaṁcharum nirvapēt brahamwarchasakāmaḥ’ [‘One desiring Brahmic glory should offer Charu to Sūrya’]. The Saurya, offering to Sūrya, is a modification (an ectype) of the Āgnēya, offering to Agni, as has been established under the Sūtra 8. 1. 28—‘It should be restricted to that of one act on the ground of there being a single thing (deity); specially because it is an ectype and is dependent upon what has gone before’. [The ‘Āgnēya’ consists of ‘the offering of a cake baked on eight pans to Agni’; and the ‘Saurya’ being an ectype of this Āgnēya, it takes the details that should be modifications of the details of the Āgnēya.]

The question that arises is—(A) Does the ‘Charu’, laid down in connection with the Saurya, mean the modification of the offering-material (i.e. the Cake offered at the Āgnēya)?—Or the modification of the Pan (used at the Āgnēya for baking the Cake)?—(B) If it means a modification of the offering-material, then, is the offering-substance modified through the Pot or through the Odana?

On this question, the view that presents itself is that the ‘Charu’ should be regarded as involving the modification of the offering-substance—why?—because it is connected with the act of sacrifice; what is enjoined in regard to the ‘Charu’ is expressed by the Nominal affix in the word ‘Sauryam’, in the sentence ‘Sauryam charum nirvapēt’; which shows that the ‘Charu’ is for the purpose of the sacrifice; and hence it must be regarded as the modification of the offering-substance.

SŪTRA (35).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“BECAUSE WHAT IS GENERALLY KNOWN SHOULD BE ACCEPTED.”

Bhāṣya.

The conclusion arrived at in the preceding Sūtra being accepted (by both parties), the following view is stated (as Pūrvapakṣa) in regard to the further question (B) stated above:—‘The Charu is a modification of the
offering-substance, and this modification is done through the Pot, because what is generally known should be accepted; the most reasonable course is to accept what is well recognised; the term 'Charu' is generally known from the Himālaya to Cape Comorin as standing for the Pot; as a matter of fact, all over the country, from the Himālaya down to Cape Comorin, the term 'Charu' is found to be used in the sense of the Pot. Hence it follows that it is through the Pot that the offering-substance is modified [i.e. at the Saurya sacrifice, the substance offered remains the Cake, the same as at the Āgnīya,—the only modification that that substance undergoes is that it is baked in the Pot instead of in the Pan]."

SŪTRA (36).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE 'COOKED RICE', BECAUSE OF THE CONNECTION WITH 'FOOD'.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'Charu' is used in the sense of Cooked Rice also; in the present case, it is more reasonable to take the term as standing for the Cooked Rice than for the Pot.—"Why?"—Because of the connection with food; i.e. all cultured people offer sacrifices to deities with substances that can be eaten, not with what cannot be eaten;—from the practice of these cultured people we infer the Śṛṃti, and from the Śṛṃti, the basis of Vedic text.—Hence it follows that the offering-substance is modified through Cooked Rice [i.e. it is Cooked Rice that is offered in place of the Cake].

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection continued]—"IT CANNOT BE SO; BECAUSE IN THAT CASE THE TERM WOULD HAVE TWO MEANINGS.

Bhāṣya.

"The term 'Charu' cannot be taken as denoting the Cooked Rice;—why?—because in that case, it would come to have two meanings; and as it is well known as denoting the Pot, its action in signifying the Cooked Rice would have to be regarded as indirect indication, based upon the connection (of the Rice) with the Pot.—Then again, in the case of such words, it is not right to attribute to them more than one meaning.—Hence it must be admitted that the offering-substance is modified through the Pot.—It has been urged that—'Cultured people offer sacrifices to deities with such things as can be eaten, and hence there must be a Śṛṃti in support of such practice'.—The answer to this is as follows:—This inference that has been put forward is refuted by the directly perceptible text to the contrary; from the directly perceptible text we learn that the sacrifice is to be performed with the Pot.—'How so?'—Because it is well known that the term 'Charu' signifies the Pot; so that there can be no justification for taking the term 'Charu' in its indirect figurative sense on the basis of mere usage;—even if such an assumption were made, it would mean the rejection of the direct signification of the word by usage; and this cannot be right; in
fact, it would be right to regard the usage itself as wrong, in view of the
direct signification of the word; as we find in the case of the sentences—
'Shālaishche māsareṇā chāvabhṛthamabhyavayanti’, ‘Prājāpatyam charum
nīravāt shatakrṣṇalamāyuskāmāh’ (?).”

SŪTRA (38).
[Objection continued—second Pūrvapakṣa put forward]—“IN REALITY, THE
‘CHARU’ MUST BE TAKEN AS INVOLVING THE MODIFICATION OF
THE PAN; IN A CASE OF DOUBT, THE MATTER IS DETER-
MINED BY ‘UTILITY’ AND ‘REASON’.”

Bhāṣya.

“‘In fact, the very first proposition—that the ‘Charu’ is a modification
of the offering-substance—cannot be proved; In regarding it as a modification
of the Pot, it would be necessary to assume, from Practice, the Vedic
text as the basis of the Smrī (on which the Practice would be based);—
lastly, if the modification were through Cooked Rice, then it would necessitate
the assumption of an indirect figurative meaning for the term, on the basis
of its connection with the Pot;—but there is yet another way available:
that the ‘Charu’ be taken as the modification of the Pan.—For these
reasons, the particle ‘vā’ (in the Sūtra) should be taken as rejecting all the
aforesaid views and we put forward the view that the ‘Charu’ is a modification
of the Pan.—The modification of the Pan also is of use to Sūrya; hence
it can be spoken of as ‘Saurya’.—There is reason also in support of the
view in the shape of the fact that cooking can be done in the Pot.—Thus
there being some doubt regarding the view that ‘Charu’ is a modification
of the offering-substance, we should accept the view that it involves a modi-
fication of the Pan.”

SŪTRA (39).
[Objection and Pūrvapakṣa (B) continued]—“ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SECONDARY AND THE PRIMARY.”

Bhāṣya.

“There is a clear difference between the Secondary and the Primary;
it may be right to set aside the Secondary; but it can never be right to set
aside the Primary; this has been explained under Sū. 12. 2. 25.”

SŪTRA (40).
[Objection and Pūrvapakṣa (B) continued]—“ALSO BECAUSE WHEN THE
‘CHARU’ IS SPOKEN OF, ANOTHER OFFERING-SUBSTANCE IS
MENTIONED.”

Bhāṣya.

“In a case where the Charu is spoken of, there is mention of another
offering-substance—‘Prājāpatyam ghṛtē charum nīravāt shatakrṣṇalamāyusk-
kāmah’, where the offering-material mentioned is ‘100 gold-pieces’, and
the Charu is only something related to that substance. That gold-pieces can be used for offering is clearly shown by the text that says—'One makes offerings of four Kṣṇalas each.'

SŪTRA (41).

[Objection and Pūrvapakṣa (B) concluded]—'Also because we find a text indicative of the same conclusion.'

Bhāṣya.

'There is the declaration—'Mārutvañcharunircapēḥ prṛṇinām dugdhē praiyaṅgavam grāmakāmāḥ' where the offering-substance mentioned is the Priyaṅgu-corn cooked in milk;—as for the Charu it is a product of Clay (in the shape of the Pan), and not a product of Priyaṅgu-corns.—Hence the offering-substance is something entirely different, and the Charu involves only a modification of the Pan.'

SŪTRA (42).

[Answer to objection and Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—In fact, it should be understood as 'Odana' (Cooked Rice); because of the use.

Bhāṣya.

From the use of the Nominal affix—in the expression 'Sauryashcharuḥ kartavyah'—it follows that the 'Charu' is a modification of the offering-substance. According to the Pūrvapakṣa view, the action taken in accordance with the injunction 'Sauryah charuḥ kartavyah' would be that the Cake would be offered (but cooked in a pot);—if this were done, then the idea derived from the injunction, that 'it is the Charu that should be offered and thereby connected with Śurya', would become set aside;—so that in offering the Cake, the connection established with Śurya would be of a thing that is incapable of such connection, and not of that which is capable.—If then, the original offering-substance (Cake) is modified (at the Saurya sacrifice),—then the modification should be by means of the Cooked Rice; because from the Himālaya down to Cape Comorin, the term 'Charu' is recognised as denoting Cooked Rice; and in that case we secure the proper connection (with the Deity) of something to be eaten.

It has been argued (in Sū. 37) that—'it is not right to attribute two meanings to one word'.—It is certainly not right to attribute two meanings to a word; but why should there be this impropriety in taking the term 'Charu' as denoting Cooked Rice, by reason of its denoting the Pot,—and not in taking it as denoting Pot, by reason of its denoting Cooked Rice? In fact there are texts declaring that the term 'Charu' denotes Cooked Rice,—such as 'Anavasāvhitāntarūṣnapakvo viśhadāsiddha odanashcharuḥ.' ['Charu is that Cooked Rice from which the water has not been strained,
which has been cooked by internal heat and which has become soft and yet the grains remain distinct').—This has been explained above under Sūtra 3, 3, 38. Sāṃyti is more authoritative than Practice; hence it follows that the term 'Charu' denotes Cooked Rice; so that in the case in question it is through Cooked Rice that the offering-substance is modified;—this will also serve the purpose that the sacrifice shall be offered with something to be eaten. Further, there is no such substance appertaining to Sūrya as would be connected with the Charu.—It may be argued that "there is the Cake which would come in under the General Law".—But that cannot be; the General Law (applying the details of the archetype to the ectype) comes in after the injunction of the action (ectype) has been fully accomplished;—as a matter of fact, there is no injunction of the sacrifice (Sāurya) before the word 'charaḥ' has been pronounced; because what the term 'sacrifice' connotes is the connection of a Deity with a substance;—hence it is clear that the term 'Charu' which comes in the wake of the injunction (of the act), can never qualify the Cake; for the simple reason that the General Law can come in only later on.

SŪTRA (43).

ALSO BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF AS SOMETHING NEW.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that the offering-substance is modified through Cooked Rice.—"For what reason?"—For this reason that it is spoken of as something new: Says the text—"The deities prospered in this world through the Cake, and in the other world, through Charu'; where having spoken of the 'prosperity' through the Cake, it goes on to add 'through the Charu in the other world'; if the term 'Charu' denoted only the Pot and the Charu were only a modified Pot,—then the Charu would come in in that same connection in which the Cake came in; so that the statement that 'through the Cake the deities prospered in this world' would mean the same as that 'they prospered in this world through the Charu';—if that were so then there would be no justification for the second clause 'through Charu in the other world,' where the 'Charu' is spoken of as something different (from the 'Cake').—From this also it follows that the offering-substance is modified through the Cooked Rice.

SŪTRA (44).

TO THE SAME EFFECT WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

If this view is accepted then it is possible to explain an indicative text that we find.—"How?"—There is the text—'Ādityah prāyaniyash-charaḥ aditya udayaniyah'; and in this connection there is the further text
—Ājyasyaiva charumabhipūrya chatura ājayabhāgān yajati, pathyāṁ svasti-
miśṣvāgniṣomau yajati, agniṣomāviṣṭā savitāram yajati, aditimodanēṇa’;—
here we have the injunction of the four ‘Ājyabhāga’ offerings;—now as
regards the (last) offering to ‘Aditi’, it is a reiteration of what has gone
before in the former text ‘Ādityaschāruḥ’;—so that the ‘Charu’ (of the
first text) is spoken of (in the second text) as ‘Odana’ (Cooked Rice);—
which shows that the offering-substance is modified through the Cooked
Rice.

The following is yet another text indicative of the same conclusion—
‘Yadi taṇḍulo vidyate āmantaḥ havih syāt’ (‘If the rice were there, it would
be a raw offering-substance’);—here the term ‘havih’ (offering-substance)
has been applied to the Rice; which also shows that in the case in question,
the offering-substance is modified through the Cooked Rice.
ADHIKARANA (13): The ‘Cooked Rice’ to be offered to Sūrya is to be cooked in a Pot.

SŪTRA (45).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)—continued]—“It should be done in the Pan, in accordance with the Archetype; specially because no other substance has been mentioned.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the ‘Cooked Rice’ spoken of in the text—‘One desiring Brahmic glory should offer Cooked Rice to Sūrya’; we have learnt above that the offering-substance in the Ectype is the Cooked Rice; now the question arises—In what (vessel) is the rice to be cooked?

The likely view that presents itself first of all is as follows:—“There can be no restriction in the matter,—such as that ‘the cooking must be done in pans’; in fact, it could be cooked in any vessel that might be obtained.—If the Pan be taken as coming in by virtue of the General Law, then, like the Pan, the number (eight) also of the Pan should come in. Then again, in connection with the Archetype also there is no such injunction as that ‘the cooking should be done in the pans’; all that is said in the text is that ‘it is one baked on eight pans’;—and when this number (eight) comes in, what comes to be enjoined (in regard to the Saurya) is the presence of eight pans, not anything else;—as a matter of fact however, the number (eight) does not come in; for the simple reason that the ‘Cooked Rice’ cannot be cooked, (like the cake, on several pans.—On the other hand, if the mere Pan came in, then ‘the presence of eight pans’, which had been enjoined, would not come in.—From all this it follows that the Cooked Rice should be cooked in any vessel that may be available.”

“...As against this view...” says the Pūrvapakṣa, “we assert as follows: It should be done in the Pan, in accordance with the Archetype; specially because no other substance has been mentioned;—i.e. the ‘Cooked Rice’ should be Cooked in the Pan; as thus alone would the words ‘like the Archetype’ (in the General Law that ‘the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype’) be followed; nor is there any other substance mentioned;—and there must be restriction [that is, the vessel used must be the Pan only].

“It has been argued that ‘like the Pan, the number (eight) also would come in.’—This has got to be refuted [and the refutation is as follows]—

SŪTRA (46).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)—concluded]—“It should be done in one only, because of impossibility.”

Bhāṣya.

“If it is not possible for the Cooked Rice to be cooked in several pans, then, by reason of this impossibility, it should be cooked in one pan only.
If it be argued that what the words 'aṣṭākapālo bhavati' means is that 'it should be cooked in eight pans',—we deny this; if, by reason of impossibility, the number 'eight' cannot come in, then the Pan alone would come in."

**SŪTRA (47).**

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"What has been asserted above cannot be done, because of the presence of a different substance; that which is used in the cooking of the Cake would have to hold water, in the cooking of Rice; in fact the vessel to be used should be one that will serve the purpose; consequently there should be no restriction in regard to vessels that are equally capable of serving the purpose."

**Bhāṣya.**

"The Rice should not be cooked in pans.—Why?—Because of the presence of a different substance.—The Pan is used in the cooking of Cakes, with a view that the heat of the Pan itself brings about the cooking of the Cake;—if, however, the Pan were used for the cooking of Rice, it would have to hold water, as in the case of the Rice, the cooking is brought about by the heat of the water; and in this case, the cooking is not brought about by the heat of the Pan. Thus then, if the Pan were used for the holding of water, it would not be used for the purpose for which it is used at the Archetype; and to that extent, the General Law would not be followed.—From all this it follows that the vessel to be used should be one that will serve the purpose; and hence, in regard to vessels that are equally capable of serving the purpose (of cooking the Rice), there should be no restriction as to which one of them should be used."

**SŪTRA (48).**

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be done in the Pot [in the case of Rice], because we find texts indicative of that view.

**Bhāṣya.**

In fact, the cooking in question should be done in the Pot. There is the following text indicative of that view—'Yāsu sālaśu somāheyuh tē charavah syuh' ["Those pots that contained the Soma should be used in the cooking of Rice"]; this text speaks of the Rice as to be cooked in the Soma-pots, and hence specially indicates the Pot as the vessel to contain the Cooked Rice.

Says the Opponent—"What you bring forward is merely an indicative text; please state some reasons."
Answer—As a matter of fact, the cooking of what is known as ‘cooked Rice’ is found to be done in the pot, never in a frying-pan or a pan. From all this it follows that the cooking of Rice should be done in the Pot.

Question—“What is the purpose served by all this discussion as to whether the ‘Charu’ involves a modification of the Pan or it is made an offering-substance in the form of Cooked Rice?”

Answer—(a) If the ‘Charu’ involves a modification of the Pan, the grinding would have to be done, as the need for it would not have disappeared; on the other hand if ‘Charu’ were an offering-substance in the form of Cooked Rice, then there would be no grinding; as the grinding of the grains is needed only for the making of Cakes.—(b) Further, under the Pûrvapakṣa view, it is necessary to mix the flour with water for the purpose of obtaining the dough; while under the Siddhânta, this would not be necessary.—(c) So also with the placing of the flour in a vessel for mixing water.—(d) Heating also (of the Pan) for the purposes of cooking would have to be done from below, under the Pûrvapakṣa view; not so under the Siddhânta.—(e) Similarly with the placing of the Pan on the Fire.—(f) Under the Pûrvapakṣa, the dough would have to be spread out and smoothened; not so under the Siddhânta.—(g) Under the Pûrvapakṣa, it would be necessary to place live coals over the thing; not so under the Siddhânta; as it is only for the purpose of the cooking of the upper portion (of the Cake).—(h) So also with the applying of heat all round (with flaming grass).—(i) Under the Pûrvapakṣa, the thing has to be taken out of the Pan and kept aside, because it is necessary to do it; under the Siddhânta, there would be no necessity for doing it; and hence it would not be done; because the taking out and keeping aside has to be done because there is need for it; and that which is done on this ground is not transferred to another act under the General Law.

Or, we may take each of these nine items separately—each being dealt with in a separate Adhikaraṇa, in the following nine Adhikaraṇas.

Adhikaraṇa (14): There is to be no ‘grinding’ in connection with the ‘Cooked Rice’ to be offered at the ‘Saurya’ sacrifice.

Sûtra (49).

[Pûrvapakṣa]—“In this case ‘grinding’ should be done; as the need for it has not disappeared.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the offering of Cooked Rice laid down in the text—‘Sauryan- charunmirvapēt brahmavarchasakāmah’ [‘Desiring Brahmic glory, one should
ADHYÄYA X, PĀDA I, ADHIKARAṆA (14).

offered Cooked Rice dedicated to Sūrya');—we have understood that the offering-substance meant by 'Charu' is Cooked Rice.—The question that arises now is—Should grinding be done in the case of Cooked Rice [as it is done in the case of the Cake at the Āgnēya]—or not?

On this question, the Pūrvaapakṣa view is that—"Grinding should be done, as the need for it has not disappeared,—and it is possible to do the grinding to the Rice".

SŪTRA (50).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—There should be no performance of the grinding; as it is for the purpose of making the Cake.

Bhāṣya.

Even though it is possible to do the grinding to the Rice, yet it is not to be done. As for the Cake, it cannot be made without the grinding (of the corn); the Cooked Rice, on the other hand, is obtained without the grinding; in fact the grinding would actually destroy it; as in that case it would become either dough or gruel or something like oil-cake.—Hence we conclude that in the case of Cooked Rice, grinding is excluded.

ADHIKARAṆA (15): The 'mixing of water' need not be done in the case of the 'Cooked Rice' to be offered to Sūrya.

SŪTRA (51).

The 'mixing of water' also (need not be done); as it is meant for making the dough.

Bhāṣya.

Here also the 'Cooked Rice' may be taken as the example.

In connection with the Archetype (i.e. the Āgnēya) we read—'Pranītā-bhīravīṃśi sāmyauti' ['With water from the Pranītā-vessel, one mixes water with the offering-substance'].—In regard to this there arises the question—In the case of the Cooked Rice (which is the substance offered at the Ectype, the Saurya)—should the 'mixing of water' be done or not?—The Pūrvaapakṣa is that "it should be done, as it can be done".—In answer to this, we have the Siddhānta that even though it can be done, it should not be done; because it is for the purpose of making the dough of the flour that water is mixed; and the dough is needed for making the Cake, not for obtaining the Cooked Rice.
Adhikaraṇa (16): There is to be no ‘Throwing into the vessel’, in connection with the ‘Cooked Rice’ to be offered to Sūrya.

Sūtra (52).

So also the ‘Throwing of the dough into the vessel’, as it is for the same purpose.

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Cooked Rice’ is again to be treated as the case in question. In connection with the archetypal Āgnīya we read—‘He throws the dough into the vessel’, connecting it with the deities, reciting the Mantra, ‘Savitṛprasūta, etc.’—In regard to the Cooked Rice, there arises the question—Should, or should not, this ‘Throwing into the vessel’ be done?—The Pūrva-pākaṣa view is that—‘inasmuch as it can be done, and as it is necessary to follow the General Law, it should be done’—In answer to this, we have the Siddhānta that at the Archetype, this act is done for the purpose of ‘mixing with water’ (and making the dough); but in the case of the Cooked Rice, there is no need for the ‘mixing with water’ (or making the dough)—[Hence it need not be done].

Adhikaraṇa (17): The ‘Heating of the Pan’ need not be done in connection with the Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya.

Sūtra (53).

So also the ‘Heating of the Pan’, as it is for the purpose of cooking the lower portion.

Bhāṣya.

Again there is a question regarding the Cooked Rice.—In connection with the Archetypal (Āgnīya), the ‘Heating of the Pans’ has been laid down as to be done with the Mantra—‘Vasūnām rudrānām, etc. etc. . . . tapya-dharmam’.—The question is—Is this ‘Heating of the Pans’ to be done in connection with the Cooked Rice, or not?—The Pūrva-pākaṣa is that “it should be done, in accordance with the General Law that ‘the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype’”—The answer to this is that the said ‘Heating’ is done for the purpose of cooking the lower part of the Cake; and hence the General Law does not apply this to the case of the Cooked Rice (where there is no upper or lower part).
ADHIKARAṆA (18): There is to be no 'Placing of the Pan upon the Fire' in connection with the 'Cooked Rice' to be offered to Sūrya.

SŪTRA (54).

So also the 'Placing of the Pan on the Fire', as this also is for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Cooked Rice again, there arises the question regarding the 'Placing of the Pan upon the Fire'—Should it be done or not?—The Pūrva-pakṣa is that—"it should be done, because of the General Law that the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype".—It has to be excluded however, because this also is for the purpose of cooking the lower part (of the Cake).

ADHIKARAṆA (19): There is to be no 'spreading out and smoothening' in connection with the Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya.

SŪTRA (55).

The 'Spreading and Smoothening' also (should not be done), as there is no Cake.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the 'Spreading out and Smoothening' there is the same question as to whether or not it should be done in connection with the Cooked Rice.—In connection with the Archetype (Āgniya) we read—'Reciting the Mantra, Uruprathā, etc., he spreads out the Cake'—'Reciting the Mantra, Santē tanē tanāk, etc., he smoothen it'—The question is—Should these two acts be done in the case of Cooked Rice?—The Pūrva-pakṣa is that, "in accordance with the General Law, they should be done".—But it has to be excluded by reason of the fact that the substance in this case is not a Cake (which alone needs to be spread out).
Adhikarana (20): There is to be no ‘Covering up with live coals’ in the case of Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya.

Sūtra (56).

So also the ‘Covering up with live coals’; as this is meant for the cooking of the upper portion.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Archetype (Āgnēya) we read—‘Places live coals on the Cake with the ladle’.—The question is—Should this be done in the case of the Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya?—The Pūrva-pakṣa is that—‘in view of the General Law that the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype, it should be done’.—In answer to this we have the Siddhānta that the act in question is done in connection with the Cake for the purpose of the cooking of its upper portion; and as there is no upper part to be cooked in the case of Cooked Rice, the act becomes excluded.

Adhikarana (21): There is to be no ‘applying of Heat all round’ in the case of Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya.

Sūtra (57).

So also the ‘applying of Heat all round’.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—‘He applies heat all round the Cake with tufts of Kusha-grass’.—In regard to the Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya, there arises the question—Should the act be done or not?—The Pūrva-pakṣa is that—‘it should be done, in accordance with the General Law that the Ectype should be performed like the Archetype’.—But it has to be excluded as this also is done in the case of the Cake for the purpose of the cooking of its upper portion.
Adhikarana (22): There is to be no ‘Taking out and keeping aside’ in the case of the Cooked Rice to be offered to Sūrya.

Sūtra (58).

So also the ‘Taking out and keeping aside’; as it has not been so mentioned in connection with the Archetype.

Bhāsyā.

In connection with the Archetype (Āgnēya) we read—‘Keeps the offering-materials within the altar’; this is done at the Āgnēya in this manner that the Cake is taken out of the Pan and then kept.—In connection with the Cooked Rice, there arises the question—Should it be taken out of the Pot and kept aside? Or the taking out is not to be done?—The Pūrva-pakṣa view is that—“inasmuch as it is done at the Archetype, it should be done in the case in question”.—In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Taking out and keeping aside also (should not be done), as it is not so mentioned in connection with the Archetype;—as a matter of fact, in connection with the Archetype also there is no such declaration as that ‘the Cake should be kept after having been taken out of the Pans’;—it is so taken out only because of the needs of the situation; and what is done only by reason of the exigencies of the situation is not transferred by the General Law (to the Ectype). Hence it follows that there is to be no ‘Taking out’. In fact, if this ‘Taking out’ were to be done, it could be done only after it has been dried and become like the wood-apple; and in that case, the Pot would be broken. Hence we conclude that in connection with the Cooked Rice, there should be no ‘Taking out and keeping aside’.

End of Pāda i of Adhyāya X.
ADHYĀYA X.

PĀDA II.

Adhikaraṇa (1): ‘Cooking’ has to be done also in the case where the ‘Charu’ consists of gold-pieces.

Sūtra (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—‘In the case of gold-pieces, there should be no ‘Cooking’, as there is no need for it.’

Bhāṣya.

There is the injunction—‘Prājāpatyam charum niṟcāpit gṛṭe shatākrṇaṁalāyuskāmah’ [‘Desiring longevity, one should offer to Prājāpati the Charu in the shape of a Hundred gold-pieces in Clarified Butter’].

In connection with this, there arises the question—Does the General Law of ‘Cooking’ apply to the gold-pieces and hence it should be performed? Or does it not apply to it and hence it is not to be performed?

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘Cooking should not be done to the gold-pieces; at the Archetypal, the cooking is done for the purpose of preparing the Cake; while in the case in question, even without the cooking, the gold-pieces remain ‘gold-pieces’ [and these are what are needed]. Hence the Cooking is not transferred to the gold-pieces, and it should, therefore, not be done.”

Sūtra (2).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be done, because it is directly enjoined, just like the act of ‘offering’.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, Cooking should be done (to the gold-pieces); it does not come in by virtue of the General Law; there is a direct injunction of their Cooking, in the text—‘Cooks them in Clarified Butter’; it is to be done, not for the purpose for which it is done at the Archetypal; it is to be done by virtue of the direct injunction, for some transcendental purpose; just as, though the gold-pieces are not fit for eating, yet they are offered by virtue of the direct injunction, so should the Cooking of them also be done.
ADHIKARAṆA (2): In the case of the gold-piece, the ‘Upastaraṇa’ and the ‘Abhighāraṇa’ should not be done.

SŪTRA (3).

There should be no ‘Upastaraṇa’ and ‘Abhighāraṇa’, because they are for the purpose of nectarisation.

Bhāsyā.

In regard to the ‘Charu’ in the shape of gold-pieces, there arises the question—The ‘Upastaraṇa’ (Rubbing) and ‘Abhighāraṇa’ (Pouring out) that are done at the Archetype, in accordance with the text ‘When one rubs and pours out, he makes the libation nectarine’,—are these two, Rubbing and Pouring out, to be done in connection with the gold-pieces—or not?

On this question, the view that naturally presents itself (as the Siddhānta) is as follows:—There should be no performance of the ‘rubbing’ and the ‘pouring out’;—why?—because they are for the purpose of nectarisation;—these two acts are done for the purpose of nectarising (the oblation); says the text—‘When one scatters and pours out, he nectarises the libation’, where the citing of the likeness of ‘nectar’ shows that the acts serve the purpose of making the libation tasty; and as there can be no taste in the gold-pieces, the said acts should not be performed.

SŪTRA (4).

[Pūrvapakṣa argument against Siddhānta]—‘In fact, the acts in question should be done; as the text is only a declamatory statement; and the acts serve the purpose of mere contact.’

Bhāsyā.

‘The ‘Rubbing’ and the ‘Pouring out’ should be done,—in accordance with Sūtra 10. 1, 1—Inasmuch as the Injunction has been transferred to the entire context, all the details should be performed’.—It has been argued that—‘the acts are done for the purpose of making the libations tasty’;—but as a matter of fact, in connection with the Archetype, they have not been laid down as being for the purpose of ‘tastiness’;—there being no such expressions as—‘it should be made tasty’.—Hence the text—‘makes the libations nectarine’ must be regarded as a merely declamatory statement; in fact, what is done (by the two acts) is mere smearing of the Clarified Butter and of the offering-substance;—and this contact can be
done in the case of the gold-pieces also; hence there should be no exclusion of the acts in question."

SŪTRA (5).

[Answer]—In fact, the acts should not be done; because there is assertion of 'making up' by means of four; and what is made up with it would be the 'Quadruple Oblation'.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') rejects the view just set forth.

There should be no performance of the two acts.—"Why?"—Because there is assertion of 'making up' by means of four,—in the text 'Chatvāri kṣṇalānī avadyati' ['He offers four gold-pieces'].—"What do you mean?"—There are four gold-pieces which make up four obligations,—one gold-piece taking the place of one obligation; and for this reason the two acts of 'rubbing' and 'pouring out' should be excluded.—Similarly there is assertion of 'accomplishment' also, in the text—'He offers four gold-pieces for the making up of the Quadruple Oblation'; and it is only when something is not there that it is 'made up' by means of another thing;—for this reason also the 'Rubbing' and the 'Pouring out' should not be done.—If it were made up with it—and with the 'Rubbing' and 'Pouring'—then, it would be the full Quadruple Oblation by itself, and in that case the use of the term 'make up' would be incompatible with it. [The 'Rubbing' and 'Pouring' serve the purpose of accomplishing the Quadruple Oblation, hence if these were done in the case in question, the Quadruple Oblation would be already accomplished and there would be no need of its being 'made up' by means of 'four gold-pieces' as declared in the former text.]

SŪTRA (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa view reiterated]—"There should be performance of the acts; because the exact measure of the principal oblation has been laid down; and it comes in as a subsidiary by virtue of similarity."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, there should be performance of the acts in question,—for the purpose of obeying the General Law.—In connection with the Archetype, the exact measure of the principal oblation has been laid down in the text—'Offers to deities an oblation of the size of the thumb-joint';—in the text quoted by the Siddhāntin also the term 'gold-piece' denotes a certain measure;—and it is connected with the number four, in the text—'he offers four gold-pieces';—this does not mean that the four original oblations (of Clarified Butter) are of the size of a gold-
piece; in fact the term ‘Kṛṣṇala’ (gold-piece) denotes a definite measure of gold, and it cannot denote a measure of Clarified Butter.—The said measure (of gold) therefore cannot exclude the substance; as the purpose served by a substance (Butter) cannot be served by a quality (measure); the measure (‘Kṛṣṇala’, gold-piece) can only serve that purpose at the ectype, which is served by the measure (‘thumb-joint’) at the Archetype; and hence all that it can do is to exclude from the Ectype this latter measure. For instance, when it is said—‘Here is curd, clarified butter, vegetables and here is rice,—feed Devadatta; feed, like Devadatta, Yajñadatta with oil’,—we know that the use of the oil lies in lubricating the food, and hence in the food of Yajñadatta, it can exclude (from among the articles mentioned in the first part of the sentence) only the Clarified Butter, which also serves the same purpose of lubricating the food,—and not the vegetable or the curd or the rice. Similarly in the case in question, what the second measure (‘Kṛṣṇala’) does is to measure the principal oblation (the substance) itself, and as such it would exclude only the original measure (‘thumb-joint’) of the substance, not the substance (Clarified Butter) itself;—and from the Context, the second measure (Kṛṣṇala) would appertain to the principal oblation, not to the ‘Rubbing’ and ‘Pouring’.—From all this it follows that these acts should not be excluded.”

SŪTRA (7).

"ALSO BECAUSE THEY FORM A SINGLE OBLATION."

Bhāṣya.

“The following text shows that the four (gold-pieces) form a single oblation—‘Four gold-pieces form one oblation’; in the other case there would be four oblations, which would be contrary to the assertion that ‘it is a single oblation’.—For this reason also the acts in question should not be excluded.”

SŪTRA (8).

"AS FOR THE MENTION OF ‘MAKING UP’, THAT IS DUE TO THE SAMENESS OF NUMBER."

Bhāṣya.

[The Pūrvaapakṣin ‘continues’—“It has been argued (under Sū. 5) that there is mention of ‘making up’;—but this is only a commendation of the number ‘four’;—the sense being that ‘the great virtue of the number four is such that the offering of a single oblation makes up four oblations’. For instance, when the Vaishvedēva is mentioned in connection with the morning-extraction—in the text ‘Prātahkṣavān vā ētad vaishvedēva-yajñam samsthāpayati’;—it means only a commendation of the Vaishvedēva, not the exclusion of other extractions; similarly in the case in question, we have the commendation of the number Four, not the exclusion of the acts of ‘Rubbing’ and ‘Pouring’.”]
SŪTRA (9).

[Objection to last Sūtra]—But the mention of ‘making up’ with reference to what are already there is useless.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘but’) sets aside the view that the sentence is a commendation of the number Four. As a matter of fact, when the ‘Rubbing’ and the ‘Pouring out’ are already there, the mention of their ‘making up’ cannot be a commendation. It is only when something is spoken of as bringing about (or making up) what has not been there, that it is regarded as indicating its efficiency, and is commended as such; —if, on the other hand, it makes up what is already there, then it means that it is useless, and this means no commendation. Thus the mention of ‘making up’ in reference to the ‘Rubbing’ and ‘Pouring out’, which are already there, would be useless. Hence you should put forward another answer (to the Siddhānta argument of Sū. 5).

SŪTRA (10).

[The Pūrṇavakṣin suggests another answer to Sū. 5]—“There should be option; as ‘one oblation’ also has been mentioned.”

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ implies the rejection of the view that the ‘rubbing’ and ‘pouring out’ are to be excluded because of the mention of ‘making up’.

“You say that from the indicative premise in the shape of the mention of ‘making up’ we infer the exclusion of the two acts; similarly from the indicative premise in the shape of the mention of ‘one oblation’, it may be inferred that there is no exclusion of the acts.—Thus there being optional indicatives, the mention of ‘making up’ cannot prove the absolute exclusion of the acts.”

SŪTRA (11).

[The Pūrṇavakṣin rejects the argument of the Siddhānta]—“If all were transformed, the repetition would be meaningless; while (under our view), it would appertain to the other offering-substance;—if it were held to be for the sake of the Śvīṣṭakṛt-offering, that would be most unreasonable.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ in the (Sūtra) implies the rejection of the argument (of Sū. 5) based upon the mention of ‘making up’.
The Pūrvapakṣa continues—"When the argument based on the mention of 'making up' has been rejected,—if the 'four gold-pieces' were treated as the modification of all the oblations, the repetition (of the term 'chatvāri') in the following text would be meaningless—'Chatvāri chatvāri krṣṇalāṁyavadyati samṛddhyai'. Under our view on the other hand, the repetition would appertain to the other—i.e. the second—offering-material.—It might be argued that—'Under our view also the repetition would appertain to the Śvāstakṛt-offering'.—But that cannot be; the reference to the Śvāstakṛt would be most unreasonable. It is the principal offering that is connected through the Context with the Assertion in question;—and in the case in question, the Context is not that of the Śvāstakṛt; it comes in only by virtue of the General Law.—Thus under your view, the repetition would be meaningless; hence the acts of 'Rubbing' and 'Pouring out' must be done."

SŪTRA (12).

[Siddhāntin's Final Answer to the Pūrvapakṣa]—In reality, there should be no performance (of the said acts); because the need due to contact has ceased; hence the mention of 'making up' is fully justified.

Bhāṣya.

There should be no performance of the acts of 'rubbing' and 'pouring'.

"Why?"—As a matter of fact, the Sruk is smoothened with the rubbing of Clarified Butter with the view that the small particles of the Cake may not stick to it; similarly the 'pouring' of Clarified Butter over the Sruk is to make sure that all that is contained in it, and not sticking to it, may fall in the Fire.—In the case of the gold-piece however, as it is distinct by itself, there is no possibility of its sticking to the Sruk,—by reason of which possibility the lubricating of the gold would be done by means of the acts of 'rubbing' and 'pouring'.—Thus, the original need having ceased in connection with the gold-pieces, it is only right that the acts of 'rubbing' and 'pouring' should be excluded.—In this way the mention of the 'making up' also,—in the text 'Chatvāri krṣṇalāṁyavadyati chaturavattasyāptyai'—becomes justified.
Adhikarana (3): There should be 'Eating' in the case of 'Golden Pieces'.

Sutra (13).

[Pravaka]-'Inasmuch as 'Eatings' are meant for satisfaction, there should be no eating.'

Bhasya.

Here also the subject-matter for consideration is the 'Charu' in the shape of 'a hundred gold-pieces'.

At the Archetype, there are eatings (of the remnants of offerings) at the time of (1) 'Ida', (2) 'Prashtra', (3) 'Chaturdhakarana', and (4) 'Shavinyavaka'.

In regard to these 'eatings' there arises the question—Should these 'eatings' be done in cases where the 'Charu' offered is in the shape of gold-pieces? Or not?

The Pravaka is that—'It should not be done; at the Archetype it is done for the purpose of bringing satisfaction and thereby imparting strength; in the case of gold, it brings no satisfaction by being eaten;—hence there should be no eating.'

Sutra (14).

[Siddhanta]-In reality, there should be 'Eating'; because we find the mention of 'Nirdhana' ('drinking off').

Bhasya.

In reality, there must be 'eating' of the gold; because we find the following text speaking of a particular form of eating it—'They eat it by drinking off, they eat it by sucking'; the text could lay down these special methods of eating only if the eating were already known as to be done; otherwise it would have to be taken as laying down the special method of eating as also the eating itself; and in that case there would be syntactical split.—Hence we conclude that the eating comes in in the case of gold-pieces by virtue of the General Law itself.

Sutra (15).

[Object]—'The assertion should be taken as that of the Eating of the Clarified Butter; as this does not form part of the Archetype.'

Bhasya.

'It is not right that the eatings come in by virtue of the General Law; as a matter of fact, they become excluded on the ground of there being
no need for them.—It has been argued that there is an injunction of special methods of eating;—but from that injunction itself, it is clear that the sentence ‘They eat it by drinking off. they eat it by sucking’ enjoins the eating of the Clarified Butter;—the terms ‘drinking off’ and ‘sucking’ are only references to what happens when the Butter is being eaten; so that there is no syntactical split.”

SŪTRA (16).

[Answer]—In reality, the assertion must be taken as relating to the Gold; like its offering;—because the Clarified Butter is a subordinate factor.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the assertion relates to the Gold, not to the Clarified Butter.—"Why?"—All that is found in the text is ‘bhakṣayanti’ (‘they eat’), and nothing is said as to whether they eat this or that. Consequently the term (‘they eat’) must be related to that which has been spoken of in the Context; and what has been spoken of is the Gold, not the Clarified Butter.

"How so?"—In the text, ‘Prajaṇātāyāmaḥ charum nirvapet ghṛte shata-kyṣṇalam’, the ‘Charu’ in the shape of 'a hundred gold-pieces' has been mentioned for the purpose of being connected with some act,—and the Clarified Butter has been mentioned only as a qualification of that ‘Charu’, and not by itself; hence what is connected with the other words of the sentence is the ‘Charu’, not the Clarified Butter. Just as, when it is said ‘The stick is there on the heap of bricks, strike with it’, it is understood that the striking is to be done with the stick, not with the brick-heap,—in the same manner, in the case in question, what is connected with the mention of ‘eating’ is the Charu, not the Clarified Butter. From all this it follows that there should be eating of the Charu, just like its being offered; i.e. just as, though the gold-pieces are not fit for being eaten, yet they are offered, so though not fit to be eaten, they may be eaten also.
ADHIKARANA (4): In connection with the 'Charu' in the shape of Gold-pieces, the sentence 'Ekadhā charati' means that it should be offered collectively.

SŪTRA (17).

WHEN IT IS SAID THAT 'THE PRESENTATION IS TO BE DONE ONCE', IT IS THE SIMULTANEITY OF THE 'BHRAHMAN'S SHARES' THAT IS MEANT; AS THEY HAVE BEEN PRESENTED AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same ('Eating of gold-pieces'), we read 'He presents it to the Brahman Priest once'.

In regard to this there arises the question—Is it *simultaneity*, or only a *single* presentation, that is meant here (by the term 'once', 'ekadhā')?

The Pūrva-pāṇḍya view is as follows:—"It may mean either *simultaneity* or a *single presentation*; there is no restriction.—Why?—Because the word 'Ekadhā' ('once') signifies in one way;—and to make a single presentation is always one way of doing it, and to present simultaneously also is another way. For instance, if a man brings in the cows at one time only, he is said to have brought them 'Ekadhā' ('once'); similarly if he brings a number of them together, simultaneously, then also he is said to have brought them 'Ekadhā', 'once'.—Hence in making the presentation, one may either make a single presentation, or all the four presentations simultaneously.'

In answer to the above, we have the following Sīddhānta:—The sentence 'Ekadhā brahmaṇe praharati' is understood to mean that the presentations are done simultaneously; so that the presentation is done of the 'Brahman's share' as also of the share of the non-Brahman.—Under the other view (if a single presentation is made) it is just possible that the presentation of some one 'share of the Brahman' may not be presented at all; and to that extent the injunction of the archetypal procedure would be transgressed. —All these shares are such as have been presented at the Archetype, and it is as thus presented that they are brought into the Ectype by the General Law; and under the circumstances, the term 'Ekadhā' ('once') can denote only *simultaneity*.—"But in connection with the gold-pieces, the Eating is one that is done in accordance with a distinct injunction, and it is not the same as that which is done at the Archetype; so that the archetypal eatings cannot find a place at the Ectype in question."—

Answer—They may not come in as serving the purpose of embellishing the man, but they can certainly come in as embellishing the substance.—"If they come in by virtue of the General Law, why then should they be
laid down by a distinct text?"—They are so laid down for the purpose of laying down the method of the Eating.—"The method is already known to be either drinking off or sucking, according to circumstances, and it being so known, the sentence can be only a reference to it."—The answer to this is that it does not come in in a definite way; and it is for the purpose of restricting the method that Eating has been enjoined separately.
ADHIKARANA (5): In connection with the ‘Gold-piece-Charu’ all the eating-shares should be presented to the Brahman-priest.

SUTRA (18).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—“THE ‘ALL’ SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THEIR RIGHTS.”

Bhāṣya.

The same ‘gold-piece-Charu’ continues to be the subject-matter of discussion.

In connection with the said Charu, we read—‘Presents all to the Brahman-priest.’ [At the Archetype each of the four Priests, Brahman and the rest, has his share kept in four pans, each pan being presented to him at the appointed time,—the first at the time of the ‘Ida-offering’, the second at the time of the Prāśittra, the third at the time of the Chaturdhākaparśaṇa, and the fourth at the time of the Saṁyujāka.]

In regard to the said text, there arises the question—Does it mean that all the shares of Brahman himself are to be presented to him? Or that the shares of the other priests are taken away from them [so that all the shares of all the priests are to be presented to Brahman]?

Question—“Under what circumstances would it mean the presentation of the Brahman’s own shares only? And under what conditions would the shares of other priests be taken away from them?

Answer—If the text means that the ‘all’ is predicated in reference to the ‘presentation to Brahman’,—or that the ‘presentation’ is predicated in reference to ‘Brahman’s all’,—then there would be presentation of the Brahman’s own shares alone;—while, if in reference to the ‘all’, the presentation to Brahman is predicated,—or in reference to the ‘presentation’, ‘all to Brahman’ is predicated,—then the shares of the other priests are to be taken away from them.

On the said question, the Purvapaksha is as follows:—“The ‘all’ should be taken as pertaining to the shares of Brahman himself.—Why?—Because the ‘presentation to Brahman’ is already known as to be done, and hence it cannot be taken as predicated (or enjoined); it is only the ‘presentation of all (his shares)’ that is not already known as to be done; hence there can be predication (or injunction) of that alone.—Or, all the shares of Brahman being already there, the presentation of some is known as to be done, while that of others is not so known; and it is the presentation of these latter that is enjoined in the text. The text therefore should be taken as speaking of only those shares of Brahman to which he is entitled,”
SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE EXCLUSION OF (OTHER) MEN; BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT SPOKEN OF.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'sva' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.—There should be exclusion of the other priests (from having any share).

(a) If the sentence were construed as 'Yat brahmaṇe pariharati tat sarvam' ['What one presents to the Brahma is all'], then the whole injunction would be meaningless.—(b) If the construction were—'Yat brahmaṇe tat sarvam pariharati' ['What is for Brahma, that all one presents'], as it is not stated what is for Brahma, 'for Brahma' would be no qualification at all.—(c) If the construction be—'Yat brahmaṇe sarvam tat pariharati' ['What is for Brahma, all that he presents'], then also that thing would not be mentioned which is for Brahma.—(d) No such assertion is possible as 'Yat sarvam tat pariharati' ['What is all, that one presents'], because all is all,—so that further qualification would be needed.—Thus the only construction possible is 'Sarvam brahmaṇe pariharati' ['Presents all to the Brahma'],—whereby the connection of the Charu with the Brahma-priest is laid down; and there is nothing that remains meaningless or useless. Hence it follows that the shares of the other priests are taken away from them (and presented to Brahma).
ADHİKARAṆA (6): *The portions of the substance are to be eaten by the Brahman at their respective times.*

SŪTRA (20).

*From the exclusion of the other men, it follows that each Eating is to be done at its own time.*

*Bhāṣya.*

In regard to the same subject as before, there arises the question—*It being understood that the other persons are to be excluded, are all the portions to be eaten at one and the same time?*—Or is each portion to be eaten at its own time?

The *Pūrvapakṣa* view is that—"The presentation of the portions is done for the purpose of eating, and hence when something has been presented for eating, it should be eaten immediately."

In answer to this, we have the following *Siddhānta* :—*From the exclusion of the other men, it follows that each Eating is to be done at its own time* ;—the words of the sentence having served its purpose by having excluded the other men, it does not set aside the idea that the portions are to be eaten at their own time ; hence they should be eaten at their own appointed time.
Adhikaraṇa (7): In the ‘Brahman’s share’ the operations of ‘Chaturdhākaraṇa’ and the rest are not to be performed.

Sūtra (21).

As it is for a single purpose, there should be no allocation of shares.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same matter, we consider the following point:—In connection with the Archetype, we find the following allocation of shares laid down—‘This for the Brahman,—this for the Hotṛ,—this for the Adhvaryu,—this for the Agniḍ’;—the question arises—Should this allocation be done in connection with the case in question (of the gold-piece-Charu)—or not?

There may be people who may entertain the notion that—“by virtue of the indication of the General Law, the allocation should be done”;—it is in answer to these that we have the present Sūtra. At the Archetype, it is necessary to connect the ‘Eating’ with several priests,—and as this is not possible without the allocation of shares, this allocation is done at it;—in the case in question however, it is laid down that ‘all is to be presented to the Brahman’,—i.e. the whole of the Charu is to be given to a single individual; so that there is no need for any allocation of shares; if it were done, it could serve no useful purpose at the sacrifice; it would be done only for a transcendental purpose.—From all this it follows that there is to be no allocation of shares in connection with the gold-piece-Charu.
ADHIKARANA (8): At the Jyotistoma, the gift to the Priests is for the purpose of securing their services.

SUTRA (22).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"The gift to the Priests should be regarded as an act of mere Dharma, because of the force of the root 'to give'."

Bhasya.

There is the Jyotistoma laid down in the text—'Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice';—in connection with that there is the following declaration—'Cow, horse, mule, asses, goats, sheep, Vrishi-corn, barley-corn, sesamum, Masa, and Twelve-Hundred,—these constitute the Sacrificial Fee';—and again—'One gives the Sacrificial Fee to the priests'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this giving only an act of Dharma (fulfilment of duty)? Or is it ('wages') meant to secure the services of the priests?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows:—"The gift to the Priests should be regarded as an act of mere Dharma; it is an act which has been mentioned in the Veda as to be done; from the words of the text quoted we learn that the act of giving should be done; as for the necessity of securing the services of the priests, that is indicated only by Syntactical Connection; and Direct Vedic Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Among ordinary people also, the act of giving is understood as serving a transcendental purpose; and the securing of services and such other results come in by the force of the circumstances.

[The reading everywhere is 'nānāmānādi'; the sense is as translated; which requires the reading 'chānāmānādi'.]

Then again, in some cases we find that the Sacificial Fee laid down is not in keeping with the duties performed; e.g. at the Traidhātari, it is a thousand, and at the Ṛtapēya, a Soma-cup [which shows that the fee is not meant to be for services rendered].—Further, it is a case of 'purchase' (or hiring of services) where there is bargaining as to high or low prices payable, and what is to be given is not something fixed (as we find in the case of the Sacrificial Fees).—From this it follows that the gift in question is only an act of Dharma.—Further, this gift is made according to strict rules and with Mantras; and this could be explicable only if it were for a purely transcendental purpose.—In some cases we read—'Stick, shoes, and dry hide,—these constitute the Sacrificial Fee';—and what priest is there who would give his services for a stick?—From all this it follows that the gift is only an act of Dharma.'
SŪTRA (23).

[Siddhānta]—It should be regarded as serving the purpose of 'hiring' (the services), because of the mention of duties,—as among ordinary people.

Bhāṣya.

The gift must be regarded as serving the purpose of hiring the services of the men.—"Why?"—Because of the mention of duties; that is, the gift is spoken of as to be given to persons who have performed certain duties—'Gives the Sacrificial Fee to the Priests' (i.e. to those who have performed the priestly functions);—and when this perceptible purpose (the securing of services) is found to be served, it cannot be right to assume a transcendental result.—Even the transcendental result that would follow from the restriction (of the gift to certain things) would do so only through the said perceptible purpose,—the sense being,—When the Priests have their services secured by means of this particular gift of a particular character, they bring prosperity (to the performer)'.—"How so?"—When the giving is enjoined, it is enjoined as subservient to the securing of services, and not as the principal factor;—and the idea expressed by the sentence should be accepted;—otherwise the presence of the term 'ṛtvigbhyaḥ' ('to the priests') would have no sense (it would be superfluous).—If the idea expressed by the sentence were not accepted, then the direct assertion of the Veda would be set aside.—As for the argument that 'the Sacrificial Fee is not always in keeping with the duties performed'—this could not justify the rejection of the visible purpose served by the gift;—and it has been already explained that the transcendental result that follows from the restriction (of the nature of the Fee) does so only through that visible purpose. As for the stick, it is regarded as a gift, on the strength of the direct assertion of the Veda; and some sort of service-securing is done by that simple gift also. Among ordinary people when something is given to the wood-carrier and other labourers,—that also serves the purpose of securing their services,—even though it may not be stated in so many words that it is a case of 'hiring' (of services).—From all this it follows that the Sacrificial Fee is given for the purpose of securing the services of the Priests.

SŪTRA (24).

Also because of the use of the term 'Equipped with the Sacrificial Fee'.

Bhāṣya.

The use of the term 'Daksināyukta' ('Equipped with the Sacrificial Fee')—in the text 'Daksināyuktā vahanti rtvijāḥ',—indicates that the gift is for the purpose of hiring their services.
SHABARĀ-BHĀṢYA:

SŪTRA (25).

Th ey w ould no t ag ree to s erve e xcept t hrou gh ‘h iring ’, as
the a ct is f or the p urposes o f an o th er p erson.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the gift should be regarded as being
for the purpose of ‘hiring’ the services.—“For what reason?”—Except
through ‘Hiring’, no one would engage in working for another person.—
“But there are other means of making a man to work,—such means, for
instance, as conciliatory overtures and the like.”—We do not say that there
are no other means; what we mean is that ‘Hiring’ is what is directly
laid down.—Hence the priests are to be ‘hired’ by the means laid down,—
not by any other means.

SŪTRA (26).

A lso becau se o f th e u se o f th e te rm ‘p arikṛita’ (hir ed).

Bhāṣya.

There is the mention of the word ‘hired’, which also indicates the
same conclusion; it is found in the following text—‘Dīkṣitamadikṣitā
dakṣināparikṛitā rteśjo yajayanti’ [‘The uninitiated priests, hired through the
sacrificial fee, perform the sacrifice for the initiated sacrificer’].—For this
reason also, the gift should be regarded as serving the purpose of ‘hiring’
services).

SŪTRA (27).

A lso becau se th e te rm ‘bhṛti’ (’w a ges’) is a pp lied to
what is o btained b y b egging.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘Sanivanyā’ is to be explained as ‘sanivani prāptam’, that
is, obtained by begging;—it is to this that the term ‘bhṛti’ (‘wages’) has
been applied in the following passage—‘Yajñō vai dēvatānām na sama-
bhavat, tam bhṛtyā samabhārayan, yat bhṛtīm vanutē yajnasya bhṛtyai, dvā-
dasharūtrīdikṣito bhṛtīm vaneīta’ [‘No sacrifice was possible for the deities,
—they made it possible by means of wages; when one begs for wages, it
is for the fulfilment of the sacrifice; the initiated sacrificer should beg for the
wages for twelve nights’].—Here we find that the term ‘bhṛti’ has been
applied to what has been obtained by begging for the purpose of securing
the services of the Priests, and for the purpose of obtaining the other
accessories of the sacrifice; and ‘wages’ are that which is given to workers
for securing their services.—For this reason also the gift to the Priests is
to be taken as being for the hiring of their services.
SŪTRA (28).

Also because they are described as similar to the 'wood-cutter'.

Bhāṣya.

There is a description of the Priests as resembling the wood-cutter in the following text—'Just as the wood-carrier who cuts wood, on being hired for wood-cutting, takes up that work, so also the Priests of this sacrifice'; this text says that the Priests are like the wood-carrier cutting wood; and this clearly indicates that the gift is meant for the hiring of services.
ADHIKARANA (9): At the Jyotiṣṭoma, the ‘Eating’ is an act of Disposal.

SUTRA (29).

[PūRVAPAKṢA]—‘The ‘Eatings of Remnants’ also are like that.’

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotiṣṭoma and at the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, there are Eatings of Remnants,—to which people are entitled by their having done the ‘Vaṣat-kāra’ or the ‘Horna’ or the ‘Juice-extraction’,—and which are done at the time of the ‘Īḍā’, the ‘Prāshitra’, the ‘Chaturdhākaraṇa’ and the ‘Śaṁyuvāka’.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are these ‘Eatings’ for the purpose of hiring the services of the men—or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘The Eatings of Remnants also should be treated like that; i.e. like the giving of the Sacrificial Fee. As Eating brings satisfaction and through satisfaction the men become agreeable to serve;—hence the Eatings of Remnants should be regarded as serving the purpose of hiring the services of men.’

SUTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN EMBELLISHMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE; AS IT IS SUBSERVENT TO THE PURPOSE OF SOMETHING ELSE.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

As a matter of fact, the Eating is not for the purpose of hiring the services, it is for the purpose of the embellishment of the substance.—“Why?”—Because the coming in of a substance is useful only when it serves a useful purpose at the sacrifice; so that when the Eating serves the purpose of embellishing the substance, that also serves a useful purpose.—Then again, there are several such statements as—‘He slices off a piece from the right-hand portion and from the middle portion’,—which speak of parts of the substance; these must refer to the Remnants of the substance used; and they cannot be taken as laying down the bringing in of a fresh substance. Hence what is laid down is the Eating of the substance, and not that the substance is to be brought in for the purpose of Eating; as the Eating is to be of that which has been used at the sacrifice concerned.—From all this it follows that the Eating serves the purpose of embellishing the substance.
SŪTRA (31).

Also because in regard to the Remnant they are equal.

Bhāṣya.

Further, that substance of which there is the Remnant is one that has been dedicated to a deity and as such cannot be used by the sacrificer himself; hence the Priests cannot make use of it, nor the sacrificer; because in this matter there is equality between the sacrificer and the Priests. If the sacrificer were to hire the services of the Priests with the Remnant, he would be making the Remnant his own, and in that case its dedication to the deity would be nullified.—From this also it follows that the *Eating* is not for the purpose of the hiring of services.

SŪTRA (32).

Also because it is found to be done by the Sacrificer also; the others also being similar to the Sacrificer, it should be the same in regard to them also.

Bhāṣya.

It is found that *Eating* is done by the Sacrificer also, as declared in the sentence—'The Priests with the Sacrificer as the fifth, on being invited, eat the Cake';—certainly there can be no 'hiring of services' of the Sacrificer himself;—and as the others (the Priests) also are in the same position as the Sacrificer, it should be the same in regard to them,—i.e. in their case also there can be no 'hiring of services'.—Such being the case, there can be no such idea as that 'the priests, with the Sacrificer as the fifth, have their services hired by the Eating of the Cake'.—'What is the similarity (between the Sacrificer and the Priests)?'—(The presence of the Accusative ending (in the sentence 'Yajamānapañcamaṁ parikriyānta').—From this also it follows that the *Eating* is not meant for the 'hiring of services'.

SŪTRA (33).

So also is there a text indicative of the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

It is only under the above view that the following statement can be explained—'At the *Kundapāyināmasya* they eat the *Soma* in cups without handles'; the special qualification 'without handles' would have some sense only if the *Eating* were already there.—Similarly we find *Eating* done at *Sattras*; and this would not be explicable if it were meant for the hiring of services.—For this reason also the *Eating* cannot be regarded as being meant for the hiring of services.
ADHIKARANA (10): At the ‘Sattra’, there is to be no ‘appointment’ of the Priests.

SUTRA (34).

THE ‘APPOINTMENT’ OF THE PRIESTS IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING THEIR SERVICES; HENCE IT SHOULD NOT BE DONE AT THE SATTRA; AS IT IS THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

BHASHYA.

There are Sattras, in the shape of Devādāshāha and the rest, laid down in such texts as—‘Desiring prosperity, they should have recourse to the Devādāshāha’—The Archetype of these is the Jyotiṣṭoma, at which there is an ‘appointment’ of the Priests, laid down in such texts as—‘Agniṁṛḥ hotaḥ, etc.’

In regard to the Sattras, there arises the question—Should this ‘appointment’ be done at the Sattras—or not?

In this connection, what we have to consider is—Is the ‘appointment’ done at the Archetype a mere act of Dharma? Or is it meant to serve the purpose of hiring the services of the Priests?—If it is only an act of Dharma, then it should be done at the Archetype as also at the Sattras. On the other hand, if it is meant for the purpose of securing the services of men, then it should not be done at the Sattras.

The Purvaṇaṇa view is that—“Inasmuch as it is done with Mantras and in accordance with definite rules, it must be an act of Dharma; and hence it must be done at the Sattras.”

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the Sattras, there should be no ‘appointment’ of the Priests,—i.e. it should not be done.—The performance of the Sattra is the Priests’ own business, and certainly no one ‘appoints’ himself. At the Archetype (Jyotiṣṭoma) the ‘appointment’ is found to serve the visible purpose of securing the services of the Priests, and hence there can be no justification for the assuming of an invisible (transcendental) purpose.—Hence we conclude that there should be no ‘appointment’ at the Sattras.
ADHIKARAṆA (11): At the ‘Sattra’, there is to be no ‘hiring’ of the Priests.

SŪTRA (35).

The ‘Hiring’ also [is not to be done], because the work is for their own sake.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Archetype, Jyotiṣṭoma, the ‘Hiring of Services’ has been laid down in the text—‘Cow, horse, mule . . . . constitute the Sacrificial Fee’; the giving of this Sacrificial Fee is indicated by the General Law as to be done at the Sattra also (this being an Ectype of the Jyotiṣṭoma). The question is—Should this be done at the Sattra or not?

The Pūrarpakṣa view is that—‘In obedience to the General Law, it should be done; also because we find that the giving of the cow and some other things enumerated above as “Sacrificial Fee” has been forbidden in connection with the Sattra in the text—At this sacrifice, the cow is not given; nor clothes, nor gold’ [which implies that the other things are to be given]; and this is explicable only on the basis of the view that there is to be ‘hiring’.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The ‘hiring’ also is not to be done, because the work is for their own sake; i.e. the ‘hiring’ should not be done. It has been explained above that no ‘appointment’ is to be done at Sattras; this same conclusion is applied to the case of ‘hiring’ by the particle ‘cha’ in the Sūtra ‘parikrayascha’, the meaning being that the hiring also should not be done:—why?—because the work is for their own sake, and certainly no one ‘hires’ himself.

SŪTRA (36).

[Objection]—“But there is prohibition,—like that of an act.”

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that “the Prohibition (of certain articles) can be explained only on the basis of the view that some Sacrificial Fee is to be given.”—This has to be refuted (which, as suggested by some, is done in the following Sūtra).—

SŪTRA (37).

The said prohibition could be explained as pertaining to the gift that is made to the ‘Prasarpakas’; as that is an act of mere Dharma.

Bhāṣya.

The meaning is that the said prohibition is explicable.—“As of what?”—As of the gift made to the Prasarpakas; as that is an act of mere Dharma,
and as the giving of that gift would be indicated by the General Law as to be done at the Sattras, it is only right that it has been prohibited; hence the prohibition is quite justified.

SŪTRA (38).

NOT SO; BECAUSE THE TERM ‘SACRIFICAL FEE’ HAS BEEN USED; HENCE THE PROHIBITION IN QUESTION SHOULD BE REGARDED MERELY AS THE STATEMENT OF A FACT.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the prohibition does not apply to the gift that is made to the Prasarpakas.—Why?—Because the term ‘Sacrificial Fee’ has been used; we find the term ‘Sacrificial Fee’ (‘dakṣiṇā’) in the following text—‘Aṣṭak-ṣiṇāni sattrānyāyuh, nāhyatra gaurūyatē, na vāso na hiranyam’ ['They say that the Sattras are without a Sacrificial Fee, as no cow is given at them, nor clothes nor gold’];—and the term ‘Sacrificial Fee’ is always used in the case of a gift made for the purpose of ‘hiring’; as we have the following text bearing upon it—‘Cow, horse, etc. etc. . . . these constitute the Sacrificial Fee’; so that the Sacrificial Fee is what is given to the Priests, not to the Prasarpakas; hence the denial contained in the sentence is of what is given to the Priests, not of what is given to the Prasarpakas.—From all this it follows that the denial or prohibition in question is only the statement of a settled fact—that there is no Sacrificial Fee at Sattras.
ADHIKARAṆA (12): The 'Udavasāṇīya Sacrifice' not forming part of the Sattra, the Fee given at the former is to be taken as meant for 'hiring'.

SŪTRA (39).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The 'Udavasāṇīya' should take in the details of the 'Sattra', because it is part of it; and hence the 'giving' at it should be regarded as a mere act of Dharma."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Udavasāṇīya sacrifice laid down in the text—'Satrād udavasāṇīya pryathashamaniyena jyotistomēna sahasradaksinēna yajēran' [Where the performance of a sacrifice is laid down as coming after the Sattra; and that sacrifice is called the 'Udavasāṇīya'].

In regard to this sacrifice, there arises the question—Is the giving of the Sacrificial Fee at this sacrifice a mere act of Dharma? Or does it serve the purpose of 'hiring' (the priests)?—And in this connection there is the further question—Is the Udavasāṇīya a part of the Sattra—or not?

—If it is a part of the Sattra, then the giving of the Fee must be an act of mere Dharma; while, if it is not part of the Sattra, then, it serves the purpose of 'hiring'.

The Pūrvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—"The Udavasāṇīya is a part of the Sattra.—How?—Because it is laid down in the context of the Sattra: It is asserted in the text that 'it is to be performed after completing the Sattra'; and as the context is of the Sattra, it follows that it is to be performed as qualifying the Sattra; which means that the Udavasāṇīya is enjoined as part of the Sattra;—and as the Sattra is performed for the purpose of a definite result, it cannot be taken as performed for the purpose of accomplishing the Udavasāṇīya;—nor is it necessary that the Udavasāṇīya should be performed immediately after the completion of the Sattra; as such an idea could be got at only by means of indirect indication.—In case the Udavasāṇīya is not taken as part of the Sattra, it will be necessary to assume a distinct result as following from it.—From all this it follows that—(a) because it follows immediately after the Sattra, and (b) because of the Syntactical Connection of the sentence, the Udavasāṇīya must be regarded as part of the Sattra; the sense of the sentence being—'One should not rest content with having performed the Sattra as enjoined, merely by that one should not think that he has done all that he had to do, there is yet a part of the Sattra which should be performed, and this part is the Udavasāṇīya';—it is just as we find in the case of the sentence—'Agnim chitvā sautrāmaṇḍyā yajēta' ['Having established the Fire, one should perform the Saurāmaṇḍi sacrifice'],—or in the sentence 'Vāja-
pṛyēna iva byhaspatisavēna yajēta' ['After having performed the Vājapēya sacrifice, one should perform the Brhaspatīsava sacrifice'].—From all this we conclude that the Udavasāṇīya is part of the Sattra.—Thus, inasmuch as the Sattra along with all its subsidiary parts is performed by men on their own behalf, the giving of the Sacrificial Fee at that sacrifice can be only an act of Dharma; and the Udavasāṇīya takes in all the details of the Sattra.'

SŪTRA (40).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—It is not so; because it has not that for its Archetypc; and also because it has been enjoined as distinct.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' rejects the above view.

It is not true that the giving of the Fee in this case is a mere act of Dharma; as a matter of fact, it is for the purpose of 'hiring'.—"Why?"

—Because the Udavasāṇīya is not a part of the Sattra, as it has been enjoined as distinct; the case of this sacrifice is not similar to that of the Brhaspatīsava or the Saurāmāṇi; in the case of both these latter, it is declared that 'one should not rest content with having performed the mentioned details, as there is this yet to be done' [and then the Brhaspatīsava and the Saurāmāṇi are laid down]. In the case in question however, what is said is that 'after having given up the Sattra, one should perform the Udavasāṇīya',—the phrase 'Sattra udavasāyā' being equivalent to 'Satrāt uthāyā', 'having risen from the Sattra';—in this case what is expressed by the affix 'ktvā' (in 'Udavasāyā') is totally different; the meaning is 'having accomplished what has been laid down one should not abandon it'; the word 'Udavasāyā', derived from the root 'syati' with the prefixes 'ut' and 'ava', means 'prahāya';—thus here the affix 'ktvā' denotes abandoning, while in the case of the Brhaspatīsava and the Saurāmāṇi, it signifies immediate sequence.—

From all this we conclude that, because it has been enjoined as distinct, therefore the Udavasāṇīya is not a part of the Sattra, nor is the Sattra its Archetypc;—and hence in the case in question, the giving of the Fee must be regarded as being done for the purpose of 'hiring'.
ADHIKARANA (13): The ‘Udvasaniya’ should be performed by each one of the Priests.

SUTRA (41).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“They should be performed collectively, as such is the declaration;—as in the case of the ‘Dviyajsa’.”

Bhaga.

The subject-matter is the same as before,—the text—‘Sattra utudvasaniya prsthashamaniyena jyotiistomena sahasradaksinena yajyra’.—In connection with this we have seen that the Prsthashamaniya (Udvasaniya) is not a part of the Sattra.—The question that arises now is—Is this sacrifice to be performed by the priests collectively? Or by each one of them, severally?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows:—“It should be performed collectively by all.—Why?—Because the plurality enjoined (by means of the term ‘yajyra’) is something to be adopted in connection with the sacrifice;—if then it were done by anyone of them, then the performance would not be accompanied by that plurality;—as in the case of the ‘Deiyajna’ (sacrifice by two persons): In the text—‘Etena rajaspuohitau sayujjakamau yajeyutam’ [‘Desirous of absorption, the King and the Minister should perform this sacrifice’],—the King and the Minister have been mentioned as characterising the sacrifice, and the word ‘yajeyutam’ signifies the sacrifice as something to be accomplished; and the same word also signifies that there are two performers [and there is a single performance];—similarly in the case in question we have the words ‘prsthashamaniyena yajyra’.

—From all this it follows that the Prsthashamaniya (Udvasaniya) should be performed by all, collectively.”

This Adhikaraṇa is left here unfinished; we shall explain the Sūtra now which embodies an intermediate topic. [The thread of Adhikaraṇa (13) is taken up under Sū. 43, which propounds the Siddhānta in answer to the Purvapaksa set forth in Sū. 41.]
Adhikaraṇa (14): At the ‘Udavasāṇīya’ the Priests are to be other than those engaged in the ‘Sattra’.

Sūtra (42).

At that sacrifice, they should appoint other priests.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same text that has been dealt with under the preceding Sūtra, there arises the question—At the sacrifice in question are the same persons that are engaged in the Sattra to be the priests? Or should others be appointed?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘Those same should be employed;—why?—because the expression ‘Udavasāṇīya yajēran’ shows that the persons performing the Udavasāṇīya sacrifice are the same that have given up the Sattra; so that, even though the employment of other priests is indicated by the General Law, yet that indication is set aside by the Direct Assertion and the same persons are to be employed; just as, in the case of the Sattra itself, though the General Law indicates that it is to be performed by only one sacrificer, yet on the strength of Direct Assertion, it is performed by several (seventeen) sacrificers’.

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—At that sacrifice they should appoint other priests; it is not true that the performers of the Prāthhashamaniya (Udavasāṇīya) are enjoined to be the same as those of the Sattra; it has been already explained that these performers have not been enjoined as something to be actually adopted; and what has not been enjoined cannot form part of the sacrifice; and any defect in what is not a part of the sacrifice does not vitiate the sacrifice itself;—the General Law indicates the employment of other persons as priests.—Further, in so far as the result of the action accrues to the doer, the doers must be the same,—this is clearly indicated by the particular (Ātmanēpada) Conjugational ending; but the result of a sacrifice never accrues to the doers, in the shape of the Priests; hence so far as the priestly functions are concerned, the doers cannot be the same;—at the main sacrifice (of the Sattra) we do recognise them to be the doers, and they may be so recognised at the Udavasāṇīya also; yet for the priestly functions, other persons should be appointed.

[The thread of Adhikaraṇa (13) is now resumed, and the following Sūtra sets forth the Siddhānta of that Adhikaraṇa.]
SŪTRA (43).
[SIDDHĀNTA—in answer to Pūrṣapakṣa set forth in Sū. 41]—IN FACT, IT
SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY EACH ONE OF THEM SEVERALLY,
AS THERE IS NO INCONGRUITY IN IT; SPECIALLY AS
THERE IS ONLY ONE PERFORMER AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

This is the answer to the Pūrṣapakṣa which (under Sū. 41) was left
unanswered.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the Pūrṣapakṣa view.

As a matter of fact, the men are not to perform the Udāvasāṇīya
collectively,—they should perform it severally, one by one,—‘Why ?’—
Because there is no incongruity in it; the mention of ‘giving up’ (of the
Sattra) is meant to indicate the men,—viz. ‘those persons who give up the
Sattra’;—it is possible for only one man (from among the seventeen per.
formers of the Sattra) to ‘give up the Sattra’; and what the injunction
means is that the particular sacrifice (Udāvasāṇīya) is to be performed by
those persons who have the said character of having ‘given up the Sattra’;
—there is nothing to prohibit the performance of it by one man;—hence it
follows that the men may perform the sacrifice one by one.—‘But the
performance has been declared as to be done by several persons; so that
it cannot be done by the men singly.’—That does not affect our position;
there is nothing to prevent the performance of it by the men singly;—hence
we conclude that on the strength of the General Law, the Udāvasāṇīya
should be performed by the men severally, one by one.

Says the Opponent—‘When the performance is spoken of as to be
done by several persons, it cannot be done by the men singly’.

Even so the position remains unaffected. Because plurality is not
what is enjoined here; the fact of the matter is that what is laid down is
that ‘those who give up the Sattra should perform the Udāvasāṇīya’,—
and as there are several performers of the Sattra, it is this plurality that is
only referred to in the text in question;—but each one of them singly also
is ‘a person who has given up the Sattra’; so that these would perform the
Udāvasāṇīya sacrifice also singly;—just as in regard to their ‘giving up
of the Sattra’ the plural number refers to the persons not collectively (but
severally), so in regard to the performance of the Udāvasāṇīya also, it would
refer to them not collectively (but severally).

Says the Opponent—‘The plural number (in ‘yajēran’) cannot be
a mere reference, because the plurality in question has not been enjoined
elsewhere; the plurality has not been already enjoined anywhere in regard
to the sacrifice (Udāvasāṇīya),—on the basis whereof it could be taken as
merely referred to in the text in question.—It may be said that it has just
been explained that the sacrifice has been laid down for those who have
given up the Sattra, and these are many [so that the reference could be to this
fact].—But that plurality is in regard to the giving up (of the Sattra), not
in regard to the sacrifice (Udāvasāṇīya).—It might be argued that, by
the force of the sentence, it would pertain to the sacrifice also.—That however
is not possible; it is only when a complete word requires another word, that we have a sentence;—in the case in question however, the sacrifice became connected with plurality long beforehand, and at that time the persons who give up the Sattra have not been mentioned at all; and yet even at that time the Plural Number is used; hence being connected with the Plural Number, it requires the connection of ‘the persons giving up the Sattra’ who have been mentioned by another word;—from this it follows that the performance should be connected with plurality,—just as in the case of the Deviyāṇa and the Sattra.”

Our answer to this is as follows—It is not so; in a case where there is the slightest ground for a sentence to be taken as a mere reference,—it is open to doubt as to whether it is a reference or an injunction; and though in other cases, where there is something new asserted, it may be more reasonable to take it as an injunction than a reference,—yet, in the case in question, it cannot but be a mere reference to Plurality; so that there is no connection established between the sacrifice and several persons,—and the purpose served is only a visible one; on the other hand, under the other view, if Plurality be connected with the sacrifice, it would be necessary to assume a transcendental purpose. From all this it follows that it should be taken as a mere reference.

Says the Opponent—“The same, then, may be the case with the Deviyāṇa and the Sattra (which also would not be performed by several persons).”

Answer—There is a difference between the injunction ‘Udavaśāya yajēraṇ’ (which lays down the Udavaśāniya) on the one hand, and the injunctions ‘Rājapurohitaḥ yajēyātām’ (laying down the Deviyāṇa) and ‘Rddhiḥkāmāḥ satrāmasīrāṇ’ (laying down the Sattra). Where there is a word with the participial ending ‘Kteā’, it is understood that there are two acts (one after the other),—and where the fact of their being several performers is learnt from direct assertion itself, in such a case, the second sentence speaking of the act is taken as enjoining only that much which is denoted by the verbal root (i.e. the factor of the sacrifice only),—and all the rest—the actual performance, the performers and their number—is only referred to as already known from other sources; the only thing enjoined being what is denoted by the verbal root (i.e. the act itself). In the case of the Deviyāṇa or of Sattras, all the factors—what is denoted by the verbal root, the performance, the performers and their number—are enjoined, not being already known from other sources.—The term ‘rājapurohitaḥ’ (in the sentence ‘rājapurohitaḥ yajēyātām’) cannot signify the performance, or the character of being the performer, or the number of performers. Similarly in the injunction of the Sattra, the term ‘rddhiḥkāmāḥ’ cannot signify any of these things. It is for this reason that in all such cases the number is taken to be predicated as something to be emphasised and secured; consequently in the case of the Deviyāṇa and other such sacrifices, the mention of the number is not taken to be mere reference, and hence in this case the act has to be done by a number of persons;—it cannot be so in the case in question; hence we conclude that the Prsthashamaniya (Udavaśāniya) should be performed by the persons severally.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): At the ‘Kāmēṣṭi’ the Sacrificial Fee serves a transcendental purpose,—not that of securing the services of the Priests.

SŪTRA (44).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"So also at the ‘Kāmēṣṭi’; as the term ‘giving’ is there."

Bhāṣya.

At the Sārasvata-Sattra, there is the Kāmēṣṭi, laid down in the text—‘Plākṣam prasravatam prāpya agnaye kāmāya asṭākapālam purodāsham nirvapati—tasyām ashvām purusūcha dhēnukē datvā prati yamunām avabhṛthamabhya avayanti’ [where the giving of two milch cows is laid down].

In regard to this there arises the question—Is this gift for the purpose of ‘Hiring’? Or is it an act of mere Dharma? In connection with the Prsthashamaniya (Uдавасāṇīya) it has been explained that, inasmuch as it is not a part of the Sattra, the gift should be taken as serving the purpose of ‘Hiring’; and we are now going to consider the same question in connection with the Kāmēṣṭi which is really part of the Sattra.

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"Just as at the Prsthashamaniya (Uдавасāṇīya), the giving is for ‘Hiring’, so it should be in the case in question also.—This is what is signified by the use of the particle ‘cha’.—‘Why’?—As the term ‘giving’ is there; i.e. the term ‘giving’ is found in the text—‘Dhēnukē datvā’; and the term ‘giving’ (‘dāna’) is always understood to be meant for ‘Hiring’, when it refers to workers.—Then again, the sacrifice in question is not a Sattra; it is only a subsidiary of the Sattra; what the Context indicates is that the Sattra is performed by the Master himself,—not so its subsidiaries; these latter being performed by the Priests who come into them by virtue of the General Law, and it is then alone that it is complete and helps the Sattra concerned; while if not performed by other priests, it would remain defective to that extent and hence not help the Sattra.—From all this it follows that in this case, the giving is for ‘hiring’.”

SŪTRA (45).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be regarded as a mere statement, because it is a ‘Sattra’.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the above view.

In this case the giving is not for ‘hiring’; it is a mere act of Dharma. —“Why?”—Because it is a Sattra; and it has been proved that at the Sattra, there is no securing of services.
Says the Opponent—"But the Kāmēṣṭi is not a Sattra; it is a subsidiary of the Sattra, as we have already explained above."

Answer—It is not a Sattra, it is a subsidiary of the Sattra, and as such it falls in the midst of the Sattra;—and the Sattra along with its subsidiaries has got to be performed by the sacrificers themselves (without the aid of hired priests);—so that when this self-performance is carried into practice, the performers of the Iṣṭi become known;—and in this case there is no need for the 'securing of services'; so that the giving that is laid down can only be regarded as an act of Dharma.
ADHIKARAŅA (16): The gift made at the 'Darsha-Pûrṇa-māsa' to the 'Enemy' is meant to serve a transcendental purpose.

SŪTRA (46).

IN THE CASE OF THE 'ENEMY', INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO INJUNCTION, THE TERM 'SACRIFICIAL FEE' BECOMES EXCLUDED.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa, we read—'Yadi paṁtiḥ samyajayan kapālamabhijhuyāt vaishvānaram dvāddashakapālam nirvapēt, tasyaikahāyano gaurdakṣiṇā, tam sa deśyāya dadyāt' ['While preparing the wives, if one happens to throw into the fire the Pans, he should offer the cake baked on twelve pans to Vaishvānara; the sacrificial fee for this is an one-year-old calf; this he should give to his enemy'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this giving of the one-year-old calf for the purpose of 'hiring'? Or is it a mere act of Dharma?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—'inasmuch as the text contains the term 'Sacrificial Fee' the giving must be taken to be for 'hiring'; as a gift is called 'Sacrificial Fee' only when it is made for the purpose of securing the services of the man.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—In the case of the enemy, the giving must be an act of mere Dharma,—this is what is indicated by the term 'Cha' in the Sūtra.—'Why so?'

—Because there is no injunction,—of an inimical Priest; as a matter of fact, one's enemy can never be his Priest,—since it has been declared that 'the Priest and the Teacher should not be transgressed against'. In a case where there is no need for a hired performer, what will the mere use of the term 'Sacrificial Fee' do?—Further, if the gift in question were treated as meant for 'hiring', then this would mean the exclusion of the legitimate 'Sacrificial Fee'; under the General Law, the Sacrificial Fee payable at the Rite in question is the 'Anvāhārya' (Cooked Rice),—and this would become excluded, and this would mean an infringement of the General Law.—From all this it follows that the giving of the one-year-old calf is a mere act of Dharma and that it should be given to a person who is not acting as a Priest.
ADHIKARAṆA (17): The 'Bone-Sacrifice' has living persons for its performers.

SŪTRA (47).

THE 'BONE-SACRIFICE' MUST BE TAKEN AS TO BE PERFORMED BY OTHERS, AS THERE IS NO INCONGRUITY IN THIS, WHILE THERE IS INCONGRUITY IN THE BONES (BEING REGARDED AS THE PERFORMERS).

Bhāṣya.

There is the following declaration—'Yadi sandīkṣitānām pramīyēta tam dagdīvā krṣṇājīnē asthīnyupanahyā yo'ya nādiṇghāḥ tam taṣya athānē dīkṣayētvā tēna saha yaṣṭēn, tataḥ samveśardē asthīnī yaḻayērtēn' [If after initiation one happens to die, they should cremate him and having tied up his bones in a black antelope-skin, they should initiate the person who happens to be his nearest relative and perform the sacrifice with him; at the end of the year, they should make the Bones sacrifice].

In regard to this sacrifice at the end of the year, there arises the question—Is this to be performed by the living persons? Or by the Bones?

The Pārvapakṣa view on this question is as follows:—'The sacrifice is to be performed by the Bones, on account of co-ordination.—'What co-ordination?'—The co-ordination consisting in the fact that the Bones are the object of the verb 'make to sacrifice.'—It might be objected that Bones are inanimate things and hence they cannot themselves perform any acts, how then could they be the performers of any act?—The answer to this is that what the word expresses is the fact of the Bones being made to do the act, and those that make them do it are other than the Bones; those others will make the Bones do the act.—The Opponent may argue as follows:—'Unless one does an act, one is not spoken of as made to do it;—one is said to make another do an act only when the other does the act;—and the Bones can never perform the act in its entirety.'—The answer to this is as follows:—On the strength of the Direct Injunction the Bones would be made to perform as much of the sacrificer's functions as they can perform,—they would perform for instance such functions as the measuring of the Udumbara Post [the Post has to be as tall as the 'Sacrificer', and it will be possible to make it as tall as the Bone], the Shukrāvārambhāṇa and the like.—Says the Opponent—'The most important act they cannot do; nor can they perform all the subsidiary acts; and there are many acts that have got to be done by the Sacrificer.'—On the strength of the injunction what would be done is that the Priests would receive what belonged to the dead man, and having thus become 'hired' through that as the 'Sacrificial Fee, they would do the offering of the sacrifice; and this offering would be in strict accordance with the injunction.—Says the Opponent—'Under this explanation, the persons who officiate at the sacrifice,—and not the Bones—
become the sacrificers'.—The answer to that is that in reality, it is the actual sacrificers that become the performers in this case; because one who does an act is not spoken of as making to do; the sacrifice being performed by the Bones, it is the fact of the Priests being the persons who make them do it which is referred in the text as something already known. Just as, when it is said 'Graṃakāman yājayēt' ('One should make the man desiring a village to perform a sacrifice'), the injunction meant is that 'desiring a village one should perform a sacrifice'; and the causal factor (denoted by the causal affix in 'yājayēt') is a mere reference to what is already known. This is what is clearly indicated by the text—'Stotrē asthi kumbhamupadadhāti' ('The hymn having been recited, the Bone sets up the jar'); where the Bone is found spoken of as the actual performer.—From all this it follows that the sacrifice in question is performed by the Bones, not by the living persons.'

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Bone-sacrifice must be taken as to be performed by others,—i.e. by the living persons; because there would be no incongruity in those latter being regarded as offering the sacrifice; while it would be incongruous to refer to the Bones as offering the sacrifice. The act of offering is really done in the mind, and the Bones have no mind.—It has been asserted that—"'the priests receiving what belonged to the dead man, as the Sacrificial Fee, would become hired and then make the offering, and this offering would be in strict accordance with the injunction'.—But it is not so;—when the injunction is in the form 'Yajēta' ('One should offer sacrifice'), the denotation of the root 'to sacrifice' does not become altered in view of certain persons being unable to offer the sacrifice,—simply on the strength of a certain assertion.—What the word 'Yajēta' means is 'Yāgam kurvita', 'should perform sacrifice'; and the root 'to sacrifice' cannot have any other meaning. Further, merely on the strength of an assertion, it cannot be said that 'what is received by the Priests is the wealth of the dead man'; nor is the wealth (Fee) given by the Bones; and in the absence of giving, there can be no hiring. In the case of an injunctive word, it cannot be right to take it in an indirect (figurative) sense; in fact, it is only when a certain idea has been got at through other means of knowledge, that it is connected with a figurative expression; for instance, when it is said 'the ox should be sacrificed', what is sacrificed is the animal belonging to the genus 'ox', and not the ploughman; but when it is said 'this plough-man is an ox', the term 'ox', in its application to the ploughman, is taken in its figurative sense (of foolish).—Hence when the sacrifice is enjoined, the root 'to sacrifice' cannot have any other meaning (than sacrificing). Then again, there is no wealth that belongs to the Bones, on receiving which the Priests would regard themselves as hired by that skeleton.—Thus it follows that the Bones cannot in any way be the performers of a sacrifice; and hence the 'co-ordination' (urged by the Pāvapakṣa'īn) cannot be regarded as really meant to be expressed by the words of the text.

Says the Opponent—"'Under the circumstances, as the sentence expresses an incompatible idea, it must be regarded as meaningless'".
Not so, we reply. When a definite meaning is expressed, the sentence cannot be meaningless; in fact, from the sentence consisting of the words ‘Samvatsaré yājayēt’ ['At the end of the year, one should make to sacrifice'], a certain sense is obtained, and that much alone is what is meant to be asserted here; and it is not meant to be asserted that ‘the bones should be made to sacrifice’.

"Is then the term 'asthīni' a wrong reading?"

We do not say that it is a wrong reading; that alone cannot be regarded as the right reading which serves the purpose of enjoining things and which expresses its own direct meaning only; even such words become connected with a sentence as are mere references and express the sense by indirect (figurative) indication; and a word of this latter kind is not regarded as a wrong reading. Now while it is true that the word ‘asthīni’ (‘bones’), if taken as injunctive, or as expressing its direct meaning, cannot be construed with the sentence, it can be construed when taken either as a reference, or in an indirect (figurative) sense.—For these reasons the expression ‘Samvatsaré yājayēt’ should be taken as pertaining to those living persons who are connected with the performance; the term ‘asthi’ (‘bone’) would indicate these persons indirectly (figuratively)—in the sense of ‘persons with bones’;—so that the meaning of the sentence would be ‘should make persons with bones to sacrifice’.—‘Who are these persons with bones?’—Those who had started to perform the sacrifice along with the dead man;—it being quite reasonable for the man to whom the bones belonged to be indirectly indicated by the term ‘bones’.—From all this we conclude that the sacrifice is to be performed by living persons.

SŪTRA (48).

**ITS USE WOULD BE ONLY SO FAR AS IT IS ACTUALLY LAID DOWN.**

_Bhāṣya._

It has been argued that the text ‘Stotre asthi kumbhamupadadhātī’ indicates certain functions of the sacrificer as to be performed by the Bones. —But the function spoken of here is not the Sacrificer’s; because the Bones never perform a sacrifice,—as has been already explained. Hence on the strength of the sentence quoted all that can be admitted is that the function spoken of is similar to that of the sacrificer; only so far can be admitted as is actually asserted; it cannot indicate all the functions of the sacrificer.

From all this it follows that the sacrifice in question is to be performed by the living persons.
ADHIKARANÀ (18): At the ‘Bone-sacrifice’, the ‘Japa’ and such other details are not to be performed.
—(A Hypothetical Discussion.)

SÚTRA (49).

IF, ON THE BASIS OF THE TEXT, IT BE TAKEN FOR GRANTED (THAT THE SACRIFICE IS TO BE PERFORMED BY BONES), (a) THE ‘JAPA’ AND THE ‘EMBELLISHMENTS’ BECOME EXCLUDED:—(b) AS ALSO THE IŚTI, BECAUSE THIS IS FOR THAT.

Bhāṣya.

We proceed to consider the ‘Japa’ (Repeating of Mantras), the ‘embellishments’ and the Iśti; the first half of the Sūtra deals with the Japa and the ‘embellishments’, and the remaining part, with the Iśti.—‘Japa’ stands for those Mantra-recitations in regard to which there are such injunctions as ‘Japati’ (‘recites’); ‘embellishments’ stands for those acts that have been enjoined in such sentences as ‘he shaves his head and beard’.

(A) The question that arises is—Should this ‘Japa’ and the ‘embellishments’ be performed in the case of the Bones (performing the Sacrifice)?

Question—“But it has been settled that the Sacrifice is performed by the living persons, not by the Bones”. [How then can there arise any such question?]

Answer—This is a hypothetical discussion; we take it for granted (for the sake of argument) that the Sacrifice may be performed by the Bones and then proceed to consider the said question. In this manner, the purpose of the preceding Adhikarana also becomes considered.—If the sacrifice were performed by the Bones, are the ‘Japa’ and the ‘embellishments’ to be performed—or not?

On this question, the Pūrva-pakṣa is that—‘In accordance with the principle laid down under 10. 1. 1, that—inasmuch as the procedure has been transferred to the other context, all the details should be performed.—the ‘Japa’ and the ‘embellishments’ must be performed’.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—If, on the strength of the text quoted, the sacrifice were to be performed by the Bones, then, in that case, the ‘Japa’ and the ‘embellishments’ would become excluded, as the need for them will have ceased. As a matter of fact, the Bones cannot do the Japa, nor can there be any shaving of their ‘head and beard’; and what is impossible to be done cannot be brought in by the General Law.

The latter half of the Sūtra, says—as also the Iśti, because this is for that.—The question to be considered is—should, in this case, the Dikṣāniya Iśti be performed, or not?—The Pūrva-pakṣa is that, “in accordance with
the General Law, it must be performed".—In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—Along with the Iṣṭi, the Japa and the embellishments should be omitted,—i.e. the Iṣṭi also should be excluded.—"Why?"—Because it is for the sake of that, i.e. the Iṣṭi is to be performed in view of the fact that the sacrificer is going to take the Initiation;—the ‘Initiation’ consists in the keeping of certain vows;—these vows are mental operations;—the Bones however have no mind [Hence they can have no mental operations].—That the Iṣṭi in question is for the sake of the Initiation to be taken by the sacrificer is clear from the assertion in the text laying down the Iṣṭi—‘When going to be initiated, one should offer a cake baked upon eleven pans to Agni-Viṣṇu’.—From all this it follows that the Iṣṭi also becomes excluded.
ADHIKARĀṆA (19): At the ‘Bone-sacrifice’ the ‘measuring of the Udumbara Post’ and the ‘Touching of the Shukra’ should be done—(Hypothetical Discussion).

SŪTRA (50).

WHAT IS SUBSERVIENT TO THE PURPOSES OF THE SACRIFICE SHOULD BE DONE, BECAUSE IT IS A SUBORDINATE FACTOR.

Bhāṣya.

[The Hypothetical Inquiry continues]—

In connection with the same ‘Bone-sacrifice’ the following question is going to be considered—At the Archetypal sacrifice ‘the Udumbara Post is as tall as the sacrificer’ and ‘the sacrificer touches the Shukra-vessel’—at the Bone-sacrifice [assuming that it is performed by the Bones] should such acts as these be performed—or not?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—‘the Bones being inanimate things, they cannot, by themselves, do any act at all, and hence in the ‘measuring of the Post’ and ‘the touching of the Shukra’ they cannot be the performers.’

In answer to this, we have the following—Siddhānta—What is subservient to the purposes of the sacrifice should be done, because it is a subordinate factor;—acts like those in question, which subserve the purposes of the sacrifice, should be done; because in this case the ‘Sacrificer’ is a subordinate factor; what is needed at the sacrifice is (a) the Udumbara-Post measured to be as tall as the sacrificer, and (b) the Shukra that has been touched by the Sacrificer;—and (a) the measuring can be done with the inanimate bones also, (b) so also can the touching of the Shukra. Hence it follows that acts like these should be done.
ADHIKARANĀ (20): At the 'Bone-sacrifice', 'Prospective acts' shall not be performed—(Hypothetical Discussion).

SŪTRA (51).

THE 'PROSPECTIVE ACTS' ARE NOT TO BE PERFORMED; BECAUSE THERE CAN BE NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE DESIRE (FOR RESULTS), JUST AS THERE IS NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE DESIRE OF OTHER PERFORMERS ALSO UNTIL THEY ARE MENTIONED.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice,—in connection with which, we read—'If one desire that the Rain-god should rain, he should measure out the assembly-room (Sadas) on a low level', etc., etc.

The question that arises is—At the Bone-sacrifice,—which has the Jyotiṣṭoma for its Archetype, and which therefore takes in the details of the latter, according to the General Law—should, or should not, such 'prospective acts' (acts performed with a definite result in view), be performed?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is as follows—'In accordance with the General Law, it should be done.—Objection—'But the Bones cannot desire anything, while all such acts are performed by reason of the sacrificer entertaining the desire for definite results'.—Answer—In such cases, it is not necessary that the Sacrificer should have the desire for the results; the meaning of the text is—'If the assembly-room is measured out at a low level, there is rain'; so that whenever rain is needed (by anyone) the Assembly Room should be measured out at a low level, and the much-needed rain will follow.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—'Prospective' acts like those in question shall not be performed.—'Why?'—What is meant is that 'if the sacrificer desires rain, rain comes if the Assembly Room is measured out at a low level'; on account of the Ātmanēpada ending (in 'kāmayaśta') the implication is that the main act along with all its subsidiary details is conducive to bringing rewards to the Sacrificer; and it cannot bring it to others desiring it.—In the case in question, it cannot be known that the Sacrificer (who has been assumed to be the Skeleton) desires the rain as his reward; even in the case of living sacrificers, when the desire is there, it is not known until he mentions it.—what to say of the Bones (which are inanimate)? And when the desire itself is absent in them, the acts prompted by that desire cannot be performed.
ADHIKARAṆA (21): At the 'Bone-sacrifice', there shall be no 'invoking of blessings' along with the 'Sūktavāka'—(Hypothetical Discussion).

SŪTRA (52).

THE INVOKING ALSO OF DESIRED BLESSINGS AS CONTAINED IN THE 'SŪKTAVĀKA' SHALL NOT BE DONE; BECAUSE OF ABSENCE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the 'Bone-sacrifice' there are certain acts performed, like the Prāyaṇīya, which have the Darsha-Pūramāsā for their Archetype, and which come into the Bone-sacrifice by the General Law. At these acts, the reciting of the Sūktavāka also comes in by virtue of the General Law; this Sūktavāka contains the following words—'Ayam yajamāna āyurāshastē, suprajāstēnāshastē, visvam priyamāshastē, yadānēna haviśā āshastē tadāshyāt tad dadhyāt tadāsmai dēvarāsattam.' ['This sacrificer desires longevity, he desires excellent progeny, etc., etc.'].

The question that arises is—Should, or should not, this 'invoking of blessings' be done at the 'Bone-sacrifice'? The most reasonable answer that presents itself is as follows:—The blessings that are invoked in course of the Sūktavāka should not be invoked. "Why?"—Because of absence,—of the desiring person; the Bones do not desire anything, as has been already pointed out; hence the invocations should not be done.

Instead of reading 'Sūktavāka', the Śutra has read 'Sūktavākavat'.—"Why do you explain it like that?"—The answer is that the invoking of the blessings is that which finds place in the Sūktavāka; hence the affix 'vati' is taken as signifying this 'finding place';—that such interpretation is permissible has been shown under Śū. 10. 5. 88 below; hence it means no attack on the Śutra.

SŪTRA (53).

[Pūrvapakṣin's objection]—"THE INVOKINGS SHOULD BE DONE; BECAUSE THE STATEMENT IS PURELY DECLAMATORY."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not as you say—that in the case of the Bones (performing the sacrifice) the invoking of the blessings should not be done; as a matter of fact, the invocations should be done, because the statement is purely declamatory; that is, the invoking of the blessings must be done;—why?—because the statement is purely declamatory; the whole of the passage—'He desires longevity, etc.' is purely declamatory; there are no injunctions here, they
are only declamations; and because they are declamations, the fact of their coming in at the performance is indicated by the General Law. Hence if this invoking is done, the General Law becomes obeyed. Hence we conclude that the invoking of the blessings should be done."

SŪTRA (54).

[Answer]—Not so; because they signify desire; and there is no such desire (in the Bones) as there is in others.

_Bhāṣya._

It is not as you say—that 'the invoking of blessings should be done'. "Why?"—Because they signify desire; i.e. the invocations in question speak of desire;—the words 'the sacrificer desires longevity, etc., etc.'—are used only when the desire has actually appeared; in the case in question however, there is no such sacrificer as would entertain the desire for the blessings spoken of;—the Bones are inanimate things; and Bones can have no desire; this is what is meant by the phrase 'there is no such desire',—i.e. there is no such desire in the Bones,—as there is in others; i.e. in living persons, these desires do appear; never in the Bones. Hence we conclude that in the case of the Bones (being the sacrificers), there should be no invoking of the blessings.

"But we have said that these assertions are declamatory."

The answer to that is that they are not declamatory, these are injunctive; hence the objection urged becomes refuted; so that what you have said—that for the Bones, the invoking of the blessings should be done,—is not right; as a matter of fact, it should not be done; this is what is meant by the Sūtra—Not so, because they signify desire and there is no such desire in the Bones as there is in others.
ADHIKARANÇA (22): At the 'Bone-sacrifice', there should be no performance of the 'Hotr-Kāmas' (acts contingent upon the Hotr's desire)—
(Hypothetical Discussion).

SŪTRA (55).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The 'Hotr-Kāma' acts should be done."

Bhāṣya.

The 'Devadāshāha' and other Sattras form the subject-matter of this Adhikarana; in reference to these, we read—'Tataḥ samvatsare āsthini yājayet' ['Then at the end of the year, one should make the Bones perform the sacrifice'];—under the General Law, Initiation and other rites also become admissible at these Sattras;—and further, at the Archetype, there are certain 'Hotr-Kāma' acts, laid down in the text—'Yam kāmayēta apashumāṇān syāditi parāchim tasyādāmupahāvayēt, apashumāṇān eva bhavati ; yam kāmayēta pramāyukah syāditi tasyocharaitaram vasta kuryēt, etc., etc.' [Where certain acts are laid down as to be done by the Hotr-priest, in the event of his desiring certain results to befall the Sacrificer, hence these acts are called 'Hotr-Kāma'].

In regard to these, there arises the question—Should these Hotr-Kāma acts be done or not in the case of Bones (performing the sacrifice)?

Objection—'It has been settled that the sacrifice can be performed only by the living persons (Vide above Sū. 47 et. seq.)'.

Answer—We start this enquiry on the assumption (taking it for granted) that the sacrifice may be performed by the Bones.

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa starts with the Sūtra—"The Hotr-Kāma acts should be done—in the case of the Bones.—Why?—Because the General Law makes them admissible; hence their performance would mean obedience to the General Law; hence we conclude that the Hotr-Kāma acts should be done."

SŪTRA (56).

NOT SO: BECAUSE THEY INVOLVE THE INVOKING OF BLESSINGS UPON HIM.

Bhāṣya.

This is not right; you have said that the Hotr-Kāma acts should be done; as a matter of fact, they should not be done.—Why?—Because they involve the invoking of blessings upon him,—i.e. it is an invocation of blessings upon the sacrificer; as it has been declared that—'Whatever blessings the Priests invoke at a sacrifice, they all pertain to the sacrificer', which shows that the blessings in question also should pertain to the
Sacrificer. In the case in question however, there is no 'sacrificer'; the Bones (that are supposed to be the performers of the sacrifice) are inanimate things; and hence the Bones have not the capacity to desire anything;—it has been established under Sū. 6. 1. 5 that a person to be entitled to perform an act should be desirous of something and should be capable of performing that act.—From all these we conclude that in the case of the Bone-sacrifice the 'Hotṛ-Kāma' acts should not be performed.

All the hypothetical discussions (Adhikaranas 18–22) have been finished. Their purpose need not be explained. All that is necessary to do is to reiterate that the acts in question should not be performed, as it involves the invoking of blessings upon the sacrificer.
ADHIKARANA (23): The 'Sarvasvāra Sacrifice' should be completed, even after the death of the sacrificer.

SŪTRA (57).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"When the Sacrificer has died, the 'Sarvasvāra' should not be completed; as every act is related to a living person."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Sarvasvāra sacrifice, known as the 'Shunahkārya Agniṣṭoma', laid down in the text—'Desiring one's own death, one should perform this sacrifice, if he wishes that he should reach the Heavenly Region, without any disease'. [At the 'Third Extraction' of this sacrifice, the sacrificer throws himself into the Fire after having requested the priests to complete the performance of the sacrifice].

In regard to this, there arises the question—"When the Sacrificer has died, should the performance be left off at that point? Or should it be carried on to its completion?"

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"At the Sarvasvāra, after the sacrificer has died, the performance should be left off at that point, because the act is related to a living person; i.e. an act can be performed only by a living person, not by a dead one; and this implies that when one performs the Sarvasvāra, one should perform it only to the point of the sacrificer's death".

SŪTRA (58).

IN REALITY, THERE MUST BE [COMPLETION]; BECAUSE BOTH HAVE BEEN DIRECTLY ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

There must be—its completion,—because both have been directly enjoined—the Sacrifice as well as its completion,—in the following text—'Desiring death, one should perform this sacrifice'; where the verb clearly means that 'having begun the performance of the Sacrifice, one should complete it'; hence the completion also is denoted by the verb itself. Then again, there is the text—'Ārbaṅe prastūyaṁānē audumbarim parito dashēna vāsasā pariveṣṭya brāhmaṇāḥ parisamāpayata mē yajīamiti sampreṣyāṁnim viṣhata' ['When the Ārbaṅa has begun, the Sacrificer, having covered the Udumbara post with a borderless piece of cloth, says—O Brāhmaṇa, please complete this Sacrifice for me—and enters the Fire'].—If this were meant to be a mere verbal direction (not meant to be acted upon), then it would have to be taken as serving only a transcendental purpose; hence on the basis of the indications of this Direction, it must be taken
as actually enjoining the completion of the Sacrifice;—just as, in the case of the text—'If they take away the Soma, one should say—Run away and seek for it'.

It has been argued that "it is the living, not the dead, man that can be the performer of a Sacrifice".—This does not affect the case in question: It is the living man that says 'Please complete what has been begun'; so that what is done (in obedience to this direction) is really done by a living man.

Says the Opponent—"At the time that the man addressed this direction, the completion was not done;—at the time that the completing is done, the man is not alive;—who then would be the performer?"

The answer to this is as follows—This is similar to that case where you, without any uncertainty, regard the performer to be a living man; when a man directs some one else to complete a piece of work and is alive at the time of completion,—the fact of his being so alive is immaterial so far as his being the performer is concerned,—he being regarded as the performer by virtue of the direction given by him; and so far as the giving of this previous direction is concerned, it is equally present in both cases,—that of the man alive at the time of completion as also the man that is not so alive. So that the man who has died after giving the direction is as much the performer as one who is alive at the time of completion.—It might be argued that—"Inasmuch as the living man is present at the time of the completion, it is possible for him to be regarded as the performer [not so the man who has died]".—This also is equally applicable to both cases: in the case of the living man also it is the Personality, not the Body, that is the performer; and the Personality is present also when the body has fallen off; so that the same Personality is the performer at the completion.—It might be urged that—"after the death of the Sacrificer, as it would not be possible for the Sacrificer's functions to be performed, the rest of the procedure cannot be carried out; and hence the General Law cannot indicate the admission of that part of the procedure".—That is not so; the General Law would certainly bring in all the rest of the details save those related directly to the Sacrificer; hence the argument does not affect the case at all.—Or, we may rely upon the direct assertion in the text itself—'O Brâhmanas, please complete this sacrifice of mine'; [which clearly indicates that the sacrifice has to be completed.] and on the strength of this, the details relating to the Sacrificer also may be performed.
ADHIKARANA (24): After the Sacrificer's death the 'Touching of the Shukra' and such other acts as are capable of being done by him shall be done.

SUTRA (59).

ON HIS DEATH, THE PERFORMANCE SHALL PROCEED AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'BONE-SACRIFICE'.

BHASHYA.

There is the Sarvascvara sacrifice, also known as 'Shunahkarna Agnistoma', laid down in the text—'Desiring his own death, one should perform this sacrifice, if he wishes to go to the Heavenly regions, free from disease'.—After the Sacrificer has died, what is it that should be done?—That is the question.—We start off with the question itself, without setting forth the two views (Parvapaksa and Siddhanta); even when the two views are set forth, the doubt remains there; as also when all the details bearing on the matter are not already known; as we find in the case of such questions as—what is the name of this hill? What is this river called? What fruit is this?

The answer to this question is as follows:—On his death, the performance shall proceed as in the case of the Bone-Sacrifice;—i.e. when the Sacrificer has gone the way of destiny, the performance shall proceed as it does in the case of the 'Bone-sacrifice'; that is, just as at the 'Bone-sacrifice' only those details are performed by the 'Bones' that are necessary for the accomplishment of the sacrifice, and the other details are omitted,—similarly in the case in question, when the Sacrificer has died, only that much shall be made to be done by the dead body as is necessary for the accomplishment of the Sacrificer; such, for instance, as 'the Sacrificer touches the Shukra', 'the Udumbara-post is of the same height as the Sacrificer'.
Adhikaraṇa (25): At the ‘Sarvasvāra’, before the Sacrificer’s death, the ‘invoking of the blessings of longevity’ shall be done.

Sūtra (60).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Even while he is alive, the words invoking the blessings of longevity shall not be pronounced; as it is for his sake”.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Sarvasvāra, while the Sacrificer is still alive, there arises the question—Should the words invoking the blessings of longevity—‘Āyurāśāstē vajamānāḥ’—be pronounced?—or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows: “Even while he is alive, the words invoking the blessings of longevity shall not be pronounced;—why?—because it is for his sake. When the Sacrificer invokes the blessings of longevity, it implies that he desires longevity,—just as when one says ‘give me the bedding’, it is implied that one desires to have the bedding; but in the case in question, how is the Sacrificer going to secure the longevity asked for? In fact, here what the Sacrificer desires is something quite the contrary (of longevity); as he is going to immolate himself. From this it follows that the words invoking the blessings of longevity shall not be pronounced.”

Sūtra (61).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, they should be pronounced; as it is quite compatible, prior to the said occasion.

Bhāṣya.

The answer to the above is as follows:—The words invoking the blessings of longevity should be pronounced; because such invoking is quite compatible; it is after the Ārdhava has begun that the death of the Sacrificer comes to be sought for by him; while it is prior to the occasion of the Ārghava that the Sacrificer invokes the blessings of longevity; and the meaning of this would be ‘may I live till the time of the Ārghava’; in this manner the General Law would be obeyed. Hence it follows that in this case also the words invoking the blessings of longevity should be pronounced.
Adhikaraṇa (26): At the 'Dvādaśāḥ', details like the 'Ṛtuyājyā' should be performed.

Sūtra (62).

There should be performance of what are simply meritorious acts.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Dvādaśāḥ sacrifice, laid down in the text—Desiring prosperity, they should have recourse to the Dvādaśāḥ; there are certain purely meritorious acts (having no bearing on the Sacrificial Ritual) which are indicated by the General Law as admissible at it; such acts, for instance as, Ṛtuyājyā, Varāṇa and the 'giving of gold to Aṭrēya'.

In regard to these there arises the question—Should the merely meritorious act be done, or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows—'It has been already established that inasmuch as the Sattrā is performed by the Sacrificers themselves (without the aid of officiating Priests), the 'Varāṇa' and the 'Gift' become excluded (see Adhikaraṇa 11, above); there is no other injunctive sentence laying down that these should be done;—and there is as much wrong in doing what is not enjoined as there is in not doing what is enjoined. Hence the acts in question should not be done'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—There should be performance of what are simply meritorious acts;—it is true that the 'appointment' (Varāṇa), or the 'gift', in this case is not for the purpose of securing the services (of the priests); but that does not make it incompatible with the performance at which the Sacrificers themselves are the performers. Consequently, in accordance with the General Law, the acts in question should be performed.
Adhikarana (27): At the 'Pavamāna-Iṣṭi', the 'Nirvāpa' (Cooking) should be done.

Sūtra (63).

In the absence of the subordinate factor, the principal factor (should be carried out).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the 'Fire-installation Rite', the Pavamāna-Iṣṭis are performed, as laid down in the text—'Yo'gnaṁ pavamānāya purodāsha-maṣṭākapālannirvapē, agnaye pāvakāya, agnaye śuchayē'; at these Iṣṭis the General Law renders admissible the act of 'Cooking with the Agnihotra-havaṇi'.—Now the time at which the Pavamāna-Iṣṭis are performed is not the time of the Agnihotra; so that at that time, the Agnihotra-havaṇi is not available. Thus then, there arises the question—As the Agnihotra-havaṇi is not there, should the said 'Cooking' be done (without it)? Or should it not be done?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—"The Cooking cannot be done in the prescribed manner [as the Agnihotra-havaṇi is not there];—and no useful purpose can be served by doing an act in a manner not prescribed;—hence it follows that as the act would be defective, it should not be done at all."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the absence of the subordinate factor, the principal factor should be carried out;—the Agnihotra-havaṇi is a subordinate factor, and the act of 'Cooking' is the principal factor. If the 'Cooking' were not possible, then there would be no need for the Agnihotra-havaṇi, which, therefore, would be excluded;—but even in the absence of the subordinate factor, the principal factor is not impossible;—hence it follows that the 'Cooking' (which is the principal factor) should be done; it is only the fact of its being done with the Agnihotra-havaṇi which, being impossible, becomes excluded.
ADHIKARANA (28): At the ‘Vājapeya’, the ‘Musṭi’ (Handful) becomes excluded.

SŪTRA (64).

[Pūrva-pakṣa]—“The Exclusion of the number follows from the exclusion of the ‘Handful’; because it is subservient to that.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vājapeya sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Desiring self-sovereignty, one should perform the Vājapeya sacrifice during the autumn’—in connection with that, we read—‘Naiveṣaḥ saptadashasharaṇaḥ kaśīrē charurbhavati’ [‘The Nīvara-corn cooked in milk in seventeen saucers constitutes the Charu’];—now in connection with the Archetypal Sacrifice, a definite number and the measure of ‘handful’ have been laid down, in the sentence—‘Chaturu maṣṭinirvapati’ [‘He cooks four handfuls’];—and both of these become admissible at the Vājapeya, according to the General Law.

There arises the following question in this connection—[At the Vājapeya] (a) Should the number be admitted and the ‘handful’ excluded?—or (b) the ‘Handful’ admitted and the number excluded?—or (c) the number excluded?—or (d) the number and ‘handful’ both excluded?—or (e) either one excluded?

On this question, the Pūrva-pakṣa view (A) is as follows:—“(A) Either one of the two may be excluded,—i.e. either the number or the ‘Handful’ may be excluded. Why so?—Because there being no word indicating the exclusion of any one in particular, there can be no restriction as to this or that alone being excluded.”

In answer to this we have the following view, which is Pūrva-pakṣa (B):—

“‘There should be exclusion of the Handful and inclusion of the number. Why?—Because the number is the predominant factor;—in the text quoted, the number comes first, and it, therefore, becomes apprehended first;—at the time of its comprehension there is nothing to obstruct the idea of the number;—it is only after this unobstructed idea of the number has appeared that the idea of the Handful comes in (as expressed by the second word in the sentence);—this latter therefore cannot get over the obstruction caused by the presence of the idea of the number;—hence, as coming later, the Handful becomes excluded, and the number becomes admitted, this latter
being the predominant factor; this is what is going to be explained under 12. 2. 23."

In answer to the above we have the following, [which is Pūrvepakṣa (C)]:—"The exclusion of the Handful should lead to the exclusion of the Number.—Why?—Because it is subservient to that; in the phrase ‘four handfuls’, the number is spoken of as subordinate to (i.e. qualifying) the Handful;—the number ‘four’ being mentioned simply with the view that the Handful may be qualified by the number Four,—and it is not mentioned for its own sake. Hence, even though the number is mentioned first (in the phrase), it is as good as not so mentioned; it is mentioned only for qualifying the other factor (Handful); consequently, no special regard should be shown to it; and if the Handful becomes excluded, the number subsisting in that Handful also becomes excluded, by reason of its substratum having disappeared; if the number were admitted as subsisting in another substratum, then it would not be admitted in the form in which it has appeared at the Archetype. On the other hand, if the number were excluded (and not the Handful), then the Handfuls which subsist in the ‘Cooking’ would not become excluded, for the simple reason that their substratum (Cooking) will not have been excluded. Hence, inasmuch as the number is subservient to (quality of) the Handful, it is the number that becomes excluded, not the Handfuls; according to the principle going to be explained under Sūtra 12. 2. 25."

SŪTRA (65).

[Argument against Pūrvepakṣa (C)]—IT CANNOT BE SO; BECAUSE IT IS AUXILIARY TO THE ‘COOKING’.

Bhāṣya.

It is not as has been explained above; as a matter of fact, the number is not mentioned as subsisting in the Handfuls; if it had been mentioned as subsisting in the Handfuls, then, being subservient, it could be excluded (on the exclusion of the Handfuls).—"What then is it mentioned as subsisting in?"—In the ‘Cooking’.—"How so?"—The construction is, not as ‘four handfuls’ (‘Chaturo mustīḥ’), but as ‘he cooks four’ (‘Chāturā nirvā- patī’); in fact, it is the Cooking that is spoken of as qualified by the handful, as also by the number; it is only when a thing is connected with an action that the word expressing it takes the Accusative Ending (as we have in the words ‘chaturāḥ’ and ‘mustīḥ’).—"Why?"—Because it is a case-ending, an ending denoting a verbal relationship of something brought about; and what is brought about is an action, not a substance (which is an already accomplished entity). Hence Direct Assertion connects the number ‘four’ with the action of ‘Cooking’, while it is only Syntactical Connection that connects it with the ‘handfuls’;—and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. Hence we conclude that in consideration of the principal factor, there should be exclusion of the Handful.
Sūtra (66).

[Final Pūrva-pakṣa]—"In reality, on account of similarity in regard to the injunction, the number should be regarded as the modification of the original number; and the other thing should be taken as excluding the 'Handful', because of the 'connection'."

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

"It is not right that the number is to be retained and the Handful excluded; what really happens is that the Number (seventeen) excludes the Number (Four), and the 'Saucers' exclude the 'Handfuls'.—How so?—Because of similarity;—At the Archetype the 'Handful' is the substance leading to the act of 'Cooking', and the Number 'four' is a qualification of these Handfuls;—in the case in question (of Vājapēya) what is asserted is that the 'Charu' consists of the 'Saucers' as its substance and is qualified by the number 'seventeen';—now here the substance 'Handful' which serves the purpose of measuring (at the Archetype) becomes excluded (and replaced) by the substance 'Saucers', which also serve the same purpose of measuring,—and the number 'four', which qualified the 'Handful', is excluded (and replaced) by the number 'seventeen', which qualifies the 'Saucers';—just as in the case of the expression—'This is curd, this is clarified butter, this is the vegetable, these the paddy-grains,—Dēvadatta, Yajñadatta also should be fed, with oil',—the purpose that is served in the food by the Clarified Butter is in the latter case understood to be served by oil; hence, even though it is not asserted in so many words that 'the food should be lubricated with oil', yet the oil serves to exclude the Clarified Butter (and no other substance),—and that for the only reason that both of these serve the same purpose (of lubricating the food). Similarly in the case in question, the number that qualifies a substance can exclude only the number that serves the same purpose of qualifying a substance. The other thing,—i.e. the substance, 'Saucers'—should be taken as excluding the Handful,—because of the connection.—From all this we conclude that the Number as well as the Substance connected with the Archetype becomes excluded (at the Vājapēya)."

Sūtra (67).

[Siddhānta]—Not so; because of the connection of the Sacrificer; specially as at the Archetype, there is connection of an embellishment.

Bhāṣya.

It is not as set forth above. The term 'Chodanā', (in the Sūtra) we explain as sacrifice; the number 'seventeen' as well as the substance
'saucers', is connected with a sacrifice;—at the Archetype, the number 'Four' and the substance 'Handful' are connected with the embellishment of 'Cooking';—What is used at one place excludes a thing at another place, even though it may serve the same function as the former. When the purpose served by what is admissible under the General Law is found to be served by another thing directly mentioned, then this latter excludes the former; as a matter of fact, when the act of sacrifice is performed, the purpose served by the act of 'Cooking' does not become fulfilled; hence the sacrifice does not exclude anything that comes with the 'Cooking'; but the substance that is Cooked by 'four handfuls' does not become one 'Cooked in seventeen saucers',—because the two are incompatible; so one or the other must be excluded; and it is more reasonable that the Handful should be excluded, in favour of the number (seventeen).
ADHIKARANA (29): In such Shruti-texts as ‘Dhēnumāla-bhēta’, terms like ‘dhēnu’ denote the ‘cow’.

SŪTRA (68).

IN THE CASE OF THE ORIGINAL WORD, THERE SHOULD BE MODIFICATION IN THE SUBSTANCE, AS THERE IS NO USE FOR IT.

Bhāsyā.

In a certain context, we read—‘One should sacrifice a dhēnu to Dyāvī-Pṛithvī, a Vatsa to the Maruts and a Ṛṣabha to Indra’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is it goats that are denoted by the words (a) ‘Dhēnu’, (b) ‘Vatsa’, and (c) ‘Ṛṣabha’ [which literally stand for (a) ‘Milch’, (b) ‘Young’, and (c) ‘Full-grown’]? Or is it cows, [(a) the milch cow, (b) the calf, and (c) the bull]?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘In view of the General Law, the words should be taken as standing for goats [which are the animals that are used at the Archetypal Animal-sacrifice]. The connotation of all these words is based upon certain qualities [(a) giving milk, (b) being about one-year-old, and (c) being full grown]; and the quality must be connected with that animal which is indicated by the General Law.—But the words signify those qualities as subsisting in the cow’.—True, they signify that; but the presence of the cow is not directly mentioned by any word, nor is it indicated by the General Law; so that, though the word signifying the quality denotes the quality as subsisting in the cow—and it indicates the sacrificial animal in general by Syntactical Connection,—yet inasmuch as the very substance cow is absent in the case in question, what is accepted is the Syntactical Connection indicating the Sacrificial animal in general, and not the Direct Denotation (of the cow).—Further, what the words really connote are (a) ‘Giving milk’ (in the case of ‘dhēnu’), and (b) a certain age (in the case of ‘vatsa’ and ‘ṛṣabhā’),—and qualities, being without a material body cannot become connected with an action,—it is only with substances that they are connected;—the substance is indicated by the General Law (as the goat);—and it is with this substance that these qualities become co-ordinated;—just as in the case of the expression ‘āvi dvē dhēnā dadāti, tasya puruṣi dhēnumālakṣiṇā’ [where the term ‘dhēnu’ has been used in the sense of ‘milch’ and applied to the sheep and the woman];—similarly in the sentence ‘Ajarṣabhasyajānimāvastraṇāti’ [where the term ‘ṛṣabha’, in the sense of full-grown, is applied to the goat],—the term (‘dhēnu’ or ‘ṛṣabha’) expressive of giving milk and a certain age, becomes connected with that substance (animal) which is spoken of in the same sentence;—similarly in the case in question, the terms shall be connected with the substance that
comes in by virtue of the General Law.—For all these reasons the terms 'dhēnu', 'vatsa' and 'ṛṣabha', should be taken as standing for goats.'

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of the original word,—i.e. the word in question, which, in its very origin is expressive of a quality as residing in a certain animal-species,—there should be modification in the substance; i.e. the substance also should be modified, not the quality only. That is, the terms in question,—which signify the quality of giving milk, or of being of a certain age, as subsisting in a certain animal-species,—cannot be applied to the animals of the species 'goats';—they must be applied to the animals of the species 'cows'.

Objection—"In the case in question that much may be admitted which is capable of being admitted, while what is not capable of being admitted shall be excluded; as in the expression 'Ajā dhēnuvatsarsṛṣabhāḥ (where goats are spoken of as dhēnu (milch), vatsa (young), and ṛṣabha (full grown))."

Answer—In the expression quoted, the term 'goat' is clearly co-ordinated with the terms 'dhēnu', 'vatsa', and 'ṛṣabha';—while in the case in question, the substance goat would come in by virtue of the General Law;—but the General Law cannot bring in the substance goat if it be found to be incompatible;—nor are the 'dhēnu' and the rest connected with any substance;—because the particular case-ending connects them only with the act of sacrificing. That it applies to the cow is expressed by Direct Denotation, while the connection with the substance could be got at only through Syntactical Connection; which latter is weaker than Direct Denotation. Thus then, the particular quality subsisting in a certain animal-species which is connected with the act of sacrifice, cannot apply to the substance goat;—nor can the species (cow) which is directly expressed be abandoned on the strength of merely the General Law.—From all this it follows that the terms 'dhēnū' and the rest must stand for cows.
ADHIKARAṆA (30): In the case of the Injunction 'Vāyavyam śvētamālabhēta', it is the Goat that should be sacrificed.

SŪTRA (69).

IN THE CASE OF THE CONTINGENT WORD, THE ORIGINAL THING SHOULD COME IN, BECAUSE THE CONNECTION IS CAPABLE OF BEING MADE, AND CONSEQUENTLY THE GENERAL LAW IS APPLICABLE.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Vāyavyam śvētamālabhēta bhūtikāmah' ['Desiring prosperity, one should sacrifice the Śvēta dedicated to Vāyu'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the animal used here be the goat? Or should the goat be excluded?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—"In its very origin, the term 'Śvēta' signifies only the presence of the quality of whiteness; hence any animal that may be possessed of the quality of whiteness may be sacrificed; and the term 'Śvēta', directly applied, should not be excluded from application to any animal. Hence either the Goat or the Bullock or any other white animal may be sacrificed."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The term 'Śvēta' being a contingent one,—having its application to a substance based upon the contingency of the presence of the quality of whiteness,—all that can be modified (at the ectype) is the quality; because in this case no substance belonging to any species is signified; that alone is to be taken as qualified which is found to help in the accomplishment of the act of sacrifice;—this is all that is understood from the sentence. That particular substance which is indicated by the General Law as to be used for sacrificing,—if found compatible,—should be taken as what is qualified by the term 'Śvēta.'—"But the term can also qualify things other than the goat".—We do not say that it cannot qualify other things; all that we say is that there is no useful purpose to be served in the case in question by its qualifying other things. For these reasons we conclude that though the term 'Śvēta' ('white') is all that is directly used, yet it should be taken, in the case in question, as qualifying the goat only, not any other animal.
ADHIKARANA (31): (A) At the ‘Sādyaskra’, the ‘Stake in the Threshing yard’ need not be of ‘Khadira wood’ only;—(B) At the ‘Chitrā’ the ‘Rice’ need not be of ‘Vṛīhi’ only.

SUTRA (70).

There being incompatibility, there should be exclusion of the archetypal accessory; because of its assertion; and because it is with that that the action is connected.

Bhāṣya.

(A) In connection with the Sādyaskra-sacrifice we read—‘Khalēbāli yūpo bhacati’ ['The stake in the threshing-yard is the Sacrificial Post'].—In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the General Law make it necessary that this stake in the threshing-yard should be of Khadira wood (of which the Sacrificial Post is made)? Or does it not make this necessary and the stake may be made of Khadira or of any other wood?

(B) Similarly in connection with the Chitrā sacrifice, we read—‘Curd, Honey, Clarified Butter, Water, Fried Grains, Rice,—these mixed together form the offering to Ājāpāti’.—In regard to this also, there arises the question—Does the General Law make it necessary that Vṛīhi-grains (which are used at the archetypal sacrifice) should be brought in, and the Rice must be of Vṛīhi? Or does it not make it necessary and the rice may be of Vṛīhi or of any other variety of grains?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“(A) The Stake in the Threshing-yard must be made of Khadira-wood, and (B) the Rice must be of Vṛīhi; because the use of (A) the Khadira wood, and (B) of Vṛīhi-rice is what is indicated by the General Law; and by adopting these, the General Law becomes obeyed. What is laid down in the text in question is that the Khadira and other wood are to be used as the stake in the threshing-yard,—the sense being that ‘that which has been used as the Sacrificial Post should be made the stake in the threshing-yard’; it is quite possible for the Sacrificial Post to be made the stake in the threshing-yard; while it is not possible in any way for the stake in the threshing-yard to become the Sacrificial Post; as a matter of fact, the Sacrificial Post is made of the Khadira and other wood by such embellishments as ‘Chopping’ and the rest; it is not made of any other wood; so that when it is said of anything that ‘it is the Sacrificial Post’ (as it has been said in the text in regard to the stake in the threshing-yard), what is meant is that ‘it serves the purposes of the Sacrificial Post’; and this would involve an indirect indication.—(B) As regards the Vṛīhi also, the Rice is already known as to be used (from the fact of its having been used at the Archetype), and all that is done (at
the ectype, in accordance with the text in question) is that it is connected with the Deity (i.e. offered) in the shape of entire grains, and not in the form of the ground flour (in which it is used at the Archetype, where it is offered in the shape of Cakes).—From all this it follows that (A) it is the Khadirā and other wood (that have been prescribed in connection with the Sacrificial Post) that should be made into the stake in the threshing-yard, and (B) the Yṛiḥi is to be used as Rice."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—When there is incompatibility in the case, the archetypal accessory should be excluded.—

"What is the incompatibility?"—It is because of the assertion; that is, what is actually enjoined in the text is that the stake in the threshing-yard should be made the Sacrificial Post,—and not that the Sacrificial Post should be made the stake in the threshing-yard; this is the construction that makes the connection with the verb 'bhavati' ('is') direct; as the term 'yūpaḥ' precedes that verb immediately; under the other construction, which involves the construing of the verb with 'Khalēbālī', which is removed from it, the connection would be a remote one. Then again, the term 'Khalēbālī' ('stake in the threshing-yard') is applied to that piece of wood which is used for the protection of the threshing-yard; and it is this piece of wood which is laid down as to be used for that purpose for which the Sacrificial Post is used; this is the meaning of the assertion that 'that which is the stake in the threshing-yard is the Sacrificial Post'; and it is quite possible for that stake to be used for the purpose for which the Sacrificial Post is used.—As for the argument that "this involves recourse to indirect indication, by the words of the text, of the purposes of the Sacrificial Post",—even indirect indication is better than a remote construction; because in the case of indirect indication, the Syntactical Connection is quite perceptible, which it is not in the case of remote construction.—From all this it follows that, of whichever wood the stake in the threshing-yard might have been made, that same should be used for the purposes of the Sacrificial Post, and the General Law cannot restrict the stake to any particular wood; because if it did, the direct Vedic text would be set aside by the General Law (which functions only indirectly); hence there can be no such restriction as that the stake in the threshing-yard must be made of Khadirā or such other wood (as have been prescribed in connection with the Sacrificial Post).
ADHIKARAŇA (32): 'Hewing' and the rest shall not be done to the 'Stake in the Threshing-Yard'.

SŪTRA (71).

THERE SHOULD BE EXCLUSION OF OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Stake in the Threshing Yard, there arises the question—Should, or should not, such operations as Hewing, Sizing, Raising and the rest be performed?

The Pūrva-pañca is that—"They should be performed, in obedience to the General Law".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—There should be exclusion of others;—The stake as it stands has to be used as the Sacrificial Post; so that, if the stake as it stands is used as the Sacrificial Post, the requirements of the scriptures become obeyed; and when these requirements have been fulfilled, no effort need be made in regard to other details.—Further, Hewing and the rest are operations needed for the making of the Sacrificial Post;—while in the case in question, there is no need for the Sacrificial Post as such;—as the purpose for which the Sacrificial Post would be used is served by means something different (i.e. the stake in the threshing-yard);—hence it follows that hewing and other operations should not be performed in the case in question.

SŪTRA (72).

ALSO BECAUSE OF INCONGRUITY.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also, the operations in question should not be performed:—If these operations were performed on the Stake in the Threshing Yard, it would be something very incongruous. The 'Stake in the Threshing Yard' is that piece of wood which is already being used for the protection of the Threshing Yard; and it is to be used as it stands;—if Hewing were done to it, it would be destroyed; in fact, it would become a totally different thing, which could no longer be used for the protection of the Yard. As for the sizing, there would be no opportunity for it; as it has already been sized up for a totally different purpose; the sizing too is done to logs of wood, nor to articles made of wood.—Lastly, as for Raising, it is impossible to be done to the Stake, which is already raised (fixed vertically).—From all this it follows that Hewing and the other operations should not be performed.
ADHIKARANA (33): *In the case of the 'Stake in the Threshing Yard', embellishments like 'ground-levelling', 'water-sprinkling', 'firm fixing' and 'anointing' should be performed.*

SUTRA (73).

*IF THERE IS NO PURPOSE SERVED, IT WOULD SERVE AS AN 'EMBELLISHMENT'.*

**Bhāṣya.**

In regard to the 'Stake in the Threshing Yard', there arises the question—should, or should not, such operations be performed—as (a) the levelling of the ground with Maitrāvaruṇa's stick, (b) Sprinkling water over it, (c) firm Ramming in, (d) Anointing and so forth?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—"They should not be performed; for reasons already explained under Sū. 71 above; it is exactly as it stands in the yard that the stake, which is not the Sacrificial Post, is to be used as the Sacrificial Post, and hence the embellishments laid down in connection with the 'Sacrificial Post', which might come in in connection with the Stake, should be excluded."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—*When there is no purpose served,—i.e. when there is no need for it,—i.e. if the Stake does not need the embellishments in question,—then alone could it be said that for the performance of these operations, it is a necessary condition that the object concerned be the Sacrificial Post; and then in that case, they would not be performed in the case of the Stake in the Threshing Yard. In the case in question however we find that the levelling of the ground, the sprinkling of water, and the firm ramming do serve the useful purpose of securing the firmness of the stake; if it were left loose, it could not protect the Threshing Yard; and further, if these operations are performed, they do not deprive the 'Stake in the Threshing Yard' of its own character. Hence it follows that the operations should be performed.—As for the Anointing, that too does no harm to the stake, and if done, in obedience to the General Law, it would only improve it, and not spoil it in any way; hence the Anointing also should be done.*
ADHIKARANA (34): At the ‘Mahāpitrjyajña’, ‘Thumping’ should be done to the Fried Grains.

SŪTRA (74).

IF IT IS DONE AND THE SUBSTANCE IS NOT ALTERED, IT WOULD SERVE THE SAME PURPOSE, AND AS SUCH, WOULD REMAIN THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Mahāpitrjyajña, laid down in the text—‘Somāya pitrma-tē satkapālam pitrbhyo varhīsadbhyo dhānāḥ pitrbhyo ‘bhīvāvāyai dugdhē-mantam’—[Where it is laid down that ‘Fried grains’ are to be offered to the Varhīsad Pitr].

In regard to the ‘Fried grains’, there arises the question—should Thumping be done to them, or not?

The Pārvapakṣa is as follows:—“It should not be done;—Why?—because of destruction; if the Thumping were done, the character of ‘fried grains’ would be destroyed, as the grains would be reduced to flour. Hence the Thumping should not be done.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—It has already been explained that if a certain operation does not actually destroy the thing, it should be done for the purpose of improving it, as in the case of the Anointing (see under Sū. 73).—Says the Opponent—“Anointing does not destroy the Stake, but the Thumping does destroy the fried grains”.—Answer—The Thumping could be done in such a way as not to destroy the Fried grains; there might be a slight change in the order of the operations (the Thumping being done before the frying); by this change, it is only the order that would be transgressed, the substance would remain the same; so that there would be exclusion of the subordinate factor, but the inclusion of the principal factor (as explained above under Sū. 10. 2. 63). Hence the Thumping should be done first,—then the frying; so that the Thumping would be subservient to the frying, and the character of the ‘fried grains’ would not be lost.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya X.
ADHYĀYA X.

PĀDA III.

Adhikaraṇa (1): At the 'Pashu' and other sacrifices, the 'Sāmidhēni' and other archetypal operations should be adopted.

Sūtra (1).

[PoRVapakṣa—continued]—"In the case of an ectype, what is declared by the text is the principal factor; hence additional subsidiaries should come in; because of the proximity of the principal factor."

Bhāṣya.

(A) In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there is the Animal-sacrifice to Agni-Soma, laid down in the text—'On being initiated, one should sacrifice the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma';—in connection with this Animal-sacrifice, it is laid down that—'One should perform eleven Prayājas and eleven Anuyājas'.—(B) Similarly there is the injunction—'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Chaturmāṣya sacrifices';—and in connection with this Chaturmāṣya, it is laid down that 'one should perform nine Prayājas and nine Anuyājas'.—(C) Similarly, there is the injunction—'Desiring prosperity, one should sacrifice the white goat'; and in connection with this it is laid down that—'One should pour out the oblation, reciting the Mantra, Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartatāgrē etc.'—(D) Lastly, in connection with the Aveahṛtha, it is laid down that—'He should pour out the oblations'.

In regard to all these, there arises the question—Should the archetypal operations not come in at these ectypes,—and when they do not come in, are these entirely different acts that have been enjoined in these texts?—Or do the archetypal operations come in, and when they do come in, the texts in question only lay down accessory details?

The Purva-pakṣa is as follows:—"The archetypal operations do not come in; in fact, in the case of every ectype, what is declared by the words is the principal factor, not the accessory details; hence at the Agnīśomiya and other sacrifices in question, there is an appearance of additional subsidiary acts; the 'Sacrifice' and 'Pouring out of oblations' that are enjoined should be regarded as distinct acts; in this way would the Vedic text be obeyed; it is through these acts that they become endowed with their subsidiary details.—For these reasons we conclude that the archetypal Procedure does not come in; as regards the archetype, that Procedure is in close proximity to it, and hence it cannot pass over that archetype which is in close proximity to it."
SHABARA-BHĀSYA:

SŪTRA (2).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—continued]—"There is no dependence upon the fact of there being an archetype."

Bhāṣya.

"Under the above view there will be no dependence.—'What dependence?'—The assumption that it is to be performed 'like the Archetype'; in fact, that General Law, if applied, would require this Archetype, which is not far removed, though intervened by several sentences. —Hence it must be concluded that the distinct acts are enjoined—(a) 'Performs the Prayāja sacrifices', (b) 'Performs the Āghāra', (c) 'Makes the offering with the Mantra, Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartatāgrē etc.'"

SŪTRA (3).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—concluded]—"Also because of the capacity of the injunction."

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra is meant to be the Pūrvapakśin's answer to an objection against his view. This objection is as follows:—'The sentences in question do not possess the capacity to enjoin the performance of the acts in question.—How so?'—The sentence does not afford the idea that one performs the sacrifice, all the idea derived from it is that one brings about the number eleven in connection with the Prayāja, which means that he brings about a particular quality in the sacrifice; that this is so is due to the presence of the word (eleven) denoting a quality; if what was meant were the bringing about of the sacrifice itself, then the word denoting the quality would be meaningless. Hence it follows that the sentences should be taken as laying down accessory details.'

The answer to this (as contained in the Sūtra) is as follows:—'The sentences in question do possess the capacity to enjoin; they are perfectly able to enjoin the performance.—How?—The sentences contain verbs, and verbs have been shown to be injunctive of action under Sūtra 2. 1. 1. These sentences therefore can enjoin the action along with its accessory details, the sense of the injunction being—'The sacrifice should be performed, and the number eleven should be made up'. Similarly with the other sentences. From all this it follows that the words in question are injunctive of distinct actions; and hence the Procedure of the Archetype does not come into them."
SŪTRA (4).

[Siddhānta]—The principal act along with its subsidiaries, even though so circumstanced, should be regarded as ectypeal; because its procedure is noticed; all the acts must be taken to be such as have an antecedent and are equally set into operation.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that the Procedure (of the Archetype) does not come into the acts in question, and that these acts are distinct by themselves. In reality the principal,—i.e. the archetypal—act along with its subsidiaries, even though so circumstanced, should be regarded as ectypeal. This has been explained under Sūtra 7. 4. 10.

The procedure of the archetypal act is duly noticed in some of the ectypeal acts. Hence the whole procedure of the ectype should consist of such acts as have an antecedent,—i.e. have an archetype—and are equally set into operation,—i.e. as understood from the General Law. For these reasons, in the case in question also, the archetypal procedure should come in.

As for the argument that—"Inasmuch as all needs will have been supplied by the Prayājas, the archetypal procedure cannot come in",—the answer to this is that this would be so if the sacrifice were enjoined; as a matter of fact, however, if the sacrifice were enjoined by the sentences, then all these words—'eleven', 'nine', 'Hiranyagarbhaṁ samavartatiḥ'—would be meaningless. It cannot be said that the 'eleven' and the rest are only referred to;—because those are just the factors that are not already known, and as such they must be regarded as enjoined by the sentences in question; and the sentences show that they have been enjoined in relation to the sacrifice. If it were the sacrifice that is enjoined,—and the number 'eleven' is enjoined in relation to that sacrifice,—then there would be syntactical split.—From all this it follows that the archetypal procedure does come into the acts in question (by the General Law) and that the sentences in question contain injunctions of the accessory details of those acts.

SŪTRA (5).

There can be no injunction of accessory details in regard to an act which has no accessory details.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the sentences should be taken as injunctions of accessory details:—In relation to an act which has no accessory details, there can be no injunction of particular accessory details; particular injunctions of accessory details are in the form—'The Prastara, Bedding, is to be of reeds'—but there can be no injunction of a particular kind of Bedding
in a case where there is no Bedding at all. For instance, if a man has no son, no toys are made for the son; similarly in the instance cited, there could be no injunction of ‘the Bedding being made of reeds’.—Hence the sentences in question must be taken as injunctions of accessory details.

SŪTRA (6).

INASMUCH AS THE ACTION IS SPOKEN OF BY ONE AND THE SAME WORD, IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO IT, THE INJUNCTION BECOMES CONNECTED WITH THE NAME; THROUGH THE PARTICULAR ACCESSORY, THE ACTION WOULD BECOME MODIFIED; BECAUSE THE WORD APPERTAINS TO THE INJUNCTION AND THE ACCESSORY IS SOMETHING THAT IS TO BE ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

The following is another peculiarity (which points to the same conclusion):—The Principal Act and the Subsidiary Act are both spoken of by one and the same word:—i.e. a single ‘word,’ consisting of the declaration of the entire procedure, speaks of the Primary Act as well as its subsidiaries; hence in the declaration of the Primary Act, the subsidiaries are in close proximity to it; these being in close proximity, the injunction of the accessories becomes connected by mentioning the name, in this form—‘That sacrifice which is named Prayāja has this accessory detail’.—In this manner, in the case of all sacrifices, the action would become modified through the particular accessory; that is, the number modifies the number and the Mantra modifies the Mantra. As a matter of fact, the word appertains to the injunction of the Prayāja and other sacrifices;—and the accessory detail is something that is to be enjoined; consequently, the second mention of it is not meaningless.—From all this it follows that the archetypal procedure does come into the sacrifices in question and that the sentences are injunctions of accessory details.

SŪTRA (7).

ALSO BECAUSE THE NAME IS NOT SOMETHING TO BE DONE.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be said that “what is enjoined is the connection between the Name and the Named”;—because when the relationship between a term and an object is enjoined, the form of the verbal construction would be different—in the form ‘one should perform eleven sacrifices, and these sacrifices are named Prayāja and Aṣṇugāja’; and this construction involves a syntactical split.—On the other hand, if the mention of these sacrifices, whose names are already well known, is taken to be for the purpose of enjoining the accessory details, [then the said incongruity does not arise, and] on that account also the archetypal procedure should be taken as
coming in, and the sentences should be taken as injunctions of accessory
details.

SŪTRA (8).

IN REGARD TO THE ACCESSORY DETAIL, THE 'CAPACITY' IS
EQUALLY PRESENT.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra is to be taken as preceded by certain words.—"What are
those words?"—They are as follows:—It has been argued that "the
Prayājas and the Anuyājas are not close by, and hence it is not for the
sentences to be taken as enjoining the accessories of those sacrifices".—
This has got to be refuted; and the refutation is as follows:—In regard to
the accessory details, the capacity of the General Law is equally present;
so that it will bring into the acts in question the accessory details related to
the archetype; and being known to be so admissible, they are mentioned
in the sentence in question, which serves the purpose of enjoining other
accessory details.—The other alternative is that it will enjoin the accessories
and then make them admissible at the acts in question; but in that case,
these could have no connection with the sentence laying down the accessory
details.—Of the two alternatives, it is much simpler to indicate the admission
of those that have been already enjoined.—The word, having its purposes
served by getting at the archetypal details, cannot enjoin fresh accessories.
"The sentence in question itself may serve to enjoin them."—That is
not possible; because this sentence is only for the purpose of connecting
the accessory details, as is clear from the presence of the word signifying the
accessory detail.—For these reasons also we conclude that the procedure
being already known to be admissible, the sentences in question are injunc-
tions of accessory details.

It has been argued that—"the verbs are injunctions of acts—as proved
under Sūtra 2. 1. 1."—The answer to that is that the capacity of these
verbs is equal; the words which, being accompanied by words denoting the
accessories, are capable of enjoining the accessory as well as the act, are
all the more capable of enjoining the accessory only; for the man who eats
stones, corn-cakes are easy to devour.—For this reason also the sentences
in question should be taken as injunctions of accessories.

SŪTRA (9).

"IN THIS WAY, ALL ACTS WOULD BE 'PRIMARY',—IF THIS IS URGED
[then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If your view is that the verb will enjoin the
accessory details,—then, in that case, as all acts are expressed by verbs,
they would all be primary."
SŪTRA (10).

THE INJUNCTIONS BY SUCH A WORD (VERB) WOULD ALWAYS BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ACTUAL NATURE OF THE ACTS CONCERNED.

*Bhāṣya.*

It is not merely by being expressed by the verb that anything becomes primary or secondary; if an act is actually a secondary one, it does not become primary simply by reason of its being expressed by a verb; as a matter of fact, it is in accordance with the actual nature of the act concerned that there are injunctions by means of verbs; so that what is primary remains primary, and what is secondary remains secondary.

SŪTRA (11).

INASMUCH AS BOTH THE ARCHETYPAL AND THE ECTYPAL (ACCESSORIES) ARE EQUALLY RELATED TO THE DECLAMATORY STATEMENT, THE CHARACTER OF ‘BEING ENJOINED’ IS EQUALLY PRESENT IN BOTH; CONSEQUENTLY ALL IS SUBSERVIENT TO THE PRIMARY ACT.

*Bhāṣya.*

For the following reason we conclude that the sentences in question are injunctions of accessory details.—"For what reason?"—The character of ‘being enjoined’ is equally present in both the archetypal and the ectypal accessories, as there is no difference in the connection between these and the Declamatory Statement; that is, the declamatory statement in connection with the Archetype is—'One offers the sacrifice to Agni-Svēṣṭakṛt for the stability of the sacrifice'; and in connection with the ectype also there is practically the same declaration—'When one offers the sacrifice to Agni-Svēṣṭakṛt, one renders the sacrifice stable'.—Similarly in connection with the Archetype there is the declaration—'The two Ājyabhāga-offerings are the two eyes of the sacrifice', and practically the same in connection with the ectype—'When one makes the two Ājyabhāga-offerings, they are the very eyes'.—From all this it follows that all acts of this nature subserve the purposes of the Primary Act,—and as such, in the case in question, they should be taken as subsidiary to the Ectypal Sacrifice.

SŪTRA (12).

THEIR APPEARANCE BEING SIMILAR, THEY SHOULD BE SIMILAR IN CONNECTION WITH THE EMBELLISHMENTS ALSO.

*Bhāṣya.*

For the following reason also we conclude that all the acts are not Primary Acts, there are some that are subservient to the Primary Act. The
order of sequence in the appearance of the Prayājas and the Anuyājas is similar; i.e. the order of sequence in the connection of the embellishments at the ectype is found to be similar to that at the Archetype.—"How so?"

—The order of the Prayājas and Anuyājas is found to be thus described—'Prajāpati created the sacrifice,—first of all, He created Clarified Butter,—the animal in the middle,—and the Prasādajya; it is for this reason that the Prayājas proceed first of all with Clarified Butter, with the animal in the middle, and with Prasādajya in the end, then the Anuyājas proceed'; the mention of the order of sequence in regard to the Prayājas and the Anuyājas that we find here is explicable only if they be subservient to the Primary Sacrifice,—and not if they themselves were Primary Acts.—Hence it follows that all the acts are not primary, there are some that are subservient to the Primary.
ADHIKARAṆĀ (2): In connection with the Animal-offering to Vāyu, the mantra ‘Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartataṅgṛē etc.’ is to be used with the second ‘Pouring out of the offering’.

SŪTRA (13).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—“The ‘Hiraṇyagarbha-mantra’ should be used at the first offering,—as such is the indication of the Mantra-text.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the animal sacrificed to Vāyu, in accordance with the text—
‘Desiring prosperity, one should sacrifice the white goat dedicated to Vāyu’;
in connection with this sacrifice, we read—‘With the mantra, Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartataṅgṛē etc. one pours out the offering’.—We have seen in the preceding Adhikaraṇā that this text enjoins an accessory in connection with the Āghāra-offering which is already known as enjoined elsewhere (and which comes in at the sacrifice in question by virtue of the General Law).—The question to be considered however is this—Is the accessory herein enjoined to be adopted at the first offering or at the second?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“The Hiranyagarbha-mantra should be used at the first offering, as such is the indication of the Mantra-text; i.e. the sentence in question should be taken as the injunction of an accessory for the first offering.—Why?—Because such is the indication of the words of the Mantra itself; the use of the Mantra is laid down as that ‘with the Mantra, Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartataṅgṛē, one pours out the offering’;—in the Mantra itself, there are the words ‘Bhūtasya ātāḥ patirēka āśī’ [‘He was the one Lord of Creation’], where the term ‘one’ stands for Prajāpati, the idea expressed being that prior to the appearance of the Creation, He was the only one to appear; thus then the Mantra is found to be capable of speaking of Prajāpati;—and it is the first offering that is offered to Prajāpati; so that the Mantra can serve its purpose only at the first offering, not at the second one. Hence it follows that the sentence in question enjoins an accessory for the first offering.”

SŪTRA (14).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—“Also because there would be no dependence upon the fact of there being an Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

“There would be no dependence upon the General Law that the Ectype is to be performed like the Archetype; because the Mantra of the
second offering is not excluded; according to the other view (that the Hiranyagarbha-mantra is to be used at the second offering), there would have to be exclusion of the Mantra 'Urdho'dhāra etc.' [which is the Mantra that is used with the second offering at the Archetype].—From this also it follows that the sentence enjoins an accessory for the first offering.'

SŪTRA (15).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT APPERTAINS TO THE SECOND, AS IT IS THIS THAT NEEDS THE MANTRA.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'eā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the above view. As a matter of fact, the sentence does not enjoin an accessory for the first offering,—it is an accessory for the second offering that is enjoined; as it is this second offering—not the first—that needs the Mantra.—"'How so ?'"—What is laid down is that 'with the Mantra Hiranyagarbhah samavartatāgreh, one pours out the offering';—and what does this mean ?—What it means is that 'one utters the said verse when pouring out the offering'; and what the verse does, on being uttered, is that it supplies a scriptural idea in connection with the offering, by means of the closing words of the Mantra 'Kasmī dēvīya haviṣā vidhāma', which means that the offering shall be made to one deity; the fact of the matter is that the first word is 'ēkasmaï', from which the syllable 'ē' has been deleted,—that is how we deduce the idea that 'the offering-material is to be offered to the one deity'. Now, as a matter of fact, there is no such scriptural idea in connection with the first offering; hence (if the injunction were applied to that offering) it would be necessary to assume (1) that there is a scriptural idea in connection with that offering and (2) that that idea should be carried out with the Mantra 'Hiranyagarbhaḥ samavartatāgreh'; there is, however, no authority for making any such assumption.—What the sentence enjoins is a particular use of the Mantra, and not restriction of its use in general;—the general use of the Mantra being subject to option.—It may be argued that 'the use of the Mantra being subject to option, it is with reference to that that there is the injunction of the particular use'.—But this argument is absolutely futile, as it practically accepts our view; and under this view the injunction serves a distinctly useful purpose, as it bears upon the Pouring-out done with the Juhū.—From all this it follows that the sentence enjoins an accessory for the second offering.

It has been argued that—"'The Mantra speaks of Prajāpati (the deity of the first offering), and it can never speak of Indra (the deity of the second offering)'".—But it is not so. Just as Prajāpati is eulogised as one, on the basis of the name 'Prajāpati',—the idea being that before the creation of the world, Prajāpati was the only one Being,—similarly on the basis of the fact that the name 'Indra' connotes sovereignty, Indra also is regarded as capable of creating all things and is consequently eulogised as unborn, in the following verse—'Ka śuṣṭigar vaḥ pravāt ko yajātī yadugraminmagnahvā
vishvahavēt pādāvina praharannanyanyam kṛto pūrnamaparam shachihih' (Rgveda 6. 47); —also in the following verse—' Ka u nu tē mahimanah sama—syāmsat pūram tārayantūpyah yanmūtaraṇchya pitaraṇchā śākamayajana—yatāh śanvā śvāyāh' (Rgveda 10. 54.)—The former verse—' Ka instavat etc.' appears in the hymn addressed to Indra, and hence it is regarded as 'related to Indra', what it means is as follows—' Who can eulogise him? Who can make an offering to him? Who can offer a sacrifice to him? '—All this expressing a certain amount of uncertainty—' He alone does all this; just as a man in walking, puts one foot forward and another backward, so does he all this';—so that if he does all this, then by doing it before everybody else, he is one.—Similarly the second verse—' Ka u nu tē etc.'—means as follows—' Which sages, even among fore-runners, can get to the end of the majesty of this deity? He is one who produced his own parents out of himself and is as such anterior even to his own parents,—what to say of other persons? '—So it becomes established that he is one; as he also was only one, before the creation of all other things. Thus the verse in question also speaks of Indra, and hence there is no incongruity (in its being used with the second offering)].

SŪTRA (16).

AS THERE IS TRANSFERENCE OF THE INJUNCTION, THERE WOULD BE MODIFICATION IN THE TEXT; SPECIALLY AS IT IS THEIR ACCESSORIES THAT HAVE TO BE ENJOINED.

Bhāṣya.

It is the injunction of accessories that is laid down in the text speaking of the 'Pouring out'; and there would be modification of that 'Pouring out'; and it is in reference to the second 'Pouring out' that the Mantra has got to be enjoined; the idea that we have derived from Vedic texts in regard to the Mantra to be used with this second offering (at the archetype) is that of the Mantra 'Crikdevadheevāu divēspreshamahiito yajño yajñapateriudrāvān vyādbhabhāvāt hi madhorghrasasya svāhā'; and the idea that is derived from this is helpful in the sacrifice; this idea being that 'the offering is to be made to Indra'. In the case in question, however, the idea that we derive from the Vedic texts is that the Mantra to be used is 'Hiranvgarbhah savavartatātāvār etc.'; and this has the capacity to enjoin the Mantra to be used for the same purpose for which the former Mantra is used at the Archetype. For instance, in the case of the expression—'There is curd, clarified butter, vegetables, and rice,—feed Devadatta, as also Yajñadatta with oil',—the oil is mentioned as of use in the feeding, and it is to be used only in the place of Clarified Butter, the purpose of which alone can be served by oil; the capacity to lubricate the food being common to the Oil and the Clarified Butter;—similarly, in the case in question, when a fresh Mantra is mentioned, the notion that it produces is of some change in the idea that we had derived from the Vedic texts in connection with the Archetype; and this is helpful only in connection with the second, not the
first offering.—Hence the sentence should be taken as enjoining an accessory for the second offering.

SŪTRA (17).

Also because we find that there is a text indicating the fact that there is no Mantra in connection with the first offering.

Bhāṣya.

The following text shows that the first ‘Pouring out’ is to be done without a Mantra.—He pronounces the syllable Svāhā, he does not pronounce a Mantra’.—From this also it follows that the sentence enjoins an accessory for the second ‘Pouring out’.
ADHIKARANĀ (3): In connection with the ‘Chāturmāsa Soma-sacrifices’, the details laid down in regard to the ‘Placing’ and ‘Tying’ appertain to these acts as done at the Archetype.

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA—continued]—"There being an embellishment, it must be a distinct act,—it being injunctive of that."

Bhāṣya.

There are the Chāturmāsa Soma-sacrifices, in connection with which we read—(a) ‘They place the Whey on the Dust-heap’, (b) ‘They tie the animal to the Paridhi’.

In regard to this there arises the question—Are these, the ‘Placing’, and the ‘Tying’, distinct from these same acts that are done at the Archetype—[to be done in addition to the ‘Placing’ and ‘Tying’ that are transferred to the sacrifice from its Archetype]? Or do these sentences lay down only particular details (the ‘Dust-heap’ and the ‘Paridhi’) relating to those same acts done at the Archetype [the meaning being that the acts done are the same that have come in from the Archetype, only instead of the spot where the Whey is kept at the Archetype, it is to be kept on the Dust-heap, and the Animal is to be tied to the Paridhi, instead of the Post]?—What we have to consider in this connection is this—Are these, the placing and the tying, mere acts of Dharma (bringing transcendental results)?—Or are they meant to serve only visible purposes? If they are mere acts of Dharma, they must be distinct acts; if they are meant to serve a visible purpose, then the sentence must be an injunction of accessories.—Thus there is a two-fold doubt; hence both the questions are considered together; the combined question being—Is each of the acts one of mere Dharma and hence a distinct act?—Or is it meant to serve a visible purpose and hence the injunction is one of an accessory detail?

The Pūrvapākṣa is as follows:—“(a) Inasmuch as the Dust-heap (Utkara) is too high and is pointed at the top (conical), it cannot serve the useful purpose of supplying a suitable receptacle for the ‘placing’ (of the Whey);—similarly, (b) inasmuch as the Paridhi is a piece of wood lying flat on the ground, it cannot serve the visible purpose of supplying a suitable peg for the ‘tying’ of the animal;—hence both these are mere acts of Dharma. Just as, under the section of the Sautrāṃṣa sacrifice, the ‘placing’ laid down in the text ‘place it on the Brahmaṇa’s head’ is a mere act of Dharma, so here also. And if it is a mere act of Dharma, then it must be a distinct act; such being the case, the ‘placing’ and the ‘tying’ should both be taken as enjoined; so that the injunction would be done by the Direct Assertion of the Veda; in the other case, it would be done by Syntactical
Connection. Further, under our view, the 'placing' and the 'tying' would not be mere indicatives of the injunction of accessories; while under your view, they would both have to be taken as indicating the injunction of accessories.—From all this it follows that each of the two acts is distinct (from the similar act done at the Archetype). Specially because it is injunctive of that; just as, in the case of the 'Pouring out', the verbal affix appearing at the end of the term cannot be injunctive of accessories, so also in the case of the two embellishments known as 'placing' and 'tying'.”

SŪTRA (19).

[पुर्वपक्षा—concluded]—“Also because there would be no dependence upon the fact of there being an archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

“Under this view it would not be necessary to depend upon the General Law to transfer the archetypal accessories—laid down in the texts ‘places the offering-materials on the altar’, and ‘ties the animal to the Sacrificial Post’.—For this reason also the acts in question should be regarded as distinct acts.”

SŪTRA (20).

[Siddhānta]—But, inasmuch as the injunction is there,—if there is a doubt, the word should be taken as used for the purpose of that of which it is injunctive.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the above view.

The ‘placing’ and ‘tying’ in question are not distinct from those same acts done at the Archetype; what the texts in question do is to lay down an additional detail regarding the ‘placing’ and ‘tying’ done at the Archetype; hence the explanation is that the ‘placing’ and ‘tying’ serve only visible purposes.—“How so?”—Because we actually see the visible purpose served by them; ‘placing’ consists really in having the thing within reach, and this serves the visible purpose of helping the accomplishment of the Homa; the ‘tying’ of the animal also serves the visible purpose that it prevents the animal from running away.—Such being the case, each of the two texts must be taken as the injunction of an accessory.—“How so?”—Inasmuch as the Injunction is there;—i.e. the injunction of ‘placing’ and ‘tying’ is found to be rendered admissible by the General Law,—if there is a doubt,—as to whether what is enjoined is only an accessory detail or a distinct act,—it is not right to take it as the injunction of a distinct act; because ‘injunction’ consists in laying down what is not already known,—while ‘placing’ and ‘tying’ are both already known through the General Law;—hence the word should be taken as used for the purpose of that additional accessory which is enjoined by it. From all this it follows that the text in question contains the injunction of an accessory detail.
It has been argued that "in support of the Pārvapakṣa view, there is Direct Assertion, while in support of the Siddhānta, there is only Syntactical Connection (which is weaker in authority)".—The reply to this is that though it is Syntactical Connection (that supports the Siddhānta), yet this view involves the assumption of a smaller amount of transcendental effect,—only in so far as it refers to the enjoined accessory, and not in so far as it would refer to the distinct act along with its accessory (which latter would be necessary in the case of the Pārvapakṣa).

SūTRA (21).

Also because there may be qualities which may make the embellishments possible.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"the Dust-heap being pointed at the top and the Paridhi lying flat on the ground, the placing and the tying in question cannot be done".—The answer to that is as follows:—We shall so make the Dust-heap and the Paridhi that the placing and the tying could be done; for instance, we can make the Dust-heap with a flattened top and have a thick Paridhi; so that on account of the presence of the quality of 'flattened top' and 'thickness', the articles in question would be enabled to accomplish the embellishments of 'placing' and 'tying'.

SūTRA (22).

It is only when there is an incongruity that the mere action would be done in that particular connection.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"Just as in connection with the Sastrāmaṇi, the placing is regarded as a mere act of Dharma, so should it be in the case in question also".—This has to be refuted; the answer to it is as follows:—In connection with the Sastrāmaṇi, it is on account of the incongruity involved [in the actual placing of the offering-material on the head of the Brāhmaṇa] that the 'placing' for a visible purpose cannot be done, and as a necessary consequence, in connection with the Sastrāmaṇi, the 'placing' is taken as done merely as an act of Dharma. In the case in question, however, it is not impossible to do the act for a visible purpose; hence the text should be taken as the injunction of an accessory detail.
ADHIKARANA (4): At the ‘Agnichayana’, both the ‘Arche-typal’ and the ‘Ectypal’ Initiatory obligations are to be offered.

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVARPAKAṄA]—'In view of the injunction ‘initiates with six’, there should be modification of the Mantras at those Initiations; because of the presence of the Direct Assertion.'

Bhāṣya.

There is the Agnichayana Rite, laid down in the text—'One who, knowing this, sets up the Fire-altar’; at this rite there are Initiatory obligations,—some that come in from the archetypic, as also some that belong to the ectype itself; the Mantras used with these obligations at the Archetype are the following—(1) ‘Ākutimagñim pravijjām svāhā’, (2) ‘Mano mādhāmagñim pravijjām svāhā’, (3) ‘Chittam vijñātamarjñim pravijjām svāhā’, (4) ‘Vācho viññātamarjñim pravijjām svāhā’, (5) ‘Prajāpatayē manacē svāhā’, (6) ‘Agnayē vaisheśvarayē svāhā’, (7) ‘Vishvē devasāya nēturnatto vṛṇita sakhyam visheś rāya īṣudhyasi dyumnam vṛṇita puṣyasē svāhā’ (Taittī. Saṁ. 4. 1. 9. 1);—while the Mantras laid down in connection with the Ectype (Agnichayana) itself are the following—(1) ‘Ākutayai pravijjē agnayē svāhā’, (2) ‘Mādhāyai manace’gnayē svāhā’, (3) ‘Ākutayai tapasē’agnayē svāhā’, (4) ‘Sarasvatayai pūṣye’gnayē svāhā’, (5) ‘Āpo devirbhātir visheśvashambhuvo dyūcaptive uceantarikṣam bhūhaśpatirno haviśa vidhātu svāhā’, (6) ‘Vishvē devasāya nēturnatto vṛṇita sakhyam visheś rāya īṣudhyasi dyumnam vṛṇita puṣyasē svāhā’ (Taittī. Saṁ. 4. 1. 9. 1).

[There is something wrong in the quoting of these Mantras; in connection with the Archetype, the number of Mantras quoted is seven, whereas from the Context it is clear that it should be six only. Unfortunately, in no other work are all the twelve Mantras quoted. The manuscripts available read as in the printed text. The Seventh Mantra quoted in connection with the Archetype, it appears, should not be there. It is identical with the Sixth Mantra quoted in connection with the Ectype; this identity is repugnant to the Context.]

In connection with these, it has been declared—‘Initiates with Six Mantras’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Ectype (Agnichayana), are the Ectypal Mantras alone to be used and the Archetypal ones should be excluded?—Or both the Archetypal and Ectypal sets should be used collectively?

The Pūrvarpaṅka is as follows:—'In view of the injunction ‘initiates with six’, should there be a modification in the Archetypal Mantras used in connection with the obligations; i.e. the Archetypal Mantras should be excluded (and replaced) by the Ectypal ones—because of the presence of the
Direct Assertion; there is a direct assertion regarding the use of the Ectypal Mantras, and these Ectypal Mantras are six only, and these six are the Ectypal ones. From this it follows that there is exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras, and the two sets are not to be used collectively."

SŪTRA (24).

[Siddhānta]—But there is repetition of the Primary set.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('but') implies the rejection of the above view that "there is exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras";—in fact, there is no exclusion, there is inclusion.—"Why?"—Because it is quite possible. It is only in cases where it is impossible for the Ectypal and the Archetypal to be used together, that the Archetypal is excluded by the Ectypal. If both are used together, there would be repetition of the Primary;—and where such repetition has been directly declared, it should certainly be done; there can be no incongruity in such repetition. Because in this case the repetition of the Primary Homa is directly asserted in the text 'Offers twelve oblations' [and this number twelve is made up by offerings being made with both sets of Mantras].—Thus, as it is possible for both sets to be used collectively, they should be so used.

SŪTRA (25).

[Objection]—"Even on repetition, the action would be with Mantras."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"It is not right that the two sets of Mantras should be used collectively; because the Archetypal Mantras which could come in only by virtue of the General Law would be set aside by the Ectypal ones whose use is laid down by a direct injunction.—It has been argued that—so long as it is possible to use them, they should not be excluded.—The answer to that is that it is not possible to use them.—How so?—The six Ectypal Mantras are laid down by the direct injunction as to be used at the Agничayana (Ectype) in connection with the oblations which come into the Ectype from the Archetype; if these oblations are to be offered, the mantras used must be the Ectypal ones;—even in the case of repetition, it is those same oblations that come in; and if they are those same oblations, then the Mantras used must be the Ectypal ones. Hence it is found that even when there is repetition, the action would be with Mantras—i.e. with those same Ectypal ones.—From all this we conclude that the Archetypal Mantras must be excluded."
SŪTRA (26).

[Answer]—In reality, inasmuch as there is an oblation with each Mantra, there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras; when something has been done, its repetition would be unreasonable.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the above view. There are oblations with each Mantra;—the number ‘twelve’ is obtained by repetition;—the Archetypal Mantras come in (at the Agničayana) by virtue of the General Law, and the Ectypal ones come in by direct injunction;—the injunction laying down the entire procedure takes in all the details of the sacrifice and hence includes within itself both sets of Mantras. It is only when Inclusion or Combination is entirely impossible that there is either Exclusion or Option,—not so long as Combination is possible; because in case there is exclusion, what is indicated by the General Law would be entirely rejected.—Further, the Ectypal Mantras have not been singled out as those that alone are capable of accomplishing the oblation; all that should be understood from the text is that ‘if the oblation has to be offered, the Ectypal Mantras also are the means of accomplishing it’.—The Ectypal Mantras have been laid down in connection with the rite of Initiation, in the text—‘He initiates with six’;—but the text laying down the entire procedure of the oblation includes all those sentences ending with the syllable ‘Śvāhā’, which happen to be in close proximity to itself;—now it is both the Archetypal and the Ectypal Mantras that are in such close proximity to it;—hence there can be no ground for discriminating between these two sets of Mantras—such as ‘it includes these and does not include those others’.—Nor in this case is there any incongruity in the repetition of the primary factor, as has been already explained.—From all this we conclude that there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras.—Further, when a certain thing has been done, its repetition would be unreasonable; the Ectypal Mantras are read only once in the assertion that the man should be made an ‘initiate’ by means of these; when, then, the initiation has been accomplished, and the purpose of these Mantras thus fulfilled, any repetition of these same Mantras (in order to make up the enjoined ‘twelve’ oblations) would be most unreasonable. For this reason also there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras (and the enjoined number ‘twelve’ should be made up by the combination of both sets).

SŪTRA (27).

There is also ‘priority and posteriority’, which would not be explicable if there were repetition; because the terms are relative.

Bhāṣya.

Further, we find the terms ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’ in the following text—‘He offers the six prior oblations; he offers the six posterior
oblations'; if the Ectypal Mantras alone were used and there were repetition of these same (for making up the prescribed number 'twelve'), then there could be no 'priority and posteriority'; because these terms are relative; i.e. the term 'posterior' is relative to (and contingent upon) something else that has gone before, and similarly the term 'prior' also is relative to (and contingent upon) something else that is to come later.—For this reason also, there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras.

SŪTRA (28).

THERE IS ALSO A TEXT INDICATING THAT THEY ARE DISTINCT.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras and that there should be combination of the two sets of Mantras.—'For what reason?';—There is a text indicating that those oblations are distinct; that text being—'Udbhayirjuboti agni-kishchādha והאריקישו' [''Offers both sets of oblations, those appertaining to Agni and those appertaining to Adhvāra''];—it is only when there is a combination of the two sets of Mantras that there can be a justification for these being spoken of as 'āgni' and 'ādha' [The Ectypal Mantras laid down in connection with the Agni-chayana being called 'āgni', and the Archetypal ones being called 'ādha]; for, according to the other view (by which the set of Archetypal verses would be excluded), there would be only one set, called 'āgni' (those appertaining to Agni-chayana); and in that case the separate mention of both would be inexplicable;—and yet we find that they are mentioned separately;—hence we conclude that there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal Mantras,—there should be a combination of both sets.

SŪTRA (29).

FURTHER, THERE IS AN ASSERTION, WHICH WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE IF THERE WERE NO DIFFERENCE.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there shall be no exclusion, there shall be combination.—'For what reason?';—Because there is an assertion; there is the following assertion—'Adhvārasya pūrvaṃ athāgnērūpayāgni hyētat karma yadagnikarma' [here it is asserted that the 'adhvāra' (sacrifice, the Archetype) comes first, then the 'āgni' (Agni-chayana, the Ectype); this is explicable only if there is combination of both,—not if there is no difference (in the two sets of Mantras used).

From all this it follows that there should be combination (of the Archetypal and Ectypal Mantras).
Adhikaraṇa (5): At the second ‘Fire-installation’, the Sacrificial Fee prescribed for the first ‘Fire-installation’ is excluded.

Sūtra (30).

[Ṛṛvapakṣa—continued]—"When the accessory detail connected with 'Fire-installation' is subject to modification on account of a certain contingency, there should be an additional Sacrificial Fee given; because of the presence of a declaration to that effect."

Bhāṣya.

A second 'Fire-installation' has been laid down as to be performed when a certain contingency arises,—‘Bhāṣya-yayata śhrīkāmāṇāṃ punarādādhitā; yo ‘gnānādāya bhāgyajyāniṃ putrajyāniṃ vā jīyeta sa punarādādhitā’ [‘Those who desire good-luck, fame and prosperity should install the Fires again; if, on having installed the Fires, one desires to overcome misfortune or ill-luck to sons, one should install the Fire again’];—in connection with this second Fire-installation, a special Fee has been prescribed—‘Clothes resewn is the Fee, as also the rejuvenated bull’;—for the ordinary Fire-installation, the Fee is as follows:—‘One should be given, six should be given, twelve should be given, twenty-four should be given, a hundred should be given, a thousand should be given, an unmeasured number should be given’.

In regard to the second Fire-installation, there arises the question—Are the fees prescribed for the ordinary Fire-installation to be included and the two are to be combined?—Or are the Fees of the ordinary Fire-installation to be excluded?

The Pṛṛvapakṣa is as follows:—‘When there is a second Fire-installation due to a special contingency, there should be an additional Fee;—i.e. the Archetypal (original) Fee should be included, and there should be combination of both the Fees.—Why?—Because both are found to be mentioned in a single declaration—‘He gives both, those relating to the Fire-installation and those relating to the second Fire-installation’.—From this it is clear that there is to be combination, not exclusion.'

Sūtra (31).

[Ṛṛvapakṣa—concluded]—"Inasmuch as they have been enjoined, the others shall come in in the proper place."

Bhāṣya.

"This Sūtra is in answer to a question—'How can there be a combination between what is directly enjoined and what comes in by virtue of the
General Law—The answer to this is—*Inasmuch as they have been enjoined, the others*—i.e. the Fees relating to the original Fire-installation, shall be included in the proper place, on the strength of the declaration; there is the direct declaration—*Having given the Fee connected with the original Fire-installation, he gives the Fee connected with the second installation*.—From this it is clear that there is to be no exclusion of the Fee connected with the original Installation, there should be combination of both."

SūTRA (32).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be modification; as the prospective factors come in only when the original is not there.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the above view.

In reality, there can be no combination, there must be modification.—"Why?"—Because the second Installation has been declared to be a ‘prospective act’ (to be done only when one desires a certain definite reward); this can be justified only when the archetypal context is not there,—not when this latter is there; so that if an ectypal accessory is laid down, it must exclude the archetypal one. Whenever a ‘prospective’ or ‘contingent’ act is to be performed, it comes in only in modification of the original essential act. For instance, when it is said that ‘When there is consumption, the food should consist of rice and mūḍga, and one should sleep away from the wind’,—it means a modification of the ordinary food and sleep.—Then again, the ectypal detail is laid down directly by a Vedic text, whereas the archetypal one comes in only by indirect inference, through the General Law; and hence the latter is set aside by the former.—It has been argued that—"On the strength of the declaration, the Archetypal details must come in".—The answer to that is that the declaration in question is in the form ‘Ubbhayājṛdraddātī’ [‘gives both’], and there is no injunctive affix in this; the affix that is there signifies the statement of a present fact.—Taking this declaration along with the other sources of knowledge bearing upon the matter, we conclude that what the declaration in question—'gives both the fees,—those relating to the original Installation and those relating to the second Installation'—means is that 'the Fee relating to the original Installation is given at the original Installation and that relating to the second Installation is given at the second Installation'; so that this is a reiteration of a mere fact (and not an injunction).—From all this it follows that the Archetypal Fees are to be excluded.

SūTRA (33).

Then again, exclusion is indicated; because 'both' are mentioned.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Archetypal Fees are to be excluded.—"For what reason?"—We understand that such exclusion is indicated.—
"How so?"—Because 'both' are mentioned; there is the declaration 'when one gives the Ectypal Fees, both the Fees become given' [which indicates that both are included in the one, hence the original one need not be given].

"But this may mean that both the Fees are to be given, since it is said that both become given."—We have already explained that when both are said to be given, what is meant is that the Fee connected with the original Installation is to be given at the Original Installation and that connected with the second Installation is to be given at the second Installation.—From all this it follows that the Archetypal Fees are to be excluded.
ADHIKARANA (6): At the ‘Āgrayaṇa’ sacrifice the ‘Cloth’ and the ‘Calf’ exclude the ‘Anvāhārya Rice’.

SŪTRA (34).

THE ‘CLOTH’ AND THE ‘CALF’ ALSO [EXCLUDE THE ORIGINAL FEE],
—ON ACCOUNT OF THE SAMENESS (OF PURPOSE).

Bhāṣya.

There is the Āgrayaṇa sacrifice laid down in the following text—
‘Hutādyāya yajamāṇasya . . . . ekakapālah’.—In connection with this it is laid down that ‘Cloth is the Fee, the first-born Calf is the Fee’.—At the Archetypal sacrifice, however, the Fee consists of the Anvāhārya Rice; and the giving of this latter at the Āgrayaṇa is indicated by the General Law.—Hence there arises the following question—Do the Cloth and the Calf exclude the Anvāhārya Rice—or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is that—‘They should not exclude it, (1) because the General Law has to be obeyed and (2) because there is no incompatibility in giving both.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The ‘Cloth’ and the ‘Calf’ also should exclude the original Fee, on account of the sameness of purpose; it has been explained before that at the second Fire-installation, there is exclusion of the Fee connected with the original Fire-installation; that same ‘exclusion’ is connected with the present Sūtra by means of the particle ‘cha’ (‘also’);—the meaning being that the Anvāhārya Rice is excluded.—‘Why so?’—Because of the sameness of the purpose served by them; at the Archetype, the Anvāhārya Rice serves the purpose of the Sacrificial Fee,—in the Ectype in question, that same purpose is served by the Cloth and the Calf; because these also have been spoken of as ‘Sacrificial Fee’. From this it follows there is to be exclusion, not combination.

Or, the present Sūtra may be taken simply as indicating the admissibility of the details of the Anvāhārya at the Āgrayaṇa,—for the purpose of introducing the next Adhikaraya.
Adhikaraṇa (7): At the ‘Āgrayaṇa’, the details connected with the ‘Anvāhārya’ are to be performed in connection with the ‘Cloth’ and the ‘Calf’.

Sūtra (35).

It should take in the details in question, as it serves the same purpose; because it is spoken of as such in connection with a certain contingency.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same ‘Cloth’ and ‘Calf’ there arises the question—Should the details of the Anvāhārya be performed in connection with them—or not?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is that—“As no reason is mentioned why they should be performed, we conclude that they should not be performed.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Calf should take in the details in question,—the Cloth also should take in those details;—because they serve the same purpose. As a matter of fact, the details in question are meant to serve a certain purpose served by the Anvāhārya,—and their presence is not due to the mere presence of the Anvāhārya itself; hence they must be performed in connection with any other thing that serves the same purpose.—“But how can the Cloth and the Calf be regarded as serving the same purpose (as the Anvāhārya)?”—A certain contingency has been mentioned, and then they are spoken of in the following sentence as ‘Fee’ by reason of their securing the services of the priests—‘The Cloth is the Fee, the first-born Calf is the Fee’.—From this it follows that the Cloth and the Calf should take in the details of the Anvāhārya Rice.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): At the 'Āgrayaṇa', there should be no 'Cooking' of the Calf.

SŪTRA (36).

IN THE CASE OF A GIFT, THE COOKING IS MEANT FOR A DEFINITE PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same Āgrayaṇa, it is said that 'a first-born Calf is the Fee'; —it has been settled that the details of the Anvāhārya should be performed in connection with this Calf:—The question that arises now is —In the case of the Calf, should, or should not, the 'Cooking' also be done [as it is done in the case of the Anvāhārya]?

The Pūrvaapakṣa view is—"It should be done—(1) because of the necessity of obeying the General Law, and (2) because it can be done."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—When the Calf is given as the Fee, there should be no 'Cooking';—even without being Cooked, the Calf remains a Calf;—what is laid down as to be given is the Calf, not the meat (of the Calf);—further, it has been laid down for the purpose of securing the services of the Priests, not as an embellishment of the man. For these reasons, the General Law cannot indicate the admissibility of the 'Cooking' to the case of the Calf. Under the circumstances, if the 'Cooking' were done, it would be an unauthorised animal-slaughter, and would mean the doing of an act entirely repugnant to established custom.
ADHIKARANA (9): At the ‘Agrayana’, there should be no ‘Cooking’ of the Cloth.

SUTRA (37).

THE COOKING IS DONE WHEN THERE IS AN ARTICLE OF FOOD.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same Agrayana, we read—‘The Cloth is a Sacrificial Fee’; and it has been found that the details of the Anvāhārya should be performed in connection with the Cloth.—The question that arises is—Should ‘Cooking’ be done to it, or not?—The Purvapakṣa is that—‘It should be done, because the Cloth serves the same purpose as the Anvāhārya’.—In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The ‘Cooking’ should not be done; because ‘Cooking’ is done when the thing concerned is an article of food,—and the Cloth is not an article of food; nor is it possible for ‘Cooking’ to be done to it;—hence we conclude that Cooking should not be done to the Cloth.
Adhikaraṇa (10): At the ‘Āgrayaṇa’, no ‘Pouring of Clarified Butter’ is to be done over the Cloth and the Calf.

Sūtra (38).

So also of the ‘Pouring of Clarified Butter’ [there should be no performance].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Āgrayaṇa, we read—‘Cloth is a Fee, a first-born Calf is the Fee’; in connection with this it has been found that the details of the Anvāhārya should be performed;—The question that arises now is—Should, or should not, the Pouring of Clarified Butter be done?—The Pārvapakṣa is that—‘it should be done, because they serve the same purpose as the Anvāhārya’.—In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—So also of the Pouring of Clarified Butter,—‘what?’—non-performance. As a matter of fact, the Pouring of Clarified Butter is done over the Anvāhārya Rice for the purpose of making it tasty;—the tastefulness of the Cooked Rice (Anvāhārya) is helpful in securing the services of the Priests;—in the case of the Cloth or the Calf, however, there is no purpose to be served by tastefulness;—hence there should be no Pouring of Clarified Butter over these two things.
Adhikarana (11): At the ‘Jyotiṣṭoma’, the number ‘112’ mentioned in connection with the Fee, applies to one kind only.

Sūtra (39).

[पूर्वपाक्ष (A)]—"The number mentioned in proximity to the injunction of things should be the qualification of all those things."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice laid down in the text—‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice’;—in connection with this sacrifice it is said—‘The cow, the horse, the mule, the ass, goats, sheep, corns, barley, sesameum, māṣa,—112 of that is its Fee’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—(a) Is the Fee to consist of 112 of each of the things mentioned?—Or of only one thing?—(b) If of only one thing, is it of any one thing, without restriction? or of Māṣa only?—(c) Or should the number 112 be made up of all the things collectively—or of only one kind of thing?—(d) If of a thing of one kind, is it of any kind, without restriction? Or of animals only?—(e) If of animals, then of any kind of animals, without any restriction? Or of cows only?—All these are the various alternatives that are possible.

On this question, the Pūrvapākṣa (A) is as follows:—"In proximity to certain enjoined things;—‘What things? ’—The cow and the rest;—‘Where have they been enjoined?’—In connection with the Fee, a number has been prescribed—‘112 of it is the Fee’;—and this number should pertain to each of the things mentioned, the cow and the rest.—Why?—Because the number has been mentioned as the subordinate factor, and the cow and other things as the principal factor.—How so?—The sentence is not construed as ‘there should be 112’, but as ‘there should be 112 of that’; it is only thus that the presence of the term ‘tasya’ in the sentence can have any sense; otherwise it would be either meaningless or a mere reference. As for the singular number (in ‘tasya’) this also refers to the things spoken of in the context, and is a mere reference. Whenever a subordinate factor is laid down in proximity to certain principal factors, the former always varies with each of the principal factors. The mention of the number too serves the useful purpose of giving us the idea that ‘the cow and other things have to be of such number’. And there is no ground for making any such discrimination as that of the several things mentioned—one has to be of this number and not the other; in fact, if any one of the things were not of the said number, it would involve the infringement of the Vedic text, in so far as it bears upon that thing. Hence we conclude
that each one of the things mentioned is to be connected with the said number."

SŪTRA (40).

[Pūrva-pakṣa (B)]—"But inasmuch as the qualities are equal, the number should pertain to one only; because of the presence of direct declaration."

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('but') implies the rejection of the above view.

"It is not that there should be 112 of each of the things; in fact, there should be 112 of any one of the things only.—Why?—Because the qualities are equal; i.e. the cow and other things are connected with the 'Fee', and so also is the number;—the number is not enjoined (predicated) of the Cow and other things; what is enjoined is the Fee as qualified by the number,—not the Cow and other things.—How so?—If the number were not construed with the 'Fee',—and hence if what were connected with the 'Fee' were the Cow and other things without any fixed number,—then the mention of the number would be entirely useless; and as the term 'tasya' would be in co-ordination with what is qualified by the number, it would have to take the Plural ending; and if 'tasya' referred to the Cow and all other things, then the Singular number in 'tasya devadāsha-shatam' would be inexplicable. For these reasons, the number has to be connected with any one of the things laid down as the means of securing the services of the Priest,—and then alone the fee given for the services can be of the prescribed number.—From all this we conclude that the number pertains to any one thing, not to every one of the things. It is even so that the Singular number (in 'tasya') becomes justified. Objection—As the number of a word is a mere sign, no significance can attach to the Singular number in the word tasya'.

Answer: Even though no significance attach to the Singular number, the ending must be one connotative of the same number that is referred to; for instance, when it is said 'brāhmaṇājātiyo na hantavyah' ('one belonging to the Brāhmaṇa-caste should not be killed'), even though the qualification mentioned is a mere indicative sign, yet it is not spoken of by means of a word with the dual ending—'brāhmaṇau na hantavyau' ('Two Brāhmaṇas should not be killed').—Says the Opponent.—But in the case of the names of castes or classes, the Plural ending may appear in connection with a single entity, or the Singular ending may appear with several things; but neither with one nor with several things does the Dual number ever appear; so in the case in question, either one thing might be spoken of by a word with the Plural ending, or many things might be spoken of (as they are in the sentence) by a word with the Singular-ending'.—Answer: 'It may be so in the case of the names of castes or classes; but the word 'tasya' does not denote a caste or class, it denotes only the individual that is in close proximity to itself.—From all this it follows that the number in question (112) must pertain to any one of the things mentioned in the text [and there can be no restriction as to which one it should be]."
SŪTRA (41).

[Pūrvapaṇka (C)]—"In fact, it should appertain to that thing in close proximity to which the number happens to be mentioned; because such is the construction indicated by Syntactical Connection."

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra is in answer to the following:—'If the Number is related to one thing, then it will have to be taken as related to any one thing, without any restriction, as no specification is found in the text'.

In answer to this we have the following (which is Pūrvapaṇka C):—"It should appertain to that one thing in proximity to which it is mentioned; when the word signifying the number is found in close proximity to the word signifying a particular thing, it is that particular thing with which the number should be connected; because it is words uttered close upon one another that come to be syntactically connected.—How so?—It is only when a qualifying word is connected with what is in close proximity to itself that it can qualify the idea expressed; it cannot do this when it is far removed from it. In the sentence in question the 'Māśa' comes in between the numerical word (112) and the 'Cow' and other things;—and Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context;—hence it is the Māśa alone that should be connected with the number (112)."

SUTRA (42).

[Pūrvapaṇka (D)]—"But it cannot be so connected; they (māśas) are enjoined in the same manner as the other things; hence the number should be connected with all."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') serves to set aside the above view.

"It is not right to say that it is the Māśa alone that is connected with the number; in fact the number should be taken as pervading over all the things; i.e. the number (112) should be made up by all the things, Cow and the rest, taken together.—The number is not connected with the Māśa only, because the Māśa has been enjoined by the texts enjoining the things in the same manner as those things.—How so?—The expression being 'Tilāskha māśāścha', the 'cha' denotes 'the Māśa along with the Tūla'; so that the number is connected with the cow and all the other things taken together; as the particle 'cha' signifies the connection of the things with one another; the nature of the particle 'cha' is such that when it comes after a word it signifies the connection of the thing spoken of by that word with another thing, by direct denotation, not by Syntactical Connection;—if it were done by Syntactical Connection, it would be done by the particle even
appearing before a word (which however is not the case);—the Number however is connected through Syntactical Connection;—if the particle ‘cha’ had not the aforesaid meaning, then it would be entirely meaningless; as it could not be construed later on,—after the connection of the Number has been established; in fact, if we construed it as ‘tasya dvāḍahānācha’, the meaning would be something entirely different,—it would mean ‘112 and something else also’; and yet no such ‘something else’ is spoken of in the sentence;—hence the particle ‘cha’ must be construed first, and the connection of the number should come after that; the reason for this lying in the fact that words with the same case-ending are more powerful (and should be connected first) than the one that has a different case-ending.—Further, as words with the same case-ending are more powerful, their repetition is quicker, while that of words with different case-endings is more delayed;—words ending with the same First case-ending are more powerful in that they signify their meaning, while the word with the sixth case-ending qualifies something signified by another word. Hence it follows that all the things (spoken of by the words with the first case-ending, ‘gaṇeṣaya’, etc.) are connected with the number either as one aggregate whole, or as connected with one another; or it may be right to take all of them in combination with the number. From all this, we conclude that the number is connected with all the things. —‘What would be the advantage of this?’ The advantage would be that no one of the things would be deprived of its connection with the number. As there is no ground for discriminating among the things, if any one thing were deprived of the connection with the number, the sense of the whole would be rejected in reference to that thing. —The conclusion therefore is that the whole group of the things spoken of—cows and the rest—is connected with the number.”

SŪTRA (43).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO MENTION IN THE INJUNCTIVE TEXT, THE CONNECTION SHOULD BE WITH ONE KIND ONLY; AS IN THAT CASE THERE WOULD BE NO INCOMPATIBILITY, IN THE SACRIFICE, WITH THE VEDIC TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the number should be made up by all the things taken together. Inasmuch as there is no mention in the injunctive text,—there can be no connection with the making up of the number by all the things mentioned; that is to say, there is no such declaration as—‘The number appertains to the group consisting of the Cow and other things’; in fact, any group consisting of the Cow and other things is not even mentioned, which could be referred to by the Pronoun (‘tasya’) in the text;—the Cow and other things have been spoken of by name; hence it is they that are referred to by the Pronoun;—and it has been already explained that the Cow and the rest do not form the predominant factor in the sentence; it is with the ‘Fee’ that the number is connected;
hence the Pronoun, being a qualification of the number, is to be taken up only as qualifying that number; and in that case it is only right that due significance should be attached to the singular number (in 'tasya'); thus it is that the particular number has been mentioned and referred to by the Pronoun, as qualifying one of the several kinds of things mentioned; hence from among the various kinds of things mentioned, it is only one that can be taken as qualified by that number, and that one thing must be of one kind only. It is in this sense that the Sūtra says 'Ekājātādhikāraḥ' ['the connection should be with one kind only'].

"What would be the advantage of this interpretation?"

The advantage would be that under this explanation there would be no outrage against the Direct Assertion of 'oneness' (in the term 'tasya'); while under the other view, the number, connected, through Syntactical Connection, with the substance, would not be conducive to any activity, and, on account of being not conducive to any activity, it could not, through the Context, be connected with the sacrifice, in the sense that '112 is the Fee of that sacrifice'.

From all this we conclude that it is 112 of the thing of only one kind that constitutes the Fee in question.

SŪTRA (44).

THE MEANING OF WORDS ALSO SHOULD BE AS IN COMMON PARLANCE.

Bhāṣya.

Further, the matter should be treated in accordance with common parlance: In common parlance, whenever a numeral term is used without a qualification, the notion that arises is that of a thing 'of one kind only.'—"How so?"—It is so because otherwise no usage would be possible; unless there is one particular kind, the number that enters into the conception of all things is the 'Parārdha' (Highest conceivable Number) along with all the other numbers;—and the 'Parārdha' is spoken of in terms of the intermediate numbers;—for those people who connect the number with any single thing, the Number comes in as pertaining to that one thing;—in this case, that one thing related to the number has to be pointed out, or the thing mentioned in the Context has to be taken (as related to the number), or some such other thing should be accepted as happens to serve some useful purpose.—In the case in question, there are things spoken of in the context that belong to several kinds (species); of these only one should be connected with the number; just as when it is said 'give a hundred to these two', what is meant is a hundred of only one kind of thing, not of several kinds of things, such as 'Substance', 'Quality', 'Action', 'Constituent Part', and so forth.
ADHIKARAṆA (12): In the text 'tasya dvādasha shatam dakṣinā' ['112 of that is the Fee'], the number pertains to the animal 'Cow'.

SŪTRA (45).

[SIDDHĀNTA (a)]—The Number should pertain to Animals; because it is these that are, from their origin, counted separately.

Bhāṣya.

It has been seen that the number pertains to a thing of one kind.—Now in regard to the question as to whether the number appertains to one of the animals or to one of the grains,—the Pārśvapāka (a) would be that there can be no restriction (it may be one or the other).—In answer to that we have the Siddhānta put forward in the Sūtra.

The number should pertain to one of the animals;—"why?"—because, it is these that are, from their origin, counted separately. In practice, animals are always counted on the basis of their separate existence from their very birth;—when, for instance, people speak of 'a thing purchased with five horses' or 'purchased with five cows';—there is no such natural counting in the case of corns, in whose case the number refers either to nīgada (?) mention) or to the measure; it is never said 'purchased with five māṣa-grains', what is said is 'purchased with five Ādhakas, or Dronas or Kudavas or Khāris of Māṣa'; hence so long as the measures (ādhaka and the rest) are not mentioned, the sentence (mentioning the number) remains incomplete, and wanting in an essential part, and as such it cannot supply any right knowledge of any thing.

Question—"Why cannot the securing of the services of the Priests be regarded as being done with the māṣa-grains counted separately on the basis of the grains being separate from their very origin?"

Answer—When it is declared that 'the Fee consists of 112', what is laid down is the peculiar feature of what is already known as the price of services rendered; and as a matter of fact, 112 grains of Vṛūhi or any other corn can never form the wages of the Priests; there are three forms in which wages are paid—(1) in the form of services rendered in return, (2) in the form of the produce of labour, and (3) in the form of words. (1) '112 māṣa-grains' cannot be the wages in the form of services rendered; when workers work at a sacrifice, they receive in return at least a 'quarter' per day; (2) as for the produce of labour, no one ever recognizes the grains to be like the result that accrues from the work done by the priests; (3) as for words, they only tend to lay down the exact measure of the wages that are already there.—In a case where even a 'quarter' per day is not
received, it is not a ‘Daksinā (Fee) at all; because it does not make the man ‘Dakṣa’, ‘alert’ [and ‘daksinā’, etymologically, is that which makes one ‘dakṣa’]. It is possible that a man may work for another throughout the day either through love or for some other reason,—but never through being tempted by the prospect of receiving 112 grains of Vṛihi-corn.

“It is just possible that some one may do a work on being tempted by the prospect of receiving 112 grains of Vṛihi-corn; would that be the ‘Fee’ in his case?”

No, we reply. A daksinā (Fee) is that which makes one ‘dakṣa’, alert;—and alertness is a form of strength;—that which does not produce satisfaction (on being eaten) cannot be regarded as imparting strength;—hence that which does not produce satisfaction (on being eaten) cannot be regarded as ‘Daksinā’ (Fee); while what is spoken of in the sentence in question (laying down the Fee) is the high degree of satisfaction produced (by what is laid down as the Fee).

“Even 112 grains of Vṛihi-corn do bring about a certain degree of strength.”

The answer to this is that the term ‘strength’ is a relative one; one and the same man may be ‘strong’ in relation to one man, and ‘devoid of strength’ (weak) in relation to another; hence in so far as there is no satisfaction, there is absence of strength;—it is by eating that a man gains in strength; and the strength is brought about after the satisfaction produced by eating. From all this it follows that that substance alone can be regarded as ‘wages’ which produces satisfaction, and that alone can be a ‘daksinā’ (Fee);—and the character of ‘Fee’ being secured thus far, anything more than that can come in only on the strength of direct declarations (in the Veda).—At one of the etypal sacrifices—the Ṛta-piśya,—even the Soma-cup which can impart only a little strength, has been laid down in place of the ‘Fee’, and this is accepted on the strength of the direct declaration to that effect. As regards Animals, they are capable of imparting strength in the most important form; consequently when the animals are there, the number in question cannot be connected with the Vṛihi and other grains.

SŪTRA (46).

[Purvapakṣa (b)]—“There should be no restriction; because there is no ground for discrimination.”

Bhāṣya.

“If it is to be 112 animals, then there can be no restriction among the cow and other animals mentioned,—of any one of them, there may be 112. Things would be much simpler if there were no restriction; it would also facilitate the performance of the sacrifice; and the injunction of it therefore would have its scope very much widened.”
SūTRA (47).

[SIDDHĀNTA—(6)].—IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE THE COWS; AS THEY ARE THE MOST USEFUL.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view that there should be no restriction.

It should, in fact, be 112 cows.—"Why?"—Because they are the most useful; as a matter of fact, cows are very useful; they are of the greatest use; i.e. they serve a most useful purpose;—hence if cows are given, it will confer a great benefit on the Priests; and it is essential that benefits should be conferred on them;—the Priests are rendering the greatest help to the Sacrificer, and it is the custom of all good men to render help to those who are rendering help to oneself. So that the custom of good men becomes followed if a large number of useful animals are given;—and cows are very useful;—hence it follows that it is 112 cows that should be given.—Horses would be more useful,—if the giving, receiving, and selling of them had not been forbidden; but there is the Vedic text—'One should not give animals with manes, one should not receive animals with two rows of teeth';—there is also the Smṛti-text—'One should not sell the horse'.—From all this it follows that it is 112 cows that should be given.

SūTRA (48).

BECAUSE OF RECOGNITION.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the number should pertain to Cows:—"For what reason?"—Because of recognition; when one sets about making up the prescribed number by bringing together the things spoken of in the sentence, the first that are thought of are the Cows; and being thus the first to be recognised, they become connected with the number; and there is no incongruity in this;—and when the Cows have become so connected, the Horse and the other animals do not become connected with it; because it is only one kind of thing that should be connected (as explained above), and that has been already connected (in the shape of the Cows).—Hence we conclude that the number should pertain to the Cows.

SūTRA (49).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE (OF THE SAME CONCLUSION).

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text pointing to the same conclusion:—"What is that indicative text?"—It is this—'Sahasram daksīṇā, sahasram stotriyā
yāvadasya sāhasrasya uttarādhārā gauryavi pratiṣṭhitā tāvadasmāt lokādasau lokāḥ’;—this clearly indicates cows as to be given.—Similarly there is the following text—‘Tāṃ vā ētām shabalim satamananti idē ranti āhväē kāmyē chandrē jyotiradītī sarasvatī mahī vishrūti ētā tē aghnīē nāmāni dēvēdhyo mā sukṛtam kṛtā’; here we have the names of the Cow;—and these two texts taken together indicate that—(1) what is spoken of as ‘the thousand’ is the Fee, and (2) then follow the names of the cow, which shows that it is the Cow that is meant to be the ‘Fee’ spoken of in the first text.

From this also it is clear that the number pertains to Cows.
ADHIKARANA (13): The cows as ‘Fee’ should be divided among the Priests.

SUTRA (50).

THE GIVING SHOULD BE BY APPORTIONMENT, AS THE GIFTS ARE DISTINCT.

BHASHYA.

At the Jyotistoma, the Cow and other things are to be given as the Fee; it has been established that the number prescribed as to be given relates to Cows.

The question that arises now is—Should the Sacrificer give the Fee to each of the Priests after apportioning the share prescribed for each? Or should the apportionment be made by the company (of priests) itself [and the Sacrificer should give it as a whole]?

The Pūrvaapakṣa view is as follows:—"There should be no restriction; the Fee may be given either after apportionment, or without apportionment: because all that is enjoined is that ‘the Fee should be given’, and nothing is said as to whether it should be given after apportionment or without apportionment. Hence there should be no restriction."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Fee should be given after apportionment; it is the very nature of the gift that one should renounce his own ownership over the thing given and should bring about the ownership of another person;—and in the very nature of things, this should be done by the Sacrificer himself, as explained under the Sūtra—‘Tasmāt svayamprayogā syāt’ (?)—When a definite share of the Fee has been assigned (by the Text) to a particular priest, it cannot become related to him until it is definitely apportioned to him; hence the person who does this apportionment is the person who does the giving;—and it is necessary that the giving should be done by the Sacrificer; hence it follows that it is after making the apportionment that the Sacrificer assigns the shares. That this should be done follows from the fact that the gifts are distinct. Unless there has been apportionment, the recipient cannot connect himself with his own share.—From all this it follows that the Fee should be given after apportionment.

SUTRA (51).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS ‘HIRING’, AS IN THE ORDINARY WORLD.

BHASHYA.

Then again, the gift is for the purpose of ‘hiring’, and not a mere act of Dharma; and what is meant for ‘hiring’ should be a matter of contract
between the employer and the employee. If, then, this contract were entered into with the group of Priests,—and this group were to do the apportionment,—then the contract would not have been with the employer (Master of the sacrifice); and hence it would not be a case of 'hiring' at all. Just as in the ordinary world, when something is given to wood-carriers and other labourers, it is the wood-carriers that enter into a contract with the employer, and the employer assigns to them the wages after due apportionment—'this is for you,—this is for you'; this should be understood to be the case in the present instance also.—From this it follows that the Fee should be given after apportionment.

SŪTRA (52).

THE VEDA ALSO INDICATES APPORTIONMENT.

Bhāṣya.

Then again, the Veda also indicates apportionment, inasmuch as there is a mantra that speaks of Apportionment—'Tutho vo viśvedā vibhajatu'; also there is the text 'Krṣṇājīnēna vītrāṣya daṇḍinām dadāti', —and again, 'Agnidhe'grē dadāti, agnimukhāneva pitṛṃ prañāti, brahmaṇādadāti, prasūṭēbhaya dadāti, prasṛτyai hotre dadāti nēṣē dadāti havirdhāna āśīrēbhaya adhvaryubhaya dadāti, udgātēbhaya dadāti, antaḥadāsi āśīrēbhaya yathāshraddham pārśarpakebhaya dadāti'.—In all this we find indications of apportionment. —Hence it follows that the Fee should be given after apportionment.
Adhikarana (14): At the Jyotistoma, the Fee is to be apportioned in accordance with the titles of the Priests.

Sutra (53).

[Purvapaksha (A)]—"It should be equal; as there is no declaration."

Bhashya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, the Fee has been laid down as 'The Cow, the Horse, the Mule, etc.';—and it has been established that the Fee is to be given after apportionment. The question that arises now is—Is the apportionment to be equal? Or in accordance with the work done? Or in accordance with the word (title)?

The Purvapaksha view is as follows—"The apportionment should be equal, because there is no declaration—of any discrimination. In a case where no discrimination is mentioned, the apportionment must be equal. How so?—The whole can be given to one man, if nothing has to be given to any other person; therefore no one man should receive so much as to leave nothing to be assigned to another; no special share should be given; so to each one. Hence, inasmuch as no discrimination has been declared, the fee should be divided equally."

Sutra (54).

[Purvapaksha (B)]—"But on account of the difference in the work [it should not be equal]."

Bhashya.

The phrase 'api vā ('but') signifies the rejection of the above view. "The apportionment cannot be equal; there should be inequality due to the work done by each man; one who does more work always receives higher wages.—Hence there must be inequality based upon the nature of the work done."

Sutra (55).

[Siddhanta]—In the matter of wages, they should be unequal; their titles are diverse; inasmuch as there is 'eliciting' of all, the inequality cannot be based upon work; specially as we find a distinction made, as in the case of the Abhyudaya.

Bhashya.

It is not right that there should be inequality due to work; it should be due to the help rendered; and the amount of help rendered is known
from the titles (of the priests); hence the inequality should be due to the titles; so that in the matter of wages, they should be unequal; their titles are diverse; some are called 'Halfists', some 'Tertiarists', some 'Quarterists'; those having half are 'halfists'.—"How do they have half?"—When a half is given to them. Similarly 'Tertiarists' and 'Quarterists'. It is with these titles that these priests are mentioned in the injunctive text laying down their Initiation. Inasmuch as there is 'hiring' (of all these priests), the said titles would be inexplicable if the difference in the shares were due to the work done by them.—"Where do you find such a distinction as the one described?"—We find it in the 'Abhyudaya'; we take this term 'abhyudaya' as standing for the DVADASHAKA sacrifice which has 'abhyudaya', i.e. prosperity—for its result. The said distinction is found in the following passage—'The Adhvaryu, having initiated the Master of the House, initiates the Brahman; then the Udgātṛ, then the Hotṛ; then the Pratiprasthātṛ, having initiated the Adhvaryu, initiates the Halfists—viz. the Brahmānāchchhamsin related to the Brahman, the Prastotṛ related to the Udgātṛ, the Maittavarura related to the Hotṛ;—then the Nēṣṭṛ, having initiated the Pratiprasthātṛ, initiates the Tertiarists—viz.: the Agniṭṭha related to the Brahman, the Pratihartṛ related to the Udgātṛ, the Achchhāvāka related to the Hotṛ;—then the Unmāṭṛ, having initiated the Nēṣṭṛ, initiates the Quarterists—viz.: the Potṛ related to the Brahman, the Subrahmanyā related to the Udgātṛ, the Grā casteśut related to the Hotṛ;—thereupon the Unmāṭṛ is initiated by some one else, or by a religious student sent by his Teacher'. Here we find the priests referred to, in connection with the DVADASHĀKA sacrifice, as 'Halfists', 'Tertiarists', and 'Quarterists';—and this reference to them by these titles would be justifiable only if, at the original sacrifice (Archetype), the shares given to these men were actually in accordance with these titles.—We conclude therefore that, on account of their being named 'Halfists' and the rest, the diversity in the Fee received by them should be regarded as based upon these titles.
ADHIKARANA (15): At the ‘Ekāha’ sacrifice called ‘Bhū’, the text ‘Tasya dhēnuḥ’ excludes all the things laid down as constituting the ‘Sacrificial Fee’.

SŪTRA (56).

[PURVAPAKŚA]—“The phrase ‘tasya dhēnuḥ’ should be taken to mean the exclusion of the cows; because at the Archetype, they are enjoined separately; on the ground of similarity, there should be modification of that alone; just as the ‘iṣṭī’ is modified by the qualitative term.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the following text—‘Athāśa bhūvaishvadēva triyādeva sarvastasya vishnavatōstotriyā dhēnur daksinā’—[where the ‘dhēnu’, milch cow, is prescribed as the Sacrificial Fee at the Bhū-sacrifice, which has the Jyotiṣṭoma for its Archetype].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the ‘Milch cow’ (laid down here) exclude (from this Bhū-sacrifice) the ‘cows’ only—or the whole lot of things laid down as the ‘fee’ (in connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma)?—In this connection, what is to be considered is—At the archetype, do the several things mentioned form so many distinct ‘fees’? Or do they form one ‘fee’ collectively?—Hence we deal with the Adhikarana by combining the two questions—At the archetype do the several things form so many distinct ‘fees’ severally,—and hence the ‘milch cow’ excludes the ‘cows’ only? Or do they collectively form a single ‘Fee’,—and hence the ‘milch cow’ excludes the whole lot?

The Purvapakśa is as follows:—“When we find the Veda asserting ‘Tasya dhēnūḥ’ [‘The milch cow is the Fee for it’], we conclude that the Milch cow excludes the ‘cows’; with this view we think that the things laid down as ‘Fee’ in connection with the Archetype are to be taken severally.—What do you mean by their being taken severally?—It means that from among the ‘cows’ and other things, each one by itself forms the ‘fee’.—How so?—In connection with the Archetype the text is ‘Gauśa ashvahṛṣṭa ashvatarasṛṣṭa daksinā’ [‘The Cow and the Horse and the Mule are the Fee’]; where the mention of the ‘Cow’ and the rest shows that the term ‘Fee’ is wholly applicable to each of the animals mentioned; because what are
mentioned are the cow and the rest, not their combination. As for the term 'cha' ('and'), it only signifies aggregation, it does not enjoin the aggregation;—and it takes in (signifies) the aggregation only for the purpose of qualifying another term; if the term 'cha' did the enjoining of aggregation, then such aggregation would be connected with the qualities of the action concerned; so that, just as we have the expression 'Samuchchayāḥ śobhānāḥ' ['Aggregation is good'], 'Samuchchaya draṣṭāvyāḥ' ['Aggregation should be recognised'], so would we also have such expressions as 'Cha śobhānāḥ' 'Cha draṣṭāvyāḥ'! And just as the genitive ending is used in connection with the aggregating numbers,—in such expressions as 'dhavakhadira-yoh samuchchayaḥ' ['aggregation of the Dhava and Khadira'], so would there be also in such expressions as 'Dhavah Khadirastcha'!—Neither of these contingencies however takes place; hence it follows that the term 'cha' does not lay down aggregation. It is only when the Vedic text actually lays down a certain thing that there can be some reason for connecting it syntactically with the sentence. Further, Syntactical Connection is reasonably possible only with a factor that is laid down by Direct Assertion, and not with an aggregate which is only indirectly indicated by the cow and other things.—For these reasons, the sentence should be construed as 'gauḥ daksina, aśko da-siṇa' ['The Cow is the Fee, the Horse is the Fee'], and so forth. What actually happens is that first of all the Cow and other things are indicated and the character of being the Fee is enjoined (predicated) in regard to them; so that this character being a subordinate factor must vary with each of the several principal factors mentioned. In this explanation, the presence of the term 'cha' also becomes justified—'The cow is the fee, and the Horse is the Fee, etc., etc.'—and not in the form 'The cow along with the Horse is the Fee' or 'the aggregate of the Cow and other things is the Fee'.

"Now then, If the character of being the Fee belongs to each of the things severally, then the Cow comes to have the character of being the Fee; and then, it is for the purpose of qualifying it still further, that it has been asserted that 'the milch cow is the Sacrificial Fee', meaning that 'the cow that is to be given as the Fee should be milch'; this leaves unmodified all the other things that have been mentioned as the Fee', in whose case, the General Law would be obeyed if they were given exactly in the form in which they have been mentioned in connection with the Archetype. It is by means of a word that the further qualification—'being milch'—has been asserted in connection with the Cow; it is the Cow alone that can be 'dhēnu' ('milch cow').—Just as the 'Iṣṭi' is modified by the qualitative term; i.e. in the expression 'Saurjam nirvāpāt' ('should offer to Sārya') what is meant is that 'connection with Sārya' should be established;—the idea meant being that this connection is to be of the substance; what the expression actually does is to lay down the connection as to be with the act of offering only; and what the term 'offering' does is to restrict the procedure of the Iṣṭi, on the basis of the performance as accompanied by the offering. Similarly in the case in question also, what the term 'dhēnu' ('milch cow') as expressing a quality of the Cow does is to modify the Fee-character of the Cow only: so that no other Fee becomes modified."
SŪTRA (57).


Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

What we assert is that the ‘milch cow’ excludes all the things that have been mentioned as constituting the ‘Sacred Fee’; and hence we hold that all these things constitute the ‘Fee’ collectively.

“What is the meaning of all the things constituting the Fee collectively?”

The meaning is that the term ‘Fee’ is not to be construed with every one of the things mentioned;—it does not mean that ‘The Cow is the Fee’, ‘the Horse is the Fee’, ‘the Mule is the Fee’,—but that ‘the cow and other things are the Fee’;—the name ‘Fee’ is not predicated of the ‘Cow’ and also of the other things.—‘The things known as Cow, Horse, and so forth are to be regarded as Fee’;—because in that case, the term ‘Fee’ would have to be in the Plural number, as it would be denoting its relationship to all the things simultaneously; and the form of the sentence should have been ‘the Cow and the rest are the Fees’—‘gavādayo dakṣiṇāḥ’;—just as in the expression ‘Agniṣomau dēvatā’ [‘Agni and Soma are the deities’], or ‘Prānapāṇau abhiśamanabhavatām’ [‘The Prāṇa and the Apāna came into existence’]; because the gender and number of adjectives are determined by the gender and number of the substratum in which the qualities expressed by the adjectives subsist.

“What then is the right construction?”

The right construction is that ‘the Cow and the rest’ are predicated of the ‘Fee’: ‘What is the Fee?—Cow and the rest’.—The term ‘dakṣiṇā’ (‘Fee’) is derived from the root ‘dakṣa’, to ‘encourage’; so that the Dakṣiṇā is that which encourages; this quality (that of being an encourager) is one only;—it is this one quality that is meant to be emphasised as the principal factor,—and ‘the Cow and the rest’ come in as qualifying (and hence subordinate to) that one quality;—the principle is that the gender and number of words denoting qualities (i.e. adjectives) are determined by the gender and number of the substratum of those qualities;—and not that the gender and number of words denoting substances are determined by the gender and number of the qualities subsisting in those
substances; for instance, we have the form ‘Vishvēdeva dévatā’ [‘The Vishvēdevas are the deity’].—Thus then, in the case in question, the question being—what is the ‘Fee’?—the answer is ‘gaushcha, ashväshcha, ashvatarascha’ [‘The Cow and the Horse and the Mule’].

Then again, it is the term ‘Fee’—and not ‘Cow’ and the rest—that is connected with the act of giving to the Priests;—the purpose too of all Fees is one and the same—viz.: the securing of the services of the Priests;—and it is once for all that these Priests become amenable to render service; so that there would been no need of ‘securing their services’ over again;—the purpose served by the Cow and other things also is one and the same,—that of constituting the Fee.

Thus then, inasmuch as all the things mentioned constitute the Fee collectively, the ‘Milch Cow’ should be regarded as laid down in connection with the ecticpal Bhū-sacrifice, for that same purpose which is served at the Archetypal Sacrifice by the prescribed Fee; so that the Milch cow serves the same purpose that is served at the Archetype by ‘the cow and other things’;—because it is in connection with the ‘Sacrifice’ that we find it laid down in the sentence ‘Tasya dhēnurdakṣinā’, where ‘tasya’ stands for the sacrifice;—so that, when this milk cow becomes connected with the sacrifice (by being given as the Sacrificial Fee), all those things which have been laid down in connection with the Archetype and which would therefore have come into the sacrifice by virtue of the implications of the General Law, become excluded; and what the Priests become connected with (presented with)—by virtue of their connection with the Sacrificial acts—is that same Milch cow which has been directly laid down in connection with the Bhū-sacrifice itself.

Then again, in the sentence ‘Gaushcha ashväshcha... dakṣinā’, the particle ‘cha’ directly expresses the idea that the cow is to be taken along with the other things,—while the fact that the cow (alone by itself) is the ‘Fee’ is expressed by Syntactical Connection;—and direct expression is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection; hence it follows that the connection of the ‘Cow’ with the particle ‘cha’ comes first, and it is only later on that its connection with the ‘Fee’ comes in; so that what become connected with the character of the ‘Fee’ are the Cow and other things taken together collectively.—From all this it follows that the Milch cow excludes the entire set of the Fee in the shape of the Cow and other things.

SŪTRA (58).

INASMUCH AS THE INJUNCTIONS ARE WITHOUT A SUBSTRATUM, THE MATTER SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that—'Just as the Išti is modified by the qualitative term [so should it be in the case in question]'—The answer to that is as follows—In the case of the sacrifices, (a) Āgniṣṭa, (b) Upādiṣṭhajāja and (c) Agniṣṭomiṣa and of (d) Saurya, (e) Āryamaṇa, (f) Prājā-
patya and Naiyrti,—there is no one purpose to be served by the injunctions, on which the injunction of the Ectype could subsist; and in that case it may be said that the Ectype takes in the procedure of any one act.—And when the question arises—whose procedure it will take in?—it is only right that the matter should be determined by an indicative text. In the case in question however, no reason is given,—the purpose served by the Cow and other things is one only, that of being the Fee;—and in regard to this purpose the Milch cow has been directly laid down;—and hence it may certainly exclude those that can come in only by virtue of the General Law.
ADHIKARANA (16): In the sentence ‘Yasya somamapa-
harēyuḥ, etc.’, the phrase ‘ēkām gāṁ’ excludes only
the original number pertaining to the Cow.

SUTRA (59).

[PRVAPOKA]-“The terms ‘one’ and ‘five’ are like the term
‘milch cow’.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘If they take away one’s Soma, one should give
one cow as the Sacrificial Fee; if it is burnt, five cows’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—The ‘one’ and ‘five,’
cows that are spoken of here,—do they exclude the entire set of things
prescribed as the Sacrificial Fee? Or the cows only?

The Pravapākṣa is as follows:—“The terms ‘one’ and ‘five’ are like
the term ‘Milch cow’;—i.e. just as the term ‘milch cow’ excludes the
entire set of things, so should the terms ‘one cow’ and ‘five cows’ also
do; because the connection of these latter is laid down directly in the text;
hence these serve all the purposes that would be served by the ‘Fee’ laid down
in connection with the Archetype; hence these latter, being admissible only
through implication, become excluded.”

This Adhikarana shall be left incomplete at this point [its Siddhānta
being postponed till Sūtra 62]. In the meantime, we proceed with another
Adhikarana.

ADHIKARANA (17): At the ‘Śādyaskra’, the ‘three-year-
old calf’ excludes all the other things that have been
laid down as the price to be paid for the
Soma.

SUTRA (60).

THE ‘THREE-YEAR-OLD CALF’ ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Śādyaskra we read—The entire three-year-old
calf is the price paid for the Soma, for those who vie with each other’. The
things laid down (in connection with the archetype) as the price to be
paid for the Soma,—which are admissible in the Śādyaskra also by virtue
of the General Law,—are mentioned in the text—‘He buys it with a
she-goat, buys it with gold, buys it with a bull, buys it with the Horse's hoof, buys it with cloth', and so forth.

...In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the 'three-year-old calf' exclude the Bull only? Or all those things that have been laid down as the price of Soma?

The Pārvaṇaṣa is as follows:—"It excludes the Bull only.—Why?—Because it is a male of the bovine species; on the basis of the similarity of being a male of the bovine species, one such male has been laid down (in place of another similar male).—'How do you know that the term tri-ratna (three-year-old calf) lays down a male member?"—That it is so is clear from the term 'sāyda', 'with testicles', 'entire'.—Hence we conclude that it excludes the Bull only.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The 'three-year-old calf' also;—'also' what?—also excludes the entire set of things mentioned as the price to be paid for Soma; because it is directly connected with the act of 'buying', and hence excludes all that comes in only by virtue of the General Law; hence it must be taken as setting aside the entire set of things mentioned as the price to be paid for Soma.

SŪTRA (61).

WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS ALSO POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

This same conclusion is pointed to by an indicative text?—"What is that text?"—In connection with another Sādyaskra, it is said—'Stri gauḥ somakrayaṇi vyāvṛtā hyēṣaṃ spardhā' ['The price to be paid for the Soma is a female member of the bovine species, because their rivalry has ceased']; when all the other things mentioned as the price of Soma have been excluded, and the Cow alone is left as fulfilling the purpose of the Buying of Soma,—with what could this latter vie? [Hence it is in this sense that the 'Rivalry' is spoken of as having 'ceased']. Otherwise, if all the others had not been excluded by the Cow, the rivalry of the whole group would be there; and when the rivalry would be still there, it would not be right to say that 'their rivalry has ceased'.—From this it follows that the Cow does exclude all the rest.—The 'three-year-old calf' also is laid down in the same manner as 'the female member of the bovine species' (Cow); hence this calf also should be taken as excluding all the other things.

Or, the indication of the text quoted may be explained in the following manner:—If the 'three-year-old Calf' excludes all other things, then alone could 'the female member of the bovine species' be left alone at the other Sādyaskra, because it will have set aside the said Calf; and then alone could it be right to say that 'the rivalry has ceased'. Otherwise, if the said Calf had excluded the Bull only, then by excluding that Calf alone the 'female member of the bovine species' would only become one of the group of things mentioned as the price of Soma, and hence the 'rivalry'
would still be there; and in that case it would not be right to say that 'the rivalry has ceased'.

From all this it follows that the 'three-year-old calf' must be taken as excluding the entire set of things (laid down as the price to be paid for the \textit{Soma}).

The above explanation of \textit{Sūtras} 60 and 61 as embodying \textit{Adhikaraṇa} (17) brings in a separate topic right in the middle of \textit{Adhikaraṇa} (16) [which is not quite right]; hence we are explaining the two \textit{Sūtras} 60 and 61 in a different manner (as forming part of the \textit{Pūrvapakṣa of Adhikaraṇa} 16 itself):—

'For the following reasons also, the term 'one' and 'five' should exclude the entire set of things mentioned as the 'Sacrificial Fee'—(a) \textit{The three-year-old-Calf} also (\textit{Sū.} 60) and (b) we find indicative texts also pointing to the same conclusion (\textit{Sū.} 61); that is to say, (a) the 'three-year-old-calf', being mentioned in the same manner as the 'one cow' and the 'five cows', should be taken as excluding all the other things, and (b) it is only thus that the assertion that 'the rivalry has ceased' would be justifiable'.

---

\textit{In answer to the Pūrvapakṣa thus set forth in Sūtras 59, 60, and 61, we have the following Siddhānta}—

\textbf{SŪTRA (62).}

\textit{[Siddhānta of Adhikaraṇa 16]—In reality, only one set (becomes excluded), because the number is connected with cows alone, by virtue of the particular gender.}

\textit{Bhāṣya.}

This is the answer to the view (Pūrvapakṣa stated in \textit{Sū.} 59) that was left unanswered.

It has been asserted that the 'one' and the 'five' exclude the entire set of things mentioned as the 'Fee'.—But that is not right; because it is only one set of things that becomes excluded,—i.e. the only one set of 'cows',—the 'Horset' and the rest are not excluded. As a matter of fact, the specific assertion that 'one should be given, five should be given' pertains to cows.—Why so?—Because the connection is with the number as qualified by the cow; the sentence 'gives one, gives five' is not to be construed as—'gives one fee, gives five fees', but as 'gives one cow, (five cows)'; because the connection between the cow and the number is the principal factor and hence more worthy of acceptance.

Further, the connection of the number with the term 'cow' is directly perceptible, while that with the term 'Fee' is remote and indirect, by reason of the intervention of the word 'cow'; so that the term 'cow' becomes taken
in its primary sense; in the other case, recourse would have to be had to indirect indication,—the word 'Cow' being taken as standing for 'one cow, and also Horse, etc.' Thus then, by reason of the particular gender (the Feminine in 'śkām') the number applies to the cows only; so that all the rest, Horse, etc., being not excluded, these are to be given as at the Archetype, whereby the General Law becomes honoured,—and the terms 'one' and 'five' exclude the cows only from among the things laid down as 'Fee' in connection with the Archetype. [That is, the text in question specifying the number of cows as one and five, sets aside that number which relates to the cows in connection with the archetype; so that at the Sūdyaskra, only one or five cows are to be given, not the same number of them as are given at the Archetype].
ADHIKARAṆA (18): At the ‘Ashvamēdha’ the ‘Two Lamp-posts’ exclude the Adhvaryu’s share of the regular Fee.

SŪTRA (63).

[PŪRVAPĀKAṢA]—‘So also the ‘Two Lamp-posts’’—if this be urged [then the answer is as in Sūtra 64].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Ashvamēdha, we read—‘Gives two golden Lamp-posts to the Adhvaryu’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Do the ‘two Lamp-posts’ exclude the entire set of things laid down as the Sacrificial Fee? Or of the Adhvaryu’s share only?

‘Why should this question arise?’

If the term ‘two lamp-posts’ is construed with the root ‘to give’, then it excludes the whole set of things laid down as the Sacrificial Fee;—while if it is construed with the ‘Adivaryu’, then it excludes only the Adhvaryu’s portion.

The Pūrvapākaṣa is as follows:—‘It excludes the whole set; hence we interpret the sentence by construing the term ‘two lamp-posts’ with the verb ‘to give’.—‘Why?’—By connecting the verb ‘to give’ thus, it is Direct Assertion that is honoured; while by connecting the lamp-posts with the ‘Adhvaryu’, it is the Syntactical Connection that is honoured.—Then again, by its inherent force, the accusative ending in the word prākāṣhau (‘lamp-posts’) becomes connected with the verb, not with the noun; for this reason also it is connected, in the sentence, with the verb ‘to give’. If it were connected with the Adhvaryu, the term ‘Adhvaryu’ would have taken the Genitive Ending. For this reason the ‘lamp-posts’ are construed with the verb ‘to give’. The two ‘lamp-posts’ are enjoined (predicated) as qualifying the verb ‘to give’; so that the act of giving cannot be qualified by the Adhvaryu; for if it did, there would be a syntactical split.—Further, if, even in the presence of a qualification, the act of giving were regarded as unqualified and construed, as such, with another word, then, in actual action, it would come in that same unqualified form. In fact, a qualifying word, even though used, does not qualify its object, if it is incapable of doing so. Hence the term ‘Adivaryu’ here stands for the person who sets up the sacrifice (‘adhvaram yunakṣi’).—From all this it follows that the ‘two lamp-posts’ exclude the entire set of things mentioned as ‘Sacrificial Fee’,”
SŪTRA (64).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, INASMUCH AS IT SERVES THE PURPOSE OF A PART OF THE Fee,—AND AS AT THE ARCHETYPE, THEY APPEAR IN SEPARATE FORMS,—THE MODIFICATION OF THE ACCESSORY SHOULD BE ONLY TO THAT EXTENT.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘api tu’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

As a matter of fact, the two Lamp-posts serve the purpose that is served by only a part of the Fee’, not that served by the entire Fee; the shares too of the Adhvaryus and others (at the Archetype) are separate—it being known that ‘this is the portion of the Adhvaryu, these the portions of others’.

—For this reason the modification of the accessory should be only to that extent.—‘What is the meaning of ‘guṇedantāvikāra’? ’—‘Guṇedantā’ means the ‘idantā’, extent, of the ‘guṇa’, accessory;—‘idantā’ is the character of being ‘idam’, ‘this’;—‘guṇedantāvikāra’ thus is the ‘vikāra’, modification, of the ‘guṇedantā’, extent of the accessory. This means that the two Lamp-posts exclude the Adhvaryus’s share of the Fee.—“How so? ”—‘Hiraṇmayau prākāsau’ (‘two golden lamp-posts’) is one sentence; here we have not got the Nominative ending, nor is there any connection with the term ‘Fee’, by reason of which the lamp-posts could serve the purposes of the ‘Fee’.—“What then is it? ”—It is the Accusative ending and is connected with the verb ‘to give’;—hence there is the one sentence in the form—‘Hiraṇmayau prākāsau adhvaryaeva dadāti’ [‘Gives two golden Lamp-posts to the Adhvaryu’]; so that the two Lamp-posts are connected with the act of giving, in which the Adhvaryu is the recipient, and hence what they exclude is the Adhvaryu’s share in the gift.—Or, we may take the sentence as laying down a new act of giving as qualified by all the qualifications; and as it serves a credible purpose (of securing the Priest’s services), it would set aside the other means of securing the services of the Adhvaryu.

It has been argued that—‘What is enjoined is the connection of the two Lamp-posts with the act of giving;’—by accepting this construction we honour the Direct Assertion”.—But this Direct Assertion is not independent of Syntactical Connection; so that it would not be possible when there is no immediate sequence between the verb ‘to give’ (and the ‘two lamp-posts’).

As for the argument that—“Every case-ending is capable of being connected with the verb”,—our answer is that this capability is set aside by what we actually see. The immediate sequence also that we find is between the ‘two lamp-posts’ and the Adhvaryu.

As for the argument that “if the connection were as suggested, the genitive ending would be there”,—it is true that the genitive ending would be there; but it is not that in the absence of the genitive ending, there is
no connection with the *Adhvaryu*; because such connection is actually recognised through Syntactical Connection.

Says the Opponent—"The Dative Ending that is present in the sentence would set aside the Syntactical Connection ".

That which is not itself enjoined (or predicated) cannot set aside anything.

"How then is it that the Dative ending is there even when the Recipient is not meant to be enjoined?"

It occurs only by way of reference to what is indicated by the force of circumstances. Hence what has been urged does not affect our position. —Or, we may take the answer to be what has been explained above, to the effect that what is enjoined is the act of giving qualified by all the qualifications (mentioned in the sentence).

Thus then, if the other items of the Fee are not excluded, the General Law becomes obeyed; hence we conclude that it is only the *Adhvaryu*'s share that is excluded by the 'two lamp-posta'.
ADHIKARANĀ (19): At the 'Upahavya' sacrifice, the 'Horse' excludes all the rest of the things mentioned as the 'Fee'.

SŪTRA (65).

THE CASE OF THE 'HORSE' GIVEN AS FEE IS LIKE THE 'MILCH COW'; AND THE PHRASE 'SA BRAHMAṆAṆ' ('IT IS TO BE GIVEN TO THE BRAHMAN PRIEST') IMPLIES THE EXCLUSION OF THE OTHER PRIESTS, AS IN THE CASE OF 'GOLD'.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Upahavya sacrifice laid down in the following passage—'Upahavyo aniruktah, tēṇābhishasyānām pājāyēt . . . asvēḥ śveśto dakṣināḥ; upahavyo niruktah . . . asvēḥ shyāvo rukmaalāśto dakṣināḥ' [wherein 'the bay horse with a golden forehead' is laid down as the Sacrificial Fee]; in connection with this we read—'Sahyaniruktah sa brahmanē dāyāḥ' [where the said Fee is laid down as to be given to the Brahman Priest].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the Horse here laid down exclude only the Brahman's share (in the Fee laid down in connection with the Archetype, as consisting of 'the cow, the horse, etc.'?) or the whole set of things laid down as the Sacrificial Fee?

The Purvapakṣa is as follows:—'It excludes the Brahman's share (in the original sacrifice).—Why?—(a) Because it is connected with the performer; (b) because it serves the purpose that is served by a part of the original Fee, and (c) because at the Archetype it appears separately, therefore there shall be modification of the accessory to that extent (as explained under Sūtra 64),—as in the case of the 'Garland'; i.e. just as in the case of the text 'Gives the garland to the Udgātr', the garland excludes only the Udgātra's share (in the original Fee), and not the entire set of things laid down as the 'Fee',—so also it should be in the case in question.'

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The Horse given as Fee is like the milch cow; i.e. it should exclude the entire set of things laid down as the 'Fee'.—'Why? '—Because the connection is with the term 'Fee', in the sentence 'The bay horse with the golden forehead is the Fee'; the sense is that by means of the Horse here directly laid down (in connection with the Upahavya), the 'securing of services' should be done; and such being the case, all the Fee that would come in by implication through the General Law should naturally be set aside.

Objection:—'But we find the Horse spoken as related to the performer—in the sentence that lays down that 'it should be given to the Brahman'.'

Answer:—The first sentence (where the Bay Horse has been laid down as the Fee) serves to exclude all those things which would come in as the Fee, in accordance with the General Law,—and the second sentence (where the
Horse is mentioned as to be given to the *Brahman* serves to exclude the other priests; just as in the case of the sentence 'Of the gold, all is given to the *Brahman*'.

From all this it follows that the Horse excludes the entire set of things.

**Sûtra (66).**

"But in reality, only one thing should be excluded, because of the connection of the performer, by virtue of the particular gender,—like the garland."

*Bhâsyâ.*

It has been argued (in this Sûtra) that—"only one thing is excluded, because of the connection of the performer, by virtue of the gender,—like the garland".—And this has to be refuted—[We are doing that in the next Sûtra].

**Sûtra (67).**

In reality, there should be modification, as in the case of the gold, because of the reference being to that.

*Bhâsyâ.*

The phrase 'in reality' implies the rejection of the above view (expressed in Sû. 66).

*Because of the reference being to that,—i.e. because the reference is to the Fee,—what the sentence has done is that by means of the term 'Fee' it has brought about the relationship of the Horse to the sacrifice; hence the Horse should be regarded as being the modification of the entire set of things.—Hence it has to be treated like 'gold', not like 'garland'.*
ADHIKARANA (20): *At the 'Rta-pēya' sacrifice, the 'Soma-cup' excludes the entire set of Sacrificial Fees.*

SŪTRA (68).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"So also the Soma-cup."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rta-pēya sacrifice, we read—’A Soma-cup made of Udunbara wood is the Fee; it should be given to the Brahman-priest who is dear and belongs to one's own gotra’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the Soma-cup exclude only the Brahman's share in the regular Fee (prescribed in connection with the Archetype)? Or does it exclude the entire Sacrificial Fee?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—’So also should be the Soma-cup; just as the 'garland' prescribed for the Udgātṛ excludes only his share in the regular Fee,—because of the connection of both with the Udgātṛ-priest,—so also in the case in question, on account of the connection of both with the Brahman-priest, the Soma-cup should set aside only the Brahman's share in the regular Fee."

SŪTRA (69).

[Siddhānta]—*In fact, there should be a modification of the whole lot; because for purposes of the sacrifice, animals have been forbidden.*

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘ed’ ('in fact') implies the rejection of the above view.

The Soma-cup sets aside, not only the Brahman's share, but the whole of the regular Sacrificial Fee.—How do you know that?—Because the text in question is in reference to the prohibition of animals; the passage runs thus—'Soma is right, animals are wrong; if one gives animals, one does wrong; the Soma-cup made of Udunbara-wood is the Fee'; here we find that the Soma-cup has been enjoined after having rejected the giving of animals; the sense of the passage being 'One who gives animals incurs this sin, hence animals should not be given'; instead of saying this in so many words, the text says that 'the Soma-cup should be the Fee', which means the same thing; as the implication is that if the Soma-Cup is given, animals are not given; thus the Soma-cup comes to set aside the whole of the regular Fee; if it were to set aside only the Brahman's share, it would mean that animals would be given to the other priests [and this would go against the prohibition just referred to]. Hence, we conclude that it sets aside the whole of the regular Fee.
SŪTRA (70).

[The following objection may be urged]—"It would be the same in regard to the gift to the Brahman."

Bhāṣya.

It might be argued as follows—"If your view is that 'by reason of the prohibition of animals, the Soma-cup should set aside the whole of the regular Fee',—then, the same would be applicable to the case of the gift to Brahman; the assertion that 'the Soma-cup should be given to the Brahman' may refer to the animals that are given to the same Brahman (out of the regular Fee). Hence it does not necessarily follow that the reference to the prohibition of animals can be explained only on the basis of the exclusion of the whole of the regular Fee (payable to all the priests); because it can also be explained as referring to what is given to the Brahman only."

SŪTRA (71).

[Answer]—As the gift is for the purposes of the sacrifice, a prohibited act would be done; and in that case the purpose of the Fees would be an indirect secondary one.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Soma-cup should exclude only the Brahman's share; in fact, it should set aside the whole set of the regular Fee. The gift of the Soma-cup is subservient to the purposes of the sacrifice; as it is connected with the term 'Sacrificial Fee', in the text 'the Soma-cup is the Sacrificial Fee'. At the Archetype, the various things, Cow and the rest, do not constitute the Fee severally; in fact, it has been already explained (under Sū. 57) that the term 'Fee' is applied to the whole lot of the things, Cow and the rest, taken together. Thus then, the animals having been forbidden by the gift of the Soma-cup, if it were regarded as equally applicable to the Brahman's gift also, and animals were given to the other priests, then something would be done which is prohibited;—what forms the share of the Brahman alone is not the 'Fee', it is only part of the Fee; and if the term 'Fee' could be applied to what is only a part of the Fee, such application would be only indirect (figurative);—but so long as the direct meaning of a term is applicable, the indirect one cannot be admitted. The purpose of giving the Soma-cup is the exclusion of the regular 'Fee';—and the purpose served by the 'Fee' is the securing of the services of all the priests, not merely the gift to Brahman.—From all this it follows that the Soma-cup sets aside the entire set of the regular Fee.
SHABARA-BHĄSYA:

SŪTRAS (72-73).

IF IT IS THE BRAHMAN'S SHARE ALONE THAT IS EXCLUDED, THEN THE MODIFICATION WOULD APPERTAIN TO THAT EXCLUSION ALONE;

BUT IN REALITY, THE WHOLE LOT IS EXCLUDED, AND THERE IS ONLY THE EXCLUSION OF THE OTHER MEN; ALL THE FEES BEING SUBSERVIENT TO THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāsyā.

These two Sūtras explain the purpose of the Adhikaraṇa.

If the Soma-cup excludes the Brahman's share only, then the regular Fee would be the smaller to that extent; and by reason of this modification, the other portions of the Fee would be given to the other priests;—this would be so if the Pūrvapakṣa view were correct. On the other hand, if the Siddhānta view were correct, then the whole lot of the regular Fee would become excluded; that being excluded, it is the exclusion of the other priests (from receiving the Soma-cup at the Rītaṇya) that is done by the sentence 'it should be given to the Brahman'. The Fees are always subservient to the sacrifice;—the sacrifice is accomplished by the securing of the services of all the Priests, not by securing those of the Brahman alone. It is by the giving of the Soma-cup that the services of all the priests are secured; so that nothing else need be given.—This is the purpose served by this Adhikaraṇa.

---

Or these two Sūtras may be explained otherwise, as embodying a distinct Adhikaraṇa, as follows:—

ADHIKARAṆA (21): The Soma-cup excludes the entire regular Fee as also the other Priests.

[By another interpretation of Sūtras 72-73.]

SŪTRA (72).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“If the Brahman's share alone is excluded, then the modification would be lessened to that extent.”

Bhāsyā.

In connection with the Rītaṇya, we read—'The Soma-cup made of Udumbara-wood is the Fee, it should be given to the Brahman priest who is dear and belongs to one's own Gotra'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the Regular Fee be given reduced by the Brahman's share? Or should the Soma-cup alone be given?
Objection—"It has already been explained that the construction is that the Soma-cup is the Fee [and hence there can be no room for the question]."

Answer—We are raising the question on the supposition that the construction is that the Soma-cup is for the Brahman.

The पृवपाक्षा view is as follows:—"If that is so, and the construction adopted connects the Soma-cup with the Brahman, then the Brahman's share of the regular Fee is to be excluded, and all the rest is to be given; the modification of it being only to the extent that the Brahman's share would be excluded from it."

SUTRA (73).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THE WHOLE SHOULD BE EXCLUDED; AS THE SENTENCE EXCLUDES THE OTHER MEN, AND THE FEES ARE SUBSERVIENT TO THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

The whole lot of the regular Fee should be excluded.—"Why?"—Because it is quite clear that the Soma-cup is to be construed with the Fee; so that the entire set of the regular Fee having been excluded by this construction, all that is done (by the mention of the Brahman) is that the other priests are excluded. Specially because the Fees are subservient to the sacrifice; so that, when the Soma-cup becomes the 'Sacrificial Fee' (and the needs of the sacrifice are served thereby), it excludes all the rest of the things that have been mentioned as forming the 'Sacrificial Fee'.
ADHİKARAṆA (22): At the ‘Vājapēya’, the mention of the ‘Chariot’ is meant to restrict that gift to one particular Priest.

SŪTRA (74).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"As regards the Chariot consecrated with the Yajus verse, it verily constitutes a modification of the regular fee payable to the Adhvaryu."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vājapēya sacrifice; in connection with which it is declared — ‘The chariot consecrated with the Yajus-verse one gives to the Adhvaryu’.

[In place of the cow and other things prescribed as the ‘Fee’ at the Nyāsaṅgama, there are laid down, in connection with the Vājapēya, other seventeen articles, such as the Chariot, the Cart and so forth; among these there is one chariot which is consecrated with the Yajus-mantra, ‘Indrasya, etc.’; this is the chariot which is called ‘Yajuryukta-ratha’, or, briefly ‘Yajurartha’.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this chariot exclude the Adhvaryu’s share in the Regular Fee? Or, is the Adhvaryu’s share restricted to this chariot?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"As regards the chariot consecrated with the Yajus-verse, it is verily a modification of the Fee payable to the Adhvaryu. The particle ‘tu’ implies absence of all doubt; the sense being that ‘there can be no doubt on the point’; what is clearly meant by the text is that ‘To the Adhvaryu one gives the chariot consecrated with Yajus, nothing else’; so that the chariot sets aside the Adhvaryu’s share and thereby having its purpose fulfilled, it cannot exclude the other articles of the Fee whose admission at the Vājapēya is indicated by the General Law. The sentence is not to be construed as ‘The chariot consecrated with Yajus one gives at the Vājapēya sacrifice’, in which case the chariot would be connected with the sacrifice.—Why so?—Because the Vājapēya is the sacrifice with which the Context deals, while the Adhvaryu is mentioned in the sentence; and Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context.—From all this we conclude that the Chariot excludes the Adhvaryu’s share in the regular Fee."

SŪTRA (75).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, on the basis of the direct declaration, it is his share of the Fees that is restricted.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase ‘api eva’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the above view.
As a matter of fact, all the chariots have been directly spoken of in the general statement—'One gives seven seventeens';—these 'seven seventeens' are—'(1) Seventeen chariots, (2) Seventeen coins, (3) Seventeen slave-girls, (4) Seventeen pairs of bullocks, (5) Seventeen hundred cows, (6) Seventeen kinds of fodder and (7) Seventeen Vayāsīs (?).—Here 'seventeen chariots' have been mentioned without any specification, and they are to be distributed among all the priests; it is not known which chariot should go to whom;—the Yajuratha in question which might possibly fall to the share of the Adhvaryu, is restricted as such—'the chariot consecrated with the Yajus, one gives to the Adhvaryu, no other is to be given to him,—and the said chariot is not to be given to any one else'. The presence of the qualifying term 'consecrated with Yajus' is for the purpose of enjoining the chariot as to be given in one alternative scheme, and hence it cannot serve the other purpose of excluding the Adhvaryu's share in the Regular Fee; and the non-exclusion of this makes the General Law duly honoured.—Hence the conclusion is that the chariot is restricted as the Adhvaryu's share; and his share in the regular Fee is not excluded.

End of Pāda iii of Adhyāya X.
ADHYĀYA X.

PĀDA IV.

Adhikarāṇa (1): At the ‘Agni-chayana’ and other similar rites, there is combination of the ‘Nāriṣṭa-homa’ and the ‘Nakṣatṛēṣṭi’.

Sūtra (1).

Inasmuch as signs of the Archetype are not present, the act in question should be an additional embellishment at the Ectype.

Bhāṣya.

(A) There is the Agni-chayana Rite, laid down in the text ‘One who knowing thus sets up the Fire-altar’; in connection with that Rite, comes the Nakṣatṛēṣṭi sacrifice, (at which there are Upahomas) described as follows—’Agnayē kṛttikābhyaḥ purodāhakamāśākapālam nirvapē, so ‘njuhoti, agnantē svāhā—Kṛttikābhyaḥ svāhā—Ambāyai svāhā—Niyatayē svāhā—Āmrapattyai svāhā—Nirvargapattyai svāhā—Nipurnikāyai svāhā’;—at the Primary sacrifice which is the Archetype of the Agni-chayana, there are Nāriṣṭa-homas offered, as laid down in the text—‘Nāriṣṭahomān juhoti’.—In regard to this, there arises the question—[At the Agni-chayana] are the Nāriṣṭa-homas excluded (by the Nakṣatṛēṣṭi)? Or, are they not excluded, and there is a combination of both?

(B) Similarly in connection with the Shyēna, we read—‘Red-turbaned priests with red clothes worn in the Nīṣṭā-mode carry on’;—in connection with the Archetype (of the Shyēna) we read—‘The Nīṣṭā is the mode for men, the Prāchīnāvēta is for Pīτrēs, and the Upavītā is for deities; when one wears the cloth in the Upavītā-mode one bears the mark of Deities’;—and the Upavītā-mode recommended in this latter text is indicated by the General Law as applicable to the Shyēna.—There arises the question—Is the Upavītā-mode excluded (by the Nīṣṭā laid down in the former text)? Or is it not excluded, and there is combination of both?

(C) Similarly again, in connection with the Prṣṭhyā Śaḍaha, we read—‘He should make him eat honey or Clarified Butter’;—in connection with the Archetype, however, it has been laid down that—‘The Brāhmaṇa should live upon milk, the Kṣattriyā upon barley-gruel and the Vaiśhya upon whey’;—all this latter is indicated by the General Law as applicable to the Prṣṭhyā-Śaḍaha.—There arises the question—Is all this laid down in the latter text set aside (by the Honey and Clarified Butter laid down in the former text)? Or is it not set aside, and there is combination of both?
On these questions, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa—"There should be exclusion of what is indicated by the General Law; i.e. the Upahoma and other details which are themselves directly laid down by the texts should set aside those that come in only by the implications of the General Law. Further, all the details (directly laid down) bear the mark of being themselves 'Archetypes',—such marks, for instance, as are indicated by the injunctive terms (A) 'juhoti', (B) 'nīvītāḥ pracharanti' and (C) 'āśhayet'. Just as, in accordance with the injunction 'The Reed is the grass used', sets aside the Kusha [so should it be in the cases in question]."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—There is to be no exclusion, there should be combination.—"Why so?"—Because the signs of the Archetype are not present;—i.e. the Upahoma and the rest have no connection with any such effect as marks the Archetype. This connection is indicated in the following ways—(a) by direct declaration,—e.g. 'The Charu is of Nīrūrā corn';—Or (b) by enjoining a thing in the absence of something else,—e.g. 'Juhūśā vā . . . . na bahu vadē . . . . . modhvāśhayēt ghṛtam vā';—(c) Or by modification,—e.g. 'Nāyrīṣṭashchaharur-nakīṃrapūtīnā' ['Charu of rice unhusked by nails is fit for the Nīrūrā'] ;—(d) Or by words directly expressive of the thing itself,—e.g. 'Should tie the animal to the Paridhi';—(e) Or by prohibition,—e.g. 'One should not say girā girā, if one says girā girā, the Udgaṭr will swallow him, therefore one should sing it by changing it into irā irā';—(f) Or by means of something else whereby one may feel that the purpose served by the Archetypal detail would be served.—Not one of these signs is present in the cases in question. But that does not lead to the exclusion of the details in question —on the ground that they come in only through the General Law while the others are enjoined directly; because there is exclusion only when there are signs of the Archetype present, not otherwise.

Says the Opponent—"It has just been pointed out that signs of the Archetype are actually present, in the form of the terms—(a) 'Juhoti', (b) 'Nīvītāḥ pracharanti' and (c) 'Āśhayet'."

The answer to this is as follows:—(A) The Homas enjoined in the texts are other than the Homas of the Archetype; and as the Homa is always for the purpose of a transcendental result, how could it be known that this other Homa serves the same purpose as the Archetypal Homa?—(B) Similarly the Upavita-mode serves a transcendental purpose; how then could it be known that the Nīvīta serves the same purpose?—(C) Similarly, the taking of food is for the purpose of sustaining life,—and it is known that this purpose is served by the eating of Honey and Clarified Butter.—Thus it is found that the signs of the Archetype are not present.

The following argument may be brought forward—"The Upahomas are not distinct from the Archetypal Homas; all that the text in question does is to lay down new Mantras for use at the same Archetypal Homas." This however is not true; as there is no injunctive word in the text. The text contains the words 'Sō'nujuhoti' ('he offers the later oblations'), and after the sentence has been completed, there follows the declaration of a Mantra, and there is no such expression as that 'one should offer
the oblations with this Mantra'; in fact, the sentences are distinct: 'So'nujuho'ti' is a distinct sentence enjoining the Upahomas, and then come the totally different sentences—'Agnayē svāhā, Krttikābhyan svāhā etc.'., which are Mantra-texts; hence it is clear that the re-mention of the Homas is not for the purpose of enjoining the new Mantras to be used at them. For the enjoining of the Homa, there would be Direct Assertion (in the sentence 'So'nujuho'ti'), and for the enjoining of the Mantra, there would be only Syntactical Connection;—for this reason also the passage in question cannot be taken as enjoining the Mantras (to be used at the Archetypal Homas). Consequently, there should be combination (of both sets of Homas). As a matter of fact, both sets come in through valid means of knowledge—Direct Declaration is a trustworthy means of knowledge, and so also is the General Law; and as the purposes served by them are totally different, there is no conflict between them (whereby one would set aside the other). Hence—just as the Prayāja and other details are not set aside (by the Upahomas), so the Nṛṣṭahomas also should not be set aside.—For these reasons we conclude that in all such cases the act in question should be an additional embellishment at the Ectype.

**SŪTRA (2).**

**WHERE THE SIGNS OF THE ARCHETYPE ARE PRESENT, THERE SHOULD BE A MODIFICATION, BECAUSE OF THE PROXIMITY OF THE ARCHETYPE.**

**Bhāṣya.**

It has been argued that—"Just as in the case of the assertion 'the grass used consists of reeds', the Reeds set aside the Kusha, so should there be exclusion in the case in question also".—The answer to this is as follows:—In the case of the Reeds, it is only right that there should be exclusion, because in that case the signs of the Archetype are present, through the term 'barhiḥ' ('grass'),—the sense being that the grass used may be such as is used at the Archetypq (i.e. Kusha), or Reeds should be used in place of Grass. In the case in question, however, signs of the Archetype are not present; hence there is no analogy between the case in question and the case of grass.

—

Or Sūtra (2) may be taken as a distinct Adhikaraṇa as follows—

**ADHIKARAṆA (2): The 'Kusha-grass' is set aside by the 'Reed-grass'.**

[By second interpretation of Sūtra (2).]

There is the following declaration—'Somāraudram charum nirvṛtāṁ kṛṣṇāṁ vrihiṇām abhīcharañ' [wherein the performance of a malevolent
Rite is laid down; in connection with this, we read—'The grass consists of Reeds'. In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Kushagrass excluded—or not?—The Pärêapakṣa is that 'there should be combination of both, as both are cognised by trustworthy means of knowledge'.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Where the signs of the Archetype are present, there should be modification (Sūtra 2). The sign of the Archetype is actually present here, in the shape of the term 'barhiḥ' ('grass'); hence the Archetypal accessory must be excluded.

Or Sūtra (2) may be explained as embodying the following Adhikaraṇa—

**ADHIKARAŅA (3): At the 'Vājayēya' the rumblings of the 'Chariot' and of the 'Drum' set aside both the 'Darbha' and the 'Mantra'.**

[By third interpretation of Sūtra (2).]

There is the Vājayēya sacrifice, laid down in the text—'Desiring self-sovereignty, one should perform the Vājayēya sacrifice in the autumn'. In connection with this sacrifice, we read—'Rathaghoṣa māhendrasya stotramupākaroti, dundubhiḥghoṣa māhendrasya stotramupākaroti' ['Starts the Māhendra hymn with the rumbling of the chariot, starts the Māhendra hymn with the rumbling of the drum'].—At the Archetype, this starting of the Hymn is done 'with two blades of Kusha-grass, with the Mantra, Upāvartadhevi'.—This latter is indicated by the General Law as coming into the Vājayēya.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the sound of the Chariot-rumbling or drum-rumbling meant to exclude the Mantra ('Upāvartadhevi'), and the substance (Chariot) is to set aside the Kusha-blades? Or are both together meant to set aside both together?

The Pärêapakṣa on this question is as follows:—'Inasmuch as both are sound, the rumblings exclude the Mantra.—and as both are substance, the substance (Chariot) excludes the Kusha-blades.—Objection—'In the term rathaghoṣa we have the Tatpuruṣa compound, from which it follows that the ratha (Chariot) is mentioned only as qualifying the ghoṣa (rumbling), so that it is for the purpose of something else, and not for the purpose of any function of its own'.—Answer—Words like those in question may also be taken as Dwanda; in favour of which there is the following reason also: The Chariot will not have been mentioned for the purpose of something else;—as in that case, the Direct Significance of the word would be abandoned, and recourse would be had to indirect indication,—and the presence of the signs of the Archetype would be militated against;—hence we conclude that the Rumbling excludes the Mantra and the substance excludes the Kusha-blades.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Where the signs of the Archetype are present, there should be modification (Sūtra 2). As a
matter of fact, the signs of the Archetype are present in both together, not one by one; what is spoken of is the ‘rathaghosēna’ (‘by the rumbling of the Chariot’), not ‘rathēna ghoṣēna cha’ (‘by the Chariot and by the rumbling’);—what marks the starting of the Hymn is the Rumbling qualified by the Chariot; while at the Archetype, what marks it are the Kusha-blades as also the Mantra.

Objection—“It has just been pointed out that ‘rathaghoṣa’ may be a Dvandva compound.”

That cannot be; as in that case there should be the Dual ending (‘rathaghosābyām’); while what we actually find is the Singular ending (‘rathaghoṣēna’); hence the mark must be one only; and that is the rumbling; and it is with that term that the Instrumental ending appears.

Objection—“The Instrumental ending may be taken as appearing with the composite (made up of the ratha and the ghoṣa).”

That is not possible; as no such composite is denoted by the word. Then again, if such a composite were spoken of,—then you would have admitted the fact of the exclusion being done by both together.

“Certainly the Mantra ‘Upāvartadhvam’ (which is not in the singular number) does actually point to a composite.”

No, we reply; because what the Mantra denotes is mere Upāvartana (revolution); and certainly mere revolution is not the starting of the Hymn. Even if the said denotation were there, it would do the excluding.—Then again, that the starting should be done with the specified mark has been declared by Direct Assertion, while that it should be done with a Mantra is only indicated by the General Law; and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than the implication of the General Law.

From all this it follows that the Rumbling of the Chariot and the Rumbling of the Drum exclude both (the Mantra and the Kusha-grass).

“What will be the use of this discussion?”

If the Chariot does not qualify the rumbling, then any rumbling, even apart from the Chariot, would mark the starting of the Hymn.
ADHIKARANĀ (4) : At the ‘Brhaspatisava’ etc. the Cups dedicated to Indra-Vāyu etc. are to be combined with those dedicated to Brhaspati.

SŪTRA (3).

IN ALL CASES, THERE SHOULD BE DECLARATION OF ADDITIONAL CUPS, AS AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

(a) In connection with the Brhaspatisava, we read—‘Bṛhaspatyam graham grhnāti, viśuvatyarkam graham grhnāti’ [‘He takes up the cup dedicated to Brhaspati, at the equinox he takes up the Arka cup’].—(b) In connection with the Mahāvrata, it is said ‘Shukragraham grhnāti’ [‘Takes up the cup dedicated to Shukra’].—(c) In connection with the Ashvamēdha, it is said ‘Souvarṇarājatābhāyām mahimānau grahau grhnāti’ [‘Takes up two Mahimāna Cups of gold and silver’].—At the Archetypal sacrifice of which all these are ectypes, there are cups dedicated to Indra-Vāyu and other deities; these latter are indicated by the general Law as coming in at the said Ectypes (Brhaspatisava, etc.).

There arises the question—Are these Archetypal Cups set aside by the Ectypal ones? Or, they are not excluded,—there is combination of both sets?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is as follows:—“The Ectypal Cups are laid down directly by Vedic texts, while the Archetypal ones come in only under the General Law; the former therefore should set aside the latter; specially as the sign of the Archetype is present in them, in the shape of the term ‘cup’.”

In answer to this, we have the following Śiddhānta:—In every one of the cases cited, there should be additional cups; i.e. the Archetypal Cups should not be excluded.—“Why so?”—Because both the sets are made known by trustworthy means of knowledge; the General Law being a trustworthy means of knowledge, and so also the Direct Assertion.—It might be argued that—‘the term ‘cup’ is the sign of the Archetype’.—That is not so; if the term ‘cup’ were uttered and then an accessory detail were laid down, then, it would be the Archetypal Cups alone that would be modified by that accessory. If a non-Cup were enjoined (predicated) in connection with the Cup, then that non-Cup would serve the purposes of the Cup, and hence set aside the Archetypal Cup; as in the case of the assertion—‘The stake in the Threshing Yard is the Sacrificial Post’ [where the purposes of the Post are served by the Stake, which therefore sets aside the Post].—In the case in question, however, the term ‘graha’ is totally different, signifying the act of holding,—in such sentences as ‘Holds the graha (Cup) named Arka’, ‘Holds the Cups named Mahimāna’. Here the act of Holding enjoined is one that has not been previously known;—consequently the term ‘graha’,
'cup', is not a sign of the Archetype. It is only when a number of things serve the same purpose that there is option or exclusion; in the case in question, however, the Archetypal Cups do not serve the same purpose as the Ectypal ones.

"But all the Cups serve the purpose of accomplishing the sacrifices, and in that sense they serve the same purpose."

The answer to this is as follows:—Towards the fulfilment of the sacrifices, all the Cups help collectively; singly, each of them cannot accomplish the sacrifices; they are not related to the sacrifice severally—in the sense that 'one should sacrifice with the Arka Cup', or 'one should sacrifice with the Shukra Cup'; what happens is that the passage declaring the entire sacrificial procedure includes all these Cups,—and of these, those alone that are in close proximity; —and in regard to proximity, there is no difference among the Cups; hence the declaration of procedure includes all the Cups, Archetypal as well as Ectypal;—as in the case of the Archetype; i.e. in regard to the Archetype, the holding of the Cups dedicated to Indra-Vāyu has been enjoined,—and yet again the holding of the Cup dedicated to Mitra-Varuṇa is enjoined,—and the distinction between these lies in the transcendental embellishment, and in the dedication to different deities; that this is so is due to the fact that the effect produced by them is not perceptible; for which reason it cannot be perceived that the former serves the same purposes as the latter. Then again, inasmuch as all the Cups are included under the declaration of the entire sacrificial procedure, it follows that there should be a combination of all,—not only with those dedicated to Mitra-Varuṇa and other deities, but also with the Amēhu and the Adābhya, which latter are not mentioned in the same context.—In the same manner there should be combination of all at the Ectype also.

Says the Opponent—"What we find is that the Cup is mentioned and then its qualification is laid down—e.g. 'at the Ashvamādha, the Cups are of gold and silver.'"

The answer to this is as follows:—The two Cups herein mentioned (as being of gold and silver) are not those relating to the Archetype; in fact, the Cup and the Action are distinct, in accordance with the Śūtra 2 2 22.

Says the Opponent—"In that case, in the present instance, the sentence 'Hold the Bārhaspatya Cup' would come to serve the purpose of laying down the deity (Bṛhaspati)."

Answer—By taking the Cup as the thing enjoined, we accept Direct Assertion, while if we take the Deity as the thing enjoined, we accept Syntactical Connection; and Direct Assertion is always more authoritative than Syntactical Connection.

Says the Opponent—"It would be as in the case of 'Āgniya'; just as in the case of the sentence 'At the Agniśūtra there are Āgniya Cups', it is the Deity that is taken to be the thing enjoined,—in the same manner, there would be injunction of the deity by the term 'bārhaspatyam', even though it is in the Singular number,—as no significance attaches to the Number in such cases; for instance, in accordance with the sentence 'graham sammārṣī' ('Washes the Cup', where 'Cup', 'Graham,' is in the Singular
number), what is taken as laid down is the washing of all the Cups; in the same manner, in the case in question, what is laid down is the Deity of all the Cups."

The answer to this is that it has already been explained by its being pointed out that Direct Assertion is more authoritative (than Syntactical Connection). As for the sentence 'Āgnēya grahā bhavanti' ('The Cups are Āgnēya'), in this case Syntactical Connection is not inconsistent with Direct Assertion; as in this case there is no such expression as 'Āgnēyam graham grināti' ('Holds the Āgnēya Cup'); so that in this case it is only right that mere existence of the Āgnēya be asserted through Syntactical Connection, which is not inconsistent with Direct Assertion.

From all this it follows that the 'Bṛhaspatya Cup' (the Cup dedicated to Bṛhaspati) is distinct from the Archetypal Cups, and is combined with them. Just as at the Archetype, in accordance with the sentence 'Holds the Amshu,—Holds the Adābhya'—these two things (Amshu and Adābhya), though not appearing in the Context, are combined with those that do appear in the Context,—so in the case in question, the Ectypal Cups should be combined (with the Archetypal ones).

SŪTRA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE ARE INSTANCES OF SYNTACTICAL UNIFICATION WITH ADDITIONAL FACTORS.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that there should be combination.—"For what reason?"—There is the case of the 'Wine-cups' where there is syntactical unification with the Wine-cups which are, beyond doubt, additional factors.—"How so?"—The passage is—'Saptadaśa ēṣā grahā grhyantē, dvayē praśāpatyāḥ, Samagraḥāḥ surāgrahāśchchā' ['Seventeen cups are held up, two sets are dedicated to Praśāpati, the Soma-cups and the Wine-cups']—here the 'Wine-cups' are clearly additional, and in regard to these the 'holding' is enjoined (in this passage), not merely referred to; the word 'Grhyantē' (are held), even though mentioned once, is connected with the Soma-cups also; hence there is no doubt that here we have a distinct injunction of the Cups; and it may be the same in other cases also.

SŪTRA (5).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

An indicative text also points to the same conclusion—"What is that text?"—'Vivanto vā ēṣā yajñakratuh yad vajāpya ativa hyagnīṣṭomam
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krāmatyukthamatiṣoṣashinam nātirātramāṇoti'; the term 'viranya' stands for 'extensive'; for when it is said 'viranya āranyāni', it is understood that 'the forests are extensive'.—It is only when there is combination that there can be this 'extensiveness'; it would not be possible if there were exclusion of anything. From this also it follows that there should be combination (of the two sets of Cups).
Adhikaraṇa (5): At the 'Vājapēya', the 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati' are to be combined with the 'sacrificial animals'.

Sūtra (6).

In the case of the 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati' also; because of the declaration.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vājapēya sacrifice, laid down in the text—'Desiring self-sovereignty, one should perform the Vājapēya sacrifice'; at this sacrifice there are 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati', as declared in the text—'One should sacrifice seventeen animals dedicated to Prajāpati'.—At the Archetypal sacrifice, there are certain 'Sacrificial animals' (the Āgnēya and the rest); and these are indicated by the General Law as coming into the Vājapeya.—Hence there arises the question—Are the Sacrificial animals excluded by the 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati'? Or are they combined with them?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that 'the animals dedicated to Prajāpati have been directly enjoined (as to be sacrificed at the Vājapēya), and as such should exclude the Sacrificial animals which are only indicated by the General Law.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of the 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati' also, there should be combination;—the particle 'cha' signifies the connection of the present Sūtra with the conclusion of the preceding Adhikaraṇa.—The 'Sacrificial animals' are spoken of in the following text—'Brahmavādino vadanti nāginiśto moktāya na śoḍashī nātiratra itī; atha kasmād vājapēyaṁ sārvē yaujakratavā varuṇdyante,—pashubhirītā brajyaṭ, yadāgniṃ pashumālabhatē agniṃmē tēnāvarundhē, aindragmēnokthym, aindrēṇa śoḍasīnam, sārasvatyā atirātram' mārutyā bhṛhatstotram, ṛtavanto vai yaujakratavāḥ, tān pashubhiravaramdhē, ['Teachers of Brahman teach as follows—[At the Vājapēya] there is neither Agniṃtomo, nor Ukthya, nor Śoḍasîṃ, nor Atirātra;—if it is asked how all sacrificial performances are included under the Vājapēya, the answer should be—Through the animals: when one sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni, thereby he takes in the Agniṃtomo; by the animal dedicated to Indra-Agni, he takes in the Ukthya; by the animal dedicated to Indra, he takes in the Śoḍasîṃ; by the animal dedicated to Sarasvatī, he takes in the Atirātra; by the animal dedicated to the Maruts, he takes in the Bhṛhatstotra;—only so many are the sacrificial performances, these become taken in by the Vājapēya, through the animals'].—This clearly shows that there should be combination.
"What you have put forward is only an indicative text; what is the reason?"

The reason lies in the absence of the signs of the Archetype.

"But the term 'animal' is a sign of the Archetype."

- Not so, we reply. In the text in question it is not the Deity that is enjoined (predicated) with reference to the animal; because what is declared is the number; hence from the declaration of the Number and the Deity, it follows that it is a distinct act that is spoken of here, in accordance with the principle laid down under Sūtra 2. 2. 21.

From all this it follows that as in the case of the Cups, so in that of the animals also, there should be combination of both sets.
ADHIKARAṆA (6): At the ‘Śaṅgраhaṇī-Iṣṭi’, the ‘Anuvājas’ should be combined with the ‘Āmanahomas’.

SŪTRA (7).

IN THE CASE OF ‘ĀMANA’ ALSO; BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Śaṅgраhaṇī-Iṣṭi, laid down in the text—‘Desiring a village, one should offer the Śaṅgраhaṇī to the Viśvēdēvas’. In connection with this, we read—‘He pours three oblations with the Mantra, Āmanamasyā devāḥ’.—At the Archetype, there are three Anuvājas; and these are admissible at the Śaṅgраhaṇī, under the General Law.

In regard to this, there arises the question—are the Anuvājas to be set aside by the Āmana-homas? Or are the two sets to be combined?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“The Āmana-homas, being directly enjoined, should set aside the Anuvājas, which can come in only by implication (through the General Law); also because there is present the number ‘three’ which is a sign of the Archetype.”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of the Āmano, there should be combination.—“Why?”—Because a text clearly indicates this: The text is—‘Bahirātmā vai prayājānuyāja ātmā dēvatā yat prayājānuyājānām purastādā uparistādevā jhūhyōt bahirātmānam sajātāyānāmādādhitā, atha yam madhyato jhūtī madhyātī eva sajātānāmātmānam dhatē’;—this clearly shows that the Anuvājas are not to be excluded.—“But the number ‘three’ is there as the sign of the Archetype.”—Not so, we reply; it is not possible for any accessory to be enjoined with reference to a mere number; because there is nothing to which some sort of number does not belong. Hence the mere number cannot be regarded as a sign of the Archetype.

“You have pointed out an indicative text; please point out some direct authority for it.”

Answer—The presence of the oblation is stated by Direct Assertion in the text ‘Pours the oblations’; the Mantra to be used is indicated by Syntactical Connection; and the mention of the number ‘three’ comes in as a mere reference; so that what are enjoined by the text in question are distinct sacrifices with a definite number and a definite Mantra; and as all these are vouched for by trustworthy means of knowledge, it is only right that these should be combined.
Adhikaraṇa (7): At the 'Mahāvrata' there should be combination of the 'Upagāna (Music) of the Ladies' with the 'Music of the Priests'.

Sūtra (8).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In the case of 'Upagāna', it should be as in the case of the 'Reed', because the sign of the Archetype is present."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Mahāvrata, we read—'Pātya upagāyanti, pichchholābhirupagāyanti, Kāṇḍavānādibhirupagāyanti, āpātalikābhirupagāyanti' ['The Ladies set up the music, etc. etc.]—at the Archetype, 'the Priests set up the music'—and this music of the Priests becomes admissible in the Mahāvrata by virtue of the General Law.

Now there arises the question—When the Ladies set up the music, do they set aside the Priests setting up the music?—Or not?

The first point to be considered is—Does this 'upagāna' ('Music') here stand for the song-music (vocal music) or for the instruments-music (instrumental music)?—Then also there is a further question—Does 'song-music' stand for the music of the song, or for the song itself constituting the music?

The Pūrvapakṣa view on the main question is as follows:—'What comes from the Archetype is set aside; hence we explain the term 'song-music' as the music of the song; when the Ladies sing, they swell the music of the singers; the singing is already known as coming from the Archetype, it is only the swelling of the music that is laid down by the text in question (in connection with the Ectype) as denoted by the prefix ('upa' in the verb 'Upagāyanti'), hence the term 'song-music' stands for the music of the song.

—Or the song itself may be taken as the 'music'; the term 'singing' is well known as meaning the singing by the mouth; hence the song itself is meant to be the 'music' here; or, as shown before, it may mean the music of the song. Whichever of these two views be accepted, in either case, the Ladies do the work of the Priests; hence, on account of the presence of the sign of the Archetype, what is laid down directly sets aside what comes in through the General Law;—as in the case of the Reed; just as in the case of the text 'the grass consists of Reeds', the Reeds, being directly laid down, set aside the Kusagraß, which can come in only through the General Law;—so should it be in the case in question also."
SŪTRA (9).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, on account of superfluousness, it should be additional.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

There is to be no exclusion; there should be combination. Hence we offer the following explanation—the music meant is that of the instruments; at the sacrifice in question there are several musical instruments, as described in the texts 'Drums are rumbling on all sides, etc. etc.'; and the music of these instruments is the 'music of the instruments'.—How so?—The conjugal ending directly connotes the presence of what is denoted by the verbal root;—and what is denoted by the prefix is farther off, and hence weaker in its application. Hence the injunction of the presence of what is denoted by the prefix is set aside by the injunction of the presence of what is denoted by the verbal root.—Or, the instrument itself may be regarded as meant by 'music' here; what the text says is—'The Ladies set up the music, they set up the music with the Kāṇḍa-vīṇā and other instruments'; so that the music (Upagāna) that is set up is that of the Kāṇḍa-vīṇā and other instruments. As a matter of fact, the term 'gāna' (lit. singing) is often applied to the music of the stringed instruments; hence the music meant here by 'Upagāna' is that of the instruments. This term 'music of the instruments' may mean the music produced by the instruments or the music in the form of the instruments themselves; in either case, this Upagāna is something different from what is done at the Archetype. Hence there should be combination of both.—"Why?"—Because of superfluousness; i.e. in this way the General Law does not become superfluous,—i.e. it becomes honoured.

From all this we conclude that there should be combination in the case in question.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): At the ‘Aṅjanābhyaṅjana’ sacrifice, the ‘anointing with Butter’ should be combined with the ‘anointing with Gum-resin’.

SŪTRA (10).

AT THE EMBELLISHMENT ALSO [THERE SHOULD BE COMBINATION]; BECAUSE OF THE CONNECTION OF ANOTHER.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Aṅjanābhyaṅjana-sacrifice lasting for forty-nine days; in that connection, we read—‘At the morning-extraction, they anoint and re-anoint with gum-resin, at the midaay-extraction, with the resin of the Pilu-tree, at the third extraction, with perfumes’.—At the Archetype, the anointing is done with Butter; and this becomes admissible at the sacrifice in question, under the General Law.

There then arises this question—Is this latter ‘re-anointing with Butter’ set aside by the anointing with substances laid down in connection with the Ectype?—Or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘Inasmuch as in connection with the Ectype, the anointing and re-anointing with the substances there mentioned have been laid down directly by the text,—and as the sign of the Archetype is present,—there must be exclusion.—Objection—‘At the Sattra, the anointing and re-anointing are done at the time of the extraction,—at the Archetype, the re-anointing with Butter is done at the time of the Initiation;—thus the two appearing at different times, and serving two distinct purposes, there can be no exclusion’.—Answer—As in the case of the Prayāja, so here also, though appearing at different times, the two must be regarded as serving the same purpose; the time alone is different, the act remains the same; for instance, when it is said ‘Tiśṭhantam pashum prayajanti’, the Prayājas that are performed while the animal is standing are found to serve the same purpose as at the Archetype; similarly should it be in the case in question also.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—At the embellishment, of anointing and re-anointing, there should be combination with the Archetypal detail.—‘Why?’—Because of the connection of another; it appears at a different time, and serves another purpose. By so doing, we shall be honouring the General Law.—From all this we conclude that there should be combination.
SŪTRA (11).

"It should be like the Pravāja", if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

This argument has been put forward by the Pārvapakṣin; it has got to be refuted [and this is done in the following Sūtra]—

SŪTRA (12).

Not so; because the purpose served is different.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as in the case of the Prayāja.—"Why?"—Because the purpose served is different; at first the Butter is used for the anointing for the purpose of securing easy movement; after the proceedings have begun, later on, at the time of extraction, there is re-anointing with gum-resin; and this is clearly seen to serve the purpose of removing roughness; and thus, as serving an entirely distinct purpose, it cannot set aside the former Archetypal anointment with Butter.
ADHIKARAŅA (9): At the ‘Mahāvrata’, there is combination of the ‘New cloth’ with the ‘Tārya’ (Butter-besprinkled Blanket).

SŪTRA (13).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA]—“Inasmuch as both serve the same purpose,—as regards the Dress, there should be modification of what is laid down in connection with the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Mahāvrata we read—‘The Sacrificer puts on the Butter-besprinkled Blanket, and the Lady puts on the Kusha-cloth’;—at the Archetype ‘he puts on unworn (new) cloth’; and this latter becomes admissible at the Mahāvrata under the General Law.

Thus there arises the question—Is the ‘new cloth’ to be excluded or not?

The Pūrvapākṣa is as follows:—“In regard to the dress there should be modification of what has been laid down in connection with the Archetype.—Why?—Because they serve the same purpose; there is the same purpose of covering the loin-slip that is meant to be served by what has been laid down in connection with the Archetype, as also by what has been laid down in connection with the Ectype;—and at the Archetype, as well as at the Ectype, it is this covering that is done. Hence what comes in by virtue of the General Law should be set aside by what has been laid down directly by a text.”

SŪTRA (14).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it should be an addition; because the purposes served are different.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

It should be an addition; what is laid down in connection with the Ectype should be in addition to the Cloth laid down in connection with the Archetype.—“Why?”—Because one thing sets aside the other when, without setting aside this latter, it cannot come in; that which can come in without setting aside the other, does not set aside this latter; if that were to set it aside, then it would be rejecting what is indicated by the General Law, even when this latter is not inconsistent or incompatible.

Objection—“But the word ‘puts on’ is used in the sense of covering the loin-slip; so that the purpose served in both cases cannot be different.”
Answer—It is not so; the word ‘puts on’ is used in connection with the upper garment also; for instance, it is said ‘he puts on the blanket’; ‘he puts on the skin of the Ruru-deer’; in fact the etymological meaning of the word ‘paridhātē’ (puts on) is ‘wears all round’. From this it follows that there should be no exclusion of the ‘new cloth’,—there should be combination of both (‘new cloth’ and ‘butter-besprinkled blanket’).

Sūtra (15).

There is a text also that indicates the said combination.

Bhāṣya.

By using the term ‘cloth’ (‘vāsas’) in the plural in the following texts, it is indicated that there should be combination of both—(a) ‘Vāsāṃsi vārahi chopānahu vimuṇchati’,—(b) ‘Krṣṇaviśāṣayā vāsāṃsi vībhrama-sayati, tato’dhvaryaḥ paridhātē’.—From this also we conclude that there is to be no exclusion, there should be combination.
ADHIKARANA (10): *At the ‘Mahāvrata’ the ‘Shloka’ and other Sāmans are to be combined with the ‘Rathantara’ and other Sāmans.*

SŪTRA (16).

IN THE CASE OF SĀMANS, IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THERE IS TO BE NO MODIFICATION, BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF ENTIRELY DIFFERENT THINGS.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Mahāvrata, we read—‘Shlokēṇa purastāt sadasaḥ stuvaṭe, anushlokēṇa pashchāt sadasaḥ, krauṇḍēṇa chāṭvālamāvekṣamāṇaḥ’ [‘He sings the Shloka-sāman before the Assembly,—the Anushloka-sāman behind the Assembly,—and with the Krauṇḍha-sāman, while looking at the hole in the ground’].—At the Archetype, there are other Sāmans, which also are admissible at the Mahāvrata by virtue of the General Law.

Thus there arises the question—Is there to be exclusion of the Archetypal Sāmans? Or is there to be no exclusion, there is to be combination?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—‘Inasmuch as the sign of the Archetype is present, in the shape of the word ‘stuvaṭe’ (‘sings’), and it has been directly declared,—the Archetypal Sāmans should be excluded. Just as in the case of the assertion—‘Kautsaṁ bhavati, Kāṇvaṁ bhavati, Vashśīnasya janitrē bhavataḥ, Śhuddhāśhuddhiyē bhavataḥ, Bhargayashai bhavataḥ, Krauṇḍēṇi bhavanti’, when all these are directly laid down, those that could have come in by virtue of the General Law become excluded,—so should it be in the case in question also.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of Sāmans,—such as are prescribed in such texts as ‘They sing the Shloka-sāman before the Assembly’,—being directly laid down, *it should be understood that there should be no modification*—of the Archetypal Sāmans.—‘Why?’—Because of the mention of entirely different things:—i.e. in the sentences ‘They sing before the Assembly’ and the like, we find the Sāman mentioned as connected with an entirely different thing. When one word is connected with another as its qualification, it cannot become connected with any other word, so long as it remains mentioned only once;—e.g. in the expression ‘Bhāṛyā rājñāḥ puruṣo dēvadattasya’, if ‘rājñāḥ’ is taken as uttered to qualify ‘bhāṛyā’, then it cannot be connected again with the term ‘puruṣaḥ’. Similarly, when a thing has been connected with the sentence ‘purastāt sadasaḥ stuvaṭe’, it cannot be connected again with the sentence ‘Shlokēṇa stuvaṭe’.—If it is the presence of the place of the Stuti that is taken to be enjoined (by the sentence),—and the mention of ‘Shloka’ is only by way of reference,—then, in that case, the whole could be taken as one sentence (syntactically connected). But if the presence of the
place has been enjoined, then the sentence is already complete; and in that case ‘Shlokëna cha’ ('With the shloka-sáman') has got to be enjoined; and for this purpose the injunctive affix has to be brought into the mind;—and for bringing it into the mind, it should be pronounced;—but as a matter of fact, we do not find it so pronounced; hence either it should be assumed, even though not pronounced,—or the pronouncing also should be assumed; and if this were assumed, it would be contrary to the actual words of the text,—Hence we conclude that the above explanation is not possible.—What then?—What is enjoined by Direct Assertion is the Stuti as qualified by the place (before the Assembly) and the Sáman ('shloka'); and when one connection of the things has been enjoined and the sentence completed,—it cannot be necessary to assume another Syntactical Connection; so that when the Stuti qualified by two qualifications has been enjoined by Direct Assertion, then the Syntactical Connection has become complete,—and it is not necessary to assume any other Syntactical Connection,—for which purpose it could be pronounced twice.—From all this we conclude that the sentence in question lays down an additional Stuti and the Archetypal Stuti does not become excluded.

SÚTRA (17).

WHEN ANY OTHER THING IS NOT SPOKEN OF, THERE IS MODIFICATION OF THE ARCHETYPAL DETAIL, BECAUSE IT IS SUBSIDIARY.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that the Archetypal detail is excluded in the case of such sentences as 'Kautsam bhavati, etc. etc.'—This has to be refuted; this refutation is as follows:—In the instance cited, it is only right that the Archetypal detail is excluded; because in this any other thing is not found mentioned,—what is found mentioned is subsidiary to the Archetypal detail, —hence it is only natu' that the Archetypal detail should be set aside by the Ectypal detail which is directly laid down.—In the case in question however, another thing is found mentioned; hence in order to avoid syntactical split, there should be no exclusion of the Archetypal detail, as has been explained above.

Or, Sūtra (17) may be explained as embodying the following separate Adhikaraṇa—

ADHIKARĀṆA (11): In some Ectypes, the Archetypal Sāmans are excluded by 'Kautsa' and other Sāmans.

Bhāṣya.

Somewhere we read—'Kautsam bhavati . . . . Krauñchāni bhavanti', where so many distinct Sāmans are mentioned as coming in; in connection with the Archetype however, there are other Sāmans, which are admissible
at the Ectype also, in accordance with the General Law.—The question then arises—Are these latter excluded or not?—The Pūrkapakṣa is as follows—

"There is no exclusion, there is combination.—Why?—Because all that is enjoined in the sentence in question is mere Sāman, and there is no sign of the Archetype in the form of the word ‘stuvati’; hence there should be combination."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—

SŪTRA (17).

IN REALITY, WHEN ANY OTHER THING IS NOT SPOKEN OF, THERE IS MODIFICATION OF THE ARCHETYPAL DETAIL, BECAUSE IT IS A SUBSIDIARY.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the above view.—Even when another thing is not mentioned, there should be modification of the Archetypal detail; because at the Archetype the Sāman is a subsidiary—and the text in question also mentions a Sāman;—hence by virtue of the common character of ‘Sāman’, the latter can very well be used for the purposes for which the Sāman is used (at the Archetype). For instance, when it is said—‘Here are Curds, Clarified Butter, Vegetables, and Rice,—feed Devadatta,—and like Devadatta, feed Yajñadatta also, with oils’,—though it is not said in so many words that the oil is to be used for lubricating the food, yet it is for that purpose alone that the oil is used, because it is capable of doing that only;—in the same manner, even though it has not been said in so many words that the Rk-verse is to be embellished by the Sūma-music, yet the only purpose that the Sāman is capable of serving, and for serving which it is used, is the embellishing of the Rk-verse.
ADHIKARĀNA (12): The ‘Kautsa’ and other Sāmans exclude the Archetypal Sāmans in a restricted manner.

SŪTRA (18).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“(There should be exclusion) of all; because there is no distinction.”

Bhāṣya.

Somewhere we read—‘Kautsam bhavati—Kāṇvam bhavati—Vasīśthasya janitṝ bhavataḥ—Shuddhāshuddhīye bhavataḥ.—Bhārgayashasi bhavataḥ—Krauṅchāṇi bhavanti’.—In connection with the Archetype, there are other Sāmans, which are indicated by the General Law as finding place in the Ectypal also.—We have understood that the former set of ‘Kautsa, etc.’ set aside the Archetypal Sāmans.

Now there arises the question—Do all the Ectypal details set aside all the Archetypal ones? Or is it that one out of the Ectypal Sāmans sets aside one Archetypal Sāman and two Ectypal Sāmans shall exclude two of the Archetypal ones and more than three (several) Ectypal ones shall exclude more than two Archetypal ones?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“All exclude all.—Why?—Because there is no distinction; there is no peculiarity whereby it could be understood that this excludes that, nothing else’. Hence we conclude that all exclude all.”

SŪTRA (19).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there is exclusion of one only (by one); because of the force of the Vedic text; and there is no modification of the (rest of the) Archetypal ones.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that all Ectypal Sāmans exclude all Archetypal ones; in fact, one excludes one, two exclude two, and several (more than two) exclude several.—Why?—Because of the force of the Vedic text: In the case of the clauses ‘Kautsam bhavati’, ‘Kāṇvam bhavati’ (in each of which only one Sāman is mentioned), each of these texts, having brought about each of the Archetypal ones, has its purpose fulfilled and thereby it proves its utility;—in the case of the clauses ‘Vasīśthasya janitṝ bhavataḥ’, ‘Shuddhāshuddhīye bhavataḥ’, and ‘Bhārgayashasi bhavataḥ’ (each of which speaks of two Sāmans), when each of these couples has excluded two of the Archetypal Sāmans, its force has been duly fulfilled;—and lastly, in the case of the clause ‘Krauṅchāṇi bhavanti’ (where a plurality of Sāmans is
spoken of), this text has its force duly fulfilled by the exclusion of three Archetypal Sāmans by three of those spoken of.—If on the mention of one, only one is excluded, then the number of the Ectypal Sāmans becomes equal in number to the number that has been admitted at the Archetype.

"What would be the effect of this?"

The effect would be this that there would be no modification of the rest of the Archetypal ones;—i.e. the rest of the Archetypal Sāmans would be admitted (at the Ectype), and to that extent, the General Law would be obeyed.—From all this it follows that one excludes one, two exclude two, and many exclude many.
ADHIKARANA (13): (a) At sacrifices where the 'Stomas' are augmented, the Archetypal Sāman is not excluded; (b) At those where the 'Stomas' are not augmented the Archetypal Sāman is excluded.

SŪTRA (20).

WHERE THERE IS AUGMENTATION OF 'STOMA', THERE SHOULD BE ACCRETION (COMBINATION); WHERE THERE IS NO INCREASE (OF 'STOMA') THERE SHOULD BE MODIFICATION OF THE THING; SPECIALLY BECAUSE THE OTHER HAS NOT BEEN ASSERTED.

Bhāṣya.

There are certain sacrifices at which the Stomas are augmented, and there are some at which the Stomas are not augmented;—these have been mentioned in the following text—With twenty-one Ātirātras one should sacrifice for one desiring offspring; with twenty-seven, for one who desires energy; with thirty-three, for one who desires a good standing; and again, 'There are thirty-two Pūrvaṇas at the Abhishekāniya';—'There are nine Rājasāmans, eleven Rājasāmans, two Balaughasravas, two Vāshiṣṭhas Janitras,—these they call Sākampravādanas, the Shuddhāshuddhi, and both the Samshravapadā'; again, 'In the Rathahavirāhāna, of the Punahstoma sacrifice', also 'the Apachitiwā of the Punahstoma sacrifice'; 'the middle Savana of the Punahstoma has been declared to be twelve; at the other two Savanas, the number of Stomas should be nineteen'.—In all this, in some cases we find the Archetypal number of Stomas augmented, while in others it is reduced.

Now, there arises the question—When there is augmentation or reduction at the Ectype, do the Archetypal Sāmans become excluded? Or are they excluded where there is reduction, and not excluded where there is augmentation?

The Pūrpakṣa is as follows—'In both cases there is to be exclusion (of the Archetypal Sāmans); because what is admissible only by virtue of the General Law is always set aside by what has been directly laid down; and it is only when the new Sāmans would come in that their existence would be justified.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Where there is augmentation of Stoma, there should be no exclusion, but accretion (combination).—'Why?'—It is going to be explained under Sūtra 10. 5. 23, that the number of Sāmans is made up by introducing additional Sāmans;—in this way the General Law would be followed.—Where, on the other hand,
there is no augmentation, the Archetypal Sāmans should be excluded; that much of the Archetypal Sāmans should be excluded whose exclusion would make up the requisite number, and the rest should be those same that are connected with the Archetype.—"Why?"—Because the other has not been asserted; the other is not found to be laid down; i.e. it is not laid down that 'there must be introduction of new Sāmans', all that is laid down is the number (of the Sāmans to be used).—From all this it follows that in cases where there is augmentation of Stomas, there is no exclusion of the Archetypal Sāman, while in cases where there is reduction of Stomas, just so many may be excluded as may be necessary.—As for the argument that "the existence of the Sāmans would be justified",—we may let the āṛṣa (the Smṛti-rule) be set aside by the General Law; what is laid down in the Smṛti is a mere subsidiary in general, while what comes in by the General Law is a particular subsidiary. [Read—'Guṇamātramāṛṣam, viśiṣṭa-guṇaśchodakah', as in manuscript C.]
Adhikaraṇa (14): The ‘āvāpa’ (Inclusion) and ‘udvāpa’ (Exclusion) of the Sāmans pertaining to the sacrifices with augmented and reduced ‘Stomas’ is to be done in the Pavamāṇa-hymn.

Sūtra (21).

They must be in the ‘Pavamāṇa’, as it is therein that ‘inclusion’ and ‘exclusion’ are found (mentioned).

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of enquiry here are those sacrifices in which there is an augmentation of Stomas, as also those in which there is a reduction of them,—those same that have been dealt with in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa. In connection with them we have understood that there is non-exclusion (of the Archetypal Sāmane) in those sacrifices in which there is an augmentation of Stomas, and there is exclusion of them in those in which there is reduction of Stomas.

Now there arises the question—Are the said ‘inclusion’ and ‘exclusion’ to be done to any hymn one chooses? Or should they be done in the Pavamāṇa hymn only?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is that—“Inasmuch as there is no ground for making a discrimination, they may be done anywhere one chooses.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The ‘inclusion’ and ‘exclusion’ should be done in the Pavamāṇa.—Why?—Because it is in this that they are found mentioned, in the following text—‘There are three bellies of the Sacrifice—the Gāyatrī, the Brhati and the Anuṣṭup, it is in these that they include and exclude’ [and these metres are found in the Pavamāṇa hymn only].

Objection—“This is a mere indication, point to some direct reason.”

The answer is as follows—

Sūtra (22).

There are texts alone (put forward), because the subject is something new.

Bhāṣya.

It is because there is no reason (or argument) that we are putting forward texts only.

For these reasons we conclude that the ‘inclusion’ and ‘exclusion’ are to be done in the Pavamāṇa hymn only.
ADHİKARĀṆA (15): In connection with sacrifices, the Deity must be indicated by means of that name which occurs in the Injunction of the Sacrifice.

SŪTRA (23).

IN THE MATTER OF THE MANTRA (INDICATING THE DEITY), IT SHOULD BE DONE BY MEANS OF THE TERM THAT IS CONTAINED IN THE INJUNCTION; AS IT IS BY THAT TERM THAT THERE HAS BEEN INJUNCTION.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, laid down in the text—'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices'; in connection therewith, we read—'On the Moonless and Full-moon days, one may not fail in offering a cake baked upon eight pans, dedicated to Agni'.—Of this deity Agni, there are several names—‘Agni’, ‘Śuchī’, ‘Pāvaka’, ‘Dhūmakāt’u’, ‘Krśhānu’, ‘Vaishvānara’, ‘Śaṅḍilya’ and so forth.

There arises the following question—In the Mantra-texts indicating the deity (Agni), should the Deity be mentioned by any one of its several names? Or only by that one name ‘Agni’ which occurs in the injunction of the offering?

The Purusapaksa is as follows:—"It may be mentioned by any one of the names.—Why?—Because all that is meant to be conveyed is the idea of the deity Agni; i.e. the Cake has to be connected with the deity Agni;—the Deity is to be one that is Agni;—it is Agni who is to be referred to at the time of making the offering;—now this Deity should be mentioned by a word that may be capable of signifying it;—any one of the several names is capable of signifying the Deity;—hence we conclude that in the Mantra-texts speaking of the Deity, it may be mentioned by any one of the names."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Deity must be referred to by the name ‘Agni’ alone, which is what occurs in the Injunction,—and not by any other of the names, ‘Śuchī’ and the rest.—"Why?"—Because the injunction is by that name; i.e. the connection between the Deity with the offering has been declared by means of that name.—"How so?"—When the Injunction speaks of the Cake being made ‘Agnīya’ (‘dedicated to Agni’) what is meant is that Agni should be made its ‘Deity’.
"What do you mean by ‘Deity’?"

There is one opinion that by the term ‘deity’ we understand those beings, Agni and the rest, who are described in Itihaśas and Purāṇas as living in Heaven.

Against this opinion there is this that, under that view Ahaḥ, Shārdūla and the like could not be included under the term—[and yet these have been declared to be Deities of certain offerings].—And terms denoting time are found to be spoken of as ‘Deity’, in such texts as—‘This is an offering to Kāla (Time)’, ‘the Māsa (Month) is the Deity’, ‘Saṁvatsara (Year) is the Deity’.

The other opinion is that—‘by the term ‘dēvatā’ (‘Deity’) are meant just those to whom the name ‘Deity’ has been applied in the Mantra and Brāhmaṇa texts, such as—‘Agni is the Deity—Vāta is the Deity, —Sūrya is the Deity,—Chandramā is the Deity.’

Under this view also, Ahaḥ and the rest do not become included under the term. Further, inasmuch as the generic name ‘Deity’ being scarcely used in common parlance, the meaning of the term would always remain unknown (if its denotation were to rest entirely upon Mantra and Brāhmaṇa texts).

For these reasons we conclude that Deities are those who are Sūkta-bhāk (to whom Hymns are addressed) and Havirbhāk (Recipients of offerings).

‘Who are ‘Sūkta-bhāk’?"

Those to whom hymns like the following are addressed—‘Imam stoma-marhatē, etc. . . . . . . . vaUna’ (Rg-Veda)—and ‘Havirbhāk’ are those who are mentioned as the recipients of offerings, in texts like—‘Agniya-maṣṭakapālam nirapati’ (‘One should offer the cake baked on eight pans, to Agni’); ‘Agniṣomiyamēkādahakapālam’ (‘One should offer the cake baked upon eleven pans, to Agni-Soma’).

Says the Opponent—‘If recipients of offerings are ‘Deities’, then, even Pans are ‘Deities’; as these also (containing the offerings) are ‘recipients of offerings’.’

To meet this, that ‘recipient of offerings’ should be the ‘Deity’ for whose sake the offering is made.—Similarly with ‘Sūkta-bhāk’, [it being that to whom Hymns are meant to be addressed]. In this sense we find the term ‘Dēvatā’ (‘Deity’) used, in such expressions as—‘Agni-dēvatayaṃ sūktam’ [‘Hymn addressed to Agni’]; in the same way we have the expression ‘Agni-dēvatayaṃ havih’ [‘the offering to Agni’]. Similarly with such expressions as ‘Atithidēvatayaṃ’ (‘offered to the guest’), ‘Pitrādēvatayaṃ’ (‘offered to Pitra’).—Thus the character of ‘Deity’ becomes applicable to all those beings that are spoken of as those to whom anything is offered,—be they corporeal or incorporeal, sentient or insentient;—and in this way the use of the generic term ‘deity’ would also become explicable.

‘What if it is so? ‘

If it is so, then that being becomes the ‘Deity’ of an offering, by whose name the Sacrificer makes the determination ‘I shall present the offering to so and so’.

"If that be so, then naturally, the Deity Agni may be mentioned by any one of its several names."

The answer to this is as follows:—This would be so if the term 'agni' were meant to be uttered for the purpose of bringing about the notion of agni, Fire,—and this thing, Fire, also were meant to be connected with the offering. As a matter of fact, however, in the case in question, the term 'agni' is not pronounced for the purpose of bringing about the notion of the thing, Fire; it is only when the purpose in view is meant to be served by the thing, that the word is used for bringing about the notion of that thing; in a case however, where there is no need for the thing,—and where the purpose is meant to be served by the word only, it is the word alone whose idea should be brought about for that purpose.—Then again, it is not in its material form that the Deity helps the accomplishment of the sacrifice,—it does so in its verbal form; just as the Adhevaryu helps it with his hands, so the Deity helps it with the name. Just as when, in accordance with the injunction—'Hotuh pānam dvīlēpēnopaspastrāti',—though the action bears directly upon his hands, yet it is the Hotṛ priest himself that is regarded as helping the sacrifice,—in the same manner, even though help is rendered by the Deity through the name connected with itself, yet it is the Deity itself that is regarded as helping the sacrifice. So that, even though what is enjoined is the Deity as helping the sacrifice, yet what enters into the constitution of the sacrifice is the word (name, connected with the Deity).—Thus then, the word ('agni') is not pronounced for the purpose of bringing about the notion of the thing denoted by it, Fire. Nor would it be right to take the word as denoting the thing and then, through that denotation, to supply the name itself. As that would involve an indication per indication (a very complicated process). What happens really is that it is the word (name) that is connected with the offering, and through its connection with the name, the thing (Fire) also comes to be recognised as the Deity. So that the Deity is that being whose name is connected with the offering in the sense that the offering is intended for it; and the act is recognised as being done in reference to the thing denoted (Fire), only when it is found that it is not possible for the offering to reach the word. In the case in question, however, it is possible for the action to take place in reference to the Word itself. Hence we conclude that the word is not pronounced for the purpose of bringing about the notion of the thing denoted (Fire). This is what has been thus explained by the Vṛttikāra—'The notion of the thing denoted is not preceded by the word; hence the existence of the thing is established (as apart from the word)'.—Thus then, the connection of the offering being with the word 'agni', there can be no possibility of the use of 'Shuchi' and the other names of Fire. Hence when the Mantra comes to indicate the Deity, it must make use of that word which occurs in the Injunction.

Says the Opponent—"In that case it is the word that becomes the Deity."

Answer—This is an idea that it is not for us to refute; because such an idea, if expressed, does not militate against our view; on the contrary it lends all the more strength to the view that 'Shuchi' and the other names of Fire should not be used.
Sūtra (24).

In all other Mantras the same term is used; hence that is the name that is found everywhere.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also, when the Deity comes to be spoken of, the term used should be the same as that occurring in the Injunction:—
"For what reason?"—In the Mantras, there is the same one word, which is the word occurring in the Injunction; that same word is found to be used everywhere in connection with all such (dative) syllables as (a) 'Apāt', (b) 'Ujjiti' and (c) 'Śvāhā'.—For instance, (a) in connection with 'apāt', we find the text—'Apāt aṅgāḥ priyā priyā dhāmānī, etc.'; (b) in connection with 'ujjiti', we have the text—'Aṅgṛujjitiṃamujjēsam, etc.'; and (c) in connection with 'svāhā', we have the text—'Śvāhā aṅnim svāhā somam'.
—Thus then, inasmuch as in every case the term used is the same 'agni' (or 'Soma' or 'Indra'), there is no room for the use of any alternative names;—this is just as we have argued above.

From all this it follows that in the matter of the Mantra indicating the Deity, it should be done by means of the term that is contained in the Injunction.
Adhikaranā (16): Even in the case of ‘Transference’ the deity should be spoken of by the term occurring in the Injunction.

Sūtra (25).

Similarly in the subsequent proceedings; because it has the same for its Archetype.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Charu-offering laid down in the text—’Desiring Brahmic glory one should offer cooked rice to Sūrya’. Of Sūrya, there are many names—‘Sūrya’, ‘Āditya’, ‘Bhūskara’, ‘Savitṛ’, ‘Diekāra’.

The question therefore that arises is—In the Mantras indicating Sūrya as the deity, may the deity be mentioned by any one of the several names? Or by the name ‘Sūrya’ only, which occurs in the Injunction of the offering?

The Pārśapakṣa is as follows:—“At the Archetype, the Mantras that were used contained the term ‘Agni’;—these same Mantras are admissible at the Saurja, according to the General Law, and they contained the name ‘Agni’, not ‘Sūrya’;—further, the term ‘Sūrya’ is found in connection with the ‘Charu’, not in connection with ‘Ujjitī’ (‘apāt’, ‘svāhā’ and the like);—hence the Mantras should be modified in accordance with the real state of things,—and it is the object Sun (Sūrya) that should be spoken of in them;—this can be done by any one of the several words denoting the Sūrya (Sun). Hence there can be no restriction as to any one name being used.—It has to be borne in mind that what form the subject-matter of this Adhikaranā are those Archetypal Mantras which contain the term ‘Agni’, not those that do not contain that word.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Similarly in the subsequent proceedings,—i.e. at the Ectype,—because it has that for its Archetype. Just as, at the Archetype, so at the subsequent proceedings of the Ectype also—the Mantras are to be used in obedience to the General Law,—because it has that for its Archetype. At the Archetype, the term ‘Agni’ was used in the sense of the term as used in the injunction,—not in the sense of the object, Fire; so in the case in question also, because it has that for its Archetype, the Mantras that are used should be used in the sense of the terms occurring in the injunction.—The connection too of the term ‘Sūrya’ is not with the ‘Charu’ but with the performance; the sense is that ‘the thing should be dedicated to Sūrya’, and this is connected with the performance; the sense is not that the ‘Charu’ is what is dedicated to Sūrya: because the case-ending used is the Accusative, which is related to the verb.—From all this it follows that at the Ectype also, the Mantras used should contain the term ‘Sūrya’ only.
Adhikarana (17): At the ‘Fire-installation’, ‘Agni’ should be spoken of along with the qualifications.

Sūtra (26).

When the Archetypal deity is spoken of with qualifications, it should be spoken of along with those qualifications.

Bhāṣya.

There is the ‘Fire-installation’, laid down in the text—‘One who knowing thus installs the Fire’. In connection with this, certain ‘Paramāṇa-offerings’ have been laid down in the text—‘One should offer the cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Paramāṇa, to Agni-Pāvaka and to Agni-Shuchi’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the deity Agni be spoken of along with the qualifications (‘Paramāṇa’, ‘purifying’, ‘Pāvaka’, ‘purifier’, ‘Shuchi’, ‘pure’)? Or without the qualifications?—[At the Archetype the Deity mentioned is simply ‘Agni’, without any qualifications.]

The most reasonable view that presents itself (as the Siddhānta) is that the Deity that has been spoken of at the Archetype, without any qualifications, should (at the Ectype) be spoken of as with the mentioned qualifications.

Sūtra (27).

[Pūrvapakṣa view]—“Really there should be no modification; as only thus would there be no disappearance of the object and the word, as in the case of the substance.”

Bhāṣya.

“Verily, there should be no modification;—i.e. Agni should be spoken of without any qualifications.—Why?—Because only thus would there be no disappearance of the object and the word; i.e., in this way, the object (Fire) and the word (‘Agni’) both remain undisturbed; Agni is the same as Paramāṇa, the same as Pāvaka, the same as Shuchi. So that the deity that has to be mentioned, becomes mentioned even without adding the qualifications (‘paramāṇa’, ‘pāvaka’, and ‘shuchi’)—as in the case of the substance; i.e., in the text ‘The barren she-goat is sacred to all deities; desiring prosperity, one should sacrifice it to Vāyu’, the offering is spoken of in connection with the ‘barren she-goat’, and yet in the Ectype, the ‘Mantra’ used contains the simple word ‘Chhāgā’ (‘she-goat’, without the qualification ‘barren’),
on the ground that the object (animal) and the word both remain intact. The same should be done in the case in question.—From all this it follows that the Deity should be spoken of without qualifications.

SŪTRA (28).

[Pūrvapakṣa answered]—The deity should be spoken of as enjoined; because it does not enter into the body of the sacrifice, in its material form; it enters into it only in the verbal form; if it were not mentioned along with the qualifications, then the texts speaking of the qualifications would be meaningless.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the deity should be spoken of as enjoined,—i.e. along with qualifications.—"Why?"—Because the deity does not enter into the body of the sacrifice, in its material form; i.e. the deity does not enter into the material constitution of the sacrifice; it has been already explained that it is not in its material form that the Deity helps the sacrifice. If it had entered into the sacrifice in its material form, then, Pavamāna also would have been denoted by the term ‘agni’, and in that case the qualification (‘pavamāna’) need not have been mentioned.—"In what way" then does the Deity help in the sacrifice?"—The deity enters into the sacrifice in its verbal form; it is the connection between the word denoting the deity and the offering that is directly asserted by the text; that word has to be mentioned with which the offering is connected; and it has to be pointed out that ‘in this manner is this connection brought about’.—If the qualification were not mentioned at all, then the mention of these qualifications in the text would be meaningless. The word is mentioned in the text only with a view to point out how it should be uttered; under the circumstances, if the qualification were not connected,—the mention of the qualification would be absolutely futile.—From all this it follows that the deity should be mentioned along with the qualifications.

SŪTRA (29).

In the case of substances,—inasmuch as they enter into the body of the sacrifice in their material form, there would be no modification in the substance, because of the strength.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that—"as in the case of substances,—in the text ‘The barren she-goat is sacred to all deities,—desiring prosperity, one should sacrifice it to Vāyu’, the original sacrifice having been enjoined with the term ‘barren she-goat’, when the Mantra comes to be used at the
Ectype the word used is simply 'she-goat' (without the qualification of 'barren')."—This has got to be refuted. Our answer to this is as follows—
In the case of substances, it is only right that it should be so, as they enter into the body of the sacrifice; that is, the substance becomes a constituent part of the sacrifice; so that if the substance (animal) is sacrificed—be it barren or not barren,—it is understood to be spoken of by the word 'she-goat'; hence the thing being a means of accomplishing the sacrifice, even when there is no modification (in the way of the mention of qualifications), the denotative force of the sentence is quite explicable; hence in that case, the animal could be mentioned without qualifications, for the purpose of obeying the General Law.—In the case in question, on the other hand, as the Deity enters into the sacrifice in its verbal form, a modification should be made of what comes in under the General Law.
Adhikāraṇa (18): At the ‘Ājyabhāga-offering’, in connection with ‘Fire-installation’, the Deity is to be spoken of without the qualification.

Śūtra (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—‘The term ‘budhanvān’ should be treated like the term ‘pavamāna’, because it denotes a peculiar quality.’

Bhāṣya.

There is the Fire-installation, laid down in the text—‘One who knowing this installs the Fire’; at this rite there are the Pavamāna offerings laid down in the text—‘One should offer the cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Pavamāna, to Agni-Pāvakā, to Agni-Shuchi’;—at this there are the two ‘Ājyabhāga-offerings’, in regard to which we read—‘The Āgnēya should be made budhanvān, and the Saunya should be made Pāvakāvān’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should Agni be mentioned with the qualification (‘budhanvān’) ? Or without the qualification ?

In this connection the point to be considered first is—Does the term ‘budhanvān’ indicate the deity or the Mantra ?—If it indicates the deity, then Agni should be mentioned with the qualification; while if it indicates the Mantra, then Agni should be mentioned without the qualification.

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—‘Agni should be mentioned with the qualification; hence we explain the term (‘budhanvān’) as indicating the deity.—Why ?—Because Mantras appear in the texts in their own form (and are recognisable as such), hence any injunction of them would be superfluous; the Deity however is not so recognisable, and hence the injunction of the deity serves a useful purpose. When it is said that ‘Agni should be made budhanvān’, the ‘Āgnēya can become budhanvān’ only if the Deity has the qualification of being budhanvāt’.—From this it follows that the Deity should be mentioned along with the qualification;—just as in the case of the Pavamāna Īśū, Agni is spoken of as ‘pavamāna’ (see foregoing Adhikāraṇa)—so in the present case also, the specification of the peculiar qualification that we find in the expression ‘agnirbudhanvān’ serves a useful qualification only if the said qualification is mentioned.—From all this we conclude that Agni should be mentioned with the qualification.’
SŪTRA (31).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—INASMUCH AS THE TERM INDICATES A PARTICULAR MANTRA, THERE SHOULD BE NO MODIFICATION IN THE NAME OF THE DEITY.

_Bhāṣya._

It is not right that the Deity should be mentioned with the qualification; it should, as a matter of fact, be mentioned without the qualification. In this connection, they offer the explanation that the term ('budhanvān') indicates a particular _Mantra._—"How?"—In reality, the term clearly indicates the form of a particular _Mantra_; what the sentence 'the Āgniya should be made budhanvān' means is that 'that thing which is related to a particular Āgni should be made budhanvān',—it does not mean that 'Āgni should be made 'budhanvān'.' If Āgni were made 'budhanvān', then Budhanvān-Āgni would be the deity, and in that case we could not have the term 'Āgniya' with the nominal affix', as it would be incomplete (containing only half the name of the deity Budhanvān-Āgni). Nor would it be possible to have the nominal affix to this conjunct name, as Nominal Affixes are not added to terms with qualifications;—nor would it be right to bring in the qualification after the Nominal Affix had come in;—from all this it follows that 'budhanvān' cannot be a qualification of Āgni.—"What then is it that is specified as 'budhanvān'?"—The Āgniya;—its mantra is 'budha', hence it is the Āgniya-sacrifice that is 'budhanvān' (using the mantra 'budha'); this 'budha-mantra' being the following—'Agnim stonēna bodhaya samidhāno amartyam' [where the word 'bodhaya' occurs, and it is this that gives the name 'budha' to the mantra].—Or the mantra itself may be taken to be construed in the sentence 'Āgniya is budhanvān'.

It has been argued that 'the mantra is recognised in its own form and hence does not need to be enjoined'.—The answer to this is as follows:—If that were so, then any mantra that contains the word speaking of Āgni might be recognised as to be used; and hence it is with a view to negative this possibility that the text says 'the budhanvān should be used'—i.e. the mantra 'Agnim stonēna bodhaya'. Such being the case, the term ('budhanvān') is not a qualification of the deity; and hence the deity should be mentioned without the qualification; this would also be in keeping with the General Law [as at the archetype, the deity is spoken of without qualifications].
ADHIKARANA (19): (a) In the 'cow-sacrifice', the cow
should be spoken of by means of the term 'Usrā', which
is contained in the Injunction—(b) In the 'Prśadāyya
homa', the tree should be spoken of by means of
the term 'Vanaspati', which is contained
in the Injunction.

SŪTRA (32).

[PŪRVAPAḴṢA]—"INASMUCH AS AT THE ARCHETYPE, THERE IS
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INJUNCTION AND THE MANTRA,
THERE SHOULD BE DIFFERENCE AT THE ECTYPE ALSO;
AS THIS HAS THAT FOR ITS ARCHETYPE."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice; in connection with which we read—
(A) 'The Cow should be sacrificed, and the Goat, dedicated to Agni-Soma'.
—Of the Cow, 'go', there are several names—'usrā', 'usriyā', 'ahi', 'mahi',
'aditi', 'īlā'. Hence there arises the following question—In the mantras
at the cow-sacrifice, is the cow to be mentioned by any one of these several
terms? Or must it be mentioned by that term alone which has appeared
in the Injunction?—(B) Similarly we read 'With Prśadāyya one sacrifices
to Vanaspati'; of the Vanaspati, 'tree', there are several names—'vṛkṣa'
'pāḍapa', 'druma', 'naga'; hence there arises the question—In the mantras
at the Vanaspati-sacrifice, is the tree to be mentioned by any one of the
several terms? Or must it be mentioned only by that term which appears
in the Injunction?

The Pūrvapāḵṣa is as follows:—(A) "The Cow may be spoken of by
any one of the several terms.—Why?—Because at the Archetype there is
difference between the Injunction and the Mantra;—as a matter of fact, we
find a difference in the terms used in the Injunction and in the Mantra: For
instance, the Injunction is in the form—'Yo dūṣṇito yadganiṣomīyatam pashu-
mālabhēta' (where the word used for the animal is 'pashu'),—while the
Mantra used is in the form—'Chhāgaśya varāyā mēdasa'nubrūhi' (where
the term used for the animal is 'Chhāga').—In the case in question also
(i.e. of the Cow-sacrifice, which is an Ectype of the Agniṣomīya) what has
appeared at the Archetype is rendered admissible by the General Law;—
and at the Archetype what has appeared is a difference in the terms used
in the Injunction and in the Mantra;—strictly in accordance with the
General Law, then, the term to be used at the Ectype also should be
'chhāga' (as at the Archetype);—but it is impossible to apply that term
to the Cow;—it is quite possible, however, to admit the general principle that
there may be difference between the term used in the Injunction and that
used in the Mantra;—hence we conclude that in the case of the Cow-sacrifice, the Cow may be spoken of in the Mantras by any one of the synonyms, ‘usṛā’ and the rest.—(B) Similarly (in regard to the Vanaspati-sacrifice), we find that at (the Śvīśakṛtya-sacrifice, which is) the Archetype, the Injunction is ‘Agnim svīśakṛtam yajati’ (where the Deity is spoken of by the conjunct term ‘Agni-Śvīśakṛty’);—while the Mantra reads as—‘Prūhi dēvamushato javiṣṭha . . . . yē daiveṣa tviṣṭetdhāraṇē tēm hōṭṟrānmasya yajīṣṭha’ (where the Deity is spoken of by the simple term ‘agni’); so that a difference has been made between the Injunction and the Mantra;—the Vanaspati-sacrifice is an Ectype of the Śvīśakṛtya-sacrifice, as is going to be explained under the Saṅkaraṣa;—hence (according to the General Law) at the Vanaspati-sacrifice, there should be a difference between the Injunction and the Mantra. From this we conclude that Tree may be spoken of by any one of the several names of the Tree;—because it has the Śvīśakṛtya-sacrifice for its Archetype.”

SŪTRA (33).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, THE TERM USED SHOULD BE THE ONE USED BEFORE; BECAUSE THERE CAN BE NO TRANSFERRED INJUNCTION OF ANYTHING DIFFERENT.

Bhāṣya.

The thing must be mentioned by the same term that has been used before;—i.e. the Cow should be spoken of by the term ‘usṛā’; as it is this term that has been used in the Injunction—‘Uṣrāyai vapāyai mēdaso’-nubṛhi’.

Says the Opponent—“This is only a Mantra-text; there is no such declaration as that ‘the Cow should be spoken of by the term usṛā’; on the other hand, the General Law is a declaration to the effect that ‘the animal should be spoken by a term different from that used in the Injunction’.”

Answer—It is not so; because the General Law does not declare the admissibility of the said difference; there is no General Law to the effect that ‘whatever is there at the Archetype should be there at the Ectype also’; what the General Law does is to indicate the admissibility, at the Ectype, of that which has been declared by the Injunctive Word as to be done at the Archetype, and which does not come in there by implication. It is nowhere declared that ‘at the Archetype there should be difference between the Injunction and the Mantra’;—what happens is that it is laid down that the Mantra used should be ‘Chhāgasya vapāyai mēdasonubṛhi’, and the difference (between the term ‘chhāga’ used here and the term ‘pashu’ as in the Injunction) comes in by mere implication. Thus, the use of the term ‘chhāga’ is laid down by Direct Assertion, while the difference between the Injunction and the Mantra comes through indirect indication;—and whenever there is a doubt as between Direct Assertion and Indirect Indication, the former is more acceptable than the latter.—(A) From all this we conclude that the Cow should be spoken of, not by any one of the
several synonyms, but by the term 'usrā' alone, on the strength of the Mantra-text.—(B) Similarly in connection with the Prṣadāyja, the Deity should be spoken of by that same term which has been used in the Injunction as mentioning the Deity. Nowhere has it been laid down that 'there should be a difference made between the Injunction and the Mantra';—hence the Tree should be spoken of by the term 'Vanaspati' only.
ADHIKARANÇA (20):  'At the 'Avabhrtha', Agni and Varuṇa should be spoken of along with the qualifying term 'sviṣṭakṛt'.

SŪTRA (34).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The deity 'sviṣṭakṛt' being different, that term should be excluded from the name of the deity."

Bhāsyā.

There is the Avabhrtha-sacrifice, laid down in the sentence—'They perform the Avabhrtha by offering the cake baked on one pan to Varuṇa'; in connection with this, it is laid down—'Offers the sacrifice to Agni-Varuṇa sviṣṭakṛt'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—In the Mantra, is the term used for the Deity to be accompanied by the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'? Or to be not accompanied by the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'?—The point to be considered is this:—Is 'sviṣṭakṛt' a conventional term (having its denotation independent of its etymology)? Or, it is not conventional, but figurative, having its denotation determined by its etymology, as 'sviṣṭam kṛtavan', 'one who has done good'?—If it is conventional, the Deity should be spoken of without the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'; if it is etymological, then it is to be spoken of with that term 'sviṣṭakṛt'.

The Purvapakṣa is as follows:—"The term is conventional, not etymological. Why?—Because till the time of the sacrifice the Deity has not done any good, and yet it is at the time of the sacrifice that it is called 'sviṣṭakṛt', as declared in the text 'Offers the sacrifice to Sviṣṭakṛt'.—Neither the accent nor any embellishment becomes affected by any partial qualification. In fact it is Agni itself that is spoken of as 'sviṣṭakṛt'; as between the two, Agni and Varuṇa, it is Agni that has done good. Thus then, when the word is purely conventional, the Deity should be mentioned without the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'.—Why?—Because the term (conventionally, not etymologically) denotes Agni, and not Agni-Varuṇa; and hence at the Ectype, as the Deity is not Agni (but Agni-Varuṇa), the term 'sviṣṭakṛt' must be excluded from the name of the Deity.—From all this it follows that the Deity should be spoken of without the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'.''

SŪTRA (35).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, the term should be present; because the meaning is applicable, and the name is based upon action.

Bhāsyā.

It is not right that the Deity should be spoken of without the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'; in fact, the Deity should be spoken of with the term 'sviṣṭakṛt';
with this view we offer the following explanation: The name is secondary, etymological;—one is called 'sviṣṭakṛt' on account of his having done good (sviṣṭakaranaḥ); and when a meaning is actually understood from a term, it cannot be right to deny its denotation by it; in fact, from the constituent factors of the term 'sviṣṭakṛt' it is clear that its application is based upon the performance of some act. Then again, the term as a whole is never used in the sense of Fire (Agni), it is not recognised, in ordinary parlance, as being denotative of Fire;—hence it cannot be regarded as a conventional term.—Such being the case, the Deity should be spoken of along with the term 'sviṣṭakṛt';—specially because the meaning is applicable; i.e. the deities 'Agni-Varuṇa' have been spoken of in the sense of 'Agni', in the sentence 'Agni-varūṇau sviṣṭakṛtau yañjati'; and on account of the presence of the action (signified by the term 'sviṣṭakṛt') this term 'sviṣṭakṛt' is capable of signifying Agni-Varuṇa.—From all this it follows that the Deity should be spoken of along with the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'.

It has been argued that—"the term means 'one who has done good', while Agni has not actually done any good at the time of the sacrifice."

Our answer to this is that under our view, it is only the past character of the act that would be wanting; while under your view, the past character as well as what is signified by the verbal root and its prefix would all be wanting. Further, Agni may be regarded as having already done good, in view of what has been done at previous sacrifices (at all of which Agni has been helpful).
ADHIKARANA (21): In connection with the ‘Agniśomīya-animal-sacrifice’, throughout the performances, Agni should be spoken of by the term ‘agni’ without any qualifications.

SUTRA (36).

[PRVAPAKSHA]—“When of an object with qualifications, the qualification is dropped, it should be spoken of in the Mantras as before.”

Bhāṣya.

At the Soma-sacrifice, there is the Agniśomīya-animal-sacrifice, as laid down in the text—‘Agniśomīyaśya vapaḍā pracharyāgniśomīyam pāshu-purodāshamanunircapati’; in connection with the Svistakṛt-offering at this sacrifice, the qualifying term (’svistakṛt’) is dropped, and the injunction reads simply as ‘Agniṃ yajati’ (‘sacrifices to Agni’).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is it at the Svistakṛt-sacrifice alone that the qualifying term is to be dropped, and in the other Mantras it is to be used as at the Archetype (i.e. along with the qualifying term ‘svistakṛt’)?—Or is the qualifying term to be omitted throughout the animal-sacrifice?

The Prvapakṣa is as follows:—“When we find that, of Agni, who has the qualification of being ‘svistakṛt’, this qualification has been dropped,—we assert that there should be omission of the qualifying term only at that action in connection with which it has been dropped in the texts; that is, as a matter of fact, it is only in connection with the sacrifice (svistakṛt) that the text says ‘Agniṃ yajati’ (omitting the qualifying term ‘svistakṛt’); so that the omission of the qualifying term being found in connection with that sacrifice,—if it were to be omitted in all the Mantras, then something would be done for which there is no authority in the scriptures; and there is as much wrong involved in doing what has not been laid down in the scriptures as there is in omitting to do what is laid down in them.—Hence we conclude that there should be omission of the qualifying term only at the one sacrifice, not in all the Mantra-texts.”

SUTRA (37).

[SIDDHANTA]—In reality, it should be throughout; as the whole forms one act.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it should be throughout; i.e. in the Mantras, whenever Agni happens to be spoken of along with the term ‘svistakṛt’, this qualifying
term should be omitted.—Why?—Because the whole forms one act; the qualifying term cannot be omitted at the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice only, but throughout the entire sacrificial performance.—How so?—The text 'Agnim yajati' speaks of the performance; which means that the qualifying term should be omitted at the performance of the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice; and as a matter of fact, all those other Mantras which contain the term 'śvīṣṭakṛt' may be regarded as so many 'Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifices'. Hence there should be omission of the qualifying term throughout the performance.
ADHIKARANA (22): At the 'Anuyājas', the 'Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice' is an 'act of Embellishment'.

SŪTRA (38).

AT THE 'ANUYĀJA', THE ŚVĪṢṬAKṚṬ SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN INTEGRAL FACTOR, BECAUSE IT IS CONNECTED WITH THE PURPOSE SERVED BY USEFUL ACCESSORY DETAILS.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices;—at these, is performed the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice, laid down in the text—'At the Anuyājas, one sacrifices to Agni-Śvīṣṭakṛt'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice help the Anuyājas directly? Or is it only an 'embellishment' (helping indirectly)?

The Pārvapakṣa is as follows:—"It helps the Anuyājas directly.—Why?—It is a well-known fact that the function of actions is to help things directly; as it is only thus that the well-established entity serves the purpose of something still to be accomplished;—and the injunction also of the sacrifice in question is by Direct Assertion. Under the other view, something yet to be accomplished would serve the purpose of a well-established entity (which is absurd), and the injunction would be through Syntactical Connection.—From this we conclude that the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice helps the Anuyājas directly."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta—The Śvīṣṭakṛt should be regarded as an integral factor, not something external.—"What is the meaning of 'āvāpika' (integral)?"—The space between the Ājyabhāga and Śvīṣṭakṛt is 'āvāpa', and that which comes in during that interval is 'āvāpika'; in contrast to 'āvāpika' is 'tāṇtrika', which latter name applies to the Anuyāja. That which is the Deity of the Śvīṣṭakṛt, that same is the principal Deity, and that also is the integral factor; it is for this reason that the Śvīṣṭakṛt has been called 'āvāpika', 'integral'.—Such being the case, the sacrifice must be an act of embellishment; thus alone does it become useful, helping the Agni which serves a useful purpose.—Then again, subsidiaries are of two kinds—āradupakāraka, External, those that help from a distance [i.e. from outside, and are exterior to, not the integral part of, the main sacrifice], and sāmahāyika, Internal, those that form integral parts of the sacrifice; and the Internal subsidiaries are more important than the External ones; because in their case the injunction is direct, while in that of the other, the Syntactical Connection would have to be with a sentence not before the eyes (remote).—Hence we conclude that the Śvīṣṭakṛt-sacrifice is an act of embellishment.
ADHIKARANA (23): At the 'Darsha-Purṇamāsa', the 'Yājya' and 'Puronuvākyā' are acts of Embellishment.

SŪTRA (39).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The action spoken of as 'anvāha' ('recites') must be regarded as a 'principal act',—like the reciting of the 'Shastra';—because there is a distinct injunction."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purṇamāsa, we read—'Recites the Yājya; recites the Puronuvākyā.'

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this reciting of the Yājya and Puronuvākyā a 'principal act'? Or 'an act of embellishment'? The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"The action spoken of as 'recites' must be regarded as a principal act.—Why?—Because there is a distinct injunction. If it were an act of embellishment, then, inasmuch as from the very form of the verses (known as 'Yājya' and 'Puronuvākyā') it would be clear that they are to be recited, the addition of the word 'recites' would be superfluous. On the other hand, if the reciting is a principal act, then it is necessary to add the word 'recites'; as otherwise, it would not be understood that it is an act that should be done; hence, inasmuch as the idea that it should be done is obtained from Direct Assertion, it must be regarded as a Principal Act;—like the reciting of the 'Shastra'; just as the reciting of the Shastra and Stotra hymns, being laid down by means of the words 'shanimadi' and 'stutis' respectively, has been regarded as a principal act,—so should the act in question also be regarded."

SŪTRA (40).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it is an act of embellishment, because the enjoined word is for the purpose of being recited.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the reciting in question should be regarded as an act of embellishment (of the Deity).—"Why?"—Because the word that enjoins the act is for the purpose of being recited; that being the visible purpose served by it; and so long as that is there, there can be no reason for assuming an invisible (transcendental) result.—Hence the reciting must be an act of embellishment.
It has been argued that "the term 'recites' would be meaningless".—This has got to be refuted.

SŪTRA (41).

It would be quite explicable, as serving the purpose of adding other accessory details.

Bhāṣya.

The expression 'anvāha' ('recites') would be quite explicable,—justifiable;—how?—as serving the purpose of adding other accessory details;—such as—'He recites the Yājñā standing, he recites the Puronuvākyā sitting'; for the purpose of adding these details of standing and sitting, it is only right that the 'reciting' should be reiterated.

From all this it follows that the reciting of the Yājñā and of the Puronuvākyā are acts of embellishment.
ADHIKARANA (24): In the 'Manotā', there is to be no 'Ūha' (Modification).

SŪTRA (42).

IN THE 'MANOTĀ', THERE SHOULD BE NO MODIFICATION, BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION.

Bhāsya.

There is the offering of the animal dedicated to Vāyu, laid down in the text—'Desiring prosperity one should kill the white animal dedicated to Vāyu'.—At the Agniṣomiya-animal-sacrifice, which is the Archetype of all animal-sacrifices, there is used the Manotā-mantra—'Team hyagnē prathamo manotā asyādhiyo abhavodasma hotā' (Taitti. Brā. 3. 6. 10); this Mantra is indicated by the General Law as to be used at the ectypal animal-sacrifice to Vāyu.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Manotā-mantra to be modified in accordance with the Deity (e.g. 'agnē' being changed into 'vāyo')? Or should it be used in its original form, without any modification?

The answer is as follows:—So far as the Archetype is concerned, the question that has been raised is not reasonable; at the Archetype Agni-Soma are the Deity;—the Mantra also is 'agnēya' ('recited to Agni', inasmuch as it is addressed to Agni and contains the term 'agni'); and as it does not speak of anything that forms the constituent part of the sacrifice, it must be used in its unmodified form; [so that the raising of the question has no justification].

Says the Pārvaṇa, in answer to the above—'It is true that Agni; Soma are the Deity at the Archetype; but they are Agni and Soma; so that Agni alone is not the Deity there; nor is it true that Agni does not form a constituent part of the sacrifice; in fact, that Deity is recognised here which is indicated by the conception of Agni.—Now in the case in question, it is Vāyu that is mentioned as serving the purposes of the 'Deity'; and being mentioned as serving the purposes of the Deity, it also serves that purpose of Agni which consists in bringing about the conception of the Deity; hence, as serving the purpose of Agni, it must take in all the characteristic accessories of Agni, in accordance with Sūtra 10. 3. 35.—From all this it follows that the Manotā-mantra should be used (at the Vāyu-sacrifice) with such modifications as may be called for by the particular Deity concerned.'

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—In the case of the Manotā-mantra, there should be no modification, because of the declaration.
There is the declaration to the effect that 'even when the animal has been dedicated to another Deity, the Manotā-mantra used must be that related to Agni'. And what is there that cannot be done by a declaration? There is nothing too much for a declaration.—From all this we conclude that the Manotā-mantra should be used without modification.
ADHİKARANA (25): The ‘Kaṇvarathantarā’-Sāman should be sung over its own basic verse.

SŪTRA (43).

[PUṆṆAVAPAKṢA]—"THE SĀMAN OTHER THAN RATHANTARA WHICH IS SPOKEN OF IN CONNECTION WITH THE PṚṢṬHA SHOULD BE SUNG OVER THE BASIC VERSE OF THE RATHANTARA, BECAUSE IT IS PRECEDED BY THAT AND BECAUSE THE VERSES HAVE BEEN DIFFERENTIATED."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vaiśhyastoma sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Vaiśhyo vaishyastomēna yajēta’ [‘The Vaiśhya should perform the Vaiśhyastoma sacrifice’];—in connection with that sacrifice, we read—‘The Kaṇvarathantarā is the Pṛṣṭha (Sāman)’.—It has been settled under 9. 2. 48, that the ‘Kaṇvarathantarā’ is a modification of the two Sāmans (Bṛhat and Rathantarā).

In regard to this, there arises the question—May the ‘Kaṇvarathantarā’ be sung (a) over the basic verse of either the Bṛhat or the Rathantarā, without any restriction? Or (b) over the basic verse of the Rathantarā only? Or (c) over its own basic verse?

The Pūrvapakṣa (a) is that—‘The General Law does not indicate any restriction; the matter becomes simplified also if there is no restriction, as that expedites the performance.’

In answer to this, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa (b):—‘The Sāman other than Rathantarā—i.e. Kaṇvarathantarā,—which is spoken of in connection with the Pṛṣṭha—should be sung over the basic verse of the Rathantarā;—because the Vaiśhyastoma is preceded by (and has for its Archetype) the Jyotiṣṭoma, and at the Jyotiṣṭoma, the Sāman has been sung over the basic verse of the Rathantarā.—But at the Jyotiṣṭoma, the Sāman has been sung over the basic verse of the Bṛhat also’.—Not so; because the verses have been discriminated; i.e. it is found that there is a discrimination among the verses, such as the basic verse of the Rathantarā is adopted and so forth.

Further, the term ‘rathantarā’ is found to be used in the sense of Kaṇvarathantarā; from which it follows that the Kaṇvarathantarā is only a particular form of the Rathantarā. The Kaṇvarathantarā might be taken as something different from the Rathantarā, if it did not have the characteristics of this latter;—but when it does have these characteristics, it would be like the ‘Sacrificial Post’; just as in the case of the sentence ‘the Sacrificial Post is of Udumbara wood’, it is found that the Udumbara-wood has not been mentioned in connection with the Archetype, and yet the adjective ‘made of Udumbara wood’ has been regarded as explicable on the basis of the presence of certain characteristics;—so also in the case in question, the
name 'rathantara' may be applied to the Kanvarathantara on the basis of the presence in the latter of certain characteristics of the former."

SŪTRA (44).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE SUNG OVER ITS OWN BASIC VERSE; BECAUSE IT IS THE NAME APPLICABLE TO ALL.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Kanvarathantara should be sung over the basic verse of the Rathantara; it should, in fact, be sung over its own basic verse.—"Why?"—Because it is the name applicable to all;—i.e. the term 'rathantara' denotes the Sāman marked by all qualifications; while the name 'Kanvarathantara' is applied to all those Sāmans only that are equipped with a particular prastāva, udgītha, pratihāra, upadrava and nidhāna, and accompanied by a particular Stobha, Svara, Kāla and Abhyāsa; consequently, the basic verse also must be a characteristic mark.—Then again, if the Kanvarathantara were treated as Rathantara, it would mean the assumed application of the name 'Rathantara' to the Kanvarathantara, which is something entirely different.—From all this it follows that the Kanvarathantara should be sung over its own basic verse.

SŪTRA (45).

"IT MAY BE AS IN THE CASE OF THE SACRIFICIAL POST",—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If you hold the view that—"the Sāman in question should be sung over the basic verse of the Rathantara itself,—as it is only thus that the presence (in the name 'Kanvarathantara') of the name 'Rathantara' could be justified; because this could be explained only on the basis of the presence of the characteristics of the Rathantara,—just as in the case of the 'Sacrificial Post' (vide under Sū. 43)",—then the answer is as follows:—

SŪTRA (46).

THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE IT IS DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF FUNCTIONS.

Bhāṣya.

What has been suggested cannot be right; because it is due to the presence of functions that a piece of wood comes to be called the 'Sacrificial Post'; there is no tree in the world that is called 'Yūpa' ('Sacrificial Post'); that piece of wood is called 'Sacrificial Post' which has undergone certain embellishments; hence the name, as found in the sentence 'the Sacrificial
Post is made of Udumbara wood', is one based upon certain embellishments. In the case in question however, the term 'Kanvarathantara' as marked by certain well-defined characteristics is a name well known in the world; it is so called, not in the sense of being the 'Rathantara of the Kanvas'; because if the term were taken as laying down the connection of the Sāman either with the character of Rathantara or with Kanva, there would be a Syntactical Split.—Hence we conclude that the term 'kanvarathantara' is a conventional whole (and is not to be treated etymologically); and therefore the Sāman of that name has to be sung over its own basic verse (not over that of the Rathantara).
Adhikarana (26): The ‘Kanvarathanara’ is to be sung over the two ‘Uttarā’ verses of its own basic verse.

Sūtra (47).

[Pravapakṣa]—“In view of the nature of what is to be done, the singing over the ‘Uttarā’ verses should be as at the archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Kanvarathanara again, there arises the following question—When it is said that ‘it should be sung over the Uttarā verses’, is the singing to be done over the ‘Uttarā’ verses of the basic verse of the Rathantara? Or over the ‘Uttarā’ verses of the basic verse of the Brhat? Or over the ‘Uttarā’ verses of the basic verse of the Kanvarathanara itself?

The Pravapakṣa view is as follows:—“It should be sung over the ‘Uttāra’ verses of the basic verses of either the Brhat or the Rathantara.—Why?—Because only thus does the General Law become obeyed. In this case there will be no room for the objection that ‘the Kanvarathanara has its own particular basic verse’; because when what is to be done appertains to the Uttarā verses, the basic verse (of the Kanvarathanara) has to be abandoned in any case; hence it is only right that the indications of the Context should be followed (and the singing done as suggested above).”

Sūtra (48).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be sung over verses connected with the same deity; as the ‘Verse-triad’ cannot be separated.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Kanvarathanara should be sung over the Uttarā verses of the basic verse of either the Rathantara or the Brhat;—in fact, it should be sung over those of its own basic verse.—“Why?”—Because of the term ‘verse-triad’; it has been already explained that the term ‘verse-triad’ is applied, without reservation, to a set of verses in the same metre and related to the same deity;—hence this Direct Assertion sets aside the General Law; so that the Kanvarathanara should be sung over the Uttarā verses of its own basic verse.
ADHIKARANA (27): At the ‘Agniṣṭut sacrifice’, the ‘Stotra’ and ‘Shastra’ hymns are not modified.

SŪTRA (49).

The Cups being related to another deity,—the ‘Stotra’ and the ‘Shastra’ should not be modified; because they are acts.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ekaḥa sacrifice, Agniṣṭut, in connection with which we read—‘Āgneyā grahā bhavanti’ (‘Cups are dedicated to Agni’).

In regard to this, there arises the question—When the Archetypal Stotra and Shastra hymns come to be used at this Agniṣṭut, are the names of the deities occurring therein to be modified in accordance with the deities of the Agniṣṭut itself? Or are the original names to remain unmodified?

In order to preclude all idea of modification in the case, the Sūtra says—

The Cups being related to another deity, the ‘Stotra’ and the ‘Shastra’ should not be modified, because they are acts,—i.e. principal acts.

Question: “Who is the person who could entertain the notion of there being a modification, whose notion the Sūtra should have sought to set aside?”

It is that person of dull intelligence who may think that by modification, the mention of the relevant deity would be secured. Teaching imparted to persons of dull intelligence also is sometimes fruitful. Further, in comparison with some one or the other, all persons may be ‘of dull intelligence’.

If this does not satisfy (the questioner), we offer another explanation. There is an Adhikarana that has gone before in Adhyāya II (Pāda ii, Sūtras 13–29) which has established the fact that the Stotra and other hymns are ‘principal acts’;—it is the useful purpose served by that Adhikarana that is explained by the present Sūtra—The Cups being related, etc. etc. This being the reply to the question—“if the Stotra and Shastra are (subsidiary) acts of embellishment, what is the purpose of the Adhikarana?”—the sense of the answer is that in that case, at the Agniṣṭut sacrifice there would be modification in accordance with the name of the relevant deity;—while if they are ‘principal acts’, then—the Cups being related to another deity, the ‘Stotra’ and the ‘Shastra’ should not be modified, because they are (principal) acts.
ADHIKARANA (28): At the ‘Chāturmāśya’ sacrifices, the invocation is to be done without modifying the term ‘ājya’.

SŪTRA (50).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"In the case of ‘Prṣadājya’, as there is drinking of both, there should be mention of ‘Curd’; because in the Mantras there is mention of what is to be drunk."

Bhāṣya.

There are the Chāturmāśya sacrifices laid down in the text—‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Chāturmāśya sacrifices’; at these the Anuyājas are offered, in connection with which it is declared—‘Offers the Anuyāja sacrifices with Prṣadājya (Mixed Clarified Butter,—Clarified Butter mixed with Curdled Milk)’;—at the Archetype there is an invocation with the Mantra ‘Dēvān ājyapān āvaha’ (‘Invite the Deities who drink Clarified Butter’);—this same invocation is indicated by the General Law as to be done at the sacrifices in question.

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Ectype (the Chāturmāśya) is the invocation to be done without modifying the Mantra in any way? Or should there be modification?—If there is to be modification, should the word ‘ājyapān’ be changed into ‘ājyapān dadhipān’ (‘drinkers of Clarified Butter, drinkers of Curd’)—or into ‘dadhipān’ (‘drinkers of Curd’)—or into ‘prṣadājyapān’ (‘drinkers of Prṣadājya, mixed Clarified Butter’)?

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows:—"There should be mention of the Curd, also—i.e. of the Curd and also of the Clarified Butter. Why?—Because there is drinking of both; i.e. both the substances are offered to the deity, and the Mantra says that what is offered is drunk; and what is to be drunk has been mentioned, at the Archetype, by the word ‘ājyapān’ (in the invoking Mantra)—in the case in question, in place of ‘Clarified Butter’, we find laid down ‘Curd and Clarified Butter’, in the text—‘Then he takes up the Prṣadājya, which consists of both, Clarified Butter and Curd’,—it is the couple that, on pairing, becomes productive,—it is this couple therefore that becomes productive’; where we find Curd mentioned on the same footing as Clarified Butter. Hence both, the Curd as well as Clarified Butter should be mentioned in the invoking Mantra."
SŪTRA (51).

[Pūrva-paṅka (A) refuted]—In fact, that cannot be; because it is for the sake of another, like the 'Master of the sacrifice.'

Bhāṣya.

It should not be, as suggested above, that Curd should be mentioned—Why?—Because it is for the sake of another; the substance to be drunk is for the purpose of another; i.e. the substance is mentioned as indicating the drinkers; under the circumstances, if the drinkers have been indicated by the mention of the Clarified Butter, the purpose is duly served, and there is no need of indicating them further by the mention of the Curd.—As in the case of the 'master of the sacrifice'; in the text 'Imam yajñamavānyēva yajñapati vardhān', the term 'yajñapati' ('master of the sacrifice') has been used for the purpose of those men who offer libations, and it is not mentioned for its own sake, and hence is always used in its unmodified form (in the singular), and no regard is paid to all the many sacrificers that may be there (in any particular case). Similarly in the case in question, the substance to be drunk is mentioned for the sake of indicating the drinker, and not for its own sake; and hence, inasmuch as the drinkers would be duly indicated by any one of the substances, there would be no need for making a mention of any other.

SŪTRA (52).

[Says the Pūrva-paṅka (A)]—"But there must be mention of it, because the invocation is for that purpose."

Bhāṣya.

"There should be mention of the Curd; and it could not be like the 'master of the sacrifice.' The term 'master of the sacrifice' is not used for its own sake, it is used for eulogising the Īḍā-cake;—the invocation in question, on the other hand, is to serve as a reminder; and it is necessary to remember the drinker as well as the substance drunk. Hence with a view to obeying the General Law, the other substance to be drunk should also be mentioned."

SŪTRA (53).

[Pūrva-paṅka (A)'s argument answered]—In fact, it is not so; because there is a term denoting an Embellishment.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the Curd should not be mentioned; there is a term denoting an embellishment—of the Clarified Butter—in the text 'Prśadāīya-anuvājān yajati',—where 'prśadāīya' means mixed ājya; and the Clarified
Butter becomes 'mixed' when it undergoes an embellishment in the process of mixing;—and this mixed character is clearly brought about in it by the Curd.—Hence it is clear that the Curd is meant to serve the totally different purpose of bringing about the mixed character, and not for being drunk; consequently it should not be mentioned.

SŪTRA (54).

[The Pārvapāksin argues again]—"There should be mention of it; because the word signifies a substance."

Bhāṣya.

"There should be mention of the Curd: the Curd is as much a substance as the Clarified Butter;—we have already explained that it is the principal factor that is enjoined in the text—'Then he takes up the Pṛṣadājya, etc. etc.' (See under Śū. 50, above),—where the Curd as well as the Clarified Butter have been enjoined; the sense being that 'the sacrifice is to be offered with Curd and with Clarified Butter'; in fact, the term 'pṛṣadājya' does not denote any different substance [it denotes only Curd and Clarified Butter];—hence it follows that the Curd must be mentioned."

SŪTRA (55).

[Siddhānta]—As the Curd is the subordinate factor, the Mantras should speak of 'drinker of clarified butter' (only); the subordinate character of the Curd being due to the fact that the text speaks of the Clarified Butter as the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that the Curd stands on the same footing as the Clarified Butter, as regards predominance. Because, in the Taking up, it may be equal to the Clarified Butter, but not in the offering (at the sacrifice); the offering has been laid down as to be done with Clarified Butter, which is mixed;—thus, inasmuch as the Text speaks of the Clarified Butter as the predominant factor, the Curd should be a subordinate factor, in connection with the offering. It is not necessary that what has been asserted in connection with Taking up should become asserted in connection with offering. In fact, in connection with the offering, the Clarified Butter is indicated by Direct Assertion, as the instrument,—while the Curd would be so indicated only by Syntactical Connection.—"Why then should the Curd be taken up at all?"—It is taken up so that when the Curd is taken up, the mixed character of the Clarified Butter becomes apparent.

From all this it follows that the Mantras should speak of 'ājyaapāh' ('drinkers of Clarified Butter') alone, and there should be no mention of the Curd.
SŪTRA (56).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"Verily the Curd must be mentioned, it being the predominant factor; specially because the Clarified Butter is connected with the first and last operations."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right that the Mantras should speak of 'drinkers of Clarified Butter' and there should be no mention of the Curd. As a matter of fact, the term to be used in the Mantra should be 'daśhipān' ('drinkers of Curd'); as it is the Curd that is the predominant factor here.—Why?—Because the Clarified Butter is connected with the first and last operations; i.e. the 'first' operation is spreading and the 'last' is Pouring out; as described in the following text—'Yadi cha sattre yajēṣṭa dvirupastṛṇyāt, sakṛdabhipāraṇyāt, etc. etc.' ['If one is performing the Satra he should spread twice and pour out once, etc.']; and again 'Yadi prāryes yajēṣṭa, etc.' ['If one performs the sacrifice during the rains, he should spread once, and pour out twice'].—This spreading is done for the purpose of keeping something else upon it, and hence for the sake of that something else. This is what is expressed by the term 'upastṛṇyāt' ('spreads') and not the mere holding; because as a matter of fact, the term 'upasṛṇyāt' is used when one thing is rendered fit for being the substratum of some other thing. Similarly the pouring out that the term 'abhīghārayati' ('pours out') expresses is not the mere holding; what it is understood to mean is that the pouring out is done in the presence of (in regard to) some other thing,—in order to secure the connection of that thing with the Clarified Butter (that is poured out).—By reason of these two operations—of spreading and pouring out (with which the Clarified Butter is connected), it follows that the Curd is the predominant factor, and the Clarified Butter also is subordinate to it.—From this it follows that it is the Curd alone that should be mentioned, not the Clarified Butter."

SŪTRA (57).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—In fact, inasmuch as the Clarified Butter is the predominant factor, the mention would be for the sake of qualification, and the term could be taken, figuratively, as indicating embellishment.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it is not right that the Curd is the predominant factor and hence it should be mentioned; as a matter of fact, it is the Clarified Butter that is the predominant factor; as it is the Clarified Butter that serves a useful purpose through its connection with the 'sacrifice', as laid down in the text 'One offers the Amṛyaja sacrifices with mixed Clarified Butter'. 
—When it is spread out, two things are accomplished—(1) it becomes carved out (for being offered), and (2) the Curd also becomes spread out; under the circumstances what the word expresses is that, when the embellishment comes to the Curd it is the embellishment of the container for purposes of the contained, and there is no need for the embellished curd itself. As for the 'mixed' character of the Clarified Butter, it is clearly perceived when it is brought about (by the mixing of the Curd), and it is this mixed character that is needed; as the Clarified Butter laid down in the text is found to be qualified by the qualifying term 'prṣat' ('mixed').—In the sacrifice itself, the Curd, which is indicated by Syntactical Connection, cannot be regarded as the instrument, so long as it is faced by the Clarified Butter which is directly asserted by the text. Hence the spreading out must be taken as being for the purpose of the holding of the Clarified Butter; and then inevitably the Curd also would be held; so that the relation of the container and contained being thus implied, it becomes like spreading (as if it were spreading); and thus it is in this figurative (indirect, secondary) sense that the term 'spreads' has been used.—Similarly with the term 'pours out' also.—Thus then the terms 'once' and 'twice' being found to be used for the purposes of qualification, the term 'spreads' or 'pours out' is to be taken figuratively as signifying embellishment. So also with the words 'opārdhiva pashūn pratisthāpayati', 'Vṛṣṭyaveca pashūnabhijiharti' [which are found at the end of the two texts quoted—(1) 'Yadi sutrē yajēṣa, etc.', and (2) 'Yadi prārṣeṣa yajēṣa, etc.'].

From all this we conclude that the Mantras should contain the term 'ājyopah' ('drinkers of Clarified Butter').

SŪTRA (58).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"In fact, as there is change in the name, the indication should be by that."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'api vā' implies the rejection of the views set forth above.

"As a matter of fact, the Mantras should not contain the term 'ājyopah' ('drinkers of Clarified Butter'), the term used should be 'prṣadājyopān' ('drinkers of mixed Clarified Butter').—Why?—Because the change is made in the name only. As a matter of fact, there is mixing of Clarified Butter and Curd; and the particular name 'prṣadājyā' applies to that substance which is equipped with the quality produced by the said mixing. —Just as there is in the case of such names as 'rāgah' (Musical Melody) 'Khādaavah' (Sugar-Candy) and 'Surā' (Wine).—In all these cases we find a term applied figuratively (to a mixture); and the relation of expressed and expresser also is understood to be based upon the same figurative application. It is by means of this mixture (named 'prṣadājya') that the sacrifice is declared as to be accomplished—in the text 'Prṣadājyænānuyajājan yajati'.—From all this it follows that the word used should be 'prṣadājyopān'."
SŪTRA (59).

[Refutation of Pūreṇapakṣa (C)]—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THE TEXT LAYS DOWN A QUALITY.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be that the term ‘prṣadājya’ is figuratively expressive of the mixed substance,—just like the term ‘rāga’ (‘musical melody’, which also is a mixture). It is true that in the case of the term ‘musical melody’, there is figurative application, which application has been learnt from common parlance. In the case in question, however, it is understood that a quality is actually produced in the Clarified Butter.—“How so?”—The term ‘ājya’ denotes Clarified Butter,—the term ‘prṣat’ denotes mixed character, as is found in several such instances as ‘prṣadrajiḥ’, ‘prṣammanih’, ‘prṣamarjaḥ’. So that when these two terms—‘prṣat’ and ‘ājya’—are uttered together, the idea obtained is that of the mixed Clarified Butter; and hence the term can be reasonably applied to that alone.

Hence we conclude that in the Mantra, there should be mention of ‘ājya’ alone,—as, mixed or unmixed, it will always be ājya.

End of Pāda iv of Adhyāya X.
ADHYĀYA X.

PĀDA V.

ADHIKARĀNA (1): When out of a number of things, only a few are to be selected, it is the first ones that should be selected.

SŪTRA (1).

WHEN A NUMBER OF THINGS ARE MENTIONED IN A DEFINITE ORDER, AND ONLY A FEW HAVE TO BE SELECTED, WHAT COMES LATER SHOULD BE LEFT OUT,—AS IN THE CASE OF ARRIVALS.

Bhāṣya.

There are certain declarations regarding parts of things—(a) ‘What is dedicated to Dyaurvī-Pṛthivī is baked on one pan’, (b) ‘What is dedicated to the Ashevis is baked on two pans’, (c) ‘What is dedicated to Viṣṇu is baked on three pans’;—and the whole lot of pans also are mentioned in the declaration—‘One should offer the cake baked on eight pans to Agni’. [The total number of pans is eight; of these, under (a) one is to be taken,—under (b), two—and under (c), three].—Similarly, there are the declarations—(a) ‘One should perform the Two-day sacrifice’, (b) ‘One should perform the Three-day sacrifice’, (c) ‘One should perform the Four-day sacrifice’, (d) ‘One should perform the Five-day sacrifice’, (e) ‘One should perform the Six-day sacrifice’, (f) ‘One should perform the Seven-day sacrifice’, (g) ‘One should perform the Eight-day sacrifice’, (h) ‘One should perform the Nine-day sacrifice’, (i) ‘One should perform the Ten-day sacrifice’, ‘One should perform the Eleven-day sacrifice’; in all these, parts of the whole have been mentioned; the whole lot is mentioned in the declaration—‘If a man is desirous of offspring, one should make him perform the Twelve-day sacrifice’.—Similarly, in the declarations—(a) ‘He recites one Sāmidhēni verse’, (b) ‘He recites three Sāmidhēni verses’;—where parts of the whole are mentioned,—the whole lot being mentioned in the declaration ‘He recites fifteen Sāmidhēni verses’.

In regard to all these cases, there arises the question—When a few out of the whole lot have to be selected, should those that come first be taken up and those that come later abandoned? Or should there be option (one selecting any that he likes)?

The apparently right view is as follows:—When a number of things are mentioned in a definite order—of sequence,—and only a few have to be selected,—what we assert is that what comes later should be left out, and those that come first should be taken in.—‘What is the reason for this?’—What
comes first is most important, while what comes later is unimportant,—and between the important and the unimportant, if one has to be left out, it is the unimportant that should be left out, and the important taken in. This is what is made clear under Sūtra 12. 2. 23.—As in the case of arrivals;—in the case of assemblies and groups, when fresh arrivals come in, they do so without displacing those already seated there, similarly in the case in question it should be the same [i.e. those that come later should not displace those that have come before].

SŪTRA (2).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāsyā.

For the following reason also, the earlier ones should be taken in and the later ones rejected.—"For what reason?"—There is the following text indicating the said conclusion—' Lupyēta va tat saṣṭhamaho yat pāṇchāhānumpayanti, lupyēta va tat saṣṭham kapālam yat pāṇchakapālam nirvapanti', where what is declared is the omission of the sixth, not of the first.

SŪTRA (3).

[Pūrvapakṣa argument against Siddhānta—continued]—"IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION, BECAUSE OF EQUALITY."

Bhāsyā.

"It is not right that the earlier ones should be taken in; as a matter of fact, there should be option; one may take in either the earlier or the later one.—Why?—Because of equality; the rejection of the later stands on the same footing as the rejection of the earlier; there is no Direct Assertion of the rejection of the earlier, or of the rejection of the later. Either the important or the unimportant factor may be taken up,—in either case what would be taken up would be something connected with the Archetype, and it makes no difference if what is taken up is important or unimportant; for there is no special text to the effect that 'it is the important one that should be taken in'.—Hence there should be no restriction (as to the taking up of the later or the earlier ones)."

SŪTRA (4).

[Pūrvapakṣa-argument—continued]—"WHEN THERE IS A FIXED ORDER OF SEQUENCE, THEN ALONE SHOULD THE IMPORTANT COME AT THE END."

Bhāsyā.

"It has been argued (by the Siddhāntin)—'In assemblies and groups, the later arrival comes in without displacing those already sitting there,
and the same should be done in the case in question also'.—In the case cited, it is only right that it should be so, because when a place is already occupied by persons already arrived, the new arrival does not occupy that place, and comes in at the end, for the simple reason that it is not possible for him to do otherwise. In the case in question, however, we are considering a case where there is no position already occupied; what we are considering is, which one or two of the pans out of the eight should come in; so that there is no position already occupied by any pan of which there would be displacement."

SŪTRA (5).

[Pūrvapakṣa-argument—concluded]—"As for the indicative text, that is equally applicable to both views; as what it speaks of is the number."

Bhāṣya.

"The Siddhāntin has quoted the indicative text—‘Lūpyēta vā śatāṣṭhamahāḥ, etc.’, and has argued that this shows that it is the sixth, not the first, that should be omitted.—But this is equally applicable to both views, i.e. also to the view that there should be option. Because what the term ‘ṣaṭṭha’ speaks of (denotes) is the completion of a certain number; anyone of the lot being omitted, that one would be the sixth which would complete the number ‘six’—be it the first or the middlemost or the last; just as it is said ‘the sixth brother is not seen’, when either the youngest or the eldest or the middlemost of the brothers is not seen. So should it be in the case in question also."

SŪTRA (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa-arguments answered]—As a matter of fact, the operation should always proceed from the beginning; as the commencement is always from the beginning; and the later one should be taken up only when there is a declaration to that effect.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘as a matter of fact’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The operation should always proceed from the beginning.—"Why?"—Because the commencement is always from the beginning; whenever a number of things appear in a definite order of sequence, any operation that is done over them should always commence from the beginning; that is, the operation should start with the first, then it should go on to the second; when it would be done to the first, it would be done without having started with anything else; when the first thing has been operated upon, then it passes it on to the next thing; but the first thing has to be operated upon without the
operation having been done to anything else. And so long as the operation begins with the first thing, the objection of wrong beginning cannot apply to it. Hence it follows that in all cases, whenever an operation has to be done in a certain order of sequence, it should commence with the first thing.

Then again, the occasion for the operation to be done over the first thing is already there,—nor is there anything wrong in the operations having commenced with that. As regards the later things, on the other hand, even though the occasion of the operation may have arrived, yet, inasmuch as the requisite number will have been already made up, there would be nothing wrong in their being omitted.

From all this it follows that the earlier ones should be taken in and the later ones given up.

Such being the course dictated by reason,—if in any case, there is a declaration to the effect, the operation may be done to the later ones by skipping over the middle ones. As we find in the case of the declarations—'Apavarchiṣaḥ prayājān yajati' 'apavarchiṣau anuyājau yajati'.—Whenever there is no declaration to the contrary, the only reasonable course is to omit the later ones.
Adhikaraṇa (2): At the ‘Ekatrika’ sacrifice the singing should be done over the first Verse-triad.

Sūtra (7).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“At the Ekatrika sacrifice, during the Midday Pavamāna, the singing should be done over the first verse of each of the three verse-triads; because the three metres have been spoken of in the Shruti.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ekatrika sacrifice thus described—‘Athaīśā ekatrikāḥ tasyaikasyāṃ bahiṣpavamānam, tiṣṭu hotarājuṃ; ekasyāṁ maitrāvavamāna, tiṣṭu brāhmaṇāvchhamānsaḥ,—ekasyāḥcchhāvāvākasya, tiṣṭu mādhīvantinaḥ pavamānāḥ’.

In regard to this last Madhyandina (Midday) Pavamāna, there arises the question—Should the singing be done over the first verse of each of the verse-triads? Or over the first verse-triad itself?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“At the Ekatrika sacrifice, during the Midday Pavamāna, the singing should be done over the first verse of each of the verse-triads constituting the hymns.—Why?—Because the three metres have been spoken of in the Shruti; in connection with the Archetype, three metres have been spoken of in the Veda, in the text—‘Trichchhandā avopah, madhyandinaḥ pavamānaḥ pañchasmā’; and these metres become admissible into the sacrifice in question, under the General Law; and these can be so brought together only if the singing is done to the first verse of each of the ‘verse-triads’.—Hence the singing should be done to the first verse of each of the ‘verse-triads’.”

Sūtra (8).

In reality, it should be from the beginning; as this is the reasonable course; the other course being merely inferential.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘evā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

In fact, the singing should be done to the first verse-triad; such would be the reasonable course; as only thus would the order of sequence be preserved:—as for the other view, in which the implications of the metres would be followed, it would be only inferential, as based upon the implications
of the General Law.—Says the Opponent—"The order of sequence also is something pertaining to the Archetype, and hence the following of that also would be inferential".—Our answer to that is that, between the two 'inferential' courses, the adopting of the order of sequence is better.—"Why?"—Because in that case, the Gāyatri-metre having been dealt with in the first verse, the second hymn-verse is begun; and when an operation has been begun with the first factor, then alone it goes on to the subsequent factors;—so long as no factor has been operated upon, the whole matter can be optional,—not when a factor has been actually operated upon; and when one has been operated upon, no other can take its place; what has to be done in this case is the completion of what has been begun;—so that, there being no possibility of both coming in, there can be no option, as to whether what has been begun should be completed or something new should be begun. In fact, when one goes on to complete what has been begun he does what has been enjoined; while if he omits it, he fails to do what has been enjoined; hence it follows that what has been begun should be completed;—and when that has been completed, the purpose for which any other optional alternative could come in having been already served by it, there can be no occasion for that alternative. Thus then, the right course is to adopt the order of sequence, not the exigencies of the metre.

Says the Opponent—"If the operation is done over the Gāyatri-metre, it means that it has been started over the later Tristup-metre also."

Answer—True, it becomes started; but not without having done the second and the third. When the verse-triad will have thus been completed through these, there would be no further need for any metres.—Thus the order of sequence of the first hymn to the subsequent hymns being apparent, it is better to adopt that order than the metres.

SŪTRA (9).

IT SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SAME POSITION AS IN THE ARCHETYPE, AS THE MODIFICATION IS IN THE NUMBER ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the singing should be done over the verse-triad.—Why?—It should be in accordance with the same position as in the Archetype; when the three hymns come in by virtue of the declaration, there is modification only of the number, at the 'midday' function.

"Just as there is no modification of the order of sequence, so there should be no modification of the metres also."

Answer—True, that is so; but the adopting of the order of sequence is of greater importance than that of the metres.

For these reasons also the singing should be done over the verse-triad.
ADHIKARANA (3): The 'Dhūḥ-Sāman' should be sung over one Verse.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—IN THE CASE OF THE 'Dhūḥ'—THE SINGING SHOULD BE DONE OVER THE 'VERSE-TRIAD'.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ēkatrika-sacrifice, described in the following passage:—
'Āthaiśa ēkatrikāḥ, tasya ēkasyāṁ baḥīṃpavamāṇam, tīrṇu hoturājyaṃ ēkasyāṁ maitrāvaruṇasya, tīrṇu brāhmaṇāchchhamēsinaḥ, ēkasyāmāchchhāvākaśya, tīrṇu mādhyaṃdinaḥ pavamāṇaḥ.'—There are certain Sāman-chants styled 'Dhūḥ-sāman'.

In regard to these latter, there arises the question—Are these Sāmans to be sung over the Verse-triad? Or over only one verse?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—'In the case of the 'Dhūḥ-Sāmans' the singing should be done over the 'Verse-triad'. By so doing the General Law indicating the coming in of the Verse-triad would be duly followed. Hence the singing should be done over the Verse-triad.'

SŪTRA (11).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE DONE OVER ONE (VERSE) ONLY; BECAUSE THE SINGING HAS THE CHARACTER OF BEING REPEATED.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it should be sung over one verse only; because the singing has to be repeated, on the authority of the Direct Declaration, which is to the effect that—'They chant over the Dhūḥ repeatedly; they worship with repeated chanting':—and what is there that Direct Declaration cannot do?
—Hence we conclude that in the case of the Dhūḥ-Sāman, the chanting should be done over a single verse.
ADHIKARANA (4): At the ‘Dvīrātra’ and other sacrifices, the procedure of the ‘Dasharātra’ has to be adopted.

SŪTRA (12).

FROM AMONG THE INJUNCTIONS, INASMUCH AS (TWO) ARE ORIGINAL, THE ACCESSORY DETAILS SHOULD BE RESTRICTED THROUGH INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Dvīrātra and other Aharyaṇa sacrifices, laid down in the texts—‘One should perform the Dvīrātra sacrifice’ and so forth.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Is the procedure of the entire Deśadāsahā sacrifice admitted into these? Or that of the Dasharātra only, leaving aside the Prāyanyiya and the Udayaniya?

The Pūreapakṣa is that—‘inasmuch as there is no ground for discrimination, the procedure of the entire Deśadāsahā should come in.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—From among the injunctions, as the two—those relating to the Prāyanyiya and the Udayaniya—are original,—i.e. they cannot be regarded as preceded by another,—the procedure that should be admitted into the Dvīrātra and the rest is that of the Dasharātra.—‘For what reason?’—Because the Procedure should be restricted by the indicative text.——‘What is the indicative text?’—It is said—‘That which is the first is the second, that which is the second is the third and it takes in the Jagati’;—what this means is this—‘That which is the first at the Dvīrātra is the second at the Deśadāsahā, i.e. the Gāyatra; that which is the second at the Dvīrātra is the third (at the Deśadāsahā), i.e. the Traiṣṭubha, which takes in the Jagati’; this shows clearly that at the third Ahan of the Śadaha, the Jāgata becomes included in something else; and this indicates the coming in of the Dasharātra.—The phrase ‘that which is the first’ must be taken as referring to the Dvīrātra, on the basis of the Context;—the phrase ‘is the third’ should be taken as referring to the Deśadāsahā, as there can be no ‘third’ at the Dvīrātra.—There is yet another indicative text—Gāyatra is the first Ahan, Traiṣṭubha is the second, which takes in the Jagati’, which also shows that the third Ahan of the Śadaha is included in another.—From all this it follows that it is the Procedure of the Dasharātra that should find place in the Dvīrātra.
SŪTRA (13).

The admissibility is also shown by the connection of the term 'rātri'.

Bhāṣya.

In the sentence 'Dvīrātrēṇa yajēta' we have the term 'rātra'; so also we have the same term in the name 'Dushārātra'; from this indicative of the Archetype, it follows that the Procedure of the Dushārātra is to be admitted into the Dvīrātra; and this is what is shown by the various indicatives.
ADHIKARANA (5): From among the Mantras laid down as to be used for the 'Fanning' of the Fire, any seven may be used, without any restriction.

SUTRA (14).

IN THE CASE OF NUMBERS NOT DEALT WITH BEFOREHAND, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION, AS ALL SERVE THE SAME PURPOSE.

BHASYA.

(A) In connection with Fire-laying, certain Mantras are laid down as to be used for the Fanning of the Fire—'Vəshinām tvāpatmannādhūnomi, etc. etc.';—in reference to these it is said—'One fans the Fire with seven'.—

(B) Similarly, there are certain Mantras laid down as to be used for the 'Scattering' of the Fire—'Yā upadhiḥ etc.';—in reference to these, it is said—'Scatters the Fire with fourteen'.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Should the first ones (seven or fourteen) alone be used? Or should there be no restriction at all?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that, "in accordance with the conclusion arrived at under Sūtra 8 above, the first ones alone should be used".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—IN THE CASE OF NUMBERS NOT DEALT WITH BEFOREHAND,—i.e. those that have no connection with an original Archetype—we assert that wherever we find them, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; as it is only thus that all the numbers come to have their use; if only the first ones were taken up, the mention of some of 'the Mantras (later ones) would be entirely useless. And yet, from the Context we understand that these also are connected with 'scattering'.—Those that are connected with an original Archetype become utilised in connection with the performance of that Archetype.—Hence on the ground that some Mantras would become useless, the abandoning of the principal numbers (earlier ones) becomes justifiable.
Adhikaraṇa (6): At the ‘Vivṛddhastoma’ sacrifice, ‘Sāmans’ may be brought in even from outside the Context.

Sūtra (15).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“In cases where there is augmentation of ‘Stomas’, the requisite number should be made up by the repetition of those occurring in the same Context, without any modification; as the number is a subordinate factor and none other has been spoken of.”

Bhāṣya.

Those sacrifices form the subject-matter of consideration here wherein there is augmentation of ‘Stomas’;—such, for instance, as—‘Ekaviniśeṇa atirātreṇa prajakaman yājayet, triṇavēṇa ojaskāmam, trayastriśeṇa pratiṣṭhākāmam’ [where there is an increase in the numbers, 21, 27, 33].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the increased number to be made up by the repeating of the original Sāmans occurring in the Context itself? Or by bringing in new ones from outside the Context?

The view that presents itself is that there should be no restriction, as there is no ground for discrimination.

Against this, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa:—“In cases where there is augmentation of Stomas, the requisite number should be made up by repetition; as thus only those would be admitted that occur in the Context otherwise those would be brought in which have no connection with the Context. As a matter of fact, the particular number is laid down as a factor subordinate to the Sāmans occurring in the Context, which are the principal factor; it is not laid down as the principal factor. Nor is there any other Sāman spoken of—directly enjoined by a text. And there is as much wrong in assuming what has not been enjoined as there is in omitting to do what is enjoined.—From all this we conclude that the Sāmans occurring in the Context should be repeated, just as in the case of the Dhūḥ-Sāman (Vide Adhikaraṇa 3, above).”

Sūtra (16).

[Śiddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it should be done by importation; because repetition has not been enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘as a matter of fact’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
The requisite number should be made up by importing Sāmans not occurring in the Context.—"Why?"—Because repetition has not been enjoined. All that is laid down is that ‘Ekaviniśhena atirāteṇa prajākāman yājayet’. And there is as much wrong in doing what is not enjoined as there is in omitting what is enjoined.

Objection—"But importation also has not been enjoined."

Answer—When both (importation and repetition) are such as have not been enjoined, importation is the more reasonable of the two; because the number made up by the importation of fresh Sāmans would be appropriate, while that made up by repetition would be inappropriate.—Hence we conclude that the number should be made up by importing fresh Sāmans from outside the Context.

SŪTRA (17).

ALSO BECAUSE NUMBER RESTS ON SEPARATENESS.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the number should be made up by importation.—"For what reason?"—Number rests on separateness; for instance, when we speak of ‘eight jars’ (it means that there are eight separate jars). If there were mere repetition, there would no separateness. Hence it follows that the number should be made up by importation.

SŪTRA (18).

BECAUSE OF THE TERM ‘PARĀK’.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the number should be made up by importation.—"For what reason?"—Because the term ‘parāk’ has been used in the text—‘Parāk bahiṣpavamanēṇa stuvanti’ (‘They hymn with the later Bahiṣpavamanā’);—and the term ‘parāk’ denotes non-repetition; as we find in the text ‘Parāchīṃ sāmidhēṇirvāhā’ (‘Recites the later Sāmidhēṇi verses’), where it is understood that the Sāmidhēṇis meant are those that have not been repeated.—From this also it follows that there should be importation.

SŪTRA (19).

ALSO BECAUSE IN THIS WAY THERE IS NO MODIFICATION OF WHAT HAS BEEN DECLARED.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there should be importation.—Because in this way there is no modification of what has been declared.—"What is this non-modification?"—It means non-repetition; there would be this 'modi-
fication' if the Sāmans were repeated; and it has been declared that—'It becomes a flaw in the sacrifice if any one thing is done over again'.

SŪTRA (20).

[Objection]—"INASMUCH AS IT HAS NOT BEEN LAID DOWN [THERE CANNOT BE IMPORTATION]",—IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN THE NEXT Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If it be urged, as has been urged before, that "Importation also has not been laid down",—this has to be refuted (which is done in the following Sūtra).

SŪTRA (21).

THE INJUNCTION LAYS DOWN THE MEASURE OF THOSE THAT ARE IMPLIED BY THE REQUIREMENTS.

Bhāṣya.

Sāmans are enjoined by the requirements.—"By what requirements?"—By the requirements of such sentences as 'Ekavīṁśhēna atirātrēṇa praṇākāmam yājāyē'. Unless Sāmans are brought in from outside, the numbers mentioned in these sentences cannot be appropriately made up. Hence what the sentence does is that it lays down the measure of the things that are implied by the requirements, and having served this purpose in this manner, it cannot stop the importation of fresh Sāmans necessitated by the sentence 'Ekavīṁśhēna atirātrēṇa praṇākāmam yājāyē'.—Hence it follows that the number in question should be made up by importation.

SŪTRA (22).

THE MENTION OF 'Āvāpa' ALSO CANNOT BE EXPLAINED IF THERE IS REPEITION.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that there should be importation:—There is mention of 'āvāpa' (insertion), in the text—'Three are the bellies of the sacrifice—Gāyatṛi, Brhaṭi and Anuśūp; herein they insert and herefrom do they exclude'. This cannot be explained if there is repetition of the Sāmans.
SŪTRA (23).

Also because of the force of the laying down of the Sāmans.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also, there should be importation.—"For what reason?"—Thus alone would the laying down of the Sāmans serve a useful purpose,—the Sāmans being laid down in the following passage.

There are 10,114 Sāmans along with their subsidiaries and esoteric details;—all these the Sāma-singers chant; there are 180 dedicated to Agni, 400 Pavamānas, 27 dedicated to Indra, which the Sāma-singers chant'.—If it were not so, then the laying down of the Sāmans would be entirely useless.—For this reason also we conclude that there should be importation of Sāmans from outside the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (24).

"In the case of the 'Dhūḥ-Sāman' also"—if this be urged
[then the answer will be as contained in Śū. 25].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "just as it is in the case of the Dhūḥ-Sāman, so in the present case also".—This has got to be refuted (which is going to be done in the next Sūtra).

SŪTRA (25).

Not so; because they are actually characterised by repetition.

Bhāṣya.

What is asserted here cannot apply to the Dhūḥ-Sāmans; because these are characterised by repetition; as is clearly shown by the following passage bearing upon them—'They hymn repeatedly over the Dhūḥ-Sāmans; and with the Prśthas they worship repeatedly again'. So that in their case the repetition is made on the strength of this declaration. There is no such declaration bearing upon the case in question. Hence the two cases are not similar. Consequently it is only right that in the case in question, the number should be made up by importation.
Adhikaraṇa (7): *In the case of the 'Bahispaṇavamāna', there should be importation of the verse (not of the Sāman).*

Sūtra (26).

In the case of the 'Bahispaṇavamāna' however, there should be importation of the verse; as there is to be only one Sāman.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to those sacrifices at which there is an augmentation of Stomas,—there arises the question,—In the case of the Bahispaṇavamāna, should there be *importation or repetition* of the Sāmans?

The Pārvapakṣa is that,—"In accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, there should be importation".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—*In the case of the Bahispaṇavamāna however, it is not so (i.e. there is no importation of Sāman); because in that case there is importation of the verse.—"Why?"—Because, there is to be only one Sāman.—"How so?"—When in connection with the later two Pavamānas, one pronounces the syllable 'hiṅ' with each verse-triad, why, at the Bahispaṇavamāna, does one pronounce the syllable 'hiṅ' only once?—This is due to the declaration that—'One should say that there is only one Sāman—the Gāyatra, which is Scāra'—when therefore it is known that there is to be only one Sāman, the requisite number should be made up by the importation of a verse; and the same Sāman should be repeated.
Adhikaraṇa (8): In the case of the Sāmidhēṇi verses, the remaining number is to be made up by Importation.

Sūtra (27).

[Prāvakṣa]—"But in the case of the Sāmidhēṇi verses, the number is to be made up by Repetition; because there is Repetition at the Archetype."

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, in connection with which there are several numbers of Sāmidhēṇi verses laid down as to be recited with a view to various rewards:—(a) 'For one desiring a good standing, he should recite 21'; (b) 'For one desiring Brahmic glory, he should recite 24'; (c) 'For one desiring food, he should recite 21';—(d) 'For one desiring a good standing, he should recite 22'; (e) 'For one desiring cattle, he should recite 26'.

In regard to all this there arises the question—In the case of the Sāmidhēṇi verses, should the requisite number be made up by importation? Or by repetition? Or by repetition to the declared extent and the rest by importation?—[There are really only eleven verses that have been called 'Sāmidhēṇi'; and there is a text declaring that 'the first should be recited thrice, and the last should be recited thrice'. Thus the sense of the last alternative put forward in the question, is that up to fifteen, the number may be made up by repetition, in the manner laid down in this text, the declared repetitions of the first and the last verses giving us the fifteen verses,—and all the rest of the numbers are to be made up by bringing in fresh verses from elsewhere.]

The view that presents itself as the apparently correct one is that—"in accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, there should be importation (in every case); further, as in the case of repetition, the idea conveyed would be the same, the number made up thereby would not be appropriately made up; hence there should be importation [in the making up of all numbers beyond the original eleven]."

In answer to this we have the following view [Prāvakṣa]—"But the number should be made up by repetition; the term 'but' sets aside the above view,—the sense being that there should be no importation, there should be repetition.—Why?—Because there is repetition at the Archetype. At the Archetypal sacrifice, the (increased) number has been (declared to be) made up by repetition—He recites the first thrice, he recites the last thrice'.—How so?—The Vedic text has declared that 'there are fifteen Sāmidhēṇi verses'; of these, eleven have been mentioned in the Vedic text;—and the question arising as to whether the additional four verses required to make up the number fifteen are to be obtained by repetition or
by *importation*,—it has been definitely laid down that 'he should recite the first *trice*, he should recite the last *trice*',—which means that it must be these two first and last verses alone that should be *repeated*, and they should be repeated as many times as would yield the required number *fifteen*;—this is the idea conveyed by the specification of 'thrice'; and in this way it serves a visible purpose; if the declaration were taken as laying down the number 'three', then it would be necessary to assume an invisible transcendental result.—From all this it follows that in the case in question also (where the numbers 21, 22, 24 and 26 have to be made up),—which is based upon the said Archetype,—there should be as many *repetitions* of the first and the last verses as would yield the required number."

SŪTRA (28).

[Objection against the Pūrva-pākaṣa]—"*It cannot be so, as there would be no difference*,—*if this is urged* [then we answer as follows]."

*Bhāṣya*.

"This argument has been put forward above; and it has got to be refuted [this refutation follows in the next *Sūtra*]."

SŪTRA (29).

[Objection answered by Pūrapekaṣin]—"*There should be (repetition), because it takes after the Archetype; hence, as at the Archetype so here also, the verse should be repeated till the required number is made up.*"

*Bhāṣya*.

"*There should be repetition*;—why?—because the Ectype should take after the Archetype; hence *till the required number is made up, the verse should be repeated*; as it is only thus that it would be done as at the Archetype; and the repetition may be regarded as appropriate on the strength of the General Law. From all this it follows that there should be repetition."

SŪTRA (30).

[Siddhānta]—*As a matter of fact, it should be as declared; because the exact extent has been prescribed.*

*Bhāṣya*.

The term 'vā' ('as a matter of fact') implies the rejection of the views set forth above.
It is not right that the first and last verses should be repeated as many times as would yield the required number; in fact, there should be repetition in accordance with the declaration and the remaining number should be made up by importation. — Why so? — Because the extent — of the repetition — has been prescribed; the exact extent of the repetition has been laid down in the declaration. — He recites the first thrice, and he recites the last thrice; here the number three is meant to stand for three repetitions, not for repetitions completing any required number; hence in the manner suggested, the direct declaration would be followed; in the other case recourse would have to be had to indirect indication. — It has been argued that: “in the manner of the Pūrṇopakṣa, the method serves a visible purpose.” — This however is not right; because what has got to be followed is the declaration regarding the ‘three’; as for the visible purpose of making up the number, that could be done also by two repetitions of the first and four of the last verse; — and yet it is necessary that there should be three repetitions each of the first and last verses, and it is by this means that the requisite number should be made up. — In the case in question also, the number is made up by the same repetition; hence also it is the repetition that makes up the requisite number. At the Archetypal sacrifice the first and last verses have been repeated thrice and the requisite number (fifteen) has been thus made up; — the same should be done in the case in question also; the first and last verses should be repeated thrice and the requisite number should be made up; — but in connection with the Archetype, there is nothing to tell us that the requisite number is to be made up by the repetition; all that we learn from the declaration is that there should be repetition (of the first and last verses), that the requisite number should be made up is got at only by implication; hence it is by implication that the requisite number has been made up by means of the declared repetition. What, however, is done at the Archetype by mere implication is not included under the General Law; hence the General Law (as applied to the case in question) cannot be taken to mean that the requisite number (21, 22, etc.) should always be made up by the repetition (of the first and last verses). Under the circumstances, there should be repetition only to the extent laid down (i.e. the first and last verses should each be repeated thrice) and the remaining number should be made up by importation.

SŪTRA (31).

ALSO BECAUSE WE SEE ADDITIONAL ONES.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there should be importation: As a matter of fact, we find additional verses also spoken of; for instance, in the text—'Na jagatyā paridadhyāt, yājagatyā paridadhyāt tacchhandāṁsi gamayāt, triṣṭubhā paridadhāti’; here we find the introduction of the Jagati mentioned; there would be no possibility of the Jagati coming in if there were to be only repetition (of the first and last verses, neither of which is in the Jagati metre). From this also it follows that there should be importation.
SŪTRA (32).

[Objection]—"In the case of actions also it would be the same ",
—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in
the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If you think that having repeated the verses
to the declared extent, the rest of the numbers should be made up by im-
portation,—then the same might be done in the case of the actions of the
singing of the Dhūḥ-Sāman."

SŪTRA (33).

Not so; because it has been enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

It is not true that the same might be done in the case of the singing
of the Dhūḥ-Sāman; because in that case, repetition has been actually laid
down—‘In the case of the Dhūḥ,—they hymn by repetition, etc. etc.’: in
the case in question however, there is no such declaration.—From all this it
follows that having repeated the verses to the extent declared, the rest of
the number should be made up by importation.
ADHIKARANA (9): The ‘Śoḍaśin’ appertains to the Archetype.

SŪTRA (34).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA—continued]—"THE ŚOḌAŚIN SHOULD BE TAKEN AS APPERTAINING TO THE ECTYPE, BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ENJOINED, IN ITS ENTIRETY, IN RELATION TO THAT"

Bhāṣya.

There is the Śoḍaśin laid down in connection with the Jyotiṣoma—
'One who takes up the Śoḍaśin becomes himself, etc.'

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this Śoḍaśin appertain to the Archetype? Or to the Ectype?

"Why should there be any such question?"

Because, from the fact of its having been laid down in connection with the Archetypal sacrifice of the Jyotiṣoma, it would appear to be appurtenant to the Archetype,—while from the fact of its being mentioned in connection with the Ectype,—in the text 'Madhyame'hān trirātrasya grhyate'—it would appear to be appurtenant to the Ectype. Then again, it appears to be mentioned in connection with the Archetype also, in the text—'Agniṣṭomē rājanasya grhiniyāt atirātre brāhmaṇasya'; and on the strength of the said declaration it might be thought that it would be taken up at the Ectype; on the other hand, it has been declared in connection with the Archetype, and it is at the Archetype that the Atirātra occurs,—hence there is the idea that it may appertain to the Archetype. —It is for these reasons that the aforesaid question arises.

The Puṇṇapakṣa is as follows:—"The Śoḍaśin should be taken as appertaining to the Ectype.—Why?—Because it has been enjoined, in its entirety, in relation to that; as a matter of fact, it is in connection with the Ectype that the Śoḍaśin has been enjoined in its entirety.—How so?—Having declared that—'one who knowing this, takes up the Śoḍaśin, etc.'—the injunction goes on—'on the middlemost day, it is taken up at the Atirātra';—and Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context. So that the Context having been set aside by Syntactical Connection, it follows that the declaration 'At the Atirātra, for the Brāhmaṇa' pertains to the Atirātra at the Ectype. Thus then, even though, having been enjoined in connection with the Jyotiṣoma, it has not been mentioned in its entirety in connection with the Ectype, yet it comes to be enjoined in its entirety, in relation to the Ectype. From this it follows that the Śoḍaśin should be taken up among the Ectypes already enumerated,—not at the Archetype."
SÛTRA (35).

[Pûrvapakṣa—continued]—“Also because we find its absence at the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

“For the following reason also the Śoḍāśhin should be taken as appertaining to the Ectype.—‘For what reason?’—At the Archetype we find its absence.—‘How so?’—The assertion ‘Deś samstutānām virājamatirī-chyātā’ is possible only if there is no Śoḍāśhin; it having been shown above under 2. 4. 26 that ‘two Sūtrīya hymns exceed the Virāṭ’.—From this also it follows that the Śoḍāśhin appertains to the Ectype.”

SÛTRA (36).

[Pûrvapakṣa—concluded]—“Also because it is spoken of as ‘not a Sacrifice’.”

Bhāṣya.

“For the following reason also, it should be regarded as appertaining to the Ectype: There is the assertion that ‘They say that there is no sacrifice of the name of Śoḍāśhin’. As a matter of fact, it is not that there is no Śoḍāśhin at the Archetypal Jyotiṣṭoma; and yet there is this assertion;—this can be explained only if it is present, not at the Jyotiṣṭoma, but at the Ectype. From this also it follows that the Śoḍāśhin appertains to the Ectype.”

SÛTRA (37).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should appertain to the Archetype, because it has been so laid down.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

It is not right that the Śoḍāśhin should be regarded as appertaining to the Ectype; in fact, it appertains to the Archetype.—Why?—Because it has been mentioned in connection with the Archetype, Jyotiṣṭoma; and hence through Context, it should be construed along with the Jyotiṣṭoma; and this relationship would not cease even when it is spoken of in connection with the Ectype. The dis-claimer quoted does not deny the Śoḍāśhin in relation to the Archetype; all that it does is that it asserts it in relation to the Ectype. Hence, inasmuch as it has been declared, and not denied, in reference to the Archetype, the Śoḍāśhin can certainly find room at the Archetype.

Further, it is not only the Context that proves this; there is Syntactical Connection also; as we read—‘For the Rājanya one should take it up at the
Agnisteoma, and for the Brähmana, at the Atiratra; so long as it is possible for it to be admitted at the Archetype, there can be no justification for relegating it to the Atiratra connected with the Ectype.—From all this it follows that the Šodashin appertains to the Archetype.

SUTRA (38).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS SEEN AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, this Šodashin is found spoken of as occurring at the Archetype, in the text—"Tisraḥ samstutiṇām virājamatirichyētē"; and it has been already explained that it is only when the Šodashin has been taken up that there is a possibility of three Stotriyas being found.—From this it follows that the Šodashin appertains to the Archetype.

SUTRA (39).

THE MENTION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SPECIFICATION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "it should be taken as appertaining to the Ectype, because it is in relation to that that it has been enjoined in its entirety".—This has been already answered by the assertion that the injunction referred to does not deny its presence at the Archetype.—"In that case it would come into the Ectype under the General Law itself; why should it have been enjoined over again?".—In connection with the Archetype, the presence of the Šodashin has been declared in a general way—in the text 'For the Rājanya, at the Agniṣṭoma,—for the Brāhmaṇa, at the Atirātra'; and it is for the purpose specifying this same, in order to secure the presence of the Šodashin at the Agniṣṭoma also, which is not an Atirātra,—that there is the further declaration that 'It is taken up on the middlemost day of the Trirātra'.

SUTRA (40).

THE FINDING OF 'ABSENCE' HAS BEEN ALREADY EXPLAINED.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"The Šodashin is not found at the Archetype, as is clear from the text 'Devē samstutiṇām virājamatirichyētē'."—It has been already explained that on account of this finding of absence, the Šodashin should be taken as optional; and the fact of its being enjoined and prohibited should not be taken to mean that it is to be always omitted in one case,
SŪTRA (41).

AS FOR ITS BEING SPOKEN OF AS 'NOT A SACRIFICE', THAT IS A FIGURATIVE ASSERTION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"inasmuch as it has been spoken of as 'not a sacrifice', the śoḍaśin cannot find place at the Archetype."—This has been answered already; being so enjoined, it is certainly taken up at the Archetype.—"How is it then that it is spoken of as 'not a sacrifice'?"—Inasmuch as it is optional, in one case that sacrifice would not be there; it is in view of this fact that it is figuratively spoken of as being 'not a sacrifice'.

From all this it follows that the śoḍaśin appertains to the Archetype.

The use of this Adhikaraṇa lies in this that, according to the Pūrva-pakṣa, the śoḍaśin would not be taken up at the Archetype, while, according to the Siddhānta, it should be taken up at it.
ADHIKARĀṆA (10): The ‘Ṣoḍaśhin’ should be taken out of the ‘Āgrayaṇa’ vessel.

SŪTRA (42).

IT SHOULD BE TAKEN OUT OF THE ĀGRAYAṆA.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Ṣoḍaśhin, laid down in the text—'If, knowing this, one takes up the Ṣoḍaśhin, etc. etc.'—In connection with this we have learnt that this Ṣoḍaśhin appertains to the Archetype.

Now there arises the question—Should this be taken out of the Āgrayaṇa as well as the Ukthya? Or out of the Āgrayaṇa only?

The apparently correct view is that it should be taken out of the Āgrayaṇa. —Why?—Because of the declaration—'One takes the Ṣoḍaśhin out of the Āgrayaṇa'.—[This is the Siddhānta.]

SŪTRA (43).

[Pūrvapakṣa's argument against Siddhānta—continued in Sūtras 45 and 46]

—"IT SHOULD BE TAKEN OUT OF THE UKTHYA ALSO—ON ACCOUNT OF THE DECLARATION."

Bhāṣya.

"We accept the statement that the Ṣoḍaśhin should be taken out of the Āgrayaṇa; but it should be taken out of the Ukthya also.—Why?—Because of the declaration; there is this declaration—'One takes the Ṣoḍaśhin out of the Ukthya'. What is there that this declaration cannot do?—Hence the conclusion is that the Ṣoḍaśhin should be taken out of the Āgrayaṇa as also out of the Ukthya."

We shall let this Adhikarāṇa remain unfinished at this point and shall proceed with the following Adhikarāṇa [the thread of the Tenth Adhikarāṇa being resumed in Sūtra 45, and carried on to Sūtra 48].
ADHIKARANĀ (11): The \textit{Śoḍashin} should be taken up at the Third \textit{Savāna}.

SŪTRA (44).

IT SHOULD BE AT THE THIRD \textit{Savāna}, AS THERE IS A DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

There is the \textit{Jyotiṣṭoma} sacrifice; in connection with that, we read—

\textit{When the \textit{Śoḍashin} is taken up, one installs within oneself virile sense-organs}.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the \textit{Śoḍashin} be taken up at each \textit{Savāna}? Or at the third \textit{Savāna} only?

The \textit{Pūrva-pakṣa} is as follows:—\textit{It should be taken up at each Savāna.}

—Why?—Because it is found to be spoken of in connection with each Savāna, in the text \textit{One takes up the \textit{Śoḍashin}. In the matter of an act which is amenable to only verbal means of cognition, the verbal text is our only source of knowledge. Hence we conclude that the \textit{Śoḍashin} should be taken up at each Savāna.}

In answer to this, we have the following \textit{Siddhānta}—The taking up of the \textit{Śoḍashin} should be done at the third Savāna.—Why?—Because \textit{there is a declaration to that effect}; there is the declaration—\textit{At the third Savāna, one takes up the \textit{Śoḍashin} out of the Āgrāyaṇa}; such declaration is authoritative for us; hence the \textit{Śoḍashin} should be taken up at the third Savāna.

As for the assertion that the \textit{Śoḍashin} should be taken up at each Savāna,—the declaration to that effect is only for the purpose of eulogising the taking up of the \textit{Śoḍashin} at the third Savāna.—How so?—The eulogy is contained in the following passage—\textit{Prātaḥ-savanē gṛhyaḥ, . . . . . . ārtim niṣṭāḥ}.

SŪTRA (45).

\textit{[Pūrva-pakṣa's argument of Adhi. 10—continued, from Sū. 43]—}

\textit{"Because the term 'parāk' denotes non-repetition, as it has that meaning."}

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also we conclude that the \textit{Śoḍashin} should be taken out of the \textit{Ukthya} also:—For what reason?—On account of the text—\textit{Parāṇchamukhyān nigṛhṇātī \textit{śoḍashīnaṃ} ['Out of the \textit{Ukthya}, one takes up the later \textit{Śoḍashin}']; where the construction is \textit{Ukthya-nigṛhṇāti} ('takes out of the \textit{Ukthya}').—Why so?—Because the term \textit{parāk} denotes non-repetition.—Why?—As it has that meaning; i.e. it is found that it has that meaning;—in such expressions as \textit{parāchīḥ sāmīdhiṃ- ranvāha}, which means that \textit{he recites the unrepeated Sāmīdhēni verses}. Thus then, denoting non-repetition, it cannot be construed with \textit{Ukthya}.'
as there can be no sense in the construction 'Ukthyāt anabhyaṣṭam'; the right construction is 'Ukthyāt nigṛhṇātī tam anabhyaṣṭam'.—From all this it is clear that the Śodāshin should be taken up out of the Ukthya and the Āgrayaṇa."

SŪTRA (46).

[Pūrvaṇή's argument of Adhi. (10)—concluded]—"ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS DECLARATION OF 'SEPARATION' OF THE UKTHYA."

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also the Śodāshin should be taken up out of the Ukthya also:—'For what reason?'—There is declaration of the 'separation' from the Ukthya—viz.:—'When they fetch the Ukthyas and the Śodāshin out of it, they separate the Ukthya': the mention of 'fetching' clearly shows that the Ukthya is the thing from which the Śodāshin is separated (taken out). For this reason also this Śodāshin should be taken up out of both (the Āgrayaṇa and the Ukthya)."

SŪTRA (47).

[SIDDHĀNTA—of Adhi. (10)—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE OUT OF THE ĀGRAYAṆA; BECAUSE THE TERM 'PARĀK' DENOTES PLACE,—LIKE THE TERM 'PUNARĀDHĒYA'.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Śodāshin should be taken out of the Āgrayaṇa only, not out of the Ukthya.—Why?—Because there is the declaration that 'one takes up the Śodāshin out of the Āgrayaṇa'; and when the whole of it is taken out of the Āgrayaṇa, it cannot be taken out of the Ukthya. In cases where the whole of a thing is concerned, option and combination can be admitted only when there is no other way out of it; so long as there is another way out of it, option and combination cannot be admitted;—and in the case in question, there is a way out of it.—"How?"—The term 'parāk' denotes place; as a matter of fact the term 'parāk' denotes place and direction; so that 'Ukthyāt parākācchah' becomes quite reasonable construction [meaning 'behind the Ukthya']; and this construction will not be inconsistent with the presence of the whole thing;—just as in the case of the sentence 'Pārāṇchamagnyādhēyāt punarādādhatāti', the Ablative Ending is in connection with time [meaning after], not in the sense of something from which a thing is separated;—similarly should it be in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that the Śodāshin should be taken up out of the Āgrayaṇa only.
SŪTRA (48).

As for the 'separation', that is based upon the similarity of 'Stoma'.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "the mention of separation indicates the Ukttha as something from which there is separation".—But it is not so; as a matter of fact, the 'separation' is based upon the similarity of Stoma; when it is said that 'when they fetch the Ukttha and the Šoṭashin, they separate the Ukttha',—what is meant is that, on account of its containing twenty-one Stomas, the Šoṭashin forms, as it were, the body of the Ukttha; hence it is spoken of as 'separated' from the previous two—when it is said that 'they fetch it from there'. The Ablative Ending here also denotes time, not in the sense of something from which there is separation.—From all this it follows that the Šoṭashin should be taken up out of the Āgrayaṇa only.
ADHIKARANA (12): The ‘Ṣodashin’ is accompanied by ‘Stotra’ and ‘Shastra’ hymns.

SŪTRA (49).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“On account of its connection with ‘Ukthya’ and ‘Agniṣṭoma’, it should be without ‘Stotra’ and ‘Shastra’; if these were there, it would form another ‘Terminus’.”

Bḥāṣya.

In connection with the subject of the Ṣodashin, it is declared that—‘At the Agniṣṭoma, it should be taken up for the Rājanyā; it should be taken up in the Ukthya’.

In regard to this there arises the question—Is the Ṣodashin to be accompanied by Stotra and Shastra? Or is it to be without Stotra and Shastra?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“The Ṣodashin should be without Stotra and Shastra.—Why?—On account of its connection with Ukthya and Agniṣṭoma; there is connection with Ukthya and Agniṣṭoma in the text—‘At the Agniṣṭoma, one should take it up for the Rājanyā; it should be taken up at the Ukthya’, this means that the Ṣodashin should be taken up during the Agniṣṭoma-Terminus and the Ukthya-Terminus. Now, this sacrifice of the Ṣodashin can belong to the Agniṣṭoma-Terminus only if the Cup (Ṣodashin) is taken up during that Terminus, and if no Stotra or Shastra used therein; if the Stotra or Shastra is used there, then the process would end with the Ṣodashin-Stoma; and in that case it would not belong to the Agniṣṭoma-Terminus, nor to the Ukthya-Terminus; and this would be contrary to the following declaration that ‘At the Agniṣṭoma one should take it for the Rājanyā; it should be taken up at the Ukthya’. As a matter of fact, the Ṣodashin has been laid down in connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma as accompanied by the Agniṣṭoma, and it is a subsidiary of the Agniṣṭoma itself;—and no sacrifice is ever subsidiary to the Stotra and Shastra; as the sacrifice brings forward a definite reward; while the Stotra and Shastra lead to no results. It is only thus, not otherwise, that the Agniṣṭoma becomes a Terminus of the Jyotiṣṭoma.—From all this it follows that the Ṣodashin should be without Stotra and Shastra.”

SŪTRA (50).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it should be accompanied by ‘Stotra’ and ‘Shastra’, because these are its subsidiaries.

Bḥāṣya.

In fact, the Ṣodashin should be accompanied by Stotra and Shastra,—why?—Because these are its subsidiaries; Stotra and Shastra are subsidiaries
of the sacrifice, consequent upon the taking up of the Cup.—How so ?—There is the declaration that—"Taking up the Cup, or raising the Ladle, one recites the Stotra,"—which shows that when the contingency (cause, in the shape of the Taking up of the Cup) is there, the Contingent (reciting of the Stotra) must be there. Hence it follows that the Šoḍashin should be accompanied by Stotra and Shastra.

SūTRA (51).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text which points to the conclusion that the Šoḍashin is accompanied by Stotra and Shastra.—How so ?—The text is as follows:—"Urdhvā va anyē yajñakratavah santiṣhantē, tīryaṇcho'ntyē yē hotāramabhisantiṣhantē tē ṛddhēḥ, yē va achchhāvākam te tīryaṇchah."—"How does this passage indicate the said conclusion ?"—What the passage means is as follows.—There are two kinds of Sacrificial Performance—those that rest with the Hotṛ and those that rest with the Achchhāvāka; this could be so only if the Šoḍashin, were accompanied by Stotra and Shastra; otherwise, this Šoḍashin would rest with the Adhvaryu.—From this also it follows that the Šoḍashin should be accompanied by Stotra and Shastra.

SūTRA (52).

IF IT IS ANOTHER 'TERMINUS', THAT IS DUE TO A DIRECT DECLARATION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that if there are Stotra and Shastra in the Šoḍashin, it becomes a distinct 'Terminus'.—If it becomes so, it does so on the strength of a direct declaration. The declaration relating to that which has been spoken of as ending with the Agnistoma clearly lays down that the Šoḍashin is another 'Terminus':—and what is there that a direct declaration cannot do ?—From this also it follows that the Šoḍashin is accompanied by Stotra and Shastra.
ADHIKARAṆA (13): At the ‘Aṅgirasām Dwirātra’, there is ‘preclusion’ of the ‘Ṣoḍashin’.

SŪTRA (53).

[ṚRVAPAKṢA]—‘On account of absence, it is taken up at the Atirātras.’

Bhāṣya.

There is the ‘Aṅgirasām Dwirātra’, in connexion with which it is declared—‘On the previous day there is the Vaikhānasā Sāman, on the next day, the Ṣoḍashin’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this an injunction of the Ṣoḍashin? Or a preclusion of it from cases where it is already admissible?

The Ṛrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘Here we have the injunction of the Ṣoḍashin which is not otherwise admissible. As for the General Law, it is purely inferential, and it cannot render anything admissible which is already directly enjoined as to be used elsewhere; as for instance, in the case in question, the Ṣoḍashin has been enjoined as coming in ‘on the second day, at the Dwirātra’; hence in so far as the ‘Aṅgirasām dwirātra’ is concerned, the admissibility of the Ṣoḍashin cannot be taken to be indicated by the General Law; and hence it follows that the sentence in question should be taken as enjoining the Ṣoḍashin, which is not already admissible.’

SŪTRA (54).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, there should be connection; as the injunction is an isolated one.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, there should be connection; i.e. the declaration in question—‘On the previous day, the Vaikhānasā etc. etc.’ is for the purpose of precluding the Ṣoḍashin from another sacrifice.—‘How can there be such ‘connection’?’—‘Because the injunction is an isolated one;—‘Which is the isolated injunction?’—The injunction that ‘the Ṣoḍashin is taken up at the second day of the Dwirātra’; it is the Ṣoḍashin rendered admissible by this injunction that is spoken of in the text in question, which, thus, means that—‘The Ṣoḍashin, which has been enjoined (in the said isolated injunction) as to be taken up at the Dwirātra, should be taken up at the Aṅgirasām-Dwirātra, not at other Dwirātras’.
Or, the Adhikaraṇa may be presented as follows:

The Pūrṇapakṣa—"On account of absence, it is taken up at the Atrātras (Sū. 53). The taking up of the Ṣoḍasṭhin at the Atrātras, in accordance with the Archetype, is optional; and having recognised it as an optional factor admissible at all Dvīrātras, there is a restriction laid down by the text that 'it is taken up on the second day of the Dvīrātra'; and it is in reference to this that we have the text in question, which means that there is 'absence' of the Ṣoḍasṭhin at the other Dvīrātras; and by reason of this 'absence', it becomes restricted to the second day of the Aṅgirasāṁ Dvīrātra'.—Siddhānta—There should be connection, as the injunction is an isolated one (Sū. 54). As a matter of fact, the 'later' days of all Dvīrātras are connected with the Ṣoḍasṭhin; as is clear from the 'isolated' injunction that 'it is taken up on the second day of the Dvīrātra'.—"This text should be taken as the reiteration or preclusion of the Ṣoḍasṭhin in regard to the 'later' day'.—The answer to that is that a Direct Assertion cannot be precluded by any specifacatory text, as there would be three objections (to this preclusion): viz. (1) non-acceptance of what is expressed by the text, (2) assumption of a different meaning, and (3) the exclusion of what is known to be admissible.—Nor can it be taken as a reiteration (of what has been said in the other text), because the two sentences are entirely distinct.—"What then is the meaning of the expression 'Ṣoḍasṭhyyuttārē'?"—This is an injunction, not of the Ṣoḍasṭhin; but of the Vaikkānaṇa-Sāman;—what is enjoined is that—'there is the Vaikkānaṇa-Sāman on the previous day'; what follows in the expression 'Ṣoḍasṭhyyuttārē' is a mere reiterative reference, the injunction of admissibility being contained in the previous 'isolated' injunction. Hence what is to be taken up (at the Aṅgirasāṁ Dvīrātra) is the Ṣoḍasṭhin already enjoined elsewhere.

[The Nyāyamālā remarks that the former presentation of the Adhikaraṇa is according to the Vyrtikāra's interpretation, and the latter is in accordance with the interpretation of the Bhāṣya-kāra himself.]
ADHIKARANA (14): The ‘Sadashin’ is to be taken up at the several ‘Ahina’ sacrifices.

SUTRA (55).

[PURVAPAKSA]—‘The sentence ‘Chaturthe chatvarthehani ahinasya grhyate’ should be understood to mean that there should be repetition; as in the case of ‘Eating’.

Bhashya.

In reference to the Sadashin, it has been declared—‘Chaturthe chatvarthe anahinasya grhyate’ [‘The Sadashin is taken up on the fourth day and the fourth day’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this mean that at one and the same Ahina sacrifice, the Sadashin should be repeated (on the fourth day)? Or, that it should be repeated in the sense that it should be taken up at the fourth day of each of the several Ahina-sacrifices?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—‘It should be repeated at one and the same Ahina.’—Why?—Because the text contains the word ‘ahinasya’, which means ‘of one Ahina’; if it were taken as standing for several Ahinas, this could be only by Indirect Indication, while under our view it is Direct Denotation. Further, if several Ahinas had been meant, then the repetition (of the word ‘Chaturthe’) would have been entirely superfluous; and the required idea would have been obtained by the simple expression ‘Chaturthe anahinasya’ (‘on the fourth day of the Ahina’). If, on the other hand, it refers to a single Ahina, then the repetition serves a useful purpose. Hence the Sadashin should be repeated at one and the same Ahina;—like eating; just as in the case of the expression ‘Chaturthe chaturthe ahani devadatto bhunkit’, it is understood to mean that ‘having eaten on the fourth day, he eats again on another fourth day during the same fortnight’,—similarly should it be in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that there should be repetition at the same Ahina.”

SUTRA (56).

[SIDDHANTA]—In fact, it should be taken up at several Ahinas; because of the mention of the number; as in the case of the ‘Fortnight’; as it is only thus that the number serves a useful purpose.

Bhashya.

In fact, the Sadashin is taken up on the fourth day of several Ahina sacrifices; as it is only in this way that there would be a number of ‘taking
up'. In one Ahīna, there can be only one 'fourth day', the other would be the 'eighth day'.—It has been argued that—"under the Pūrvapakṣa view, the term 'ahīna' would be taken in its direct denotation".—It is true that there would be direct denotation; but mere direct denotation cannot do anything; as the character of 'fourth' would not be there. In our view, there is Indirect Indication, and this does serve a useful purpose.—Further, under our view, there need be no indirect indication either; as the singular number (in 'ahani') may be taken as standing for the generic entity.—It has been argued that "repetition would be superfluous";—but that is not right; merely because a certain term would be superfluous, there can be no justification for assuming a meaning of words which the words do not express at all.—From all this it follows that the Sūṣṭhin is to be taken up at the several Ahīnas;—as in the case of the 'fortnight'; in the case of the expression 'pañcāhīmaṁ pañcāhīmaṁ bhūkti', it is understood to mean the fifth day of two distinct fortnights; the same should be the case in the present instance also.—We conclude therefore that the Sūṣṭhin should be taken up at several Ahīnas.

SŪTRA (57).

IN THE CASE OF 'EATING', THE NUMBER CAN BE APPLICABLE.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that "it should be as in the case of Eating";—but in the case of Eating, it is by implication that the other day also is regarded as the 'fourth'; that is, the second occasion of eating would be the 'fourth' day only when it is counted from the first occasion of Eating, which alone is really the 'fourth day';—in the case of the Ahīna, that occasion would be the eighth day. In the case of an act (like sacrifice) which is governed entirely by Verbal authority, we can understand only that much as is actually expressed by the word; and not on the basis of secular practice. Thus then, it is only right that in the case of Eating (which is a secular act), the ordinary secular practice should be followed; in the case of the Ahīna however (which is a Vedic act), that alone can be admitted which is expressed by the word.
Adhikaraṇa (15): It is at the Ectype that the ‘Grahas’ should be led by ‘Āgrayaṇa’.

Sūtra (58).

In the case of the term ‘Jagatsāman’;—inasmuch as there is no such Sāman,—the Sāman would take that name through the verse.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read—‘Yadi rathantarasaṃā . . . . . . . . . . . . Yadi jagatsāmā āgrayaṇāgrān.’ [‘If the Soma-sacrifice should be one at which the Rathantarā-Sāman is chanted, then the grahas should be led by those dedicated to Indra-Vāyu . . . . . . If it is one at which the Jagat-Sāman is sung, the grahas should be led by the Āgrayaṇa.’]

This second sentence is the subject-matter for consideration.

In regard to this, the question that arises is—Does this character of being led by the Āgrayaṇa find place in the Archetype? Or in the Ectype?

The Purāṇapakṣa is as follows:—“In accordance with the Context, it should find place in the Archetype. As a matter of fact, the sacrifice referred to in the expression ‘if the Soma-sacrifice be one at which the Jagat-Sāman is chanted’ is the Jyotistoma itself (which is the Archetype),—the name ‘Jagat-sāmā’ being applied to it by some sort of relationship—of quality or of action.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—Even though we find the term ‘Jagatsāman’ actually used, yet it is through the verse alone that the Sāman could take that name.—Why so?—Because there is no such Sāman; in the whole of the Sāmadhāna, there is no such Sāman as ‘Jagatsāma’; hence that sacrifice alone can be called ‘Jayatsāmā’ at which the Sāman is chanted over a verse in the Jagati metre (as the basic verse);—and such a sacrifice is the Viṣuvat (an Ectypal sacrifice).—“But the Viṣuvat has been spoken of as being one at which the grahas are led by Shukra.”—That does not affect the case; this latter may be taken as pertaining to cases where the Viṣuvat is performed with a view to a particular reward.—From all this it follows that the character in question is to find place in the Ectypal Sacrifice, Viṣuvat.

This same Sūtra (58) may be explained differently as embodying the following Adhikaraṇa.
ADHIKARAṆA (16): *The name 'Jagatsāmā' applies to the 'Viśuvat' sacrifice.*

SŪTRA (58).

IN THE CASE OF THE TERM 'JAGATSĀMAN',—INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO SUCH SĀMAN,—THE ŚAMA WOULD TAKE THAT NAME THROUGH THE VERSE.

Bhāṣya.

The text for consideration is the same as above—'Yadi jagatsāmā āgrayaṇāgrāṇ graham ghrvāti'.

In regard to this there arises the question—What is it that is meant by 'Jagatsāmā'? (a) Is it one that has either of the two Sāmans—Rathantara or Brhat? (b) Or that which has both these Sāmans? (c) Or is it that which has the Rathantara only? (d) Or is it that wherein the Sāman is chanted over a basic verse in the Jagati-metre?

The Purvapakṣa is as follows:—"(a) It is that at which the Sāman is either Rathantara or Brhat.—Why?—Because there is no reason for discriminating between the two. That it is so is indicated by the fact that the Jyotiṣṭoma is the sacrifice dealt with in the Context, and at this sacrifice either of the two Sāmans may be chanted.—(b) Or, that sacrifice may be regarded as 'Jagatsāmā' at which both the said Sāmans are chanted; the term 'jagat' denotes whole; and the Jyotiṣṭoma could be spoken of as having the 'whole Sāman' only if it had both the Sāmans; if only one of the two alone were used, then the term 'jagat' could not be taken as a qualifying term, and it would have to be regarded as being of no significance at all. Hence it follows that it must be a sacrifice having both the Sāmans.—(c) Or, that may be regarded as 'Jagatsāmā' which has the Rathantara only; as the basic verse of the Rathantara—'Īśānāmasya jagataḥ svardṛśam'—contains the term 'jagat'. If the 'Jagatsāmā' were that at which both (Rathantara and Brhat) are chanted, then the Injunction in question would be doing what is already done, and as such it would be superfluous. Hence there can be no combination of those two at the Archetype; so that that alone can be regarded as 'Jagatsāmā' at which the Rathantara alone is chanted.''

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—That is called 'Jagatsāmā' at which the Sāman is chanted over a basic verse in the Jagati metre. This is the view that is supported by the direct denotation of the term. Otherwise, if the term were taken as standing for the Rathantara-Sāman, the verse would indicate the word and the word would indicate the Sāman; so that there would be indicative indication. For this reason the name 'Jagatsāmā' should be taken as standing for that at which this Sāman is chanted over a basic verse in the Jagati-metre. Thus then, it is through the verse (in the Jagati metre) that the Sāman named 'Jagat' would be taken as occurring at the Viśuvat sacrifice.—"But the Viśuvat has been
declared to be Shukrāgra (whereas the Jagatsāmā is spoken of as 'Āgra-
yanāgra').—That does not affect our position; as that would be taken as
referring to that case of Viṣṇeuat where it is performed with a view to a
definite reward.—From all this it follows that the character in question
should find place at the Viṣṇeuat; which is an ectypeal sacrifice.
ADHIKARAṆA (17): At the 'Samsava' sacrifice, neither the 'Agriyavati' nor the 'Upavati' verse is to be used.

SŪTRA (59).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"At a sacrifice where both Sāmans are chanted, that which is contingent should be used optionally, because both are equal."

Bhāṣya.

There are certain sacrifices called 'Udbhayāsāman' ('where both Sāmans are chanted')—such as 'Both should be chanted at the Samsava';—again in connection with Ėkāha sacrifice called Apachiti, we read—'Both, the Rathantara and the Brhat, should be chanted';—now contingent upon the adoption of the Rathantara or of the Brhat, we have the rule that 'in connection with the Rathantara, one should adopt the verse containing the term 'upa', and in connection with the Brhat, one should adopt the verse containing the term 'agriyā'.

Now there arises the following question:—(a) Should the verse adopted be either the one contingent upon the Rathantara-Sāman (i.e. the verse with 'Upa'), or that contingent upon the Brhat-Sāman (i.e. the verse with 'agriyā'), and there should be option?—Or (b) Should that alone be adopted which is contingent upon the Rathantara-Sāman? Or (c) Should that be adopted which is contingent upon something totally different (from both Rathantara and Brhat)?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"One should adopt that contingent upon either the one or the other,—there being option.—Why?—Because the admissibility of both is equal, and combination of both is impossible;—nor is there any reason for selecting either one of the two to the exclusion of the other,—justifying the adopting of that contingent upon one, and not that contingent upon the other; nor is it possible to adopt both the verses. Hence there must be option."

SŪTRA (60).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (B)]—"Or, predominance should be the determining factor."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been argued that the admissibility of both is equal and there is no reason for selecting either one of the two;—but we say that there is such a reason, in the shape of 'predominance', which, as applying to the Rathantara, consists in its being mentioned first; as is going to be explained under Sūtra 12. 2. 23."
SŪTRA (61).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, ON ACCOUNT OF THE ABSENCE OF THE CONTINGENCIES, THE ACTION SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE SACRIFICE ITSELF.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the views set forth above.

There should be exclusion of both the contingencies (Bṛhat as well as Rathantara), and the sacrifice alone should be regarded as the determining factor; such being the case, it would be a case neither of Rathantara-Sāman nor of Bṛhat-Sāman; in fact, the Sāman would be made up of both; consequently the verse adopted should be neither the one with 'Upa' nor the one with 'Agrīya'; that alone may be adopted which is related to the sacrifice itself.
ADHIKARAṆA (18): The Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu is not to be brought up before all Cups.

SŪTRA (62).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“INASMUCH AS THE CUP DEDICATED TO INDRA-VĀYU IS SPOKEN OF AS THE ‘FOREMOST’, IT SHOULD BE BROUGHT UP AT THE BEGINNING.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣomā we read—‘Vāg vā aindravāyavo yadaṇḍravāyavagrā grahā grhyantē vāchamēvāvarundhē’ [where the ‘aindravāyava’ cup is spoken as the ‘agra’, ‘first’, ‘foremost’, of all cups;—while in the Mantra-kāṇḍa and the Brāhmaṇa-kāṇḍa, the order of the Cups is as follows:—(1) Upāṃshu-graha, (2) Antaryāma-graha, (3) Aindravāyavgraḥa, (4) Maitrāvvaruṇa-graha and so forth, where the Aindravāyava has the third place].

In regard to this there arises the question—in accordance with the text quoted—Should the ‘aindravāyavagraha’ (Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu) be brought (from the third place) to the beginning, before all the rest, even before the Upāṃshu and the Antaryāma Cups? Or is it to be taken up only before the Shukrāmanthī-Cups?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—“The Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu should be brought up before all the rest.—Why?—Because it is spoken of as the ‘agra’ (‘foremost’, ‘first’); the text quoted above clearly lays down the ‘first’ place for the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu—‘Aindravāyavagrahagṛhnāti’,—which clearly means that the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu should be dealt with before all the other Cups: so that, without any distinction, all the Cups should be treated so that the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu comes before them. If the Cup in question were not brought up before all the others, then the Upāṃshu and Antaryāma Cups would not be such as have the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu before them. On the other hand, when the Cup is brought up before all, then all the Cups become such as have the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu before them.—Then, as a matter of fact, the text in question does not enjoin merely the ‘first’ place for the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu; if that had been enjoined, then that would have been fulfilled by making that Cup ‘first’ in relation to any few Cups;—what is actually enjoined is that character of all the Cups which consists in having the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu before them; hence (according to this Injunction) that character has to be brought about in all the Cups; consequently the Cup has got to be brought up before all the Cups.—‘How do you know that what is enjoined is the character of all the Cups?’—That it is so is clear from the assertion itself ‘One should make the Cups such as have the Aindra-Vāyava Cup before them’; what this sentence lays down is not that the
Cup should be 'made'; what is asserted is that the Cups should be made such as have that particular Cup before them; so that the character of being 'first' (as belonging to the Aindravāyava-Cup) is, not for its own sake, but only for imparting the aforesaid character to the other Cups.—From all this it follows that the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu should be brought up before all the Cups."

SŪTRA (63).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, the cups having the particular character are equally endowed with that character; and what is meant by 'agra' should, on the basis of the context, be taken to be that the cup in question should be dealt with in its own place.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'api vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The Cup in question should not be brought up before all the rest; it should be taken up in its own place.—"Why?"—Because what is enjoined in the text is not the fact of the Cup in question being the 'first',—which would be the indication of Syntactical Connection; what is enjoined is the taking up of the Cups of which the Cup in question is the 'agra' (first), as is directly expressed by the words of that text which lays down that in the case of the Soma-sacrifice being one at which the Rāthantara-Sāman is chanted, those Cups which have been declared to have the Aindravāyava Cup as their first should, by reason of that character, be taken up in that particular order; so that the 'taking up' enjoined is only of those Cups that, in their own normal position, have the Aindravāyava Cup before them [and not of those that are made so by the transference of the Aindravāyava Cup]. Hence we conclude that the Aindravāyava Cup is not to be brought up before all the rest.

SŪTRA (64).

Also because of the presence of the term 'Dhārā'.

Bhāṣya.

Further, in the text speaking of the Aindravāyava Cup, we find the term 'dhārā' ('stream')—'Anevā avyavachchhinayā dhārayā gṛhṇati'; from which it is clear that what is laid down is the taking up of those dhārā-grahas only which have the Aindravāyava Cup before them [and not of all Cups].
Adhikaraṇa (19): Even when the desire for a reward is there, the Aindravāyava Cup is not to be brought up before all.

Sūtra (65).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"When there is desire for reward mentioned, the Cup must be brought to the beginning, because of the declaration to that effect."

Bhāṣya.

In some cases we have a declaration of the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāyu in reference to the presence of a desire for rewards; e.g. 'One who desires that there should be offsprings as before should take up the Cups in such a way as to make the Aindravāyava Cup the first'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the Cup in question be brought up before all the rest? Or should here also the Cup be taken in its own place?

The apparent answer to the question is that, in accordance with the principle arrived at in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, the Cup in question should be taken up in its own place.

As against this, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa:—"In a case where there is desire for reward mentioned, the Cup must be brought up before all the rest.—Why?—Because of the declaration to that effect; there is the direct declaration to the effect that 'one who desires that there should be offsprings as before should take up the Cups in such a way as to make the Aindravāyava Cup the first'; this declaration would serve a useful purpose only if it were taken as laying down the fact of the Aindravāyava Cup coming before all others, and if, in accordance with this the said Cups were actually brought up before all the rest. If it were taken (as suggested by the Siddhāntin in the preceding Adhikaraṇa) that what is laid down is only the taking up of the Cups of which the Aindravāyava is the first,—then the declaration would not lead to any particular form of activity (and as such, would be futile). Hence it follows that the Cup in question must be brought up before all the rest."

Sūtra (66).

[Siddhānta]—Inasmuch as the term 'agra' is related to those occupying a certain position, the declaration speaking of the desire for reward should refer to those; specially on account of the presence of what is essential.

Bhāṣya.

What has been said regarding the Cup in question having to be brought up before all the rest is not right; the order of sequence can be
duly followed only when the Cup is taken up in its own place in the series; hence it must be taken up in its own place. — It has been argued that "on account of the text laying down the first place for the Cup, it must be brought up before all the rest"; — but that is not so; in fact, what the text lays down is in relation to those Cups which in their own normal position in the 'stream', have the Aindraväyava Cup before them; — the reward in question would be brought about only if there were the 'taking up' of just those Cups which have that character of having the Aindraväyava before it; thus alone would the Direct signification of the words be followed; while your view would have the support of Syntactical Connection; and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. — It has been argued that — "if the declaration were taken as the injunction of the taking up (of just these Cups), then it would not lead to any particular form of activity". — The answer to this is that there are two distinct connections — by one connection, the essential (compulsory) act (of Taking up) is related to the desire for reward, the meaning being that 'the particular reward should be obtained by means of the Taking up', — and by the other connection, there is the essential act by itself (without reference to any reward), — in the sense that 'one should take up those Cups which have the Aindraväyava Cup before them'; — so that the particular form of activity is duly secured. Hence the declaration in question should be taken as laying down, as a means of securing the reward, the taking up of the Cup in its own place; so that the Cup in question has to be taken up in its own place in the series.
ADHIKARĀṆA (20): The Cups which have the Āśvina Cup as their foremost have to be brought forward.

SŪTRA (67).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In other cases also, the term 'agra' should be taken as before."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma sacrifice; in connection with which there are mentioned Cups other than that dedicated to Indra-Vāyu, in connection with a desire for particular results:—(a) 'For one who is ill, one should take up the Cups with the Āśvina-Cup as the foremost ('agra'), (b) 'For one who is performing a malevolent rite, one should take up the Cups with the Shukra-Cup as the foremost', (c) 'For one against whom a malevolent rite is being performed, one should take up the Cups with the Manthin Cup as the foremost'.

In regard to all this, there arises the question,—should, in all these cases also, the Cups specified as 'foremost' be taken up in their own places? Or should they be brought up before all the other Cups?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"In other cases,—i.e. in the taking up of Cups other than the Aindravāyava,—also the term 'agra' ('foremost') should be taken as before; i.e. the Cups should be taken up in their own places; and the result desired would be connected with those Cups of which certain Cups have been mentioned as the 'foremost'."

SŪTRA (68).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it should be brought up; because the 'agra', which is connected with the essential factor, has no connection (with the result).

Bhāṣya.

The Cups in question should be brought back before the Aindravāyava Cup.—"Why?"—Because in this case the desire for results has no connection with the essential factor.—If the desire were present in the case of the essential act also, the term 'agra'—as appearing in the words 'āśvinā-gradān' and 'manthyagrān'—could not be applicable to it; because the presence of that declaration is not found to give rise to any particular form of activity; while if it were withdrawn to before the Aindravāyava Cup, then the said declaration would serve a useful purpose.—Then again, the Cups in question are those that are used at the Archetype, and in reference to these the sentence in question lays down the character of having the Āśvina
for their first and of having the Shukra for their first. Hence it follows that the Cups in question should be brought up to the beginning.

SŪTRA (69).

THERE IS A TEXT INDICATING THE SAID 'BRINGING UP'.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Dhārayēyustam yam kāmāya ghṛṇiyuh, aindravāyavam ghṛtvā sādayēt yam kāmāya ghṛṇiyuh'. ['They should hold that which they have taken up with the desire for a certain result; having taken up the Aindravāyava Cup, they should deposit that which they have taken up with the desire for a result '];—here it is said that that is to be held which has been taken up with the desire for a certain result, which shows that the Aindravāyava Cup is to be taken up.—For this reason also the Cups in question should be brought up before all the rest.
ADHIKARANA (21): The ‘Āshvina’ and other Cups are to be brought forward just before the ‘Aindravāyava’ Cup.

SŪTRA (70).

IT SHOULD BE PRIOR TO THE ‘AINDRAVĀYAVA’; BECAUSE THAT IS THE POSITION ASSIGNED TO THE ‘AGRA’.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotisoma sacrifice; in connection with that certain Cups are spoken of as coming after the Aindravāyava Cup, and as to be taken up for the fulfilment of certain desires;—e.g. ‘Ashvināgrān grahān grhnāti āmayāvināh’, ‘For one who is ill, one should take up the Cups with the Āshvina Cup as the first’;—‘Shukrāgrānabhicharatāh’, ‘For one who is performing a malevolent rite, the Cups with the Shukra Cup as the first’;—‘Manthyaṇaṁabhicaryanāmasya’, ‘For one against whom a malevolent rite is being performed, the Cups with the Manthin Cup as the first’.—It has been settled (in the preceding Adhikarana) that these Cups are not to be taken up in their places, but are to be brought forward.

Now there arises the question—Are these to be brought forward prior to all the Cups? Or prior to some Cups (without any restriction)?—Or prior definitely to the Aindravāyava Cup?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that—“as there is no rule laying down the exact place where the Cups in question are to be brought forward, there can be no restriction [and they may be brought forward anywhere one likes].”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—They should be brought forward prior to the Aindravāyava Cup;—why?—because that is the position assigned to the ‘agra’; it has been recognised that the place meant by the term ‘agra’, ‘first’ (as occurring in ‘āshvināgrān’ and other words), is that after the Upāṃsuka and Antaryāna Cups, and before the Aindravāyava Cup.—“How so?”—In accordance with the previous text—‘If the Soma-sacrifice should be one at which the Rathantara-Sāman is chanted, one takes up the Cups with the Aindravāyava as the first’—the Cups have been taken up at the Archetype as with the Aindravāyava as the first;—and in this text the taking up of these Cups has been laid down as in relation to the Aindravāyava Cup;—and having been laid down there, it cannot be taken as laid down again in connection with ‘those having the Āshvina for their first’, or ‘those having the Shukra for their first’, or ‘those having the Manthin for their first’;—hence all that the text in question can be taken as laying down is the fact of these being the ‘first’;—now here the Cups that have been spoken of in the context are ‘those having the Aindravāyava for their first’;—so that when the question arises as to what one should do, in the case of one performing a malevolent rite, to ‘the Cups with the
Shukra as the first',—the answer is that he should 'take these up'; and this naturally has to be taken along with the Context; we cannot connect the 'Shukrāgrān' with simply 'grahān'; as there would be no term expressing the 'taking up'.—With what then is it to be connected?—It has to be connected with the term 'aindravāyavāgra' which appears in the context,—the full sentence being 'Shukrāgrānaṃ grhyāyat aindravāyavāgrān' (in the sense that 'one should take up the Cups with the Shukra as the first, which are prior to the Aindravāyava'); and what these Cups are has been described there.—Thus the conclusion is that the Cups in question are to be brought forward prior to the Aindravāyava Cup.

SūTRA (71).

ALSO BECAUSE THEIR PROPERTIES ARE SIMILAR.

Bhāṣya.

The Cups in question have properties similar to those of the Aindravāyava; in the latter we find the presence of the 'stream'; hence we conclude that when the text speaks of the 'first', it is in relation to those Cups that are connected with the 'stream'.

SūTRA (72).

TO THE SAME END WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Dhārayāyustam yam kāmāya grhyāyuh, aindravāyavam grhītvā sādayēt, atha tam sādayēt yam kāmāya grhyāyuh'—where the holding of the Aindravāyava is spoken of as coming after the holding of the Cup that has been taken up with the desire for a certain reward.—This also shows that the Cups in question should be brought forward prior to the Aindravāyava Cup.
ADHIKARAṆA (22): The 'depositing' also is to be brought forward.

SŪTRA (73).

THE 'DEPOSITING' ALSO; AS IT IS SUBSIDIARY.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—'Āśvināgrāṇī grhaṇīyāt āmaṇayāvināh, shukrā-grāṇī grhaṇīyāt abhicharataḥ, manthya-grāṇī grhaṇīyāt abhicharyamāṇāsya';—it has been explained that the Cups spoken of here are to be brought up prior to the Aindravāyava Cup.

Now there arises the question—Is the 'depositing' also (of these Cups) to be brought up?—Or not?

We assert (says the Pūrvaṇa) that 'there being no declaration to that effect, the Depositing should not be brought forward; our sole authority is the Vedic word; and what the Vedic word lays down is the bringing forward of the 'Taking up' of the Cups, not of the 'depositing'; hence the Depositing is not to be brought forward.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The 'depositing' also—should be brought forward;—why?—because the 'depositing' is only subsidiary to the 'taking up';—the taking up of the Cups is for the purposes of offering; and this offering has got to be done of several substances at one and the same time; they could not be used for being offered as libations unless they were deposited, kept in proper places; in fact, it is by depositing that the taking up becomes fit for the act of offering;—hence it follows that the depositing is subsidiary to the Taking up; and hence when the Taking up is brought forward, the Depositing must also be brought forward.

SŪTRA (74).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

A text is also found to be indicative of the same conclusion.—"Which text?"—'Dhārayāyustam yan kāmāya grhaṇīyuh, aindravāyavam grhītāv sādayē, atha tam sādayēt yan kāmāya grhaṇīyuh'; this clearly shows that the depositing also has to be brought forward.
ADHIKARANA (23): The 'offering' is not to be brought forward.

SUTRA (75).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"The 'offering' also should be treated like the 'depositing'."

BHASYA.

There is the following declaration—'Ashvinagrân grhṇāti āmayāvinah, shukrāgrāṇabhibhicharatāh, manthyagrāṇabhibhicharyamāṇasya';—it has been established that when the 'taking up' of these Cups is brought forward, their 'depositing' is also brought forward.

Now there arises the question—When the 'taking up' has been brought forward, is the 'offering' also brought forward? Or not?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—"The offering is brought forward.—Why?—Because of the relationship; the taking up and the offering are mutually connected; as the Cup is taken up only for being offered; it is only thus that it serves a visible purpose; otherwise, all that is done after the 'depositing' would be for an unseen purpose;—the Taking up however is not for an unseen purpose; hence whenever, at any other time, the offering is to be made, the taking up has to be done. Such being the case, whenever there is Taking up, Offering must be there; such being the connection (between the Taking up and the Offering), the Offering has to be treated like the Depositing; that is, just as on the bringing forward of the Taking up, the Depositing is brought forward, similarly the Offering also should be brought forward."

SUTRA (76).

AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT IS NOT SO; BECAUSE IT IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR; AS FOR THE 'DEPOSITING', IT IS TREATED AS ABOVE BECAUSE IT IS A SUBSIDIARY FACTOR.

BHASYA.

It is not true that the offering is brought forward. Because the offering is the principal factor; it is not a mere auxiliary to the Taking up;—hence it is not brought forward (along with the Taking up). It has been argued that it should be treated like the Depositing;—but Depositing is a subsidiary factor; that is why it is brought forward.
ADHIKARANA (24): The mention of 'Aindravāyavāgra' in connection with the 'Tryanikā' is for the purpose of pointing out the similarity of procedure.

SŪTRA (77).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In connection with the Tryanikā, the mention of what are already indicated by the General Law can be only for the purposes of eulogising."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Īḍādahāha sacrifice, there is the Tryanikā, described in the following text—'Aindravāyavāgra prāyaṇīyodayanīyau, dashamaṇchāhaḥ, athētarēṣām navāntāmahāṇām aindravāyavāgram prathamān ahaḥ, etc. etc.'

[Tryanikā] is that which has three anikas, facets, in the shape of the Aindravāyava, the Shukra and the Agrayana—says the Nyāyamāla.—According to the Subodhini, 'Tryanikā' is the name given to nine 'days' of the Īḍādahāha, excluding the first, last, and tenth 'days'.

In the above passage it is declared that the first 'day' has the Aindravāyava Cup as the first, and the second 'day' has the Shukra Cup as the first;—inasmuch as the Rathantara-Sāman is chanted on the First Day, and the Brhat-Sāman on the second Day,—the presence of both the said Cups as the first is already indicated by the General Law.

Now there arises the question—When the same fact (of the two Cups being the first on the First Day and the Second Day respectively, which is already indicated by the General Law) is mentioned again in the passage quoted above,—(a) is it for the purpose of reiterating the same? (b) Or for precluding others? (c) Or as a mere commendatory declaration? Or (d) for the purpose of pointing out that the same procedure is to be adopted?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"It should be taken as meant to be only a commendatory declaration.—Why?—When a text merely reiterates what has been already asserted before, it does not lead to any particular form of activity [hence alternative (a) cannot be accepted]. As for the second alternative (b), Preclusion is always open to a three-fold objection. Hence the passage should be taken as a commendatory declaration.—'What is the quality that is commended here?'—It is the quality of propriety—it being regarded as right and proper that on the Third Day the Agrayana Cup should be the first.—How so?—Because it has been declared that on the First Day, the Aindravāyava Cup is to be the first, and on the Second Day, the Shukra Cup is to be the first; and nothing has been said in regard to the Third Day; hence it is only right and proper that on the Third Day, the Agrayana should be the first."
SŪTRA (78).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY (WHAT IS MEANT IS THAT) AMONG THE 'AHARGANAS', THERE SHOULD BE SIMILARITY OF PROCEDURE; AS IN THE CASE OF 'AGNI'.

Bhāṣya.

The phrase 'api vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The declaration is not for the purpose of eulogising a quality; it is for pointing out that the procedure should be similar.—It is not right to say that—'what is declared being already implied by the General Law, its reiteration is useless, hence it must be taken as serving some other purpose'.—'What is the view then that can be held?'—What has been done at the Jyotiṣṭoma in connection with the Rathantarā-Sāman in accordance with Syntactical Connection is rendered admissible in the case in question by the General Law; and it is reiterated with the intention that 'I shall adopt the same procedure here also'.—As in the case of 'Agni';—just as the sameness of procedure has been asserted in connection with the Agniṣṭoma, in the following passage—'Athaśo'gniṣṭomēnaivānuyajati, tam-ukthēna, tamatirātriṇa, tam chatuśtriṇa, tam pañcharātriṇa, tam saṣṭrātriṇa, tam saptarātriṇa, tamaṣṭarātriṇa, tam navarātriṇa, tam dasharātriṇa, tamekāda-šarātriṇa'.

The purpose served by this discussion is that, as explained above, there will be no Preclusion.
Adhikaranā (25): The ‘Analytic’ Dvādashaḥa is the Ectype of the ‘Synthetic’ Dvādashaḥa.

Sūtra (79).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Of the Dvādashaḥa, the ‘Analytic’ and ‘Synthetic’ forms stand on the same footing; like the ‘Prśtha’.”

Bhāsya.

Of the Dvādashaḥa, there are two forms—the ‘Analytic’ and the ‘Synthetic’. The ‘Synthetic’ form is described in the following passage—‘Aindrāvāyavagrau . . . athāgrayanāgram’;—and the ‘Analytic’ form is described in the passage—‘Aindrāvāyavagrau prayanīyodayanīyau . . . dev āindrāvāyavāygrē’.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Are the details laid down for the Dvādashaḥa in reference to both forms of it? Or are they laid down in reference to the ‘Synthetic’ form of it, and the ‘Analytic’ form is only a modification (or Ectype) of the former?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“Of the Dvādashaḥa, both the Synthetic and Analytic forms stand on the same footing;—why?—because both the forms form the subject-matter of the Context, and hence it cannot be differentiated to whom the details belong and to whom they do not belong. Hence both should be regarded as standing on the same footing.—Like the ‘Prśha’; i.e. in regard to the two Prśhas, Bhṛhat and Rathantara, it being found that the Context appertains equally to both,—they are taken as having the same details; so should be the case with the ‘Synthetic’ and ‘Analytic’ forms of the Dvādashaḥa also.”

Sūtra (80).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, the ‘Analytic’ form is the modification of the ‘Synthetic’ form, because we find indicative texts to that effect.

Bhāsya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The Synthetic and Analytic forms do not stand on the same footing; in fact, the Analytic one should be regarded as the modification of the Synthetic form.—Why?—Because we find indicative texts to that effect; the following is the indicative text—‘Aindravāyavasya vā itadāyatanam yachhatvamahah’;—this text occurs in connection with the ‘Analytic’ Dvādashaḥa; at the analytic Dvādashaḥa, however, the Aindravāyva does not
form the first on the Fourth 'Day'; in fact, it is the Āgrayāṇa that forms the first on that day;—such being the case, the assertion 'Aindrayāyasya vā ṭadāyatanam' cannot be applicable. If however, the Analytic is the modification of the Synthetic form, then the said assertion becomes applicable as referring to the Synthetic form; the sense being that the 'āyatānam' which should belong to the Aindrayāya (in accordance with the General Law) is asserted in reference to the Āgrayāya. Hence from this indicative text, it follows that the Analytic is the modification of the Synthetic form.

SŪTRA (81).

BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF 'DESIRE'.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Yah kāmayēta bahu syam praśāyēya, etc.'; and whenever a 'prospective act' or 'contingent act' is done, it comes in only as a modification of an 'essential act'; for instance, the eating of Mudga and Rice and sleeping away from the wind—in cases of eye-disease.

SŪTRA (82).

IT OPERATES BOTH WAYS,—BEING ONE AND THE SAME ACT.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra explains the purpose of the discussion. The Dwādashaṇa operates equally both ways, among the Aharyaṇas; because both are one and the same act.—This in accordance with the Pūrva-paṇcāja. According to the Siddhānta, on the other hand, the Analytic form is operative only when there is a direct declaration or an indicative text to that effect;—in all other cases it is the Synthetic form that is operative.
ADHIKARANA (26): At the ‘Samvatsara-Sattrā’, there is an augmentation of the ‘anīkas’.

SŪTRA (83).

[PUKVAPAKSA]—“There should be repetition of the Tryanikā, as there is in the case of the Ekādashīna.”

bhāṣya.

In connection with the Devādāśāha, we read—‘Aindravāyavāgrauprāyaniyodayaniyau, dashamaṁchāhah ... atha āgrayanāgram.’ [The meaning of this is that there is a ‘Tryanika’, consisting of the Aindravāyava, Shukra, and Āgraya; by repeating this Tryanikā thrice we get the nine ‘days’ of the Devādāśāha (excluding the first day, the last day, and the tenth day); these nine are thus arranged—(1) Aindravāyava, (2) Shukra, (3) Āgraya; again, (4) Aindravāyava, (5) Shukra, (6) Āgraya;—and again for the third time, (7) Aindravāyava, (8) Shukra, and (9) Āgraya].—All this becomes admissible, under the General Law, into the Gavāmayana (Samvatsara-Sattrā); and as there are several Tryanikās to be brought about, a repetition becomes implied as a matter of course.

Now with regard to this repetition, there arises the question—Should the repetition be in the manner of the ‘Measuring Rod’ [where the whole Rod is let fall on the ground, several times, so that the entire nine days are to be repeated as one composite whole in the manner described above] ? Or is each part of it to be augmented in its own place [The Aindravāyava being repeated three times, then the Shukra being repeated three times, then the Āgraya being repeated three times] ?

Question—“In what way would it be ‘like the measuring Rod’ and in what way would there be ‘augmentation in its own place’ ?”

Answer—If the occasion consists of the ‘Days’, then after the first nine ‘days’ have been completed, the General Law points to the admissibility of the Tryanikā into the other remaining (three) ‘days’ also; and hence what presents itself is the order ‘The Aindravāyavāgra is the first day and then the Shukrāgra’;—after these nine also have been completed, the same again presents itself as ‘the Aindravāyavāgra being the First Day’.—This would be repetition ‘like the measuring rod’.—On the other hand, if the occasion is not of the ‘Days’, then the interval between the Prāyaniya and the Udayaniya is filled up by the nine anikās; so that at the Gavāmayana also, it would have to be filled up by the nine anikās; and on the completion of this, there would be no further repetition; so that this would not be ‘in the manner of the Measuring Rod’;—and yet without augmentation, the said interval could not be filled up; hence it comes to this that each anikā should be augmented (by repetition) in its own place.

The Pūrvapakṣa on this question is as follows:—“The repetition is to be in the manner of the Measuring Rod. With this view, we hold that
the occasion is that of the ‘Days’. It is declared that ‘The Aindicravyavagra is the First Day, then comes the Shukragra’—this Shukragra also is understood to be the Day, as that is what forms the subject-matter of the Context; hence the occasion must be regarded as that of the ‘Days’. Therefore we conclude that the repetition is in the manner of the Measuring Rod. Of the various methods of Repetition, that in the manner of the Measuring Rod is the most reasonable; as in this case the order of sequence remains preserved. For instance, when one says ‘Repeat the section three times’, it is read in the manner of the Measuring Rod (that is, the section as one composite whole is read three times), with a view to preserving the order (of its component parts). In the same manner it should be done in the case in question. Just as at this same Gavamayana, when the Ekadashini comes to be repeated, it is repeated (as a whole) in the manner of the Measuring Rod, and there is no augmentation of the several component parts in their own respective places.’

SUTRA (84).

[Siddhanta]—In fact, there should be augmentation (of the components) in their own places; as the number of the ‘Days’ is not perceptible.

Bhashya.

In fact, there should be augmentation of the components in their own places,—and the repetition shall not be in the manner of the Measuring Rod; with this view we hold that the occasion is not of the Days.—Why?

—Because the number of the Days is not perceptible; as a matter of fact, the number of the nine Days is not perceptible, as also the fact of the Aindicravyava Cup being the first that has been enjoined.—“Why should not the Day be regarded as enjoined?”—Because there would be syntactical split: The meaning would be that ‘The first is that in which the Aindicravyava is the first,—and this is a Day, not a group of days’; this would involve a syntactical split. Hence it follows that the mention of the Aharganya is only a reiteration. Such being the case, with a view to preserving the order of sequence, recourse must be had to the alternative of having an augmentation of the component parts in their own places; that is, having augmented those of which the Agraya is the first, augmentation should be done to those at which the Aindicravyava is the first.

SUTRA (85).

Further, in the repetition of the ‘Prshtha’, we find the ‘Agraya’ mentioned on the thirty-third ‘Day’; while under the other view, it would be the ‘Aindicravyava’ that would occupy that position.

Bhashya.

For the following reason also we conclude that there should be augmentation of the components in their own places.—“Why so?”—
Under the later half of the sacrifice, on the repetition of the Prṣṭhyā, we find that 'the character of having the Āgrayana for the first' is what appears on the thirty-third 'day'.—"How so?"—There is the following passage—'Jagatūm vai chhandāmei pratyavarohanti, āgrayānām vai grahāḥ, bhṛhat prṣṭhāni, trayastreimham stomaḥ';—all this is possible only if the components are augmented in their own places, not if there is repetition 'in the manner of the measuring rod'.—"Why?"—During the first half, the Tryanikī is repeated thrice; so that, without being repeated, it ends with the Āgrayaṇas; and the second half also begins with the Āgrayaṇas under the impression that the revolution has been complete. Thus then, in the first ninth part comes the thirty-third day; hence it becomes one of which the Āgrayaṇa is the first;—and in this way this declaration becomes explicable. On the other hand, if the repetition were 'in the manner of the measuring rod', in that position we would have the Āindravāya (not the Āgrayaṇa).—"How?"—Beginning with the Tryṣṭ, when we arrange the 'days' in groups of nine, there remain seven in the first half; therein the Āindravāya is the first, the Shukra is the first in the Vīṣṇu, and the Āgrayaṇa is the first of the first Śvarasāman;—hence the Tryanikā becomes completed in the Vīṣṇuṣṭ; and the thirty-third day comes to be one of which Āindravāya is the first; which is incompatible with the statement quoted above. Hence we conclude that there should be augmentation of the components in their own places.

[The Subodhini supplies the following account of the 'days' of the Gavāmayavana.—There are 361 days in all.—180 days form the First wing or Half and 180 the Second wing or Half;—in between these two halves, like the central pillar, is the one day called 'Vīṣṇu';—in the First Half, the first day is called the (1) 'Prāyanī'; (2) the second day is called the 'Chatureimhat';—these two days have been directly declared as having the Āindravāya as the first;—after this comes the Tryanikā;—herein are four Abhiplavas, each made up of one Saṭṭha or 'Six-Day';—thus giving the total of 24 days;—then comes the Prṛṣṭha, which is made up of another Saṭṭha, which means another 6 days;—24+6 make up 30;—similarly during the second, third, fourth, and fifth months;—this makes the total number of days 30×5=150;—during the sixth month there are three Abhiplavas, each made up of a Saṭṭha, which makes 18 days;—one Prṛṣṭha, also made up of a Saṭṭha;—this is 6 days;—then there is the Abhijit which takes only one day;—then 3 more Ekāhas, called 'Śvarasāman';—these make 3 days;—28 in all during the sixth month;—thus the total comes to be 2 (the first two days)+150 (first 5 months)+28 (sixth month)=180.—Then comes the Central Day called 'Vīṣṇu', 181.—Then comes the Second Half; first of all there are 3 Śvarasāman;—then the 'Ekāha' named 'Vīṣṇuṣṭ';—then the Prṛṣṭha which is a Saṭṭha (Six Days),—total 10;—then 3 Abhiplavas each of which is one Saṭṭha, thus making a total of 18;—again the Prṛṣṭha, which is a Saṭṭha,—then, 4 Abhiplavas, each consisting of a Saṭṭha; this gives 24; these 24 and 6 make 30;—thus we have 30+18+10=58;—then the last 30 days are repeated thrice over,—90; thus we have 58+90=148;—then again there are 3 Abhiplavas, each consisting of a Saṭṭha, thus making 18 days;—then 2 more consisting of the Mantra 'Aṣṭaṣṭa',—then the 10 Central Days of the Devādayāna,—and 2 days of the Mahāvāta and the Atriātra;—thus we have '148+32=180 days.'—The two halves with the one Central Day, make up 361 days of the Gavāmayana, also called the Sameatvaramāyana.]
SŪTRA (86).

AT THE ‘EKĀDASHINA’ THERE IS REPETITION BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 83) that it should be as in the case of the Ekapadeśhina. —It is right that in the case of the Ekapadeśhinās, there should be repetition ‘in the manner of the Measuring Rod’; because there is a declaration to that effect—‘Vāraṇamantaḥ punaḥ paryāyettēvāgniyoḥ prathamāhāni ādabhāta’;—in accordance with this declaration, there is repetition ‘in the manner of the Measuring Rod’ of those that are repeated over again;—this, being found to be impossible at the Deśa, finds room in the Gavimayana. What is there that a Direct Declaration cannot do? There is no burden too heavy for Direct Declaration.

SŪTRA (87).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text also which points to the same conclusion, as to how the Ekapadeśhinās are repeated ‘in the manner of the Measuring Rod’;—‘Prāṇā vā ēkādāshināḥ yadēkapadeśhinibhiryuraḥānyaitirichyante pashavo vā’.—If the components are augmented in their own places, there is no excess; it is only in the case of ‘repetition in the manner of the measuring rod’ that there is always either excess or shortage. From this also we consider it only right that in the Ekapadeśhina, there should be ‘repetition in the manner of the Measuring Rod’.
ADHIKARANA (27): At the ‘Analytic’ Dvādasha, there should be change of the Metres of Mantras only.

SŪTRA (88).


Bhāṣya.

There is the Dvādasha sacrifice in its ‘analytic’ and ‘synthetic’ forms; of these the Analytic form is thus described—Aindraśayavāggra
.
.
.
. uḥa deśa aindravāyavāggrā.—In connection with this Analytic form of Dvādasha there is the following declaration—‘The metres ponder over the regions of one another—the Gāyatrī over that of the Triṣṭup, the Triṣṭup over that of the Jagati, the Jagati over that of the Gāyatrī’. [Here we have an interchange of metres laid down.]—At the same sacrifice, there are
(1) the Bhakṣa, (2) the Pavamāna, (3) the Paridhi, and (4) the Kapāla.—

(1) Related to the Bhakṣa, there is the mantra—Bhakṣā hi mā visha . . . . . gāyatrachhandasaḥ triṣṭupchhandasaḥ jagatichhandasaḥ . . . . bhakṣayāmi’;

(2) related to the Pavamāna, there is the mantra—‘Shyānosi gāyatrichhandah suparnosi triṣṭupchhandah sakhāsi jagatichhandah . . . . pārasya’;

(3) in relation to the Paridhi, there is the mantra—‘Gāyatro madhyamah paridhiḥ, triṣṭubho dakṣiṇo, jāgata uttaraḥ’;

(4) in relation to the Kapālas, there is the mantra—‘Aṣṭākapālaḥ . . . . tārītyasavanikah’.

In regard to this, there arises the following question—When there is ‘change of metre’ (as prescribed), is there to be change (1) of the Bhakṣa-mantras as well as of the Bhakṣa,—(2) of the Pavamāna-mantras as well as of the Pavamāna,—(3) of the Paridhi-mantras as well as of the Paridhis,—(4) of the Kapāla-mantras as well as of the Kapālas? Or is there to be ‘change of metre’ in the mantras only?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is as follows—‘There should be change of the Mantras as also of the subject-matter of the mantras. Why?—Because the declaration is without distinction; the declaration that there is makes no distinction at all; it says—‘The metres ponder over each other’s regions—the Gāyatrī over the Triṣṭup’s, the Triṣṭup over the Jagati’s, the Jagati over the Gāyatrī’s’; there is nothing in this to show that the change is to be of the mantras only (not of their subject-matter). Hence there should be change of mantras as well as of their subject-matter. As a result of this, (A) the Central Paridhi should be placed in the position of the Right one,—the Right one in the position of the Left one,—and the Left one in the position of the Central one;—(B) the Aṣṭākapāla should be con-
nected with **Midday**,—the Ėkādashaṅkapāla with the **Third Savana**,—the Dvādashaṅkapāla with the **Morning Savana**;—(C) the Drink connected with the **Morning Savana** should be drunk in place of the Midday Drink,—the Midday Drink should be drunk in place of that related to the **Third Savana**, —and that related with the **Third Savana** should be drunk in place of that related to the **Morning Savana**;—and (D) the Bahisṭpavamāna should be used in place of the Midday Pavamāna,—the Midday one in place of the Ārkhava,—and the Ārkhava in place of the Bahisṭpavamāna.”

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—It is not right that there should be ‘change of metres’ all through, without distinction; the change should be in the mantras only; it is the metres in the mantras alone that should be changed.—Why so?—Because it is only the metres of the mantras that are capable of being really changed; as for the Bhakṣa and other things, even on being changed, they remain what they were,—the Bhakṣa still remains Bhakṣa, and so on. For instance, if the Bhakṣa (Drink) related to the Morning Savana is drunk at the time of the Midday one, it would not become ‘related to the Trīṣṭup-metre’; so on, in all cases.—How so?—Because even at its own time, the Drink is not ‘related to the Gāyatrī-metre; it is only the Gāyatrī,—not what is not Gāyatrī,—that can take the place of the Trīṣṭup; and certainly the Drink and other things are not Gāyatrī. Thus there is no possibility of any change of the Drink and other things. On the other hand, the metres of the Mantras can very well exchange their places.—Hence the change should be made only in the metres of the Mantras.

---

End of Pāda v of Adhyāya X.
ADHYÄYA X.

PĀDA VI.

ADHİKARANĀ (1): The Rathantara and other Sāmans are sung over a Verse-triad.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"At the sacrifice, they should be (sung) over a single verse, just as in the reading of the Text."

Bhāṣya.

The Sāmans form the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa—such as Rathantara, Bṛhat, Vairūpa, Vairūja, Śākvara, and Raivata.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Should the singing of these be done over a single verse? Or over a Verse-triad?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"At the sacrifice they should be sung over a single verse; they are so sung at the time of reading the text; and as they have been sung at the time of reading the text so should they be sung at the sacrificial performance;—it is only right that there should be no difference between what is done during the reading of the text and what is done during the performance of a sacrifice; as it is only for the purpose of sacrificial performances that the text is read;—hence at the sacrifice the Sāman should be used just as it has been used during the reading of the text.—From this it follows that the Sāmans should be sung over a single verse.

The Sāmans that form the subject-matter of this Adhikaraṇa are those which have their origin in single verses, not those that are based in their very origin upon Verse-triads. As has been said—'Simāsantaniyā evāpatyashākvaravarnam' (.chomp)—[This is the reading of MS. D. MS. C. reads 'Yathāhīmasata- niyataśvāpataśākvaravantum'; in any case the words are not intelligible]."

SŪTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, they should be sung over a verse-triad; as we find indicative texts to that effect.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that they should be sung over a single verse.—Why?—Because we find indicative texts; there is the following indicative text—‘Aṣṭākṣarēṇa prathāmāyā rchaḥ prastouti deyakṣarēṇa uttarayoh’ [where the details of the singing are spoken of as bearing upon the 'first verse' and the 'two later verses']; if the singing were done over a single verse, there
would be no sense in the use of the terms 'first' and 'later two'.—Hence it follows that they should be sung over a Verse-triad.—The following is another indicative text pointing to the same conclusion—' The Rk said to the Sāman—Let us pair together; Sāman said—Thou art not fit to be my wife, the Veda is my majesty; then becoming two, the Bks said the same thing; the Sāman said—You are not fit for being my wives, the Veda is my majesty; then becoming three, the Bks said the same thing; whereupon the Sāman said—Let us be together.'—From this also it follows that when a hymn is sung, one Sāman is chanted over three verses.

Says the Opponent—' This that you have put forward is only an indicative text; state some direct reasons.'

Answer—In the whole of the Rgveda, there is no verse that is named 'Prathamā' (First), nor are there any named 'Uttarā'; in fact, both these names are relative; hence in the text quoted, when it is said that the hymning should be done with eight syllables of the Prathamā (first) verse, and with two syllables of the Uttara (two later) verses, it is clear that three verses are being referred to.—Similarly, though the text 'Ekam sāma tṛchē kriyate stotriyam' appears to be only reiterative, yet on the basis of the commendatory passage describing the conversation between Rk and Sāman, it is clear that the said text is injunctive (not merely reiterative). This is what has been explained under Sūtra 3. 5. 21.
ADHIKARANA (2): The term 'Svardṛk' serves the purpose of indicating the time for the ' Vikṣaṇa'.

SŪTRA (3).

'Looking at Svardṛk' should be taken only as indicative of time; because it is for the sake of something else.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Iśvaram vai rathantaramudgātāshchaksuḥ, pramathitā rathantarē prastūyamānē sammilēt śvardṛham prati vikṣaṇa' [The Rathantara is the all-powerful eye of the Udgāt; when the Rathantara is begun, the Pramathīr should close his eyes and look towards the Svardṛk.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—The 'looking at the Fire', that is here laid down—is it meant to be an accessory of the sacrifice? Or is it mentioned only as indicating a particular point of time?—What we have to consider in this connection is—Is 'looking towards the Svardṛk (Fire)' meant to be subsidiary to the 'closing of the eyes on the starting of the Rathantara'? Or is the sentence 'he should look towards the Svardṛk', a separate sentence by itself?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—'The 'looking towards the Svardṛk' is meant to be an accessory and the sentence laying it down is separate by itself. Why?—Because it is clearly understood to be different; the sentence 'he should look at the Fire' is found to be clearly distinct from the preceding sentence.—But the sentence is actually found to be non-separate also from the preceding one: Having laid down that on the starting of the Rathantara one should close his eyes, it goes on to reiterate that 'he should look towards the Svardṛk.'—The answer to this is that, in both these constructions, we have to regard the two sentences as distinct; this difference would be inconsistent with the non-difference urged by the objector; and when there is a conflict between Injunction and Reiteration (and the question is whether the sentence 'he should look towards the Svardṛk' is an injunction or a reiteration), the right course is to take it as an Injunction; firstly because in that case it says something new;—and 'a mere declaration serves no useful purpose', as declared under Sūtra 1. 2. 19;—secondly because we find a clear injunction; a clear injunction is perceived in the word 'vikṣaṇa' ('should look');—thirdly, the Direct Denotation of the words becomes accepted; for instance, the words 'should look at the fire' clearly lay down the act of 'looking' towards what is denoted by the term 'svardṛk'; so that there is direct connection between what is denoted by the term 'svardṛk' and the act of 'looking'. If the words were not taken to mean this, then the term 'svardṛk' could only indirectly indicate a particular time. And when there is conflict between Direct Denotation and Indirect Indication, the most reasonable course is to accept the former. From all this it follows
that the ‘-looking’ is meant to be an accessory.—Or, the text ‘Svardyaham prati vigeśa’ may be construed in the following manner, to show that the ‘looking’ is meant to be an accessory:—What is denoted by the term ‘svardyak’ is the means of accomplishing the ‘looking’; this would be in keeping with the Indicative text, as also with Syntactical Connection,—inasmuch as the term ‘svardyak’ is actually present in the sentence.—From all this it follows that the act of ‘looking’ is meant to be an accessory.’

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—‘Looking at Svardyak’ should be taken only as indicative of time, because it is for the sake of something else.—It is not that the ‘looking’ is meant to be an accessory; in fact, the connection between what is denoted by the word ‘svardyak’ and ‘look’ is for the purpose of indicating time.—‘Why?’—Because the Sāman is for the sake of something else; in the text ‘Rathantaram prathāh bhavati’, the Sāman is declared as to be used in the Prathā-hymn; which means that when the words of the verses are making up the Hymn, the said Sāman helps in this making up by showing forth the words of the hymn to an advantage by means of note-combinations and other details. Such being the case, when the Sāman is employed in the Hymning, those words of the verse which are inter-related also come to be employed in the same; consequently, inasmuch as the term ‘svardyak’ also occurs in the text of the verse, it follows that that term also is employed in the Hymning;—hence we conclude that, inasmuch as it is for the sake of something else, its presence must be indicative of time.

Says the Opponent—‘The term ‘svardyak’ is only contained in the verse; the actual injunction is of the Rathantara; which must set aside what might be merely inferred from the presence of a particular term; hence the sentence could directly point to the looking being an accessory.’

Answer—As a matter of fact, one thing can be taken as setting aside something else only when it is found that, if it did not set aside this latter, it would serve no useful purpose;—in the case in question, the injunction in question does not become useless by not setting aside the implication of the term ‘svardyak’, as even so it serves the very useful purpose of indicating the time during performances.

It might be argued that—‘on account of the presence of the term in the Mantra, and by reason of the injunction of the Sāman, the connection of the term with the act of Hymning is direct; while the relationship of an act and its means is expressed by Syntactical Connection; and as both facts are cognised by valid means of knowledge, there can be no incompatibility in the case.’

But it is not so; if one accepts the relationship of an act and its means, in the case of the term as taken apart from the Mantra-text,—he cannot at the same time, recognise the connection of that word, uttered only once, with the Hymning;—in fact, if he did recognise this connection, he should utter it again, not otherwise. Hence the relationship of the act and means also should rest in the Hymn itself. What is recognised is the connection of the means with the connection of the act in the Hymn itself,—not in the connection of the Hymn; as no particular means are present.—Thus then, it
being proved that there is no inconsistency between the text of the Mantra and the injunction of the Śāman and the sentence 'one should look at the Svarūpā'—the presence of the word should be taken as serving the purpose of indicating the time. That is why we say that the presence of the term serves to indicate the time.

It has been argued that—"Where both difference and non-difference are possible, it is difference that should be accepted,—and where both Injunction and Reiteration are possible, it is better to accept the Injunction; and as we find the Injunctive affix, we should conclude that it is an Injunction."

Our answer to this is as follows:—True: between Injunction and Reiteration, Injunction is superior, on the ground that it puts forward something new; but this can be so only if there is no other means of knowledge bearing upon the matter in question. In a case, however, where the admissibility of what forms the subject-matter of the Injunction happens to be already expressed by some other word, or already implied by something that has gone before,—in such cases, the subject-matter being one that is already known, the text (though with the Injunctive affix) has to be taken as only reiterative.—Now in the case in question, the act of 'looking' is already indicated by the man's own needs, because unless the man looks at things, he cannot take part in the activities involved in the performance; and thus the act of looking being already thus implied, the injunctive affix (in 'vikṣeṇa') must be taken to be merely reiterative.

"But the direct assertion that 'on the starting of the Rathantarā, one should close his eyes' would set aside the looking if it were only implied; just as the Prajāpati-vratas (observances laid down for the Religious Student) set aside, by Direct Assertion, all those activities which would be prompted by the desires of the man."

It is not so understood.—"Why?"—Because it is prefaced by the beginning of a particular action—'when the Rathantarā is started'; so that when this starting has been done, this sentence has fulfilled its purpose, and hence it cannot set aside the looking that is implied by the needs of the man.

It has been argued that—"the connection of what is denoted by the term 'svārūpā' and the 'looking' is got at by Syntactical Connection; while the act of looking is already indicated by the meaning of the sentence and the indicative term in the shape of the root 'drśhi' ('to see', in the term 'svārūpā')."

Our answer to this is as follows:—The term 'prati' (in the sentence 'Svārū&pam prati vikṣeṇa') is a preposition; and hence it signifies, by Direct Denotation, the fact that what is denoted by the term 'svārūpā' is an indicative sign. And it has been already understood that Direct Assertion sets aside the Indicative word, as also Syntactical Connection.—Or, there need be no setting aside of Syntactical Connection in this case; what Syntactical Connection signifies is mere relationship,—sometimes the relationship between an act and its means, sometimes the relationship between the qualification and the qualified, sometimes the relationship between the indicator and the indicated and so forth, several other forms of relation-
ship;—in the case in question, it is the relationship of indicator and indicated which is found necessary and hence accepted as the particular relationship; so that Syntactical Connection is not set aside. As for instance, in common parlance, when it is said 'it is flashing at the tree', the relationship between the Tree and the Flashing is not that of cause and effect; all that is understood is that the Tree is mentioned as the mark, the indicator of the flashing that has proceeded from somewhere else. In the same manner, in the case in question the term 'śvaṛdṛk' is mentioned as the indicator of the looking, which has been already prompted by the needs of the man; and hence the sentence is not useless; because, unless the indicative and the indicator are spoken of in a sentence, their relationship cannot be recognised.

It has been argued that "on account of the presence of the root 'dṛshi' ('to see', in 'śvaṛdṛk'), the indication of this is honoured (under the Pārvapakṣa view)."

But as a matter of fact, we do not find even this (reason) yielding the conclusion desired (by the Pārvapakṣin). The root 'dṛshi' can denote the act of looking only when it is used for its own sake, not when it is used for the sake of something else;—in the term 'śvaṛdṛk', the root 'dṛshi' appears with a prefix, and hence it is understood to be a subordinate factor in the character of the Nominative Agent, which agent is the predominant factor. When the Nominative Agent is expressed, he is not recognised as an indicative of the act of looking, because the root 'dṛshi' is an entirely subservient factor;—and the word that denotes the Nominative Agent cannot be construed with the root 'vikṣa', to 'look'. If what is enjoined were that 'one should look at Svaṛdṛk',—and the question arose who 'Svaṛdṛk' was, the only answer available would be that it is one looking at whom has been enjoined;—so that being in ignorance, we could not determine what should be done. On the other hand, if the meaning of the sentence is that 'One should accomplish the looking by means of the Svaṛdṛk', there also, as it is not known who or what 'Svaṛdṛk' is, the same difficulty remains.—Thus we find that if we hurriedly accept any of these constructions (possible under the Pārvapakṣa), we follow neither the Indicative Word nor the Syntactical Connection. On the other hand, if we connect the Looking with the Svaṛdṛk as the indicative (of time), then at the time of the utterance of the word 'vikṣa', the said connection does, somehow or other, become recognised;—then, as for the connection with the Hymning, it is not inconsistent even with the denotation of the Nominative Agent; as the necessary co-ordination is there, it being connected with 'Iśāna' as a qualification of this latter,—in the Mantra—'Iśānam svaṛdṛṣham tathuṣaḥ'.—It is for these reasons that we assert that the sentence 'Svaṛdṛṣham prati vikṣa' is connected with the act of Hymning, as indicating the time.

"What is the use of all this discussion?"

If the 'looking' were taken as an accessory,—then, in the case of the transference laid down in the text 'Rathantaramuttararyogayati', the injunction, that 'when the Rathantara starts one should close his eyes', would present itself;—and as the term 'śvaṛdṛk' is not present in the Uttarā
verses, there would be no restriction regarding the 'looking',—in accordance with the Pūrṇapakṣa; while according to the Siddhānta, the 'Śvarāṅk' being an indication, the time for looking would not be past till the time indicated (i.e. at the time that the word 'śvarāṅkham' is uttered during the singing); and hence the restriction becomes secured (that the Looking should be done at that time).
ADHIKARANA (3): At the 'Gavāmayana' sacrifice, during the 'Prśthya-Śādaha', the 'Bṛhat', and the 'Rathantara' should be separated.

SŪTRA (4).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—‘In the case of the 'Prśthya', as there is simultaneous injunction, both the Sāmans should be chanted; as in the case of the ‘Ēkāha’.’

Bhāṣya.

There is the following text—'Prśthyah saḍahah bṛhadṛathantarasaṁā' ['The Prśthya-śādaha should have the Bṛhat and Rathantara Sāman'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should, on each of the six days, both the Sāmans be chanted? Or, on some days, the Bṛhat and on some, the Rathantara?

"Why should such a question arise at all?"

The compound 'bṛhadṛathantarasaṁā' becomes applicable to the 'Śādaha' in both cases;—i.e. when the term 'bṛhadṛathantara' is taken as standing for the Bṛhat and Rathantara conjointly, as also when it is taken as standing for them severally. Hence what is to be considered is, whether the compound 'bṛhadṛathantarasaṁā' is a Bāhuvihi containing within itself a Deanda,—it being expounded as 'bṛhadṛathantarē sāmani yasya' ('at which the Bṛhad—Rathantara are the Sāman'),—or it is a multi-membered Bāhuvihi,—being expounded as 'bṛhat yasya—rathantaram yasya—sāma' ['that which has Bṛhat—that which has Rathantara—for its Sāman'].—If it is the former Bāhuvihi, then both the Sāman should be chanted conjointly on each of the six days; if, on the other hand, it is the latter kind of Bāhuvihi, then they should be chanted separately (on different days).

The Pūrvapakṣa on this question is as follows:—"Both the Sāmans should be chanted conjointly; hence we explain the compound as a Bāhuvihi with a Deanda compound within itself.—Why?—Because the terms 'bṛhat' and 'rathantara' are in close proximity to one another, and we therefore regard the term 'bṛhadṛathantara' as a complex formation; and when there is a complex formation, compounding is essential; further, in the case of a Deanda compound, if it is taken as denoting its own meaning, then alone is Direct Denotation followed, as well as the intimate relationship between the terms preserved; otherwise, both these would be militated against. For this reason, we conclude that the compound 'bṛhadṛathantarasaṁā' is a Bāhuvihi with a Deanda within itself;—and such being the case, on each of the six days, both the Sāmans should be chanted jointly.—Why so?—Because the Deanda compound, in this case, is of that kind which denotes mutual companionship between the two numbers; so that the meaning is that 'wherever there is Rathantara, it should be accompanied
by the Brhat'. It is this mutual companionship that is meant by the term 'simultaneous injunction' (in the Sūtra). From this it follows that on each of the six days the two Sāmans are to be chanted together.

"As in the case of the Ēkāha (Sū.),—just as in accordance with the text 'Jyogīmayāvināḥ ubhē kuryāt, samsevā ubhē kuryāt apachitāvapyaśkāh bhadrathantarā kuryāt' [both the Brhat and Rathantara are chanted together at the Ēkāha]."

SŪTRA (5).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, THE COMPOUND HAS BEEN FORMED WITH THE TWO MEMBERS TAKEN SEPARATELY; HENCE THERE IS NOTHING WRONG IN THEIR BEING SEPARATED.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that both the Sāmans should be chanted on each of the six days; in fact, on some days, the Rathantara, and on some days the Brhat is to be chanted; and it is not true that the two Sāmans are enjoined conjointly.—Why?—Because, even if the term 'bhadrathantarāsāmā' be explicable according to both views (the Pūrvaṇa as well as the Siddhānta),—even so the right course would be to chant the two Sāmans separately.—Why?—Because at the Archetypal Sacrifice, the Prsthā has been made up of only one Sāman; hence, in accordance with the General Law, it should be made up of only one Sāman at the Ectypal Sacrifice also. Such being the case, everything due to the Brhat as well as everything due to the Rathantara would be done.

If it be held that—"what makes up the Prsthā is the combination of Brhat and Rathantara, neither the Brhat alone, nor the Rathantara alone",—then, in that case, the conditions of neither one would be adopted; as that would go against the General Law. It is not only that the conditions of neither would be adopted; in fact, neither the Brhat-Prsthā nor the Rathantara-Prsthā would be secured. And by reason of this discrepancy, it would become an entirely different performance.

Then again, that the Prsthā is to consist of the two Sāmans combined can be only indirectly implied. While such assertions as 'Brhat prsthām bhavati', 'Rathantaram prsthām bhavati' are indicative of the fact that the two are not to be combined.

Further, the term 'brhat', standing in need of connection with the term 'sāman', cannot be connected with the term 'rathantara':—and as for close proximity, this is equally present between the terms 'rathantara' and 'sāman'.—Then again, if the view is adopted that the term 'bhadrathantarā' is a complex formation, the chances of its being taken as a Devandra compound becomes very much lessened. Nor is it necessary that whenever there is complex formation, there must be compounding; because the revered Pāṇini has made it a matter of option.—Further, the mention of the term 'sāman' clearly shows that the Brhat and the Rathantara are the characteristic marks of the Sāman.—From all this it follows that the two Sāmans are not to be chanted together.
It has been explained already that even when the Sāmans are separated, there is no incongruity in the term 'bhadrathantarasaṁā'; for instance, when it is said that 'for a month Devadatta is to feed on clarified butter and oil', what is meant is that he is to be fed, for half a month, with clarified butter, and for the other half, on oil,—similarly the term 'bhadrathantarasaṁā' also may be explained.

As for the Ėkāha, as it is to be done only on one day, there is no possibility of 'separation', hence it has been said that 'Samastā jyogāmayavinah ubhē kuryāt'.
ADHIKARANA (4): At the ‘Prāyanīya’ and ‘Udayanīya’, the ‘Ekādashina’ should be dealt with severally.

SŪTRA (6).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—“Among the ‘Ekādashiṇas’, there verily should be combination, as that is what is done at the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the following text—‘Ekādashinān prāyanīyodayanīyayoratiratrayarālabhīta’ [‘One should sacrifice the eleven animals on the Prāyanīya and Udayanīya Atiratras’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should all the eleven animals be sacrificed on the Prāyanīya day, and again another eleven on the Udayanīya day? Or, out of the eleven animals, some are to be sacrificed on the Prāyanīya day and some on the Udayanīya day?—This question arises because the form of expression is the same in both cases.

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘The term ‘tu’ (‘verily’) implies the absence of all doubt. Among the eleven animals there must be combination; i.e. all the eleven are to be dealt with together on the Prāyanīya day, and again all the eleven, on the Udayanīya day. —Why?—Because this is what is done at the Archetype; at the Archetypal Sacrifice of the Jyotiṣṭoma all the animals are sacrificed together; and the same combination is rendered admissible in the case in question also, by the General Law. —Further, the Prāyanīya or the Udayanīya day is spoken of only as a distinctive qualification; and when all the eleven are found to be enjoined in connection with the Prāyanīya day, there is nothing to differentiate which ones from among the eleven are so enjoined. Similarly in connection with the Udayanīya also. —From all this it follows that there should be combination.”

SŪTRA (7).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—“Also because distributive treatment has been prohibited.”

Bhāṣya.

“There is prohibition of distributive treatment in the text—‘On the Prāyanīya and the Udayanīya, one should sacrifice the eleven animals’. In the ordinary way, there is distributive treatment, as asserted in the text ‘one animal should be sacrificed on each day’; and in accordance
with this, one animal would be sacrificed on the Prāyanīya day and the other animals on other days.—Under the circumstances, what the text in question does is to prohibit those to be dealt with on the other days; and all of them come to be dealt with at the Prāyanīya, and so again at the Udayanīya. Hence it follows that all the animals concerned may be sacrificed on the Prāyanīya day."

SŪTRA (8).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, THERE SHOULD BE SEPARATE TREATMENT, ON THE BASIS OF DIRECT ASSERTION,—AS IN COMMON PRACTICE.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above. It is not right that they should all be dealt with together.—there should be separate treatment.—Why?—Because of the Direct Assertion of Duality; we have the assertion of Duality in the word ‘prāyanīyodayanīyayoh’;—and this duality is asserted as something to be made up,—and not as a distinctive feature.—Why?—The injunction of the Ėkādashiṇi being close by, what is done is that after having enjoined the Ėkādashiṇi by direct declaration,—again having indicated it by Direct Assertion,—for the purpose of laying down the purpose, it is again added—‘Prāyanīyodayanīyayoh’; the compounding found here becomes possible because members of the Devadatta compound are predominant factors, and hence there is need for the compounding. The compound being there, it denotes mutual companionship; so that the Ėkādashiṇi appertains to the Prāyanīya, not alone, by itself, but as accompanied by the Udayanīya;—similarly it appertains to the Udayanīya also (as accompanied by the Prāyanīya). Hence the significance of the sentence is complete with the whole lot (of the eleven animals). If, on the other hand, the two (Prāyanīya and Udayanīya) were not regarded as something to be secured, then the members of the Devadatta compound would become subordinate factors,—and hence there being no need,—the compound itself would become impossible; and in that case the significance of the sentence would be complete with each one of the eleven animals.—As a matter of fact, we find it spoken of as something to be secured.—Hence there must be distributive (separate) treatment.

As in common practice;—as in common practice, when it is said ‘give a hundred to Devadatta and Yajñadatta’, what is signified by the compound (‘devatayajñadattayoh’) is what is enjoined (predicated), and what the sentence means is that ‘the hundred that is to be given should be given to Devadatta and Yajñadatta’; and on the strength of the predication of the Devadatta compound, the ‘hundred’ is divided (between the two persons). Similarly in the case in question, the ‘Eleven animals’ have to be divided (between the Prāyanīya and the Udayanīya).
Sūtra (9).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS DISTRIBUTIVE TREATMENT AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāsyā.

For the following reason also there should be separate treatment.—"For what reason?"—There is distributive treatment at the Archetype; as we read in the text—'At the Ekādashinī one should sacrifice one every day'. It is a modification of this Ekādashīnī that is laid down in the text in question—'One should sacrifice the Ekādashīnas at the Prāyāṇiya and Udayāṇiya Atirātras'.—Hence we should, as far as possible, preserve the distributive treatment.

Sūtra (10).

IN CASE OF UNCERTAINTY, THE COURSE IS DETERMINED BY THE PROXIMITY OF THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāsyā.

This Sūtra anticipates the following objection—Says the Opponent—"If distributive treatment is desired, then five will have to be sacrificed on one day and six on the other; and it cannot be decided which number shall be sacrificed at which of the two—the Prāyāṇiya and the Udayāṇiya; and as it cannot be ascertained, there will be uncertainty; and when there is uncertainty, there can be no activity; so that the injunction would become futile".

In answer to this, we have the Sūtra—In the case of uncertainty,—i.e. the doubt raised in the objection,—proximity to the Archetype is what is principally followed; hence we decide that five of the animals would be sacrificed on the Prāyāṇiya and six on the Udayāṇiya day.

Sūtra (11).

"IN THAT CASE THERE SHOULD BE ONLY THREE",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra.]

Bhāsyā.

"If you think that proximity to the Archetype is to be principally followed, then, in that case, only three should be sacrificed at the Prāyāṇiya, just that number which would be in keeping with the plural number."

This objection has been urged against the Siddhānta.
SŪTRA (12).

Not so; because of equality; as in the case of the Prayājas.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as has been urged.—Why?—Because of equality; when, as a matter of fact, the Ėkādashinas have been laid down in connection with the Prāyaṇiya and the Udayaniya, which are dependent upon one another,—and at neither of the two are all the animals to be sacrificed,—with reference to that one at which they are not sacrificed, their entirety becomes set aside; and you will therefore have to admit of this rejection at least to the extent of that number which is not sacrificed at one or the other of the two days.—Hence the distribution should be equal;—just as in the case of the Prayājas; for instance, the six additional Prayājas, being the modifications of the first and the last, are equally distributed between both; similarly in the case in question, the animals shall be so distributed over the two days as to make the distribution as equal as possible, and if there is an odd animal left over, it shall be sacrificed at the Udayaniya; as that would be in accordance with the proximity to the Arch-type. Thus we find that there is no force in the objection.
ADHIKARANA (5) : When it is declared that 'the Vishvajit is Sarvapr̥ṣṭha', it is only one 'Sāman' that is to be brought in at the point that has been enjoined as the 'place of Pr̥ṣṭha'.

SŪTRA (13).

[PURVAPAKŚA]—"In the case of the 'Sarvapr̥ṣṭha', inasmuch as the term 'pr̥ṣṭha' is there, all the Pr̥ṣṭhas should be brought in at one and the same place,—the place of the Pr̥ṣṭhas having been already determined."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Vishvajit sarvapr̥ṣṭhaḥ' | 'The Vishvajit sacrifice is one at which all Pr̥ṣṭhas are introduced', these Pr̥ṣṭhas being the six Sāmans, (1) Rathantara, (2) Br̥hat, (3) Vairūpa, (4) Vairāja, (5) Shākvara, and (6) Rāivata.

In regard to this, there arises the following question—Are all these Pr̥ṣṭhas to be introduced at the place that has been assigned to the Pr̥ṣṭha? Or only one Pr̥ṣṭha is to be introduced at that place and the rest are to be brought in elsewhere?

"Which is 'the place assigned to the Pr̥ṣṭha'?"  

The interval that comes after the Māḍhyandina-Pavamāna and before the Māitrāvaruna-Sāman is the 'place assigned to the Pr̥ṣṭha'.

The PURVAPAKŚA is that—'this same place would be the place wherein all the Pr̥ṣṭhas (Sāman) have to be brought in.—Why?—Because of the use of the term 'pr̥ṣṭha'. The place in question is one that has been assigned to all that is used as the Pr̥ṣṭha; hence all the Sāmans must be introduced at that same place'.

SŪTRA (14).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, there should be dispersal, on account of the Injunction.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above. What has been urged above on the basis of reasoning should be set aside on the strength of Direct Injunction; and the Direct Injunction is that one Sāman only is to be used as 'Pr̥ṣṭha' and the others are to be used as 'Pariśāman'.—"How so?"—There is the (injunctive) text—'Pavamāṇe rathantaram karoti, ārbhavā byhat, madhaya itarāni, vairūpam hotuh pr̥ṣṭham,
vairājam brahmāsāma, shākvaram maitrāvaruṇasāma'. [Where the use of the single Sāman is laid down]. Thus then, by adopting this method, the said Injunction is made useful, if the other Sāmans are used as 'Parisāman'. Otherwise, there would be no justification for the injunction of one Sāman to be used as 'Prēṭha'. In order to avoid this contingency, we conclude that one Sāman only is to be used as 'Prēṭha' and the others are to be used as 'Parisāman'.
ADHIKARANĀ (6): The ‘Vairūpa-Sāman’ and the ‘Vairāja-Sāman’ are to be used as ‘Prṣṭha’.

SŪTRA (15).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The Vairūpa-Sāman should find place in the entire sacrifice, because of its connection with the (entire) sacrifice; just like the ‘Trivṛt’, it should have only one Sāman."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣṭoma-sacrifice, at which there are two particular terminuses'—Ukthya and Śodashin; in connection with these, we read—‘Ukthya vairūpa-sāmā . . . Śodashin vairājasāmā’ (‘The Ukthya is that which has the Vairūpa-Sāman; the Śodashin is that which has the Vairāja-Sāman’).

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the Vairūpa-Sāman enter into the whole of the Ukthya-sacrifice, and the Vairāja-Sāman, into the whole of the Śodashin-sacrifice? Or are they to be used only in place of the ‘Prṣṭha’?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"Throughout the whole sacrifice, there should be the one Sāman, the Vairūpa only (at the Ukthya), and the Vairāja only (at the Śodashin).—Why?—Because of its connection with the entire sacrifice; without any specification, the Vairūpa-Sāman has been enjoined in connection with the whole sacrifice (Ukthya),—so also the Vairāja (with the Śodashin); consequently neither of them can be used in place of the Prṣṭha only.—Just as in the case of the ‘Trivṛt’;—in the case of the text—‘The Agniṣṭoma is trivṛt’,—the Trivṛt-stoma enters into the whole sacrifice (of the Agniṣṭoma),—in the same manner, the two Sāmans in question should extend respectively into the whole of the sacrifices.—Or, as in the case of the text—‘Dhēnurathaśa bhūrayaḥ dvadvasaḥ trīyā yaḥ svaṣṭaśya vishva-vṛtyaḥ stotriyā dhēnurdaśaṇa’,—the milch cow (Dhēnu) is used in place of the entire Sacrificial Fee, so also should the two Sāmans in question enter respectively into the whole of the two sacrifices (Ukthya and Śodashin)."

SŪTRA (16).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, they should be used only in place of the ‘Prṣṭha’, because of the presence of the indicative of the Archetype.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the two Sāmans should be taken as to be used in place of the Prṣṭha.—How?—In the two compound words ‘Vairūpa-sāmā’ and
'Vairāja-sāmā', there is the term 'Sāman' which is indicative of the Archetype; and it indicates that compounds are to be taken as Bahuviṣṭha; so that what is enjoined is, not the Vairāpa-Sāman or the Vairāja-Sāman, but the fact of the sacrifice having the character of having the Vairāpa Sāman and the character of having the Vairāja Sāman. The connection too is with the Sacrifice, not with the Hymn; in fact, even in a single Hymn—if the Vairāpa and the Vairāja Sāman are chanted,—the sacrifice can have the character of having the Vairāpa Sāman and the character of having the Vairāja Sāman.—How?—If the Sāman is laid down in connection with a Hymn, then it would be chanted over all Hymns; because all equally are Hymns;—such however is not the case; hence, when over a single Hymn, the Vairāpa and the Vairāja Sāman are chanted, there comes about the character of having the Vairāpa Sāman and the character of having the Vairāja Sāman.—And when this is done in connection with a single Hymn, they should be used in the place of 'Prśṭha'; because the character of having the Vairāpa Sāman that is enjoined is a quality,—and so also is the character of having the Vairāja Sāman;—and as such they could be used only in place of a quality of the same kind;—at the Archetype, the qualities of this kind are the character of having the Brhat Sāman and the character of having the Rathantara Sāman;—so that the presence of these indicatives of the Archetype shows that the character of having the Vairāpa Sāman and the character of having the Vairāja Sāman are to be used in the place of 'Prśṭha';—in accordance with the principle arrived at in Sūtra 8. 1. 2.—From all this it follows that the two Sāmans in question are to be used in the place of 'Prśṭha'.

SŪTRA (17).

"It would be like the 'Trivṛt'",—if this is urged, [then the answer would be as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If it be urged, as has been argued before, that—"Just as in the case of the text 'Trivṛt aṁśtomaḥ', the character of 'Trivṛt' enters into the whole sacrifice,—so should it be in the case in question also",—then this has to be refuted [and we proceed to refute it in the following Sūtra].

SŪTRA (18).

That cannot be; because at the Archetype the connection is not with the whole sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as suggested. In the case in question, we find that by reason of the signs of the Archetype, the Vairāpa and Vairāja cannot be connected with the whole sacrifice. In the case of the 'Trivṛt', there is no such connection with any marks of the Archetype which could lead us to take it as not connected with the whole sacrifice. Hence the case of the 'Trivṛt' is different from that of the two Sāmans in question.
SŪTRA (19).

"On account of the injunction, it cannot be so",—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the following Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If it be urged, as has been argued before, that—"just as the Injunction of the Milch Cow is used in place of the entire Sacrificial Fee on Earth, so should the two Sāmans also be used at the whole sacrifice",—(then the answer is as follows)—

SŪTRA (20).

In the case of uncertainty, it could be so, as in that case it would be quite reasonable; specially because there is no difference in the act.

Bhāṣya.

It is quite possible that the Milch Cow should set aside the entire Sacrificial Fee on Earth. Because when there is an uncertainty as to whether the said cow should, or should not, set aside the entire Sacrificial Fee, it is only right that it should set aside the entire Sacrificial Fee,—Why?—Because there is no difference in the act; i.e. the purpose of the Sacrificial Fee remains undisturbed, whether it is done by means of the entire Fee or by means of the Milch Cow. Because the Milch Cow is found to be laid down as serving the same purpose as the Sacrificial Fee,—in the text—"The Milch Cow is the Sacrificial Fee"; hence in that case it is only right. In the case in question however, the presence of the sign of the Archetype has set aside the grounds that were present in the other case. Hence this case also is not analogous to that of the Sāmans in question.

SŪTRA (21).

Also because there is no modification of the Archetype.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Sāmans cannot be connected with the whole sacrifice.—"For what reason?"—Because there is no modification of the Archetype; that is, in this way, there is much of the Archetype that would remain unmodified; and to that extent, the General Law would be obeyed.—From this also we conclude that the two Sāmans in question are not connected with the whole sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (7): In the case of the text 'Trivρdagniśτomaḥ', the change of number is in the 'Stoma'.

SUTRA (22).

[Pūrvaśā]-“In the case of the ‘Trivṛt’, as it is a number, there should be a modification of the number of all things.”

Bhāṣya.

We have the text 'Trivṛdagniśṭomaḥ' ['The Agniśṭoma is threefold']. In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this number 'threefoldness' pertain to all accessories of the Agniśṭoma? Or is it restricted to the Stoma only?

The Pūrvaśā is as follows:—“When it is declared that 'it should be threefold', there should be a modification of every number. —Why?—Because in common parlance, the term 'threefold' ('trivṛt') is used in the sense of 'connected with the number Three', as we find in the case of such expressions as 'the threefold rope', 'the threefold gem'; in the case in question also, when it is said that 'the Agniśṭoma should be trivṛt, threefold', what is meant is that the Agniśṭoma should be 'connected with the number Three'; and this connection of the Agniśṭoma with the number Three can be brought about only through the number characterising the accessories of the Agniśṭoma,—not directly by itself;—because Number is a quality. Further, here no particular thing is predicated which could be measured by the number in question; so that in the absence of any specification, whatever accessory of the Agniśṭoma there may be fit for being characterised by a number should be taken to be characterised by the said number Three; which would, by reason of its belonging to the genus 'number', modify the original number of those accessories. Just as, when it is said that 'Dēvadatta should be fed with Curds, Clarified Butter, and Rice, and Yajñadatta should be fed like Devadatta, with oil',—the oil is used for the purpose of lubricating the food, on the ground of its belonging to the genus of 'lubricants',—and it is not used for the purpose for which Rice is used;—in the same manner, in the case in question, the number should be used for the purpose of numbering only.”

SUTRA (23).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it is of the 'Stoma' only, because we find indicatives of it.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the number of everything should be changed; in fact, it is the number of 'Stoma' only that should be changed.—How so?
—Because in another text, the term *triért* (‘threelfold’) is found to be used in connection with the *Stoma*; e.g. in the text *Triért-bahiśpavamānah*, it is clearly perceived that the term *triért* pertains to the *Stoma*; similarly in the text *Triértagniṣṭomah*, there is the same word *triért* pronounced; and it would bring to the mind its same relative; thus the text, being indicative of the *Stoma*, should modify the number of the *Stoma* itself.

The following objection is here put forward:—“This is not possible; because as a rule numeral terms are not restricted in their application; they specify anything to be numbered with which they are connected; as is clearly shown in such expressions as ‘threelfold rope’, ‘threelfold gem’. Consequently when it is co-ordinated with the *Bahiśpavamāna*, it specifies the *Hymn*; and in other cases also whatever may be there to be numbered, the numeral shall qualify that; so that the presence of the indicative of the *Stoma* also cannot be a ground for restricting the application of the numeral term in question.”

The answer to this is as follows:—The term *triért* in the present connection, transcends its ordinary connotation, and is used in the sense of a peculiar relationship of number and numbered; for instance, in the sentence *Triért-bahiśpavamānah*, what is expressed is the number nine as pertaining to *Stomas*; so that what are spoken of are the nine *Stotriyas*;—from this it follows that the number in question subsists in these. Similarly in another case also we find the declaration—*Trayastrīkapalāstriértā stomēna sammiśā nava prakṛtiraprakṛtīagniṣṭomasya*, where the nine *Kapālas* are spoken of as measured by the *triért stomā*; and this shows that the term *triért* has that well-known sense. Hence from the said well-known usage, and from the co-ordination that has been found, it is recognised that such is the meaning (of the term *triért*).—In common parlance also, the meaning of words is ascertained either through co-ordination or through usage; as in the case of such expressions as *Ayaṁ devadattaḥ* (‘This is Devadatta’).—From all this it follows that the term *triért*, having been found elsewhere to be used in the sense of the peculiar relationship of number and numbered, brings that same relationship to the mind, through the presence of an indicative; that is how, in the case in question, it comes to be taken as restricted to the *Stoma*.—It has been argued that—“numeral terms are not restricted in their application, and are connected with all things”.—But this has been already refuted by showing that the term is to be taken, not in its etymological sense, but in its conventional sense.—Thus then, the numbers of other accessories (except the *Stoma*) not being set aside by the sentence *triért agniṣṭomah*, the indication of the General Law becomes duly respected.
ADHIKARANA (8): In cases of 'Udbhayasāma', there is combination of the Brhat and the Rathantara.

SŪTRA (24).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In the 'Udbhayasāma' there should be distribution, as in the 'Vishvajit'."

Bhāṣya.

There are certain sacrifices (such as the Samsava and the Apachiti) called 'Udbhayasāman' (Lit. 'That at which both Sāmans are chanted'), laid down in the text—'Samsava ubhē kuryāt, apachitavapyeṣā kuryāt' ['At the Samsava, one should use both Sāmans, at the Īkāha Apachiti also one should use both Sāmans'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—At these sacrifices, should the two Sāmans, Brhat and Rathantara, be chanted separately, or together?

Question—'What is there to show that they should be chanted together?—And what is there to show that they should be chanted separately?'

Answer—The same text that has been just quoted would seem to indicate both these courses.

"How?"

What the text means is that the sacrifice has to be connected with both the Sāmans; whether these Sāmans are chanted separately or collectively, in both cases the sacrifice becomes connected with them. Thus both the courses appear to be indicated in the text.—What then is the right course?

Pūrṇapakṣa:—'They should be chanted separately.—Why?—At the original Primary (Archetypal) sacrifice, the Prsthā has been made up by either the Brhat or the Rathantara; hence it follows that in the present case also, in accordance with the General Law that 'the Ectype should be performed in the manner of the Archetype', the Prsthā should be made up by either the one or the other of the two Sāmans. It is only thus that in the working of all the rites connected with the Prsthā, the details of the Archetype become entirely followed. On the other hand, if both the Sāmans together were to make up the Prsthā, inasmuch as they would nullify one another, it would become an entirely different operation, as the Prsthā would be neither 'Brhat' nor 'Rathantara'.—Such being the case, so long as it is possible to obtain both the meanings from the text, there is no reason why the General Law should not be followed.—From this it follows that, just as, at the Vishvajit sacrifice, the Brhat and the other Sāmans are not all chanted at one and the same place [vide—Sū. 10. 8. 13-14, above], so in the present instance also, the two Sāmans are not to be chanted together.'
SŪTRA (25).

[Śiddhānta]—In fact, both should be taken as serving the purposes of the 'Prṣṭha'; as they are not for any other purpose.

*Bhāṣya.*

It is not right that the two Sāmans should be chanted separately; in fact, they should be chanted together.—Why?—At the Archetype, the Prṣṭha has been made up, either by Brhat or by Rathantarā, optionally; at the Ectype, in the case in question, under the General Law, they are understood to be used, optionally, at the same place (as at the Archetype),—and it is in modification of that idea that the present text lays down the *associating of both*—‘Both’—the Brhat and the Rathantarā—‘should be chanted’;—this *association* of both is secured only if the two Sāmans do not renounce one another;—both of them being laid down as to be secured, the assertion of *Duality* and the assertion of *association* (both by the word ‘ubhē’) has to be taken as duly significant;—hence it follows that wherever (at the sacrifices in question) the Brhat-SAman is chanted, it is always accompanied by the Rathantarā-SAman, never alone by itself.

The following argument might be put forward here—"What is meant by the ‘association’ of the two Sāmans is that they should both be used at the same *main act* (sacrifice);—this ‘association’ is maintained even when they are chanted separately (so long as they are chanted at the same sacrifice). For instance, when Dēvadatta and Yajñadatta are said to be associated in the act of *cooking*—if one does one part of the cooking and another does another part,—and one does not do exactly the same work that is done by the other;—similarly in the case in question, one Sāman will make up one Hymn, and the other will make up another Hymn; and they would be *associated* in the sense that they would be helping the main performance conjointly."

The answer to the above is as follows:—What has been put forward is the right course in a case where there is association of two such things as are dependent upon one another. In a case, however, where the association is in any one part of the action concerned,—beginning, middle or end,—there the two have to go together, not separately.—‘Why?’—Because the idea is that the one Sāman will help the sacrifice in the same manner in which it would when accompanied by the other Sāman.

As for the argument that—"in ordinary life, even when several agencies are spoken of as operating in a certain case conjointly, each of these functions separately."—the answer is that it is so in that case because conjoint functioning is impossible; for instance, when a pot is boiling on the oven, it is not possible for anything else to be boiling there at the same time; and hence by reason of this impossibility, no one does it; and not because it has not been laid down by the texts as to be done by the two *conjointly*, not otherwise. In the case in question however, there is no such impossibility; because the use to which the Brhat and the Rathantarā are put is
the embellishing of the verse; and this embellishment of the Prāṭha they
can do conjointly; and hence the only right course is that they should be
used together.

It has been argued that—"when both courses are possible, it is better
to follow the General Law, so that, if all the accessory details of the Archetype
are adopted at the Ectype, there would be no harm done";—the answer
to this is that, inasmuch as their conjoint use has been laid down directly
by an injunctive text, there can be nothing wrong in rejecting the implications
of the General Law.

SŪTRA (26).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

There is an indicative text also which shows that the Sāmans in question
are to be used together, not separately.—"What text?"—The text says—
'Mahāvarkṣau hi bhadrathantarē nidanēna samāpyētē, yanmahāvarkṣau
samychchhyētē na hyatra vibhagam prabhagnam'; here a difference of
' nidhanas' (the musical finale) is spoken of, which shows that the two
Sāmans are used at the same place. If they came at different places, there
would naturally be a difference in the 'musical finale' (and there would
be no need to mention it); when however they come together (at the same
place), then alone, it becomes necessary to speak of the difference in the
'finale'.—For this reason also they should appear at the same place.

There is another indicative text also: 'Pārvāhno vai rathantaram,
aparāhno bhat'; here the two Sāmans are spoken of as parts of the same
day; which shows that they should appear at the same place.

From all this it follows that the two Sāmans come in together in place
of the Prāṭha.
Adhikāraṇa (9): The 'Eating of Honey' and the 'Eating of Clarified Butter' should come in at the end of the 'Ṣaḍaha' (Six-Day-Session).

Sūtra (27).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"The eating of potions in connection with the 'Prāṭha' should be done at the reversed act at the end of the thirty-third (Stoma); because of its immediate sequence; as at the Archetype."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with a certain sacrifice, we read—'The Ṣaḍaha connected with the Prāṭha begins with the Thirty-third (Stoma)';—in connection with the Dwādasha, there is the following declaration—'When the Ṣaḍaha connected with the Prāṭha is finished, one should be made to eat Honey or Clarified Butter'.—This Eating of Honey and the Eating of Clarified Butter become admissible at the former sacrifice, under the General Law.—And in regard to this there arises the question—Should the Eating be done at the end of the Thirty-third Stoma (which is the first Stoma at the Ṣaḍaha)?—Or at the end of the (whole) Ṣaḍaha?

The Pūrvapakṣa starting with the Sūtra is as follows:—"In connection with the Prāṭha, the Eating of potions should be done at the reversed act—Ṣaḍaha—at the end of the Thirty-third (Stoma)—[At the normal Ṣaḍaha the order of Stomas is as follows—(1) Trivṛt, (2) Fifteenth, (3) Seventeenth, (4) Twenty-first, (5) Twenty-seventh and (6) Thirty-third;—at some modified ectypes, this order of Stomas is reversed and (1) the Thirty-third comes first, (2) then the twenty-seventh, (3) Twenty-first, (4) Seventeenth, (5) Fifteenth and (6) Trivṛt.—It is this latter that is spoken of in the Sūtra as the 'reversed Ṣaḍaha'.]—'Why'?—Because of immediate sequence; i.e. at the Archetype (i.e. the Normal Ṣaḍaha), the 'Eating of the Potions' has been done after the Thirty-third Stoma (this being the last Stoma in the case);—hence if one were to act as at the Archetype and do the Eating at the end of the Thirty-third Stoma, he would honour the General Law;—and if he were to do it at the end of another 'Day', he would be ignoring the General Law.—Immediate sequence is an 'order of sequence'; and it has been found to be a basis of particular relationships;—in the present case, the 'immediate sequence' of the Eating of Potions has been found to be in relation to the Thirty-third Stoma; and hence it is to be done after the Thirty-third Stoma."
SŪTRA (28).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be done at the end; as the time has been fixed.

_Bhāṣya._

It is not right that the 'Eating of Potions' should be done at the end of the Thirty-third Stoma; in fact, it should be done at the end of the (whole) Śaṭaha.—Why?—Because what has been declared is that it should be done 'when the Śaṭaha is finished',—not 'when the Thirty-third is finished'; that is, at that end which is marked by the completion of the Śaṭaha, not that marked by the Thirty-third or any other Stoma;—the Śaṭaha is finished in six days, not on the one day, the Thirty-third.

It has been argued that—"By reason of the immediate sequence to the Thirty-third at the Archetype, the Eating should be done, in the case in question also, in immediate sequence of the same".—This however is not right; because at the Archetype it was as a matter of course that the immediate sequence of the Thirty-third came about.—How?—Because at the Archetypal Dwādahāha (where we have the normal Śaṭaha at which the Thirty-third is the last Stoma) it is on the Thirty-third 'Day' that the Śaṭaha is completed;—so that in the present case also there would be eating when the Śaṭaha is completed.—Thus then, the 'Eating' is connected with that day which is marked by the completion of the Śaṭaha;—this is what is meant by the declaration that it is to be done 'when the Śaṭaha is completed';—it is not to be done on what is marked by the completion of the Thirty-third.

It has been argued that "the 'order of sequence' is a basis for determining particular relationships".—True, it is a basis for it; but not in cases where it runs counter to a more powerful authority; in the present case it has been laid down through _Syntactical Connection_ that the eating should be done at the end of the Śaṭaha; so that, when a particular relationship has been established on the basis of Syntactical Connection, mere Immediate Sequence (Order) cannot serve as the basis for any other relationship.

From all this it follows that the Eating should be done at the end of the Śaṭaha.
ADHIKARĀṆA (10): Even when the ‘Ṣaḍaha’ is repeated, the Eating of Honey and Clarified Butter is to be done only once.

SŪTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"When there is repetition, there should be repetition of the Eating, as the whole sacrifice is performed over again."

Bhāṣya.

There is the text ‘Ācṛtāṁ prsthyaṁ saḍahamupayanti’ [‘They have recourse to the repeated Saḍaha pertaining to the Prsthā’]; at that repeated Saḍaha, the act laid down in the text—‘On the completion of the Saḍaha pertaining to the Prsthā one should eat Honey or Clarified Butter’—becomes admissible under the General Law.

In this connection, there arises the question—With the repetition of the Saḍaha, should the Eating also be repeated? Or, should it be done once only, at the end of the Saḍaha?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"When there is repetition of the Saḍaha, the Eating must be repeated.—Why?—Because the whole sacrifice is performed over again; the performance of the sacrifice is repeated; and when that is repeated, everything connected with it should be repeated;—just as the Stotra and Shastra hymns connected with the Saḍaha are repeated, so should the Eating also, which is connected with the Saḍaha, be repeated."

SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, it should be done at the end, as that is the time fixed for it.

Bhāṣya.

What has been said—that ‘When the Saḍaha is repeated, the Eating also should be repeated’—is not right; in reality, what should be done is that the Eating should be done once only at the end of the Saḍaha—why?—Because that is the time fixed for it; the time for the Eating has been fixed as ‘after the completion of the Saḍaha’, ‘Samsthīte saḍahē’;—and ‘Samsthāna’ means end,—i.e. the cessation of operations relating to the Saḍaha;—when one takes up the repeated performance of the Saḍaha, he is not regarded as having desisted from the operations relating to the Saḍaha;—and so long as the Performer does not desist from the operations, the Saḍaha is not completed; because the ‘Completion’ of an act means that the actor turns his back upon it or takes up another act. When a man
is repeating the Ṣaḍaha, he is not turning his back upon it, nor is he taking up another act, he is repeating that same act;—so that the Ṣaḍaha cannot be regarded as finished at that stage; and when it is not finished, and there is no completion, the Eating does not come in at the time; if it were done, it would be something not sanctioned by the scriptures.

It has been argued that—“just as the Stotra, Shastra and other details of the Ṣaḍaha are repeated (when the Ṣaḍaha is repeated), so the Eating also would be repeated”.—But this is not right; those details are all connected with the ‘Day’; so that when the ‘Days’ are repeated, it is only right that the Stotra and the rest should be repeated; in fact, they have not been enjoined in connection with the ‘end’ of the sacrifice. In the case in question however, the Eating has been enjoined in connection with the ‘end’ of the sacrifice, which fact has been already put forward as the reason (in support of the Siddhānta).—From all this it follows that it is not right that there should be a repetition of the Eating.

Further, if the Eating in question were a (part and parcel) of the Ṣaḍaha, then it would naturally be repeated with the repetition of its Primary; as a matter of fact however, it is not a part.—Why?—Because there is no ground for its being regarded as a part;—it could be regarded as a part either by reason of the Context, or through Syntactical Connection, or through noticing that it helped the main act effectively. Not one of these conditions we find present in the present case. As for the Context, that belongs to the Devadashāha, not to the Ṣaḍaha. As for Syntactical Connection, what the expression ‘Samundit śaḍahā’ (‘on the completion of the Śaḍaha) predicates is the Eating on the completion of the Śaḍaha; and the Śaḍaha is ‘completed’ only when none of its parts remains to be done.—Lastly, the Eatings of Honey and Clarified Butter do not accord any help to the Śaḍaha.—“Why?”.—Because the Eating is done after the Śaḍaha has ceased. It could have accorded a help only to the extent to which it would, by bringing about his satisfaction (of hunger), produce in the performer the strength requisite for carrying out the details preceding the completion of the sacrifice; certainly this could not be done after the Śaḍaha had been finished. As for Order and other evidences of subsidiary character, these also can be evidenced for particular relationships only through the help of other evidences, never by themselves alone.—From all this it is clear that the act of Eating is enjoined for men at the time marked by the ‘completion of the Śaḍaha’, and hence it should not be repeated in the case in question.
ADHIKARANA (11): At the ‘Gavamayana’, the ‘Eating of Honey’ and the ‘Eating of Clarified Butter’ are to be repeated every month.

SUTRA (31).

WHEN THERE IS INTERRUPTION, THERE SHOULD BE REPLICATION, BECAUSE THERE IS DIFFERENCE OF TIME.

BHASHYA.

In connection with the ‘Gavamayana’ sacrifice, we read—‘Chatvaro’-bhiplavah sadahah, prsthyaah sadahah sa mashaah sa deviyah sa tiryah sa charurthah sa paichamah’ [where the repeated performance of the Sadaha for several months is laid down];—in this connection, the General Law makes admissible what is laid down in the text—‘At the completion of the Sadaha related to the Prsthya, one should eat Honey or Clarified Butter’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this ‘Eating of the Potions’ to be repeated every month? Or is it to be done only once, at the end of all? Which is the correct course?

The Puravaksa is as follows:—‘In accordance with the principle evolved in the preceding Adhikarana, the Eating should be done once only; it is only at the end of all,—not before that,—that the man desists from the operations relating to the Sadaha; before that, even after he has performed the Sadaha, he proceeds again with the same;—nor is the Sadaha ‘completed’ if the man takes up its performance again;—at the end of all however, he does not take it up again;—hence it follows that the Eating should be done at the end of all.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—‘When there is interruption, there should be repetition, as there is difference of time;—there should be repetition of the ‘Eating of Potions’, and it should not be done only once.—‘Why?’—Because the occasion is repeated; the ‘Completion of the Sadaha’ is the occasion for the Eating; so that whenever the Sadaha is repeated, the occasion for Eating is repeated; hence the Eating should be repeated.

It has been argued that—‘it is only at the end of all,—not before,—that the man desists from the operations relating to the Sadaha; even after having performed it, he again proceeds to take up the same’.—The answer to this is as follows:—Even when he takes up the same act again, yet it is only after completing one performance that he begins the other performance, and he completes this again;—this is not what is done in the case of the mere repetition of the Sadaha (dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana); in that case there was repetition of the Prsthya before it was quite finished; in the present case on the other hand, the four Abhiplavas intervene between one Sadaha and the other; and hence by reason of the
intervention of a different subsequent act, the operations relating to the \textit{Pr\text{\char13}thya} must be taken to have been completed. This is the difference (between the present case and the one dealt with in the preceding \textit{Adhikarana}).—That this is so is clear from the fact that until one action is completed, the other action cannot be taken up. The 'End' (or 'Completion') of an action is of two kinds—(1) having done it, one turns his back upon it, and (2) he takes up another action,—as has been already explained above.—From all this it is clear that every month the \textit{Pr\text{\char13}thya (Sadaha)} is repeated, along with an intervening factor (in the shape of the \textit{Abhiplava}); and when it is thus repeated, the Eating due to its completion has to be repeated; hence the \textit{Eating} should be repeated every month.
**Adhikaraṇa (12):** At the Dwādasha, the Sattra-
performers also are to eat the Honey.

**Sūtra (32).**

**[Pūrvapāka]**—"Being initiated, they should not eat Honey,
because they have the character of the 'Religious
Student'."

**Bhāṣya.**

In connection with the Dwādasha, we read—‘On the completion of
the Saḍaha related to the Priṣṭha, one should eat Honey or Clarified Butter’.

In regard to this there arises the question—Should Honey be eaten
by the Sattra-performers or not?

The Pūrvapāka is as follows—‘It should not be eaten:—why?—
because being 'initiated', they have the character of the 'Religious Student';
—and Honey-eating has been forbidden for the Religious Student—'He
should avoid Honey and Meat'—;—hence it follows that they should not eat
the Honey.—It may be argued that 'the injunction of Honey-eating is a
special one, and hence it sets aside the said prohibition which is a general
rule'.—We say, it cannot set it aside.—Why?—There are two forms of
Dwādasha, according as Honey or Clarified Butter is eaten,—and the Sattra-
performers would eat Clarified Butter (not Honey); at the Ahīna, the eating
of Honey is done by the Priests; so that there would be these two kinds of
Dwādasha, with two different substances; and there would be done nothing
that is incongruous.—From all this it follows that the Sattra-performers
should not eat Honey."

**Sūtra (33).**

**[Siddhānta]**—In fact, it should be eaten, as it is for purposes
of the sacrifice.

**Bhāṣya.**

It is not right that Honey should not be eaten by Sattra-performers; in
fact, it must be eaten. It has been laid down for all performers, without
any distinction. When two forms of Dwādasha are spoken of, in the text
‘On the completion of the Saḍaha related to the Priṣṭha one should eat Honey
or Clarified Butter’, it is with a view to the two substances (Honey and
Clarified Butter) being used as optional alternatives,—and not with a view
to different performers. Hence we conclude that the Sattra-performers
also should eat Honey.

It has been argued that—'inasmuch as it is possible to take the two
rules as pertaining to two distinct spheres, it is not right to reject any of
them; specially as the course suggested would not be incompatible with the Eating being an auxiliary to the Deśadāshāha".—The answer to this is as follows:—On the completion of the Saḍāha—pertaining to the Sattra, or to the Ahīna,—it is laid down, without any distinction that Honey or Clarified Butter is to be eaten;—under the circumstances on what grounds can we restrict the Eating in any way?—If it be urged that "it could be done on the ground of inconsistency",—that cannot be, because the Injunction and the Prohibition have been asserted in reference to different matters;—the Prohibition relating to the purposes of the man, and the Injunction relating to the purposes of the sacrifice.—If the Prohibition were regarded as more authoritative than the Injunction, then in that case, the Injunctive sentence would be entirely superfluous.—It might be argued that "it would have its use in the other alternative course".—But that is not possible, as the subjects are different; it is only when there are two alternatives relating to the same subject and with the same purpose that we have Option,—not when the two relate to different purposes. In the case in question, we find that the two relate to two different purposes.—How so?—The Injunction is for the purpose of making the sacrifice complete in all its details, and the Prohibition is related to the purposes of the man being fulfilled by the due keeping of an observance (of not eating Honey).

From all this it follows that the Sattra-performers should eat Honey.
ADHIKARANA (13): The ‘Mānasa’ is part of the Tenth ‘Day’.

SŪTRA (34).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—“The ‘Mānasa’ should be a different ‘day’; as difference has been declared.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Dvādasahāta, we read—‘Anayā tvā pātṛṇa samudrarasya, prajāpatayā juṣṭam grhyāṇāti prajāpatyam manograham grhyāṇi’ [by which the ‘Mānasa’-offering is described as consisting in the ‘Cup’, wherein the Earth is the ‘vessel’, the Ocean is the ‘Soma’, and Prajāpati is the ‘deity’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this Mānasa—Day’ a ‘day’ distinct from the Dvādasahāta? Or a part of this same?

On this point there are found certain reasons pointing to the Mānasa being distinct; with a view to refute these reasons, the Teacher puts forward the following Pūrvapakṣa:—“The Mānasa should be a different ‘day’;—why?—because it has been spoken of as different.—How so?—There is the text—Speech verily is Dvādasahāta, Mind is the Mānasa’,—which speaks of the Mānasa as not included in the Dvādasahāta; the expression ‘Speech verily is Dvādasahāta’ eulogising Speech, and the expression ‘Mind is Mānasa’ eulogising Mind; so that, just as Speech and Mind are recognised to be really different from one another, so also should be the Dvādasahāta and the Mānasa; because it is only when two things are really separate that they are spoken of as different, not otherwise. Hence from the declaration quoted, it follows that the particular ‘Day’ in question (the Mānasa) is distinct (from the Dvādasahāta).”

SŪTRA (35).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—“Also because it is eulogised through that.”

Bhāṣya.

“For the following reason also the Mānasa should be regarded as a distinct ‘Day’.—For what reason?—Because the Dvādasahāta has been eulogised through the Mānasa ‘day’.—‘How?’—There is the text—‘Vidhūtāni ha vai dvādasahāsya gatraśāni chhandāmai, tānī mānasēnaiva āpyāyanti’, which means that ‘The metres of the Dvādasahāta, with their essence gone, are shaken off; they are made up by the Mānasa itself’; and this clearly shows that the Mānasa is different from the Dvādasahāta.—‘How?’—Because of the eulogy; any one thing is not eulogised through itself, because the eulogising and the eulogised factors must be entirely
distinct; Devadatta, for instance, is never eulogised through Devadatta himself, he is eulogised through his head, hands and other limbs. Similarly in the case in question, inasmuch as the Dwādasha has been eulogised through the Mānasa,—from this eulogy it follows that the two are distinct."

SŪTRA (36).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"Also because it is enjoined as coming after the last 'day' (of the Dwādasha)."

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also it appears that the Mānasa is a distinct 'day'.—'For what reason?'—The Mānasa has been enjoined as coming after the last day of the Dwādasha, in the following text—'Patnīḥ samyāgya, praṇchā udēya, mānasāya prasarpanti' ['Having prepared the wives and moving forward, he proceeds to the Mānasa']. If this text were the injunction of an accessory detail of the Dwādasha itself,—then in that case, it would have ended with the 'Preparation of the wife' in connection with the Dwādasha; (but it is laid down as coming after it); on the other hand, if it is a distinct 'Day', then there can be no room for the objection that it is an accessory of the Dwādasha, of nothing else. From this it follows that the Mānasa is a distinct 'Day'."

SŪTRA (37).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"In this case the numbers would be applicable like the number 'thousand.'"

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra contains the Pūrvapakṣin's answer to an objection.—"What is that objection?"—It is this—If the Mānasa is distinct from the Dwādasha, then there are thirteen 'Days'; and hence the name 'Dwādasha' ('Twelve-Days') would not be applicable.

The Pūrvapakṣin's answer to this is as follows—"When, on the strength of other authorities, it is found that the name 'Dwādasha' stands for so many 'days', then, on the basis of its being the nearest number, the term 'dvādasha' ('Twelve' in the name 'Dwādasha') may be explained as standing figuratively for thirteen; just as in the case of the declaration—'The Atirātra consists of a thousand Days, one should perform the Atirātra sacrifice which is made up of a thousand',—the term 'thousand' is used in the sense of what is actually more than a thousand; similarly in the case in question, the term 'twelve' may be taken in the sense of what is more than twelve (i.e. Thirteen). Or (there may be another explanation)—The name 'Dvādasha' is the name of a group of acts, and we take it as standing for all those acts in reference to which it has been used; as a matter of fact, it has been used in reference to all the acts spoken of in the context; and as
such would stand for all these (be their number twelve or thirteen); hence the objection has no force."

SŪTRA (38).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN ACCESSORY (PART) OF ONE OF THE ‘DAYS’ (OF THE DvāDASHĀHA); BECAUSE AS IN THE CASE OF THE ‘AMŚHU’, THERE IS NO (SEPARATE) INJUNCTION.

Bhāṣya.

The Mānasa should be taken as an accessory of the Tenth ‘Day’ (of the DvāDASHĀha),—and not as a distinct ‘Day’.—“Why?”—Because there is no text that would justify its being regarded as a distinct ‘Day’.—“How so?”—The text laying down the Mānasa is—‘Anayā tvā pātṛaṇa samudara-nayā prayāpatayā juṣṭam grhāṇāmi prajāpatyam graham grhṇāti’;—and this is an injunction of the particular ‘cup’ in reference to the Tenth ‘Day’ (of the DvāDASHĀha); as is clear from the fact that the verb ‘grhṇāti’ (‘takes up’) lays down what is an Embellishment; and a difference of ‘Embellishments’ does not lead to a difference of ‘acts’; it having been explained under Sūtra 2. 1. 3, that Embellishments are not-injunctive (of Acts); as in that case, the act is the secondary, not the principal, factor.—For instance, in the case of the Amśhu and the Adābhya, though they have been enjoined, yet they do not make distinct acts (vide Sū. 3. 6. 33-34); in fact, they are as two other ‘cups’ used at the same act at which they appear,—and not as distinct acts.—If the Mānasa is treated as an accessory of the Tenth ‘Day’, and not a distinct act,—(a) it involves the assumption of very little of the ‘unseen (transcendental) factor’,—(b) the connection of the context is maintained,—(c) there would be no performance of any other act, not connected with the Context.—For these reasons, the Mānasa cannot be a distinct ‘Day’, it must be an accessory of the Tenth ‘Day’.

* SŪTRA (39).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS SPOKEN OF AS THE ‘DISMISSAL OF THE TENTH’.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Mānasa should be regarded, not as a distinct ‘Day’, but as an accessory.—“For what reason?”—Because it is spoken of as ‘the dismissal of the Tenth’; there is a text speaking of the Mānasa as the ‘dismissal of the Tenth’;—‘What is known as the Mānasa is the dismissal of the Tenth Day’; this text speaks of the Mānasa as the ‘dismissal’—i.e. the end—of the Tenth ‘Day’. This shows that it is the end of the Tenth ‘Day’,—and it is not an independent act by itself.—From this also it follows that it is an accessory of the Tenth ‘Day’, not a distinct act.
SūTRA (40).

Also because of the expression 'On the Tenth Day', which speaks of it as an accessory.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Mānasā should be regarded as an Accessory.—"How?"—It is only in that case that the following texts which speak of accessories, would be explicable—(a) 'Dashamē hani mānasāya prasarpanti' ['On the Tenth Day, they proceed to the Mānasā'];
—(b) 'Dashamē hani sarparājñāḥhir rybhiḥ stuvanti' ['They hymn with the Sarparājñā verses, on the Tenth Day']; in these texts, the Tenth 'Day' is spoken of as the principal factor, and the Cup is spoken of as something forming part of that factor. It must therefore be taken as an accessory of the Tenth 'Hymn',—not as a distinct act.

SūTRA (41).

Because the number is consistent (only under this view).

Bhāṣya.

The number denoted by the name 'Dvādasha' ('Twelve Days') too becomes consistent only if the Mānasā is an accessory; otherwise the name 'Dvādasha' would be applied to Thirteen Days, and as such would be inconsistent; as 'twelve' is not expressive of Thirteen.

It has been argued that "the number would apply figuratively, as in the case of the number thousand".—That however is not possible; as in the case of the number thousand, the things numbered have been cognised by other authoritative means of knowledge; and as the numbered things have been actually found to be more than a thousand, the term 'thousand' is taken as applied to them figuratively. In the case in question however there is no authoritative evidence to show that the number of things is actually larger (than twelve), on the basis whereof the figurative application could be assumed.—As for the declaration—'Anayā tvā pāṭrēṇa, etc.', it only lays down an embellishment of the Cup, and hence what it enjoins is a repetition of the sacrifice on the tenth day,—and it does not enjoin a distinct act; this we have already explained before.

Such being the case, the direct declaration in question cannot justify the assumption of another 'Day';—nor is there any other means of knowledge pointing to such another action, on the basis whereof we could take the term as applicable to a larger number of things.—Consequently the term 'twelve' cannot be taken as used figuratively.

Then again, it has been asserted that—"the term 'Dvādasha' being the name of a group of acts, as many would be taken as included in it as there would be in the context,—and the repetition would be in the form of the name".—This also is not right. It is true that the term is the name
of a group of acts, but not in such a way as would be inconsistent with actual facts; the fact of the matter is that there are twelve acts measured by 'days' which have been grouped together and given the name 'Devādāśāḥa'; it is in this sense that the name applies to the group of acts,—not merely in its verbal form. In the case of the names of all acts, the name is applicable on the basis of the actual facts, which is in a way referred to by the name; it is never applied irrespectively of the real state of things, as a mere technicality, like such terms as 'ṛddhi', 'guna' and the like. This is what is found to be the case with all such names as 'Agniḥotra', 'Shyēna', 'Jyotiṣṭoma'. Thus we conclude that the term 'devādāśāḥa' is a name applied on the basis of facts, not without basis in facts. Hence the argument of the Opponent has no force at all.

SŪTRA (42). IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXCESS OF ANIMALS, THERE IS ONLY ONE THAT IS MENTIONED.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Mānasā is an accessory of the Devādāśāḥa.—"For what reason?"—With the excess of animals,—the excess that is indicated by the texts is of one only, not of two.—The text—'Yah pashuratirichyeta sa ainādāṃkabhā karyah' ['The animal that is in excess should be dedicated to Indra-Agni']—having laid down the ēkādāshīṇa in connection with the Devādāśāḥa, indicates that after the ēkādāshīṇa has been dealt with, there is one more animal that is required. [According to the Pūrvaspaka] either there would be no more animals required, or it would not be one only.—"How so?"—There are eleven animals (of the ēkādāshīṇa), and there are twelve 'Days' (of the Devādāśāḥa); that there are twelve 'Days' is shown by the text speaking of only one more being required; if there had been thirteen 'days' (as in the Pūrvaspaka, the Mānasā being the additional thirteenth 'day'), then there would have been two more required, not only one.—From this also it follows that the Mānasā is an accessory of the Devādāśāḥa, not a distinct act by itself.

SŪTRA (43). THE 'EULOGY', OR THE 'DECLARATION', IS NOT INCONSISTENT WITH ITS BEING AN ACCESSORY; AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'VRATAS'.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra supplies the answer to two Sūtras (34 and 35).

It has been argued (a) that 'the Mānasā should be regarded as a distinct 'day' because it has been declared to be different (under Sū. 34), —and (b) that there must be difference, as the Devādāśāḥa has been eulogised
through the Mānasa; no one thing is ever eulogised through itself."—The
answer to this is as follows:—There is no inconsistency in this; because the
Composite has often been found to be eulogised through its component part; for
instance, the Samvatsara-sattra has been eulogised through the details of the
Mahāvratā (which is one of the components of the Samvatsara-sattra). For
instance, the text—"Yanti vā Ṛtī mithunād yē samvatsaramupayanti,
antarvādi mithunau sambhavataḥ, tēnaiva mithunā na yanti"—describes the
defect of the whole Composite (Samvatsara-sattra), and then palliates it by
pointing out the redeeming feature of the Mahāvratā, which is a component
of that Sattra,—the whole thus being eulogised through its part. In ordinary
experience also, the whole is often eulogised through the part; when, for
instance, Devadatta is said to be 'beautiful' on account of his long hair;—
similarly in the case in question also, the Devādāshāha would be eulogised
through the Mānasa (one of its accessories), and there would be no incongruity
in this.

SŪTRA (44).

IT IS ON ACCOUNT OF THE DECLARATION THAT IT IS NOT TAKEN AS
ENDING WITH THAT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Śū. 36) that—"there is a text speaking of the
Devādāshāha as ending with the Mānasa,—this would be applicable only if
the Mānasa were a distinct 'Day' by itself, not if it were only an accessory
of the Devādāshāha; in the latter case it would be ending with the 'Preparation
of the Wife'."—Our answer to this is as follows:—It is on account of the
declaration that it is not taken as ending with that; as a rule, the 'Days' of
the Devādāshāha end with the 'Preparation of the Wife'; but it is a peculiar
feature of the Tenth 'Day' that it ends with the Mānasa, in accordance
with the declaration—'Having prepared the wives, they proceed to the
Mānasa';—and for a declaration there is no burden too heavy. For this
reason also there is no incongruity in our view.

From all this we conclude that the Mānasa is an accessory of the Tenth
'Day', not a distinct act by itself.
ADHIKARANA (14): The ‘Sattra’ is to be performed by several ‘Sacrificers’.

SUTRA (45).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“ONLY ONE MAN SHOULD PERFORM THE SATTRA, LIKE ITS ARCHETYPE.”

Bhasya.

The Dvadasaha and other Sattras form the subject-matter of the present Adhikarana.

In regard to these, there arises the question—Should only one man perform the Sattra? Or several?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—“Only one;—why?—it is like its Archetype; at the Jyotiśoma (which is the Archetype of the Sattras), there is only one Sacrificer; and as the Sattra has that for its Archetype, it should have only one Sacrificer, in accordance with the General Law.—’But we find several sacrificers spoken of—in such texts as—’Those who, knowing this, have recourse to the Sattra’; ‘knowing thus they have recourse to the Sattra’.—The answer to that is that the Sattra has been enjoined for persons desiring certain rewards; and these must be many, independent of one another; so that, even when each of them performs the Sattra singly by himself, it is possible to speak of the performance of the Sattra as done by several men; as in ordinary life, even when men do an act separately, the plural number is used—’If the Heaven were to rain many people would cultivate the fields’, or, ‘if there is a good harvest, many Brahmaṇas would perform sacrifices’. Similarly in the Veda also, we find such expressions as—’Having risen from the Sattra, they should perform the Prsthshamaniya sacrifice’.—In the case in question also the plural number in ‘āśīraṇ’ and ‘yajēraṇ’, may be similarly explained.”

SUTRA (46).

[SIDDHANTA]—ON ACCOUNT OF DIRECT DECLARATION, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY SEVERAL MEN.

Bhasya.

It is not right that there should be only one Sacrificer, not several. In fact several persons should perform the Sattra-sacrifice.—“Why?”—Because there is a Direct Declaration; there is the declaration containing the verbs ‘āśīraṇ’ and ‘upēyuh’, all in the plural form, which shows that what is enjoined is connected with plurality (of men); and this fact, thus directly declared, sets aside the notion of there being only one Sacrificer, which is based only upon the implications of the General Law.
SUTRA (47).

If it is argued that—"it is a mere assertion" [then the answer is as follows].

_Bhāṣya._

It has been argued (under Śū. 45) that—"the plural number may be taken as based upon the similarity of action, as in ordinary experience we meet with such expressions as 'they would perform sacrifices',—and in the Veda also, such expressions as 'they should perform the Prśthashamaniya-sacrifice'; the same would be the case in the present instance also".—This has got to be refuted, [and the refutation is as follows].

SUTRA (48).

That cannot be, as 'one' is mentioned (in connection with another).

_Bhāṣya._

That it should have only one Sacrificer is not possible for the Sattra.—Why?—_Because 'one' is mentioned in connection with another._—How so?—There is the following declaration—'One who receives a gift at the Sattra eats a dead corpse; only one should perform the sacrifice'; where having (in the first clause) disposed of the Sattra, the second clause lays down, in regard to another sacrifice, the fact of there being only one performer; and this implies that at the Sattra there should be several sacrificers.

As for the analogy cited of 'ordinary experience', that is not right; because in ordinary life, the word is only a reiteration of what has been known from elsewhere, and hence when it is used it is understood to be based upon the presence of similar activities.

The instance that has been cited (under Śū. 45) of the Udavasāniya—it is all right in regard to the Udavasāniya, as there mere performance has been laid down in connection with various Udavasāniyas; and it is this plurality, thus indicated, that is reiterated in the text cited;—this has been already explained. In the case in question however, the activity is one prompted entirely by the verbal injunction,—and the verbal injunction connects the performance of the Sattra with performers, as qualified by plurality; so that when the action comes to be undertaken on the authority of the verbal Text, due significance has to be attached to the plurality; hence it follows that the Sattra should be performed by several persons.

SUTRA (49).

There is also a text showing 'commingling'.

_Bhāṣya._

For the following reason also there should be several sacrifices at the Sattra.—"For what reason?"—Because we find 'commingling'; there is a
text which declares the 'commingling' of several 'Fires' in one place—
'Pañchabhiḥ pashubhiryaśayāmānāḥ sannivapērān', 'Śāvitrāni hosi'antā
sannivapērān' ['When going to sacrifice five animals they should commingle
the Fires', 'When going to offer the Śāvitra libations, they should commingle
the Fires']. It is only when several persons perform the act conjointly
that such 'commingling' of the Fires is possible; if each man did it separately
on his own account, the mention of 'commingling' could not be explained.
From this also it follows that there should be several Sacrificers at the
Sattrā.

SūTRA (50).

IF THERE WERE ONLY ONE PERFORMER, THEN THE SPECIFIC MENTION
OF 'SEVERAL' WOULD BE MEANINGLESS.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also we conclude that the performance is done
by several persons conjointly.—"For what reason?"—We read —'Yo vapi
bhūnām yaśaṁṁānām gṛhapatiḥ sa sattrasya pratyētā sa hi bhūyāṣēm
rddhiṁārādhatot' ['Among the several sacrificers one who is the master of
the house is the propounder of the Sattrā, and he obtains the highest
prosperity']; this text speaks of a particular result accruing to one Master
of the House operating with several sacrificers, and hence shows that the
performance is by several persons jointly. Otherwise, if there were only
one Sacrificer,—as there would be only one Agent and only one result,—any
distinction between general and special results would be incongruous, and
hence any mention of a particular result accruing to the Master of the
House would be meaningless;—and yet, we do find such a particular result
mentioned;—from this also we conclude that several persons should perform
the Sattrā-sacrifice.
Adhikaraṇa (15): At the Sattra, the ‘Sacrificers’ themselves act as ‘Priests’.

Sūtra (51).

[Pūrva-pakṣa]—“Others should be the Priests, as at the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

Sattras are the subject-matter of consideration here also.—It has been explained that it is performed by several Sacrificers.

The question that arises is.—Are the sacrificers of the Sattra themselves to act as ‘Priests’? Or are others to be secured?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—“Other persons should be secured as Priests.—Why?—At the Jyotiṣṭoma, which is the Archetype of Sattras, it has been declared that other persons should be secured as performers (priests); similarly in the case in question also, when the Sacrificers are performing the sacrifice, they should, in accordance with the General Law, secure other persons; it is only thus that the performance would be ‘like the Archetype’.”

Sūtra (52).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, the Sacrificers themselves should be the ‘Priests’; because of the connection of the Priests’ names; hence the character of ‘Sacrificer’ belongs to the Priests.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that other persons should be secured as ‘priests’; in fact, the Sacrificers themselves should be the Priests.—“Why?”—Because of the connection of the Priests’ names; the embellishment of Initiation, which is done for the Sacrificer only, has been laid down in connection with the names of the priests, Adhvaryu and the rest, which are all based upon the performance of certain functions; which shows that the Sacrificers are connected with the functions of the Adhvarya and other priests.—“How so?”—It is only when they perform these functions that they can be referred to by names based upon those functions,—not otherwise; from this we conclude that they are actually connected with those functions.

“What is that text where the Initiation is spoken of?”

It is thus—‘Adhvaryaṃṛghapatiṃ dīkṣayitvā brahmāṇam dīkṣayati, tato hūrāram, tata uḍgūrāram’, and so on all the priests become connected with Initiation.—From this it follows that the Sacrificers themselves—and none others—should perform the Priestly Functions.
SŪTRA (53).

"The Embellishment will be of the Performer, on the strength of the Declaration,—as in the case of the Installer";—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent may argue as follows:—"It is not right that the Sacrificers should be the Priests; because at the Archetype, the Priests are declared to be other than the Sacrificer; hence, as at the Archetype, so in the case in question also, the Priests should be other than the Sacrificers. It is the same Purvapakṣa view that is reiterated. Only it is necessary to refute the Siddhānta view. It is this refutation that is set forth in the Sūtra—The Embellishment will be of the Performer, on the strength of the Declaration, as in the case of the Installer;—How so?—All that we read in the Text is—The Adhvaryu, having initiated the Master of the House, initiates the Brahman-priest;—even if the Performers (of the priestly functions) are other than the Master, the text may be taken as laying down the embellishment of Initiation for those Performers, mentioning these latter by their names ('brahman' and the rest); and there would be nothing incongruous in this;—as it would be as in the case of the Installer;—i.e. it would be like the case of Fire-installation, in connection with which the Embellishment of the Performers has been laid down, in the following text—'One who is going to install the Fire on the following day should keep an observance during the night,—he should not eat meat, nor approach his wife,'—here the declaration enjoins an observance for the Adhvaryu;—or again, in connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read 'all the Priests keep a fast',—where fasting has been laid down for the Priests;—in the same manner, in the case in question also, the Embellishment spoken of should be taken to be that of the Priests."

SŪTRA (54).

WHEN THERE IS A DOUBT, IT SHOULD BE AS DETERMINED BY REASON; AS AT THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Priests should be other than the Sacrificers; in fact, the Sacrificers themselves should be the Priests.—"Why?"—When there is a doubt as to whether the same persons who are the Sacrificers should be the Priests, or these should be different from them,—the reasonable course is that those same should be the Priests; the reason for this has been explained already above, under Sū. 52; from what has been said under that Sūtra, we conclude that those same should be the Priests.

It has been argued that "the Embellishment shall be of the Priests, as at the Installation".—But that is not right. "Why?"—When the Embellishment (Initiation) has been laid down in connection with the Sattrā,
it may be taken, either as enjoined for the Priests and serving no useful purpose in connection with the Archetype,—or as serving the same purposes as at the Archetype, but mentioned in the text as laying down the order of the Initiation, in view of the fact that there are several Sacrificers. Between these two alternatives, it is much simpler to take it as describing what is already known to be admissible (under the General Law; i.e. the latter alternative), because in that case the text lays down only the order (of the Initiation); while if the Embellishment were for the Priests, it would be necessary to assume an unseen (transcendental) factor, and to take the text as laying down several factors. Hence the right course is to take it as describing what is already admissible under the General Law, and not as laying down anything not already known.

It has been argued that—"Just as there is the injunction for the Priests to keep fast, or for the Fire-installer to keep an observance,—so in the case in question also, (it should be an injunction of the Initiation of the Priest)"."—But in those cases it is only right that it should be so, as there are the distinct declarations—'The Priests keep fast', 'He should keep an observance during that night';—in these cases what is laid down is something new, and hence there can be no suspicion of its being already known; hence the texts are taken as Injunctions.

**SūTRA (55).**

"The names may be taken as those of the Master, like the name 'Grhapati'."—If this is urged, [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

*Bhāṣya.*

This Sūtra embodies an objection (against the Siddhānta)—"Why cannot the term 'Adhvaryu' and the rest be taken as names of the Master, like the term 'grhapati'?"—What would be the effect of this?"—The effect of this would be that the fact of the priestly functions being performed by persons other than the Sacrificer,—which is what is admissible under the General Law,—would not have to be set aside, and at the same time, the names 'Adhvaryu' and the rest would come useful as standing for the Sacrificer,—just like the name 'Grhapati'."

The objection thus set forth is answered in the following Sūtra.—  

**SŪTRA (56).**

That cannot be; because that alone should be accepted which is well-known; the other name is applicable to one who is not endowed with that character.

*Bhāṣya.*

It is not right that the names 'Adhvaryu' and the rest should be taken as standing for the Sacrificer,—like the name 'Grhapati'."—"Why?"—
Because that alone should be accepted which is well-known; as a matter of fact, these names are well-known as applicable, on the basis of the functions performed, to persons performing the functions of the Adhvaryu and other Priests,—not to those performing the functions of the Sacrificer; hence it is not right or possible that they would be applicable to the Sacrificers who have no connection with the priestly functions.—"But how about the name 'Gṛhapati'?"—The answer to that is that the name 'Gṛhapati' (Master of the House) applies to the Master who has no connection with the priestly functions. Further, even etymologically the term 'gṛhapati' is expressive of the Pati (Master); and hence it would be only right that it should be a name of the Sacrificer. In fact, even in connection with the Archetype, this term has been used in that sense, in the text 'gṛhapatiyajñātā' ('The Master of the House should sacrifice'). As for the terms 'Adhvaryu' and the rest, on the other hand, which are related to the functions of the Priests, they cannot, in any way, be applicable to the Master; hence, on account of their being connected with other functions, they are taken as different.

Further, if they were equal, then the specific mention of 'several' would be meaningless.

For the following reason also, the Sacrificers themselves should perform the priestly functions.—"For what reason?"—Says the text—'Yo eśa bahūnām yajamānānām gṛhapatiḥ satyasya pratyajātaḥ sa hi bhūṣīṣham rddhī-mārdhanoti' ['Among the several Sacrificers, the one Master of the House who is the propounder of the Sattrā secures the highest prosperity'];—the very specific mention of one Sacrificer, by the term 'gṛhapati', can be explained only if all the Sacrificers do not stand on the same footing,—not otherwise; if all of them were to perform the functions of the Sacrificer, and did no other work, then, in that case, there would be no distinction among them; so that there would be no justification for the specific mention of one of them. If, however, the other Sacrificers perform both functions—those of the Sacrificer as well as those of the Priests—while the Master of the House performs those of the Sacrificer only,—then, in that case, the specific mention (of the latter) is right and proper. From the said specific mention, therefore, it follows that the Sacrificers themselves are Priests.

SŪTRA (57).

THE MENTION OF THE 'INITIATED' AND THE 'UNINITIATED' ALSO IS NOT EXPLICABLE; AS THE FACTS ARE ALWAYS THERE.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also Sattras are performed by the Sacrificers themselves.—"For what reason?"—Because there is mention of the 'initiated' and the 'uninitiated'; the text says—'The initiated perform the Sattrā-sacrifice, the uninitiated perform the Ahina-sacrifice':—the two facts are always there—that those who are initiated perform sacrifices for their own sake alone, while those who are uninitiated perform sacrifices also for the sake of another sacrificer'; if, as regards these two facts, there were
no difference between the Sattra and the Ahīna,—then there would be no sense in the assertion made in the text quoted; on the other hand, if there is this distinction between the two that at the Sattra all the acts are done by the initiated (sacrificer) only, while at the Ahīna they are done by the uninitiated (priests), then the said assertion becomes explicable, not otherwise. Hence from the said assertion we conclude that at the Sattra all the functions are performed by the Sacrificers themselves.

SŪTRA (58).
Also because there is no Sacrificial Fee.

_Bhāṣya._

For the following reason also the Sattra should be performed by the Sacrificers themselves.—"For what reason?"—Because there is no Sacrificial Fee; they say that at Sattras, there is no Sacrificial Fee; ‘there is no cow, or cloth or gold given at it’, says the text; this declaration of the absence of the Sacrificial Fee is possible only if the priestly functions are performed by the Sacrificers themselves; not otherwise; if they were performed by others, then it would be impossible that there should be no Sacrificial Fee; no one ever takes up any activity for the sake of another person, unless there is some purpose of his own.—From this also it follows that Sattras are performed by the Sacrificers themselves.
ADHIKARANA (16): Difference between 'Sattra' and 'Ahina'.

SUTRA (59).

To the Dvādasha belongs the character of 'Sattra', (a) when the injunction is of 'Sitting' and 'Proceeding', and (b) when there is a plurality of Sacrificers;—these being associated with the name 'Sattra'.

Bhāṣya.

The Dvādasha is the subject-matter of this Adhikarana.

It has been explained above that the Dvādasha is a Sattra and also an Ahina; of these two forms of the Dvādasha, the definition is provided now—when the Dvādasha has such and such characteristics, it is Sattra,—and when it has such other characteristics it is Ahina'.—In order to understand this distinction, it is explained that—(a) when there is injunction of 'sitting' and 'proceeding', and (b) when there is plurality of Sacrificers, it should be regarded as Sattra; as a matter of fact, the two injunctions in the form of 'āsatē' ('they sit at') and 'upayanti' ('they proceed') are always found to be associated with the name 'Sattra', in such texts as—(a) 'Those who knowing thus sit at the Sattra', and (b) 'Those who knowing thus, proceed to the Sattra';—the name is also associated with the plurality of sacrificers, in such texts as—'The number of persons sitting at the Sattra should not be more than twenty-four, nor less than seventeen'; so that of two things thus associated, when one is found, it brings the other to the mind.

SUTRA (60).

To it belongs the character of 'Ahīna', (a) when the injunction is of 'Sacrificing', and (b) when there is no restriction regarding the number of 'Masters'.

Bhāṣya.

Question—'When is the Dvādasha an 'Ahīna'?''

Answer—(a) When there is injunction of 'sacrificing', and (b) when the number of Sacrificers is not restricted,—then it is understood to be Ahīna. As a matter of fact, Ahīnas are invariably enjoined by means of the root 'yāja' ('to sacrifice'), as in the text—Dvīrāṭēṇa yajēṇa. The number of Sacrificers, also at these is not restricted; while that of the Sacrificers at the Sattra is restricted—that they must be many.

The purpose served by the definition of things defined lies in itself, and no other purpose need be sought for.
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ADHIKARAṆA (17): At the ‘Pauṇḍarīka’ sacrifice, the Sacrificial Fee should be given only once.

SŪTRA (61).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“At the ‘Aṁīna’, the rule regarding the Sacrificial Fee should vary day by day, because it is an accessory detail, and each daily performance is distinct by itself.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Pauṇḍarīka sacrifice lasting for eleven days, laid down in the text—‘Pauṇḍarīkēṇa ikādāshatṛēṇa svārājyakāmo yajēta’ [‘Desiring sovereignty of heaven, one should perform the Pauṇḍarīka sacrifice lasting for eleven days’]; in connection with that sacrifice, we read—‘At the Pauṇḍarīka one should give ten thousand,—a thousand horses on the eleventh’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Are the ‘Ten Thousand’ and the ‘Thousand Horses’ to be given every day (of the eleven days)? Or are they to be given only once?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“At the Aṁīna, the rule regarding the Sacrificial Fee should vary day by day.—Why?—Because the Sacrificial Fee is an accessory detail, and the ‘days’ (constituting the Pauṇḍarīka sacrifice) are the principal factor; and when the Fee has been laid down through the name of the Composite whole (‘Pauṇḍarīka), it is with reference to the ‘Days’ composing that sacrifice; and when a subordinate detail is thus laid down, it must differ with each one of the ‘principal factors’ in the shape of the components of that composite;—just as, when Bathing or Smearing of Sandal-paste is laid down for a group of men, it is done by each member of the group;—so should it be in the case in question. In this way, the General Law also becomes followed, as it applies to each individual Rite; and the excess of the Fee would tend to the excess of the Reward (obtained by means of the Sacrifice).—From all this it follows that there should be a distinct fee given on each day.”

SŪTRA (62).

[Objection against Pūrvapakṣa]—But the whole is one Rite [Hence there should be only one Fee].

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be a distinct fee for each day; as a matter of fact, the ‘Ten Thousand (Cows)’ and the ‘Thousand (Horses)’ should be given only once.—Why?—Because the whole is a single Rite; there is one purpose to be served by the Fees,—viz. the securing of the
services of the Priests; these services having been secured for the accomplishment of the entire sacrifice with all its subsidiaries and details,—there can be no need for the same in course of the performance of that sacrifice; and hence it is not done over again.—The argument that “an excess in the accessory detail (Fee) will be conducive to excess in the reward”,—this is so only when the fact of a certain thing being an accessory detail has been duly recognised, not otherwise;—and the Fee is an accessory of the entire composite sacrifice, not of each of its components;—as has been explained already.—It has been argued that—“The General Law appertains to each individual rite and hence indicates the admissibility of the details at each.”—But the General Law becomes set aside when it is found that on the basis of the direct declaration the Sacrificial Fee is taken as enjoined with reference to the entire sacrifice regarded as one composite whole. Hence there is no incongruity at all.

SŪTRA (63).

[The Pūrvepakṣin’s answer to the above objection]—“The injunction of the accessory detail should pertain to each of the ‘Days’, like the ‘Prśadājiya’.”

Bhāsya.

“It is not right that the Fee should be given only once; in fact, it has to be given several times.—Why?—What is laid down in the text in question is a peculiar feature of the Fees that are already known as to be given day by day; and as such, that feature has also to be adopted day by day;—like the Prśadājiya (Mixed Clarified Butter); just as in the case of the text, ‘Offers the Anuyājas with Mixed Clarified Butter’, the ‘mixed’ character of the Butter, which is a peculiar feature laid down in connection with the Anuyājas, is taken as referring to each one of the Anuyājas separately; so should it be in the case in question also.”

SŪTRA (64).

[Another objection against the Pūrvepakṣa]—The Fees connected with the Jyotiṣṭoma appertain to all, as all constitute a single act; hence, as at the archetype, there should be no modification in the matter of the Fees.

Bhāsya.

It is not right that there should be a separate Fee on each day; in fact, it should be given once only as common to all ‘days’.—“How so?”—As a matter of fact, the Fees connected with the Jyotiṣṭoma are given as appertaining to the whole set of acts (that go to make up that sacrifice); and all these Fees, which are for the purpose of securing the services of the Priests at the Composite Sacrifice, are admissible (according to the General
Law) at the Paunḍarika; it is in reference to the Fees thus admissible that the text in question lays down the peculiar feature that the Fee should be ‘ten thousand (Cows) and one thousand (horses)’;—when this peculiar feature is thus laid down, it leads us to the conclusion that it is in modification of all those Fees that are given at the sacrifice (under the General Law); but it does not set aside the notion that the securing of services is done once only. From this it follows that it is to be given only once.—As for the instance of the Anuyājas that has been cited,—it is only right in the case of the Anuyājas, as it is a distinct substance (Mixed Clarified Butter in place of Clarified Butter) that is laid down; a substance is always laid down as an accessory of the sacrifice; so that when the Sacrifices are different, the substance used at one sacrifice does not help the other; hence it has to be used separately with each. In the case in question however there is only one securing of services (for the entire sacrifice, which is one composite whole), as already explained; hence there can be no analogy between the two cases.

SŪTRA (65).

[Pūrveapakṣin’s answer to the second objection]—"At the Dvādashaṅha there is a separate Fee given on each day, on the strength of a direct Declaration; at other sacrifices also, which have that for their archetype, there should be a modification in the number of Fees."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right that the Fee should be given once; in fact, the particular Fee that is laid down should be given separately day by day.—Why?—Because in connection with the Dvādashaṅha, there is the direct Declaration to the effect that ‘one gives 1200 every day’;—the Paunḍarika sacrifice has the Dvādashaṅha for its archetype;—hence under the General Law the Fees become payable every day; and in regard to these the text in question lays down the peculiar feature (that it should be ‘ten thousand (cows) and one thousand (horses)’;—so that it follows that this feature is in modification of those same Fees that are connected with each part of the sacrifice;—consequently this peculiar feature of the Fees has to be adopted separately (on each day)."

SŪTRA (66).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, inasmuch as there is no separate ‘securing of services’, the modification should be that of the whole.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be separate Fees on each day; in fact, the Fee is given only once.—"Why?"—Because there is no separate
"securing of services", therefore, it is the whole Fee that should be modified. It is in reference to the Sacrifice as a whole that Fees are prescribed.—"How so?"—Because that is what is needed by the man; the man wishes to do that alone which is fruitful;—when the man proceeds to do any such act and is on the look out for assistance,—it is for that occasion that the text lays down the 'hiring' (of priests);—now, as a matter of fact, no single component part of a sacrifice is fruitful,—the fruit following from the sacrifice as a whole;—so that, when the 'hiring' has been done with reference to the whole sacrifice, it should continue till the accomplishment of the whole; so that there can be no 'hiring' during the intervals of the sacrifice.

Further, when the peculiar feature of the Fee has been enjoined in connection with the name 'Paunjārīka', it follows that it appertains to that sacrifice which is denoted by that term;—it is the whole sacrifice, and not any part of it, that is denoted by the term 'Paunjārīka'; the part is only indirectly indicated by the whole. Thus the Pūrva pakṣa view involves the incongruity of recourse to indirect indication; such indirect interpretation is accepted only when there is no other way possible;—in the case in question however, it is not that no other way is possible;—hence the only right course is that the Priests should be appointed only once, with reference to the whole sacrifice; thus the 'securing of services' being done only once.

Lastly, if the Fee is given only once,—(a) the declaration of the entire procedure becomes duly followed,—(b) and the entire performance becomes expedited, and the scripture comes to embrace a vast sphere of activity. Hence this is the most reasonable course.

SŪTRA (67).

There can be difference only when there is a (different) accessory.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"Inasmuch as the Paunjārīka has the Deśadasadhā for its archetypal— and at the Devāsadhā there are distinct Fees given on each day,—the peculiar feature laid down in connection with the Paunjārīka should be taken as pertaining to the said distinct Fees given on each day".—This has to be refuted. Our answer to this is as follows:— At the Devāsadhā also, the whole sacrifice being one, there is only one 'hiring of services'; as for the difference (in the Fees), that is based upon direct Declaration to that effect,—being due to the connection of the Śātyā and also to the idea of 'embellishing' the Fee; this diversity therefore does not make a diversity in the 'hiring of services'. 
ADHIKARANA (18): At the Paundarika all the 'Fees' should be 'carried' in instalments.

SUTRA (68).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)]—"Each day there should be embellishment of all, as at the Archetype; because the Fee is auxiliary to all."

Bhasya.

The same Paundarika is the subject-matter for discussion again.—It has been understood that the 'hiring of services' is to be done only once. In connection with the Archetype, it has been laid down that 'At the Mid-day Extraction, the Fees are carried up'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—(a) Should the entire Fee be carried up each day?—(or) should it all be carried up only once?—or (c) should it be carried up (each day) in instalments?

The Purvapaksa (A) is as follows:—"Each day there should be embellishment of all;—why?—as at the Archetype; at the Archetype, the entire Fee is embellished at the stated time; hence here also the whole of it should be embellished.—How so?—The 'Days' are the predominant factor, and the Fees are subordinate to them; hence the entire 'Fee' is auxiliary to all the 'Days';—and the embellishment of the auxiliary therefore becomes necessary on each of the 'days'; hence it follows that the whole Fee should be embellished each day."

SUTRA (69).

[PURVAPAKSA (B)]—"Inasmuch as there is only one purpose to be served, it cannot be as stated."

Bhasya.

"It is not right that each day there should be embellishment of the entire Fee; in fact, there should be embellishment only once;—why?—because there is only one purpose to be served by the Fees,—that purpose being the 'securing of services';—these Fees are to be given after they have been duly 'embellished' by having passed through all such embellishments as 'carrying up' and the like;—and when, after being thus embellished, they have been given away on one day, the injunction has been duly fulfilled and there would be no need for any further embellishment. Hence it follows that the Fees should be embellished (by being 'carried up') only once."
SŪTRA (70).

[Pūrevaṇakṣa (B)—refuted]—It should be (every day); because in their very origin, there is difference of time.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the embellishment should be done only once; in fact, it should be done every day.—Why?—Because in their very origin, there is difference of time; in their originative injunction the Fees are found to be connected with particular points of time.—For instance, it is declared that—'The Fees are carried out during the Mid-day extraction, in the regions of the Triṣṭup'. As a matter of fact, all the Fees are auxiliary to all the 'days';—the 'Mid-day Extractions' of the several 'days' are different from one another; and inasmuch as no further distinction is recognised,—if the Fees were not embellished during the Mid-day Extraction of any 'day', then, so far as that 'day' is concerned, the Fees would have had no embellishment at all; as the actions on the different 'days' are different, and hence those that have been embellished on one 'day' could not be regarded as embellished in connection with another. Hence it follows that they have to be embellished separately.

SŪTRA (71).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it should be done in instalments, because there is a declaration to that effect;—as at the Dvādashaḥa.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that all the Fees should be embellished together on every day; in fact, they should be embellished in instalments.—Why?—Because there is a declaration to that effect; at the Dvādashaḥa, the 'carrying out' and other embellishments are done every day, on account of a declaration to the effect that 'Each day one gives 1200'—the Paunjārīka has the Dvādashaḥa for its archetype,—not the Jyotिṣṭoma;—hence even though the 'hiring of services' is one only, yet the embellishment should be done separately.
ADHIKARANA (19): *By the term 'Manu's Verses' only as many of those verses may be used as may be necessary for the purpose in view.*

SŪTRA (72).

[PUṆVAPAKṢA]—“When a thing is spoken of by its indicative mark, the idea should be of all that has that mark, because of the presence of the indicative mark in all,—as in the case of 'āgnēya'.”

Bhāsya.

In connection with a certain Rite, we read—' Manorṣchah sāmidhēnyo bhavanti’ [‘Manu’s Verses are to be the Sāmidhēni’s’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—are all those verses contained in the Tenth Maṇḍala which are marked by the presence of the term ‘Manu’to be brought together and used as Sāmidhēni-verses, in the kindling of Fire?—Or only a few of them are to be so used, not all?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“All the verses marked by the presence of the term ‘Manu’ are to be used.—Why?—Because the indicative mark is present in all; all that we find in the text is that ‘Manu’s verses are to be the Sāmidhēni’s’; hence the presence of the term ‘Manu’ is the only indicative feature of the verses that have to be brought together; and when the text indicates the verses with the presence of the term ‘Manu’, it must be taken as indicating without distinction as many verses as might contain that term;—and all that the injunctive text lays down is the use of certain verses solely on the basis of that indicative mark, and it does not mean to mark off only a few selected ones. Hence all the verses containing the said indicative mark should be brought together;—as in the case of ‘āgnēya’;—in connection with the annual placing of the Rājaśa with the ‘āgnēya’,—where we have the declaration ‘āsūla sūktēna sākṣasya avichchhēdāya’ [‘It should be so done that there may be no disjunction of one hymn from another’], and the hymn meant is the ‘āgnēya’,—and the bricks are laid with all those hymns of the Tenth Maṇḍala that contain the term ‘agni’; similarly, in the case in question also, the purpose of Sāmidhēni is to be served by means of all those verses that contain the term ‘Manu’.—Or again, just as in the case of the Aḥargana,—when it is laid down that the ‘Rājaśa is thrown into water’,—what is thrown into water is the Rājaśa of everyone of the ‘Days’, without distinction;—similarly, in the case in question also, all the verses with the term ‘Manu’ should be taken up.”
SŪTRA (73).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, AS MANY ALONE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS MAY BE NECESSARY; BECAUSE THEY ARE SUBSERVIENT TO THE MAIN PURPOSE; AND THE PURPOSE MAY BE SERVED BY A FEWER NUMBER; TO THAT EXTENT ALONE LIES THE FORCE OF THE INDICATIVE MARK.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that all the verses of the Tenth Māṇḍala that contain the term ‘Manu’ should be brought together; in fact, only as many should be brought in as may be necessary. "Why?"—Because they are subservient to the main purpose; the Śāmidhēṇi verses are taken up only with a view to accomplish the purpose in view; and that purpose is served by only a few verses; so that the purpose in view having been accomplished,—even though there might be other verses containing the indicative mark in question, yet they are not to be taken up, simply because there is no need for them.

Says the Opponent—"Whether or not a certain thing is subservient to a purpose depends upon scriptural texts; in the present instance, certain verses indicated by a definite mark have been laid down as to be used as Śāmidhēṇi; so that it must be taken as an injunction of the use of all those verses that contain that mark."

The answer to this is as follows:—It is true that in all cases the subservient character of a thing depends upon scriptural texts; but as a matter of fact, in the case in question it is not the Śāmidhēṇis that have been enjoined by the text in question; what it does is to mention the peculiarity—that they should be ‘Manu’s verses’—of those Śāmidhēṇis which, under well-defined limits, are already admissible at the sacrifice under the General Law. This peculiar feature, thus mentioned, qualifies only those Śāmidhēṇis that had come in by virtue of the General Law, and having qualified these, it has its purpose fully served and therefore rests there; so that there is no possibility of any more verses containing the indicative term ‘Manu’ coming in than the number that are admissible under the General Law (which number is Fifteen only). Hence out of the verses that contain the indicative mark only a few are to be taken up, not all.—Nor can it be right to repeat the principal act (sacrifice) for the sake of the subservient factor, for the purpose of affording an opportunity for the coming in of the other verses containing the indicative mark.—By selecting only a few of the verses the performance would become simpler and more expeditiously finished.

Further, the indicative mark itself favours this same view. "How so?"—The indicative mark has been mentioned as a qualification for the Śāmidhēṇis; so that, even though all the verses containing that mark may not be taken up,—yet if only those are admitted that have that mark, not any verses having other marks,—even so the indicative mark becomes duly honoured, not ignored.

From all this it follows that only so many verses are to be taken up as are necessary, not all.
SŪTRA (74).

AS REGARDS THE 'ĀGNÉYA', THERE IS INJUNCTION OF ALL.

_Bhāṣya._

It has been argued that—"just as in the case of the text 'one lays the bricks with Āgnēya hymns', all those hymns are used that have that indicative mark, not only a few,—so should it be in the present case also".—This has got to be refuted. The answer to this is as follows—In the case of the 'Āgnēya', it is only right that all should be used.—"Why?"—(a) Because there are in that case, many bricks;—(b) because with each hymn we have the term 'lays'; so that, when there are many bricks to be laid, and the number of hymns is less than that of the bricks, there can be no incongruity in the use of all the hymns. In the case in question however, the peculiar feature laid down is with regard to verses whose number is well-defined [fifteen only]; hence it would be highly incongruous to use more than fifteen verses; and the number of verses containing the term 'manu' is very much larger than fifteen]; so that the reason put forward becomes annulled. The analogy cited, therefore, is not correct.

SŪTRA (75).

INASMUCH AS THE 'ṚJĪṢA' IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR, IT IS ONLY RIGHT THAT THE WHOLE OF IT SHOULD BE DISPOSED OF.

_Bhāṣya._

The other argument urged is that—"Just as at the Ahargana, the entire Ṛjīṣa is thrown into the water, so here also all the verses should be used without any distinction".—This has got to be refuted. The answer to this is as follows:—_Inasmuch as the 'Ṛjīṣa' is the principal factor, it is only right to take the text as laying down the disposal of the whole Ṛjīṣa, without any distinction; the disposal, in this case, should be done to the whole Ṛjīṣa; if it were not done to any part of it, that part of it would be bereft of its embellishment; hence that Ṛjīṣa which is connected with all the 'Days' should be thrown in its entirety. In the case in question however, what is laid down is subservient to the purpose in view; hence the reason put forward becomes annulled; and the analogy of the Ṛjīṣa that has been cited is not correct.
ADHIKARANA (20): The ‘Māna’ (Measuring) and the ‘Upāvaharana’ (Gathering up) are to be done on a piece of cloth.

SŪTRA (76).

The ‘Measuring’ and the ‘Gathering up’ of the Soma should be done, at the Archetype, on a piece of cloth,—on the strength of the Direct Declaration.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, the ‘measuring’ and ‘gathering up’ (of Soma) have been laid down.

In regard to this there arises the question—May this ‘measuring’ be done on anything, and the ‘gathering up’ done by anything, without restriction? Or should the ‘measuring’ be done on a piece of cloth and the ‘gathering up’ also by the piece of cloth?

The Pūrvaapakṣa is that—“The ‘measuring’ and the ‘gathering up’ may be done on and by anything that may be suitable for the purpose; this absence of restriction making things simpler and expediting the performance”.

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The ‘measuring’ should be done on a piece of cloth, and the ‘gathering up’ also should be done by a piece of cloth.—‘Why?’—On the strength of the Direct Declaration; there is the Direct Declaration to the effect that ‘one measures on a piece of cloth, and gathers up by a piece of cloth’; and on the strength of this declaration, both are restricted (to the Piece of Cloth).

Or, there can be no occasion for the question to arise at all, when there is a clear declaration to the effect that the ‘measuring’ and the ‘gathering up’ are to be done on and by a piece of cloth. The explanation of the Sūtra is that it sets forth this well-ascertained fact, for the purpose of raising the further discussion (in the next Adhikarana); and where something is stated only as introductory to a further discussion, there is no need for stating the ‘Pūrvaapakṣa’ or the ‘Siddhānta’.
Adhikarana (21): At the 'Ahargana', it is necessary to secure another piece of cloth.

Sutra (77).

At the 'Ahargana', there should be securing of (another) piece of cloth,—on account of there being need for it.

Bhasya.

There is the Dvadashaha sacrifice; the 'gathering up' of Soma has to be done at it, in accordance with the General Law, as laid down in the text 'Gather it up by a piece of cloth'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—For the purpose of this 'gathering up', should a separate piece of cloth be secured (for each 'day') or not?

The Purvapaksa is as follows—"It should not be so secured;—why?—because there is no declaration to the effect that 'another piece of cloth should be brought in'; and in the absence of any such declaration, we do not recognise the necessity of bringing up a separate piece of cloth; hence no separate piece of cloth should be brought in".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhanta:—At the 'Ahargana', another piece of cloth should be brought in, because there is need for it; as there are several 'days' in the 'Ahargana'; and 'the gathering up by a piece of cloth' is to be done on each of those days, under the General Law; so that if a separate piece of cloth were not brought in every day, the 'gathering up' would not be accomplished. Hence a separate piece of cloth should be brought in every day.
ADHIKARAÑA (22): The separate piece of cloth is to be secured only for the 'Gathering up'.

SŪTRA (78).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"It should be secured with a view to the 'Measuring', because at the Archetype, the 'Gathering up' is found to be done by that same piece of cloth."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same 'Ahargana', we are considering a further question. It has been explained that a separate piece of cloth is to be secured as there is need for it.—The question that arises now is—Is the piece of cloth to be secured with a view to the 'Measuring'? Or with a view to the 'Gathering up'? The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—"It should be secured with a view to the 'measuring';—why?—because at the Archetype the 'Gathering up' is found to be done with that same piece of cloth;—at the Jyotiṣṭoma we find that the 'gathering up' is done by that same piece of cloth in which the 'measuring' has been done;—and at the Ectype things have to be done as at the Archetype, according to the General Law;—hence the piece of cloth should be brought in at the time of the 'measuring'."

SŪTRA (79).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—It should, in reality, be secured with a view to the 'gathering up'; as there is no Direct Declaration; at the Ectype, it has to be done by a separate piece as there is actual need for it.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that it should be secured with a view to the 'measuring'; in fact, it should be secured for the 'gathering up'.—"Why?"—Because there is no Direct Declaration; we do not find it declared anywhere that the piece of cloth should be brought in for the 'measuring'; and in the absence of any such declaration, we cannot be certain that it must be done for the 'measuring' alone. When a certain thing is used for a definite purpose, it is only right that, being needed for that purpose, it should be brought in at the time that it is needed, not at any other time; in the case in question, the need for a fresh piece of cloth arises at the time of the 'gathering up'; and hence the right course is that it should be secured for, and at the time of, the 'gathering up'.

It has been argued that—"At the Archetype that same piece of cloth is used for the gathering up which has been used for the measuring,—and hence, according to the General Law, the fresh piece of cloth should be brought in at the time of the measuring".—This has to be refuted; and our answer to this is as follows:—There is no such declaration as that 'the gathering up should be done by that same piece of cloth on which the measuring has been done'; it is done so at the Archetype only because there is need for it and it can be so done, because the 'Day' is only one; so that the piece of cloth not being otherwise engaged, it is used for the 'gathering up' also;—what is done only by reason of the needs of the situation cannot be applied elsewhere under the General Law,—as it is something not amenable to verbal authority. Further, in the case in question, there being several 'days', the same piece of cloth could not possibly be used for both the purposes.—From all this it follows that the fresh piece of cloth should be brought in at the time of 'gathering up'.

End of Pāda vi of Adhyāya X.
ADHYĀYA X.

PĀDA VII.

Adhikaraṇa (1): At the Jyotiṣṭoma, each limb of the animal forms a distinct offering.

Sūtra (1).

[Paṃvapaṅsa]—"The animal should be regarded as a single 'offering', because the whole of it has been enjoined."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, the Animal Agniṣomiya (dedicated to Agni-Soma) has been enjoined—'Who, being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does the whole animal form one 'offering'? Or is each limb of it a distinct 'offering'?

The Paṃvapaṅsa is as follows:—"The whole animal forms a single 'offering'.—Why?—Because the whole of it has been enjoined; it is the whole animal that has been enjoined as to be offered to Agni-Soma,—each of its limbs is not 'what is dedicated to Agni-Soma'; hence what should be done is that out of the substance in the shape of the animal, slices should be offered to Agni-Soma. If the limbs were to be treated as 'offering', then it would be necessary to take the term 'animal' as figuratively indicating the limbs.—From all this it follows that the whole animal forms a single 'offering'.—This is also indicated by the following text—'Atha khalvāḥūḥ kāpēyā daksīṇasya pūrvam pādasvāvaśayām tat sarveṣya pashoravattam bhavat; atho khalvāḥūḥ gopāyānā daksīṇasya pūrvam pādasvāvaśayām tat sarveṣya pashoravattam bhavat'; what is said here ('sarveṣya pashoravattam bhavat') shows that the whole animal forms a single offering. —From this also it follows that the whole animal forms a single 'offering'."

Sūtra (2).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, each limb forms an offering; because each has been assigned separately,—as in the case of the Cup.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

It is not right that the whole animal forms a single 'offering'; as a matter of fact, each limb is a distinct offering.—Why?—Because each has been assigned separately; each limb has been separately assigned by means
of such texts as—'First of all, he slices out of the heart, then the tongue, the chest, the arms, the sides, the arms'; where the slicing laid down is out of various substances in the shape of the Heart and the rest. This cannot be possible unless the animal is cut up; hence it follows that for the purpose of getting at the Heart and other limbs, the animal has to be cut up; and when the animal has been cut up, the shape of the animal can no longer be there. Thus then, it comes to this—'When the sacrifice is being performed, one should help it by means of the substance in the shape of the animal,—but it is not possible to accomplish the sacrifice by bodily introducing the animal into it,—hence it is only indirectly that the animal's body can help the sacrifice,—consequently the 'offerings' are to consist of the Heart and other limbs forming parts of the substance in the shape of that animal,—and the offerings are to be made out of those limbs';—as in the case of the 'Cup'; for instance, in connection with the Soma-sacrifice, it is laid down 'Takes up the Cup dedicated to Indra-Vāya,—takes up the Cup dedicated to Mitra-Varuṇa,—takes up the Cup dedicated to the Ashvins',—where each Cup forms a distinct 'offering'; the 'offering' consisting of the Soma-juice in each Cup, not of the entire Soma-creeper; similarly in the case in question also (the offering consists of the parts of the animal, not the entire animal).

As for the 'injunction of the whole animal', this can be explained also on the basis of the limbs constituting the 'offering',—even so the whole animal forming the 'offering' indirectly through the limbs.

As for the indicative text that has been cited, that can be explained all the more easily on the basis of there being several 'offerings' consisting of the limbs. —How? —When it speaks of one slice helping the other, it shows that the whole of the animal is not meant to be sliced out as a single 'offering'.
ADHIKARAṆA (2): The Sacrifice is to be performed with the Heart and other specified particular limbs of the Animal.

SŪTRA (3).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA]—“Inasmuch as each limb is a distinct offering, there should be repetition of the act; hence there should be ‘offering’ out of all the limbs.”

Bhāṣya.

We have understood that each limb forms a distinct ‘offering’.—The question that arises now is—Is the sacrifice to be accomplished by the offering of any one of the limbs? Or should offerings be made out of all the limbs? Or should there be specification—the offering being made out of a few specified limbs only?

The Puṇṇapakṣa is as follows:—“The offering should be made out of all the limbs,—hence the act of offering should be repeated.—Why?—Because each limb is a distinct offering; each of the limbs described in the text speaking of the ‘slicings’—Heart, Tongue and the rest,—form so many distinct offerings; so also do the other limbs (not so mentioned) which become included indirectly, as forming parts of the animal’s body; hence offerings should be made out of all these limbs. Some of them are specially characterised by the shape of the animal;—under the circumstances, if the offering were made out of any one limb only, all that is characterised by the shape of the animal would not become included; so that the ‘shape of the animal’ would not have been made an accessory of the sacrifice. The shape of the animal becomes such an accessory only when it characterises and qualifies a flesh-lump endowed with several qualifications,—not otherwise. If however all the limbs forming part of the animal’s body were made a single offering, then the enjoined offering of the whole would be accomplished without the repetition of the act of offering. But when each limb is regarded as a distinct offering,—if one were to make the offering out of a single limb, one would naturally abandon some of the limbs; while if he were to repeat the act of offering, he would be able to take in all the limbs.—From all this it follows that offerings should be made out of all the limbs.

‘Says the Opponent (to the Puṇṇapakṣa)—‘When all the particular parts of the body are meant to accomplish the sacrifice, then the sacrifice could be accomplished by means of any one of them’.

‘The answer to this is as follows—The sacrifice may be accomplished; but the particular limbs have been spoken of as connected with the sacrifice; what is spoken of, however, as connected with the sacrifice is the shape of the animal; and this shape of the animal becomes an accessory of the sacrifice when the particular limbs are used; and it is for this reason that the declaration of the procedure speaks of the parts of the body; but it is
not ascertained what particular part is taken up and what not; consequently all come to be taken up for the purpose, by following what has been said in the declaration of procedure. If any particular part has not been taken up, it is assumed that even without that, the sacrifice is performed in accordance with the injunction; so that, having become qualified by the shape of the animal, nothing more is brought in; but in that case it would mean a disregard for this latter.—Hence we conclude that offerings should be made out of all the limbs,—the Heart and other specified ones, as also others not so specified."

SŪTRA (4).

[Objection to Pūrvapakṣa]—As a matter of fact, there should be specification, because of the specific mention,—as in the case of the 'Ājyabhāga'.

Bhāṣya.

The offerings should be made out of the Heart and other specified limbs, not out of the rest.—Why?—Because of their specific mention; the Heart and other limbs have been specifically mentioned, in the passage beginning with 'These are the eleven offerings out of the animal'.—As regards the text in question, it cannot be taken as an injunction of these same offerings; as these are already known to be admissible under the General Law;—nor can it be taken as a mere reiteration, as such a reiteration would be useless;—the reiteration too is without any details;—all which shows that the text is meant to preclude those not mentioned (and to specify those mentioned). For instance, when it is said 'one should not go', or 'one should not eat', it is a clear prohibition; in the same way in a case of Preclusion and Specification also there is prohibition. As in the case of the 'Ājyabhāga'; as in connection with the Grahamedhya, it has been explained in Aitihyāya V, that the mention of 'Ājyabhāga' as one alternative serves the purpose of preclusion; the same should be the case in the present instance also.—Hence the text is to be taken as a preclusion and specification.

SŪTRA (5).

[Pūrvapakṣa reiterated]—"In fact, what the specific mention is intended to do is to declare the fact of those same being double offerings'—because the animal constitutes 'five offerings'.'"

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

'It is not right that there is preclusion and specification; as this always involves three incongruities—(a) abandoning the natural meaning of the words, (b) assuming another meaning, and (c) rejecting of what is known to be admissible.—It has been argued that, on account of the specific mention, it should be so;—but that is not right; because what the specific
mention is intended to do is to declare the fact of those same,—Heart and the rest,—being 'double offerings'. The text in question does not mean that the offerings out of the animal are only eleven, not more, and that each of the offerings is offered twice'; what is meant is that 'of the eleven offerings each is offered twice'.—How so?—It is not the offering (or slicing) that is reiterated in the text, because it is not yet something already known. —'But how can it be regarded as not already known? '—Because the animal constitutes five offerings; what the text actually declares is that there are five offerings out of the animal; hence it cannot be regarded as a reiteration. In fact, the text has served its purpose by enjoining that 'of these, each is to be offered twice'; and it does not bar the offering of other slices.—Hence we conclude that offerings are to be made out of all the limbs.'

SŪTRA (6).

[Pūrvapakṣa-arguments continued]—"FURTHER, IF THE TEXT IN QUESTION PRECLUDED THE OTHER LIMBS, THE DIRECT PROHIBITION OF THE 'SHOULDER', 'HEAD', 'ANŪKA' (?) AND 'THIGHS' WOULD BE SUPERFLUOUS. IF, HOWEVER, OFFERINGS ARE TO BE MADE OUT OF THESE ALSO, THEN THE PROHIBITION SHALL APPLY TO THE 'DOUBLE OFFERING' OUT OF THESE.'"

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also, the text cannot be taken as precluding the other limbs.—'For what reason?'—Because there is prohibition of the 'shoulder', 'head', 'anūka', and 'thighs'. This prohibition of these would have some sense only if there were no preclusion of these; the prohibition of these is actually there, in the text—'One does not offer out of the shoulders, nor out of the head, nor out of the Anūka, nor out of the lower thighs'. If these limbs had been already precluded by the other text, the prohibition of the 'shoulder, head, anūka, and thighs' would be wholly superfluous.—If, however, they are not already precluded by the other text, then, inasmuch as these limbs—shoulder and the rest—could be things out of which the offerings would be made, the prohibition would be of the 'niravādāna' of these limbs.—What is 'niravādāna'?—It is offering after taking a piece out of the particular limb;—i.e. it is the 'double offering' that is prohibited.—From all this it follows that the sacrifice is performed with all the limbs.'

SŪTRA (7).

[Siddhānta]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE MUST BE PRECLUSION; BECAUSE THEY ARE SPOKEN AS 'ANAVADĀNIYA' (NOT FIT TO BE OFFERED).

Bhāṣya.

The term 'api vā' ('as a matter of fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
There must be preclusion; and offerings should not be made out of all the limbs.—"Why?"—Because only thus can the re-declaration have any sense.—"But it has been pointed out that Preclusion always involves three incongruities."—The answer to that is that there is no incongruity in the present case.—"Why?"—The 'offering' (slicing) in general is made admissible by the General Law, for being offered into the Fire; and it is this offering that is connected by the text in question with the Heart and other limbs; so that it is through Syntactical Connection that the Heart and other specified limbs become connected with the Homa (throwing into Fire); and none of the other limbs of the animal's body becomes connected with any deity.—It will not be right to argue that—"the connection of the Heart and other specified limbs with Deities being mentioned in the Direct Declaration itself,—such connection of the animal's body with the Deities would be secured only if the other limbs also were made oblations by being thrown into the Fire";—because the connection of the animal's body with the Deities is secured also when the Heart and other specified limbs are offered out of that body. Hence we conclude that the other limbs are precluded.

Further, there is the term 'anavadāniya' ('not fit for being offered'), in the text—'Mārutyānavadāniyān surāgrahāmescha ājisṛdbhya haratī'.—If there is preclusion, then alone could any limb be 'unfit for offering'; otherwise, all the limbs would be 'fit for offering', and the term 'anavadāniya' ('unfit for offering') would have no sense. Hence we conclude that there must be Preclusion.—"The mention of 'unfitness for offering' may be taken as referring to the Horns and Hoofs."—Not so, we reply. Because the Horns and Hoofs are inherently unfit for offering; and if there were 'harana', 'taking up', of what is inherently so unfit, then the Dative ending in 'ājisṛdbhyaḥ' could not be explained; as the Horns and Hoofs are never meant to be 'ājisṛt'.—"They might be used for securing the services of men."—It has been already explained that one should not utilise for his own purposes things that are meant for Deities. Hence the term 'unfit for offering' cannot be taken as referring to Horns and Hoofs.

SŪTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS FOUND MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH THE NON-BrĀHMĀNA.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there should be Preclusion.—"For what reason?"—There is a text showing that there is 'eating' (of a limb) by the non-Brāhmaṇa—'Kakubho rājaputraḥ prāsnāti dhruvagopah'; here the eating of the 'Kakub' (a particular limb) by the Kṣattriya has been mentioned.—According to the PūrvaPakṣa, no such limb could be available of the animal used at the sacrifice, as all the limbs will have been offered, as what is prohibited is only the 'double offering'.—For this reason also, there should be preclusion.
SūTRA (9).

Also because there is mention of 'cooked' and 'uncooked'; so that the rest of the limbs would not be auxiliary to the sacrifice; just like the 'letting go'.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also there should be Preclusion.—"For what reason?"—Because there is mention of 'cooked' and 'uncooked';—we find the limbs spoken of as 'cooked' and 'uncooked', in the text—'He looks upon the two kinds of limbs, cooked and uncooked'. If there were no preclusion, it would not be possible to see any 'uncooked' limbs; on the other hand, if there is Preclusion, the limbs other than the Heart and the rest specially mentioned would not be auxiliaries to the sacrifice;—just as in the case of the text 'They let go the Pātnavata after it has been washed', this letting go is not an auxiliary to the sacrifice. The limb in question would not be offered, and as such would remain uncooked; hence it would be possible to see some uncooked limbs.—For this reason also there should be Preclusion.
ADHIKARAŅA (3): At the Jyotiśoma, the offering to Svīṣṭakṛt should consist of such ‘Three Limbs’ as are not auxiliaries to the sacrifice.

SŪTRA (10).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“Offerings should be made to Svīṣṭakṛt out of the sacrificial auxiliary,—as at the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

At the Jyotiśoma, there is the animal to be offered to Agni-Soma,—spoken of in the text, ‘One who, being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’. At that sacrifice, the offering to Svīṣṭakṛt comes in under the General Law; in connection with that offering, we read—‘Offers the sacrifice to Svīṣṭakṛt with Three Limbs’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the offering to Svīṣṭakṛt be made out of such limbs as are auxiliary to (have been used at) the sacrifice? Or out of those that have not been so used?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“It should be offered out of the limbs that have been used at the sacrifice.—How so?—Because by so doing, the words of the text would be followed, as at the Archetype; because it is only when the three limbs used at the sacrifice are offered to Svīṣṭakṛt that the connotation of the term ‘three’ becomes duly followed.”

SŪTRA (11).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be modification by the ‘Three limbs’,—as in the case of ‘Reeds’.

Bhāṣya.

The offering should be made out of the three limbs that have not been used at the sacrifice; thus there would be a ‘modification’ (of those limbs that have been used at the sacrifice); and it is not that any three limbs might be used. If it were admitted that the offering could be made out of any three limbs, then there would be no need for the mentioning of the ‘limbs’ again in the injunction of the offering, as it would be already known; and the injunction, in that case, would be only for the sake of laying down the number ‘three’, the injunction being ‘one should offer out of three’;—in that case there would be no connection between the term ‘tri’ (‘three’) and the term ‘ānga’ (‘limbs’); so that the compounding of the two would be impossible.

Further, if there is no one action common to the three limbs,—or if there is no quality common to them,—there can be no relation of qualification and qualified between the terms ‘tri’ and ‘ānga’; so that, on that account
also, there would be no such connection between them as that 'those are the three limbs which three limbs are connected with the number three'; unless there is some peculiarity, there can be no action taken, and to that extent, the information remains incomplete—as to which three limbs are meant.—“How is it under your view?”—We explain.—The compound 'tryāṅgaih' is a collective compound, the 'communism' of the two factors consisting either in common action or common quality,—the three limbs of which the collective compound has been formed have been thus mentioned—'Yad dospah pūrvārdhāt aignayā samavadyati, gudasya madhyataḥ shroṇyā jaghanataḥ' ['One offers collectively the upper half of the arms to Agni, out of the middle of the anus, and out of the lower half of the loins']; the word 'Samavadyati' denotes joint offering; and the 'communism' consists in all three being connected with the one deity Agni, and also with the common action of offering. Hence it is these three limbs here spoken of (arms, anus, and loins) that are meant to be the 'three limbs' out of which the offering to Śvistakṛt is to be made;—and these have not been used at the sacrifice. Thus, on the strength of this direct declaration, we conclude that the offering to Śvistakṛt is to be made out of such limbs as have not been used at the sacrifice;—as in the case of 'reeds'; just as in the case of the text 'the grass consists of reeds', it leads the Kusha-grass to be set aside by the reeds, so in the case in question also, the character of being used at a sacrifice would be set aside.

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, the offering to Śvistakṛt is only of the nature of the disposal of things that have been used at the sacrifice;—and if the offering were made out of things other than those so used, there would be no 'disposal' of the things used; hence those limbs that have not been used at the sacrifice cannot be used in the place of those that have been so used."

The answer to this is as follows:—Though the things used are what are disposed of, yet it cannot be otherwise; under the normal course, the 'Disposal' would be effected through the things used at the sacrifice;—it is as against this that the text in question lays down the offering, in this particular case, of such things as have not been used at the sacrifice;—the sense being that it is these latter that should be offered by way of 'disposal'; because these also have served their purpose and as such have to be disposed of. Those that have been actually used at the sacrifice are hereby excluded from the Śvistakṛt-offering; but they may be disposed of anywhere else one may wish to do so.
ADHIKARANA (4): The ‘Adhyādhi’ is a modification of the ‘Iḍā’.

SŪTRA (12).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The ‘Adhyādhi’ should be treated as a modification of the ‘Iḍā-portion’ which is eaten by the Hotr,—just like the ‘Three Limbs’. [The term ‘Adhyādhi’ stands for the limbs other than the Heart and other specified limbs].

Bhāsyā.

At the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the animal offered to Agni-Soma, spoken of in the text—‘One who, on being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’. In connection with that, it has been declared that ‘They present the Adhyādhi to the Hotr-priest’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is this ‘adhyādhi’ a modification of the Hotr’s share in the Iḍā-cake (which is eaten by him at the Jyotiṣṭoma)? Or is it not a modification, being an entirely distinct share allotted definitely to the Hotr?

Question—On what grounds could it be regarded as a modification (of an already-known Portion)? And on what grounds could it be taken as a distinct share assigned to the Hotr?

Answer—If the text in question is taken as enjoining the Adhyādhi, then the mention of ‘presenting to the Hotr’ is a mere reiteration,—and in that case what is enjoined would be a modification of the already known Portion. On the other hand, if the text is taken as enjoining the ‘presenting to the Hotr’ in reference to the Adhyādhi, then it is a restrictive injunction (assigning to the Hotr a distinct Portion).

The most reasonable view that presents itself is as follows:—The Adhyādhi should be treated as a modification of the Portion eaten by the Hotr (at the Jyotiṣṭoma).—“Why”?—Because the Adhyādhi is something quite new (not having been previously enjoined), and hence, not being the remnant of any offering to deities, it is not yet known as to be eaten in the manner of the Iḍā; hence it could not be taken as reiterated in the text in question; consequently it has to be taken as enjoined;—thus then the Adhyādhi comes to be directly declared as the share to be presented to the Hotr, and hence sets aside the ‘Iḍā-portion’, which could come in only by virtue of the implications of the General Law;—as in the case of the ‘Three limbs’;—i.e. just as the ‘Three Limbs’, which have not been used at the sacrifice, set aside those that have been so used,—so in the present case also.
SŪTRA (13).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s argument against the Siddhānta]—“It really forms part of the Remnant; hence there should be restrictions; as in the case of the ‘chariot’.”

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘really’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above—to the effect that the Adhyāḍhni is a modification of the Iḍā-portion.

“The Adhyāḍhni could be a modification of the Iḍā-portion only if it were something new (not already known);—as a matter of fact however, it forms part of the Iḍā-itself.—‘How so?’—The text ‘Anasthibhirād vardhayanti’ [‘They enlarge the Iḍā by means of such pieces of flesh as are boneless’] clearly declares the ‘presentation’ (of the Adhyāḍhni), [as it is only by the additional limbs not already offered that there could be an subsequent enlargement; and it is the additional limbs that constitute the ‘adhyāḍhni’];—it is only the connection with the particular priest Hotṛ that is not already known; hence it is this connection alone that is enjoined by the text in question,—the sense being that ‘when they present the Adhyāḍhni, they should present it to the Hotṛ, not to anyone else’, which means that they provide the Hotṛ with a fresh eating-portion (in addition to the Iḍā, which comes to him through the General Law). Further, the words ‘hotṛ ē’ and ‘ḥaranti’ being in close juxtaposition (‘present to the Hotṛ’), the syntactical connection between them is clear; while in the other case, the connection between ‘adhyāḍhnī’ and ‘ḥaranti’ is interrupted by the intervention of the word ‘hotṛ ē’, and as such, it would have to be assumed. Hence the text must be taken as restricting this new portion (adhyāḍhnī) to the Hotṛ;—as in the case of the chariot; in the case of the text ‘Yajurvedyuktam rathamadhyavaṇvē daddātī’ [‘He gives the chariot consecrated with the Yajus to the Adhevarya’],—inasmuch as the chariot is already known from another text, and the words ‘adhevaryaṇvē’ and ‘daddātī’ are in close juxtaposition,—it is taken as restricting the gift to the Adhevarya;—similarly the text in question should be taken as restricting the portion (adhyāḍhnī) to the Hotṛ”.

SŪTRA (14).

[Siddhāntin’s answer to Pūrvapakṣa-argument]—But it cannot be so, as there is no injunctive text to that effect.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
As a matter of fact, the text cannot be taken as restricting the share (to the Hotṛ); it must be taken as laying down the modification of the Iḍā-portion.—“Why?”—There is no injunctive text to the effect that there
should be the Adhyādhni-portion even where there is the Iḍā-portion at the same time.

"But we have pointed out the text—'They enlarge the cake with boneless pieces of flesh'."

The answer to this is that this text is a mere reiteration, the boneless-pieces having been already enjoined elsewhere—'Yadu parishtasyate tat samavattadāhānyāmānayo. yat hrdayam prāṣyatī, jihvām vakṣaḥ, tanīmam atāstasīvāvanityum'.—Hence it follows that the text cited by the opponent is only a reiteration. Then again, the adhyādhni is not mentioned in the text at all; hence it cannot be regarded as enjoined elsewhere as to be used;—and when it is not so enjoined elsewhere, it must be taken as enjoined in the text in question ('adhyādhnīm hotre haranti') in reference to the 'presentation to the Hotṛ'.

It has been argued that in this case it would be necessary to assume a syntactical connection (between 'adhyādhnīm' and 'haranti') which is interrupted (by the intervention of the word 'hotre').—We shall certainly assume such a connection when we find—(a) that the 'adhyādhni' is not something already enjoined elsewhere, (b) that the text, therefore, cannot be a reiteration, and (c) that it would be meaningless if the said assumption were not made. In this way, the injunction would be of the 'presenting' which is expressed by a word contained in the text itself; otherwise, in the other case, what would be enjoined would be the connection between the Adhyādhni and the Hotṛ, not the presenting which is expressed by a word of the text itself.

For this reason also the Adhyādhni should be regarded as a modification of a former eating-portion.

SŪTRA (15).

[Pūrvapakṣin's objection]—"IN FACT, IT WOULD BE A MERE GIFT, AS THERE IS NO CONNECTION WITH THE TERM 'EATING-PORTION'."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'api vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

"If it be as explained above, and the Adhyādhnī has not been enjoined in any other text as to be presented even when the Iḍā-portion is there,—then, it comes to this that what the text in question enjoins is something entirely new to be 'presented', in the shape of the Adhyādhnī; and in that case it cannot be treated as the modification of an eating-portion; as all that the words 'adhyādhnīm haranti' expresses is the mere giving away of the thing to the Hotṛ; nor is there any connection laid down with the term 'bhāksa' ('eating-portion'). Hence the Adhyādhnī cannot be regarded as the modification of an eating-portion."
SŪTRA (16).

[Answer to the Pūrva-pāṇi’s argument]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT MUST BE THE MODIFICATION OF AN EATING-PORTION, AS THERE IS NO ‘GIVER’,—ALL (THE SACRIFICER AND THE PRIESTS) BEING EQUAL IN RELATION TO THE REMNANTS.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘as a matter of fact’) implies the rejection of the view just set forth—that ‘it is a mere gift, not the modification of an eating-portion’. It cannot be a case of ‘giving away’, because there is no ‘giver’; the animal, in fact, has been dedicated by the Master of the sacrifice in the sense that ‘saving the sacrifice, I shall not use this animal for any other purpose of mine own’; so that there being no longer any ownership over the animal, there can be no giving away (of any part of it).—“Why is there no ownership?”—Because all are equal in relation to the Remnant; as regards the Remnants of the sacrifice, the Sacrificer stands on the same footing as the Hotṛ, neither of them is the owner of the substance. Hence there can be no giving.

“Yes, when there is no connection with the term ‘eating-portion’, how can the Adhyādhnī be regarded as an eating-portion?”

It follows the presence of the Dative ending (in ‘hotṛ’); this Dative ending has the sense of ‘for the sake of’; so that what the words of the Text mean is that ‘the adhyādhnī is for the sake of the Hotṛ’, ‘it is the Hotṛ who is wanted by it as its recipient’, which means that ‘it benefits the Hotṛ’; it can do so only when it is eaten and thereby imparts strength to the person, thus conferring upon him a perceptible benefit; and to the extent that it confers this benefit, to that extent does the Dative ending become justified;—otherwise, if the benefit conferred were an imperceptible one (as it would be, if it were a case of mere gift), the signification of the Dative would become ignored.

From all this it follows that the Adhyādhnī is a modification of the eating-portion of Iḍā.
ADHIKARANA (5): The 'Vanistu' is the modification of an Eating-portion.

[Like the 'adhyudhi', the 'vanistu' is one of those limbs of the animal that are not among those that have been specifically mentioned as 'offerings'—i.e. the Heart, the Tongue, etc.]

SUTRA (17).

LIKE THE 'ADHYUDHI', THE 'VANIŚTU' ALSO IS FOR THE AGNID-PRIEST.

Bhāṣya.

In connection, with the same animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, we read—“Vaniśtrāgraṇīdhē” ['The Vaniśtu to the Agnīd-priest'].—The details of the preceding Adhikaraṇa are applicable to the present case also; as there so here, the question is—when the Vaniśtu is spoken of as 'for the Agnīd', is it to be treated as the modification of an eating-portion? Or, does the text restrict this additional share as to be given to the Agnīd-priest?

Similarly the apparent Siddhānta is the same as that of the previous adhikaraṇa,—that, being enjoined as something not already known, it must be regarded as the modification of an eating-portion;—as before, the same objection is urged here also—"it being already enjoined in another text, the present text must be taken as restricting the additional share to the particular Priest";—as before, the answer to this is that, in as much as the Vaniśtu is not mentioned in the text 'they enlarge the Iḍā with boneless pieces', it is not something already enjoined, and hence it should be taken as enjoined in the text in question.

Says the Opponent—"As a matter of fact, the Vaniśtu also having been already spoken of, it is something that is already known."

Answer—All that has been said in the other text is—'Vaniśtuṃ prāṣyati' ['Throw the Vaniśtu']; so that what is enjoined there is the mere throwing in of the Vaniśtu into the Iḍā, by way of an embellishment of the latter; so that it does not become the Iḍā itself;—nor is it mentioned anywhere in connection with the term 'bhaṅkṣa' ('eating-portion'); hence it is the mere 'throwing in' that is enjoined,—and not that it is to be included in the 'eating-portion';—nor again, is there any connection, in the preceding text, with the Dative ending. So that, when the text in question speaks of it as 'agnīdhē', (being 'for the Agnīd'), the Dative ending clearly enjoins the eating (of the Vaniśtu).

Thus we conclude that, there being a possibility of the case of the Vaniśtu not being quite analogous to that of the Adhyudhi dealt with in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, the Sūtra lays it down that the two cases are exactly analogous; and thus sets aside all notions of the two cases not being quite alike on any point of the Adhikaraṇa.
ADHIKARANA (6): *The Maitrāvaruṇa also has a share in the ‘Eating Portion’.*

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“There can be no ‘Eating portion’ for the Maitrāvaruṇa, as he is not connected with the Archetype.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣomā, there is the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, mentioned in the text ‘One who, on being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’; at this offering there is a priest called ‘Maitrāvaruṇa’.

In regard to this Priest, there arises the question—Has this Priest a share in the ‘Eating of Remnants’ which has to be done in accordance with the General Law?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“This Priest has no connection with the Archetype; hence, if he were to do the Eating, it would not be done in the manner of the Archetype. Hence we conclude that there can be no eating-portion for the Maitrāvaruṇa, as he is not connected with the Archetype.”

SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, it should be there; as he is the substitute for the Hotṛ and the Adhvaryu, being invested with their functions.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, there must be an eating-portion for the Maitrāvaruṇa; in the matter of giving directions, he is the substitute for the Adhvarya; and in the matter of recitations, he is the substitute for the Hotṛ, as is clearly laid down in the text—‘Therefore the Maitrāvaruṇa gives the directions and makes the recitations’;—thus, being invested with the functions of these two priests, the Maitrāvaruṇa naturally gets a share in the ‘Eating’. Hence we conclude that he must have a share in the eating-portion.
ADHIKARAṆA (7): The Maitrāvaruṇa has only one share.

SŪTRA (20).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"He should have two shares, as he performs two functions."

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same Maitrāvaruṇa priest, there arises the further question—Has he two shares? Or only one share?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"He should have two shares; being a substitute for the Adhvaryu, he obtains the Adhvaryu’s share; and being a substitute for the Hotṛ, he obtains the Hotṛ’s share; hence he should have two shares."

SŪTRA (21).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In reality, in as much as he is only one, he should receive only one share; as the share has not been declared.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

The Maitrāvaruṇa should not have two shares; he should have only one.—"Why?"—Because the share has not been declared; it has not been declared that the Adhvaryu’s share is to go to the Maitrāvaruṇa, or that the Hotṛ’s share is to go to him. If these two had been so declared, then, even though the requisite embellishment would have been secured by a single share, yet, on the strength of the said declaration, he would receive the second share also. As a matter of fact, however, the share comes to the Maitrāvaruṇa only by virtue of the General Law;—hence, as the Maitrāvaruṇa is only one, a single share will suffice to accomplish that archetypal condition, and no second share could be indicated by the General Law;—hence the Priest in question should have one share only.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): The Pratiprasṭhāṭr Priest has no share in the Eating-Portion.

SŪTRA (22).

[पूर्वपाकṣa]—"The Pratiprasṭhāṭr also should have a share, on account of his Cooking the Omentum."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same animal-sacrifice to Agni-Soma, the 'Pratiprasṭhāṭr' priest is spoken of.

In regard to him, there arises the question—Is this Priest to have a share in the eating of Remnants? Or not?

The पूर्वपाकṣa is as follows:—"He is to have his share;—why?—because when he cooks the omentum,—in accordance with the text 'The Pratiprasṭhāṭr priest cooks the omentum',—he performs the functions of the Adhvaryu; hence he should have his share in the eating-portion."

SŪTRA (23).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, he can have no share, because the action is different, and because the whole of it is offered away.

Bhāṣya.

The Pratiprasṭhāṭr can have no share in the eating-portion.—"Why?"

—Because at the sacrifice wherein he acts for the Adhvaryu, there is no remnant of the substance offered; what he does is the cooking of the omentum; and the whole of it is offered away; so that, there, being no remnant, what is there to be eaten? At those sacrifices where there is a remnant,—that is, those in which offerings are made out of the Heart and other specified limbs,—this Priest does not act for the Adhvaryu;—as a matter of fact, the transcendental result connected with the omentum is entirely different (from that connected with the Heart, etc.), because it is connected with a subsidiary act; and what the General Law indicates is that that priest alone becomes entitled to the eating-portion who has worked at the sacrifice the substance used at which is to be disposed of by that eating; in this way the eating would come to help in the sacrifice; if, on the other hand, the eating were done by a priest who has done work other than any connected with the sacrifice, as he would have rendered no service, his eating would not help the sacrifice in any way, and hence it would be no part of it. It is for this reason that the General Law does not justify eating at a sacrifice other than the one at which the man has worked.
Says the Opponent—"At the subsidiaries of the sacrifice also, the Pratiprasthātr does act for the Adhvaryu; as he does the work of slicing, as laid down in the text—' Placing it towards the right, the Pratiprasthātr slices it'."

Under the present Adhikaraṇa, we are considering the case in relation to that Vedic Recensional Text where this text (regarding the Pratiprasthātr doing the slicing) does not appear. [So that this does not affect the Siddhānta at all].—Or [there is another explanation]—this slicing (spoken of in the text) is a totally different act from that connected with the Archetype. At the Archetype, the actual slicing as constituting the beginning of the act of offering having been spoken of by the term 'sacrifice', what is spoken of by the subsequent text is only the number 'two', not the act of slicing; in the text quoted by the Opponent, on the other hand, what is laid down is the act of slicing by the Pratiprasthātr, not the actual act of offering; in fact, in this case the slicing that would be done would be the beginning of the act of offering. So that at the Archetype, when the offering is going to be done, the Adhvaryu would naturally do the slicing, even though not actually enjoined to do so;—the slicing, in fact, has got to be done, either by the Adhvaryu himself or by someone else; and as the Adhvaryu himself is close by, he does it; it does not necessarily form a 'function' (or 'duty') of the Adhvaryu. What is done as a matter of course is not what is rendered admissible by the General Law;—and in the case in question, it is only as a matter of course that the slicing is done either by the Adhvaryu or by someone else; so that all that the text quoted does is to restrict this 'someone else' to the Pratiprasthātr only.—From all this it follows that even though doing the slicing, the Pratiprasthātr does not perform the 'functions of the Adhvaryu'; and hence he should not have a share in the eatings at the subsidiary sacrifices.
Adhikarāṇa (9): The text ‘Ājayabhāgau yajati’ lays down the ‘Gṛhamēdhiya’ as a distinct sacrifice by itself.

Sūtra (24).

Pūrvapakṣa (A)—"As the Archetypal process would naturally come into the Ectype, the declaration of it again would be superfluous."

Bhasya.

In connection with the Chāturmāsya sacrifices, we read—‘Marudbhya gṛhamēdhiyaḥ sarvāsām duṣṭāḥ sāyamodanē’ [where the ‘Gṛhamēdhiya’ offering is laid down];—in this connection it is declared—‘Ājayabhāgau yajati’ [‘Offers the two Ājayabhāgas’].

In regard to this latter, there arises the question—(a) Is this a mere reiteration of the two Ājayabhāga-offerings already admissible under the General Law?—or (b) the General Law, as well as this text, both enjoin one and the same act?—or (c) is this text meant to be purely commendatory?—or (d) does it lay down two additional and distinct acts?—or (e) is it meant to serve the purposes of Preclusion?—or (f) does the General Law indicate the admissibility of all else, save the two Ājayabhāga-offerings?—or (g) does the General Law make the two Ājayabhāga-offerings only admissible?—or (h) does the General Law not come in at all, and the Gṛhamēdhiya is an entirely distinct sacrifice by itself?

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows:—"At the etype in question, the two Ājayabhāga-offerings connected with the archetype come in by the General Law itself; hence the declaration of the same over again could serve no other purpose; it could only be taken as a teaching reiterated by the Teacher as a friendly advice; so that we need not trouble our minds over the question of the acts being distinct; it is clearly known that it is a mere reiteration; so please proceed to the consideration of some other subject.—Why so?—Because the question raised is already settled; while there may be another subject which is not as well known. Just as in ordinary experience, when people say—'Bring up the Brāhmaṇas that are there in this house,—Dvārakadatta, Yajiñādatta and Viñuvamitra';—the latter sentence is regarded as a mere reiteration; similar should be the case with the text in question ".

Sūtra (25).

Pūrvapakṣa (B)—"Or, the same act may be laid down by means of two texts,—as in the case of the ‘Āgneya’.

Bhasya.

"If the only capacity that the text had were to reiterate what has been already declared, then it could not serve any other purpose. When however,
it has the capacity of doing something else also, then, why cannot it be suspected of doing this something else? As a matter of fact, it has this capacity—that the text in question and the General Law conjointly declare the one fact that 'the Gṛhamādhīya is to be performed in the manner of the archetype,—this similarity to the archetype consisting in the fact that the two Ājyabhāgas are to be offered'. In connection with the Archetype, it has been declared that 'the two Ājyabhāgas are to be offered'; so that in doing this, the man accomplishes his purpose by means of the archetypal sacrifice;—then again, in the text in question—'Offers the two Ājyabhāgas',—the same method is extended to the ectype. So that the sacrifice performs its functions in such a manner as to make one and the same act spoken of by means of the two texts.—*Just as in the case of the Agnāya*;—the deity that is invoked with the words 'agnimagnā āvaha' is the same that is spoken of in the words 'ātmānamāvaha';—or again, in the case of the expression 'Here is the stick,—strike with the stick', one and the same stick is spoken by means of the word 'stick' used twice;—in the same manner, the text 'Offers the Ājyabhāgas' lays down the offerings in connection with the Archetype,—and this same text appearing again in connection with the Ectype also lays down the same offerings,—the full sentence being completed by the idea that 'the Gṛhamādhīya sacrifice is to be equipped with these same offerings',—and no distinct offering is laid down; nor is it a mere reiteration of what is already admissible under the General Law."

SŪTRA (26).

[पूर्वपक्ष (C)]—"But this is not possible as the texts are distinct."

*Bhāṣya.*

The term 'vā' ('but') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

"The case in question is not analogous to the Invocation of Agni. In the latter case, the text 'Agni āvaha' has spoken of Agni the carrier; while in the text 'Agnimāvaha', Agni is spoken of as one to be carried; so that the two texts do not serve the same purpose. In the case in question, on the other hand, the presence of the Ājyabhāga-offerings (at the Gṛhamādhīya) is indicated by the single General Law that 'the Ectype is to be performed in the manner of the Archetype'; so that the declaration over again (in the text in question) that 'the Ājyabhāga-offerings are to be offered' would be doing what has been done already; and such a text would be meaningless and superfluous. Hence the conclusion should be that it is a mere reiteration. —'But it has been explained that a mere reiteration is superfluous'.—It is not so, we reply; it will serve the purposes of a commendatory declaration,—the sense of the commendation being—by doing this the man would be offering the Ājyabhāgas and thereby the sacrificial character (of the Gṛhamādhīya) would be accomplished'".
SŪTRA (27).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (D)]—"It must be in addition; as that would serve a useful purpose;—it being not possible for it to be taken either (a) as a commendatory declaration, or (b) as describing an accessory detail, or (c) as a modification based upon direct declaration,—it could serve a useful purpose only when taken as laying down distinct fresh acts.

Bhāṣya.

"Or, the text may be taken as laying down two distinct additional acts,—not as a mere reiteration to the effect that 'the said Ājyabhāga-offerings must be made'; in fact, it should be taken as actually enjoining the two sacrifices as to be performed.—'Why?'—Because a mere reiteration is useless; specially as, the two texts being different, they cannot be taken as speaking of one and the same act.

Question—'Why cannot the text be taken (a) as a commendatory declaration, or (b) as a description of accessory details, or (c) as laying down a modification?'

'Answer—(a) For the simple reason that the words express no commendation, the text cannot be taken as a commendatory declaration.—'There is the term for the purpose of accomplishing its sacrificial character, which expresses commendation.'—Answer—When a certain thing has been enjoined by one sentence, it has no need for a commendation that is expressed by another sentence. Hence the text should be taken as laying down a distinct sacrifice, not as a commendatory declaration.—'But there is no distinct sacrifice named Ājyabhāga.'—Answer—It can be a sacrifice having the Ājyabhāga for its accessory.—(b) Nor does the text contain any description of accessory details (of the previously-enjoined sacrifice), as there is in the sentence 'One offers the Ājyabhāgas equipped with water ('apsumantāvājyabhāgaṇa ya Jayati').—Nor is there any other way of interpreting the text; as there is in the case of the text 'One should not offer any oblations before this', where, in supersession of this prohibition, there is the other text 'The oblation that one offers before this', which deprecates the said offering, and then goes on to add 'Pours the offering with the Srava'.

'Such being the circumstances, the text would be serving a useful purpose only when explained as before. Hence it must be taken as laying down distinct offerings, as in this case it would be laying down something new; otherwise it would not supply any fresh information at all.'—But what is there to indicate that the act laid down is a distinct one?'—What indicates it is the reason that 'the repeated mention of one and the same act would be useless, as it would supply no particular information';—as explained under Śūtra 2. 2. 2.

'For all these reasons we conclude that the text in question lays down two distinct sacrifices named 'Ājyabhāga', in addition to the principal
sacrifice (of the context)—these distinct sacrifices being hitherto unknown and made known here for the first time."

SŪTRA (28).

[Pūrvapakṣa (E)]—It might be urged that "the text may be taken as negativing (others)".

Bhāṣya.

"You think that the text contains the injunction of a distinct act; but that is not possible; when the name ‘ājyabhāga’ is actually mentioned, the action spoken of cannot be understood to be any other than the Ājyabhāga itself. If the distinct act were taken as one having the Ājyabhāga for its accessory, then this would involve the necessity of taking the term ‘ājyabhāga’ in a figurative sense; and no significance would attach to the special name ‘ājyabhāga’. Hence the text cannot be taken as laying down distinct acts. It may however be taken as negativing other acts, by ‘preclusion’; just as in the case of the text—‘Five five-nailed animals are fit for eating’,—the mention of the five animals, Hare [Porcupine, Alligator, Tortoise, and Rhinoceros] is taken as meaning the negation (prohibition) of the ‘eating of others’;—similarly in the case in question also, the mention of the Ājyabhāga-offerings will mean the preclusion of the other accessory details".

SŪTRA (29).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (E) by Pūrvapakṣin (D)]—"This is not possible; as it is not spoken of".

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, we do not find, in the text, any negativing word, nor the mention of any other accessory details; and no authority can attach to any such meaning of a sentence as is not expressed by its constituent words; because it is only the meaning of the component words that is the basis of the meaning of the sentence; and the latter can have no existence apart from the former. This is what has been made clear under Sūtra 1. 1. 25. Hence the text cannot be taken as preclusive; specially as Preclusion is always open to three objections:—(1) the acceptance of what is not expressed by the words, (2) the assumption of the meanings of other words, and (3) the rejection of what is actually expressed by the words.—From all this, it follows that it is best to take the text as laying down distinct acts".

SŪTRA (30).

[Pūrvapakṣa (F)]—It might be urged that "the Ājyabhāgas are not taken in [by the General Law]”.

Bhāṣya.

"If you think that the text contains the injunction of distinct acts,—then the incongruity involved in that view has been already pointed out; and that
is enough to discount it.—What then should be the explanation?—Well, the Ājyabhāga offerings have been mentioned (in the text) by their very names (as coming into the Gṛhamādhya), while the other accessories come into it only under the General Law; when it is found that the Ājyabhāga offerings come in directly through their own names, the General Law can indicate nothing regarding their admissibility into the Gṛhamādhya, and it will only indicate the admissibility of the other accessory details which have not been taken in by any other means.—What will be the advantage in taking the text thus?—The advantage will be as follows:—(a) It will not be necessary to assume that the text and the General Law function jointly;—(b) it will not be necessary to admit of a commendation by a distinct text (the one in question) of what has come in by virtue of the General Law;—(c) when precisely the same name is used, it will not be necessary to take the re-mention of the name as laying down distinct acts; just as, when it has been asserted that 'Dēvadatta stands here', it is not said again 'he stands while standing'; all that it is understood to mean is that the person is named 'Dēvadatta';—and (d) lastly, it will not be necessary to assume Preclusion, which is beset with three objections.—Hence we conclude that the text serves to take in the Ājyabhāga-offerings (as coming into the Gṛhamādhya), which are not taken in by the General Law’.

Says the Opponent—Why have recourse to this elaborate process? If the Ājyabhāga-offerings had not been taken in by a direct text, the General Law would certainly have been able to take them in; when they are already laid down by a direct text, what is the need for the elaborate assumption that they are not taken in by the General Law?

‘Answer.—There is certainly no good reason for having recourse to the elaborate assumption; but what is done by an elaborate process cannot be regarded as not done; an elaborate process is certainly open to objection; but even though the objection may be there, the General Law cannot take in the Ājyabhāga-offerings. If a man goes to a village through the pasture-land, he certainly incurs the inconveniences of passing through the pasture-land; but it is not that he does not reach the village. Hence we conclude that the Ājyabhāga-offerings, not being taken in by the General Law, are taken in by the text in question.’

SŪTRA (31).

[Refutation of Pūrṇapāka (F)]—‘This cannot be; because of equality.’

Bhāṣya.

‘What has been urged above is not possible. If the General Law were to deal with each of the Archetypal accessories separately in detail, then it might be that it would not deal with the Ājyabhāga-offerings on the ground of their being already taken in by the direct text, and would deal with and take in the other accessories;—as a matter of fact, however, the General Law does not deal with the accessories separately; all that it deals
with is the transcendental result connected with the Archetype,—its indication being that 'the result is brought about by this, the Ectype, in the same manner as by that, the Archetype'; and this being the form of the indication, the Ājyabhāga-offerings also become included in this. Under the circumstances, it comes to this that the text laying down the Ājyabhāga-offerings does what has been already done (by the General Law) and hence becomes superfluous.—Thus then, the Ājyabhāga-offerings being equal to (standing on the same footing as) the other accessories, the text cannot be taken as taking in the Ājyabhāga-offerings which have not been taken in by the General Law.''

SŪTRA (32).

[Pūrvapakṣa (G), and its refutation]—There would be the same objection against the Ājyabhāgas alone being taken in (under the General Law).

Bhāṣya.

The following view may be put forward (as Pūrvapakṣa (G))—"What the General Law indicates is the Ājyabhāga-offerings only, as constituting the Gṛhamēdhīya sacrifice, when performed in the manner of the Archetype; the question having arisen as to how the Ājyabhāga-offerings are to be made, the answer is that 'it is in such and such a manner (as at the Archetype).' Just as in the case of the text 'There are seventeen Sāmidhēnis at the Adhevarakalpas', the number 'seventeen' does not find place in any other sacrifice;—or, in the case of the sentence 'Bring the Shimshapā tree', no other tree is brought up, and the Shimshapā alone is understood to be spoken of by means of the term 'tree';—similarly in the case in question, the Ājyabhāga-offerings alone should be understood to be taken in by the General Law".

Our answer to this is as follows:—There would be the same objection against the Ājyabhāgas alone being taken in under the General Law;—the idea that the Ājyabhāgas alone are taken in is equal to (open to the same objections as) the idea that they are not taken in; as for the other accessories, their non-inclusion (under the General Law) might be possible if the General Law dealt with the accessories separately; but no such non-inclusion is possible when all that the General Law indicates is the fulfilment of the archetypal transcendental result (as explained above).

SŪTRA (33).

[Siddhānta]—The text should be taken as showing distinctness, as the inclusion serves a useful purpose.

Bhāṣya.

From all the above it follows that the Gṛhamēdhīya is a distinct sacrifice not laid down elsewhere.—"Why?"—Because the inclusion serves a useful
purpose;—the inclusion spoken of in the text 'Offers the Ājyabhāgas' comes
to serve a useful purpose. If the Grhamēdhiya were a sacrifice already
enjoined elsewhere, then this text would be superfluous. Thus then, the
Grhamēdhiya, having all its needs fulfilled by the Ājyabhāgas directly enjoined,
does not take in the other accessories (of the Archetype) on the basis of the
General Law. As a rule, when an Ectype has got a new accessory laid
down for itself, it does not take in any archetypal accessories, except through
Syntactical Connection with that new accessory.——"Why so?"——What is
required to be known (in regard to the Ectype) is the manner in which it
should be performed;—as regards the Archetype, it is known that the
manner in which it is to be performed is through the accessories, which,
therefore, are all needed by the declaration of procedure;—in regard to the
Ectype however, it is not definitely known what accessories it will take in;
and they have got to be assumed and then wanted;—it is however not
reasonable to assume a relationship when something definitely known is
already there;—hence here also the accessories become taken in on the
basis of the General Law;—after these Archetypal accessories have been
taken in,—with a view to save the injunction of the accessories relating to
the Ectype itself from superfluity,—both sets of accessories are combined
and taken in by a single all-embracing declaration of Procedure.
ADHIKARAṆA (10): The ‘Svaṣṭakṛt’ and other rites are to be performed at the Grhamēḍhiya.

SŪTRA (34).

FROM AMONG THOSE ALSO, THAT WOULD COME IN WHICH IS SPECIALLY MENTIONED.

Bhāṣya.

The Grhamēḍhiya is again the subject-matter of discussion. In regard to this, we have seen that, having all its needs fulfilled by the Ąjyabhāga-offerings, it does not take in any other accessories (from the Archetype).—What is to be considered is—is this absolutely so that it does not take in any other accessories at all?

Such being the notion (derived from the preceding Adhikarana), the Siddhānta is set forth in the Sūtra—From among those also, that would come in which is specially mentioned. What has been said regarding the Grhamēḍhiya not taking in any accessories, is true of cases where no specific mention is made; in the case in question, we do find a specific mention of certain accessories,—e.g. of the Ąjyabhāga-offerings [and these do come in];—similarly whenever an accessory is specifically mentioned by a direct declaration, and such specific mention is found by us, we conclude that that should come in which is so specifically mentioned; e.g. such accessories as are mentioned in the texts, ‘Agnayē samavadyati’, ‘Idāmupahavyati’.
ADHIKARAṆA (11): [A Hypothetical Discussion]. At the 'Graṃḍhiya' there is no Eating by the 'Prāshītra' and other Priests.

SŪTRA (35).

THE MENTION OF THE 'SVĪṢṬAKRT' SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PRECLUDING THE EATING,—BECAUSE THE CONDITIONS ARE THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Graṃḍhiya sacrifice; in regard to which we have understood that it is a distinct sacrifice by itself.—In connection with this sacrifice, it is declared that 'One makes an offering to Agni-Svīṣṭakrt'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does, or does not, the specific mention of the 'Svīṣṭakrt' only preclude all other details relating to Remnants as also the Eating?

Objection (to the question)—'In as much as the Graṃḍhiya is a distinct sacrifice by itself, there can be no Eating of Remnants at it [as such Eating could come in from the Archetype only by virtue of the General Law]'.

Answer—This discussion is a hypothetical one, on the assumption (taken for granted for argument's sake) that the Graṃḍhiya is not a distinct sacrifice [it is based entirely upon an Archetype].—In fact, what we are considering is the purpose served by the preceding Adhikaraṇa:—That is, if there were preclusion, by the text in question, of the other details relating to the Eatings of Remnants, then the Ājyabhāga-offerings would preclude only the sacrificial offerings, nothing else. Hence it becomes necessary to find out if the specific mention of the Svīṣṭakrt precludes, or not, the Eatings of Remnants.

The apparent answer to the question raised is that when the Svīṣṭakrt has been specifically mentioned, then the Eatings of Remnants do become precluded.—Why?—Because the conditions are the same;—the conditions relating to the Svīṣṭakrt-offering and the Eatings are similar,—both serving the purpose of embellishing the Remnants; [and as such both should be absent at the Graṃḍhiya]; but of these, the Svīṣṭakrt-offering has been specifically mentioned (as to be offered at the sacrifice);—hence this one embellishment only of the Remnants should be there, not any others; and hence the Eatings become precluded.

SŪTRA (36).

[Pūrvapāksiṇ's argument against Siddhānta]—'IN FACT, THERE CAN BE NO PRECLUSION,—BECAUSE IT IS ACTUALLY SEEN MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH THE IḍA.'

Bhāṣya.

'Just as, on the specific mention of the Svīṣṭakrt, and on the other details relating to remnants not being found so mentioned, it is understood
that there should be no Eatings,—exactly in the same manner, on seeing that the Eating is actually mentioned, it should be understood that the Eating should be there. When there is a conflict between Mention (Assertion) and non-Mention (Non-assertion), greater authority attaches to the Mention (Assertion).—'Where is the Eating found mentioned?'—In the text ‘Idāmupahva-yati’, where ‘Upahvāna’ stands for permission; and this is possible only when there is to be Eating, not when there is no Eating.—Hence there can be no preclusion of the Eating.'

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection answered by Siddhāntin]—As a matter of fact, there must be preclusion; because it is found to be precluded by an injunction.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, there must be preclusion; when conditions are equal, what is inferred (merely indicated by the General Law) is set aside by what is directly laid down.

As for the ‘seeing’ that has been cited, it must pertain to that Eating which is preceded (sanctioned) by Injunction. The declaration is in the following form—‘Atha idāmēvāvadyati, na prāshitramupahūya prāshnanti’ ['He slices the Iḍā; they do not obtain the Prāshitra’s permission before they eat']—[where it is clear that there is no Eating by the Prāshitra].

It is not necessary for us to find out and explain the purpose of the present Adhikarana, which is purely hypothetical. In fact, it only shows the purpose that is served by the preceding Adhikarana; and the purpose of this purpose need not be explained. What is to be actually done has been already explained in the previous Adhikarana.
Adhikaraṇa (12): The ‘Prāṇiṇya’ and the ‘Ātithyā’ should end respectively with the ‘Shamyu’ and the ‘Iḍā’.

Sūtra (38).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In the matter of ending with the ‘Shamyu’ and the ‘Iḍā’, there should be option; as otherwise, the prohibition of the ‘Patnyanuyāja’ would be meaningless".

Bhāsyā.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read—(a) ‘Shamyantā prāṇiṇyā saniṣṭhatē, na patniḥ samyājayaṇi’ ['The Prāṇiṇyā becomes complete when ending with the Shamyu;—they do not make the wives offer the sacrifice’];—(b) ‘Iḍāntā ātithyā saniṣṭhatē, nānuyājau yajanti’ ['The Ātithyā becomes complete when ending with the Iḍā;—they do not perform the Anuyājas’].

In regard to this, there arises the question,—(b) Is it meant that the Prāṇiṇyā may be regarded as complete, either with all the Terminuses duly performed, or with the Shamyu only? Or that it must always end with the Shamyu?—(b) Similarly, may the Ātithyā be regarded as complete either with all the Terminuses duly performed, or with the Iḍā only?—Or must it always end with the Iḍā?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"In the matter of ending with the Shamyu and the Iḍā, there should be option;—why?—because there is prohibition of Patnyanuyāja.—There is the clear declaration to the effect that ‘the Prāṇiṇyā becomes complete when ending with the Shamyu’; then there is the other declaration to the effect that ‘they do not make the wives offer the sacrifice’. If the Prāṇiṇyā must always end with the Shamyu, then the prohibition of the Patnyanuyāja would be meaningless. Hence this prohibition of the Patnyanuyāja should be taken as laying down the completing of all the Terminuses.—How so?—At the Prāṇiṇyā, they do not perform the Patnisamyāja alone, and nothing else;—similarly at the Ātithyā, they do not perform the Anuyājas alone, and nothing else. Hence the two (prohibitive) texts should be taken as distinct sentences precluding those details that should not be performed. [Hence, the performance where these details are omitted forms one option; and that in which they are not omitted forms another option]".
SUTRA (39).

[SIDDHANTA]—IN REALITY, IT IS ONLY A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING STATE OF THINGS; AS THE ACT IS NOT WHAT IS ENJOINED BY THE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be option; in fact, there is only one alternative, that it should end with the Shamyu; as there is a specific declaration to that effect, there can be no second alternative; there is no declaration of any such other alternative. The prohibition of the Patnyanuyāja cannot be taken as laying down the completion of all the Terminuses; it is, in fact, only the description of an existing state of things; it describes things as they exist; just like the statement that 'Fire is not to be installed in the sky or in heaven'. Thus the two sentences—'The Prāyanīyā becomes complete with the Shamyu' and 'They do not make the wives offer the sacrifices'—are to be construed and Syntactically Connected with one another. Similarly also with the two sentences—'The Ātithyā becomes complete with the Idā', and 'They do not offer the Anuyājas'.—The purpose served by the description is that the course of action laid down becomes eulogised with very little effort.

"There is the prohibitive text, which may be taken as laying down the completion of all the terminuses."

This would involve an assumption for which there is no justification in the Veda; and such an assumption would be as wrong as the abandoning and ignoring of what has been actually laid down in the Veda.

From all this it follows that the Prāyanīyā must end with the Shamyu and the Ātithyā must end with the Idā.
ADHIKARANA (13) : The 'Prāyaṇīya' should end with the first 'Shamyu'; and the 'Ātithyā' should end with the first 'Idā'.

SŪTRA (40).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"By reason of the effectiveness of the Prohibitive text, the prohibition should pertain to what comes after the second."

Bhāṣya.

The same texts form the subject-matter of the present Adhikarana—
(a) 'Shamvanta prāyaṇīyā santīṣṭhate,—na patniḥ samyajayanti' ['The Prāyaṇīyā becomes complete, ending with Shamyu;—they do not make the wives offer sacrifices'];—(b) 'Idānā ātithyā santīṣṭhate,—nānuyājān yajati' ['The Ātithyā becomes complete, ending with Idā;—they do not offer the Anuyājas'].—There are two Shamyu and two Idās.—The question that arises is—(a) When the Prāyaṇīyā 'ends with Shamyu', does it end with the first Shamyu or with the second?—Similarly, (b) when the Ātithyā 'ends with Idā', does it end with the first Idā, or with the second?

The apparent conclusion is that the sacrifices should end with the first Shamyu and the first Idā;—why?—because when one finishes the sacrifices with the first Shamyu and the first Idā, he duly obeys the injunction of the Veda (that the sacrifice should 'end with Shamyu' or 'end with Idā'); and when once the Vedic injunction has been duly obeyed, why should one perform any subsequent details?

Against this, there is the following view [Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—"When one finishes the sacrifices with the second Shamyu and the second Idā, then also he obeys the Vedic injunction. Such being the case, if one were always to end with the first ones [never adopting the other course of ending with the second ones], it would mean that he does not quite comprehend the meaning of the text; in fact, we shall be rightly comprehending the meaning of the text if we take it as declaring that the ending could also be done with the second Shamyu and the second Idā.—Thus then, if one finishes the sacrifices with both Shamyu and both Idās, he derives great benefit. Hence we conclude that there should be no restriction,—the finishing may be done with the first or with the second'.

As against all this, we have the following view [Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"The ending should be with the second Shamyu and the second Idā;—why?—because of the effectiveness of the prohibitive text; i.e. it is only in that case that the Prohibition of the Patni-samyajā or of the Anuyāja could have any sense; if the ending of the Prāyaṇīyā were not done with the second Shamyu, there would be no likelihood of the Patnisamyajā being performed; similarly, if the ending of the Ātithyā were done with the second
Idā, there would be no likelihood of the Anuyājas being performed; [so that in this case the prohibitive texts would be prohibiting what is not possible; hence they would be meaningless]; from this it follows that the sacrifices should be finished with the second Shamyu and the second Idā.—Objection—'It has been already explained that the prohibitive text contains only a description of the existing state of things.'—Answer—'Such interpretation of the texts is not justifiable, so long as there is any other way of taking them; hence the ending would never be done with the first Shamyu or the first Idā.—Objection—'What you urge in the shape of the prohibitive text is a mere indication; a mere indicative however proves nothing; you should point to some reason.'—Answer—'The reason is as follows:—So long as there is no specification, any detailed performance that ends with the Shamyu should be regarded as 'ending with Shamyu'; similarly with the term 'ending with Idā';—all that the injunctions lay down is that the detailed performance should 'end with Shamyu', or 'with Idā';—when such is the injunction, it precludes all other details (besides the Shamyu or the Idā).—'How?'—When the detailed performance has been laid down as ending with the Shamyu, or with the Idā,—and the performance is actually done in this manner, there is no need for the other details;—when not needed, they cannot be taken as connected with the performances;—consequently, it follows that there is no likelihood of their being adopted.—Objection—'If such be the case, then the ending with the first Shamyu, or with the first Idā, accomplishes nothing more (than what would be accomplished by the ending with the second).'—Answer—'There is no force in this objection; a sentence need not be taken as serving a distinct purpose simply with a view to save it from being useless; it is enough that the sentence lays down the ending with the second.—From all this it follows that the sacrifices should end with the second Shamyu and the second Idā.'

Sūtra (41).

[Siddhānta]—In as much as the first one becomes admissible (first), on the basis of Direct Declaration, there should be rejection (of the second).

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the sacrifices should end with the second Shamyu, or with the second Idā; they should, in fact, end with the first ones.—Why?—The text does not enjoin the detailed performance ending with the Shamyu, or that ending with the Idā; all that is enjoined is the ending of the sacrifices,—the sense being that 'the sacrifice should end with the Shamyu, or with the Idā'; that is, when the performance has begun, it should end with the Shamyu, or with the Idā; it does not mean that the performance should begin; a performance is spoken of as 'ending' only when the performers have been there actually going on with it;—so that there being nothing to show with what—the first or the second ones,—the performance should begin,—the performance could not begin either with the
first ones or with the second ones;—as for the ‘ending’ that has been enjoined, it becomes accomplished as soon as one has got at the first Shamyu, or the first Idā—[so that there can be no need for proceeding any further to the second ones].—As for the prohibition, it has been already explained as being a description of the existing state of things.

SŪTRA (42).

IN AS MUCH AS THE PROHIBITIVE TEXT SPEAKS OF ‘HURRY’, IT CANNOT HAVE ROOM ANYWHERE ELSE.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the performance should not proceed after the first Shamyu or the first Idā.—“For what reason?”—The prohibitive text quoted is found to be accompanied by ‘hurry’.—“How so?”—The passages in question stand thus—(A) ‘The Dēvas and the Asuras approached Truth; the Dēvas got half of the Truth, and the Asuras got the other half; the Truth, being expounded by the Asuras, went over to the Dēvas; they offered the Praṇaṇīya sacrifice, it ended with Shamyu; the Asuras came to the sacrifice; hence they value hurry in the matter of sacrificial performances and make it end with Shamyu’;—(B)—‘They performed the Ātithyā, which ended with the Idā; then the Asuras came to the sacrifice; hence they value hurry at the performance and make it end with Idā’.—When people are in ‘hurry’, they adopt what comes first, and do not wait for what comes later. Thus there can be no other room for the Prohibition; from which it follows that the performance should not be proceeded with after the first Shamyu or the first Idā.
Adhikarana (14): The text 'Saḍupasada upasādyanti' lays down distinct 'Upasads'.

Sūtra (43).

[Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—"In regard to the Upasads what has been specified should not be performed."

Bhāṣya.

There is the Jyotiṣōma sacrifice, in connection with which we read—'Saḍupasada upasādyanti' ['The six Upasads are performed']; in reference to these Upasads, it has been declared that 'They are without the Prayājas and without the Anuyājas'.

In regard to these texts, there arises the following question—Does the text mean that (a) that much of the Upasads should be omitted as has been prohibited (by the text), and the rest of it all should be performed?—or that (b) that much should be done as is enjoined by the text in question, and all the rest omitted?—or that (c) the Upasads herein laid down are entirely different acts?

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows:—"In regard to the Upasads, what has been specified should not be performed; the text 'without Prayājas and without Anuyājas' has its purpose served by prohibiting the Prayājas and the Anuyājas, and hence it does not preclude all the rest of the original Upasads, which come in under the General Law; and hence all the original Upasads should be performed without any distinction [save that the Prayājas and the Anuyājas are to be omitted]."

Sūtra (44).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—"By the specification of the particular accessory detail relating to the 'Sruva', all the rest should be taken as precluded."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right that, leaving aside the Prayājas and the Anuyājas that have been prohibited by the text in question, all the rest of the original Upasads should be performed;—in fact, that much alone should be done as has been enjoined in the text ('Pour the Āghāra-oblations with the Sruva'); what the text enjoins is the 'Pouring of the Āghāra-oblations with the Sruva',—this offering, thus enjoined, precludes everything else; the 'offering of the Āghāra-oblations with the Sruva' herein laid down is exactly the same as the original offering; and hence when the same is reiterated without the addition of any the least detail in the text in question, it means that all the rest becomes precluded."
SŪTRA (45).

[Refutation of Pūrṇapāka (B) by Pūrṇapāksin (A)]—"IN FACT, NOTHING IS PROHIBITED; AS IT IS A COUNTER-EXCEPTION FOLLOWING UPON A PROHIBITION."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not right that that alone should be done which is enjoined in the text, and nothing else should be done; in fact, everything should be done, except what has been prohibited. What has been declared is that 'they are to be without Prayājas and without Anuyājas'; this text, having prohibited these Prayājas and Anuyājas, has its purpose entirely served, and hence it cannot preclude anything else.—The opponent has urged that 'the offering of the oblation with the Srava has been enjoined without any qualifications'.—But this is a mere counter-condition, and it does not preclude anything. The full passage stands thus: 'One should not pour any oblation beforehand; if one offers an oblation beforehand, he should make another mouth; he should pour the Āghāra oblation with the Srava'; what this means is that 'one should not pour any oblation beforehand—i.e. before the archetypal libations'; these libations, beginning with the Āghāra, are the mouth of all sacrifices; if therefore one should offer any such offering relating to the Upasads as the Agni and the rest, he should make another mouth for it;—he should pour the Āghāra-oblation with the Srava'.—Hence we find that, having referred to the possibility of the offering of all the oblations save the Āghāra and the rest, the last sentence sets forth the counter-condition and reiterates that the Āghāra-oblation must be offered; the meaning being that 'he does nothing else, except the offering of the Āghāra, and it is not that he does not offer the Āghāra'.—Thus we find that there is no preclusion of anything; so that, with the sole exception of what has been prohibited, everything else should be done."

SŪTRA (46).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, THERE IS NO PERFORMANCE OF THE REST OF THE SACRIFICE; AS THE PRINCIPAL DEITY IS ONE TO WHOM NO OFFERING IS TO BE MADE.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the Upasads laid down in the text in question ['The six Upasads should be performed'] are entirely distinct acts; so that there is to be no performance of the rest of the Archetypal Upasads; and all that is the second sentence—'They are without Prayājas and without Anuyājas'—does is to describe the existing state of things.—There is the following passage which lays down that the principal deity is one to whom no offering is to be made, and then goes on to lay down other important duties:—'One should not offer any oblations before the one to Agni, Agni being the mouth';—having
said this, it goes on—'if one offers any other oblations beforehand, relating to the Ectype, he would be making a mouth other than Agni,—while Agni is the real mouth;—he pours the Äghāra-oblations with the Sruma; he does not make any offerings to any other deity—to Agni, Aniku, Soma, Shalya or Viṣṇu-tējana.'—This sentence, thus having all its needs fulfilled by the laying down of the Äghāra, does not become connected with any of the details of the Archetypal (original) Upasads; which means that all the principal deities of the original Upasads, which would come in (under the General Law) as the recipients of offerings, become declared—by the words 'he makes no offerings to any other'—to be such as no offerings can be made to them; so that at the Upasads (laid down as distinct acts), it is Agni alone to whom the first offerings are made.
ADHIKARANĀ (15): The text 'Vāruṇenaikakapālēna, etc.' lays down a distinct 'Avabhṛtha'.

SŪTRA (47).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—'IN CONNECTION WITH THE 'AVABHṚTHA', THE 'GRASS' HAVING BEEN FORBIDDEN, ALL THE REST OF THE RITE SHOULD BE PERFORMED.'

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the Avabhṛtha-rite, laid down in the text—'Vāruṇenaikakapālēnāvabhṛthamabhyavayanti' ['They proceed to the Avabhṛtha by offering to Varuṇa, the cake baked upon one pan']; in connection with this Avabhṛtha, there is a declaration to the effect that 'He offers the Prayājas without Kusha-grass; he offers the Anuyājas without Kusha grass'.

In regard to this, there arises the question—At the Avabhṛtha herein laid down—(a) is every detail to be done in the same manner as at the original Avabhṛtha of the Jyotiṣṭoma,—with the sole exception that Kusha-grass, which has been prohibited, should not be used?—Or (b) does the text preclude all other details of the original Avabhṛtha, with the exception of the two Ājyabhāgas?—Or (c) is this Avabhṛtha entirely distinct (from the original Avabhṛtha)?

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows:—'Saving the use of the Kusha-grass, all the rest of the Rite should be performed.—Why?—Because the Kusha-grass has been prohibited; the text 'He performs the Anuyājas without Kusha-grass' has its purposes served by prohibiting the use of Kusha-grass; and as such, it cannot exclude anything else coming in by virtue of the General Law; and all the rest of the Rite should be performed.—It might be argued that 'there is the declaration to the effect that one offers the two Ājyabhāgas, which serve to preclude all the rest of the Rite'.—But, as a matter of fact, the said declaration of the Ājyabhāga-offerings has been taken to be for the purpose of laying down an additional accessory detail by the text 'Apumantāvājyabhāgau'.''

SŪTRA (48).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (B)]—'INASMUCH AS AN ACCESSORY DETAIL OF THE ĀJYABHĀGAS HAS BEEN LAID DOWN, THERE SHOULD BE PRECLUSION OF EVERYTHING ELSE.'

Bhāṣya.

'It is not right that the rest of the Rite should be performed; as a matter of fact, there should be preclusion of everything else.—Why?—Because
the Ājayabhāgas have been spoken of in the text ‘Apsumantāvājyabhāgau’.—
‘It has been already pointed out that this text is for the purpose of laying
down the additional detail in the shape of apsumat’.—That is not possible,
we reply. The presence of the apsumat is already indicated by the indicative
text and by the order of sequence, in connection with the following passage—
‘Apaavnē sadhīṣṭava, apsu mē somobravai’; through the presence of these
two mantras, the Ājayabhāgas are already equipped with ‘apsu’; and as this
text speaks of no accessory details, it should be taken as preclusive of all
other accessory details.—As regards the text, ‘He offers the Prayājas
without Kusha-grass, he offers the Anuyājas without Kusha-grass’,—this
would be taken as laying down the Prayājas and Anuyājas previously pre-
cluded by the other text. Hence there should be preclusion of the other
accessory details.”

SŪTRA (49).
[Refutation of Pürvapakṣa (B) by Pürvapakṣeṣa (A)]—“But inasmuch
as the prohibition is of only a part of the Prayājas, it
cannot be a supplementary sentence; hence it
should be taken as a description of the
existing state of things.”

Bhāṣya.
The term ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.
“It is not right that there should be preclusion; as it has been already
explained that preclusion is always beset with three incongruities.—Further,
the words ‘He offers the Prayājas without Kusha’ cannot be treated as a
‘supplementary sentence’. If the sentence is taken as containing the
injunction of the offering of Prayājas (‘Prayājan yajati’), then it should be
possible to perform the Prayājas with Kusha also; and in that case the term
‘apavarthiṣṭah’, ‘without Kusha’, would be inconsistent. On the other
hand, if the sentence is taken as containing only the prohibition of Kusha,
then there would be no injunction of the performance of the Prayājas;—
and in that case, the said prohibition would be meaningless.—If, then, the
sentence were taken as predicating both (the injunction of the performance
of Prayājas, as also the prohibition of Kusha),—this would involve syntactical
split. Nor can the sentence be taken as merely supplementary; as it is a
single sentence.—From all this it follows that there cannot be preclusion of
the rest of the Rite.”

SŪTRA (50).
[SIDDHĀNTA]—The mention of the ‘Ājayabhāgas’ should be taken
as the description of an existing state of things,—as in
the case of the ‘Gṛhamēḍhiya’.

Bhāṣya.
In fact, the Avabhṛtha in question is a distinct act; it should be treated
in the same manner as the Grhamēḍhiya above (under Sū. 10. 7. 24 et. seq.);
—the act being construed along (and syntactically connected) with the directly-declared Ājyabhāgas;—and thereby having all its needs fulfilled, it cannot be connected with any other accessories related to the original (archetypal) sacrifice.—The conclusion thus is that the Avabhṛtha in question is a distinct act.
Adhikaraṇa (16): At the ‘Vājapēya’ and other sacrifices, the Post should always be of ‘Khadira’ wood.

Sūtra (51).

When from among several mutually incompatible things, one is specially mentioned, there should be restriction; as thus alone does the mention serve a useful purpose; specially because the particular thing has been specified by the Vedic texts;—just as in the case of ‘Reeds’.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Vājapēya sacrifice, laid down in the text—‘Sharadi vājapēyena svārājyakāmo yo jēta’ [‘Desiring self-sovereignty, one should perform the Vājapēya sacrifice during the autumn’];—in connection with this sacrifice, we read—‘The Post shall be of Khadira wood’.

(A) In regard to this, there arises the question—Can the Post at the Vājapēya be made of any of the three kinds of wood, Khadira, Palāśha, and Rohitaka (which are the three laid down as optional alternatives in connection with the Jyotiśṭoma, which is the archetype of the Vājapēya)?—Or must it be of Khadira-wood only?

(B) Similarly, in another connection, we read—‘Byhat is the Sāman used’;—and in regard to this, there arises the question—May the Sāman used be either Byhat or Rathantara? Or must it be Byhat only?

(C) Similarly, in connection with the Traidhātasya, we read—‘The middle one is made of barley’; and in regard to this, there arises the question—Can the middle one be made either of Barley or Viṛhi? Or must it be of barley alone?

To all these questions, the natural answer is as follows:—When, from among several mutually incompatible things, any one is specially mentioned, there should be restriction; that is, (a) The Post should be of Khadira-wood only,—(b) the Sāman should be the Byhat only,—and (c) the middle one should be of Barley only.—“Why?”—As thus alone does the special mention serve a useful purpose; that it is only when there is such restriction that the special mention of the Khadira, the Byhat and the Barley has some sense; otherwise, it would be a mere reiteration of what is already known, and as such, superfluous. Inasmuch as the Khadira, the Byhat and the Barley have been specified by the Vedic texts, they must exclude the other possible alternatives, (a) Palāśha and Rohitaka, (b) Rathantara, and (c) Viṛhi;—just as in the case of ‘Reeds’; that is, when we have the specific mention of Reeds in the text ‘The grass consists of Reeds’, Kusha becomes excluded; so should it be in the case in question also.
SŪTRA (52).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s objection against the Siddhānta]—“Inasmuch as both have been indicated, it should not be so”,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

You (Pūrvapakṣin) may raise the following objection—“The General Law indicates the admissibility of both the alternatives,—Khadira and Palāśha, Brhat and Rathantara, the Barley and Vrihi; both being thus equally indicated by the General Law, what is there that can exclude the Palāśha and other alternatives? The mention of the Khadira cannot preclude the other alternatives; because preclusion, as already explained, is beset with three incongruities. Hence it follows that there should be no restriction, there should be option.”

SŪTRA (53).

[Objection against the Pūrvapakṣin’s argument]—If that be so, then, the same should be the case with the ‘Reeds’ also.

Bhāṣya.

If you argue that—“inasmuch as both the alternatives are indicated, both should be equally admissible,” then, in the case of the ‘Reeds’ also, though they are specially mentioned, the Kusha should not be excluded.—To this argument of the Siddhāntin, the opponent supplies an answer in the following Sūtra.

SŪTRA (54).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s answer to the Siddhāntin’s objection]—“In the case of the Reeds, it would be so because what is incompatible cannot be adopted.”

Bhāṣya.

‘If you think that the reasoning put forward by us applies to the case of the Reeds also and thereby makes that also open to the same objection,—then our answer is that there would be no objection to the case of the Reeds; as in that case it would be so, i.e. Kusha would become excluded; why?—because what is incompatible cannot be adopted; i.e. when the Reeds have been taken up, it is not possible for the Kusha to be taken up, as the latter is not compatible with the Reeds; hence it is only right that the Kusha should be excluded.”
SUTRA (55).

[Objection to the Pūrwapakṣa]—The same should happen in the other case also.

Bhāṣya.

The same should happen in the other case also;—i.e. in the case of the Khadira and the rest also (which are mutually incompatible); when one (e.g. the Khadira) has been adopted, the Palāsha and the rest, which are incompatible with the Khadira, cannot be adopted; and hence they would naturally become excluded [which is just what the Siddhānta is].

SUTRA (56).

[Pūrwapakṣin's answer to the objection]—"In that case the Declaration would be futile",—If this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

"If you think that the Palāsha and the rest would become excluded on account of the adoption of what is incompatible with them,—then, in that case the injunctive declaration (in the form of the General Law that the Ectype is to be performed in the same manner as the Archetype) would be futile; because the General Law makes the Palāsha and the rest also admissible; in fact, it applies equally to the Khadira, etc. and to the Palāsha and the rest. This has been made clear under Sūtras 10. 7. 30-31.—It cannot be argued that,—The declaration of the entire procedure becomes connected with the Khadira, etc. and thereby restricts the use to these; being declared by the declaration of procedure, the Khadira betakes itself, in due course, to the Animal-sacrifice;—it will not be right to argue thus, because, as a matter of fact, the declaration of the entire sacrificial procedure would affect the sacrifices qualified by some kind of wood; and in this connection, the Palāsha and the rest all become admissible under the General Law, and hence cannot be excluded by the Khadira, etc.—From all this it follows that there should be option."

SUTRA (57).

[Refutation of the Pūrwapakṣa]—Inasmuch as the adoption of the thing is for a definite purpose, both cannot be accepted as adoptable.

Bhāṣya.

When the declaration of procedure becomes connected with the directly-enjoined Khadira, it does restrict the use to that wood; and the declaration having its needs supplied by that connection, there could be no room
for the coming in of the Palāsha; hence what is included in the declaration of procedure is the sacrifice as qualified by the Khadira, not as qualified by the Palāsha; and consequently it is the Khadira alone that can come in, not the Palāsha.

Similarly with the Bṛhat and the Barley. [Restriction to (a) Khadira, (b) Bṛhat, and (c) Barley is the Siddhānta view; hence 'rathantarē' is a wrong reading for 'bṛhatī'.]

From all this it follows that the use is to be restricted to the (a) Khadira, (b) the Bṛhat, and (c) the Barley,—and these cannot be treated as optional alternatives with (a) Palāsha, (b) Rathantara, and (c) Vṛhi.
ADHIKARANA (17): At the 'Prospective' sacrifices, the Substance and the Deity of the original Archetype become excluded.

SUTRA (58).

INASMUCH AS ALL ACCESSORY DETAILS ARE MEANT TO SERVE A DEFINITE PURPOSE, ANY ONE OF THEM CAN BE ADMITTED ONLY WHEN A CORRESPONDING ACCESSORY IS NOT ALREADY THERE.

Bhāṣya.

There are certain 'prospective sacrifices' laid down in such texts as—'Desiring effulgence, one should offer a cake baked on eight pans, dedicated to Agni';—'Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer a cake of Shyāmāka corn, baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Soma';—'Desiring offspring, one should offer a cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Indra'.

In regard to all such sacrifices, there arises the question—Are the (archetypal) Substance and Deity that would come into these sacrifices by virtue of the General Law, to be excluded? Or not excluded?

The Siddhānta on this question is as follows:—As a matter of fact, whenever such sacrifices are enjoined, they are enjoined along with their own Substance and Deity; while the General Law comes in at a much later stage; so that the Substance and the Deity that become admitted to the sacrifices along with their own injunctions, are such as are not included under the General Law at all. Consequently, the need for a Substance and a Deity being already thus satisfied, the sacrifice does not require any other such accessories; and hence the General Law, under the circumstances, would indicate the admissibility of accessories other than the said Substance and the Deity. So that what has been declared under Sūtra 10. 7. 30,—that that alone is adopted which has not already come in—stands vindicated.

SUTRA (59).

[Pūrvapakṣa argument against Siddhānta]—"IT WOULD BE AN ADDITIONAL (ACCESSORY)",—IF THIS IS URGED (then the answer is as in the next Sūtra).

Bhāṣya.

"If your view is that the Substance and the Deity having been laid down by the direct injunction, the General Law would indicate the admissibility of accessories other than those,—then, that is not so; as a matter of fact, it would be an additional accessory. It has been explained under Sūtra 10. 7. 31. that the General Law applies equally to all accessories,—it does not stand in need of anything,—all that it requires is the method due
to the thing; from this it follows that in the case in question, the General Law indicates the admissibility of the (archetypal) Substance and Deity also; and when it is so indicated, then, on the basis of such declaration, the accessory thus indicated should be in addition to that enjoined by the injunction; one set of Substance and Deity being directly enjoined by a text, and the other being indicated by the General Law."

SŪTRA (60).

[Answer]—Not so; as there is no need for it.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the additional accessory should be brought in.—"Why?"—Because there is no need for it; i.e. there is no useful purpose that could be served by the additional accessory.—It is true that the Substance and Deity indicated by the General Law are not precluded by the direct injunction (of another Substance and Deity); but such accessories are wanted, not for their own sake, but for the sake of something else,—i.e. for the due fulfilment of the act of sacrifice;—now this act of sacrifice is found to be declared as to be accomplished by means of one Substance and one Deity,—in the text ‘Desiring effulgence, one should offer the cake baked on eight pans, dedicated to Agni’, and so forth. Under the circumstances, if it were assumed that it stands in need of the help (of another Substance and Deity), this would be contrary to the said injunction. When too the sacrifice has been accomplished by means of the Substance and Deity directly enjoined, there can be no use for any other Substance and Deity that could be indicated by the General Law; so that, even though declared in this manner, they cannot be used, as the purpose will have been already served.
Adhikaraṇa (18): At the animal-sacrifice to Soma-Pūṣan, the Post shall be of Khadira wood only.

Sūtra (61).

[Siddhānta]—Where one accessory is enjoined in the modified form, the archetypal accessory cannot come in; if it could come in, then there would be an unreasonable option.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with a certain sacrifice, we read—‘The Post is to be of Udumbara wood’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the wood used at the Archetype for the making of the Post excluded from this sacrifice? Or is it included?

The view that presents itself (as the Siddhānta) is as follows:—When one accessory (Post)—‘one accessory’, i.e. the accessory that is meant for the same purpose as the Khadira and other kinds of wood,—is enjoined in the modified form,—that it should be of Udumbara wood,—then the archetypal accessory—i.e. the Khadira and other woods—cannot come in; just as, in the preceding Adhikaraṇa, there was exclusion of the Archetypal Substance and Deity, similarly in the present case also, there should be exclusion of the wood used for the Post at the archetype.

In case the archetypal accessory did come in, this would mean an option between two alternatives separately laid down,—one enjoined by the Direct Injunction and the other indicated by the General Law;—and this would not be right. For this reason also the archetypal accessory cannot come in.

Sūtra (62).

[Pūrvapakṣa objection against Siddhānta]—“All that is laid down (should be adopted),”—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

“If you think that option would be open to objection, then let there be combination (of both the woods);—the animal may be tied to both the Posts (one of Udumbara and the other of Khadira);—such a course would be in due accordance with the General Law.”
SŪTRA (63).

[Siddhāntin’s answer]—THAT CANNOT BE; AS IT IS NOT LAID DOWN IN CONNECTION WITH THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as suggested. As a matter of fact, what the Direct Injunction lays down is tying to the Post made of Udumbara wood only; similarly in connection with the Archetype what is laid down is tying to the Post made of Khadira wood only,—the text being ‘Khādirē badhnāti’ (‘Ties to the Post made of Khadira’).—In support of the view that the tying is to be done to the Post made of both kinds of wood, there is neither any Direct Injunction, nor the text relating to the Archetype. So that there is no authority for the combination of both. Hence we conclude that the wood of which the Post is made at the Archetype becomes excluded from the sacrifice in question.
ADHIKARĀṆA (19): Persons desiring Brahmic Glory should offer Vrihi-corn only.

SŪTRA (64).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"At the ectypeal sacrifice, there shall be no restriction, because the mention is for the purpose of laying down the qualification,—as in the case of the 'Prśadāya'; specially because both have been laid down; it is only when (the Vrhi is used) that the declaration of the qualification can be applicable."

Bhāṣya.

There are these texts—"Saumāraudram gṝ̄ ṭh̄̄rt̄̄a charunnirvapēt̄̄ shuklānām vrihiṇāṃ brahmavarchasakāmāḥ;—Saumāraudram charunnirvapēt̄̄ kṛṣṇānām vrihiṇāṃ abhicharan;—Nāvṝ̄ ṭam charunnirvapēt̄̄ kṛṣṇānām vrihiṇāṃ—sauryapaṇcharunnirvapēt̄̄ shuklānām vrihiṇām". ['Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer white Vrhi cooked in Clarified Butter, to Soma-Rudra;—Desiring to injure others, one should offer cooked black Vrhi, to Soma-Rudra;—One should offer cooked black Vrhi, to Nisṛṭi;—One should offer cooked white Vrhi, to Sūrya'.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—May all this offering be made of Vrhi or Yava? Or must it be of Vrhi only?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"At the ectypeal sacrifice,—if any one of several mutually incompatible things is specially mentioned,—there shall be no restriction;—i.e. the offering may be made of Vrhi or Yava. Why so?—Because the mention is for the purpose of laying down the qualification;—i.e. when the Vrhi is specially mentioned, it is for the purpose of laying down its qualification (white, black, etc.), and not for the purpose of connecting it with the particular sacrifice; so that what is meant is that the Vrhi that is offered should be white (or black); as for the offering, that may be made of both.—Just as in the text 'One should perform the Anyāyas with Prśadāya (Mixed Clarified Butter)', the 'Clarified Butter' has been taken to be mentioned for the purpose of laying down its 'mixed character'; so in the present instance also, the Vrhi has been mentioned for the purpose of laying down its 'white' character,—not for the purpose of connecting it with the offering, and precluding all other things (Yava and the rest).—Similarly, such declarations as—'Even though the sacrificer belong to the clan of Four-Slices, yet the omentum should be prepared in five slices',—are justifiable only if they do not exclude any archetypal accessory; so that it is only when the 'Four Slices' are not excluded by the 'Five Slices', that the qualifying phrase, 'even though the sacrifice happen to belong to the clan of Four-Slices', comes to have some sense. This also saves the injunction of the
qualification from being useless (as it would otherwise be).—That this is the correct view is shown also by the fact that both have been laid down; i.e. the Vṛīhi and the Yava are both equally indicated by the General Law to be admissible; and as such they should be treated as optional alternatives.—It is only in the event of Vṛīhi being used that the declaration of the qualification becomes applicable; in the event of Vṛīhi not being used, the said declaration would naturally cease to apply.—From all this it follows that there should be option."

SŪTRA (65).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—There should be restriction, as both serve the same purpose; specially because the specification is done by Direct Declaration.

Bhāṣya.

Vṛīhi and Yava both serve the same purpose; hence when the Vṛīhi has been specifically mentioned, there is no room for the coming in of Yava. "But it has been pointed out that the Vṛīhi has been mentioned for the purpose of laying down the qualification."—That cannot be right; if the Vṛīhi had been really mentioned for the purpose of laying down the qualification, then there would be no restriction; but as a matter of fact, it has not been mentioned for the purpose of laying down the qualification; as is clear from the presence of the Genitive Ending in the word ‘vṛīhīnām’,—an ending which denotes connection with the modified sacrifice (Ectype),—the denotation of the basic noun being entirely different; so that what the Direct Declaration by the Genitive expresses is the qualification of the modified sacrifice; on the other hand, the fact of the qualification belonging to a sacrificial accessory is expressed by Syntactical Connection;—Direct Declaration is always more authoritative than Syntactical Connection;—hence by Direct Declaration the Vṛīhi becoming connected with the offering, must exclude the Yava, which would serve exactly the same purpose.

SŪTRA (66).

Also because of incompatibility, as in the ordinary world.

Bhāṣya.

Then again, the two (Vṛīhi and Yava) are mutually incompatible.—"How?"—When several things are spoken of as accomplishing the same purpose, they are always regarded as mutually incompatible; and things that are mutually incompatible cannot function jointly;—as in the ordinary world; for instance, when it is said ‘one should not eat fish with milk’, the meaning is that, even though the fish be possessed of (excellent) qualities, yet it is not eaten with milk (which becomes excluded);—in the
same manner, even when the Vrihi is endowed with qualities, it must exclude the Yava.

**SUTRA (67).**

**Also because the qualification belongs to the sacrifice.**

*Bhāṣya.*

*Objection*—"If the Vrihi is connected with the modified sacrifice, how can it be connected with the qualification?"

*Answer*—The Vrihi has no connection with the qualification, either through Direct Declaration or through Syntactical Connection; nor is the qualification connected with the Vrihi; as a matter of fact, the qualification belongs to the sacrifice; it is the sacrifice that is spoken of as qualified by 'whiteness' and by 'blackness'; so that when the whole becomes construed together as one sentence, the substance (Vrihi) and the qualification (whiteness or blackness) become connected with the same purpose at the particular sacrifice; and this also sets aside the objection based upon the diversity of purpose.

**SUTRA (68).**

*From among a number of mutually incompatible things, where one has been specially mentioned,—if there were option, it would be one not sanctioned by the scriptures.*

*Bhāṣya.*

*From among a number of mutually incompatible things, where one is specially mentioned by Direct Declaration, while another is only indicated by the General Law,—this latter, in the presence of the Direct Declaration, cannot have any scriptural authority; so that if there were an option, it would be most unreasonable.—Hence there must be restriction.*

**SUTRA (89).**

*As regards the 'Prṣadājya', combination is possible; hence the mention has been taken as laying down a qualification.*

*Bhāṣya.*

In the case of the Prṣadājya, it is only right that there should be combination; because in that case, the Clarified Butter (Ājya) is not incompatible with anything; so that the use of the Butter is not a partial (optional) alternative; hence there is a combination of the Butter and the Curd. Inasmuch as the Curd is put in for the purpose of bringing about the 'mixed' (pryat) character in the Clarified Butter, the Curd also is not a partial (optional) alternative; hence it has been combined with the Clarified Butter.
Sūtra (70).

[Objection]—"The declaration 'Even though the sacrificer belong to the clan of Four Slices, etc. is not compatible with Restriction'.

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged by the Pūrva-pakṣin that "if in such cases there were restriction, then the mention of 'four slices' in the text 'If the sacrificer belong to the clan of Four Slices' could not be justified".—This has got to be refuted. [This is done in the following Sūtra]:—

Sūtra (71).

It would apply to another sacrifice, as the same reasoning is not applicable to that case,—the sacrifices being entirely different.

Bhāṣya.

The mention of 'Four Slices' would be applicable to another sacrifice,—i.e. to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; the meaning being—'Even though at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the Sacrificer is one belonging to the clan of Four Slices, yet, the omentum should be made of Five Slices',—so that there are 'Four Slices' used at one sacrifice, and 'Five Slices' at a totally different sacrifice.—Hence, even though in cases like the one in question, there is Restriction, yet there is no incongruity in the mention of 'Four Slices'.
ADHIKARANĀ (20): The injunction that ‘The omentum should be made into five slices’ is applicable to the subsidiary offerings also.

SŪTRA (72).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“IT SHOULD BE AS IT IS ACTUALLY DECLARED”,—IF THIS IS URGED [the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣōma, there is the animal sacrificed to Agni-Soma, as laid down in the text—’If one, on being initiated, sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’;—in connection with this animal-sacrifice, we read—’Even though the Sacrificer belong to the clan of Four-Slices, the omentum should be made of five slices’;—[Special clans appear to have had distinguishing marks; for instance, the number of hair-tufts on the head; the number of cake-slices at sacrificial rituals also appears to be such a distinguishing mark].

In regard to this, there arises the following question—In connection with the fulfilment of the transcendental result following from the subsidiary offerings, does the mention of ‘five slices’ in connection with the omentum exclude the (previously-mentioned) ‘four slices’? Or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa view is as follows:—”If such a question is raised, our answer is that there can be no doubt in the matter at all;—why?—when the mention of ‘five slices’ occurs in connection with a certain sacrifice, it is in connection with the same sacrifice—not with any other,—that it can exclude the ‘four slices’. And just as it does not exclude the latter in connection with any other sacrifice,—so in the same manner, the mention of ‘five slices’ will not exclude it in reference to the transcendental results following from the subsidiary offerings also.”

SŪTRA (73).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IS ONE ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as suggested. The injunction is one only—in the form, ‘If, on being initiated, one sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma’.—Under the same context, the ‘five slices’ have been laid down; hence on the basis of ‘Context’, the ‘five slices’ must appertain to the transcendental result following from the subsidiary offerings.
Says the Opponent—"On the basis of Syntactical Connection, the five slices should appertain to the omentum only ".

Not so, we reply. The omentum being a material substance, no useful purpose would be served by connecting the 'five slices' with it.

Says the Opponent—"The declaration of procedure relating to the omentum would include the character of having five slices; so that there would be no incongruity ".

Answer—Even so, the connection of 'five slices' with the transcendent result following from the subsidiary offerings would be duly established.

"How?"

There is only one injunction laying down the subsidiary offerings as also the omentum-offering;—if the 'five slices' are connected with that injunction, it must be connected with the subsidiary offerings also.

"But on account of its connection with the omentum, it is the omentum—and not the subsidiary offerings—that should have five slices."

Answer—There is no such declaration as that 'it is the omentum only that is five-sliced'; what the declaration means is that 'the omentum must be five-sliced only'; and as a matter of fact, such declarations emphasise that in connection with which the term 'only' is used, as against things other than that. So that mere connection with the omentum cannot exclude the 'five-slices' from factors to which it is as applicable as to the omentum; because there is no word connoting such exclusion.

From all this it follows that in connection with the subsidiary offerings, the 'four-slices' should not be there [as it is excluded by the mention of the 'five slices'].

Then again, it is only when the 'five-slices' is applicable to subsidiary offerings like those in question that another injunction becomes comprehensible—such as 'He slices each of them twice'.—The omentum has been mentioned only as indicating 'offering-materials' in general; and it is this particular material that is so mentioned because it is the first to be used on the occasion concerned. It is not the omentum that is enjoined here; if that were what is enjoined, there would be syntactical split.

The conclusion thus is that in connection with the subsidiary offerings also, the 'five slices' alone should be adopted.

End of Pāda vii of Adhyāya X.
ADHYÄYA X.

PĀDA VIII.

ADHIKARĀNA (1): When there is a prohibition, relating either (a) to what has been indicated by the General Law, or (b) to what has been laid down without reference to any particular sacrifice,—it should be treated as an 'Exception.' (Paryudāsa).

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"When there is a prohibition, relating to what is indicated by the General Law, or to what has been laid down without reference to any particular sacrifice,—there should be option; as it is a case of prohibition of what is admissible."

Bhāsyā.

(a) We find Prohibitions relating to a detail indicated as admissible by the General Law; (b) as also those relating to what has been enjoined without reference to any particular sacrifice. (a) As an example of prohibition of what has been indicated by the General Law, we have the text—'At the Mahāpūrṇajñāna, one does not appoint the Hoḍr or the Āṛṣeṣa';—(b) as an example of what has been laid down without reference to any particular sacrifice, we have the text—'Let the expression be āshraya, which has four letters,—Shrausat, which has four letters (in the form ahausat),—Yāja, which has two letters,—Yē-yajāmahe, which has five letters,—the syllable vāṣat, which has two letters; this is Prajāpati, the seventeenth, connected with sacrifices' [Here the use of the phrase yē-yajāmahē has been laid down, without reference to any particular sacrifice];—and relating to this, there is the prohibition—'One does not use the phrase yē-yajāmahe at the Anuyājas.'

In regard to all this, there arises the following question—Is this prohibition—of what is indicated by the General Law, and of what is laid down without reference to any particular sacrifice—to be taken as laying down an option? Or as laying down an exception ('Paryudāsa')?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—'It should be treated as a case of option; because both, the admissibility as well as the prohibition, are authoritative; both admissibility and prohibition are supported by authority. For instance, (a) the authority for admissibility consists in the declaration (General Law)—'The Mahāpūrṇajñāna should be performed in the manner
of its Archetype' [and at the Archetype, there is appointment of the Hotṛ and the Ārṣeṇa];—(b) similarly for the admissibility of the phrase 'Ye-yajāmahē', the authority consists in the declaration—'This is Prajāpāti, the seventeenth, connected with sacrifices';—both these declarations are authoritative, independently of the Prohibitions.—(a) The Prohibition relating to (a) also has its authority in the declaration—'One does not appoint the Hotṛ, nor the Ārṣeṇa, he leaves them to Death';—(b) similarly the Prohibition relating to (b) has its authority in the declaration—'One does not use the phrase yē-yajāmahē at the Anuyājas'. By virtue of the former declaration (b), the use of the phrase 'yē-yajāmahē' is admissible at all sacrifices; and it is prohibited in reference to the Anuyājas in the prohibitive text 'One does not use the phrase yē-yajāmahē at the Anuyājas'. Thus from the declaration that 'the phrase yē-yajāmahē should be used', it follows that that performance is fruitful at which the phrase 'yē-yajāmahē' is used; while from the prohibition that 'the phrase yē-yajāmahē should not be used', it follows that that performance is fruitful at which the phrase yē-yajāmahē is not used. And inasmuch as both are authoritative, it follows that both the performances are fruitful; which means that they should be treated as optional alternatives.—Similarly in the case of the appointment of the Hotṛ and the Ārṣeṇa.—Thus we conclude that, inasmuch as it is a case of prohibition of what is admissible, there should be option.'

SŪTRA (2).

[Objection against the Purvapakṣa.—It should be treated as a case of (prohibition of) what is only possible in an ordinary way,—'If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra]''.

Bhāṣya.

If the Purvapakṣin thinks that there should be option,—that cannot be right. As a matter of fact, it should be treated as a case of prohibition of what is only possible in an ordinary way. In cases where we have a prohibition relating to what is possible only in a general sort of way (not under any authority)—e.g. 'Poison should not be taken', 'The finger should not be presented before a serpent', 'The foot should not be placed upon thorns' and so forth,—what is meant is that these acts are not to be done at all; it does not mean that there is to be option (that one may or may not take poison, and so forth). On the analogy of such cases, we conclude that, as between an Injunction and a Prohibition, the Prohibition is more authoritative; the Prohibition comes in only after the Injunction is there; and as a general rule, whenever an assertion is made contrary to what is there already, it sets aside this latter. Hence the conclusion is (b) that the phrase yē-yajāmahē should never be used at the Anuyājas, and (a) that at the Mahā-pitrājñā, the appointment of the Hotṛ and the Ārṣeṇa should never be done.
SŪTRA (3).

[The Pūrṇapakṣin’s answer to the objection]—“That cannot be; because there are equal reasons,—both the courses being sanctioned by scriptural authority.”

Bhāṣya.

“...It cannot be as suggested above. There are equal reasons in support of the admissibility and of the prohibition; because both are sanctioned by scriptural authority,—the admissibility as well as the prohibition. That is to say, the admissibility of the course is there, even while the Prohibition is there,—and the Prohibition also is there even while the admissibility is there. Under similar circumstances, in ordinary experience, when both admissibility and prohibition are there in the usual course, one course is found to be beneficial and the other harmful,—so that people adopt that course which is beneficial. In scriptural matters, however, no such benefit or harm is visible; hence whatever is found to be declared by texts is accepted as right; hence both admissibility and prohibition are adopted. Consequently, in every such case there should be option.”

SŪTRA (4).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be taken as a supplementary statement; because option is most improper; it should therefore be taken as a part of the injunctions.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘api tu’ (‘in reality’) implies the rejection of the view set forth above.

As a matter of fact, the prohibition should be taken as supplementary,—(a) to other indications of the General Law, and (b) to the injunction without reference to any particular sacrifice.—(b) The prohibitive sentence is not to be construed as that ‘The phrase Yē-yajāmahē should not be used at the Anuyājas’; the construction is simply as ‘not the phrase Yē-yajāmahē’; the negative ‘na’ being construed with the term ‘anuyāja’, not with the verb ‘Karoti’ (‘use’).—“What if that is so?”—The expression ‘na anuyājeva’ (‘not at the Anuyājas’) remains incomplete as a sentence, and thus remaining deficient, it becomes connected with a part of the preceding sentence, the full sentence thus being—’What has been said regarding the using of the phrase Yē-yajāmahē is not to apply to the case of the Anuyājas’, which is the same thing as saying that ‘the phrase ‘Yē-yajāmahē is to be used at all sacrifices, except at the Anuyājas’;—hence the whole is an injunction with the Anuyājas excepted, and there is no prohibition at all; so that there is no room for option.—(a) Similarly, in connection with the Mahāpitrayaṇa also, it is gathered, from the General Law regarding the
Ectype being performed in the manner of the Archetype, that the appointment of the Hotṛ and the Āręṣyā should be made; but when it is followed by the words that 'one does not appoint the Hotṛ and the Āręṣyā', the idea obtained is that 'the Mahāpitṛgyaṇā should be performed like the Archetype, excepting the appointment of the Hotṛ and the Āręṣyā'; the negative 'na' being construed with 'appointing' (expressed by the verbal root in the word 'Vṛṇḍā'), what is expressed by the conjugational ending is a mere reiteration; the sense being—'What has been said regarding the sacrifice being performed in the manner of the Archetype is with the exception of the said appointment'.

Question—"Why should the negative na be construed (b) with the 'anuyājas' and (a) with what is expressed by the root in 'Vṛṇḍā' (i.e. the 'appointing')?"

Answer—Because option is most improper; it is not right to adopt an option.—"Why?"—In the case in question, when it is said that 'one uses the phrase Yē-yajāmahē at sacrifices',—if it be understood to mean that 'a sacrifice cannot be performed without using the phrase Yē-yajāmahē', then the prohibitive sentence ['one should not use the phrase Ye-yajāmahē at the Anuyājas'] would have no sense; or if the prohibition would be admitted, then the injunction would have no sense;—hence it follows that recourse to option is most improper.

"It is just because one or the other injunction would have no sense that option has to be accepted."

Answer—In a case where one or the other injunction would otherwise become meaningless, there may be some reason for having recourse to option; but only when no sense can be got out of it in any way. In the case in question, however, the injunction (negative) serves the purpose of making an exception of connection with the anuyājas. Hence there is no reason for admitting an option.

Says the Opponent—"If the negative 'na' is construed with the word 'anuyājaṇu', then there should be a compound; because in such cases the compounding of the negative term with a noun is compulsory,—as declared by the revered Vārtīkakāra, Kātyāyana, in the words 'Vāvachanānarthākhyāncha svabhāvasiddhatvāt'."

Compounding in such cases is not compulsory,—'it is only optional', says the revered Pāṇini under Sūtra 2. 1. 11; and it is the word of Pāṇini that is authoritative, by reason of its saying what is true and right,—not the word of Kātyāyana, which is not true and not right; as one who says untrue things may speak of things without actually seeing them.

From all this it follows that the sentences in question should be taken as laying down exceptions.
ADHIKARANA (2): The negation contained in such texts as 'Na tau pashau karoti' is to be taken as a 'declaration' (Arthavāda).

SÜTRA (5).

WHEN IT IS SOMETHING NEW, IT MUST BE A COMMEMORATORY DECLAMATION.

Bhāṣya.

There are the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, at which there are two Ājyabhāga offerings; in connection with these latter it is declared—'Na tau pashau karoti, na somē' ['One does not do these at the Pashu-sacrifice, nor at the Soma-sacrifice'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Does this sentence lay down an exception? Or a prohibition? Or is it only a declaration?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"The present text cannot be taken as laying down an exception, in the same manner as in the preceding Adhikarana;—why?—because the statement is found in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices; where then is there any possibility of its applying to the case of the Soma-sacrifice? In fact, if the Soma-sacrifice were excepted, there would be no such connection (of the Ājyabhāgas) with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices as 'with the exception of the Soma'. Hence the only way in which the statement can be taken is as a prohibition of the Ājyabhāgas in reference to the Soma-sacrifice, wherein they would be admissible under the General Law.—It might be argued that the Soma-sacrifice is something quite new (and it is not the Ectype of any Archetype); hence the Ājyabhāga-offerings could not be admissible at it by virtue of the General Law.—The answer to this is that the term 'Soma' would be merely indicative of all those sacrifices, such as the Dikṣāṇiyā and the rest, that are related to Soma,—the sense of the prohibition being that 'the Ājyabhāga offerings should not be made at any of these sacrifices'."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—When it is something new, it must be a commendatory declamation; inasmuch as the Soma-sacrifice is entirely new (and not an Ectype of any Archetypal sacrifice), the Ājyabhāga-offerings cannot come into it by virtue of the General Law; hence the sentence in question cannot be taken as a prohibition.—It might be argued that—"the term 'Soma' could be indicative of the Dikṣāṇiyā and other sacrifices (connected with Soma)''.—This is open to this same objection that it involves such an indication.—Then again, even if such an indication were accepted, the sentence would contain the prohibition of what is otherwise admissible; so that it would be a case of option; and it has been already explained that recourse to option is not right. Hence recourse could be had to option only if no other way were possible; it is however possible for the
sentence *na tau pashau karoti, etc.* [‘one does not do them at the Pashu-sacrifice’] as a commendatory declaration.

“What would be the sense of this commendation?”

It is this that at the Soma-sacrifice, as at the Pashu-sacrifice, the Ājyabhāga-offerings are not made; after being anointed, the Sacrificial Post is spoken of as the ‘Sun’—in the text ‘Ādityo yūpah’,—on the ground of its resembling the Sun in brightness; similarly in the case in question, there is the commendation in the sense—why the said offerings should not be made at the Pashu-sacrifice—[This is a case of Arthavāda, Declamatory Statement, in the form of citation of an analogous instance].
ADHIKARAṆA (3): Negations contained in such texts as 'Nātirātṝṣ oṣdaśhinam gṛhaṇāti' are to be taken as setting forth option.

SŪTRA (6).

NEGATION FOLLOWING AFTER INJUNCTION WOULD BE PROHIBITION
(Pratiśēdha).

Bhāṣya.

Question—"In Adhiṭaṇa (I), the negative term 'na' has been shown to denote exception (Paryuḍāsa),—in Adhiṭaṇa (2), it has been shown to denote commendatory declamation (Arthavāda);—what is the distinguishing feature of Prohibition (Pratiśēdha, which forms the third connotation of the negative term)?"

In answer to this the distinguishing feature of Prohibition is set forth in the Sūtra—Negation following after injunction would be Prohibition; e.g. the negation contained in the text—'Nātirātṝṣ oṣdaśhinam gṛhaṇāti' ['One does not take up the Śoḍaśhin at the Atirātra'] [which follows after the injunction 'Atirātṝṣ oṣdaśhinam gṛhaṇāti', 'one takes up the Śoḍaśhin at the Atirātra'],—cannot be taken as laying down an exception; it could be so taken only if the construction were 'One takes up the Śoḍaśhin at the Atirātra, except at the Atirātra',—and such a construction would be impossible!—Nor can the sentence be taken as commendatory of anything. Hence the only construction possible is 'One does not take up' [a pure Prohibition; and this means that in view of the Injunction and the Prohibition both being there, the taking up of the Śoḍaśhin should, in actual practice, be treated as optional].

Objection—"It is not possible for the Injunction and the Prohibition of the same act to be accepted, as the two are mutually incompatible".

Answer—On the strength of the Direct Declaration of the Veda, the Prohibition would be operative after having set aside the Injunction, and the Injunction would be operative after setting aside the Prohibition; there is no other way out of it; hence in either case one of the two notions would have to be regarded as wrong,—the Injunction being wrong when the Prohibition is not wrong, and the Prohibition being wrong when the Injunction is not wrong.

"In that case, it should be either Injunction in all cases, or Prohibition in all cases."

Answer—It has been already explained that one or the other of these two notions has to be regarded as wrong, on the strength of the Direct Declaration and on the ground of their being mutually incompatible; but what this means is that when, in any particular case, the entire procedure comes to be declared, it adopts only one of the two alternative notions, and
does not adopt the other; so that the end in view becomes accomplished by
the adoption of either one of the alternatives [which are thus optional].

"But the absence of the other alternative (which is equally authorita-
tive) would make the performance defective to that extent."

Answer—True, there would be this defect; but even in the presence
of this defect, the performance is regarded as duly accomplished,—on the
authority of the Direct Declaration. Hence there can be nothing wrong
in this.

In a case where any other construction of the sentence would be possible,
no option would be admissible;—as for instance, in the case of the sentence
‘Nānuyājēśu yēyajāmaham karoti’ ['One does not use the phrase yē-
yajāmahē at the Anuyājas'] [Vide Adhikaraṇa (1), above].
ADHIKARANA (4): Such negations as ‘Anāhutirvai jartilāḥ’ should be treated as declamations.

SŪTRA (7).

ONLY IF NO OTHER INJUNCTION WERE THERE [COULD OPTION BE ADMITTED]; WHEN THERE IS SUCH OTHER INJUNCTION, THE STATEMENT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS DECLAMATORY; BECAUSE OF FUTILITY, AND BECAUSE IT IS TO BE CONSTRUED ALONG WITH THE OTHER.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Agnihotra, we read—(a) ‘Jartilayāvāyāvā juhuyat, gavēdhukayāvāyāvā juhuyat,—na grāmyān pashūn hinasti, nāranyān’;—(b) ‘Atho khaleṣhvanāhutir vai jartilāśchcha gavēdhukāśchcha,—payāśa’ gnihotram juhuyat’ [(a) ‘One may offer libations of the gruel of Jartila-grains,—one may offer libations of the gruel of Gavēdhuka-grains;—one may not kill tame animals, nor wild ones’; (b) ‘They say that Jartila-grains are unfit for offering; so also are Gavēdhuka-grains; one should perform the Agnihotra with milk’]. [‘Jartila’ is wild sesamum.]

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the sentence, ‘One may offer libations of Jartila-gruel, one may offer libations of Gavēdhuka-gruel’, an injunction,—and the sentence, ‘Jartila-grains and Gavēdhuka-grains are unfit for offering’, a prohibition [and consequently the two are to be treated as optional alternatives]?—or are both these sentences only declamatory statements,—the only Injunction in the case being that ‘one should perform the Agnihotra with milk’?

The Pūrvaapakṣa is as follows:—‘The sentence ‘one should offer libations of Jartila-gruel’ should be treated as an Injunction; because the injunctive word (‘juhuyat’, ‘should offer, etc.’) is clearly present in it; similarly, it is also clear that the sentence ‘Jartila-grains are unfit for offering’ is a prohibition; the sentence ‘one should perform the Agnihotra with milk’ is an entirely distinct injunction,—this also is quite clear. So that the upshot of the whole is that—(a) ‘one may offer libations, either of Jartila-gruel, or of Gavēdhuka-gruel,—or (b), of Milk, and of neither of the former two’,—This cannot be treated as a case of exception; because the negative word ‘na’ is not capable of being connected either with ‘Jartila-gruel’ or with ‘Gavēdhuka-gruel’,—it being compounded with the term ‘āhuti’ (in the word ‘anāhuti’);—even if the negative term were assumed to have the capacity of being connected with ‘Jartila-gruel’ or with ‘Gavēdhuka-gruel’, no such connection as ‘ajartilayāvāyāvā jartilayāvāvā vā juhuyat’ would be possible. Further, if this construction were possible, and it were treated as a case of exception, the Injunction would be wholly useless, as the whole of the ‘Jartila-gruel’ would have fallen under the exception. In the event of
the injunction being that of milk, there would be no sense in the exception, as there would be nothing to indicate the possibility of the use of either of the two gruels.—From all this it follows that this should be treated as a case of option.”

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhânta:—By reason of the prohibition of what had been enjoined, there would have been option if there were no other Injunction available;—when, however, there is another Injunction in the sentence, ‘one should perform the Agnihotra with milk’, the other statements,—that regarding the libations of Gavêdhuka and also that regarding the unfitness of both (Jartila, etc.) for offering,—should be treated as commendatory declamations;—(a) because of futility; that is, any prohibition (of offering the Jartila) would be entirely futile, when the injunction is of offering milk; because this very injunction implies that the Jartila or the Gavêdhuka is not fit for offering.—“But how can they be unfit for offering, when they are actually offered at sacrifices?”

—It follows from the fact that it is to be construed along with the other;—i.e. the injunction of offering the Jartila and the Gavêdhuka, as also the prohibition (of these), is to be construed along with the other injunction—that ‘one should perform the Agnihotra with milk’; so that the whole forms a single sentence; and the declaration regarding the offering of Jartila-gruel or Gavêdhuka-gruel ‘becomes connected with the deprecatory statement that ‘Jartila and Gavêdhuka are unfit for offering’; and this deprecation is for the purpose of commending the injunction of Milk.—“How so?”—The sense of the whole context is as follows—‘Offerings of Jartila and Gavêdhuka are excellent in so far as they do not involve the killing of any tame or wild animals;—but even though they are so excellent, they are no-offering (i.e. unfit as offerings) in comparison with the offering of milk;—so that the milk-offering is very much more excellent’.—Further, the statement that ‘one should offer libations of Jartila-gruel’ is not made with a view to the actual offering of the substance; in fact, it is made only for the purpose of stating the prohibition that follows. If it were taken as an injunction of the doing of a certain act, then certain factors would have to be assumed; while by being connected with the prohibition, it becomes a deprecatory statement which tends to the glorification of something else (Milk); the order of sequence also preserved in this case. The present case is to be treated like that of the sentence ‘Viśam bhakṣaṇitavyam na kadāčit’ ['Poison is to be taken never'],—where the assertion of the ‘taking of poison’ (contained in the words ‘viśam bhakṣaṇitavyam’) is made only for the purpose of prohibiting it (by the subsequent phrase ‘na kadāčit’),—and not with a view to its being actually carried into effect.
ADHIKARANA (5): In connection with the ‘Trayambaka’ offerings, the statements regarding ‘Pouring’ and ‘Non-pouring’ should be regarded as commendatory declarations.

SUTRA (8).

BECAUSE THEY STAND ON THE SAME FOOTING AS THE FOREGOING STATEMENTS.

BHASHYA.

In connection with the Chāturmāṣya sacrifices, there are certain offerings of cakes baked upon one pan, named ‘Trayambaka’ by reason of being made with the mantra ‘Tryayambakam yajāmahē, etc.’;—in reference to these offerings, there are the following declarations—(A) ‘Abhīghāryāḥ nābhīghāryāḥ iti mīmāṃsānte—yadabhīghārayēt rudRAYasyē pashūnabhidadhYYāt; yamābhīghārayēt na rudRAYasyē pashūnabhidadhYYāt; ato khaṭēḥurabhīghāryē ṣeva, na hi haviranabhīghṛtamastī’ [‘Are the libations to be poured or not to be poured?—thus do they ponder; if one pours a libation, he puts the animals into the very mouth of Rudra; if he does not pour it, he does not put the animals into Rudra’s mouth; and they say that the libations should be poured; as an offering is not an offering until it has been poured’];—(B) ‘Hotasyamagnihotrannā hotasyamiti mīmāṃsānte brahmavādinah; yadi juhuYāt yathāpārāmāhuṛṣjuhuYāt; yanna juhuYāt anyih parāpātē; tāṣṇimēva hotasyam; yathāpāravāmāhuṛṣjuhoti, nāṃhī parapātati’ [‘Expounders of the Veda ponder over the question as to whether Agnihotra-offerings should be made or not made; if one makes the offerings, he should make them as before; if he does not make the offerings, the Fire comes down upon him; one should make the offering in silence; the offerings should be made as before, and the Fire does not come down upon him’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—(A) Are the Trayambaka-libations to be poured or not to be poured? (B) Is the Agnihotra-offering to be made or not to be made?—Are these to be treated as Injunction and Prohibition? Or are these stated only for purposes of commendation?—[Read ‘utāṛtha’ for ‘nāṛtha’].

The Pārśapakṣa is as follows—‘We assert that the texts should be taken as injunctions and prohibitions; because they have the form of these; as a matter of fact, the texts in question have clearly the form of injunction and prohibition; so that by Direct Declaration we understand them to mean that a certain act is to be done and a certain act is not to be done (prohibited); and it would be only through Syntactical Connection that they could be understood as commendatory declamations;—and Direct Declaration is always more authoritative than Syntactical Connection.—Nor can the text be taken as containing an exception.—Hence we conclude that—what
the text (B) contains is (1) an Injunction, (2) a Prohibition, and (3) again an Injunction—(1) 'the Agnihotra should be offered;—(2) the Agnihotra should not be offered;—(3) if it is to be offered, it should be offered in silence';—
and what the text (A) contains is the Injunction and Prohibition that—'the Tryambaka-offerings are to be poured—and the Tryambaka-offerings are not to be poured; and in the event of their being poured, etc.;'—this has been reiterated again in order to guard against the idea that the assertion of these being poured is commendatory,—this idea originating from the presence of the prohibition of the pouring.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—These texts stand on the same footing as those dealt with in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa.—

“What is this sameness of footing?”—It consists in this that at first there is the Injunction, then the Prohibition, and then these two are connected with something else that follows;—this is exactly what has been found to be the case in the foregoing Adhikaraṇa: that is, the Injunction that is found is not for the purpose of anything to be done, and the Prohibition that is found is not for the purpose of avoiding anything;—in fact, the two have been set forth only for the purpose of being pondered over and discussed; thus it has been clearly asserted that 'The Veda-expounders ponder over the two views that the Agnihotra should be offered and that the Agnihotra should not be offered';—and this 'pondering over' these views serves the purpose of eulogising the other injunction in regard to which there is no such doubt or pondering, inasmuch as the meaning of the words is quite clear and it is not necessary to make any assumptions. While, if the two statements were taken as Injunction and Prohibition, it would be necessary to make certain assumptions.

The sense of the commendation is as follows—(A) ‘The pouring of libations is so excellent that one does not mind the serious drawback that when one pours the libations, he puts the animals into the very mouth of Rudra’;—and (B) ‘When one makes the offerings, he should offer them as before,—if he does not make the offerings, Agni comes down upon him; so excellent is the making of offerings in silence that by so doing, both the undesirable contingencies become avoided'.
ADHİKARANÇA (6): In connection with the ‘Ādhāna’, the sentence beginning with ‘upa’ is indicative of option.

SŪTRA (9).

THE SENTENCE BEGINNING WITH ‘UPA’ SHOULD ALSO BE TREATED LIKE THAT.

Bhāṣya.

There is the rite of Ādhāna (Fire-installation); in connection with which there is the following declaration—‘Ya evanvidvām vārāṇaśīyaṃ gāyati, ya evanvidvān yajñāyājñīyaṃ gāyati, ya evanvidvān vāmārdeśyam gāyati’ [‘One who knowing this sings the Vārāṇaśīya-sāman,—who, knowing this, sings the Yajñāyājñīya-sāman,—who, knowing this, sings the Vāmārdeśyam-sāman’]; with reference to this we read—‘Upacītā vā ātasya agraṃ bhavanti yasyāgniḥdhyē brahmaśāmāṇī gāyati’ [‘If the Brahman-priest sings the Śāmans at the Fire-installation of a man, his Fires become abandoned by him’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—What is the meaning of this latter sentence beginning with ‘Upa’ (‘Upacītā vā ātasya, etc.’)? Is it Prohibition? Or Exception? Or Commendation?

The Pārvapakṣa is as follows:—“It cannot be an exception, because the singing of Śāmans by the Brahman-priest is totally unknown (not laid down anywhere). In fact, the declaration of what does not exist is to be taken as a commendatory declaration,—as in the case of the declaration ‘Prajāpati alone was there, and he cut out his own fat’.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—This reference to the Brahman-priest cannot be commendatory of anything; nor can any useful purpose be served by a commendatory declamation contained in a sentence other than the one in which the commended action has been enjoined. Hence this sentence beginning with ‘Upa’ should be treated like that;—“what is it that is meant by ‘that’ here?”—It is the sentence ‘Takes up the Ṣoṭasmin at the Atirātra’; and what is meant is that just as this sentence (followed by the sentence ‘at the Atirātra one does not take up the Ṣoṭasmin’) has been taken (under Sū. 6) as enjoining an act and then prohibiting it (and hence indicating option) [so should it be in the present case also].—“How?”—As singing by the Brahman-priest is totally unknown, the sentence cannot be taken as a prohibition of that singing; hence no significance can attach to the term ‘brahman’, which would mean that what is prohibited is Śāma-singing in general (which is absurd).—It might be urged that “in that case the term ‘brahman’ may be regarded as a wrong reading”.—But it is not so; as a matter of fact, the term ‘brahman’ signifies the Brāhmaṇa, and as such stands for the Udgātr-priest [who does all the Śāma-singing;
so that the prohibition can apply to that *singing*;—and thus there being both *injunction* and *prohibition*, there should be *option*; as under Sūtra 6).

**Sūtra (10).**

"**ON ACCOUNT OF THE PROHIBITION, THERE SHOULD BE NO PERFORMANCE (OF THE SĀMA-SINGING)**",—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

*Bhāṣya.*

The following argument might be urged—"Inasmuch as there is deprecation of Sāma-singing itself, there should be no performance of the Sāma-singing; because what is deprecated should not be done."

**Sūtra (11).**

**THAT CANNOT BE; AS IT IS SANCTIONED BY THE VEDIC WORD.**

*Bhāṣya.*

It cannot be as suggested; as from the deprecation of an act, it follows that *it should not be done*,—so from the fact of an act being spoken of as *to be done*, it follows that *it should be done*;—there is no other Injunction available of anything else as to be done, for whose commendation there could be a deprecation. Hence it follows that the Injunction is for the purpose of the act being *done*, and the Prohibition is for the purpose of the act being *avoided*. [So that this is a clear case of option.]
ADHIKARANA (7): Prohibitions like 'The Initiated Person shall not make a gift' are to be taken as laying down 'Exceptions'.

SUTRA (12).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)]—"The prohibition of (a) giving, (b) offering libations, and (c) cooking, by the Initiated Person must be taken as the prohibition of all (a) giving, (b) offering libations, and (c) cooking; as there is no distinction."

BHASHYA.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read—'The initiated person does not make gifts, or offer libations or cook'.

In regard to this, there arise the following questions—(a) Is this a prohibition of all kinds of giving, offering libations and cooking?—Or (b) of only such of these acts as are not connected with sacrifices?—Or (c) of even those connected with sacrifices, which are indicated by the General Law?—Or (d) does it lay down an exception (Paryudasa)?

The Purvapaksa (A) is as follows—"It is the prohibition of all kinds of giving, offering libations and cooking. Why?—Because there is no distinction; there is no word in the text expressing any distinction; hence it should be taken as the prohibition of all kinds of the acts mentioned."

SUTRA (13).

[PURVAPAKSA (B)]—"In fact, what is laid down should pertain to only such acts as are not connected with sacrifices; because in connection with sacrifices these have been clearly enjoined."

BHASHYA.

The term 'vâ' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

"In fact, the prohibition cannot be one of all kinds of the acts in question;—'Of which ones then?'—What is laid down should pertain to only such acts as are not connected with sacrifices;—'why?'—because in connection with sacrifices they have been clearly enjoined; there is clear injunction of such acts as giving and the rest in connection with sacrifices;—hence the Prohibition in question has to be taken as pertaining to such acts only as have not been so clearly enjoined."
SŪTRA (14).

[Pūrvapāka (C)]—"As a matter of fact, even from among those connected with sacrifices, those also that come in only by implication (should be included in the Prohibition), because of non-distinction."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, even from among those connected with sacrifices, those that come in by implication,—i.e. by virtue of the General Law—should also be taken to be prohibited; because these are only 'implied', not directly enjoined,—while the Prohibition is directly laid down."

SŪTRA (15).

As a matter of fact, inasmuch as it is supplementary to a sentence, it should mean the 'exception' of something else; if it were a 'Prohibition', there would be option.

Bhāṣya.

The particle 'tu' signifies emphasis.

The prohibitive text should be treated as supplementary to another sentence; that is, the prohibitive text in question should be taken as making an exception, in reference to the Jyotiṣoma, of all the three acts of giving, offering libations and cooking that have been mentioned without any distinction; and as such it would be supplementary to another sentence; that is, the sentence in question—'The Initiated Person does not make gifts'—is supplementary to (to be taken along with) the sentence 'One should make gifts every day'; similarly with the statement regarding the offering of libations and cooking. [The meaning thus is that 'one should do the acts of giving, etc. every day, except when he is initiated'].

If the sentence were not taken as laying down an exception,—and if it were taken as containing a Prohibition, then there would have to be option; and this would be most improper, as already explained above.

From all this it follows that the sentence lays down an exception ('Paryudāsa').
Adhikaraṇa (8): The 'Vartma-homa' (Roadside-offering) excludes the Āhavanīya Fire.

Sūtra (16).

What has been laid down as a special rule is to be taken as far removed from what has been laid down as a general rule; because it is doubtful; and because option is not proper.

Bhāṣya.

(A) In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma we read—'Vartmani juhati' ['Offers the libation on the road']. (B) Similarly in connection with the Rājasūya, we read—'Vamikacakāmpāupagṛhya juhuyā' ['One should collect the anthill and pour the libation upon that'].—Then, there is the general declaration to the effect that 'When they pour libations into the Āhavanīya Fire, then thereby one's desired ends become accomplished'—[which lays down the general rule that libations have to be poured into the consecrated Āhavanīya Fire].

In regard to all this, there arises the question—Do these two texts mean—(A) that 'at the Jyotiṣṭoma all the libations should be offered on the roadside', and (B) that 'at the Rājasūya, all the libations are to be offered on the anthill'? Or do they mean that there is to be option between these two receptacles (Roadside and Anthill) and the Āhavanīya Fire?

The Pūreṇapakṣa is as follows:—'Inasmuch as the Roadside and the Anthill have been laid down as serving the purpose of the offering of libations, no 'combination' (of either of these two, with Āhavanīya) is possible; as the offering of the libations is accomplished by either one of them singly. That these serve the purpose of the offering has already been declared. How?'—There is the well-recognised principle that 'when a thing already accomplished and another yet to be accomplished are spoken of together, the former subserves the purposes of the latter'. Nor can the 'Roadside' be taken as entirely excluding everything else; as in that case all offerings into the Āhavanīya Fire would become excluded (which cannot be right). On the other hand, if we admit option, the offering into the Āhavanīya is preserved at least partially. [Hence this must be taken to be a case of option].

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—What has been laid down as a special rule is to be taken as far removed from—i.e. unconnected with—what has been laid down as a general rule;—because it is doubtful. 'How is it doubtful?'—If the General is for the purpose indicating the Particular, then, it is already there in the Particular; if it is not for the purpose of indicating it, then it is not there; it is in this sense that it is 'doubtful'. Or, it may be 'doubtful' in the sense that the General is not compatible with the Particular. Or it may be 'doubtful' in the sense that it subsists in that one Particular as well as in other Particulars.—Such
being the case, the General Rule should not be operative when the Particular one is there.—"Why?"—Because option is not proper.

"Why is option not proper?"

Answer—If the texts in question be taken as laying down the fact of the Roadside (and the Anthill) being the receptacle of the offering,—and option is admitted,—it would mean the ignoring of the said declaration under one of the optional alternatives; so that the option would involve the assumption of something contrary to authoritative evidence.—If then, it be held that the texts in question do not lay down the fact of the Roadside and the Anthill being receptacles of the offering,—(and option is admitted) then also, under one of the optional alternatives, they would come to be used as such receptacle, which again would be contrary to authority; and in this case there would be the further incongruity that the mention of the Roadside, though actually present in the text, would have to be regarded as not-significant.—It might be argued that—"The presence of one alternative would be due to the needs of the situation, this need consisting in the accomplishment of the offering, and that is accomplished by the Āhavaniya Fire".—But that cannot be; if the accomplishment of the offering were the only thing needed, then it would naturally be accomplished by means of the Āhavaniya Fire; in the present instance, however, it is further enjoined that the Roadside and the Anthill are to be the receptacle of the offering; and this could not be accomplished by the securing of the Āhavaniya Fire; and this not being done, it would mean the rejection of the declaration of the entire procedure.

Says the Opponent—"Even though the fact of the Roadside and the Anthill being the receptacle is also enjoined, yet, inasmuch as this fact would only be a qualification of the offering, it would only improve the nature of the offering,—the omission of it would however not make the offering defective; because the said improvement could be effected through some other receptacle. Hence we conclude that there should be option ".

Answer—This is not possible; what is enjoined in the text is the connection between the offering and the receptacles in the shape of the Roadside and the Anthill; and it is this connection which is the principal factor, not the offering; so that until that connection has been brought about, the act would not have been done in accordance with the Injunctions.

Says the Opponent—"Even when the connection is enjoined, there are really two things that are enjoined,—one being the object to be accomplished, and the other the means by which that object is to be accomplished; of these two, the object to be accomplished is the principal factor; and that is the offering. From this it follows that there should be option. Even when the connection is what is enjoined, it is essential that the offering should be there; and when the offering is there, the Āhavaniya Fire would naturally be there ".

Answer—It is not so; because the Āhavaniya Fire is not a part and parcel of the offering; as in particular cases, it is not there at all.

"How is it possible for it not to be there?"

Because in special cases it is not applicable.

"Why is it not applicable?"
When the Roadside and the Anthill are the receptacles of the offering, the fact of the Āhavaniya Fire being the receptacle does not come before the mind; nor can it be carried into practice; because when a certain act has been recognised as having the Roadside and the Anthill for its receptacle, it cannot be recognised, or performed, as having the Āhavaniya Fire for its receptacle.

Says the Opponent—"What the (injunctive) Verb means is that 'the act signified should be done in the manner in which it may be possible to do it'; hence (inasmuch as it is possible for the offering to be made into the Fire), the Āhavaniya Fire would set aside the Roadside and the Anthill and become the receptacle of the offering."

**Answer**—This might be possible if the injunction (and use) of the Āhavaniya Fire were not possible without the setting aside of the Roadside and the Anthill. As a matter of fact, the act in question can be done in two ways:—(1) by rejecting the Roadside and the Anthill, and (2) by adopting them. If they were rejected, it would mean the ignoring of the Locative ending in the word 'vartmani' ('on the roadside'); hence it is better to adopt them.

The Opponent—"If the said receptacles were adopted, then that would involve the ignoring of the (injunctive) ending in the expression 'āhavaniyo bhavati' ('The Āhavaniya should be there')."

**Answer**—We shall ignore it; it may be that the notion of the Āhavaniya is there; but why cannot the idea be there that it cannot be used? And what cannot be used will not be used.

Says the Opponent—"That which is called the general notion makes the act applicable to every one of the particular factors included in that general notion; so that it lays down the use of the Āhavaniya at the Vartma-homa and other offerings, as also at other rites. Thus then, the Āhavaniya comes to be enjoined at the Roadside Homa and other rites. The notion of 'Āhavaniya' therefore that there is regarding the Homa at the Roadside cannot be ignored; hence it can gain a footing only after setting aside the Roadside Homa and other rites'.

The answer to this is as follows:—It is not so; a term denoting a genus cannot denote individuals; if it denoted them, it could not apply to the cow born to-day; as there has been no previous perception of that cow. To the genus, the term is applicable, because it has been perceived before (in the shape of the individuals already previously seen). It is for this reason that the genus does not denote the individuals. Consequently in regard to the Vartma-homa (Roadside Homa), there is no notion of 'Āhavaniya'.—Even if it did denote it, it could not do so by direct denotation. Even if the genus did denote the individuals, it could not denote it by direct denotation, it could do so only by indirect indication; and indirect indication would be set aside by direct denotation. From this it follows that, inasmuch as the Roadside and other places have been declared by Direct Declaration to be the place for the Vartma-homa (Roadside Homa) and other offerings, it is impossible for the Āhavaniya Fire to be recognised as the receptacle of those offerings and to be made such a receptacle in practice.
Says the Opponent—"It may be the other way about; the Āhavaniya fire having been already recognised as the locus of the offering, there can be no notion of the Roadside being such a locus".

Answer—It might be so; but the notion of 'roadside' and the rest in regard to particular offerings is obtained by direct denotation; while that of the Āhavaniya Fire can be got at only by indirect indication; and it has been already pointed out that the notion derived from Direct Declaration is more authoritative than that derived from indirect indication.

"But the notion of Āhavaniya in regard to the generic entity is also direct."

Answer—The notion of the 'roadside' also that one has in regard to a generic entity is direct; as it is enjoined in regard to a particular Homa, and it does not qualify anything connected with what is not-homa.—From all this it follows that the Āhavaniya Fire shall be used for all the offerings except the Roadside and other specified libations.
ADHIKARAṆA (9): The injunction of ‘Seventeen Sāmīdhēṇī verses’ relating to the ‘Vaimṛdhā’ and other ectypal sacrifices is only a ‘supplementary statement’.

SŪTRA (17).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—“When an isolated injunction is declared in its unaltered form in connection with a particular sacrifice, it should be taken as serving the purpose of excluding the archetypal accessories; as in the case of the ‘Ājyabhāga-offerings’.”

Bhāṣya.

Without reference to any sacrifice, it is declared—‘One should recite seventeen Sāmīdhēṇī’;—this is excluded from the archetypal Sacrifice by the number ‘fifteen’ which has been specially enjoined in connection with that sacrifice, and hence becomes relegated to the Ectypal sacrifices;—then again, in another text, the same number ‘seventeen’ has been mentioned with special reference to the following ectypal sacrifices—‘Vaimṛdhā, Adhvarakalpa, Pashu, Chāturmāṇyas, Mitravindā, Traidhātavi and Āgrayanēṣṭi’.

We proceed to consider the question—What is the meaning of the reiteration of the number ‘seventeen’ in reference to these particular ectypes?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“When an isolated injunction,—which has not been declared in the context of any particular sacrifice,—is declared again in its unaltered form in reference to a particular ectype,—it serves the purpose of excluding the whole lot of accessories relating to the archetype; so that the meaning of the injunction that ‘at the Vaimṛdhā and other sacrifices, one should recite seventeen Sāmīdhēṇī’ is that no other archetypal accessory should be adopted; it does not mean that ‘it is only at the Vaimṛdhā, etc.—and at no other ectypes—that the number of Sāmīdhēṇī is to be seventeen’; because this number has been distinctly laid down in another text as appertaining to the other ectypes; and hence it cannot be set aside.”

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—“If there were a mention of modification, it might be for the sake of that.”

Bhāṣya.

“In case any modification of the Sāmīdhēṇi verses had been mentioned, the reiteration in question might have been taken as meant for that;—as a
matter of fact, however, no such modification has been heard of;—hence it follows that the reiteration is for the purpose of excluding the archetypal accessories."

SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE PREVIOUS SENTENCE; BECAUSE AN ISOLATED INJUNCTION IS NOT TAKEN IN BY THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('in reality') implies the rejection of the above view.

The sentence in question should be taken as supplementary to the previous sentence,—i.e. to the isolated injunction; hence the sentence in question—'in connection with these particular ectypes (Vaimrīda, etc.), one should recite seventeen Sāmidhēnīs'—means that this is not to be so at the other ectypes.

"In reference to the other ectypes, this number has been directly laid down, and as such it cannot be set aside".—The answer to this is as follows—It is true that the number has been directly laid down in connection with the Sāmidhēnīs; but this is not taken in by the sacrifice; because it has no connection with any sacrifice (the declaration being found to be without reference to any particular sacrifice). Nor does the declaration of the entire sacrificial procedure take in the number in question, when there is the other sentence (the one in question) which connects it with the particular ectypes, Vaimrīda and the rest only. There is this distinct declaration to the effect that the number 'seventeen' which has been spoken of in the isolated passage (without reference to any particular sacrifice) appertains to the Vaimrīda and the rest;—hence ectypes other than these cannot take in the said number. In fact, when it is not taken in by any sacrifice, the number 'seventeen' relating to the Sāmidhēnīs, being useless, would not be adopted at all.—From all this it follows that the declaration relating to the Vaimrīda and the rest is supplementary to, and to be taken along with, the previous isolated injunction.—Objection—"In this case there is a syntactical split—(1) 'There are seventeen Sāmidhēnīs', and (2) 'they are to be recited at the Vaimrīda and the rest'".—Answer—As a matter of fact, there are two distinct sentences here, and the second sentence (the one in question) lays down a particular detail in connection with that same thing which has been spoken of in the first sentence; this is what is meant by its being a 'supplementary sentence'.


ADHIKARANA (10): Injunctions like ‘Prthivyai svāhā’ should be taken as laying down the use of the syllable ‘svāhā’ in connection with those offerings in relation to which the use of the syllable has not been laid down.

SŪTRA (20).

MANTRAS CANNOT BE TAKEN AS SUPPLEMENTARY SENTENCES, BECAUSE WHAT IS LAID DOWN IS A SUBSIDIARY DETAIL.

Bhāṣya.

In reference to the Darvihoma we read—‘Prthivyai svāhā—Antarikṣāya svāhā—Vāyavē svāhā’—There is also an isolated declaration—‘Vāṣṭikārēṇa vā svāhakārēṇa vā dēvēbhyyo annam prādiyate’ [‘Food is offered to Deities with the syllable vāṣṭ, or with the syllable svāhā’].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the former text supplementary to the latter, the meaning of the two sentences taken together being that ‘Inasmuch as food is offered to deities with the syllable Svāhā, the mantras used should be Prthivyai svāhā—Antarikṣāya svāhā’?—Or is the former sentence not supplementary to the latter,—and what is meant (by the latter sentence) is that ‘the syllable svāhā is to be used even at those sacrifices in connection with which the use of that syllable has not been laid down’?

The PūrvaPākaṣa is that—‘in accordance with the principle arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana, the first sentence must be taken as supplementary to the second’.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta.—Mantras cannot be taken as supplementary sentences; because there can be no syntactical connection between an injunctive and a non-injunctive sentence,—the injunctive sentence being a Brāhmaṇa-text, while the non-injunctive sentence is a mantra-text.—Further, in the preceding Adhikarana it was found that there was no connection with any sacrifice, while in the present instance, such connection is manifest, in the sentence—‘Food is offered to deities with the syllable vāṣṭ and the syllable svāhā’,—as the offering is the principal act here.—Then again, a subsidiary detail is laid down,—the sense being that ‘at the Darvihoma, the mantra used should be in the form Prthivyā svāhā, not in the form Svāhā prthivyai.’—From all this it follows that at other Darvihomas also, the syllable svāhā should be used.
SŪTRA (21).

Also because it is found in the case where it has not been laid down.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, even at those Darvihomas in connection with which the use of the syllable svāhā has not been directly laid down, we find the syllable actually used; as shown by the following text—'Gṛtēṇa dyāvā-
prthivī āprṇāśāmitī audumbaryā vishākhē juhoti āntrāt avasrācvayati bhūmiprāptā svāhā karoti'; this clearly shows that the syllable 'svāhā' is to be used.

SŪTRA (22).

Also because there is prohibition.

Bhāṣya.

In some cases there is prohibition also—'Na svāhēti vachanam karoti, mantraṇcha nāha'; and the prohibition of a thing is possible only when its use is possible.

From all this we conclude that the mantra is not a supplementary sentence.
ADHIKARANA (11): The 'Agni' and the 'Atigrāhyas' should be taken as appertaining to the Ectype.

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"Inasmuch as there is direct injunction of the 'Agni' and of the 'Atigrāhyā' in relation to the Ectype, there can be no indirect indication of it.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—(a) 'Ya evamvidvānagniṁchintat' ['One who knowing this lays the Fire']; and again 'Upasṭambhanam vā ēdād yajñasya yadatigrāhyāḥ' ['The Atigrāhyas serve as promoters of the sacrifice'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is,—or is not—the admission of the Agni and of the Atigrāhyas into the Ectype indicated by the General Law?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"There can be no indirect indication of the Agni and of the Atigrāhyas in regard to the Ectype. The compound 'Agnyatigrāhyam' is made up of 'Agni' and 'Atigrāhyas',—these do not come into the Ectype (by virtue of the General Law).—Why?—Because there is direct injunction of them in relation to the Ectype, in the following passage—'Athāto'gniṁagniśṭomāṇa yajatī, tamukthēṇa, tamatātrāṇa, tam chatātrāṇa, tam paṣcitarāṇa, tam saḍātirāṇa, tam saṣṭātrāṇa, tamavatātrāṇa, tam dāsātātrāṇa'; and again, 'Yat prṛṣṭhyati grhiniyāt prāṇcham yajñam prṛṣṭhāni saṅgrāhyāḥ yadukthēti grhiniyāt, etc.'—When the Agni and the Atigrāhyas have thus been directly enjoined in reference to an Ectype, it cannot be indicated by the General Law as admissible at another Ectype."

SŪTRA (24).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—"So also is the 'Taking up' during the month."

Bhāṣya.

"Then again, there is the text—'The Atigrāhyas are taken up month after month.' If the Atigrāhyas were already admissible under the General Law, it would not be necessary to lay down this monthly 'taking up'."
SŪTRA (25).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT IS INCLUDED, AS IT STANDS ON THE SAME FOOTING.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Atigrāhyas is actually included under the indications of the General Law; there is no difference between this and other accessories; so that there is no reason why the other accessories should be included and this one should not be included.

SŪTRA (26).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

We find texts indicative of the same conclusion—(a) 'Kaṅkachitam chinvita, Shirṣachitam chinvita yah kāmaye ta sushīrṣaṁ min lokē sambhavēyam';—again (b) 'Paṇcha aindrāvatigrāhyān grhaṇṛti'.—Here the texts speak of the particular features—of being of the shape of the Kaṅka and of belonging to Indra—of the Atigrāhyas; and this clearly shows that it is admissible at the Ectype under the General Law.

SŪTRA (27).

THE INCLUSION WOULD BE PARALLEL TO THE INJUNCTION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 23) that "there is an injunction of the Atigrāhyas in reference to an Ectype (hence it cannot be subject to indication under the General Law)"—This has got to be refuted; and the refutation is that, in regard to that Ectype with reference to which it has been directly enjoined, this injunction would be parallel,—i.e. in regard to the Archetype and to that particular Ectype,—whereas in connection with the other Ectypes, it would come in by virtue of the indications of the General Law.

SŪTRA (28).

THE MENTION OF THE 'MONTHLY TAKING UP' IS MEANT TO PROHIBIT REPEITION.

Bhāṣya.

Question—'What explanation is there of the 'Monthly Taking up' (referred to under Sū. 24) ?'

Answer—That is for the purpose of prohibiting repetition; the meaning being that 'they are taken up, not day after day, but only month by month'.


ADHIKARANA (12): The 'Four-Slice oblation' is to be made up by the joining of the 'Upastaraṇa' and the 'Abhīghāraṇa'.

SŪTRA (29).

[PUḤYAPAKSA—continued]—"The 'Four-Slice' oblation, should be out of the primary substance,—because the very origin of it is for that purpose, and because that is what is connected with the 'oblation-offering'; as for the offering of Clarified Butter, that could be additional; as it does not stand on the same footing, its origin being as a subsidiary factor; just as in ordinary life."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Puḥyamāsa sacrifice, we read—'Chaturasvattam juhoti' ['Offers the four-slice-oblation'].

In regard to this, there arises the question—is this 'four-slice-oblation' to be made up with the 'Upastaraṇa' and the 'Abhīghāraṇa' [there being only two slices taken out of the primary substance, Cake]?—Or are all the 'four-slices' to be taken out of the primary substance itself,—the 'Upastaraṇa' and the 'Abhīghāraṇa' being additional offerings?

The Puḥyapakṣa is as follows:—"Because the very origin of it is for that purpose,—i.e. the making of the Cake is for the purpose of being offered as an oblation, in accordance with the text 'The Cake baked on eight pans and dedicated to Agni' is not omitted on the Moonless and the Full Moon days',—and it has also been laid down that 'what is to be offered as an oblation has got to be made four-sliced';—and lastly, it is the Cake, along with the 'Upastaraṇa' and 'Abhīghāraṇa', that is meant to be offered as an oblation,—therefore the 'four-slicing' is to be done to the Cake. As for the offering of Clarified Butter [viz.: Upastaraṇa and Abhīghāraṇa], that would be additional, as it does not stand on the same footing, as the Cake; because when the Cake is used as an oblation, the Clarified Butter comes in as its subsidiary factor. Thus then, though, along with the Clarified-Butter-offerings, the offering becomes 'six-sliced' yet, in so far as the actual oblation is concerned, it has been made only 'four-sliced';—as for instance, in ordinary life, when it is said that 'Devadatta is prasthabhuk (Eater of a seer)',—even though along with the vegetables and other edibles, what he eats is actually more than a seer, yet, so far as the eating is concerned, it is only the seer that is mentioned,—the vegetables, etc. being regarded as only aids to the Rice (of which a seer is eaten)."
SŪTRA (30).

[Pūrvapāka—concluded]—“Also because there is a declaration of its being an embellishment.”

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Uparastaṇa’ and the ‘Abhigañnaṇa’ have been actually declared in the following passage as being embellishments of the main oblation—‘Yaduṣparyāti abhigañnavatī anśāhustāmśtvānāṃ karoti’; from this it follows that the ‘four-sliced oblation’ to be offered is to be made out of the principal substance (Cake) as embellished with ‘Uparastaṇa’ and ‘Abhigañnaṇa’.

SŪTRA (31).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be along with those two; because in connection with ‘Śviṣṭākṛt’, it has been spoken of as made up by two ‘Abhigañnaṇas’ after a single slicing.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, it should be along with those two; i.e. the ‘four-sliced oblation’ is to be made up by securing two slices out of the Cake [the other two ‘slices’ consisting of the Uparastaṇa and the Abhigañnaṇa];—because in connection with the Śviṣṭākṛt it has been spoken of as made up by two ‘Abhigañnaṇas’ after a single slicing (of the Cake),—in the text ‘Sakrudparyāti sakrdaśadyaḥ atvābhigañnavatī caturavatasyaśāpyayai’ [‘One does the Uparastaṇa once, the slicing once, and does the Abhigañnaṇa twice, in order to obtain the four-sliced-oblation’];—this shows that the ‘four-sliced oblation’ is made up by two Abhigañnaṇas; in the other case (i.e. if there were to be ‘four slices’ out of the Cake itself) then, altogether, what would be obtained would be ‘six-slices’.

Says the opponent—“This text that you have put forward is a mere indicative; please put forward some direct reason.”

Answer—All that the text ‘Offers the four-sliced oblation’ says is that the oblation should consist of the four-slices; it says nothing as to whether it is to consist of the Cake or the Curd-Butter-Mixture (Sūṃnāyya). There is no such declaration as that ‘One should make four slices out of the substance meant for the offering’; all that is said is that the ‘four-sliced oblation’ is to be offered; and if there were no such connection between the enjoined ‘four-sliced oblation’ and the ‘offering’, then the former would be absolutely useless.

The opponent might argue thus—“It would serve a useful purpose by becoming included in the declaration of the entire procedure.”

Answer—But that cannot be possible; so long as there is the direct declaration—‘offers the four-sliced oblation’—which lays down the direct
relationship of the offering,—there can be no room for any other ‘declaration of procedure’;—In this direct declaration, there is no such distinction made as that the slices are to be obtained from what is meant for that purpose, and not from what is not meant for that purpose; all that it says is that ‘an oblation consisting of four-slices should be offered’;—the four slices being obtained either from what is meant for that purpose or from what is not meant for that purpose. In acting in accordance with this, the Direct Declaration becomes duly honoured; while in the other case, it is only Syntactical Connection that would be followed; and what is laid down in the injunction ‘Slices twice out of the offering material’ would have to be regarded as an optional alternative to the offering of the ‘four-sliced oblation’. Further, the declaration quoted above could, in this case, either be a description of what does not exist, or be taken as setting up another optional alternative. But in reality as, in one case, the thing would be non-existent, there cannot be option.

From all this it follows that the ‘four-sliced oblation’ should be made up with the ‘Upastaraṇa’ and the ‘Abhīghāraṇa’.

SūTRA (32).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS A PASSAGE WHERE THE OBLATION HAVING BEEN SPOKEN OF AS ONE COMPOSITE WHOLE, ALL ITS COMPONENTS ARE DETAILED IN DUE ORDER.

Bhāṣya.

There is the following passage—‘Chatvāri vaitāni dēvadadhānyavadānāni, Yadupastrpāti tadanuvākyāyai, Yat pūrvaacādanam tad yājyāyai, Yuddattaram tad dēvāyai, Yadabhīghārayati tad vasaṭkārāya’; here the four slices of the ‘four-sliced oblation’ having been described, the several components thereof have been detailed, in the shape of Anuvākyā and the rest,—which shows the inclusion of Upastaraṇa and the rest. From this it follows that the ‘four-sliced oblation’ is to be made up with the ‘Upastaraṇa’ and the ‘Abhīghāraṇa’.—The term ‘dadha’ in this passage (‘dadhāni’) denotes share, as is found also in such assertions as ‘Kānkāṭāya dadham, Nāpīṇṭāya dadham’; so that the expression ‘dēvadadhāni’ means shares of the Deities.
ADHIKARANA (13): The ‘Four-sliced oblation’ is essential at the ‘Upāmshuyāja’ also.

SŪTRA (33).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“Like the number ‘seventeen’, this should be restricted.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, there is the Upāmshuyāja; then there is the injunction that ‘the four-slice-oblation is to be offered’.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Should the four-slice-oblation be offered at the Upāmshuyāja—or not?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is as follows:—‘Like the number ‘seventeen’, it should be restricted: in the case of the number ‘seventeen’, which has been laid down in an isolated text, and mentioned again in connection with a few specially named Ectypes, it has been decided that, on the strength of the supplementary sentence, the said number should be restricted to those named Ectypes (Vide Sūtras 17 et seq. above); in the same manner, the ‘four-sliced oblation’ also, dependent as it is upon ‘Upastaraṇa’ and ‘Abhīghāraṇa’, should be restricted to those two latter, where the offerings consist of Vegetables and Curd-Butter;—and hence it should not be offered at the Upāmshuyāja (where there is no Upastaraṇa or Abhīghāraṇa).”

SŪTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, inasmuch as it is an accessory of the offering material, it should be regarded as really meant to be so.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

It is not right that there should be no ‘Four-sliced oblation’ at the Upāmshuyāja; as a matter of fact, the ‘Four-sliced oblation’ has been enjoined as an accessory of the Homa-offering; and as such, it should find place at the Homa-offering in connection with the Upāmshuyāja also;—hence at this sacrifice also the ‘Four-slices’ should be secured.

It has been argued that there can be ‘Four slices’ only out of Vegetables and Curd-Butter, because it is based upon the Upastaraṇa and the Abhīghāraṇa.—But as a matter of fact, the mention of Upastaraṇa and Abhīghāraṇa is not supplementary to the ‘Four-sliced oblation’;—in the same manner in which the sentence ‘one should recite seventeen Śāmiḍhēnis
is to the Mitrabinda and others, on the ground of the sequence of the number 'seventeen'. In the present instance, the sentences are not to be construed as—'Four slices should be made,—how?—by doing Upastaraṇa and Abhighāraṇa'; they are to be construed to mean—'one should offer the substance equipped with the Four slices,—there should be Upastaraṇa of the substance, as also Abhighāraṇa of it';—in a case where the offering of the 'Four-sliced oblation' is accomplished by means of the Upastaraṇa and Abhighāraṇa of the offering-substance, the 'four slices' need not be got out of the principal substance (Cake); while in a case where the 'Four-sliced oblation' is not accomplished without the slicing of the principal substance, the four slices have got to be made out of that substance. In the present case, what is meant is that a 'Four-sliced oblation' should be offered in Homa,—not that the four slices should be got at from this or that substance.—From this it follows that the 'Four-sliced oblation' should be offered at the Upāmshuyāja also.
Adhikarana (14): The mention of the 'Agnēya' and 'Aindrāgna' is a reiteration of those relating to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā.

Sūtra (35).

[Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—"The text beginning with the word 'Purodāshabhāhyām' should be taken as the injunction of the two cakes for those entitled to it,—because they have been enjoined by that injunction; as in the case of the Vaiśhyastoma."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, we read—'Purodāshabhāhyām asomayājimān yāyāyē—yāvetau āgnēyāshchaidrāgnaścha' ['For one who is not a Soma-sacrificer, one should perform the sacrifice with only the two cakes—the one dedicated to Agni and the other dedicated to Indra-Agni'].

In regard to this, there arises the following question—(a) Is this sentence supplementary to the general injunction of the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā,—[i.e. the injunction 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā'],—the meaning of the two together being—'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, with these two cakes (one dedicated to Agni and the other dedicated to Indra-Agni), if he happens to be one who is not a Soma-Sacrificer'?—Or (b) does it contain the injunction of two entirely distinct acts,—the meaning being that 'one should perform the sacrifice with those two additional cakes as described'?

—Or (c) is it an injunction meant for the performance of the subsidiary details,—the meaning being that 'the Priest should perform the sacrifices with these two cakes'?—Or (d) is it an injunction of time,—the sense being that 'one should perform the sacrifice with these two cakes at the time that he is not engaged in the Soma-sacrifice'?—Or (e) is it the injunction of the offering of the cake dedicated to Indra-Agni, and the reiteration of that of the cake dedicated to Agni'?—Or (f) is it the reiteration of both these cakes?—These are the various views possible on the subject.

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows—"It is supplementary to the general injunction of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā,—i.e. to the injunction, 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā'; and the sense of the two sentences is that—'If one who is not a Soma-sacrificer should desire heaven, he should perform the sacrifice with these two cakes.'—Why so?—Because they have been enjoined by that injunction; it is the two cakes already enjoined by the general injunction that have been referred to in the text in question; hence they do not constitute additional offerings; all that the text does is to connect, by Direct Declaration, the activity of the man who is not a Soma-sacrificer with the two cakes. It is not the time that is laid down;
as this could only be indirectly indicated; and Direct Declaration is more authoritative than Indirect Indication. And further, in that case it would come to this that either the two named Cakes would not be offered by the Soma-sacrificer, or the Sāṁnāyya-offering would not be offered by one who is not a Soma-sacrificer. That is to-say, if it is the Non-Soma-sacrificer that is predicated (by the sentence in question) with reference to the two cakes, then this Non-Soma-sacrificer would have nothing to do with the offering of Sāṁnāyya (Curd-Butter); and in that case the presence of the particle ‘ēva’ (‘only’) becomes justified; the sense being that ‘the Non-Soma-sacrificer should sacrifice with the said two cakes only, not with the Curd-Butter’;—on the other hand, if it is the two cakes that are predicated with reference to the Non-Soma-sacrificer, then these cakes would have no connection with the Soma-sacrificer; and in that case the presence of the particle ‘ēva’, (‘only’) would have to be regarded as wrongly placed,—the proper place for it being after ‘asomayājīnam’, and the sentence should read as—‘Purośa-
shābhymasomayājīnamēva’ [‘The non-Soma-sacrificer only should sacrifice with the two cakes’]; just as we find in the following text—‘Yamēva
vidyāḥ shuchimapramattam mēdhāvinam brahmacharyopapannam Yastē na
druhyēt katamachcha nāha, tasmai mām bruyā nīdhīpyā brahman’;
[Says the Veda—‘O Brāhmaṇa, expound me to that keeper of treasures
whom you know to be pure, vigilant, intelligent, equipped with the
qualities of the Religious Student, one who hates you not, and who does
not disclose it to anyone’],—that the particle ‘ēva’ is wrongly placed,—it
should have followed ‘Shuchim’; the meaning being ‘one whom you know to
be pure only’; while the form used is ‘Yamēva vidyāḥ shuchim’; so also in
the text in question, the particle ‘ēva’ is wrongly placed.—Thus then,
we find that under both the possible constructions, the sentence in question is
supplementary to the general injunction; in both ways therefore we have
the above Pūrvapakṣa.—Just as in the case of the Vaishyasūtra, the sentence
‘The Vaishya should perform the sacrifice of the Vaishyasūtra’ has been
regarded as supplementary to the general injunction, so should also the
sentence in question be.”

SŪTRA (36).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (B)—continued]—“But the general injunction
does not pertain to any such act as is not essential;
it is related to what is essential; hence the
sentence in question cannot be taken
as supplementary.”

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the above view.

“It is not right that the sentence in question is supplementary to the
general injunction; the Darśa-Pūramāsa are essential (compulsory)
sacrifices, as is clear from the declaration ‘One should perform the Darśa-
Pūramāsa sacrifices as long as he lives’; and at these sacrifices, the two
cakes in question (Āgniya and Aindrāga) are essential, as helping in the fulfilment of the desired result. — It cannot therefore be right that these should be taken as laid down for the Non-Soma-sacrificer, who is a variable factor (not inseparable from the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa). — Why? — Because it cannot be right that the two Cakes must always be there at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, and yet be helpful to the Non-Soma-sacrificer only. As a matter of fact, the injunction of the Cakes is related to the entire composite sacrifice of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa which is essential and compulsory. Hence the mention of the Non-Soma-sacrificer cannot be supplementary to the general injunction; it contains, in fact, the original injunction of two entirely distinct offerings. The construction of the sentences is not that *the Non-Soma-sacrifice is predicated of the two cakes that have been enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; in fact, the construction is that *if the Non-Soma-sacrificer desires heaven, he should offer the cake dedicated to Agni and the cake dedicated to Indra-Agni*, so that these two offerings are what are predicated and enjoined; and when they are so enjoined, they must be distinct from the corresponding offerings (under the ordinary Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa); and in that case the expression *Yau ēṭau* in the sentence in question (which seems to identify the two cakes mentioned with the two cakes offered under the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa) can refer only to the detail relating to those two cakes. — This case is analogous to the case of the text *Ētasyaiva rēvatīśu vāravantīyamagnistōma kṛtvā, etc.* [Vide Śūtra 2.2.27, where the singing of the Vāravantīya-Sāman has been found to be a distinct act]. — The term *ēva* ('only') also shall, in this case, have the sense of *punaḥ* ('again'); just as in the sentence *Kṣirēṇa bhuktvā dēvadattaḥ kṣirēṇaiva bhūnjita*, where the meaning is that *having eaten with milk, he should eat again with milk*; so in the case in question also, the meaning is that *The two cakes that have been laid down by the injunction of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, for both the Soma-sacrificer and the Non-Soma-sacrificer, are again enjoined for the Non-Soma-Sacrificer*, — which means that *The sacrifice for the Non-Soma-Sacrificer should be performed with the two cake-offerings, the details relating to which should be those same that relate to the corresponding cakes forming part of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*.

**Śūtra (37).**

*[Pūrvapakṣa (B)—continued]—"If it were as suggested in Pūrvapakṣa (A), there could be no connection with what is only a part; because the performer is the principal factor."

Bhāṣya.

"Even if the sentence in question were supplementary to the General Injunction (of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa), no connection would be possible between the two cakes and the performer in the shape of the Non-Soma-
Sacričer. If the sentence is supplementary to the General Injunction, the performer would be indicated as the predominant factor; this predominance cannot be possible unless there is a result (accruing to the performer; which fact alone makes him the predominant factor);—the two cakes however which form part of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices are not conducive to any result;—nor can a result be assumed on the strength of the Direct Declaration; because the declaration is amenable to another construction.—For this reason also the sentence in question cannot be supplementary to the General Injunction."

SūTRA (38).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)—concluded]—"IN THE CASE OF THE VAISHYASTOMA, IT IS SO BECAUSE IT IS A COMPLETE WHOLE IN ITSELF."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been asserted that it should be like the Vaishyastoma.—But in the case of the Vaishyastoma, it is only right that it should be so, as it is not the part of anything else [it is a whole by itself], and hence it can be conducive to results; nor is there, in that case, any connection between what is essential (compulsory) and what is not-essential. Hence the case in question is not analogous to that of the Vaishyastoma."

SūTRA (39).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—"IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PERTAINING TO THE PERFORMER."

Bhāṣya.

[Says Pūrvapakṣin (C)]—"If you think that the sentence cannot be supplementary to the General Injunction,—we assert as follows:—It cannot be taken as the original injunction of two distinct acts; as in that case, the expression 'Yājētav', being incomplete by itself, would have to be taken in its indirect indicative sense.—'Then what should be the explanation?'—It should be taken as an injunction meant for the performer of the subsidiary acts,—i.e. the person who performs the subsidiary, not the primary, act. The verb in the text is 'Yājētav' with the causal affix, which directly means that the act denoted is to be done by the person who is only the prompting agent; and it is only by indirect indication that it signifies the performer of the sacrifice itself. Another advantage of this explanation would be this, that any relationship between the essential and the non-essential would not have to be postulated;—nor would it be necessary to assume the result as following from a part of the sacrifice; and lastly, the injunction addressed to the prompter of the sacrifice,—in the text laying down that 'the Non-
Soma-sacrifice is to be made to offer the sacrifice'—would be conducive to some sort of prosperity.'

SŪTRA (40).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—Not so; because it being already known as serving a subsidiary purpose, no useful purpose can be served by laying it down again.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be, as has been just suggested, that the injunction is one for the performer of the subsidiary act; as a matter of fact, the performer of the subsidiary act, who is subordinate to the performer of the main act, is already included under the injunction of this main act;—nor do we find any separate result as following from the subsidiary act;—nor is it possible to assume such a result,—as the Parasmaipada ending used precludes such an assumption. There can be no useful purpose served by the enjoining of what is already known (as included in another injunction). What is possible is that the sentence may be a reiterative reference to what is already known by implication, for the purpose of laying down the offering of the two Cakes.—It cannot be taken as a case of Preclusion; as that is always beset with a threefold incongruity. Lastly, it is impossible for the Soma-sacrifice to be there without the performer of the subsidiary acts. From all this it follows that the sentence contains the original injunction of two distinct acts [as set forth under Pūrvapakṣa (B)].

SŪTRA (41).

[Pūrvapakṣa (D)]—‘In fact, the sentence should be taken, on the basis of the indicative word, as an injunction of time, in connection with the two acts; as subsidiary details are subject to that law.’

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the above view.

‘The sentence in question cannot be taken as the original injunction of two distinct acts; what is really declared in it is the time for the two acts; and it is not possible for it to be taken as enjoining the two cakes for the Non-Soma-Sacrifice. Why?—Because it is subject to that law; the ‘law’ referred to is that embodied in Sūtra 4. 4. 6; that same law is applicable to the present case also; the meaning therefore of the sentence is that ‘these two cakes are to be offered during the Darsha-Pārnamāsa, at that time at which the Soma-Sacrifice is not performed.’—‘What would be the advantage of this explanation?’—There would be no incongruity of having to assume a distinct result; because when the statement is taken as pertaining to the whole composite sacrifice itself—{Read ‘Samudāyapara iṣyatā’,}
as in MS. (C)],—then there would be only one result following from all the acts taken together.—It is quite possible for the particular indicative in the shape of the Non-performance of the Soma-Sacrifice to indicate a definite point of time; so that the meaning is that at the time thus indicated, one should offer the two cakes, not the Curd-Butter-mixture."

SUTRA (42).

[Refutation of Pûrva-pakṣa (D)]—But if the Curd-Butter-Mixture is for the Soma-Sacrificer, then there can be no inherent relationship with the two cakes,—because the times are different.

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the above view.

If the Curd-Butter-Mixture is for the Soma-Sacrificer, then the declaration in question cannot be taken as indicating the time. As a matter of fact, the Curd-Butter-Mixture is really for the Soma-Sacrificer; when this is absolutely certain, there can be no casting of doubt on that fact. There is this saying to that effect—'If the scriptures are authoritative, then people have reached the highest state' (?).—There is the direct declaration to the effect that 'The Non-Soma-Sacrificer should not use the Curd-Butter-Mixture'.—Such being the case, the sentence in question cannot be taken as indicating the time.—Why so?—Because no relationship is known to subsist between the Curd-Butter-Mixture and the two cakes;—as the times are different; the two cakes are offered before the Soma-Sacrifice, while the Curd-Butter-Mixture comes in after that sacrifice; and then too, as it is already there, no effort need be made for that mixture.—For these reasons, the sentence in question, pertaining as it does to a different point of time, cannot be taken as indicating time; it has to be taken as enjoining distinct acts [as set forth under Pûrva-pakṣa (C)].

SUTRA (43).

[Pûrva-pakṣa (E)]—"Or, inasmuch as it has been already enjoined elsewhere, when it is declared again, and a question arises regarding this,—this second declaration should be taken as laying down the Deity-pair; that the Āgniya is not meant to be enjoined has been found to be the case in regard to the one-deity offering."

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘api vā’ (‘or’) implies the rejection of the above view.

"The sentence cannot be taken as the injunction of a distinct act; it is only a reiteration of the Āgniya Cake, which has been already enjoined
elsewhere; as a matter of fact, the Āgnēya Cake has been already enjoined in the text—"Yadāgnēyo ’ṛkkapālo mācāyāyām paurnāmāyāḥcāchāyuto bhavati". But the sentence in question can be taken as the injunction of the Aindrāgna Cake; as this (cake dedicated to the joint deity, Indra-Agni) has not been enjoined in connection with either of the two sacrifices (Dārsha and Pūrnāmasa). So that the sentence may be taken as enjoining the Aindrāgna Cake in connection with the Pūrnāmasa sacrifice,—wherein it is not already known to be admissible. As for the Āgnēya, it has been mentioned as not really meant to be laid down (by the text in question);—as it has been already enjoined in the other text (quoted above) in connection with both the Dārsha and the Pūrnāmasa; further, it is also found mentioned in yet other texts—(a) ‘Quarters the Āgnēya Cake’; again (b) in connection with the Sādāmprasthāpya—‘After having offered the two Ājyabhāgā offerings, one offers the Āgnēya Cake’.—[So the sentence contains the mere reiteration of the Āgnēya, but the injunction of the Aindrāgna Cake.]

SŪTRA (44).

[Refutation of Pūrvapakṣa (E)]—"In fact, Bādarāyaṇa holds it to be an injunction."

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in fact’) implies the rejection of the above view also.

It is not right that ‘the sentence contains a reiterative reference to the Āgnēya Cake, but an injunction of the Aindrāgna Cake’; in fact, it should be taken as the injunction of time relating to both the Cakes.—“Why?”—Because the teacher Bādarāyaṇa has held the opinion that the offering of the Curd-Butter-mixture comes before the Soma-sacrifice also; we find this mixture laid down for the Non-Soma-sacrificer also, in the text—‘Tadu sannayēt’; again, ‘Tathāhamsāhurgopāyanāh sāmāyāgamēvasoma-yājinaḥ’. From all this it follows that the text serves the purpose of laying down the time.

SŪTRA (45).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, on account of the cognition of what has been forbidden [the text can be only a reiterative reference to both the Cakes].

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vā’ (‘as a matter of fact’) implies the rejection of the view just set forth.

The sentence is not an injunction of time;—nor is it the original injunction of two distinct acts;—nor is it a reiterative reference to the Āgnēya and an injunction of the Aindrāgna Cake;—the fact of the matter is
that it is a reiterative reference to both the Cakes.—"How so?"—
As a matter of fact, the sentence is meant to lay down the Curd-Butter-
Mixture for the Soma-Sacrificer (as held by the Purvapakṣin himself); 
hence it cannot be an injunction of the Aindrāgna Cake either; because 
if it were so taken, there would be a syntactical split. In fact, the 
sentences are to be explained as follows:—'These two Cakes are 
known as to be offered by the Non-Soma-Sacrificer,—and for the Soma-
Sacrificer, the Curd-Butter-Mixture also,—but the Non-Soma-Sacrificer 
should be made to offer the two Cakes Āgneya and Aindrāgna only, 
while the Soma-Sacrificer should be made to offer the Curd-Butter-Mix-
ture'. Thus, while one sentence lays down the Curd-Butter-Mixture for 
the Soma-Sacrificer, the other lays down the two Cakes for the Non-
Soma-Sacrificer. For these reasons (since both the Cakes are found 
to be already enjoined elsewhere) the text in question should be taken 
as a mere reiterative reference to the two Cakes.

SŪTRA (46).

TO THE SAME EFFECT WE FIND AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

Another text also indicates this same conclusion, and shows that no dis-
tinct acts are laid down in the sentence in question.—"How?"—There is 
the text—'Chaturdasha paurnamāsyām āhutaye hūyantē, trayodasha amā-
vāsyāyām' [which speaks of fourteen offerings at the Paurnamāsa sacri-
fice and thirteen at the Darśa sacrifice]. If the text in question laid 
down two distinct offerings, then the number of offerings at the two 
sacrifices would be more (than 14 and 13).
ADHIKARANA (15): The 'Dhruvājya' (Clarified Butter contained in the Dhruvā-vessel) is the material offered at the Upāmshuyāja.

SÜTRA (47).

[PÚRVAPAKŚA]—"In connection with the sacrifice laid down in the text 'Upāmshuyāja is to be offered in the interval', inasmuch as there is no direct declaration or indication of the offering-material, it should be understood to be anything that one may like."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, we read—'Upāmshuyājamantarā yajati' ['Upāmshuyāja is to be offered in the interval'].

In regard to the substance to be used at this sacrifice, there arises the question—Is there no restriction? Or is the choice limited to any one substance?

The Púrvapakśa is as follows:—"No form of substance is found to be declared anywhere,—hence it may be taken that one may do as one likes. —Objection—'But the form of the substance has been declared in the text Ājyasyaiva nāvupāmshu paurṇamāsyām yajan' [where Ājya, Clarified Butter, is spoken of as the substance to be offered at the Upāmshuyāja]; hence Clarified Butter should be the substance used at the Upāmshuyāja.'—Answer—Even so, there is no restriction, any Clarified Butter may be taken up and offered at the sacrifice."

SÜTRA (48).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it should be that contained in the Dhruvā-vessel, as this is the substance connected with all.

Bhāṣya.

The offering should be made out of the Clarified Butter contained in the Dhruvā-vessel, and not any and every Clarified Butter.—Why?—Because this is the substance connected with all; i.e. the said Clarified Butter is connected with all sacrifices, as declared in the following text—'The Clarified Butter that is contained in the Dhruvā is what has been obtained for the purpose of all sacrifices'.—Hence the offering in question should be made out of the Clarified Butter contained in the Dhruvā-vessel.
Adhikaraṇa (16): At the ‘Upāṃshuyāja’, the deity is the same as that at the Original Primary Sacrifice.

Sūtra (49).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—‘The same should be the case with the Deity also.’

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Deity of the Upāṃshuyāja, there arises the question—Is there no restriction? Or is there a restriction?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—‘Just as, under the Pūrvapakṣa of the preceding Adhikaraṇa, there is no restriction regarding the substance, so in the same manner, there should be no restriction regarding the deity.—Objection—‘But Agni and Soma have been enjoined as the Deities.’—Answer—That text is more like a narrative statement than like an Injunction.—Objection—‘In that case we should take the deities to be enjoined in the texts Viṣṇurupāṃshu yaṣṭavyah, etc. etc.’—Answer—It has been already explained that the texts referred to serve the purpose of avoiding the defect of ‘Jāmi’ [Vide Sūtra, 2. 2. 9 et seq.], and as such, are purely declamatory.—From all this it follows that there can be no restriction regarding the deity at the Upāṃshuyāja.’

Sūtra (50).

[Siddhānta]—It should be one of those related to the entire performance—on the basis of the Context.

Bhāṣya.

There can be no sacrifice without a Deity;—there can be no idea of the deity unless there is a declaration to that effect;—the deity enjoinéd in connection with one sacrifice can have no connection with another sacrifice;—hence we should connect the Upāṃshuyāja with someone of the several deities connected with the Context and thus deduce the required deity; and as the needs of the situation would be met by one deity, we may take it to be anyone of those connected with the Context.
ADHIKARANA (17): At the ‘Upāmshuyāja’, the deities should be Viṣṇu and the rest, and it should be performed during the Paurṇamāśa sacrifice.

SŪTRA (51).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (A)]—"Prajāpati should be the Deity, because of the character."

Bhāṣya.

It has been explained that the deity should be one of those connected with the Context.—Now there arise the following questions:—As among those connected with the Context, is there no restriction?—Or should it be Prajāpati? or Agni? or Viṣṇu? Should the Upāmshuyāja be performed during the Darṣha sacrifice? Or during the Pūrṇamāśa sacrifice, the deity being Viṣṇu only? Or should the Upāmshuyāja be performed at both (Darṣha and Pūrṇamāśa) and there should be option regarding the deity? Or should the Upāmshuyāja be performed during the Pūrṇamāśa sacrifice only, Viṣṇu and the rest being the deities?—These are the views possible here.

The Pūrvapakṣa (A) is as follows—"Prajāpati should be the deity;—why?—because of the character; the 'character' of 'Upāmshu', silence, belongs to Prajāpati alone; as is clear from the declaration that 'At the sacrifice, whatever is done in connection with Prajāpati should be done in silence';—and inasmuch as the sacrifice in question is named 'Upāmshu', it follows that verily silence is its characteristic; that is to say, there is to be no loudness in connection with the sacrifice itself or in connection with its accessories; from this it follows that Prajāpatiis the deity connected with it; as it is Prajāpati who has the character of 'silence'; if there were any other deity, loudness would come into the sacrifice."

SŪTRA (52).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA (B)]—"But there is no indication of the Deity; the expression in this connection is extremely weak; hence the Deity should be determined by priority of claim."

Bhāṣya.

The term 'tu' ('but') implies the rejection of the view set forth above. "It is not right that Prajāpati should be the deity at the Upāmshuyāja; in fact, the deity should be Agni, who is the most important among the deities connected with the Context.—The character of 'silence',—declared in the text 'One should offer sacrifices to Prajāpati in silence',—does not
indicate Prajāpati as the deity (of the Upāmshuyāja).—'But silence is a character belonging to Prajāpati, as declared in the text that whatever is done for Prajāpati should be done in silence.'—The answer to this is as follows—This text has the form of a reiterative reference, and hence it must be regarded as a mere declaration commendatory of the injunction that 'The offering to Prajāpati should be made in silence.'—In this connection,—i.e. at the Upāmshuyāja—the expression is extremely weak [i.e. not sufficiently expressive]. From all this it follows that Prajāpati cannot be the deity at the Upāmshuyāja; that deity should be Agni who is the most important among those connected with the Context.'

SŪTRA (53).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—'IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE Viṣṇu; BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION OF THE 'Hautra-Mantra'; FOR THIS SAME REASON, THE SUBSTANCE OFFERED SHOULD ALSO BE THE SAME AS THAT AT THE Darsha SACRIFICE; AS IT IS AT THIS SACRIFICE THAT THE SAID 'Hautra' IS FOUND TO BE USED.'

Bhāsyā.

The term 'vā' ('in fact') implies the rejection of the above view.

'It is not right that Agni should be the deity; in fact, Viṣṇu should be the deity,—because of the declaration of the 'Hautra-Mantra'; in connection with the Darsha-sacrifice, the Hautra-Mantra laid down as to be used is that related to Viṣṇu—viz.: the Mantra—'Idam viṣṇurvichakramē pratad-viṣṇuh atiṣvad viryaṇa'; this declaration has some sense only if Viṣṇu is the deity at the Upāmshuyāja.—Even so would the declaration of the Mantra at the Darsha-sacrifice have some sense if the Upāmshuyāja were performed at the Darsha-sacrifice.'

SŪTRA (54).

[Pūrvapakṣa (D)—continued]—'IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED AT THE Paurnamāsa, AS THAT IS WHAT IS MENTIONED IN THE MAIN TEXT;—THE Mantra, BEING THE SUBSIDIARY FACTOR, SHOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR.'

Bhāsyā.

'It is admitted that Viṣṇu is the deity, but we do not accept the view that the Upāmshuyāja is to be performed at the Darsha-sacrifice; because the text enjoining it lays it down as to be performed on the Full-moon Day (Paurnamāsi)—'Ājyasyaiva nāvupāmshu paurnamāsyaṁ yajan.' Under the circumstances the mere Mantra-text cannot drag it down to the Darsha-
sacrifice; because the Mantra in question has been laid down in connection with the Upāṃshuyāja; from which it follows that the Mantra is to be used where the Upāṃshuyāja is performed;—not that the Upāṃshuyāja is to be performed where the Mantra is used; because it is for the Upāṃshuyāja that the Mantra has been laid down, not the Upāṃshuyāja for the Mantra."

SŪTRA (55).

[Pūrvapakṣa (D)—concluded]—"Further, at the ectype of the Darsha-sacrifice, the immediate sequence between the Cake and the Curd-Butter-Mixture is shown."

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also the Upāṃshuyāja is not to be performed at the Darsha-sacrifice:—At the ectype of the Darsha-sacrifice,—i.e. at the Sākamprasthāpya,—we find immediate sequence between the Cake and the Curd-Butter-Mixture,—'How?';—In the text ‘Ājyabhāgābhīyāṃ pracharyāgñīyaṃ purodāshēhāgnīdēhē sruchau pradāya saha kumbhībhīrabhīra-mannāhā',—the immediate sequence of the Āgnīya cake that is indicated is to the Curd-Butter-Mixture, not to the Upāṃshuyāja. From this it is clear that the Upāṃshuyāja is not to be performed at the Darsha-sacrifice."

SŪTRA (56).

[Pūrvapakṣa (E)]—"In fact, what is laid down specifically in reference to the 'Paurṇamāśi' is the Deity Agni-Soma; hence the sacrifice in question should be taken as to be performed at both."

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ ('in fact') implies the rejection of the above view.

"It is not right that the Upāṃshuyāja should be performed at the Paurṇamāśa-sacrifice; in fact, it should be performed at both (Darsha and Paurṇamāśa), and there should be an option regarding the Deity.—Why so?—Because the Upāṃshuyāja has been laid down in the text, 'Offers the Upāṃshuyāja in the interval', in a general way, without reference to any particular sacrifice. As for the text quoted above—'Ājyasyaiva nāvapāṃshu paurṇamāśyāṃ yajan', this only lays down a particular deity in connection with the Paurṇamāśi. From all this it follows that when the Upāṃshuyāja is performed on the Paurṇamāśi, the deity is Agni-Soma,—and when it is performed on the Darsha, the deity is Viṣṇu,—on the basis of the Mantra-text; thus there is to be option regarding the deity."
SŪTRA (57).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it has been enjoined after prohibition; hence Viṣṇu should occupy the same position.

Bhāṣya.

What has been asserted,—to the effect that the Upāṃshu should be performed at both sacrifices (Darsha and Paurṇamāsa), and that there should be option regarding the deity,—is not right; as a matter of fact, the Upāṃshuyāja should be performed at the Paurṇamāsa only, and therein the deities should be Viṣṇu and the rest (specially named).—Why so?—Because it has been enjoined after prohibition.—“What is the meaning of this being enjoined after prohibition?”—What is meant is that it has been enjoined in connection with the Paurṇamāsa, leaving aside the Darsha.—“How?”—Starting with the words ‘Ajayaiva nāvupāṃshu paurṇamāsyām yajan’; the text goes on to say—Jāmi va etad yajñasya kriyāt yadayavancha puṣṭaṃśhau, Upāṃshuyāja-mantarā yajati; from this it is clear that it is to be performed at the Paurṇamāsa. It is in this same connection that there is the text—‘Viṣṇurupāṃshu yajātayo jāmitvā, praṇāpatirupāṃshu yajātayo jāmitvā, āgniśomānupāṃshu yajātavyāvajāmitvā’.—From all this it follows that the Upāṃshuyāja is to be performed at the Paurṇamāsa and Viṣṇu (Prajapati and Āgni-Soma) are the deities at it.

SŪTRA (58).

To the same end there is an indicative Text.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Upāṃshuyāja should not be performed at the Darsha.—“For what reason?”—There is a text pointing to the same conclusion.—“How?”—There is the text declaring that ‘Fourteen oblations are offered at the Paurṇamāsa, and thirteen at the Darsha’; [according to the Pūrva-pakṣa] the number of oblations at the Darsha would be fourteen, not thirteen. Hence it follows that the Upāṃshuyāja is not to be performed at the Darsha.

SŪTRA (59).

What is not subsidiary, if mentioned only once, cannot come in at both; as there can be no connection.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the Upāṃshuyāja should not be performed at the Darsha:—What has been mentioned only once,—if it is not a subsidiary—cannot come in at both. It is only a subsidiary which subserves the purposes of a primary act that can come in at both;—the sacrifice in question, however,
is a primary act, not subsidiary;—as such, when it is mentioned in connection with the *Pāṇamāṣa*, it cannot come in at the *Darsha*;—because there can be no connection; i.e. one primary cannot be connected with another primary.

**Sūtra (60).**

**Inasmuch as accessories are subservient to others, it is the coming in of these that indicates the marks of Injunction.**

*Bhāṣya.*

Inasmuch as accessories are subservient to others, it is the coming in of these at the Primaries that indicates the marks of the Injunction,—not the coming in of the Primaries, as these are not subservient to others.—How so?—This is clear from the text—'Apsumantāṅyāyabhāgau yajati, ēkādasha prayājān yajati ēkādaśānuyājān'.—For this reason also the *Upāṃshuyāja* is not to be performed at the *Darsha*.

**Sūtra (61).**

**Also because it has not been mentioned in connection with the ectype.**

*Bhāṣya.*

The *Upāṃshuyāja* has not been mentioned in connection with the *Sākamprasthayya*, an ectype of the *Darsha*.—How?—The text is—'Ājya-bhāgābhāyām pracharya āgnēyena cha purodāṣṭāṅgāṃdhē sruchau pradāya saha kumbhāhriabhikrāmnāha',—which shows that what comes after the Āgnēya cake is the *Curd-Butter-Mixture*, not the *Upāṃshuyāja*. From this also it follows that the *Upāṃshuyāja* is not to be performed at the *Darsha*.
ADHIKARANA (18): The Upāmshuyāja is to be performed at that Pūrṇamāsa also where there is only one Cake.

SŪTRA (62).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"It should be at that Paurṇamāsa alone where there are two Cakes; because of the mention of the 'interval' ('antārā')."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa, there is the text—'Upāṃshuyāja yamantaro yuyati' ['One performs the Upāṃshuyāja in the interval'];—it has been found that the Upāṃshuyāja should be performed at the Pūrṇamāsa only and at that the deities are Viṣṇu (Prajāpati and Agni-Soma);—after the Soma-sacrifice, there is performed the Pūrṇamāsa-sacrifice with two Cakes, and prior to the Soma-sacrifice, the Pūrṇamāsa that is performed is with one Cake only.

In regard to this, there arises the question—Is the Upāṃshuyāja to be performed at that Pūrṇamāsa only where there are two Cakes? Or at that where there are two Cakes, and also at that where there is one Cake?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"It should be performed at that alone where there are two Cakes;—why?—because of the mention of the 'interval'; the Upāṃshuyāja is found mentioned along with the term 'interval', in the text, 'One performs the Upāṃshuyāja during the interval';—inasmuch as the 'Cakes' have been spoken of in the preceding sentence, this 'interval' must mean the interval between the two Cakes;—such an 'interval' is possible only when there are two Cakes, not when there is only one Cake; so that if the Upāṃshuyāja were performed where there is only one Cake, it would mean the doing of what is not in accordance with the injunctions. Hence it should be performed only where there are two Cakes."

SŪTRA (63).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"Also because it is for the purpose of avoiding the 'Jāmi'.'"

Bhāṣya.

"For the following reason also the Upāṃshuyāja should be performed only where there are two Cakes.—For what reason?—It is found to be declared as serving the purpose of avoiding the defect of 'Jāmi', in the text—'Jāmi vā ētut yajhāsyā kriyātē yadanvaṇchau purodāshau, Upāṃshu-
yājamanatarā yajati, viṣṇurupāṃshu yāṣṭavyo 'jāmitvāya, prajāpatirupāṃshu yāṣṭavyo 'jāmitvāya, agniyomāvupāṃshu yāṣṭavyāvajamitvāya'—'Jāmi' is similarity; it is this similarity between two Cakes that has been declared to be a defect, in the text 'Jāmi vā ētal yajñasya kriyatē yadanaeva chau purodāshau'; after a Cake has been made, what follows as similar to it must be a Cake; the remedy for a defect can be adopted only when the defect is there; and [as this defect of two similar Cakes is possible only where there are two Cakes] it follows that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed where there are two Cakes.'"

SŪTRA (64).

[Objection to Pūrvapakṣa]—If it be held that it is for that only,—that cannot be; as the fact is that it is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

If it is your view that—"because of the mention of the interval, the Upāmshuyāja can be performed only at that Pūrṇamāsa where there are two Cakes",—then, that is not so; because the fact is that it is the predominant factor; as a matter of fact, the Pūrṇamāsa is the predominant, and the 'interval', the subordinate, factor;—the Upāmshuyāja has been enjoined as part of the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice;—and the 'interval' is subordinate even to the Upāmshuyāja;—the One-Cake Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice also is a 'Pūrṇamāsa';—so that what is there by reason of which the Upāmshuyāja could not be performed at the One-Cake Pūrṇamāsa? As for the accessory detail of 'interval', this would not be adopted at it simply because it is not possible to adopt it. So that even when there is no 'interval' at the One-Cake Pūrṇamāsa, the Upāmshuyāja should be performed.

SŪTRA (65).

Also because the connection would be with what has not been enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

Under the view in question, it would be necessary to assume that 'the Upāmshuyāja has the interval for its accessory', which would involve the assumption of the connection of the Upāmshuyāja with the interval, which has not been 'enjoined' or declared as such; i.e. we do not find the interval enjoined anywhere at all. From this also it follows that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed at that Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice where there is only one Cake.
SŪTRA (66).

[Pūrvapakṣin’s answer to the above objection]—“But it would come in by the original injunction itself; because the thing is there without setting aside the accessory,—because the ‘interval’ is actually enjoined,—because it is contingent,—and because it is only in the absence of it that it could be done where it has not been heard of.”

Bhāṣya.

The particle ‘tu’ (‘but’) implies the rejection of the objection set forth above.

“It is not true that the interval has not been enjoined as an accessory; in fact, the Upāmshuyāja comes into the interval by virtue of the original injunction itself; i.e. the interval has been declared to be the accessory of the Upāmshuyāja in the original injunction itself—‘One performs the Upāmshuyāja during the interval’.—Thus it is without setting aside this accessory that the thing (Upāmshuyāja) can come in; so that it could not come in where there would be only one Cake (and hence no interval). Nor would it become futile if not performed where there is only one Cake; because the ‘interval’ is actually present in cases where there are two Cakes.—Without it,—i.e. if there were no such thing as interval,—if there were no declaration of a case with two Cakes, then alone could the Upāmshuyāja be performed in a case where there is only one Cake; as a matter of fact, however, there is the Pūrṇamāsa with two Cakes, where there is room for the Upāmshuyāja;—hence there should be no performance of the Upāmshuyāja at a Pūrṇamāsa where there is only one Cake.”

SŪTRA (67).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it should be at both; as such is the injunction.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘as a matter of fact’) implies the rejection of the above view.

As a matter of fact, the Upāmshuyāja should be performed at both kinds of Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice,—i.e. also at that where there is only one Cake—(as at that where there are two Cakes).—“Why ?”—Because such is the injunction; as a matter of fact, the Upāmshuyāja has been laid down as to be performed also where there is only one Cake; because that also is ‘Pūrṇamāsa’ sacrifice (just as much as that where there are two Cakes), and that is all that is found in the injunctive sentence, ‘Ājayasyaiva nāvupāmshu paurṇamāṣyāṃ yajan’; in fact, if the term ‘paurṇamāṣi’ (as here used) were excluded from cases where there is only one Cake, it would
be an outrage upon it. From all this it follows that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed at that Paurnamāsa sacrifice also where there is only one Cake.

**Sūtra (68).**

**Inasmuch as accessories are subservient to the principal act, the declaration should be taken as qualified by the phrase 'when possible',—as in the case of the 'Upaveṣa'.**

**Bhāṣya.**

The 'interval' has been declared to be an accessory, which must be subservient to the principal act of the Upāmshuyāja; the sense therefore is that the 'interval' should help in the performance of the Upāmshuyāja;—as a matter of fact, however, this 'interval' cannot help the sacrifice when it is performed at the Paurnamāsa with only one Cake [as in this case no interval is possible];—and yet, as this also would be a case of 'Paurnamāsa sacrifice', the Upāmshuyāja that has been laid down as to be performed 'at the Paurnamāsa' must be performed at that performance of the Paurnamāsa also where there is only one Cake;—and having been laid down as to be performed 'in the interval', the Upāmshuyāja is also recognised as to be performed 'in the interval';—at the 'One-Cake Paurnamāsa', however, there can be no 'interval';—hence the injunction laying down the 'interval' as an accessory should be taken as qualified by the phrase 'when possible'.—*This would be as in the case of the 'Upaveṣa'; in the case of the injunction 'One places the Pans with the Upaveṣa', it is understood to mean that this is to be done 'when the Upaveṣa is there';—similarly in the case in question, the Upāmshuyāja would be performed 'in the interval' when the 'interval' would be there.—From all this it follows that it should be performed at the 'one-cake' Paurnamāsa also.

**Sūtra (69).**

**Further, there would be no transgression of the time, as the 'two Cakes' are mere indicators.**

**Bhāṣya.**

Says the Opponent—'The Upāmshuyāja has been declared to have the 'interval' as an accessory;—hence, at the One-Cake-Paurnamāsa, as this 'interval' would not be there, the Upāmshuyāja, even though performed, could not bring about its result, as it would be defective for want of the said accessory;—and as it would be fruitless, it should not be performed. The injunction of the Upāmshuyāja as to be performed 'in the interval' does not contain the qualifying phrase 'where there is interval'; in fact, the injunction is in the unqualified form, which is applicable to
all cases of the Paurṇamāsa,—that at which only one Cake is used as well as that at which two Cakes are used. Hence at the One-Cake Paurṇamāsa, it would not be performed; simply because there would be no need for it (the ‘interval’ not being there).—It might be argued that—

‘in that case, inasmuch as the performance of the Upāmshuyāja would not be possible at it, the One-Cake Paurṇamāsa should not be performed at all’.—That does not affect the case; the performance may be there, but it will be fruitful only when there would be two Cakes (and hence the requisite ‘interval’).’

The answer to the above is as follows:—There would be no performance of the Upāmshuyāja at the One-Cake-Paurṇamāsa, if such performance were really defective (and hence fruitless);—as a matter of fact however, it is not defective, because the ‘interval’ has not been declared as an accessory of the sacrifice; it has been mentioned only as an indicator of time, the sense being that it is to be performed at the time intervening between the offering of the two Cakes.—“How so?”—It is in reference to these ‘two Cakes’ that we have the following injunction—‘Jāmi vā ētat yajñasya kriyāte yudanvañcchau purodāsahau, upāmshuyājanantara yajati’[It becomes a serious defect, Jāmi, in the sacrifice if two Cakes follow such other in close succession,—the Upāmshuyāja is performed in the interval’]; which means that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed in such a manner as to separate the two Cakes,—i.e. at that particular time.—And of this time, there would be no transgression, even at the One-Cake-Paurṇamāsa.—“Why?”—The time that is indicated as ‘between the two Cakes’ (i.e. the ‘interval’ between them) is the same as that which comes after the first Cake; under the circumstances, even though at the One-Cake Paurṇamāsa, ‘two Cakes’ would not be there, yet the first Cake, Āgnēya, would be there; so that the time following after this Āgnēya Cake would be that time which has been indicated by the term ‘interval’. For instance, when it is said—(a) ‘Come at the Nāga-time’, (b) ‘Come at the Shāṅkha-time’, (c) ‘Come at the Paṭaha-time’,—though a certain village may not have a ‘Nāga’ or ‘Shāṅkha’ or ‘Paṭaha’, yet the time indicated is understood to be just the same, and the ‘Coming’ is done at that time;—in the same manner, it should be in the case in question also.—From all this it follows that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed at that Paurṇamāsa sacrifice also where there is only one Cake.

SŪTRA (70).

AS FOR THE ‘AVOIDING OF JĀMI’, IT IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PRAISE.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 63) that “it is for the purpose of avoiding the Jāmi”; this has got to be refuted. The refutation is as follows:—What has been referred to is in praise of the Upāmshuyāja, expressed figuratively, and the ‘avoidance of Jāmi’ has not been laid down as the
result following from it.—“How so?”—It is only when an act has been enjoined that its purpose (or result) is laid down.—It may be argued that “the Upāmshuyāja itself may be regarded as enjoined”.—But that would involve the incongruity of the injunction of two things (syntactical split). Nor again is the ‘avoiding of Jāmi’ a result desirable in itself.—From all this it follows that it is mere praise; in the same manner as the Upastaraṇa and Abhighāraṇa have been spoken of as ‘bringing about immortality’, in the sentence, ‘Amṛtam vā ājyam, mar-tyam haviḥ, yadupastṛṇāti abhighārayati amṛtāhutimēvainām karoti’.

From all this it follows that the Upāmshuyāja should be performed at that Paurṇamāsa also where there is only one Caka.

End of Pāda viii of Adhyāya X.

End of Adhyāya X.
ADHYÄYA XI.

PÄDA I.

Adhikarana (1): The result of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is brought up collectively by the six main sacrifices that comprise it.

Sūtra (1).

[Siddhānta]—The acts though separate, should be regarded as ‘one act’,—because they are related to a (single) purpose, and because they are named by a single term.

Bhāṣya.

Under Discourse X, the treatment of ‘Exclusion’ and ‘Inclusion’ has been finished; now under Discourse XI, we are going to deal with Tantra (Common, Centralisation) and Āvāpa (Uncommon, Decentralisation).—That is called ‘Tantra’ (common, centralised) which, done once, benefits several things; e.g. one lamp lighted among several Brāhmaṇas; and that is ‘Āvāpa’ (uncommon, decentralised) which helps several things through repetition; e.g. the applying of Sandal-paste to those same several Brāhmaṇas.—In this connection they quote the following verse—‘That which is common is Tantra; it is not prompted by the needs of other things; so also is Prasaṅga (an extended Tantra), which has its own injunction present’.—‘Sādhanaṃ bhavet tantram’, That which is common is ‘Tantra’,—this has been already explained;—‘Parārthā teaprayojakah’, ‘It is not prompted by the needs of other things’;—i.e. that which has been laid down for the sake of something else, and is performed for the purposes of, and is helpful to, that thing,—is not prompted by any other thing; e.g. the killing of the animal is laid down for the sake of the sacrifice, and is performed for the purposes of the sacrifice, and it also helps in the acts of the ‘removal of blood and excreta’, though these latter are not the prompters of that killing.—‘Evamṛṣa prasaṅgah yūt’, ‘So also is Prasaṅga’; but there is this difference that in the case of Prasaṅga, its own injunction is present; though there is another injunction of its own, yet, its purposes having been served by the injunction of the other thing (i.e. the common factor of the Tantra), it is not done over again (by virtue of its own separate injunction). For example, the Prayājas have their performance laid down by the Injunction of the Pashu-sacrifice as also by the injunction of the ‘Pashu-purodāsha’; but when they are performed for the purposes of the Pashu-sacrifice, they help, by that same performance, the Pashu-purodāsha also,—and are not performed again for the purposes of this latter (though there is
a separate injunction to this effect).  [Prāsaṅga is dealt with in detail under Pāda i of Discourse XII.]

[This is by way of Introduction]—

We now proceed to explain the subject-matter of the Discourse. It has been declared that Tantra (Common) and Āśīpa (Uncommon) are going to be dealt with. This is what we proceed to do now.

At the Darsha-Pārṇānāsa, there are six main component sacrifices—the Āgniya and the rest; the attainment of Heaven has been declared to be the result of these, in the text 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pārṇānāsa sacrifices'.

The question that arises is—Does this result proceed from all the six sacrifices in common (collectively) ?—Or from each of them severally ?

There are similar questions in regard to all composite sacrifices, the Chāturānāsa and the rest.

Preliminary Objection—"The text quoted does not speak of Heaven as the result at all;—the term 'svargakāmā' ('desiring heaven') denotes the Person; the term 'yajñyena' ('should perform the sacrifice') denotes the performance of the sacrifice,—and it is these two factors (Person and Performance of the sacrifice) that are connected together by means of the sentence;—what word then is there which speaks of the Result ?'

The answer to this is that the Result is spoken of by this same term 'svargakāmā' ('desiring heaven').

"But this term denotes the Person."

There is no person of the name of 'svargakāma'.

"But that person is svargakāma who has the desire (kāma) for heaven (svarga)."

This is exactly what we do not know—who is the person having the desire for heaven: because it is just possible that the man who is desiring heaven (at one time) may be not desiring heaven (at another time).

"In that case, the term may be taken as indicating the time—the sense being that 'one should perform the sacrifice at the time that he has the desire for heaven'."

But here also there cannot be any particular time at which a man must necessarily have the desire for heaven; as a matter of fact, all sorts of desires appear in man at all sorts of times without any restriction;—so that no particular point of time can be taken as indicated by the term 'desiring heaven'.

"In that case, the term 'svargakāmā' may not denote the Person, nor the time; it may be taken as indicating the fact that desire for the particular result is the incentive to action,—the sense being that 'one should perform the sacrifice when the desire for the particular result Heaven has appeared in him';—just as in another case it is understood that 'one should perform a certain sacrifice when the Pan is broken'."

This view has been completely refuted above under Sūtras 6. 2. 9-10. Such acts as the Agnihotra and the like are essential, compulsory,—if then these were laid down as to be performed on the appearance of certain conditions, then this essential character of theirs would be lost; and this would
militate against those injunctions which lay down these acts as essential, to be performed 'as long as one lives', as also against such indicative texts as 'Apa vā śā... atipātayet' (which are indicative of the essential and compulsory character of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices).

The only alternative left therefore is that the term 'svargakāma' ('desiring heaven') be taken as laying down the Result.

Question—"But how can this sentence enjoin the Result?"

Answer—The sentence 'svargakāma yajēta' ('Desiring heaven one should perform sacrifice') can mean either—(a) that 'the man desiring heaven is enjoined to perform the sacrifice', as in the sentence 'Lohitopisāh ṛtejāḥ pracharanti' ('The red-turbaned priests go along', the red-turbaned priests are enjoined to go along),—or (b) that 'the performance of the sacrifice is enjoined for the man desiring heaven',—as in the case of such sentences as 'The dirty man should bathe', 'the hungry man should eat' [the bathing is enjoined for the dirty man, and the eating for the hungry man]. If it be, as in (a), that 'the man desiring heaven is enjoined to perform the act',—then, even though thus enjoined, the man may not take up the act; for what man is there who would undertake so much trouble for a purpose not his own? The injunction of the act therefore would be futile. On the other hand, if it be, as in (b), that 'the sacrifice is enjoined for the man desiring heaven', then as the act of sacrificing would be helpful to the man, he would perform it as conducive to his own purpose; and in this case the injunction of the act would come to serve a useful purpose. Further, if the sentence is taken as an injunction of the sacrifice, the direct denotation of the words is retained;—whereas if the man desiring heaven is taken as enjoined, what is retained is the indication of Syntactical Connection.—From all this it follows that the sacrifice is helpful to the man desiring heaven. If the sacrifice were conducive to bringing to the performer such benefits as several sons, cattle, landed property, food-grains and so forth,—and were to bring to him any one of these,—then no significance would attach to the term 'svargakāmaḥ' ('desiring heaven'), and it would stand for the mere man (as the agent); and in this case also, this term would be entirely superfluous; as the mere man (as the agent) is already signified by the verb itself.—From all this it follows that Heaven is the result following from the sacrifice.

Now, in regard to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices and other such acts, which comprise several minor sacrifices, there arises the question—Does the result follow from all these component sacrifices in common (collectively)? or severally?

The Pūrvapaksa is as follows—"It follows from them severally.—Why?—All these minor sacrifices, Āgniya and the rest (which go to make up the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa), are principal acts, laid down by separate independent injunctions, and as such require separate results also;—and when in close proximity to them, some such definite result as 'Heaven' is mentioned, it becomes connected with each of the said acts, as each of these requires a separate result for itself.—Hence it follows that there is a separate result following from each of the principal acts."
In answer to this, the following Siddhānta is set forth:—The acts, though separate, should be regarded as ‘one act’, because they are related to a single purpose and because they are named by a single term;—that is to say, though the Āgnīya and other sacrifices are distinct from each other, they should be regarded as ‘one act’;—why?—because they are related to a single purpose; ‘purpose’ is result,—and to the result all those sacrifices are related—i.e. connected—collectively. In the term ‘aika-karmya’ (‘one act’), the term ‘karma’ (‘act’) really stands for the result, in the sense that it is the Result that is brought about (kriyāt iti karma); hence the sense is that those sacrifices of which the Result is one, are ‘one act’,—and the character of being one act is ‘aikakarmya’, which term thus means ‘one result’.

“How do you know that the Āgnīya and other sacrifices are related to the result collectively?”

Because they are named by a single term; there is the single term (‘Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa’) which signifies all these sacrifices collectively, and it is through this term that the sacrifices have been connected with the Result, in the sentence ‘Darshapūrṇamāsādhyāṃ svargakāmāh yayēta’ [‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices’];—and from this it follows that the result follows from all the sacrifices collectively, not severally. For instance, when it is said that ‘The well should be dug by the village’,—inasmuch as the well-digging is laid down through the collective noun ‘village’, it is a single well that is dug by the villagers collectively, and each villager does not dig a separate well;—the same should be the case with the text in question.

SŪTRA (2).

[Objection]—“The purpose verily should vary with each act, like auxiliary details.”

Bhāṣya.

“There is no such universal rule as that ‘whatever is related to a collective term pertains to the components collectively’; because some such thing may pertain to them severally also; e.g. when such expressions are used as ‘Gaṇāya snānam’ (‘Bath for the clan’), ‘Gaṇāya anūlēpanam’ (‘Sandal-paste for the clan’), such auxiliary details as ‘sandal-paste’ and the like, even though spoken of in connection with the collective noun ‘Gaṇa’ (‘tribe’), is not connected with the components of the tribe collectively,—it is, on the other hand, connected with each individual member of the clan; so that the Bathing and the Sandal-paste are repeated with each member. Thus then, the reason put forward,—being related to a collective term—cannot prove either that ‘like auxiliary details, the Result should vary with each component sacrifice’, or that ‘like the well, it should be common to all’.—It is necessary therefore to bring forward some other reason which would lead definitely to one conclusion.”

This reason is set forth in the following Sūtra:
SŪTRA (3).

AS SUCH IS NOT THE INJUNCTION, IT CANNOT BE SO.

Bhāṣya.

In the case in question the Result is not enjoined in reference to the sacrifice, in the sense that 'one should perform the sacrifice with heaven';—in fact, it is the sacrifice that is enjoined in reference to the Result, in the sense that 'one should attain heaven by means of sacrifice'.—Why so?—The injunctive affix in the word 'yajēta' ('should sacrifice') enjoins the sacrifice by direct denotation, while it could enjoin the Result only indirectly through Syntactical Connection; and so long as Direct Denotation is possible, Indication through Syntactical Connection cannot be admitted; as what is expressed by Direct Denotation is the more important of the two.

"What would happen if the Result were enjoined?"

If the Result were enjoined, then what is signified by the root 'yajati' (i.e. the sacrifice) would be merely referred to: as there cannot be any connection between two things when both are enjoined or predicated;—this reference could be only to the Āgnēya and other sacrifices which happen to be spoken of in close proximity to the sentence; now these sacrifices have been laid down as independent of, and separate from, each other; so that the Result could be related to them only severally.—On the other hand, if it is the sacrifice (signified by root 'yajati') that is enjoined and predicated, then the Āgnēya and other sacrifices come to be enjoined by means of a collective name as to be performed for the purpose of securing the Result;—and when they are thus enjoined, their collective character, which is pointed out by their proximity to each other, becomes duly significant and emphasised; specially as there is no reason why it should not be significant.

"If the sacrifices are enjoined and predicated, then they cannot be qualified by the name 'Darsha-Pārāṇamāsa', as there can be no qualification for what is enjoined or predicated; the reason for this being that the qualification also cannot but be enjoined, and there can be no connection between two enjoined things."

What is the need for a 'qualification' here at all?—when as a matter of fact, in close proximity to the Āgnēya and other sacrifices whose detailed form is clearly laid down, there appears the sentence 'one should perform the Darsha-Pārāṇamāsa sacrifices', where no detailed form is perceptible, which fact leads to the conclusion that the term 'yajēta' ('perform sacrifices') clearly denotes the group (of sacrifices, Āgnēya and the rest).

"In that case why should the term 'darshapārṇamāsa' be there at all?"

It may be regarded as useless; and as such a mere reiterative reference; just like the assertions—'The divinity Indra has rained', 'The Ātithyā ends with the Idā-Cake', 'One does not perform the Anuyājas'.

Or, it may be more reasonable to take what is indicated by Syntactical Connection to be what is enjoined by the sentence in question; if what is directly denoted were taken as 'the enjoined, then the term 'darsha-
pūrṇamāsa' would become superfluous (as just shown); on the other hand, if what is expressed by Syntactical Connection is taken to be enjoined, then the term ‘darshapūrṇamāsa’ comes in useful as a qualification. As for the Sacrifice, even though it is already known as bringing about (the result), yet it is mentioned again; and the cognition of the Sacrifice is due to the fact that the term ‘darshapūrṇamāsa’ denotes a Sacrifice; so that in this case there is nothing that is superfluous. For this reason we conclude that this latter is the more reasonable view of the case.

SŪTRA (4).

'INASMUCH AS THE 'AUXILIARY' IS SUBSERVIENT TO ANOTHER, —AND THERE IS INJUNCTION OF IT,—IT SHOULD COME IN WITH EACH ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL FACTORS.

Bhāṣya.

As for the agreement (put forward under Sū. 2) that it would be ‘like auxiliary details’;—an auxiliary (like the Sandal-paste) is always enjoined as subserving the purposes of something else, in the form of embellishing the Person; in this way it serves a visible purpose; any other explanation would involve the necessity of assuming an invisible (transcendental) result. Thus then, the ‘clan’ or ‘group’ would come to serve the purpose of characterising the person; and it is quite capable of characterising the person, through its connection with him. Now, as a matter of fact, what is connected with the action, is not the characterising, but the characterised, factor; for instance, in the case of the sentence ‘Bring in the white-robed man’, where the ‘white robes’, which are mentioned as characterising the man, are not connected with the action of ‘bringing up’; in the same manner, in the case in question, the clan or group will not be connected with the act (sacrifice); it is only the persons that would be so connected. It is for this reason that auxiliaries like sandal-paste and the rest vary with each principal factor.
ADHIKARAṆĀ (2): All the subsidiaries operate collectively.  

Bhāṣya.
In regard to the subsidiary details of a sacrifice, we proceed to consider the question—Do subsidiaries operate collectively? Or severally?  
On this question we have the following Pūrvapakṣa:

SŪTRA (5).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“In the case of subsidiaries however, as there is diversity of words, there should be distinct results, as in the case of sacrifices.”  

Bhāṣyā.
As in the case of the main sacrifices, there is a single result following from them collectively,—not so in the case of subsidiaries; in the case of subsidiaries there is a distinct purpose served by each, so that there is a distinct result following from each of the subsidiaries.—Why?—Because there is diversity of words; i.e. because there are distinct injunctions;—e.g. the subsidiary sacrifices have been enjoined as separate from each other, by such distinct mutually independent injunctions as ‘Samidho yajati’, ‘Tanūnapātam yajati’ and so forth; as such, these subsidiaries require distinct purposes to be served by each of them severally, not collectively; as no such collective functioning has been anywhere spoken of.—For this reason these subsidiaries are recognised as related to distinct purposes,—as in the case of sacrifices;—i.e. just as in the case of the sacrifices enjoined separately, each of them is recognised as related to a distinct result.”

SŪTRA (6).

[Siddhāṇta]—In that case, there is a difference of purpose; in this case, on the other hand, as the purpose served is one and the same, all should be regarded as ‘one act’.  

Bhāṣya.
In the case of sacrifices, it is only right that there should be distinct results; as in their case actual texts have spoken of distinct results—Desiring Brahmic Glory, one should offer cooked rice to Sūrya’, ‘Desiring offspring, one should offer the cake baked on eleven pans to Indra-Agni’.—In this case (of subsidiaries) however, the purpose served is one and the same,—i.e. all the subsidiaries serve the same one purpose, of helping the principal act; it is with a view to supplying the requisite help that the subsidiaries have been laid down; thus all of them serve one and the same purpose.
"If all of them serve the same purpose, they should be treated as so many optional alternatives."

The answer to this is going to be given under Sūtra 17 below, where it will be shown how the case cannot be treated as one of option.

The conclusion therefore is that, inasmuch as all the subsidiaries serve one and the same purpose, their result must be one only.

SŪTRA (7).

"On account of the diversity of words, it cannot be so";—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above (under Sūtra 5) that—"inasmuch as there are distinct injunctions relating to the subsidiaries, there should be distinct results following from them". This has got to be refuted; it has been refuted already by showing that they actually serve one and the same purpose.

"It cannot be refuted thus. It is quite possible for all the subsidiaries to help the Principal Sacrifice and yet serve distinct purposes; just as the several active agencies—Nominative and the rest,—help the action and yet each agency serves a distinct purpose."

[If that refutation will not refute it] then it may be refuted as follows—If the sentences speaking of the Samit and other subsidiary sacrifices laid down their performance,—the sense being that 'the Samit sacrifice should be performed', 'the Tanūnapāt sacrifice should be performed',—then there could arise the desire to find out the purpose served by them; and this desire, when arising, would naturally arise separately in regard to each sacrifice. As a matter of fact however, it is not the performance that is laid down; it is merely the form of the sacrifices that is described—'such and such a sacrifice comes in here'—"Why so?"—Because there is no ending in the sentence in question expressing actual performance, and because the performance has been laid down elsewhere—"Where else has the performance of these been laid down?"—We shall show that under the next Sūtra.—Thus then, if there is no desire to find out the purpose served by the subsidiaries, whence could there be any purposes?—Where too any diversity among them?

SŪTRA (8).

Inasmuch as the performance (of the main acts) is for purposes of action, there should be the same idea (in connection with subsidiaries also), because these are for that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

When the performance of the main sacrifices is laid down, the same idea should be there with the subsidiaries also; i.e. the performance of the
subsidiaries also should be regarded as declared by that same declaration which has laid down the performance of the principals,—i.e. the declaration ‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifices’.— Why so?—Because it is for purposes of action, i.e. for the purpose of actual operation. As a matter of fact, it is for the bringing about of the result that the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifices have been laid down, the sense being that ‘one should bring about heaven by means of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā’.—On this there arises the desire to know—how this is to be done?—This desire is fulfilled by the injunctions of the Samit and other subsidiary sacrifices—‘one should perform the Samit sacrifice’, ‘one should perform the Tanūnapāt’, ‘and this brings about the desired result’.—“Why should there be this idea?”—Because these are for that purpose; i.e. these injunctions of the Samit and other subsidiaries are for that purpose,—being, as they are, required by it,—specially because they have no results of their own, and have been mentioned in close proximity to a sacrifice which is spoken of as leading to a particular result.—In fact, this (performance of the subsidiaries) constitutes the ‘Procedure’ of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifices in the fulfilment of their result;—without the procedure, the injunction of a sacrifice cannot be effective; hence what is actually enjoined is the performance of the main sacrifice along with its procedure. Thus it is established that the performance of the subsidiaries is enjoined by that same text which enjoins the performance of the main sacrifice. Such being the case, it is only right that the subsidiaries also should be regarded as enjoined under one and the same name; so that, just as there is only one result from all the main sacrifices by reason of their being connected with one name, so should it be in the case of the subsidiaries also.

Sāya.—“This cannot be right.”—Why?

SŪTRA (9).

“Because the injunction of the Performer relating to the main sacrifice and that relating to the subsidiaries are for different purposes.”

Bhāṣya.

“The injunction of the Performer relating to the main sacrifice is ‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifices’;—that relating to the subsidiaries is ‘He should perform these sacrifices along with their subsidiaries’;—these two are for different purposes; i.e. the injunction of the main sacrifice is for the purpose of obtaining the Result, while that of the subsidiaries is for the purpose of accomplishing the main sacrifice. In fact, all main sacrifices have to be enjoined in regard to the Result, and to be referred to in regard to the subsidiaries;—but it is not possible for both injunction and reference to be done at one and the same time;—consequently it is not possible for one and the same text to enjoin the main sacrifices as well as their Procedure. So that the subsidiaries cannot be included under the injunction of the main sacrifices.”
Answer—What has been said under Sū. 8 is not objectionable, it is quite right.
"How so?"

SŪTRA (10).

Because every activity is preceded by the word.

Bhāṣya.

‘Ārambha’, ‘activity’, is synonymous with ‘vyāpara’, ‘operation’, and ‘kriyā’, ‘bringing about’. What is laid down by the sentence in question is the performance of the sacrifice,—the injunctive verb ‘yajēta’ meaning that ‘one should bring about Heaven by means of sacrifice’, which means that one should operate, act, for the purpose of obtaining Heaven;—it is not known, however, what this operation is;—now in close proximity to the said injunction, we find a series of actions, the reinstallation of the Fire and the rest, mentioned;—hence because the information is wanted and because the actions happen to be mentioned in close proximity, it is understood that these are the actions constituting the operation by which the sacrifice brings about Heaven. In this way the injunction of this operation (which is the Procedure) does not involve any syntactical split.

Or, there need be nothing incongruous in the same injunction laying down the main sacrifices in regard to the Result, and the subsidiaries in regard to the main sacrifices.—“How so?”—What the sentence lays down is the fulfillment of Heaven by means of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, which is something not already known, and the same sentence also declares the same along with particular details; just as in the case of the text, ‘Etasyai va rēvatiśu vāravantiyam agniṣṭomasāma kṛtvā pashukāmo yajēta’ [which lays down the main sacrifice and also its particular details].

From all this it follows that the performance of the subsidiaries is enjoined by that same text which lays down the performance of the main sacrifice.
ADHIKARAṆA (3): The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa and other sacrifices should always be performed along with all their subsidiaries.

Bhāṣya.

What is going to be considered is—When the Agnihotra and such other acts are performed, are they to be performed along with only a few of their subsidiary details, or with all subsidiary details?

"Of this inquiry, how much has already been done?"

Under Sūtra 6. 3. 1, the consideration was concentrated upon the essential and compulsory acts, laid down in such texts as ‘One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa as long as one lives’,—and it was in reference to this life-long (hence essential, compulsory) performance that it was considered whether it is to be done along with all the subsidiaries, or not?—[and the conclusion arrived at was that it is not necessary to perform all the subsidiaries, only so many may be performed as one may be able to perform].—What we are going to consider on the present occasion is the same question in regard to such performance of the sacrifices as are undertaken for the purpose of acquiring a definite result,—in accordance with such texts as ‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa’; the question being—whether this (voluntary, prospective) performance of the sacrifice that is laid down by this text is to be done like the performance of the compulsory Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa (with only such subsidiaries as one may be able to perform),—or all the subsidiaries should be performed.

On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—

SŪTRA (11).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"It may be completed with a single subsidiary, its requirements being fulfilled thereby; as in the case of different sacrifices; among those admissible, it would be as in the case of the ‘Uttarā’ (later ones)."

Bhāṣya.

"The sacrifice may be completed—performed—even with the help of a part only of the subsidiaries.—Why?—Because its requirements are fulfilled thereby; the need for information regarding the procedure that arises on being told that 'for the purpose of obtaining heaven, one should perform
the *Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa*, is supplied even by means of a single subsidiary,—
the procedure to be adopted is that one should perform the *Samit sacrifice*;
similarly it might be supplied by two or three subsidiaries; the performer
shall obtain the benefit of as many subsidiaries as he may be able to
perform.—*Just as in the case of different sacrifices—Saurya, Āryamaṇa, Prājā-
patya, Nairṛta and the like,—the performer obtains the results of just those
sacrifices which he is able to perform.*—The mere fact of all the subsidiaries
being mentioned in proximity to the main sacrifice does not mean that all
the subsidiaries have to be performed.—*Among those admissible, it would be
as in the case of the ‘Uttarā’ (later ones);—there is the text, ‘With speech
controlled, he milks three cows, then giving up the speech-restraint, he
separates himself and milks the later ones in silence’; and in this case, the
performer milks as many cows as he possesses, and the needs of the term
‘uttarā’ (‘later ones’) becomes duly filled by it;—similarly in the case in
question, the performer may perform as many subsidiaries as he may be
able to do."

**Sūtra (12).**

*Objection to the Pūrvapakṣa*—‘IT CANNOT BE SO, AS THE RESULT
CANNOT FOLLOW’,—IF THIS IS URGED (AGAINST THE
Pūrvapakṣa) [then the answer of the
Pūrvapakṣin is as in the
next Sūtra].

*Bhāṣya.*

*Objection to the Pūrvapakṣa*—If it is your view that sacrifices with
subsidiaries may be performed along with a part only of those subsidiaries,—
then that cannot be so.—Why ?—In that case the result cannot follow; i.e.
unless a man performs all that has been laid down for the person desiring
heaven,—‘the man desiring heaven should do this’,—the said result
(Heaven) cannot follow; because the declaration that ‘One desiring heaven
should perform this sacrifice’ means that all those rites of Fire-installation
and the rest should be performed which have been laid down.

**Sūtra (13).**

*Objection answered by Pūrvapakṣin*—‘NOT SO; BECAUSE OF CONNECT-
TION WITH THE SACRIFICE; HENCE THE PURPOSE WOULD
NOT INVOLVE ANY INCONGRUITY IN THE
DECLARATION.”

*Bhāṣya.*

“It is not right that a deficiency in the subsidiaries should lead to
deficiency in the Result.—Why ?—*Because of connection with the sacrifice;
as a matter of fact, the result is connected with the main sacrifice,—not with the subsidiaries,—as is clear from the text—‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūryāmāsa sacrifices’; the subsidiaries come in only as needed by the main sacrifice; and this need can be satisfied even by a single subsidiary, as already pointed out above.—Such being the case, the purpose,—i.e. (a) the help accorded (to the main sacrifice) by the subsidiaries, as also (b) the result, in the shape of Heaven and the like,—would not involve any incongruity in the declaration; that is to say, if the Darsha and Pūryāmāsa sacrifices were taken as serving the purpose of bringing about the result, this would not be incompatible with the declaration ‘Darsha-Pūryāmāsābhāyām svaryakāmāḥ’ (‘Desiring to obtain heaven by means of the Darsha-Pūryāmāsa sacrifices’); and the Samit and other subsidiaries also, if regarded as helping the said two sacrifices, would not be incompatible with the declarations laying down these subsidiaries.—From this it follows that the absence of subsidiaries does not necessarily mean the absence of results.”

SŪTRA (14).

[Objection to the Pūrvapakṣa]—‘On account of there being only one text [it cannot be as suggested in the Pūrvapakṣa]’;—if this is urged (against the Pūrvapakṣa) [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If it is your view that “the result follows from the Darsha and Pūryāmāsa (the main sacrifices), not from the Samit and other subsidiaries”;—then this cannot be right;—why?—because there is only one text: there is one text which lays down the performance of the Darsha-Pūryāmāsa and of the subsidiaries,—this text being ‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha and Pūryāmāsa sacrifices’;—it is this text that has laid down the connection of the Result; what reason then is there to show that the Result follows from the Darsha and Pūryāmāsa, not from the others (e.g. the subsidiaries)?

SŪTRA (15).

[Objection answered by the Pūrvapakṣin]—“Not so; because the purposes are distinct; if they were equal, there would be no ‘subsidiary character’ at all.”

Bhāṣya.

“It is only the Darsha and Pūryāmāsa sacrifices,—not all the subsidiaries,—that are connected with the Result.—How do you know that?—What
we learn from the text—‘Desiring heaven one should perform the Darsha-
Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices’—is that the means of securing Heaven are the Darsha-
Pūrṇamāsa, not the Samit and other subsidiaries; these latter come in
only by reason of the needs of the former sacrifices; the ‘need’ is that
of the procedure—in what manner should Heaven be brought about by
means of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice?—there is no need of the means or
instrument, as this has been already pointed out by the term ‘darsha-
pūrṇamāsābhyaṃ’. From this it follows that the Samit and other sub-
sidiaries have no connection with the result.—In fact, if these subsidiaries
were connected with the result, they would be equal to the Āgnēya and
other main sacrifices; and being thus equal, their subsidiary character it-
self would disappear; and in that case the assertion itself—that ‘there may
be performance of the main sacrifices along with a part of the subsidiaries
also’—would become impossible.”

[Another explanation of Sūtras 14 and 15.]

Some people read Sūtra 14 as ‘aikakarmyāt’ [‘On account of there being
only one action’] (instead of ‘aikashabdyāt’, as above);—according to these
people, the meaning of the two Sūtras taken together is as follows—If it is
your (Pūrvapakṣin’s) view that “the subsidiaries are performed only for the
purpose of equipping the main sacrifices with subsidiaries, and hence
all (main sacrifices and subsidiaries) should be taken as one act, so that
only one subsidiary may be performed, and with that one alone, the
main sacrifice would become ‘equipped with a subsidiary’,” [so far is
the representation of the Pūrvapakṣin’s idea], [then follows the refuta-
tion of this idea in Sūtra 15]—this cannot be so;—why?—because the pur-
poses are distinct; i.e. the help rendered by the several subsidiaries is distinct;
if the main sacrifice is equipped with only one subsidiary the help rendered
to it is small, whereas if it is equipped with several subsidiaries the help ren-
dered to it is large.—How do you know this?—If they were equal, there
would be no subsidiary character at all; if the help rendered by one and
that rendered by several subsidiaries were the same, then only one would
be the subsidiary to the main sacrifice, and the others would not bear the
subsidiary character at all; i.e. they would cease to be subsidiaries; and
in that case, the declaration of these would be meaningless.—It would
not be right to regard these as optional alternatives;—this is what is ex-
plained in the following Sūtra. From all this it must be concluded that
when there is a larger number subsidiaries, there is a larger result.
SŪTRA (16).

[Siddhānta]—(a) Inasmuch as the injunction is a single declaration,—(b) as they have not been enjoined by turns,—(c) as they have been spoken of as constant factors,—(d) as their use indicates their admissibility all at once,—they should come in exactly as declared,—like the ‘Nivīta’;—consequently the performance of all should be undertaken.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that only a part of the subsidiaries may be performed; in fact, there should be performance of all the subsidiaries;—why?—because the Injunction is a single declaration; the performance of the subsidiaries has been laid down by the single declaration ‘One should perform the Darsha Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices’; and, as already explained above, the performance of the subsidiaries is due to the needs of the main sacrifice; now, are these needs supplied by all those operations consisting of fire-installation and the other subsidiaries? Or by only some of these? It cannot be the latter,—why?—because they have not been enjoined by turns; as a matter of fact, the subsidiaries in question have not been enjoined by turns; i.e. it is not said that ‘in some cases, one should perform the Samit and in another case, the Tānūnapātī’; they have, on the other hand, been laid down as constant factors; and as they have been spoken of so should they be correlated to the needs of the main sacrifice.—It might be argued that—“Even though all have been spoken of as constant factors, it may be that only some of them are needed by the main sacrifice.”—But that cannot be right.—Why?—Because their use indicates their admissibility all at once; i.e. by virtue of their use, which consists in the help rendered to the main sacrifices, the subsidiaries should come in all at once, like pigeons in their covers; and there can be no differentiation as to this one coming in and that one not coming in;—hence all should come in.—They should therefore come in exactly as declared, like the ‘Nivīta’; in the case of the text ‘The Priests operate with cloth worn in the Nivīta form’, as no particular priests are differentiated, all the Priests operate with cloth worn in the Nivīta form’, on the ground that they are all in touch with the performance;—it should be the same with the case in question also, and hence the performance of all should be undertaken.

SŪTRA (17).

In this way would the injunction of the act be fulfilled.

Bhāṣya.

It is only when it is done as above that the number of oblations laid down in the following text becomes compulsory, not optional—
There are fourteen oblations at the Paurṇamāsa and thirteen at the Darṣha.

SŪTRA (18).

IN THE CASE OF DIFFERENT SACRIFICES, THERE IS REPEATED DECLARATION.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sūtra 11) that it should be as in the case of different sacrifices.—In the case of ‘different sacrifices’ it is only right that there should be separateness; because after the declaration of the Sāurya sacrifice—‘Desiring Brahmic glory, one should offer cooked rice to Sūrya,’—there is another declaration of the Aindrāgna sacrifice—‘Desiring offspring, one should offer the cake baked on eleven pans to Indra-Agni.’—‘What if it is so?’—It is because this is so that it is understood that these sacrifices are to be performed independently of each other, and not jointly; and that because it is only after the complete injunction of the former sacrifice that there follows a separate injunction of the latter sacrifice.—In the case in question, however, by reason of the fact that the injunction of the whole set is a single declaration, the only right course is that all the subsidiaries should be performed together collectively; and hence there is no analogy between this case and that of ‘different sacrifices’.

SŪTRA (19).

IN THE CASE OF THE ‘Uttarā’ (‘later ones’), AS THERE IS NO DECLARATION, AND AS THE PURPOSE IS SERVED BY THE PARTICULAR DETAILS.—IT FOLLOWS THAT IN MILKING ONE’S COWS ONE SHOULD DO AS ONE PLEASERS.

Bhāṣya.

It has been asserted (in Sū. 11)—“among those admissible it could be as in the case of the Uttarā (later ones)”—It is only right that in the case of the ‘later ones’, one should milk as many cows as one possesses;—because there is no declaration; i.e. in this case the milking of the ‘later ones’ has not been enjoined, it has been only referred to;—why?—because the conjunctive sentence has served its purpose by laying down the particular details—of resuming speech and so forth; and as such, it has not the capacity to lay down the milking of the ‘later ones’; in fact, if this also were enjoined (by the same sentence), there would be a syntactical split.—As for reference, it is always to something that is already known to be
admissible; and the needs of the situation imply that there should be milking of as many cows as one possesses, which also implies that there should be no milking of cows not belonging to the performer.—"But how can there be a milking of all the cows one may possess (during a sacrificial performance)?"

—This we are going to explain later on, under 11. 1. 49.—From all this it follows that one may milk as many as one pleases; one should milk as many cows as one happens to possess.
ADHIKARANA (4): 'Prospective' acts may be repeated over and over again.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to 'prospective' sacrifices [sacrifices laid down as to be performed for the obtaining of a definite reward], there arises the following question—Is the prospective sacrifice to be performed only once? Or may it be repeated again and again by a person desiring a larger reward?

On this question, the Siddhānta is as follows:—

SŪTRA (20).

IN THE CASE OF A SACRIFICE, THERE SHOULD BE RESULTS FOLLOWING FROM EACH PERFORMANCE, AS IN THE CASE OF AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS,—BECAUSE THEY ARE BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE PERFORMANCE.

Bhāṣya.

In the case of a prospective sacrifice, there should be a distinct result following from each performance of it,—because results are brought about by the performance; as a matter of fact, results are brought about by the performance of the sacrifice.—“How do you know this?”—Before the performance of the act, the result is not there;—if it were there already, there would be no need for the performance of the act;—that it comes after the performance is learnt from the Vedic text;—what does not exist before the act, and comes after the act, is regarded as brought about by that act;—as in the case of agricultural operations,—i.e. grains are brought about by agricultural operations.—Under the circumstances, if what is not already there is brought about by the sacrifice, then this should be so again and again, as in the case of grains.

SŪTRA (21).

THUS TOO THERE WOULD BE A JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PARTICULAR POSITION ASSIGNED TO THE PERFORMANCE, BY VIRTUE OF ITS BEING SOMETHING TO BE DONE.

Bhāṣya.

It is only when this is done that it is possible for the actions when performed repeatedly to be assigned a particular position; and then alone would texts like the following be justified—'Of these, for those who perform the sacrifice first, Gauḥ is the Atirātra; for those who perform it for the second time, it is Āyus'; such expressions as 'performing first' and 'per-
forming a second time' are possible only when there is repeated performance.—From this it follows that one may repeat the sacrifice as often as one likes.

SŪTRA (22).

[Pūrvapakṣa argument against Siddhānta—continued]—"But it should be once only; as the purpose is fulfilled thereby,—as in the case of Subsidiaries."

Bhāṣya.

"As a matter of fact, the Prospective Sacrifice should be performed once only;—why?—because the purpose is fulfilled thereby,—i.e. the purpose of the injunction is served by the single performance of the sacrifice; and when it has been so fulfilled, there can be no need for doing it again.—

'What is the purpose of the Injunction? '—It is the result accruing to the performer of the sacrifice, and the result accruing to the performer of the Homa-offering.—'How so? '—The act to be performed is spoken of by the verbal root in such injunctive verbs as 'yajāta' ('should sacrifice'), 'jāhuyāt' ('should pour oblations');—the performer is spoken of by the affix in the verb; as between these two, the performer is the predominant, and the action, the subordinate, factor;—there being the general principle that the basic root and the affix conjointly express what is denoted by the affix; such use also as 'pachati dēvadattaḥ', where the nominative comes after the verb, is possible only when the performer is the predominant factor; it is for this reason that the result is spoken of as accruing to the performer of the sacrifice and the performer of the Homa. The man has become such a performer of the sacrifice and of the Homa by doing the acts only once;—under the circumstances, any second or later performance would be entirely useless,—the purpose having been already fulfilled,—as in the case of subsidiaries; i.e. the subsidiaries are performed only for the purpose of making the Main Sacrifice equipped with subsidiaries, and when this is accomplished by the single performance of the subsidiaries, these are not repeated; and it should be the same in the case in question also."

SŪTRA (23).

[Pūrvapakṣa argument—concluded]—"Such is the signification of words in ordinary life also."

Bhāṣya.

"In common parlance also, the signification of words is the same; when, for instance, it is said 'Bring fuel,' the man asked to do so brings it only once, not again and again."
ADHYĀYA XI, PĀDA I, ADHIKARĀNA (4).

SŪTRA (24).

[Pūrvapakṣa arguments refuted]—In fact, in the relationship in question, one should be understood to do as he pleases;—as there is no declaration; in the injunctions there could be only general declarations.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, it cannot be that in the matter of the relationship between the act and the man seeking for reward, the man should undertake the act once only; he should be understood to do as he pleases,—he may do the act once or several times; if he desires large rewards, he would do it several times; while if he is contented with a small reward, he would do it only once.—Why so?—Because there is no declaration; i.e. what is declared in the sentence is not the result accruing to the performer of the Sacrifice or of the Homa.—As for the principle that 'the basic root and the affix jointly express what is denoted by the affix', this is true only of such names (nouns) as are based upon the presence of some action,—e.g. 'cooker', 'chopper' and the like;—in the case of Verbs, neither the Agent nor the Action is the predominant factor; the predominant factor in all verbs is Being, and as such what it expresses is the Being (coming into existence) of something; as what is required is a number of contributory causes possessed of this Being;—so that when the verb 'yajēta' ('should sacrifice') is there, it is required to know—(a) by what one is to sacrifice—(b) for what purpose,—and (c) how. In case the performing Agent were the predominant factor, as there would be no action to be done, there would be no need to find out its contributory causes. For instance, in regard to the term 'Cooker,' one does not need to know—by what—for what purpose—and how. In fact, what is expressed is the Being or bringing into existence of the Result, not of the Action; as the Action is spoken of with the Instrumental Ending,—as we find in the case of such expressions as 'Udbhidā yajētā,' 'Balabhidā yajētā'. If the Action were meant to be what is brought into existence, then it should have been spoken of with the Accusative Ending.—It is Heaven which is the result desired to be attained; as it is this that is spoken of along with the term 'Kāma' ('Desire'), in the compound 'Svargakāmāḥ' ('Desiring heaven'). Thus the meaning of the injunction comes to be this—Desiring heaven, one should bring about this heaven by means of the Sacrifice; what is to be brought into existence is clearly something not already extant; as what is already extant cannot be brought into existence. If then, a non-existing thing has to be brought into existence, it could be brought about again and again; as we find in the case of agricultural operations. Hence we conclude that when a man is seeking for a result, he should repeat, as often as he pleases, the act calculated to bring about that result. If there were any rule whereby the act should be done once only,—then in the case of the in-
SHABARA-BHāṣYA:

junction of the Gauḥ (as the Atirātra)—'Of these, those who perform the Sacrifice for the first time, etc.,'—these sentences would have to be regarded as optional alternatives to the sentence 'Perform the sacrifice for the second time'; and this would involve a syntactical split, the construction necessitated being—'Those who perform the sacrifice for the second time, for these, the Gauḥ, Cow, is the Atirātra' (which would be absurd).

SŪTRA (25).

IN THE CASE OF SUBSIDIARIES, IT IS SO ON ACCOUNT OF THERE BEING A SINGLE 'WORD'.

Bhāṣya.

As for the argument (urged in Śū. 22) that "it should be as in the case of subsidiaries,"—in the case of subsidiaries, it is only right that they should be performed only once,—as there is a single word; i.e. in that case there is a single 'word' (text) laying down the main sacrifices and the subsidiaries,—the subsidiaries being included by the requirements of each case; as we have explained already; and these requirements are met by the subsidiaries once for all; hence there is no reason for these being repeated again and again.—In the case in question, however, the action (Sacrifice) in question is productive of the Result which has not been in existence; and hence there is no incongruity in a fresh result appearing after each performance; so that the reason put forward is found to be fallacious and hence there is no analogy to the case of subsidiaries.

SŪTRA (26).

IN ORDINARY LIFE, THE ACTION IS DETERMINED BY THE NEED.

Bhāṣya.

It has been urged (under Śū. 23) that "it would be as in ordinary life"; but in ordinary life, the action is determined by the need; so that if there is need for it, the man brings the fuel repeatedly even though he has been told to bring it only once,—and even though told to bring it repeatedly, he brings it only once (if the needs are met by it),—and even though told to bring fuel, he may not bring it at all (if he finds that all the fuel needed is already there).—In the case in question, however, where matters are determined by verbal texts, the action undertaken has to be in strict accordance with the texts; hence the example of 'ordinary life' is not germane to the point at all.
Adhikaraṇa (5): ‘Threshing’ and such acts have to be repeated till the Rice is obtained.

Sūtra (27).

The actions are subservient to the purpose,—and the purpose is perceptible; hence the actions should be regarded as completed only on the accomplishment of the purpose.

Bhāṣya.

In the case of actions with a visible purpose,—such as are laid down in the texts (a) ‘Threshes the vṛihī corn’, (b) ‘Pounds the rice’, and so forth,—the performance should be repeated (a) till the Rice is obtained and (b) till the Flour is obtained.—Why so?—Because in these cases, the purpose to be served (the result to be obtained) is a perceptible one,—in the shape of Rice and Flour; it is these that are needed; as what has got to be secured is the Cake (which cannot be got without the Rice and the Flour). Hence it is understood that the performance of the acts (of Threshing and Pounding) is for the said purpose only. Under the circumstances, if the act of Threshing were abandoned after once raising the pestle and letting it fall upon the grains,—or if the pounding were abandoned after once rubbing the pounding stone up and down,—then the purpose to be served by these acts would not be accomplished at all. Hence the actions should be regarded as completed only on the accomplishment of the said purpose, i.e. they should be repeated till the Rice and the Flour have been secured.
Adhikaraṇa (6): Such 'Threshing' and other acts as are meant for bringing about 'unseen' results should be performed only once.

Sūtra (28).

Where the mere act is enjoined, and there is no visible result, the action would be complete by doing exactly as laid down.

Bhāṣya.

In a case however where no visible result is effected,—e.g. in the case of the injunction 'Filling the mortar of Udumbara wood with all kinds of herbs he threshes the grain, and places it therein',—the obtaining of Rice is not what is meant,—there being no injunction of any such thing as the Cake for which the Rice would be required;—hence, in this case, the single performance of the act fulfils the purposes of the injunction, and there need be no repetition of it.—There are some people however in whose opinion the action of 'Threshing' stands for that raising and letting fall of the mortar which brings out the Rice; and according to these people, even in the case cited, the act has to be repeated till the Rice is obtained.—This opinion, however, is not a sound one; because we find the term 'threshes' ('avahanti') used even where there is no rice concerned; e.g. in such expressions as—'Kāṣṭhayavahanti', 'Kīṃvamavahanti'.—Nor can such usage of the term 'avahanti' be treated as figurative; as there is nothing to distinguish it from the other use of it; as in both cases etymologically the term 'avahanti' is understood to signify the act of Threshing only; nor is the term as a whole (apart from its etymology) known to have any other signification. As a matter of fact, in most cases the term is used in the sense of that threshing which brings out Rice. Hence the opinion (of some people) referred to must be wrong.
ADHIKARANA (7): Subsidiaries like the 'Prayāja' should be performed only once.

Bhāṣya.

With reference to the Prayāja and other such subsidiaries, we proceed to consider the following question—Should these be performed only once? or should there be repetition, even though no such repetition has been enjoined?

In accordance with the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Sūtra, the answer to this question is that there should be only one performance.

As against this Siddhānta, there is the following Pūrvapakṣa:

SŪTRA (29).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"If the act is repeated, there would be largeness in the result by inference—as in the case of sacrifices."

Bhāṣya.

"There should be repetition;—why?—because when there is repetition, larger results follow.—'How do you know that?'—By inference.—'What is that Inference?'—It is this—Before the performance of the Subsidiary there was no help rendered to the Main Sacrifice,—such help comes about after that performance,—hence it is concluded that the help has been rendered by the Subsidiary;—and if it is so done, then the Subsidiary should be performed again and again;—as in the case of sacrifices; i.e. just as in the case of such sacrifices as the Saurya and the like, the result is brought about by the Sacrifice and hence the repetition of the Sacrifice brings about larger results,—so should it be in the case in question also."

SŪTRA (30).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be only once; because the incentive is one only.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the subsidiary should be performed once only, not repeatedly;—"why?"—because the incentive is one only; the only incentive to the performance of subsidiaries consists in the help that they render to the main sacrifices.—"What is it?"—It is that whereby the main sacrifices bring about the result.—Now this help having been rendered by the subsidiary performed once, the main sacrifices, thus helped, bring about the results; so that there need be no further performance of the subsidiary. If, on the other hand, the help has not been rendered, then there is all the less reason for its repetition; because when the subsidiary has not rendered any help in its first performance, what hope can there be that it will render it when performed again?
SŪTRA (31).

If there were uncertainty, then there would be no limitation of the extent of the sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

If there were uncertainty,—as to the subsidiary being performed once or several times,—then there could be no such limitation of the extent of the sacrifice as we find asserted as a settled fact, in the declaration—‘There are fourteen offerings at the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice, and thirteen at the Darsha’;—Even if there were such a statement, it could be only partly true; and that would militate against the exact form of the sacrifice.—Hence there should be no repetition.

SŪTRA (32).

Inasmuch as the result is brought about by action, there would be diversity of results in the case of sacrifices.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (in Sū. 29) that “it should be as in the case of sacrifices”.—But in the case of sacrifices, it is only right that there should be repetition; because the result is brought about by action; in the case of sacrifices, the result is brought about by the undertaking of the act; so that by another undertaking, another result would be brought about.—In the case of the subsidiary, on the other hand, the only well-defined result is that it should render the main sacrifice capable of bringing about the desired result; and if this has been done by a single performance, there need be no other performance;—so that the reason put forward is found to be fallacious; and hence the citing of the example of ‘sacrifices’ is not right.

SŪTRA (33).

[Objection]—“It is not so: the repetition is positively useful; the repetition would be useless if the purpose served were one and the same; as in the case of ‘Eating once’; there is however no limit to the purpose served, and inasmuch as it serves the purpose of inciting efficiency in the main sacrifice,—there should be no restriction.”

Bhāṣya.

Says the Pūrvapakṣin—“It has been argued (by the Siddhāntin) that the purpose having been served by the single performance, a repetition would be useless.—Our answer to this is as follows:—The repetition, of the whole host of subsidiaries, is positively useful,—and such repetition is not useless.—How so?—The repetition would be useless if the purpose served
were one and the same; i.e. if the repeated performance of the subsidiary served the same purpose as its single performance, then the repetition would be useless;—just as in the case of ‘eating once’; the eating, if repeated at once (immediately after the first eating), brings about the same satisfaction (no more or less); and hence it is not repeated.—In the case in question, however, there is no limit to the purpose served; i.e. there is no such idea as that ‘the subsidiary renders just this much of help’;—‘But there is the idea that it renders just as much help as enables the Main Sacrifice to bring about the result’.—True, that is so; but inasmuch as it serves the purpose of inciting efficiency in the main sacrifice, there should be no restriction; i.e. the Subsidiary is meant for inciting that efficiency in the Main Sacrifice which leads to the accomplishment of the result;—this result of the Main Sacrifice can have no limit;—being larger when the help rendered by the subsidiaries is larger, and smaller when the help is smaller. If the subsidiary is repeated, the help rendered by it is certainly larger,—as it is the effect of that; hence there should be no restriction—as to the performance of the subsidiary being once only or repeated.”

SŪTRA (34).

[Pūrṇapakṣin’s answer to Siddhānta argument in Sū. 31]—“On account of separateness, there would be limitation on the basis of the injunction.”

Bhāṣya.

“It has been argued (by the Siddhāntin in Sū. 31) that repetition would be incompatible with the statement of the exact number of oblations.—The answer to this is that on account of the separateness of the help rendered, it is only reasonable that there should be repetition; the statement of the precise number of oblations can be a mere reiterative reference; and this reference is to the injunctions of the oblations,—of fourteen oblations at the Pañchiśrī, and of thirteen at the Darṣk;—so that the precise number mentioned cannot pertain to the oblations, it can pertain figuratively only to the injunctions of the oblations.”

SŪTRA (35).

[Siddhāntin’s answer to the Pūrṇapakṣa objections]—In reality, there should be no repetition, as the declaration of procedure is one only, and all have been enjoined simultaneously,—as the action has no result of its own;—and yet it is performed, as it helps the Main Action.

Bhāṣya.

In reality there should be no repetition of the subsidiaries;—why?—because the declaration of procedure is one only; i.e. there is only one declara-
tion of the subsidiaries and the main actions;—and this being only one, they are all enjoined simultaneously; the form of the injunction being—'one should perform such and such a sacrifice along with its subsidiaries';—such being the case, the sacrifice having become equipped with its subsidiaries, through the single performance of these latter, there can be no need for performing them again.—"But there would be larger help rendered by the repeated act."—If the subsidiaries were to render invisible help, then, in that case the possibility of larger help could be inferred; as a matter of fact, the help that the subsidiaries render is the visible one of rendering the Main Sacrifice 'equipped with subsidiaries'; and this 'equipment with subsidiaries' remains just the same even when there is repetition,—and it is this, that is related to the Result;—the injunction being that 'one should perform the sacrifices along with subsidiaries', not that 'one should perform the subsidiaries'; the only purpose served by the subsidiaries is that they bring about the said 'equipment' in the main sacrifice.

The above explanation of the Śūtra is open to the following objection:—At the time that the Prastāyas (subsidiaries) are performed, neither the Main Sacrifice nor the resultant Āpūrva is there;—at the time that the Main Sacrifice or the resultant Āpūrva is there, the Prastāyas are not there;—so that, at the time that the Śāmit and the rest are there without the 'unseen' factor, the 'Equipment of subsidiaries' is not there; how then could there be any help (rendered by the subsidiaries)?—Further, if the Sacrifice were the only factor in the subsidiaries, and there were no Āpūrva,—then it would mean that there is nothing, no General Law, to indicate the performance of the Īṣīs and the Paśhubandhas as subsidiaries of the Soma-sacrifice. When there is no Āpūrva, there is no need for the Procedure; and the procedure of the Sacrifice itself being already known, no procedure would be indicated by any General Law;—and this would not be compatible with the following declarations—(a) 'For him there are a hundred Prastāyas';—(b) 'One offers the Samiṣṭayājus';—(c) 'Having offered the Paridhis, he offers the Hāriyajana'.

In view of these objections, the Śūtra should be explained as follows:—There should be no repetition of the subsidiaries, as the declaration of procedure is only one; there is only one declaration of procedure relating to the subsidiaries and the Main Sacrifices; and as this is one only, there is simultaneous injunction of the whole set of subsidiary and main sacrifices;—of the main sacrifices, there is no repetition,—why?—because what has been laid down in the text 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa' is fulfilled by the single performance of the Main Sacrifices (like the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa);—and when the purpose of the injunction has been accomplished, the result invariably follows; so that there can be no need for repeating the sacrifice. Similarly in the case of subsidiaries also, when they have been performed once, the injunctions of those have been fulfilled;—those having been fulfilled, the result that had been understood as following from the subsidiaries, should be regarded as accomplished; and such being the case, any repetition of it would be useless.—As for the argument that the repetition would
bring about larger results,—that cannot be right; the help rendered by
the subsidiaries is effective in the bringing about of that result which
follows from the Darsha-Pārnamāsa sacrifices,—and not in the appearance
of any fresh result; if a fresh result were brought about by the subsidiaries,
that would be the result of the subsidiaries themselves; as a matter of
fact, however, subsidiaries have no results of their own; all that they
do is to render some sort of an imperceptible help to the main sacrifices in
the bringing about of their results;—this help having been rendered by
the first performance, there can be no largeness of results due to the
repeated performance of the subsidiaries.

SŪTRA (36).

[Objection]—"Really there should be repetition; as
'singleness of performance' has been spoken of
in connection with 'chopping', 'sprinkling'
and 'slicing'."

Bhāṣya.

"Really there should be repetition of the subsidiaries.—Why?—Because
(a) in connection with the Pitṛyajña, we read—'The grass is chopped
once';—(b) in connection with the Anuyāja, it is said 'Sprinkles the
Paridhis once';—(c) in connection with the Svistakṛ, it is said—'From the
second half, one slices once'.—All these declarations would have some sense
only if there were repeated performance of subsidiaries (in other cases).—
From this it follows that there should be repetition."

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection answered]—In reality, there should be no repetition;
as (in the cases cited) it has got to be specially mentioned.

Bhāṣya.

On account of reasons already adduced, there should be no repetition
of subsidiaries.—It has been argued that ‘the declaration of ‘singleness'
in connection with Chopping, etc., indicates that there should be repetition
in other cases’.—Our answer to this is as follows—Even when there
is no repetition of subsidiaries, Singleness has got to be declared in
connection with the Chopping, etc., because at the Darhā-Purūṇamāsa
the grass used is that Chopped repeatedly, and as this is the archetype
of the Pitṛyajña, at this latter also the grass would appear to be ‘repeatedly
chopped’; it is with a view to exclude this possibility that the singleness
of the chopping has got to be emphasised.—Similarly in connection with
the Prayājas, the sprinkling has been laid down as to be done ‘thrice’;—
the same would come in at the Anuyājas also; hence with a view to
exclude this ‘threelfoldness’, it is necessary to stress the singleness.—
Similarly 'Two slicings' having been laid down without special reference to any sacrifice, the same becomes admissible at the *Śvātakṛt* also; hence in order to exclude this, *singleness* has got to be emphasised.— From all this, it follows that it is not reasonable to deduce that there should be repetition simply from the declaration of 'singleness' in connection with 'chopping', 'sprinkling' and 'slicing'.
ADHIKARANA (8): The Plural number in terms like 'Kapiñjalah' stands for Three: 'Kapiñjala-nyāya'.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text — 'Vasāntāya kapiñjalah ālabhatī' ['Sacrifices the Kapiñjala-birds to Vasanta'].—In regard to this, we consider the following question—should three or four or five birds be sacrificed, by option? or should only three be sacrificed? On this question, the Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:

SŪTRA (38).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"As the plural number makes all admissible, there should be option."

Bhāṣya.

"The animals should be sacrificed optionally.—Why?—Because all are admissible; all the several numbers are made admissible by the presence of the Plural Number; i.e. all the numbers are equally expressed by the Plural ending; as it is so used everywhere.—It is impossible to adopt all the numbers simultaneously; hence there should be option (among the several numbers signified by the Plural ending).

"Objection—'This would involve the absurdity that the same term would have several denotations, which cannot be right.'—Answer—True, it is so; but this contingency has to be adopted, as there is no way out of it.—'If it is admitted because there is no way out of it, then it should not be admitted if there is a way out of it; there is, however, this way out of it—that the Plural ending be taken as really standing for Three and as applying to Four and other numbers by reason of the presence in these of Three.'—This cannot be right; if the Plural ending really denoted Three, then there could be no such expressions as 'chatvāro brāhmaṇāḥ' ('Four Brāhmaṇas') [where the Plural ending in 'brāhmaṇāḥ' appears along with the number Four]; as, ex hypothesi, the word 'brāhmaṇāḥ' would mean Three Brāhmaṇas, while the word 'Chatvārah' would mean Four; and there can be no co-ordination between 'Three' and 'Four'; and there can be no such assertion as 'Four is Three.'—So also with the other numbers.—'The said co-ordination would be possible figuratively; just as in the case of the expression Nyagrodhak Kśetram (The Banyan-tree is the field); Three will indirectly (figuratively) indicate Four, by reason of concomitance.'—That may be so; but indirect (figurative) indication would have to be admitted.—'What can be done? It will have to be admitted, as there is no way out of it.'—But so long as there is a way out of it, it should not be admitted; and there is this way out of it that the Plural Number denotes plurality, and as all the numbers in question (Three onwards) are plural, the required co-ordina.
tion would be direct (not figurative).—"If Plurality were so understood as expressed,—what would be that plurality?"—Plurality would be increase, aggregation, excess.—"How?"—The root 'bhāmai' which denotes increase drops the nasal 'm' (according to Uṇḍi-Sūtra, I. 29), and it is from this root that the term 'bahu' is derived; 'bahu' thus means increased, in excess;—all these numbers, Three onwards, are in excess, and hence expressed by the term 'bahu'.—"This bahu in the sense of in excess, is a relative term; what is in excess in relation to one thing or number would be not-in-excess in relation to another".—True, that is so; where a thing is in excess in relation to one thing is never not-in-excess in relation to that same thing. For instance, the 'Northern' Kuru-Country is so called in relation to the 'Southern' Kuru-Country; but that does not mean that there is no other Country to the north of the former; and yet, as having a fixed correlation, the country does not abandon its 'Northern' character. Similarly 'Three' and the higher numbers are 'bahu' ('plural') in relation to 'Two', and they never cease to be 'plural'.—"But how do you know that the plurality of Three and the rest is in relation to Two?"—Answer—There is such relationship only among things of the same kind; when for instance, it is said that 'Devadatta is strong', what is meant is, not that he is powerful in relation or comparison to the Elephant or the Lion, but in relation to things of the same kind, that is, men. Similarly a Number can have Plurality only in relation to a Number; this correlation cannot be with 'one'; because there is no plurality perceived in two things;—Plurality however is actually perceived in all the numbers, from Three onwards; from this it is concluded that plurality is in relation to Two.

"This Plurality is what is expressed by the Plural Number (in 'Kapini-jalān').—"How?"—Because it is present when the other is present and absent when the other is absent; for instance, in 'Three' onwards, the Plurality is there, and so is the Plural Number,—while in 'Two' and 'One', there is no Plurality and no Plural Number. In fact, it is only in this sense that the name 'Bahuwachana' ('Plural Number') becomes applicable (the term 'bahuwachana' exactly meaning 'expressive of many'). To the same end is the declaration of authoritative persons—'Bahuśu vachanam' [The plural number is used when there is a plurality of things'] (Pāṇini 1. 4. 21).—If 'three' were all that was expressed by the Plural Number, then the authoritative person should have used the words 'Triśu bahuwachanam' [The Plural Number is used when there are three things']; as this would have been simpler and more definite.

"From all this it follows that the birds spoken of are 'many' as in relation to 'two'; and it is established that Plurality subsists in the numbers 'Three' and onwards.—In this way no term would have more than one meaning; and as all numbers would be included under 'many', there would no indirect figurative indication anywhere.

"It might be argued that—'when only three is meant' the Plural Number alone is used without any additional word (as in Brāhmaṇaḥ, or Kapini-jalān ālabheta), while when it stands for four or more, it is accompanied by another word, as 'chatvāro brāhmaṇaḥ', (Four Brāh-
maṇas).—This however would not be true; as in the case of Three also, we find the additional word—e.g. ‘Trayo lokaḥ’ (‘Three Regions’), ‘Trayo vědāḥ’ (‘Three Vedas’). If the Plural Number, without an additional word, denoted ‘Three’, then there would be no such discussion as the present one, in regard to the exact signification of the sentence ‘Vasantiya kapinjalaṇ alabheta’; just as in regard to this same sentence we do not proceed to discuss whether what are to be sacrificed are Kapinjalas, or peacocks or pigeons;—and why?—simply because we are sure that neither peacocks nor pigeons are denoted by the term ‘Kapinjala’. Similarly in the case in question, if we were sure that the Plural Number denotes three, and no other number, then, as in the former case, there need be no discussion at all’.

SŪTRA (39).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—‘But such use is actually found’,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].’

Bhāṣya.

‘It might be argued that—The Plural Number is actually found to be used in the sense of Four onwards;—in such expressions as Four Brāhmaṇas; hence the present discussion becomes necessary.’

[The answer to this as follows]

SŪTRA (40).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—‘So also in the present case.’

Bhāṣya.

‘In the case in question also, the term ‘Kapinjala’ is found used in the sense of the Pigeon and the Peacock; for instance, when a large pigeon is described, it is said ‘This is a Kapinjala, not a pigeon’; similarly when a small peacock is described, it is said ‘This is a Kapinjala, not a peacock’.’

SŪTRA (41).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—‘That is figurative use’,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].’

Bhāṣya.

‘Says the Opponent—In the cases cited, the term ‘Kapinjala’ is used figuratively; and no questions can be raised regarding the figurative use of words’.

[The answer to this is as follows]—
SūTRA (42).

[Āraṇa—concluded]—"So also in the other case."

Bhāṣya.

"In regard to the other case,—that of the expression 'Four Brāhmaṇaś'—it has been pointed that it is a figurative use of the Plural Number; and so no question can be raised against the figurative use of words.

"Then again, what is expressed by the number (Singular, Dual, or Plural) is that number which is related to the thing denoted by the basic noun,—as in the word 'brāhmaṇaḥ';—or, in some cases, it is the denotation of the basic noun itself that is expressed by the Number,—as in the case of the words 'ekāḥ' (One), 'dvau' (Two); the number Three however is not denoted by the basic noun (in the expression 'chatvāro brāhmaṇaḥ'); nor is it the number related to it; hence no such expression as 'Chatvāraḥ' can be possible.—It might be argued that—among four, three also comes in as its part; and the Plural Number would be in relation to that three'.—But two also is included in Four, and so also is one; so that the Dual Number and the Singular Number also might as well be used. For all these reasons, we conclude that the Plural Number is used in regard to Four, not because it includes Three, but because Four itself is Plural. Thus then, the conclusion is that all numbers, from Three onwards to Parārtha (the highest conceivable number), are denoted by the Plural Number; and when all are denoted by it, the expression 'Kapiṇjaḷāṇ ālabhēta' must mean the sacrificing of all these number of birds; consequently, there must be option."

SūTRA (43).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, it should be restricted to the very first; this can be passed over only when there is special reason for it.

Bhāṣya.

It should be restricted to the very first,—i.e. to Three [which is the first number to be signified by the Plural Number].—"Why so?"—Because when one takes up Four, he cannot but take up Three, for the simple reason that the Three are included in the Four. So that when these have been taken up,—what the word ('Kapiṇjaḷāṇ') expresses has been taken up; i.e. what has been asserted by the words 'Kapiṇjaḷāṇ ālabhēta' is the sacrificing of a plurality of birds,—and a plurality of birds have been sacrificed when three have been taken up and sacrificed.—Under the circumstances, the 'Three' can be passed over only when there is special reason for it; i.e. if there were some special reason why one should not do quite what is expressed by the words, and why the number 'Three' must be passed over, then alone could it be passed over (and a larger number taken up);—as a matter of fact however, there is no such special reason;—hence it must be restricted to Three.
"The desire for larger results would be the reason (for sacrificing a larger number of birds)."

It is not so; it is only in cases where several alternative courses are laid down,—of which some are simple and some elaborate,—that it is inferred, from the very fact of the more elaborate course having been laid down, that it would be conducive to larger results; as in the case of the passage—'One cow should be given,—six may be given,—twelve may be given,—twenty-four may be given'.—In the case in question, however, there is only one alternative laid down—the sacrificing of a plurality of birds; and this is as applicable to Three as to Four and higher numbers; so that if one were to abandon the simple course of sacrificing only three birds, and adopt the more elaborate course of sacrificing four or more birds, he would not deserve any larger results; as there is no difference in the denotation of the words of the text (as pertaining to Three or to Four and the rest). For instance, when 'it is said Pashumālabhēta' ('one should sacrifice an animal'), if one were to sacrifice a very large or a very valuable animal, he could not obtain any higher result. In fact, if one were to go beyond what is actually enjoined (in the expression 'Pashumālabhēta' or 'Kapiṇjalān ālabhēta') and sacrifice a larger number than what is precisely laid down, with a view to secure more meat for himself,—he would certainly be incurring a sin, if there were sin involved in killing animals at sacrifices; even if there were no such sin involved, the man would come to be looked down upon by all cultured men as 'killing animals with a view to secure more meat for himself, even after having fulfilled the behests of the injunction.'

From all this it follows that only three Kapiṇjala birds should be sacrificed.

SŪTRA (44).
WE FIND OTHER TEXTS ALSO INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

A text in another connection also indicates the same conclusion that has been established by reasonings. This text is—'(1) Kṛṣṇā yāṁyāh, (2) avalipta raudráh, (3) nabhorūpāh parjanyāh, (4) tēśāmaindrāṅgo dashamaṁ'—If each of the first three always stands for only three, then alone can the Aindrāṅga be the tenth; otherwise (if the former stood for more than three) then the assertion of the Aindrāṅga being the tenth would be only partly true.—From this it follows that the number must be restricted to Three.

SŪTRA (45).

(A) ALSO BECAUSE IT IS ONLY THUS THAT THERE WOULD BE APPROXIMATION TO THE ARCHETYPE; (B) ALSO AS IN THE PREVIOUS CASE.

Bhāṣya.

(A) The archetype is the animal-sacrifice to Agni-Soma, where the number is one only; which is what would be admissible in the case in
question, under the General Law; so that there is approximation to this number one, if the number Three is adopted; the adoption of any higher number would remove it further from the archetypal number 'one'.

(B)—There is the following indicative text also, found in connection with the Gṛhamādhiya—'Odānānuddharati', and then later on, the term 'madhyamasya' ('the middle one') is used without any other word, which shows that what is meant is the 'middlemost' from among Three; in the case of higher numbers, we always find an additional word, 'Pañchānāṁ madhyamaḥ' ('middlemost of five,') 'aṣṭānāmmadhyamaḥ' (middlemost of eight).
Adhikaraṇa (9): In the case of the injunction 'Uttarāḥ dohayati', there should be milking of all the cows.

Sūtra (46).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"In the case of the 'later ones', it cannot be as many as one may possess; because the injunction must lay down what is not already known."

Bhāṣya.

There is milking of cows for preparing the Curd-Butter-Mixture;—in connection therewith, it is declared—'Having milked three cows, with speech controlled, one should give vent to speech and without touching them, milk the later ones'. ['Vāgyatātīrce dohayitvā vissastavāk ananvārībhya uttarā dohayati'].

The question that arises is—Is this an injunction? or a mere reiterative reference?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that—"Laying down something not already known, it must be regarded as an Injunction; a mere reiterative reference would be useless".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:

Sūtra (47).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should be done with as many as one may possess; the injunction being of something else, the words in question should be taken as reiterative reference.

Bhāṣya.

The sentence 'He milks the later ones' should be regarded as a reiterative reference, not an Injunction; because there is an entirely different Injunction here in the form of the clause 'Should give vent to speech, without touching them'. This being an injunction, if the sentence in question also were an injunction, then there would be syntactical split—(a) 'should milk the later ones', (b) 'should not be in touch with them'.

Question—"Where has this 'milking of the later ones' been previously enjoined—to which the text in question is a reference?"

[The answer to this is given in the following Sūtra]—

Sūtra (48).

Because wholesale milking has been enjoined.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the wholesale milking of the cows has been enjoined in the following text—'Nāsyaitām rātrim payasā agnihotram jhuyāt,
kumārāścha na payo labhēraṇ” [‘On this night milk shall not be offered at the Agnihoṭra, nor shall the boys get any milk’] [which means that all the milk is to be held back in order to facilitate wholesale milking].

Objection—“This sentence contains only the prohibition of giving milk to the boys”.

Answer—There is no visible purpose served by the prohibiting of giving milk to the boys; so that (if the sentence is taken as a prohibition) it would be necessary to assume an unseen result.

“But under the other view also it would be necessary to have recourse to indirect (figurative) indication”.

Yes; but it is simpler to have recourse to a function of the words themselves than to assume an unseen factor. Hence the sentence quoted should be taken as enjoining the wholesale milking of the cows; this is what is indirectly indicated by the prohibition of milk (for the boys).

The milking of the ‘later ones’ (which are included in the wholesale milking) having been thus enjoined by this sentence, the words (‘milks the later ones’, ‘uttarāḥ dohayati’) must be taken as a reiterative reference to that same milking.

SŪTRA (49).

ALSO BECAUSE A LARGE QUANTITY IS REQUIRED.

Bhāṣya.

There is the mantra—‘Bahudvapāhī indāṣya, dēvēḥyo haviḥ’ (where a large quantity of milk is spoken of); and this would be saved from being only partially true only if all the cows were milked; and the large quantity is always dependent upon the capacity (of the man).

SŪTRA (50).

FURTHER, IN CONNECTION WITH THE AGNIHOTRA, THERE IS THE RULE REGARDING THE USE OF BARLEY-GRAUEL, WHICH IMPLIES WHOLESALE MILKING.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agnihoṭra, we read—‘Nāsyaitām rātrim payasāgnihoṭram jāhuyāt, yathānayasyai dēvatāyai dadyāt tādṛk tat syāt, yavāgva jāhuyāt’ [‘On this night, one should not offer milk at the Agnihoṭra... one should offer Barley-gruel’]; this shows that all the milk has to be kept for making the Curd-Butter-Mixture.

SŪTRA (51).

SO ALSO THERE IS THE PROHIBITION OF MILK FOR THE BOYS.

Bhāṣya.

This has been already explained above (see, also, under 11. 1. 19.).
SŪTRA (52).

There is also the all-embracing indicative text which connects it with the deities after having connected it (with men and calves).

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘Vatsabhyaśchā ha vā śtā manasyābhyaśchā purā āpyāyayante, athaitarhi devaḥya evaita āpyāyayanti’ [‘At first, they satisfy the calves and the men, then the same satisfy the deities’];—this text indicates the milking of all.—How so?—What the text says is that ‘Those same that originally satisfied the calves and the men, later on, satisfy the deities’;—and what satisfies the calves and the men is (the milk of) all the cows;—hence this text is indicative of the milking of all.
Adhikaraṇa (10): Though the 'Agnēya' and other main sacrifices are distinct from each other, the 'Āghāra' and other minor acts in connection therewith are performed 'in common'.

Bhāṣya.

At the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, the Āgnēya and the rest are the main sacrifices,—of these, the 'Āghāra' and the rest are subsidiaries.

In regard to these latter, we proceed to consider the question—Are these subsidiaries to be performed separately in connection with each of the main sacrifices? or, are they to be performed in connection with all of them 'in common'?

In this connection, what has been already discussed under Śūtras 11. 1. 29. et seq. [is that the subsidiaries are to be performed only once]. But the question discussed and settled there was in regard to the entire Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifices; while on the present occasion, it is going to be considered in regard to each of the (six) main sacrifices (that constitute the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā).

On this question this Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—

Śūtra (53).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—'INASMUCH AS THE SUBSIDIARIES ARE SUBSERVIENT TO THE MAIN SACRIFICES, WHEN THERE IS DIVERSITY OF MAIN SACRIFICES, THERE MUST BE DIVERSITY IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SUBSIDIARIES'.

Bhāṣya.

In the performance of the subsidiaries, there must be diversity,—i.e. the performance should vary with each Main Sacrifice;—and with each Main Sacrifice, there should be a distinct performance of the subsidiaries—why?—Because they are subservient to the main sacrifices,—i.e. because they are subservient to a Principal; as a matter of fact, the subsidiaries are enjoined as serving the purposes of a Principal, in order to make the Principals equipped with subsidiaries;—and when the subsidiaries are connected with the Principals, it is not meant that they should be so connected all together; because what are enjoined are, not the Principals, but the subsidiaries; and no accessory of what is not itself enjoined by a sentence can be meant to be predicated by that sentence; e.g. in the sentence 'Graham sammārṣiti' ('washes the cup'), the singleness of the cup is not meant to be predicated [because it is not the cup, but its washing, that is enjoined in the sentence]. Such being the case, the connection of the subsidiaries should be made with each one of
the Principals separately; if they were performed only once, they would be connected with the Principals as a whole non-distributively; just like the connection of the Prāṇāniya and the Udayāniya with the Ėkādāshini (see above, Sūtra 10. 6. 6. et seq.).—It has been declared too (under Sūtra 11. 1. 16) that the connection should be made with all together, jointly.—From all this it follows that there should be a distinct performance of the subsidiaries in connection with each Principal (Main Sacrifice)

SŪTRA (54).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—“There would be disturbance of the order of sequence, if there were simultaneity”.

Bhāṣya.

“There is a certain order of sequence among the Main Sacrifices; and in that same order have they got to be accompanied by the subsidiaries;—if then the subsidiaries were performed only once ‘in common’ connection with all the main sacrifices, [this could be done only after all the Main Sacrifices had been performed], and this would mean that the Agniśomiyā (which is the second of the Main Sacrifices) would be commenced before the Āgnēya (the first of the Main Sacrifices) had become equipped with subsidiaries; and this would be a ‘disturbance of the order of sequence’ among the Main Sacrifices.—On the other hand, if the subsidiaries were performed separately with each of the Main Sacrifices, then the Agniśomiyā along with the subsidiaries would come in only after the Āgnēya had been completed along with the subsidiaries; so that there would be no disturbance in the order of sequence.

“Another party says—if the subsidiaries were performed in common, then, during the time that the Tanūnapāt (the second of the subsidiaries) is helping the Āgnēya (the first Main Sacrifice), the Samit (the first subsidiary) would be helping the Agniśomiyā (the second sacrifice); and thus there would a disturbance of the order of sequence in the help rendered.

“Further, such details as Āngārāpohana etc. and Samsparshi and the like are actually performed separately, in connection with each Main Sacrifice; and these details do not differ in any way from the Subsidiaries, Āghāra and the rest.”

SŪTRA (55).

[Siddhānta]—In fact, there should be simultaneity; because things standing on the same footing have been enjoined by the same text, and because we perceive no difference.

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘tu’ (‘in fact’) introduces a different view. It is not the right view that the performance of the subsidiaries should be different with each Main Sacrifice; as a matter of fact, there should be
simultaneity; i.e. there should be only one performance; and the subsidiaries, performed once, become connected with all the Main Sacrifices simultaneously;—because when the things (subsidaries) standing on the same footing, are laid down by the same text, we do not perceive any difference in the matter of their subserving the purpose (of the Main Sacrifices). All the subsidiaries stand on the same footing, as regards (a) their performer, (b) place (of performance), and (c) time (of performance);—(a) there are four Priests (as performers) at the Sacrificial Performances of the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa,—(b) ‘the level ground’ is the place laid down for the performance of those sacrifices, in the text ‘One should perform the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa sacrifices on level ground’,—and (c) the time for the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa has been laid down in the text ‘One should perform the Paûrṇamāsa on the Full Moon Day and the Darsha on the Moonless day’;—and it is going to be shown under Sū. 11. 2, 7 that the Place, Time, and Performer of the subsidiaries are the same as those of the Main Sacrifices.—Further, it is by means of a single text—‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pûrṇamāsa’—that the Main Sacrifices have been enjoined as leading to the Result.—‘What if that is so?’—What follows from this is that in bringing about the result, there is joint functioning (of the subsidiaries),—which means that the desire in the mind of the person desiring heaven is for performing the subsidiaries simultaneously, not for performing all of them with each one of the Main Sacrifices. In fact, if the Āghāra and other subsidiaries were performed with a desire to perform all, then we could perceive no difference in them,—standing, as they do, on the same footing, as having the same Performer, Place and Time,—as to whether they appertain to the Agnisomīya or to the Āgnēya; and yet it is possible for them to subserve the purposes of all; hence they do come to subserve the purpose of all, and consequently, they should not be repeated.

SŪTRA (56).

AS THEY WOULD BE SERVING ONE AND THE SAME PURPOSE, IT WOULD INVOLVE NO DISORDER.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sū. 54) that “if there is simultaneity, there would be disturbance of the order of sequence”.—Our answer to that is as follows:—As they would be serving one and the same purpose, it would involve no disorder; i.e. there would be no disturbance of the order of sequence;—“why?”—because they would be serving one and the same purpose;—it has been said already that the subsidiaries function jointly; so that they are performed together, not separately one by one; so that the performance of any one of them would serve no purpose at all;—and it is only when there is connection with each one of several things that there can be an order of sequence; hence in the performance of the subsidiaries, there can be no ‘order of sequence’; whence then could there be any ‘disturbance of the order of sequence’?
As for the disturbance in the order of sequence of the help rendered by the subsidiaries,—there also, the Āghāra does not help the Main Sacrifices as soon as it is performed, for the simple reason that at that time the Main Sacrifices themselves are not there (not having been performed);—it is only when all the subsidiaries have been performed, that the 'Unseen Forces' (set going by them) join together and render their help to the Main Sacrifices;—that the subsidiaries also function jointly has been shown under Sūtra 11. 1. 6. So that there is no disturbance of the order of sequence in regard to the help rendered by the subsidiaries.

SŪTRA (57).

There is also a text indicative of the same conclusion,—
says Kāmukāyana.

Bhāṣya.

There is also a text indicative of the same conclusion—that has been arrived at by means of reasoning,—so has thought the Teacher Kāmukāyana.—'What is that text?'—It is this—'There are fourteen oblations at the Paurṇamāsā sacrifice and thirteen at the Darṣaṇa'; if there were repetition, the number of oblations would not remain restricted to Thirteen or Fourteen.

As for the argument (urged under Sū. 54) that 'as in the case of the Saṃsparśa, so also in the case of such subsidiaries as are indirectly helpful, there may be repetition',—our answer is as follows:

SŪTRA (58).

In view of the General Principle, there may be sequence only in case of inability,—because an embellishment serves that purpose.

Bhāṣya.

There is the General Principle that 'subsidiaries functioning jointly should be performed together'; hence they should, as a rule, be performed together in all cases.—It is only in case of inability,—as in the case of 'Dharma—saṃsparśa',—that there may be sequence, and hence separate performance; for instance, a single performance of the Aṅgārāpohana cannot serve for the cooking of all things; nor would the pasting of one cake bring about the pasting of all the cakes;—because an embellishment serves that purpose; i.e. the Aṅgārāpohana has been laid down as an embellishment for the cooking;—it is for this reason that in the case of those subsidiaries which are directly and visibly helpful, they should be repeated with each Main Sacrifice; otherwise the sacrifice itself could not be accomplished. [But this cannot be so in the case of the subsidiaries in question, which are helpful only indirectly—through an intervening Apūrcva.]
SŪTRA (59).

[Objection]—"Even though 'untouched' [it should be repeated], as it is for that purpose".

Bhāṣya.

"The Āghāra and other subsidiaries, even though 'untouched', should be repeated with each Main Sacrifice.—'Why?—Because it is for that purpose; the special fact is clearly recognised that when something is done in close proximity to another, it is for the sake of this latter;—the subsidiaries beginning with the Āghāra and ending with the Ājyabhāga are close to the Āgnīeya, and those beginning with the Svistakṛt are close to the Agnīṣomīya;—this distinction is clearly perceived;—and so there must be difference among the subsidiaries. From this it follows that in close proximity to the Upāmāshuya and other sacrifices the subsidiaries beginning with the Āghāra are to be performed before, and those beginning with the Svistakṛt are to be performed after, the said Upāmāshuya;—such would be the distinction among the 'Samsparshi' details themselves."

SŪTRA (60).

[Answer]—In fact, it would be on account of capacity; like the lamp.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—"This special feature is perceived that the details appertain to that in close proximity to which they are found; and that hence there should be repetition".—This is not right;—why?—because of capacity;—they have the capacity to help all the sacrifices, even though they may be performed in proximity to only one of them;—like the lamp; when several Brāhmaṇas are dining, though the lamp may be placed near one of them, it would benefit all of them.—Hence we conclude that there should be no repetition.

SŪTRA (61)

[Pañcakṣa—reasserted]—"In ordinary life, it is determined by the needs of each case; where there is an injunction, it should be performed along with each Principal".

Bhāṣya.

"We have not hitherto answered the details of the Siddhāntin's argument; this is what is done now.—It has been asserted that it would be like the Lamp;—but that is not right; because in ordinary life, it is determined by the needs of each case, whether the lamp shall be lighted in one place or in several; if it is found that by being lighted in one place, it
illumines all, then it is lighted in one place only,—and if it does not illuminate all, it is lighted in several places. In this case the capacity of the lamp (to illumine or not to illumine all) can be perceived. In the case in question on the other hand, the capacity of details can be ascertained only by the Injunctions bearing upon them,—as to whether they do, or do not, help the Main Sacrifices; this cannot be determined by Perception. Injunction there is none, as to the subsidiaries helping any one of the Main Sacrifices; it is only through proximity that it is learnt that it helps that to which it is proximately placed.—Hence there should be repetition.”

SūTRA (62).

[Siddhāntin’s argument reiterated]—According to Kāmukāyana, there should be a single performance (of the subsidiaries); as otherwise, there would be incompatibility with the limitation fixed.

Bhāsya.

It has been pointed out (in Sū. 57) that the teacher Kāmukāyana holds the opinion that there should be a single performance, so that there may be no incompatibility with the limitation of the number of oblations fixed at ‘fourteen’ and ‘thirteen’.—What is the Pūrvapākṣin’s answer to that? This Sūtra is meant to recall a former argument.

SūTRA (63).

[Pūrvapākṣin’s answer to above] “The subsidiaries being subservient to another, the declaration of ‘single performance’ should be ignored”.

Bhāsya.

The term ‘vidhi’ here stands for the subsidiary, in the sense that it is what has been enjoined—‘vidhiyate iti’.

Says the Pūrvapākṣin—“The subsidiary being subservient to another,—when it has been found that when one act is done in proximity to another, it helps this latter, then it must follow that the performance of subsidiaries should be repeated; such being the case, the limitation of the number of oblations to ‘fourteen’ and ‘thirteen’ cannot be right. It may be that the assertion of ‘fourteen’ and ‘thirteen’ oblations—in the text ‘There are fourteen oblations at the Paurṇamāsa and thirteen at the Darṣa’;—is a merely figurative statement, and it cannot be treated as an injunction of the definite numbers; the real numbers being always indicated by the totality of the oblations offered;—it can be taken only as a reiterative reference;—such reference may be figurative; as it is always made to what is already known; and what is already known is
the number of the injunctions of the oblations, not of the oblations themselves; hence the sentence is a mere reference to these.”

SŪTRA (64).

[Pārcapakṣa argument answered]—There being no separation of context, there should be a single performance,—says Bādarāyaṇa; as in the case of injunctions.

Bhāṣya.

Bādarāyaṇa has held the opinion that there should be a single performance (in common) of the subsidiaries.—“Why?” Because there is no separation of context; there is one and the same context for all the Main Sacrifices, as they function jointly; this has been already explained above; and there is no idea as to the subsidiaries being subservient to any one of these sacrifices in particular.—It has been argued that “this relationship to a particular sacrifice is ascertained by the fact of the subsidiaries being performed in proximity to one of the main sacrifices”.—But this cannot be right.—“Why?”—The particular connection indicated by proximity—which means ‘Order of Sequence’,—is set aside by the indications of the ‘Context’ [which latter is more authoritative than ‘Order’];—as in the case of Injunctions; in the case of Injunctions (of the subsidiaries), by reason of the Context being the same, all the subsidiaries are treated as equally subservient to all the main sacrifices,—and not only to that particular one in proximity to which they appear,—and this for the simple reason that ‘Order’ is set aside by ‘Context’.—Further, the mere chance of their appearing in proximity to one cannot connect the subsidiaries with that one alone; because, in any case,—even if they were subservient to all,—they could appear in proximity to any one only [it is not possible for their being mentioned along with every one of them]. Hence no particular relationship can be determined entirely on the ground of proximity.—It follows from all this that the performance of the subsidiaries should be ‘in common’ (only once for all Main Sacrifices).

Bādarāyaṇa is mentioned with a view to commending the view, not to show that it is only one of several alternative theories.

SŪTRA (65).

“In some cases, it has been definitely enjoined,—hence it cannot be so (in all cases)”,—If this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

[Says the opponent]—“It is not right that there should be a single performance.—Why?—Because in some cases the single collective performance is laid down directly in so many words—‘Saha avaghnanti, saha
pisanti’ ['They thresh collectively, they pound collectively']; and it is only when the idea is there that ‘there should be no repetition in any case’, that this text can be taken as specifying that ‘such non-repetition, i.e. single collective performance, is right in this case only, not in any other case’.

The answer to this is as follows:—

SUTRA (66).

NOT SO; BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION HAS BEEN ACTUALLY LAID DOWN.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the text quoted should be taken as specificatory; it is only when something already recognised as to be done is reasserted that such reassertion can be taken as specificatory;—in the case of the text quoted (‘Saha avaghñanti, etc.’), collective performance is not already recognised as to be done;—how so?—because the offering in question has been laid down as to be done separately;—i.e. the offering has been laid down as to be performed separately in connection with the Āgniśya and Āgniṣomīya sacrifices; so that the ‘Threshing’ and ‘Pounding’ also in connection with these come to be recognised as to be done separately. Hence it becomes necessary to definitely enjoin the collective performance. From this it follows that the mere injunction of collective performance in one case need not mean that in other cases there should be separate performance.
ADHIKARAṆA (11): The First and Third 'Black-necked' animals are to be offered together.

Bhāṣya.

Somewhere in the Veda, we read—'Āgniyaṃ kṛṣṇagrīvanālabhēta, saumyam babhrum, āgniyaṃ kṛṣṇagrīvanā pudhāyāṃ spardhamānaḥ' ['One aspiring after Priesthood should sacrifice to Āgni a black-necked animal, the tawny one to Soma, the black-necked one to Āgni'].

In regard to this we consider this question—Should the offering of the first and third 'black-necked animals' be made together or separately?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—

SŪTRA (67).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"As already explained, there should be simultaneity in the case of things standing on the same footing, among whom there is no distinction perceived."

Bhāṣya.

"It has been already explained that in performance there should be simultaneity, in the case of things standing on the same footing, because they have been enjoined by one and the same word (Sū. 11. 1. 55). In the case in question, the two 'black-necked animals' being offered to the same deity, and hence both together, there is no difference perceived between them;—that they are to be offered together follows from the fact of both leading to the same result;—hence the offering of both should be done together."

SŪTRA (68).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—There should be separateness,—because there is difference in time, and because the injunctions are intercepted; in the injunction of particular things that same is the time for the offering.

Bhāṣya.

The right course is that the offerings should be made separately, not in common (the two together).—"Why?".—Because there is difference in time.—"Why difference in time?".—Because the injunctions are intercepted; i.e. the two injunctions of the offering of the 'black-necked animals' are intercepted by the injunction of the offering to Soma (of the tawny animal); now in accordance with the order of the injunctions, the offering to Soma should be done before one of the offerings of the
‘black-necked animals’, and after the offering of the other ‘black-necked animals’.—Under the circumstances, if the two offerings were made together, the said order of sequence of one or the other of the two offerings would be militated against;—if both offerings of the ‘black-necked animals’ were made before that of the ‘tawny animal’ to Soma, the authorised order of the second offering would be outraged; while, if both offerings of the ‘black-necked animals’ were made after that of the ‘tawny animal’ to Soma, the order of the first offering would be outraged.—From this it follows that the offerings should be made separately.

SŪTRA (69).

To the same end is the indicative text.

Bhāṣya.

The text is—‘Abhitah saumyam āgnīyau bhavatāh’ ['On two sides of the offering to Soma should come the two offerings to Agni'].

SŪTRA (70).

“IT IS AN INJUNCTION’;—IF THIS BE URGED, THAT IS NOT SO; BECAUSE IT IS ONLY THE ASSERTION OF THE EXISTING STATE OF THINGS.

Bhāṣya.

If it be held that the text quoted refers to the injunction of the offerings (where the two injunctions of the two Āgnīya offerings come on two sides of the offering to Soma),—this would mean the abandoning of the direct meaning of words.

From all this it follows that the two offerings should be made separately.

End of Pāda i of Adhyāya XI.
ADHYÄYA XI.

PADA II.

ADHIKARAÑA (1): The performance of the Āgnēya and other Main Sacrifices is to be ‘in common’, as regards Time, Place and Performers.

SŪTRA (1).

THE MAIN SACRIFICES HAVE THE SAME PLACE, TIME AND PERFORMERS, BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN ENJOINED UNDER A SINGLE NAME.

Bhāsyā.

At the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the Āgnēya and the rest are the Main Sacrifices.—In connection with these, (a) the place, (b) time, and (c) performers have been thus laid down—(a) ‘One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices on level ground’, (b) ‘On the Fullmoon Day one should perform the Paurṇamāsa Sacrifice and on the Moonless Day, the Darsha sacrifice’,—(c) ‘At the performance of the Darsha and Paurṇamāsa there are four Officiating Priests’.—Also in connection with the Chāturmāsya sacrifice—(a) ‘At the Chāturmāsya one should make the Vaishvadēva offering on ground sloping to the East’, (b) ‘One should make the Vaishvadēva offering during the Spring’, (c) ‘At the performance of the Chāturmāsya sacrifices, there are five officiating Priests’.

In regard to this we proceed to consider the following question—Are the Place, Time and Performers ‘Common’ to all the Main Sacrifices (composing the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa)? Or, are they different?

What has got to be specially considered in this connection is—Are the Place, Time and Performers auxiliaries to the Injunctions of the Main Sacrifices? That is—The Cake baked on eight pans is to be offered to Āgni’, and so forth being the injunctions of the Āgnēya and the other Main Sacrifices, are the Injunctions of place, etc.—‘should perform on even ground’ and the rest—supplementary to the said injunctions (of the Main Sacrifices),—the meaning being that ‘The Āgnēya and the other Main Sacrifices to be performed are such as should be performed on even ground, on the Fullmoon Day, etc. etc.’?—Or are the Place, Time and Performers part and parcel of the Performance?—that is part and parcel of that Performance of the Āgnēya and the rest which is undertaken for obtaining the results of those sacrifices?

“What would be the outcome of this consideration?"

If they are part and parcel of the Performance, then they should be treated as ‘common’; if they are auxiliaries to the Injunction of the sacrifices, then they should be treated as different (separate) with each of the sacrifices.
The most reasonable answer to this question that presents itself (as the Siddhānta) is as follows:—The Main Sacrifices have the same place, time and performers,—i.e. these are ‘common’ to all the Sacrifices.—This is the conclusion (put forward as the Siddhānta).—On the basis of this principle, they offer the following explanation—The Place, Time and Performers are part and parcel of the performance of the sacrifices.—“Why?”—Because there can be no performance apart from Place, Time and Performers; and when one thing is not possible apart from another, the latter is regarded as part and parcel of the former;—hence the Place, Time and Performers should be regarded as part and parcel of the Performance; and when they are part and parcel of the Performance, they must be held to be ‘common’ to all the Main Sacrifices.—“Why?”—Because they have been enjoined under a single name;—i.e. because they have been enjoined under a single name in the text ‘One desiring heaven should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifices’; it follows that the result following from them is one and the same; and when the result is one and the same, they should all be performed together;—so that we do not perceive to which one of the Main Sacrifices the said Place, Time and Performers appertain;—and when this is not perceived, it is only right that they should be regarded as ‘common’.—Thus we conclude that the Place, Time and Performer are ‘common’ to all the six Main Sacrifices.

SŪTRA (2).

[Paṇvapakṣa—argument against Siddhānta]—“If it were not auxiliary to the Injunctions, then the Sacrifices would be recognised as connected;—inasmuch as they serve the purposes of definition, and because it is an Injunction of the other factors, these should be connected with each of the main Sacrifices separately.”

Bhāṣya.

“If it were not auxiliary to the Injunctions,—i.e. if the injunction of the Place, etc. were not auxiliary to the Injunction of Sacrifices,—then the sacrifices, Āgniya and the rest, could be recognised as connected, without distinction, in common, with the Place, Time and Performers;—as a matter of fact, however, it is actually auxiliary to the Injunction of the sacrifices. [Hence there is no ground for the ‘common’ relationship].—‘How so?’—The Place, Time and Performers are taken as enjoined by the texts ‘The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa should be performed on level ground’, etc.—because they are not already known from any other source; and when these are what are enjoined by these texts, the term ‘Darsha-pūrṇamāsa’ (as contained in the text) should be regarded as merely referring to the Āgniya and other main sacrifices (composing the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa);—otherwise (if this were taken as an Injunction of the Darsha-Pūrṇa-
māsa), the single text would contain the injunctions of several things[thus involving a syntactical split]. If then, the text contains a mere reference to the Āgnīya, etc. their joint performance cannot be taken as meant to be signified; in fact, if it were meant to be signified, there would be syntactical split, the meaning being—(a) that the Place, etc. appertain to the Āgnīya and the rest, and (b) that these are to be performed together, jointly.—'Why so?'—Such texts as 'The Darṣa-Pūrṇamāsa should be performed on level ground' are capable of enjoining only the Place and other details relating to the Āgnīya and other Sacrifices; because they serve the purposes of definition; i.e. it is understood that the purpose they serve is the defining of the details (of Place, etc.);—the term 'darṣa-pūrṇamāsa' denotes a composite sacrifice, and the composite being for the purpose of defining (indicating) the components, can, through proximity, serve that purpose of defining them.—'But even so, there would be recourse to indirect figurative indication.'—It is better to have recourse to such indirect indication than to take a sentence as serving several purposes (having several meanings); as, if there are several meanings, there can be no expressiveness; while indirect indication makes it quite expressive; being, as it is, one of the well-recognised ordinary forms of expression.

"Further by Direct Denotation, the Place, etc. would be enjoined in regard to the composite sacrifice; as a matter of fact, however, there is no connection between Composite Sacrifice and the Place, etc.; the details of Level Ground and the rest are active agents; and an active agent is connected with the action, not with the qualifications of the action; so that, for this reason also, there should be indirect (figurative) indication; just as in the case of the text 'Paurṇamāsimahinmṛṣeḥ', ['One should touch the Paurṇamāśi'], the term 'paurṇamāśi' is taken as figuratively indicating the substance offered at the Paurṇamāśa sacrifice.

"Further, because it is an injunction of the other factors,—of Place and the rest,—they should be connected with each of the main sacrifices separately, as there are peculiar conditions perceptible which justify this conclusion.

"Question—'By what are the level ground and other details enjoined in regard to the Āgnīya and other sacrifices?'

Answer—"By the verbs in the texts—'Sāmē yajēta' ('should sacrifice on level ground'), 'Paurṇamāṣyām yajēta' ('should sacrifice on the Full Moon day'); the verbal root in the verb 'yajēta' refers to the sacrifice (already enjoined elsewhere) and in reference to this sacrifice the injunctive affix enjoins the level ground and other details; the performers also—who are spoken of, by the words 'he is unfailing', for the purpose of laying down the entire form of the sacrifice,—are enjoined by the same (injunctive affix).—Or, the Nominative Agent, even though not actually mentioned in the Third Person, is always understood as implied by the universal verb 'to be'."

This argument of the Pūrvapaksin is left unanswered here; and a different discussion is introduced.—'Why is it that before one discussion
has been concluded, another is started?"—The reason for this lies in the fact that at the stage at which the foregoing discussion has reached, there arises out of it a question which embodies the *Pūrvaṇa* of the new discussion; that is why it is introduced at this stage [though it is only the *Pūrvaṇa* that is stated here, the thread of the discussion being resumed much later, in *Sūtra* 7 below].
ADHIKARAṆA (2): The restriction of being performed ‘on level ground’ and the rest applies to the subsidiaries also.

SŪTRA (3).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“There should be no restriction in regard to the subsidiaries; as the restrictions have been laid down in reference to the Main Sacrifice.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the subsidiaries, we proceed to consider the question.—Do the same Place, Time and Performer appertain to these also? Or is there no restriction regarding these in the case of the subsidiaries?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“There should be no restriction in regard to the subsidiaries;—why?—because the restrictions have been laid down in reference to the Main Sacrifice;—it is with reference to the Main Sacrifices, Āgniya and the rest, that the ‘level ground’ and other details have been laid down as auxiliary to the injunctions of the main sacrifices; and as such they cannot apply to anything else. Hence (in connection with subsidiaries) there should be no restriction;—just as the Substance and the Deity that have been laid down in connection with the Main Sacrifices do not find place at the subsidiaries,—so also the Place, Time and Performer (that have been laid down in connection with the Main Sacrifices, should have no connection with the subsidiaries.)

[The answer to this Pūrvapakṣa and the consequent discussion is postponed to Sūtra 7, and] the text resumes the thread of the previous Adhikaraṇa, at the point left off (on p. 703 of the text),—and the following is the answer to the arguments of the Pūrvapakṣa (of the first Adhikaraṇa) under Sūtra (2).

SŪTRA (4).

[Siddhāntin’s answer to Pūrvapakṣa argument set forth in Sū. 2]—If the sacrifice had some connection with the injunction, then it might be as suggested; [but it is not so]; because they are enjoined under a single name and are connected with the main purpose.

Bhāṣya.

If the Āgniya and other sacrifices were connected with the Injunction of the ‘level ground’ and other details, then these details might
be taken as auxiliary to the Injunction of the main sacrifices; and in that case the 'level ground' and other details might have appertained to the main sacrifices separately and severally;—as a matter of fact however, the main sacrifices have no connection with the injunction of the details in question.—"Why?"—Because they are enjoined under a single name and are connected with the main purpose; that is, there is a single term ('darsha-pūrṇamāsa') denotative of the Āgniya and other main sacrifices taken collectively, and it is with this single term with which the 'Level Ground' and other details are connected by the text 'One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa on Level Ground'; and these are not connected with the terms 'Āgniya', etc. which are denotative of the sacrifices severally as mentioned in the text 'The cake baked on eight pans is Āgniya'. The Pārśvapakṣa view would involve the abandoning of directly perceptible connection with the sacrifices collectively and the adopting of the indirect one with the sacrifices severally; and this too only through indirect indication. If, on the other hand, the connection (of the details) is made with the main purpose, then both these incongruities become avoided.

"What is the 'main purpose'?"

It is the principal result, and the operation tending to accomplishing that result.

"What is that?"

The performance of the Āgniya and other main sacrifices.

"How is it known that the 'Level Ground' and other details are connected with the said performance?"

The answer to this is as follows:—The text 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices' declares that the performance of the Āgniya and other main sacrifices taken together is for the purpose of bringing about the result; if then, in connection with that same purpose, the 'level ground' and other details are enjoined again by Direct Assertion,—the sense conveyed would be that 'The Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices that one should perform, one should perform on level ground'; and this would not involve the assumption of any connection with the Main Sacrifices severally,—nor any recourse to Indirect Indication. Hence it follows that the injunction of the details (Level Ground, etc.) is in reference to the performance of the sacrifices; and this performance is common to all the sacrifices in question; as we do not perceive any peculiarity whereby it would pertain to any one of the sacrifices singly.—Thus we conclude that the Place, Time and Performer are 'common' (to the Āgniya and other main sacrifices).

SŪTRA (5).

THERE IS ALSO AN INDICATIVE TEXT POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

There is another text also which points to the same conclusion—'Ugrāṇi
ha vā ētāni ghorāṇi havinṣi yadamāvāsyāyām sambhirīyantē, āgniyaṃ pratha-
mam, aindrē uttarē"; the 'collecting', and the order of sequence herein spoken of are possible only when they are all performed at the same time. This also shows that the details in question are 'common'.

SŪTRA (6).

There is direct declaration of those, like that of the main sacrifices; (as the declaration of an action) is subservient to something else; also because there is no declaration of the action.

Bhāṣya.

For the following reason also the re-assertion should be taken as enjoining the performance.—"For what reason?"—There is direct declaration of the 'Level Ground' and other details,—like that of the Main Sacrifices.—"How?"—because the declaration of an action is subservient to something else;—i.e. the declaration of action (sacrifice) that we have in the word 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsābhyām' is subservient to something else, as the word contains the Instrumental Ending; and as this word is in co-ordination with the word 'Yajēta', the Yaji (sacrifice) also must be subservient to something else. Thus then, it comes to this—'One should accomplish something by means of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifice'.—Also because there is no declaration of the action; i.e. the action has not been declared, —what is to be done has not been declared; that is, the Main Sacrifice has not been declared; in its place there have been declared the 'Level Ground' and other details;—and inasmuch as these details have been declared in place of the Main Sacrifice, the 'declaration of these' has been spoken of (in the Sūtra) as being 'like that of the Main Sacrifice'; but those details themselves are not the main sacrifices.—Under the circumstances, if the text in question were taken to be a re-assertion of the declarations of Āgniya and other main sacrifices, then that would deprive them of the character of being a reiterative reference to their 'subsidiary character'; as their 'subsidiary character' is not spoken of in that text; in fact, all that the sentences do is to describe the mere origination of the details;—nor do they indicate anything to be accomplished, by virtue of which, and in relation to which, the said subsidiary character, even though not spoken of, yet implied,—could be taken as referred to.—In the injunction of performance, on the other hand, the subsidiary character also becomes declared, as also the Result, as what is to be accomplished. Hence the text in question should be taken as the re-assertion of that injunction of performance.—From all this it becomes established that the details in question are 'common'.

[Here ends Adhikarana (1); and the next Sūtra resumes the thread of Adhikarana (2), the Pūrvapakṣa only of which was set forth under Sūtra 3, but left unanswered.]
SŪTRA (7).

[Siddhānta of Adhikarana (2)]—In fact, the subsidiaries should be taken as laid down along with the Main Sacrifice, because that is the process; hence there should be sameness of place.

Bhāṣya.

The following is the answer to the Purvakṣa in regard to the Subsidiaries set forth above (under Sa. 3),—which was left unanswered. When it is settled that the place and other details are part and parcel of the performance, then there comes up the following final Siddhānta, which is therefore set forth after the said conclusion.

It has been argued that,—“in regard to the subsidiaries, there can be no restriction regarding Place, Time and Performer”.—This is not right; as a matter of fact, in regard to the subsidiaries, there must be restriction regarding Place, Time and Performer,—as consisting in the ‘level ground’, ‘the Full-moon and Moonless days’ and ‘the Four Priests’.—“Why so?”—Because the subsidiaries also should be taken as laid down along with the Main Sacrifice, which has been laid down for the bringing about of the Result,—“How so?”—Because that is the process; i.e. the performance of the subsidiaries constitutes the process, whereby the Main Sacrifices bring about the Result; the term ‘vidhāna’ (in the Sūtra) stands for the process, the procedure. Hence it is that in the text ‘Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Puṇya-māsa Sacrifices’, what is laid down is the performance of the Main Sacrifices along with the subsidiaries; and as the performance has been laid down herein, by the reassertion of that same there is the injunction of the ‘level ground’ and other details. From this it follows that the subsidiaries also have the same Place, Time and Performers as the Main Sacrifices.

SŪTRA (8).

“As the Substance and the Deity”,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Sa. 3) that,—“just as the Substance and the Deity of the subsidiaries are different from those of the Main Sacrifices, so should their Place, etc. also be different”.—This has got to be refuted.—This Sūtra only reasserts the argument to be refuted. [The refutation is as follows.]

SŪTRA (9).

Not so; because it is auxiliary to the injunction of the Main Sacrifices; and the peculiarity serves the purpose of restriction.

Bhāṣya.

It is not so;—Why?—because it is auxiliary to the injunction of the Main Sacrifices; i.e. the injunction of Substance and Deity is auxiliary to the
injunction of the Main Sacrifices; hence it is that the particular Substance and Deity are restricted to the Main Sacrifices—At this sacrifice (Agniya), the Agni is the Deity, and Gāke is the substance,—and at this sacrifice (Agniśomiya), Clarified Butter is the Deity and Agni-Soma the Deity.—Similarly in regard to the subsidiaries, there are such restrictions of Deity and Substance as—'One performs the Prayājas with Clarified Butter,' 'One makes the offering to Svijaktṛ out of the Remnant';—and what is laid down in connection with one thing cannot be connected with another.—In the case in question (which is of subsidiaries, not of Deity and Substance), in as much as the Place and other details are part and parcel of the performance, and the performance is common to (includes) the whole lot,—the Details must be treated as 'common' (and not restricted to any one sacrifice). This reason therefore that has been cited by the opponent is found to be entirely fallacious; hence the case in question is not at all analogous to that of the Substance and Deity.

SŪTRA (10).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE INHERENCE OF THOSE THAT INHERE THEREIN, THE SUBSIDIARIES SHOULD BE 'COMMON'; BUT THERE IS DIFFERENCE ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR DIFFERENCE; AND HENCE IN PERFORMANCE, THERE SHOULD BE DIFFERENCE IN THE ACTIONS; SPECIALLY AS THEY HAVE BEEN SPOKEN OF AS 'MAIN SACRIFICES.'—

THERE IS ALSO AN INDICATIVE TEXT POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

If the Substance and Deity were the same for the subsidiaries and the Main Sacrifices, then, by reason of the 'inherence' of those Subsidiaries and Main Sacrifices that inhere in those same Substances and Deities, there would be no difference in them; and in that case the performance might be 'common'.—As a matter of fact, however, there is difference on account of their difference; i.e. when there is difference between the Substance and Deity of the subsidiaries and those of the Main Sacrifices, then, on account of that difference, there should be difference in the performance of the actions; i.e. inasmuch as we perceive a difference in the performance of the act of sacrifice, there should be diversity in that performance.

There is also an indicative text pointing to the same conclusion; and which can be explained only on the basis of this conclusion; that text being—'There are fourteen oblations offered at the Paurṇamāsa and thirteen at the Darsa sacrifice'. From this also it is clear that there is diversity between the Substance and Deity of the Subsidiaries and those of the Main Sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (3): In connection with the Darsha-Purpañamāsa and other 'group-sacrifices', the subsidiaries should be performed separately in connection with each group.

Bhāṣya.

(A) In the 'Darsha-Puṁnamāsa' Sacrifice, there are two groups: (1) 'Darsha, and (2) Puṁnamāsa'; (B) Similarly in the Rājasūya, there are two groups: (1) Iṣṭi, the Anumati, etc. and (2) Soma-Sacrifices, the Pavitra, etc.; (C) In the Chāturmāsya also, there are the Vaishvadēva and other groups.

In regard to this the following question is considered—Should all the subsidiaries be performed 'in common', (A) for the Darsha and the Puṁnamāsa, (B) and for the Iṣṭi and Soma-Sacrifices, at the Rājasūya, —and (C) for all the groups at the Chāturmāsya?—or should they be performed separately?

The Puṁvapakṣa is as follows:

SŪTRA (11).

[Puṁvapakṣa]—"In connection with (A) the Iṣṭi, (B) the Rājasūya, and (C) the Chāturmāsya,—the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'; as each of these is 'one sacrifice'."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with each of these three 'group-sacrifices', the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'.—Why?—Because each of them is a 'single sacrifice', i.e. bringing about a single result; the one result following from such 'group-sacrifices' has been spoken of in connection with each—(A) 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Puṁnamāsa Sacrifices',—(B) 'Desiring sovereignty of heaven, one should perform the Rājasūya',—(C) 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Chāturmāsya Sacrifices'. Inasmuch as the result is one, the performance should be one, as we perceive no peculiarity (whereby there could be separate performances with each group); hence the performance of the subsidiaries should be 'in common'."
SŪTRA (12).

[Objection to Pārvapakṣa]—ON ACCOUNT OF THE DIFFERENCE IN TIME, IT CANNOT BE SO.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be right that the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'; as a matter of fact, the performance should be separate, (with each member of the group).—Why?—Because of the difference in time; in some cases, there is difference in place; (A) at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, there is difference in time—'The Pañcānāmāsa should be performed on the Full Moon Day and the Darsha should be performed on the Moonless Day'; (B) at the groups of the Chāturmāsya also, there is difference in time—'One should perform the Vaiśheḍāvā in the spring, the Varuṇapraghāsā during the rains, and the Śākamēdha, during the winter'; (C) at the Rājasūya, there is difference in place—'The Cooked Rice is offered to Bhṛhaspati in the house of the Brahman-priest, the Cake baked on eleven pans is offered to Indra in the king's house, the Cooked Rice is offered to Ādiṭīya in the Queen's house'.—On account of this difference in time and difference in place, we perceive a clear distinction to the effect that those subsidiaries for which the full Moon Day is the time are helpful to the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice, not to the Darsha sacrifice,—as, if performed in this latter, they would be defective (regarding time). Hence it follows that the performance of the subsidiaries in connection with the Paurṇamāsa should be separate from that in connection with the Darsha.

SŪTRA (13).

[Pārvapaksin's answer to the objection.]—'IT IS NOT SO, BECAUSE IT IS ONLY A PART; AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'ANIMAL-SACRIFICE'."

Bhāṣya.

'It is not right that there should be separate performance.—Why?—Because it is only a part; the subsidiaries have been enjoined as to be performed where the Result is expected to appear; because the subsidiaries help the Main Sacrifices in the bringing about of the Result;—the Result too is connected with the injunction of the sacrifice as one composite whole, as is clear from the following texts—(A) 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā sacrifice', (B) 'Desiring sovereignty of heaven, one should perform the Rājasūya sacrifice', (C) 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Chāturmāsya sacrifices'; and the Result is not connected with the injunction of the parts (separate groups) of the sacrifices, as laid down in the following—(A) 'One should perform the Paurṇamāsā on the Full Moon Day', (B) 'One should perform the Vaiśheḍāvā during the spring', (C) 'The Cooked Rice should be offered to Bhṛhaspati in the house of the Brahman-Priest'.—And when the subsidiaries are not admissible at these part-performances, how can they be
performed separately with each of these parts?—As for the composite sacrifice, there can be only one performance of it, as it is conducive to a single result. In connection with whatsoever part (group) the subsidiaries may be performed, they would certainly become related to the composite sacrifice as a whole; as the composite has no existence apart from its component parts.—As in the case of the Animal sacrifice, though there is diversity of time regarding the component offerings,—‘They offer the omentum at the Morning Extraction, the Cake at the Midday Extraction, and the Limbs at the Third Extraction,’—yet, the subsidiaries are not repeated with each of these severally; similar should be the treatment of the case in question also.”

SŪTRA (14).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT,—INASMUCH AS THE GROUPS ARE DISTINCT ACTS, AND THEIR PROCEDURE HAS BEEN ENJOINED AS TO BE PERFORMED ‘IN COMMON’—THE INJUNCTION SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PERTAINING TO THEM ALONG WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the performance of the subsidiaries should not be ‘in common’;—why?—because the groups are distinct acts and have been enjoined as to be performed ‘in common’.—These acts are distinct,—i.e. the group called ‘Paurṇamāsa’ is quite distinct from the group called ‘Darśa’; so also in the other cases; and there is difference between them also regarding Place and Time.—One should perform the Paurṇamāsa on the Full-Moon Day, etc. etc’. There are distinct injunctions also regarding the Place and Time of the subsidiaries of these sacrifices.

Objection.—“It has been already pointed out that in this case subsidiaries do not come in at all; whence could there be any injunction regarding the place and time of the subsidiaries?”

Answer.—It has been already explained that in connection with the performance of the sacrifices, the ‘even ground’ and other details become enjoined by the reassertion in another text; this reassertion, in the form ‘One should perform the Darśa-Paurṇamāsa on even ground’, appertains to the performance of the composite sacrifice as a whole; while the reassertion in the form ‘One should perform the Paurṇamāsa on the Full Moon day’ appertains to only a part (the Paurṇamāsa section) of that whole. Such being the case, the time (Full Moon Day) has been laid down for the performance of the Paurṇamāsa, and the performance of the subsidiaries cannot be separate from that of the Main Sacrifice to which they belong;—hence the Full Moon Day must be the time for the performance of the subsidiaries of the Paurṇamāsa, and the Moonless Day must be the time for the performance of the subsidiaries of the Darśa; as this distinction (between the two groups) is clearly perceived, they must be distinct.
SHABARA-BHĀṣYA:

SŪTRA (15).

There is an indicative text also, pointing to the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—‘There are fourteen oblations offered at the Paunramāsa, and thirteen at the Darsha’; if the subsidiaries were performed ‘in common’ (between the two groups, Darsha and Paunramāsa), then there would not be fourteen oblations at the Paunramāsa and thirteen at the Darsha; it is only when the performances are distinct, that there would be the two numbers of offerings at the two sacrifices.—From this it follows that the performances should be separate.

SŪTRA (16).

In that case, it would be the same in connection with the component parts.

Bhāṣya.

When the principle is as explained above, then, in connection with the component parts,—i.e. the acts constituting the Iṣṭi (Darsha-Paunramāsa) and other sacrifices in question,—there being difference regarding Place and Time, the performance would be separate.—It is thus alone that there can be any sense in the assertion that at the two constituents of the Chāturmājya sacrifice,—the Anikavat and the Sāntapaniya,—the ‘grass’ used should be common,—the ‘grass’ at the Sāntapaniya being the same as that as the Anikavat; as otherwise (if the whole performance were common) the fact of the grass being the same would be already a settled one, and hence its reassertion would be wholly meaningless.—From this also it follows that there should be separate performances.

SŪTRA (17).

As regards the ‘Animal-Sacrifice’, as there is only one injunction, the performance is ‘in common’, only spoken of separately.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Ś6. 13) that “it should be as in the case of the Animal-Sacrifice”.—Our answer to that is as follows:—As regards the Animal Sacrifice, it is only right that the subsidiaries should be performed only once; because in that case, there is only one performance ‘in common’; and the separate mention is due to the declaration of the offerings.—That the performance is to be once only follows from the fact
that there is only one injunction;—the only Injunction in this case is—
'Taking up the cup dedicated to the Ashvins, covering up the Sacrificial
Post, one sacrifices the Savaniya animal dedicated to Agni'. As a matter
of fact, the subsidiaries are included in the injunction of the whole
'Sacrifice', not in the injunction of the 'offering'. In this case the Main
Sacrifice is separated by the two 'offerings' having been laid down as to be
performed at different times; so also do those subsidiaries become separated
which are performed for the sake of that main sacrifice; there is therefore
no reason why these should be performed again.—Thus then, there is no
analogy between the case of the 'Animal Sacrifice' and the case in
question.
ADHIKARANA (4): The subsidiaries should be performed separately in connection with each of the three Groups constituting the ‘Adhvarakalpā’ sacrifice.

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA—continued]—“So should it be at the ‘Adhvarakalpā’, as the peculiarity pertains to one time.”

Bhāṣya.

There is the following text—‘Agnāvaiṣṇavam puraṭha aṣṭākapālām nirvapāt, sārasvatam charum, bārhaspatyam charum; agnāvaiṣṇavam īkādahakapālām madhyandinī sārasvatam charum bārhaspatyam charum; agnāvaiṣṇavam dvādahakapālām aparāhine sārasvatam charum bārhaspatyam charum; yasya bhrāṭryāḥ somēna yajēta’ [where the ‘Adhvarakalpā Īṣṭi’ is described as consisting of the following three ‘groups’—(1) Three offerings made in the morning,—(a) to Agni-Viṣṇu, of cake baked on eight pans, (b) to Sarasvati, of Cooked Rice, and (c) to Brhaspati, of cooked rice;—(2) three offerings made at midday, (a) to Agni-Viṣṇu, of cake baked on eleven pans, (b) to Sarasvati, of Cooked Rice, and (c) to Brhaspati, of Cooked Rice;—(3) three offerings made in the afternoon,—(a) to Agni-Viṣṇu, of cake baked on twelve pans, (b) to Sarasvati, of Cooked Rice, and (c) to Brhaspati, of Cooked Rice].

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following question—In connection with all the three groups of offerings laid down as to be performed at the different times,—are the subsidiaries to be performed only once ‘in common’? Or separately with each group?

The Pūrvapākṣa is as follows—“So should it be at the Adhvarakalpā; i.e. the performance should be ‘in common’, as at the Animal-sacrifice. Why?—Because the peculiarity pertains to one time; i.e. of these three groups performed at three different times, there is one particular detail which has been laid down as pertaining to one time,—in the text ‘Pūrṇavāchaḥ pravadiito nirvapāt’ [which lays down an offering to be made prior to the Dawn].—‘How do you know that this lays down the time for the making of all the offerings?’—All the offerings, as leading to one and the same result, must form one and the same ‘Context’,—specially as the sacrifice has been enjoined as one whole under a single name, as bringing about the result—‘This is the Adhvarakalpā Īṣṭi, by which one attains the sacrifice’; from this it follows that when the morning-offerings (the First Group) are performed at the said time (’prior to the Dawn’), the other two groups, which have been originally laid down as to be performed at the later times of ‘Midday’ and ‘Afternoon’, also would become ‘anticipated’ and performed ‘prior to the dawn’; and when these become ‘anticipated’, all the subsidiaries prior thereto also
would become ‘anticipated’, according to the principle enunciated under Sūtra 5. 1. 24;—and when these become ‘anticipated’, they become applicable ‘in common’ to all; and this applicability ‘in common’ should appertain to the subsequent subsidiaries also.—‘Why so?’—In case all are performed ‘in common’, this ‘common’ performance does not involve any infringement of the order of sequence of these ‘common’ performances. If there were an infringement of the order of sequence, the latter group would have to be taken up only after the completion of the entire set of details relating to the first group. And such an offering, when there is an ‘anticipation’ as described above, involves an infringement of the order of sequence; as in this case, the ‘sprinkling’ and other details relating to the First group would not be performed until all the details ending with the ‘nirvāpa’ (offering) have been performed in connection with the latter group.—Further, when the actions have been started together, there is naturally a desire to perform them simultaneously;—this desire being there, whatever comes in (as to be done) has to be ‘in common’ to all, because no ground for discrimination is found’.

SŪTRA (19).

[पूर्वपक्ष—concluded]—“The mention of the whole as ‘Iṣṭi’ indicates that it is all one”.

Bhāṣya.

“The whole has been spoken of as one, in the text ‘This is the Adhvara-kalpā Iṣṭi’; in reality, it is not one sacrifice; in fact, there are several sacrifices; and if these are performed simultaneously, then it is only at the end of all that the effort comes to an end; and in this sense alone would the mention of it as ‘one’ be justifiable. For this reason also the performance should be ‘in common’.”

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it is not right that the performance should be ‘in common’, in fact, it should be separate.—“Why?”

SŪTRA (20).

As a matter of fact,—inasmuch as the groups are distinct acts, and their procedure has been enjoined as to be performed,—the injunction should be taken as pertaining to them along with the subsidiaries.

[The words are the same as those of Sū. 14, above.]

Bhāṣya.

The offerings in question—to Agni-Viṣṇu and the rest,—are so many distinct acts;—and the procedure of these has been enjoined, in reference to
various points of time,—Morning, Midday, and Afternoon;—this injunction of the acts in question should be taken as pertaining to them along with their subsidiaries. Thus, on account of the difference in the time, we do perceive a distinction among them; consequently, they should be performed separately.

As for the argument that "the peculiarity pertains to one time" (Sū. 18);—our answer to that is as follows:—

SŪTRA (21).

IN FACT, THE TIME SPOKEN OF PERTAINS TO THE FIRST.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the text 'Purāvāchah pravāditō nirvapēt' mentions the time of the offering of the first sacrifice.—"But by 'Context', the time should apply to all".—Context never specifies the scriptural details; what it does is to indicate their use; all that Context has the capacity to do is to indicate that 'this comes in at this point',—not that 'this belongs to that, and that belongs to that other'.—As a matter of fact, from among the three groups of 'offerings', it is only that which is the first in order of sequence which is recognized as related to the time indicated in the text ('Purāvāchah' etc.) so that the peculiarity does not pertain to the one time; and as there is diversity of time, the acts also should be performed separately.

SŪTRA (22).

THE USE OF THE TERM 'IṢṬI' IS DUE TO THE FACT OF THERE BEING ONLY ONE RESULT,—AS IN OTHER CASES.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the argument (urged in Sū. 19) based upon the application of the single name 'Iṣṭi',—we find that even different actions, when bringing about one and the same Result, are spoken of as one act, on the basis of the sameness of the Result; and that is so because every effort ends with the obtaining of the Result.—This we find in the case of several other Iṣṭas, such as 'Sarvapratheṣṭi', 'Mrṛgareṣṭi', 'The Iṣṭi named Sumanas'.
ADHIKARANA (5): The 'Vasā-oblations' should be offered separately, when the deities are different; but 'in common' when there is the same Deity.

SŪTRA (23).

IN THE CASE OF SACRIFICES WITH ONE AND THE SAME DEITY, THE 'Vasā-homa' SHOULD BE PERFORMED 'IN COMMON'; BECAUSE THE ACTUAL OFFERING IS MADE AT THE SAME TIME.

Bhāṣya.

The subject-matter of this Adhikarana consists of those Animal-sacrifices where all the offerings are made to one and the same deity; such, for instance, as 'Seventeen animals should be sacrificed to Prajāpati'.—The Archetype of this sacrifice is the Agniṣomīya-animal-sacrifice, at which there is an offering called 'Vasā-homa' ['Fat-oblation'], laid down in the text 'At the end of the half-verse of the Yājya one offers the Fat';—this Vasā-homa is admissible also at the former sacrifice of seventeen animals to Prajāpati.

The question that arises in regard to this is—Should the Vasā-homa be performed separately with each of the seventeen animals? Or only once 'in common' for all?

The view that presents itself as the rational one is the following—In the case of sacrifices to one and the same deity, the Vasā-homa should be performed 'in common', because the actual offering is made at the same time;—i.e. in the case of those animal-sacrifices which have only one deity, the Vasā-homa should be performed 'in common'.—Why?—Because the actual offering is made at the same time;—the offering of all this is done at the same time, that time being laid down as—They offer it after having performed the Vaishvadēva sacrifice;—the deity also at these is one only, Prajāpati; hence they constitute a single offering;—and the offering being one only, and the time for all being one and the same,—viz. 'the end of the half-verse of the Yājya';—when the Vasā-homa is performed at this time, there is no differentiation discernible whereby it could be connected with any one of the offerings; hence the performance should be 'in common'.

SŪTRA (24).

WHEN THERE IS DIVERSITY OF TIME, AND DIVERSITY OF DEITIES, THERE SHOULD BE REPETITION.

Bhāṣya.

In cases where there are different deities,—for instance, at the Ekādāshina-sacrifices, where there are diverse offerings, the time indicated by 'the end of the half-verse of the Yājya' is diverse; and in connection with these, there is this differentiation discernible that the Vasā-homa is appertinent to that offering whose 'half-verse of Yājya' has been completed. Consequently, in this case the performances are separate.
ADHIKARANA (6): At the ‘Yūpaikādāshini’, the ‘Yūpāhuti’ should be offered ‘in common’.

(SŪTRA 25).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“At the close, the ‘Yūpāhuti’ should be similarly treated.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the Yūpaikādāshini, laid down in the text—‘Ekaḍaśa yūpān chinatī’;—the Archetype of this Yūpaikādāshini is the Agni-ṣomiya-animal-sacrifice, at which there is an offering made called the ‘Yūpāhuti’, [and under the general Law, this becomes admissible at the Yūpaikādāshini also].

The question that arises is—when this Yūpāhuti is offered at the Yūpaikādāshini [which consists of eleven offerings]—is it to be offered separately with each of these eleven offerings? Or, only once ‘in common’ to all?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“At the close, the Yūpāhuti should be similarly treated;—i.e. just as in the case of the offerings to several deities, the Vasiṣṭa-homa is performed separately, so the Yūpāhuti also should be performed separately.—Why so?—There is the declaration—‘Having churned out the Fire in close proximity to the Post, one offers the Yūpāhuti’;—the ‘close proximity’ of the several Posts must be diverse;—so that if it were not offered in ‘close proximity’ to any one Post, to that extent, that offering would become defective. Hence the Yūpāhuti should be offered separately.”.

SŪTRA (26).

IN FACT, IT IS ONLY THE NEGATION OF THE OTHER.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the Yūpāhuti should not be offered separately; it should be offered ‘in common’.—Why?—Because it is the negation of the other; i.e. the text quoted is only the negation of the usual Āhavaniya Fire (wherein all offerings are made), not the injunction of the ‘close proximity’ (of the Post).—“How do you know that?”—There is the general rule that ‘Obligations are to be poured into the Āhavaniya Fire’, so that this Āhavaniya Fire is what is recognized as to be used at all offerings.—Then, it having become necessary (in order to preclude this Āhavaniya) to speak of the ‘Churning of the Fire’;—this ‘churning’ comes to be recognised as to be performed at the Prāgrāmsha, at which the performance has been commenced;—so that (with a view to exclude this Prāgrāmsha) it becomes necessary to speak of the ‘close proximity of the Post’ (as the place of the
Churning).—Now if both these—the *churning of the Fire*, and the *proximity of the Post as the place for the churning*—were taken as enjoined by the text quoted, this would involve a syntactical split; specially as the *Churning* is done for its own sake as also for the sake of another;—hence one of the two, either the *Churning* or the *close proximity*, should be taken as not meant to be emphasised; and our opinion is that it is the *Churning* that is meant to be emphasised, not the *close proximity.*—"Why?"—Because in reality, the text is meant to be injunctive of the *Churning*. It has been declared thus—

'The oblation should be offered in such a way as not to leave off the Post,—they do not offer the oblation into the Fire of the Initiated'; from which it is clear that it has been considered wrong to offer the oblation into 'the Fire of the Initiated';—hence for the avoidance of this, another alternative has been laid down—'Having recited the *Vaiśnavī* verse, without leaving off the Post';—and yet considering it to be wrong to omit the *Homa* altogether, the Text goes on to say—'The *Homa* must be offered,—one offers it in the house of the man himself';—as both these alternatives are unacceptable, the Text has negatived them and has added a third alternative—'Having *churned the Fire in close proximity to the Post*', one should offer the oblation in such a way as to fulfil both the conditions—the oblation is offered, and it is not offered in the 'Fire of the Initiated'. Now then, if the 'proximity of the Post' be taken as what is meant to be emphasised (and enjoined), then the 'churning' could not be regarded as emphasised (and enjoined); and in that case the course to be adopted comes to be that 'the *Āhavaniya Fire* itself should be carried to the proximity of the Post, and the oblation offered into it',—by virtue of the general rule that 'oblations should be offered into the *Āhavaniya Fire*';—but in this case the prohibition 'not in the Fire of the Initiated' would have no bearing on the matter at all.—

If, on the other hand, the *churning of the Fire* is taken as what is emphasised (and enjoined) by the text, then the *Āhavaniya Fire* becomes negatived; because the Fire that is *churned out* is different from the *Āhavaniya Fire*; in this case, the meaning comes to be—'The oblation is offered,—and it is not offered into the *Āhavaniya*'.—From all this it follows that what is enjoined is the *churning*, not the *proximity*,—the latter being only referred to.—

"Where has it been already known,—that the present is a mere reference to it?"—It is already known by reason of its being the easier method of performance; it would be difficult to hunt out the Fire and also the Post, hence it is far easier to churn out the Fire in proximity to the Post itself and offer the oblation there. There are cases of reference to what is recognised through reason also [and it is not confined to that alone which is *enjoined* by texts].—Under the circumstances, there is nothing wrong if the oblation is offered 'in proximity' to the Post.—"Why cannot the *churning* alone be done (near the Post, thereby carrying out the Injunction), and the oblation offered, as usual, into the *Āhavaniya Fire*?"—In this case an invisible (transcendental) result would have to be assumed as following from this course of action.

From all this it follows that the *Yūpāhuti* should be performed 'in common'.

SŪTRA (27).

Also because spots are not enjoined by the scriptures.

Bhāṣya.

Further, any such spots as 'in proximity' cannot be the objects of scriptural injunctions,—because 'proximity' is a relative term (and as such indefinite). If (in order to avoid this) it be held that the spot nearest to the Post is what is enjoined, then the lighting of the Fire so close to the Post would lead to the Post itself being burnt; and this would certainly be something very incongruous. Nor is it possible to 'churn' the Fire on the spot nearest to the Post; for this reason also no significance can attach to the term 'close proximity'.
ADHIKARAṆA (7): The ‘Avabhrtha’ should be performed in the Water, along with its subsidiaries.

SŪTRA (28).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA—continued]—“At the Avabhrtha, for the main offering, there should be modifications of the Fire; there is no reason for the subsidiaries to be connected with the Fire through that.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the Avabhrtha-rite; in regard to this we read—‘Apsu avabhrthēna charanti’ [‘They perform the Avabhrtha in water’].

Regarding this, we proceed to consider the following question—Is only the Main offering of the Avabhrtha to be made in water? Or the subsidiaries also?

The Pūrvapakśa is as follows:—“At the Avabhrtha, for the main offering only should there be modification of the Fire; i.e. the Main offering alone should be made in the water.—Why?—Because there is no reason for the subsidiaries to be connected with the Fire through that,—that is no reason why the subsidiaries should be connected with the Fire through the Main Offering. The text ‘Offers oblations into the Fire’ has laid down the Fire as the receptacle of every kind of Homa; so that it is applicable as much to the subsidiaries as to the Main Offering. As for the Water, it has been enjoined specifically in connection with the Main Offering only, in the text, ‘They perform the Avabhrtha in Water’;—the term ‘avabhrtha’ signifies that sacrifice at which the substance in the shape of the cake baked on one pan is offered to the Deity Varuṇa,—this being declared in the originate injunction of the Avabhrtha, which stands thus—‘They proceed to the Avabhrtha with the Cake baked on one pan, offered to Varuṇa’. What is enjoined here is not the proceeding,—in fact, the proceeding to the water is got at only by implication; what is enjoined is the ‘prācharana’, performance (of the Avabhrtha);—there is no place of the name of ‘avabhrtha’ to which they could ‘proceed’ with the ‘cake baked on one pan, offered to Varuṇa’;—nor is there any such thing as ‘cake baked on one pan offered to Varuṇa’, the ‘proceeding’ whereby could be spoken of;—hence we conclude that what is laid down here is the connecting of ‘the cake baked on one pan’ with the particular deity (Varuṇa);—this ‘connecting’ is what constitutes a ‘sacrifice’, and it is this sacrifice that is denoted by the term ‘avabhrtha’;—it is for this sacrifice specifically that the water has been laid down as the receptacle; how then can there be any possibility of the water being the receptacle of the subsidiary offerings?”
SŪTRA (29).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—"Just like the substance and the Deity."

Bhāṣya.

"Just as the substance—cake baked on one pan—and the Deity—Varuṇa, enjoined in connection with the Main Offering, do not become connected with the subsidiaries, similarly the water also (enjoined in connection with the Main sacrifice, cannot be connected with the subsidiaries)."

SŪTRA (30).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it is along with the subsidiaries that it should be performed (in water); because the declaration of procedure is one only.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, it is along with its subsidiaries that the Avabhṛtha should be performed in water.—"Why?"—Because there is only one declaration of procedure; the water that is laid down here is not for the Avabhṛtha, but for the performance (of the Avabhṛtha); as the expression used is not 'apsu avabhṛthā', but 'apsu avabhṛthēna'; both these terms are expressive of active agencies, and the two are not related to one another as qualification and qualified; both these are connected, not with one another, but with the verb 'charanti' ('perform');—this verb 'charanti' ('perform') is used with reference to the Performance;—from all this it follows that the water is part and parcel of the Performance;—the Performance also is one indivisible whole, comprising the Main offerings and the subsidiaries, as has been explained under Sū. 11. 2. 7. Thus we conclude that it is the entire Avabhṛtha along with the subsidiaries that has been laid down as to be performed in water; so that the subsidiaries also should be performed in water.

SŪTRA (31).

Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text also indicative of the same conclusion—'Having thrown the straw into the water, one pours the Āghāra'. If the subsidiaries were meant to be performed into Fire, then this text would have to be taken as enjoining both—Pouring of Āghāra in water and Throwing in of the straw; and this would involve a syntactical split.—On the other hand, if the conclusion explained above is accepted, then the mention of the 'water' (in connection with the Pouring) would be a mere reference, and the injunction
would be that of the *Throwing in of the straw* only; and this would not involve any incongruity.

It has been argued (under Śū. 29) that "it should be as in the case of the Substance and the Deity". —Our answer to this is as follows:—

**Sūtra (32).**

*It is because of the difference of words that there is setting aside of the Deity.*

*Bhāṣya.*

The words are different: the term ‘avabhṛtha’ stands for the Main Offering, and the subsidiaries are spoken of by means of such terms as ‘āghāra’ and the rest; —the Substance and the Deity have been laid down in connection with the term ‘avabhṛtha’, in the text ‘They proceed to the Avabhṛtha with the cake baked on one pan, offered to Varuṇa’; it is for this reason that these two (Substance and Deity) are not connected with the subsidiaries. As for water, however, it has been laid down as part and parcel of the performance as a whole. So that the reason put forward is found to be fallacious; and the argument is no argument at all.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): The subsidiaries should be performed separately at the Northern and the Southern altars.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Varuṇapraghāśa-sacrifices, separate 'altars' have been laid down—'They install separate fires, they make separate platforms';—in connection with this, we read—'The Adhvaryu keeps eight offerings on the northern altar, and the Pratiprasthāty keeps the offering to Maruts alone on the southern one'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Should the subsidiaries be performed separately at the Northern Altar and again at the Southern Altar? Or those same that have been performed at the Northern Altar help also at the Southern one [and there is to be a single performance 'in common']?

The most rational view (Siddhānta) is as follows:—

SŪTRA (33).

AT THE VARUṆAPRAGHĀSA SACRIFICES, IN CONNECTION WITH THE 'SOUTHERN ALTAR, THE WHOLE SHOULD BE REPEATED, BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN PLACE.

Bhāṣya.

The subsidiaries should be performed separately (at the two altars).—"Why?"—Because of the difference in place; the place differs in the two cases,—in one case it is the northern, and in the other, the Southern Altar; so that those Main Offerings that are performed at the Northern Altar can be helped by only those subsidiaries that are performed at that same altar, as has been explained under Sūtra 11. 2. 7;—and those subsidiaries performed at the Northern Altar cannot help the offering to Maruts (which is the main offering at the Southern Altar); hence for the sake of this latter offering, it is necessary to perform the subsidiaries separately, at the Southern Altar.

SŪTRA (34).

"THERE IS NO INJUNCTION", IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra.]

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If it is your view that the subsidiaries should be performed separately because of the difference in place,—then, that cannot be right; because there is no injunction here of the 'offering to
Maruts'; it is only when the sacrifice is enjoined with a view to a result that it takes in the subsidiaries. In the case in question, the 'offering to Maruts' has not been enjoined with a view to the Result; as a matter of fact, its injunction is contained in a totally different context—'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Chāturmāsyā sacrifices';—thus then, when the main offering (to Maruts) itself is not enjoined in the present context, there can be no possibility of the subsidiaries being performed here; under the circumstances, how could there be any question of the subsidiaries being performed separately or in common?'

SŪTRA (35).

[Answer]—It would be as in the case of the Paurnāmāsī.

Bhāṣya.

There would certainly be a possibility of the performance of the subsidiaries; as in the case of the Paurnāmāsī; in the text 'One should perform the Paurnāmāsa on the Full Moon Day', the result of the sacrifice has not been laid down;—the result having been laid down elsewhere, in the text 'Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Pārṇamāsa sacrifices';—and yet, on the Full Moon Day the Paurnāmāsa sacrifice is performed along with its subsidiaries; the same should be done in the case in question also.

SŪTRA (36).

"There is injunction of the performance",—if this is urged—
[then the answer is as in the next Sūtra.]

Bhāṣya.

The following might be urged by the Opponent—"What has been enjoined by the verb 'should sacrifice' in the case of the Paurnāmāsī is the Performance (of the sacrifice);—and Performance is meant to include the Main offering as well as the subsidiaries; and time also is part of the Performance;—it is for this reason that on the Full Moon Day, the Main sacrifice is performed along with the subsidiaries".

Our answer to this is as follows:

SŪTRA (37).

So here also.

Bhāṣya.

In the present case also, what is enjoined is the performance of the 'offering to Maruts'—by the verb 'āśīdayati', 'keeps'; and just as (in the case of the Paurnāmāsa) Time is part of the Performance, so is Place
also.—Hence it follows that on the Southern Altar, ‘offering to Maruts’ should be performed along with its subsidiaries.

*Objection*—“As a matter of fact, the term ‘ àsādayati ’, ‘keeps’, does not denote the sacrifice; how then can it signify the performance of the sacrifice?”

*Answer*—The *keeping* spoken of is only for the purpose of the sacrifice, as at the Archetype; as it is only thus that it serves a visible purpose; otherwise, it would have to be assumed to serve an invisible (transcendental) purpose. And when the ‘keeping’ is for the purposes of the sacrifice, the sacrifice must be performed.—Thus then, the text in question indirectly becomes an injunction of the sacrifice; just as in the case of such texts as ‘One should offer Cooked Rice to Sūrya’, ‘One should offer the tawny animal to Soma’.—From this it follows that in the case in question also, the performance of the ‘offering to Maruts’ is enjoined; and hence the performance of the subsidiaries being admissible, it should be done separately.

**SŪTRA (38).**

“**But it is ‘keeping’**” — *If this is urged* — [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra.]

*Bhāṣya.*

*Says the Opponent*—“The term ‘ àsādayati ’, ‘keeps’, denotes, not the sacrifice, but the *keeping*.—*But it would indirectly indicate the sacrifice*’.—It cannot be right to abandon Direct Denotation and have recourse to Indirect Indication.—*But such recourse will be necessitated by the fact that the Āsādana serves a visible purpose*.—It would be so if the Āsādana really served a visible purpose. If the pouring of the offering to Maruts were definitely known as to be performed in the Southern Fire, then alone would the *keeping* of the substance near it serve a visible purpose; but the said pouring is not so definitely known.—At the Archetype, inasmuch as the Āhavaniya Fire is one only, the pouring of the oblation is definitely known as to be done therein; hence the *keeping* of the substance near it is regarded as serving a visible purpose. In the case in question, however, it is not so;—and when it is not possible for it to serve a visible purpose, it is better to accept the direct denotation. Hence it follows that what is expressed by the verb ‘ àsādayati ’ is *keeping*, not *sacrifice*.”

**SŪTRA (39).**

*Answer*—Not so; because it forms ‘one sentence’ with the sentence speaking of the Northern Altar.

*Bhāṣya.*

As a matter of fact, the ‘Āsādana’ does not serve an unseen purpose.—

“Why? ”—Because it forms ‘one sentence’ with the sentence speaking of the
Northern Altar;—i.e. inasmuch as the sentence 'The Pratiprasthātr keeps the offering to Maruts at the Southern Altar' forms 'one sentence' with (is construed along with) the group of words connected with the Northern Altar,—as found in the sentence 'He keeps the eight offerings on the Northern Altar',—it follows that this keeping is not meant to serve an unseen purpose. —'How is that?'—As a matter of fact, the ordinary notion is that the offering of the oblations might be done, without any restriction, in either one of the two Āhavaniya Fires; and as the keeping is meant to keep pace with the offering, the same idea holds regarding this keeping also. What the text in question therefore does is to restrict the particular Āhavaniya Fire to be adopted;—the restriction that is imposed is always on what is previously known;—the Āhavaniya is known to subserv the purpose of the offering of oblations, not any unseen purpose;—hence it follows that the 'keeping' is for the purpose of the 'offering of oblations'.

Another party comes forward with the following explanation:—The term 'āśādayati' as found in the first sentence speaks of the keeping of the offerings at both altars;—at the Northern Altar it is clearly for the purposes of Homa; hence when the same word is used in the second sentence in connection with the Southern Altar, it cannot but be meant to be for the purposes of Homa;—hence it follows that at both altars, the 'keeping' is for the purpose of Homa. It might be argued that—'It is the āśādana, keeping, alone that is enjoined; and it may be regarded as serving a visible purpose whenever it is found to actually serve a visible purpose,—and where it is not possible for it to serve a visible purpose, it may be regarded as serving an unseen purpose'.—This however is not possible; as this would involve the simultaneity of injunction and reference; that is, where it is for a visible purpose, it would be referred to, being already known as to be done on the basis of the Archetype,—while where it serves an unseen purpose, it would be enjoined;—but both these cannot be there at one and the same time. Hence the suggestion made is not right.

"If it is for the purposes of Homa, why is the sentence regarded as the injunction of the sacrifice, not the mere keeping?"

The answer to this may be that it would be the Homa elsewhere.—But that cannot be right; because the keeping is for the purpose of Homa; and what is kept in one place cannot be offered in Homa in another place.

Further,

SŪTRA (40).

BECAUSE IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO SPEAK OF IT.

Bhāṣya.

It is not necessary to speak of the keeping for purposes of Homa; for when the Homa is there (to be performed), the keeping comes in from the Archetype itself. It is necessary however to speak of the sacrifice; it is possible for this sacrifice to be spoken of by means of the term 'keeping', through indirect indication. Consequently in the case in question also, the term 'keeps' (āśādayati) signifies the performance of the sacrifice, as in the
case of the ‘Paunṛgamāsi’;—and from this it follows that the performance should be separate.

SŪTRA (41).

THE SCRIPTURAL DECLARATION ALSO IS TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

It is only under this conclusion arrived at above by means of reasonings that the scriptural declaration would be explicable; this declaration being—'Then the Pratiprasthāty does what the Adhvaryu does'; and again, 'That wherein the Homas are offered is also called Dēvatāyāja';—all this shows that the sacrifice to deities is to be offered at the Southern Altar also; and this is possible only if the term 'āsādayati' signifies the sacrifice.—For this reason also the conclusion should be as above.
ADHIKARAŅA (9): *At the Northern and the Southern Altars, the Performer shall be the same.*

SŪTRA (42).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"So also there is diversity of Performers."

*Bhāṣya.*

In connection with the same subject, we proceed to consider the question—Are the Performers at the two altars to be different? Or the same?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"So also there is diversity of performers; i.e. just as the subsidiaries are to be performed separately, [so also are the Performers to be different]; so that one set of performers should deal with the eight offerings with their subsidiaries at the Northern Altar, and another set at the Southern Altar. In this way the main sacrifices along with their respective subsidiaries would be performed in their own rightful places; and hence those performers who have been distinguished as having worked at the Northern Altar do not render any help at the Southern Altar; hence at this latter there should be an entirely different set of performers."

SŪTRA (43).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—Not so; because of inheritance.

*Bhāṣya.*

It is not so; i.e. it is not right that like the subsidiaries, the Performers also should be separate; as a matter of fact, the Performers should be ‘common’.—"Why?"—*Because of inheritance*; it is by virtue of a direct declaration that the Performers come into the performance,—the declaration being ‘The five Priests are the performers at the Chāturmāśya sacrifices’; even though this declaration connects the Performers with the sacrifice as a whole, the component parts also of the sacrifice become connected with the same Performers;—as regards the Varunapraghya sacrifices also, as they are the component parts of the Chāturmāśya, they also are accepted as connected with the same five Performers;—the performance of the several Varunapraghya sacrifices is to be treated as one only, because they all come in at one and the same time, and because they have the same beginning and end. —Such being the case, only that much of these should be done separately as is actually laid down as to be so done, nothing more than that; the Performers have not been laid down as to be different; hence they should be ‘common’.

The following argument might be urged here—"When the main sacrifices have been declared to be different, the subsidiaries have to be regarded as different, even though this may not be declared in so many words.—Why?—Because the subsidiaries follow in the wake of their respective Principals;
so that, just as by reason of the Prayājas being different from the offering to the Maruts, they are performed separately,—in the same manner, by virtue of the Performers being 'subsidiaries', why cannot they be regarded as separate, like the Prayājas and other subsidiaries?"

The answer to this is as follows:—Even though several things may be equally 'subsidiaries', yet the help rendered by one kind of subsidiaries may be totally different from that rendered by another kind; for instance, (a) the subsidiaries of the kind of the Prayājas help through imparting an 'unseen' (transcendental) benefit;—(b) those of the kind of the 'grass' help by serving as the receptacle of the sacrificial materials;—(c) those of other kinds help by embellishing the receptacles. Thus these subsidiaries vary with variations in the Sacrifice, the Place and the Receptacles. As for Performers, they help by accomplishing the action; hence, even though the Places be different, if the primary help rendered is recognised to be the same, they can accomplish the action (even at different places) 'in common', and hence they need not vary.

"What do you mean by 'Primary help'?"

What is meant is as follows.—(A) As for the Holy Priest, he is called the 'Performer of the Sacrifice' by virtue of his sitting in front of the Ğārhapatya Fire and behind the Āhavaniya Fire and invoking the Adhvaryu by reciting the Yājya and Aṃuvākyā Mantras; while he is still seated at the said place, he can very well invoke the Pratiprāṣṭhāt, also, who, in his own turn, is officiating at the sacrifice, like the Adhvaryu; and hence he need not be different in the two cases.—(B) Similarly, as the place of the Utkara is the same, the Aṃvadhra-Priest, while seated at that same place, can help both the said performers by means of the 'Pratyāśhrāvana' ('Reciting of certain texts'); hence he also need not be different in the two cases.—(C) Similarly, the Brahman-Priest also, seated to the south,—which place is common to both the Āhavaniya Fires, the 'south' of the Northern Fire being the same as the 'South' of the Southern Fire,—can help both the said performers by seeing what is done and what is not done and addressing the words of 'permission'; hence he also may remain the same.—As for the Adhvaryu and the Pratiprāṣṭhāt, they have been held to be different by virtue of the special declaration to that effect; hence there is no incongruity in that.—From all this it follows that there need not be separate sets of Performers.

SŪTRA (44).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhāṣya.

There is also an indicative text pointing to the same conclusion—'He gives an old bull as the Sacrificial Fee'; this shows that there is only one Fee; and this is possible only when the Performer is one and the same. In another case, as there would be no Fee, they would not help in the sacrifice. "But they might help, on account of the gift of the Aṃvāhārya".—It is not understood where the Aṃvāhārya is to be given and where the Bull is to be given; as a matter of fact, inasmuch as no difference is perceptible,
it should be the Bull in both cases. What is enjoined as to be secured must be taken as meant to be one,—if the word is used in the Singular Number (as it is in the present case, the Fee being spoken of as ‘dakṣinām’); hence the Fee is to be one, which means that the Performers should be ‘common’.

SŪTRA (45).

"ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE PLATFORM"—IF THIS BE URGED
—[then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The following might be urged—"The presence of the Platform is found to be declared as the reason (for separate priests), in the text—‘Within the platform the Hotr’s foot is different from that outside the Platform’; the same foot of the Hotr cannot help in both places; hence there must be separate performers”.

SŪTRA (46).

NOT SO; AS IT IS ONLY THE PLACE.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as has been urged;—why?—because it is only the place; i.e. ‘the Hotr’s foot’ has not been laid down here as helping the Platform; it is only the place, the exact spot, that is laid down,—meaning that the Hotr should stand on such a spot that one foot is on the Platform and the other outside the Platform.—"Why so?"—Because it is ‘one sentence’; the whole of the text in question should be treated as ‘one sentence’, because this would be in keeping with proximity, and also because the whole really expresses a single idea. If the ‘Hotr’s foot’ were enjoined as part and parcel of the Platform, then the placing of one foot on the Platform would have fulfilled the injunction; so that there would be no need for any restriction regarding the other foot.—"But it would be necessary to lay down the second foot also; how else could the second also be understood to be there by the mention of the ‘one on the Platform’?"—Because there is no incongruity; if it were known from any other source that both the feet should be on the platform, then the assertion of one being there would be preclusive of the other; there is however no such idea of both being on the Platform; hence there is just a possibility of the second also being there. Thus there is a syntactical split.—If, on the other hand, the text is taken as laying down a particular spot, then as this indication of the spot is done by both the feet jointly, the resultant idea is one only; and hence it becomes a case of ‘one sentence’.—From all this it follows that the ‘Hotr’s foot’ is not of help to the Platform, and hence it cannot be an object of injunction in both sentences.
Adhikarana (10): At the Northern and Southern Altars, the 'Aparâgniaka-homas' should be performed separately.

Sûtra (47).

[Prâvakṣa]—"As they are offered in one and the same fire, the performance should be 'in common' in the case of others."

Bhâsya.

In regard to the same matter of altars, we proceed to consider the following question—Are the Aparâgniaka-homas to be performed separately? or 'in common'? The Prâvakṣa is as follows—"The performance should be 'in common'.—Why?—Because they are offered in one and the same Fire; in the case of the Paurvâgniaka-homas, it has been held that the performance should be separate, because of the diversity of the Fires; in the case in question however, that reason is not present, as all the Homas concerned are offered in one and the same Fire;—hence the performance of these should be 'in common'."

Sûtra (48).

[Siddhânta]—In reality, the performances should be separate, as the performers are different.

Bhâsya.

There should be several separate performances.—"Why?"—Because the performers are different; the subsidiaries of the 'offering to the Maruts' are performed by the Pratiprasâthât priest, while the others are performed by the Adhvaryu;—under the circumstances, if they were performed 'in common' (which would mean that they are all performed by the same Priest), one or the other set would be performed by the wrong priest, and to that extent, the performance would be defective. Hence it follows that the performances should be separate.
Adhikarana (11): At the 'Vajapeya', the laying down of 'killing at the Brahmasāman' is not meant to preclude the rest of the Sacrificial Performance, —it is meant to postpone the further embellishments.

Sūtra (49).

[Pravapakaṣa]—"When the animals dedicated to Prajāpati have been let loose after being 'washed', it means the abandoning of the Sacrificial Performance, because of the similarity of words, as in the case of the 'Āraṇya'; consequently, the sentence beginning with the term, 'Brahmasāmni' should be taken as the injunction of a distinct act."

Bhāṣya.

In reference to the 'Animals dedicated to Prajāpati' at the Vajapeya sacrifice, we read—'They let them loose after they have been washed; —one should kill the animal at the Brahma-sāman'.

The question that is going to be considered is—When it is said that 'they let them loose after they have been washed',—does this mean the preclusion of the rest of the Rites,—the sentence that follows, 'One should kill the animal at the Brahma-sāman', being the injunction of a totally different act? Or, is the first sentence meant to preclude only the embellishments (of the Animals), subsequent to the 'washing'—and the second sentence is meant to bring up those previously omitted embellishments again at a later time?

The Pravapakṣa is as follows:—"It means the abandoning of the Sacrificial performance,—i.e. it is meant to preclude the rest of the rites,—because of the similarity of words, as in the case of the 'āraṇya'; —in the case of the text, 'They let loose the wild animals after they have been washed', it has been concluded under Sūtra 9. 4. 52 that it is meant to preclude the rest of the Rites;—and the words of the text under consideration are similar to those of that text.—'What is the similarity between these two texts?'.—What is found in the case of that text is—(a) that certain actions have been enjoined in the text 'One sacrifices Kapinjala birds to Vasanta',—(b) that at all those actions the details of the Archetype become admissible,—(c) that from among these archetypal details, those ending with 'washing' have been reasserted in the text 'They let them loose after they have been washed'; and as such a reassertion without any qualifications is preclusive in its character, it is concluded that it is meant to preclude the rest of the Rites;—
similarly in the case in question also, it is found—(a) that certain actions have been enjoined in the text ‘Should sacrifice the animals dedicated to Prajāpati’,—(b) that at all these actions, the archetypal details are admissible,—(c) that there is an unqualified reassertion of the details ending with ‘washing’; which must be preclusive of the rest of the Rites.—Since this is so, therefore the text ‘Should sacrifice at the Brahma-sāman’ should be regarded as the injunction of an act distinct from the previous one,—this distinct act being the sacrificing, at the Brahma-sāman, of the seventeen animals dedicated to Prajāpati’?

SUTRA (50).

IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PRECLUDING THE EMBELLISHMENTS; AS THE SENTENCE BEING ONE, THE SACRIFICE MUST BE ONE AND THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the text should not be taken as precluding the rest of the sacrificial performance; what is meant is that those embellishments which would normally come in after the ‘washing’ are put off for the time, and are to be brought in at the time of the Brahma-sāman’.—‘Why so?’—Because the sentence being one, the sacrifice should be one and the same;—i.e. the whole of the text—‘They let them loose after they have been washed,—one should sacrifice at the Brahma-sāman’—is ‘one sentence’.—‘How do you know that?’—In connection with the word ‘sacrifice’ (in the latter part of the text), we do not find the mention of any Substance or Deity [which must mean that the action spoken of by the term ‘sacrifice’ has for its substance and deity the same that have been mentioned in the earlier part of the text];—as a matter of fact, it is only when the sacrifice meant is one and the same that there can be such ‘one sentence’; as it is in that case alone that the ‘sacrificing’ only has to be laid down, the Substance and the Deity having been already mentioned (in the preceding words).—In case the two were distinct sentences,—the first preceding the rest of the performance and the second enjoining another sacrifice,—then this would mean a syntactical split; and it would, in this case, be necessary to lay down (afresh) the Substance and the Deity.—As for the argument that “what has gone before would be connected with the second sentence”,—the needs of the first sentence having been already satisfied, it could not be connected with the second sentence.—From this it follows that the two parts form ‘one sentence’.—‘But even if the sacrifice be one and the same, if the first part precluded the subsequent embellishments, and the second part enjoined the same, then the meanings being different, there would be syntactical split’.—Not so; the mere assertion of the ‘sacrificing at Brahma-sāman’ implies the omission of what follows the washing; so that it does not need to be enjoined (by the first part); all that is done is that in reference to the said omission, the sacrificing alone is postponed; so that the fact of the sacrifice being one and the same does not involve a syntactical split at all.
Sūtra (51).

Also because it is found that there is no 'pouring' of the Fat.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'Savīyā vā ētarhi vacā yadanaabhīghtā, brahma vai brahmaśāma, yat brahmaśāmni ālabhatā, tēnāsavīyāśṭenābhīghtā'; [where 'the non-pouring of the fat' has been spoken of].—If the first sentence in question were preclusive of the subsequent embellishments, then alone it would so happen that the Juhū vessel having been emptied by the Savāniya offering, there would be no 'remnant of the Prayājas'.—so that in this case alone would 'non-pouring' be possible. If, on the other hand, the said sentence were preclusive of the rest of the performance, then 'the sacrificing at Brahmasāman' would be a distinct act; at which the Prayājas are performed over again; of which the 'remnant' would be there, with which the 'pouring' could be done; so that the mention of 'non-pouring' would be inexplicable in that case.—For this reason also the sentence should be taken as precluding the subsequent embellishments.
Adhikarana (12): At the ‘Ahina’, the ‘letting loose of the Bulls’ is meant to be preclusive of the rest of the Performance.

Bhasya.

There is an ‘Ahina’ sacrifice named ‘Pañchashāradiya’, laid down in the text—‘Māruitiyaḥ pañchashāradiyo, yaḥ kāmayet bahu syāmiti sa ētēna yajēta’ ['There is the Pañchashāradiya sacrifice to the Maruts; one who is desirous of becoming many should perform this sacrifice' ];—in connection with this sacrifice we have the following declarations—(a) ‘Vaishakhvyāma-vāsyaśyām saptadasha mārutistrivato apravita upākaroti’; (b) ‘Saptadasha prashnīn uṣṇah tān paryagnikṛtān prokṣitānītārā ālabhantē prātārūnātīrjantī’; (c) ‘Tataḥ samvatsarē rājīvā ānayanti tāṃshchaivokṣṇah tān paryagnikṛtānītārā ālabhantē prātārūnātīrjantī’.

[The Pañchashāradiya sacrifice is completed in five years; during the first year, the sacrifice is performed on that Moonless Day on which the asterism of Vaiśākhā falls; at this the animals dealt with are seventeen young female animals and seventeen bulls;—after all these have been washed and besprinkled, the female animals are laid down as to be killed and the bulls as to be let loose; the same process is repeated during the second, third and fourth years;—then comes the declaration that three animals having been killed on each day, five should be killed on the last day.]

In regard to the ‘letting loose’ of the Bulls, there arises the same question as above—Is the ‘letting loose’ meant to preclude the rest of the sacrificial performance, as in the case of the ‘Āraṇya’? Or is it meant to preclude only the subsequent embellishments for the time being,—being taken up again at the Śutyās, this resuming being laid down in the last sentence, ‘They kill three bulls on each day and five on the last day’?—If it is meant to be preclusive of the rest of the performance, then, each year, fresh bulls would have to be brought in; if, on the other hand, it is meant to preclude only the embellishments, then, the same bulls would be kept for five years, being ‘embellished’ again and again, and being sacrificed only at the final Śutyās.

On this question, the Purvapakṣa is as follows:—

Sūtra (52).

[Purvapakṣa]—“The same should be the case with the Pañchashāradiya sacrifices.”

Bhasya.

“If you wish to know how the Pañchashāradiya sacrifices are to be dealt with, the answer is that the same should be the case with the Pañchashāradiya sacrifices; i.e. they should be regarded as the Prājapatiya offerings
(have been regarded in the preceding Adhikarana); i.e. the 'letting loose' should be taken as precluding the embellishments; as in this way, the idea is in keeping with the context; otherwise, the idea of the context would be abandoned and an entirely foreign conception brought in. It is only thus too that the expression 'tāṃśchaiva ukṣṇah' ('those same bulls'), which refers to the bulls previously mentioned in the same context, becomes understandable; as also the laying down of the expiatory Rite—'If the Bull happen to be lame (Kūta 1), or one-eyed, one should offer cooked rice to Brhaspati; if it should fall down, one should offer cooked rice to Vāyu; if it should die, one should offer cooked rice to Nīrti'; these contingencies can come about only when the animals are kept (year after year, not if fresh ones are brought in every year).—From all this it follows that the 'letting loose' of the Bulls is to be treated as precluding the embellishments.'

SŪTRA (53).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—Not so; because it forms 'one sentence' with the Injunction.

Bhaṣya.

It is not right that the 'letting loose' of the Bulls is preclusive of the embellishments; as a matter of fact, it precludes the rest of the performance itself—Why?—Because it forms 'one sentence' with the Injunction;—the Injunction of the sacrifice in question is—'Saptadasha māruṭh pṛṣṭhī upākaroti' [which lays down the sacrifice of seventeen young she-animals to Maruts]; it is this text that contains the mention of the substance as well as the Deity;—with this injunction, the sentence 'saptadasha pṛṣṭhin-ukṣṇah' ('seventeen young bulls') forms 'one sentence', and is syntactically connected.—'How do you know that?'—The sentence 'seventeen young bulls' is incomplete (having no verb), and it is completed with the help of the preceding injunction, which supplies the missing words 'māruṭinālā-bhatē' [thus completing the sentence 'Sacrifices seventeen young bulls to Maruts'].

'This would be a clear case of 'anuṣaṅga' (supplying of ellipsis); and in that case there are two distinct independent sentences;—how then can it be said that 'it forms one sentence with the Injunction'?

Answer—If the former sentence is supplementary to the latter, then it involves an 'anuṣaṅga',—while if the second sentence is supplementary to the former, then it is a case of 'one sentence'; as a matter of fact, we shall take the second sentence as supplementary to the former; the right course is that the second sentence should be regarded as supplementary to the former sentence,—not the former as supplementary to the latter. If the second is supplementary to the first sentence, then all that is needed is the interdependence of the two sentences; while in the other case, it would be necessary to assume this interdependence, as also the Anuṣaṅga (supplying of the ellipsis); and there would be a connection with what is expressed by the
particle 'cha', the meaning being—'Sacrifice seventeen young female animals to Maruts, and also seventeen young bulls'. It is not necessary however to add the signification of the particle 'cha'; as the fact of the two being taken together is secured by the combination of the two sentences.
—The upshot of all this therefore is that there is only 'one sentence' in the case, laying down thirty-four actions,—seventeen of these being let off after the washing, and the other seventeen being dealt with as at the archetypal sacrifice.—Similarly with the subsequent injunctions.—When once the animals have been let off, it is not right that they should be used again in another performance; firstly because the performer has no longer any proprietary right over them, and also because they will have become stale.—From all this it follows that, as in the case of the 'āranya' (wild) animals, so here also; the sentence should be taken as precluding the rest of the performance.

Under the circumstances, there should be a different set of Bulls each succeeding year; so that there being no previous bulls there, there would be no 'abandoning of what is related to the context' —as for the expiatory Rite, it would fall due prior to the 'letting off' of the embellished Bulls. The declaration of dependence also would be in reference to other similar Bulls 'young' and 'dedicated to Maruts',—the previous bulls not being there;—just as in the case of such expressions as 'Tāmēva yavāgūm tryaham pibati, tānyēva aushadhānī, sa ēva tītīrih'.

SŪTRA (54).

ALSO BECAUSE THE EMBELLISHMENTS ARE FOUND MENTIONED.

Bhāṣya.

The following text shows that the embellishments are to be performed every year—'Tān prayagnikṛtān proksitān itarā ālabhantā pratarunutsprajanti'.—"This might be a mere description".—Not so; in that case there would be syntactical split—the two statements being 'Performs the washing' and 'Let's off those that have been washed'.—Further, the washing of the 'she-calves' and the 'bulls' have been spoken of simultaneously; as regards the she-calves, there would be only reference, as it is already known from other sources, while, as regards the others (the Bulls), it would be enjoined, as it is not known from other sources.—This however cannot be right; while the embellishments are there, both these are impossible; over the sacrifice one has perfect right; hence in both cases there should be sacrifices.
ADHIKARAṆA (13): The 'Abhiśechaniya' and the 'Dasha-
pēya' should be performed separately.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, two Ekāha sacrifices are performed—
the Abhiśechaniya and the Dashapēya.

In regard to this we proceed to consider the question—Are these to be
performed 'in common' or separately?
The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—

SŪTRA (55).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"AT THE 'DASHAPĒYA', AS THERE IS
'ANTICIPATION' OF THE PURCHASE, THERE SHOULD BE 'ANTI-
CIPATION' OF ALL THAT PRECEDES IT; HENCE THE
PERFORMANCE OF THESE SHOULD BE 'IN
COMMON'."

Bhāṣya.

"Of these two, the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'.—
Why?—Because the 'Purchase' connected with the Dashapēya is 'anticip-
cipated', as laid down in the text 'For the Dashapēya and the Abhiś-
chaniya, one purchases the Soma together at the same time'; as a matter
of fact, the Abhiśechaniya comes before the Dashapēya; hence if the Purchase
of the Soma for both is done at the time of the Abhiśechaniya, it means the
'anticipation' of the Purchase connected with the Dashapēya. The 'anticip-
cation' of the Purchase leads to the 'anticipation' of all those details
that go before the Purchase, according to the principle evolved under Sūtra
5. 1. 24. From this it is clear that the performance of these two Ekāha
sacrifices is begun 'in common'; and when they have commenced 'in
common', it is only right that their completion also should be 'in
common'. Hence we conclude that the performance of the two sacrifices
should be 'in common'."

SŪTRA (56).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—"THE DECLARATION OF SIMILARITY POINTS
TO THE SAME CONCLUSION."

Bhāṣya.

"There is the declaration to the effect that—'The two sacrifices, the
Dashapēya and the Abhiśechaniya are similar'; and the similarity of the
sacrifices can only be due to the similarity of their procedure; as by them-
soever they are distinct."
SŪTRA (57).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE IS NO ‘ANTICIPATION’, BECAUSE IT IS ON ACCOUNT OF THE SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS THAT THE TWO ARE LAID DOWN AS TO BE DONE TOGETHER.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, there is no ‘anticipation’ of the Purchase at all.—Why?—Because it is on account of the special requirements; i.e. one Purchase is prompted by the actual requirements, while the other is done only because it is so laid down. In connection with the purchasing of Soma which is done before the performance of the sacrifice begins, there are the following details:—At the time of securing the accessories of the sacrifice, there is a conversation between the sacrificer and the Soma-vendor,—the determining of the price of the Soma and the buying of it; from the very nature of these details, it is absolutely necessary to perform them; for, if all this were not done, it would not be right to undertake the performance of the sacrifice at all.—“Why?”—Because in that case it is just possible that at the time of the actual performance there may be no Soma at all;—or the Vendor may not agree to give it at the price offered; so that in that case the sacrifice could not be performed.—It is for this reason that it has been laid down that all this should be done together, at one and the same time (for both the sacrifices in question).—“Why so?”—Because this first Purchase is the main purchase,—it having been nearly completed at that time, the payment of the price only remaining to be done.—As for the other details—such as the pronouncing of the Mantra ‘Kalāyā ite kṛṇāmi’ and so forth,—these are mere details; specially as the Vendor is not an independent agent. Such being the case, if the Purchase were done at different times, the subsidiaries also would be performed at those same times.—In the conversation held between the Vendor and the Purchaser, the root ‘Kṛi’ has been used in the sense of purchasing; as is also found in such ordinary expressions as ‘Dēva-dattēṇa saha asmābhīḥ dhānyam kṛitam’ [‘Paddy has been purchased by us along with Devadatta’], where the transaction has been completed and hence a reference is made to it.—All this is outside the pale of the sacrifice. —Hence there can be no ‘anticipation’ (of the Purchase); it has to be performed separately at its own proper time in both cases.

SŪTRA (58).

ALSO BECAUSE THE ‘AVABHṛTHA’ IS FOUND IN CONNECTION WITH THE FORMER (OF THE TWO SACRIFICES).

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, we find the Avabhṛtha mentioned in connection with the ‘former’—i.e. with the Abhiṣēchaniya,—in the following text—‘Samānam vai etad yajñam vichchinanti yadabhiṣechniṣyaśvabhṛthamabhhyava-
yanti’ ['If they separate the Avabhrtha from the Abhisêchaniya, they disturb the even tenor of the sacrifice']; this connection between the Avabhrtha and the Abhisêchaniya is possible only if there are separate performances; otherwise, the Avabhrtha would have to be performed at the end of the Dashapêya.

SŪTRA (59).

THE INITIATIONS ALSO ARE FOUND CONNECTED WITH THE LATTER (OF THE TWO SACRIFICES).

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Dashapêya also, we find the Initiations mentioned separately; it being declared that ‘they should increase the number of Initiations at the Abhisêchaniya, so that on the tenth day the Dashapêya becomes accomplished; at which the Soma is purchased at the same time and the Initiation is done at the same time’.—If the two were not performed separately, then the Initiations of the Dashapêya would be done at the Abhisêchaniya also; and in that case the said declaration would not be compatible.

As for the argument urged (in Sū. 56) that—“The declaration of similarity points to the same conclusion”,—our answer to that is as follows:—

SŪTRA (60).

THEY ARE ‘SIMILAR’ BY REASON OF THE TIME BEING THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

The two Soma-sacrifices are performed during the same season; so that after one year it is in reference to this sameness of time that there is the declaration of ‘similarity’ with regard to the latter of the two. Such a declaration would have no sense if the performances were not separate.—From all this it follows that the two sacrifices in question should be performed separately.
Adhikarāṇa (14): In the text ‘Vārunyā nīskāsēna tuṣaishchāvabhṛthamabhyavayanti’, the ‘Avabhṛtha’ is laid down as a distinct sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Varuṇaprāghāsa sacrifices, we read—’Vārunyā nīskāsēna tuṣaishchāvabhṛthamabhyavayanti’ [‘They proceed to the Avabhṛtha with the smearings of the Vāruni and the Chaff’].

[At the Varuṇa-prāghāsa, the eighth substance is this ‘Curdled Milk for Varuṇa’ this substance along with the Ram made of barley-flour having been offered, they offer the ninth substance, a cake baked on one pan; then they perform the Avabhṛtha with the smearings left in the vessel that contained the Curdled Milk, as also the Chaff of the barley of whose flour the Ram had been made.]

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following question—Does this mean the postponement of the previously-mentioned offering? Or the injunction of a distinct act?

Sūtra (61).

Pūrvapakṣa—“At the Avabhṛtha,—inasmuch as the ‘smearings’ are part of it, there should be ‘anticipation’ of the offering, as in the case of the ‘Animal’.”

Bhāṣya.

“This is a case of ‘anticipation’ of the offering;—why?—because it is a part of it; the Curdled Milk has been laid down as to be offered to Varuṇa, in the text—’Curdled Milk is for the Maruts; Curdled Milk is for Varuṇa’;—this Curdled Milk is found to be offered to Varuṇa on two occasions—one part of it is offered in place of the Āvāpa, and another part, after the Samiṣṭa-yajus;—in both cases the deity is Varuṇa;—hence it follows that there should be ‘anticipation’ of the offering;—as in the case of the ‘Animal’; i.e. out of the Savaniya animal, they offer the fat at the morning extraction, the cake at midday and the limbs at the evening extraction.’ ‘What is the use of introducing the term, Avabhṛtha at all (in the Sutra)?’—It is a merely—a figurative reference,—on the basis of the place and the deity being the same (in the case of the Avabhṛtha and the offering to Varuṇa in question).—‘Why cannot the term be treated as transferring the details (of the Avabhṛtha to the offering to Varuṇa),—like the term ‘agnihotra’ (see 7. 3. 1.)?’—Because it cannot be so taken; it is not possible for one and the same sentence to lay down ‘anticipation’ of the offering and also the transference of details; in fact, after having laid down the anticipation of the offering, it has no capacity left for laying down the transference of details.”
SŪTRA (62).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE SEPARATION; BECAUSE OF CONNECTION WITH A WELL-KNOWN NAME.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, there should be no ‘anticipation’ of the offering; what is meant is the separation—of the smearings; and the action laid down in the text is an entirely different one.—“Why?”—Because of connection with a well-known name;—i.e. because of connection with the well-known name ‘avabhrtha’, in the sentence ‘Niśkāśēnaavabhrthamabhanyavayanti’.—“It has been already explained that the use of the name is only figurative, for the purposes of reference”.—If it were a mere reference, then it would not prompt any activity and hence it would be useless; while, if it transfers the details, then it serves a distinctly useful purpose.—“But even in that case the use of the term would be figurative”.—Yes; but even a figurative term, if prompting activity, serves a useful purpose; just as such figurative expressions as—‘agnau tiṣṭhati’ [‘stands in fire’], ‘avaṇa tiṣṭhati’ [‘stands in the pit’].—“But such usage involves the incongruity of a term having several significations”.—There is no such incongruity in the case of the term laying down an entirely new action; just as, in the case of the term, ‘Eṣāṣyave rāvaṇa tiṣṭyamagniṣṭomasāma kṛtvā pashukāmo hyēṣṇa yaṣṭa’.—“But how can the text in question lay down an entirely new action?”—The answer to this is as follows:—What is declared in the text is that ‘they proceed to the Aravbrtha with the smearings of the curdled milk offered to Varuṇa and with the Chaff’;—as a matter of fact, however, it is not possible for the Aravbrtha to be ‘proceeded to’;—hence the meaning is understood to be that ‘with a view to performing the Aravbrtha with the smearings and the Chaff, they proceed to the water’; this being analogous to such assertions as ‘with a view to making a cloth, they weave the yarns’.—The same idea might be said to be indicated indirectly (figuratively); like such assertions as ‘those who knowing this proceed to the sattra’ [where also ‘proceed’ stands for ‘perform’].

SŪTRA (63).

IF IT IS URGED THAT “IT MAY BE AN ACT OF DISPOSAL”,—THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF ACTION.

Bhāṣya.

It might be argued that—“Inasmuch as the smearing is only the remnant of what has been offered at another sacrifice, the ‘proceeding to Aravbrtha’ may be regarded as merely an act of Disposal”.

That cannot be.—“Why?”—Because of the presence of action; i.e. we find the substance spoken of as connected with a positive (fruitful) action, as is clear from the use of the Instrumental Ending (in ‘niśkāśēna’); if it were a mere Disposal, this would have been signified by the use of the Accusative.
Ending, because in that case, the substance, not the action, would be the predominant factor; as is found in the case of the text ‘Chātvālē kṛṣṇaviśāṇām prāsyati’ ['Throws the Black Horn on the dust-heap'].

Or the term ['Karma-samyojita' in the śūtra] may be taken to mean connection with action, through the term 'avabhr̥tha'; if it were an act of Disposal, then the term 'avabhr̥tha' would be meaningless; because the only purpose that this term could serve is to transfer the details of the Avabhr̥tha sacrifice;—but it is not possible to transfer the Details of a positive primary sacrifice to a mere Disposal; as there is no similarity between the two.—In that case the only meaning possible would be 'One disposes of the substance by the Avabhr̥tha';—as a matter of fact, however, there is nothing that has been 'disposed of' by the Avabhr̥tha, which could be transferred.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): The ‘Udayaniya-offering’ out of the ‘Prāyaṇiya-smearings’ is a positive act by itself to which the ‘smearings’ is subsidiary.

SŪTRA (64).

[PŪRVAPAKSA (A)]—"The case of the Udayaniya also is to be treated like that."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, we read —‘Out of the Prāyaṇiya-smearings one offers the Udayaniya.’

[The question being as before]—there is the following Pūrvapakṣa:—"As in the case of the Avabhrtha, so here also, the smearings should be treated as the accessory detail; as here also there is connection with a primary act of the name of Udayaniya,—in the text ‘out of the smearings of the Prāyaṇiya one offers the Udayaniya’;—the Udayaniya however cannot be offered; so here also, it is only the relationship (connection) that is laid down;—the meaning being that ‘He makes up the offering material out of the smearings of the Prāyaṇiya, for the purpose of performing the Udayaniya’;—or it may be taken figuratively, as before.—Further, the presence of the Accusative Ending indicates the predominance of the action, and the Locative Ending in ‘niṣkāś’ indicates the subordinate character of the smearings (niṣkāsa). If it were an act of Disposal, the action would be the subordinate and the smearings, the predominant factor; and in that case the action would be connected with the Instrumental Ending and the smearings with the Accusative Ending. —‘The Locative is used also in connection with the predominant factor; for instance, in such expressions as Svāgāṇe gāvo vāyaṇantām, prāvārē kusumānī.’—Such is the case when the substance has been already known, from other sources, as the predominant factor; in a case however where the matter is amenable to verbal authority only, the substance can be regarded as the subordinate factor; because these endings are case-endings expressive of active agencies, and active agencies are subservient to actions, because they are well-established entities,—and when entities already established are spoken of along with those to be accomplished, the former are subservient to the latter; on the ground that they serve a visible purpose; if what is to be accomplished were taken as subservient to a well-established entity, it would be necessary to assume a transcendental purpose served by it;—but while a visible purpose is possible, there can be no justification for assuming a transcendental purpose."
SŪTRA (65).

[Pūrvapāka (B)]—"Or, it may be an act of Disposal; as there is no connection with the action."

Bhāṣya.

"Or, the Udayaniya may be regarded as an act of Disposal; the smearings being the subordinate factor.—Why so?—Because there is no connection with action; i.e. the 'smearings' has no connection with the Udayaniya-offering; in fact, the 'smearings' is connected with the Nirvāpa 'offering,' as is clear from the words 'nīkāsē nirvāpati.'—'Inasmuch as the Udayaniya is the most important factor in the context, the right thing is to connect the smearings with that.'—Not so; if it is connected with the predominant factor, then it remains incomplete,—as to what is it that the Udayaniya does to the smearings. This information has to be supplied by the word 'nirvapayitayam' ('should be offered'), the complete idea thus obtained being 'one offers the Udayaniya'; and it has been already pointed out that the Udayaniya has no connection with the smearings. We are forced therefore to adopt the construction which gives the sense that 'for the purpose of performing the Udayaniya one secures the offering-material in the smearings of the Prāyaniya.' The 'smearings' too is a remnant of the Prāyaniya-offering; in fact, the very term 'nīkāsa' ('smearings') is denotative of the remnant; it stands for that substance which has been left smeared in the Ukhā-vessel;—an act of 'Disposal' consists in the using of the remnant for some other purpose; and such an act becomes a part and parcel of the main act, and as such, must have its connection with the main sacrifice duly perceived—or inferred, if it is an indirectly helpful accessory; the Locative Ending also has been found to be used in the sense of predominance.—From all this it follows that the act in question is one of Disposal.—'But even so, it should be treated as the injunction of a distinct act, as in the case of the Avabhṛtha.'—It might be so, if the act had not been already enjoined (elsewhere); as a matter of fact however, the Udayaniya has been already enjoined in the text—'Ādityaḥ prāyaniyasahcharurbhavati āditya udayaniyo disḥām prajñātyai'; and it is recognised that it is for the performance of this Udayaniya that the 'smearings of the Prāyaniya' come to be offered.—From all this it follows that the text in question cannot be taken as the injunction of a distinct act."

SŪTRA (66).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it must be a positively fruitful act,—because the thing is an auxiliary, being enjoined by a term expressing that idea; like the act of 'Shrayana'.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the 'offering of the smearings' should be treated as a positively fruitful act,—not as an act of 'Disposal'.—"Why?"—
Because the thing is an auxiliary; the 'smearings' is an auxiliary to—a subsidiary detail of—the 'offering'.—"How do you know that?"—Because it has been enjoined by a term expressing that idea; i.e. because it has been enjoined by a term—i.e. the Locative Ending—which is expressive of that idea;—the Locative Ending is used in the sense of the receptacle; and the receptacle of the action and the agencies conducive to that action is that which operates in the way of holding (containing) them; hence it must be auxiliary (subservient) to it.—"As a matter of fact, the smearings cannot hold or contain anything; the containing is done by the Dish".—This case is to be taken as similar to that of the Cooking Pot; the Cooking Pot contains the Rice and the Ground contains the Pot; and yet the Pot does not cease to be the container.—It might be argued that the smearings do not render any visible help.—But the same may be said of the Cooking Pot also.—Then again, the offering-substances serve the useful purpose of accomplishing the Udayaniya; if then, these substances are embellished by the smearings, then the smearings also serve a useful purpose. If, on the other hand, it is the smearings itself that is embellished, and no other purpose is served by it, then it would do nothing.—"But that also has accomplished the Prayaniya offering, and the embellishment done for that purpose would certainly serve a useful purpose."—Not so; because the embellishment of what is being used is superior to the embellishment of what has been used.

Further, if this were an embellishment of the smearings, and as such a part of the Prayaniya,—then this would militate against its proximity to the Udayaniya.—From all this it follows that through its connection with the smearings, the act in question renders an invisible help to the offering-substances used at the Udayaniya;—as in the case of the 'Shrayanya'; just as in the case of the declaration—'Payasā maitravaruṇam shriṇāti, dhānābhīrhāriyojanam'—the act of 'shrayanya' renders help to the Soma-sacrifice.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya XI.
ADHYĀYA XI.

PĀDA III.

Adhikaraṇa (1): Such details as the ‘Making of the Platform’ may be done at a time other than the time of the Principal Sacrifice.

Sūtra (1).

Inasmuch as subsidiaries are performed at the same time as the Principal, they may be performed at another time wherever there is a declaration to that effect.

Bhāṣya.

Under Sūtra 11. 2. 7, it has been explained that the subsidiaries are to be performed at the same time, at the same place and by the same performers as their Principals. This is what is recognised as to be done everywhere. But wherever there is a declaration to that effect, they may be performed at another time; i.e. wherever there is a declaration to that effect, they may be performed at another time, at another place and by other performers; e.g. (a) ‘At the Darsha sacrifice, one makes the platform on the previous day’, (b) ‘They perform the Aṇaḥṣṭha in water’, (c) at the Agni sacrifice, in the Sautrāṇaṇī, there are distinct sacrificial fees prescribed—in the form of a Mare (Badavā)—; which shows that the performer is different.
ADHIKARANA (2): The Ādhanā, 'Fire-installation', is to be performed 'in common'.

SŪTRA (2).

INASMUCH AS THE THING IS BROUGHT ABOUT AT A TIME OTHER THAN THAT OF THE SACRIFICAL PERFORMANCES, THE OPERATION SHOULD BE TAKEN AS APPERTAINING TO ALL; AS IT HAS ITS OWN TIME.

Bhāṣya.

We find the Ādhanā, Fire-installation, laid down in the text—'The Brāhmaṇa should install the Fire in spring,—the Kṣatriya in the summer, and the Vaiśhya in the autumn'—and it is an acknowledged fact that this Rite is for the purpose of performing sacrifices. —"Why so?"—Because it has no result of its own; the use of the Fires installed lying in such actions as 'the offering of oblations into the Āhavaniya Fire', 'the Cooking of offering materials in the Ğāhpatty Fire', 'the Cooking of the Anvēhārya, etc. in the Dāksināyini Fire'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Is this Fire-installation to be done separately for the purposes of every sacrifice that one may be going to perform?—Or should it be done once only 'in common', for the purpose of all kinds of sacrifices that one may have to perform—Iṣṭis, Animal-sacrifices, Soma-sacrifices, and Davēkohams?

The only rational view (Siddhānta) is as follows:—Inasmuch as the thing—Fire—is brought about at a time other than that of the Sacrificial Performance,—such, for instance, as 'spring', 'summer' and 'autumn',—the operation,—of installation,—should be taken as appertaining to all.—"Why?"—Because it has its own time; the Fire-installation has its own distinct time, in the shape of spring and the rest; and it has not been laid down as to be performed at the time of any particular sacrifice; hence there can be no such discrimination as that 'the Installation is for the purposes of this sacrifice, not for those of this other'; and when there is no such discrimination possible, the only right conclusion is that the Installation should be regarded as 'common' to all sacrifices.

"There is this discrimination possible that the Fire-installation is for the purpose of that particular sacrifice which is the first to be performed after it."

Certainly this discrimination is possible; but mere immediate sequence cannot be a reason (for connecting the one with the other); because, even if the Fire-installation were for the purposes of all sacrifices, its performance must come before some one sacrifice, as simultaneity is not possible. So that 'immediate sequence to some one sacrifice' is a reason that would be applicable to both the conclusions—that 'the Installation is for the pur-
poses of all sacrifices' and that 'it is for the purposes of the one sacrifice only';—and being equally applicable to both, it cannot be regarded as a sound reason.

Then again, it is not with the Installation of Fire that sacrifices are begun; in fact, they are begun with the Fetching of Fire; in case they did begin with the Installation, then it might be regarded as the beginning of that particular sacrifice which would have been begun with it,—and not of any other sacrifice; as the one sacrifice would have come in between the two (the Installation and the other sacrifices);—and with the finishing of that one sacrifice, the Installation also would come to an end,—just like the Fetching. As a matter of fact, however, no sacrifice is begun with the Installation; as at the time of the Installation the time of the sacrifice has not arrived; all the texts laying down the sacrifices pertaining to times later than that of the Installation.

"What is it then that is done by means of the Installation?"

The substance, in the shape of the particular Fire, is secured; just as one would secure Iron or Gold, with the view that 'when I have my own Iron or Gold, I shall do with it anything that may present itself', and then in time, he makes (out of the iron) the things he requires, such as the Axe and the like;—similarly in the case in question; the man secures the Fire with the view that 'when I have got my own Fire, I shall perform with it any sacrifice that may present itself'. There is no ground for making any such discrimination as that 'it is for the purpose of this, and not for that of the other'; and as a matter of fact, it is fit for being used for the purpose of all sacrifices. Hence it follows that the Installation is for the purpose of all sacrifices.

Then again, these several kinds of sacrifices,—Essential (compulsory), Prospective and Contingent,—have their respective times according to circumstances; all these have need of the Fire installed in the spring; it is not possible, during any other season, to install the Fire 'in the spring'; this 'want of connection' (incongruity) would be there if the Installation were done separately for each particular sacrifice. If, on the other hand, the Installation is for the purposes of all sacrifices and hence 'common', then there is no such incongruity.—For this reason also the Installation should be 'in common' for all sacrifices.
ADHIKARANA (3): In connection with the 'Agniśomīya' and other sacrifices, the 'Post' is set up 'in common' for all.

SŪTRA (3).

THE POST ALSO; AS IT IS NOT SET UP AT THE TIME OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there are three animal-sacrifices—Agniśomīya, Savaniya and Anubandhya;—in connection with these, there is the Post, laid down in such texts as—'He ties the animal to the Post of Khadira-wood', 'He ties it to the Post of Palāsha-wood', 'He ties it to the Post of Rohitaka-wood'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Is the Post to be set up separately for the tying of each of the three Animals? Or is it to be set up 'in common' for all?

The Pūrva-pakṣa is as follows:—"It should be set up separately;—why?—because in the Agniśomīya, the Post is included by the declaration of its procedure; so that, according to the General Law, it should have to be set up at the other two animal-sacrifices also; because the declarations of procedure are complete with each particular sacrifice, and hence indicate the setting up of the Post separately for each such sacrifice. Consequently, the Post should be set up separately."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Post also should be set up 'in common',—because it is not set up at the time of the sacrifice; as a matter of fact, the Post is not set up at the time of the performance of the animal-sacrifice; it is set up at a different time, as laid down in the text—'He cuts out the Post during the Initiations, or after the purchase of the Soma'. When it is set up at that time, there is no reason for making any discrimination, such as—'it is for the tying of this animal, not for that'; while it is possible for all the three animals to be tied to it. Hence it should be regarded as serving the purposes of all the three animals.

SŪTRA (4).

ALSO THERE IS A TEXT INDICATING THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE POST.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text which shows that there is only one Post pertaining in common to all the three animals;—in connection with the Savaniya animal, it is said—'Triyṛtā yūpaṃ parivṛtiya', which lays down the encircling of the Post with a threefold thread;—if there were several Posts, then, inasmuch as the previous Post will have served its purpose (in connection with the first
sacrifice of the Agniṣomīya),—the said Post would come into the second (Savaniya) animal, under the General Law, and there would be no need for separately laying down the 'encircling with the threefold thread'. If, on the other hand, the Post is common to all the three, then its embellishments also would be 'common', so that the 'encircling' done in connection with the Agniṣomīya animal would have served its purpose in that connection, and that same 'encircling' would not be admissible at the Savaniya; consequently it becomes necessary to enjoin it; and this is what is done.—For this reason also the Post is 'common'.
ADHIKARANYA (4): The Embellishments of the Post are performed 'in common'.

SUTRA (5).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"The Embellishments however should be repeated; because they are done at the time of its use."

BHASHYA.

There are certain embellishments of the Post done in course of the performance of the animal-sacrifices,—such as, Besprinkling, Anointing, Setting-up, and Encircling.

In regard to these, we proceed to consider the question—are these embellishments to be done separately with each of the animals? or 'in common'? The Purvapaksa is as follows:—"The embellishments—of the Post—should be repeated,—and they should not be treated as to be done once only 'in common', like the Post itself.—Why so?—Because they are done at the time of its use; the 'use' is the tying of the animal; and it is at the time of this Tying that the embellishments in question are done;—and there is this ground for the differentiation that the embellishments are for the purpose of that animal, at the time of whose tying they have been done; and as the time for the other two animals has not yet arrived, the embellishments could not be performed for the sake of the latter two animals.—From this it follows that the embellishments should be repeated (with each animal), just like the 'Sammârjana' of the Fire."

SUTRA (6).

[SIDDHANTA]—As a matter of fact, they have their own time, as they have the Post for their objective; and they have been enjoined for the Post; in the case of all things, another time is adopted only when there is a declaration to that effect.

BHASHYA.

The embellishments would truly have to be repeated if they were performed at the time of use. As a matter of fact however, they have their own time, i.e. they are performed at the time of the Initiation.—How do you know this?—Because they have the Post for their objective; the embellishments are not meant for bringing about the use, it is the Post that is brought about by them; and it is the Post that is for the purpose of the use. This Post has to be brought about at the time of the Initiations, according to the text—'One cuts out
the Post during the Initiations’;—and it is by means of the embellishments that the Post is brought about or prepared;—hence the embellishments are to be performed at the time of the Initiations.

"It is only the cutting of the Post, not the making of it, that has been declared as to be done during the Initiations."

**Answer**—There is no worldly object named ‘Post’, of which the cutting is laid down in the text; hence what we learn from the text is that ‘by the acts of cutting’ and the rest one makes the Post, during the Initiations;—the ‘cutting’ alone has been mentioned because it is the principal act in the process of Post-making,—and it has been mentioned only by way of indication; that it is so is clear from the fact that mere ‘cutting’ does not make the thing a ‘Post’.

Such being the case, it is clear that the embellishments are done during the time of the Initiations.

*In the case of all things it is only when there is a declaration to that effect, that another time is adopted; as for instance, in the case of such declarations as ‘After the offering to Agni-Maruts, they perform the Anuyājas’.*

From all this it follows that like the Post itself, its embellishments also should be regarded as ‘common’.

There is another explanation of the expression ‘Yūpakarmatvat’ (in the Sūtra):—The embellishments of cutting, etc. form part of the process of making the Post; i.e. it is the Post that is made by the process of Planing and the rest, just as the ‘Samrāt’ (supreme sovereign) is brought about by the Vājapeya sacrifice;—hence if the Post has been made once, if it is made again, such making would be useless; hence there should be no repetition (of the act of Post-making).

“If this be so, then the same Post would have to be used at the Nirūḍha-Pushu-sacrifice also.”

Yes, that would be so, if there had been no prohibition of the sacrifice by the term ‘niristi’; there is, however, that prohibition; hence it is not so; just as another action is not done with the Kusha-grass that has been used already at one action.

Or the term ‘Yūpakarmatvat’ may mean that the sacrifice for which the Post had been made having been finished, the Post also has become finished, come to an end.

**SŪTRA (7).**

**There is a text which shows that there is a single measurement.**

**Bhāṣya.**

There is the text declaring—‘Having encircled the Post with the three-fold thread, one sacrifices the Savaniya animal’; which mentions the details
connected with the Post beginning with the ‘encircling’; this shows that the Post is fixed up in the pit only once for all; if it were not so, it would have begun with ‘Besprinkling’ which is the most important detail. — It might be argued that “it has been so mentioned with a view to immediate sequence”. — But that cannot be so; as the sequence is already fixed by what is done at the archetype.

From this also it follows that the embellishments are ‘common’.
Adhikarana (5): The ‘Svaru’ is common to the three Animals.

Bhāṣya.

There is the Svaru, mentioned in the text ‘Yūpasya svarum karoti’ [‘He makes the Svaru of the Post’].

In regard to this, there is the question—Is this Svaru one only, common to all the Animals? Or should it be separate, one for each of the animals?—[When the Post is being hewn out, the piece of wood that falls out first is used as the Svaru—says the Bhāṣya at the end of Sūtra 9].

The Pūrva-pākaṇḍa is as follows:

Sūtra (8).

Pūrva-pākaṇḍa—‘The ‘Svaru’ should be complete with each performance; as it has no time of its own.’

Bhāṣya.

‘The Svaru should be regarded as complete with each performance, as it has no time of its own; as a matter of fact, there is no particular time laid down for the making of the Svaru; whichever Svaru one takes up at the time of a sacrificical performance,—in accordance with the declaration ‘One anoints the Animal with the Svaru or the Svadhiti’,—for the purpose of anointing a particular animal, that Svaru is regarded as being for the purposes of that Animal-sacrifice; this the differentiating feature that we perceive; hence it follows that there is a different Svaru in connection with each of the three animals.—There is the text declaring that one makes the Svaru of the Post, which means that there is a definite time for the making of the Svaru’.—It is not so; this making also falls within the scope of the performance of the sacrifice [and the time cannot refer to the Svaru by itself].—Then again, the term ‘Svaru’ in the text ‘makes the Svaru’ stands for the use of the Svaru; hence what the text means is that ‘one makes use of the Svaru’,—because it is not known what the Svaru is, while it is well-known that the use of the Svaru lies in anointing the Animal.—‘But we find a text laying down the Disposal of the Svaru at the end of the sacrifice—On the completion of the Soma-sacrifice, one offers away the grass-beding, as also the Svaru for the purpose of securing harmlessness for the sacrifice’.—True, there is this Disposal of the Svaru; but that is for Svaru in general, not for any particular Svaru.—Under these circumstances, there is a doubt as to whether the Svaru that appears at the end of the Soma-sacrifice is the same that had been taken up at the Agni-śomiya-animal-sacrifice and which had since been used ‘in common’ in connection with the other two animals,—or it is the one that has come at the time of the Anuban—
dhyā under the General Rule?—When there is this doubt, the right view is that what appears at the end of the Soma-sacrifice is that which comes in at the time of the Anubandhyā,—and not that which had been used ‘in common’.—Why so?—Because of the reason stated in the Sūtra.—Further, the mere appearance of a certain thing does not prove anything; such appearance being assumed wherever possible. Hence the appearance of the Svaru would be of that one which came in at the time of the Anubandhyā,—just as the appearance of the ‘grass-bedding’ is of that which came in at the time of the Anubandhyā."

SŪTRA (9).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE COMMON; AS THAT ALSO IS COMMON IN THE WAKE WHEREOF THE SVARU COMES IN.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the Svaru should vary with each performance; in fact, it should be common.—Why?—The Post, in the wake whereof the Svaru comes in, is common to all the animals; and because the Post is ‘common’, it is only right that the Svaru also should be ‘common’;—just as one and the same Post is common to all the animals, so the Svaru also should be common to all, specially as we do not perceive any peculiarity whereby it could be connected with any one of them only.

Objection—"The view just set forth is not right. In the case of the Post, it is right that it should be held to be ‘common’, because there is the declaration of the ‘anticipation’ of subsidiaries, and hence no grounds for differentiation are perceptible; in regard to the Svaru, however, there is no declaration of its ‘anticipation’, on the basis of which, the non-perception of grounds for differentiation would indicate its ‘common’ character.—As for the sentence ‘Yāpasya svarum karoti’, this falls within the scope of the Performance; the meaning being that ‘when one takes up a thing for using as Svaru in the anointing, he does so out of the Post’;—the fact of one thing being ‘common’ does not necessarily prove that another thing is also ‘common’; because out of one and the same Post, there may be many pieces;—further, those details which come into the Performance by virtue of the General Law, being different, bring into the performance their own auxiliaries, in connection with each performance separately; because differentiating peculiarities are perceptible; hence there must be diversity (among the Svarus)."

Answer—Though there is no direct declaration of the ‘anticipation’ of the Svaru,—nor does the ‘anticipation’ of one thing mean the ‘anticipation’ of another,—yet what has been asserted is not right; as what has been asserted is right only in a case where the two things are not related to one another,—not in a case where they are related; in the case in question (for instance), the Piece of wood (Svaru) comes out of the Post; and hence its ‘anticipation’ naturally follows from the ‘anticipation’ of the Post; hence wherever the Post is, the Svaru also is there.
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As for the statement that "the text 'Yūpasya svarum karoti' is connected with what falls within the scope of the performance".—this also is not right; in connection with every object, there are two points of time,—one at which it is brought in, and the other when what has been brought in is used;—when an object has got to be brought in for the purposes of a performance, —this performance is never taken up until that object has been brought in; for instance, it never happens that before bringing in the Vṛtih-corn, one begins the performance of the sacrifice and then begins to look for the Vṛtih-corn; if one were to do this, there would be no performance at all.—As for the Svaru, it is produced out of the Post when this latter is being hewn out; hence wherever there is this hewing, the Svaru (piece of wood) also is there. —As for the argument that there may be many Svarus out of a single Post, —this would be so if one did not take up that particular piece which came out first; as a matter of fact, however, it has been laid down that the piece of wood taken up as Svaru should be the one that comes out first; hence in view of the declaration that when the Post is being hewn out, the piece of wood that falls out first should be used as the Svaru,—as there cannot be more than one such piece,—it is not possible that there should be many Svarus out of a single Post.

SŪTRA (10).

ALSO BECAUSE ITS 'DISPOSAL' IS FOUND TO APPEAR AT THE END OF THE SOMA-SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

In the text—'On the completion of the Soma-sacrifice, one offers away the grass-bedding, as also the Svaru, in order to secure harmlessness for the sacrifice',—the 'Disposal' of the Svaru is found mentioned as coming at the end of the Soma-sacrifice; and this is possible only if it is 'common' to all the animals; if it appertained to each of the animals separately, then the said disposal would come in at the end of the Agni-somiya.—From this also it follows that the Svaru is 'common' (to all the three animals).

SŪTRA (11).

[Objection]—"BUT THE TIME MENTIONED MAY PERTAIN TO THE 'SVARU' ITSELF, AS TO THE PRASTARA."

Bhāṣya.

This argument that had been brought forward before has got to be refuted—[This refutation follows in the next Sūtra.]—
That is not so; because this itself is the originative injunction in the case of the Prastara, it is so because of the direct declaration.

Bhāsyā.

The offering of the Svaru that is spoken of is not that of the Svaru coming in at the time of the Anubandhyā.—Why?—Because the sentence quoted is itself the originative injunction of the offering—'At the completion of the Soma-sacrifice one offers away the grass-bedding and also the Svaru, for securing harmlessness for the sacrifice'; from this it appears, on the basis of the order of sequence, that the 'offering' is to be of that Svaru which came in at the time of the Agni-śomiya animal.—Now if this Svaru were common, then, it would be right for it to be mentioned as to be treated in a particular manner by being offered into the Fire, at the end, after all that had to be done with it had been finished in connection with all the three animals. If, on the other hand, it were different with each of the animals, then the said disposal should have appeared at the end of the Agni-śomiya-offering (the very first of the three).—'Why cannot we take the text to mean that the Disposal, which became due at the end of the Agni-śomiya-offering, should come at the end of the Soma-sacrifice?'—That cannot be; as in that case, two distinct peculiarities of the offering would be laid down by the text—(1) offering into the Fire, and (2) that at the end of the Soma-sacrifice;—this would involve a syntactical split;—hence such cannot be the meaning of the text.—As for the argument that 'it would be as in the case of the Prastara',—our answer is that in the case of the Prastara, it is so, because of the Direct Declaration; the offering of the Prastara has been definitely laid down in connection with the Dāreṣa-Paraṁsāsa sacrifices—'One offers the Prastara with the Āshirmantras'; and thence, under the General Law, it becomes admissible in the case of each Animal; consequently it is only right that it should be found to be spoken of as appearing at the time of the Anubandhyā animal.—Such however is not the case with the offering of the Svaru. Hence there can be no analogy between the two cases.
Adhikaraṇa (6): At the 'Dvādaśāha', the 'Throwing away of the Black Horn' should be done on the Last Day.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyoṭiṣṭoma, among the observances of the Initiated sacrificer, it is laid down that 'He scratches the body with the Black Horn':—and in regard to the same Black Horn, it is again laid down that 'After the fees have been taken away, he throws the Black Horn into the Chāṭvāla'.—Both these (using of the Black Horn and its being thrown away) become admissible, under the General Law, at the Dvādaśāha (which has the Jyoṭiṣṭoma for its archetype).

Regarding this we proceed to consider the question—May this Throwing away of the Black Horn be done either on the first or on the last day (optionally)? Or must it be done on the last day only?

The Pūrva-pākaśa is as follows:

Sūtra (13).

[Pūrva-pākaśa]—"As regards the Throwing away of the Black Horn at the Ahargaṇa-sacrifice, it may be done optionally either on the First or on the Last Day, as there is incompatibility of details."

Bhāṣya.

"There should be option,—the Throwing Away being done either on the First or on the Last Day.—"Why?"—Because there is incompatibility of details;—if the Throwing Away were done on the First Day, then there could be no ‘scratching with Black Horn’ on the subsequent days, though this ‘scratching’ is one of those details which have got to be performed on those days before the carrying away of the fees;—on the other hand, if the Throwing Away were done on the Last Day, then, on the preceding days, there could be no ‘scratching by the Hand’, which is one of the details to be performed on those days after the carrying away of the Fees—as the Horn would be there in the hand;—thus in both cases there is incompatibility of details. Hence there should be option."
SŪTRA (14).

[Siddhānta]—The Horn must be there [on all days], as there are ‘Morning-Extractions’ in the middle; the use of the hand has not been declared; specially because having been enjoined, it has been already in use.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that there should be Option; as a matter of fact, the Horn must be there on all days; i.e. ‘scratching with the Horn’ should be a fixture throughout the Ahargana-sacrifices, and its ‘Throwing away’ should be done only on the Last Day.—“Why?”—Because there are ‘morning-extractions’ in the middle; i.e. in course of the Ahargana, there are several ‘Morning-Extractions’, and by adopting the Horn at all, the accessory detail of ‘scratching with the Horn’ would be preserved at all of them.

“At the other two (Midday and Afternoon) Extractions, the accessory detail is ‘scratching with the Hand’, and this would be set aside (by the retaining of the Horn).”

This does not affect the case. It is nowhere declared that the ‘scratching should be done with the Hand’; wherever this scratching is done with the Hand, it is only because of the needs of the situation, the hand being the nearest thing available; and what is prompted by the needs of a situation cannot form the subject of an Injunction.

“Even so, at the later two extractions, it is the Hand that should be recognised as to be used, by reason of its being the nearest thing available.”

Our answer to this is as follows—Because, having been enjoined, it has been already in use; i.e. the ‘scratching’ having been laid down as to be done at the end of the ‘Morning-Extraction’, at the other two extractions also it is ‘scratching with the Horn’ that should come in, because it has been already in use; and when a thing has been in use, its abandoning will be contrary to sound practice.—“How is it then that it is abandoned at the archetype?”—Because at that time the Horn is not there.—“Why is not another Horn brought in for the purposes of scratching”?—The previous Horn has been thrown away in order to relieve the sacrificer of the trouble of holding it; if, then, another Horn were to be brought in, the Holding of that could only be for a transcendental purpose, and such a transcendental purpose will thus have to be assumed.—In the case in question, however, the Horn has to be held at the later ‘Morning-Extraction’, and it being there, there is no reason why it should be abandoned.—Thus then, on the first day, after the carrying away of the fees, the scratching should have to be done with the Horn itself.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the 'Rājasūya', speech should be given vent to when the 'offerings-maker' has been called for the last time.

SŪTRA (15).

SO ALSO, AT THE SACRIFICE WHERE SEVERAL GRAIN-SEEDS ARE USED, THE 'GIVING VENT TO SPEECH' SHOULD BE DONE WITH THE (LAST) CALLING OF THE 'OFFERING-MAKER'.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, there is a sacrifice at which several kinds of grain are used—such as—'Agnayē ṣrīhapatayē śrīnāmaśṭākapālam nāvepē, Somāya vaṅnapatayē śrīyāmākam charum, Śrīvīrē pṛasvīrē sati-nāmaśṭākapālam'.—Then again, it has been explained under Sū. 5.2-13 that at the sacrifice with several kinds of grain, only one mortar is to be used; for this reason, the threshing of the various kinds of grain has to be done separately, one after the other.—In connection with the Archetypal sacrifice, it has been declared that—'When going to fetch water, he stops speaking, which he gives vent to along with the offerings-maker', where the term 'offerings-maker' stands for the time (at which the offerings-maker is called), as explained under Sūtras 3.2-5 and 6.—At the sacrifice in question, there are several points of time at which the 'offerings-maker' is called.

On this point therefore there arises the same question as in the preceding Adhikaraṇa—May the 'giving vent to speech' be done optionally either at the Last or the First calling of the 'offerings-maker'? Or must it be done at the Last only?

Here also the Pūrvapakṣa is the same as before—that is, if 'the giving vent to speech' were done at the first calling, then the condition of 'no speech' would be absent at those rites that are performed before the calling of the offerings-maker; while if it is done at the last calling, then the condition of 'speaking' would be absent at those rites that are performed after the calling of the offerings-maker. [Hence on account of this 'incompatibility of details' there should be Option.]

The Siddhānta also is the same as before: Speaking has not been enjoined: and when 'no speech' has been enjoined, as it has been observed already [it should be observed till the last occasion, i.e. the last calling of the offerings-maker].

This Adhikaraṇa is only by way of transferring the conclusions on one topic to another topic.
ADHIKARANÀ (8): At the ‘Agniṣomìya’, speech should be
given vent to on the occasion of calling the offerings-
maker in connection with the Cake-offering.

SÚTRA (16).

THE SAME RULE HOLDS GOOD REGARDING THAT Animal-sacrifice WHICH
IS ACCOMPANIED BY THE CAKE.

Bhāṣya.

At the Agniṣomìya-animal sacrifice, there is an offering of the animal, and
also of the Cake; in connection with the former, the procedure adopted is
that of the Animal-offerings, and in connection with the latter, that of the
Cake-offerings.

In regard to this also there is the same question—Is the ‘giving vent
to speech’ to be done at ‘the calling of the offerings-maker’ in connection with
the Animal-offerings? Or at that in connection with the Cake-offerings?
The Pūrṇapakṣa and Siddhānta of the preceding Adhikaranaś have
to be applied here also.

This Adhikarana also is only by way of transferring the conclusions
on one topic to another topic.

Objection—“At the Animal-offerings, there is no offerings-maker at all,
—this person being needed only in connection with vegetarian offerings”.

Answer—This discussion is a hypothetical one, raised on the assumption
that there is an offerings-maker in the case of all offerings.
ADHIKARANĀ (9): At the 'Agnichayana' (Erecting of the Fire-altar), the 'Agni-vimoka' (Disconnection of the Fire) should be done at the completion of the Main Sacrifice.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Agni (Fire-altar) we read—'Agnim yunajmi shavasā ghrēna—with this mantra 'he pours the oblations, and thereby connects the Fire itself' [where the 'connecting' of the Fire is laid down];—and again 'Imam stanam madhumantam dhayāyām,—with this mantra he pours the oblation of Agni-vimoka (Fire-disconnection)' [where the 'disconnecting' of Fire is laid down].

In regard to this the question going to be considered is—Is the 'connecting of the Fire' for the purposes of the Main as well as the Subsidiary Sacrifices, and hence the 'disconnecting', should be done at the end of all these sacrifices? Or is the 'connecting' for the purposes of the Main Sacrifice only, and hence the 'disconnecting' should be done at the end of the Main Sacrifice?

SŪTRA (17).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The 'connecting of the Fire' done at the time of Soma should be taken as being for the purposes of the Main along with the Subsidiary Sacrifices, because every embellished action serves the purposes of all; consequently the 'disconnecting' should be done at the end of all.'"

Bhāṣya.

"The 'connecting' is for the purposes of the Main as well as the Subsidiary Sacrifices; hence the 'disconnecting' should be done at the end of all these. —Why so?—Because the following declaration is without reference to any particular sacrifice—'Agnim yunajmi shavasā ghrēna—with this mantra one pours the oblation and thereby connects the Fire itself'; and there is no such declaration as that this 'connecting' is done for the purpose of this or that sacrifice; whence it follows that it is for the purpose of all sacrifices without any distinction. —Further, it is in the Fire thus 'connected' that all the Subsidiary and Main Sacrifices are offered; for this reason also it should be taken as being for the purpose of all. This is what has been explained under Sūtra 3. 7. 2.—Thus then, inasmuch as the 'connecting' is for the purpose of all sacrifices, the 'disconnecting' should be done at the end of
all; as it is only at the end of all that the purposes of the ‘connecting’ are fulfilled, and ‘disconnecting’ represents the complete fulfilment of the purposes of the ‘connecting’.

SŪTRA (18).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—In fact, it should be done at the end of the main sacrifice, as it is for the purpose of that.

Bhāsyā.

The ‘disconnecting’ should not be done at the end of all the sacrifices; it should be done at the end of the main sacrifice only; because the ‘connecting’ is found to be spoken of in connection with the main sacrifice, in the text—‘ Pañcābhikṣikṣyakti pāṅkti yajño yāvānēva yajñastamālabhatē ’, from which we learn that the ‘connecting’ is done for the purpose of accomplishing the sacrifice. From this it follows that the ‘connecting’ is for the purposes of the main sacrifice. If the ‘connecting’ is for the purposes of the main sacrifice, then it is at the end of the main sacrifice that the purposes of the ‘connecting’ become fulfilled; hence it is then that the ‘Disconnecting’ should be done. As for the injunction without reference to any particular sacrifice, it comes to be regarded as serving the purpose of a particular sacrifice (the main one) by becoming joined to a particular sacrifice.

[According to the Vārtika, what is stated in Sū. 17 is the Siddhānta and the view set forth in Sū. 18 is the Purvapakṣa.]

SŪTRA (19).

Similarly in connection with the Avarbhṛthā, there would be negation of the purpose of the main sacrifice,—as the purpose will have been already accomplished.

Bhāsyā.

It being as described above, it would be right that there should be negation, in connection with the Avarbhṛtha, of the appointment of the Āṛṣeṣya and the appointment of the Hotṛ,—as is done in the text ‘One does not appoint the Hotṛ, nor the Āṛṣeṣya’, as has been laid down quite in accordance with reason. Because the appointment of the Hotṛ has been done for the sake of the Soma-sacrifice, in accordance with the text—‘When one appoints the Hotṛ, he appoints the Jagati’.

In the absence of the principle of the above Siddhānta (Sū. 18), this appointment of the Hotṛ would be taken as being for the purpose of the subsidiary as well as the main sacrifices; and as such, it would have to be done at the Avarbhṛtha also. As a matter of fact however, the appointment of the Hotṛ, which is related to the Archetype, does not come in at all, as its purpose has been already accomplished; hence the said negation would be altogether
uncalled for.—In accordance with the principle of the Siddhānta (Sū. 18) however, that also is for the sake of the Main Sacrifice itself; and in that case also there is connection with the sacrifice, as described in the passage, ‘yadeṣtā, etc.’.—If it is for the purpose of the Main Sacrifice, then at the end of this latter, its purpose having been accomplished, the appointment of the Hotṛ becomes admissible at the Avabṛththa; hence it becomes necessary to lay down its negation, and this is actually laid down.—Thus then, the ‘connecting’ being for the sake of the Main Sacrifice, there should be ‘disconnecting’, at the end of the same.

SŪTRA (20).

AT THE AHARGAṆA, IT SHOULD BE DONE EVERY DAY; AS IT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

At the Ahargaṇa, in connection with the Devādāshāha, there are ‘connecting’ and ‘disconnecting’ every day, as is clearly shown by the text—‘Sa vā aharaharyunakti aharahavicmuñchati’. This declaration has some sense only if the ‘connecting’ is for the purpose of the Main Sacrifice; otherwise, the ‘connecting’ would be done on the first day only, and the ‘disconnecting’ would be done on the last day only; as it is only then that all would have been completed.
ADHIKARANĀ (10): The ‘Inviting of the Subrahmanyā’, which is done at the time of the ‘Upasads’, should be done separately with each of the ‘Days’ of the Dwādahāha.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Dwādahāha sacrifice, there is ‘Inviting of the Subrahmanyā’ done at the time of the Upasads; in regard to this we proceed to consider the question—Is this ‘Inviting’ to be done separately or ‘in common’?

The apparent view being that as each of the ‘Days’ is a distinct act by itself, the ‘Inviting’ should be done separately with each,—as against this, we have the following Pūrvapakṣa.

SŪTRA (21).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“The Subrahmanyā should be ‘in common’, because it has a different time of its own, like the Initiation.”

Bhāṣya.

“The Subrahmanyā should be done ‘in common’;—why?—because it has a different time of its own; as a matter of fact, it is done at a time other than that of the sacrificial performance; and no differentiating peculiarity is perceived; and when no such peculiarity is perceptible, the only right course is that it should be done ‘in common’;—like the Initiation; just as the Initiation, having a distinct time of its own, is done ‘in common’, so should be the Subrahmanyā also.”

SŪTRA (22).

[Śiddhānta]—That which is done at that same time should be repeated; because of the peculiar relationship that it bears to the Performance.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, that ‘Subrahmanyā’ which is done at that same time, in course of the same Dwādahāha, should be repeated.—Why?—Because it bears a peculiar relationship to the Performance; as shown by the words ‘Adya sutyāṁ āgachchha’ [‘Come to the Sutyā to-day’] (which are addressed to the Subrahmanyā);—where it is clearly said ‘to-day’, and it cannot mean either tomorrow or the day after. Then again, the words (of calling) have to be addressed in accordance with what is done at the Archetype. Hence the ‘calling’ in question should be repeated.
SŪTRA (23).

"It is not part of the Performance",—if this is urged [then, the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If it is your view that, 'on account of the specific mention of to-day, there should be repetition',—then, this is not right;—why?—because the mention of 'to-day' is not part of the Performance; in fact, no significance attaches to the term, as at the Archetype there is only one 'day'; hence the connection of 'to-day' is only a settled fact; consequently, not forming part of the performance, it comes into the sacrifice in question (Deśadāshākha) only by virtue of the General Law; so that the words 'Adya sutyām āgachchha' ['Come to the Sutyā to-day']) means nothing more than 'Come to the Sutyā'; and the character of 'Sutyā' belongs equally to all the 'Days'. Hence the 'Inviting' in question should be 'common'."

SŪTRA (24).

It should be (separate), because of the indication of the Performance; as in the case of difference of 'Performers'.

Bhāṣya.

There should be separate performances (of the Inviting); even though what is signified by the term 'to-day' may not be intended to be emphasised, yet when the act is done on a certain day, it can help only that Main Sacrifice which is performed on that same day, not any that may be performed on another day;—as in the case of the difference of Performers; in the case of the declaration—'The Adhvaryu keeps the eight offerings on the northern platform, and the Pratipratshatrī keeps on the southern one that which is going to be offered to the Muruts,'—those details that are performed in connection with the northern platform do not render any help to 'what is going to be offered to the Muruts',—because of the difference in place: and just as these do not help, on account of the difference of place, so in the case in question, the 'Inviting' would not help anything that is done at another time,—on account of the difference of time.

SŪTRA (25).

If it is argued that—"Inasmuch as the Deity remains 'invited' [there need be no repetition] as in the case of the Fire",—then the answer is that it ends with each act, being meant for that.

Bhāṣya.

The following argument might be put forward—"The deity (Subrahmanya) that has been 'invited' on one day becomes 'embellished' by that
invitation;—the deity concerned is one only;—hence another ‘invitation’ of these would be entirely useless;—as in the case of the Fire; when the Fire has become ‘embellished’ by one performance of the ‘Installation’; it is not embellished over again, in connection with any act.’’

This is not right; because each act is complete in itself, so that the ‘Inviting’ serves the purposes of that Performance during which it has been done; and the ‘invitation’ comes to an end at the end of that Performance; just as in the case of the Besprinkling of Fire and other embellishments performed at the time of the Sutyā.—Hence the conclusion is that the ‘Inviting’ should be repeated.

SŪTRA (26).

“It should be like the Fire”,—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—‘‘It has been argued by us that—‘just as in the case of the Installation of Fire, the Installation is common to all performances, so should it be in this case also’. What is the answer to that?’”

This Sūtra is meant only to reiterate a former argument.

SŪTRA (27).

Not so; because it forms part of the Performance.

Bhāṣya.

The case of the ‘Invitation’ is not analogous to that of the ‘Fire-installation’; because the ‘Fire-installation’ has its own time; it is done at its own time (independently of the performance of any particular sacrifice); hence we do not perceive any peculiarity in it (whereby it could be related to any particular sacrifice). The ‘inviting’ in question, however, is done at the time of the performance (of the Dwādasha); hence we perceive in this the peculiarity that it must be for the purpose of that sacrifice during the performance of which it is done.—Hence this is not similar to ‘Fire-installation’.

SŪTRA (28).

Also because we find indicative texts.

Bhāṣya.

The following text also indicates the same conclusion, that the ‘Inviting of the Subrahmanyā’ should be done every day—‘As each Day comes to an end, he enters the abode of the Agni德拉-priest, and directs the Subrahmanyā-priest to invite the Subrahmanyā’;—this direction is meant to bring about the actual performance of the act of ‘inviting’.—From this also it follows that the ‘Inviting’ is to be done every day.
SŪTRA (29).

"IT SHOULD BE LIKE THAT", — IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The term 'that' refers to the case of the 'Yupāhuti' (dealt with under 11. 2. 25-26). The argument of the Opponent is as follows—"Just as that, i.e. the performance of the Yupāhuti at the Yupaiṅkādashini is 'common', so should this—'inviting'—also be 'common'.—'What is the similarity between this (Inviting) and that (Yupāhuti)?'—Whenever the Yupāhuti is performed, it must be in close proximity to a particular Post, as it is impossible to get at 'proximity' to all the Posts in common;—and though performed near one particular Post, the Yupāhuti serves the purposes of all the Posts;—in the same manner the Inviting also, though done in proximity to a particular Sutyā-performance, may yet serve the purposes of all the Sutyās."

SŪTRA (30).

IT CANNOT BE SO; BECAUSE THAT HAS NOT BEEN ENJOINED, AND BECAUSE THE PRESENT CASE IS SUBJECT TO A DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE.

Bhāṣya.

The case of the 'Inviting' is not similar to that of the 'Yupāhuti'.—Why?—(A) Because that has not been enjoined; in the case of the Yupāhuti, there is no injunction of the oblation being offered 'in close proximity' to the Post; in fact, the 'proximity' is not meant to be emphasised at all; and it has been explained under Sūtras 11. 2. 26 and 27, that the text in question laying down the Āhuti is only meant to be preclusive of the Āhavaniya (as the receptacle of the oblations);—and (B) because the present case is subject to a different principle; there is a different principle applicable to the present case; that principle being that 'by reason of the difference in time, when no differentiating peculiarity is perceived, there should be repetition of the act (of inviting)'.—Hence the analogy cited is not correct.

SŪTRA (31).

"THE PROCEDURE BEING THE SAME", — IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Someone may urge the following—"In the present case the procedure of the Vādāshāha has been found to be common;—the procedure ending with the Vasativari also is that of the Vādāshāha; hence on the ground of this similarity, the case should be treated as that." ['Vabhṛthā...cha' not found in many MSS.]
That cannot be; because the whole of it is performed again; as in the case of the Main Sacrifices.

Bhāṣya.

What has been urged cannot be right.—Why?—Because the whole of it is performed again; the entire procedure is repeated, consisting of the following—Abhiṣava, Pāvamāna, Grahachamasa, Stotra, Shastra and the rest;—as in the case of the Main Sacrifices; i.e. just as the Main Sacrifices are performed every day, so (the inviting also). The question that arises is whether there should be only one performance as of the Vasaśīvri, or there should be several performances as of the Stotra, Shastra, etc.—The only right answer to this is that there should be several performances; as it is thus alone that it renders help to all the sacrifices; while if it were done once only, it would help that sacrifice alone at which it would be done, the time of all the others being different.—From all this it follows that the act of 'inviting' should be repeated.
ADHIKARAṆA (11): The ‘Place’, ‘Implements’ and ‘Priests’ employed at one performance may be employed at another, if desired.

SŪTRA (33).

IN REGARD TO WORLDLY THINGS, ONE MAY DO AS ONE LIKES; AS THERE IS NO LOSS EITHER OF THE EMBELLISHMENTS OR OF THE PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

Worldly things are the subject-matter of consideration here:—For example: (a) Place, as laid down in the text ‘One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices on level ground’,—(b) Performers, as laid down in the text, ‘There are four priests at the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices’,—and (c) Implements, such as the Śruk and the rest.

In regard to these, we proceed to consider the question—Are these to be secured separately for each performance? or may sacrifices be performed with those same that have been employed at a previous performance, or with those newly bought in (it being a matter of option)?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that—“For each performance,—fresh place, fresh performers and fresh implements should be secured;—why?—because cultured people do not perform any act with anything that has been used already and is hence unfit for use.”

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—In regard to worldly things, one may do as one likes;—i.e. one may employ the same things that have been employed before, or one may secure fresh ones; there should be no restriction.—“Why?”—Because there is no loss either of the embellishments or of the purpose; i.e. at the previous performance, no embellishments had been brought about in the Performer and other things which would be lost if fresh ones were employed;—nor is there a loss of the purpose; as the performance can be equally well accomplished by means of the fresh ones also.—For this reason, there should be no restriction.

It has been argued that “cultured people do not perform sacrifices with things that are unfit for use”.—As a matter of fact however, cultured people do employ the things (Place, Implement, and Performer) that have been previously employed; hence what has been urged does not affect the case.

“But there is the rule that the Priest and the Teacher should not be separated [and this precludes the employment of new Priests].”

But this is a rule applying to men (in ordinary life), not to the sacrifice; as it does not occur either in connection with, or in the context of, any particular sacrifice.
ADHIKARANA (12): The Implements should be retained till the end of one's Life.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to Places and Performers, it has been settled that one may employ the same or secure new ones. We are next going to consider the case of the Implements.

SŪTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—THE SACRIFICIAL IMPLEMENTS SHOULD BE RETAINED, BECAUSE THEIR 'DISPOSAL' HAS BEEN PRESCRIBED;—AS IN THE CASE OF THE 'RĪṢA'.

Bhāṣya.

As for the Sacrificial Implements, they should be retained, till the very end.—"Why?"—Because their disposal has been prescribed; the disposal of the implements has been prescribed in connection with the Paridhāniya-Rite—'They burn the Agnihotrin along with the Fires and the Sacrificial Implements'; for this purpose the Implements have to be retained [as this would be possible only if the Implements were retained till the end];—as in the case of the Rīṣa; in connection with the Ahargana sacrifices, the Rīṣa of every one of the 'Days' is retained for the purposes of 'disposal' at the Avabhrtha laid down in the text 'They throw the Rīṣa into water'.

SŪTRA (35).

[Pūrvapakṣa-argument against Siddhānta]—"IT IS REALLY AN EMBELLISHMENT OF THE SACRIFICER; WHAT HAS BEEN DECLARED IS ONLY THE PURPOSE OF THOSE; HENCE ONE MAY DO AS ONE PLEASES, BECAUSE THEY ARE FOR A DEFINITE PURPOSE".

Bhāṣya.

"What has been spoken of is not a 'Disposal' of the Implements, it is an embellishment of the Sacrificer, which has been declared as the purpose of those Implements.—'How do you know that?'—Because the Implements have been spoken of by means of a word with the Instrumental Ending and the Sacrifice is spoken of by means of a word with the Accusative Ending [in the text 'Āhitāgniṁ agnibhiḥ dahanti yajñapātraishcha']. Hence in this case one may do as one pleases; i.e. what may be thrown into the cremation-fire of the Sacrificer may be those same Implements that have been used by him, or they may be others;—because they are for a definite purpose; i.e.
the Implements serve a useful purpose; and that purpose can be served by any Implements one may choose."

SŪTRA (36).

[Answer by Siddhāntin]—In fact, there should be retention of only the principal Implements; because there is no fixed time for Death.

Bhāsya.

As a matter of fact, all the Principal Implements—i.e. the original Implements, secured for the first time,—should be retained, and it is not that there is no restriction.—"Why so?"—Because there is no fixed time for Death; 'Death' is an event of which the exact time is not known; so that it might so happen that the Implements might have been thrown away and just at that time Death might come about; and in that case the embellishment of the Sacrificer's dead body (by being burnt along with the Implements) would not be accomplished.—"Even so, they may be retained only till another sacrificial performance has been undertaken (and fresh implements secured), and by means of these implements of the latter sacrifice, the said act (of burning the body along with the implements) might be accomplished".—But while the former implements are there, the bringing in of other new ones would be wholly useless. Hence the right course is to retain the principal implements.

SŪTRA (37).

[Objection]—"One who dies on the day of the sacrifice, should alone be entitled (to his body being burnt along with the implements),—as in the case of the 'ūpavēṣa'."

Bhāsya.

"Or, the right course would be, not that the Principal Implements should be retained, but that if a Sacrificer should happen to die on the day of the sacrifice, he alone should be entitled to the embellishment in question; as he will have the Implements ready close by himself;—as in the case of the 'ūpavēṣa'; just as it is only one who is offering the Curd-Butter-Mixture that is entitled to the holding of the Upavēṣa, as for him alone is the Upavēṣa close by."

SŪTRA (38).

[Answer]—Not so; because it has been indicated by the scriptures.

Bhāsya.

What has been suggested cannot be right.—"Why?"—Because it has been indicated by the scriptures, that the Upavēṣa should be held only by one
who is offering the Curd-Butter-Mixture, not by anyone else; it is only for the purpose of preparing the Curd-Butter-Mixture that the ‘Tree-Branch’ is brought in, and it is out of this Tree-Branch that the Upavēṣa is made, and this Branch would not be available for one who is not offering the Curd-Butter-Mixture.—Further, the injunction of the embellishment in question does not pertain to any fixed time,—either the day of the sacrifice or any other day; because it has been laid down without reference to any other act,—the injunction simply being that ‘they burn the Agnihotrin along with the Fires and the sacrificial Implements’.—Nor again is the presence of the Sacrificial Implements impossible on any other day,—in the way in which the Upavēṣa is impossible for any other performer; as the presence of the Implements can be secured at any time by means of Retention.—Hence the case of the Upavēṣa is not analogous to the present case.

SūTRA (39).

[Objection—continued]—"There should be production, because of the prompter,—as in the case of the ‘Āshira’.”

Bhāṣya.

"Or, there need be no retention; at the time of the embellishment (Cremation) new Implements should be produced, (secured),—because of the prompter; i.e. the prompting cause of such production is there in the shape of the embellishment;—as in the case of the ‘Āshira’; at the Bātapēya sacrifice, there is the declaration that ‘Both of them live on Clarified Butter’, and by virtue of this, in a case where there is no cow for being milked for the purpose of this observance, another cow is to be brought in for purposes of the Āshira’;—according to the text ‘Anyām yajamānasya vratadughāmā-shirē duhanti’ [‘For the purposes of the sacrificer’s observance, they milk another cow’]; the same should be done in the case in question also."

SūTRA (40).

[Objection—continued]—"‘But in that case the name would be inapplicable’—if this is urged—[then the objector’s answer is as in the next Sūtra].”

Bhāṣya.

"In case you urge that,—under the circumstances explained under the preceding Sūtra, the name ‘sacrificial implement’ would not be applicable, because it is only the implements that have become connected with a sacrifice that become ‘sacrificial’, while the new ones got in (at the time of the sacrificer’s death) would not have been so connected with a sacrifice”—[then our answer would be as follows]—
Sūtra (41).

[Objection—concluded]—"So also at the 'Āshira'."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with the Āshira also, the other cow that is brought in cannot be the 'vrataduḥ' (cow milked for purposes of the observance) for the sacrifices; so that the name 'vratadhuk' becomes inapplicable, and yet, just as in that case another cow is actually brought in, so, in the case in question also, other implements should be brought in. Or, you have to explain why what is done in one case cannot be done in the other."

That explanation (says the Siddhāntin) is as follows:

Sūtra (42).

[Siddhāntin's answer to the objection]—In that other case, the absence is due to the scriptures; at the archetype there is the desire to bring about one substance; in the present case however, there is injunction of a thing with a view to a transcendental result.

Bhāṣya.

In that other case, the absence is due to the scriptures; i.e. in that case the inapplicability of the name, due to the absence of the cow milked for observance, has been brought about by the scriptural text 'Both live on Clarified Butter'; when there is the desire to bring about one substance, the injunction that 'For the sacrificer they milk another cow for his observance at the Āshira' becomes applicable to the Ṛtapāya, under the General Law; and it would be turned away from that by reason of impossibility, while the Āshira cow would be brought in; it is for this reason that the inapplicability of the name is tolerated.—In the case in question, on the other hand, what has been laid down is with a view to a transcendental result, and it is not what is brought in from anywhere else; the burning too of the Body along with the sacrificial implements has been laid down directly, without any sort of reservation. The presence too of those implements is easy to be secured by just retaining those that have been in use. In this case therefore, the admissibility of the incongruity of the name being inapplicable would be without justification or reason whatsoever.

From all this it follows that the Implements should be retained.
Adhikaraṇa (13): The Retention of the Implements should commence from the Fire-installation.

Bhāṣya.

The preceding Adhikaraṇa has been left in its incomplete form [only in the sense that certain Pūrva-pakṣa arguments have not been answered;—this is done later on, under Sū. 45]. For the time being we proceed to consider another matter.—It has been declared that the Sacrificial Implements should be retained; the question we are going to consider is—Should the Implements be retained from the Paurṇamāsā sacrifice onwards? or from the Fire-installation onwards?

Sūtra (43).

[Pūrva-pakṣa]—"The Retention should commence from the Pūrṇamāsa onwards; because the Implements are for the purposes of the Archetype".

Bhāṣya.

"The Implements should be retained, commencing from the Paurṇamāsa onwards. Why?—Because they are for the purposes of the Archetype; these Implements have been mentioned without reference to any sacrifice; hence they are taken as subservient to the purposes of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; therein are they brought into existence; and their retention should commence from the time that they are brought into existence. Hence it follows that their retention should commence from the Paurṇamāsa."

Sūtra (44).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, it should commence with the Fire-installation; as there is no incongruity in it; specially as Death cannot be the occasion.

Bhāṣya.

The Retention is to commence, not from the Paurṇamāsa, but from the Fire-installation; why?—because there is no incongruity in it; even though the Implements have been laid down as to be used at the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice, yet under the General Law, they become admissible at the Pava-māna-offerings; so that, if they are retained from this latter onwards, there is no incongruity in this;—specially as Death cannot be the occasion; i.e. if the Sacrificer were to die before the Full Moon Day (when the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice is performed), then the embellishment of his body would not be done;
—on the other hand, if the Implements have been retained since the Fire-installation, there is no incongruity in it. From this it follows that the Retention should commence with the Fire-installation.

SŪTRA (45).

IN REALITY, IT IS AN ACT OF ‘DISPOSAL’, AS IN THE CASE OF OTHER THINGS.

Bhāṣya.

This is an answer to objections against the Adhikaraṇa which was left incomplete (after Śū. 42).

It has been argued above (under Śū. 35) that the Implements (by being burnt) serve a useful purpose—in the shape of bringing about the embellishment of the Sacrificer.—This however is not right.—As the act in question is one of the ‘Disposal’, into the sacrificer’s body, of the Fires and of the Implements.—How so?—As in the case of other things, smeared with Soma-juice, the ‘going to Avabhrtha’ is an act of ‘Disposal’,—the grounds for its being so regarded are the same,—viz. those things also have been used at various sacrifices and are as such fit for disposal; the case with the Fires and the Implements also is the same; hence there is ‘disposal’ of these latter also.—“But in both cases we find the Instrumental ending (which makes such interpretation impossible).”—Not so; the ‘disposal’ of the Fires and the Implements does not consist in their being thrown upon the Sacrificer’s body,—nor is the burning itself of the Agnihotra himself (who is immortal); while the Instrumental ending is used in connection with the act of burning; which shows that the Fires and the Implements occupy only a subordinate position;—the burning being accomplished by means of these.—If only throwing in were meant, then the Accusative ending would have been used; as we find in such expressions as ‘Dakṣiṇa pāṇau juhūmāsādayati’.
Adhikaraṇa (14): The ‘Prajāpatya’-offering should be made after all other Soma-offerings.

Sūtra (46).

The offerings made according to the injunction—'They offer the Prajāpatya oblations after the Soma-offerings'—should come after all the Soma-offerings, as there is no specification, and because it is not necessary to lay down the time of the Archetype.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Vājapeya sacrifice, certain animals are 'dedicated to Prajāpatī'; in reference to these animals, we read—'Upariṣṭāt somānām prajāpatyaiṣhecharantā' ['They offer the oblations to Prajāpati after the Soma-offerings'].

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Should the offerings be made at the time of the Ārhhava?—or after the Soma-offerings made with Šastra-hymns?—or in place of the modificatory sacrifices?—or after all the Soma-offerings?

The Pūrṇapāka (A) is as follows:—"They should be made at the time of the Ārhhava.—Why?—Because at the archetypal sacrifice, the offering has been made at the time of the Ārhhava; and as at the Archetype, so in the case in question also, they should be made at the same time. If this is so done, then there is no disturbance in the subsidiaries.—If, on the other hand, the offerings were made after all the Soma-offerings, then there would be disturbance in the performance of the details laid down in the following two texts—(a) 'They perform the Anuyāyas after the offering to Agni-Maruts', (b) 'Having thrown in the Paridhis, they throw in the Hāriyojana Cup'; as in the said case the Anuyāyas could not be performed 'after the offering to Agni-Maruts'; and the Paridhis would be offered after the offering of the Hāriyojana oblation.—And all this would mean a reversal in the order of the subsidiaries, without any authoritative declaration to that effect.—If however, the offerings were made at the time of the Ārhhava, then there would be no such incongruity.'

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhānta:—When it is declared that 'They offer the Prajāpatya oblations after the Soma-offerings,' the offering should be made after all the Soma-offerings.—Why?—Because there is no specification; when the term 'Somānām' ('of the Soma-offerings') is used, and there is no specific mention of any particular Soma-offerings, it must mean all Soma-offerings.—As regards the argument that 'the time of the Ārhhava should come in from the Archetype (by virtue of the General Law)',—it is not necessary to lay down the time of the Archetype, if it is already indicated by the General Law; if there were an injunction of
such time, it would be doing what has been already done, and as such purposeless.—From all this it follows that the said offering should be made after all the Soma-offerings.

SŪTRA (47).

IF IT BE URGED THAT "THIS WOULD ENTAIL A REVERSAL OF SUBSIDIARIES, WITHOUT ANY DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT ",
[the answer is as below].

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued that—" under the above explanation, there would be a reversal of subsidiaries, without any declaration to that effect ".—What is the answer to that?

This Sūtra is meant only as a reassertion of the objection.

SŪTRA (48).

THERE IS ONLY 'POSTPONEMENT', ON ACCOUNT OF CONNECTION; IN THE OTHER CASE, THERE IS MERE TIME.

Bhāṣya.

The objection urged,—that " there is reversal of subsidiaries ",—does not affect the case.—" Why ? "—Because when the offering of the Animal has been 'postponed' (put off), it is only right that there should be 'postponement' of the Anuyājas and of the Throwing in of the Paridhis;—on account of connection; that is, all these latter are duly connected with the animal-offering. Nor is there any order of sequence meant to be emphasised as between the Anuyājas and the offering to Agni-Maruts, or between the Hāriyōjana and the Throwing in of the Paridhis; the Throwing in of the Paridhis is not a subsidiary of the Hāriyōjana,—or the Hāriyōjana of the Throwing in of the Paridhis;—nor are these two subsidiary to any other Main Sacrifice.—Similarly if the offering to Agni-Maruts and the Anuyājas were subsidiaries of one another,—or both of them of a third Main Sacrifice,—then, by reason of the order of sequence rendering some help to the performance, the said order might be meant to be emphasised. As a matter of fact, however, the Anuyājas are subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice,—the offering to Agni-Maruts is subsidiary to the Soma-sacrifice,—the Throwing in of the Paridhis is subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice,—and the Hāriyōjana is subsidiary to the Soma-sacrifice; hence any order of sequence among these can serve no useful purpose; hence it cannot be meant to be emphasised.

In the other case, there is mere time; in the texts—' they offer the Anuyājas after the offering to Agni-Maruts ', ' offers the Hāriyōjana oblations after having thrown in the Paridhis '—the ' offering to Agni-Maruts ' and the ' throwing in of the Paridhis ' have been mentioned as indicative of time; even though the indication is not actually present, the time meant to be
indicated does not fail to be indicated; e.g. when it is said that ‘one should come at the Agnihotra-time’, the exact time is understood all the same, even though the Agnihotra may not be there.—“But this involves recourse to Indirect dedication”.—Not so; because it is the Time that is directly denoted in this case; the affix ‘Ktrā’ (and its variant ‘lyap’ present in ‘prahṛtya’) has been laid down as denoting the time that has gone before; —and the term ‘ārdhvam’ (‘after’) might denote either Time or Place; but the sense of Place being incompatible here, it is taken as expressing Time.

SŪTRA (49).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—“On account of the possibility of the time of the Archetype, it should be taken as coming after those Soma-offerings that are made with Śastra-hymns”;—if this is urged—[then the answer is as below].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—“If your view is that the offerings in question should be made after all the Soma-offerings,—that cannot be right; the right view is that it should come after those Soma-offerings that are accompanied by Śastra-hymns.—Why?—Because of the proximity of the time of the Archetype; by so doing the offering in question would be performed in close proximity to the Archetypal-offerings; nor would there be any unwarranted reversal of the subsidiaries.—“What is the time meant? ’—It is that which comes after the Vaiśheṣika offering at the Third Extraction.”

SŪTRA (50).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B) refuted]—Not so; as this would be against the Direct Declaration.

Bhāṣya.

If it were as suggested above, then it would militate against the Direct Declaration that ‘after the Soma-offerings etc., etc.’, which does not specify any particular Soma-offerings; as the offering in question will have been offered before (not after) some of the Soma-offerings—Nor again is it possible for mere ‘proximity’ to indicate the time of the Archetype.

SŪTRA (51).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—“It should come in place of the modificatory sacrifices”—if this is urged—[then the answer is as below].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—“If it is your view that it is not right for the offering to be made after those Soma-sacrifices which are accompanied by
ADHIKARANA (8): The 'Modificatory' Fire cannot be regarded as 'Ahavaniya'.

SUTRA (24).

[PURVAPAKSA]--"It should be regarded as the 'Ahavaniya', as it is connected with 'Ahuti' (oblation-offering)."

BHASHYA.

"The 'Modificatory Fire' [i.e. the Prospective Fire that has replaced the Permanent Fire in the hearth] should be regarded as the 'Ahavaniya';—why?—because it is connected with 'ahuti' (oblation-offering); that Fire is called 'Ahavaniya', which is approached and then has oblations offered into it ('etya havyati yasmin');—and oblations are actually offered in the Fire in question;—hence it must be regarded as the 'Ahavaniya'."

SUTRA (25).

[SIDDHANTA]—It must be another; because this has been taken out and brought in.

BHASHYA.

In fact, another Fire should be the Ahavaniya; the 'Modificatory Fire' cannot be the Ahavaniya;—why?—because this has been taken out and brought in; this Fire is an ordinary one, which is 'taken out' and 'brought in'—as is clear from the injunctions 'One should bring it in out of the Frying Furnace', 'One should bring it in out of the Pradaya'.—The name 'Ahavaniya' is based upon consecration, it being applied only after certain consecratory embellishments have been performed,—and never before that.

As for the argument that "the Fire is connected with Ahuti (oblation-offering)",—oblation-offerings have been laid down as to be done after the 'Ahavaniya' character has been established,—as is clear from the injunction, 'Offers oblations in the Ahavaniya'; the oblations being laid down as to be done in the well-established Ahavaniya; so that the name 'Ahavaniya' is not based upon the fact of Ahutis (oblations-offerings) being made in it.

—From all this it follows that the Modificatory Fire cannot be the Ahavaniya.

The purpose of this Adhikarana is that the details of the 'Ahavaniya' are not to be performed in connection with the Modificatory Fire in question.
Adhikaraṇa (9):  In connection with the Modificatory Fire, there is to be no Installatory Consecration.

Sūtra (26).

[Pañcavāpaṅga]—"In connection with that Fire, the Consecration rites should be performed,—as they have been enjoined."

Bhāṣya.

"In connection with that—the Modificatory Fire—the consecration-rites of installation—should be performed;—as they have been enjoined;—i.e. the consecration-rites have been enjoined as being for the performance of all acts,—Fire-installation being a necessary accessory to all acts; if therefore these were not performed in the case in question, then the act concerned, being wanting in that accessory, would be futile."

Sūtra (27).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, they should be omitted; it is a substitute.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, they—i.e. the consecration-rites—should be omitted.—why?—because it is a substitute; the Fire in question has been declared to be in the place of—a substitute for,—the consecrated Fire; and this peculiar declaration sets aside the Consecrated Fire; and when the Consecrated Fire has been set aside, why should the consecration-rites be performed again?—They might have been done for the purpose of making the Fire consecrated; but what is required in the case is an unconsecrated Fire. Hence it follows that those rites should be omitted.
Shastra-hymns,—then, it may come in place of the Modificatory Sacrifices.—
‘What is the place of the Modificatory Sacrifices? ’—The Terminuses beginning
with the Ukthya are the modifications of the Agniśōma-terminus;—the
place of those terminuses is after the offering of the Agniśōma;—and the
offering in question may come in at this place; the place for all later offerings
is after the regular offerings;—the offering in question is also a later offering;
—hence this also should come at that same place.”

SŪTRA (52).

Not so; because the Injunction is distinct.

Bhāṣya.

What has been suggested cannot be right.—“Why?”—Because the
Injunction is distinct; that is, the actions are different; the two actions—
Animal-sacrifice and Soma-sacrifice—are entirely distinct;—the place
referred to is the place for the Soma-offerings, not for the Animal-offerings.

From all this it follows that the time for the offering in question is
after all the Soma-offerings.
ADHIKARANĀ (15): In the case of the ‘Savaniya Cake’, there is ‘Utkarṣa’ (Postponement) of the Deity.

SŪTRA (53).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“On the ‘postponement’ of the Śūktavāka, there should be no ‘postponement’ of the Deities of the Soma-offerings, because these are not subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice; just as (in other cases), when there is ‘postponement’, there is no connection.”

Bhāṣya.

Whenever the Anuyājas are ‘postponed’, they lead to the ‘postponement’ of the Śūktavāka also;—at this the deities of the Savaniya cakes are named thus—‘Bhrjijannindrāya, harivaṭe dhānāḥ, pūṣaṇvaṭe karambhām’ etc., etc.—

The question that arises is—Is the recital of these names of deities also ‘postponed’ with the ‘postponement’ of the Śūktavāka? Or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa is—“On the ‘postponement’ of the Śūktavāka there should be no ‘postponement’ of the deities of the Soma,—i.e. of the Savaniya—Why?—Because these deities are not subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice; the Anuyājas, being subsidiary to the Animal-sacrifice, can, on being ‘postponed’, lead to the ‘postponement’ of the subsidiaries of the Animal-sacrifice only, not of the subsidiaries of the Soma-sacrifice;—the Savaniya deities are subsidiary to the Soma; hence there should be no ‘postponement’ of these. —Just as in other cases, when there is ‘postponement’ there is no connection; just as, when the Śūktavāka is recited at the Paurnamāsa sacrifice, when the deities of the Darsha sacrifice are carried along with it, these deities have no connection,—and vice versa;—and why is that?—because the one is not subsidiary to the other;—similarly (and for the same reason) in the case in question, there should be no ‘postponement’.”

SŪTRA (54).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be postponement, because of the presence of the sentence;—when the procedure is the same, if there is no connection, it is because no useful purpose is served by it.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the right course is that there should be ‘postponement’;—why?—because of the presence of the sentence; as a matter of fact, the passage
mentioning the names of the Deities of the Soma-sacrifice is a part of the Sūktavāka—‘Bhrjjanindrāya harivatē dhānāh pūṣanvatē karambham sarasvatvatē parivāpam’, all this being connected (syntactically) with the words, ‘Ayam yajamānaḥ’;—similarly again, ‘Indrāya harivatē dhānābhīḥ pūṣanvatē karambham sarasvatvatē parivāpēna’, this being (syntactically) connected with the words—‘Śūpasyā adya dēvo vanaspatisrabhavat’;—the names of these deities, when recited in the Sūktavāka, serve a useful purpose; if they are removed out of the context of the Sūktavāka, and they stand by themselves alone, they would be meaningless.—At the Savaniya-offerings, however, the Sūktavāka is not recited, wherein the names could be recited. The Sūktavāka is related to the Animal-sacrifice; hence the deities of that sacrifice are related to it naturally; hence it is only right that there should be a recital of the names of the deities of that sacrifice, and accordingly these should be ‘postponed’ when the Sūktavāka is ‘postponed’. In this way the Vedic text becomes duly obeyed.

As for the argument that—‘When there is postponement there is no connection’;—when the procedure is the same, if there is no connection, it is because no useful purpose is served by it; the Darsha and the Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices have the same procedure,—hence the recital of the Sūktavāka is common to both;—it comes in in accordance with the needs of each case; there is no need for reciting the names of the deities of the Darsha-sacrifice at the Paurṇamāsa-sacrifice,—and vice versa; and the reason for this lies in the fact that it is only the deities to whom offerings have been made that are referred to (by the recital of these names), and at one sacrifice its own deities have been offered to, not any others. Hence the citing of the case of there being no connection where there is postponement—has no bearing on the case in question.

End of Pāda iii of Adhyāya XI.
ADHYÄYA XI.

PÄDA IV.

Adhikaraṇa (1): In connection with the Rājasūya, at the ‘Agnā-vaishnava’ and other offerings, the subsidiaries should be performed severally.

Sūtra (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"As there is one and the same Injunction,—in connection with the Rājasūya,—at the several sacrifices whose time and place are not specified,—the subsidiaries should be 'common', as there is coherence."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, there are certain Main Sacrifices whose time and place have not been specified,—e.g. ‘Trisamyuktē dvē’ and so forth.

In regard to these the following question arises—At these Main Sacrifices, are the subsidiaries to be performed 'in common' ? or severally ?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"In connection with the Rājasūya, at the several Main Sacrifices of which the place and time are not specified, the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'.—Why—Because there is coherence among them; i.e. they bring about the Result, jointly, not severally. —'How do you know that ?'—Because there is one and the same Injunction; all these Main Sacrifices have been spoken of by means of the single (collective) name ‘rājasūya’ used in the singular number in the word ‘rājasūyēna’, and thereby connected with the Result; from which it is clear that it is the composite whole that brings about the result.—And the entire procedure is subservient to that act which is meant to be performed with a view to the obtaining of the result;—and the 'Procedure' consists of the subsidiaries; hence we conclude that the subsidiaries should be performed 'in common'."
SŪTRA (2).

[ŚIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact,—inasmuch as there is a distinct ‘performance’ connected with each ‘Fee’, the subsidiaries should be performed severally, as in the case of the ‘Iṣṭis’; as for the ‘Composite whole’, it is due to the accomplishment of the Result,—which, being one only, is mentioned by a single term.

Bhāṣya.

It is not right that the subsidiaries should be performed ‘in common’; in fact, they should be performed severally.—Why?—Because there is a distinct ‘performance’ connected with each ‘Fee’;—in connection with the sacrifices in question we find distinct ‘sacrificial Fees’ laid down—(A) ‘Agnāvaiśāvāna ṛkādāsahkapālaḥ, aindrāvaiśāvāsahcharuh, vaigavastrikapālaḥ—vāmano daksinā’;—(B) Somāpauṣaṇa ēkādāshakapālaḥ, aindrāpaṇa-sahcharuh, paśuṇaṇaḥshcharuh,—shyāmo daksinā’ [At (A), the ‘Fee’ consists of the ‘dwarfish’ bull, and at (B), it consists of the ‘dark’ bull];—when the ‘Fees’ are distinct, the corresponding Performers also should be distinct; so that the Priests, whose services have been secured by the gift of the ‘dwarfish’ bull’ and who are the performers of the first ‘triad of sacrifices’ (A), can have no connection with the second ‘triad’ (B); similarly those whose services have been secured by the gift of the ‘dark bull’ who are the performers at the second ‘triad’ (B), can have no connection with the first ‘triad’ (A).—Thus then, there being distinct Performers, the subsidiaries also should be distinct;—as in the case of the ‘Iṣṭis’; the subsidiaries performed at the time of the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice render no help to the Darśa sacrifice, on account of the difference in time; in the same manner, in the case in question, the performers or subsidiaries of one sacrifice can have no connection with the other; hence the subsidiaries should be performed separately (with each of the two Triads).

As for the argument that—‘The Injunction being one and the same, the coherence of the latter is also meant’,—the answer to that is this:—As for the composite whole, it is due to the accomplishment of the Result; i.e. it is by reason of the accomplishment of the Result that the whole is regarded as one composite whole,—because the Result is one only; i.e. the two triads of sacrifices have been spoken of together as a composite whole only because they bring about a single result,—not because there is common (joint) performance: as in the case of the ‘Iṣṭis’; just as in the case of the Darśa-Paurṇamāsa, even though the two sacrifices (Darśa and Paurṇamasa) are performed separately, yet they are spoken of as a composite whole in such texts as ‘Desiring heaven one should perform the Darśa-Paurṇamāsa sacrifices’.
SūTRA (3).

ALSO THERE IS A TEXT POINTING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāsyā.

There is a text in another context which points to the same conclusion: 'Pūrvaṃ trisamyuktamuttaram trisamyuktam', here the two 'triads' are spoken of as 'former' and 'latter'; and this order of sequence would be possible only if the two were performed separately.—“Even though they formed part of a single performance, there would be an order of sequence in relation to the Main Sacrifice.”—Not so; from the sentence that follows this text it is clear that the order of sequence meant is between the two Main Sacrifices along with their subsidiaries,—that sentence being—'Yat pūrvaṃ trisamyuktam virajananam tat, yaduttaram trisamyuktam pashujananam tat'; this connection of the Results is with the two 'Sacrificial Triads' as along with their subsidiaries, and not by themselves alone. Hence this is a clear indication of the Siddhānta view.
Adhikarana (2): At the Rajasuya, the Performers (Priests) are 'common'.

Sutra (4).

[Purvaksa]—"There should be no restriction",—if this is urged,—[then the answer is as below].

Bhasya.

In regard to the same (Rajasuya sacrifice), we proceed to consider the following question—are the Performing Priests to be the same till the end as those who began the sacrifice?—Or is there no restriction as to whether they are to be the same or different?

The Purvaksa is as follows:—"There should be no restriction, since the Performer varies with each Fee; that is, those Priests whose services have been secured by the Fees prescribed for the Pavitra are for the purpose of working at the Pavitra and they come to an end at the end of the Pavitra; so that at the rites that follow, one may employ any performers one chooses,—the same or others. Hence there can be no restriction."

Sutra (5).

[Siddhanta]—Not so; because of being enjoined.

Bhasya.

It is not right that there should be no restriction; in fact, those same who did the work in the beginning should go on till the end.—Why?—Because of being enjoined; at the very outset, at the time of 'appointment', the Performing Priests have been enjoined by the Sacrificer to the following effect—'Please perform for me this group of Rites named Rajasuya';—this appointment is done before the sacrifice is commenced; and as no differentiating peculiarity has been perceived, this 'appointment' must be held to be 'in common';—hence those whose services have been secured by this 'appointment' must continue for the purpose of all the rites composing the Rajasuya.

Says the Opponent—"If the Priests were appointed for the whole composite sacrifice, then it would be as just explained; but if the 'appointment' has, at first, been made for the performance of the Pavitra, then the Priests so appointed would be for that one rite only, not for all."

Answer—Which of these two alternatives is the right one?—Undoubtedly that the 'appointment' is for the whole composite sacrifice; as it is only thus that the functions of the Priest are fulfilled without obstruction; otherwise (if the appointment had been made for the Pavitra only), the same Priests might not necessarily be there to work at the subsequent rites,—and
others too may not be available,—so that the performance would be obstructed.

SŪTRA (6).

THERE WOULD BE SIMPLICITY ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

If it is as explained, simplicity is secured; otherwise there would be 'appointment' at every rite, which would make it much too elaborate.—Then again, it is essential that there should be no separation between the Priest and the Sacrificer.—From all this it follows that the Priests are appointed for the whole composite sacrifice, and hence they should be held to be 'in common'.

SŪTRA (7).

ALSO BECAUSE THE PURPOSE IS ONE AND THE SAME.

Bhāṣya.

The Fees given in connection with the component rites also serve the one purpose of accomplishing the whole Composite Sacrifice; there is no purpose served by the performance of the component alone. It is with a view to the fact that the Composite should be accomplished by means of the Components, that the Priests are 'appointed' at the Component rite; but they have fulfilled their purpose only when the Composite Sacrifice has been accomplished. For this reason those same Priests should continue to perform the rites till the very end of the whole sacrifice.

Says the Opponent—"If the Components are only for the accomplishment of the Composite, then there should be 'payment for services' (Fee) for all Components once only; why should it be done over and over again?"

The answer comes in the following Sūtra:—

SŪTRA (8).

THE REPEATED DECLARATION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PARTICULAR DETAILS.

Bhāṣya.

When it is possible to make the 'payment for services' in both ways,—with each component separately; or only once for all,—one particular method has been specifically laid down—as that it should be made with each component rite,—and this is done for the sake of specifying particular things and numbers (of things to be given)—such as 'The dwarfish bull is the Fee', 'at the Abhisechaniya, one gives Ten Thousand'; and the sense is that if the Fees are given in this manner, it leads to prosperity.
ADHIKARAṆA (3): At the 'Avesti' sacrifice, the subsidiaries are to be performed separately.

SŪTRA (9).

[Pūrvaṇa]—"At the Avesti, it should be done 'in common', because we find indicative texts."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same Rājasūya, there is the Avesti sacrifice, laid down in the text—'The Cake baked on eight pans, to be offered to Agni, at which Gold is the Fee; the Cooked rice to be offered to Bryhaspati, at which Shūtiprātha is the Fee'.

In regard to this Avesti, we proceed to consider the question—Are the subsidiaries to be performed at it separately? Or 'in common'? The Pūrvaṇa is as follows:—"At the Avesti it should be done in common; i.e. the performance of the subsidiaries should be held to be 'in common',—because we find indicative texts; we find an indicative text which points to the fact that the performance should be 'in common', that text being—'If the Brāhmaṇa performs the sacrifice, he should place the offering to Bryhaspati in the middle, and then after having poured the various oblations, he should do the Pouring: if a Vaishya does it, he should place the offering to Vishvēdevas in the middle;—if a Kṣattriya does it, he should place the offering to Indra in the middle'; this placing of the offerings is possible only if the performance is taken as one whole,—and it can be taken as one whole only if there is one performance 'in common';—hence the performance must be one and 'in common'.—'What you are putting forward is only an indicative text; what is the direct evidence bearing upon the matter?'.—The direct evidence is afforded along with the Injunction, in the text—'Athaitā dishaṁaṁviṁśayāṁ imam vā atha tam lokam'punarupāvaroḥanti'.—Further, the Avesti has been spoken of in the following text as a single performance—'Ētāyā annādyakāmam yājyāt' ['By this, one should sacrifice for the man desiring food']."

SŪTRA (10).

[Siddhāṇa]—Through Direct Declaration, it is connected with the desire for a certain result.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, the performance shall not be 'in common'.—Why?—The reason has already been given above (Sū. 2)—that a distinct Performer is connected with each Fee.

As for the argument that "we find indicative texts",—our answer to that is as follows:—Through Direct Declaration, the sacrifice in question is
connected with the Desire for a certain result,—it being so mentioned in the
text 'By this one should sacrifice for the man desiring food'. It is true
that the said indication is there; but there are no distinct Fees here; the
Fees in connection with the Rājasūya are not admissible here. Then again,
the text quoted 'By this sacrifice etc.' speaks of the Avēṣṭi by means of
a word in the singular number, as leading to a certain result (Food), which
also is indicative of the subsidiaries being performed together; it is only
thus that the said declaration would be explicable;—hence the indicative
quoted is to be taken as based upon the said facts.

SŪTRA (11).

If it is urged that "It is based upon the fact of the Avēṣṭi itself
subserving the purposes of the sacrifice",—that
cannot be; because of the mention of the
castes.

Bhāṣya.

You may argue that "the indicative text may be taken as based upon
the fact of the Avēṣṭi subserving the purposes of the sacrifice, so that it
may be an auxiliary to the main sacrifice of the Context".—This however is
not possible.—Why?—Because of the mention of the castes—'If the Brāhmaṇa
performs the sacrifice,—if the Vaiśya,' etc. ;—at the main sacrifice itself there
is no Brāhmaṇa or Vaiśya,—as the Rājasūya can be performed by the
Kṣattriya only, as declared in the text—'The Kṣattriya should perform the
Rājasūya'. This shows that the text has no connection with the fact of
the Avēṣṭi subserving the purposes of the Main sacrifice.
ADHīKARAṆA (4): The offerings of the ‘Pavamāṇa-Iṣṭi’ are to be made severally.

SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—"In the case of the Pavamāṇa offerings, there should be performance ‘in common’; because there is only one Declaration of Procedure."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with ‘Fire-installation’, there are the Pavamāṇa offerings, laid down as follows—’One should offer the cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Pavamāṇa, to Agni-Pāvaka, to Agni-Shuchi’.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—In connection with these offerings are the subsidiaries to be performed ‘in common’? Or severally?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—’In the case of the Pavamāṇa offerings, there should be performance ‘in common’—’Why?’—Because there is only one Declaration of Procedure; the Declaration of Procedure in regard to these offerings is—‘Ahno nirupyāṇi’ [‘They are to be offered during the day’], and this indicates a common joint performance;—and as no differentiating peculiarity is perceived, the performance should be ‘in common’.

SŪTRA (13).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"Also because we find indicative texts."

Bhāṣya.

‘There is the following text indicative of common performance—‘Samānavarhimeś bhavanti’; which is a reiteration, as it depicts an existing state of things."

SŪTRA (14).

[Siddhānta]—In reality, there should be diversity of performance, on account of Direct Declaration.

Bhāṣya.

There should be no ‘common’ performance in this case; in fact, there should be separate performances; and when there is this difference, the performance should be different in the first of the sacrifices from that in the later two—the performance being ‘common’ as between these two—
“Why so?”—On account of Direct Declaration; there is this declaration—'If one desires to be wealthier and happier, for him the offering to Agni-Paramāṇa should be made first, and then the later two offerings with the same grass should be offered to Agni-Pāvaka and Agni-Shuchi, etc., etc.’. What is there that a Direct Declaration cannot do? There is no burden too heavy for it. Hence it should be done as here declared.

“There is the argument based on the Declaration of Procedure being one;—what is the answer to that?”

What has been adduced by the Opponent is not a ‘declaration of procedure’; it only lays down the time—‘They are to be offered during the day’; hence it provides no reason in support of the Pūravapakṣa.

SŪTRA (15).

IN A CASE WHERE THEY ARE DONE TOGETHER, IT WOULD CERTAINLY BE THE REITERATION OF A SETTLED FACT.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that “the declaration that ‘they have the same grass’ indicates that they are to be performed together.”—Our answer to this is as follows:—In a case where they are done together, it would be the reiteration of a settled fact;—for instance,—there is this other declaration—‘If one desires Brahmic glory, for him all the offerings should be made’; in this case there is joint performance; and when there is this joint performance, the declaration that ‘they have the same grass’ certainly becomes the reiteration of a settled fact;—the joint performance coming in as the answer to the question what are to be offered. The term ‘nirupayāni’ is found to be used in the Plural Number; and as this Plurality appertains to the offerings that have been enjoined as to be secured, it must be taken as meant to be emphasised; when there is only one performance, such performance cannot be endowed with plurality; hence it follows that they should be performed together in the case referred to in the text cited (‘If one desires Brahmic glory etc.’). [But the same cannot be true of the case in question, where the performance must be separate, as explained under Sū. 14].

(This Adhikaraṇa as presented by Maṇḍana Mishra is in the reverse order; according to him ‘common’ performance is the Siddhāṇta.)
ADHIKARAṆA (5): At the ‘Dvādasha, (a) the ‘Dīkṣā’,
(b) the ‘Upasat’ and (c) the ‘Sutyā’ should each occupy Twelve Days.

Bhāṣya.

We read—'For one desiring offspring, the Dvādasha sacrifice should be performed'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following—(A) Is each of the Twelve ‘Days’ of this sacrifice to consist of twelve distinct performances of each of the two—the Dīkṣā and the Upasad,—and with the one performance of the Sutyā, have twenty-five ‘daily performances’ each day—[having a total number of 300 ‘Days’]?—Or (B) All these are to be done together on each of the twelve days themselves—[thus there being a total of 12 ‘Days’ only]?—Or (C) Should there be ‘dīkṣā on four days, Upasads on the other four days, and the Sutyā on the remaining four days?—Or (D) Should each of the three—Dīkṣā, Upasad, and Sutyā be multiplied in its own place [so that there being 12 days for each, there would be a total of 36 ‘Days’]?

[At the Dvādasha, ‘Twelve-Day-Sacrifice’, each ‘Day’ constitutes a distinct act; the procedure transferred to this Dvādasha is that of the Jyotistoma, including Dīkṣā, Upasad, and Sutyā;—in order to preclude the number of these three as performed at the Jyotistoma, it has been declared in regard to the Dvādasha that there are to be twelve Dīkṣās and twelve Upasads’;—the question is: what does this mean? There are three possibilities:—(A) that the Dīkṣā should be performed on twelve days, then the Upasads on the next 12 days, and then the Sutyā on the last day, there being thus 25 days devoted to each of the twelve ‘Days’ of the Dvādasha, which thus occupies 300 days?—Or (b) all the three—Dīkṣā, Upasad and Sutyā—are to be done during all the twelve days of the Main Dvādasha itself, which would thus occupy only 12 days?—Or (c) that the performance of the three—Dīkṣā and the rest—is to be divided among the 12 days of the Main Sacrifice,—the Dīkṣā on the first four days, then the Upasads on the next four days, and finally the Sutyā on the last four days;—in this case also there being only 12 ‘days’ taken.—Or (D) that the Dīkṣā should be done on 12 days, then the Upasads on the next 12 days, and then the Sutyā on the next 12 days—thus 36 days being taken up by the entire performance.]

The Pūrvapakṣa starts off with the following Sūtra:—

SŪTRA (16). [Pūrvapakṣa (A)]—“At the Dvādasha each ‘Day’ should be completed by itself,—each being a distinct act; because such is the case at the Archetype”.

Bhāṣya.

‘Each day’, along with the Dīkṣā and the Upasads, should be completed by itself; i.e. there should be twelve times twenty-five (300) perform-
ances.—Why so?—Because such is the case at the Archetype;—i.e. because at the Archetype, i.e. the Jyotiṣṭoma, each ‘Day’ is completed by itself along with the Dīkṣā and the Upasad; and the ‘Day’ in question, having the ‘Day’ of the Jyotiṣṭoma for its Archetype, must be a distinct act, and hence require the details separately for itself;—hence, as at the Jyotiṣṭoma, each ‘Day’ should be completed by itself, along with the Dīkṣā and the Upasad.”

SŪTRA (17).

[Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—“Or, on the days of the main sacrifice itself should each be performed along with all its details,—as at the Midday Extraction; because such is the Direct Declaration.”

Bhāṣya.

“It is not as has been suggested, that there should be twelve times twenty-five performances; in fact, they should all be done on the twelve days of the Main sacrifice itself.—Why so?—Because such is the Direct Declaration bearing on the ‘Days’. In the very name ‘Dvādasha’, the number ‘twelve’ has been directly mentioned as relating to the ‘Days’;—this number would be militated against if there were twelve times twenty-five performances. Hence it follows that on each of the twelve days, each Main sacrifice should be performed; and as the subsidiaries are performed at the same time as the corresponding Main Sacrifice, all the Dīkṣā and Upasads of the Main Sacrifice should also be performed on the same day.—As at the Midday Extraction; there is the declaration that ‘they make the Sāntapaniya-offering at the Midday Extraction’, which shows that the subsidiaries also are performed at Midday; similarly should it be in the present case also.—Hence it follows that the details should be performed on the twelve days of the Main Sacrifice itself.”

SŪTRA (18).

[Pūrvapakṣa (C)]—“Or, because of the connection of the Result and the Performer, there should be joint performance,—as in the case of the ‘Āgniya’ and ‘Agniśomiya’.

Bhāṣya.

“Or, it is not right that the twelve ‘Days’ should be performed on the twelve days of the Main Sacrifice itself; in fact, there should be joint performance; i.e. the Dīkṣā on four days, the Upasads on the next four days, and the Sutyās on the last four days.—Why?—Because of the connection of the Result and the Performer; i.e. the Main Sacrifices in question are jointly related to the Result and the Performing Priests; their relation to the Result being due to their connection with the collective name ‘Dvādaśa’, which denotes the Sacrifice as one composite whole; and the relation to the Performer is
due—at the Sattra,—to the fact of the Sacrificer himself being the Performing Priest,—and at the Abīna,—to the fact of there being a single Fee; to which facts also is due the fact of one and the same result accruing to the Performers;—and when a number of acts have the same Performers, it follows that they are to be performed together:—As in the case of the Āgīṣya and the Agniṣomīya; the Āgīṣya and the Agniṣomīya, leading to the same result, and having the same performers, are performed together,—and when they are performed together, as there is no ground perceived for discrimination, it follows that the performance of the Dikṣā and the Upasads must be ‘common’.—Then again, the declaration regarding the Dwādāshāha, ‘Twelve Days’, has got to be obeyed. So that by adopting this view, both ends are accomplished—joint performance as well as the number of ‘days’. Thus this view is the most reasonable one.”

SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, there should be multiplication in their own places; because the declaration is of the time of the Main along with the subsidiary sacrifices.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the view just set forth, is not right.—Why?—Because the declaration is of the time of the Main along with the Subsidiary sacrifices;—if the declaration had been of the time of the Main Sacrifices only,—not of the Subsidiaries,—then it might have been as suggested; as a matter of fact, however, what has been declared, in the text—‘Twelve Dikṣās, Twelve Upasads’,—is the time of the Main Sacrifices along with the subsidiaries; as what it mentions is the time for the Dikṣās and for the Upasads, separately. If then it were done on the four days, that would militate against this declaration. Hence it follows that there should be multiplication of the details in their own places.

SŪTRA (20).

The number ‘Twelve’ is in reference to them.

Bhāṣya.

‘In reference to them’,—i.e. in reference to the Dikṣā, the Upasads and the Sutya;—first of all come the Dikṣās, and there are twelve of these then and there;—then come the Upasads;—there are twelve of these also, then and there;—after these comes the Sutya, which also becomes multiplied (into twelve), then and there;—and it is in reference to each of these that we have the number ‘Twelve’.
SŪTRA (21).

THE NUMBER OF 'DIKŠAS' AND 'UPASADS' IS DISTINCT, BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN DIRECTLY DECLARED AS DISTINCT.

Bhāṣya.

Further, having declared that 'For the sake of one desiring offspring, one should perform the Dvāḍashāhā sacrifice', the 'trieṛt' and other details have been proceeded with; this also shows that the number 'Twelve' is in reference to those. As a matter of fact, all the previous details ending with the Vasatiśeṣi are 'common', because of their time being different; those beginning with the Avabhrtha come later, as they are subservient to the Relinquishing of the Initiation; says the text—'Aṣu dīkṣāṁ pravēshayitvā dēvāḥ svargam lokamāyān, yadapsu snāti tāmēca dīkṣāmālabhāīc, atha yadapo'-vabhrthamahbhavyayanti tāmēca dīkṣāṁ punaraṇapsu pravēshayanti' [where it is declared that with the Avabhrtha, they throw the Initiations into the water].—The Dikṣā had come into existence 'in common', and hence its 'relinquishment' also should be 'in common', as no differentiating reason is perceived.

SŪTRA (22).

TO THE SAME END THERE IS AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhāṣya.

In this way, the following declaration also becomes justified—'The Dvāḍashāhā lasts for Thirty-six days',—which appears in another context.

SŪTRA (23).

EVEN WHEN THE INJUNCTIONS ARE DISTINCT, THERE MAY BE 'COMMON PERFORMANCE', DUE TO THE CONNECTION OF TIME BEING WITH THOSE COMPOSING ONE COMPOSITE WHOLE.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the argument that it would be 'as in the case of the Āgnēya and the Agniśomīya',—it is only right that in the case of the Āgnēya and the Agniśomīya, even though the Injunctions are distinct, there should be 'common performance',—i.e. they should be performed together;—why?—because the connection of time is with those composing one composite whole; i.e. the time mentioned appertains to the Main and subsidiary sacrifices forming one composite whole, as is clear from the declaration that 'On the Full Moon Day, one should perform the Paurṇamāsā sacrifice along with its subsidiaries';
it is for this reason that the performance in this case is 'in common',
the Main as well as the Subsidiaries being performed on the Full Moon
Day itself. — In the case in question however the reason, that 'the time
mentioned pertains to the Main along with the Subsidiaries', does not apply.
Hence the conclusion is that at the Devādashāha, the Main and Subsidiary
sacrifices are not to be performed on the twelve days (of the Main Sacrifice
itself), — as in the case of the Paurṇamāsa.
ADHİKARAṆA (6): Those subsidiaries whose time is not distinct from that of the Main Sacrifices should be performed separately.

Bhāṣya.

We now proceed to consider the case of those Subsidiaries whose time is not distinct from that of the Main sacrifices—Should these be performed 'in common'? Or separately?

The Pārvapakeśa is as follows:—"They should be performed 'in common':—why?—because thus alone would the Declaration of Procedure,—'for one desiring offspring one should perform the Daivadāsaka', which expresses joint performance,—be followed. This is what has been explained under Sūtra 11. 1. 64.'"

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—

SŪTRA (24).

IT SHOULD BE SEPARATE, BECAUSE THERE IS DIFFERENCE OF THAT; IN THE PERFORMANCE, THE ACTIONS SHOULD BE SEPARATE, BECAUSE THEY ARE SIGNIFIED BY THE NAME OF THE MAIN SACRIFICE.

Bhāṣya.

There should be separate performance;—why?—because there is difference of that;—'that' stands for the time spoken of in the preceding Sūtra; hence the meaning of the phrase is because there is difference of time; when there is difference in time, the performance must be separate; as happens in the case of the Darsha and the Paurnamāsa;—in the case in question also, there is difference of time,—'today', 'tomorrow', 'day after tomorrow';—hence here also the actions should be separate; i.e. the performance should be separate.—"How do you know that there is difference of time among the Subsidiaries?"—Because they are signified by the name of the Main Sacrifice; as a matter of fact, the Subsidiaries are included under the denotation of the name of the Main Sacrifice; so that they are known to be such as are performed at the same time as the Main Sacrifice;—if the Main Sacrifice is to be performed today, its subsidiaries also should be performed today;—if the Main is to be performed tomorrow, the subsidiaries also should be performed tomorrow;—if the Main is to be performed on the day after tomorrow, the subsidiaries also should be performed on the day after tomorrow.

—Thus there should be separate performances.
SŪTRA (25).
AN INDICATIVE TEXT ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

There is the text—'The Days are completed with the end of the Patnīsamyāja'; this shows that each of the 'Days' ends with the Patnīsamyāja separately.

SŪTRA (26).
THE DECLARATION OF THE 'SUTYĀ TOMORROW' ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—'Samsthūtē samsthūtē'hanī......prēṣayati' (which speaks of the 'Sutyā' as coming 'tomorrow');—the reduplicated phrase 'Samsthūtē samsthūtē' indicates the difference of the several Subrahmanyōs.

SŪTRA (27).
THERE IS DIFFERENCE OF ANIMALS ALSO.

Bhāṣya.

We find difference of animals also spoken of in the text—'The one animal that is in excess should be offered to Indra-Agni';—there could be no 'excess' of the animal, if there were not several animals; as a matter of fact, there are eleven animals and twelve 'days'; and all this is possible if the 'sacrificing' of the animals is done separately; if it were done 'in common', then all the eleven would be sacrificed at one and the same time.—From this also it follows that the Performance should be separate.
ADHIKARANA (7): At the time of the Upasads, the ‘Inviting of the Subrahmanya’ should be done without any modifications.

SUTRA (28)

[PURVAPAKSA]—‘At the additional Sutyas, all should be mentioned in the Subrahmanya; because of the connection at the Archetype; as in the case of the ‘Avahana’.

Bhashya.

There is ‘Inviting of the Subrahmanya’ done at the time of the Upasads, with the words ‘Chaturah Chaturah Chaturah Chaturah manbhavat’;—this becomes admissible at the Dwadashaha by virtue of the General Law.

In regard to this we proceed to consider the question—At the Dwadashaha, are the various Sutya-days to be specifically mentioned in the Mantra used for the Inviting? Or should the Mantra be used in the same form in all cases?

[At the Archetype, the first Sutya comes on the thirteenth day, beginning from the very first day; on the fourteenth day comes the second Sutya; so on and on, the last (twelfth) Sutya comes on the twenty-fourth day; at the first Sutya, the words used for the Inviting of the Subrahmanya are ‘Chaturah Chaturah Chaturah Chaturah mahavat’.—When, under the General Law, this Mantra comes to be used at the Dwadashaha, which is an ectype related to the said Archetype, should the word ‘Chaturah’ be changed into ‘Chaturashaha’ in the case of the second Sutya coming on the 14th day?—Pauchadashaha in the case of the third Sutya coming on the 15th day, and so on,—the Mantra thus being used twelve times over with each Sutya? Or should the same form with ‘Chaturah’ be retained for all Sutyas, and hence the Mantra should be used once only ‘in common’ for all the Sutyas?]?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—‘At the additional Sutyas, mention should be made of all the ‘days’;—why?—because of the connection at the Archetype; at the Archetype, the Sutya ‘day’ has been mentioned in the Mantra;—all the other Sutya ‘days’ have that Day for their Archetype; and all these should be mentioned. Objection—There is only one Deity in the case, Indra, who has been duly ‘embellished’ by the single mention of the Sutya ‘Day’, and it remains so embellished throughout; hence any further mention of the ‘day’ would be superfluous. Answer—The embellishment brought about by the mention of the ‘day’ today can belong only to that main sacrifice which is performed today; hence for the sake of securing the embellishment on subsequent days, the mention should be made again and again. As in the case of the Avahana; in the case of the text—Āgneyam kṣṇagrievamālakheta, etc., even though throughout the Deity is one only, Agni, yet, as the acts (offerings) are different, the sub-
siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, as the mantra is expressive of Indra, the mention should be once only; because the time serves the purpose of indicating, and also because there is no differentiation.

Sūtra (29).

As a matter of fact, there should not be mention of all; the Mantra should be used in the same unmodified form.—"Why?"—Because the mantra is expressive of Indra; it is Indra who is embellished here by the mention of the 'Day'; and once embellished, he remains embellished, and does not need to be embellished again.—"But here he has been embellished in connection with the Chaturaha only, because the words are 'Chaturahē sutyāṃgachchha maghavan'."—Time is not what is meant to be emphasised here; all that is meant to be emphasised is 'come O Indra'! If the time were meant to be emphasised, then there would be syntactical split—(a) 'Come O Indra!'—(b) 'Come on the Chaturaha'. The root 'āgachchha' (come) with the particular ending cannot denote both these syntactical relationships.—"Why should the emphasis be laid on the connection of Indra with Coming, and not on the connection with the Time?"—That is so because the syntactical connection between 'maghavan (Indra)' and 'āgachchha' (come) is direct; while that between 'chaturahē' and 'āgachchha' is indirect, as the word 'sutyām' has come between these two latter words (in the Mantra 'Chaturahē sutyāṃgachchha maghavan').—"The connection between 'sutyām' and 'āgachchha' is also direct (no word coming between these); so that this also may be meant to be emphasised".—There is no incongruity in this, as there the character of 'Sutyā' is not incompatible.—"But the term 'Chaturahē' points to a particular Sutyā'.—Not so.—"Why?"—Because the time serves the purpose of indicating; the mention of the Chaturaha as the time is meant only to serve the purpose of indicating the Sutyā (in general), the meaning being 'Come to the Sutyās, Chaturaha and the rest'. The reason for this lies in the fact that the Deity does not actually come, it only becomes the recipient and hence the predominant factor in the sacrifice. So that it is the fact of the Sutyā being a subsidiary to the sacrifice that is indicated by the term 'Chaturahē'; and this subsidiary character subsists equally in all the Sutyās; hence the term 'Chaturahē' becomes an indicator of all, by reason of that particular Sutyā being the first (most important) among them; as we find in such expressions as 'Idāntā ațithyā santișṭhātē', 'Nānyājājān yajati'.

Also because there is no differentiation:—It has been argued that "it should be as in the case of the Ṛvāhana".—Our answer to this is as follows:—The time has been differentiated in that case, the two 'black-necked' ones
having been intervened by the 'Saumya'; so that a differentiating peculiarity is actually perceived—which indicates that the Deity in question is to be invited in connection with the first 'black-necked' animal, not in connection with the latter one.—In the case in question, however, the time of the several Suttyas has not been differentiated,—nor have they been intervened by anything,—hence there is no differentiating peculiarity perceptible in this case; and it has been already explained that the mention of 'Chaturaha' does not serve the purpose of specifying any particular Sutya.

From all this it follows that the Mantra should be used in its unmodified form throughout.
Adhikarana (8): At the Vajapėya, the 'Shūla' and other things are common to the seventeen animals dedicated to Prajāpati.

Sūtra (30).

At the 'animal sacrifices', the 'Kumbhi', the 'Shūla' and the 'Vapāshrapani' should be held to be in common, as they are all-pervading.

Bhāṣya.

At the Vajapēya-sacrifice, in connection with the animals dedicated to Prajāpati, the Kumbhi, the Shūla and the Vapāshrapani should be held to be 'in common'; as they are all-pervading;—one and the same Kumbhi is used for the cooking of the omentum of all the animals;—one and the same Shūla serves for the cutting of the Heart of all the animals;—and one and the same Vapāshrapani is used in connection with the omentum of all the animals.—Hence all these should be held to be 'in common'.
Adhikarana (9): Even in the case of animals dedicated to diverse Deities, the Kumbhi and other things are to be held ‘in common’.

Sutra (31).

[Purva-paksa]—“When the Deities are different, they should be different; as there would be uncertainty.”

Bhashya.

“At the Ekadashina sacrifices (where eleven animals are sacrificed to eleven distinct deities), the Kumbhi and other things should be different;—because there would be uncertainty;—if the flesh, etc. of all the animals were placed in the same Kumbhi (Pot), then there would always be uncertainty as to which slices are of which animals; similarly with the heart and other limbs, and also the omentum.”

Sutra (32).

[Siddhanta]—As a matter of fact, a distinguishing mark may be made, if necessary.

Bhashya.

As a matter of fact, the articles should not be different.—Why?—Because the offerings are made together.—As for the argument that "there would be uncertainty",—if necessary, some distinguishing mark may be made, which would enable the slices to be distinguished.
ADHIKARANA (10): The Kumbhī (Pot) also should be held to be ‘in common’.

SŪTRA (33).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"INASMUCH AS IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE OMENTUM TO BE OFFERED, IT SHOULD BE DIFFERENT; BECAUSE IT IS AN OFFERING TO BE MADE AT ITS OWN YĀJYA."

Bhāṣya.

"It is not possible for the Kumbhī (Pot) to be ‘common’; because it would be impossible for the omentum to be offered; in connection with the Archetype it has been declared—‘With the half-verse of the Yājya one offers the omentum’; at the Archetype, the omentum has been offered at the end of the half-verse of its own Yājya;—in the case in question also it should be offered in the same manner. And yet it is not possible to put a distinguishing mark on the omentum (of the several animals when put into the same vessel). [Hence the separate offerings in question would be impossible]."

SŪTRA (34).

[Siddhānta]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT SHOULD BE HELD TO BE ‘IN COMMON’, BECAUSE IT IS A ‘DISPOSAL’; SPECIALLY AS THERE IS NO MENTION OF ‘OWN’.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Kumbhī should be held to be ‘in common’, because it is a disposal; the omentum (Fats) in question are ‘remnants’, and the act in question is of the nature of ‘disposal’;—and a disposal cannot serve to prompt the securing of the substance in question [there being ‘disposal’ only when the substance is already there, to be disposed of];—how then can the disposal prompt the securing of the vessel for holding that substance?—Further, the omentum (Fats) of the several animals are entirely mixed up, and they all become offered at the end of the half-verse of their own Yājya.

Objection:—"It may be possible for the offering to be made at the end of the half-verse of other Yājyas also."

Answer—There is no mention of ‘own’; it has not been declared that the offering should be made at the end of the half-verse of one’s own Yājya, and not at the end of the half-verse of other Yājyas’.—So that if the offering is made at the end of the half-verse of other Yājyas, it would be neither harmful nor beneficial.

From all this it follows that the Kumbhī also should be held to be ‘in common’. 
SŪTRA (35).

"Then once only," if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If it is your view that there is no mention of 'own',—then, in that case, there may be only one offering at the end of the first half-verse of the Yājyā; in this way the 'association' shall be maintained, and yet the offering will have been made at the end of the half-verse of the Yājyā."

This objection is answered by the following Sūtra.

SŪTRA (36).

Not so, because of the difference in time.

Bhāṣya.

It is not that there may be only one offering at the end of the first half-verse of the Yājyā; in fact oblations should be offered at the end of each half-verse.—"Why?"—Because of the difference in time; the 'ends of half-verses of Yājyās' are diverse; and the locative ending in the word 'Yājyārdhārchāntē' denotes occasion,—the sense of the container or receptacle being impossible;—and if the occasion repeats itself, that which is contingent upon that occasion must be repeated; as we find in the case of the injunction 'offers libations on breakage'.—From this it follows that an oblation should be offered at 'the end of the half-verses' of all Yājyās.
Adhikaraṇa (11): When the animals belong to diverse species, the 'Kumbhi' and other pots should be different.

Sūtra (37).

In the case of diverse species, there should be difference, because there is diversity in the cooking.

Bhāṣya.

When the animals sacrificed at the Ėkādāshīna are of diverse species (some goats, some sheep and so forth), there should be difference in the Kumbhi and other things;—because there is diversity in the cooking; the cooking of the flesh of sheep and that of goats is 'diverse',—by the time that goat's flesh becomes cooked, sheep's flesh becomes melted away (being very much softer than the former);—under the circumstances, if both were cooked in the same Kumbhi, the slices would become mingled up. Hence we conclude that the vessels should be different.

Sūtra (38).

Also because we find an 'increase'.

Bhāṣya.

We find that at the Saunārmanī sacrifice, there is an increase in the number of 'Shūlas' in connection with the Bull, Goat and Sheep,—as in the text—'Shūlapatamā sarṣaṇam abhyasī samyakāyam' [where the Shūla is mentioned by means of the word 'Shūlaiḥ' in the Plural].—For this reason also, these should be different.
ADHIKARANA (12): At the 'Ashvapratisrahesti', there should be a distinct set of 'Four Pans' in connection with each Cake.

SUTRA (39).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—"In connection with cakes of equal number, the Pans also should be treated like the 'Kumbhi'."

BHASHYA.

In connection with the Ashvapratisrahesti it is laid down that as many horses have been accepted so many 'cakes baked on four pans' should be offered—'Yavato'shwain pratigrhiniyat tavatastchatuskapalana varunana nir-
vapet'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following question—Should all the Cakes be baked upon the same set of 'four pans' long enough (to contain all the Cakes)?—Or should a different set of 'four pans' be used for each of the Cakes?

The Purvapaksha is as follows:—'The Pans should be treated like the Kumbhi'; that is, just as in the case of the animals dedicated to Prajapati, there is a common Kumbhi (Adhikarana 10), so also in the case of the Cakes of the same number (as the Horses) the Pans should be common;—and the reason for this lies in the fact that the required association is maintained, and all the Cakes become equally embellished 'on four pans'."

SUTRA (40).

[SIDDHANTA]—They should be distinct with each main factor, as at the Archetype.

BHASHYA.

There should be a distinct set of 'four pans' for each Cake; only thus would it be done as at the Archetype; at the Archetype, i.e. at the Darsha-
Purnamasa sacrifices, there are distinct pans with each Cake; so in the present case also they should be made distinct, with a view to following the General Law.—Further, if the Pans were 'common', then not a single one of the Cakes would be 'embellished on four pans'; all of them would be baked on parts of the Pans; and this would militate against the use of the term 'Pan'.—Hence we conclude that the Pans must be different.
SŪTRA (41).

ONLY THUS WOULD THERE BE 'PRATHĀNA' (LAYING) OF ALL.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—'One lays (spreads out) the Cake to the same size as the Pan'; this would be impossible if the Pans were common. For this reason also they should be different.
ADHIKARANA (13): In the case of the 'Thumping of the Corn', the Mantra shall not be repeated with each stroke.

Bhāsyā.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūryamāsa we read—'They thump the Vṛhii corns';—the Mantra to be used at this Thumping is—'Avarakṣa divaḥ sapatnam vadhyaśam'.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Should the Mantra be repeated with each stroke (of the Thumping)? Or only once, at the beginning?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—'The Mantra should be repeated with each stroke.—Why?—Because one stroke is a different act from the other stroke; as the effort ends with each stroke;—when they are distinct acts, a differentiating condition is duly perceived, in the form of the idea that the Mantra belongs to that act along with which it is used;—and when this differentiating condition has been perceived, there must be difference. Hence it follows that the Mantra should be used with each stroke.'

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:

SŪTRA (42).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IT HAS BEEN EXPLAINED THAT IN THE CASE OF A SINGLE SUBSTANCE, THE EMBELLISHMENTS FORM A SINGLE ACT.

Bhāsyā.

In cases where there is a single substance,—such as Vṛhi,—the embellishments have been explained to form a single act,—that is, from the first stroke down to the preparation of the Rice, it forms a single act; as explained under Sūtra 5. 2. 5.—Objection—'It has been pointed out that each stroke forms a distinct act.'—Answer—In the case in question, there is repetition of the same one act,—the Result being accomplished by such repetition only, as in the case of the Soma-sacrifice. But at the Soma-sacrifice,—as the purpose served by the Mantra is diverse, when the act is repeated, the Mantra is used more than once;—wherever the purpose served by the Mantra is diverse, there is repetition of it,—as for instance, of the Lokamṛṇā at the Agni-sacrifice;—where, however, the purpose served by the Mantra is one only, any repetition of that Mantra would be useless;—in the case in question the purpose served by the Mantra is one only.—"How do you know this?" The Mantra is of the nature of an 'instrument';—the instrument has been understood to serve the purpose of bringing about the thing required;—in the case in question, the thing to be brought about is, the whole lot of strokes collectively; as it is collectively alone,—not severally,—that they
accomplish the purpose (of the preparation of rice);—what is desired to be accomplished is the sifting of the rice out of the Vrihi-corn put into the mortar; and it is this that is to be brought about. Thus it is the action of the whole lot of strokes that is aided by the Mantra; and hence a repetition of it would be useless; consequently the Mantra should be used only once.
ADHIKARAṆA (14): At the ‘Nānābija-Iṣṭi’, the Mantra should be repeated with each stroke.

SŪTRA (43)

WHEN THERE IS A DIFFERENT SUBSTANCE, THERE SHOULD BE REPETITION:

AS IT HAS BEEN LAID DOWN FOR THAT PURPOSE; BECAUSE IT HAS ALREADY SERVED ITS PURPOSE; AND BECAUSE THE SAME ACT IS REPEATED [THE MANTRA SHOULD BE REPEATED], AS IT IS AN ACCESSORY OF THAT.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Rājasūya, there is the ‘Nānābija-Iṣṭi’ (a sacrifice at which several kinds of grain are offered), laid down in the text—‘Agnayē gṛhapatayē . . . . charum’ [where the grains laid down are the Āshu and the Shyāmāka]; the act of ‘Thumping’ along with the Mantra comes into the Iṣṭi by the General Law.

In regard to this also [the question being the same as in the preceding Adhikaraṇa], the Pūrvapakṣa is that—‘in accordance with the principle of the preceding Adhikaraṇa, the Mantra should be used only once, as for all the grains all that is wanted is the removal of the chaff, and this is accomplished by the single recital of the Mantra.”

In answer to this, we have the following Saiddhānta:—When there is a different substance,—a different kind of grain,—there should be repetition of the Mantra;—why?—because it has already served its purpose; i.e. the thumping done to the former grain has already served its purpose; because it is of the nature of a Direct Helper, and hence it embellishes that grain alone with which it comes into direct contact; and if it has embellished the former grain,—then, for the embellishment of the latter grain, it should be repeated; and when the act of ‘Thumping’ is repeated, there should be repetition of the Mantra also; because it is an accessory to that;—in connection with the other kind of grain also, the Mantra is an accessory of the act of Thumping; as it has been laid down for that purpose; i.e. it has been enjoined by the General Law bearing upon every one of the acts as to be repeated with each. Hence there should be a repetition of the Mantra with each kind of grain.
ADHIKARANĀ (15): At the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa and other sacrifices, the Mantra is to be repeated with each act of 'Putting in' and the like.

SŪTRA (44).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—'In the case of the acts of 'Putting in', 'Lopping', 'Spreading' and 'Taking up of Clarified Butter',—it should be as in the case of a single substance; as the purpose served is one only.'

Bhāṣya.

(A) At the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, there is the act of 'Putting in of four handfuls',—for which the Mantra laid down is 'Dēvasya tvā etc.';—(B) similarly at the same sacrifice there is 'Lopping of grass' for which the Mantra is 'Varhirdēvasadandāmi';—(b) similarly there is the act of 'spreading', for which the Mantra is 'Ūrnamradasante śṛṇāmi';—(D) lastly, there is the act of 'Taking up of Clarified Butter', for which the Mantra is 'Dhāmanāmāsī'.

In regard to all this, there arises the question—Is the Mantra to be used only once? Or is it to be repeated with (a) each handful, (b) each lopping, (c) each substance (spread out), and (d) each taking up?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—'In the case of the acts of 'Putting in', 'Lopping', 'Spreading' and 'Taking up of Clarified Butter', it should be as in the case of a single substance, as the purpose served is one only;—i.e. in the case of the acts enumerated, the Mantra should be used as in the case of a single substance, i.e. it should be used only once;—'Why so?—because the purpose served is one only;—(A) in the case of the 'Putting in of Handfuls', the only purpose served is the preparation of the offering-substance;—(B) in the case of 'Lopping', the only purpose served is the obtaining of grass sufficient to spread on the Platform;—(C) in the case of 'Spreading', the only purpose served is the covering up of the Platform;—(D) in the case of the 'taking up of Clarified Butter', the only purpose served is the securing of as much Clarified Butter as would be used at the sacrifice;—and the Mantra is to be used for as much of these acts as suffices to serve the said purpose,—as already explained above [and as the whole series of each of these acts serves to accomplish the particular course, the Mantra should be used only once in connection with the whole series of the acts in question]."
SŪTRA (45).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, it should be as in the case of diverse substances; because it embellishes each one of them.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, it should be as in the case of diverse substances,—not as in the case of a single substance; i.e. there should be separate repetitions of the Mantra.—"Why?"—Because it embellishes each one of them; when a quantity of grain has been 'put in' as one 'handful', that quantity has become embellished by that act; because the act of 'Putting in' is of the nature of a Direct Helper;—similarly the second 'putting in of a handful' also embellishes another quantity of the grain;—if then the Mantra were not used at this second 'Putting in', these grains would be deprived of the embellishment due to the use of the Mantra.—Similarly in the case of the other acts (of Lopping and the rest).—From this it follows that in the case of every one of these acts, the Mantra should be repeated.
ADHIKARĀṆA (16): In the ‘Washing of the Platform’, the Mantra is not to be repeated with each washing.

SŪTRA (46).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“IN THE CASE OF THE ‘WASHING OF THE PLATFORM,’ THE MANTRA SHOULD BE REPEATED; BECAUSE THE ACT IS DONE OVER AGAIN.”

Bhāṣya.

The ‘Washing of the Platform’ has been laid down in the text—‘He washes it thrice’; in connection with which the Mantra to be used is ‘Vēdīrasī varhiṣe teā, etc.’

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Should the Mantra be repeated with each repetition of the act?—Or only once?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“IN CONNECTION WITH THE WASHING OF THE PLATFORM, THE MANTRA SHOULD BE REPEATED;—WHY?—BECAUSE THE ACT IS DONE OVER AGAIN; IN THE CASE IN QUESTION THERE IS THIS DISTINGUISHING FEATURE THAT THE MANTRA SUBSERVES THE PURPOSE OF THAT ACT ALONE WHERE IT IS USED;—HENCE IT FOLLOWS THAT THERE SHOULD BE REPETITION OF THE MANTRA.”

SŪTRA (47).

[Siddhānta]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT SHOULD BE USED ONCE ONLY, BECAUSE THE SUBSTANCE IS ONE AND THE ACCESSORY HAS BEEN LAID DOWN FOR ONE ONLY.

Bhāṣya.

The Mantra should be used once only;—why?—because the substance is one only; the substance concerned is one, in the shape of the Platform; this is embellished by the single recitation of the Mantra; there is nothing else to be done by the Mantra (for which it should be recited again).

Objection—“It is through the act that the Mantra embellishes the Platform; and the act is different (in the three cases).”

Answer—The act is not different; it is the same act repeated, repetition being its qualification. The affix ‘Kṛteasuch’ is used in the sense of the repetition of the same act, not in the sense of different acts. The act (of washing) has to be equipped with the Mantra and the Repetition;—it has become equipped with the Mantra by the single recital of this latter; it is only for securing its repetition that it is done again.

The conclusion therefore is that the Mantra is to be used only once.
ADHIKARANA (17): The 'Kaṇḍūyana-Mantra' should be used only once.

SŪTRA (48)

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"In the case of 'scratching,' the act should be regarded as distinct with each limb (scratched), as the act is different."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is 'scratching' of the itching parts of the body,—for which the Mantra is 'Kṛṣṇa śyāma kṛṣṇa, etc.'—When there is itching in several parts of the body at the same time, then there arises the question—should the Mantra be repeated with the scratching of each itching limb?—Or should it be recited once only?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"The Mantra should be repeated with each limb;—why?—because the act is different; the 'scratching' done to each limb is a distinct act; as the activity of the man is complete with each, the peculiar feature that leads to the conclusion that the Mantra should be repeated."

SŪTRA (49).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, it should be regarded as one act,—the injunction pertaining to the time only.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, it cannot be as suggested above; because it is not the 'scratching' that is enjoined in this case, the 'scratching' is done only on account of the need arising for it:—"What if it is so?"—If the 'scratching' were enjoined, it would have to be regarded as serving an unseen (transcendental) purpose;—as the injunction is useful only when what is enjoined is not already known [and it is only the transcendental result that would not be known in this case];—and as with each act (of 'scratching') the said result would vary, it would have to be assumed that there are several acts; and in that case a distinguishing feature would be perceived [which would justify the repetition of the Mantra with each act]—When, however, as a matter of fact, the 'scratching' is only indicated by the actual need for it that arises there (in the shape of the itching in the body), then in that case the act that one wishes to do would be that (series of acts) by which the itching would be allayed;—and there would be nothing to distinguish one part of this entire process from the other [and hence there would be nothing to justify the repetition of the Mantra].—"When one itching limb has been scratched, it has become embellished by that scratching,—and after that another itching limb would be scratched [and
this would be a distinct act of scratching]."—Answer—The activity in this case is not for scratching the body, but for allaying the itching; and this itching (which is a sensation) is in the conscious soul, not in the body; hence there is nothing to distinguish one (itching or scratching) from the other. Consequently the conclusion is that the Mantra should be recited only once.
ADHIKARAṆA (18): At the Jyotiṣṭoma, in connection with 'sleep' and the like, the Mantra is not to be repeated.

SŪTRA (50).

IN CONNECTION WITH (a) SLEEP, (b) RIVER-CROSSING, (c) RAIN-WETTING, AND (d) LOOKING AT AN UNCLEAN THING,—THE SAME CONCLUSION HOLDS GOOD.

Bhāṣya.

With reference to the Jyotiṣṭoma—(a) the Mantra, 'Tvamagnē vratapā asi, etc.' has been laid down in connection with 'sleeping';—(b) the Mantra, 'Dēvīrāpaḥ, etc.' in connection with 'river-crossing';—(c) the Mantra, 'Udanatarirojo dhattē, etc.' in connection with 'rain-wetting';—(d) the Mantra, 'Adabdham chāksuḥ, etc.' in connection with 'looking at an unclean thing'.

The question that arises is—when one—(a) sleeps again after having risen from sleep,—or (b) crosses several streams of a river, one after the other,—or (c) is wetted by rain over and over again,—or (d) looks at several unclean things at one and the same time,—should there be a repetition of the Mantra concerned? Or should it be recited only once?

The Pūrṇapakṣa view is that—'inasmuch as each of the repeated acts is a distinct act, there should be repetition of the Mantra'.

The Siddhānta is as follows:—In the case of sleeping and the rest also, it should be the same as in the case of scratching;—i.e. the Mantra should be recited only once. When the man recites the Mantra in connection with sleep, it refers to sleeping throughout the night, not to only one installment of sleep. Similarly, it is with reference to the crossing of all the streams, to all rain-wettings and to all unclean things. And as in each case the reference is made to the entire series at one and the same time, there is nothing to indicate with which particular action the Mantra is connected.—Hence there should be no repetition of the Mantra.
Adhikarana (19): *At the retirement of the Initiated sacrificer the Mantra is not to be repeated.*

Sutra (51).

In the case of Retirement, till the purpose has been accomplished.

Bhāṣya.

When the Initiated Person is retiring to rest, in connection with his starting, there is the Mantra, ‘Bhaḍrādabhishrēyaḥ prēhi, etc.’

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Should the Sacrificer repeat the Mantra each time that he retires to rest? or only once, at the beginning?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is that—‘inasmuch as each retirement is perceived to be a distinct act, the Mantra should be repeated with each Retirement.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—*In the case of Retirement, till the purpose has been accomplished*; it is for some purpose that the man retires—and till that purpose has been fulfilled, it is all a single act of ‘Retirement’; hence the Mantra should be recited only once.
ADHIKARANA (20): There should be repetition of the ‘Uparava-mantra’.

SUTRA (52).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—"The ‘UPARAVA-MANTRA’ SHOULD BE HELD TO BE 'COMMON', BECAUSE OF THE PLURAL NUMBER,—AS IN COMMON PARLANCE."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the following Uparava-Mantra—'Rakṣohano vaṃṣahano vaishnavaṁ khanāmi' [laid down for the digging of the four pits called 'uparava'].

In regard to this there arises the question—Should this Mantra be recited only once in common for all the Pits? or should it be repeated with each Pit separately?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—"The Uparava-mantra should be held to be in 'common',—i.e. it should be recited only once;—why?—because of the plural number; we find the word 'vaishnava' in the plural number; if the Mantra were meant to be repeated with each Pit, then the word with the plural ending would not be applicable to the single Pit;—as in common parlance, the plural number is not used with reference to any single thing. Further, as a matter of fact, the Mantra, on being recited once, is capable of applying to all the Pits; and when it can do this, its repetition would be useless.—Hence it should be recited only once."

SUTRA (53).

[SIDDHANTA]—NOT SO; BECAUSE IT HELPS DIRECTLY. IT IS ONLY AMONG SUCH ACTS AS ARE NOT DIRECTLY HELPFUL THAT THERE BEING NO DISTINCTION PERCEPTIBLE, THE RECITAL IS DONE ONCE ONLY, AS THE TIME IS ONE.

Bhāṣya.

Not so; i.e. the Mantra should not be held to be 'in common'.—Why?—Because it helps directly; the act of digging (of the Pit) is directly helpful; and it is recognized as to be related to that particular Pit which it has helped.

—The Mantra also is directly helpful; because the end of the Mantra coincides with the beginning of the act (of Digging);—hence when the Mantra has been used in helping the digging of one Pit, the embellishment brought about by that Mantra belongs to that Pit alone, not to all the Pits. Hence in the
case in question, the Mantra is to be recited, not once only [but once with each of the four Pits].

It is only among such acts as are not directly helpful that, there being no distinction perceptible, the recital is done once only;—i.e. those Mantras that are related to acts that are not directly helpful,—e.g. the Mantra 'Devā brahmānaḥ, etc.' used in connection with the Inviting of the Subrahmanya,—as the Upavasathya day is the one time for them, and no other distinction is perceptible,—they are recited once only.

As for the argument that "the word with the plural ending cannot signify any single thing", what is really meant to be signified by the word is what is denoted by the basic noun; as for the ending, that denotes the objective character (of the Pit); and there is nothing that is denoted separately by the plural number itself; in fact, it does not deserve to be denoted separately, as there is no term that can denote it.—Or the plural number may apply to a single thing, the plural number being explained as signifying reverence. Thus there is no incongruity in the Siddhānta view.

SŪTRA (54).

IN THE CASE OF THE 'HAVIŚKRṬ,' THE 'ADHRIGU,' THE 'PURONUVĀKYĀ,' AND THE 'MANOTĀ,'—THERE SHOULD BE REPEITION, BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN TIME.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra sets forth the counter-instances to what has been said in the last three Sūtras;—being an answer to the question—Why has the Sūtra (53) added the phrase 'Kālakātvā', 'as the time is one'?—The answer is provided in this Sūtra which cites certain cases where the time not being one there is repetition.

Or this Sūtra (54) may be taken as setting forth a distinct Adhikaraṇa as the following:

ADHIKARAṆA (21): There should be repetition of the Mantras connected with the 'HAVIŚKRṬ', etc.

SŪTRA (54).

Bhāṣya.

(a) In connection with the Jyotistoma, there are Savāniya-cakes offered at each 'Extraction'; at these there is invitation of the Haviśkṛt (the sacrificer's wife, who prepares the offering) [for which the Mantra is 'Haviśkṛdēhi, etc.'];—(b) in connection with the Vājapēya, there are the 'Sacrificial animals', and also the 'animals dedicated to Prajāpati', in
reference to which there is the direction addressed to the Adhrigu-priest [this direction being in the form of the Mantra—‘Daivyāḥ shamitāraḥ, etc.’]; (c) there is the Puronuvākyā-Mantra [‘Agni naya supathā, etc.’] related to the ‘two black-necked goats’;—and (d) there is the Manotā-hymn [‘Tvam hyagnē prahamo manotā, etc.’].

In regard to these, we proceed to consider the following question.—In these cases, is the Mantra to be recited only once? Or is it to be repeated?

The Pūrvapakṣa is that—‘in order to preserve the joint character of the actions, the Mantra should be recited only once.’

In answer to this, there is the following Siddhānta:—There should be repetition;—why?—because of the difference in time;—when the ‘Inviting of the Haviśkṛt’, or the ‘Directing of the Adhrigu’, is done at the Morning-Extraction, a distinctive feature is perceived whereby it is recognized that the Haviśkṛt referred to is one who makes the Cakes for the Morning Extraction and the Adhrigu is one connected with the sacrificial animals.—Similarly, inasmuch as the two ‘black-necked goats’ are separated by the ‘Saumya animal’, it is understood that the Puronuvākyā and the Manotā appertain to the former of the two goats.—In all these cases the time is different, and by reason of this difference in time, a distinction is perceived; hence there should be repetition.

SŪTRA (55).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS REVERSAL OF THE ADHRIGU.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Adhrigu, there is this further peculiarity, that there would be ‘reversal’. That is, if the mantra were used ‘in common’,—then, if those details relating to the Adhrigu which come before the details of ‘the animals dedicated to Prajāpati’,—e.g. the mantra ‘Āshrudpṛatāyā- shrutā ajāidagnih, etc.’,—were performed at the Morning Extraction,—then the section ending with the Paryagnikaraṇa would not be abandoned;—if, in order to avoid this incongruity, the said details were performed at the Brahmāsāman, then there would be ‘reversal’, by performing, after the Adhrigu, of what should have been done before.—For this reason also there should be repetition.

Further—

SŪTRA (56).

BECAUSE OF THE DECLARATION OF WHAT IS GOING TO BE DONE.

Bhāṣya.

There is the following declaration of the Adhrigu—‘Ārabhadhvam-upanayata’, which speaks of what is going to be done at the time; if this were said at the Morning Extraction, then as that would not be the proper time for the act spoken of, the sentence would be unable to express that idea;
if the declaration is meant to be a direction,—then too, the Direction is for the purpose of bringing about activity; yet, in connection with the 'animals dedicated to Prajâpati', the sentence is not used for prompting activity,—because there is an intervention of a large lot of actions; so that the notion of 'Directing' is lost sight of; and thereby also the sentence becomes inexpressive. For this reason also the Siddhânta is that there should be repetition of the Adhrigu-mantra.

End of Pâda iv of Adhyâya XI.

End of Adhyâya XI.
ADHYĀYA XII.

PĀDA I.

Adhikarana (1): The ‘Prayāja’ and other rites connected with the Agniṣotmiya animal help the Cake.

Bhāṣya.

‘Tantra’ (Common, Centralization) and ‘Aṇāpa’ (Uncommon, Decentralization) have been dealt with under Discourse XI. Now under Discourse XII is going to be explained ‘Prasāṅga’, ‘Extended Application’. The exact signification of the term ‘Prasāṅga’ has been already explained above (under Sūtra 11. 1. 1) in the words—'[That which is common is Tantra; it is not prompted by the needs of other things]; so also is Prasāṅga which has its own injunction present'.—In short, when something done in one place is helpful in another place also, it is a case of ‘Prasāṅga’ (Extended Application); for instance, when the Lamp lighted in the house illumines the public road also.—It is this Prasāṅga that we are going to consider now.

In connection with the Agniṣotmiya-animal-sacrifice, there is an offering of Pashu-puṇḍāsā (Meat-cake), laid down in the text—'[Having offered the omentum of the animal sacrificed to Agni-Soma, one should offer the Meat-cake baked on eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Soma'.—The question in regard to this is—Should the subsidiaries (Prayāja, etc.) be performed in connection with this Meat-cake-offering separately ?—or is it to be taken as helped by those same subsidiaries as they have been performed in connection with the main Animal-sacrifice ?

The Pūrvapakṣa is stated in the Sūtra itself:

SŪTRA (1).

[Pūrvapakṣa—continued]—‘When there is a congregation of such Main Sacrifices as have common accessory details,—there is a common procedure among those that are similarly enjoined; among those not so similar, there should be diversity; because it is for the purpose of undertaking the performance; and that it is for that purpose is due to the direct declaration of Time.'

Bhāṣya.

‘The term ‘tantra’ stands for that set of accessory details which is ‘common’—such as the ‘Ājyabhāga’ and the rest for the first half, and
'Svistaktṛ' and the rest for the second half;—those Main sacrifices that have such a common set of accessory details are called 'tantrin';—when there is a congregation of such Main Sacrifices,—i.e. when they are such as are to be performed at the same time and place and by the same performers,—then, among those that are similarly enjoined,—i.e. among those that are enjoined by the same sentence,—there is a common procedure; as we find in the case of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa and the Chitrā-Īṣṭī.—Among those not so similar there should be diversity; i.e. among those that are not similarly enjoined,—i.e. are enjoined by distinct sentences,—there should be diversity of procedure; as we find in the case in question itself,—of such injunctions as, 'One should sacrifice the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma', 'One offers the Meat-cake baked upon eleven pans, dedicated to Agni-Soma'.—'Why should it be so?'—Because it is for the purpose of undertaking the performance; 'vidhi' is procedure, the performance of the subsidiaries;—the 'prakrama' of it is proceeding with it; it is for the sake of undertaking the said performance; i.e. it is recognized that the undertaking of the performance is for that purpose; i.e. it is understood that the undertaking of the performance is for the purpose of the Animal-offering, not for that of the Cake.—'But how is it recognized that the undertaking of the performance is for the purpose of the Animal-offering?'—That it is for that purpose is due to the direct declaration of time; it is by Direct Declaration that the time is indicated,—the time for the Animal-offering being indicated as after the bringing up of the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma; it is in reference to that time that it has been enjoined; the time for the Cake-offering being after the offering of the omentum. So that 'the undertaking of the performance' that is done on the occasion of the Animal-sacrifice is recognised to be for the purpose of the Animal-offering only. As for the Cake, it is not even known as yet (as to be offered); hence its procedure should be entirely distinct.—There is an indicative text also which points to the fact that the procedure in question is for the purpose of the Animal-offering—'Yadṛkādasha prayaṇān yajati pashumēva tat prayaṇati' and 'Yadṛkādahānuṇāṇān yajati pashumēva tadasuṇāṇājati';—the presence of the particle 'eva' indicates emphasis,—the sense being that it is the Animal-offering only, not the Cake-offering.'

SŪTRA (2).

[PU RVAPAKṢA—concluded]—"THE PROCEDURE SHOULD BE DIFFERENT, ALSO BECAUSE OF THE MODIFICATION OF THE ACCESSORY AND THE TIME.'

Bhāṣya.

Further, the Prayājas and Anyuyājas connected with the Animal-sacrifice are all such as undergo modifications regarding Accessories and Time; for instance, (A) at the Animal-offering, both the Prayājas and the Anyuyājas are eleven in number,—while at the Cake-offering there is need for only five Prayājas and three Anyuyājas;—the Anyuyājas at the Animal-offering are performed with the Curd-Butter-Mixture, while the Cake-offering needs only
Clarified Butter;—(B) similarly there is modification regarding Time also: The Prayājas connected with the Cake-offering are performed when the offering-substance is close at hand, while those connected with the Animal-offering are performed while the animal is actually standing there,—as laid down in the text, 'They offer the Prayājas over the standing animal'.—Thus if both these (Prayājas and Anuyājas) were not done separately for the Cake-offering, they would not be done properly. For this reason also, there should be separate performance."

SŪTRA (3).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH THE PROCEDURE OF THE MAIN OFFERING ITSELF; BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ENJOINDED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PROCESS; SPECIALLY AS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROCEDURE IS NOT DISTINCT.

Bhāṣya.

In fact, the procedure of the Cake-offering should not be performed separately; it should be accomplished through the Procedure of the Main offering itself,—i.e. the Procedure of the Animal-offering itself would help the Cake-offering.—"Why so?"—Because it has been enjoined in the middle of the Process; as a matter of fact, the Cake-offering has been laid down in the middle of the process of the Animal-offering, in the text.—'Agniśomiyasya vapatya pracharya agniśomiyam pashupuroḍāśhamēkādāshakapālam nirvapati'.—"What if it is so?"—It means that the purpose of the Procedure is not distinct;—the term 'tantrārtha' stands for the purpose of the Procedure, i.e. the help rendered by the subsidiaries,—and this remains non-distinct, i.e. the same, in the case of the Animal-offering and the Cake-offering; because the condition of 'proximity' is the same in both cases; the subsidiaries performed in connection with the Animal-offering are in proximity to the Cake-offering also; and by virtue of this proximity, they also help the Cake-offering,—like the Lamp; i.e. just as the Lamp lighted in the house illumines the public road also.

Objection—"The example cited is not appropriate; the help rendered by the Lamp is visible and is hence recognized by Direct Perception; the help rendered by the subsidiaries, on the other hand, is imperceptible; how can it be recognized?"

Answer—This latter also is visible (cognisable) through the scriptures, and can be recognized on the authority of the scriptures; the scriptural text bearing on the case being—'They (the subsidiaries) should be performed as in the case of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices'. If, then, they are done as in the case of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices', why should they not help? In the case of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, they have rendered the help when performed at the same time and place and by the same performers as the Main sacrifice; so in the case in question also, they are
performed in the same manner; and hence it follows that they render the same help here also.

Says the Opponent—"The subsidiaries in the case in question are not quite like those in the case of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; they have been performed at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa in connection with the Main sacrifices; here also they should be performed like that; they are however done, not in connection with the Cake, but in connection with the Animal; hence they cannot be regarded as done, in regard to the Cake, 'in the manner of the Archetype'."

The answer to this is as follows:—In regard to the Archetype, the teaching is not verbal,—there being no such declaration as that 'the subsidiaries should be performed in reference to the Main Sacrifices'; in fact, it is so done simply because of the exigencies of the situation; simply because it is desired to perform them in that manner;—what is done at the Archetype under the stress of exigencies cannot be made admissible elsewhere (at the eotypes) by virtue of the General Law; because it is only the procedure of the action that is needed at these latter; hence only that much is brought in under the General Law which has been actually enjoined by a text; not anything beyond that. Thus it is that, even though not performed in reference to the Main Sacrifices, the subsidiaries may be regarded as performed 'in the manner of the Archetype'.—From all this we conclude that help is actually rendered by Prasāṅga (Extended Application).

Opponent—"Such being the case, this 'Prasāṅga' is in no way different from 'Tantra'."

Not so; what is 'common' in the case of 'Tantra' is the subsidiary itself, while in the case of 'Prasāṅga', it is the help rendered by the subsidiary that is 'common'; as a matter of fact, this help too is not exactly common; what happens is that the help rendered to one benefits the other also.

SŪTRA (4).

EVEN ON ACCOUNT OF 'MODIFICATION', THERE WOULD BE NO DIFFERENCE; AS THE PURPOSE SERVED IS NOT MODIFIED.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued above that "the procedure should be different, also because of the modification of the Accessory and the Time" (Sū. 2). Our answer to this is as follows:—Even on account of a 'modification' there would be no difference, as the purpose served is not modified; the 'purpose served' is the help rendered by the subsidiaries; this is not modified; it remains the same as at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa. —"How do you know that?"—Answer—The Prayājas and Anuyājas that are performed are related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa;—the names 'Prayāja' and 'Anuyāja' are well known; all these come into the sacrifice in question by virtue of the General Law and are in close proximity;—it is also only reasonable that words should refer
to things in the same context;—nor is it right to take a word as having more than one meaning;—hence it follows that the Prayājas and Anuyājas are those related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, and that the help rendered by them is also related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, this help is well known; if the Prayājas and Anuyājas rendered help other than that related to the context (benefiting the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa), then, by reason of their doing what is not related to the context, they would not become admissible under the General Law; they would, in fact, be something entirely new,—just like the anointing with Guggulu at the Sattrā.

If then, they did not come in under the General Law, then one and the same text would have two functions,—of laying down the Prayājas, as well as this modification of the Prayājas;—and yet a single text, appearing only once, cannot enjoin two things. If, under the circumstances, these Prayājas were something entirely new (unknown),—then the details related to the Archetype would also come in by virtue of the General Law; and in that case it would not be possible for the number of oblations at the Viśvadeva to become 'Thirty', as described in the text—'Nine Prayājas,—nine Anuyājas,—two Ājyabhāḥgās,—eight offerings one takes out for Agni, and then offers to the Vājins,—in order to make up the number Thirty'.

From all this it follows that, even though there is modification of the Accessories, the help rendered to the Archetype remains unmodified; and this help, as rendered there, benefits the Cake-offering also; so that even on account of the modification of the Accessory and the Time, there is to be no difference in the Procedure. Thus it is that this help is sought after by both, the Animal-offering as well as the Cake-offering;—at both of these the subsidiaries are performed 'in the manner of the Archetype';—hence, by being performed once, they help both.

"For what purpose then is the modification?"

It is for the purposes of the Animal-offering; the said modification is found mentioned among the Prayājas and Anuyājas related to the Animal-offering;—and the subsidiaries are not common to the Animal-offering and the Cake-offering; the fact of the matter is that these subsidiaries belong to the Animal-offering only,—and yet even so, they benefit the Cake-offering also, on account of proximity; as already explained above.

Then again, even when the Anuyājas are performed with the Curd-Butter-Mixture, they may be regarded as performed with 'Clarified Butter', because the 'mixed character' does not destroy the nature of the 'Butter'; for instance, when a man is told to feed on milk, if the milk given to him is mixed with sugar, that does not involve an infringement of the former statement; as mixed with the sugar also, the milk remains milk all the same.—Similarly, when a man performs the eleven Prayājas, the five of these that he performs are those same that are related to the Archetype, and if the six others that he performs are other than those related to the Archetype, this latter act of his does not mean that the former five have not been performed.—So also if the Prayājas are performed while the Animal is standing there, they may be regarded as performed in connection with the Cake,—all that has happened is only that the original order of sequence has
been abandoned; but the order of sequence is only an accessory detail;—
and it is not right for the Main act to be repeated for the sake of an accessory
detail; as the Main act cannot be under the influence of the Accessory Detail;
it may be that the abandonment of the order of sequence necessitates an
Expiation; but there cannot be repetition of the Main act.—"In that case,
the Expiation would have to be done".—It is certainly done,—the oblation
offered with the mantra 'Ayyāshchāgānē, etc.' being declared to be an expiation
for all sins (of omission and commission).—Or even the Expiation may not
be necessary, as the abandoning of the order is due to certain circumstances.
Thus then there is no incongruity at all.

SŪTRA (5).

ALSO BECAUSE IN THE CASE OF SOME, IT CANNOT BE DONE.

Bhāṣya.

In the case of some of the details, it is not possible for them to be done
separately; as for instance, the Bringing up of the Fire to the Platform,
and the Vratopāyaṇa (Restricted Feeding). When the Platform has been
set up once and remains undemolished, it cannot be set up again; for a
thing that has been made once need not be made again, so long as the one
made continues to exist.—It might be argued that "a second Platform can
certainly be set up".—This would be sheer fool-hardiness; and secondly, the
second one set up would be not quite straight (as the exactly straight position
would be taken up by the Platform already in existence); and this would
lead to a confusion of the quarters;—and it would also involve separate
altars, which is not countenanced by the scriptures; and lastly, it would
mean the abandonment of the principle that 'the subsidiaries should be
performed at the same time and place and by the same performers as the
Main sacrifices'.—Thus then the said Bringing up of the Fire being for the
purpose of securing the Āhavaniya Fire,—and this having been secured by the
first Bringing up,—it cannot be secured over again in the same manner in which
it has been already secured.—It might be argued that "one can set up another
Āhavaniya Fire".—But as a matter of fact, so long as the first Āhavaniya
remains unextinguished, there can be no second Āhavaniya; because firstly,
the Gaṛhapatyā Fire and the Āhavaniya Fire are both located in the same
place;—and if the Āhavaniya were removed, the Gaṛhapatyā would be left
alone; just as, when out of the Clarified Butter contained in the Dhrucī-
vessel, which is common to all offerings, the Clarified Butter for the purposes
of the Upāṃshuṣṭāja has been taken out, what is left becomes useful for the
offerings to other deities;—and secondly, the process suggested would bring
about the anomaly of two separate Altars, as in the previous case; and this
would involve all those incongruits that have been pointed out above.—
Similarly the Vow taken up once cannot be taken up again, unless the former
has been given up; and it cannot be given up until the final completion of
the Main sacrifice.
SŪTRA (6).

Also because there is a text indicating the same Fire.

Bhāṣya.

The following text shows that the Animal-offering and the Cake-offering are related to one and the same Fire—‘Madhye'gnṛājyāhuńjjuhoti, puroḍaśāhuńhpashvāhuńshcha’ [‘At the centre of the Fire, one offers the oblations of Clarified Butter, those of the Cake and those of the Animal’]. This means that there can be no separate Bringing up of the Fire; from which it follows that the Procedure of the Animal-offering is applicable to (and helps) the Cake-offering.
Adhikaraṇa (2): The ‘Two Ājyabhāga-offerings’ should be made in connection with the ‘Cake offering’.

Sūtra (7).

According to Jaimini, when there is possibility of the external procedure coming in, the internal procedure should be excluded.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the same ‘Meat-cake’, there arises the following question—Should the ‘Ājyabhāga-offerings’ be made or not?

[There is the distinct prohibition—‘These two Ājyabhāga-offerings are not made at the Animal-sacrifice’; thus, when they are absent at the Animal-sacrifice, they cannot come into the Cake-offering by ‘Extended Application’ (Prasāṅga) by virtue of the preceding Adhikaraṇa; hence, the conditions of the preceding Adhikaraṇa not being fulfilled, the matter remains in doubt.]

It is remarked, in this connection, that what has got to be considered here is—Does the ‘General Law’ become set aside by the ‘Declaration of Procedure’? Or the ‘Declaration of Procedure’ by the ‘General Law’?

—If the ‘General Law’ is set aside, then the Ājyabhāga-offerings should not be made; while if the ‘Declaration of Procedure’ is set aside, then the said offerings should be made.—What then is the right course?

The Pūrva-paṇḍita is as follows:—“It is the ‘General Law’ that is set aside.—Why?—Because the ‘General Law’ is inferential (functioning indirectly) while the ‘Declaration of Procedure’ is directly perceptible; and what is perceptible is certainly more authoritative than what is inferential; and the setting aside of the inferential is more reasonable than that of the perceptible. Such being the case, the Ājyabhāga-offerings should not be made; as they could come in only by virtue of the General Law, and this, having been set aside in this case, is not operative at all.”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—The opinion of the revered Teacher Jaimini is that the Ājyabhāga-offerings should be made in the case in question.—“Why?”—Because when there is possibility of the external procedure coming in, the internal procedure should be excluded; in a case where the adopting of the action’s own procedure brings in the procedure of another action, the former should be excluded; e.g. the procedure of the Animal-sacrifice becomes excluded in the case of the Prayājas related to the Cake-offering;—where however, no such external procedure is likely to come in, it is not right to exclude it; e.g. when Devadatta gets on to Yajñadatta’s conveyance, it is only Devadatta’s conveyance that goes away, not his clothes and ornaments.—In the case in question, the adopting of the Ājyabhāgas does not bring in any part of the procedure of the Animal-sacrifice; hence, it is not right to exclude it; hence, they should not be excluded. As regards the argument that “the ‘Declaration of Proce-
dure’ is directly perceptible’, as a matter of fact, the ‘Declaration of Procedure’ is not operative in this case at all; all that the said Declaration could do would be to bring in the subsidiaries, and the Meat-cake-offerings have all their subsidiaries in the subsidiaries of the Animal-sacrifice itself; hence, even though it is directly perceptible, it does not take in the Ájyabhágas; the Declaration of Procedure, as a rule, takes in only that subsidiary which is close by in the context;—the Ájyabhágas however are not present at the Animal-sacrifice at all, having been preceded by the Prohibition ‘one should not offer the Ájyabhágas at the Animal-sacrifice or at the Soma-sacrifice’.—Then again, it has been already explained that the ‘Declaration of Procedure’ takes in only such subsidiaries as are already there, while the ‘General Law’ brings them into existence and also takes them in; hence, it is this latter that is the more authoritative of the two.
ADHIKARĀNA (3): At the Soma-sacrifice, the Platform related to the Darsha shall not be erected.

SÚTRA (8).

[PURVAPAKŚA]—"INASMUCH AS THEY SERVE DIFFERENT PURPOSES, there should be erection of the second Platform at the Soma-sacrifice for the ecotypes of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there are certain rites related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa which are performed on the Major Platform. In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following question—For the performance of these rites, should another Platform be erected ?—or not ?

The Purvapakṣa is as follows: —" A separate Platform should be erected;—why ?—because the General Law indicating the erection, the erection of such a Platform would be in accordance with that Law.—' The Platform of the Soma-sacrifice itself would accomplish all that is necessary, through Prasāniga (Extended Application').—It could not accomplish it;—why ?— because they serve different purposes; the two Platforms in question serve two entirely different purposes—the one related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is used for the securing and keeping of the offering-materials, while that related to the Soma is used for the moving about; so that in this case, there could be no 'extended application'; as there is 'extended application' only in cases where the subsidiary of the Original sacrifice serves the same purpose as the intervening subsidiary; as for instance, the Prayājas related to the Animal-sacrifice find 'extended application' in the Cake-offerings. This condition is not fulfilled in the case in question; hence the second Platform should be erected."

SÚTRA (9).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE SHOULD BE NO ERECTION; AS IT WOULD ONLY VITIATE (THE OTHER).

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Platform related to the Darsha should not be erected at the Soma-sacrifice.—" Why ?."—Because it would only vitiate the other; i.e. if another Platform were erected, it would only mean that the Soma-Platform already erected is defective, and it would not accomplish any purpose of its own.—" It would serve the purpose of keeping the offering-materials ".—That however could very well be done on the Major Platform itself.—" But that is for a totally different purpose, as we have already pointed out ".—Even while serving that different purpose, it could certainly serve
the purposes of a receptacle for the offering-materials;—it has been laid down that the offering-material should be kept upon the Platform;—the Major Platform also is a platform;—and there are no conditions laid down as that the materials should be kept on a Platform which serves that purpose alone. —From all this it follows that the Darsha-Platform should not be erected at the Soma-sacrifice.
ADHIKARAṆA (4): At the Soma-sacrifice, the oblations relating to the Sāvana-Animals, etc. should be offered with the Sruva and other implements used at the Darsha-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (10).

[PŪRVAPAKṆA]—"In regard to the Implements, there should be 'Extended Application', because they are for the purpose of offering oblations."

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there are certain rites related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa which would appear to be connected with the Ladles and Cups used at the Soma-sacrifice,—such rites for instance, as the 'Sāvana Animal', the 'Sāvana Cakes', the 'Sauma Cooked Rice'.

In regard to these we proceed to consider the question—Should the oblations at these Rites be offered with their own Ladles and Cups? Or with the Sruva and other implements used at the Darsha-sacrifice?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"In the case of implements, there should be 'Extended Application';—why?—because they are for the purpose of offering oblations;—the implements in question only serve the purpose of the offering of oblations,—and this purpose can be served by the said Cups and Ladles also;—the Rites in question too, are included within the sphere of the Soma-sacrifice; hence, the oblations at these should be offered (as at the Soma) with the Cups and Ladles."

SŪTRA (11).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—The right course is to use the Implements in question,—as they have been in use already; it is only if they could not be used that there could be 'Extended Application'.

Bhāṣya.

The right course would be to use the implements used at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa,—and it is with these that the oblations should be offered;—why?—because they have been in use already; the implements in question are there, having been already used; it has been declared that—"if they were to obtain the Soma before having taken up the Clarified Butter, they would destroy the sacrifice, and if they obtain the Soma after having taken up the Clarified Butter, then they would not destroy the sacrifice'; so that (for the taking of the Clarified Butter) first of all the sruva and other
implements of the Darsha have to be used,—they have to be washed and cleaned and then the Clarified Butter is to be taken up with them; hence, these implements are there already, having been used in connection with the Clarified Butter. It is only if they could not be used that there could be 'extended application'; in a case where the subsidiary of the sacrifice included in the sphere of the Soma-sacrifice is one that has not been used, then alone is there an 'extended application' of the subsidiary of the Soma-sacrifice, for serving the purposes of that subsidiary; because it is only when one has not got the thing of his own that he obtains it from another; it is only when Dēvadatta has not got his own conveyance near at hand that he rides in Yajñadatta's conveyance; if his own conveyance is at hand, he goes on his own; because the pleasure that he derives from riding in another's conveyance is not at all like that which he derives from riding in his own conveyance. Similarly, the excellence that is acquired by the Cakes through the use of the implements of the Darsha-sacrifice is not attained through the use of the Cups and Ladles; because in the case of the former the articles are of wood used at the Archetype, and hence it is possible to perform the Washing and other Embellishments; in the case of the Cups and Ladles, on the other hand, they have to be omitted. Further, those implements that are related to the Soma itself have no connection with the Cakes.

"In case the implements of the Darsha had not been used, would it be possible for the Cups and Ladles to come in by 'extended application'?"

Not so, we reply; even so, what would come in by 'extended application' would be the implements of the Darsha itself. There is 'extended application' only in cases where the subsidiary performed in connection with the Main Sacrifice becomes performed (i.e. helpful) also for the other sacrifice; e.g. when the Prayājas are performed in connection with the Animal-sacrifice, they help the Cake-offerings also.—In the case in question however, if the Cups and Ladles are used, the others do not become used by that use; certainly when the Soma is offered, it is not the Cakes that become offered.—For these reasons, there can be no 'Extended Application' in this case.

"What happens then?"

We explain:—There would be 'extended application' if they had not been in use; i.e. if the use of the implements in question were not possible,—or if it were actually prohibited,—then alone would there be an 'extended application' (of the Soma-accessories).

Then again, the right course is that in the case in question, the Darsha-implements should be used, not the Cups and Ladles (of the Soma).—"On what grounds would this be the right course?"—The implements in question come into the Darsha-Pāryamāsa in accordance with scriptural texts, and therefore they become transferred to the Cake-offering by the General Law. The touch of the scriptural text is quite distinct. On the other hand, in connection with no sacrifice has the offering of oblations been laid down as to be done with the Ladles and Cups; so that such offering could be made only if there were an actual need for doing it; when there is no verbal declaration to that effect, an act can be done only if there is actual need for it.
There is the following text which also indicates the use of the Darsha-implements in question at the Soma-sacrifice—¹ Yunajmi tē prthivim jyotiṣā sahēti dhruvāmabhirmrshati, yunajmi vayunjantarikṣēṇa tē saha ityupahṛtam, yunajmi vācham saha divā suryēṇēti juhūm" [where three implements are mentioned—Dhruvā, Upabhṛta and Juhū, all which are connected with the Darsha-sacrifice].

From all this it follows that at the Soma-sacrifice, the oblations should be offered with the implements in question.
Adhikaraṇa (5): The 'Meat-Cake' shall not be cooked at the 'Shāmitra Fire'.

Sūtra (12).

The Meat-cake shall not be cooked at the Shāmitra Fire, as the other has been in use already.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the same Cake, we proceed to consider the question—Is it to be cooked at the Shāmitra Fire or at the Shālāmukhiya Fire?

The same Principle—'The other being already in use'—is applicable here also. It has been laid down that the cooking of offering-materials should be done at the Gārhapatya Fire; and this is already in use, it having been declared that 'The Shālāmukhiya Fire itself becomes the Gārhapatya after this';—hence, the cooking in question should be done at this Shālāmukhiya Fire.
this would make the Main Soma-sacrifice defective;—the erection and location of the Havirdhāna Carts have been made with suitable mantras and in accordance with certain strict rules; and all this would become nullified (by the removal of the Havirdhāna); it is possible that the erecting and locating might be done again; but this would involve a repetition not sanctioned by the scriptures.—As a matter of fact, it is only when it causes no defect in the Main act, that 'Extended Application' may be right; because it is the character of the Main act from which all the rest derive their sustenance, each according to the texts bearing upon it,—all the rest being, as they are, entirely dependent (on something else). If, for some reason, the purposes of these subordinate factors are not accomplished by the means laid down in the scriptures, then those purposes might well be left unfulfilled,—or any other means might be employed;—but they could not accomplish their purposes by upsetting the Main sacrifice.—"But why cannot the Preparation be made at the very place where the Havirdhāna has been located?"—In that case the said acts (involved in the 'Preparation') would become defective—"That may be so; those acts are subordinate factors and as such they must follow the predominant factor just as it happens to be; e.g. the Meat-cake follows the Prayājas of the Animal-sacrifice, even though these latter appear at a different time".—The answer to this is as follows:—In the case cited, it is right that it should be so; because the Prayājas have been performed already, and what has been already done cannot be done again simply to preserve the order of sequence (of something else). In the case in question however, the Preparation is still to be made; and if it is possible to make it fully equipped with all its details, it should be made as so equipped;—as a matter of fact, it is possible to make it so equipped by securing another cart; hence, it follows that the said Preparation should not be done in one of the Havirdhāna Carts.

SŪTRA (16).

Also because we find the 'Carts' spoken of (in the plural number).

Bhāṣya.

We find a plurality of Carts spoken of in the text—'Anāmsā pravartayanti' ['They set up several Carts'].—From this also it follows that another cart (other than the two Havirdhāna Carts) should be secured.
ADHIKARAṆA (8): At the ‘Prāyaṇīya and other offerings, there should be separate ‘Keeping of Vigil’ in connection with the Initiation.

SŪTRA (17).

THAT WHICH IS CONNECTED WITH THAT [CANNOT APPLY], ON ACCOUNT OF THE DIFFERENCE OF TIME.

Bḥāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, the ‘Keeping of Vigil’ has been laid down as to be done at the time of the Initiation—‘Yām prathamāṁ rātrim jāgarī, etc.’. In connection with the Darśha-Pūrṇamāsa also, for some people, the said ‘Vigil’ has been laid down as to be done on the Aupavasathya Day. This ‘Keeping of the Vigil’ becomes admissible, under the General Law, into the ‘Prāyaṇīya’ and other offerings (which have the above Main sacrifices for their Archetypes).

In regard to this—[the question being—Does the Vigil kept at the time of the Initiation serve the purposes of the Prāyaṇīya and other minor sacrifices—or should a separate Vigil be kept in connection with these latter ?]—the Pūrṇapakṣa is that “the Vigil that has been kept at the time of the Initiation will, by ‘Extended Application’, serve the purposes of these minor sacrifices [and hence it should not be done separately]”.—In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—That which is connected with that,—i.e. the Vigil kept in connection with the Initiation—cannot have its application extended to other acts;—why?—because of the difference in time; if, as a matter of fact, the Vigil is kept for the purpose that there may be no carelessness in the safe keeping of all sacrificial accessories, then what are so guarded by the Vigil kept at the time of Initiation are only those accessories that are there at the time,—so that no other become guarded by that Vigil; hence for the purpose of the guarding of the other accessories of the Prāyaṇīya and other minor sacrifices, the Vigil should be kept separately at the time of the Aupavasathya.—Even if the Vigil were meant to serve only an unseen purpose (and not that of guarding the sacrificial accessories), then also the Aupavasathya night would be the occasion for the keeping of the Vigil; and when the occasion is there, whatever is due to be done on that occasion should be done.—From all this it follows that in connection with the Prāyaṇīya and the rest, the Vigil should be kept separately.
ADHIKARAṆA (9): At separate Altars, the Mantras should be recited separately.

SŪTRA (18).

MANTRAS ALSO (SHOULD BE RECITED SEPARATELY), AS THEY HELP DIRECTLY.

Bhāṣya.

At the Varuṇapraghāsa sacrifices, there are two separate Altars (one for the Adhvaryu and another for the Pratiprasthātṛ); in connection with these there are certain Mantras that operate upon them directly,—along with the Taking up of Clarified Butter, Besprinkling and Touching.

The question that arises is—Should these Mantras be recited 'in common' for the two Altars? or separately?

This discussion bears, not upon Prasaṅga (the subject-matter of the present discourse), but upon Tantra and Āvāpa (the subject of the previous discourses).

The Pārvapakṣa is that—"the Mantras should be recited 'in common', for the purpose of honouring the Declaration of Procedure".

In answer to this, the Siddhānta is as follows:—The reciting of Mantras also—in connection with the Taking up of Clarified Butter, etc.—should be done separately;—why?—because they help directly; the Mantras in question are all such as help directly, as they signify the action that is present at the time; as a matter of fact, the Adhvaryu and the Pratiprasthātṛ (who are in charge of the two Altars severally) come up in connection with separate actions;—hence the Mantras should be recited separately.

Further, it is going to be explained under Sū. 12. 3. 24, that all the agencies operating upon actions end with the Mantra; and that being so, a Mantra must be regarded as subservient to the purposes of that Act upon which it operates; and by virtue of this differentiating condition, there should be repetition of Mantras.
ADHIKARAṆA (10): There shall be no ‘Agnayanvādhnā’ at the Dikṣanīyā and other sacrifices.

[The next few Adhikaraṇaś up to Adhi. 18. deal with those Iṣṭis that form part of the Soma-sacrifice, but which have the Darśha-Pūrṇamāna for their Archetype.]

SŪTRA (19).

AT THE SOMA-SACRIFICE, THERE IS NO ‘AGNYANVĀDHĀNA’, AS IT IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAINTENANCE.

Bhāṣya.

In course of the Soma-sacrifice there are certain Iṣṭis, like the Dikṣanīyā; at these the rite of ‘Agnayanvādhnā’ (Reinstallation of Fire) becomes admissible under the General Law. The question is—Should this Rite be performed or not?

The Pūrṇapakṣa is that—‘it should be performed; because only by so doing would the General Law be obeyed.’

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The Agnyanvādhnā should not be performed at the Dikṣanīyā, etc.—why?—because it is for the purpose of maintenance; the Agnyanvādhnā is meant to be done for the purpose of maintaining (keeping up) the Fire that has been brought up; that rite has been already performed in connection with the Fire brought out for the performance of the Soma-sacrifice,—and the Fire has been maintained by that means; there can be no maintaining of what has been maintained already.—‘But that is done without Mantras.’—True, it is done without Mantras; but it has been done all the same; and what has been done once need not be done again, only for the purpose of reciting the Mantras.—From all this it follows that the Agnyanvādhnā should not be done at the Dikṣanīyā and other Iṣṭis.
ADHIKARANA (11): At the Dikṣāṇīyā and other Iṣṭis there is to be no ‘Taking of the Vow’.

SŪTRA (20).

SO ALSO THE ‘VOW’, BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ALREADY TAKEN.

Bhāṣya.

At the said Dikṣāṇīyā and the rest, there is admissible, under the General Law, the ‘taking of the vow’ which has been enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa. [The question being as to whether or not this vow should be taken at the Dikṣāṇīya, etc.] the Siddhānta is that, like the Agnyanvādhāna, this vow should not be taken;—because it has been already taken; that which has been taken and not yet finished cannot be taken up again; the act of ‘taking up’ consists in obtaining what has not been obtained; and hence it cannot be done to what has been already obtained.

SŪTRA (21).

ALSO BECAUSE OF INCOMPATIBILITY.

Bhāṣya.

The words pronounced by the person taking up the ‘vow’ are—‘Agnē vratapatiḥ vratañcharisyāmi’; which contains the verb in the Future tense; and this would be ‘incompatible’ with the vow if it were already present.

SŪTRA (22).

‘IT MAY BE LIKE TRUTH-TELLING’,—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as below].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—‘Why can it not be like ‘Truth-telling’?—Just as the vow of Truth-telling, being a man’s duty, continues throughout life, and yet it is taken at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.’

SŪTRA (23).

THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE OF THE CONNECTIONS BEING DISTINCT.

Bhāṣya.

The case of the vow in question is not analogous to that of ‘Truth-telling’;—because of the connections being distinct; in the case of ‘Truth-
telling', there are two distinct 'connections'—that of the Man, and that of the sacrifice; so that having been previously taken up as pertaining to the Man (as his general duty), it becomes taken up again in connection with the sacrifice.——"In the case in question also, there is distinctness of connection; having been taken up previously in connection with the Soma-offering, it may be taken up again in connection with the Iṣṭi".—In the case in question, there is no need for 'taking up the vow' again,—as that which has been done already in connection with the Soma-sacrifice will accomplish its purpose at the other sacrifice also, through 'Extended Application'.—"In the other case (of Truth-telling) also, the purpose could be accomplished in the same manner".—It might accomplish it if it were previously known that it is for the purpose of accomplishing a certain desire; as a matter of fact however, this fact is recognized only in connection with the Darsha-Pūryamāsa itself (not before that); while in the case in question, this fact has been already recognized in connection with the Archetypal sacrifice. Hence the citing of the case of 'Truth-telling' cannot serve as an instance in point.

The necessity of the recognition of the accessory (of Truth-telling, e.g.) serving the purposes of the Main action lies in the fact of that being the determining factor in the deciding of the Exact Expiation;—as explained under Śūtra 3. 4. 12-13.
ADHIKARANA (12): At the ‘Iṣṭis’, there is to be no ‘Agnyanvādhāna’, even for purposes adopting the Deity.

SŪTRA (24).

THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED ACT, EVEN FOR PURPOSES OF ADOPTING (THE DEITY), [SHALL NOT BE DONE], AS THE IṢṬI ITSELF SERVES THAT PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

It has been explained (under Adhikarana 10 above) that the ‘Agnyanvādhāna’ already done in connection with the Soma-sacrifice, accomplishes the same purpose, through ‘Extended Application’, at the Iṣṭis also.

This is now objected to—"The Extended application spoken of in the previous Adhikarana has been in reference to that Agnyanvādhāna which is done for the purpose of maintaining the Fire; as a matter of fact, however, the Agnyanvādhāna is done, not only for the purpose of maintaining the Fire, but for that purpose of maintaining the Fire, as also for the purpose of adopting the Deity; we read in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa—‘Mamūgnē varcho vīhāvēsastu uci pūrvamagnim gṛṇāti, dēvatā eva tattparēd-yurgrhitā śvabhūte yajatā’;—though the Agnyanvādhāna for the purpose of maintaining the Fire may come in, through ‘Extended Application’, from that performed in connection with the Soma-sacrifice,—yet that which is done at the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa for the purpose of adopting the Deity should have to be done at the Iṣṭis."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—The view set forth above is not right; as a matter of fact, that Agnyanvādhāna which is done for the purpose of adopting the Deity also would be secured through ‘Extended Application’ (and hence should not have to be done again).—Why?—Because the Iṣṭi itself serves that purpose; in connection with the Soma-sacrifice also, the Dīkṣanīyā Iṣṭi is found mentioned as serving the purpose of adopting the deity—‘Agnāvaśıṣnavamāṇakādashkapālam nirvapi dīksṣaṇīya-māṇah, agniḥ prathamo dēvatānām viṣṇuḥ paramaḥ, yadagnāvaśıṣnavamāṇakā- dashkapālam nirvapi dēvatā yajñańska tadubhayataḥ pariṇghya dīksṣate’.—This same Iṣṭi, thus serving the purpose of adopting the deity at the Soma-sacrifice, will serve the same purpose for the Iṣṭis also, by ‘extended application’.

SŪTRA (25).

"IT WOULD BE LIKE THE ACCESSORIES",—IF THIS IS URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"The purposes of the Iṣṭis would not be served in the manner suggested; the Dīkṣanīyā-Iṣṭi subserves the purposes of the
Main sacrifice, and as such it operates towards the adopting of the deity of the Main sacrifice;—the deities of the subsidiaries however, which are mere accessories, are not included under that adoption;—hence for the purposes of adopting these deities, the Agnyanvādhāna related to the Darsha-Purṇamāsa should be performed in connection with the Iṣṭis.”

SŪTRA (26).

Not so; because there is the ‘Vaishvadēva’ (related to all Deities’).

Bhāṣya.

The said Agnyanvādhāna should not be performed; the purpose of adopting the deity will be accomplished by the Dikṣanīya Iṣṭi itself, through ‘Extended Application’.—“But it has been pointed out that the Dikṣanīya serves the purpose of adopting the deity of the Main sacrifice only”.—By subserving the purpose of the deity of the Main sacrifice, it would also take in the deities of the subsidiaries.—“How so?”—“Because there is the vaishvadēva; in connection with the Soma-sacrifice, there is the Graha-yāga, which is ‘vaishvadēva’, in the sense that all deities (vishvē dēvāḥ) are sacrificed to in this sacrifice; and the deities of the subsidiaries also are included among them; so that these also become adopted. Hence there is no need for the performance of the Agnyanvādhāna in connection with the Iṣṭis, for the purpose of adopting those deities.

SŪTRA (27).

[Objection]—“There should be need for it; as they have been named.”

Bhāṣya.

There should need for the Agnyanvādhāna; as it is necessary to adopt the deities of the subsidiaries through the Agnyanvādhāna in connection with the Iṣṭis; because as a matter of fact, those deities cannot be taken as ‘adopted’ on the ground that sacrifices are offered to ‘all deities’; because in reality, at the said Graha-yāga, sacrifices are not offered to all deities; the term ‘Vishvē dēvāḥ’ stands, not for all (vishvē) deities (dēvāḥ), but for a definite group of deities, consisting of the Sādhyas, the Rudras and the Vasus.—How do you know that?—Because they have been named; the deities meant have been actually named in the text—‘Agnir vasubhiḥ, somo raudraiḥ, indro marudbhīḥ, varunā adityaiḥ, bhāsapatirvishvēdēvaiḥ’; where it appears that the ‘Vishvēdēvas’ are entities different from the Vasus and other well-known deities. If all deities had been spoken of by means of the term ‘vishvēdēva’, then those deities would not have been different from the well-known deities, Vasu and the rest. Hence we conclude that the term ‘vishvē-dēva’ denotes only a well-defined group (of deities).—Such being the case, the deities of subsidiaries
could not be included under that name; hence for the adopting of those, the performance of the Agnyanvādhāna would be necessary."

SŪTRA (28).

NOT SO; BECAUSE IT SERVES THE PURPOSE OF INDICATING AN EXCELLENCE.

Bhāṣya.

It cannot be as suggested.—Why?—Because it serves the purpose of indicating an excellence; i.e. the above-quoted description (enumeration) of the Viśvēdēvas cannot be regarded as indicating a group of deities; the description is meant to be an indication of excellence,—i.e. a praise of Brhaspati; the sense of the praise being that—'Agni is accompanied by the Vasus only,—Soma, by the Rudras only,—Indra, by the Maruts only,—and Varuṇa, by the Ādityas only;—but Brhaspati is accompanied by all the deities, those named here as well as others'.—This praise is just like the praise of the king in the words—'The Army-commander has come in with his paid army and will fight along with his own army,—but the King is accompanied by all armies, those mentioned as well as others'.—Further, under the interpretation suggested, it would be necessary to assume a group of deities bearing the name 'Viśvēdēva', while all deities are understood to be actually denoted by that name.

From all this it follows that the adopting of the subsidiary deities also is accomplished by means of the Dikṣaṇīyā, through 'Extended Application'; and hence the Agnyanvādhāna related to the Darsha-Pūryanāsa should not be performed in connection with the Iṣṭis.
Adhikaraṇa (13): At the Iṣṭis, the 'Patanīsannahana' (Dressing up of the Lady) shall not be performed.

Sūtra (29).

The 'Dressing Up' also [should not be done], as it has been done already.

Bhāṣya.

The 'Sannahana' ('Dressing up') of the sacrificer's Lady has been laid down in connection with the Darśha-Pūrnamāsa, in the text—'Dresses up the Lady with the Yoktra'. Under the General Law, this should be done at those Iṣṭi rites that are performed in connection with the Soma-sacrifice. [The question arising as to whether or not this Dressing up should be performed at these rites] the Siddhānta is that it should not be done;—why?—because it has been done already; at the time of the Initiation, the Dressing up of the Lady for the purposes of the Soma-sacrifice has been already done, as laid down in the text—'He dresses up the Lady with the Yoktra and the Initiated Sacrificer with the Mekhalā, with a view to joining the two'. This dressing up with the Yoktra is for the purpose of lending support to the Dress; and when this has been done in connection with the Soma-sacrifice itself, it will continue to serve that purpose till the completion of the sacrifice along with its subsidiaries, which latter also it will benefit by 'Extended Application'.
ADHIKARANA (14): At the Iṣṭis there need not be ‘Feeding upon wild-growing Things’.

SŪTRA (30).

THE ‘Eating of wild-growing things’ SHOULD NOT BE DONE; AS THERE IS INJUNCTION OF ANOTHER.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the ‘eating of wild-growing things’ has been laid down, in the text—‘Yadāraṇyāṇi ashnāti, etc., etc.’. This becomes admissible into the Prāyaṇiya and other Iṣṭis, under the General Law. [The question arising as to whether or not this eating should be done at these Iṣṭis] the Siddhānta is as follows:—Even though it is indicated by the General Law as admissible, it should not be done;—why?—because there is injunction of another. The ‘Eating of wild-growing things’ that has been enjoined in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa is meant to be for the purposes of subsistence;—in connection with the Soma-sacrifice also, means of subsistence have been laid down—‘The Brāhmaṇa shall live on milk, the Kṣatatriya on gruel and the Vaiṣhyā on Curdled Milk’; this also serves a visible purpose and hence is regarded as a means of subsistence; of these two means of subsistence, that connected with the Soma-sacrifice is found to be directly enjoined, and it is also the more important of the two,—hence this must be done; and when the subsistence has been secured by this means, it helps the other subsidiary rites also, through ‘Extended Application’; hence the other means of subsistence becomes excluded.
ADHIKARAŅA (15): *At the Iṣṭis there should be ‘Eating of Remnants’.*

SŪTRA (31).

If it be urged that “the same should be the case with the Eating of Remnants”;—that is not so; because that is for a different purpose.

*Bhāṣya.*

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, there is the Eating of Remnants, Iḍa and the rest.—This is indicated by the General Law as admissible at the Iṣṭis performed in course of the Soma-sacrifice. It may be argued that, “as the ‘Eating of wild-growing things’ has been set aside by the means of subsistence laid down in connection with the Soma-sacrifice, so this Eating of Remnants also should be set aside (as this also is only a means of subsistence)”.—The answer to this is that it is not so;—why?—because that is for a different purpose; the ‘Eating of Remnants’ is not meant to be a means of subsistence; it is not for the purpose of sustaining the body; it is in fact meant to be an embellishment (of the substance), because the substance in question is only the remnant of what has been used,—and because all these ‘Eatings’ are spoken of by means of words with the Accusative Ending, in such texts as ‘Yajamāṇaṇapaṇḍhamā ṛtejaḥ idām bhaksayanti’,—therefore in the case in question, the ‘Eating of Remnants’, should be done.
ADHIKARANA (16): At the Isis, there is to be no gift of the 'Anvaharya'.

SUTRA (32).

THE 'PURCHASE' ALSO (SHOULD NOT BE DONE), AS THEY ARE ALREADY ENGAGED.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Daraba-Pūrnamāsa, the Anvaharya-gift has been laid down as the 'purchase-price' (payment for services); the General Law indicates this as to be done at the Isis performed in course of the Soma-sacrifice. [The question arising as to whether or not that gift should be made at these Isis] the Siddhānta is that it should not be made;—why?—because they are already engaged; the Priests concerned have been already engaged and their services secured by the payment of the 'purchase-price' in connection with the Soma-sacrifice,—in accordance with the text 'The sacrificial Fee is 1200'.—And the subsidiaries are always performed at the same place and time by the same performers as the Main sacrifice; hence the subsidiary Isis in question have to be performed by those same Priests that have been engaged for the Soma-sacrifice; consequently there can be no separate 'purchase-price' to be paid in connection with the subsidiaries; hence the Anvaharya-gift has to be omitted.
ADHIKARAṆA (17): At the Iṣṭis, the ‘Eating of Remnants’ shall be done as serving the purposes of ‘Embellishment’.

SŪTRA (33).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—"The Eatings of Remnants also should be similarly omitted",—if this is urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

It might be argued that “the Eatings of Remnants also should be omitted at the Iṣṭis, just as the Anvāhārya-gift is omitted.”

This question is raised on the basis of the possible notion that the Eating of Remnants is by way of ‘Purchase-price’ (for services rendered) [which alone would make it subject to the conclusion regarding the Anvāhārya].

SŪTRA (34).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—It is not so; because those are connected with the actions.

Bhāṣya.

The Eatings of Remnants should not be omitted; because they are not meant to be payment for services rendered; as a matter of fact, those Eatings of Remnants have been laid down as to be done after the completion of the functions of the priests whose services had been secured by the gift of the Anvāhārya; nor are these ‘Eatings’ sufficient as price for securing of the services [Read ‘na chālamānaṃanāya’]; hence these Eatings are not meant to be the ‘price’ of services rendered; they are meant to be embellishments of the Remnants of substances used; and for this purpose they have to be done (at the Iṣṭis in question also).
ADHIKARANA (18): At the Iśīs, there should be 'appointment' of the Hotṛ Priest.

SŪTRA (35).

INASMUCH AS THERE IS 'APPOINTMENT' AFTER COMMENCEMENT, THERE SHOULD BE 'APPOINTMENT' OF THE HOTṛ-PRIEST AT EACH RITE.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā, the ‘appointment’ of the Hotṛ-priest has been laid down, in the text—‘Agnirddēvo etc.’;—the General Law indicates the admission of this at the Iśīs performed as parts of the Soma-sacrifice.—But in connection with the Soma-sacrifice itself, the ‘appointment of the Hotṛ’ has been laid down separately, in the text—‘Agnirhotā, etc. . . . hotāram IFYītē’.

In regard to this we proceed to consider the question—At the Iśīs in question, should or should not there be the ‘appointment of the Hotṛ’ that has been laid down in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsā?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—‘It should not be done;—why?—The Appointment is made for the purpose of securing the man’s services;—the Hotṛ’s services for the performance of the entire Soma-sacrifice along with its accessories have been already secured by the ‘appointment’ in connection with the Soma-sacrifice itself;—there can be no need for the securing of the services of one whose services have been already secured; hence the Appointment in question should not be done’.

In answer to the above, we have the following Śiddhānta;—INASMUCH AS THERE IS Appointment after commencement, there should be appointment of the Hotṛ-priest at each Rite;—it is not right that the Appointment made in connection with the Soma-sacrifice will serve, through ‘Extended Application’, the purposes of that Appointment also which is related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāṣa;—as a matter of fact, there is Appointment after commencement,—i.e. it is after the performance has commenced that the appointment related to the Darsha-Pūrṇamāṣa is made;—hence it cannot be meant for securing the services of the Priest;—in fact it is meant to be a mere act by itself; hence if it were not done, the performance would be defective to that extent. Hence the Appointment should be done separately with each of the Rites in question.

SŪTRA (36).

"THE BRAHMAN-PRIEST ALSO",—IF THIS BE URGED [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent says—"If it is your view that, inasmuch as the Appointment is done after commencement, the Appointment of the Hotṛ should
be done with each Rite,—then, inasmuch as the Brahman-Priest also is appointed after the performance has commenced, at the time of the bringing up of the Pranītā-vessel, it follows that the appointment of this Priest also is an act by itself and as such this also should be done with each Rite;—or you should point out some difference between the two cases (of the Hōtr and the Brahman)."

SŪTRA (37).

That cannot be; because in reality, the appointment comes first; as it is for that.

Bhāṣya.

The appointment of the Brahman-Priest should not be done at the Rites in question.—Why?—Because the appointment comes first; it is true that the appointment of the Brahman comes after the commencement of the Performance; but prior to this appointment, the character of ‘Brahman-Priest’ is not there at all; in fact all the functions of the Brahman come after his Appointment; hence the appointment which is for the purpose of these functions must be regarded as subserving a sacrifice, and not an act by itself; it serves in fact the purpose of securing the services of the Priest; his services however have been already secured by means of his ‘appointment’ done in connection with the Soma-sacrifice;—hence there need be no further appointment of that Priest (in connection with the Iṣṭis).

SŪTRA (38).

"It relates to what has been laid down",—If this be urged [then the answer is as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

The following argument might be put forward—"The making of the Platform has been laid down as to be done on the Aupavasāthya Day in connection with the Darsha-sacrifice, in the text—‘At the Darsha-sacrifice, on the previous day, he makes the Platform’;—at this the commencement of the measuring out of the Platform is done by the Brahman-priest; so that the Brahman-priest also is one whose appointment (like that of the Hōtr) is made ‘after the commencement of the Performance’.

SŪTRA (39).

Not so; because there is no declaration.

Bhāṣya.

What has been laid down as to be done at the Darsha-sacrifice, on the previous day, is the making, not the measuring out, of the Platform,—as there is no declaration; the ‘adopting’ is done after the Brahman-priest has been ‘appointed’ in its own time; as the ‘Appointment’ is for the purposes of the sacrificial performance.—"But the measuring out of the Platform is done before its making, and there also the start is to be made by the Brahman-priest."
That is true; in that case here is another answer to the objection:—In the context of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the making of the Platform has been laid down as to be done after the securing of the offering-materials;—the Appointment of the Brahman-priest also has been laid down as to be done before the functions of that Priest begin; and as this must serve a visible purpose, it is taken as serving the purpose of securing the services of the Priest. Such being the case, at the Darsha-sacrifice, the making of the Vedi is ‘anticipated’ in obedience to the direct declaration to that effect; and when this ‘making’ has been ‘anticipated’, the ‘measuring out’ is also ‘anticipated’,—so also its commencement, as also the appointment of the Brahman-priest; because accessories follow the time and place of their Primaries. Under the circumstances, at the Paurṇamāsa sacrifice, the appointment of the Brahman-priest is done at the time of the bringing up of the Prani, while at the Darsha-sacrifice, it is done on the previous day; in both cases, before the functions of the Priest have commenced. Hence it follows that in both cases the Appointment serves the purpose of securing the services. Consequently this appointment of the Brahman-priest need not be done at each Rite, the services of the Brahman-priest having been already secured by the Appointment done at the Soma-sacrifice.

SŪTRA (40).

"So should it be in the case of the Hotr also",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"If it is your view that,—if the Appointment of the Brahman comes before the commencement of the Performance,—and before his Appointment there is nothing to be done by that priest,—hence the Brahman-priest cannot be one whose appointment has been already made',—then the same should be the case with the Hotr also; for the Hotr also there is nothing to do before his appointment; and his appointment also is not an act by itself."

SŪTRA (41).

Not so; because of connection with action.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, even before his Appointment, the Hotr is connected with the definite action of Reciting the Sāmīdhēni verses,—as laid down in the text—'Before being appointed, he recites the Sāmīdhēni'.—From this it is clear that the Appointment of the Hotr is for an unseen purpose; hence it should be done at the Dikṣaṇīyā and other Iṣīs in question. As for the Appointment of the Brahman-priest however, it is for a visible purpose; and as this purpose has been served by the Appointment at the Soma-sacrifice, the Appointment should not be done at the Iṣīs in question.
Adhikaraṇa (19): At the Ātithyā-Iṣṭī, the 'Besprinkling’ etc. of the Grass are not to be done in connection with each Rite.

[See in this connection Sūtras 4. 2, 29-30.]

Sūtra (42).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—“In connection with the Injunction relating to the Sacrifice, as the acts done to the established entities are distinct, they should be performed in connection with each Rite.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Soma-sacrifice, we read—'The grass used at the Ātithyā is also that of the Upasada and of the Agniṣomīya';—at this there are certain acts done to the entity in the shape of the Chopped Grass,—such as Washing, Removal of Tips, Sprinkling of the Roots.

In regard to these there arises the question—At the Ātithyā and other Iṣṭī, where the performances are distinct, are these acts to be performed separately with each performance? Or the other performances are helped, through 'Extended Application', by the act that has been performed in connection with the Ātithyā itself?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“In connection with the Injunction relating to the Sacrifice,—i.e. the injunction relating to the Ātithyā,—in the form 'The grass used at the Ātithyā is also that of the Upasada’—the act that is done to the established entity should vary with each performance; as the rites of the Ātithyā and the rest have distinct performances of their own; and in regard to this we perceive the peculiarity that the Washing and other acts done at the performance of one Rite are subservient to that Rite; consequently, with every other performance, they should be repeated. In this way there is to be repetition of each of the acts. There can be no 'Extended Application' in this case, because neither the Upasads nor the Agniṣomīya are included in the Procedure of the Ātithyā.”

Sūtra (43).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it is not so; because it has been already done; specially as there is declaration of that.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the acts of Washing, etc. should not be done with each rite;—why?—because it has been already done; i.e. these acts have been
already done to the Grass at the Ātīthya; and as the Grass has become duly embellished by that, there can be no need for the performance of these acts again.—"But Embellishments subserve the purposes of Rites, and in this case the Rites are different, so that the Embellishments must appertain to that Rite alone in connection with which they are performed."—The answer to this is that though the Embellishments are subservient to the Rites, they do not become related to any one Rite directly, like the Åskandapālikā (?); in fact, they become so related only indirectly through the Grass; i.e. they become related to that Rite to which the Grass belongs. Now in the case in question, the Grass is common to the Ātīthya, the Upasada and the Agniśomiya.—"How do you know that?"—There is declaration of that; i.e. what the declaration 'the Grass at the Ātīthya is also that of the Upasada and the Agniśomiya' lays down is the fact of the Grass being common to the three Rites, and not the transference of any accessory details. That this does not refer to the remnant of another sacrifice has been explained under Sūtra 4. 2. 30. Such being the case, the Embellishments done to the Grass at the Ātīthya are useful at all the Rites in question; and hence the Acts should not be repeated with each Rite.
ADHIKARAṆA (20): The Mantra used at the Ātithyā for the 'Starāṇa' (Spreading out, Scattering) of the Grass should be repeated in connection with the other Rites.

SŪTRA (44).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE PLACE BEING DIFFERENT, THE MANTRA SHOULD BE REPEATED.

Bhāṣya.

At the same rite (of the Ātithyā) there is the Mantra used after the 'Spreading' of the Grass;—in regard to that we proceed to consider the question—Is this Mantra to be recited separately at the Agniṣṭoma? Or will the Mantra recited at the Ātithyā itself benefit the Agniṣṭoma also, through 'Extended Application'?

The Pūrvapakṣa being that—"inasmuch as the Mantra is used in connection with the Grass that is common to both the Rites, there should be an 'extended application' of the benefits of the Mantra recited at the Ātithyā to the Agniṣṭoma,—in accordance with the conclusions of the foregoing Adhikaraṇa",—the Siddhānta in answer to it is as follows:—The Mantra should be repeated, i.e. should be recited separately in connection with the Agniṣṭoma.—Why?—Because of the place being different; the two spots are different—(a) near the Northern Platform, and (b) at the Prāgavamsa; and when the places are different, the Spreading should be repeated, the Mantra that goes with the Spreading is—'Ornāmradasantuṣā stryāmi'; so when the Spreading is repeated, it is only right that this Mantra also should be repeated; as all accessories are regulated by their Primaries.—Then again, the 'Spreading' (of Grass) is meant to be an Embellishment for the place;—and at the Ātithyā the place that has been embellished is that where the Prāgavamsa is located, not that of the Northern Platform; so that if the Mantra were not repeated, the Embellishment of the latter would remain defective.—From all this it follows that there should be repetition of the Mantra used in connection with the Spreading of Grass.
ADHIKARANA (21): When the Grass is taken over to another spot, there shall be no repetition of the Mantras related to the ‘Sannahana’ and the ‘Harana’.

SUTRA (45).

[PURVAPAKSA]—“So also with the ‘Sannahana’ (Tying up) and ‘Harana’ (Carrying),” —if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sutra].

BHASHYA.

At the Agniṣomāya offering, the Grass is taken (from the place of the performance of the Ātithyā) to the place of the Agniṣomāya; —in connection with the (a) Sannahana (Tying up) and (b) Harana (Carrying) of the Grass, Mantras have been prescribed [(a) ‘Pūṣā tē granthim badhnātu’, and (b) ‘Byhaspatērmūrdhāna harāmi’].

In regard to this we proceed to consider the question—Are these Mantras to be used when the Grass is taken from one place to the other at the Agniṣomāya-offering?

The Purvapakṣa is as follows:—”The Mantras relating to the Tying up and the Carrying also should be treated similarly,—i.e. like the Mantra relating to the Spreading; that is, they should be repeated separately.—Why?—The reason has already been explained;—viz. the two Mantras are related to the two acts of Tying up and Carrying,—and the acts are repeated,—hence it follows that the Mantras also should be repeated. Hence there should be separate recital of the Mantras.”

SUTRA (46).

[SIDDHANTA]—Not so; as it is for a different purpose.

BHASHYA.

What has been suggested cannot be right.—Why?—Because it is for a different purpose;—when the Grass has been cut down, its Tying up and Carrying are done for the purpose of securing it (for the Sacrifice); and in connection with these two acts, the two Mantras have been laid down,—which speak of the Grass as being acquired; these Mantras being—(a) ‘Pūṣā tē granthim badhnātu’, and (b) ‘Byhaspatērmūrdhāna harāmi’.—When however the two acts (of Tying up and Carrying) are done for the purpose of carrying, from one place to another, of what has been already acquired,—inasmuch as this is a purpose totally different, and pertains to an act not connected with the Archetype,—they cannot take up the Mantras;—for example, at the Ātithyā itself, when the Grass is carried from the place of the Gārhapatiya to that of the Āhavanīya, for the purpose of being washed, the Mantra connected with Carrying is not recited; the same should be done in the case in question also.

End of Pāda i of Adhyāya XII.
ADHYÄYA XII.

PĀDA II.

ADHIKARĀṆA (1): The ‘Vihāra’ (Altar-Fire) is to be used only for Vedic performances.

SŪTRA (1).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA—continued]—"The ALTAR should serve the purposes of worldly acts, because it is capable of doing so."

Bhāṣya.

The term ‘vihāra’, ‘Altar’, stands here for the Triad of Fires—Gārhapatya, Ćaśiṅāgni and Āhavaniya,—so called because of ‘vihaṇaṇa’ (act of Flourishing).

[The question is—Are these Fires to be used for Vedic (religious) acts only? Or for secular acts only?—Or for both?]

The Pūrṇapakṣa is as follows:—"This Fire-triad should serve the purposes of—help to accomplish—the worldly acts—of Pāreṇa, Śīhālapāka and other rites,—and also other acts that are performed with the help of Fires, such as cooking, burning, illuminating and so forth;—because it is capable of doing so; i.e. it is capable of being used for the throwing in of the oblations, and for the cooking of things.—When the Fire is brought into existence,—in accordance with the Injunction ‘The Brāhmaṇa should install the Fires in the spring’;—it is not in connection with any particular act; hence it should be used for each and every such act as it may be capable of accomplishing;—only thus would its Bringing into Existence be useful."

SŪTRA (2).

[PUṆṆAPAKṢA—concluded]—"The prohibition of cooking meat also points to the same conclusion."

Bhāṣya.

"The prohibition of cooking meat also points to the same conclusion,—as that arrived at through reasoning (in the preceding Sūtra);—this prohibition being contained in the text—‘They should not cook meat; if they did, they could make it fit for carnivorous animals’; this cooking of meat must mean the ordinary cooking, as the cooking of meat for Vedic sacrifices is done at the Śāmitra Fire."
SŪTRA (3).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, BECAUSE OF SPECIFICATION, THE PURPOSE SERVED MUST BE THAT OF THE VEDIC ACTS.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the said Vihāra (Fire-triad) should serve the purposes of the Vedic Acts,—not of the worldly acts.—Why so?—Because of specification; i.e. the purpose served by the Gārhapatiya and other consecrated Fires (Gārhapatiya, Daksināgni and Āhavaniya) is clearly specified in such texts as—' Yadāhavanīyē juhoti tēna so'syābhīṣaḥ prito bhavati' ['When one pours oblations into the Āhavaniya, etc.']; the information desired at the time of the bringing into existence of these Fires, as to the purpose to be served by them, is supplied by these texts; hence it follows that it is for the purpose of these (Vedic acts, like the Pouring of Oblations) that the Fires are brought into existence;—and hence they should not be used in connection with worldly acts.

"This may preclude such ordinary acts as the Cooking of Food and the like, not such acts as the cooking of the Sthālipāka-offering, which also, as oblations, are capable of being poured into the Āhavaniya Fire."

This does not affect the case; the text quoted—' Yadāhavanīyē juhoti'—is restrictive in its application; in the absence of this text, it would be open to people to pour the oblations into the Āhavaniya Fire, as also elsewhere; hence there is this restrictive injunction (that 'Oblations should be offered in the Āhavaniya Fire only'); such a restrictive injunction is possible only in cases where there is likelihood of no restriction being observed; this likelihood is present in the case of Vedic acts alone, because for the ordinary worldly acts, the receptacle (substratum) has been definitely laid down as the Aupāsana Fire. Hence we conclude that it is not possible for these ordinary acts to be done in the Āhavaniya Fire.

SŪTRA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE THE 'AUPĀSANA FIRE' IS FOUND EVEN WHEN IT (THE FIRE-TRIAD) IS THERE.

Bhāṣya.

Even when the Fire-triad is present, the Aupāsana Fire is mentioned as being used,—in the text, 'When one desires that the Kingdom should descend to his offspring, for him the oblations should be offered into the Aupāsana Fire'. This text refers to a time when the Rājaśūya Sacrifice has commenced; and at that time the Fire-triad is present there;—if then this same Fire-triad were to serve the purposes of the ordinary acts also, there would be no need for the Aupāsana Fire while the said Triad was there.
SŪTRA (5).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND NEGATION.

Bhāṣya.

The following text indicates the negation of meat-cooking in the consecrated Fire-triad—'Māṃsiṣyantī ha và, etc. . . . . vidyate'; this prohibits even the touch of meat in regard to the Fire-triad, apart from the Pashu-bandha sacrifice;—from this also it follows that this Fire-triad is not to be used in connection with ordinary acts.

SŪTRA (6).

AS REGARDS 'MEAT-COOKING', IT IS THE PROHIBITION OF WHAT HAS BEEN ENJOINED; BECAUSE OF CONNECTION WITH OBLATION-OFFERING.

Bhāṣya.

As regards the argument that—"the prohibition of cooking meat also points to the same conclusion" (Sū. 2)—the fact of the matter is that it is the prohibition of what has been enjoined; the cooking of the Omentum has been enjoined as to be done at the Āhavaniya Fire; and it is the prohibition of this that is contained in the text quoted ['Māṃsam na pachēyuḥ, etc.'].—How so?—(a) Because the possibility of the cooking is there,—(b) also because of connection with oblation-offering,—expressed in the text 'They do not cook meat at that Fire in which they offer oblations', which is the sentence following (supplementary to) the quoted text—it is into the Āhavaniya Fire that oblations are offered; hence the prohibition quoted should be taken as referring to the cooking of the Omentum.

SŪTRA (7).

OR, THE TEXT QUOTED MAY BE TAKEN AS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE ISOLATED INJUNCTION 'DAKŠIŅĀSMIN, ETC.'.

Bhāṣya.

This is another answer to the Pūrvapakṣa argument—It has been declared in the following text that the Lady is to cook the Food in the Dakṣiṇāgni (one of the three consecrated Fires)—'Yadā āmayadoṣānāṃmāṃsam vratakāryā upādiyaṭe tadā tannā dakṣiṇāgnaṃ śhrapayitavyam' ['If the meat is used on account of digestive troubles, then it should not be cooked on the Dakṣiṇāgni'] [which means that in all ordinary cases, the meat is to be
cooked on the Dakṣināgni Fire; to this sentence, which points to the cooking of meat as to be done on the Dakṣināgni Fire, we have the supplementary statement 'apart from the meat'—which declaration is found in connection with the text 'Yā sarasvatī vēshamati, etc.', which speaks of the offering of oblations into the Dakṣināgni Fire; from this it follows that the prohibition in question refers to the Dakṣināgni.
ADHIKARANA (2): The 'Cake-offering' should be made in connection with the 'Savaniya-animal'.

SUTRA (8).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"There should be no Cake in connection with the 'Savaniya', because it is for the purpose of 'covering up the hole', and this purpose is served by others."

Bhasya.

[In connection with the Agni-somiyasa-animal-sacrifice, the Cake-offering has been enjoined;—the Savaniya-animal-sacrifice is an ectype (modification) of the Agni-somiyasa. The question is,—In connection with the latter, Savaniya, should there be the Cake-offering or not?]

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—"In connection with the Savaniya animal there should be no Cake,—no Cake-offering should be made.—Why?—Because it is for the purpose of covering up the hole; that the Cake is meant to cover up the holes of the Animal has been thus declared.—'When the omentum is taken out of the Animal, there is a hole in it, when the Cake of barley-corn is made, it covers up that hole and renders the Animal hole-less'.

—And this purpose is served by others; (in connection with the Savaniya) this purpose is served 'by others'—i.e. by the Savaniya-cakes [so that for the same purpose, Barley-cakes are not needed]; there is the following declaration in connection with the Savaniya-cakes—'At each extraction, Savaniya-cakes are offered, for the purpose of covering up the holes and for securing hole-less-ness'. Thus, this purpose having been already served, the other Cake becomes excluded."

SUTRA (9).

[SIDDHANTA]—As a matter of fact, there should be making of the Cake-offering; as it is for the sake of the Deity.

Bhasya.

As a matter of fact, the Meat-Cake-offering must be made.—Why?—Because it is for the sake of the Deity; it has been explained under Sû. 10. 1. 11 that this Cake serves the purpose of embellishing the Deity, specially because like the syllable 'sadhá', the subsidiaries are always related to a purpose.—Nor is the Cake meant for 'covering up the hole', as this statement is not in keeping with perceptible facts [the Cake does not cover up the hole made by the removal of the omentum]; hence the statement should be taken as a purely commendatory declaration, in support of the injunction of the Cake-offering. In connection with the Savaniya also, the same statement (regarding
the covering up of the Hole) is purely commendatory. Hence the Cake offering should be made in connection with the Savaniya, in accordance with the General Law.

SŪTRA (10).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—'At the Morning-Extraction, they proceed with the omentum,—at the Midday Extraction, with the Cake,—and at the Third Extraction, with the limbs'; this sentence, which lays down the various procedures, mentions the Cake; for this reason also the Cake offering has to be made.
Adhikarana (3): In connection with the 'Savaniya-Cake', there shall be no 'Inviting of the Offerings-maker'.

Sutra (11).

At the Savaniya, there shall be no 'offerings-maker'; having been invited in connection with the 'Animal-sacrifice', she would be there already and would do the needful,—if, indeed, at the Archetype, she were meant for all the offerings.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Savaniya-cakes, there shall be no 'Inviting of the Offerings-maker';—why?—because having been invited in connection with the Animal-sacrifice,—and the Savaniyas fall within the Animal-sacrifice,—she would be there already, and would do the needful, simply by way of 'extended application', and there can be no need for inviting her again.

"But as a matter of fact, there is no 'offerings-maker' at the Animal-sacrifice;—the wife (who is the offerings-maker) is meant for preparing the vegetable and grain offering-materials and for threshing the corn; as is going to be explained under the Samkarsha Section that the wife is spoken of as if she were equal."

If, indeed, at the Archetype, she were meant for all the offerings;—if the wife were meant to prepare all the various kinds of offerings—Clarified Butter, Vegetable and Grains, Curd-Butter-Mixture,—then the above question would arise.

This is thus a purely hypothetical discussion.
ADHIKARANA (4): At the Third Extraction, the 'Inviting of the Offerings-maker' is not to be repeated.

SUTRA (12).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—"In connexion with the Cakes of the Third Extraction,—as also with the 'Saumya' and 'Ashvina' offerings,—she should be there; as these have been laid down as to be made after the Animal-offering has been cooked, and hence she will have finished her work."

Bhashya.

[At the Third Extraction, there is an offering of Cooked Rice to Soma and also offerings of Cakes; the question arises—Should the offerings-maker be invited for the purpose of preparing this Cooked Rice?]

The Purvapaksha is as follows:—"In connexion with the Cakes of the Third Extraction,—as also with the Cooked Rice-offerings to Soma and the Ashwins,—the 'offerings-maker' should be invited separately;—why?—because these offerings have been laid down as to be made after the Animal (Meat) has been cooked; all these offerings in question have been laid down as coming after the meat has been cooked; and by that time the 'offerings-maker' connected with the Animal-offering will have finished her work and retired; hence it is necessary to invite another offerings-maker."

SUTRA (13).

[SIDDHANTA]—As a matter of fact, being engaged in the Sacrifice, she would be free only at the end of the Sacrifice.

Bhashya.

As a matter of fact, it is not necessary to invite another offerings-maker; the one already invited would be there and do the needful. She cannot be regarded as having done her duty and hence absolved from all further responsibility (after having cooked the Meat); because as a matter of fact, she is not so free. Why?—Because being engaged in the Sacrifice; she has been engaged in the performance of the whole Pashubandha (Animal) Sacrifice, not only for doing certain things in the beginning, but for helping in the fulfilment of all the accessories of the Sacrifice,—as is clear from the Mantra, 'Kastvā yunakti, sa tvā yunakti, etc.', with which she has been engaged;—hence the right thing is that she should be free only at the end of the Sacrifice; because it is just possible that some such contingency would arise under which she might be required to do something.—From all this it follows that it cannot be necessary to invite another offerings-maker.
ADHIKARANA (5): At the Nishi-Yajna (Nocturnal Sacrifice) the Procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice is to be adopted.

SUTRA (14).

[PURVAPAKSA—continued]—"At the Nishi-Yajna, there can be no room for the Archetypal procedure; as this Sacrifice has been directly enjoined."

BHASYA.

There is the following declaration—'Agnaye rakṣoghne śākapālam nirvapēd yo rakṣobhyo bibhiyāt' ['One who may be afraid of demons, should offer the Cake baked on eight pans to Agni the Demon-destroyer'] ; in this same connection we read again—'On the Moonless Day one should perform the Sacrifice at night'.

In regard to this latter, there arises the question—At this Nocturnal Sacrifice, should the Procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice be adopted or not?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—"At the Nocturnal Sacrifice, there is no room for the Archetypal procedure; i.e. the Procedure of the Darsha cannot be extended to it.—'Why?—Because it has been directly enjoined;—this Nocturnal Sacrifice has been enjoined directly, in the text 'If one fears demons, he should offer, etc. etc.'—'What if it is so enjoined?—From this it is concluded that this Sacrifice has come into existence independently, by itself,—and does not form part of the Procedure of any other Sacrifice,—in the manner in which the 'meat-cake-offering' forms part of the Agni-śomiyā-Animal-sacrifice, as laid down in the text—'Vapayā pracharya, etc.' ['After having dealt with the Omentum, he offers the meat-cake baked on eleven pans, to Agni-Soma'] ;—or in the manner in which the Vaiṣṇava offering forms part of the Vaishnavīva-offering, as laid down in the text, 'Yadadho'vampryēta yachcha sphiya āśhishyēta tad viṣṇavē urukramāya avadyēt' ['What falls down below and what becomes smeared in the Śphya should be offered to Viṣṇu-Urukrama'].—Objection: 'The presence of the term amāvāsyāyām, on the Moonless Day, clearly indicates that the offering spoken of falls within the Amāvāsyā (Darsha) sacrifice'.—Answer—The term 'amāvāsyā' is not the name of a sacrifice; in fact, it denotes a point of time; by direct denotation, it stands for the particular point of time, and it is only by indirect indication that it can stand for the Sacrifice (performed at that time); and direct denotation is more logical than Indirect Indication. Thus then, when the Sacrifice in question is not found to be mentioned as part of the procedure of any particular sacrifice, the procedure of which sacrifice could it take in?—It follows from this that the Sacrifice in question is independent (and must have its own distinct Procedure)."
"(a) Because there is difference of time, and (b) because there is difference of sentence [therefore the Procedure should be distinct].

"(a) Difference of time—The Nocturnal Sacrifice in question is performed on the Moonless Day at night, while the Darsha-sacrifice is performed on the New Moon Day during the day; if the Procedure of the Darsha were adopted at the Nocturnal Sacrifice, it would be defective on the point of time and hence could not benefit this latter sacrifice.—' How then can such benefit be conferred ? '—It can be conferred only in the way in which the Prayājas help the Meat-cake-offering, only when they are performed while the Animal is still there; the reason for which has been already explained above (under Sū. 12. 1. 4), where it has been shown that 'there should be no repetition simply for the benefit of an accessory detail'.—In the present case (of the Nocturnal Sacrifice) the Darsha-sacrifice will not have been performed on the day; hence its procedure should be independent (of the Darsha), in order to be free from that defect.—(b) Also because there is difference of sentence;—the two sentences—' One should perform the Darsha-sacrifice on the Moonless Day' and ' On the Moonless Day one should perform the sacrifice at night'—occur in two different places; one is found in the section on 'Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa', and the other in the section on 'Prospective Sacrifices'.—' What if it is so ? '—If the two were in the same place, then, it would have been understood that the Sacrifice laid down (in the second sentence) as to be performed 'at night', is on that same day that has been mentioned for the Darsha-sacrifice in the first sentence, 'one should perform the sacrifice on the Moonless Day'; and this would mean that the sacrifice at night is included in the Procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice. When however, the sentences are found in two different places, it follows that the Moonless Day has been laid down as the time for the Nocturnal Sacrifice in the same manner as for the Darsha-sacrifice (so that there is no interdependence between the two, both being equally independent). When two sacrifices are performed at the same time, there can be no question of 'extended application'; for instance, though the Ectypal Iṣṭis are performed at the same time as the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa sacrifices, yet they do not depend upon (or take in) the Procedure of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa.—From all this it follows that the Procedure (of the Nocturnal Sacrifice) should be different (from that of the Darsha-Sacrifice)."
SŪTRA (16).

[पुरुषपक्षा—concluded]—"The 'levelling of the Platform' and the 'Vow' however should be the same, as (otherwise) there would be an incongruity."

Bhāṣya.

"The question being—if this is the absolute rule that the whole procedure (at the Nocturnal Sacrifice) should be different,—the answer is that that is not so; the two details,—of Levelling the Platform and keeping the Vow should be the same; when the Levelling of the Platform has been done at the Darsha-sacrifice, there can be no need for levelling it again, in fact, it would be only spoiling what has been already done;—as for the Vow (that has been taken up in connection with the Darsha), so long as it has not been relinquished, it cannot be taken up again; even if it were taken up, it would be only doing what has been already done and hence entirely futile.—These two details therefore should remain the same for the Nocturnal Sacrifice."

SŪTRA (17).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it should have the same Procedure, because it has been enjoined in the midst of that Procedure;—like the Savanīya.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Nocturnal Sacrifice should have the same Procedure,—i.e. the Procedure of the Darsha-Sacrifice,—and it should not be independent by itself.—"Why?"—Because it has been enjoined in the midst of that Procedure; as a matter of fact, the Nocturnal Sacrifice has been enjoined in the midst of the Procedure of the Darsha-Sacrifice, in the sentence—'One should make the offering at night, on the āmāvāsyā'.—"It has been pointed out that the term 'āmāvāsyā' here stands for the time (day) not for the sacrifice (of that name, Darsha)'.—True, the term denotes time; but that time also forms part of the Procedure; so that being enjoined in connection with that time, the sacrifice also comes to be enjoined in the midst of that same Procedure.—As in the case of the Savanīya; the Savanīya cakes, for instance, have not been enjoined in reference to the 'Animal-sacrifice', and yet they are taken as enjoined in the midst of the Procedure of that sacrifice, on the ground that the place in which they are enjoined is included in the Procedure of the Animal sacrifice. Similarly the Nocturnal Sacrifice in question falling in the midst of the Procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice, cannot, like the Savanīya, stand by itself.
SŪTRA (18).

THE SAME 'FUEL AND GRASS' HOWEVER CANNOT HELP THE NOCTURNAL SACRIFICE, BY REASON OF DEFECTIVENESS; SO ALSO THE AGNYANVADHĀNA (SECONDARY FIRE-INSTALLATION), IF IT IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE DEITY.

Bhāṣya.

Question—"Is this an absolute rule that all the needs of the Nocturnal Sacrifice are fulfilled by the Procedure of the Darsha-sacrifice?"

Answer—Not so; that same 'Fuel and Grass' would not serve its purpose.—Why?—By reason of defectiveness; the Fuel is meant for the kindling of the Fire; if it is placed on the Fire on the New Moon Day, it cannot accomplish the kindling of the Fire at the Nocturnal Sacrifice which is performed on the (preceding) Moonless Night;—similarly the Grass also, which is for the purpose of being spread over the Platform. In case both these (Fuel and Grass) were applied to the Nocturnal Sacrifice, this sacrifice would certainly become defective; hence these two should be brought in separately.

So also the Agnyanvādhāna, if it is for the purpose of adopting the deity; if the Agnyanvādhāna is meant for the purpose of adopting the Deity, then that also should be performed separately (for the Nocturnal Sacrifice). The Agnyanvādhāna that is done at the primary sacrifice (Darsha) takes in the deities of the Darsha-sacrifice;—the Rakṣoghaṇa Agni is not for the purpose of including those deities; if then, the Anvādhāna of that Fire is for the maintaining of the Fire, then, as this maintaining of the Fire has been done already at the primary sacrifice, it should not be done again to the Fire.—But that the Agnyanvādhāna in question is for the purpose of adopting the Deity is shown by the following supplementary declaration —'Mamāgni vartcho vihavē... devatā ēva pūrvēdyuh parigṛhitāḥ shrāvhitē yajate.'
Adhikaraṇa (6): The 'Ārambhaṇiyorā-Iṣṭi' should be performed at the Ectypal sacrifices.

Bhāṣya.

The Opponent raises the following questions:—

Sūtra (19).

[Paṇvapāka]-"At the Ectypal sacrifice, the Ārambhaṇiyorā shall not be performed; because it falls within the time of the Archetype,—and in connection with this latter, it has been already performed."

Bhāṣya.

The question being—at the Ectypal sacrifices, should the Ārambhaṇiyorā connected with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa be performed or not?—the Paṇvapāka is as follows:—'It shall not be performed;—why?—because it falls within the time of the Archetype; the 'Archetype' is the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, and its time has been laid down as.—'One should perform the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa as long as one lives'; and all Ectypal sacrifices fall within this time ('life long');—and in connection with this latter, it has been already performed; i.e. at the beginning of the life-long performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, the Ārambhaṇiyorā has already been performed; and it has been explained under Sū. 9. 1. 35 that 'Inasmuch as the performance lasts throughout one's life, there is to be a single beginning once only';—and the Ārambhaṇiyorā, thus performed once, would benefit the Ectypal sacrifices also, through 'extended application'; hence there should be no separate performance in connection with these."

Sūtra (20).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, there should be performance of it, because the time is not auxiliary to it.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Ārambhaṇiyorā should be performed at the ectypal sacrifices.—Why?—Because it comes in by virtue of the Genera] Law.—"But it has been pointed out that, inasmuch as the Ārambhaṇiyorā falls within the time of the Archetype, it helps the Ectypes by 'extended application' therefrom [and hence it should not be performed over again, separately in connection with the ectypes'].—But the time 'life-long' is not an auxiliary to the Archetype; it is a detail belonging to the Performer, as shown under Sū. 2. 4. 2; i.e. the said time appertains to that 'observance'
which belongs to the Performer; the time for the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa itself being the Moonless Day and the Full-Moon Day. From this it is clear that the Ectypes do not fall within the Procedure of the performance of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; hence the Ārambhaniyā cannot help them by 'extended application'.

Objection—"The incongruity pointed out by the Pūrveapakṣin was based on one thing, while the answer given by the Siddhāntin is on the basis of something totally different; the incongruity pointed out was on the basis of the time 'life-long' being that of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa, while the answer offered is on the basis of the idea that the said time pertains to the Performer's observance."

Answer—There are answers on the basis of other explanations also (as the following).

SŪTRA (21).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE 'BEGINNING'.

Bhāṣya.

The 'Ārambha' (Beginning) of the Archetype is different from that of the Ectype; at the time that the beginning of the Archetype comes in, the Ectype has not come into existence at all; as it is prompted by a certain desire or by a particular occasion;—hence the 'ārambha', beginning, of the Ectype cannot be accomplished by that of the Archetype. Thus then the Ārambha of the two being different, the Ārambhaniyā-Iṣṭī, which is consequent upon the Ārambha, must be different; so that there should be a separate performance of the Ārambhaniyā at the Ectypal sacrifices.
**Adhikarana (7):** When there is conflict among details of the Main sacrifices, the details performed should be those appertaining to a majority of them.

**Sutra (22):**

When there is congregation of sacrifices with mutually incompatible details, the course adopted should be such as to secure the details common to the largest number.

**Bhāṣya.**

In the 'Pañchadasharātra' (Fifteen Days) Sacrifice, the first 'day' consists of the one-day sacrifice of the 'Agniṣṭut';—then comes the 'three days' sacrifice' consisting of 'Jyotih-Gauh-Āyuh';—the remaining 'Eleven Days' are modifications of the Archetype 'Devādāśāha' ('Twelve Days' sacrifice').—When there is a conflict—-incompatibility—among the details of these 'Eleven Days' and those of the 'Agniṣṭut' [these two having different details, as being modifications of different Archetypes],—the question arises—Should the details adopted be those of the 'Eleven Days', or those of the 'Agniṣṭut'?  

**Objection**—"It has been already settled under Sutra 7. 4. 15, that when there is a conflict between the indications of the General Law and those of the 'Name', the details adopted should be those of the 'One-day' sacrifice [i.e. according to Name]."

**Answer**—The conclusion arrived at there is now discussed again from another standpoint. Or we may regard the present discussion to be based upon the conflict between the indications of two 'Names' [not between those of the General Law and those of the 'Name', as under 7. 4. 15].

The Siddhānta on the question raised is as follows:_When there is congregation—in the 'Fifteen Days' sacrifice',—of sacrifices with mutually incompatible details,—e.g. of the 'Eleven Days' sacrifice' and the 'Agniṣṭut',—the course adopted should be such as to secure the details common to the largest number,—i.e. of the 'Eleven Days' sacrifice'; i.e. the details adopted should be those of the 'Eleven Days' sacrifice'._—"On what grounds?"—On the ground of the largest number itself; when a large number of sacrifices is equipped with full details, the result obtained is a larger one; whereas when only one sacrifice is equipped with full details, the result obtained is a small one. Such is found to be the ease in ordinary life; e.g. when in a room there are eleven lamps fully equipped with oil and wicks, the light obtained is a strong one, whereas in the other case (if there is only one lamp so equipped), the light obtained is a faint one.

"What would be the practical effect of this conclusion in the case in question?"

The effect is that while the Subrahmanya verse at the Agniṣṭut (one-day sacrifice) is the Ṭapneyi,—that at all the other 'Days' it is the Aśīndri. [Hence it is the Aśīndri that should be adopted.]
ADHIKARANA (8): When the conflicting details belong to an equal number of sacrifices, that belonging to the first one should be adopted.

SUTRA (23).

THE PRINCIPAL ONE SHOULD BE ADOPTED, BECAUSE OF ITS INJUNCTION COMING FIRST.

Bhasya.

In a case where the conflict is between the Detail of an equal number of Main Sacrifices, that detail should be adopted which is the principal one; e.g. there are the two details laid down in the two texts—'One should offer to Agni-Vishnu the Cake baked on Eleven Pans', and 'In the afternoon, one offers the Clarified Butter to Saraseasti';—here the course adopted is that related to Agni-Vishnu which is the principal one;—why?—because its injunction comes first; i.e. because it has been enjoined before the other one; i.e. in the Vedic texts, the one bearing upon Agni-Vishnu comes first in order of sequence, hence that is the course that should be adopted; because the details appertaining to this course are without opposition from any quarter (as no other details have been enjoined previously); while as regards the other course relating to Saraseasti, the details relating thereto are faced by the opposition of the injunction that has gone before it; the details relating to the second deity (Saraseasti) comes in after those relating to the former (Agni-Vishnu); and when the details of the former have been already performed, the latter also has its purposes served by the same, so that the details relating to this latter become excluded.

Some people think that in every case it is the course relating to the first one that should be adopted.—According to these, in the case of the 'Fifteen Days' Sacrifice' also the details adopted should be those relating to the principal (first) one.

SUTRA (24).

THERE IS ALSO A TEXT INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhasya.

There is a text also which points to the superiority of what comes first in order of sequence—'Adhvarasaya pavamathagneh upayi hi etat karma yadagnikarma'; and again, 'Yathai vai prvevasayino jaghanyavesayinam na nyanthe nihavasyai nihavasyasiti evamvaitat'.
ADHIKARANA (9): When there is conflict among the details of Subsidiaries and Primaries, the details of the Primary are to be regarded as superior in authority.

SUTRA (25).

WHEN THERE IS CONFLICT AMONG THE DETAILS OF SUBSIDIARIES (AND PRIMARIES),—INASMUCH AS IT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE, [IT IS THE FORMER THAT SHOULD BE EXCLUDED].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, there is the Dikṣaṇiṣṭā-Iṣṭi, laid down in the text—'When going to be initiated, one should offer to Agni-Viṣṇu a cake baked on eleven pans';—in course of this Iṣṭi, there is the Sutya 'Day';—the time for these two are the two Parvams, according to the text—'One who performs the Iṣṭi, or the Animal-sacrifice, or the Soma-sacrifice, should perform it on the Moonless Day or the Full-Moon Day'.—In connection with all this, there are cases where 'there is one Initiation and three Upasads' [the latter being done on the Sutya day];—when there is a conflict regarding the time, the question arises—should the Initiation be performed on the prescribed Parva-day, and the Sutya on a Non-Parva-day? or vice-versa?

The Pārva-pakṣa is that 'the Initiation should be performed on the prescribed day, as that is the first to be enjoined.'

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—In a case where there is conflict between the details of the Subsidiary and the details of the Primary, it is the details of the subsidiary that should be excluded.—Why?—Because it is for that purpose; as a matter of fact, the performance of the subsidiary is made complete in its details only with a view to making the performance of the Primary perfectly complete in all its details; if then, it so happens in any case that the adoption of the details of the Subsidiary makes the Primary defective,—what would be the use of making the subsidiary complete in its details?—From all this we conclude that it is the Sutya that should be performed on the Parva-day (prescribed), the Initiation being done on a Non-Parva-day.
ADHIKARANA (10): In connection with the 'Paridhi', the details of both the 'Paridhi' and the 'Yupa' should be performed.

SUTRA (26).

THE PARIDHI SHOULD TAKE IN THE DETAILS OF BOTH, BECAUSE IT SERVES BOTH PURPOSES.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Chaturmasya sacrifices, which involve the sacrifice of animals,—we read—'They tie the animal to the Paridhi'.—[At the Archetype, the animal is tied to the Yupa, Post.—There are certain details, such as washing and the rest, relating specifically to the Paridhi; and then there are the details prescribed in connection with the Yupa.—There arises the question therefore—When the Animal is tied to the Paridhi, should the details performed in relation to the Paridhi be those laid down for the Paridhi itself? Or those laid for the Yupa only? or both? ]—The Siddhanta is as follows:—The Paridhi should take in the details of both,—i.e. the details prescribed for the Paridhi itself, as well as those prescribed for the Yupa.—"Why so?"—Because it serves both purposes; because in this case the Paridhi serves the purpose of the Paridhi—viz. the Protection of the Fire,—as well as that of the Yupa,—viz.: the tying and consequent helplessness of the animal;—and the performance of the details is always regulated by the purposes served by them;—hence both sets of details should be performed, all those that may not be incompatible;—for instance, (a) Besprinkling with water mixed with Barley, Anointing and Covering, which are the details prescribed for the Yupa, and (b) the Tying up of Fuel, washing, anointing with the Mantra 'Juvaavasururasi, etc.', and 'Abhybarsavana' (the Pouring of Clarified Butter ?), which are the details prescribed for the Paridhi.
Adhikaraṇa (11): *In connection with the 'Paridhi', there shall be no performance of such details of the 'Yūpa' as may be incompatible.*

Sūtra (27).

[Pravapakṣa]—"In the case of incompatibility, the details relating to the 'Yūpa' should be adopted; because of immediate connection."

Bhāṣya.

"When there is incompatibility [between the two sets of details] those relating to the 'Yūpa' shall be adopted, not those relating to the 'Paridhi'; because of immediate connection; the Animal is the principal factor;—as it is that which accomplishes the sacrifice; and what is immediately connected with the Animal is the Yūpa, which helps the animal directly and hence it is more intimately related to it; while the Paridhi is related directly to the Fire, and the Fire with the offering-material, so that the Paridhi is related to the Animal only remotely; and between what is intimately related and what is remotely related, the former is more authoritative.—Why?—Because the notion of the intimate comes first, and those details that serve to accomplish transcendent results, when not related directly to any such result, come to be recognised as pertaining to the subsidiaries; hence the notion regarding those turns back from the main act and falls back upon the subsidiaries, and hence becomes concentrated in the most intimate detail,—then to the next non-intimate detail; and it remains fixed upon that on which it falls first of all;—there being no reason for passing it over.—From all this it follows that when there is incompatibility, the details adopted should be those relating to the Yūpa specifically.—'What are these details? —Scrapping, Raising, and Planting in the ground.'"

Sūtra (28).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it is the other that should be adopted, as it is that that has been enjoined in that connection.

Bhāṣya.

In the event of the details of the Yūpa being incompatible, the other one should be adopted;—why?—because it is that that has been enjoined in that connection;—the function of the Yūpa,—viz.: tying of the animal—has been enjoined as to be done to the Paridhi; the text 'They tie the animal to the Paridhi', fixes upon the piece of wood the character of 'Paridhi'.
and then speaks of the *tying* as to be done to it; and this latter is understood as to be done in such a way as not to deprive the wood-piece of its character of ‘Paridhi’; in fact it is always prescribed as such, as we find in the case of the text—‘The stake in the farmyard becomes the Yūpa’.—If the Paridhi-wood were scraped and raised (as laid down in connection with the Yūpa), it would lose its character of ‘Paridhi’, which must have the bark on and which must lie on the ground horizontally;—and when the wood would cease to be ‘Paridhi’, the direction of ‘tying the animal to the Paridhi’ would not be followed literally.

**Sūtra (29).**

**In both cases, the connection is with the subsidiary.**

*Bhāṣya.*

In both cases, the details are connected with the subsidiary,—and not with the Primary, in any case.—As for the Proximity (‘immediate connection’, spoken of in Sūtra 27), there can be no help rendered by such Proximity; hence it can have no effect.—It follows from this therefore that the details adopted should be those relating to the *Paridhi*. 
ADHIKARANA (12): As between the 'Savaniya-Animal' and the 'Purodasha', the former is the Principal Factor, and the Procedure of that same should be adopted.

SUTRA (30).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"As between the 'Savaniya-Animal' and the 'Savaniya Cake', there should be option;—if it is 'Ectypal' in character; both being such as are not directly laid down."

Bhāṣya.

[In connection with the Jyotistoma, the Savaniya-Animal has been laid down; the details of this come in from the Archetypal Animal-sacrifice, under the General Law;—similarly the offering of Savaniya Cake also has been laid down, of which also the details come in from the Archetypal Cake-sacrifice under the General Law,—Now then, at the Savaniya performance, both these details are open to adoption; which one of the two sets of details shall be adopted—that relating to the Animal-sacrifice? Or that relating to the Cake-offering?]

On this question, the Purvapaksa is as follows—"There being a possibility of the details of the Savaniya Animal, as well as those of the Savaniya Cake, being adopted,—there should be option; that is, either the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice may be adopted in connection with the Savaniya Cakes, or the Procedure of the Savaniya Cakes may be adopted in connection with the Animal-sacrifice,—Why so?—Because there is no ground for differentiation; as neither are the Cakes laid down under the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice, nor is the Animal laid down under the Procedure of the Cake-offering; both stand by themselves, independently of one another; as is clear from the two texts—(a) 'Taking up the cup dedicated to the Ashvins...he offers the Savaniya animal', and (b) 'At each extraction, Savaniya Cakes are offered'.—Between these two, if the Procedure of either one had been directly laid down,—while that of the other were purely implied,—then, in that case, the former would be the Principal factor and the latter would be subject to 'extended application';—as a matter of fact, however, both are such as are not directly laid down,—the Animal being 'Ectypal', and so also the Cakes; hence even this ground for differentiation is not available. Consequently, inasmuch as both are equally admissible only indirectly under the General Law, the purposes would be served by either of the two. Hence there should be option.—Objection—It is definitely known that the Animal is Ectypal; it is not right therefore that the Sutra should have used the doubtful expression if it is Ectypal.—Answer—Even in matters admitting of no doubt, such doubtful expressions are used; for
instance, in the following saying—"Brāhmaṇas learned in the Vedas who perform several sacrifices, reach the highest stages,—if the scriptures are reliable" [there is no doubt that the scriptures are reliable; and yet the doubtful expression has been used]."

SŪTRA (31).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, the Procedure of the 'Animal-sacrifice' should be adopted (at the 'Cake-offering'), because of its specific declaration;—which would be meaningless, if there were option.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, the Procedure of the 'Animal-sacrifice' should be extended to the Cake-offerings, and there can be no option.—"Why?"—Because of its specific declaration; a special detail of the Animal-sacrifice has been laid down in connection with the Cake-offerings, in the following declaration—'Sūktavāikpraiṣamagnimādyati';—this declaration would be meaningless, if there were option; because the particular detail would come in, even without this declaration, in the case of one of the options. On the strength of the said declaration,—which would otherwise become meaningless,—the particular detail in question has to be regarded as an essential feature (in the Cake-offering) (not admissible merely as one optional alternative). This detail could not come into the Cake-offering by 'extended application'; as in that case, the Praiṣa (Direction) would have to be pronounced by the Maitrāvaruṇa Priest; while there is no such Priest at the Cake-offering, at which there are only Four Priests, according to the text 'At the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsau sacrifices, there are four Priests' (among whom the Maitrāvaruṇa is not included). At the Animal-sacrifice, the Maitrāvaruṇa Priest is present; hence if the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice comes in, there will be no incongruity or defect; on the other hand, if the Procedure of the Cake-offering were adopted, either the number of Priests would have to be transgressed, or the Praiṣa would have to be pronounced by some one who is not the Maitrāvaruṇa; and both these contingencies would involve incompatibility with the Archetype.—From all this it follows that it is essential that the Procedure of the 'Animal-sacrifice' alone should be adopted.

SŪTRA (32).

There is also a 'dragging on' of the Animal-sacrifice; as there is injunction in the midst of the Procedure.

Bhāṣya.

Then again, there is a 'dragging on' of the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice,—as is clear from the text—'They operate upon the omentum at the Morning Extraction, upon the Cake at the Midday Extraction, and
upon the limbs at the Evening Extraction' [where the Cake occurs in the middle]; it is only by reason of this 'dragging on' (of the Procedure of the Animal-offering), that this injunction of the Cake in the midst of the Procedure of that offering becomes explicable. The procedure relating to the Cakes of the Morning Extraction is finished at the Morning Extraction, as laid down in the text—'The Cakes relating to the Extractions are offered at each extraction'; there would be no possibility of the Animal coming in in the midst of the Procedure of the Cake-offering, because of the break between the Cakes (of the Morning Extraction) and the operation on the limbs (at the Evening Extraction). In the present case the only doubtful point is regarding the coming in of the Animal along with the Cakes of the Morning Extraction, the other Cakes, being, without any doubt, included in the midst of the Procedure of either the Cakes of the Morning Extraction, or the Animal-sacrifice.

Objection—"In accordance with the declaration that 'They proceed with the Anuyājas after the offering to Agni-Maruts', there being a 'postponement' of the Anuyājas, the Procedure of the Cake-offering also becomes extended on that account.'"

Answer—Not so; as the said 'Postponement' is that of those Anuyājas that pertain to the Animal-sacrifice.—"How do you know that?"—It is found that there is to be 'disposal' of the Svaru at the end of the Soma-sacrifice, as laid down in the text—'At the end of the sacrifice, they throw away the grass-bedding, as also the Svaru, for securing the sacrifice from harm';—this is possible only if it has been 'postponed' (brought forward) along with the Anuyājas of the Animal-sacrifice; it is not possible for it to be brought forward along with the Anuyājas of the Cake-offering; because of the dictum that 'what comes in by extended application cannot be postponed, because there is no connection' (Sūtra 5. 1. 28); the time for these comes after the bringing in of the offering-materials; what has been said regarding 'postponement' also refers to that situation. The Anuyājas relating to the Cakes of the Morning-Extraction, however, do not relate to that situation; hence there can be no 'postponement' of these.—From all this it follows that it is the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice that has to be adopted.

"Why cannot there be a clear declaration to that effect?"

This objection has been already answered; the text in question would have two 'hands' so to say, while laying down two things—the particular disposal and also the particular time.

From all this it follows that the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice should be adopted at the Cake-offerings and there can be no option in the matter.
ADHİKARANĀ (13): Where the Archetype and the Ectype have similar Procedure, that of the Ectype should be adopted.

SŪTRA (33).

IT IS THE NEW ONE THAT SHOULD BE ADOPTED AT THE ARCHETYPE, IF IT HAS SIMILAR PROCEDURE; BECAUSE THE OTHER IS NON-ESSENTIAL, AND WOULD BE USELESS.

Bhāṣya.

Question—In a case where the Procedure of the Archetype is similar to that of the Ectype, is it the Procedure of the Archetype that should be adopted—or that of the Ectype?

Objection—"As a matter of fact, there is no Archetype whose Procedure is similar to that of the Ectype."

Answer—That is why the conditional clause 'if it has similar Procedure' has been introduced, which makes it clear that the discussion introduced is a purely hypothetical one.

The Pūreṇapakṣa is as follows—"If the Archetype is performed first, then the Archetypal procedure should be adopted, but if the Ectype is performed first, then the Ectypal procedure should be adopted. What would be the right course to adopt in the case in question?—The right course is that the Archetype should be performed first; because the Archetype is essential (compulsory), while the Ectype is only adventitious, as it comes in only if a certain desire or a certain contingency is present;—and those that come first are always more authoritative than those that come later. Hence it is the Archetype that is performed first, and when an act is performed first, it is the Procedure of that act that comes in first, as its time has arrived.—Hence in the case in question, it is the Procedure of the Archetype that should be adopted."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—It is the new one,—i.e. the Ectypal Procedure,—that should be adopted at the Archetype,—if it has similar procedure; because the Ectype is not essential; as a matter of fact, the Ectype is not essential (or compulsory), it comes to be performed only when there is a desire or a particular contingency present;—and that desire to act which is prompted by such contingencies always sets aside that desire which pertains to the Essential Act; because the contingent desire appears while the desire for the essential is there; and hence the former could not appear without setting aside the latter; in fact, if it did not set it aside, it would be useless,—the entire injunction of the Ectype would become useless.

—When the desire to do a certain act has come in, the performance of that act should come first; hence it is the Ectype that should be performed first; and when that is performed first, it is the Procedure of that that should be adopted first,—for reasons already adduced under the Pūreṇapakṣa.—From all this it follows that the Procedure of the Ectype should be adopted at the Archetype.
Adhikarana (14): At the ‘Āgrāyaṇa’ only ‘Flowering Grass’ should be used.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Āgrāyaṇa sacrifice, there is an offering of Cake baked on one Pan, made to Dyāvā-prthivī;—this is an Ectype (modification) of ‘the offering of Cake baked on one Pan’ that is made to Visheṭ-dēva;—in connection with this the ‘Flowering Grass’ has been laid down; whereas in connection with the other two offerings made at the Āgrāyaṇa (viz. the Aindrāgna and the Vaiśheṭ-dēva), the grass laid down is either flowering or non-flowering.

The question that arises is—At this sacrifice, is there to be no restriction as to the using of Flowering or Non-flowering Grass? Or must only Flowering Grass be used?

The Pārāpakṣa is that—“inasmuch as the Aindrāgna offering is the foremost, there should be no restriction (as there is no restriction regarding the Aindrāgna)”.

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhānta:—

Sūtra (34).

The procedure being the general one, the additional detail should be emphasised even though laid down in connection with what is not the foremost offering; as there would be no incompatibility;—as in the case of the ‘Kāmsya-bhojīn’.

Bhāṣya.

The Procedure applicable to the case of the Aindrāgna and other offerings being the general one of the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa Sacrifice, the additional detail (Flowering Grass) that has been laid down specifically in connection with the one particular offering to Dyāvāprthivī (which is one of the three offerings in question, constituting the Āgrāyaṇa Sacrifice), should be emphasised,—must be insisted upon as the only one to be used throughout all the offerings,—even though it has been laid down directly in connection with the offering to Dyāvāprthivī only, which is not the foremost among the offerings;—because such a course would not involve any incompatibility;—as in the case of the ‘Kāmsya-bhojīn’; there is the restrictive rule regarding the Pupil that he must eat in a bell-metal dish,—but there is no such restriction regarding the Teacher’s eating,—under the circumstances, if an occasion should arise for both of them to eat out of the same dish, the dish will have to be of bell-metal, even though this has been laid down in connection with the Pupil who is not the most important person;—because otherwise there would
be the omission of an important duty (on the part of the Pupil, if he ate out of a dish of another metal);—similarly in the case in question also [even though the Flowering Grass has been restrictively laid down only in connection with the offering to Dyāvāprthīvī, which is not the most important offering, yet it is the qualified Flowering Grass that should be used in connection with all the offerings; as otherwise, if non-flowering grass were used throughout, the offering to Dyāvāprthīvī would become defective by reason of the omission of what has been specially laid down for it].—From all this it follows that it is not right that there should be no restriction.
Adhikaraṇa (15): At the Āgrayaṇa, the Procedure of any one of the three offerings—Aindrāṇa and the rest—may be adopted.

Sūtra (35).

[Pūrvapakṣa]—"By reason of the introduction of that, there should be restriction regarding the Procedure; just as there is restriction regarding the Procedure of the Animal-sacrifice, on account of the Sūktavāka."

Bhāṣya.

[It has been settled that the Grass adopted should be the particular one laid down in connection with the Offering to Dyāvāprthīvi; there arises now the question relating to the rest of the Procedure—Should it be that related to that same offering? Or may it be that of any of the three offerings, there being no restriction?]

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"By reason of the introduction of that,—i.e. of the Flowering Grass,—it follows that the Procedure adopted should be restricted to that of the Vaishnavēva-offering (which is the Archetype of the offering to Dyāvāprthīvi, which therefore takes in the Procedure of its Archetype, under the General Law);—just as it has been settled (under Adhi. 12) that the course adopted should be restricted to that of the Animal-sacrifice, by reason of the particular Sūktavāka-Praśa that has been laid down specifically (for the Animal-sacrifice)."

Sūtra (36).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, it should not be so; as there is no incompatibility.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, there should be no restriction;—why?—because there is no incompatibility; the particular detail in question (Flowering Grass) is not incompatible with the other offerings; hence it cannot be regarded as pertaining specifically to any one offering (that to Dyāvāprthīvi) only;—and when it is not so specific, then it cannot serve to restrict any one of the Procedures. In the case of the Sūktavāka, restriction was accepted, because the detail concerned appertained specifically to one thing, and hence it could serve as the basis for restricting one or the other.
SŪTRA (37).

Also because they have not been prescribed by the scriptures.

Bhāṣya.

Further, as a matter of fact, the *Flowers* have not been prescribed by the scriptures; they come in only by virtue of the General Law.—"What if that is so?"—If they had been prescribed by the scriptures, then, by reason of that indicative feature, which is peculiar to the Archetype, the Procedure would have been restricted to that of the *Vaishvādēva-offering* (which is the Archetype concerned);—or, by reason of the said Flowers appertaining to the *offering to Dyāvāprthīśi* under the General Law itself, their assertion would be superfluous,—and in order to avoid this superfluity, it would be taken as indirectly indicating the Procedure of the *Vaishvādēva-offering* as the one to be adopted,—the idea being that 'the procedure adopted must be that wherein the *Flowering Grass* is used'.—As a matter of fact however, there is no scriptural text prescribing them.—Hence it follows that there can be no restriction regarding the Procedure to be adopted.

End of Pāda ii of Adhyāya XII.
ADHYÄYA XII.

PADA III.

ADHIKARANA (1): At the 'Aṣṭarātra' sacrifice, there should be 'combination' of 'Calf-skin' and 'Unworn Cloth'.

SŪTRA (1).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—'At the Vishvajit, 'Calf-skin' should be worn, because of the Name; otherwise, it should be the 'Unworn Cloth', on account of the larger number of 'Days' being related to that procedure.'

Bhāṣya.

There is an Āhīna sacrifice of the name of 'Aṣṭarātra' ('Eight-Day-Sacrifice');—connected with it are two Agniṣṭomas, named 'Vishvajit' and 'Abhijit', laid down in the text, 'Abhita ubhayato jyotiḥ, madhyā śaḍahah, pashukāmo hṛtēṇa yaṣṭe' ['There are two Jyotis at the two ends and the Śaḍaha, six-day-sacrifice, comes in the middle; one desiring cattle should perform this sacrifice'].—In connection with the first of these, 'the one-day-sacrifice', Vishvajit, 'Calf-skin' has been laid down as to be worn by the person who has come out of the Āvabhrtha Bath, in the text—'Coming out of the Āvabhrtha, he puts on the Calf-skin'.—At the Jyotiṣomā however (which is the Archetype of all the above sacrifices), the 'Unworn Cloth' has been laid down as to be worn.—Both of these (Calf-skin and Unworn Cloth) are admissible at the Aṣṭarātra.

The question is—which of these two dresses should be worn?—and the idea being that—inasmuch as both these dresses serve the same purpose, there should be option,—we have the following Pūrvapakṣa:—'It is the Calf-skin that should be worn; and it should not be a matter for option; that the Calf-skin should be worn is indicated by the name [at the Primary Vishvajit sacrifice, Calf-skin is worn, and the first 'day' of the Aṣṭarātra is also named 'Vishvajit'; hence the 'Name' 'Vishvajit' indicates the use of Calf-skin],—while the 'Unworn Cloth' comes in by virtue of the General Law [since at the Jyotiṣomā which is the Archetype, 'Unworn Cloth' is what is worn];—and 'Name', which is a form of 'word', is more authoritative than the indications of the General Law, as has been explained under Sūtra 7. 4. 15.—If there were nothing indicated by the Name, then, 'Unworn Cloth' would come in, by reason of the fact that a larger number (i.e. six) of the 'days' (of the 'Eight-Day-Sacrifice') have the Jyotiṣomā for their Archetype [and hence adopt the details of that sacrifice where 'Unworn Cloth' is worn].—But indication by the 'Name' is actually present (which points to the wearing of the Calf-skin);
hence the 'Unworn Cloth' cannot come in.—Objection—'But the text contains the expression 'abhito jyotih'—'There are two Jyotis at the two ends', where we have the name Jyoti, which indicates the details relating to the Jyotisṭoma [and this should bring in the Unworn Cloth]'.—Even so, as the name 'Vishevajit' (coming first) is the more important of the two, greater authority attaches to that.'

SUTRA (2).

[SIDDHĀNTA]:—There is no incompatibility between the two; as the 'Calf-skin' forms the Upper Garment.

Bhāṣya.

There should be no such restriction as that Calf-skin alone should be worn; as a matter of fact, there should be combination of both; if both are combined, then the declaration of the Entire Procedure taking in all the details and subsidiaries becomes duly followed.—"But the indications of Name being more authoritative, the Unworn Cloth should be taken to be rejected.'—It would be rejected if there were incompatibility between the two (Calf-skin and Unworn Cloth);—there is however no incompatibility between the two;—how?—the Calf-skin serves the purposes of the Upper Garment [the Unworn Cloth being the Lower Garment], and by custom, a man has to put on two garments.—"But, in regard to the Upper Garment, the term 'wear' is never used.'—Not so; the term is used even in reference to the Upper Garment, as we find such statements as—'wears the blanket', 'wears the deer-skin' [the Blanket and the Deer-skin being always used as upper garments].—From all this it follows that there should be combination of both [and both should be worn].
Adhikaraṇa (2): In the case of the ‘Anunirvāpya (subsequent) Offerings’ the Procedure adopted should be that of the Cake-offering.

Sūtra (3).

[Pūrva-pākaṣa]—“In the case of the ‘Anunirvāpya-offerings’, the Procedure should be restricted on the basis of the larger number.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the ‘Agni’, we read—’Agniṣomiyasya pashupuro-ḍaśamanu dēvasūhaṁsi nirapati’ ['Supplementary to the meat-cake dedicated to Agni-Soma, one offers the Dēvasū-oblations'].—At the Anuvandhyā Sacrifice also there are these Dēvasū-oblations.

The question is—Which procedure should be adopted in connection with the Anunirvāpya (supplementary) Dēvasū-offerings—that of the Dēvasū-oblations? or of the Cake-offering?

The Pūrva-pākaṣa is as follows:—“The Procedure should be restricted on the basis of the larger number; i.e. the number of the Supplementary Oblations being larger (eight), the procedure of these should be extended to the Cake-offering.—Then again, the declaration of the Śvīstakṛt-offering contains the term ‘Śvīstakṛt’;—and in connection with the meat-cake-offering, as also in connection with the Dēvasū-oblations, we have it laid down that ‘an offering should be made to Śvīstakṛt’;—all this is explicable only if the procedure adopted is that of the Supplementary Offerings; on the other hand, if the Procedure of the Cake-offering were adopted, then the term ‘Śvīstakṛt’ should not be there at all; and hence it would remain inexplicable and unincluded.”

Sūtra (4).

[Siddhānta]—By virtue of their adventitious character due to the particular declaration, the Cake-offering should have its own details, and because the other is the predominant factor.

Bhāṣya.

The ‘subsequent offerings’ are ‘adventitious’—i.e. not permanent fixtures;—because of the particular declaration; the declaration being—’He offers it after the cake’; what this declaration means is that ‘first of all there is the meat-cake-offering, after that come the Subsequent Offerings,—the former thus being the predominant factor, and the latter the subordinate factor. Consequently, (a) because the Subsequent Offerings are
adventitious in character, and (b) because the other is the predominant factor,—therefore the meat-cake-offering should have its own details.

SŪTRA (5).

Also because it is in its own place.

Bhāṣya.

Further, the 'place' of the Meat-Cake-offering is just after the operation of the omentum; hence its subsidiaries also should come in at that same 'place'—because as a rule, Subsidiaries have the same place as their Primaries. If then, the Procedure adopted were that of the Subsequent Offerings, then the Subsidiaries would be performed in the place of those offerings; in that case the Subsidiaries of the Meat-Cake-offering would not be performed in their own place (which is the place of the Meat-Cake-offering itself). Hence in order to secure for these subsidiaries their own place, it is necessary to adopt the Procedure of the Meat-Cake-offering.

SŪTRA (6).

"On account of the mention of the 'Sviṣṭakṛt', this cannot be so",—if this is urged [then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

This argument has been urged above by the Pūrva paśīn; it has got to be refuted. The answer to this (as offered by some people) is as follows:—

SŪTRA (7).

There should be a modification, as in the case of the Pavamāna.

Bhāṣya.

If the Sviṣṭakṛt, which is recognised to be admissible, remains uninclosed in the Procedure of the Meat-Cake-offering,—it could be regarded as a 'modification', on the basis of the declaration that 'one makes the offering to Agni-Sviṣṭakṛt', so that the words used in the offering should contain the term 'sviṣṭakṛt';—just as in the case of the declaration—'One makes the offering to Agni-Pavamāna', the words used in making the offering contains the term 'pavamāna',—so should it be in the present case also.
SūTRA (8).

AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE SHOULD BE NO MODIFICATION; IT SHOULD BE AS AT THE ARCHETYPE; SPECIALLY AS THE TERM WOULD COME IN WHERE THERE IS INJUNCTION OF IT.

Bhāṣya.

There should be no modification; that is, the words should not contain the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'; they should be as at the Archetype, through Transference (based upon the General Law).—As for the condition that the modification should be made 'on the basis of the declaration',—as a matter of fact, the declaration quoted does not lay down any modification of the words; all that the declaration 'Makes the offering to Agni-Sviṣṭakṛt' lays down is the offering of the Dēvikā-oblations; if, in addition to this, it were taken as laying down a modification of the words also, this would involve a syntactical split.—"How then could the term 'sviṣṭakṛt' come in?"—It would come in where there is injunction of it; the actual injunction of the Sviṣṭakṛt-offering is in connection with the Darsha-Pūrṇamāsa; so that it is this offering that would be accompanied by the term 'sviṣṭakṛt'; and it is in reference to this that we have the declaration in question, for the purpose of indicating that same offering. It follows therefore that what the assertion 'the offering is to be made to Agni-Sviṣṭakṛt' means is that 'the offering is to be made to Agni the Receiver of Remnants'. Just as in the case of such declarations as—'The Grass consists of Reeds',—or 'The Clarified Butter consists of Fresh Butter',—what is indicated by the name of the substance indicative of the Archetype is the purpose served by the substance at that Archetype;—so in the case in question also, the term 'sviṣṭakṛt' points, by indirect indication, to the Deity of the Archetypal Sacrifice.
Adhikaraṇa (3): The combination of several accessory details, serving different purposes.

Sūtra (9).

When several details are laid down in reference to the same sacrifice, there should be performance of all.

Bhāsyā.

When several accessory details are laid down in connection with the same sacrifice, there should be performance of all; i.e. there should be combination; as it is only thus that the injunction of them all serves a useful purpose; and the declaration of the entire procedure taking in all the details also would be honoured thus;—for example in the case of such details as—'Pours straight,—Pours continuously—Pours forward'.
ADHIKARANĀ (4): When several Details serve the same purpose, there should be option.

SŪTRA (10).

DETAILS SERVING THE SAME PURPOSE SHOULD BE TREATED AS OPTIONS;
IF THERE WERE COMBINATION, THERE WOULD BE REPETITION OF THE MAIN ACT.

Bhāṣya.

When several Details serve the same purpose,—i.e. perform the same function,—they should be treated as options; e.g. (a) Vṛihī and Yava (as corns for making Cakes), (b) Khadirā and other woods for making the Sacrificial Post, (c) the Byhaṭ-Sāman and the Rathantara-Sāman;—in all these cases there should be option.—If there were combination, there would be repetition of the Main Act; the needful having been done by one detail, if the second were also taken up for use, there would be repetition of the Main Act; which would be improper.—Why?—The Main Act is done either for the purpose of obtaining a desirable result, or (when repeated) for helping the Result,—it is never done merely for the sake of a detail; and when the purpose is served by a single performance of the act, its repetition would be entirely useless.

SŪTRA (11).

"IT MIGHT BE REPEATED FOR A USEFUL PURPOSE",—IF THIS BE URGED
[then the answer would be as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"Your view is that the repetition would be useless; but it would not be useless; as the main act would be repeated for the purpose of finding use for the injunction of the additional Detail."

SŪTRA (12).

THAT CANNOT BE; AS IT IS NOT SANCTIONED BY THE SCRIPTURES.

Bhāṣya.

What has been suggested cannot be right.—Why?—Because it is not sanctioned by the scriptures; the repetition in question has not been laid down anywhere in the scriptures; there is, in fact, no authority for it; on what basis then could it be done?—As regards 'the finding of use for the injunction of the additional detail', this is going to be explained below, under Sūtra 15.
SŪTRA (13).

WHENEVER IT IS (INTENDED), THERE IS ALWAYS A TEXT SANCTIONING SUCH REPEITION.

_Bhāṣya._

In some cases we have texts laying down repetition,—e.g. ‘One should do both at the _Sāṁśaṇa,_’ ‘One should do both at the _Gōṣava_’; in connection with the _Ekāha_ also we read—‘One should sing both _Brhat_ and _Rathantara._’—All these texts would not be there (in special cases) if there were to be repetition in every case where several details are laid down.—From this also it follows that there should be option in the case in question.

SŪTRA (14).

THERE IS A TEXT ALSO WHICH INDICATES AS IF THERE WERE OPTION.

_Bhāṣya._

There is the following text which appears to indicate that there should be option—‘At other sacrificial performances, Posts are made of _Bīla_ or _Khadira_ or _Pālaśa_ wood,—but at this particular sacrifice, it should be made of _Khadira_ wood only’;—this text restricts the use of the _Khadira_ wood for making the Post at the _Vājapeya_ sacrifice, and makes a reference to the option permitted at other sacrifices.—From this also it follows that in the case in question, there should be option.

SŪTRA (15).

THE ‘USEFULNESS’ WOULD COME IN AT ANOTHER TIME.

_Bhāṣya._

It has been argued that—‘if there were option, the injunction of the other details would be useless’.—But in reality, there would be no such _uselessness_; as the use for that would come in _at another time_, i.e. at another performance of the act; and as there would be this use for it, there can be no authority for repetition.—‘But for _option_ also, there is no authority.’—Not so; because in the case of _option_, nothing is done which is not sanctioned by the scriptures; it has been laid down that ‘One should perform sacrifices with the _Vṛhi_ corn’, and the sacrifice is performed with that corn; similarly there is the injunction that ‘One should perform sacrifices with _Yava-corn_’, and the sacrifice is performed with this corn also; but at one and the same performance both kinds of corn are not used, as there is no need for it.—‘Why are both not mixed up?’—That would not be right, because what has been laid down in the scriptures is that each one of the two, _singly by itself_, serves to accomplish the sacrifice; and if the two were mixed up, it would run counter to these scriptures.

From all this it follows that there should be option.
ADHIKARANĀ (5): In the case of Expiations prescribed for the correction of defects, there should be option.

SŪTRA (16).

In the case of Expiations,—inasmuch as they serve the same purpose, [there should be option]; everyone of them is related to something that has happened; hence there should be destruction of all this (by each Expiation singly by itself).

Bhāṣya.

Expiations are of two kinds—(a) some are meant for correcting defects that may have crept in through inadvertence, and (b) some are laid down as parts of a sacrificial performance, to be performed under certain contingencies.—(a) To the former class belong such expiations as are laid down in the following texts—'If the sacrifice should suffer disruption in regard to the verse, one should offer an oblation into the Gārhapatiya Fire, with the Mantra Bhuh svāhā; if the disruption be in reference to a Yajus text, he should offer an oblation into the Daksināgni, with the Mantra Bhuvah svāhā; if the disruption be in reference to a Sāman, he should offer an oblation into the Āhavaniya, with the Mantra, Svaḥ svāhā; if it be not ascertainable in what respect the disruption has occurred, the oblation should be offered in the Āhavaniya with the Mantra, Bhūr bhuvah svāhā'.—The phrase 'ārtiniyāt' means 'should suffer disruption'.—"What would constitute the 'disruption' of the sacrifice?"—"The omission of what has been enjoined and the commission of what has been prohibited."—"How is it known that a certain Expiation is meant for the mending or correcting of what has suffered disruption?"—This is learnt from the sentence itself which is in the form—'if it suffers disruption, this should be done'; if even on the performance of the Expiation, the disruption or defect would still persist,—then what would be the use of performing the Expiation at all?

Some one might argue here that—"The expiation herein laid down is only a subsidiary of the sacrifice, meant to be performed when the contingency of the disruption happens [so that it falls under the second, not the first, category of Expiations]."

This person should be addressed as follows:—That act is regarded as subsidiary to a Primary act, which makes the Primary fruitful;—by the disruption mentioned, the Primary has been reduced to the position of futility; if then it were rendered fruitful by the act that is laid down, then this latter would be subsidiary to the said Primary;—if however the Primary had somehow become futile and is made fruitful by the Expiation, then, verily, it becomes admitted that it has corrected or mended the discrepancy or defect
that had come in;—on the other hand, if the Expiation does not make the Primary fruitful, then it is not subsidiary to the sacrifice; and in that case the assertion that 'it is a subsidiary to the Primary to be performed under a certain contingency' falls to the ground.—Then again, in several cases, we find it declared in supplementary texts that there is brought about a correction or mending of what had been spoilt;—such as, 'Agnireai ādvānām pathikṛt, tamātha svēna bhāgadhēyēna upāśirān, sa ēvainam panthānamapi nayati, ya ēnam vratamālambhayati'.—From all this it follows that the Expiations referred to are for the purpose of correcting discrepancies.

When there are several such Expiations (laid down as correcting the same discrepancy), there should be option.—Why?—Because every one of them is related to something that has happened—some defect that has actually crept in;—e.g. 'when there is disruption in regard to the verse, one should offer the oblation with the Mantra, Bhūh svāhā'.—From this it is clear that there should be destruction of all this—defect—by each and every one of the Expiations prescribed. So that when the defect has been removed by one Expiation, the second and other Expiations could only come in at other performances of the sacrifice. Hence it follows that there should be option.

The same conclusion holds good also regarding Expiations laid down in the Smṛtis.
ADHIKARANA (6): *In the case of 'Contingent Expiations', there should be 'combination'.*

SŪTRA (17).

**There should be 'combination' in the case of such Expiations as are not meant for correcting discrepancies.**

*Bhāṣya.*

In the case of those Expiations which are not for the purpose of correcting discrepancies, there should be 'combination'.—"Which are those Expiations?"—They are those which are not laid down as to be performed either on the omission of what has been enjoined or on the commission of what has been forbidden; for example—'If the sun rise before one has performed his Agnihotra, he should offer Cooked Rice to Mitra; also a cake baked on one pan, to Sūrya';—'If the sun rise before one has performed his Agnihotra, the Husband and Wife should remain silent and fast during the day';—in this case we do not find any fault (of commission or omission) on the part of the Performer;—and when there is no fault or defect, what is there that could be corrected?;—all that the texts do is to lay down a certain act as to be done when the contingency of sun rising at a certain time appears;—such an act is 'contingent'; and inasmuch as it has been laid down in the context of a particular sacrifice, it is recognised to be subsidiary to that sacrifice; and all those that happen to be so laid down become included under the Declaration of Procedure; hence there should be 'Combination' of all these.
ADHIKARANĀ (7): At the time of the sacrificial performance, Mantras should be recited even though it happen to be a day ‘unfit for Vedic Study’.

SŪTRA (18).

[PŪRVARAKSHA]—“Inasmuch as Mantras are related to sacrifices, they should be used in accordance with the rules laid down in regard to them; specially as the rule relates to the use of Mantras.”

Bhāṣya.

[In the course of sacrificial performances, certain Mantras have to be recited;—there are certain days on which the reading of the Veda has been forbidden;—the question arises—when a sacrifice is performed on such a day, should Vedic Mantras be recited or not ?]

The Pūrvarakṣa is as follows—“When Mantras are used at a sacrificial performance, they should be used in accordance with the rules laid down in regard to them;—i.e. those rules that have been laid down in connection with the getting up of the Mantras, such as—‘One should not read the Veda on a Parva-day,—one should not read the Veda during a storm,—one should not read the Veda when it is thundering’.—Why so?—Because the rules relate to the use of Mantras; the rules in question have been laid down in connection with the use of Mantras;—and the reciting of Mantras at a sacrifice also is a use of the Mantra;—hence the rules must apply to this also.”

SŪTRA (19).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, the rules have been prescribed in connection with the ‘learning’; hence Mantras should be used at all times; as the use of Mantras is for the purposes of the performances.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, Mantras should be used at all times,—even on days that are ‘unfit for study’.—Why so?—Because the rules in question have been laid down in regard to that reading of Mantras which is done for the purposes of learning them; so that they pertain to the learning of the Mantras, and make the learning perfect.—“What are the perfections of the learning?” —Its ‘perfection’ consists in its being accomplished without obstacles.—“How do you know that the Rules have been prescribed in connection with the learning of the Mantras?”—Because they are found to be prescribed in reference to the time of learning the Veda, not in reference to the time
of sacrificial performances.—"The Rules may not pertain to the performance; they must pertain to the Mantras themselves; and when pertaining to Mantras, they should be applicable to all cases where Mantras are used".—Our answer to this is as follows.—As a matter of fact, the Rules have not been prescribed in reference to Mantras; they have been prescribed in reference to the learning,—the sense being that 'the learning becomes duly accomplished when carried on in such and such a fashion'; the Mantra cannot be accomplished in this fashion; hence it must follow that the Rules pertain to the learning of the Mantras.—When the Mantras are used during a sacrificial performance, it is not for the purpose of being learnt,—it is for the purposes of the performance;—hence the Rules cannot apply to this case.—Then again, the performance of the sacrifice has been laid down as to be done on the Parva-day (Full Moon or Moonless Day),—and Reciting of the Mantra on that day has been forbidden;—if, in obedience to this prohibition, the sacrifice were performed without reciting the Mantras, then the entire effort would be futile. If (in order to avoid this) it were performed on a Non-Parva day, even then there would be the same difficulty (i.e. the whole performance would be futile, not being done on the day prescribed for it).—Lastly, the sense of the Vedic Rules is that Mantras should be used even on days 'unfit for study',—while that they should not be so used might be the sense of a Smrti rule;—and the Veda is certainly more authoritative than the Smrti; for this reason also the restrictions laid on the use of Mantras should not be obeyed (at sacrifices).
Adhikaraṇa (8): During the Sacrificial Performance, Mantras should be recited with the ordinary Textual Accent.

Sūtra (20).

Pūrvapakṣa—"Inasmuch as there is injunction of the 'Bhāṣīka' accent, the 'Pravachana' (Textual) accent should be excluded;—as in the case of the term 'Airā'."

Bhāṣīka.

In the Brāhmaṇas, certain Mantras have been laid down with their 'Bhāṣīka' accent, while in the Mantra-text itself they are found with the ordinary 'Textual' threefold accent. This is found to be the case with the Mantra, 'Imāmagrambhāṇ āraśanāmptasya', which has been laid down (in the Brāhmaṇa) as to be used at the Ashvamedhā [and where the Brāhmaṇa has laid down this use of the Mantra, it has given to it the accent known as 'Bhāṣīka'; while the accentuation of the same Mantra as found in the Mantra Samhitā-text, is totally different].—"What is the Bhāṣīka accent?"—It has been thus defined—'When the Sānandinis, the Rgvedins and the Yajurvedins use the high and low tones [in accordance with the rules relating to the reciting of Mantras belonging to the various Vedas—such as 'Verses of the Rgveda should be recited loudly, those of the Yajurveda in silence, etc.'], that tone is called 'Bhāṣīka'.

The question therefore arises that—when a certain Mantra is used at a sacrifice,—should it be used with the Bhāṣīka accent? Or the Textual Accent?"

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows—"In the case of these Mantras, there should be exclusion of the Textual Accent,—i.e. it should not be used.—Why?—Because another accent has been laid down;—as in the case of 'Airā'; it having been laid down that 'one should use the term īrā in place of the term girā,' there is exclusion of the term 'girā.'—But how do you know that what has been laid down is the accent, not merely the Mantra-text itself?—There can be no need for the laying down of the Mantra-text, this being known from its own words; while the Accent cannot be known unless it is actually laid down; hence it is that we conclude that when the use of the Mantra is laid down in the Brāhmaṇa, it is for the purpose of prescribing the accent to be used [and as it is the Bhāṣīka accent that is found in the Brāhmaṇa, it follows that during the performance, the Mantra should be used with the Bhāṣīka accent]."
SŪTRA (21).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT IS THE INJUNCTION OF THE MANTRA-TEXT ITSELF, NOT OF THE 'BHĀŚIKA' ACCENT; THE TEXT IS FOUND MENTIONED WITH THE 'BHĀŚIKA' ACCENT WITH A VIEW TO UNIFORMITY.

Bhāṣya.

When the Brāhmaṇa lays down the use of the Mantra, it is an injunction of the Mantra-text itself, not of the accent.—"How do you know this?"—We deduce it from the fact that the expression used is similar to that of the injunction of Mantra-texts.—"What is its similarity to that injunction?"—The similarity lies in the fact that the Brāhmaṇa has added the words—'with this he takes hold of the Horse's Rope'; it is with the Mantra-text that the Rope is taken up, not with the Bhāṣika-accent; it is the Mantra-text too (with the words 'Imām agrhaḥna');—and not the accent—that indicates the action of taking up.—"Why then is the Bhāṣika-accent used at all (with the Mantra when it is mentioned in the Brāhmaṇa as to be used)?"—The text is found mentioned with the 'Bhāṣika' accent with a view to uniformity; i.e. throughout the Brāhmaṇa-text, the accent adopted is the Bhāṣika one; in the midst of this Brāhmaṇa-text, there occur certain Mantra-texts;—if these Mantra-texts occurring among Brāhmaṇa-texts, were read with their Textual accents, then there would be a break in the continuity of the Bhāṣika accent of the Brāhmaṇa-texts (preceding and following the Mantra-text); and it is for the purpose of avoiding this break that the Mantra-texts occurring among Brāhmaṇa-texts, are found with the Bhāṣika accent;—just as when singers introduce into their songs musical variations, they sing these in the tune of the main song itself, with a view to avoid the break in the continuity of the tune.—It thus follows that when the Mantra-text is mentioned in the Brāhmaṇa-text, it should not be regarded as the injunction of the use of the Bhāṣika accent.

[Another explanation of the Sūtra comes after the Bhāṣya on Sū. 24 below.]

SŪTRA (22).

[IN THE CASE OF 'IRĀ'] IT IS REGARDED AS A 'MODIFICATION' BECAUSE THERE IS NO REASON (AGAINST IT).

Bhāṣya.

As regards the case of the terms 'irā' and 'girā', it is only right that there should be a 'modification' of the term 'girā' into 'irā',—as there is no reason against it, as there is in the case in question, where the fact of the reference being to the Mantra has been treated as a reason for not taking the sentence as laying down the 'Bhāṣika-accent'; there is no such reason why the sentence speaking of the term 'irā' should not be regarded as
laying down the use of that term; hence in this latter case, the sentence is taken as laying down the use of the term 'īrā' (in place of 'girā'); and hence, such use having been laid down in reference to the time of the sacrificial performance, it has been taken as setting aside the term 'girā' which is the form found in the Mantra-text; and hence in that case there is modification (of the original term).
ADHIKARANĀ (9): THOSE MANTRAS THAT HAVE BEEN TAUGHT ONLY IN THE ‘BHĀŚIKA’ ACCENT, SHOULD BE USED WITH THAT SAME ACCENT.

SŪTRA (23).

[PŪRVAPAKŚA]—“INASMUCH AS THE SAME REASONING IS APPLICABLE HERE, THE SAME THING SHOULD BE DONE ALSO WHERE IT IS NOT FOUND (IN THE MANTRA-TEXT).”

Bhāṣya.

It has been decided that when a Mantra has been found in the Mantra-text with the Textual accent, it should be used with that same accent; but there are cases where the Mantra is not found in the Mantra-text, and it has been laid down in the Brāhmaṇa-text with the ‘Bhāṣika’ accent; e.g. in the case of the Mantra—‘Tam vai prohīt vānaspatyosi’ [where the Mantra ‘Vānaspatyosi’ has been enjoined, and it is a Mantra that is not found in the Mantra-text (Saṃhitā)].—Now what is to be done in this case (regarding the use of the Accent)?

The Pūrvapakśa is as follows—“Inasmuch as the same reason is applicable here, the same thing should be done also where it is not found in the Mantra-text; the reasoning put forward in the preceding Adhikarana was that ‘the Brāhmaṇa-sentence contains the injunction of the Mantra, because the words are similar to it’; this same reasoning is applicable to the case in question also; even in cases where the Mantra is not found in the Mantra-text, the Brāhmaṇa-sentence should be taken as laying down the Mantra itself, not the ‘Bhāṣika’-accent. Hence such Mantras also should be used with the ‘textual’ accent (not the ‘Bhāṣika’ one).”

SŪTRA (24).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—INASMUCH AS IT HAS ITS SOURCE THERE, AND THE UTTERANCE IS ITS SOLE INDICATOR [IT SHOULD BE RECITED WITH THE ‘BHĀŚIKA’ ACCENT].

Bhāṣya.

Inasmuch as it has its source there,—i.e. as the Mantra in question has its source in the Brāhmaṇa itself,—it should be used with the ‘Bhāṣika’-accent;—specially because the utterance is its sole indicator; actual utterance (reciting) is the only indication that is possible of Mantras; they are recognised just as they are recited;—the Mantras in question are in their very origin connected with the ‘Bhāṣika’ accent;—hence there is no ground
for attributing any other form to them; so that they must be used in that same form (i.e. with the ' Bhāṣika ' -accent).

The following is another explanation of Sū. 21—The Brāhmaṇa-text, ' Imāmāgrbhīṇan rashanāmytasyasyaśvābhādhānimādattē ' is not an injunction of the Mantra, it only indicates its opening words; the words as they appear in their source (in the Mantra-text) appear with the 'textual' accent;—hence the injunction is of Mantras with that same accent.

In a case however where the Mantra has its source in the Brāhmaṇa text itself (e.g. the Mantra dealt with under Adhi. 9), as there is nothing in the Mantra-text by which it could be taken to be indicated in the Brāhmaṇa-text, no such indication is possible; hence such a Mantra has to be used in the same form (and with the same accent) in which it is found in the Brāhmaṇa-text itself.
ADHIKARANA (10): In the case of Mantras laid down as to be used in connection with certain acts, the act should be performed after the Mantra has been pronounced.

SUTRA (25).


BHASYA.

There are certain Mantras that are laid down as to be used in connection with certain acts—such as 'He cuts off the branch with the Mantra, Isē tvā',—'He takes it up with the Mantra, Dēvasya tvā savītuḥ prasavi'.

[The question arising here is—Should the act concerned be performed after, or before, the Mantra has been uttered?]

The Siddhānta is as follows:—In these cases, the commencement of the performance—of that act in connection with which the Mantras are used,—should fall in with the end of the Mantras.—"Why so?"—Because it is the whole Mantra that serves the purpose of its utterance; it is the whole Mantra that serves the whole purpose for which the Mantra is used.—"What is the purpose of the utterance of the Mantra?"—It is the bringing of the act concerned to the mind of the performer at the time of its performance; when a Mantra is uttered, it is understood that the act spoken of in the Mantra has to be performed;—and the act for which the Mantra is to be used is recognised, sometimes through the force of the words of the Mantra itself, and sometimes by direct declaration, such as 'with such and such a Mantra, he takes up the rope' or 'makes the offering'. As a matter of fact, this act comes to the mind only after the whole of the Mantra has been uttered; and this is enough to serve all purposes so long as it does not slip off from the mind.—From all this it follows that in the case of Mantras that are to be used in connection with certain acts, the commencement of the act should fall in with the end of the Mantra.
ADHIKARANĀ (11): In the case of the ‘Vasordhārā’, also the Performance shall come at the end of the Mantra.

SŪTRA (26).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA]—“In the case of the ‘Vasordhārā’, there should be coincidence of the beginnings, because of the presence of the term ‘continuous’.”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the ‘Agni’, we read—‘Santatam vasordhārāṁ juhoti’ [‘One pours the Vasordhārā-oblation continuously’].

[Here also the question is—Should the oblation be poured, before or after, the Mantra has been uttered?—The point in which this case differs from the foregoing one is that the Vasordhārā consists, not of one oblation, but of a series of twelve oblations.]

The most reasonable answer that presents itself is that, according to the principle of the preceding Adhikarana, the offering should be made at the end of the Mantra.—Against this there is the following Pūrvapakṣa—“In the case of the Vasordhārā, there should be coincidence of the beginnings;—i.e. the beginning of the performance and the beginning of the Mantra should be made to fall in together.—Why?—Because of the presence of the term ‘continuous’; [in the term ‘Santatam’] the prefix ‘Sam’ signifies unification,—the root ‘tan’ signifies spreading-out operation,—thus the root ‘tan’ with the prefix ‘sam’ is used in a case where two things operate in union (together);—in the case in question, the two things standing in proximity to one another are the Mantra and the Performance of the Act; hence what is denoted by the term ‘santatam’ is the joint operation of these two;—and this joint operation is possible only when the beginnings of both come together. Hence it follows that there should be coincidence of the beginnings of both.”

SŪTRA (27).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, it is the ‘continuity’ of the act; as the acts involved are several, and the other (course) is impossible.

Bhāṣya.

In reality, what is spoken of in the text ‘Pours the oblations continuously’ is the continuity of the act,—i.e. the continuity of the act of oblation-offering only, and there is nothing said about the Mantra.—“But the prefix ‘sam’ indicates the presence of more than one entity, and the act of oblation-
offering is only one entity".—The answer to this is that it does not affect the case; because the acts involved are several; as a matter of fact, in the 'Vasordhārā offering' there are a number of acts, and the 'continuity' spoken of consists in the non-cessation of the series of these several acts. That there are several acts involved is clear from the declaration 'one pours twelve Deśādaśa-oblations'.—"But this number 'twelve' is related to the substances offered".—Not so, we reply; there is no mention of the substance here; it is only the act of oblation-offering that is connected with a particular number, in the declaration 'He pours twelve Deśādaśa-oblations'; which means that 'he pours so many oblations'.—Further, the other,—i.e. the continuity or coincidence of the Mantra and the Performance—is not possible; the performance of an act, having only a momentary existence, cannot operate along with the Mantra.—From all this it follows that in this case also the commencement of the act should fall in with the end of the Mantra.
Adhikaraṇa (12): In the case of the ‘Āghāra’ also, the Performance of the Act should fall in with the end of the Mantra.

Sūtra (28).

So also in the case of the ‘Āghāra-offering; because what is offered is a long stream.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Darṣa-Puruṣamāsa, there is the ‘Āghāra-offering’ (which consists of pouring a stream of Clarified Butter from one part of the Fire to the other);—with reference to which also we read—‘Pours the Āghāra-offering continuously’.—In this case also it is not possible for the act, which is momentary, to operate along with the Mantra;—and as the act of offering in this case is one only, there cannot be a continuous series of acts either (as there was in the preceding Adhikaraṇa);—so here the ‘santāna’ (‘continuity’) spoken of in the sentence ‘pours the āghāra continuously’—must refer to the substance; the meaning being that ‘the oblation offered is in the form of a long-continued stream’, the term ‘continuous’ being used in view of the stream being a long-continued one.
ADHIKARANÇA (13): In the case of several Mantras serving the same purpose, there should be option.

SÚTRA (29).

INASMUCH AS Mantras FALL IN (WITH THE BEGINNING OF THE ACT), THERE SHOULD BE OPTION, WHERE THEY SERVE THE SAME PURPOSE.

Bhāṣya.

In a case where there are several Mantras serving the same purpose,—as for instance, for the purpose of dividing the cake, there are the following Mantras—'Pūṣā vām vibhajatu'—'Bhaga vām vibhajatu'—'Aryamā vām vibhajatu' and so on,—there should be option;—because they fall in with the beginning of the act; all these Mantras are to be used in connection with an act, and it has been explained that in the case of such Mantras, the beginning of the act should fall in with the end of the Mantra (see Sú. 25 above);—unless option is adopted, it is not possible for the beginning of the act to be made to fall in with the ends of all the Mantras concerned.—"Is there a declaration to this effect?"—No; there is a reason—as it is the whole Mantra that serves the purpose of its utterance (Sú. 25).—"If that is the only reason, even if all the Mantras are used in combination, it is the whole Mantra that is used [so that the reason adduced does not prove that there should be option]."—The answer to this is that it is true that even in the case of combining all the Mantras, the purposes of the utterance are accomplished; but when the purpose is already served by the use of one Mantra, the use of any other Mantra is entirely superfluous.—This is what is meant by the several Mantras 'serving the same purpose'. Hence it follows that, because the Mantras serve the same purpose, therefore there should be option.

As a matter of fact, this has been already explained under Sú. 10 above; and it has been introduced here only for the purpose of introducing the next Adhikarana.
ADHIKARAṆA (14): *In the case of such injunctions as ‘He takes up the Abhri with four Mantras’, there should be ‘combination’ of all the four Mantras.*

SŪTRA (30).

**IN THE CASE OF MANTRAS QUALIFIED BY NUMERALS, THERE SHOULD BE ‘COMBINATION’, AS THEY MUST FALL IN TOGETHER.**

*Bhāṣya.*

There are certain Mantras which are laid down as qualified by definite numbers—e.g. in connection with the ‘Agni’, there are such injunctions as ‘He takes it up with *four* Mantras’, ‘He digs with *two* Mantras’, ‘He carries it with *six* Mantras’;—in all such cases, there should be ‘combination’.—“Why?”—Because a definite number is laid down by the text; hence it has to be adopted; this cannot be adopted unless there is ‘combination’.

Says the Opponent—“Even when there is ‘combination’ of the several Mantras, the act in question can be regarded as having been done with that one Mantra alone with whose end the commencement of the act falls in;—it cannot be regarded as done with those other Mantras which are removed from its commencement, because the ends of these have not fallen in with the commencement of the act; so that even so, the number does not become adopted so far as the act is concerned.”

**Answer**—This does not affect our position; it is by expressing its meaning that a Mantra becomes auxiliary to an act; and all the Mantras in question do express the same meaning (denoting as they do the same act, of dividing the cake, for instance).

**Objection**—“Even so the form of the act is really accomplished by the Mantra that has preceded its commencement immediately; the others can be regarded only as serving some unseen transcendental purpose.”

**Answer**—These cannot be taken as serving some unseen transcendental purpose; in fact all the Mantras will speak of the same act, more than once; in fact there is such repeated use of Mantras used in connection with acts; e.g. ‘Kuru kuru’ [‘Do this, do please do this’], ‘Karavāṇi karavāṇi’ [‘I shall do it, certainly I shall do it’]. Thus then, just as in the case of the Mantra speaking of an act, its utterance is regarded as auspicious, on the strength of the scriptural declaration,—so also on the strength of the declaration that ‘He takes it up with *four* Mantras’, the taking up would be auspicious when done with all the *four* Mantras. Thus then, in the case of ‘combination’ also there is no serving of any unseen transcendental purpose; and hence it becomes settled that there should be ‘combination’.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): There should be option in the case of such Mantras as 'Uru prathasva', which have been enjoined in Brāhmaṇa-texts.

SŪTRA (31).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—continued]—"So also in the case of Mantras enjoined in Brāhmaṇa-texts; because all have been enjoined,—as in the case of Numbers."

Bhāṣya.

There are certain Mantras that have been enjoined in Brāhmaṇa-texts; such as (a) 'Uru prathasvīti purodāśaham prathayati, (b) 'Uru prathā uru tē yajñapatiḥ prathatām—iti purodāśaham prathayati'. [In these two texts, we find two distinct Mantras laid down as to be used in connection with the laying of the Cake—the first Mantra being 'Uru prathasva' and the second, 'Uru prathā uru tē yajñapatiḥ prathatām'.

[The question is—Should both these Mantras be used in 'combination'? Or should there be option?]

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—"There should be combination; because all have been enjoined; so that if any of the Mantras is not used, its injunction becomes transgressed;—while by 'combination' the declaration of the entire procedure including all the accessory details becomes honoured.—And as in the case of the injunction of Mantras qualified by numbers, so here also, all the Mantras would serve a useful purpose by speaking of the act more than once.—From all this we conclude that there should be 'combination'."

SŪTRA (32).

[PŪRVAPAKṢA—concluded]—"We find similar combination of the 'Yājya' and the 'Vaṣaṭkāra'."

Bhāṣya.

"In the case of the Yājya and the Vaṣaṭkāra there is 'combination'; such combination being indicated by the text 'Yājyāyā adhi vaṣaṭkaroti'; when there is combination, then alone there is an order of sequence (as contemplated in this text).—From this also it follows that there should be 'combination in the case in question.'"
SŪTRA (33).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; AS 'COMBINATION' IS NOT SANCTIONED BY THE SCRIPTURES.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, in the case of the Mantras in question, there should be option, not combination. "Why?"—The reason for this has been already explained above under Sūtra 29. Objection—"But like Mantras enjoined with numbers, even though conveying the same idea (serving the same purpose) they would be used for expressing the same idea more than once, and thus there would be combination".—This cannot be right;—why?—because 'combination' is not sanctioned by the scriptures; in the case of the Mantras with numbers, even though doing what had been already done, the repeated expression of the same idea was admitted on the basis of the direct declaration of number; in the case in question however, there is no such declaration of 'combination'. Hence the conclusion indicated by reasons should be accepted—that is, there should be option.

SŪTRA (34).

BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF A DETAIL.

Bhāṣya.

As for the argument that "the 'combination' makes useful the injunction of all the Mantras",—this proves nothing; as the Injunction is for the purpose of a detail; the Injunction is not for the purpose of laying down the use of Mantras, but for the purposes of a detail,—in the shape of a commendatory declaration; this is what has been explained under Sūtras 1. 2. 41-43).

Objection—"If that is so, and the text in question does not lay down the use of Mantras, then what is the meaning of the assertion that 'all have been enjoined' (in Sū. 31)?"

Under the circumstances, we can take the present Adhikarana to be a hypothetical one,—based upon the hypothetical assumption that the text does contain the Injunction of the use of the Mantras.—Or, we may seek for another (more suitable) example.
SŪTRA (35).

IN THE CASE OF 'VASAṬKĀRA' THERE IS 'COMBINATION' BECAUSE THE PURPOSE SERVED IS DIFFERENT.

Bhāsya.

The 'Vasaṭkāra' is for the purposes of offering, while the Yājyā is for the purpose of indicating the Deity; hence, there is 'combination' in their case, because they serve different purposes, not because both serve the same purpose.
ADHIKARAṆA (16): In the case of the 'Hautra-Mantras', there should be 'combination'.

SŪTRA (36).

[PŪRVPĀKṢA]—"In the case of the 'Hautra-Mantras', there should be option, because they serve the same purpose."

Bhāṣya.

There are the following 'Hautra-Mantras':—(a) those in connection with the Raising of the Post, 'Uchchhrayasva vanaspatē, etc.';—(c) those in connection with the covering of the Post, 'Yuvā suvāsāḥ, etc.'.

[The question being—are all these to be used in 'combination'? or is there to be option?] the Pūrvpākṣa is as follows—"There should be option;—why?—because they serve the same purpose; whether speaking of Raising or Covering, they serve the same purpose; and each one of them speaks of that purpose independently of the other. Hence there should be option".

SŪTRA (37).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, there should be 'combination' as they only describe what is being done.

Bhāṣya.

As matter of fact, there should be 'combination' of the Hautra-mantras. —"Why?"—Because they only describe what is being done; it has been said above that in the case of Mantras used in connection with an act, there should be option; the Mantras in question do not belong to this category; as they are only descriptive of what is being done.—"What is the difference between these two kinds of Mantras?"—The Mantras of the former class bring about the notion that 'I am doing this', while those of the latter class give the idea that 'this should be done'.—"How so?"—What the Adhvaryu requires is the assertion to the effect that 'I am doing this'; as in the absence of such a notion, the performance would not commence at all; such a notion too is possible only when a similar notion has appeared before; when a man remembers that 'I have to do this', then alone he does that act.—As for the Mantras descriptive of what is being done, they only describe what is being done by the Adhvaryu;—e.g. 'Aṅjanti tvāmadhvārē dīvayantaḥ.' This description is enough to bring to the Adhvaryu the necessary remembrance (of what is to be done); it is for this reason that it is in the form of Description.

—Thus then being required by the performance, they are recognized as serving the purpose of reminding (the Adhvaryu); and in the case of a Mantra that serves the purpose reminding, what has been thus remembered and done, on the strength of the words of the Mantra, becomes conducive to the fulfil-
ment of a transcendental purpose; just as an act that is done in accordance with directions (addressed in accordance with injunctions).—Objection—
"But the remembrance is obtained from the words of the Injunction itself".
—True; it does follow from the implications of the Injunctive word also; as it does also from the Mantra; but on the strength of the declaration of the Mantra, it should be done by means of the Mantra. When the operations have commenced, then alone there arises the need for a series of 'remembrances' (recalled ideas, of things to be done); thus it becomes possible for several Mantras descriptive of what is being done to be used at one and the same performance. Hence, inasmuch as the Haurtra-Mantras are description of what is being done, there should be 'combination' of these.

SŪTRA (38).

There is a text also indicating the 'Combination'.

Bhāṣya.

These are the texts—(a) 'He recites the first verse thrice, he recites the last verse thrice',—and (b) 'One should recite the Jyotismati verses'. It is only when several Mantras are used together at the same performance, that they can be called 'first' and 'last'.—From this also it follows that there should be 'combination' in the case in question.

End of Pāda iii of Adhyāya XII.
ADHYAYA XII.

PĀDA IV.

Adhikarana (1): There shall be ‘combination’ of Mantras for ‘Japa’ (Reciting), ‘Stuti’ (Eulogising), ‘Āshiṣ’ (Invoking Blessings) and ‘Abhidhāna’ (Addressing).

Sūtra (1).

In the case of Mantras used by the Sacrificer, for ‘Reciting’, ‘Eulogising’, ‘Invoking blessings’ and ‘Addressing’—not connected with any act—there should be ‘Combination’; because the ‘Invoking of Blessings’ (and other purposes) are quite distinct.

Bhāṣya.

(A) ‘Japa’, ‘Reciting’,—laid down in such texts as—‘Speech should be closed after reciting the Vaiṣṇavī verse’, ‘Speech should be closed after reciting the Sāravatī verse’, ‘Speech should be closed after reciting the Bārhaspatya verse’.—(B) ‘Stuti’, ‘Eulogy’,—such Mantras as ‘Agnirmūrdhā divaḥ, etc.’.—(C) ‘Āshiṣ’, ‘Invoking blessings’,—such Mantras as ‘Āyurdā agnī asi ayurmē dēhi’.—(D) ‘Abhidhāna’, ‘Addressing’,—such as ‘Egosī, etc.’

Question—‘What is the exact signification of the term ‘Japa’?’

Answer—The root ‘jap’ denotes clear speaking; hence ‘Japa’ is that which is clearly spoken, recited.

‘In that case, the Mantra, ‘Agnirmūrdhā, etc.’ would also be Japa; as this also is clearly spoken or recited.’

It is true that this also would be ‘Japa’; but it is meant to be an ‘Eulogy’ (Stuti) also,—while the Mantra meant by the term ‘Japa’ is one that is used for Japa (Reciting) only. In fact, when the term ‘Japa’ is used in the Sūtra along with the other terms ‘stuti’, ‘āshiṣ’, and ‘abhidhāna’, it is understood to stand for those Mantras that are used for Reciting (Japa) only (and for no other purpose);—just as in the case of the sentence—‘Brāhmaṇas, Parivājakas, and Brahmachārinś do not come in’, (where all the persons spoken of are Brāhmaṇas) the term ‘brāhmaṇa’ stands for those who are mere Brāhmaṇas (and have no other qualifications);—so is it in the case in question.

Objection—‘The Mantra ‘Idam viṇṇuvichakramē, etc. (which is the Vaiṣṇavī verse) should have been cited as an example of ‘Eulogising Mantra’ (not as mere ‘Reciting Mantra’).’
Not so; because the Mantra does not contain the term ‘stuti’, nor is there any one eulogised by it.

"Viṣṇu is eulogised."

Not so; there is no useful purpose to be served by the eulogising of Viṣṇu; in fact Viṣṇu is nowhere regarded as one to be eulogised (by this verse);—nor has eulogising been enjoined anywhere (as to be done with this Mantra). All that is enjoined in the text—‘Having recited the Vaiṣṇavī verse, one should close his speech’—is mere ‘vachana’, reciting; hence that alone is what should be done; ‘vachana’ and ‘japa’ are synonymous terms (standing for Reciting); as the grammatical rule lays down the meaning of the root ‘Jap’ to be ‘clear speaking’, ‘vyakta-vāk’. Hence it follows that when what is done is the mere reciting of the Mantra,—not eulogising or invoking of blessings,—it is an instance of ‘Japa’, ‘Reciting’.

Question—"What is the difference between ‘Japa’ (‘Reciting’) and ‘Abhidhāna’ (‘Addressing’) ?"

Answer—In the case of Japa, there is mere reciting of the Mantra, while in that of Abhidhāna, another Being is addressed through qualities that may or may not be there;—a Mantra of this class is the one beginning with ‘Eṣoṣi tvēṣoṣi’.

In the case of all these Mantras,—[the question arising—whether they are all to be used together in ‘combination’?] Or is there to be option?]—the Pārvapakṣa is that “inasmuch as they serve the same purpose, there should be option”.

In answer to this the Siddhānta is as follows:—There should be ‘combination’ of all.—‘Why?’—Because the invoking of blessings is quite distinct, [which also implies that]—‘Reciting is quite distinct’, ‘Eulogising is quite distinct’, and ‘Addressing is quite distinct’. What is expressed by the Reciting-Mantra, ‘Idam viṣṇurvinchakramē, etc.’ is not the same that is expressed by the other Eulogising-Mantra, ‘Pāvaka nāh sarvasvati, etc.’;—similarly in the case of all the Mantras concerned.—Thus then, the Mantras in question are found to serve different purposes (and have different meanings); hence there should be ‘combination’ of them all.

There is a text also which indicates the ‘combination’ of ‘Eulogising’ and ‘Reciting’—viz.: ‘He recites the first verse thrice, and the last verse thrice’; it is only when there is ‘combination’ of several Mantras, that there can be ‘first’ and ‘last’ among them; which is not possible when there is option among them.—For this reason also there should be ‘combination’.

The specificatory epithet ‘Yājamanēṣu’, ‘used by the sacrificer’, is meant only to be generally indicative (not exclusive); one and the same Mantra may have all the three characters—of Eulogising, Addressing and Reciting. For instance, in the case of the Mantra, ‘Idam viṣṇurvinchakramē, etc.’—if it is meant to apply to Viṣṇu, it is eulogising,—if it is the narration of the event to some one else, then it is addressing,—if it is a self-contained statement, then it is reciting.
Adhikaraṇa (2): At the 'Aindrābārhaspatya' sacrifice, there should be option among the several pairs of 'Yājyā-Anuvākyā'.

Sūtra (2).

In the case of the several pairs of 'Yājyā-Anuvākyā', there should be option, because they serve the purpose of indicating the Deity.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Aindrābārhaspatya sacrifice, several pairs of 'Yājyā-anuvākyā' Mantras have been laid down: e.g. (1) — (a) 'Idam vāṃsāyē havihpriyamindrābhhasatī'—(b) 'Ayaṃ vām pariśichyatē soma indrābhhasatī', is the first pair; —(2) — (a) 'Āṣyā indrābhhasatī'—(b) 'Bṛhaspatirnāḥ paripātu pashchātī', is the second pair.

In regard to these two pairs, the question to be considered is—should there be option or combination?

The Siddhānta is as follows:—In the case of the several pairs of 'Yājyā-anuvākyā', there should be option.—why?—because they serve the purpose of indicating the Deity;—the Deity, which is an accessory of the sacrifice, is indicated, by the two pairs of 'Yājyā-anuvākyā', for the purpose of the accomplishment of the sacrifice;—this purpose is served by the indication being done once only;—and when the sacrifice has been accomplished by this one indication (of the Deity), there is no need for any other indication; hence the second pair of Yājyā-anuvākyā can be used only at another performance of the sacrifice.—Hence we conclude that there should be option.

Sūtra (3).

Also because we find texts indicative of the same conclusion.

Bhāṣya.

There is a text also indicative of the same conclusion—what text?—The following—'Uṛū vai dēvānāṃ yājyānuvākyā ēkāyā pratyācchhati gamayatyanayā, aṭ̄hātra tisrah kāryāḥ'; this text, which lays down three pairs of Yājyā-anuvākyā at the Pīryajña, rightly indicates their quality.—Similarly there is the text—'Na sarvāṇi saha yajñāyudhāni prahṛtyāni, mānuṣam tat kriyatē, naikamēkam pitṛdēvam tat, dvē dvē saha prahṛtyē yājyānuvākyayoh rūpam' [where also it is said that they are to be used in pairs].—From all this also it follows that there should be option.

Question—'Why should not the option (spoken of in the Sūtra) be taken as between the Yājyā and the Anuvākyā severally [and not as between
different pairs of the two taken together] ? Inasmuch as both serve the same purpose, it follows that there should be option between them; since the indicating of the Deity is done by either one of the two ".

Answer.—The term 'Puronaśākyā' is a Name,—so called because it is recited first ('pūrvaśākyātē');—the term 'first' is a relative one; and can be taken only as in relation to the Yājya;—this is possible only if the two are used 'in combination';—hence there should be 'combination' of both [i.e. both Yājya and the Anuvākyā should be used together].

Objection.—'When the Deity has been already indicated by one of them, there can be no need for further indication of the same, and when there is no need for it, the use of one or the other (Yājya or Anuvākyā) has to be omitted'.

Answer.—On the basis of the Name, the sacrifice should be regarded as to be accomplished by a two-fold indication (of the Deity, done by the Yājya and also by the Anuvākyā);—just as on the basis of the declaration 'He digs with two', it is understood that the act of 'digging' is to be accomplished by a two-fold reciting (of the Mantra concerned).—Hence there is no incongruity at all.
ADHIKARANA (3): Among the Means for the purchase of Soma—the Goat and other things,—there should be 'combination'.

SUTRA (4).

[PURVAPAKSA]—"Among the Means of Purchase, there should be option, because they serve the same purpose."

Bhāṣya.

Several things have been laid as the 'Means of Purchasing Soma' (Price to be paid for it)—'He buys it with the Goat' and so forth.

The question arising as to whether there should be option or combination among those several things—the Purvapakṣa is as follows:—"Among the Means of Purchase there should be option;—each of the several things has been laid down as the means of purchasing Soma, to be used as such independently by itself,—just as Vrihi and Yava have been laid down as the means of accomplishing the sacrifice;—similarly we have the several things laid down—'Purchases it with the goat,—purchases it with gold,—purchases it with cloth'; all these serving one and the same purpose (of accomplishing the purchase of Soma);—hence there should be option among them'.

SUTRA (5).

[SIDDHANTA]—As a matter of fact, there should be 'combination': as all the things may enter into the transaction.

Bhāṣya.

The term 'vā' ('as a matter of fact') implies the rejection of the view set forth above.—It is not right that there should be option; in fact, there should be 'combination'.—"Why?"—Because all the things may enter into the transaction;—in the actual transaction of the Purchase, it is possible to make use of more than one thing; what is done at the transaction (by the payment of the Price) is the securing of the consent of the Vendor; and this is rendered easier by the giving of several things. Then again, when the several things have been prescribed, they have not been prescribed as so many alternatives; hence by making use of all the things, the Declaration of the Procedure including all details becomes duly honoured.—Then again, among the things laid down, there are several of very unequal value—such as 'Purchases with Horse-hoof', 'Purchases with a pair of bulls'; all these could secure the consent of the Vendor only in 'combination', not through...
option. In fact, if they were used as optional alternatives, they would become useless.—Hence it follows that there should be 'combination'.

There is the following text also which indicates 'combination'—

'Tam vai dashabhīḥ kriṇāti, dashākṣarā virūt, virājamēva prāpnoti';—here we have a reference to the Purchase (of Soma); and what is asserted here (the payment of 'ten') would be possible only if several things were given together.—From this also it follows that there should be 'combination'.—

"Why cannot the text quoted be treated as a (separate) Injunction through commendation?"—Even so that would be contrary to (and subversive of) the form of reference that is found present in the text; and such subversion is not justifiable, so long as it can be avoided. Hence it should be treated as a mere reference.
ADHIKARANA (4): *In the case of such acts of 'Disposal' as the 'Upayajana' and the like, there should be 'combination'.*

SUTRA (6).

IN THE EMBELLISHMENT, AS IT FORMS THE PREDOMINANT FACTOR [THERE SHOULD BE COMBINATION].

Bhāṣya.

In connection with Agnisomiya-animal-sacrifice, the following text lays down the 'Upayajana', minor offering, of the Anus—'One makes the minor offering of the Anus, the Anus is life itself'. At the Ekādiśaṇa sacrifice (which is a modification of the Agnisomiya and hence takes in the details of this latter, under the General Law), there are several 'anuses' (as there are eleven animals concerned);—hence in regard to this 'anus-offering' in this connection, there arises the question—Among these eleven anuses, should there be option or combination?—If the 'Minor offering' in question is a 'fruitful action', action for a purpose, then there should be option; if, on the other hand, it is an act of 'disposal', there should be combination.—Which of these two views is the right one?

The Pūrvapakṣa is as follows:—“It is an action with a purpose.—Why?—When an 'established entity' and an 'entity to be established' are spoken of together, the former subserves the purposes of the latter,—because in that it serves a visible purpose;—if then, the 'Minor offering' in question is an action with a purpose,—since that purpose is accomplished by a single such offering,—there should be option when there are several actions possible.”

In answer to this we have the following Siddhānta:—*In the embellishment, as it forms the predominant factor [there should be combination];*—the offering in question is one of embellishment,—i.e. it is an act of Disposal.—“Why?”—Because it is the remnant of what has been used; the Animal had been brought in for the purposes of the Agnisomiya-offering;—when that offering has been accomplished, the remnants thereof have to be 'disposed of';—hence the Anus, which is a remnant of the Animal used in the said offering, having to be disposed of, the Minor offering in question is the particular manner of its disposal.

“Even in support of the view that the offering in question is an act with a purpose, the reason put forward (by the Pūrvapakṣa) was in the form of the fact that it serves a visible purpose.”

That same reason is equally applicable to the case of its being an act of 'disposal'; in this case also, when the remnant is 'disposed of' in the said manner, it helps the accomplishment of the main offering. Thus then, the reason adduced does not prove either the one or the other.
When, thus, the offering in question is an act of 'disposal', there must be 'combination' (of the eleven Anuses), because that forms the predominant factor; that is, the act being for the embellishment of the thing,—if the anus of any one of the eleven animals were not so 'embellished', that animal would be deprived of that embellishment.

From all this it follows that there should be 'combination'.
Adhikarana (5): At the ‘Fire-installation’, there should be option in the matter of the variously numbered Fees.

Sutra (7).

In regard to the numbers there should be option, as there would be incompatibility with the declarations.

Bhashya.

In connection with Fire-installation, we have the following injunctions regarding the Sacrificial Fee—‘One should be given,—six should be given,—twelve should be given’ and so forth.

The question to be considered is—among these several numbers, should there be option? Or combination?

The Pârâvâpaksâ is that ‘there should be combination, as thereby we secure a larger number of accessories, and that would be more in accordance with the Declaration of Procedure which takes in all the subsidiary details’.

In answer to this there is the following Siddhânta:—In regard to the numbers there should be option;—why?—because there would be incompatibility with the declarations; the declaration that ‘one should be given’ lays down the thing qualified by the number ‘one’ as securing the services of the Priest; similarly the declaration ‘six should be given’ lays down the thing qualified by the number ‘six’ as serving the same purpose;—if then, the ‘one’ and the ‘six’ were combined, there would appear a third number ‘seven’, and the services would, in that case, have been secured by means of the thing as qualified by the number ‘seven’, and this would be incompatibly with the declaration of ‘one’ and the declaration of ‘six’.

Objection—“What the texts lay down is not the securing of services, but the act of giving—‘one should be given’, ‘six should be given’.”

Answer—The act of ‘Giving’ consists in the creating of the ownership of another person over a thing that belongs to one’s own self; and this act is done with the view that the other person may become the owner of the thing given;—it is when the man concerned has acquired this ownership over the thing given that he performs the priestly functions (for the giver); and herein lies the purpose of the Giver; which thus becomes a visible one. If the act were taken to be a mere giving in general, then an unseen result would have to be assumed (as following from such giving). As a matter of fact also, we find the several numbers ‘one’ and the rest mentioned in connection with the securing of the services of the Priests. Under the circumstances, if any one’s services are secured by means of ‘seven’ things, then that man’s services have not been secured by means of ‘one’ or of ‘six’; so that those people consent to serve not for ‘one’, nor for ‘six’, but for ‘seven’;—and thus there is incompatibility with Vedic declarations.—

From this it follows that in regard to the numbers there should be option.
ADHIKARANA (6): In the case of 'Group-animal-sacrifices', there should be option in regard to the several 'Jāghanīs' (Legs).

SŪTRA (8).

IT IS A PART OF THE SUBSTANCE; AS BEFORE, IT SHOULD BE TREATED AS AN ACT WITH A PURPOSE; OPTION BEING POSSIBLE, A RESTRICTION HAS BEEN MADE; AS IT IS A PRIMARY ACT.

Bhāṣya.

There is the declaration—'For the Ladies they sacrifice with the Thigh'. In connection with 'Group-Animal-Sacrifices' [where a number of animals are sacrificed, and hence there are a large number of Thighs], there arises the question—Should all the thighs be used in 'combination'? Or should there be option?—Here also the same principle is applicable; if the sacrifice concerned is an act with a purpose, then there should be option,—but if it is an act of 'disposal', then there should be 'combination'.

The Siddhānta is as follows:—It is a part of the substance; as before, it should be treated as an act with a purpose; like the action dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana, the act of 'sacrificing with Thighs, for the Ladies', should be treated as an act with a purpose; this act, appearing first of all at the Darsha-Purṇamāsa, comes into the 'group-animal-sacrifices' indirectly through the General Law;—at the Darsha-Purṇamāsa, it is done as an act with a purpose; as at that sacrifice, there is no 'remnant' in the shape of the 'Thigh' (there being no animal-offerings there), to be disposed of by an act of disposal; in fact, it is only an ordinary Thigh that is used there, as an optional alternative to Clarified Butter, which option comes into the Agniṣṭomiya-animal-sacrifice, through the General Law.—And yet in that connection we have the declaration, 'For the Ladies, they sacrifice with the Thigh'.

—Under the circumstances, this declaration can be taken only as restricting the option to one thing (the Thigh) only;—this restriction to the Thigh can be only to the Thigh in the form in which it has come in through the General Law;—and it has come in only as a subordinate factor;—hence at the Agniṣṭomiya-animal-sacrifice, the Thigh is only a subordinate factor, and the act (of sacrifice) is the predominant factor;—and as it is at the Agniṣṭomiya, so should it be at the 'group-animal sacrifices' also. From all this it follows that at these latter also, the sacrifice in question is an act with a purpose; and as it is an act with a purpose, there can be no 'combination' of the Thighs, which serve the same purpose; hence there should be option.
SŪTRA (9).

[Pūrvapākṣa—argument (A)]—"Even though it is a substance, there should be ‘combination’, as the substance is brought about by an act; as that act is different with each animal, it is only thus that it is done as at the Archetype."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"Even though the Thigh is subservient to the act—there should be combination;—why?—because the substance is brought about by an act;—the substance, Thigh, has been brought about by the act of quartering the animal,—and hence there is a desire to find out a use for it;—then there is the declaration, ‘For the Ladies, they sacrifice with the Thigh’;—hence it becomes recognised that this is the use for the Thigh (that has been obtained by the quartering). At the ‘group-animal-sacrifice’, that act is different with each animal,—and the substance ‘Thigh’ is obtained by that act (of quartering) from each animal;—hence it follows that at the sacrifices in question also the Thigh is obtained for the same purpose of sacrificing for the Ladies’;—thus does the act become done as at the Archetype. From this it follows that, even when the act is one for a purpose, there should be combination."

SUTRA (10).

[Objection against Pūrvapākṣa—argument (A)]—The same might be the case with the Pan also;—if this is urged [then the Pūrvapākṣin’s answer would be as in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

If you (Pūrvapākṣin) think that—‘in as much as the Thighs have been brought about by an act, there should be combination of these’,—then, for the same reason there may be combination in the case of the Pan also, where it is laid down that ‘one winnows the chaff with the Cake-baking-pan’; the use of this Pan also is prompted by an act (of winnowing); so that the winnowing of the chaff should be the use for the Pan;—and as a necessary consequence of this, in connection with the Group-Cake-offerings also, winnowing of the chaff should be done with every one of the baking pans (which is an absurdity);—or else you should point out some difference in the two cases (of Thighs and of Pans).

SŪTRA (11).

"Not so; the act is for another purpose."

Bhāṣya.

"It cannot be as urged above.—Why?—Because the act is for another purpose;—i.e. the employment of the Pans is for a different purpose—for
the purpose of cooking (baking) the Cake; when the Pan has been secured for that purpose, the winnowing of the chaff might also be done with it once in a way; just as in a case where a man has gone to fetch fuel, he brings some vegetables also by the way; but that does not mean that his going out was for the purpose of bringing the vegetables.

'But how do you know that the Pan is really brought in for the baking of the cake, and is used, only by the way, for the purpose of winnowing the chaff,—and that it is not obtained for the purpose of both the winnowing as well as the baking?'

"The reason for this has been already explained—'The coming connection is for that purpose.' If the Pans have not been brought into existence for the purpose of winnowing the chaff, then it is not necessary that all the Pans should be used for the purpose of that winnowing.

[The above is the Pūrva-paśīn's answer to the argument urged against him in Sū. 10].

The Sūtra (11) may be taken as refuting both (the Pūrva-paśīn argument in Sū. 9, as well as the argument against it urged in Sū. 10)—‘It cannot be as suggested, as the act is for another purpose;—as regards the Pan the argument has been already answered (by the Pūrva-paśīn, under this Sūtra itself, see Para. 1 above); as regards the Thigh also, the act of quartering of the Body is for another purpose,—i.e. for the purpose of securing the Heart and other limbs, not for securing the Thigh itself.—Further, when the animal has been killed for the purpose of making offerings with the Heart and other limbs, the quartering of the body is for that same purpose. From this it is clear that the quartering is not for the obtaining of the Thigh.—When that is not so, then there can be no desire to seek for a use for the quartering;—whence then could there be any connection based upon that desire?—As a matter of fact, the Thigh comes in only as a bye-product of the process of obtaining the Heart and other limbs;—and this Thigh has been laid down as to be used in the ‘Sacrifices for the Ladies’;—these sacrifices are accomplished by means of a single Thigh;—hence the conclusion is that in the matter of the Thighs used at the ‘group-animal sacrifices’, there should be option.

SŪTRA (12).

[Pūrva-paśīn—argument (B)]—"It should be regarded as an act of 'Disposal', as it is a Remnant."

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"There could be option if the act were one with a purpose; it is however an act of 'disposal':—'how so?':—because it is a remnant; the sacrifice having been accomplished with the animal, the Thigh is a remnant, and there being no use for it, it has to be thrown away somewhere; and it is this throwing away of it that is done at the 'Ladies' sacrifice'; and it is not the Thigh that is enjoined by the text in question.
nor the 'Ladies' sacrifices';—both these having been already enjoined elsewhere; it is only the connection between these two that has not been laid down anywhere else; hence it is this connection that has been laid down by the text in question. Under the circumstances, the Thigh should be regarded as the predominant, not the subordinate, factor. If it were a subordinate factor, then it would have to be subordinate in several cases.—

'What is the harm in that?'—That would militate against the injunction, 'One should kill the Agniśomiyā animal'; as in this case this animal becomes dedicated to several deities, (not only to Agni-Soma),—a part of it being 'dedicated to Agni-Soma', and another being dedicated to the deities of the 'Ladies' sacrifices'. For these reasons, the sacrifice in question should be regarded as one of 'disposal'. It being an act of 'disposal', if the Thigh of one animal only were so 'disposed of', then that animal alone would be affected by the consequent embellishment (not all the animals).—Hence there should be 'combination' of all the Thighs.'

SŪTRA (13).

[Objection against Pūrvapakṣa (B)]—It would be so in the case of 'Boiled Milk' also,—as that also has an antecedent.

Bhāṣya.

If it be as suggested above, then the act spoken of in the text—'Rice cooked in Boiled Milk—Rice Cooked in Curd'—would also have to be regarded as one of 'disposal'.—Why?—Because that also has an antecedent; the Boiled Milk and Curd have been already come in for being offered to Indra; so that, when it is offered to Viṣṇu-śripītiṣṭha, it means that it has gone over to something else;—so that when that also has come in, the Milk and Curd come to be regarded as being for the purposes of that with which it would become connected; as such would be the sense of the declaration; hence when it goes over to something else, it would have to be an act of 'disposal', it being only a remnant; so that, in accordance with the reasoning propounded in Sū. 12, this act would have to be regarded as one of 'disposal'. Or you should point out some difference between this case and that put forward under Sū. 12.

SŪTRA (14).

[All Pūrvapakṣa and other arguments propounded in Sū. 13, answered]—

(A) It is a case of option, it being an 'act with a purpose',—

as the purpose is restrictive. (B) It is in the 'Remnant' that the effect of the act inheres; hence it should be an 'act with a purpose'.

Bhāṣya.

This Sūtra supplies the answer to Sūtras (12) and (13).

(A)—As regards the argument (put forward in Sū. 12) that 'the offering of the Thigh should be regarded as an act of disposal',—our answer to it is as
follows:—At the Archetype, there is option between the Thigh and the Clarified Butter;—the same option being admissible at the Animal-sacrifice, the re-assertion—contained in the text 'For the Ladies they sacrifice with the Thigh'—is mainly meant to restrict the option (to the Thigh only); this reassertion has thus served its purpose by excluding the Clarified Butter, and hence cannot serve the further purpose of excluding the Thigh from being used for an act with a purpose.—As for the argument—'because it is a remnant',—as a matter of fact, even a remnant can be subservient in several places if there is a declaration to that effect; as in the case of the 'Kushabedding'.

(B)—As regards the argument (put forward in Sū. 13) that—"When the Boiled Milk, which has been brought in for one thing, is used at another, it should be regarded as an act of 'disposal'"—this also cannot be right;—why?—because it is in the Remnant that the effect of the act inheres; what is brought by the act inheres (centres in) that Remnant which has been used.—"What is that effect"?—It is embellishment; this is what is brought about by the act. As for the Boiled Milk or the Curd, it has not been used anywhere, and that sacrifice also is not accomplished for the purpose of which it had been brought in.—From all this it follows that what is done with the Thigh, or with the 'Boiled Milk' and 'the Curd', must be an act with a purpose, not an act of 'disposal'.
ADHIKARAṆA (7): The permanent Fire in the ‘Ukhā’ (Hearth) becomes modified by the ‘Prospective Fire’.

SŪTRA (15).

[Purvapakṣa—continued]—“In the Hearth, there should be combination of the ‘Permanent’ and the ‘Prospective’ Fires; as the ‘prospect’ is found mentioned in connection with the keeping (of the Fire).”

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Fire-altar, there is ‘Fire in the Hearth’, laid down in the text—‘Produces Fire by heat’; in reference to this Fire, we read—‘For one desiring Brahmic glory, one should fetch Fire from the burning Tree-top and keep it; for one desiring food, from the Frying Furnace; and for one desiring Rain, from the lightning-fire’.

In regard to this, we proceed to consider the question—Is there to be combination of the Permanent Fire (in the Hearth) and the Prospective Fire (brought in for the attainment of Brahmic glory, etc.)? Or should the Permanent Fire be modified (replaced) by the Prospective Fire?

The Purvapakṣa is as follows:—“In the Hearth, there should be combination of the Permanent and the Prospective Fires.—Why?—Because thus alone would the entire declaration of procedure including all the accessory details be honoured.—It has been decided that when a detail is contingent at the Archetype, its modification can be due only to a particular connection (Śū. 3. 6. 10); and in accordance with this principle the Prospective Fire should replace the Permanent one.—It cannot replace it;—why?—because the prospect is found mentioned in connection with the keeping of the Fire; the prospect or desire is found mentioned in reference to the keeping of the Fire, in the text—‘Having fetched the Fire, one should keep it, for one desiring Brahmic glory’; it is not meant that this Fire is used for the offering of the oblations on behalf of one desiring Brahmic glory; so that the desired result (glory, etc.) follows only from the keeping of the Fire after it has been fetched from the Burning Tree-top, etc., and the oblations shall continue to be offered as usual in the Permanent Fire in the Hearth;—thus, as both the Fires come in together (in the Hearth), it must be a case of ‘combination’.”

SŪTRA (16).

[Purvapakṣa—continued]—“Also because, in the absence (of the Permanent Fire), the performance would be done in unconsecrated Fires.”

Bhāṣya.

“If the Permanent Fire were replaced by the Prospective Fire, then the former would not be there at all; and when this is not there, the performance
of the act would be done in unconsecrated Fires—brought from the Frying Furnace and other sources; and this would be contrary to the principle that the 'Installation of Fire' is for the purposes of all acts.—For this reason also there should be combination of the two Fires."

SŪTRA (17).

[Pūrvapakṣa—concluded]—"Also because that (Fire) is for purposes of the Deity."

Bhāṣya.

"Then again, the adoption of the Deity has been done by the Anvāḍhāna of the Permanent Fire;—if then that Fire were abandoned, then the Deities would become excluded; and it would be the mere maintenance of the Fire that would be accomplished by the said Anvāḍhāna of the Fire; and when this maintenance would be done by the Anvāḍhana, this latter could not serve the purpose of adopting the Deities."

SŪTRA (18).

[Siddhānta]—As a matter of fact, there would be modification (replacement) for reasons already adduced.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, there should be modification (replacement) of the Permanent Fire by the Prospective Fire; the reasons for this have been already adduced under Sūtra 3. 6. 10.—The declaration that 'Oblation-offerings are made in the Āhavanīya Fire' is a general one, while the declaration that 'For one desiring Rain, the Fire should be obtained from the Lightning Fire' is a special one;—and a special statement should set aside the General Statement.—Why?—Because, as for the general rule, even when it is set aside in a case where a special rule is applicable, it has room for application in cases not covered by that special rule; while, as for the special rule, if it is not applied to the particular case, which is the only one to which it can apply,—there is no room for its application at all; which would mean that its injunction is entirely useless;—it is in order to guard against this contingency that the General Rule is taken as set aside by the special rule.

It has been argued (in Sū. 15) that—"the prospect is found mentioned in connection with the keeping of the Fire".—Our answer to this is as follows:—When it is laid down that 'One should fetch the Fire from the Frying Furnace and keep it', it is the keeping of the Permanent Fire itself which is meant for oblation-offerings, in reference to which the particular 'prospect' or desire has been mentioned, in the text—'For one desiring Food, he should fetch it from the Frying Furnace'; the term 'ācādatdhyāt' (in these prospective texts) is only a re-assertion (of the keeping already laid down in con-
nection with the Permanent Fire).—If the mention of the ‘prospect’ were in reference to the keeping, then it would be the keeping that would be the object of the Injunction; because what has itself not been enjoined cannot be the means of accomplishing a desired result. If then, the keeping were the object of Injunction, then the sentence would be enjoining that keeping and also laying down a special rule; and this would mean a syntactical split.

Hence the mention of the Prospect cannot be taken as being in connection with the keeping of the Fire.—The fact of the matter is that the injunction of the Permanent Fire for the purpose of oblation-offerings stands unaffected; what is done by the texts in question is that the same Permanent Fire is referred to for the purpose of laying down the special Fires; so that what the text (speaking of the Lightning-Fire, for instance) means is simply that ‘one desiring Rain should secure, for purposes of the oblation-offering, the Lightning Fire’. Thus then, this other Fire is a contingent one, and hence when that contingency (the presence of the said desire) is there, that contingent Lightning Fire must replace the permanent Fire,—this is the only right course to be adopted.

SūTRA (19).

ON THE BASIS OF THE DIRECT DECLARATION, THE PERFORMANCE MAY BE DONE IN UNCONSECERATED FIRES.

Bhūṣya.

It has been argued (in Sū. 15) that “if the Permanent Fire is not there, the performance would be done in unconsecrated Fires”.—Our answer to this is as follows:—On the basis of the Direct Declaration, the performance may be done in unconsecrated Fires; what is there that a Direct Declaration cannot do? There is no burden too heavy for Direct Declaration. For instance, there is the injunction to offer the oblation ‘at the的脚步’ (where certainly there is no consecrated Fire).

SūTRA (20).

THERE WOULD ALSO BE AN INCONGRUITY, IF THERE WERE COMMINGLING.

Bhūṣya.

Further, if there were ‘combination’ of the Fires, there would be a commingling of the Prādāvyya Fire (which is contingent) with the Fire in the altar (which is permanent); and this has been declared to be an incongruity, in the text—‘If one’s Fire becomes mingled with the Prādāvyya Fire, he should offer a cake baked on eight pans to Agni-Shuchi; as the Prādāvyya Fire is very impure’. 
SŪTRA (21).

"IT MAY BE ON THE BASIS OF DIRECT DECLARATION",—IF THIS IS URGED
[then the answer is as given in the next Sūtra].

Bhāṣya.

Says the Opponent—"There can be nothing wrong in this commingling,
as it would be on the basis of the Direct Declaration; and when something
is done on the basis of a Direct Declaration, there can be nothing wrong in
it."

The answer to this is as follows:—

SŪTRA (22).

SO ALSO IN THE OTHER CASE.

Bhāṣya.

In the other case also, the oblation-offering would be done in the uncon-
secrated Fires on the basis of a Direct Declaration. So that, in both cases,
there would be nothing wrong—on account of the act concerned in each
case being done on the basis of a Direct Declaration; hence there would be
nothing wrong in either case; consequently the view that there should be
replacement (of the Permanent Fire) is accepted, as that course is a con-
tingent one (and hence should be accepted); so that there should be no
'combination' of the two Fires.

SŪTRA (23).

EVEN ON ABANDONMENT, THERE WOULD BE ADOPTION, AS THE ACT
WILL HAVE BEEN DONE.

Bhāṣya.

It has been argued (under Su. 17) that, "the Fire is for purposes of
the Deity".—Our answer to this is as follows:—Even on abandonment of
the Permanent Fire, there would be nothing incompatible in the adoption
of the Deities,—as the act will have been done; as a matter of fact, the Deities
are adopted by the Anvādhāna of the Fires, not by the Fire-itself; the text
bearing on the matter being—'One who takes up the Fire on the previous
day sacrifices to the Deity on the following day';—this taking up of the
Fire has been done already (on the previous day), and the Deities adopted
therein may very well have the sacrifice offered to them in another Fire.—
Thus there is no incongruity involved (in the Siddhānta).
Adhikaraṇa (6): At the 'Kauṇḍapāyināmayana' the 'Agnihotra-material’ should be cooked at the 'Prājahita' (Gārhapatya) Fire.

Sūtra (13).

The cooking of the 'Agnihotra' should not be done at the Shālāmukhiya Fire, because the Prājahita Fire is present.

Bhāṣya.

In regard to the Agnihotra performed in connection with the Kauṇḍapāyināmayana, we proceed to consider the question—Should the Material to be used therein be cooked at the Shālāmukhiya Fire? Or at the Prājahita Fire?—'Prajahita’ is the name given to the Gārhapatya Fire by the ancient Teachers.

Here also the same principle is applicable: The cooking of offering-materials has been laid down as to be done at the Gārhapatya;—this Gārhapatya, therefore, is in use there already;—it is only when something is not already in use that there can be extended application (Sū. 12).—There are many explanations possible here.—The Shālāmukhiya comes in by virtue of the General Law,—in connection with the Jyotiṣṭoma, this same Shālāmukhiya has been declared to be the Gārhapatya,—and indirectly through the General Law, this same Shālāmukhiya comes on into the Kauṇḍapāyināmayana; while the cooking is indicated by Name as to be done at the Prājahita Fire (which is another name for the Gārhapatya on which the Cooking of all materials has been laid down);—the Name is more authoritative than the General Law; hence, the cooking in question should be done at the Prājahita Fire.
ADHIKARANA (7): The ‘Vegetable-cakes’ should be prepared in a cart other than the two ‘Havirdhāna Carts’ that come in at the Jyotiṣṭoma.

SŪTRA (14).

[PŪRVAPEKṢA]—“The two Havirdhāna Carts should serve the purposes of the preparation, as they have been already in use.”

Bhāṣya.

After the two Havirdhāna Carts have been set up,—there follow certain sacrifices at which the substance offered contains vegetable ingredients,—such as, the Meat-cake-offering, the Sāvaniya-cakes, the Sāmaya-charu.

In regard to these, we proceed to consider the question—Are these substances to be prepared in one of the two Havirdhāna Carts themselves? Or should another cart be secured for that purpose?

The Pūrvaṇa is as follows:—“The two Havirdhāna Carts should serve the purpose of the preparation,—or one of them only.—Why?—Because they have been in use already; the Havirdhāna Cart has been in use already, and it is quite capable of serving the purpose of preparing the substances in question; under the circumstances, if another cart were to be secured for that purpose, it would be a superfluous act. Hence, the substances should be prepared with the help of one of the Havirdhāna Carts themselves (and no other cart is to be secured).”

SŪTRA (15).

[SIDDHĀNTA]—As a matter of fact, there can be no fulfilment (by that means), as the place being different, the Main sacrifice would become defective;—and there can be ‘extended application’ only when it causes no defect.

Bhāṣya.

There can be no fulfilment of the preparation, by means of the Havirdhāna Carts; that is, the substances should not be prepared with the help of these carts.—“Why?”—Because the Main sacrifice would become defective,—[on account of the place being different]—the ‘place’ of the preparation is as follows:—The cart is placed behind the Gārhapatya Fire and in front of the Iṣa,—then the Priest gets upon its right wheel and makes the preparation there. Such being the place of the ‘Preparation’, if the Preparation were done on the Havirdhāna Cart,—then, this Havirdhāna Cart (which contains Soma-shoots), would have to be brought up to the place just described; and
ADHIKARANA (10): The 'Fire in the Hearth' is not to be kept for ever.

SUTRA (28).

[PURVAPAKSHA]—"PERMANENT MAINTENANCE BEING POSSIBLE, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; AS THERE CAN BE NO PROHIBITION WITHOUT REASON."

Bhasya.

In connection with the same 'Fire in the Hearth', we proceed to consider the question—May it be kept permanently or not kept, at option? Or should it not be kept permanently at all?

The Purvapaksha is as follows:—"PERMANENT MAINTENANCE BEING POSSIBLE, THERE SHOULD BE OPTION; i.e. one may, or may not, keep it permanently.—Why so?—Because there could be no prohibition without reason; there is the following prohibition of its maintenance—'It should not be kept up; if it is kept up, it creates enemies for him.'—this prohibition would have some sense only if the keeping up of the Fire were a possibility; e.g. such prohibitions as 'one should not go', 'one should not eat', have some sense only in cases where going and eating are possible;—but there could be no such possibility of the keeping up of the Fire without a Direct Declaration to that effect; hence we infer the existence of a Declaration enjoining the keeping up of the Fire; this inferred Declaration makes the keeping up possible, while the aforesaid Prohibition forbids it; hence there should be option in the matter."

SUTRA (29).

[SIDDHANTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT, THE PROHIBITION APPERTAINS TO THE 'FIRE OF EXTINGUISHED BRILLIANCE'; AS THERE IS PERMANENT MAINTENANCE OF THAT.

Bhasya.

In case there were no possibility of the maintenance of the Fire on the basis of an already perceptible Vedic Declaration, then alone would there be some ground for the inference of a Declaration to that effect;—as a matter of fact however, there is already a Direct Declaration relating to the Fire of Extinguished Brilliance', which makes possible the maintenance of the Fire in question; this declaration being—'The Āhavaniya, of extinguished brilliance, should be kept up permanently'; and inasmuch as the Fire in the Hearth has taken the place of the Āhavaniya, what has been declared
regarding the Āhavanīya becomes applicable to that also;—thus there arises the possibility of the permanent maintenance of the Fire in the Hearth in question;—and it is the prohibition of this that is contained in the text quoted above (to the effect that this Fire 'should not be kept up');—thus there is no ground for the inferring of a text (rendering the permanent maintenance possible).—Thus then, as there is no direct injunction of keeping up the Fire in the Hearth,—and there is no need for keeping it up,—it should not be kept up at all.
Adhikaraṇa (11): At the ‘Sattra’ and the ‘Ahīna’ sacrifices, such acts as the ‘Touching of the Shukra Vessel’ and the like should be done by one Sacrificer only.

Sūtra (30).

Among the host of acts to be done by Sacrificers, only one should do the acts for other purposes.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the Sattra and Ahīna sacrifices, there are a host of acts to be done by the sacrificers. [In regard to these the question arising as to whether these should be done by all the Sacrificers, of whom there are several, or by only one of them?] the Siddhānta is that among these acts those that are ‘parārtha’, ‘for other purposes’—such as ‘the Sacrificer touches the Shukra-vessel’, ‘the Post of Udumbara wood is as tall as the Sacrificer’ and so on,—should be done by only one Sacrificer, not by all of them.—Why?—Simply because they are for other purposes; i.e. in these cases, the act concerned confers no benefit on the sacrificer; if it did, then for the sake of securing the benefit, to himself, every sacrificer would do it. As a matter of fact, the acts are done by the sacrificer simply because they have got to be done ‘by the Sacrificer’; hence, when it has been done by one, there can be no need for its being done by another; hence only one of them should do these acts.
Adhikaraṇa (12): *At the ‘Ahīna’, the said ‘Touching of the Shukra, etc.’ may be done by any one Sacrificer.*

Sūtra (31).

There can be no restriction, as there is no ground for differentiation.

Bhāṣya.

There can be no restriction as to which particular Sacrificer should do the acts in question,—any one of these may do them.—Why?—Because there is no ground for differentiation; we do not find any grounds for differentiation,—either in words or in facts;—hence there can be no restriction.

This is the final conclusion so far as the Ahīna is concerned, where there is no ‘Chief’ among the Sacrificers—[with the Sattru it is different, the Master of the House is the Chief Sacrificer; hence the case of Sattru is dealt with separately in the next Adhikaraṇa].
ADHIKARANA (13): At the ‘Sattra’, the said acts should be done by the Master of the House only.

SUTRA (32).

OR, THE CHIEF ONE SHOULD DO THESE, AS THERE WOULD BE NO INCOMPATIBILITY IN THAT.

BHASHYA.

At the Sattra however, the Master of the House is the one Sacrificer that should do the acts in question.—Why?—Because there would be no incompatibility in that; if the said Sacrificer did these, there would be no incongruity in it; he is the one Sacrificer who should not perform the functions of the ‘Priests’; hence there would be some difficulty and confusion if among the priestly functions, there arose the question as to which one should perform the acts—to the performance of which all would be equally entitled.

If this method is adopted, there is some useful purpose served by the ‘Master of the House’,—in that he would perform those functions bearing upon the Sacrifice that are to be performed ‘by the Sacrificer’.
ADHIKARANA (14): At the Sattra, embellishments like 'anointing' are to be done to all the Sacrificers.

SUTRA (33).

[PURVAPAKSA—continued]—"At the Sattra, it should be the 'Master of the House', as others have no connection; just as in the case of the title 'Hautra'."

BHASYA.

The question that arises now is in regard to those acts pertaining to Sacrificers which are for the purpose of 'embellishing' them (and not those that are for the purposes of the sacrifice), such as 'after the body has been anointed, he puts on the cloth'; the question being—are these also to be done by the Master of the House only? or by all the Sacrificers?

The Purvapaksa is as follows:—"They should be done by the Master of the House only;—why?—as others have no connection (with the title 'Master of the House'); so that when this course is adopted, the connection of the title with the act is not absent; i.e. it comes to serve a useful purpose. —How?—We explain:—In this connection the term 'grha' ('House') stands for the sacrifice, not for the House itself; if the House itself were meant, then, there would be no distinction; as all the sacrificers are masters of the house (of sacrifice).—'But of the sacrifice also all of them are masters'.—True, that is so; and yet through the title, some sort of superiority is discernible; just as in the case of such assertions as 'Dvagadatta is the Brahmana in Mathura'. This superiority, in the case in question, may be due to the larger number of functions performed, or to sharing the benefits to a larger extent. The largeness in the number of functions is not possible (in case of the Master), as the others have a much larger number of functions to perform; the larger sharing in the benefits however is possible, specially because the embellishments of the Sacrificer apply to him to a larger extent than to the others. Hence the conclusion is that with a view to the applicability of the title 'Master of the House', the acts meant to benefit the performers should be done by the Master of the House only. —As in the case of the title 'hautra'; i.e. with a view to the applicability of the title 'hautra' the acts included under that title are to be performed by the Hotri priest only; similar should be the case in the present instance also."

SUTRA (34).

[PURVAPAKSA—concluded]—"Also because of the scriptural declaration."

BHASYA.

"There is the following scriptural declaration indicating the fact of larger benefits accruing to the Master of the House—'He who, at the Sattra,
is the Master of the House among the Sacrificers, is the propounder of the Sutra and acquires superior prosperity; this would be possible only if he shared the benefits to a larger extent than the others."

SŪTRA (35).
[SIDDHĀNTA]—AS A MATTER OF FACT ALL SHOULD DO THEM; AS THE ACTS ARE FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL.

Bhāṣya.

As a matter of fact, all the Sacrificers,—not the Master of the House alone,—should do those acts that are for the benefit of the performers.—Why?—Because the acts are for the benefit of all; the acts in question have been declared (in the following text) as being for the benefit of all the sacrificers—‘Desiring prosperity, they should proceed to perform the Deśa-dashāha sacrifice’. If, then, there is some one among the sacrificers who has not had the embellishments done to him,—for him, the sacrifice would be defective to that extent, and hence futile; and this would militate against the declaration that the acts are of use equally to all.

SŪTRA (36).
THE TITLE ‘MASTER OF THE HOUSE’ ALSO APPLIES EQUALLY TO ALL.

Bhāṣya.

Just as, though the Master of the House does not do anything himself, other persons do the work for him, similarly even with this, there is superiority attaching to the Master, as Master,—not as a sharer in larger benefits; as in reality, there is no superiority in the matter of the benefits at all.

Says the Opponent—“Through self-interest, the Sacrificers would purposely omit acts that are conducive to the fulfilment of the sacrifice.”

The answer to this is as follows:—

SŪTRA (37).
WHERE THERE IS INCOMPATIBILITY, THE OTHER SHOULD BE DONE.

Bhāṣya.

In a case where there is no incompatibility between what is for the benefit of the sacrifice and what is for the man’s benefit,—there it may be that the Priests would do the latter; but when they are incompatible, they would do the other one,—i.e. that which is for the benefit of the sacrifice.—Why?—If the act benefiting the sacrifice were not done, then the sacrifice itself would not be accomplished; on the other hand, if the act for the man’s
benefit were omitted, the defect would attach to the man; and under the principle that 'when there is conflict among the details of subsidiaries, what is for its own purpose should be adopted' (Sû. 12. 2. 25), greater importance attaches to what is for the benefit of the sacrifice.—Hence that is what should be done.

SûTRA (38).

AS REGARDS THE 'HAUTRA', IT IS BECAUSE IT IS FOR THE SAKE OF OTHERS.

Bhâsya.

As regards the argument that "it is as in the case of the title Hautra", —in the case of the Hantra, the man is for the sake of others, the act is not for the sake of the man; hence it may be done by any one of them only, not by all; in this case the name would be the determining factor. In the case in question however, the title 'Master of the House' cannot bring about the exclusion of anything; so that it could be applied on other grounds also; and when it is not applied, it might well be useless, and not able to exclude any; specially as there is no declaration excluding anything at all.

SûTRA (39).

THE OTHER DECLARATION IS A MERE ASSERTION.

Bhâsya.

The sentence that has been cited by the Opponent—'He is the propounder of the sacrifice',—does not indicate anything at all; it is a mere assertion; because there is no possibility of any larger benefits accruing; because it is only when there is such possibility that there can be a text indicative of it.
ADHIKARAṆA (15): The Brāhmaṇa alone is entitled to perform the Priestly Functions.

SŪTRA (40).

[PŪRVAPĀKṢA]—"THE PRIESTLY FUNCTION SHOULD BELONG TO ALL CASTES, BECAUSE ALL ARE ABLE TO DO IT."

Bhāṣya.

"The Priestly Function should belong to all castes,—Brāhmaṇa, Kṣat্তriya and Vaiśhya;—why ?—because they are all able to do it; they can all do it; they have had the requisite learning and are equally learned;—no illiterate person has been laid down as to perform sacrifices; and the repayment of debts (to 'Pitṛs, Deities and Rśis) is necessary for all; the mention of the 'Brāhmaṇa' should therefore be taken merely as an indicative of all the three castes;—as already explained."

SŪTRA (41).

[SIDDHĀNṬA]—IT MUST BELONG TO BRĀHMĀṆAS ALONE, BECAUSE OF THE SMṛTI.

Bhāṣya.

The Priestly Functions should belong to Brāhmaṇaṣ alone, not to the other two castes.—Why ?—Because of the Smṛti; cultured people quote the following Smṛti—'Officiating as Priests, Teaching and Receiving of Gifts are the means of livelihood reserved for Brāhmaṇaṣ only'; and it has been declared under Sū. 1. 3. 7, that Smṛti is authoritative. Hence Brāhmaṇaṣ alone should officiate as Priests at sacrifices.

SŪTRA (42).

ALSO BECAUSE THE 'FRUIT-CUP' HAS BEEN LAID DOWN FOR THE OTHERS.

Bhāṣya.

For the others,—Kṣat্তriyas and Vaiśhyaṣ,—the 'Fruit-Cup' has been laid down, in the text—'If the sacrifice is performed for the Kṣat্তriya or the Vaiśhya, and he wish to eat Soma, he should bring the banyan-sprouts, pound them, mix them up with curd, he should offer that to him, not the
Soma'. In the case of such assertions as 'if the man desires to drink milk, Takra should be given to him', what is understood from this is, either that there is no milk available, or that the eater concerned is one not entitled to eat milk;—so also in the case in question, on the man desiring to eat Soma, the fruits are offered to him; here also it means either that there is no Soma available, or that the Eater is not entitled to eat the Soma; now as a matter of fact, there is plenty of Soma available at the sacrifice; hence what has been said cannot be due to no Soma being available; hence it follows that the man is not entitled to eat Soma. When thus the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya are not entitled to eat Soma, they cannot perform the priestly functions,—because it is necessary for the Priests to eat Soma. Hence the conclusion is that the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya cannot perform the priestly functions.

SŪTRA (43).

THE SAME IS THE CASE WITH THE 'CURD-BUTTER-MIXTURE', WHERE ALSO THE EXCLUSION IS DUE TO THE FACT OF NOT BEING 'DRINKER OF SOMA'.

Bhāṣya.

Further, the text excluding the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya from partaking of the 'Curd-Butter-Mixture' states the fact of these not being 'Soma-drinkers' as the reason for that exclusion.—'Neither the Kṣattriya nor the Vaishya should drink the Curd-Butter-Mixture, as he is a non-drinker of Soma'; this shows that the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya do not partake of the Soma.

SŪTRA (44).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH THE 'QUARTERING'.

Bhāṣya.

In connection with the 'Quartering' of the Cake done at the Darsha-Pūṇamāsa, the Brāhmaṇas alone have been mentioned, in the text—'This offering-material is for the Brāhmaṇas, those that are gentle Soma-drinkers; it is not for the Non-Brāhmaṇa'. It has been explained that the quartering of the Cake is for purposes of Eating,—and the Eating of Remnants is for the Priests only; if then the Priestly Functions were to be performed by the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya also, then the offering-material could not be 'for the Brāhmaṇas' only; as in certain cases it would be for the Kṣattriya and the Vaishya also; and hence the emphatic statement contained in the text quoted alone would become meaningless.
SUTRA (45).

Also because it is so found in the case of the 'Anvāhārya' gift.

Bhāṣya.

There is the 'Anvāhārya Fee' given at the Darśa-Pūrṇamāsa. In connection with this Fee, the Brāhmaṇas alone are mentioned in the text—'Tā cē vai dēvā ahutādā yat brāhmaṇastudanvāhārati tānēva tēna prīṇāti';—the Sacrificial Fee is given to the Priests; hence it follows that Brāhmaṇas alone can be priests.—Hence it is that we have the Smṛti-rule quoted above,—and this Smṛti is supported by all the indicative texts quoted above.—From all this it follows that the Priestly Functions are to be performed by Brāhmaṇas only, not by the other two castes.

End of Pāda iv of Adhyāya XII.

End of the Shabarā-Bhāṣya.
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PRELIMINARY INDEX.

Abhīdhāna—combination of Mantras at, 2348.
Abhiṣekhaṇīya—at Dashapēya—performed, separately, 2167.
Abhindayēṭi—at details offering with Curd and Boiled Milk, 1621.
Aḍhṛtya-Mantra—term 'ekadhā' repeated in, 1577.
" " " " prahasa' stands for Prashamsā, 1604.
" Praśa—omitted in case of Ewe dedicated to Sarasvatī, 1481.
Aḍhyāthnī—is modification of Igā, 1984.
Aḍhvara-kalpa, 2142.
'Agnayā 'jugam etc.'—the term 'agnayā' modified at Ectype, 1468.
Agni-sacrifice—helps the main sacrifice, 1654.
" " " Fire-installation—to be named with qualifications, 1829.
Agnicchayana—Archetypal and Ectypal offerings at, 1753.
" " combination of Nāriśahoma and Nakṣatresṭi, 1798.
" " Agnivimoka done at, 2192.
Agnatigrāhya—appertains to Ectype, 2062.
Agnyarjūdhāna—none at Dikṣāṇīya, 2273.
" " none at Iṣṭa, 2276.
Agnisthāma—silence prompted by previous factors at, 1445.
Agnistuti—Stotra and Shastra not modified at, 1850.
Agniśomīya—'Urūka' stands for Fat— at, 1602.
" at—Agni mentioned simply as 'Agni', 1839.
Agniśomīya at—Speech given vent to 2191.
" " animal-offering—Expiatory rite at—on touching Post, 1559.
" " " -sacrifice—option among Mantras speaking of one and several Nooses, 1565.
Agnivimoka at Agnicchayana, 2192.
Aharṣagā—Fresh cloth necessary at, 1972.
Ahiṇa—acts done by a single sacrificer.
" act of Touching—by only one sacrificer, 2370.
" distinguished from Sattva, 1961.
" at—Letting loose of Bulls precludes rest of Performance, 2164.
" Touching of Shukra, done by any one Sacrificer, 2371.
Aindrāgna—mention of—is reiteration, 2059.
Aindrabarhāṣpatya Sacrifice—at—option of Yājñā-Atuvākyā, 2350.
Altars—at separate—Mantras repeated separately, 2272.
Aṅgirasām dvīratra—at—there is preclusion of Soṣṭhin, 1886.
Aṅjanābhyaṣṭa—Butter mixed with Gum-resin for anointing, 1812.
" " with several deities, 1584.
Anunirvāṇa offerings—Procedure of Cake-offering adopted at, 2321.
Atuvākyā—recited in Neutral Tone, 1525.
Anuyājas—at Śvēsakṛt offering—is an act of embellishment, 1841.
Aparāgnika—Homas—are separate, 2160.
Apūrea—prompts details, 1417.

" .. Prokṣaṇa, 1421.

" .. subsidiary-prompts variations of Pitch, 1425.

" .. prompts details of Fruit and Deity, 1427.

Archetypal Śāmans—excluded by Kanśa, 1817.

Archetype—between Ectype and—Ectype to be adopted, 2314.

Ashvamedha—at—option re Mantra

" .. connected with Savaniya, 1597.

" .. at Text 'Ishānāya etc.' lays down a distinct sacrifice, 1628.

" .. at—'Two Lamp-posts' excludes Adhvaryu's Fee, 1787.

Aṣṭānta—at—combination of Calfskin and unworn cloth, 2319.

Ashvapratiṣṭhāṇi—distinct set of four Pans at, 2237.

Avabhirtha—Agni and Varuna qualified as 'Śvetākṣaṭ' at, 1837.

" .. distinct—laid down by text 'Varuṇaika kapāḷena etc.' 2011.

" .. with subsidiaries—performed in water, 2149.

" .. prescribed in Text 'Vāruryā niṇāśena etc.'

Avēśi—at—subsidiaries performed separately, 2218.

Ādhiṇa—Sentence beginning with 'Upa' indicates option at, 2040.

Āgrayaṇa—at—Cloth and Calf exclude Āneśārya, 1760.

" .. at—details connected with Āneśārya, performed, 1761.

" .. —no cooking of Calf, 1762.

Āgrayaṇa—at—no cooking of Cloth, 1763.

" .. at—Pouring of Clarified Butter over Calf and Cloth, 1764.

Āgnīya—mention of—is reiteration, 2059.

Āghūra—to fall in with end of Mantra, 2349.

Āgrayaṇa—only Flowering Grasses used at, 2315.

Āgrayaṇa—Procedure of any one sacrifice to be adopted at, 2317.

Ājyābhāga offerings—in connection with Cake offering, 2260.

'Ājyābhāgau ujaṭa' lays down Gṛhamādiya as a distinct sacrifice, 1993.

'Ājyena śreṇam samastāpayati' lays down a distinct Act, 1632.

Āhavanīya—worshipped with Mantra—'Āyaṁ sahaśramāṇava etc.', 1523.

Ārambhaṇīyā Iṣṭi—at Ectypal sacrifices, 2303.

" .. performed only once at Darsha-Pāramāsa, 1461.

" .. is an embellishment of Performer, 1461.

" .. excluded at Dikṣaṇīya etc., 1642.

" .. .. Anumati etc., 1644.

" .. .. Ārāmabaṇīyā, 1645.

Āśhis—combination of Mantras at, 2348.

Āśvina—Cup—the foremost of cups, 1899.

" .. and other cups brought up from Aindrāṇa, 1901.


" .. .. first Iḍā, 2005.

Iṣṭi—Besprinkling etc. not done with each Rite at, 2287.

" .. at—Mantra used for scattering—repeated at other Rites, 2289.

Āvāpa and Udāva of Śāmans—done in Pavana Hymn, 1823.

Bahisparamāna—Importation of Verse in, 1871.

Bhū—Sacrifice—'Dhēma' excludes all other Fees at, 1778.

Black Horn—Thrown on last day, 2188.

Black-necked animals—offered together, 2126.

Bone-Sacrifice—performed by living persons, 1710.

" .. .. Japa etc. not performed at, 1713.
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Bone-Sacrifice—Measuring of Post and Touching of Shukra at, 1715.

" "—Prospective Acts not performed at, 1716.

" "—no Invoking of Blessings at, 1717.

" "—no performance of Stotra-Kāmas, 1719.

Brhaspatiśava—Cups dedicated to Indra-Vāyu etc. combined with those to Brhaspati, 1803.

Brhat and Rathantara—details are restricted, 1541.

" "—details performed in connection with Kaavyarathantara, 1543.

" "—combined in Ubbhayasāman, 1936.

Brahman-Priest—to eat of shares, 1690.

" Chaturdhā Karaṇa not done in share of, 1691.

Brahmasāman—sung by interlinking the quarters, 1519.

" killing of—not to precede the rest, 2161.

Brähmaṇa alone—entitled to perform priestly functions, 2376.

Brähmic Glory—persons desiring—should offer only Vṛthi, 2022.

Cake-offering—in connection with Savanvi Animal, 2295

Charu-offering—to Vaishvēdevas—Invocation of Viṣṇu excluded from, 1639.

" is Cooked Rice, 1664.

" offered to Sūrya, is cooked in a Pot, 1670.

" "—no grinding at, 1672.

" "—mixing of water not necessary, 1673.

" "—throwing into vessel not necessary, 1674.

" "—no heating of Pan, 1674.

Charu-offered to Sūrya no placing of Pan on Fire, 1675.

" "—no spreading out and smoothening, 1675.

" "—no covering with Live Coals, 1675.

" "—no applying of Heat, 1676.

" "—no taking out and keeping aside, 1677.

Chāturūṣya Soma-sacrifices—Details appertain to Archetype at, 1750.

" Invocation done without changing the term 'Ājya', at, 1851.

Chitṛa—Rice need not be of Vṛthi only, 1734.

Clarified Butter—Eating of—at end of Saḍaha, 1939.

" only once, even when Saḍaha is repeated, 1941.

Cow-sacrifice—Cow spoken of as 'Uśrā', at, 1834.

Darsha—at—Fire is taken out without Mantra, 1613.

Darsha-Pārṇamāsā—at—Ārambhaniyā Izī performed only once, 1461.

" when performed by man with two wives—no modification in Mantra, 'Patnām Sannahad etc.', 1560.

" at—gift to Enemy serves transcendental purpose, 1709.

" Yājya and Pranāvādaya are acts of Embellishment, 1842.

" results of—brought up collectively by its components, 2080.

"—to be always performed along with subsidiaries, 2090.
Darśa—at—Mantra repeated with each act, 2242.

Deity—details of—prompted by Āpāra, 1427.

"—Postponed at Savaṇiya Cake, 2211.

"—details, not prompted by, 1429.

"—should be indicated by name contained in Injunction, 1824.

"—should be indicated by name also in Transference, 1828.

Depositing is brought forward, 1903.

Details—of majority, to be adopted, 2305.

"—of First, to be adopted, 2306.

"—not prompted by Deity, 1429.

"—of Principal Subsidiary—most authoritative, 2307.

"—not prompted by Substance, Number, Reason and Aggregate, 138.

"—Archetypal—if not needed—not to be performed at Ectype, 1635.

"—Combination of—serving different purposes, 2324.

"—Option of—serving same purpose, 2325.

Dēcatādhikarāṇa, 1429.

'Dhānya'—the word—should be modified in putting Rice on Stone-slab, 1469.

'Dhēnu'—stands for the Cow, in text 'Dhēnumālabhāta', 1731.

Dhāh sānam—sung over one verse, 1863.

Dīkṣaṇīya—no Agnyanvādhāna at, 2273.

"—No 'Taking of Vow' at, 2274.

Disposal—Combination at acts of, 2354.

Dvādaśāha—Dikṣā etc. to occupy 12 days each, 2222.

Dvādaśāha—at—Rtapēya and other details to be performed, 1725.

"—analytic—is ectype of synthetic Dvādaśāha, 1907.

Dvādaśāha analytic at—metres of Mantras are changed, 1913.

"—Throwing away of Black Horn is done on the last Day, 2188.

Deivātra etc.—at—Procedure of Dasharātra to be adopted, 1864.

Ekādāshini—at—the singular form of 'mēdhopati' is modified, 1586.

Ekākṣa sacrifice—at—singing to be done over first verse-triad, 1861.

Exception—indicated by Prohibition, 2028.

Expiration—option of, 2327.

"—Combination of, 2329.

Fanning Fire—for—any seven Mantras to be used, 1866.

Fee—Cows—divided among Priests, 1774.

Fire—Permanent—in Ukhā is modified by Prospective Fire, 2362.

"—Permanent—in Ukhā is not kept for ever, 2368.

"—Modificatory—not Āhavaniya, 2366.

"—in connection with—Installatory Consecration, 2367.

"—installation of second—at—Fee prescribed for the first is excluded, 1757.

"—Agni mentioned with qualifications, 1829.

"—Ājyabhāga offering, Deity mentioned, 1832.

"—to be 'in common', 2177.

"—option of Fees at, 2356.

Fire-stirring done once only at laying out of Fire-altar, 1450.

First-ones to be selected, when selecting from among several things, 1857.

First verse—Injunction of reciting—refers to position of the Verse, 1458.

Four-sliced oblation made up by joining Upastaraṇa and Abhīghāraṇa, 2054.

First—details of—prompted by Āpāra, 1427.

Gavāmayana—sacrifice—at—Bṛhat and Rathantara separated, 1922.
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Gold-pieces—Threshing not done to.

—no cooking of, 1678.

—no Upastarana or Abhighārama, 1679.

—Eating of, 1684.

—offered collectively, 1686.

—in case of—all shares presented to Brahman Priest, 1688.

Grahas—led by Āgrayāna at Ectypes, 1890.


—Svāstakṛt etc, performed at, 2000.


Group-animal-sacrifices—option re Jāghanīs at, 2337.

Hautra-mantras—combination of.

2346.

Heart and other specified limbs to be used at Sacrifices, 1977.

'Hiranyagarbhāh samavaratātāgrā etc.' used with the second Pouring of offering, 1746.

Honey—eating of—at the end of Śaṭāha, 1939.

—only once, even when Śaṭāha repeated, 1941.

—at Gvāmayana—repeated mostly, 1943.

—eaten by Sattra-performers at Deśadāshāha, 1945.

Idopahāna—in using—no modification of term 'Yajñapati', 1471.

Implements to be retained till end of life, 2201.

—Retention of—to commence from Fire-installation, 2205.

Indra-Vāyu—cup dedicated to—nor brought up before all cups, 1893.

—cup dedicated to—nor brought up before even when there is desire for reward, 1897.

—Irā—substituted for ‘girā’, should be set to music, 1488.

Iṣṭis—no Agnyanvādhāna at, 2276.

—Hoṭṛ Priest appointed at, 2284.

—no Dressing of the Lady, 2279.

—no feeding on wild things, 2280.

—eating of Remnants at, 2281.

—eating of Remnants serves as Embellishment, 2283.

—no Avedhārya gift at, 2282.

Jagatāna—is name of Viṣuvat sacrifice, 1891.

Japa—combination of Mantras at, 2348.

Jyotiṣmati—expiatory rite—not to be performed on going out of Fire taken out at Darshā-Pārvamāna, 1608.

—expiatory rite—not to be performed on going out of Fire taken out at Dhārγā Fire, 1611.

Jyotiṣṭoma—at—in connection with meetings—details not performed, 1625.

—at—gift to Priest is for securing services, 1692.

—at—eating is an act of Disposal, 1696.

—at—number 112 applies to one kind of Fee, 1765.

—at—Fee apportioned according to title of Priests, 1776.

—at—each limb of animal is a distinct offering, 1975.

—at—the offering of Svāstakṛt consists of Three Limbs, 1982.

—at—Mantra not repeated with sleep etc., 2247.

Kāmāṭi—Fee serves transcendental purpose at, 1707.

Kauḍāyana-mantra used only once, 2245.

Kawva-rāhantarā—details of Brhat and Rāhantarā—performed with, 1543.

—Sāman—to be sung over its own basic verse, 1846.
Kauṣeṇa-raṭhantara sung over two uttāra verses of its own basic verse, 1849.
Kapāṣṭalanyāya, 2109.
Kauṣa excludēs Archetypal Śāmanas, 1817.
. . . excludēs Archetypal Śāmanas in restricted manner, 1819.
Kumbhī etc. are common, 2233, 2234.
. . . different when animals belong to diverse species, 2236.
Kuṇḍapāyināmayāna—at—Material cooked on Prajāhita Fire, 2267.
Kuṣa—set aside by Reed, 1800.

Maitreva-varṇa—has share in Eating Portion, 1989.
. . . has only one share, 1990.
Main Sacrifices—common, as regards Fire, Place and Performers, 2128.
Mahāpitrṛayāṭa—at—Thumping done to Fried Grains, 1738.
Mahāvratā—at—combination of Upāpāṇa of Ladies with the Music of Priests, 1810.
. . . at—new Cloth combined with Tārya, 1814.
. . . at—Shlokā and other Śāmanas, combined with Rathantara, 1816.
Manotā—There is no Ūha in, 1844.
Mantra—combination of—at Japa etc., 2348.
. . . like—Uruprathā etc.—are optional, 2343.
. . . optional when serving same purpose, 2341.
. . . Recited with textual accent, 2332.
. . . Recited on days 'unfit for study', 2330.
. . . taught in Bhasīka accent to be taught in same, 2335.
. . . acts to be performed after recitation of, 2337.
. . . not repeated when grass is taken to another place, 2290.
. . . combined, when enjoined jointly, 2342.
. . . not repeated with each Thumping, 2239.
. . . connected with Havīṣkṛt—to be repeated, 2250.

Mantra—repeated with each stroke at Nāṇābijēṭi, 2241.
. . . modified when Lotus grass is used, 1554.
. . . not repeated with each washing of Platform, 2244.
. . . Kauṇḍāyana—used only once, 2245.
. . . not repeated with sleep etc., 2247.
. . . not repeated at retirement of Initiated Sacrificer, 2248.
. . . Uparava—to be repeated, 2249.
Manu's verses—only necessary one to be used, 1968.
Māna and Upāvaharana—done on piece of cloth, 1971.
Mānasa—is part of Tenth 'Day', 1947.
. Māthapati—modified at modifica-
tory Sacrifices, 1579.
Minor Acts—to be common, 2118.
Music—is called 'Śāman', 1491.

Nakṣatṛēṣī—combined with Nāriṭa-
homa at Agnihayaana, 1798.
Nāṇābijēṭi—Mantras repeated with each stroke, 2241.
Nāriṭa-homa—combined with Nakṣa-
trēṣī at Agnihayaana, 1798.
Nagation in 'Na tau pa$hau karoti' is Arthavāda, 2032.
. . . 'Nārīrūrī ɢoṭashinam' sets forth option, 2034.
. . . 'Andhāvīja$tīlaḥ' is Arthavāda, 2036.
Nigadamantra—in—the term 'hari-
vat' is not modified, 1475.
Nirvāpamantra—in—no modification of the terms 'Saviṛt' etc., 1464.
Nishī-yaṭha—at—Procedure of Darsha adopted, 2299.
Nivāra—Besprinkling etc.—done over, 1534.
. . . when substituted for Vṛiḥi, the latter term should not be modified, 1573.

Offerings-maker—not invited at Śavaniya Cake, 2297.
Inviting of—not repeated at Third Extraction, 2298.
Offering—is not brought forward, 1904.
Omentum—Injunction of—applies to subsidiary offerings, 2025.
Option—in using modifications of syllables and musical modulations, 1521.
...—when several Mantras serve same purpose. 2341.
...—in Expiations. 2327.

Pāvana-homas—Two—restricted to Darsha-Pūramaśa, 1549.
... not done at Saurya, 1546.
Pāsha-mantras—Plural and Singular changed into Dual, at, 1561.
Pāshu-sacrifice—Sāmidhēnī adopted at, 1739.
Pashupuroḍāsha—is embellishment of Deity, 1656.
Patināmyāja—last item at Divonal offerings, 1454.
Pavamāna—Nīrveśa to come at, 1726.
Pauṇḍarika—Fees carried in instalments, 1966.
Paridhi—details of Yūpa and, 2308.
... details of Yūpa not, if incompatible, 2309.
... details of Post performed over, 1537.
Pauṇḍarika—Fee given only once at, 1962.
Pavanāna Iṣṭi—offerings made severally at, 2220.
Performers—same at North and South Altars, 2157.
Pitch—variations of—prompted by Aṇūra, 1425.
Place—Implements and Priests—of one at another, 2200.
Platform—washing of—Mantra not repeated at, 2244.
Platform—may be made at another time, 2176.
Plural number—stands for Three, 2109.
Post—details of—performed over Paridhi, 1537.
Pāshukāmēti—details should not be performed, 1623.

Praṇītā—details of—performed with Boiled Milk and Curd, 1539.
Prayāja—last—is an embellishment, 1651.
Prayāja etc. help the cake, 2253.
Prāyāṇiya-charu—in connection with—details not performed, 1615.
Prayāṇiya—at—Ekadāsina to be dealt with severally, 1928.
Prayāṇiya-homa—at—Tree spoken of as ‘Vanaśpati’ 1834.
Pratipraṣṭhāt—has no share in Eating Portion, 1991.
Priestly functions—Brahman alone entitled to perform, 2376.
... ends with first Shamyu, 2005.
Prakṣaṇa—prompted by Aṇūra, 1421.
Prospective Sacrifices—at—Substance and Deity of Archetype are excluded, 2018.
Post—set up ‘in common’, 2179.
... Embellishments of in common, 2181.
‘Prathiyaya svāhā’—lays down use of syllable ‘Swāhā’ 2050.
Prohibition of what is otherwise indicated, means exception, 2028.
... like ‘Initiated Person shall not make gift’ lays down exception, 2042.
Prospective Acts may be repeated, 2097.
Prāyanīya—at—separate ‘Keeping of Vigil’, 2271.
Puroḍāsha—inferior to Savanīya offering, 2311.

Rājaśīya—at—speech given vent to, 2190.
...—at—subsidiaries performed separately, 2213.
...—at—performers are common, 2216.
Rathantarā—sung over verses obtained by interlinking Byhat and Pākṭī, 1512.
...—singing of—over Uttarā verses—done according to syllables, 1527.
Rathantara—and Bhāṭat—details—restricted in application, 1541.

Sāmans—are sung over a Verse-triad, 1915.

Raursa—singing of—by interlinking Bhāṭat and Viśāra-Paṅkṭi, 1514.

Rechā stuvatā”—enjoins Hymning by Sāman, 1522.

Rtapēya—Soma-cup excludes entire Fee, at, 1792.

Sacrificer’s Death—Sarevasāra performed at, 1721.

—"Touching of Shukra done at, 1723.

Sādvimshatirasya vankrayāḥ’—in Mantra, there is modification by Summation, 1587.

Samidha yajati’—’Samid’ is name of a Sacrifice, 1550.

Sāmeva sacrifice—neither Agriya-vatī nor Upavatī verse used at, 1893.

Samevasāra-sattra—augmentation of Anikas at, 1909.

Sarevasāra—to be completed even on Sacrificer’s Death, 1721.

Invoking of Blessings for Longevity, at, 1724.

Sattra—no appointment of Priests at, 1698.

no Hiring of Priests at, 1699.

performed by several Performers, 1953.

Sacrificers act as Priests at, 1956.

differentiated from Ahīna, 1961.

acts done by Master of House at, 2372.

embellishment of all Sacrificers at, 2373.

Sauram charum niraçapat’—Here ‘charu’ stands for Cooked Rice, 1664.

Savaniya—superior to Puroḍāsha, 2311.

Savaniya Cake—Postponement of Deity at, 2211.

Savaniya Animal Sacrifice—no modification of Mantra at, 1572.

Animal Sacrifice—Cake-offering in connection with, 2295.

Sādyaskra—stake in Threshing need not be of Khodira, at, 1734.

Sādyaskra—Three-year-old Calf excludes other prices of Soma, 1783.

Sāmidhēni verses—Requisite number made up by Importation, 1872.

Injunctions of—seventeen—‘re Vaimrīha is Arthavāda, 2048.

Sāmans—details restricted to each, 1544.

Sāman’—is name of the Music, 1491.

is embellishment of verse, 1495.

sung with each verse-triad, 1501.

sung over verses belonging to same metre, 1506.

Sāmnā stuvita’—enjoins Hymning with Sāman, 1522.

Sāŋghrahaṇī Līti—Anuyājas combined with Anamahomas, at, 1809.

Shāmītra Fire—Meat not cooked at, 2266.

Shyāvāśāntigava—sung by interlinking Anuvṛtup and Gāyatrī, 1516.

Shyānamasya vakṣaḥ’—’Shyena’ do notes entirely, 1606.

Silence—prompted by previous factors—at Agnīstoma, 1445.

Soma—combination of means of purchasing, 2352.

Sacrifice—Darśa Platform not erected at, 2262.

oblations connected with Savaniya animals, at, 2264.

Śoṣajhin—precluded at Angirasām dvirāra, 1886.

appertains to Archetype, 1876.

taken out of Āgrāyaṇa vessel, 1880.

taken up at Third Savana, 1881.

accompanied by Stotra and Śastra, 1884.

taken up at several Ahīna sacrificial, 1888.

Stake in Threshing Yard—Hewing etc. not done to, 1756.

Threshing Yard—ground-levelling to be done, 1737.

Stomas—ground—does not exclude archetypal Sāman, 1821.

Śhāṇvāhuti—excluded at Sādyaskra, 1648.

Stobha—defined, 1533.
Stotra and Shastra—not modified at Agniṣṭut, 1850.

Stotra and Shastra—transferred to Uttara verses, 1530.

Stuti—combination of Mantras at.

Subsidiary of the Principal is Superior, 2307.

Subsidiaries—like Prayāja—only once, 2103.

. . .—Restrictions re even ground—applicable to, 2132.

. . .—Performed with each group, 2137, 2142.

. . .—separately at North and South Altars, 2152.

. . .—with indistinct time—performed separately, 2227.

. . .—operate collectively, 2086.

Subrahmanyā Priest—invitation of—done at Deśadāsa, 2195.

Sāktaraśa—term ‘Taṇḍa’ is modified in, 1474.

Sārjacakṣuryaṣayayatā—no modification of—at sacrifice with two Animals, 1573.

Svarāḍa—indicates time of Vikṣaya, 1917.

Svaru—is common, 2184.

‘Tasya dvādasha śatam dakṣiṇā’—the number pertains to Cow, 1770.

‘Tasyai śārtam’—in Mantra—there is no modification, 1479.

Threshing—to be repeated till Rice is obtained, 2101.

. . .—only once, if for unseen effects, 2102.

Thumping—at—Mantra not repeated with each chariot, 2239.

Trayambaka offerings—at—mention of Pouring and Non-pouring is Artha-
vādā, 2038.

Trishoka—sung by repeating Atiṣayati verse, 1510.

‘Trīślokaṇaṃśomah’—in text—change of number is in Stoma, 1934.

Tryanāla—in connection with—Aindraṇayauu mentioned for indicating similarity of Procedure, 1905.

Ubbhayasaṇa—in case of—there is combination of Brhat and Rathana-
tara, 1936.

Udayaniya offering—is a positive action, 2173.

. . . Ekādaśinat dealt with severally at, 1925.

Udavasāniya—at—Fee meant for Hiring, 1701.

. . .—to be performed by each Priest, 1703.

. . .—at—Priests other than those at Sattrā, 1704.

Ūka-texts are human in origin, 1493.

Upahāra—at—Horse excludes rest of the Fee, 1790.


. . .—at time of—Inviting of Subrah-
manyā done without modification, 2229.

Upākāraṇa and Maṇa—done on piece of Cloth, 1972.

Upāmsūṭiya—Four-slice oblation’ essential at, 2057.

. . .—Dhurvaṇya offered at, 2067.

. . .—Deity same as at Primary at, 2068.

. . .—Vīṇa etc. are deities at, 2069.

. . .—performed during ‘Pāśa-
māsa’, 2069, 2074.

Uparava Mantra to be repeated.

‘Uruṣprathā’—Mantra—option in—
‘Utarāk dohayati’—enjoins milking of all cows, 2115.

‘Utaravargayatī’ enjoins the taking of two verses from ‘Utarā’ section, 1508.


Vāجابhya—at—Musṭī becomes ex-
cluded, 1727.

. . .—at—Chariot is restricted to one Priest, 1796.

. . .—at—Rumbles of Chariot and Drum set aside Darbha and Mantra, 1801.

. . .—at—animals dedicated to Prayāja are combined with sacrificial animals, 1807.

. . .—at—Post always of Khatira, 2014.
Vājapēya—at—killing of Brahma
Sāma postpones Embellishments
at—Shāla etc. are common to
seventeen animals, 2232.
' Vāyavam sheētam '—stands for goat,
1733.
Vartma-homa—excludes Ąhāvaniya
Fire, 2044.
Vadā—oblations offered separately,
2145.
Vasordhāra—at end of Mantra, 2338.
Vairūpasāman and Vairājasāman—to
be used as ' Pṛṣṭha ', 1931.
' Vārunyā niskāsēna '—In—Avabhṛtha
laid down, 2170.
Vegetable Cakes—prepared in a Cart,
2268.
Vihāra—used only for Vedic Perform-
ances, 2291.
Vishvajit—described as ' Sarvopṛṣṭha '
when one Sāman is brought in, 1929.

' Vṛhi '—words like—occurring in
Mantras—changed at modificatory
Sacrifices, 1552.
Vṛddha-stoma sacrifices—outside
Sāmans brought in at, 1867.

Yajñayajñīya-Sāman—In—' irā ' used
in place of ' girā ' and set to music,
1485.
Yājāy—recited in neutral tone, 1525.
' Yasya somanapaḥarēyuk '—In text
' ēkān ēmā ' excludes the original
number of Cows, 1783.
Yaudhājaya—Sāman—sung by inter-
linking Brhati and Vistāra—Paṅktī,
1514.
Yūpahuti—excluded at Khalēbali,
1647.
'' common, 2146.
Yūpaikādasēhini, 2146.
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অং স্বাভাবিক বক্ষ: স্বাভাবিক (২।১।২), ৬৫৬(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্রের বিষয় (২।১২
২), ২৫২, ২৫৩, ২৫৬.
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্র চোর (১।১।৩৪), ৮১৭
(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্র: স্বাভাবিক (১।১, ৪৮.
অং স্বাভাবিক বাসী চরিত্র (১।২।২), ৪৫৫
(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক দিবা: (১।২১) (১।২১, ২৩
(১।২২), ৫৬; ১২৬; ১২৭;
৮৪(II), ৮৬০(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক দিবা মে চিত্ত (১।০.১৬
(১।২১)
৫), ৩৫২(II); ৮১৭(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক: স্বাভাবিক (১।২।২), ৮১৪
(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক আর্কুন (১।২০), ৭৮.
অং স্বাভাবিক: প্রত্যক্ষ (২।২), ১০৩(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্রের বিষয়: স্বাভাবিক (১।২৪), ৪৯৪(II),
৪৯৬(II), ৫০১(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্রের বিষয়: স্বাভাবিক (২।১২, ৭৬(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক চরিত্রের বিষয়: স্বাভাবিক (১।২৭), ৯২(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক (১।২৪), ১১৫.
অং স্বাভাবিক ব্রাহ্মণ চরিত্রের বিষয়: স্বাভাবিক (১।২৪),
(১।২৪), (১।২৪), (১।২৪),
(১।২৪), ৮১৭(II).
অং স্বাভাবিক ব্রাহ্মণের বিষয়: স্বাভাবিক (১।২৪), ১৮৯.
অং স্বাভাবিকের বিষয়: (১।২৪), ২২৫.
অং স্বাভাবিক: (১।২৪), ৭৩২.
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अन्या० प्रकाशिता गुप्तान्यान्यावेदातिन (१०), 403(II).

अयादात्मकभाषिन (२४०४१), 512.

अबिदिता वा द्विववासम (१०३२४२) (१०३२४३), 321; 454; 84(II).

अभुयुप्ताच्यं चतु्रात्मकसृष्टिः (१०३२४५), 339(II).

अब्धवानीष यज्ञिः (२४०११४), 397-

अविद्वेद परिवाध (२४०११५), 126.

अंत्य जीवितं जिन्त्राणो जीवितं (१०.१०४१४) (१०३२१५), 423(II), 863(II).

अक्षयेभिः स्वरेभिः (१०३२४६), 379(II).

अन्त्योपोमोली (२४०२४), 774.

अक्षयार्थ यथामध्ये यथे वास्तवतः (२४०२२), 560.

अल्पसं हामद्वे देववाम्य (२४०१२०), 359(II).

अल्पिन्त्रा गतुपूर्ण प्रद्यम स्वप्नोति (१०३२२०), 107.

अल्पिन्त्रा विश्वरथि भार्या स्वप्नाति (१०३२२४), 511(II).

अल्पसं हेत वस्तते मानसबलको (२४०१२२), 313(II).

अल्पसङ्गमध्ये मानसं (२४०२५), 275(II).

अनिविन्तेय कुस्वर (२४०१२९), 202(II), 203(II).

अनिविराज मातातिथी योगिशम (२४०१४३), 629(II).

अनिविराज राजाय (२४०२१, २३), 495(II), 496(II).

अनिविराज नामाकार यथायतेज (२४०१३), 384.

अनिविराजो मध्योऽस्मात्मातिक (२४०१४०) (२४०१४१), 460, 542.

अन्ये समाधिप्रवन्ते (२४०१४), 42.

अब्याच्य पुरुषप्रांत्यसंस्कारः (२४०१४२), 22.

अब्याच्य पुरुषाभाष्य (२४०१४३), 468.

अब्याच्यायु रक्षात (२४०१५०४१), 473(II), 475(II).

अब्याच्य यथां परिमेयाये (२४०१५४), 586(II).

अब्याच्य पुरुषाभाष्यार्थसंस्कारः (२४०१५४) (२४०१५४२) (२४०१५४३), 564, 401(II), 834(II).

अब्याच्यायु रक्षात (२४०१५४), 537, 418(II), 561 (II), 526(II).
एकादश यज्ञस (१२२१) (२२१४२), ८५, ७७(II).
वैभव, उभयसो आवश्यकताएँ (१२२१),
४२४(II).
विभव, सीमालयें बलम (१२२१),
७००(II).
विभव, आवश्यकताएँ (१२२१) ४२४(II).
विभव, दिवाकरोम्यकलय (१२२१),
४५(II).
अभिनव लोकबोध (१२२१, ९४) १८५(II),
२०३(II).
अन्वय लोक भविष्य (१२२१) ६४(II).
अन्वय लोक बाधा बहारी (१२२१),
५४६(II) ४८७, ५३०,
३१८(II).
आधारावध अध्यात्म (१२२१) ३२८.
आधारावध अध्यात्म विश्वास विश्वास (१२२१) ५२५.
आधारावध अध्यात्म बाधावध (१२२१-२२),
६४८, ८२७(II).
आधारावध लुप्त (१२२१),
२३१(II).
आधारावध सिद्धि बलम (१२२१-२२),
८२७(II), ८३०(II).
आधारावध दोष (१२२१-२२), ५८.
आधारावध विलोकन (१२२१),
२८५(II), २८६(II).
आधारावध ज्ञान ज्ञान (१२२१-२२),
१७४(II), ३६७(II).
आधारावध यो गोरक्षण (१२२१), १०३.
आधारावध बौद्ध पुराण (१२२१), ६६२.
आधारावध वै कर्मणि: कोपावध (१२२१),
६६२.
आधारावध बाधावध (१२२१-२२), २१४(II),
२२५(II).
आधारावध वै मित्राण (१२२१), १३१.
आधारावध विश्वास (१२२१),
५६६(II).
आधारावध बाधावध (१२२१),
७७३(II).
चरित्राचार चिन्तामणि (१२२१) ४२५.
चरित्राचार विधान (१२२१),
२१५, २८२, ४५१, ५(II).
चरित्राचार यज्ञ मुक्त यज्ञ (१२२१),
४३९(II).
चरित्राचार वेदांत (१२२१), ४४५.
चरित्राचार यम (१२२१),
१२८(II), १३८(II).
चरित्राचार तिष्ठति (१२२१) ३९३.
चरित्राचार ज्ञान (१२२१), ४२०.
चरित्राचार विद्वान विद्वान (१२२१) ४५३.
चरित्राचार विचार (१२२१)
३४३.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१), ७८७(II).
चरित्राचार दिवस (१२२१),
५८१, ३९(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) ५८१, ३९(II).
चरित्राचार वाद वाद (१२२१),
५८२(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१),
८५७(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) ३१८.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) २१.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) ४४३, ३७९(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) २८२.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१), ७७८.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१), १७(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) २१.
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) ७२(II).
चरित्राचार विद्वान (१२२१) ४४०(II).
श्रवण: प्रमाण (२११०) (१०१५), 486, 388(II).
शाश्वच: साधनो विकारार्य (४११३), 446.
शाश्वचालिकामदेश (२११६), 226.
शार्नो: कक्षम (२११६), 72.
शास्त्रियोग्यवादिनी नियपरिपठ (४११४), 132.
शास्त्रिय प्रतिमायुक्तत्व शीनि (२११६) (१०१५), 198(II), 527(II).
शास्त्र: कक्षम (२११६), 64.
शास्त्रप्रतिमा श्रमालिक (४११४), 463.
शश्वच न दशु यदशश्वचतमस (४११४), 103.
शश्वचाचार: कक्षाचार (२११५), 57.
शश्वम्भजीमि वचन यज्ञ (२११५), 161 (II).
शश्वश्रीदेशालिक (२११५), 631(II).
शश्वसाम्य: परिपलिक (२११५), 447(II).
शश्वाय यष्या वशोतकी (२११५), 574 (II).
शश्वक्षय श्रमालिक (२११५), 479.
शश्वान नियपरिपठ (४११४), 775(II).
शश्वी नैविक मन्त्र में मष्माय (२११५) (४११५), 126, 128, 188 (II) 189(II).
शश्वद्वारिकी प्रयुक्त साध्वा (२११५), 398 (II).
शश्वो ग्रंथमयेयावत साध्व (२११६), 398 (II).
शश्वभिद्यार्थ्य शश्व: शश्वकर्य (२११४, 126).
शश्वनो विद सत्मानालिक (२११५), 671.
शश्ववायुक्तकामदेश नियपस्त (४११४) (४११५), (२११५), (२११५), 44, 44, 51, 48, 100(II), 813(II) 833(II), 834(II).
शश्वविभाषा यक्तसनकाराण: (२११५), 770(II).
शश्वभिद्यार्थ्यविद्यायुक्तकाराणि (२११५) (४११४) (२११५), 770, 518, 582, 833(II).
शश्वभिद्यार्थ्यविद्यायुक्तकाराणि: (२११५) (२११५), 191 445 (II) 479(II), 612(II) 613(II).
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अध्यात्मिकपद्धति (१५१२४), 105.
प्रभामण यज्ञिक (१५१२४), 707 (II).
प्रभामण चंद्र शैलेश्वरसिद्धि (३३१६४, ३३६), 296(II), 297(II).
प्रभामण युक्तिशासन (२२१६४, ३३१६४), 428, 41(II).
भावः सूक्ष्म (२६२१६४, २६१६४) (२६२१६४, २६२१६४), 88, 118, 28(II), 193(II).
शास्त्रशास्त्रमित्र (२६२१६४), 604(II).
प्रदर्शन चुनिन्द (२६२१६४), 125(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रायोजनवाव (२६२१६४) (२६२१६४), 47, 283(II), 329(II), 738(II).
प्रदर्शन युप (२६२१६४), 103.
प्रदर्शनी विषय तथा अस्त (२६२१६४), 760.
प्रदर्शन चुनिन्द रचना दर्ज करिते (२६२१६४) (२६२१६४), 527.
प्रदर्शनीप्रेमीतोलीसभ्य (२६२१६४), 399 (II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान: (२६२१६४), 45.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधानमधुसुध (२६२१६४), 368, 519, 442(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 596.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 495.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४) (२६२१६४) (२६२१६४), 418, 860(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 126.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 133
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 796(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 643.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 715.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 371(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४) (२६२१६४), 629, 775.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 574.
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 490(II), 494(II).
प्रदर्शन प्रावधान (२६२१६४), 548(II).
दस: पि.भावना दूरे यात्रा वनस्पतिम्।

लो: प्रीति विश्वासार्थ या विषया जानवरम्।

(१६१११), 498.

इतिवादोऽधिकारिः (१५२४१), 127.

इति वा इति में सम्भवं (१५२४२), 339, 347(II).

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१६११२), 851

(II).

इति वायुःणििहो (१५२४३), 256.

इति संप्रा कर्षोऽधिकारिः (१५२४४), 101(II),

339, 347(II).

इतिवादमोत्ताध्ययति याज्ञवल्क्यः (१५२४५), 583.

इति गामाय ज्ञिः प्रयोऽधिकारिः (१५२४६),

861(II).

इति विश्वासार्थायर्थः (१५२४७), 191(II),

653(II), 860(II).

इति विश्वासार्थः (१५२४८), 127.

इति गामाय देविर्व गामाय शिवदिविश्वेषयोऽधिकारिः (१५२४९),

175(II).

इति ज्ञेयाण्डक ज्ञेयाण्डकायार्थः (१५२५०), 90.

इति ज्ञेयाण्डकः (१५२५१), 129.

इति लोकमय वास्यम् (१५२५२), 268.

इति वानस्पतिम् (१५२५३), 270.

इति नीमा (१५२५४), 264.

इति मायमस्योऽधिकारिः (१५२५५), 124.

इति गामाय शान्ति कालका (१५२५६), 58.

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२५७), 118.

इति वायुःणििहो (१५२५८), 319(II).

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२५९), 256, 283.

इति प्रमादेऽधिकारिः (१५२६०), 256, 283.

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६१),

767(II).

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६२),

235(II).

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६३), 499.

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६४), 347.

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६५),

319(II).

इति मयादेऽधिकारिः (१५२६६), 274.

इतिवादमुखिपीमाध्यम (१५२६७), 181.
शब्द हस्तमाने कृमां (१०११४४) (१०११३५ १२), ५०८(II), ८४६(II).
कृम शब्दरामिपुरोदान प्रयथमं (१०११४४), ८५६(II).
शब्द हस्तमाने वेदस्त्र (१०११४४), ४५ (१०११ ४५), ५५, ६०, ३३५(II).
शब्द हस्त ने यथापति: प्रयथमं (१०१ १४४), ८५६(II).
शब्द य ह सब वेदनाधकार (१०११४४), २७४ (II).
शब्दप्रारम्भिकायोजनम (१०११४४), २७५(II).
शब्द य ह सब अध्याशाखाको (१०११४४), ८६२ (II).
शब्दहेतु पूर्व समाप्तम: (१०११४४) (१०११ ४३), ७५३, १२७.
शब्दहेतु यह कक्षपी पीवमानम (१०११४४), २१०(II).
शब्द शास्त्र राणीधरी (१०११४४), ४६२ (II).
शब्द ह सब वाप्पे मंदिरोमुद्रिक (१०११४४), ४६३(II).
शब्द ह यह शब्द यदवदारमाा राणी- मेघाक (१०११४४), ४३(II).
शब्द-मायायद्वित (१०११४४), १४६.
शब्द ह सब राणी-शास्त्र: (१०११४४), ५०२(II).
शब्द-मत (१०११४४) (१०११४४), ३९२ (II), ३९४(II).
शब्द-मेघाकाठामान (१०११४४) (१०११४४), ७८०(II), ८२१(II).
शब्द-पूर्वीमुद्रिक (१०११४४), ४११.
शब्द-मुद्रारायायश राणी-मायायद्विती (१०११४४) (१०११४४), १९७(II), ५२८(II).
शब्द ह राणी-मायायद्विती देव राणी (१०११४४), २७९.
शब्द ह सब राणी-मायायद्विती (१०११४४), २१३ (II).
शब्द ह लिम्ब गायत्रि (१०११४४), १९२(II).
शब्द प्रारम्भिक प्रयथमम (१०११४४), ७५९(II).
शब्द-प्रारम्भिक मुद्रारायायश (१०११४४) (१०११४४), ८४५(II); १४६.
शब्द ह सब बाप्पे अभासिक (१०११४४), ७२७.
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एकादश प्रयासान् यशार्थ (१०१२५) (५१ ५१), 385(II), 568.
एकादश यून्नत विविधि (१२१२५), 715 (II).
एकादश वै साधन परिवर्तनानां (१०१६४), 580(II).
एकादशोदयमन्यान्येकोकालभेष्यम् (१०१६४), 537(II).
एको दीर्घ (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 712, 834(II).
एको देय प्रभु देयं (१०१२५) (१२१२५), (१२१२५), 402(II), 751, 689(II), 865(II).
एको देय प्रभु देयं (१२१२५), 424(II).
एको पुरुषार्थक एको भाषा (१२१२५), 91(II).
एको भाषानवाम सोवियया (१२१२५), 198(II).
एको नायक को दीर्घम (१२१२५), 714.
एको भाषाध्येयान्येकोननानां (१२१२५), 479 (II).
एको भाषान्येको ज्ञानार्थ (१०१२५), 228(II).
एको भाषान्येको प्रवर्तकार मन्नान (१२१२५), 91(II).
एको मन्म (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 540, 128.
एको विकार न भिक्षुप्रत्यक्षो (१२१२५), 57.
एको देय अन्तः सब यथार्थसबं न्यायान्य (१२१२५), 770.
एको देय सब यथार्थसबं न्यायान्य (१२१२५), 79.
एको थेष्य प्रथमपान रक्षवाचनः (१२१२५), 17(II).
एको थेष्य वाचनसमवेती (१२१२५), 14 (II).
एको थेष्य नेतृयायः (१२१२५), 16(II).
एको थेष्य प्रथमसमवेती याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५), १२१२५ ५, १०), 192, 773(II), 774(II).
एको ज्ञानसंस्करणमात्रया (१२१२५), 718.
एको ज्ञानसंस्करणमात्रया याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५), 768.
एको ज्ञानसंस्करणमात्रया याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 162, 645(II), 669(II).
एको व्रजवाल्य ग्रंथन्यायम् (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 328, 440, 646.
एको व्रजवाल्य न्यायात्मक सारयामय तालाब्याते पभायानां याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५), 146.
एको व्रजवाल्य न्यायात्मक सारयामय तालाब्याते पभायानां याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५), 146.
एको व्रजवाल्य न्यायात्मक सारयामय तालाब्याते पभायानां याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 245(II), 297, 636, 640.
एको व्रजवाल्य न्यायात्मक सारयामय तालाब्याते पभायानां याज्ञवल्लो (१२१२५) (१२१२५), 245(II), 297, 636, 640.
शाबार-भाष्यः

चोपेच चालिसावें (१७१४) (१७१५), ५७, ६१.
चौड़ूरे: चोमचोमो देशिण (१७१४) (१७१५), ४२९(II), ४३१(II).
चौड़ूरे शुद्धवास्तव (१७१४), ६६.
चौड़ूरे चूड़ूरे ताप्नवर्तित शूद्धवास्तव (१७१४), १९४(II).
चौड़ूरे युगो भविष (१७१४, १७१५) (१७१४, १७१५) (१७१४, ३५), ५०, ५२, १९४(II),
४७०(II), ६१४(II).
चौगम्मलक विपुल (१७१४, २०७(II).
क ते सहस्र का प्राग (१७१४), ३९३(II).
क ते नु दे मचिम: समस्याष्ट्र (१७१४),
३९४(II).
क्रूरो राजपुत: प्रामचिम (१७१५), ५८२(II).
कहौंचिम दिनिज्ञ (१७१५), ६३९(II).
कते मुखे (१७१५), १०७.
क्याकैक्यविद्वत (१७१५), ४११.
क्यापत्रकार: प्रत्येक सवित (१७१४), (१७१५)
२२७(II), ४६९(II).
कोसम्बी न निषाद: कोसीचिम (१७१५), ५३५.
कहा च नमारिददिम नेन्द्र परंपर दारमें (१७१५), २८५.
कपालक चौपालक (१७१५), ४२०.
कपालिक नापलिक (१७१५), ४४२.
कपालिक पूजा परम (१७१५), ४५२.
कपालिक नामक पास (१७१५), १८९(II).
कणा वामा अकविन: रीढ़ा (१७१५).
४४५.
केंद्रिक श्रृष्टि (१७१५), ३२०.
केंद्रिकतम श्रम (१७१५), ११६.
केंद्रिक नितिन (१७१५), ११६.
केंद्रिक यथ (१७१५), ३२०.
क्यापत्र ने कीमाशिम (१७१५), ७३३(II).
क्यानुष्कू ग्रीव (१७१५), १२२.
क्यानुष्कू राष्ट्र: क्यापत्र (१७१५, ६, ८, १२)
(१७१५, १४), १९(II), २०(II), २३(II),
२५(II), १८९(II), १९०(II), २१९(II),
३९३(II).
कथायमवल्लिना (११२८), ६८०(II).
कस्मी देवाय चिन्ताविद्म विखम (१११५६),
कस्मा युक्तिः च न युक्तिः (११२१३)
828(II).
काय रक्षकाण्डः (११२२) (११२१३), 16 (II), 45(II).
काष्ठपाण्डः सुधः (११२२), 107.
काशोध वाचनप्रणायमात्सा (११२१६), 491.
किंतुमवल्लिना (११२१६), 6८0(II).
कृत्ते कालन्ति कीषदेय मागः (११२५),
320.
कुदीभायुमायमुपादनः (४४६२) 207.
कुदीपाविभावः याम्यस्वाभायायस्यः: शोभायु (११२२), 35२(II).
कुर्ष्याद्वाये खत्र्यामावर्जनं विषये (४४६२), 490.
कुर्ष्यात्मत्वं कौतखकताक्षमस्त (११२२), 36.
कृत्ते दक्षिका (४४७४), 63३.
कृत्ते गुरुमयः दक्षिका (११२२), 7९१(II).
कृत्ते जीवनमं धेरुः: (४४६२), ७५(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः (११२१३) (४४७४)
7४८(II), 6३८.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः विचर्यमयित्व (४४७४)
7४८(II), 4४७(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४), 7५(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
4४५.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४), 4४२.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४), 5७८.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
4१६(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
6८९(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
4१९.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
1३४.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
4१३, 4८७, 3६५(II).
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४), 1२६.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
7०२.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
6७९-६८०.
कृत्तेश्वरविनायकः कृत्तेश्वरः: कृत्तेश्वराय (४४७४),
1१२(II).
शतक वे देखा एक जला शोभमाण (२११४), 72(II).
शतक वे वर्धित (२१११५), 88(II).
शतक पाराबादित जयेन्ति (२१११६), 121(II).
शतक पाराबादित जयेन्ति (२१११६), 121(II).
शतक पाराबादित जयेन्ति (२१११६), 637(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 61.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 624.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 530.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 144(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 144.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी (२११०), 639(II), 641(II), 642(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 782(II), 283(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 181, 376(II), 780(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 400, 460, 461, 464.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 345, 464.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 89, 463.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 461.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 504(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 542.
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 693(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 693(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 642, 534, 143, 655(II), 674(II), 681(II), 695(II), 708(II), 710(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 855(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 758, 566(II).
धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 210(II).

धन्यवादानी समाधानी समव (२११०), 317-318.
धन्यवादानी समव (२११०), 761(II).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>सूत्रस्थान</th>
<th>विभाषय यज्ञ यथास्थायि प्रयोजना: (११.४६) (१२.१०)</th>
<th>५४६, १४६(II).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>चतुसस्त्रीया रेयस्मिः श्रिवस्नातः (१०.१) (२०.१)</td>
<td>३५०, ८२(II), १४६(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चतुसस्त्रीया रेयस्मिः श्रिवस्नातः (२०.१)</td>
<td>२११(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चतुसस्त्रीया रेयस्मिः श्रिवस्नातः (३०.१)</td>
<td>२७१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: यज्ञः (२०.१)</td>
<td>१०२(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>३४०(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>४० (२०.२) (२०.२), ३३८(II), ३३९(II) ३४१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: विकस्यास्मिः (३०.१)</td>
<td>१०१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: विकस्यास्मिः (३०.१)</td>
<td>५२६.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: वित्तेऽपिनिः सत्त्वस्वतेः (२०.२)</td>
<td>६४१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: खड़ा (२०.१४) (२०.१५)</td>
<td>५७, ६१.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: खड़ा: पक्षः (२०.१४)</td>
<td>५५०(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: पक्षः (२०.१४)</td>
<td>३९८, ३९९.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>३५७, ४०९.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>४५१, ७०१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>३४१(II), ३५८(II), ७०८(II), ७२०(II), ४७३(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>७०१(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>५६८.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>४७८.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>३९८(II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चालार: क्षणामिकसवदानम् (२०.२)</td>
<td>१३५.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
शाबरा-भाष्या:

हि श्लोक श्लोकोऽर्थ (१०±०१) (१०±०२), ४०३, ४८८।
हि वर्णसूची (१०१२), ४८५(II).
हि वर्णावली को अक्षर (१०१४), ५२०।
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०१७), ५३५ (II).
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०±०१), ३४ (II).
हि ग्रंथावली: (१०±०१), ६३(II).
हि रसायनी (१०१४), ६५५(II).
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०१९), ५२६।
हि वर्णावली के अक्षर (१०२१), ६५५।
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०२२), ३४२, ३४५, ४५६।
हि वर्णावली के अक्षर (१०२३), १२७।
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०२४), २८३, ६६८(II)।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२५), ५५५।
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०२६), ५५५।
हि ग्रंथावली के अक्षर (१०२७), ४१३।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२८), ३६२, ३६३।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२९), ४१४, ४१५।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२१), ४१५।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२२), ३३७।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२३), ४०७, ४०८, ५८९ (II)।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२४), ३०५, ३०८।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२५), २५७।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२६), ७०।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२७), ६६।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२८), ५६।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२४), ५६।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२५), ४५।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२६), ६५।
हि परिश्रम पुराण सद्ध्वति (१०२७), ७१६।
नस्त्रांक शाम वचन जिथे सिद्धते (१९३१४, ९०, १२, ४१) (१९३१५), १९५(II), १९९(II), १९९(II), २११(II), ५२८(II).

तत्तद्वा यांकी पूर्वी हस्तिनी (१३१५५), २०५ (II).

तत्तद्वा यत्व किवत राजामयय यक्ये जीयते पूर्णिहो तत्व जीयते (१०४३१४), ६५२ (II).

निन्मांत्प्रय न मांस पश्चन विप्रांताभोजोंति (१६३११६), ८२५(II).

तत् प्रीता दशुसु जष्ठाधनिन (१२३१२८), १४५ (II).

तथा तद्वद्व धारीयता (१६३१६५), ४५.

तथा हताज मम दर्शन (१३१५११) (१६३१६५), ३९१, ८१६(II).

तथाकाली उपसी च पनुके दला (१०४३१४), ३६०(II).

निविदातम प्राप्तादमुमाना (१२३११६) (१६, १६), ६५३(II), ७१(II), ७३(II).

नान्न विदिषतादमित (१०४३१६), ६१८(II).

सान्तायखातमान कष्टाक्षरारंभमु (१६३१२०), ६८(II).

तत्त पश्चनिक्षामुक्षार्थिन (१५३१२४) (१६३१४५, ४५), ४५७, ७२८(II), ७३१(II).

तथा पुरानां आधों विद्वान (२०३१२६), २९७.

ता नो यस्मिन (१२३११६), २१६(II).

मातुलिनरादीन (१२३१२६, ६०, ६१), ५५, ५९.

मातुमिच्छत चोड़वर (१४३१५१), ७१५.

मातुमानमिक्षामात्रीमयां साविकानं साविकानं पौर्णमात्रां साविकानं (१२३१४५), १४०.

साय अबानाम: परिधिन (१०४३१५), ४४६ (II).

तो वैद्यान गुरुपी शामानमिन दस्ये रचने बचने (१०४३१५), ४१५(II).

निर्धेश शत्तु: धारावेतु (१२३१२५), ४२४.

निर्धेश शत्तु: प्रणाली (२०३१२५) (२०३१२६), ४४६(II), ७९९(II).

तिख िमषा (२०३१२५), ७१२.

तिख चाक्षताधर्मी (२०३१६), ३६८.

तिख एव मात्रशीपमयाश्च हताजमीहिव (२०३१५३) (२०३१५४), ३२४, २९६.

तिखो शीता (२०३१५४), ३९१.

तिखअमुमुमुमयानस मात्रानं करीत (२०३१५३, २४) (१०३१५४), १०७(II), १११(II).

तिख: प्रामुणात्मविनिहितार (२०३१५४), ४९६(II).

तीम वे प्रामुणान (१६३१५४), ४५८.

तुपीय रस (२०३१५४), १४३(II).

तुल्यामान दीर्घाम (२०३१५४), ७३०.

तुम बो विषयंदा विभाजगु (१०४३१५), ४१६(II).

तुपीयरी विवेद (२०३१५४), १३८(II).

तुपीयिनात्मविनिहितार यन्त्र (२०३१५४), ३९ (II).

प्रवेशत: अध्यायां स्वातांत्र्य विभाजित (२०३१५४), ४९८(II).

तिखो ब्रह्म (२०३१५४), १५०.

ह्य प्रामुणित: प्राप्तां प्रामुणप्रयं च (२०३१५४), ८६(II), १४०(II).

तो: प्रामुणां दीर्घाम मात्रायमानस: विन्यासः (१६३१५४), ७३१.

तीम वे प्रामुणान (२०३१५४), १०५.

तीम: वे प्रथम प्रवेशत (२०३१५४, ४४), ६७६ (II), ६७८(II).

तेमानिकाहालयांक्ष: ज्ञान: सम्प्रदाये तेमानिकाहालयांक्ष: मन्नांसकुणि (६४३१५४), ७१४.

तो कर्मांक द्वितीय (१०३१५४), ७७०.

तो: न गुफ्तेष्ठे न परवी (१३१५६), ८०४ (II).

तो: चारुतुषा: विवारोवत्सायारस्त: यादितिः (१३१५६, १६), ३१६(II).

प्रबोधनारणविकाम ज्ञेय (२०३१५५), ९७ (II).

विलेखा: धारा: मात्रमिन: प्रवेशत (१०३१५५), ४७९(II).

प्र: प्रथमान्तर: विश्लेष्म (२०३१५५, २०) (१६३१५५) (२०३१५६), ४९२(II), ४९३(II), ८५९(II), ८६१ (II), १६१(II).

प्र: नौसिंह (१०३१५५), ७९०(II).
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60(II), 79(II), 80(II), 140(II), 161(II), 172(II), 316(II), 643 (II), 662(II), 668(II), 669(II), 670(II), 672(II), 673(II), 684 (II), 694(II), 702(II), 704(II), 708(II), 454(II).

देशेवर्मणस्योपादेशबाणार्थ अधिनि: (४) १९१(२) (११०१६४) (२१०१६४), 481 701(II) 758(II), 837(II).

dheoi o a raatii: puari (४) १९१(२), 532.

dha chasamabhavayogyo hadda yadadipm samapum samapina (१००१६४), 399.

dha prashastatam mahaamahajaherati (४) १९१(२), 275(II).

dha marathijimnom (१००१६४), 302.

dhasamapem mahaamahapramapina (२००१६४), 555(II).

dhasamapen samayap: samadhai (१००१६४), 733(II).

dharchoh mishattam (२००१६४), 98(II).

dha samastvam yastaai va cha bantraer: mahaamish yage yajna mahaam saham: mahaamish samayery samamity samasttam (१००१६४), 490(II).

dhasamapinm yan samamity (१००१६४), (१००१६४), 225, 230.

dhadhamakha: yajnam Vari samamity (१) १५०.

dahasamavartm yajnam (२००१६४), 179.

dhisu duhunatho narman (२००१६४), 444(II).

dhisariyaksham kaaroti (१००१६४), 48.

dhavyakarotai hadderaam nirayam dhishna (२००१६४), 77(II).

dhavay samayery samastam (१००१६४), 399.

dhavan yam samstaw samamity (२००१६४), 551, 742(II), 744(III).

dhishmagha dhishna dhishnaparakarita (१००१६४), 349(II).

dhishnayam samayam samapum (२००१६४), 478.

dhishna: bhairavajno (२००१६४), 564(II).
हां मालासी अथ नामासी (१८४२), ४२०। धार्मिक प्रथा असी (१२५२), ६५। धार्मिक प्रथा इ दार नामाः कुर्सी (१८४२), ७६८।

भें राधा च काने च मातिनिरितवा (१८५३) च (४२४७, ७८), ६१२, ६७६, ७६८। धामानं धिनुसदी इवत्न (१८४२), १७१ (II)।

धामानं (१८४२), ७८९(II)।

धार्मिक प्रथा इ दार नामाः कुर्सी (१८४२) च (४२४७, ७८), ५१३(II), ५१५ (II), ५१६(II)।

भावें महतिन धामानी (१८४२), २८० (II)।

पुनरुवाचिष्ठ (१८५३) च (१८५३), ४२१ (II), ५४१(II)।

पुनरुवाचिष्ठ (१८५३) च (१८५३), ५३५(II)।

पुनरुवाचिष्ठ इ दार नामाः कुर्सी (१८५३) च (१८५३), ५४७(II)।

न कलागु भरायत्ववाद, न दहाण, न मश्शन (१८५३), ६४४।

न कुर्सी दाताः मोहानीयदासः प्रतितथातित (१८५३) (१८५३), ४१४(II), ७४४।

न धार्मिक प्रथा असी (१८५३), ५८७।

न घटार वर्देन्त नीतानु (१८४२, ४४) (१८५३, ५२) (१८५३), १८३(II), १५५(II), २२२(II), ४३४(II)।

न चा रुरो वटाहाते (१८५३), ६२९।

न च प्रयासां वर्तात नामानुसारु यातित (१८५३), ५३१।

न घटार देवतानामि नीतानु (१८५३), २७१(II)।

न दारिद्र विद्वानी वद नामानुसारु वा भौ (१८५३) (१७५३), ४१४(II), ४०, ४८, १२६।

न आनंता परिदेशात (१८५३), ४९३ (II)।

न नामान्तर न दारात नामें (१८५३), १२४।

न नी पाटी कारोति (१८५३), ६२३(II)।

न आनंता अनेंश किंचि न पाटीको (१८५३, २४), २०४(II)।

न पाटी: धार्मिक (१८५३) (१८५३) ६०१(II), ६०२(II)।
नेमा श्रीमभुदार्याति (५.१२), ३९७।
शिखराजनक मान मगर प्रभुडी राजा (१२१
४), ५८।
नेवंतस्य च नवं मित्यात् (५.१२.२), ४८३।
नेवंति च च नवोत्सवपुराणां (५.१२.४०), (१०
७१.४), २२२(II), ४३५(II)।
चन्द्रचालन्यीति (१००.३१.६), १८६।
नेवंति: समद्रशराकर (१००.३१.४), ३७५
(II)।
नेवीकं न यज्ञवत्स मेघम (५.१२.१६), २२६
(II)।
नोदनामस्तदृश्यमीति नामस्य बन्धन (५.१२.३)
(५.१२.१२, २०), ४३९, ६४५।
पशुष्यदा भावाय खेमेश्व: (५.१२.१५), २१०
(II)।
पशुधम मातिषेमा: (१००.१२.१), ४९२(II)।
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मञ्जिक संवति यदने मञ्जिक (२०१६२०, ३०, ३७), ५४६(II), ५४८(II), ५५१(II).

मञ्जिक संवति बोमे प्रभर प्रवचन (२११३२), ७४७ (II).

मञ्जिक संवति बोमे प्रभर प्रवचन (२११३२), ७५६(II), ७८१ (II).

मञ्जिक संवति यदने प्रायक प्राचुर्य (२११३२), ३८८(II).

मञ्जिक नामकर्यण यज्ञी (२१४५), (२१५१२), १७९, ३४६.

मञ्जिक नामकर्यण यज्ञी (२१४५), २७९.

सा या यथा संवदेशक यदि व या (२११६२०, २५), ११९, ४५९(II).

मञ्जिकी मेयर अतिरिक्त नामकर्यण (२१५१२), ३७३.

मञ्जिकी भवन: रत्ने देवन सिद्धां (२०११६२०, (२०११०, ५४५.

मञ्जिक प्रायक प्रवचन (२०१६२०, ४५३).

मञ्जिक प्रायक प्रवचन (२०१६२०, ५५१).

मञ्जिक नामकर्यण (२०१६२०, ५५४).

मञ्जिक नामकर्यण (२०१६२०, ५६९).

मञ्जिक नामकर्यण (२०१६२०, ५०२).

संवयसंवति: संवयसंवति (२०१६२०, (२०१६२०), ७९(II), १७८(II), ४२३(II).

मञ्जिक यथार्थ (२०१६२०), २१४(II).

मञ्जिक प्रयोजन परात्मा तथ्योपकाल: एवमेव प्रस्तार: साप्त (२०१६२०, ६६६(II).

मञ्जिक प्रायक (२०१६२०, ७७७(II).

मञ्जिक प्रायक: ब्रम्हवाचन (२०१६२०), ७३८.
शहर भाष्यः

dदाति (१२९२) (१५०४), 428(II), 478.

dँूली क्षणित (१२९२), 419.

सम: समार्थि (१२९२), 116.

विषयानुसारित (१२९४), 106, 126.

विषय पार्थिव क्रोणि (१२९४), 119(II), 229(II).

शीर्षान्याय शुभ प्रमाणनि (१२९२), 74 (II).

धिनिदि (१२९४), 106.

धिनिवार्दि शोभा (१२५४), 785 (II).

धिनिविना वा पूर्व समाधिः (१२५४), 745(II).

धिनिवि प्रमाणनि (१२५४), 466, 470, 528.

भव्यक्षमिति चेतु यत्स्वस वस्मनम्।

वाजनेक्षृपूपम् सर्वत्र तु समुष्मनम् (१२५४), 529.

श्रेय सि योगम (१२५४), १२५४, 4 (१२५४), 5(II), 7(II), 9(II), 40(II), 420; 546.

श्रेयायानेक्षृपम (१२५४), 92.

श्रेयायानेक्षृपनि चपात्वा वा (१२५४), 121 (II).

श्रेष्ठिनि श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठी (१२५४), 316(II).

विषयको समन्वयं (१२५४), 140.

विषयजनित पारिवर्धनानि (१२५४), 355, 688.

विषयजनितिविषयनुमानम् (१२५४), 248.

विषयाविशेषज्ञता (१२५४), 239.

विषयाविशेषज्ञता (१२५४), 106.

विषयविशेषज्ञता (१२५४), 49.

विषयं च श्रेष्ठा यथायतं च (१२५४), 47.

विषयविशेषज्ञता क्षणिति (१२५४), 137.
नादाय व्यक्तामय परामावय (२०१२५४), 404(II).

मला परमन (२०१२५४), 689.

जव्यापिक्षांद्वारार्थिति (२०१२५४) (२०१२५४) (१३ २०१२५४) (२०१२५४) (२०१२५४), 126 150, 306, 453, 541, 578(II).

तिष्मिनिर्गम निर्मा प्रज्ञा प्रज्ञा प्रज्ञावो विधि: (१ २०१२५४), 127.

धोतवं गाढ़कोलो न धोतवं (२०१२५४), 127.

धोतर प्रतमनुवाकमुप्ति (२०१२५४), 397.

धोतुनित्त पूवें शविदायमह (२०१२५४), 357.

धोतिव न: प्रस्म: पाठि (२०१२५४), 357.
SELECT OPINIONS

Sylvain Levi: The Gaekwad's Series is standing at the head of the many collections now published in India.

Asiatic Review, London: It is one of the best series issued in the East as regards the get up of the individual volumes as well as the able editorship of the series and separate works.

Presidential Address, Patna Session of the Oriental Conference: Work of the same class is being done in Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, Benares, and elsewhere, but the organisation at Baroda appears to lead.

Indian Art and Letters, London: The scientific publications known as the "Oriental Series" of the Maharaja Gaekwar are known to and highly valued by scholars in all parts of the world.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London: Thanks to enlightened patronage and vigorous management the "Gaekwad's Oriental Series" is going from strength to strength.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt.: The valuable Indian histories included in the "Gaekwad's Oriental Series" will stand as an enduring monument to the enlightened liberality of the Ruler of Baroda and the wisdom of his advisers.

The Times Literary Supplement, London: These studies are a valuable addition to Western learning and reflect great credit on the editor and His Highness.
GAEKWAD'S ORIENTAL SERIES

Critical editions of unprinted and original works of Oriental Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published at the Oriental Institute, Baroda

I. BOOKS PUBLISHED.


3. Tarkasaṅgraha: a work on Philosophy (refutation of Vaiṣeṣika theory of atomic creation) by Anandajñāna or Anandagiri, the famous commentators on Saṅkarācārya’s Bhāṣyas, who flourished in the latter half of the 13th century: edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917.

4. Pārthaparākrama: a drama describing Arjuna's recovery of the cows of King Virāta, by Prahlādanadeva, the founder of Pālanpur and the younger brother of the Paramāra king of Chandrāvatī (a state in Mārwār), and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was a Yuvarāja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 1164: edited by C. D. Dalal, 1917

5. Rāṣṭraudhavanīśa: an historical poem (Mahākāvyya) describing the history of the Bāgulas of Mayūragiri, from Rāṣṭraudha, king of Kanaūj and the originator of the dynasty, to Nārāyana Shāh of Mayūragiri, by Rudra Kavi, composed in Saka 1518 or A.D. 1596: edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with Introduction by C. D. Dalal, 1917

6. Liṅgānuṇāsana: on Grammar, by Vāmana, who lived between the last quarter of the 8th century and the first quarter of the 9th century: edited by C. D. Dalal, 1918

7. Vasantavilāsa: an historical poem (Mahākāvyya) describing the life of Vastupāla and the history of

This book has been set as a text-book by several Universities including Benares, Bombay, and Patna.

9. Mohaparājaya: an allegorical drama describing the overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conversion of Kumārapāla, the Chalukya King of Guzerat, to Jainism, by Yasahpāla, an officer of King Ajayadeva, son of Kumārapāla, who reigned from A.D. 1229 to 1232: edited by Muni Chaturvijayaji with Introduction and Appendices by C. D. Dalal, 1918.


19. Lekhapaddhati: a collection of models of state and private documents, dating from 8th to 15th centuries A.D.


22. Paraśurāmakalpasūtra: a work on Tantra, with commentary by Rāmeśvara: edited by A. Mahadeva Sastry, B.A., 1923


24. Tantrarāhasya: a work on the Prābhākara School of Pūrvamīmāṃsa, by Rāmānujācārya: edited by Dr. R. Shamasasstry, 1923


26, 41. Sādhanamālā: a Buddhist Tantric text of rituals, dated 1165 A.D., consisting of 312 small works, composed by distinguished writers: edited by Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1925-1928


28. Mānasollāsa or Abhilāṣitārthacintāmani: an encyclopaedic work treating of one hundred different topics connected with the Royal household and the Royal court, by Somesvaradeva, a Chalukya king of the 12th century: edited by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols., vol. I, 1925


30, 31. Tattvavānapara: a Buddhist philosophical work of the 8th century, by Sāntarakṣita, a Professor at Nālandā with Pañjikā (commentary) by his disciple Kamalaśīla, also a Professor at Nālandā: edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamāchārya with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1926

Rs. A.
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33, 34. **Mirat-i-Ahmadi**: by Ali Mahammad Khan, the last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat: edited in the original Persian by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Professor of Persian, Baroda College, 2 vols., illustrated, 1926–1928 ... 19-8

35. **Mānavagrhyaśūtra**: a work on Vedic ritual (domestic) of the Yajurveda with the Bhāṣya of Aṣṭāvakra: edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandit Ramakrishna Harshaji Śāstri, with a Preface by Prof. B. C. Lele, 1926 ... 5-0


37. **Apabhramśakāvyatrayī**: consisting of three works, the Carcarī, Upadeśarasāśayana, and Kālasvarūpakulaka, by Jinadatta Śūri (12th century) with commentaries: edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by L. B. Gandhi, 1927 ... 4-0

38. **Nyāyapraveśa, Part I** (Sanskrit Text): on Buddhist Logic of Diśnāga, with commentaries of Haribhadra Śūri and Pārvadeva: edited by Principal A. B. Dhruve, M.A., LL.B., Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University, Benares, 1930 ... 4-0

39. **Nyāyapraveśa, Part II** (Tibetan Text): edited with introduction, notes, appendices, etc., by Pandit Vidhubhekharā Bhattacharyya, Principal, Vidyabhavana, Visvabharati, 1927 ... 1-8

40. **Advayavajrasaṅgīraha**: consisting of twenty short works on Buddhist philosophy by Advayavajra, a Buddhist savant belonging to the 11th century A.D., edited by Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr. Haraprasad Sastrī, M.A., C.I.E., Hon. D.Litt., 1927 ... 2-0

42, 60. **Kalpadrukōsa**: standard work on Sanskrit Lexicography, by Keśava: edited with an elaborate introduction by the late Pandit Ramavatara Sharma, Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna and index by Pandit Shrikant Sharma, 2 vols., vol. I (text), vol. II (index), 1928–1932 ... 14-0

43. **Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement**: by Ali Muhammad Khan. Translated into English from the original Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired), and Prof. Syed Nawab Ali, M.A. Illustrated. Corrected reissue, 1928 ... 6-8

44. **Two Vajrayāna Works**: comprising Prajñopānaviniścayaśiddhi of Anāṅgavajra and Jñānasiddhi of Indrabhūti—two important works belonging to the little known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th century A.D.): edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1929 ... 3-0

45. **Bhāvpaprakāśana**: of Śāradātananaya, a comprehensive work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to A.D. 1175–1250; edited by His Holiness Yadugiri Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. S. Ramaswami Sastrī, Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1929 ... 7-0
46. Rāmacarita: of Abhinanda, Court poet of Hāravarṣa probably the same as Devapāla of the Pāla Dynasty of Bengal (c. 9th century A.D.): edited by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, 1929 ........................................... 7-8

47. Nañjarājayaśobhūṣaṇa; by Nṛsiṁhakavi alias Abhinava Kalidāsa, a work on Sanskrit Poetics and relates to the glorification of Nañjarāja, son of Virabhūṣaṇa of Mysore: edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, 1930 ............................................................. 5-0


49. Pre-Diññāga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources: containing the English translation of Śatāśṭraṇa of Aryadeva, Tibetan text and English translation of Vigraha-yaśāvariṇi of Nāgarjuna and the re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Upāyakarikā and Tarkaśāstra: edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, 1930 ................................................................. 9-0


53. Tathāgataśākunyatā or Guhyasamājā: the earliest and the most authoritative work of the Tantra School of the Buddhists (3rd century A.D.): edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1931 ................................................................. 4-4

54. Jayākhyaśaṁhitā: an authoritative Pāñcarātra work of the 5th century A.D., highly respected by the South Indian Vaisnavaśas: edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya of Vadital, with one illustration in nine colours and a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1931 ................................................................. 12-0

55. Kāvyālāṅkārasārasamgraha: of Udbhata with the commentary, probably the same as Udbhataviveka of Rājānaka Tilaka (11th century A.D.): edited by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, 1931 ................................................................. 2-0

56. Pārānanda Sūtra: an ancient Tantric work of the Hindus in Sūtra form giving details of many practices and rites of a new School of Tantra: edited by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1931 ................................................................. 3-0

58. **Padmānanda Mahākāvyya**: giving the life history of Rṣabhadeva, the first Tīrthaṅkara of the Jainas, by Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th century: edited by H. R. Kapadia, M.A., 1932 ... ... 14-0

59. **Śabdaratnasamanvaya**: an interesting lexicon of the Nānārtha class in Sanskrit compiled by the Maratha King Sahaji of Tanjore: edited by Pandit Viṭṭhalā Śāstri, Sanskrit Paṭhaśāla, Baroda, with a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1932 ... ... 11-0

61. **Śaktisaṅgama Tantra**: a voluminous compendium of the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kālī, Tārā, Sundarī and Chhinnamastā: edited by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. I, Kālīkhaṇḍa, 1932 ... ... 2-8

62. **Prajñāpāramitās**: commentaries on the Prajñāpāramitā, a Buddhist philosophical work: edited by Giuseppe Tucci, Member, Italian Academy, 2 vols., vol. I, 1932 ... ... 12-0

63. **Tarih-ī-Mubarakshahi**: an authentic and contemporary account of the kings of the Saiyyid Dynasty of Delhi: translated into English from original Persian by Kamal Krishna Basu, M.A., Professor, T.N.J. College, Bhagalpur, with a Foreword by Sir Jaddunath Sarkar, Kt., 1932 ... ... 7-8

64. **Siddhāntabindu**: on Vedānta philosophy, by Madhusūdana Sarasvatī with commentary of Purusottama: edited by P. C. Divanji, M.A., LL.M., 1933 ... ... 11-0

65. **Iṣṭasiddhi**: on Vedānta philosophy, by Vimuktātmā, disciple of Avyayātmā, with the author’s own commentary: edited by M. Hiriyanna, M.A., Retired Professor of Sanskrit, Maharaja’s College, Mysore, 1933 ... ... 14-0

66, 70, 73. **Shabara-Bhāṣya**: on the Mīmāṁsā Sūtras of Jaimini: Translated into English by Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr. Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-Chancellor, University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., 1933-1936 ... ... 48-0

67. **Sanskrit Texts from Bali**: comprising a large number of Hindu and Buddhist ritualistic, religious and other texts recovered from the islands of Java and Bali with comparisons: edited by Professor Sylvain Levi, 1933 ... ... 3-8

71. **Nārāyaṇa Śataka**: a devotional poem of high literary merit by Vidyākara with the commentary of Pīṭāmbara: edited by Pandit Shrikant Sharma, 1935 ... ... 2-0
72. Rājadharma-Kaustubha: an elaborate Smṛti work on Rājadharma, Rājanīti and the requirements of kings, by Anantadeva: edited by the late Mahamahopadhyaya Kamala Krishna Smṛtitirtha, 1935 .. 10-0
74. Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages: translated into English from Portuguese by Prof. A. X. Soares, M.A., LL.B., Baroda College, Baroda, 1936 .. 12-0

II. BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

1. Nāṭyaśāstra: edited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi, 4 vols., vol. III.
6. Trīṣaṭṭisālākāpurusacaritra: of Hemacandra: translated into English by Dr. Helen M. Johnson, 4 vols., vol. II.
7. Gaṇitatilaka: of Śrīpati with the commentary of Simhatilaka, a non-Jain work on Arithmetic with a Jain commentary: edited by H. R. Kapadia, M.A.
8. Dvādaśāraṇayacakra: an ancient polemical treatise giving a résumé of the different philosophical systems with a refutation of the same from the Jain standpoint by Mallavādi Sūri with a commentary by Simhasuri Gani: edited by Muni Caturvijayaji.
11. Tattvasaṅgaha: of Śaṅtarakṣita with the commentary of Kamalaśāla: translated into English by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Ganganath Jha.
III. BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION.

1. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda: compiled by the Library staff, 12 vols., vol. II (Śrauta, Dharma, and Grhyasūtras).

2. Prajnāpāramitās: commentaries on the Prajnāpāramitā, a Buddhist philosophical work: edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, 2 vols., vol. II.

3. Śaktisāṅgama Tantra: comprising four books on Kāli, Tārā, Sundari, and Chhinnamastā: edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 4 vols., vols. II-IV.

4. Nāṭyadārpaṇa: introduction in Sanskrit giving an account of the antiquity and usefulness of the Indian drama, the different theories on Rasa, and an examination of the problems raised by the text, by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. II.


6. Parasurāma-Kalpasūtra: an important work on Tantra with the commentary of Rāmesvara: second revised edition by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha.


10. An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda: compiled from the existing card catalogue by the Superintendent, Printed Section.


14. Vimalaprabhā: the famous commentary on the Kālacakra Tantra and the most important work of the Kālacaktra School of the Buddhists: edited with comparisons of the Tibetan and Chinese versions by Giuseppe Tucci of the Italian Academy.
15. Nišpannyogāmbara Tantra: describing a large number of maṇḍalas or magic circles and numerous deities: edited by B. Bhattacharyya.


17. Madana Mahārṇava: a Śṛṅti work principally dealing with the doctrine of Karmavipāka composed during the reign of Māndhātā son of Madanapāla: edited by Embar Krishnamacharya.


20. Bṛhaspati Śmrīti, being a reconstructed text of the now lost work of Bṛhaspati: edited by Principal K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Hindī University, Benares.

For further particulars please communicate with—

THE DIRECTOR,
Oriental Institute, Baroda.
THE GAEKWAD'S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

1. The Comparative Study of Religions: [Contents: I, the sources and nature of religious truth. II, supernatural beings, good and bad. III, the soul, its nature, origin, and destiny. IV, sin and suffering, salvation and redemption. V, religious practices. VI, the emotional attitude and religious ideals]: by Alban A. Widgery, M.A., 1922

Rs. A. 15-0


3-0

3. Immortality and other Essays: [Contents: I, philosophy and life. II, immortality. III, morality and religion. IV, Jesus and modern culture. V, the psychology of Christian motive. VI, free Catholicism and non-Christian Religions. VII, Nietzsche and Tolstoi on Morality and Religion. VIII, Sir Oliver Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of confessions of faith. X, the idea of resurrection. XI, religion and beauty. XII, religion and history. XIII, principles of reform in religion]: by Alban G. Widgery, M.A., 1919. (Cloth Rs. 3)

2-0

4. Confutation of Atheism: a translation of the Ḥadīs-i-Ḥalila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit: translated by Vali Mohammad Chhanganbhai Momin, 1918

0-14

Conduct of Royal Servants: being a collection of verses from the Viiramitrodaya with their translations in English, Gujarati, and Marathi: by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D.

0-6
SELLING AGENTS OF THE GAEKWAD'S ORIENTAL SERIES

England


Germany


Austria


Calcutta

Messrs. The Book Co., Ltd., 4/3, College Square.


Benares City

Messrs. Braj Bhusan Das & Co., 40/5, Thathari Bazar.

Lahore

Messrs. Mehrchand Lachmandass, Sanskrit Book Depot, Said Mitha Street.


Bombay

Messrs. Taraporevala & Sons, Kitab Mahal, Hornby Road.


Messrs. N. M. Tripathi & Co., Kalbadevi Road.

Poona

Oriental Book Supply Agency, 15, Shukrawar Peth.
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8002</td>
<td>Gomparratha Jha</td>
<td><em>Shabasaq-Bhasyaq</em> (1936)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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